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Mr. Pearson Sees Less Danger Of Aggression:  S Ottawa, Jan. 3 (CP) -- Top NATO 
officials are agreed that international tensions have "somewhat diminished" 
but that Canmunism still menaces the security of the free nations, Mr. 
Pearson said in a year-end message. 

The Minister spoke in an.address over the CBC's International Service. 
At the December meeting of the NATO Council in Paris, Mr. Pearson said, 

it was agreed that the danger of open military aggression is "perhaps less 
than it was a year or two ago". 

"It would be folly to allow ourselves to be lulled into a sense of 
falue security," he added. "But it would also be wrong to so harden our 
hearts or close Our minds to the point where we could not respond to any 
genene peace move, to any sincere offer to negotiate, that might eventually 
come from behind the ix4on Curtain." 

In the Far, East, he said, the Western  nations must be careful lest 
differing views on Eastern problems should disrupt their unity. 

"Anti-:Communism or anti anything else will not be enough to hold us 
together," he said. "Our Asian policy must comprise much more than mere 
opposition to Communism. Mi) must have a positive policy...." 

In Europe, there had been progress towards security and stability, 
but the outlook gave no reason for complacency. 

The relations of the Western  democracies and Germany - particularly 
the question of the European Defence Community - demanded a solution in 
1954. 

"Some solution must be found," he said. 

Gouzenko Interview:  Montreal, Jan. 4 (Gazette) -- Senators William E. Jenner 
and Pat McCarran arrived in Montreal yesterday on their way to a secret 
rendezvous with Igor Gouzenko. 

Apparently conscious of their obligations to the Canadian Government, 
which permitted this meeting with the former Soviet Embassy code clerk, 
the Senators were reticent when interviewed by reporters at Central Station. 

For the sake of Gouzenko, who has been kept under wraps since the 
1946 spy trials for fear of Russian vengeance, the ttme and Place of the 
interview was kept completely secret.... 

2 U. of T. Students Reported Detained In Florida:  Toronto, Jan. 4 (Globe & - fl 
Mail) -- Two University of Toronto undergraduates, one of them a leader in 
Progressive Conservative groups on and off the campus, are b eing held by 
U.S. immigration officials in Florida for what detaining officers have 
told them are suspected Communist sympathies. 

Edward Samuel Rogers, 20, of 405 Glenayr Rd., Forest Hill, and William 
M. Boultbee, 21, of 89 High Park Ave., will appear Tuesday before a U.S. 
immigration board of special inquiry at West Palm Beach because they refused 
to sign, under oath, a statement they were not allowed to read. 

Boultbee has already received and Rogers expects to receive beforelhe 
hearing an order temporarily excluding them from the United States under 
the provisions  of the McCarran Immigration and-Nationality Act dealing 
with Communist affiliations.... 

(over) 



2.  

Slayer Of Trotsky Said To Be Identified: Qttawa, Dec. 31 (CP) -- The man who 
- 'used a Canadian passport to enter Mexico to assassinate Leon Trotsky finally 

has been positively identified, the RCM) said today* 
On Aug. 20, 1940, in a suburb of Mexico City, a man known as Jacques . 

Mornard but who carried a Canadian rassport with the name Frank Jacson, 
buried a mountain climber's pick in the head of Trotsky, exiled Bolshevik 
who was one of the leaders of the Russian revolution. 

Mornard survived a severe beating by Trotsky's bodyguard and on April 
, 16 , 1943,  sentenced to 20 years in prison, maximum penalty for murder 
in Mexico. But the killer refused to reveal his real identity and it 
remained a mystery for years. 

In an article in the RCMP Quarterly entitled Passport to Murder,“ 
William Rodney, research specialist in the RCMP special branch, gives 
credit for the murderer's identification to Dr. Alfonso Quiroz,.noW Chief 
of Investigations for the Bnnk of Mexico. 

Dr. Quiroz, writes Rodney, pursued the case for years until he was - 
able to prove conclusively through fingerprints found at Barcelona, Spain, 
that Mornard is really Ramon Mercador del Rio, born at Barcelona Feb. 7, 
1913. 

Across Canada: Canada's rivers were harnessed to produce an additional 638,012 
horsepower of•  hydro-electric energy during 1953 but the new output.barely 
kept pace with a booming demand for more and more power. In a review of 
the country's hydro-electric progress in 1953, Resources Minister Lesage , 
reported that new hydro developments brought total installations in 
water-power plants up to 14,921,459 horsepower - about 23 per cent of 
Canada's known resources.... Rt. Rev. Robert Jefferson announced his 
resignation, effective in April, as Anglican Bishop of Ottawa....  Hornes 
started in the first eight months of 1953 totalled 69,460, a 30-per-cent 
increase over the corresponding period in 1952, Central Mortgage and 
Housing Corporation reported. 

Hockey: (Saturday).,Cnnadiens 1 -, Boston 1. Toronto 4; Chicago : O. >  (SUndaY) 
New'York 4, Canadiens - 3. Toronto 0,'-Detroit O. •• • 

- 30 -... •  
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Trade with Russia;  Ottawa, Jan. 4 (CP) -- Canada is willing to do more trade 
with Russia "in a limited list of commodities", Mr. Howe said today. 

The Minister, in an interview, observed that the Soviet Union has 
' 	signed a number of trade agreements with various countries, but.said the 

- Soviet has made no direct trade approach to Canada. 	 - 
Australia recently concluded a deal with Russia to import Soviet canned 

salmon and crabmeat. This led an Australian newspaper, the Melbourne Herald, 
to suggest that Canada would protest since Canada had previously supplied the 
Australian market. 

However, Mr. Howe said the Canadian Government is not planning any__7_ 
protest. -Australia, a -sterling-area country, was short of doilars and had 

*:mOt purchased Canadian canned salmon for several years.  
As for Canada 'a  own relations with Russia, Canada is :ready to open trade 

negotiations on shipments of non-strategic goods. 
Mr.'Howe observed that there are signs of Russian "goodwill" on the world 

= - economic front, but Canada would not be willing to ship any strategic item to 
that country or any Communist satellite. 

Russia would have to pay for her Canadian goods either in dollars or 
gold, but there might be ways of working,out a barter deal between a Eussian' 
trade group and Canadian private traders. 

Russian-Canadian trade has become almost non-existent. Canada, in the 
-first 10 months of 1953, exported about e466 worth of goods to Russia-- 
mostly gifts. Imports--mostly raw furs--totalled about e416,000 in the- first 
eight months of last year. 
' 	During the Second World War, however, Canadian exports to Russia reached 
as , high.as el00,000,000 a year. These were mostly war materials used by 
=Russia to beat back the Nazi invasion. 

Turning to the world economic front generally, Mr; Howe said he is, 
"optimistic" about the future. He believed Canada's Gross National Product 
which reached a peak of 424,200,000,000 in 1953, will increase again in 1954. 

Gouzenko Interview:  (Press Release No. 3, Jan. 5.) -- The Department,of External 
Affairs - announced on January 5 that in accordance with arrangements made 
between the Canadian and United States Governments befOre Christmas, a 

'meeting was held on January 4 at which representatives of the United States 
Government interviewed Mr. Igor Gouzenko. The meeting was presided over by 
Chief Justice James C. McRuer of the High Court of Ontario, who presided at 
the request of the Canadian Government. The United States Government' was 

' represented by His Excellency the United States -àmbassador to Canada, Mr. R.•
Douglas Stuart, Senator William E. Jenner, Senator Pat McCarran and Mr.' J. G. 
Sourwine. Mr. D. W. Mundell, Q.C., represented the Attorney General of Canada. 
Representatives of the Departments of Justice and External Affairs and of the 
Royal Canadian Mounted Police were also present at the meeting, 

alpartmental Appointments:  Ottawa, Jan. 4 (CP) -- Mr. Robert A. MacKay today was 
named Deputy Under-Secretary of the Department of External Affairs. He 
succeeds Mr. Charles Ritchie who will açcampany Mr. St. Laurent on his world 
tour next month. 

Two others were appointed Assistant Under-Secretaries: Mr. J. W. Holmes 
and Mr. Jean Chapdelaine. They succeed Mr. Jules Leger, recently appointed 
Ambassador to Mexico, and Mr. MacKay. 
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New  Reserve Army:  Ottawa, Jan. 4  (OP) -- Creation of a naw reserve army éategory 
was announced today by National Defence Headquarters. It will be callèetthe .  

- Canadian Army Regular,Reserve. 
' The - new classification was creaated specifically-to' "encourage Korean . 

 veterans and other trained troops . to continue their army association after 
their release".. Ità , ultimate purpose:—"To make available immediately 
additional trained men should mnbilization or partial mobilization be ordered." 

e300,000,000 Gas Pipeline Negotiations:  Ottawa, Jan. 4 (CP) -- The federal Govern-
ment will start this,week to bring together two companies in a joint project 
on a7e300000,000 gas 'pipeline from Alberta to ,the East. 

On the eve of these negotiations, Mr. Howe today expressed the view the 
tvid.big compèting firms 11111 have to merge their corporate  structures  to fit 
in with plans of the federal and Alberta Governmenta. 

The companies are Trans-Canada Pipe Lines, which wants to build an all-
Canadian line from Alberta as far east as Montreal, and Western Pipe lines, 
Ltd., planning to pipe gas as far east as Winnipeg and then pipe it south to 
Minnesota. 

A. month ago, the Alberta Government in releasing long-withheld gas for 
the east ruled that the two proposals should be amalgamated. The federal 
cabinet agreed. 

Mr. Howe said today in an interview he will talk to the Western concern 
tomprrow and to Trans-Canada later this week. 

Atomic Pool_Proposal:  Ottawa, Jan. 4 (CP) -- Any Russian rejection of President 
.Eisenhower's proposal that world atomic powers pool their resources.for 
peaceful purposes should not mean collapse of the plan, Mr. Stirling Cole, 

. Chairman of the Joint United States CongressionaLAtamic Energy Committee, 
said tonight. 

Mi'.. Coltymede the  statement during an interview by a group of reporters 
- on the CBC program, Press Conference. The interview was recorded _in Mashing-

ton and broadcast tonight from Ottawa over the CBC's Dominion network.: 

U. of T. Students Released:  Ottawa, Jan. 4 (CP) -- A mix-up in identifications 
caused detention of the two Toronto students entering the United.States, a 

_EMbassy official here explained today. 	 , 
- 	Before the two were released today, the External Affairs Department, 

. 

	

	the Cana-dian Ebbassy in Washington, U.S. State Department and the U.S. 
Justice Department all became involved. 

Mr. Joseph Savoretti, district director of immigration and naturaliza- 
tion at Miami, said Boultbee's name had been mistaken for another. person, 
and that it was "a case of mistaken identity of individuals and • not political 
parties". 

Across Canada: Mr. Abbott said in Sydney, Australia, that Canada will beslad to 
play host to the next conference of Commonwealth Finance Ministers. He 
issued .the invitation soon after his arrival for this week's Commonwealth 
Finance Ministers' meeting,. . according to a press cable...Construction 
on the.5,000-mile Trans-Canada Highway was speeded up during 1953, the 
Public Works Department announced. Contracts authorized for the highway's 
construction - totalled $137,825,000 by the end of the year, a statement said. 
"Nearly every one of the nine  part icipating  provinces has added substantially 

• to the mileage of completed, paved highway during the past year.".... For the 
second successive year pioduction  of. General Motors of Canada last year topped 
the 200,000 unit mark, Mr. William A. Wacker, president, reported yesterdaY. 
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Mr. Pearson On lbrld Affairs: Montreal, Jan. 6 - (Gazette) -- Mr. Pearson said 
here last Ïlight the most imperative task of 1954 may well be the uniting 
of "the coplition of free states into one voice so that they may negotiate 
wlth the Kemlin and Peking as a -well-knit  and- cohesive  team." 

"We 1-, ceir too often the 'voices' rather  •than  the 'voice' of freedom," 
he said. r 

. The Grimunists have the definite advantage of speaking with one voice 
in negotiation, Mr. Pearson told the Montreal Branch of the Canadian Public 
Relations Society at the Ritz Carlton Hotel. 

. 	The Minister cautioned the West to be wary and not expect too much 
from any particular meeting, at Berlin, or Bermuda or Panmunjom. 

"Very far reaching developments may be taking place behind the Iron 
Curtain.  •  If so, we should keep an open mind and a clear head about then. 
•These developments may nake it possible to advance the policy of peaceful 
co-operation between states to which we of the free world are committed. 

• "On the other hand, words of peace and good will which came now from - 
the communist camp may represent merely an orthodox and normal shift in 
•party tactics, designed to disarm and deceive us." 

"In a coalition of free states," he snid, 'large and mall, powerful and 
weak, each has its own voice, each has its own pride, prejudice and public 
opinion." 
• "There may be no more Imperative necessity facing us in 1954 than that 4  
of working out and applying satisfactory and effective methods of consulta- 
tion and co-operation within this coalition, so that Ive can negotiate mlth 
the Kremlin and Peking as a well-knit and cohesive tenm." 

Speaking of Canada's responsibility in uniting this coalition, Mr. 
Pearson •said "we have a special problem in international public relations 
with the United States." 

"Relations with the United States are becoming more varied and compli- 
cated. It is not surprising, therefore, that problems are increasing." 

But Mr. Pearson warned these problems must be settled with a minimum 
of bickering and a maximum of good will. Any other approach, he said, 
would be unthinkable. 

"If Canada and the United States cannot grow closer together in good 
neighbox4hood and friendship-and in the mutual respect and understanding on 
which friendship must rest -- what chance is there for peace and stability 
in the world?" 

Mr. Pearson • redicted that during 1954 the unity and strength of the 
North Atlantic Treaty Organization will came under increasing attaclç from the 
Communists, "within and without our .  gates." 

"I feel the attack will come, not so much fr= direct frontal assault as 
from the insidious pressure of enticing double-talk and bewildering blandish-
ment," the Minister said. ' 

Mr. Pearson said the free world was entering a new period with new prob-
lems and difficulties -- but also new possibilities. 

it  is no time to lower our guard or to start wrangling among ourselves." 
Now, more than ever, he said, diplomacy should play a greater part in 

keeping the coalition of free states tbgether. 

U. K. TO Biiy Beef Surplus From Cnnada:  Ottawa, Jan. 5 (GP) -- Britain has agreed 
to buy the last of Ganada's surplus frol'en beef at a price about one-third 
of cost. 

(over) 
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- 	The 8 , 000 , 000  Pounds, remainder of the oritinal 83,000,000 purchased 
by the Government under beef price support, now is being loaded at Van-
couver. 

The Agriculture Department today announced the deal, but gave no esti-
mate of price. However, it was learned that Britain will pay about 15,cents 
a pound, well below the 45-cents-a-pound cost to the Government. 

This and other losses in beef and canned pork sales may push the Gov-
ernment's total meat operation losses to more than $50,000,000. Of this 
about $32,000,000 has been written off by Parliament in last February's 
budget. 

The loss is put down as part of the Government's battle against foot-
and-mouth disease in Western Canada in 1952. Beef and pork price-support 
operations were undertaken as an emergency move to prevent collapse of the 
Canadian meat industry at a time when Canada's biggest market, the United 
States, 'larred imports from Canada. 

Living Costs  Don, Earnings Up:  Ottawa, Jan. 5 (CP) --'COn'sumers got a• boost in 
purchasing power during November as living costs dropped for the second 
consecutive month while earnings rose to a peak. 

Lower food prices again beat out climbing rents to slice two-fifths of 
a point from the consumer nrice index, the Bureau of Statistics reported 
today. 	 • 

The cost-of-living yardstick, based,on 1949 prices equalling 100, 
dropped to 115.8 from 116.2. November's decline was smaller than the half- 
point October decrease, cutting the index from its 1953 high of 116.7. 

While prices were declining, industrial paycheques were climbing, in- 
creasing the purChasing power of the labour force. Average weekly pay-
cheque in major industries rose to a record of $58.15 on Nov. 1 from c58.11 
on Oct. 1 and $55.65 on Nov. 1 1952. 

The November consumer price index figure of 115.8 was  'une-tenths of a 
point below the 1953 high of 116.7 reached in September,but 1.4 points 
higher than the 1953 low of 114.4 in April. It brought Airing costs back 
to where they were a ver ago, down 2.4 points from the December, 1951, 
peak of 118.2. 

Admission  Requirements  For  Universities: Port'Hope, Jan, 5 - (Globe & Mail) 
Dissatisfaction with present admission requirements for Canadian univer- 
sities was expressed at a two-day conference today and yesterday under 
auspices of the Headmasters' Association, Canadian Independent Schools, 
Trinity College School here. 

Views of Canadian, American and British educators were heard. 
Canadian universities want candidates who have not only developed skill 

but have also shown basic qualities which are not always disclosed in the 
present type of subjective examinations, Dr.  W. A. McIntosh, principal of 
Queen's University, told the meeting. 

There is a real need for an intellectual .ambition, high literacy, and 
the beginning of independent standards of truth and accuracy in university 
students today, Dr. McIntosh said. 

Across Canada: Canada's independent retail merchants today asked the Federal Gov-
ernment to help them modernize their stores and improve their competitive 
position.'e4he Retail Merchants Association of Canada in a brief presented 
to Mr. StAaurent and Justice Garson urged the Government to set up a re-
volving fund and "make it available to qualified merchants for modernization 
of their  stores....  Toronto's population dropped 1,862 during 1953--from 
667,364 to 665,502--according to a report which will be submitted to the 
Board of Control by Assessment Commissioner Gray, but city officials don't 
believe the figures. 

-..3O - 
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November ExPorts Dawn $36,000,000: Ottawa, Jan. 6 ,(CP) , , Canada's-exportsfell 
by 836400,000 during November, nipped by cuts .,, in.shipments to-the United- . 

and most other m.gior markets, 	, 
_Shipments, declined. to $355,100,000 from $391,700,000in,November„1952, 

,redU:Cing.thell-month.total by $150,300,000 ,to $3,811,600,000 froM the 1952 
record of $3,961,900,000,.the Bureau of Statistics. reported today,, :  , 

ÉXports to the U.S., main sustaining ,market, slipped by about,$9ï000.,000 
to $200,600;000 from $209,841,000 in November, though the 11-month total viras 
,z,u11--higher at $2,129,700,000, compared,to $2,086,180,000 _in 1952, 

: --. : Continuing the scale-down.  trendshowing.,in.earlier . months-,7-Britain7e --- 
 purchases-declined'during November,to $55,629,000 from-$61;125,000,,reducing 

the 11-month,total'bv n ore 	 1698• 358 • - ,than C80,000,000 to $617,908,000 fram' „ , 
77i000* 

, . 	 _ 
:J.,--,xports-were-lower to other . Commonwealth  countries 	well. Australia 
cut purchases to $3,149,000 from $5,076,000 during.the month;NewZealand,,to 
$1,369,000 from $1,911,000; India to $653,000 from 41,516,000; Pakistan to 
$2 127 000 from $4 127 000. 	 • • • 	' 	2 	$ 

Cant#Iental-Furope,'as a-whole,_reduced purchases to.$34,987,000'.7from.--- ' 
ee7?i000.,  ..Exports. increased only to one European market -r:West,Germany -- 
Al2 -587 000-from e6 069 000. The over-all reduction slashed 11,1month ex- • $. 

-qports..ta EuroPe - ,by,aImost $100,000,000 	4349,068,000from $442,104,000. _ 	 . 
Shiments,toyLatia-America. also dropped to 420,311,00d from,$21,507,000 

n_the-moInth-,ene,to,$183,241,(500 from1249,886,000 in the.11.,monthperiod. 

Labrador Iron orp  Bir  August, 1954: Chicago, Ill., - Jan. 7 (Globe & Mail) -- 'Mr. 
William H. Durrell, general manager of Iron Ore  Co of  Canada, yestérday 
told members of the Chicago section of the American Institute of Mining and 
Metallurgical Engineers that all grading on the 360-mile railway being pushed 
north from Seven Islands, on the Gulf of St. Lawrence to the ore fields has 
been completed. Rail has now been laid to Mile 335 and should reach Scheffer-
ville early in February. Ballasting will be completed during the coming sum-
mer. 

The nines, hydro-electric plants and ore handling and terminal facilities 
are in an advanced stage of completion and will be ready for ore shipments by 
August, 1954. 

Of the $200 million spent to date, Mr. Durrell stated that $45 million 
was for wages, of which more than 95 per cent went to Quebec and Newfoundland 
labour. 

More than $225 million will have been spent before a ton of ore is ship-
ped. According to the speaker, this is the largest sum ever spent on a 
mining development prior to initial production. 

Mr. Durrell pointed out that the main problem in marketing the ore would 
be one of transportation, and emphasized the important part the St. Lawrence 
Seaway, when constructed, will play in the economical transportation of the 
ore to inland steel mills. 

"Existing rail and canaller facilities will be nble to handle 10 to 12 
million tons annually, but if our production is to rise to our hoped for 20 , 
million tons a year, the seaway will be absolutely necessary.” 

In closing, he stated that, upon completion of the railway, an entire newt 
country would be opened up and, owing to the favourable geology in the area, e 

new mines would be found for years to come. 

The reduction showed both in volume and price. On the basis,.of,1948 :..,, 
: ,.equal1.ing100,,vo1ume , dec1ine&during November to-117.3,from..12â.5inNov-

„t?,m$/:,- 1952, whilejpricefiropped to 116.7 fram 120.4. - , 

(over) .  
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---- Tropical- Fish Off- Nova 'Scotia 	Ottawa,- -Ja.n. 6 -(CP) -- -:=-StraiiË'd fish have been = 
turning up in the nets t .of Cnnada is ,  east coast fishermen. 

The Fisheries Department said ,today that one of its research vessels, 
the Investign.tor 2, ha' d s tnk- en 22 specimens of blue hake from Newfoundland 
waters last sumrer forlzithe'firttime in history. 

Also, the Department added in 9 sta.tement, fishermen had found among 
thfir cod and redfish catches su.ch. rare  types  as. the , deep -Sea eel, the 
dollarfish 'Inntern fishes Viper fishes — grenadiers - and - spiny eels. 

Farther Seuth,: Off the coast Of 'Nova..Sào -tia, sOme, types of tropical 
inelude 'thé White sh.ark  and tarpon,  which seldom . 

'1;efo-ré; haVe VentUred so far north. 	 . 
The DePartment said 'discovery of these tropical specimens coincides. 

with reports of higher temperatures in the north Atlan.tic .and the fact-  that 
large 'catches of cod are now being made regularly far ta -_the north in 
Davis Strait, off Greenland. 	 - 

_ 	Explorntory work carried out by the Investigator-'2 showed excellent  sup- - 
plies of cod on :the Hamilton inlet bank ciff-`southern Labrador,, a...region _ 

-- fished extensively by European vessels but as yet  not at alrbY ,Newfolindland 
trawlers. This hank also . yi..,elded good c'tche -S.  of American plertice.,.'the- re-
port said.. 	 _ 

Varions  :methads of- fishing also were - tested by: the  InVeStigatar; 2. The 
famed dory fishing of thé: past is all but extinct, the statement é aid‘, 5  and 
itS place lia .s been taken*hy -t;h"e schooner svstem. 

Duke Of Edinhurr,hts- 	ViTeitt Vnitcoilver,  Tan. 	(CP).— The Dul_Pfe of Edinburgh 
will arrive in British Collr-ibin. from London Aug. / for an ei1t-dv visit 
bat will include at le-st four appearances at the British Empire Gemres. 

i›.tails cif the itinerary were announced by Stan Smith, chairman af the 
games' Which open here July 31. The Duke will begin the visit with  a formal 
call -  on Government' officials at Victoria Aug-. 1 and will inspect' the  naVal .  

. 	. 

Across Canada 	The-first professional s tock company established' in its ,  own--  
thc'd-re  in  Toron-to in morr than two: -IecadeS held its opening performance • 

Tti .esday night; The 1.1urray and Donald Da. -vis company persen.ted Gordon Daviotts 
• -Itichard- cif Bordeaux at the Crest Theatre.... The 95th running cif the  Queens  

Plate - will - be held Saturday, June 12, it was announced by the Ontario 'Jockey . 
'Club. It is the lntest date in hidtOrY the I I/8-mile classic has beerr held. 

e=t;i Gordon  Osier of Winnipeg ,. président of Westerrr Pipelines Ltd., said 
today his company is 91.1XiOUS to co-operate in an arraignmation of competing - 
plans far a trans..ennnda natural gas pipeline from, Albertg. /Ir. Osier was , s 

 conferring Wednesday with Mr. Howe. - 
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Ottawa, Vol. 5 Na. 5 , January 8, 1954. 

Sea Corridors Through Alaska: Vancouver, Jan. 7 (CP) -- Canada may ask the 
U.S., for corridors to open new gateways to the sea through the Alablca, 
panhandle . 

The corridors would open the way for development'of a treasure land 
'of  minerals',  power and timber areas. 

danadian indistrial  and mining interests are behind the proposals 
for  several corridors to provide access to deep-sea ports on the Pacific. 
The plan  has been discussed in Ottawa and Washington. 

. 	The executive of the B.C. and Yukon Chamber of Mines backs the idea, 
supporting industrial  and  mining interests. 

'-' Governor B. Frank Heintzleman of Alaska will make,recommendâtions 
when he attends a conferencein Washington later this month. 	' 

°For-  the territory, Frobisher Ltd. ,, an exploration and development 
company with world-wide chemical and metallurigal interests, has-sug= 
gested a sch-eme' involving moving three towns, rerouting the Alaska High-
way,.and shifting the White Pass-Yukon Railway. 

The plan, with an estimated cost of more than $1.,000,opo,00p irould 
•laY the baee for the world's largest chemical and metallugical indu- s-try. 

Covering 17,000 square miles and three lakes emptying into the 
Yukon RiVer and' a' hydro potential of 5,000,000 horsepower, it dwarfs a 
SoMewhat similar proposal bv the Aluminum Company of America, rejected by 
'thé Canadian Government. 

A number of comrnnies hnve staked claims to what are believed.vast 
copper fields in the area.... 

AtamiC Ene'rgy Proposals: Ottnwa, Jan. 7 (CP) -- Canada will take pf;rt -lin -hi-aï ^- 
 ' full-scale negotiations on President.Eisenhower's proposal for an inter- 

national pool for peaceful development of atamic energy officials said 
today. 	 - 

- They added that ever since the President outlined his plan to the UN 
last month, d9nada and the United Stateshave been exchanging -viewS on 
the subject. This Process will continue.... 

Army Recruits From U.K.:  Ottawa, Jan. 7 (CP) -- Nearly 300 Britons joined the 
Canadian Army last year, Army headquarters reported today. 

An official spokesman said this number included 212 technicians, 50 
bandsmen, and 26 former members of British civil or military police 
forces. The latter were  enrolled in the Canadian Army Provost Corps. 

"Vie  are  interested mainly in technicians, and musicians," the spokes- 
man said, "but we are not running any recruiting campaign over there." 

He said the Canadian Army is looking for men who have completed their 
tours of military duty with British forces and who want to come to Canada. 
He emphasized that only Britons without any military obligation in the 
United Kingdom are considered. 

Science Aiding Fishermen:  Ottawa, Jan. 7 (CP) -- Canada's cam:nercial fishermen 
no longer have to rely on their own experience and intuition to determine 
if the fishing is going to be good. Science tells them. 

The Fisheries Department said todav that continuing investigations 
into water conditions and the biology of various types of fish have enabled 
them to forecast with some accuracy the commercial fisherman's haul. 

Especially, a department statement said, in the case of the Digby, 
N.S. scallop fleet. In 1948, the department told the scallop fishermen 
that 1952 would bring them a record haul. 

(over) 



• Thet's just -what happened and now, accordin to  th  è statement, theY 
can look forward to a nem record catch in 1954. 

"It is not done with,mirrors," the department said,  but  from long . 
painstaking hours spent stuç1ng water telperatures, specimens of the 
catch and the life history of this strange sea creature." 

Canadian ,Yessels  Sold:  Montreal, Jap. 8• - (Gazette) -- Three Canadian-flag 
vessels,have been sold ,to foreign - interests, it was revealed yesterday. 
This  brings to less than 30 the number of ships in the Canadian merchant 
marine. 

Two of the vessels, the Triberg and Seaboard Trader, both units of 
the Triton Steamship Company, of Montreal, have been disposed of to a , 
Liberian firm and  will  fly the flag of that country. 

Toronto Biggest Retail Business Centre:  Ottawa, Jan. 7 (CP) -- Montreal is 
Canada's biggest city, but Toronto does more retail business. 

A distribution survey, undertaken for the first Mime in the 1951 
census, showed that Toronto was the leader among metropolitan areas in 
dollar volume of reta5,1 sales, the Bureau of Statistics reported today. 

,- 

	

	- Retail merchants in Metropolitan Toronto, with a 1951 population of 
1,117,000, sold $1,244,000,000 worth of goods that year. Montreal, t with 

,- Canada's top population of 1,400,000, was a close second with $1,211,- 
000,000. 

Altogether, 15 metropolitan areas acc-,unted for almost 48 per cent 
of the total 1951 retail sales of $10,654,000,000 in all Canada. 
Montreal and Toronto, together, .accoun -Jed for 23 per cent of the Canadian 
total. 

Vancouver -was third with $568,300,000 in retail sales. 

Reserve Army Structure:  Ottawa, Jan. 7 (CP) -- Possibility of a sweeping re-
, organization of Canada's Reserve Army will be discussed here later this 
month by some of the forces'own most senior officers. 

.It was learned today that a high-secret report • dealing  with  the 
structure, purpose and administration of the Reserve Army may be ready 
for study by the annual  • conference of defence associations opening  he 

 -Jan. 21. 

Across Canada: Newfoundland's Provincial Government and the Federal Government 
will share the cost of a $10,200 civil defence program for Newfoundland 

- this year. The Health Department, which is responsible for the nation-Is -
civil defence-effort, announced Jan.7 that an agreement has been reached 
whereby the two governments  will  split the 1954 civil defence expense in 
Newfoundland.... The number of official oil fields in Saskatchewan now 
is -14, with three other areas defined as pools. This total includes 
'four new ereas officially defined as fields in an announcement yesterday 
by Saskatchewan Resources Minister J.  H.  Brockelbank.... Hockey (Thursday) 
Canadiens 7, Toronto 3, Detroit,3, Boston 1. 
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World's • Longest Pipfd!Ën.41 1t-beIReen—releerodej,c/Q9ebEfee  rOttexiterifflei tÿ (cOPPleje açurac7.) 
largest corporate merger in Canadian history -soon will begin construction 

. of a $300,000,000 natural gas pipeline from Alberta to Eastern Canada, 
longest single ripe-in the world. 

, 	Mr. Howe today announced the merger of the two companies competing 
for the lucrative franchise to carry Alberta gas  est,  vi:rtually assuring 
a construction start some time this year on the 2,240-mile line reaching 
through OntRrio and into Quebec. 

The two campanies will amalgamate ns Trans-CanRda Pipe Lines Ltd., 
the name of the firm originally seeking an a11-Canadian franchise from 
Alberta as far east• as Montreal. 

A 50-50 interest in this company will be givenWestern Pipe Lines, 
, whose opposing proposition was to carry Alberta gasrto Winnipeg and then 

divert.south to the Minneapolis, Minn., market. 
, The two projects will be unified under the terms of the merger, laid 

down by the Alberta Government a month ago as its main-provision for the 
release of gas for sale outside Alberta to the East. Gas will be made 
available both for Eastern Canada and Minnesota, though Ontario and Quebec 
wIll get preference. 	 • 

On the basis of several months needed for financing and other 
arrangenents, expectations here were that a start on construction could be 
made by about midsummer. 

This would mean gas from Alberta could be laid dawn in Winnipeg next 
year and in Ontario and down to Montreal in 1956. Probability is the line 
will be extended later to Quebec City and intermediate points. 

The camnanies involved.in the huge deal were brought together here 
this week by Mr. Howe, designated by the Federal Government to Work out an 
arrangement in line with the Alberta aralagamation proposal approved by 
the Federal cabinet. 

For the last few days, Mr. Howe has been talking individually and 
jointly to representatives of the firms bidding for some of the highest 
stakes in Canadian financial history. 	 . 

Meanwhile, officers of the companies, Canadian 8nd United ,States in-
vestment bRnking firms, and other big investing concerns, worked almost 

- • around the clock in an Ottawa hotel to iron out details of financing and. 
other matters. 	 • 

, 	 Experts said there has been no single financial operation in Canada of 
comparable scope, and it was described as_the biggest pipeline deal the 
world•hns - ever seen. 

The main route of the line, as proposed by Trans-Canada, would be from 
Princess, Alta., to Regina, Winnipeg, Kenora, Ont., Port Arthur, Fort Wil-
liam, and Sudbury, shooting down from Sudbury to Toronto.• 

- After Toronto, one line will dip into Southwestern Ontario_and another 
will head for Montreal. Ai Morrisburg, Ont., a pipe will go out to serve 
Ottawa. Officials say the Toronto-Montreal line probably will be extended 
early to serve Quebec City and Three Rivers on the way:to Quebec. 

U.S. Defence Spending . In Canada:  Ottawa, Jan. 8 (CP) -- Government officials 
said today they assume the United States will spend more on defence instal-
lations in Canada in the coming vear. 

They said this assumption stems from President Eisenhower's announce-
ment Thursday that the U.S. will spend $1,000,000,000 more for continental 
defence in the next fiscal year. 

They added that they don't know--but would like to 	how much of this 
increased outlay vill come to Ca:nada. But the bulk of it, of course, would 
be for the defence build-up in the U.S. itself and Alaska. 

U.S. defence mea sures in Canada involve chiefly a. radar warning systeni 
and air bases. American personnel operate some radar stations jointly with 
Canadians and the U.S. has three air bases in Newfoundland. 



- 	 - 

: Itwsh&1vcd
-  
"inàreased U.S.-  expenditures in Canada would go toward 

-improvement- of- the-radar -warning-system. 	 - 	 • 

Sees Unprecedented Prosperity For Ca.nada:  Toronto, Jan. 8 - (Montreal Gazette) -- 
A lending American industrialist reveiwed Canada's progress tonight and pre-
dicted an era of unPrecedehted national growth and prosperity. 

Speaking before the Toronto chapter of the American Marketing Associ- 
ation to more than 100 Canadian economists and business leaders, interna

- iriclutrialist John Jny Hopkins predicted: 
. 1. CanAd4ar business will enjoy 6ontinued eXparision, with defence 

'spending to :b e  a  àtrong contributing factor' to the general economy. 
2. - Therà will -not be - any major' -econornY change in the U.S. in the near . 	. 

future which will affect Canada. • 	 • 
- 3. Canada will maintain its business leadership which places it second 

only  to the United States in terms of high per capita income. 
4. Canada will eventilally surpass United States  per  capita wealth and 

income. 	- 

Mr.  Ford Compliments Canada: Toronto, Jan. 8 (CP) -- Mr.' Henry Ford II, presi- 
. • dent of the Ford Motor Company, tonight ha.nded a bouquet of compliments to 

Cnad.a. and - Canadi ans, -term.ing the country's progress "astonishing." 
, In an address to 1,000 dealers attending the golden ,lubilee national 

cOnferencé of 'Ford of Canada, Mr. Ford said the greatness of Canada "lies 
r. 

	

	
in her well-developed political institutions, in her sound .  economic system, 
and above all in her sober, ingenious and hard-working people." 

"In short, it lies in human qualities  and  human achievements." 
He said that with this firm *basis 'on whiàh to build, Canadians are pre- 

'. sented with unparalleled economic opportunity; 
"We Americans' are usually astonished when, from time to time,' we run 

across facts and figures which illustrate the progress Canada has.made in the 
laàt 10 or 15 Years." 	- 

Oil Near North Pole?  Ottnwri, Jan. 8 (CP) -- Canadian Government geologists have 
made a discovery only 8r20 miles from the North Pole which some day may sur-. 

›- 	pass the oil wealth of Alberta. 	 . 

The disCovery comprises "salt domes" far north of the Arctic Circle in 
a 40,000-square-mile area of the Arctic archipelago. Under the treeless 
stretch of -  tundra may lie one of the biggest  réservoirs  of oil in the world. 

Officials here are exàited about the find, made last summer after some 
peculiar . rock formations showed on aerial photographs taken b -y the RCAF for 
Canada's map-makers. 

Freight Rate  Equalizing,  Plan:  Ottawa, Jan. 10 (CP) -- The Board of Transport Com-
missioners moved Saturday to speed up the establishment of a new freight rate 

, 	scale equalizing the rates in various parts of Canada. 
• 	 Mr. Justice J. D. Kert.rney, board chief, told representatives of provin-. 

cial governments and other interests that he will call on them this .week to 
make. a definite choice among several proposed scales now before the Board. 
Same of them have been non-comraittal up to now. 	 ' 

The chief commissioner said that, if a degree of unanimity appears in 
favou- r of anyone 6f the five scales novr being, considered, the Board would be 
inclined to adopt it promptly. 	 ' 

The scales now under discussion deal with the basic "class" 'rates that 
carry about oné-fifth of the railways' •,000,000,000-n-year freight traffic 
and wh'ich are used as the fondation for man of the other rates. 

Across Cei.nada: Dr. C. J. rackenzie, pioneer of atomic research in Canada and 
first Can-, dian to Will  1e  Kelvin Mcdal, will be honoured at a testimonial 
dinver  in  Ottiwn Jl.n. 23. Mr. St. Laiirent is expected to attend the dinner, 
tendered by the profession91 institute of the Civil 'Service...» 'May' or Char-
olette 'Whitton said 0 -U:avrP will ,becorne a federal district "when betnanas grow 
on white pine trees." She tôld reporters that forme.tion of a federal  dis-
trict  for  Canadas 's capital, similar to the United Statesyrdistrict of Columbia 
was "absolutely impractical" unless neighboring Hull, VMS included.... Hockey 

- 	(Saturday) -; Canadiens 12, Chicago 1; Toronto 3, Boston 2. 	(Sunday) - 
, Detroit 2, Canadiens 1; Ne ',..r York 4, Toronto 1; Boston 5, Chicago 3. 
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Mr. Pearson On îkrld Affairs: Ottawa, Jan. 11 (CP) -- Mr. Pearson said tonight 
the Western nations should go ahead with President Eisenhower's atomic pool 
plan with or without Russia. 

The door could nlways be left open for --ussia tocome in later, he - 

added during the CBC programme "Press Conference” recorded for broadcast on. 
the Dominion network. 

mr, Pearson said he is encouraged by the fact Russia has agreed to 
discuss the President's proposal for pooling atomic resources for peaceful 
purposes. But it mould be wrong to "go overboard with optimism" about Russian 
'intentions., 

The Soviet's agreement to discuss the plan and attend a Big Four Foreign 
Ministers' Conference at Berlin might indicate a change in the Russian atti-
tude,,but it would be better to wait and.see what happens at these meetings. 

He said the West and Russia are closer to agreement on an Austrian peace 
treaty than on Germany. Therefore, the Foreign Ministers might discuss 
Austria first and that might be a test of Russia's willingness towork with 
the West.  

If the Soviet really was anxious to make a gesture of friendship to the 
West, One possibility would be Russian agreement to a unified Germany, which 
would decide its own fate in free elections. 

He reiterated that if France does not ratify the European Defence Coln- n  
munity, then we will all have to reappraise our Policies - and all re-
appraisals are agonizing". 

It would be a mistake t6 think that EDC, which mould provide for 12 
German divisions in a supranational European Army, is the only way to in-
corporate Germany in Western  defence. 	 - 

Other possibilities might be German membership in the North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization or a series of bilatèral treaties between Germany and • 
NATO countries. 

However, these would mean a separate German army under a German general 
staff. 

He was,commenting on the statement by Mr. John Foster Dulles, U.S. 
State Secretary ,  that if France does not ratify EDC the U.S. will have to 

make an "agonizing reappraisal" of its foreign policy.... 

Canada To Accept About 168,000 Immigrants In 1954:  St.  Thomas,  Ont., Jan. 11 

(CP) -- Canada will accept about 168,000 immigrants in 1954, including the 
1,000,000th post-war immigrant, Citizenship Minister Harris said tonight. 

The Government believes there are still many opportunities for new-
comers and plans to take in "about the seine  number" as last year's 
168,000, he said. 

There was evidence that Canada could have placed "at least another 
0.  (4 	20,000" during 1953, Mr. Harris said In a speech at a church meeting here. 

"But it is better to under-estimate than to over-estimate your ability 
to find enployment or settlement for the newcomer." 

By the end of 1953, Canada had taken more than 958,000 post-war 
immigrants. 

a 	 "We are looking forward to the 1,000,000th immigrant some time in the 
next few months, a post-war record equalled only by that of the U.S.A. 

British immigrants, totalling 295,000, were the largest single racial 
group. There were 115,000 Germans, 92,000 Netherlanders, 70,000 from the 
United States and 386,000 of other racial groups. 

(over) 
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House Of Commons Reassembles Jan. 12, Senate Jan 19:  Ottawa, Jan. 11 (CP) -- The 
House of Corons  reassembles tomorrow following the 26-day recess with the 
bulk of the session's work still ahead. 

Debate on the Government's new housing legislation heads'the agenda, 
together with a motion for establishment of a joint Cammons-Senate committee 
to study how capital and corporal punishment and lotteries should be handled 
under the Criminal Code. 

The Senate will meet Jan. 19. 
Parliament passed several important bills during a five-week sitting 

before the Christmas recess started Dec. 16. Among them were measures to 
give textile manufactUrers and other industi-ies protection against seasonal 
price cuts In import goods, to bring interprovincial and international 
pipelines under the Transport Board's jurisdiction and to change the name 
of the Resources and Development Department to the Northern Affairs and 
National Resources Department. 

There is a possibility the present session will end early in Junewith 
a break for the Easter recess April 14-26. 

0 

 

Mr. Massey On Canadianism: Toronto, Jan. 11 (CP) -- Governor-General Vincent 
Massey suggested todny-  that Cnnnda may interest more tourists if it improved 
its Cnnadianism as well as its coffee. 

In a speech to the Canadian ilub here, he said that " -while doing what 
we can to raise the standards of our coffee  in d of our cafeterias generally," 
Canndians should strive to offer the "exhilnration" of visiting a "different 
country". 

He urged English-speaking Canndians to take a dêeper interest in the . 	 , 
culture of French-speaking Canadians. 

Every English-speaking Canndian should be "as familiar with and as 
proud of the achievements of his French-speaking fellow-citizens as he is 
of his own," the Governor-General said. "There is no better may of ex-
pressing the truest, most genuine CanndianismC 

Across Canada:  Graham Suter, the 34-year-old British actor  and  lecturer who has 
just arrived in Canada to start on an 8,000-mile, three-month assignment 
as adjudicator for the 1954 Dominion Drama Festival, said he has been told 
to expect an "unusually high standard" in Canadian amateur theatre.... The 

- Board of Transport Canmissioners yesterday completed the reception of 
3,900,000 words of evidence dealing with a national plan of freight rate 
equalization ordered by Parliament in 1951. On Tuesday the Board_will 
begin hearing argument from spokesmen for provincial governments', railways - 
and other organizations concerned with the proposed new rate setup..;. 
Unemployment insurance rose to $10,172,035 last November, compared with 
$7,603,667 in October and $6,435,444 in.November, 1952...; Trade in 
outstanding securities between Canada and other countries in October led 
to a favourable balance - or capital inflow - of $4,500,000, the Bureau 
of Statistics reported. The inflow was $800,000 in the preceding month 
and there were outflows,in the five months before than.... Executive 
officers of the Associnted Boards of Trade of Eastern Ontario will meet 
here to discuss unemployment caused in eight Ottawa valley towns by 
closing or slowdown at a number of woollen textile mills. 

- 30 - 
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House.ofCanneha'ReasSembleaï  Ottawa, Jan.  12(CP)-»ComMOners had a hatful of . 	, 	7 	 . 	 , 

questions''ready to ask the''Gover:;EMen't 'today 'after ,they ; retUrned..fran their 
uhristMeS' and 	 . NeW-Yeariâ''reCesi  

	

. 	,  
11ratf'quêstion broaChed bV'the Opposition  .duringt_e,Usua_ques ion-

encl.:answer periOd:SOCin after' opening Of  the  HOUsé Coneerned the 'anhOUncenent 
that two companies - have merged to build a 2,2404mi1e e _$390,000,000 natural 

fi=OM Alberte'to  Eastern Canada, 	T 
Cabinet  Miniaterswere:all'in'their rilaCestO hanàleanî:qUestiOns 

and Mr:. HOWe'outlinedSrief4i the maveileeiding-  tieerier elranS,Canada 
PiPé fLinéS andireàtern'Pipe'Lins'for'donStructionOf:the longe st 	in 
Ithé , 'Weii41-d.''.ï:''There-was 	series'of queétiOns'ill relating:te'lie,im- s. 	• 	 • , 

mediatelY'after. 	- 	• 	- 	' - 
4 -Iir';'116.We said  . the'è -tist-West gag pipe  41-ime W111 'n'ot affect British  

d 1 	-Chat-ides' Of •Obtaining netural gas frOni the 'PeaCe  River  
7''-=y - Mr-:<''Hat,i6 said- the Ontario à:nd 'Quebec' eYdrd-Efectrid Power Conmissions 

	

. 	- 
and--Ithe7Éhawinigan' Water ..-- and  Power  Company 	-cbiieldering* 46:titfg:leià : ;, -  

	

, 	• 

distributbri'fOr' the': 'R'W in 'their territories, iolit'ha'debisdn'haa'been 
reached at the moment. 	— 

- Opposition Members also -eWung- into other fields. 

FaVours.Provincial Lotteries: Ottawa, Jan. 12 (CP) -- A French-language  Pro-
. gressive Conservative said tonight lews will never stop people from 

gambling. 
Mr.  •J.W. Dufresne, /Umber for Quebec lest, said in  the  House of CaDl■ 

mons that he favours provincial lotteries. Millions of dollars went to 
foreign countries, money 'Which could be kept in Canada to help hospitals, - 
the needy and education. 

He spoke on a resolution establishing a Commons-Senate cannittee to 
study the Criminal Code concerning capital punishment, lotterieà and 
whipping. 

Auditor-General's Report:  Ottawa, Jan. 12 (CP) -- Canadian constributions 
to the Colombo Plan, Army Pay Corps accounts and service uniforns  have  
come under the critical eve of the Auditor-General. 

. 	A two-inch thick blUe-covered report of Mr. Watson Sellar for the. 
fiscal year ended March 31, 195 3 . , wns tabled tedey in the House of  Gom-
mons. Tbe Auditor-General usually has somecaiiatic canments to make 
concerning Government accounts', but the report for the' most part  can-
tained few criticisms. 

Referring to the Colombo Plan, Mr. Sellar said that to -July 31, 
four months after the close of the fiscal year, no report had been re-
ceived that India had covered $10,°00,00° worth of wheat shipped from 
Canada in 1952.... 	 • 

Freight Rate Equalization:  Ottawa, Jan. 12 (CP) -- Western Provinces and 
other bodies today split widely over a freight rate scale to equalize 
rates among different parts of Canada. 

The divergent views were offered as the Board of Transport Com-
missioners began hearing final argument in its  long  Inquiry on equaliza-
tion directed by a 1951 parliamentary statute. Tht Board is seeking a 
new scale of basic'blass" rates to go into effect Jan. 1, 1955. 

Five proposed  ne w rate schedules are before the Board, and today 
it heard arguments faVouring three of them from the Governments of 

(over) 
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British Columbia »  Alberta and Saskatchewan, the city of Edmonton and the 
Winnipeg Chamber of Commerce* 

McIntyre_ 	Strike Settlements ,  Toronto, Jan. 12 '‘(CP,) -- A blsis of settle'Sn 
was reached today for ending, the'll2 ...day,, strik& of_1 »400.workers- 

•Mc/ntyre- PorciiPine- GOld - Mine*7  
McIntyre the •leirgest Of 'seven strikebound gold mines in 

mine  are a of -Northern - Ontftrio.l.' .A -total of 3,500 miners  are on artif-ike, 
many since July, for higher, wages and the union dues: check-off* 

Announcement that a settlement basis had been reached was made by 
Labour Minister Daley after a two-hour conference in his office with 
union.  andpany..officialse ...He woUld-not , reveal,.the terms before 
'ratification .by, union membership of-the7United Steelworkers. of America 
CUO-CCL).- 

Quebec Bill Aimed At Communists:  Quebec, Jan. 12 (CP) -- Labour Minister . 
- Barrette said`todsty Communists are concentrating their efforte on labour 

unions in Qlebec Province ,andrthe Government plans- to do "eyerything 
:possible sO that they will be' eliminated,,from .ft1r -such7 :spherée.f:*,.: -..7,7; —  

- Mr. Barrette »  introducing a, Goverment- bill authorizing  the  Quebec: 
Labour „Helations Board to ,decertify un.ions led ..by tfknownCommunists a te 

 said:he failed to ,see how there ,could be any.opposition..to  the  bilI. 

Across Canadas  'PetroleumllecaMe Canada's number one mineral during. -,1953 and .  
led total mineral production tci a record annual value of 81„331 

- Preliminary e'itinvites by - the Bureau of StatisticS » ,vftlued the flow of the 
w. eites' black gold at $198 .million in 1952, Output. reached 81 million 
barrels coMpared *ith 61 million the nrevious 	 Canftdecir Ltd. » 

 Montreal aircraft builders, have received contracts valued at 4280i-, 
,887,204 since Jan. 31, 1952, ,the House of ,Commons wfts Informec4*** 
Sn/és  of iiew pftisenger cars' and trucks »  which rose substantially earlier 
in 1953,l'dropped during November in the wake ,of a sales, decline first 
noticed. in Septembers*** It was 15 degrees. below ,zer.o.;in Ottawa last 
night, with no modeisation of recent low temperatures. in 	, t„« 

f*A'' 
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Senator  Macdonald Solicitor-General:  Ottawa, Jan. 14 -- Senator W. Ross 
Macdonald, Government Leader in the Senate and  former Speaker of the House 
of Cannons, hes been appointed Solicitor-General of Canada, Mr. St. Leurent 
mnnounced yesterday. 

Exports To Red Countries Halved:  Ottawa, Jan. 13 (CP) -- Canada's export trade 
to Uommunist7dominated Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary and Bulgaria in the 
first °nine months of 1953 was only about half the value of her exports in 
the full year.  of 1952, the House of Commons was informed today. 

ExPorts in 1952 totalled $519,590 in value and in the first nine 
montil-s of 1953, $281,499. 

Canada has trade agreements with Poland, Czechoslovakia and Communist - 
China but not•with Hungary and Bulgaria. 

The Trade' Department said in the return there was no trade in the first 
ninemønths  of 1953 with Communist China, adding that exports previously 
were not'recorded. No shipments of aluminum have gone . to  these Canmunist 
countries since 1950 when Poland, Czechoslovakia and China received a total 
of $1,731,112 worth of the strategic metal. 

Candidates' Eledtion Costs:  Ottawa, Jan 13 (CP) -- Biggest amount spent by a 
candidate in the Aug. 10 federal election mas the $22,113,09 put up by 
Rene, Gobiel, Progressive Conservative, in Quebec-Montmorency. Wilfred 
Lacroix; 'Liberal, who spent $3,890.75, was elected. 

Largest amount spent by a successful candidate was $19,909.30 for 
re-election of l inance Minister Abbott in Montreal St. Antoine-Westmount. 

These and'other figures were given today in a parliamentary return 
on election expenses for Stanley Knowles (CCF - Winnipeg North Centre). 

Of the some 900 candidates who ran in the election, 133 have not filed 
figures on their election expenses, 85 of these in Quebec. Altogether, 
the candidates spent some $2,500,000. 

Grant  MacDonald,  defeated Progressive Conservative candidate in 
Antigonish-GuYsborough, reported that he had absolutely no expenses. 
Least mnount recorded outside of this was the $18 spent by Ross Pope, de-
feated CCF . candidateià Middlesex West. 

Mr. St. Laurent spent $3,187.10 in Quebec East; Mr. Drew, Progressive 
Conservative Leader, $5,600 in Carleton, Mr. Coldwell $2,717.66 in Rose-
town-Biggar; and Mr. Low, Social Credit Leader, $1,757.28 in Peace River. 

• 
Destroyer Iroquois On Way Home:  Ottawa, Jan. 13 (CP) __ The destroyer Iroquois, 

only Canadian rar ship to suffer fatal casualties during the Korean war, 
is on her way home for the second time. 

The Navy announced today the Iroquois will have logged about 48,000 
miles during he second Korean tour when she arrives at Halifax early in 
February. She left Canada last April. 

The Iroquois' hanexard journey will complete a round-the-world 
trip. Her ports of call will include Hong Kong, 'ingapore, Colombo, Aden, 
Suez, Port Said, Malta, Gibralter and the Azores. 

Most of the iroquois' second tour in Korean  waters wasspent on patrol 
duty but she also assisted in evacuation of the United Nationa-held Chodo 
Island after the armistice last July. 

(over) 
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000  000 Rebuilding Of Halifax Refinery:  Halifax, Jan. 13 (CP) -- A $30, 
000,000 rebuilding of the oil refinery at nearby Lnperoyal will make it the 
most modern in the world and capable of turning out fuel for modern jet 
aircraft. 

Mr. George McMillin, superintentent of the eImperial Oil plant, said 
today it is the largest single refinery construction project ever under-
taken in Canada. 

Mhen completed, probably in 1956, the plant will turn out 41,625 
barrels of refined oil a day, almost double the capacity of the present 
plant, now out of date. It was constructed in 1916 and last modernized in 
1936. The production will include high octane gasoline for high campression 
automobile engines and two types of jet fuelo 

One customer for this jet fuel will probably be the Navy's air arm, 
based a mile or so from the refinery at Shearwater. The Air Force also has 
jets in the Maritimes, based at Chatham, N.B. The air arm now uses propeller 
aircraft but has announced plans to acquire jets for use aboard the air- .  

- craft carrier Bonaventure, being built in Glasgow. 

Anti-Communist Bills Pass Quebec Assembly.: Quebec, Jan. 13 (CP) -- The t.iuebec 
Legislative Assemblv today adopted Government measures to decertify unions 
led by Communists or involved in public service strikes. The bills were 
passed 57 to 19 and 60 to 19 respectively. Liberal /Umbers argued the 
measures hit all labour unions, not just Cormunists or labour leaders 
calling illeg•l strikes in public services.  

Premier Duplessis said strikes In public services are anti-social 
acts kin to revolutions and sabotage. 

It is Government's duty to give the people an example of courage. 
"Democracy is not government of the people by a class and for a 

class," he said. 
"Calling a strike in a public service is like a soldier turning a 

gun against a general . 	it is equivalent to treason." 
"A strike in a public service is a strike against the people, against 

good order  'and  against the law. A Government with courage has to take 
appropriate means to put an end to them."  

Civil Defence  Training At Arnprior: Ottawa, Jan. 13 (CP) -- The town'of 
Arnprior, about 30 miles west of Ottawa, next month mill became the train-
ing headquarters for Canada's Civil Defence Organization. 	 ' -- 

Civil Defence sources snid today that between' 1,500 and 2,000 men 
and womenewill graduate each year from the new training centre. Their 
job will be to train others at the community level in methods of dealing 
mith possible enemy air attacks, and other national gmergencies. 

, 

	

	The centre occupies the former grounds of the RCAF's Arnprior station. 
The  •college commandant is Maj.-Gen. H.S. Penhale, former civil defence 
chief at Winnipeg. 

Across Canada: A total of 2,212 wells, 1,416 of them in Alberta, mras drilled 
in the four Western  provinces last year in the search for oil and gas. 
More than 56 per cent or 1,245  vielle  resulted in oil production. There 
were 183 indicated gas wells and 784 dry holes.... Five Canadian snow-
mobiles, otherwise known as "penguins," have completed a 917-mile trip 
through Northern British 41umbia and the Yukon in 66 hours actual 
driving time. Army headquarters, announcing the sub-Arctic journey to-
day, said no effort mus made to break or establish any speed record.... 
Mr. G.H. Barnard, 85, former Progressive ConservativeSenator, Member of 
Parliament, mayor and magistrate, died in hospital yeSterday -inVIctoria, 
B.C., after a short illness. He retired from the Senate in 1945 after 
43 years' public service. 

-  30  - 
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First Class Mail Ratl.s Incrtase:  Ottal.,!a, J^n.. 14 (CP) -- pokesmen for all 
opposition parties in the House .' of (.'o=ons today orposed the Government's 
plan ,for 	cent-an-ounce boost in first-class mail rates. 

The increase,. scheduled • to s trtrt Aprli 1, -tvc s . cles cribed by Mrs'. Ellen 
Fairclough (PC - Hamilton West) as' "a proper .  Arri1 fool". 	 . 

She was joined by Mr. Hnrold ■riinch (CCF - Vancuver-,East),.Mr. Robert 
f • 	 Fair. (Sc - Battle River-CamrOse) and other opposition speakers in urÈin.g 

the Post  Office  -to look for savings through more efficient ,dpérating 
methods.' 

Postme.ster-General Coté said the p-roposed increases are the "only 
equitable w.e.-iy" to meet increased costs from. salary boosts, a shorter work 

-- week effective,April I. and improvements to.rural mul deliveries.' 
- - He estimated the increases would b ring in $14,000,000,. with the addi-
tional _costs amounting- to $13,500,00.0. 

limbers spoke on a motion preparatory to introduction.* of a bill to 
make the following increases in first-class rates: 

On-mailings beyond rosta..1,. areas, five cents instead of four for 
the first ounce and three cents instead of  1;.7o for each additiona-l-ounce.- 

2. On mailings within pos"tr3.1 areas, four cents instead of three for 
the first ounce and two cents instead of one for .each additional ounce. , 

The .7overnment's motion VT9..S' OTY00Sed  s  S0011. 9S it was called.. Br a 
vote of 136 to 77 (' lie Liberals defea ted  on  a ttempt to block cons idera.tion 

_ 
Mr. Coté said: The department faced additional costs of 35,090 ,000  

for implementing  the five-dny 40-hour weel- in certain localities, 37,000,000 
for salary increases and. $1,500,C(- -  for improvements in rural mail service.... 

Quebe,c -  Provincial Income  Tax: Premier Duplessis -F,oday announced establishment 
of a provincial income t'ax effective Jan. 1, 1954. Thunderous desk- 

._ thumping on the Dart  of his National Union ,Party suprorters greeted the 
Prem ier s ann'ouncemen.t. 

The tax, first income-levy imposed in Quebec since -the Federal-
Provincial agreement signed in 1942 by ›the Liberal Government of former 

-Premier Godbout, is e-xnected to vield between $22  ,000 , 000  and $25 000 - 
000- annually. 	 , 

- Mr. Duplessis said, the- tax, rendered necessar7  w increasing_publie 
health nd educntion costs, will affect some 300,000 Quebec residents. 

This is hn.lf the number nffected in Quell ec Province by . the federal 
- income  •tax,, the Premier .  said. 	 . 

The nevr provinciale ta.x vrill in effect mean :that the Quebec  tax- 
- payer will pay to the provincial treasury-  15 per cent .of what he nôw 

pays_ in federa l.  in.come tax. If no agreement can be ree.ched with Ottawa 
then Quebecers will be called on. to pay around 15 per cent more in, income 

The Premier indicated .the province's income will 'be somewhat less 
than 15 per, cent the amount 'Q,uebecers now prx-T to the federal Governme-nt 
in income taxes. - 

The bill, text of which hn.s still to be presented to the House,was 
give,n first reading today. 	. 

Mr. Georges Lnpalme, Liberal orrosition leader made no cornent. He 
urged prompt printinn,-  of the «hill so it corld be studied prior to debate 
in the House. 

Few details of tl, e. 228-c1nuse._, 150-page'zbill were announced by Mr. 
Duplessis. 

(over) 
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The Premierdnid4eirGovernment would tax personal income starting at 
$1,500 for single persons end $3,000 for persons supporting fRmilies. He 
ëaid $400 would be  déductible  from taxable income for eech child. 

He announced there would be other types of exemptions but did not 
elaborate. 

Mr. Duplessis said he believed elementery agreements with the federal 
Government and the Canndian constitution would permit deduction of provin-
cial tex from federal income tax.... 

Rovel Benk President On Trnde Outlook:  Montrenl, Jen. 15 (Gazette) -- Reduction')  
of costs end prices end promotion of lower teriff, freer-moving trade with 
other cnuntries, to ndjust Ceneda's "high-cost economy" to new compètitive 
conditions, were  strongly ureed here yesterdn7 by Mr. Jemes Muir, President 
of the Roynl Bank of Cnneda. 

In his eddress et the Beetle's ennunl meeting of shnreholders, Mr. Muir 
contended that downwerd revisien of prices wes needed, nnt only to main- . 
tain Caneda's corpetitive position in rorld reerkets, but to nourish a more 
competitive situation within Gerede 

Dollnr countries such es Ceeede, he believed, should open their doors 
wider to import competition bv reducing tnriffs end customs red tripe, thus 
leedirg,thewev towerd similnr nction nbroed to libereliee trnde end get 
closer to currency convertibilit77 	uc1-i ection would elso, he felt, exert 
pressure to  brin  g Cnnelien prices down ond nerrow the disperitv between 

• the cost of imported goods end their prices in countries of origin., 
Mr. Muir also edvoceted ection by chertered banks end other financial 

institutions to support end extend the Benk of Canede's effor"-,s to en- 
_ courage development of a money market in Canada. "Great improvement" had 

. 

	

	already stemmed, he declared, from the central bank's ,nctivities end its 
co-operetïonwith finencial institutions in this respect. 

The fostering of money merket he sew es en imnortent aspeCt of the 
success of "our monetery euthority" in nruseine "n pelicy appropriate to 
a ,nation that must meintein a competitive rosition in foreign markets" 
during a period of inflation.... 

e, 

Talent Stocknile:  Ottewn, Jen. 14 (CP) -- Cenede's rheet stockpile,.for export 
and cerryover, mes more thon 100,000,000 bushels higher Dec. 1 than a 
veer before. 

- The totel increRsed to 713,900,000 bushels frem 610,000,000 in the 
pi-evious ver,  the Burecu of Stetistics reported today. - 	. 

Total exports of rheot end flour in the first four months of the 
current crop yeer, which enened Aug. 1, dropped to 102.,800,000 bushels 

'front 138 , 300 ,000 frem the similar 1 052-S3 neriod. 

**""  Wolfe, Montcalm Monuments:  Ottnwe, Jan. 14 (CP) -- A Liberel Member of 
Perlinment todeir snid thet monuments sheuld be provided on the Plains 
of Abrehem for Generels 'elfe end Montcelm , victor end veneuished in' 
the battle between Britein end France for possession of Caneda. 

Mr,  Jean François Pouliot, Member for Temiscoueta, mede the sug-
gestion during discussion of a Government rlen to inereese to $125,000 
from Q100 000 the çrmount of money peid the commissions charged with 
keepine the historic bettlefield et Zuebec. 

Furthermdre, slid Mr. Pouliot, if any descendent of the British 
Generel Wolfe or the French Generel Montcalm  are living they should be 
appointed trustees of the 1759 battlefield or nemed to the Bettlefield's 
Commissien irrespective of their politicn1 views. 

Across  Canada: Trens-Ceneda Air Lines ernounced that two four-engined North 
Star eircraft will  operate dnily to Newfoundlend tbrough Halifax, be-
gi•ning Feb. 1.... Some proeress erns reported by unien officials after 
meeting between Uorende  Mines  end the negotieting committee of the e. 	, 

United Steelworkers of Americe (CIO-CCL), Local 4278. Another meeting 
has been celled for next Thursiey.... An increese in the number of 
British immigrants coming tO C'r9dn is urged in a letter sent by the 
town ond country church committee of -Uhe  Anglican  Diocesan Louncil for 
Social Service in Toronto to Immigretion Minister Harris.... Captain 
the Right Hen. Peter Thornevcroft, President of the United Kingdom Board 
of Trade, hes nceepted an invititinn to oren the Seventh Canadian Inter-
nationel Trede Feir, in Toronto, on Mey 31, it wes ennounced Jenuery 14 
by the Minister of Trede end Gommerce. • 

el )4 
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.arliamontary 	Salary Boosts  :  Ottawa,.  Jan. 17 ( GP) -- Mr. St . Laurent save -  nôtice 
Saturday he will ask Parliament to raise membere' 'allowances' in the 102-seat 
Senate and 265-seat House of Commons by an unspecified amount.' 

He said also in his Commons order peper notice, he will ask for bàO.  sts 
for all Cabinet Ministers.  , Opposition Leader Drew, Senate -government Leader 
Macdonald, Senate Opposition Leader Haig, as well as Speakers of both Chambers 
and thé -Commons Deputy Speaker.  

The Cabinet is studying a proposed 25-per-cent pay boogt  for  judges 
Provincial Suprame Courts.-  

—Annual pay Of Provincial Suprene'Court justices would be' raised'to 418,000 
from 414,000; Provincial Chief Justices to 420,000 from - 416,000;"and -dounty 
Court'Judges to 410,000 from 48;00 0. 

e 	 g, 

First increase since legislators got a 42,000-a-year expense alloance, 
the end of the Second World War, Mr. St. Laurent's prospective bOosteiikeiy 
will-mean a jump" to 410,000 a year from a current minimum of 46,000 for ,- , 
Senators and MPs. 

, 

ork 	of the Ebusé of  Commons:  "Ottawa, Jan; 17 (CP) 	Thé Hoüse"of CoMmons probably - 
will get more variety into its debates this week in contreat tà a rather lean' 
four days since members,returned from the Christmas holiday. 

,Only three full-dress debates marked the'four-day' sitting leet.week, 
Ttiesday- was spent debating the merits of corporal•end capital punishment; toll 
bridges to Montreal occupied Wednesday; Thursday and Friday saw a sustained 
fight over the Government's plan to boost postal rates a cent an ounce. 

However, this week promises something different. Monday's private member 
day--missed last week 	brings up two resolutions concerning the Income Tax Act.... 

These likely will keep members occupied Monday. Detailed study, clause by 
clause, of the bulky revision of the Criminal Code is expected to be started 
Tuesday. On subsequent days, the Government's housing legislation will be 
called and an external affairs debate may be arranged for late in the week as 
a result of Mr. St. Laurent's remark last Friday that the Government hopes to 

launch one this week. 

pstal Rate Increases:  Ottawa, Jan. 15 (CP) -- Mr. Drew said today Canada will 

have the highest postage rates in the world if a proposed one-cent-an-ounce 
increase on first-class mail is adopted. 

The Opposition Leader said in the House of Commons the Government's plan 

is "the payoff on the political bait that was offered last spring" before the' 

general election. The Government knew it would lose money when it removed the 

stamp tax on cheques then. 
On the second day of debate on a resolution preliminary to implementing 

the postage boost, Mr. Drew was joined by members of the other two Opposition 

parties in criticizing the proposal. 
Postmaster-General Cote defended it, saying his Department is faced with 

increased expenditures of around el3,500,000 a year and the Government wants 
the Post Office to pay its way. He estimated the boosts, scheduled for April 1, 

will yield 415,000,000 a year. 
The Commons tonight approved the resolution by a vote of 49 to 34 and a 

bill to implement the increases was introduced... Progressive Conservative, 
CCF and Social Credit members voted against the motion, which was supported by 

the Liberals... 

• - 'monday,  Janu-  y__3:8?•• 1954 .  
, 	• 	

„ 

(over) 
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11 .élease of Kurt Meyer: Ottawa, Jan. -  15 (CP) -- German Maj.-Gen. Kurt Meyer will be 

released,from prison "in some months", Mr. Claxton said today. 
Meyer, serving life imprisonment for his part in the shooting of 13 Canadian 

prisoners-of-war in Normandy in 1944, has had his sentence commuted to 14 years, 
Mr. Claxton said in the Gommons. 

Sentence of German Sgt. Johann Neitz, serving 20 years for wounding a 
Canadian airman who was his prisoner, also is being commuted to 14 years. 

Mr. Claxton, after two questions fram Mr. Diefenbaker, said the commutation 
will mean that Meyer will be released in "some months" or a "year or so". He 
said he could not say definitely because it would depend on prison regulations 
et Werl in the British zone of Germany, where Meyer is serving his sentence. 

There were protests from the Opposition benches when Mr. Claxton said 
Meyer's crime was less serious than those of other Germans who already had been 
released from prison. 

Mr. Drew asked what crime could be more serious than to order the shociting 
of Canadian prisoners-of-war. Mr. Claxton replied that Meyer had not been con-
victed on that charge but that the shootings had taken place in an areduniJar 
Meyer's command. 	 , 

Meyer, now held by British authorities at Werl, mas moved there framthe -
Federal penitentiary at Dorchester, N.B. 

Sentence of Meyer and other war criminals, Mr. Claxton said, had been re-
viewed by boards in the United States, British and French zones of Gérmiiny.', 

, 
Across Canada:  Saskatchewan's young oil industry grew taller in 1953, when'production 

figures rose nearly 1,000,000 barrels ahead of 1952 output. Records were 
established in the number of wells drilled, footage bored and the number'of new 
wells capable of production. Strides were made in expanding refinery' capacitY. 
Marketing problems dimmed with the promise of pipe linos; C.P. reports..:' 
Exchange visits of high school students between French-speaking and English-
speaking Cenada increased last year by 32 per cent. This was reporte« at the' 
annual meeting of Visites Interprovinciales, which sponsors the visits....The 
great-great grandson of the man who quelled the Riel Rebellion came:ashare at: 
Halifax today the first descendant of his illustrious ancestor to come to Canada. 
BB is 25-year-old Peter Le Mesurier whose great-great grandfather, Sir Frederick 
Middleton, was Commander-in-Chief of British troops sent west to battle the rebel 
forces of Louis 

Hockey: '(Saturday) -- Canadiens 2, Boston 1; Toronto 4, New York O. 
(Sunday) 	-- Boston 3, Canadiens 2; New York 3, Detroit 2; Toronto 3, Chicago 1. 

- 30 - 
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Setting out the reserves'.1953 standing, the Bank of Canada's statistical 
sumrary for December today showed: 

1. The gold-dollar stockpile declined by more than $100,000,000 from the 
January peak to $1,750,100,000 on - Jime 30. At that time the Canadian dollar 
dipped almost to.par, but swung upward again. 

2. A decided concentration in pure gold developed throughout the year. 
Holdings in pure gold rose by almost-$100,000,000 to $986,100,000 on Dec. 31 
from,$888,500,000 on Jan. 31. Holdings in U.S. dollars were cut by-  more than 
$140,000,000 to $832,400,000 from $978,300,000.... 	' 

Throughout the year the Canadian dollar maintained its universal leader-
ship, slipping only at a time mhen the reserves dropped. In terms of Canadian 
funds, the U.S. dollar was worth a shade aboVe 97 cents on Jan. 31. It in-
creased almost to  99 ' - ' cent  s on June 30, 'lilt dropped again to about 97 1/3 cents 2 

Medical Income Tax Floor Debated: 'Ottawa, Jan. 15 (CP) -- A government spokeman 
today rejected a CCF proposal that the three-percent floor limiting deduction 
of medical expenses for income tax purposes be eliminated. 

' Mt.  William Bendickson, Parliamentary Assistant to Mr. Abbott, said in the 
House of Cammons.that the Government feels individuals should pay normal medi-
cal expenses without - receiving income tax relief. 

However, spokesmen for  -Opposition parties supported the resolution of Er. 
Stanley Knowles (CCF - Winnipeg North Centre) that the Government consider re-
moving the three-percent floor on deductible medical expenditures. 

The resolution was defeated by a vote of 90 to 66, with CCF, Progressive 
Conservative and Sncial Credit inemb'ers voting together in support of the pro-
posal. 

Er. Knowles said taxpayers should be allowed to deduct from their incane - 
every dollar spent on medical care, up to the ceiling of $1,500 for single-
persons, 42,000 for married persons and $500 for each dependent, up to  four. 

Gold Stockloile Climbs At"Year  End:  Ottawa, Jan. 18 (CP) -- Canada's official 
stockpile of gold nnd United States dollars reversed a $100,000,000  nid-1953  

s. 	decline to climb to $1,886,800,000 at the end of the year. 
Used to iron out fluctuations in the exchange value of the Canadian dol-

lar, the reserves on Dec. 31' were just $48,300,000 below the all-time high of 
e1,866,800,000 reached last January. 

During December, the stockpile increased by $11,800,000 from  $1,806,700-
000.. on Nov. 30. 

on Dec.,31.- 	. 	,•

_ 	_ 

• 	It:was quoted:at MOntr'ealtOday'ata: .discountof - 2'27 32 per cent ]...ta teràs 

of Canadian -funds. A1 New York; the Canadi4n dollar Wasat'a . preniUm  of 
 2- 29/32 per cent in teris of U S funds:' 

Mounties in Film Series For Television: Ottaw, a Jan. 18 (CP) -- A Hollywood pro- . 
duction team will start "shooting" Canada's crime-busting Mounties tonday. 

Film pr6ducer Victor Stoloff arrfved here today to prepare for production 
of 13 television film plays, depicting in dramatized form the roll of the 
RCMP in smashing crime. 

Shooting will start here and later move to Montreal, Toronto, Regina and 
possibly the Arctic to bring in authentic background material. 

(over) 
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To be taken in colour for release over United States and Canadian TV net- 
works some time next fall, the films will show a 90 per cent Canadian cast, 
seasoned with a few American experts, including Lloyd Bridges who appeared 
with Gary Cooper in High Noon. 

Bridges will play the lead in the series as Inspector McGuiness. About 
100 Canadian actors and actresses, including some who appeared in the Shakes-
pearian Festival at Stratford have been lined up for possible roles, Stoloff 
said. The writing job has been assigned to four Hollywood script writers. 

Floyd Crosby, colour movie expert, who won the academy award for his 
filming of High Noon, will do the film work on the Canadian stories. 

The RCMP series is being sponsored by a new $250,000 Canadian company 
S and S films Ltd.--headed by K. K. Sims, Kitchener lawyer. Other prominent 
Canadians are understood to be in the venture, but names have not yet been 
released. 

The RCMP are prevented by regulations from giving the series official 
authorization, but officials said they are co-operating with the film producers 
as they would with any other legitimate group seeking background material on 
the RCMP. 

Prenier Sees Fast Growth For Ontario:  Toronto, Jan. 18 (CP) -- Premier Frost pre-
dicted tonight that Ontario will have a population of about 6,000,000 in the 
next five or six years and said provision is being made to provide the schools, 
roads, housing and other facilities the people will need. 

Ontario's population has just passed the 5,000,000-mark, the premier 
said in a radio address. The next five or six years would "see another mil-
lion people in our province." 

Last year more than half of all the new people coming te Canada settled 
in Ontario. 

Instalment - 'Buying Rise:  Ottawa, Jan. 18 (CP) -- Another boost in instalment-
plan buying pushed Canada's consumer credit bill to a new high of $1,772,000,- 
000 on Sept. 30. 

But there were signs the big on-the-cuff buying splurge that follewed 
removal of credit controls in April, 1952,, was nearing the saturation point. 

The 1953 third-quarter rise between June 30 and Sept. 30 totalled only 
$51,000,000, a Bank of Canada survey showed today .  This compared with the 
$175,000,000 jump in the second quarter and the $143,000,000 increase in the 
third quarter of 1952. 

Fr o  Genr‹?;e V.  Ferguson On Canada-US  Relations: Toronto, Jan. 19 - (Globe & Mail) -- 
An aggressive U.S. leadership has filled the vacuum created by withdrawal of 
Britain, and Canada today is reacting toward the influence of its big neigh-
bour in much the same way it had once reacted to British influence, Mr. George 
V. Ferguson, Editor-in-Chief of the Montreal Star, said'yesterday:... 

"If the reaction seems odd to our neighbours, it is they, rather than we, 
who should mnke the adjustment," he said. "If our neighbour is wise, he will 
realize that our storm signals are flying...." 

"Whether we like it or not, we are better off with it than without it. 
lk should always thnnk Providence that the-United States no longer is isola-
tionist." 

Across Canada: Canadians were described yesterday as "the most tasteless people in 
the world, with an educntional system that is archaic." Dr. Arthur Lismer, 
Educational Supervisor of the Museum of Fine Arts of Montreal, told members of 
the Canndian Club of Montreal that people in this country not only neglect 
their universities nnd schools of art, but its young people "have fewer 
national and provincial opportunities to study with adequate support than most 
of other countries,"the Gazette reported.... All but eight of Hollinger Con-
solidated Gold Mines 1,800 employees have returned to merk since tàe Dec. 28 
settlement of a three-month strike, mine officials said yesterday.... Senator 
William Henry Dennis, publisher of the Halifax Chronicle-Herald and the Hali-
fax Mail-Star, died suddenly In Halifax yesterday. He was 66. 
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Atomic Power For Industry:  Ottawa, Jan. 19 (CP) -- Trade Minister  Hove  said today 
Canada will not be behind other countries in developing atomic power for 
industry. 

The Minister was commenting on a United Kingdmn Government announcement 
lifting the curtain on production of atomic fuels for peacetime uses. 

Mr. Colin Cameron (CCF Nanaimo) asked Mr. Howe, who reports to. 
 Parliament for Atomic Energy of Canada, Ltd., whether Canada is conducting 

similar experiments to harness the atom for industrial purposes., 	, 
Mr. Howe said the atomic energy plant at Chalk , River, Ont., always has 

devoted its energies to research in peacetime uses of atomic, power. Canada 
was not interested in developing atomic power for war purposes. 

Research into industrial uses of atomic power was actively proceeding 
at Chalk River, 125 miles northwest of Ottawa, and considerable progress was 
being made. 

"Canada will not be behind other countries in bringing atomic energy 
into practical use," he said. 

, 

Probe 	Of CoMMunisM  To  Be  Asked:  Ottawa, Jan. 19 (CP) -- A Social Credit Member 
. of .Parliament said today ,he will,askfthe Government to establis h.  a special 

	

,committeeto_investigate Communism in Canada. 	:,-, „;..:.: ; ,, 
. :An outspOken foe of_Communism,, Mr. John Blackmore (Se  - Lethbridge) . 	„ 	. 	., 	• 	.. 	• 

said in a statement that he feels an agency 'should be set up..to..aseist_._ 
.».—the.RCMP  and the.  Justice Department in "identifying,and in dealing adequately ..._ 	. .,. 	_,..- 	 _ 	_ 	. 	. 

with, Ctnnmunistsin Canada". —.. 	.,., 	•, ï 	..,. 	,. . 	:,_, 	7 ..  :-, : 	,-- H: 	, 
He said a resolution  suggesting appointment . of. .à .committee willappear 

	

. 	. 
on the House of Commons order paper later this week. 

_,. . , 	He  sa i d. the. , committee should be,empowered to investigatel 	., ,... 	.:..2..•• 
1., PoïSible CoMmUnist espionage. developing  in  Canadian-: -industrial-:--  ,. 	— 

H  , andother:activities,  _ 
. 2..._ Conceivable Communist infiltration '..into) the_Canadian administration - 	... 	_ 	. 	_ 	. 	. 	. 	 ... 	. 	_ 

Mr. Drew On NorthWest Development:  Ottawa, Jan. 19 (Cr) -- Mr. Drew said -today-- 
 the Government should do everything possible to interest more people in 

settling in the Northwest Territories. 
The vast area offered opportunities to persons  of  all ages, Canadian- -, 

born and imigrants alike, he said in the House of Commond during debate 
on a bill to amend the Northwest Territories Act. 

The bill, changing the number of elected representation on the council 
from three to four, was given secondreading approval in principle - and will 
come up later for third reading. 	, 

Mr. Drew said that in the last few years new interest in the Territories 
resulted frart mining discoveries. The Territories played a vitally-important 
part in the development of atomic energy. 

"In many- ways," he said, "the North beckons to the young and the 
vigorous, to people of all ages, who look for the rewards that come with 
adventure andwith new developments such as we have seen In that part of 
Canada.... 

"I would hope that in every way possible we would direct our attention 
to that distant area so as to encourage young Canadians and others who have 
not yet  corne  to Canada to seek opportunity there." 

"even-to the , extent of,planting,in sensitive :positions in. certain departments, 
. 	 , 	 „ 	 . 	 , 

agents desirous of Influencing policy or of impairing executive effectiveness. 0 

(over) 
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Mr. Drew cited Russia as an example of a country which holds great in-
terest in the development of its northland and support of population in that 
area. 

"We will hope that those developments will be for peace rather than for 
war - peace that will provide opportunities for us and for other people." 	. 

Earlier, Mr. Lesage announced the Government has accepted a suggestion 
by the Opposition Leader that the elected representation on the council be 
increased to five. However, the fifth seat would not be filled until popula-
tion of the Territories warranted additional representation. 

The Territories now have a population of about 16,000 most of them 
living in the Mackenzie River Valley. About 6,000 are white, the others 
Indians and Eskimos. 

Dr. Trueman On Work Of Film Board: Ottawa, Jan. 19 (CP) -- National Film Board 
documentaries are helping to extend and enrich the national sense of unity, 
Dr. A.W. Truemnn, Film Board head, said today. 

He told the Canadian Club that dOcumentaries also are helping to 
interpret Canada to Canadians and provide the people with at least some 
of the necessary materials of thought. 

More than 13,000,000 persons had seen Film Board documentaries last 
year outside commercial theatres. 	 ' 

The Film Board might not attain its aim by "talking in a grandiose manner 
about Canada as a whole" and there was little point in trying to sell any-
thing. Canada should be presented "as honestly and objectively as possible". 

' 	-The Film Board, he said; "seeks . to  inform the Canaditin peopie about • 
- their awn country, to give them In honest and attractive form  semé,  at least, 
of the materials of thought, not to propagandize, not to diàseminate messages, 
but to show them through the eye-gate nnd the ear-gate the rich variety of 
Canadian life, confident that in this way our citizens may be helped to 
better citizenship and Canada a stronger and more united country". 

$100,000,000 For Housing:  Toronto, Jan. 19 (CP) 	The Minister'af Public Works, 
Mr. Winters, said .today the federal Government will invest $100,000,000 in 
Canada's ilésting in 1954. ' 

Addressing a meeting of the Toronto Liberal Businessmen'i Club, the 
.federal M.inister estimated the number of . new houses'started last ,3rear'at 
105;000  -and declared that that level of construction will' be'at leas.t , 
maintained this year. 	 - 	- 

Answering criticisms of proposed changes in the housing - and bank'acts 
to .permit banks to invest in housing mortgagei, - thé.  Minister said Canada is 
expanding and the level of bank deposits will increase.' 

Passamaquoddy'Bay Project: Ottawa,: Jan. 19 (CP) 	Thé United Statéé 9overnment 
has made•no'recent proposals - for a surVey on the feasibility Of  the  
Passamaqouddy tidal .pawer.project, Mr. Pearson said todaY.': - "If andwhien the 

Governmentmakes  a  specific propOsal, it will be - given cnreful con- 
' - Sideratibn" he told'Mr'. A.J. Brooks '(PC -R6l) 	HoUse'of'CaMMons. 

Across Canada: The Legislative Assembly of Quebec yesterday unanimously 
approved a Government bill to curb distribution of literature  "abusive and. 
insulting" to any religious group. The final vote was 81 to 	Cana- 
dian retailers did a peak $10,921,000,000  business in the first limonths 
of 1953, but there was a slight decline during November.... Membership 
of the Income Tax Appeal Board has been boosted to four from three due to 
a major increase in income tax appeal cases., 
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Ambassador To Russie: (Press Release No. 5, Jan. 21) -- The Secretary of State 
for External Affairs announced on January 21 that Mr. John B.C. Watkins, 
"Who is at present Canadian Minister to Ncirway and Iceland, will be trans-
ferred to Moscow with the rank of Ambassador 9  Mr. R.A.D. Ford, who is at 
present Chargé d'Affaires a.i. in Moscow, will return for duty in the 
Depqrtment. Announcement was also made of the appointment of Mr. Chester 
A. Ronning as Canadian Minister to 'Norway and Iceland to succeed Mr. 
Watkins. 

Mr. Chevrier On St. Lawrence Seaway: Quebec, Jan. 21 (CP) -- Mr. Chevrier said 
tonight the federal uovernment will preceed alone with a deep navigation 
dévelopment in the St. Lawrence River's Lachine section if the Quebec Govern-
ment does not join it in a power-shipping project. 

The proposed undertaking would be part of the dawn-river works of the 
St. Lawrence Seaway. The navigation workà in the Lachine area would cost 

' around $98 9 000 9 000 on the last estimate made public, while the 1 	à 200 000- 
horsepower development would cost something over $270,000,000. 

He said the seaway would open up a new waterfront along the south 
-'shore  T  in Montreal, which would "stimulate industrial development there% 

Mr. Chevrier spoke to the Canadian Electrical Association. 
Dealing with the waterway generally, Mr. Chevrier reiterated that 

- Canada proposed to build the navigation works alone from Montreal into Lake 
Erie. He mxpressed the hope construction can start next summer if court 
'obstacles in the United States are cleared away. 

"The Government is determined to construct an all-Canadian seaway as 
soon as these hurdles are overcome," he said. 

"At the same time, we are committed to consider any firm proposal for 
United States consideration that would'not upset present power plans and 
would not unduly delay completion of the seaway. 

"Congress has such a measure before it even now, but its prospects are 
most uncertain, especially in the House of Representatives. 

(The seaway bill was adopted in the U.S. Senate last night. The House 
has yet to act on concurrent legislation.) 

"Unless it is approved by both Chambers before Canada is in a position 
to start her own canals, the long history will end with an all-Canadian 
seaway." 

Housing Act Amendments:  Ottawa, Jan. 21 (CP) -- The Minister of Public Works, 
Mr. Winters, hinted today that the $10,000 ceiling on Government housing 
loans may be boosted by as much as $2,500 or $3,000 under proposed new 
legislation. Interest rates on National Housing Act loans, currently &I 
per cent, also may be increased, but he said they will be held belay six 
per cent. 

In a 6,500-word statement in the House of Commons, he outlined further 
details of a proposed  NH  A amendments and urged Members to give the legis-
lation speedy approval so it can be put into operation next spring. 

The measure met some criticism as it came up for second reading - 
approval in principle. Mr. Donald Fleming (PC - Toronto Eglinton) said 
his party will not oppose the measure but he described  sortie of its features 
as inadequate. 

The measure would admit banks into the mortgage-lending field and 
this was a "fundamental departure" from existing banking legislation. He 

(over) 
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assumed banks will co-operate s  but he hoped there will be no "pressure" 
put on them to get depositors' money into long-term housing loans. 

Mr. Winters said the legislation will open the mortgage-lending field 
to Chartered banks under a loan-insurance scheme aimed at maintaining 
residential housing construction in Canada at or near the 1953 peak of 
1049 000 housing starts. 

It will cut down payments, extend the time to pay and provide naximum 
15-year loans to encourage conversions of large, old homes into duplexes 
and apartments. 

Coastal Waters Restrictions:  Ottawa, Jan. 21 (CP) --Canada is expected to 
tighten restrictions on use of  • Canadian coastal waters by Commonwealth 
shipping before the St. Lawrence Seaway gets into operation. 

The so-called coastal area, in which Commonwealth vessels  now  can ply 
freely between Canadian ports, probably will be redefined to exclude the  • 
St. Lawrence River and the great Lakes from free access in this trade. 

The move would be a protection for Canadian merchant shipping, which 
will be open to stiffer competition from law-cost British craft once large 
ocean-going vessels can move up the proposed deep waterway into the lakes. 

Canadian authorities also are known to be giving some thought to the 
question of a suggested treaty with the United States to allow only ships of 
these two countries to engage in international Canada-U.S. trade in the lake-
river area. 

"Lyndhurste Off For Stockholm:  Toronto, Jan. 21 (CP) -- Toronto's East York 
Lyndhursts leave tomorrow for Stockhdlm and the 1954 World hockey champion-
ships* 

The 16 players making the trip were on the ice at the East York Arena 
this afternoon trying out new skates purchased for the trip. 

The club sails on the Queen Mary from New York Saturday. 

Across Canada: Newfoundland needs engineers more than any other part of Canada 
Mr. Ross L. Dobbin, of Peterborough, President of the Engineering 
titute of Canada, said yesterday in Montreal. Mr. Dobbin r  eported to 
engineering students at L'Ecole Polytechnique and McGill University on a 
just-completed tour of industrial developments in the Maritimes, Quebec 
and Ontario. He described Newfoundland as "practically undevelopee.... 
'Premier Duplessis said yesterday in the Legislative Assembly his Govern-
ment plans to apply 1952 legislation to censor television films and 
programmes 00.0 Western Cahada was muffled in heavy winter clothing for 
the eighth straight day today as a blanket of frigid Arctic air held the 
Prairies and British Columbia in its icy grasp. Sub-zero temperatures 
have plagued the West since Jan. 13 and lave claimed 11 lives, directly or 
indirectly. Eight inches or snow believed to be the heaviest fall in 
nine years, blanketed the Vancouver area. Coldest Prairie point was Val 
Marie, Sask., where  tie mercury fell to 59 degrees belay zero. It was 
ten to 15 below in - the Ottawa district. 
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Death Of Mr.- Wrong:  Ottawa, Jan. 24 (CP) -- Mr. H.  • Hume Mrong, Canada's  second  
highest foreign affairs officer and a former Ambassador to  Washington  died 
here today. He was 59. 

He was  • Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs and previously 
had served in London, Genevg and Washington. Mr. Wrong was one of Canada's 
most polished and seasoned deplomats. 

More than half his nearly 27 years in the service wes spent in Wash-
ington where he herped estaleish the first Canadian Legation. 

. He wes a familiar -figurp to most international diplomats because of 
his service on Canadian delegations to wertime and post-wer conferences and 
was a friend of the last four United States Presidents. 

Ur.  Peson, a close friend of Mr. Wrong since their comradeship in 
France in the First World War, described him today as "the finest type of 

- pùblic'servant" and said "no man has made a.greater contribution to the 
building up of Canada's foreign service or to the wise administration of 

"-Canada's foreign policies". 	. 
Mr. St. Laurent said: "I have heard with deep  r egret- personal_ and 

official - of the passing of Hume Wrong. Canada has lost a great public 
servant. I shall lose a good friend and wise counsellor." 

,< 	 Mr. Wrong died of a heart ailment. He entered hospital for treatment 
last November only a fortnight after taking over his latest assignMent, 

*. 	Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs. He had appeared to be making 
a good recovery but a second attack caused him to re-enter hospital Saturday.... 

December Deficit Reduces "Surplus":  Ottawa, Jan. 22 (CP) -- The Governmentwent 
, into the red134,687,000 in December, cutting the nine-month surplus to 
$240,381,000. 

Expenditures declined slightly through lower defence payments, but 
revenues took a more pronounced drop, the monthly treasury/statement showed 
today. 

Second monthly decline in the 1953-54 fiscal year, revenues , slid by 
$19,308,000 in December to $379,106,000 from $398,414,000 in the previous 
year. This compared with the‘$2,000,000 drop in October. 

Expenditures decreased by $12,375,000 to $413,793,000 from $426,168,000. 
Increases showed on the civilian'side of Government expenditures, but defence 
spending was cùt by $26,390,000. , 

The December deficit of $34,687,000 was up from the $27,754,000 deficit 
in December, 1952, while the nine-month surplus of $240,381,000 wns down 
from the $264,099,000 favourable balance in-the similar 1952-53 period. 

The treasury, budgeting for a year-end surplus of $11,000,000, said 
dolléctions and disbursements are running true to forecasts. 

In the first nine months,-about 71 per cent of total revenues_ of -
$4,473,000,000 forecast for the year in last Februares budget were collected. 
About 66 per cent of forecast expenditures of $4,462,000,000 were made. This 
same percentage pattern prevailed in the previous fiscal year. 

During December, collections from income taxes and customs duties de-
clined. Personal income taxes deducted at source totalled $72,308$000,idown 

£eom-$77;319,, O0Orin the preetousyear* PCorpotatioftc,incômertaX colleo-geit§n - 
droppçd t9 $9V,037,000 from $10Ç57 e000. 

Collections from customs import duties slid to $28,124,000 from 
 223,000; excise duties to $22,920,000 from $25,236,000; and excise taxes 

to $74,735,000 from $83,457,000. 

Monday, January 25, 1954. 
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On the expenditure side, defence spending slipped to $161,094,000 from 
$187,484,000. Naval costs increased to $24,531,000 from $20,935,000 while 
those for the Army dropped to $34,651,000 from $46,612,000 and the Air force 
to $77,183,000 from $85,729,000. 

Foreign Affairs Debate This Week':  Ottawa, Jan. 24 (CP) -- The House of Commons ‘fiNt 
 this week will hold its first full-dress foreign affairs debate since the " 

session started in November. 
The debate is scheduled for Friday, by-which time Canada is expected 

to have replied formally to India's proposal to reconvene the United Nations 
General Assembly to take up the Korean question. 

There is no indication hère as yet whether the Governmentvould agree 
to a complete review of the Korean situation in the Assembly or wish to 
confine discussion there to the prisoner issue.... 

Housing Debate:  Ottawa, Jan. 22 (CP) -- A Social Credit Member of the House of 
Cormons said today that entry of Canada's banks in the field of home-
mortgage lending will expand the country's credit. 

Mr. C.E. Johnston (Sc - Bow River) said that the banks accepting mort-
gages will not be risking the savings of depositors.  •  

He said the Government's new housing legislation, which brings banks 
into the mortgage business through a sbheme of insured loans, will permit 
the banks to use mortgages to obtain credit from the Bank of Canada. 

"Mien the bank then makes a loan it is an issue of new credit; it is 
not using the people's savings at all ... that will not be done. It is 
purely a matter of credit expansion." 

Mr. Johnston was one of several Opposition Members who criticized 
the new housing legislation during the second day of debate on it. 

Yesterday Mr."Winters said banks will be enabled to use mortgages for 
loans from the Bank of .Canada in order to keep their investments liquid.... 

Dr. Mackenzie Honoured:  Ottawa, Jan. 24 (CP) -- Canada's spectacular wartime 
achievements in science have brought about a permanent 'and revolutionary 
change in her peacetime scientific structure. 

Dr. C.J. Mackenz ie, President of the Atomic Energy Control Board, said 
Saturday night this has -resulted from public and Government recognition 
"that effective national science is one of the essential activities on which 
the strength andwell-being of a modern nation depends, in peace as well as 
in war". 

The former President of the National Research Council and Atamic Energy 
of Canada Ltd. spoke at a dinner given in his honour by-the Professional 
Institute of the Public Service of Canada. The function was held in recogni-
tion of the award to the 65-year-old scientist of the Kelvin Medal. 

Across Canada:  Federal by-elections for Peel and Montreal Verdun March 22 were 
announced by Mr. St. Laurent.... Canada's National Ballet dancers have 
answered a call to the rescue of their financially-stricken company. They 
have turned back part of their pay cheques to help but in what General 	• 
Manager Malter Hamburger said today is a "desperate financial situation". 

, The company, naw on a continent-wide tour of Canadian and United States 
cities, needs $50,000 before it will feel secure, Mr. Homburger said o .ac-
cording to Canadian Press.... The Canadian and Anferican Psychological 
Associations will be host to more than 2,500 psychologists from all over 
the world at the Fourteenth Annual Congress of Psychology to be held in 
Yontreal June 7 to 12.... Mr. Drew reiterated at Edmonton on January 22 
his claim of Canada's need for a straight two-party system of government. 

Hockey: (Saturday) Montreal 5, Chicago 1. Toronto 4, Detroit 1. New York 4, 
Boston 3. (Sunday) Chicago 8, Montreal 3. Detroit 2, Toronto O. Boston 2, 
New York 1. 
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Canada, U.S.,  U.K. Trade Statistics:  Ottawa, Jan. 25 (CP) -- Canada's deficit 
in United States trade rose to a six-year high of $694,400,000 in the first 
10 months of 1953. 

Exports to the U.S.. in the 10 months edged ahead to $2,035,500,000 
from $1,911,200,000 in the previous year, but imports jumped by more than 
$280,000,000 to $2,729,900,000 from $2,447,500,000.' 

The unfavourable balance in U.S. trade increased from $536,800,000 
. in the 10-mohth 1052 period, rising to the highest mark since the peak of 

$804,506,00à in 1947. 
Cahada balanced off part of this deficit in a surplus in British trade, 

but the,geléral 10-month interchange showed a Canadian overall deficit of 
$236,50b,000. This compares with a surplus of $248,400,000 in the 10 
months bf 1952. 

Càhada's shipments- to all countries dropped to $3,456,500,000 from 
$3,570,b00,000 in 19e2, while imports climbed to $3,693,000,000 from 
$3 321 boo 	• 

	

000 	' 
Exports to Britain declined to $565,000,000 from $641,000,000 while 

. 	imports increased to $376,200,000 from $296,500,000. The surplus in 
British trade dropped to $188,900,000 from $345,400,000 in the previous 
year. 

Housing Legislation Before Commons:  Ottawa, Jan. 25 (CP) -- A Progressive -
Conservative Member of the House of Commons said today the Government's 
new housing legislation will turn lending institutions into agents of the 
Government. 

Mr. J.M. Macdonnell (PC - Toronto Greenwood) said one section of the 
measure will leave lenders "practically no choice" but to foreclose on 
mortgages when payments are in default. 

Under the new plan of insuring mortgages, banks and other lending 
institutions would be unable to d epart from the housing regulations in 
administering home loans for fear of losing the Government's guarantee on 
the mortgage. 

Mr.•Macdonnell criticized the "wide,  inclusive, meticulous • and per-
manent power" given the Government's Central Mortgage and Housing Corpora-
tion during the Commons' third day of debate on the housing bill. 

"The bill regulates private enterprise to the status of's. mere ma-
chine of Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation," he said* 

"The only place where intitative is left to the lender is the dirty 
job of fàreolosingl the loan. In many cases he will be forced to do it 
even against his better judgment." 

The wide powers of regulation given the GbVernment would be accept-
able to a CCF government, if the party were to come into power. A CCF 
government would wànt to extend similar control over any other industry 
where regulation was "socially desirable".... 

Opposition Asks For Meyer Documents:  Ottawa, Jan. 25 (CP) -- The Government 
today declined to make public documents relating to the trial, sentence 
and possible earlyrelease from prison of German S.S. Maj.-Gen. Kurt 
Meyer. 

Mr. Claxton said the Gbvernment could not accept a motion, placed 
on the Commons order paper by Mr. Drew, asking for the papers. 

(over) 
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Mr. Claxton said: "Parliament is not the place to try or retry criminal 
cases. It  

It was not in accord with Parliamentary practice to make such informatio 
qmbiAands:wpup not be,inithqipuillic interest. 

.'...,): Ip t:s...9, 1e.1.1t1'S' illif°1.41ag0P. àf i',Iire Claxton announced  Jan. 15 
that  Meer  will be reÏeaseà from lerl Prison in Germany "in a matter of 
months". 

Mr. Drew,k)allettï'forl a fonlialvote on the motion and it was defeated by 
102 to 63. 	• 	•-•-, 

Mr. Tom Goode (L - Burnaby-Richmond) voted with the Progressive Con-
servatives„ CCF and Social Credit Members. Mr. P.E. Gagnon (Ind. - Chic-
Aurtimi) voted,wit1L the Government. • 	. 	• 

- 	 Mre-Drew.aeked‘foria copy of,all correspondence, telegrams cablegrams, 
.recorded, telephone or other conversations between the Canadian Government 

., and eny othere.government authority, person. or persons and all documents in 
the Government's possession relating to Meyer. 

Mr. Claxton said the decisions of the boards set up in the British, 
United States and French zones to review the sentences of all convicted war 
criminals had been accepted by the governments concerned. He asked whether 
Canada was to be the only country to make an exception and to treat Meyer 
separately and differently than other war criminals. 

To Prosecute Cable Firms:  Ottawa, Jan. 25 (CP) -- The Gevernment has decided 
to launch court prosecutions in connection with the alleged 41-year price-
fixing combine in Canada's $124,000,000 electrical wire and cable man- ' 
ufacturing industry, Justice Minister Garson,announced today. 

Ten companiis - including the industry's "big four" - were named in 
a 247-page report last November by Special  Combines  Commissioner H. Carl 
Goldenberg of Montreal. 

He charged that the companies, by arranging to submit identical bids 
on tenders, "vitiated and made a mockery" of competitive bidding. 

Mr. Garson told the House of Commons that Mr. J.D. Arnup,  of Toronto, 
who had been retained to advise on the c ase, has stated that prosecutions 
-were warranted against some or all of the manufacturers. 

The exact parties to be prosecuted, the Minister added, will be de- 
termined later when evidence is examined in detail in preparation for trial. 

Labour "No-Raiding" Agreement:  Ottawa, Jan. 25 (CP) -- Plans for a "no-raiding" 
agreement between Canadals - two largest labour congresses wereworked out 
today • at a conference of their top - officers, it was learned tonight. 

The tentative arrangement is one step in the direction of closer all-
round co-operation by central labour bodies, some of which have had an 
eye on complete unification eventually. 

Today's meeting wae between "co-operation" committees set up last 
year by the 580,000-member Trades and Labour Congress of Canada, oldest 
and largest central body, and the 375,000-member Canadian Congress of 
Labour. 

Informants said the officers had come to terms leading to a non-
raiding agreement between the congresses, so that TLC and CCL unions would 
not try to snatch members from unions belonging to the rival congress. 

Across Canada:  Mr. Cecil Clarke, artistic director of the Stratford Shakes-
pearian Festival, said in Stratford yesterday that Western Canada greeted 
with enthusiasm a proposal to hold a Shakespearian festival in the West. 
Mr. Clarke said the people interested in the West have been told: "You 
build the theatre and we'll put on the show." He has just returned from 
a cross-country tour seeking talent for the 1954 festival.... The federal 
Government for the third time has asked Mr. Justice R.L. Kellock of the 
Supreme Court of Canada to help work out a settlement in Canada's biggest 
recurring labour dispute. Mr. Gregg announced yesterday that the 60-year-
old jurist, a veteran of labour-management conciliation, has taken on the 
job of chairman of the conciliation board dealing with the dispute between 
the.railways and their 150,000 non-operating employees.... The CCF said 
yeèterday a "recession" has arrived in Canada, and it called on the federal 
Government for immediate and broad action to step up econamic activity.... 
Southwestern British Columbia crawled out of a blizzard Monday while the 
Prairie Provinces battled the worst cold wave in years. Twenty-three per-
sons have lost their lives in Western Canada during the wintry blziet. 
Carbon monoxide, domestic gas and over exertion were high on the list of 
cold weather killers. Sweeping in on the fringe of an Alaskan storm, the 
blizzard struck the B.C. hainland and Northern Vancouver Island in full 
fury. In Ottawa temperatures ranged in the high 30's. 
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Economic Outlook-Not Gloomy;Mr. GreggSeportsi- OttawEi;Jan, 26'(CP) -- Canada's 
economic outlook - is 'not.gloomy - and-the fedérarGovernment is- not:planning 
expanded public works to choke off rieinglunémploymént; Mr.sef -eg'âaid today. 

He  euggested' to the House  of  Commons -that 	 and-'rodiletaririiéastires" 
-- 	- which he did not desôribe =.' , 'could-be - USéd . to better:purpode:to prop up em- 

ployment. 
' Be said the $900;000,000 unemployment insurance fund-is - carrying most 

of the - load of the jobless now and that theemaind>eif thé problem could 
-best belsolved through -féderal-provincial-municipal efforts. - 

- 

	

	- At the same time, the Trades and Labour Congress ofCanadâ'and the 
Caàadian'Oongress - of Labour, with a combined-membership of 955,000, issUed 

- aint statement declaring unemployment is "the most serious problem facing 
Canadians today". 

The largest of Canada's central labour bodies annoùnced they  have set 
up.ejoint - cammittee to bring "the maximum inflUence upon all levels of rri 
government in order that employment will be stimUlated kherever possible 
and -with the minimum of delay% r 	 - 	 - 

"The increasing-numbers of workers now looking for jobs and the ' current 
- high totals of unemployed in all-parts of-Canada are cause -for alarm," the 

Congrespes' statement said. 
- 	- "In some parts of the country, the unemployed total hat. is.eached - ap-' 

7  proximate1y - 15 per cent of the labour force - well over the enger point." 
- • Mr. Gregg's statement follawed questions by Mrs.,Ellen - Fairéloûgh 	- 
(PC - amilton West) and Mr. James A. Byrne CL - Kootenay- East) as to what 

. 	the Government is doing about unemployment. 
Their questions were based on Labour• Depart±e-nt figures of338,000 

-.persons looking-  for jobs -through the Department's agenéy at Dec.'10 - 
:a post--War high for that time of year. ' 	 r-:. -  t' 

Gregg said the figure  for  December, though 4'100,000 from_a 
year earlier, was not strictly comparable with those , of previous years for 

. several reasons inéluding a larger  labour force andactension of unemployment 
insuranée .coveragej 	 f , 

"Miring the last few months," he-added, "some industries have ex- 
- 'periencéd decline-in output, but there is little evidence of-any basic 

weaknest-in.the econamy • . much of the increase in -winter unemployment 
can  • e traced to seasonal-decline in activity." 

Parlianientary  Salaries Ottawa, Jan.  26 (CP) -- - Mri Drew)said téday a Royal 
Commission should study the entire question of parliamentary salaries and 
indemnities. 	 - 	- 

He spoke as the House of Commons debated a Government proposal to 
boost the pay of Members of the Commons and Senate and Cabinet. 

Mr. DreF said a Royal Commission review would remove any suggestion 
that the pay increases were decided "on the basis of personal interest". 

At the night sitting, the proposals were approved after a standing, 
informal vote, by 130 to 37, Liberal, Social Credit Members and Mr. 
Harold Winch (CCF - Vancouver En.st), Mr. Clafie Gillis (CCF - Cape 
Breton South), Mr. Joseph Noseworthy (CCF - York South) and Mr. Erhart 
Regier (CCF - Burnaby-Coquitlan) voted for the increases. Progressive 
Conservative and 13 CCF Members voted against. 

Two bills, giving effect to the proposed boosts, then were intro-
duced and given first reading.  • 

(over) 
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Mr. St. Laurent outlined the proposals to give Members of ParliaMent 
$10,000 yearly compared with $6,000 at present; Cabinet 'Ministers and the 
Conmions Opposition leader $27,000 *compared with $18,000„ and the Prime 
Minister- $37,000 compared with $23„000. 

The plan also provides for increases to the Speaker and Deputy Speaker 
in both the House  of  Commons and Senate and to the Senate's Government, 
leader and Opposition leader. Mr. St. Laurent did not indicate aMoiiiit` of 

' these increases. 

Allowances'  For 	 The Disabled:  Ottawa, Jan 26 (CE') -- The -federal-provincial 
' conference on allowances for the disabled to- day aPproved the outline of the 
• Central Government's 'plan for joint government payments to the totally and 
- permanently disabled.' 	

. . 	 _ 

A statement issued after the meeting said there was "general approval 
of  the  federal:Government's declared intention to introduce enabling: s 
legislation providing for a system of federaI-provincial allowances". 

Federal fietIth Minister- Martin said after the one-dar conferençe he 
now Will  introduce his disabIed-allowance legislation ,  in the - ou - of Commons 
"just as quickly as possible " . 

.A.fter,this. legislation has 1;een enacted„ the official statement said 
, there will be another federal-provincial meeting -  to enact regula.tions for 

administering the plan. 	 . 

_ While the general «statement git.'re ncrdetails„, informants- said later the 
,fecleral officials - outlined their plan in these terms: 	 - 

Payments of $40 .,a mcmth to  those qualified,. with federal treasury and 
, .the provinces splitting the payments evenly  an. the  provinces meeting  ad-. 

ministrative .costs. The provinces would have charge of administration. 
Officials said this - outline was, affirmed in principle b3r'all. provinces. 

'• 	 7  1,-!..`,• 

Funeral Of Mr. Wrongr  Ottawa, Jan. ;26 (CP) - :«4-'Senior - Government,'Officials anct 
. Members.  of the Diplcnnatic Corps today attended the _funeral 'of  M. l'Iume Wrong, 
Under-eecretary of- State,for -External ›Affa iirs:„ who died Sunday. -  

Funeral service in All Saints Anglican - church- 77nm condticted by 
Archdeacon C.G. 'Hepburn and Rev. D.•11. Thomson. 	-; 	 - 

Mr. ,Pearson, Mr.. Claxton,: -Mr. Martin and lir.-.1PiCkersigili represented 
the Government-. 

•-., 	-Mr.' Hubert Guérin, Amba:ssador of France  and Dean of sthe'Diplornatic 
Corp&„ headed the large group of diplomats pres.ent, Gdvérnor. General 

..Vincent. ,Ma!sey, -.?was .represented by his.son, and .secretary,.Mr.`Lionel. Massey. 

Across Canada:, Toronto and district consumers will pay-  between 31..10 and $1.30 
per -1„000::; cubic- ffeet for Alberta natural' gas-  under.the-prcipoSed Trans 
Canada Pipeline pIan,.- Attorney-G-eneral 'Porten ' -ofH.Ontaricursaid- yesterday. 
He said industrial gas in the Toronto 'area might run:lis -' loSts';37 :to 40 
cente.per.:1,000 ; cubic' f:eet, but the- price-  'is deliendent-, on "many' factors".... 

• Canadian aircraft-.production Was: valued at- $104,118,000: in . 1952, the 
Bureau of  Statistics reported'. The total . wai moretriple 1951 "a " 
$34,701,000 and 40 times the 1950 figure of $2,666„000.....—Officera of 
Canada.lsz two' 'largest labour  bodies have • t aken a' step 	'eventiral 
unifiCationbr-  negotiating- a ,  tentative' no.raiding treaty. The' 580,000- -- 

 member Trades and- Labour' Congress. ' Cf Canada the. largest: and' the Can-
adian congress of Labour, with 375,00 0., annotrnced' yes terdity that thè 
agreement was worked out at a top-level conference on Jan. 25 as part of 
a new -plan-  of,,co-operation between  the rivals•,' 
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Mr. Pearson Addresses Federation Of Agriculture:  London, Ont. Jan. 27 (CP) =- 
Mr. Pearson said today "firesale" methods of marketing "massive United 
States-surpluses" of farm products are not in the interests of the-,tinder- 

- fed people of the world. 
He told the annual meeting of the Canadian Federationof Agriculture: 

"Movement of massive United States surpluse8 . through givè-away 
programmes or through sales at cut prices . • are almost,bound to affect 
ordinary exports directly or indirectly. n  

It was not in the interest of needy countries to have surpluses "dis-
tributed in a manner which will disorganize markets and thus reduce produc-
tion elsewhere". 

He said the United States Commodity Credit Corporation has on hand 
about $5,000,000,O00 worth of farm produce. It was no:tsurprising that so 
muche  attention was being concentrated "by others than Americans" on the 
future agriculture policies of the U.S. 

High prices were not the road to real and lasting prosperity for 
farmers. 

"Except from the most short-sighted point of view, it is not in the 
interest of the farmer in either exporting or Importing countries to pro-
duce at prices, often supported by Government action, which will discourage 

- 	consumption and involve subsidies which cannot be sustained indefinitely. 
He said expedients used in some countries to meet temporary problems 

"should not diYert attention fram or postpone action on the more funda-
mental problem of encouraging normal exports, particularly to the food-
deficient areas of the world through a healthy expansion of international 
trade in all directions". 

Canada recognized that emergency relief measures and foreigh aid 
progtammes were necessary but aid should be providèd "in a manner which 
wIll'achieve the most durable results". 

Through the joint United States-Canadian Committee on Trade and 
Economic affairs and other meetings, Mr. Pearson hoped "that effective 
international co-operation will be secured". 

Summer Election Ban Proposal: Ottawa, Jan. 27 (CP) -- The Government today 
rejected a proposal to bar federal geneeal elections in July and August. 

State Secretary Pickersgill "talked out" a Progressive Conservative 
Member's resolution to this effect and said extension of advance polling 
provisions might be the answer to the problem of away;erom.2home voters in 
midsummer elections. 

The resolution was proponed by-  Mr. Rodney Adamson (PC - York West) 
who said many holidaying workers were disfranchised by the Aug. 10 date 
of the 1953 general election. His resolution called for the exclusion 
of July and August as election months except in "a state of emergency". 

House Rejects Farm Debt Cancellation:  Ottawa, Jan. 27 (CP) -- The House of 
Commons today rejected an Opposition attempt to cancel $293,000 awed 
by 299 First World War veterans who settled on farms more than 30 
years ago. About 25,000 veterans took up farming in 1919 under the 
Soldier Settlement Act. 

(over) 
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Members defeated by 113 to 75 a motion asking the Government to-con-
sider writing off the debt still awed by the 299 veterans. 

1(r. Robert  Fair (SC - Battle River-Camrose), sponsored the mntion. 

Mr. Chevrier On National Flag:  Moose Creek, Ont. Jan. 27 (CP) 	Mr. Chevrier 
said tonight that many Canadians, including himself, think Canada should 
have a distifictive national flag. 

He said in part: 
"It tow is felt by.  many Canadians, including myself, that the time 

has came for Canada to assert further the fully autonomous status of our 
country within the British Commonwealth by the adoption of a distinctly 
national flag." 

"I am in full agreement with the Prime Ministerwho has indicated 
that lab( decisiortiltould bè-Madb until , therélis'evidenoè-thattthebohen6s1 ., 

 willlbe 'acceptable to a majority of Canadians." 

Across Canada: Senator T.A. Crerar (L - Manitoba) said thère is some doubt 
that the revised criminal code will be passed at the present session of 
Parliament. The revised code has been given second reading - approval 
in principle - in the House of Commons and now is . receiving clause-by- 
clause study.. The Canadian Construction Association at .Veintbuver 
fitedterdaSr urged the'federal Government to set up a national highwaY cam- 

. 	mission and said there,is continuing need for federal aid for highway 
construction. The statement mns contained in a series of resolutions 
and policy declarations -which delegates to the current annual meeting 
have worked on in private sessions during the last three days, andwhich 
were given approval yesterday loy the full meeting.... Mr. Gregg said 
yesterday 13,900 Canadian workers on temporary layoffs were claiming 
unemployment.insurance benefits at the start of December. A Labour De- 
partment official said workers under temporary layoffs arelthose with 
definite instructions to return to work at specified times.... Victoria, 
B.C., rocked with charges of 'witch-hunting" and "interference" in the 
mnke of an announcement by Mayor Claude Harrison that he intends to burn 
all Communist books in the city's public library, according to Canadian 
Press.. • . A Russian-born McGill graduate, Dr. Igor Klatzo, has been 
awarded the $8,000 Allan Blair Fellowship for 1954 to enable him to con- 

, 	tinue his cancer research in the United States, it was announced yester- 
day according to the Montreal Gazette. 
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Mr.  St..LaUrent's World Visit:  Ottawa Jan. 28 (CP) -- Mr. St. Laurent will log 
some 125 air hours - more than five days and nigh-ès - during his crowded 
six weeks world tour starting a week from today. 

The - longest single flights in the special RCAF C-5 whichwill carry 
him will be between Rame and Bahren in the Persian Gulf and between San 
Francisco and Ottawa. Both will take approximately 11 hours and 10 minutés. 

'ThoUgh the Prime Minister will visit 11 countries in Europe and Asia, 
he will take no interpreter with him. He is fluent in bàth French and 
English, which will serve in most, if not all, countries. 
' 	Mr. St. Làurent's itinerary was made public today. It  shows  that he 
will confer with the government lenders in every nation he visits.... 

In the House of Camnons today, 1.11r. St. Laurent said he will make a 
statement tomorrow on his trip during a debate on external affairs. 

The Prime Minister's longest s -bay will be in India, where he will 
renain a week. He will have four-day stopovers in Rome, Pakistan and Cey- . 
lon. In Rome, Mr. St. Laurent will be received by the Pope. 

Mr. St. Laurent is not forgetting Canadian forces abroad on his trip. 
- He will visit the 1st Brigade at Soest, Germany, RCAF wings in France and 

Germany, the Canadian Infantry Brigade in Korea and three Cantidian des-
troyers in Tokyo Bay. In each case, he will speak to the men. 

The Prime Minister will make radio broadcasts to the people of France, 
Pakistan and Ceylon and hold press conferences at most capitals he will 
visit. He is due back in Otta-WaMai-ch 17. 

Wing - Cmdr. Howie Morrison, DSO, DFC, 34, of Lauder, Man., will be 
'chief pilot of the RCAF C-5, an improved version of the NorthStar. The 
plane has been undergoing extensive tests here recently. 

Budget Speculations:  Ottawa, Jan. 28 (CP) 7- Defence appropriations will be 
-cut by about five per cent this year, an authoritative source baid . today. 

That means that Mr. Abbott will ask Parliament to vote $1,900,000 000 
for defence in the fiscal year starting April 1 Compared with appropriations 
of $2,000,000,000 for each  of the  last two years. 

The el00,000,000 cut might have provided a slight break for the tax-
payer except that the saving probably will be eaten up by other dePartments 
whose requirements will be heavier than in the current fiscal year. 

The reduction in defence appropriations will not mean any slackening 
in Canada's defence effort, however. It will merely reflect the fact that 
stockpiles of many soft goods now are large enough to meet foreseeable 
needs and that major construction, such as airfields and barracks, is over 
the hump. 

No major reduction in defence costs is seen for the next several 
years at least if Canadians want their armed forces maintained at present 
strength - 110,000 personnel - or increased. 

More than  one-fifth of the defence budget - some $400,000,000 - will 
go for aircraft and aircraft engines, Canada will re-equip its  RAF 

 division in Europe with later-type Sabre jet fighters - they will have 
Canadian instead of American engines - and continue to build up squadron 
strength of the all-weather CF-100 jet Interceptors at home. 

The RCAF is expected, as last year, to get more of the defence dollar 
than the navy and army combined. Last year, the RCAF got 41.7 per cent 
of defence appropriations, the army 23.7 per cent and the navy 14.8. 

(over) 
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The mutual aid programme for supplying Canada's partners in the North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization will be maintained at approximately its present 
level - $300,000,000. But a greater proportion of this aid will be  for 

 such items as aircraft, minesweepers, electronic and wireless equipment, 
ammunition ànd explosives. 

Housing Legislation Approved In Principle:  Ottawa, Jan. 28 (CP) -- The House 
of uommons tonight voted 186 to 2 for the principle of the Government's 
new housing legislation. 

TWo CCF Members, Mr. Ross Thatcher (iloose Jew - Lake Centré) and 
Mr. Colin Cameron (Nanaimo) voted against the bill when it was given 
second reading - approval in principle. 

The bill now goes to the Banking and Commerce Committee for further 
study. 

The vote ended four days of debate in which Opposition Members 
criticized various features of thc measure. The legislation amends the 
present National Housing Act to decrease down payments, lengthen mortgage 
repayment periods and permit banks to enter the mortgage-lendinê field. 

Mr. Winters, completing the debate, replied to criticisms of many 
of the 53 Members who spoke earlicr. 

CCF Members, he said, hld charged the bill was a "sell-iiut*  to cap-
italist exploitation" rhile Prorressive Conservatives said it was "state 
socialism". 

It It seems that once again the Liberals have found the middle-of-the-
road course." 

Seaway To Lower  Lake Level:  Ottawa, Jan. 28 (CP) -- A Canada-United -States 
body today announced prospects of lowering the water level in Lake Ontario, 
an issue on which the Canadian Covernment is being sued for $100,000,000 
in the U.S. 

- The International Joint Ganmission, which regulates the use of 
boundary waters, staiid it expected the St. Lawrence Seaway will bring dawn 
destructively high levels in the lake and is prepared to take further 
measures to lower the lake level. 

It said, specifically, that some of its river and lake levels'cal-
-- culatidns based on the operation of the seaway need "modification". The 

' indication mas that the levels would be lowered all around. 
The IJC issued its statement here and in Washington jointly, after a 

' 	meeting of the six-man commission in Boston today. 

Across Canada: Two Lfberal Senators yesterday said that too many lawyers have 
been proposed as Members of the joint parliamentary committee whia will 
study lotteries, whipping and the death penalty. Senators Inn. Euler 
and Thomas Reid made the criticism during debate in the Upper Chamber on 
a resolution to name eight lawyers and one doctor'as Senate inemberè . ôf 
the committee. The House of Commons has not yet named its members;... 
Canadian combines officials are checking on rising coffee prices but a 

investigation  hat not been ordered. Mr. Garson made thé state-
ment  Jan. 28 in the House of Gommons in reply to a question from Mr. Hazen 
Argue.... Delegates to the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association's tech- 

--inical section annual meeting last night were told that Canada would lose 
several potential markets for wood products if forest policy and manage-
ment was not improved. Dr. John S. Bates, of Montreal, suggested that 
federal and provincial Government authorities confer with paper  corn-
panics and members of the industry to devise a plan of such improvement, 
according to the Montreal Gazette. 
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Monday, February 1, 1954. 

External Affairs Debate: Ottawa, Jan. 29 (CP) -- The world is  stil]. 'an unsafe 
place for the weak, the weary and the unwary", Mr. Pearson said today. 

This was his general theme in a review of the emrld situation and 
Canadian foreign policy in the House of Commons' first external affairs 
debate at this session. 

He said that though world tension has eased, Soviet "Imperialism" re-
mains and the West must not let down its guard. 

	

, 	Mr. Drew said that world peace depends on acceptance of Russia's de- 
mand that  Western  countries admit China ta the United Nations. 

Mr. Drew in a bitter attack on Russinn policies, said  th nt the West 
should refuse to aecept the Russian demand on moral grounds. The Chinese 
Reds seeking admission to the U.N. were "murdering their own countrymen in 
the name of Communism in China today". 

He said: "The price of peace is recognition of Communist China- and 
her entry into the United Nations." 

Mr. Pearson,leading off the debate before a packed diplomatic gallery, 
said easing of tension in Europe is due to increased unity and strength 
in the free -world, especially within the North Atlantic Alliance. 

Since the death of Stalin, there had been  sonie indication in Russia of 
a trend "away from the sterile rigidity of Stalinist policy". There now - 
wns more emphasis on collective leadership rather than-individual dictator- 
ship. 

But though this and apparent Russian stress on increased production of 
consumer goods seemed to be hopeful signs, there were more factors "stub-
bornly discouraging". There ens nothing to indicate the Russians want to 
reach reasonable agreements wJth the West. Therefare, thaWest was pre- 
pared for a "long haul" in defence. 

"...The plan is to see that the NATO forces which now exist and wlich 
will be strengthened are furnished with the most modern equipment possible, 
including new types of weapons; that they are given adequate support and 
are ready to go into action rapidly. 

Effective local defence or this kind, plus the certainty of swift and 
crushing retaliation from the air, is a defence combination upon which we 
naw rely ta the terror of_the aggressor. It 

Mr. p earson received general support from Mr. Diefenbaker, Opposition 
foreigil affairs spokesman, Mr. Coldwell, CCF leader,and Mr'.'Solon Law, 
Social Credit leader. 

mr. Diefenbaker said the Minister had painted a "sombre picture". 
'Canadians must realize, in that case, that defence expenditures will con- 
tinue "for a very considerable period of time". 

The Kremlin pattern of 30  years still remained. Despite recent 
Russian conciliatory moves, Moscow might still be aiming at splitting the 

United Nations and North  Atlantic Alliance and separating France and 
Italy from the proposed European_ defence community. 

Mr. Colegell said "startling changes" have occurred in Russia since 
Stalin's death. 

"".Mankind has breathed a sigh of relief, and countless millions 

	

' 	pray that, however slowthe process, we may be able to move towards an 

era in which, little by little and bit by bit, the outstanding problems 

between the powerful nations will be settled . 	. by intelligent nego- 

tiatio 
(over) 
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One of the chief means of achieving this was to encourage trade In non-
strategic materials between the West and jlussia. 

, 	The West  should maintain its strong position .butat the saine  time not , 
lose any opportunity' to reach'agreement On issues with the Soviet, 'no matter 
haw minor they might be. 	' 

Mr. Law said freedom-loving national groups behind the Iron Curtain 
could become one of:the most Important factors in bringing about the down- IDF 
fall of=the Soviet dictatorship. 	 e, 

He contended that the West has  ben  "too ready" to grant concessions 
. to Russia. Western leaders had allowed their advisory councils to become 

"packed with unfaithful servants who have been guilty of perfidy on some 
occasions". He did not elaborate on this point. . 

The Communist objective was to b ecome "boss of the world by any method" 
and the West should do all in its power to weaken communism, 

Canada-U.S.  Relations: Ottawa, Jan. 29 (CP) -- Canada and the United States are 
dependent on each other for safety .and prosperity, Mr. Pearson sead_today. 

He said there is not much chance for peace and stability in the rest 
of the world if Canada and the U.S. cannot graw closer in mutual respect 
and understanding. 

Mr. Pearson was speaking in the debate on external affairs. 
Canada, he said, has a "special responsibility" for maintaining close 

relations with the U.S. because that country is the leader of the free 
world coalition and bears the greatest burden in maintaining peace. 

Canadian-U.S. relations depended on Canada remembering that faCt and 
on the U.S. remembering -that "partnership is a two-way proposition" .  

Co-operation would run smoothly "if neither asks the other to do what 
it would not like to be asked to do itself". 

Mr. St. Laurent's Statement On World Visit:  Ottawa, Jan. 29 (CP) -- Mr. St. 
Laurent said today the main purpose of his coming round-the-world trip is 
to visit Asia, where happenings "vitally concern" Canada. 

In'a statement to the House of Commons on his tour that starts Feb. 4, 
he said he hopes to assure Asian and other countries that Canada wants to 
play its part in the cause of freedom and social justice. 

Mr. St. Laurent said he wants to bring back to Canada - and also 
perhaps to leave behind him - a clearer picture of the problems that the 
free countries face. 

One of the motives behind the trip, the Prime Minister said, is the 
fact that Canada has come to play an increasingly-large'role in world 
councils.. Its external affairs were of growing Importance. 

Partly, too, it was to repay Canadian visits of world leaders and to 
"assure them of our desire to co-operate with them . 	. so we can all 
try to adopt the best course in our relations with each other". 

He said he hcpes that "in the not too distant future" he can arrange 
a visit to Australia and New Zealand. The Antipodean part of this tour 
mas called off because it would run into the Royal visit in Australia. 

Mr. St. Laurent said he is looking forward particularly to visiting 
Canada's troops in Korea, and he expre5sed the hoPe that the fighting 
there will not be renewed, 

Dealing with  relations  with the Asian people, he said he feels the 
Western  democracies can maintain good relations with them "only when we 
treat them on terms of complete equality .  o • and on terms of under-
standing and co-operation". 

' Currency Convertibility:  Ottawa, Jan. 29 (CP) -- Finance Minister Abbott, 
returning from a Commonwealth Finance Ministers' conference, said today 
the world is "very much" closer to currency convertibility than at any 
time since the Second World Mar.. 

Across Canada:  The Government has approved a Toronto company's tender of 
45,230,000 to build the new headquarters of the National Film Board at 
Montreal.... Canada, on January 29, supported the United States in 
turning down an Indian proposal that the United Nations General Assembly 
be reconvened Feb. 9. Mr. Pearson said in the House of Commons that the 
Canadian Government feels it would be "inadvisable" to discuss the 
general Korean situation at this time, according to Canadian Press. 

Hockey: (Saturday) New York 2, Montreal 1. Toronto 4, Boston 2. Detroit 4, 
Chicago 2, (Sunday) Boston 2. Toronto O. Detroit 5, Chicago 1. 
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M.P.'s Pension Benefits Limited:  Ottawa, Feb. 1 (CP) -- The Government today 
introduced legislation limiting M.P.'s pension benefità to a maximum of 
$3,000 a year despite changes in sessional indemnities. 

In introducing the bill, Mr. St. Laurent said the Government feels 
there should not be any change at this time to the Members of Parliament _ 	. 
Retiring Allowances Act. 

The.amending bill stipulates that Members' contributions matched by 
the Government, shall bessix per cent of the first $4,000 - $240 - of the 
Members' indemnity. 

Er. Solon Low today suggested that Members of Parliament who  oppose a 
-$4,000 increase in sessional indemnities be given a chance to refuse it. 

He said in the House of Commons that he will offer an eimendment later 
to a bill boosting the pay of Senators and Commoners to $10,000 from $6,000. 

The amendment would give Eembers,an option of collecting the additional 
paywhich otherwise would go to Members automatically. It would- Show "hoir 
much of this talk is on principle and how much is for political purPoses", 

Mr. Low spoke after Mr. MacInnis strongly Opposed the increase. 

National Film Board Policy:  Ottawa, Feb. 1 (CP) -- The National Film Board 
plans to continue producing feature films of an informative type but has 

 no intention of making motion pictures designed solely for entertainment. 
Citizenship Minister Harris made this cleartoday in a reply to a 

question tabled in the House of Commons for.  Mr. Fulton. 
Mr. Fulton asked whether the Board was considering the production of 

dramatic feature films; whether films of this type, if produced,would call 
for the employment of professional actors and actresses and whether thèy 
would be offered for sale in competition with films produced privately. 

Er. Harris said documentary features such as Royal Journey, RCMP 
. File 1365 and Canada at the Coronation have been highly commended and 
similar documentaries will be produced as the occasion may arise. No 	• 

other features were contemplated. 
A Board official said there were no actors or dialogue in Royal 

Journey, or Canada at the Coronation. However, there were dialogue and 
actors;:in RCMP File 1365. • There also would be dialogue and actôrs in a 
40-minute documentary on the Shakesperian Festival at Stratford. 

Cenadians Of British Descent Now  In Minority:  Ottawa, Feb. 1 (CP) -- Canadians 
of French descent comprise nearly the same proportion of the total popula- 
tion as they did at Confederation, while those of British descent have-
become a minority. 

The information was tabled today in the House of Commons for Er. 
Dufresne who asked if Government immigration policy is to maintain the 
balance between the two groups which existed in 1867. 

The reply did not give a direct answer, but said immigration lairs, 
admitting those who can be absorbed easily into the Canadian econamy, 
apply equally to immigrants from the British Isles and France. 

It said that in 1871, people of British origin in Canada comprised 
60.5 per cent of total population, and in 1951 were 47.9 percent  of the 
total. Those of French origin comprised 31.1 percent in 1871 and 30.8 
per cent in 1951. 

(over) . 
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New Vaccine May Defeat Polio:  Ottawa, Feb. 1 (CP) -- Hope is rising in Canada 
that poliomyelitis may be beaten by an unnamed 'vaccine now undergoiné tests 
in the United States. But it may be a year or more before scientists have 
absolute proof of its power. 

Meanwhile, Toronto's Connaught Laboratories have been instructed to 
increase production of gamma globulin to be fed into areas  Mt  by the 
crippling and killing disease. 

Dr. G.D.W. Cameron, Deputy.  Minister, said in an interview that•  the 
Toronto Laboratories last year produced about 26,000 doses . of gamma 
globulin. Production this year might total as much as 150,000 doses. Dis-
tribution would be made on the basis of greatest need. 

Dr. Cameron touched on the polio problem as he discussed a reference -
to the disease in the Health Department's 140-page annual report for 1952- 
53, tabled in the House of Commons. 

The report said that while gamma globulin offers polio iMmunity, human-
ity's greatest hope is through active immunization by vaccine. 

Gamma globulin wasn't the answer to the problem of polio - prêvention-  in 
large populations because of the "difficulty of producing a sufficient - 
volume" and the "cumparatively short duration of the immunity .  conferred - 
five weeks." 

But the vaccine, now under test in the U.S. held promise. »  Dr. Cameron 
said he does not want to raise the hopes of Canadians too high, lest same 
unforeseen flaw makes the vaccine a disappointment. Relborts so far - were 
U encouraging", but the degree of permanency was unknown. 

Great Future Predicted For Pembina Oil Field:  Edmonton, Feb. 1 (CP) -- An oil 
industry spokesman predicted that Alberta's new Pembina field, 80 milès 
southwest of here, probably will become the largest in western Canada. 

"Indications are that it vill be the larges t in the west, and that 
takes in Redwater and Leduc," said Mr. A.R. Nielsen, district éeologist 
for Socony Vacuum Exploration Co., a big operator in the fiels. "Pembina 
is without a doubt the hottest thing in western oil." 

Nine of 10 wells drilled since the field wus discovered last June 
have produced oil. Another 15 wells are b eing drilled over a considerable 
area by seven outfits. 

, 	Mr. Nielsen said present activity at Pembina is "definitely very 
exceptional for a new- field". 

Indication of the industry's hopes for the new field were demon- . 
 strated lastweek when Texaco Exploration Co. Ltd., paid a record $13,000,- 

000 for reservation rights to 92,160 acres in the area. 	 - 
Texaco Exploration and Imperial Oil Ltd., which paid $11,000,000 for 

similar reservation rights, have not yet moved into the Pembina area ta 
start developing their acreage. 

There has been no "rush" for oil land at Pembina such as at Leduc 
in 1947 when that discovery ushered in Alberta's oil boom. 

Across Canada:- Mr. St. Laurent yesterday celebrated his 72nd birthday-. He 
rose and bowed graciously in the House of Commons as •Speaker. René Beaudoin, 
amid energetic desk-thumping by all Members, wished him "a very happy 
birthday and many happy returns of the day".... Premier Duplessis of 
Quebec yèsterday sent a telegram extending the best wishes of the Quebea 
Government to Prime Minister St. Laurent, soon to leave  on 'a world tour. 
"May-this voyage be happy and profitable to our country," Mr. Duplessis : ' 
telegram said.... Because of low earnings, Canadian railways are ex- 
periencing  "grave  difficulty" in attracting enough capital to enable 
them to meet the transportation denands of Canada's expanding econamy, 
Mr. G.F. Buckingham, of Montreal General Traffic Manager for the Canadian 
Pacific Railway, said in an address to the Leamington Lions Club last 
night,.according to the Montreal Gazette.... Mr. R.M. Fewler, President, 
Canadian Pulp and Paper Association, has reported that 1953 had been a 
npeak year" for , Canada's pulp and paper industry and forecast a "high 
level of production and achievement" this year. 
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Western  Interests Being Ousted From China: Ottawa, Feb. 2 (CP) -- Mr. Féarson 
says Mestern businesses are being forced towithdraw from China because of 
Cdmmunist pressure. The Minister made the statement in anewer to a question 
in the House of Commons by Maj.-Gen. G.R. Pearkes. 

Mr. Pearkes asked whether the Government's attention had been drawn 
to an order of the Tientsin People's Government issued Nov. 11, 1953, 	, 
abolishing the business of representation or management of properties of 
third parties by foreign sreal estate firms. The order placed à three-month 
limit on the  time principals residing outside China must adjust their 
affairs. 

Mr. Pearson said the Governmênt has received no specific information 
on the order. However, the Government had'received reports on general 
business conditions within Red China. 

It appeared that the Communièts were making things so deficult for 
'Westèrn businessmen that they would be compelled to withdrae iy mréÉ terà in-
terêsts had been progressively ousted from China since the Canmunists 
took power four years ago. 

The Chinese Communist order will be investigated further by the Govern- 
ment. 

The Vote 9n Indemhity Increase:  Ottawa, Feb. 2 (CP) -- The CCF Party tplit to- 
day on whether parliamentary pay should be boosted. Fifteen Members of 
the 25-member group voted in the House of Commons against giving second 
reading to a Government  masure  increasing pay to $10,000 from $6,000. 

Seven supposi‘ted the bill's principle, including Mr. Coldwell who 
said he disagrees with some details but feels an increase is warranted. 

After the vote, 155 to 45, the measure was given second reading. 
All Liberal and Social Credit and three Independent Members voted 

for the principle of an increase. The bill doubles the present $4,000 
indemnity on top of a $2,000 tax-free expense allowance. The increase 
would go to both Commoners and Senators. 

The Progressive Conservatives, who had argued that the increases 
should be referred to a Royal Commission, opposed second reading along 
with the 15 CCF Members. 

A day-and-a-half debate was concluded by Mr. St. Laurent, who said 
Members should vote on the principle of a pay increase. The vote on 
second reading did not mean that those who voted for the bill were ap-
proving every part of the bill. 

He said it was apparent that the Progressive Conservatives did not 
expect the bill would be defeated. 

He also left the door open for the Senate to vote Senators a smaller 
increase. He said that arguments for a $4,000 increase for Members of 
Commons do not apply "to the same extent" to Senators. If Senators felt 
it was  not proper to accept the saine indemnityç the Commons would agree 
to  •a reduction. 

C.C.F. Amendments Defeated:  Ottawa, Feb. 2 (CP) -- The House of Commons to-
night defeated by 122 to 20 a CCF proposal to eliminate Senators from a 
proposed $4,000 increase in indemnities. 

Earlier Members defeated by 96 to 15 a CCF motion limiting the boost 
to Senators and Commoners to $2,000. 

(over)  • 
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House Sales  Control Held 	By C.M.H.C.:  Ottawa, Feb. 2 (CP) -- Though Central 
Mortgage and Housing Corporation will step out of joint lending, it still 
will have power to control the selling price of homes under the Government's 
new housing legislation. 

Mr. D.B. Mansur, CMHC President told the Commons Banking and Commerce' 
Committee today that the Government housing agency will be able to control 
selling prices under its authority to set lending values and mortgage levels. 

The corporation will have the right, in the case of homes erected by 
commercial builders, "to stipulate that a maximum loan under the act is 
only available if the builder sells the house ata price not exceeding the 
maximùm selling price established by the corporation, which generally is 
the lending value". 

"The builder is not compelled to meet the established maximum selling 
price ," said Mr.  Mansur,  "but if this price is exceeded, indicating an 
undue margin of profit, then the loan is reduced by an amount to be 	- 
stipulated in the regulations - perhaps 10 per cent." 

Mr. Mansur was the committee's first witness as it opened detailed - - 
study of the new legislation adopted in principle by the Commons after 
sharp opposition criticiemo 

Hallnor Mine Workers End Strike: Timmins, Ont. Feb. 2 (CP) -- A strike that 
lasted more than six months ended todaywhen gold miners It Hallnor Mines 
Limited accepted terms of a company offer. 

Settlemènt terms, though not disclosed, were believed similar to 
those accepted by workers at four other mines in the Porcupine gold fields 
where strikes called by the United Steelworkers of America (CIO-CCL) have 
been settled in recent weeks. 

Settlements at Hollinger, McIntyre Porcupine, Coniaurum and Aunor 
mines were based on a five-cent-an-hour wage increase and five 'statutory 
holidays. Three other mines - Preston East Dome, Broulan Reef and Delnite - 
are still on strike. 

The settlements brought the base rate - the rate at which new em- - 
ployees are hired - to $1.04-1- at Hollinger, $1.04 at Coniaurum, $1.05 at 
Aunor, and $1.08 at McIntyre. 

Development Of Lachine Rapids Power:  Quebec, Feb. 2 (Montreal Gazette) -- 	, 
Premier Duplessis said in the House this afternoon that the Province was - 
willing to co-operate with federal authorities in the hydro-electric 
development of the Lachine Rapids near Montreal providing its rights were 
protected. 

The Premier said that those who believedthat construction of the 
multi-million dollar hydro-electric project on the Bersimis River on the 
north shore would block further development of hydro-electric resources 
in the Montreal area were victims of their awn imaginations. 

Answering questions by Opposition Leader Georges Lapalme, the 
Premier stated that a number of meetings had been held with federal 
authorities on the subject but that no concrete proposals had been made. 

Across  Canada: The Copyright Appeal Board yeâterday authorized BMI Canada 
Ltd., a performing rights organization, to collect $55,534 from privately- 
awned radio stations this year for performance of musical or dramatic 
works in its repertoire.... Television artists belonging to the Canadian 
Council of Authors and Artists will withdraw their services from tele-
vision after Feb. 14 unless CBC and other TV outlets meet the conditions 
requested by the Council, according to a Globe & Mail report.... Sol-
icitor-General Macdonald, Government Leader in the Senate, yesterday paid 
tribute to the late Senator William J. Hushion. Senator Macdonald won 
unanimous approval of a motion to adjourn the Upper Chamber in tribute 
to Senator Hushion who died Friday in Montreal at the age of 70. His 
death left the Senate standing at 79 Liberals, seven Progressive Con-
servatives and 16 vacancies.... Mr. John Diefenbaker described pol-
lution of. the Saskatchewan River as "a national emergency" and urged 
prompt Government action. 
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•Prime Minister Departs On %rid Visit: Ottawa, Feb. 3 (CP) -- Parliamentarians 
today wished Mr. St. Laurent good luck and a successful round-the-world 
tour. He leaves by air tomorrow (Thursday) for London on the first'leg 
of the journey. 

, 	Looking forward to his depnrture the Prime Minister said: 
"I do feel - and I confess it - that I have the good wishes of all 

the people of Canada." He ndded that it will be a "great pride to be re-
ceived as an ambassador of good will". 

Main •purpose of the seven-week flying journey is to visit Asia whose 
•affairs, Mr. St. Laurent said in the House of Commons last week are of 
"real concern" to Canada.... 

, : : . First stop is London where he will lunch Saturday with Prime Minister 
Churphill. A three-day visit to Paris follows with'calls on President Coty 

.- and talks with Premier Joseph Laniel and his Cabinet. He will meet Presi- 
dent neuss .and Chancellor Konrad Adenauer at Bonn Feb. 11 before visiting 

4 Canadian troops stationed in France and l'est Germany for the aefence of 

î'Falrope. 
From Italy, Mr. St. Laurent embarks on his visit to Pakistan, India 

- and CeYlone...,  

Mr. St. Laurent Addresses The Nation: Ottawa, Feb.  4-- On the eve of his 
departure on a world visit, the Prime Minister spoke to the nation on a 
radio broadcast. After reviewing briefly the work of the parliamentary 

. .session to,date he discussed his intended visit as fàllows: 
"I want also to say a word about the tour around the world on which 

I am embarking later this week. While I am away Mr. C.D. Howe will be 
Acting Prime Minister and I-am sure all Canadians will feel the direction 
of their Government will be in good hands. 

"I do not feel I should be absent from Canada for too long a period, 
_especially while Parliament is in session and it will not be possible for 
me to make a long stay in any one country.  • But this is no doubt the best 

,.season to visit the Far East and by taking advantage of air travel I will 
try to make the 'best possible use of what time there is.  From  the con- 
versations I shall have with the leaders of the many countries I shall 
visit, I hope I shall bring back with me and also leave behind me, not 
only useful information but also, perhaps, a clearer picture of the prob-
lems which all of us have to face together. 	 - 

"Europe which I shall 'visit during the first part of my tour, is 
faced at present with a decision of great importance. Our awn future 

, may be largely influenced by its outcome. The presence of our soldiers 
and airmen over there is an indication of our interest in the maintenance 
of some efficient method,of collective protection against aggression 
and.it will be all the more efficient if we all participate in it. 

"But the main purpose of my tour is a visit to Asia. That vast 
continent which contains well over half the world's population was once 
a vague and,romantic concept far over the horizon for most of us in 
this part of the world. Today our troops are lined up against ag- 
gression on the frontiers of Communism there as well as in the western 
world, and only a few months ago they were engaged in actual combat. 
I look forward to visiting those troops during my brief stay in Korea, 
and to bringing them greetings from Canada. For the past three years 
we have been spending $25,000,000 per year through the Colombo Plan 
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to aid our Asian friends to improve their social s.pd economic conditions. 
"These facts give some indication of haw important Asia has become 

in our lives. Decisions taken there, and the welfare and happiness of 
these peoples, have become of real concern to us. 

"Canada has welcomed the opportunity to share Ln-the encouragerieht 
of freedom and economic improvement in Asia because we realize the Lai- '1/) 
portance of maintaining good relations between the western world and the 
hundreds of millions of our fellem men in the ancient nations of the East. 
And we can maintain those good relations only as long as we treat them on 
terms of complete equality, with respect for their older and perhaps less 
materialistic culture and in a spirit of genuine understanding and co-
operation. We must deal with them in the realization that while we may 
seem to have much to give they too have a rich contribution to make to the 
general welfare of the freeworld. 

*Wherever my travels take me I knew that my,  fellow-Canadians  will  
.want me to bear their greetings and to assure ourfriends that/me do Want 

- 	to play our part in the cause of peace, freedom and social justice in our 
awn interest as well as in theirs." 

About 30 More Items Of Legislation:  Ottawa, Feb. 3 (CP) -- The Government to-
day yielded to Opposition denands and postponed for two weeks a move to 
eliminate private members' business on Wednesdays. 

After protests from all three Opposition parties, Citizenship Minister 
Harris, Government House Leader, withdrew in the House of Commons a motion 
to give Government legislation precedence over private membersl business 
today and every Wednesday until the end of the session. 

He said,however, that the Government will ask later that Wednesdays 
be devoted to Government work on and after Wednesday, Feb. 17. 

This would leave only one hour on Tuesdays and Fridays for private 
members. Mondays previously were eliminated. 
- 	The motion was dropped following a prolonged debate that left little 
more than two hours of the hnlf-day sitting for consideration of private 
members' resolutions. 

Mr. Harris said the Government still has about 30 more pieces of 
legislation to place before members, including the decennial révision of 
the Bank Act. There now are 18 Government bills and motions on the order 
paper. 

Ottawa Disposes Of. Meat Pile: Ottawa, Feb. 3 (CP) -- The Government has dis-
posed of the last of its original 180,000,000-pound meat pile-up. 

Officialssaid today the Agriculture Department has accepted the 
tender of a Canadian firm to purchase theremaining 9,000,000 pounds of 
canned pork for export. 

- 	The agreed purchase price was not disclosed, although it is under- 
stood it was about 18 cents a pound, a fraction of the roughly- 58-cent-
a-pound cost to the Government. 

The deal marks the end of the Government's meat business arising out 
, 

	

	of the foot-and-mouth disease outbreak early in 1952. The total losÉ 
through sales at less than cost may run to more than $50,000,000. 

Across  Canada:  Treasury contributions to the federal Government's grade 
crossing fund should be incrensed substantially, the Board of Transport 
Commissioners was told by several spokesmen in its crossings inquiry.... 
Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation, the federal Government's 

. housing agency, yesterday filed in the House of Commons a capital budget 
, 	of $6,700,500 for 1954. The amount does not cover loans under the 

National Housing Act, which the Corporation estimated at $120,600,000 
for the year. A further $14,500,000 would be laid out in federal- 
provincial housing projects.... Government agencies yesterday retained 
an outside expert to investigate Tuesday's collapse of a newly-built 
$304,000 garage at the Shearwater naval base near .Halifax.... Mayor 
Camillien Houde of Montreal will receive a pension equivalent to two-
thirds of his pr'esent income of $18,500 it was decided in the Private 
Bills - Committee of the Quebec Legislature, according to the Montreal 

. Gazette. 

Op 
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Mr. St.  Laurent Leaves On %rid Visit:  Ottawa, Feb. 4 (CP) -- Wearing a sky-
blue homburg and 'tatty overcoat with fur ,  collar, kr. St. Laurent today swept 
away on .his around-the-world "bridge-building" mission. 

Mrs. St. Laurent waved with a crowd of some 500  as the RCAF C-5 silver 
airliner trundled away from the Rockcliffe Airport terminal and a few min-
utes later roared into an overcast si-y. 

The plane took off at 2.53 p.m. EST and landed three hours and 25 
minutes later at 6.19 pet. EST at .Goose Bay, Labrador, where it remained 
overnight before the trans-Atlantic hop to Londôn. 

As he , mounted the rimp to the plane, the Prime Minister, who turned 
72 Monday, clutched a bridge set presented by Mayor  harlotte1 Whitton and 
a game of scrabble - a word game. 

Mr. St. Laurent said of Ottawa's gift: "That's very fitting, for I'm 
going to do some bridging, trying to build a bridge of good understanding 
between East and West i;" 

The Prime Minister spent 10 minutes shaking hands with his staff, 
Cabinet Ministers and Me-ethers of the diplomatic corps before he boarded 
the plane.... 

Prime Minister At Goose Bay:  Goose Bay, Labrador, Feb. 4 (CP) -- Mr. St. 
Laurent told members of the party accaynying him on his -world tour that 
no enterprise he had undertaken since his entry into politics had such- 

- 

	

	unanimous approval. He was obviously pleased by the farewell turnout at 
Rockcliffe for his departure. 

< 	Mr. St. Laurent is due to leave here at 7 a.m. AST tomorrow on the 
hop to London. 	 " 

Postal Rate Increase Debate: Ottawa, Feb. 4 (CP) -- A CCF Member of Parliament 
charged today that the Post Office Department is being uneas a "medium 
of political patronage". 

Mr. Alistair Stewart (CCF - Winnipeg North) made the charge during 
debate in the House of Commons on à Government masure to increase first-
class postal rates by one cent an ounce. 	 • 

A CCF motion that the legislation be withdrawn and that a Parliamentary 
committee be established to study the increase was  defeated by 110 to 73. 

Progressive Conservative, CCF and Social Credit MembersiWith Mr. 
Raoul Poulin (Ind - Beauce) voted for the motion, which was opposed by 
the Liberals. 

The motion was a substitute for a previous motion by Mr. Stewart asking 
for a Parliamentary inquiry- into organigation and operation of the Post 
Office Depqrtment; This was ruled out of order by Speaker René Beaudoin 
on the grounds that it did not -relate strictly to the 

Would Unseat M.P.'s Elected On Small Vote:  Ottawa, Feb. 4 (CP) -- A Pro-
gressive Conservâtive watts the House of Common's to take the stand that 
Members elected on a -Small turnout of voters should be unseated. 

Mr. Rodney Adamson (PC - York West) today gave notice in the House 
of Commons of a resolution asking the House to express the "opinion" 
that winningrcandidates be unseated when they poll fewer votes than the 

number of registered voters who did not ballot in a general election. 

(over) 



In such cases, 'according to the terms of the resolution, the candi- 
dates' riding would go without representation until the next general election 

On the'baéis of statistics fram'the general election of last year, 
such a move would unseat 101 of the 265 Commons Members returned last Auge 
10. 

,Hawever, theresolution is-  not likely to be debated at the current 
session of Parliament. 

Copper And Aluminum For India: Ottawa. Feb. 4 (CP) -- Canada has agreed to 	, 111 
provide India with $5,000,000 worth of copper and aluminum as part of her 
Colombo Pian contribution for the current - fiscal year,,trade officials said 
today. 

She also will ship . $1,200,000 worth of hydro and electrical equipment 
to help build India's big Umtru hydro project in Absam in the northeast of 
India. 

Canada previously announced she will provide India with $20,000,000 
worth of steam locomotives, of which $11,000,000 will came out of this 
year's Colombo Plan contributions, officials said.. 

In all, allocations for India total $17,200,000 far the 1953-54 fiscal 
year. Canada 's total contribution for the year ta help South and Southeast 
Asia build up its economic strength is $25,000,000. However,,some funds 
have been held over from the previous year which will_help increase the 
annual total. 

Officials said plans also are being developed to ship $650,000 worth 
of wheat flour to Ceylon. Of this total,..firm agreement has been reached 
on $450,000 worth of the flour. Ceylon will -  sells the flour to consumers and 
use the funds to help provide equipment for a polytechnic college and for 
rural road work. 

Canada also plans to send Ceylon two diesel locomotives to be built by 
the General Motors Corporation at  London, Ont. The diesels will cost 
$425 ,000. 

Agreement also has been reached to provide Pakistan with $3,500,000 
worth of hydro eauipment for the construction of a hydro and irrigation 
project in Warsak in Northwest Pakistan. Canada already has contributed 
$3,400,000 toward construction of this project.. 

Canada has agreed às well to provide funds for a land farm survey in 
that country. 

Living Coe'Down Slightly:  Ottawa, Feb. 4 (CF) -- Living costs declined during 
December for the third consecutive month but the drop was the smallest in 
a year. 

The consumer price index, yardstick for measuring living costs,, 
eased by one-tenth of a point to 115.7 from 115.8, pushing the total 
three-month drop to a full point, the Bureau of Statistics reported today. 
the index is based on 1949 prices equalling 100. 

As in previous months declining prices for foods and other- commo-
dities outweighed higher prices for rents and other services. But here 
again the gains and losses were relatively - small. 

Lower prices for eggs outbalanced boosts for most meats and vege-
tables to cut the food sub-index by one-half point to 111.6 the lowest 
in seven months. 

Clothing prices were generally stable, but - a few tiny declines 
shaved a tenth of a point from the sub-index which eased to 110.1, pushing 
it back to the May,. 1953 level. 

Rents, however, continued to climb,,pushing the shelter column up 
by another fifth of a point to 13 peak of 125.4.,, 

Across Canada:  By-elections to fill vacant Commons seats in Gatineau and 
Elgin will be held March 22, Acting Prime Minister Howe announced 
yesterday. The date coincides with that for by-elections in Montreal 
Verdun and Peel. . e • The 1,000,000th immigrant since the Second World 
War should land in Canada this summer, possibly in June. Arrivals last 
year rose three per cent over 1952 to 168,868 bringing the total since 
1946 to 958,146.  If  past rates of flow of ireugh1y7 8,000 a‘month con-
tinue, the 1,000,000-mark  will be reached in the next few months. ..... 
Plans for a $9,500,000 cancer research and treatment centre In Toronto, 
housing two cobalt bombs, have been approved by the Ontario Government, 
Premier Frost announced yesterday. The project, proposed by-the Ontario 
Cancer Research Institute, is expected to be completed by 1956. 
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Mr. St. Laurent In Paris: Paris, Feb. 7 (CP) -- Mr. St. Laurent arrived by plane 
from London today for an official visit to Paris, second stop on -his good-
will round-the-world tour. He was greeted by French Premier Joseph Laniel 
at Orly Airport* 

The Canadian Prime Minister stood bareheaded in a whirl of snowflakes 
while a French hiilitary band played the Canadian and French National 
Anthems. He then inspected a blue-uniformed guard of honour of French 

., 	In" e'ehort statement, he told of the "profound and sincere emotion" 
he -felt on-arriving  in  "the country of our ancestors"..: 

. Recalling the role French settlers played in the  development of Canada, 
he said.: 

"Two centuries  : ago  our ancestors made great sacrifices to open up a 
new land and made the nation mistress of her awn destinies. Now it is one 
of their descendants who has become Prime Minister...." 

'During his 2-1---day stay in Paris, Mr, St. Laurent will call on President 
René aty and Premier Laniel. He will deliver a national radio address 
and confer with ofticials of the French Foreign Ministry and permanent rep-
resentatives of NATO. 

A,spokesman for the French Foreign Ministry has said conversations 
with Foreign  Office r-epresentatives will cover the whole field of-French-- 
Canadian relations with emphasis on' their common association in the NATO 
alliance. 

The Prime Minister will stay at the Canadian Embassy. His official 
programme will begin tomorrow morning when he places a wreath at the tomb 
of the Unknown Soldier. After calling on the presidents of the National 
Assembly and Senate, he will lunch with President aty'at Elysee Palace. 
In the afternoon he will deliver a national radio address. 

He will be entertained at a dinner tamorrow night arranged by Mr. 
Wilgress and attended by the 12 other permanent representatives of NATO. 
A theatre party -will follow. 

Tuesday's schedule includes the Foreign Ministry conference, a visit 
to a special exhibit of documents relating to Canadian history at the 
French National Archives, lunch with Mr. Laniel and dinner at the Canadian 
Embassy. 

The Prime Minister's party leaves Wednesday morning for Bonn, next 
stop on the world tour. 	_ 

Main  Estimates  Total 	$4,492,000,000:  Ottawa Feb. 5 (Toronto Globe & Mail) -- 
Any hopes of tax reductions in this year's budget appeared to have van-
ished today as Mr. Abbott tabled in the House of Gommons his main esti-
mates of expenditure for  the  fiscal year starting April 1. 

The estimates totalled $4,492,000,000, a peacetime record. An 
additional $355,850;000 must be provided for old-age pensions, $48,000,000 
for sundry loans and advances and there are the supplementary estimates 
to be -brought down late/:. All in all, Government spending during the 
coming fiscal year is expected to approach $5,000,000,000.... 

' 	Figures given by Mr. Abbott in an' accOmpanying press statement show 
the cost to Canadians of the cold war and the Korean operation incidental 
to it. Total expenditures in the 1947-48 fiscal year.  were $2,197,000,- 
000, or less than half of the 1954-55 main estimates, let alone total 
spending. 

Monday February 8 1954. 

security.  forces., 

(over) 
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Since 1947, expenditures have mounted steadily year by year. The fore-
cast for 1954-55 is exceeded ônly by the péak 'Yegr of the  Second World War, 
1943-44, when the total outlay was $5,322,000,000. 

A major increase in spending on atomic energy research has been pro-
posed to Parliament. Government estimates for 1954-55 tabled today shaw a 
boost of $8,771,387 in appropriations for the Atomic Energy Control Board . 
and Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd., compared with the previous year.... 

Mr. Abbott's awn Department - among the non-defence branches - bore 
. the -heaviest brunt of increased expenditure, since such items as the debt 
charges and payments through provinces go through his hands. His Depart-
ment's spending will be up to •$936,424,000 from $847,500,000 in the current 
financial year. 

Estimates of Health Minister Martin's Department took a leap to 
$449,850,000 - a record - from $429,891,000. Thiswas caused chiefly by.. 
a boost in family allowance payments from $348,000,000 to $366,000„000 
because of increasing population. 

1953 World Trade Reviewed: Ottawa, Feb. 5 (Ci') -- 'While other world markets were 
shrinking,.Canada's tradewith the United States soared to an all-time high 
in 1953. But Canada ygas a long way from brjdging her American trade gap. 

The flow of goods acrofs theborder rose to a peak of $5,692,600,000 
last year, a $366,500,000 gain from $5,326,100,000 in 1952, the Bureau of 
Statistics reported today. About two-thirds.of the increase resulted from 
heavier Canadian Imports. 

Exports to the U.S. rose to $2,463,000,000, up $113,900,000 from 
$2,349,100,000 in 1952. But imports increased by $252,600,000 to .$3,229,- 
600,000 from $2,977,000,000. 

Thus, Canada's deficit in American trade widened to $766,600,000, up 
fram $627,900,000 in 1952, and the biggest deficit since the $918,000,000 
adverse balance in 1947. 

A major porbion of this deficit was balanced off by surpluses in'trade 
with other countries. But over-all exports declined, while imports  -rose to 
a record, producing a net deficit of $214,800,000, third postwar adverse 
balance and a significant contrast fram the net surplus of $325,500,000 in 
1952. 

Postal Rates Increase Approved: Ottawa, Feb. 5 (CP) -- The House of Commons 
tonight approved in principle a Government measure to increase postal rates 
by one cent an ounce starting April 1. 

After a vote of 76 to 58, the Commons gave second reading to a bill 
embodying the increase. Progressive Conservative,  CCP and Social Credit 
Members opposed the bill; the Liberals voted in favour. 

The vote came shortly after a CCF attampt to kill the bill was de-
feated by 76 to 59. 

The increase would raise the cost of a once-ounce letter to five 
cents from four for mailings between postal districts and to four cents 
from three for mailings within a postal district. Additional ounces also 
wmuld cost an extra cent. 	 . 

The Government also proposes to eliminate the seven-cent domestic 
airmail rate and carry all first-class mail by air when that would speed 
service. 

Across Canada:  All provinces - except Quebec - will share $322,200,000 in 
1954-55 from the rental of tax fields to the federal Government. The 
estimates tabled on Friday show that those  provinces  which signed five- 
year agreements with the federal Government in 1952 will receive about 
$22,000,000 more in the coming fiscal year than in the 1953-54 year 
ending March 31. Receipts for the present fiscal year are estima.ted .at  
$300,500,000. The biggest increase, $9,800,000, is expected to go to 
Ontario which will collect $140,800,000, compared to $131,000,000 in the 
present fiscal year.... Premier Duplessis on Feb. 5 announced a cut in 
Quebec's proposed income tax. Mr. Duplessis told newspaper men Quebec 
residents will be assessed approximately 11 to 12 per cent of what they 
now pay the féderal Government, according to the Canadian  Press from Quebec 

, City. 	 , 

Hockey: (Saturday) Montreal 4, New York 3. Toronto 6, Chicago O. Detroit 4, 
Boston 2. (Sunday) Montreal 4, New York 1. Detroit 1, boston 1. Chic- 
ago 2, Toronto 1. • 
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Mr. St.  Laurent Talks With French Leaders:  Paris, Feb. 8 (CP) -- Canada's  Prime. 
Minister emerged from meetings with top French Government leaders today 

and expressed his confidence in France's future. 
Mr. St. Laurent's first full day in Paris on his round-the-world tour 

-vias 'a busy round of top-level talks and welcoming cereMonies, including a 
reception at Elysee Palace by President René Caty and a formal call on 
Premier Joseph Laniel. 

It was after his meeting with Mr. Laniel that the Prime Minister said 
We  were able to discuss a wide range of problems and, as far as I 

. »  am con.cerned, I was able to :renew-  my confidence in the future of France." 
The day's prograrrrne also included a reception for Premier Laniel and 

the Presidents of the two French Houses of Parliament at the Canadian Embassy 
and a dinner -with Mr. Dana Wilgress, Permanent'Canadian Delegate to the North 

Atlantic Treaty Organization. 
Earlier in the day the Canadian leader placed a wreath at the tomb of 

the Unknown Soldier at the  Are de Triomphe. 

Mr. N.E. •Tanner Heads Canada Pipe Line, Ltd.:  Calgary, Feb. 9 (CP) -- Mr. N.E. 

Tanner, former Alberta Mines Minister, has been named President of Trans-
Canada Pipe Line Ltd., the firm which proposes to export Alberta gas to 

Eastern Canada. 
The appointment was ann.ounced by Mr. A.R. 'Williamson on behalf of the 

management of the new pipeline company, an amalgamation of Trans-Canada  Pipe
line Co. Ltd., and Western Pipelines. He - said Mr. Tanner will continue -aà 
-Chairman of the,Board of Merrill Petràleums of Calgary. 

Mr. Tanner, elected to the Alberta Leeslature in Social Credit's 1935 
sweep, left 'politics and his Cabinet post just before the 1952 provincial 
election to head Merrill Petroleums. He guided Alberta through the first 
stages of its oil and gas boom which began in 1947 with the discovery of 
oil at Leduc, near Edmonton. 	 . 

40.:.Hour Week Postal Arrangement Criticized:  Ottawa, Feb. 8 (CP) -- Opposition 
speakers in the House of Uommons were critical today of the way the Govern- 
ment plans to put into 00effecta five-day 40-hour veeek for the postal ser-
vice  •in some communities. 

The criticism centred around the Govern-icnt's idea  of using ea.suà.1 
workers - including high school studnts - for nail delivery on Saturdays. 

This will replace 
0
a system under which, in larger centres, postmen 

on the 44-hour week are relieved by men who rotate through the various 
delivery routes in a city. 

- 	The Government has not yet specified which *cities are to come under 

the 40-hour week April I, but generally it :is to those where this is in 
, 

effect for private business.' Postmaster-General Cotç, in a debate on 

first-class mail rate inàreases, said he expects details in a week. 
A 4- tacks on the dovernment's method of putting the 40-hour week into 

effect were delivered bY Mrs. Ellen Fairclough of Harailton West, Labour 
spokesman for the Progressive Conservative Party, and Mr. Howard Green 

(PC  -:Vancouver Quadre.). 

(over) 
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Railway Employees Contract Hearings Open:  Montreal, Feb. 9 (Gazette) 

resentatives of 150,000 non-operating-railway employees will press for fringe 
:benefits in a new labour contractwhen hearings open today before a federal 
conciliation board. 

The Board is headed by Mr. Justice R.L. Kellock, of the Supreme Court 
•of Canada. Mr. M.M. Porter, of Calgary, Alta., and Mr. A.J. Wickens, of 
Moose Jaw, Sask., are company and union nominees respectively. 

Negotiations for a new contract to replace one that expii-ed last year ' 
became deadlocked in early December. 

Principal demands of the employees are: eight paid holidays,  an 
 improved plan of vacations with pay, 18 days' pay ,  per .  year for time lost on 

account of, sickness with unused days accumulating to the anployee's credit, 
special pay for Sunday work. 

Sessions will take place in the VIndsor Hotel. 

-2- 

Mail Rate On Post Cards:  Ottawa, Feb. 8 (Globe & Mail) -- Opposition Members 
raised a rumpus with Postmaster-General Côté today for having made no men- 
tion of the intention to raise the mail rate on postcards from three,to four lor  
cents. 

Mr. Fulton said the Government had resorted to something not far short 
of false pretenses to gain the consent of the House to legislation for the 
increase of rates on letter mail. ' 

Mr. Knowles said the disclosure that the rate on first-class postcards 
also was to be increased came as a bombshell. 

Mr. Côté replied that it was customary to increase the postcard rate 
when the letter rate was increased. Also, said Mr.  Cté, the postcard 
rate increase should have come as no surprise, far less as a bombshell, 
because both he and Mr. Abbott in earlier statements on the postage rate 
proposals had spoken of a "general increase" in first-class mail rates. 

Igor Gouzenko Testimony:  'Ottawa, Feb. 8 (CP) -- Canada is willing that the 
testimony given to a r.s.  Sente  subcommittee by Igor Gouzenko fiVe weeks 
ago be made public, it was learned today. 

But after the international dust-up over the affnir, the subcommittee 
has apparently lost,all interest in Gouzenko and his testimony. Though 
informed last month of the Canadian view, the Senate group has made no 
request that the testimony be made public. 

This would  ber out the original Canadian contention that Gouzenko, 
former cipher clerk in the Russian Embassy here who revealed operations of 
a Soviet spy  ring in Canada, had no new information to offer the Communists-
in-government investigators and that any interview would be fruitless. 

The Canadian Government informed the Americans threeweeks ago that it 
had no objection to publication of the Gouzenko testimony taken Jan. 4 by 
Senators William Jenner and Pat McCarran. There has been no reply from the 
Senators. 

Canada asked only that 33 words in thetranscript of testimony be 
eliminated if the testimony were published, because it would be impossible to 
prove any charges against persons named among these 33 words. 

It was learned reliably that these names came out in questions asked by 
the two Senators and that Gouzenko knew nothing about them or, if he did, he 
had given the names previously. The Senators did not obtain a single scrap 
of new information, it was stated here. 

Across Canada:  Mr. Pearson said there has never been any objection from the 
U.S. Government concerning the size of.Canada's war effort in Korea. But 
he declined in the House of Commons to comment on a speech by Senator .  
William F. Knawland (Rep., Calif.), U.S. Senate majority leader, at Wash-
ington, Saturday. Senator Knowland was quoted as saying that the U.S. had 
furnished 90 per cent of the U.N. forces in Korea and that this was "not a 
fair distribution". ..0 . RCAF Lancaster bombers flew from their Greenwood, 
N.S.  base  to Bermuda yesterday for anti-submarine training with the Canadian 
destroyer Micmac and Royal Navy submarine Tally Horn. Mr. James Y. 
Murdoch, President of Noranda Mines Ltd., has turned down a proposal by 
the Rouyn-Noranda Chamber of Commerce  that he meet with Mr. C.H. Millard, 
National Director of the United Steelworkers of America (CIO-CCL), and - 
Labour Minister Barrette of Quebec in an effort to end a strike, according 
to C.P. from Rouyn, Que. 
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Mr. St.  Laurent At Bonn: Paris, Feb. 9 (CP) -- Prime Minister St. Laurent 
wound up his two-day visit to the French capital tonight when he played 
host at a dinner at the residence of Canada's NATO Ambassador, Mr. Dana 
Wilgress. 

Tomorrow the Prime Minister moves on to %stern Germany, where he 
will talk international politics with Chancellor Konrad Adenauer and see 
Canadian army units and RCAF bases in the European defence organization. 

On his final day in Paris, the Canadian leader visited the Allied 

	

, 	Military Headquarters just outside the capital where he addressed the 
military representatives of 14 %stern powers. 

	

. 	Later, he broadcast to the French nation his faith in the value of 
NATO as a shield protecting the peace of the world. 

At tonight's dinner, Mr. St. Laurent was host to Gen. Alfred Gruenther, 
Supreme Commander of the allied powers in Europe. Other guests were Lt.- 
Gen. Iauris Norstad, Air Commander; Air Marshal Hugh Campbell, RCAF Com-
mander in Europe; Air Marshal Sir Basil Embry and his Chief of Staff, Air 
Marshal J.L. Plant. 

Tomorrow, Bonn will be the Prime Minister's third stop on his round-
the-world goodwill trip. He will be returning last year's visit to Ottawa 

by Chancellor Adenauer. 
He will inspect the Canadian Infantry Brigade at Soest, in the Ruhr, 

and on his way to Rome on Friday will drop in at the RCAF Sabre jet bases 
at Gros Tenquin, near Metz in Eastern France, and Zweibruecken, in the 
Saar. 

The Prime Minister whipped back and forth through Paris today on 
his round of formal calls and receptions. When he visited the Palais 

	

- 	Bourbon, home of the French Parliament, the Chamber of Deputies gave him 
two rounds of applaüse. Premier Joseph Laniel in an address of melcome 
referred to Canada as a country "occupying a privileged place in our 
heart". 

In his broadcast address to the French people - originally schbd- 
uled for Monday but postponed for 24 hours - the Canadian leader said 
that although old historical friendships had lost none of their deep val-
ue, , they must now be placed in a larger sphere. 

"If the friendship between Canada and France has lost none of its 
vigour .  o . it is because your coufitry, like mine, has known how to 
conserve . .  o certain fundamental notions which - and we are eware of 
the test - conàtitute the unbreakable foundations of this friendship," 
Prime Minister St. Laurent said. 

Of NATO, he said that "for the first time in her history, Canada 
has signed in peacetime a mutual assistance pact which obliges her to 
take up arms if France or other powers of the Atlantic association are 
victims of agrressione . 

eWe believe sincerely in the value of this pact for the protection 
f peace." 

, . 	. 	. 	 . 	 . , . 	 . 
Trade BOOSt To B.W.I.  Seen As Curbs End  :.,Ottawa, Feb. 9 -(CP) -- Çanadais 

$40,000,000 market in, the ,Caribbean has been opened to free trade in a 
dozen dOmModities ranging from newsprint to fish.  ,. 

(over) 



Mr. Hawe tod%rlrought this move to the attention of the House of 
Commons as he announced continuation in 1954 of the Canada-British West 
Indies trade liberalization programme. He described the lifting of the 
curbs as an  encouraging sign for the future". 

Under the liberalization programme, Cnnadian exports are granted 
quotas for shipping a wide range of goods into the 	market., Quotas 
are based on half the average amount sent in the years 1946-48 inclnsive 
in the case of goods considered essential and 40 per cent in the case of 
less essential items. 

These same quotas are being continued in 1954. However, a number of 
items previously on the restricted list now can be shipped into the BOV.J. 
market from any part of the morld without restriction. 

Added to the classification of open general licence are: newsprint; 
kraft paper; dried, smoked, pickled and salted fish; onions; potatoes; 
cheese; powdered and canned milk; split peas; meats; canned fish; and 
animal feeds in the case of all colonies with the exception of British 
Guiana. 	 - 

' 	All these are items which Canada normally sells to 	Last year 
they nmounted .to about $10,000,000 of the $40,000,000 worth of Canadian 
goods absorbed by the British colonies. 

-They are of particulai. interest to  the East Coast which has a long 
established trade line with the BX.I. It was the Maritimes which suffered 

- 

	

	particularly when the colonies were forced to curb imports during the war 
and post-war years. 

Trade officials now expect there will be a step-up in business with 
the B T 1 and Mr. Chevrier said the Canadian National Steamships will 
continue to operate 10 or 12 cargo ships  on rUns to the Tkst Indies this 
yea.r. 

Parliamentary Indemnity Bill Approved:  Ottawa, Feb. 9 (CP) -- Progressive Con-
' 	servative and CCF parties split today when the House of Commons voted on 

final approval of a $4,000 parliamentary pay boost. 
Four members of each party sided with Liberal and Social Credit 

members as the House voted 153 to 46 to give third and final reading to 
a Government measure doubling the $4,000 indemnity to Commons members 
and Senators. They also receive a $2,000 annual expense allowance. 

When the bill receives Royal assent, the increases will be  retro-
active  to the stnrt of this session - Nov. 12, 1953. 

Passage of the bill mas opposed by 28 Progressive Conservatives and 
18 CCF members, including three CCF members who voted last meek for the 
principle of the'measure. 

Postal Rates Bill Approved:  Ottawa, Feb. 9 (CP) -- The Government defeated by 
a vote of 127 to 77 a Progressive Conservative motion to give a six-months' 
hoist to a bill providing for increased postage rates. 

All Opposition parties and Independent Raoul Poulin (Beauce) sup-
' 	ported the motion by Mr. Dnvie Fulton (PC - Kamloops). Liberals voted 

against it. 
The House then voted 125 to 75 to give the bill third reading. Final 

readinr mas supported by all Liberal members and opposed by all Opposition 
parties and Ur. Poulin. 

Across  Cnnada:  Canada hns taken full responsibility for supplying its Arctic 
weather stations, Mr. Chevrier said yesterday. Alert, the most northerly 
tip of Ellesmere Island, will continue to be served by the U.S. task force 
servicing CTreenland.... New Canadian-designed and Canadian-built Orenda 
engines will give Sabre jet fighters of the RCAF air division in Europe 
20 to 25 per cent more power Mr. Claxton said last night.... Federal 
health authorities are thinking about investigating the effect of cigarete 
smoking on lung cancer. Henith Minister Martin made the announcement 
in reply to a question from Mr. Stanley Knowles.... Exports of Canadian 
wheat and wheat flour in terms of wheat during December declined con-
siderably to17,800,000 bushels from 24,400,000 in November, and six 
per cent below the 1943-44 and 1P52-53 average of 19,000,000 bushels.... 
Record depnrtment store sales in December last boosted the yearly total 
over the billion-dollar mark for the first time. 
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Canada To Increase U.N. Technical Aid: Ottawa, Feb. 10 (CP) -- Canada this year 
will nearly double her contribution to the United Nations programmé of 
technical assistance to underdeveloped countries. Mr. Pearsdn said today 
in the House of Commons that Canada will increase her share to $1,500,000 
fram $800,000 last year. 

He said it is clear that two conditions proposed by Canada last fall 
in offering that amount to the U.N. have been met - increased support of 
the technical assistance plan by other U.N. member countries and the 
pramise . that total pledges would be enough to sustain a practical  programme.  

The Government intended to ask Parliament for the additional $700,000 
in supplementary estimates for the 1954-55 fiscal year. 

Mr. Pearson's announcement came during debate  on .a CCF member's 
resolution asking the Government to consider substantial increase in Canada's 
contribution to U.N. technical assistance. The resolution was introduced 
by Mr. Angus MacInnis, a Parliamentary observer at the 1949 General Assem-
bly meeting. It was supported by speakers of  all  parties in the House of 
Commons". 

Mr. Pearson said Canada's contributions for technical assistance to 
the poorer countries have been exceeded only by the United States, the 
United Kingdam and France. This year Canada's share would be the third 
largest. Russia last year pledged $1,000,000 to the programme, but hedged 
it with conditions that could not be accepted by the U.V. 

- None of the U.N. technical assistance funds had been spent in'com-
munist countries. Russia sponsored her awn plan of hid behind the Iron 
Curtain. 

" "We have often been told at the U.N. that Asia and Africa are on the 
march and will not be stopped," he said. "That is true, and there is no 
reason we should want to stop that march." 

But history proved that hungry nations caused trouble and technical 
assistance to 'improve their lot was one way to lead then along the path 
of peace and cb-operation. 

' 	Mr. MacInnis, introducing the resolution, said Canada should support 
the U.N.. technical assistance programme "to the limit of our ability". 

He listed the fields in which the programme can help underdeveloped 
countriési research and  education, agricultural extension public health, 
rural public works and soil conservation.... 

Mr. Francis T. Fairey (L - Victoria, B.C.), member of a three-man 
.educational mission to Burma in 1951, said there is little point in trying 
to persuade uneducated and hungry people"to choose between Democracy and 
Communism. 

"They do not care two pins. Ihey do not know what you ate -talking 
about." 

Mr. St. Laurent Greeted In M'est  Germany:  Bonn, Feb. 10 (CP) -- Prime Minister 
St. Laurent was welcomed to  West  Germany today and in a meeting with 
correspondents expressed hope a way will be found of bringing the Bonn 
Government into a defence system stronr; enough to deter aggression. 

Chancellor Konrad Adenauer and most of his Cabinet were at Whhn 
Airport to greet the Canadian statemman, who was whisked away to the 
residence of President Theodor Heuss for lunch. 

(over) 
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1 At a press conference in the Bonn Federal Press Office, Mrt0 4Laprent 
told 150 reporters: "I hope tbere wilLbe found a means, acceptable to all 
West European countries, to bring Germany into the kind or force that would 	'CI - 
be strong enough never to have to be put to the test." 

He was abked specifically whether he faVours the European Defence'Com- 	I  
munity as the method of international defence co-operation. But he said 	op 
he besitatéd to express views on "the way that the democratic statesmen' 
of Western Europe should conduct their affairsn. 	

ef He pledged Canada to a sincere effort to contribute to the common  ami  
of achieving world peace. The sole aim of his world tour was to make "a 
visible demonstration that we realize the value of good relations with 
other countries". 

Indemnity Increase Approved In Senate:  Ottawa, Feb. 10 (CP) -- Parliamentary 
pay raises, a controversial issue in the House of Commons, has stirred only 
a procedural ripple in the 102-member Senate. 

The Upper Chamber today approved the principle of a bill increasing 
parliamentary pay to $10,000 from $6,000. The measure now needs only final 
approval and Royal assent to became lew. Second reading was given without 
opposition in 31 minutes. 

Labour Delegations Before Cabinet:  Ottawa, Feb. 10 (CP) -- Two delegations came 
to Parliament Hill today looking for action on unemployment. A third is 
due tomorrow. 

The Government promised today's groups no departures from current 
policy, and Acting Prime Minister Howe told one delegation the administra- 
tion thinks 1954 will turn out to be "a very good year" generally for 
Canada. 

"We think that in general employment is going to be good over the 
balance of the year," he said. 

For the farm implement industry in which, there are around 5,000 un-
employed, Mr. Hawe advised the union delegation 

1. The industry is entering a "buyer's market" and workers should be 
careful that wage increased do not price their product out of competition. 

2. There is no immediate prospect of this industry getting back to 
its post-war peak of employment in 1952, and displaced workers should be 
prepared to move to other jobs. 

Mr. Howe and other Ministers conferred on the farm implement problem 
today with a 20-Man delegation from the United Automobile Workers (CIO-CCL) 
and the United Steelworkers (CIL-CCL), Canada's two largest unions. 

Trans-Canada Highway: Ottawa, Feb. 10 (CP) -- Completion of the Trans-Canada 
Highway is 'expected to give new impetus to interprovincial and inter-
national tourist traffic. 

That is the view of the Canadian Tourist Association, Mr. Ralph 
Moore, CTA President, today told the Senate tourist traffic committee 
which is mmking its annual inquiry into the tourist industry. 

The highway is going to be a tremendous factor in keeping Canadians 
at home during their holidays, he said.:. 

The CTA, faced with increasing competition from European countries 
for visitors from the United States, has stepped up its programme of 
selling Canada to Canadians. 

Across Canada:  The Senate yesterday approved the appointment of 10 Senators 
to a joint committee of Pqrliament to study the death penalty, whipping 
and lotteries. .  0 • Thé privateBills Committee of the Quebec Legis-
lative Council yesterday threw out two bills by which new Canadians sought 
permission to be admitted to the practice of law in the Prôvince. : Mr. 
Edouard Masson, Q.C., and N.U. member for Repentigny, in objecting to 
the bills, said new Canadians were seeking to be placed on the same level 
with graduates of universities of the Province without having to show 	- 
they possessed the same qualifications. . 	. The federal conciliation 
board sitting on the dispute between the railways and 150,000 of their 
"non-operating" employees was adjourned yesterday to March 1. No official 
explanation was given for the adjournment but it is believed the board 
wished to study proposals from both sides. 	Ford of Canada will shift 
the production of Ford and Meteor passenger cars from Windsor to Oakville 
Màrch 12 forcing layoff of 565 men at Windsor, the company announced 
yesterday according to C.P. • 	. Acting Prime Minister Howe said yesterday 
it is "almost certain" the St.  Lawrence  Seaway will be started next summer. 
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Closer Unity Within NATO Urged By Mr ,  St.  Laurent:  • Bonn, Feb. 11 (CP) -- Prime 
Minister St. Laurent has called for closer integration of the "national 
resources and machinery of government" of the Atlantic nations as a way 
to "economic betterment, political stability and self-defence". 

In the major speech of his visit to  West  Germany, the Prime Minister 
said that "perhaps the time has came now to consider whether some steps 
towards closer integration . . . should be taken within the larger frame-
work  of  the North Atlantic community". 

The speech was made Mednesday night at a state dinner tendered him 
by Chancellor Konrad Adenauer at the Palais Schaumburg. Newspaper men were 
not present, and the text was issued today by the Prime Minister's staff 
aboard the special train carrying him to inspect the Canadian Army Brigade 
stationed at Soest, in the Ruhr. 

Here in Bonn, a Canadian Embassy spokesman said nothing in the Prime 
Minister's speech "represents a change of policy or suggests a change of 
policy". He added that the ideas it contained had been expressed many 
times before. 

The Prime Minister said: 
"I suggest we shatild perhaps be seeking solutions to the problems con-

tinuing to face you of achieving greater unity in Europe in a wider con-
text and possibly in pursuit of Article II of the North Atlantic Treaty. 

it  has become incrensingly clear, I think, to all members of NATO 
and to those many countries associnted with us throughout the world that 
our very survival and our continued development in freedom and peace depends 
upon our ability to look beyond national barriers and to make them some-
what less artificial and more satisfactory. 

"We believe the proper solution to the economic, cultural and spiri-
tual betterment of all free peoples is to be found in an even closer in-
tegration of their activities and in a greater sharing of their endeavors. 

"More  particularly, many of us believe the peoples living about the 
great basin of the Atlantic Ocean might well seek the solution of their 
problems of economic •betterment, political stability and self-defence in 
this closer integration of their national resources and machinery'of 
government." 

Labour Congresses Before Cabinet:  Ottawa, Feb. 11 (CP) -- Spokesmen for the 
federal Cabinet and for Canada's two largest labour Congresses today came 
into sharp disagreement on the seriousness of the country's current un-
employment. 

A' joint brief from the Congresses described the situation as 
11a1arming 9 " but Finance Minister Abbott suggested the labour groups' 
jobless figures are wrong and said the winter unemployment picture is 
only "unpleadant". 

Union officials claimed, in a submission to Cabinet members, that 
unemployment nug• stands around 580,000, which would be a post-war peak. 
Mr. Abbott held it was much luger, and he cautioned labour against taking 
a "too gloomy" outlook on the ground that this could slow dawn business 
expansion. 

The Ministers' meeting with the labour groups followed presentations 
here yesterday by two other delegations looking for federal action on 
unemployment. 

(over) 



A Cabinet committee headed by Mr. Gregg met today with a joint group 
. of the Trades and Labour Congress of Canada and the Canadian Congress of 

Labour, representing an ag ,-regate of 955,000 members. 
It WRS the first time since 1951 that the rival Congresses - Canada's 

largest - had  corne  together in a joint effort. 
Their brief to the Cabinet followed representations made yesterday onli 

the same subject by the United  Automobile  Vkrkers (CIO - CCL) and the 
United Steel %rkers (CIO - CCL) 9  and the communist-led National Federation 
of Labour Youth. 

The TLC-CCL brief today estimated Canadian unemployment at about 
•  550 9000. The previous estimated post-war high of unemployment was 434,000 

in enrly 1949. 

Ottawa To Inspect Air Cargo:  Ottawa, Feb. 11 (CP) -- Federal action is planned 
to prevent any repetition of the time-bombing of a Canadian aircraft in 
1949 with a loss of 23 lives. 

The Minister of Mines, Mr. Prudham, said today in the House of Commons 
that arrangements are being made to inspect all express and baggage placed 
aboard passenger aircraft to determine whether they contain explosives. 

He made the statement after Mr. Rodney Adamson moved an amendment 
to the Explosives Act proposing appointment of inspectors by individual 
air lines. He withdrew the amendment after Mr. Prudham said the inspec-
tion would be carried out by Government officials. 

Report  U.S. Fntry Exam Office To Close In Montreal: Montreal, Feb. 12 (Gazette) 
An econamy di-ive by the United States Government will result in the closing 
of the U.S. immigration pre-examination office in Montreal this month 
after half a century of service here. 

The office has been maintained for the convenience of Canadians and 
others living here who desire to make temporary visits to the U.S. Its 
abolition means that travellers will have to get complete clearance at 
the border. In the past they had been served here, making it unnecessary 
for them to stop for detailed examination at the border. 

The econamy will also result in the elimination of offices in Van-
couver, Winnipeg, Toronto and Quebec. However, representatives will con-
tinue in major Canadian cities to work with the U.S. consulates on tther 
matters pertaining to alien entries. 

The U.S. also will continue its "pre-flight" inspection offices here 
as well ns in Vancouver, Winnipeg, and Toronto. These offices serve 
persons flying from Canada to points in the U.S. 

U.S. Immigration officials say they will continue an office at Quebec 
for checking overseas arrivals headed for the U.S. Theys aid the bulk 
of this work has always been done there. 

Plan Scenic Views In U.S. Films: Ottawa, Feb. 11 (CP) -- Canada is starting 
a programme to sell her vacationland to Americans by film. 

Mr. Dolan, director of the Canadian Government Travel Bureau told 
the Senate Tourist Committee that the Bureau plans to make five films 
this year advertising areas of Canada as good holiday spots. The colour 
films will be shown to groups in the United States and probably on U.S. 
television networks. 

Across Canada: The Ontario and Saskatchewan Legislatures opened yesterday. . . 
The United States has informed Canada that charges in an American pub-
lication of large-scale slaughter of Canada geese in Southern Illinois 
are "distorted" a Senate committee was told yesterday. . . . Mr. Abbott 
says Quebec will be able to impose a provincial income tax because of 
Federal tax reductions since the end of the war. Mr. Abbott made the 
statement yesterday in the House of Cannons in confirmation that Quebec 
residents paying a provincial tax will be able to deduct five per cent 
of the amount they now pay to the federal Government and apply it to 
what they will pay the province. 	. Mr. Home left for Winnipeg 
yesterday to conferwith the Canadian Wheat  Board on closing up the 
1952-53 wheat pool. 
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'Tighten Canadian, Italian -  Ties  r -Rome, 'Feb; 14 - (CP) 	Premier Mario Scelba said 
Saturday night he hopes tha.t Canada and Italy, "alréady' âo neai- -.  in' their 
common understanding of Christian life and democratic - freedoms," will work 

' 	 toviard.-closer c'o-;operation in econoMic and social fields. 
at a state dinner in honour  of Prim&Minister t Laurent ,  's-Pencling three 
days.;in,›Ittely.  

. 	..1 -am deeply' convinced that' more intiMate' Ériendàhip between our 
two people,s will eaeily be reached' in the future; with increased''ôUltural 

.. -„e4c1. artistic; exchanges," Mr.- Scelba said.: 	''• 
Remarks ot,. the ne  w 'Italian Premier foil:owed an announceMerit". that a 

$56,000 Canadian -foundation;wilr be-  set tija-  to' spbnàôr grants' té Canadians 
for -studies 	Italy and. that when circumstances - 13' erm' it, a co.r'responding 

•  The Prime Minister departs Tuesday for Pakistan. 
At  -e- press conference Sa.turday he said that if  the Western nations 

really want peace, "we must be ready to undertake•war to protect it". He 
said the .world. has had enough of ,wa.r in recent decade's . 

"We hoped the United Nations would produce world security (but) it 
, was .not long before we became aware that the Soviet  nations ha.d not  the . 

same peaceful intentions as we. 
• , That .is why we showed any potential aggressor he would have tô face 

all of us. We did this with the conviction that if we ected together there 
-- 	might be hesitation in the event of contemplated aggression. at  

Signs of Increased 	,Confidence.  -Rome, Feb...12 -(QP) 	Canada's Prime Minister 
. said today hie visits this week to France end Germany have:revea.led 

"ericouraging signs of increased confidence." 
Mr. St. Laurent said: 
"In France they.are still very much concerned about over-all dif-

fi• pulties. arising from Indo-China. - 
_ 1,I They feel that when they can remove that  situation' it will'pave the 

. way for removal of all difficulties in the way-of a proper setup for the , 

, ,He spoke of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, of which both 
nations are members, and expressed the hope that the -a.11iance "may progress 
one day:to 'become that community of men of goochvill to whom the Celestial 

1 - . message had promised peace on earth". - 
Today ltir. St. Laurent visited St. Peter's Basilica, the Vatican museums 

.y. and the Sistine Chapel. He also called at the office' of the Vatican Sec-
,• retary of, State- to express his wishes  for •the  Pope 's  complete recovery from 

his illness. 

Italian foundation will be created. 	
, 

The Canaiian Prime Minister expressed deep pleasure a.t being'"in a 
,capital  city.which has contributed so much to the progress of humanity and 
Christian civilization". 

"We appreciate-your welcome greatly also because you represent in our 
eyes the long tradition of culture and faith Which we strive to'keep alive 
and develop also on the other side of the Atlantic." 

- ' 	Mr., St. Laurent told Mr. Scelba that Italian imMigration to  Canada 
be increased as "much'es  possible". . 

Pur,9pea,n. Army.'* 	• 
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Self-Sufficiency  In Oil Ahead:  Winnipeg, Feb. 12 (CP) -- The Minister of .Trade, 
and Commerce, Mr. Howe, tonight predicted a bright future f or the wes 

though grain marketing  }ad  temporarily changed "for the worse". 
- In-fact, if he had his career to live o-ver, he "w6i11-d -,- Without 'hesitation 
move west - to the "land of - opportunity," he said. 

"If there are uncertainties about the outlook for prairie grain,  there 

can certainly'be none  about  the outlook for industrial development -,onthe 

prairies," he said in a speech before the Winnipeg Chamber of Commerce, - 
celebrating its 75th anniversary. 

In some ways, industrial expansion has been greater on the prairies 
since the Second World War than in any-other part  of Canada.  , 

The prairies had great spheres of development,. in oil, natural gas , 

chemica.1 plants and discovery of new ore bodi-ès., 
In the last six years, western oil output ha.d increased from 15 to 

50 per c ent "and the end is by no -means in sight. 
, • 	. 	"There is every'reason to believe that production will soon treach - 

the point of self-sufficiency, on balance, exports being sufficient to 
_ offset imports_ into thosse parts of  Canada, not within economic range of 

prairie supplies." 	 - • s 	 -.•- 

' 	 * 	›- 	 • 
Economic Trend:,  Ottawa, Feb. 12 (CP) -- The GoVernment.,,is -not _planning "drastic" 

; anti-deprpssion., measures -tô_ check unemployment.- 
Mr. Abbott said today in the House of Cormons the .Government is ready 

to take action if economic actiVity slumps,  but  that there  is  "no justi- 

- fication" now  for stronger mea.sure's- -  than  are  in -ef fedt 
"I  have à high degf-ee-bf -:é'onfidehc6,thilt; when bur`winter -  seas'on of 

normallr-reduced activity is past,' economic 'activity in - Canada is likely to 
restrme its upward, trend at a ss.tisfactory rate." 

He,was, -replying to .Mr.,J.M. Macdonriell; Progressive .  Conservative 
,financial critic, who had a.sked wha.t "fiscal -and monetary 2 Men.i.free" were 
'-proposed: aga.ins -b unemployment. 

'Mr. Abbott .  indicated the Goverriment will be undertaking more public 
works than previously. 

"In planning our expenditures fôr the coming' year," he said, "we have 
-followed a less.r estrictive policy in public works."' 	• 

Says  A-Power  To l'ransform World In 50 Years:- › *  Toronto; tFeb. 12 (CP) -- Top 	- 
British atomic scientist and planner --  of Britain's 'A-weapon ,  teitÉ• last year, 
Sir William D  _Penney said today that larges power stations operated by  
'atomic energy•  will  transfo rm the world- in 50 .years. 

Sir William' Came • to Canada to see "what 'Canada is :adding*r.to her al-
ready remarkable contributions in such developments •as the 'use of atomic 
energy in industry -  and 'medicine.", - . 

He said there is no complete_ defence -  against atomic bômbs; but the 
extent  of  the damage depends largely on the , structure  of  a  :  oit  yf  The 
Japanese cities hit by A-bombs were built of wood, but a firàt-class city 
like Toronto would not suffer nearly :_as-much. 	‘' 
* 	The answer to how much more- dea.dly-  atomic-,bombs could • get was simple, 

-he said. 	- 	 - • • 	 , 	 • 	• • , 	. •  

"The more stuff you put into thee; the bigger the bang" 
• • 	 . 

National Library  Advisory Council: Ottawa, Feb. 12 (CP) -- The Government to-
day announced four appointments to the National LibraryYs 12-member Advisory 
Council including two librarians, a.--,university professor and  -a farmer's 

wife • ' 	 • , 	 ' e 

Appointed for a period of four years,  effective  Dec. 22 last , are: Mrs. 
Elizabeth Hunter, Innisfree, Alta.; Dr. Alfred G. Bailey of Fredericton; 

, • Mr. Paul. Houe,  Chief Librarian at Montreal University's Polytechnique 
School;- and Mr. Peter Grossman ,  of Halifax, birecitor  of  Nova Scotia's Pro-
vincial Library Service.  

Across Canada;  The six-month strike-of ,  some  1 i500 miners at the big Noranda 
mine has been settled on the basis of *a -  company offer of 'a 7-1- , per  cent 

- hourly inCrease for the men.... F'inance Minister Onesime Gagrion told the 
Quebec Legislative Assembly that provincial revenues  will t•each an all-
time high of $332,955,400 in the next fiscal year and . that.an •overall sur-
plus of $1,700,000 can be anticipated.... Hockey: (Saturday) - Montreal 2, 
Toronto 2. Boston 1, New York 0. (Sunday) Boston 4, Montreal 1. Toronto 
New York 3. Detroit 5, Chicago 0. 
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Unemployment Debated In Commons:  Ottawa, Feb. 15 (CP) -- Opposition parties 
today called for measures to halt unemployment. 	- 

Two of them - the Progressive Conservatives and the CCF - proposed 
resolutions in the House of Gommons  that conflictedwith each other but 
whibh technically were motions of want-of-confidence in the Government 
on the issue. 

The Progressive Conservatives asked that a parliamentary committee 
investigate the unemployment situation and recommend short-and-long-term 
méthods for dealing with it* 

The CCF motion declaring there is a serious unemployment situation 
in Canada, sought undefined "immediate action." by the Government to 
"prevent further economic distress". 	 . 

The motions were launched during a debate on unemployment - the first 
in years - which was touched off by figures indicating a rising total of 
jobless •  in Canada during the winter. 

' 	In the la.st week, labour leaders have suggested that the total of 
unemployed now may be as much as 580,000 and have called on the Govern-
ment, in a series of meetings, to take steps to stem it. 

Today, the Minister of Labour, Mr. Gregg said that at January 21 
there were 524,000 persons looking for jobs through his Department's 
National Employment Service. 

But he expressed the view this figure is more than the actual job-
less. He made no'estimate of the actual unfmployed. 

The Jan. 21 figure of NES compared with  338,000  at Dec. 10 and was 

140 0 000 above that of a year earlier. 

$5,800,000,000 To Be Spent On Construction And Equipment: Ottawa, Feb. 15 (CP) 

eovernment and private industry will spend an estimated 15,800,000,000 
this'year - three per cent more than in 1953 - on new construction, 
machinery and equipment. 

Trade Minister Howe today gave the House of Commons a preview of a 
Government survey of planned capital spending this year during a gen-
eral debate on unemployment. He said the full report of the survey 
will*be made public soon. 

Spending on new construction, he said, will be' an estimated $3,- 

865,000,000, a six-per-cent increase over last year. 
He gave no figure for spending on new machinery and equipment, 

which he said will be down by three per cent.  • But on the basis of his 
ipercentage it would total $1,935,000 0 000 0  

Mr. Howe added: 	 . 
' - "In these circumstances, one can only conclude that . 	o the col- 

leCtive view of Canadian business enterprise is on the side of continued 

growth and prosperity in our economy.' 

Labour Income Up In 1953:  Ottawa, Feb. 15 (CP) -- Canadian workers received 

less money for their efforts in November than in the previous month but 

labour income in the first 11 months of 195Z w9s eight percent above 

that of a similar period of 1952.
•The Bureau of Statistics said today the decline in November to 

$995 0 000,000 from $1,009,000,000 in October was due mainly to seasonal 

-reduction in construction and the lower level of factory production. 

(over) 
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Soviet Posts Trade Attaché To Ottawa: Ottawa; Fèb. 15 (CP)'-'-'A special 
attaché will be posted to the Soviet Embassy in Ottawa in an attempt to 
stimulate trade between Canada and Russia. 

.Mr. D.S. Chuvahin, new Soviet Ambassador to Canada, said tonight 
at a press conference, that his country is ready "right naw" to start 
negotiations for trade in Canadian ships, textiles and many other com-
modities. 

The Ambassador, first to represent his country here in that capacity 
since 1945, declined to amplify his reference to trade hopes. 

Russia could sell Canada manganese ore, diesel fuel, petroleum 
products, pig iron, cotton and probably many other commodities. In 
addition to freighters and textilès Russia would be interested in buying 
Canadinn butter, meat'and rawhides. 

He said Russia's desire to open tradewith Canada, and with other 
countries willing to trade with them, is not new. It was a continuing 
policy. - 

The Soviet Union "regarded favourably" the statement made in a 
radio beoadcast last Jan. 4 by Mr. Howe that Canada was ready to start 
trade negotiations with Russia. 

Mr._ Chevrier On Seeway: Kingston, Ont., Feb. 15 (CP) -- Canada would still - 
be waiting for the U.S. Congress to make up its mind,with the outcome 
as doubtful as ever, if this country had not already prepared to build 
the St. Lawrence Seaway, Mr0 ehevrier. 	said tonight° 	 , 

'He noted that the U.S. Senate recently approved a measure for the 
. 

	

	U.S. to build twocanals in the International Rapids section of the joint 
project. 

"The information we have is that the House of Representatives may 
follow the saine  course . 	. the progress of the Canadian plan seems to 

, be bringing a change of heart in Congress." 
His speech at Queen's University was the final lecture in a series 

on the seaway. 

Board Turns Dawn Rail Rate Plan:  Ottawa, Feb. 15 (CP) -- A railway plan for 
an upheave]. in Canadas fréight rate system - involving a nine-per- , 
cent rate,increase now and painting to others later - was turned, 
dawn today by the Board of Transport Commissioners. 

The Board at theseme time hinted at a tougher policy towards rate 
increases fram naw on, saying the post-war series Of boosts has helped 

, 

	

	cut  do wn rail traffic through the law of diminishing returns. And it 
,inferentially cautioned rail labour- currently locked in big-money 
contract negotiations With the railways - to watch its step lest rising 
labour costs price the Yrailways  oit of more business and thereby price 
workers out of jobs. 

a 40,000-word judgment regarded as one of the most significant 
in Canadian rail history, the Board said it is convinced that: 

"Unless the several underlying conditions adversely affecting the 
railway industry in general change markedly for th better, means other 
than general rate increases imposed on the basis oÈ the past will have 
to-be found in the future iP the railways of Canada are to be maintained 
in a healthy operating condition." 

Across Canada: Members of the House of Commons yesterday paid tribute to 
Miss Agnes Campbell Macphail, first woman member oP the Canadian Par-
liament, who died Seturday at Toronto. . 	. A farm group yesterday 
called for a federal probe of Caneda's livestock industry and charged 
that packing-plant profits ere "constantly rising" while farmers are 
being saddled with a 50 per cent loss in income. The Interprovineial 
Farm Union Council, representing farm unions on the Prairies and in 
Ontario, charged also that fertilizer and farm Implement prices are too 
high and urged that the Government have a look into these industries as 
well.  O O . Federal income tax officials have asked seme 500 farmers in 
the Calgary area to produce financial records suppôrting their income 
tax returns for pst  yenrs. The fact was made public in the Commons by 
Dr. McCann in a reply tabled for Mr. Douglas Harkness (PC - Calgary North). 
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Mr. St. Laurent Commences Asian Part Of Tour:  Bahrein, Feb. 16 (CP) -- Prime 
Minister St., Laurent arrived to spend thenightinthisT Persian Gulf prin-
cipality before embarking on the Asian portion of his morld tour tomorrow. 

Bahrein, an island off the northeast coast of Arabia, was roughly the 
, half-way point in Mr. St.;Lurent!.sH  flight from Rome to his next port of 
.call,.the Pakistani capital of KaraChi. 	 . 

Sheikh Issa rbn Salman Alkhalifa, eldest son of Bahrein's ruler, 
greeted the Prime Minister ,at the airport on his arrival after an unevent-
ful flight fran-Rome.' 

At Karachi; meanwhile, preparations went ahead for the visit of the 
St. Laurent party. The Prime Minister is to spend two days in Karachi and 
then will fly over 2,000 miles of Pakistani territory with stops at 
Peshawar and historic Khyber Pnss, meeting the tribal  chiefs of the coun-
try's mountainous northwest frontier. 

When Mr. St. Laurent meets Prime Minister Mohammed Ali at Karachi hé  
- will,not be neeting a stranger. Ali for three years mus Pakistan's High 
Canmissioner in Ottawa. 

The Prime Minister, beginning the Asian part of his world tour, will 
be returning the visit to Ottawa in May 1950 of Liaqat Ali Khan, the then 
Prime Minister of. Pakistan. 

Pal-istan naval personnel will present a guard of honour at the air-
port, and Mr. St. Laurent will be introduced tô all diplomatic repreàenta-
tives  •in Karachi. On Thursday Governor-General Ghûlam Ebhammed is giVing 
a state banquet. On Friday the Governor-General's daughter, Begum Hussain 
Maik, will entertnin the Prime Minister's daughter, Mrs. Hugh O'Donnell, 
at a luncheon exclusively for women. 	- 

, 	Mr. St. Laurent will have discussions on political problems with 
Prime Minister Ali, Foreign Minister Sir Zafrullah Khan and Finance Minister 
Chaudhri Mohammed Ali. He will also discuss Pakistan's food situation with 
Food linister Abbul Qayum Khan. • 
. 	After the United States, Canada played the most important role in 
averting famine in Pakistan last year. Canada donated $5,000,000 worth of 
wheat, and helped in development projects to the extent of $4,500,000 In , 
1953-54 9 $4 700 000 in 1952-53-and $10,000,000 in 1951-52. 

- 
Prime Minister Honoured On Capitoline Hill:- Rame, Feb. 15 (CP) -- Mr. St. 

Laurent -today received a silver replica of a she-wolf suckling Romulus 
and Remus, legendary founders of Rame. 

Mayor Salvatore Rebecchini,presented the Canadian leaderwithibhe 
city's symbol at a reception given by the municipal council at the Cam-
pidoglio, Rome's ancient city hall on Capitoline Hill. 

eaction To Soviet Trade Offer: Ottawa, Feb. 16 (CP) -- Some federal officials 
suspect that Russia's latest gestures toward trade negotiations are 
propagande moves designed to break a western economic blockade. However, 
Trade Department officials say the Government has-decided to consider 
all Soviet trade overtures as genuine until proved otherwiie. 

That ras the initial reaction today to  the  Soviet Einbassy announce-
ment that a special attaché will be posted to the Embassy in an attempt 
to stimulate trade between'Canada and Russia. 

Mr. D.S. Chuvahin, new Soviet Ambassador, told newspapermen last 
night that Russia is ready "right now" to start negotiations for trade 

(over) 
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involving ships, textiles and many other dammodities. 
However, suspicions were aroused after it became knOwn that a few 

hours before the press conference, two well-known west coast left wing 
unionists, William Stewart and Ed. lhite, called on Fisheries Minister 
Sinclair. They are members ofthe Shipyard General Workers Federation ,of 
British Columbia (CCL). 

They were reported to have demanded federal subsidies for Canada's 
merchant marine. Federal experts noted that Ambassador Chuvahin mentioned 
desiring Canadian ships. 

"Next to the United States, it Costs'mpre to build,ships in Canada 
than any other part of the world," said one high-placed official. "Why do 
the Russians want to 'buy shipà from Canada when they can get them cheaper 
elsewhere? 

"It certainly seems like a propaganda move. It appears likelythat 
Stewart and White will go back to Vancouver and make speeches along the 	- 
Ambassador's lines." 

Mr. Howe, who,last,month said Canada was willing to do more business_ 
with Russia in non-strategic items, declined to comment on the Ambassador's 
announcement.... 

Experts say that tradewith Russia would be d ifficult because there 
is no competitive price in Russia.—There are no s -Landards similar to those 
in the western world on which the quality could be based and trade is con-
trolled solely:by the Soviet Government. 

B.C.  Plans Tax Cuts, Higher Pensions:  Victoria, Feb. 16 (CP) -- The Speech 
from the Throne at the opening today of the British Columbia Legislature 
said the Government -will: 

1. Increase the-present $10 a month bonus to old-age and blind pen-
sioners. - 	 , 

2. Reduce the amusement tax, which at 17-e per cent is the highest in 
Canada. 

Exempt children's clothes, boots and shoes from the 3 percent sales 
tax. 

-. 4. Abolish thel0 per cent tax on liquor by the glass, introduced at 
the fall session of the Legislature. 

5. Make substantial reductions in automobile and truck registration 
fees. The present registration fee on an average-sized automobile licensed 
for the first time in B.C. is $10. 

--6. Boost social allowances for needy families. 
7 . Bring in changes to the Industrial Conciliation and Arbitration 

Act-and the Workmen's Compensation Act. 
- 8. Introduce legislation concerning petroleum and natural gas to 

"encourage exploration and, at the same time, see that the people of B.C. 
share in this development". - 

Housing Legislation Before Banking Canmittee:  •  Ottawa, Feb. 16 (Globe & Mail) - -- 
House prices, already high, may go still higher when the Government's new ' 
residential -mortgage plan cames into operation, the Commons Banking and 
Commerce,Committee was told today. 

This statement was made by 'Mr. John Bryden, President of the Dominion 
Mortgage and Investments Association, an organization comprising most of 
the life insurande companies, the trust and loan companies. 

"It seems to me that any time you lower the dewn payment and lengthen 
the term of amortization," said Mr. Bryden, referring to two of the -Govern-
ment's proposals, "youlaffect the demand and it almost invariably pushes 
prices up. fi  

Across Canada:  The United Kingdom has contracted to purchase $5,000,000 worth 
of canned British Columbia salmon, the Fisheries Association of B.C. , 
announced.... Mail handlers and cari-iers, customs and immigration officers 
and operating 'staffs of other government departments in 180 communities 
will start a five-day, 40-hour work week April 1. At present they - work 
44 hours. The list of communities was announced in the House of Commons 
by Mr. Abbott.... British Columbia Government revenues reached a high of 
$161,765,536 in the fiscal year ending March 31, 1953, it was disclosed 
in public accounts tabled at the opening of the Legislature yesterday. 

I 
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Mr. St.  Laurent Greeted In Karachi:  Karachi, Feb. 17 (CP) -- Prime Minister St. 
Laurent arrived in Pakistan today on his round-the-world tour to start a 
serieS of important goodwill talks with Asiatic leaders. 

Prime Minister St. Laurent's RCAF transport plane landed at the air-
port here this afternoon after a flight from Bahrein, and was met by Prime 
Minister Mohammed Ali and his wife, and corps of diplomatic and military 
figures. 

Governor General Ghulnm Mohammed's daughter, Begum Husain Malik, was 
also present to receive the guests at the airport. 

Others were  the Canadian High Commissioner, Mr. K.P. Kirkwood, Pakis-- 
tan's Foràign Minister Zafarullah, High Commissioners for the Commonwealth 
countries, Rear Admiral Mohammed Siddique Chaudhri, Cammander-in-Chief of 
Pakistan's naval forces, Air Vice-Marshal L.W. Cannon, Cammander-in-Chief 
of the Royal Pakistan Air Force, Major General Mohammed Musa Khan, Area 
Commander for Karachi, and other local officials. 

The Canadian leader mounted a dais to take the salute while Rn honour 
guard of Pakistan Navy personnel marched past. 

Mohammed Ali introduced the diplomats and later Mr. Kirkwood presented 
all the members of the Canadian High Canmission in Pakistan. 

Miss Alya Saddy, as secretary, presented members of the comittee of 
the Pakistan-Canadian Cultural Association in Karachi. 

Later the Canadian party drove in six different cars to the Governor 
- General's house, where they are staying as state guests. 

The Pakistan PrimeMinister's wife greeted the Canadian leader's 
daughter, Mrs. Hugh O'Donnell of Quebec. Tomorrow Mrs. P'Donnell will be 
guest at a luncheon exclusively for women at which the Begum will be host- 
ess. 

Invite Queen Mother To Visit Canada: Ottawa, Feb. 17 (CP) -- Canada has formally 
invited Queen Mother Élizabeth to make her first visit to this country in 
15 years. 

The invitation,was sent by Governor-General Vincent Massey a few days 
ago, acting Prime Minister Howe announced tonight. 

The Governor-General sugp.ested the 53-year-old Queen Mother, who 
toured Canada with the late King George VI in 1939, spend a few days in 
Canada after her visit to the United States next November. 

Incane, Outlay Reach Records For Canadians:  Ottawa, Feb. 17 (CP) -- Canadians 
earned more and spent more last year than at any time in history. 

The country's net national income rose to a new high of $18,977,000,- 
000, a jump of about $840,000,000 from the previous high of $18,135,000,- 
000 in 1952, the Bureau of Statistics estimated today. 

Spending for consumer goods and services juMped to a record $15,035,- 
000,000, a $700,000,000 gain fram $14,334,000,000 in 1952. 

But while income rose, consumer prices remained virtually unchanged 
during the year, providing wage and sàlary earners with a "real" income 
gain, the Bureau aid. 

In 1953 the gross national product - sum total of all goods and ser- 
vices prOduced - . increased to a 'peak of $24,242 000 000 fram $23,110,- 
000,000'in '1952. 

Most segments of the econamy showed sharp gains during the year with 
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the exception 6f -inv'eS'tMent in newmachinery nnd equipment, exports '-ançU 
net farm income. 

, 

NRX Reactor Back In Operation: Ottawa, Feb. 17 (CP) -- The powerful NRX atmnic 
energy reactor at Chalk 1.iver, Ont., is back in operation, Acting Prime  
Minister  Hove  announced today. 

The reactor, which broke dawn Dec. 12, 1952, began operating at '. • 

10g30 a.m. TST today. The starting switch was pulled by Dr. David A. Keys,i) 
sci-nbific adviser to Mr. Milian Bennett, President of Atomic Energy of 
Canada, Limited. 

Mr. Howe said in a statement that  reconstruction of the  NRX reactor 
is a notable scientific and engineering achievement 

- 	"This is the first time, as far as we know, - that a :reactor of high 
power  rating has been taken apart and reconstructed. The Chalk River 
staff has been able to show that it is possible to work safely on a 
structûre highly contaminated by radioactivity.... 

Southern U.S. Natural G.-3s  For Toronto:  Ottawa, Feb. 17 (CP) -- The Senate to-
day approved the principle of a $7,000,000 pipeline to bring U.S. natural 
gas to Toronto. 

Senator J.J. Connolly (L - Ontario) said the bill will allow Niagara 
• Gas Transmission Co. to obtain Government permits to build the 75-mile 

pipeline from a border point on the Niagara River to Toronto. 
He said permission of the Canadian Parliament is required for the 

"extra-provincial" project. The line will be capable of carrying 22,600,- 
000,000 cubic feet of natural gas a year. 

O 

 The gas will come from Louisiana and Texas along Tennessee Gas Trans-
mission bo; lines to the border. 

Mr. Duplessis On Grants To Quebec Universities: Quebec, Feb. 17 (Gazette) -- 
Premier Duplessis, in a surprise announcement in the Legislative Assambly 
on Tuesday said the Province's universities will receive grants superior 
to those they now are forbidden to accept from the federal Government. 

"They will receive more than they would have received from the federal 
Government." 

The Premier said the grants would be made out of revenues to be col-
lected from the recently-announced provincial income tax. 

Canada-Australia  Air Transport Agreement:  (Press, Release No. 8, Feb. 18) -- 
The Department of External Affairs announced today that during the last 
few weeks discussions have been held in Melbourne between representatives 

O  of the Canadian and Australian Governments for the purpose of considering 
amendments to the Canada-Australia Air Transport Agreement of 1946. Under 
that Agreement air services were established between Canada and Australia 
on behalf of the two countries by Canadian Pacific Airlines and by British 
Commonwealth Pacific Airlines.respectively. 

Farm Delegation To Confer In Washington: Ottawa, Feb. 17 (CP) -- A 16-man 
dèlégntion of Canadian fnrm leaders will leave for Washington Saturday to 
confer with U.S. leaders on problems of trade and agricultural surpluses. 

Heading the Canndinn group will be Mr. H.H. Hannam, President of the 
O 

 Canadinn Federation of Agriculture. Canadian dniry, wheat and other farm 
producers will be represented at the two-day meeting opening Feb. 23. 

The meeting was called by the Washington office of the International 
O 

	

	Federation of Agricultural Producers to plan'development of a North American 
regional committee camposed of farm leaders from Canada, the U.S. and 

O 	 Mexico. 

Across Canada: Finance Minister Gagnon said yesterday in the Legislative 
Assembly the Quebec Government hopes the Federal Government will authorize 
Quebec taxpayers to deduct from their Federal income tax the money they - 
will be called on to pay in provincial income tax.... Floods and heavy 
snow crippled parts of Southern Ontario Wednesday while authorities 
worried over what will happen when all the snow starts melting.... Can-
ada's co-operative unions asked the Government yesterday to slash interest 
rates on co-operative housing projects in  the rive to remove slums. 
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Mr. St. Laurent  In Pakistan:  Karachi, Feb. 18 (CP) -- Prime Minister St. Laurent 
stood in a driving rai today and bowed his head in tribute to two leaders 
of a sister dominion. 

The Prime Minister paused on the second day of his four-day visit to 
Pakistan to honour the country's founder, Mohanmed Ali Jinnah, and former 
Prime Minister Liaquat Ali Khan, who was a guest of the Canadian Government 
at Ottawa a short time before an assassin's bullet ended his career. 

After placing wreaths at the tombs of the two Pakistani leaders, Sr. 
 St. Laurent had private talks with Government heads and hald a brief press 

conference. 
Tomorrow the Canadian leader's world tour takes him to Peshawar and. 

the rugged northwest frontier region, including a visit to historic Khyber 
Pass. 

He told a press conference today Pakistan is a free and  independent 
country and is entitled to pursue her awn policy without dictation•from 
outsiders. 

The point arose when the Prime Minister was questioned as to his feel-
ings on the prospect of U.S. military nid to Pakistan, a subject on which 
the Government of India has expressed some apprehension. 

He replied that Pnkistan is entitled to accept assistance from any 
friendly country without seeking the advice of others. 

In the saine connection, the Canadian leader told questioners he has 
no intention of attempting to mediate between India and Pakistan in their 
dispute over Kashmir Province. He expressed the hope that the two coun-
tries could settle their differences without outside dictation and that 
their relationship eventually would become as friendly as that between the 
United States and Canada. 

It was not his business to interfere in the problems of other countries 
and tell their statesmen he knew more about their problems than they did. 

Earlier he held talks with Prime Minister Mohammed Ali, a former 
Pakistani Ambassador to Canada, and with Foreign Minister Zafrullah Khan, 
Finance Minister Chaudri Mohammed All and Law Minister A.K. Brohi. 

' 	Tonight he was guest of honour at a banquet tendered by Governor- 
General Ghulam Mohammed. 

Before his departure for Peshawar tamorrow, the Prime Minister will 
record an address for broadcast to the people of Pakistan. 

Mr. Towers On Housing Bill:  Ottawa, Feb. 18 (CP) -- The Government's banker 
said today chartered banks will have no trouble providing at least $100,- 
000,000 a year for mortgage money. 

Mr. Graham Tawers,Governor of the Bank of Canada, told the House of 
Gommons Banking Committee the banks will have no difficulty taking up the 
money slack when Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation steps out of the 
joint lending business. 

Mr. Towers said that savings deposits in chartered banks have been 
growing by about -$200,000,000 annually in recent years. Though Canadians 
have been putting a lot of money in Canada savings bonds, he predicted 
savings deposits will still continue to increase "substantially" during 
the next few years. 

Mr. Prudham On Fuel Policy:'  Ottawa, Feb. 18 (CP) -- Canada should not neglect 
any of her sources of fuel - she will need them all, the Mlnister of Mines, 
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Mr. Prudham said today. 	 • 

"If by 1975 Canada's population has reached 22,000,000, it will 
_quire 2i times as_much energy as it possesses at the present time.. 

"I believe it mould be unwise for Canada to develop any one source 
energy to the detriment of all other sources. For example it would be.a 
mistake to concentrate all attention . to the production and marketing of 
natural gas while letting the Con' industry languish." 

Cuts Price Of Mheat Exported From Eastern Ports:_  •  Ottawa, Feb. 18 (CP) -- Canada 
• has cut the price of wheat shipped from East- Coast f  ports by 7-21-_- cents to 

equalize grain movements between  East andlkst Costs,' 'Mr. Howe said today. 
He told the House of Comnons that the new price syStem will permit European 
purchasers to buy wheat at the s ame price on either coast. 

The price at Vancouver is unchanged at $1.92 5/8 (U.S.) a bushel for 
No. 1 Northern. The LakeheRd price at $1.85 3/8 while the price at Churchill 
Man.,  •on Hudson Bay is up two cents to $1.94 5/8. 

(In Canadian funds, the price at the Lakehead would be about $1.79; at 
Vancouver, about $1.85; and at Churchill about $1.87). 

Mr. Hawe said the differential is not fixed, but could be changed to 
meet conditions as they occur. 

It had been the Meat Board's policy to set as ingle price at all 
three shipping points. The effect of this had been to encourage purchases 
through Vancouver, since higher rail rates and lower ocean shipping rates 
had made West Coast wheat cheaper than wheat moved by rail to East Coast 
ports. 

Mr. Howe indicated the new differential mould be changed when the 
Great Lakes are open to shipping in the spring and wheat can be cleared 
from the Lelkehead by boat. 

Mr. Duncan Urges More Buying From U.K.:  Toronto, Feb. 18 (CF) -- The Dollar- 
- Sterling Trade Council plans to ask Canadians to divert some of their pur-

chases from the United States to the United Kingdom so as to enable Britain 
to buy more in Canada. 

- • 	Mr. James S. i-)uncan of Toronto, Council Chairman, announced the plan 
today in an address to the Canadian Association of British Manufacturers 
and Agencies. 

If, he said, such a policy would result in disturbing Canada's rela-
tionships with hei- greatest and most influential custamer, the United States, 
he would be the f irst to oppose it. 

Even, however, if the Council's suggestion were carried out, Canada 
'would still be buying $500,000,000 more of goods from the United States than 
the United States buys here; and he believed the plan would ultimately work 
out to the advantage of the United States as well as of Canada and Britain. 

Farm  Labour Groups  Form Council:  Ottawa, Feb. 18 (CP) -- Canadas  two major 
labour bodies and representatives of Prairie and Ontario farmers today 
formed a joint'council to map a programme to fight recession. 

The new agency, named the CRnadian Farmer-Labour Economic Council, 
mas established at a meeting here anong- heads of the Trades and• Labour 
Congress of Canada, the Canadian Congress of Labour ,  and the Alberta, Sas- 
katchewan, Manitoba and Ontario Farmers' Unions. Its first meeting is 
scheduled for Winnipeg late next month. , 

Across Canada: Mr. Hawe said yesterday Australia has relaxed her import re-
strictions to permit the purchase of some Canadian salmon. Mr. Howe said 
in the House of Commons that the amount "may not be.large" but the , Aus-
tralian move signified a "partial reopening" of a market for Canadian 
salmon closed since 1947. 	. Premier Duplessis said yesterday "the 
federal Government cannot reRsonably refuse to alluw entire deduction of 
the proposed Quebec income tax from the federal .income, -tax". 	. . The  
Second session of -the'Alberta Législature,Since the-1952 provincial 
general election opened yesterday with traditional ceremonies. , 
Canada's retair sales reached a record, $12,092,174 » 000 .  during 1953. This 
was a 4.5 per cent increase over the $11,575,478,000 in 1952, the Bureau 
of Statistics reported. 
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Mr. St.  Laurent In India:  New Delhi, Feb. 21 (CP) -- Prime Minister St. Laurent 
arrived here from Pakistan by RCAF transport today for a seven-day visit 
to India, seventh nation on his six-week, round-the-world good-will tour. 

Prime Minister Nehru and other Indian  officiais:  were at the airport 
to meet the Canadian leader, whose arrival coincided with the-return of 
sunny weather to this capital. 

Mr. St. Laurent, repaying a visit Mr'. Nehru made to Ottawa s.everal 
. years ago, exchanged greetings with the Indian leader, then reviewed a 

smart honour guard before meeting officials and diplomats. 
He then left for the Presidential Palace where he will be the nation/s 

- 	guest during his stay in India. He is accompanied by his son, Jean-Paul, 
and daughter, Mrs. Hugh 0 1 Donnell. 

After striding vigorously through his inspection of the tonour guard 
and the introductions, the Canadian visitor told newspapermen one objective 
of his world tour is "an effort to bring about more sanity in international 
relations and peace and good-will to all men". 

Presenting greetings from the Canadian people and Government, he said, 
"we in our part of the world fully realize the importance of India in world 
affairs". 

Two hours after leaving the eirfield, the Prime Minister went to a 
dinner and a long conference with Prime Minister Nehru. 

. 	The Canadian party will spend three days in New Delhi as the guest 
of President Ragendra Prasad and then will make short visits to Agra, 
Bombay and Madras. 

Mr. St. Laurent will place a wreath at the monument erected to the 
memory of Mahatma Ghandi and will receive an honorary degree fram Delhi 
University. He will address Parliament and will hold talks with other 
leaders in addition to Mr. Nehru. 

It was a full weekend for the Canadian leader, 'who  set out on his 
series of international visits Feb. 4 and still has more than three weeks 
to go. 

On Saturday he motored 30 miles from Peshawar, capital of Pakistan's 
northwest frontier province, to the historic hills surrounding Ehyber Pass 
where he was presentedwith gifts by the tribal chiefs. 

Just before flying Saturday afternoon from Peshawar to Lahore he mas 
received at the capital's new university, where he received an honorary 
doctorate of laws. 

The Prime Minister, in his speech of • acceptance, noted the special 
.convodation was held in White Hall built in 1913 while Canadian-born Roos 
Keppel was the prctressive British Commissioner of the northwest province. 

He said contributions to Pakistan under the Colombo plan are "small 
return for what the west awes the east". 

"It is from the east that the culture of mankind has been derived," 
he added. 

The Prime Minister spent the night at Lahore and this morning visited 
its three century old fort whose inner walls resemble Quebec Citadel. 

Before leaving Lahore for New Delhi he dropped in to see the annual 
"all Pakistan horse and cattle show" - one of the big events of the balmy 
winter season in Punjab Province. 

over) 



Prime Minister In Pakistan:  .Peshawar, Pakistan, Feb. 19 (CP) -- Prime Minister 

St. Laurent arrived in the mountainous northwest frontier province today for 

a two-day visit with provincial Governor Shahabuddin. 
Mr. St. Laurent was surprised to meet Canadians in tribal areas hé 

visited. • The Canadians were working at the Warsak Hydel project, financed 

•y Canada under the U.N. plan to assist under-developed areas. 
In a speech broadcast tonight, the Prime Minister said Canada is 

ttactively considering it  providing equipment for important projects in easternrF 
Pakistan. He gave no details. 

Salary Increases Debated:  Ottawa *  Feb. 19 (CP) -- TWO Opposition parties in-
dicated today they will fight legislation providingsalary increases of 

$10 000 to the Prime Minister and $5,000 to other Cabinet ministers. 
Mr. Drew agreed pay raises may be in order, but said the question 

should be referred to a select parliementary committee or Royal Commission. 
Mr. Coldwell said the increase is "more than is wurranted at this timen, 
They expressed their views as the House of Commons opened debate on 

a bill to increase the Prime Minister's salary to $25,000 fram $15,000 and 
salaries of 21 other Cabinet Ministers to $15,000 fran $10,000. The dis-
cussion will be resumed Monday. 

The increases would be the first since 1920. With the $4,000 indem-
nity increase, which became law this week, and other allowances the Prime 
Minister's total pay will be increased to $37,000 from $23,000 and Cabinet 
,pay to e27,000 from $18,000. 

Acting Prime Minister Howe said the increases are "reasonable". The 
Prime Minister's post was "probably the position of the greatest respon- 

, 	sibility of any man in this  Dominion of Canada". 
Of Cabinet Ministers, Mr. Howe said: "I do not knuw of any class of 

executives who work longer hours or have greater responsibilities than the' 
members of the Government here in Canada." 

, 	He said the $7,625 tax on a Cabinet Minister's salary and parliamentary 
indemnity cuts the total don  to "no more than the etlary of a very junior 
executive in an ordinary business corporation". 

The fact that salaries had not been increased since 1920 was "perhaps 
the strongest argument" for the bill. In those days, he said, income tax 
was negligible. 

No Private Agreement  On Seaway:  Ottawa,  Feb. 19 (CP) -- Canada and the United 
States have no "private agreement" on the St. Lawrence seaway project, 

O Mr. Howe said today. 
He was replying in the House of Commons to a request from Mr. Drew 

for comment on a press report that - as Mr. Drew put it - "there was an 
undisclosed agreement not to press for the joint development of the sea-
way in consideration of the advancement of the joint development of the O 	
hydro-electric plants on the St. Lawrence". 

Federation  Of Agriculture Recommendations: Ottawa, Feb. 19 (CP) -- The Can- 
adian Federation of Agriculture, Canada's biggest farm body, today 
recommended that the Government support unlimited food production in 

O 	
Canada, despite the rise of "burdensome surpluses". 

The 400,000-member orgnnization, in a brief presented to Mr. Howe 
O 	and the Cabinet, urged that the combined force of producers, processors 

O  . and Governments be used to expnnd markets, rather than adopt "policies 
aimed at cutting production through reduction of acreage". 

Across  Canada: Two RCAF para-rescue sergeants have been awarded the United 
Statee soldier's medal for heroism in the crash of a U.S. Air Force 
bomber at Trinity Bay, Nfld., in March, 1953, Air Force Headquarters 
announced. Sgt. Joseph Couturier, 33 of Edmundston, N.B. and Sgt. 
Reginald17. Trent, 32, of Pathlow, Sask., members of a para-rescue team 
at Torbay, Nfld., parachuted to the scene of the crash to aid the vic- 
tims.... Petroleum production in Alberta in the first 11 months of 
last year was 30 per cent greater than in the corresponding period of 
1952, the provincial Bureau of Statistics reported. Production to the 
end of November last was 69,202,290 barrels of . 	 More than 20,- 
000,000 tons of iron ore may  flow  annually out of Ungava and Labrador 
once the St. Lawrence Seaway is completed, Mr. W.H. Durrell, General 
Manager of the Iron Ore Co. of Canada, said Saturday in Montreal, accord-
ing to the Gazette.... Hockey - (Saturday) Montreal 2, Detroit O. Toronto 
3, Boston 2. (Sunday) New York 6, Toronto 1:4 Boston 4, Chicago 3. 
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Mr. St ,,  Laurent In India: New Delhi, Feb. 22 (CP) -- Prime Minister St. Laurent 
talked with Prime Minister Nehru of India today, alone and informally. 
Later the two Prime Ministers continued their discussions at a quiet din-
ner. 

The Canadian leader, continuing his world tour, reached India last 	• 
night after a four-day visit to Pakistan. He will be in India till Sunday, 
when he leaves for Ceylon. 

The Prime Minister had a busy day. Between talks with Mr. Nehru, he 
sat in the Indian Parliament while Mr. Nehru delivered a foreign policy • 
speech; he met Vice-President Sarvapalli Râdhakrishana and visited Rajhai, 
where the late Mohandas Gandhi mus cremated. • 

"You feel as if you are talking with a great man here," said the 
Prime Minister at the site of Gandhi's cremation. 

At tonight's dinner with Mr. Nehru, the Prime Minister was accompanied 
by his son and daughter and Mr. Escott Reid, Canadian High Commissioner. 

Salaries Bill Approved: Ottawa, Feb. 22 (CP) -- The Liberals today gained the 
support of two CCF members and the Social Credit group for salary increases 
to Cabinet Ministers. 

A measure raising the Prime Minister's salary to $25,000 from $15,000 
and the pay of 21 other Cabinet members to $15,000 from $10,000 was given 
second reading - approval in principle - and clause-by-clause approval. 
The Cabinet also receive $10,000 in indemnities and allowances yearly 
plus a non-taxable $2,000 car allowance. 

The bill now needs only third and final reading before going to the 
Senate. 

Mr. Pickersgill Before Newspaper  Association: Ottawa, Feb. 22 (CP) -- A Cabinet 
Minister says Parliament and the public are not entitled to see every 
document the Government possesses. 

State Secretary Pickersgill said tonight in a speech to the semi- 
annual meeting of the Canadian Weekly Newspapers' Aàsociation that any 
change in this policy rould "upset the whole British concept of responsi-
ble parliamentary government". 

Certain Opposition members of Parliament took the position that Par-
liament was entitled to any official document. 

•"This notion -'chat  Parliament and the public are entitled to see every, 
document in the possession of a government department is wrong," said Mr. 
Pickersgill. It was contrary to the constitiition and "subversive in the 
proper meaning of that word...." 

$185,000,000 Commercial Airliner Order: Montreal, Feb. 23 (Gazette) -- 
Canadair and Ottawa officials announced last night that the firm will be 
awarded a $185,000,000 contract to build 50 Bristol Britannias, largest 
commercial airliner in production in the world. 

Deputy pefence Production Minister T.N. Beaupré said last night the 
initial order will be for $85,000,000 for an undisclosed number of 
military versions of the plane to be used as marine reconnaisance bombers. 

Canadair President Geoffrpy Notman told The Gazette the new con- 
tract will enable Canadair to maintain a steady level of employment with 
its current personnel. 

(over) 
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"With the quantity orders of the F-86 Sabre and T-33 Silver Star, 

the new order will be a major contributing factor to the nations ecOnamy," 
he said. 

Mr. Beaupr said it will be one to two years before the prototypes 
are completed and that the intitial $85,000 9 000 of the contract will cover 
licence fees, tooling and engineering, construction of two prototypes and) 
production of the first 20 planes. 

Predicts 0400,000,000 Annual Iron Ore Production:  Montreal, Feb. 23 (Gazette) -. 
Canada's iron ore reserves present a powerful economic "key" to greater 
prosperity for all Canadians, Mr. M.S. Fotheringham, President and General 

s 	Manager of Steep Rock Iron Mines Ltd., said here yesterday. 
Speaking at a meeting of the Canadian Club of Montreal, Mr. Fothering-

ham said he believed that in "a very few years" the value of Canada's iron 
ore production will exceed that of any other mineral, metallic or non-
metallic, with the possible exception of oil. 

"It will not be long before  Canadas  iron ore production has a value 
of about e400,000,000 a year," he predicted. 

Across  Canada: An agreement regulating status of Canadian forces in Japan was 
signed in Tokyo Friday, Mr. Claxton announced today in the House of Com-
mons .  0 	. The federal Government is waiting to see haw "open and" 
mortgages work in the U.S. before deciding whether to incorporate them 
into the Canadian housing programme. Mr. Raymond Brunet, President of 
the Canadian Construction Association, said in an interview that Mr. 
Winters told a CCA delegation that Canada wants to watch U.S. progress 
with this system which would enable owners to enlarge their homes with-
out the expense of a new mortgage, according to C.P. . 	. Chief Justice 
J.C. McRuer of the Ontario Sunreme Court yesterday ordered a full-scale 
investigation by the Ontario erovincial Police into the Ontario distribution 
of three United States crime magazines that recently carried stories in 
connection with a knife-slaying. 
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Mr. St. Laurent Before Parliament Of India: New Delhi, Feb. 23 (CP) -- Prime 
Minister St. Laurent in a speech to the Parliament of India said today 
Canada does not question India's policy of steering a middle path between 
the Western  payers and the Communist world. 

In that way, he said, India is "playing her part in the search" for 
wise political decisions. 

At the same time he told the two Houses of Parliament, where anti-
American sentiment is often voiced, that the United States is "the most 
unselfish country ever to play" the role of a major power. - 

Sketching the differing approaches of Canada and India to the world 
situation,'the Canadian leader said: 

Both our countries are deeply aware that the continued progress of 
our national development programmes depends on the maintenance of world 
peace.  • It is on the question of policies most apt to promote international 
security that a difference in our attitude is more noticeable. 

"We fully understand the historical and other factors which underlie 
your policy, but we believe that for our part of this divided world there 
is merit in the course we are following in our country. 

"We are all in great need of sincere negotiation and wise political 
decisions. If India,in playing her part in the sea.rch for such decisions, 
considers it best  to  •refrain from commitments which others find advisable, 
we certainly do not question this." 

The Prime Minister's speech, delivered in the vast Central Hall of 
Parliament, was the high spot of his visit to the Indian capital. Another 
round of activities here awaits him tomorrow. 

Interprovincial Highways Conference:  Ottawa, Feb. 23 (CP) -- The federal Gov- 
ernment said today  • it does , not want to move in on control of highway trans-
port despite a Privy Council ruling that it has jurisdiction over traffic 
crossing provincial boundaries. 

Mr. Chevrier announced in the House of Commons that he is calling a 
meeting of provincial highways Ministers in the hope they can reach a 
II common understanding" to keep all highway operations under provincial 
control. 

He said the federal Government is reluctant to enter the trans-
border field " and thereby bring about divided jurisdiction". 

The Minister's statement came just about 24 hours after the British 
Privy Council, in the last Canadian constitutional case to go before it, 
found that the federal Government has jurisdiction over interprovincial 
and international highway traffic. Provincial control of highway opera-
tions within provinces was not in question. 

Unemployment Debate: Ottawa, Feb. 23 (CP) -- The House of Commons tonight 
defeated a CCF motion of want-of-confidence in the Government. The 
motion asked direct Government action to meet unemployment problems. 
The vote was 129 to 68. 

Progressive Conservative, Social Credit and three_Independent mem-
bers voted with the CCF Party on its motion that sought "immediate 
action" by the Government to "prevent further economic distress". 

(over) 



The vote came at the end of the fifth day of the Commons debate on 

unemployment. 
Still before the House is a Progressive Conservative want-of-confidence " 

motion calling for a parliamentary committee'study of methods to meet the 
employment problem. 

The three Independent members voting with the Opposition were Mr. 
Paul Gagnon, Chicoutimi, Mr. Raoul Poulin, Beauce, and Mr. Fernand Girard, 
Lapointe. 

During today's debate, Mr. Stanley Knowles (CCF  Winnipeg North 

Centre) urged the Government to increase payments froM the $900,000,000 
unemployment insurance fund. 	 •  

He said the payments, a maximum $24 a week, should be boosted and the 
period in which payments are paid be extended. 

Mortgage Interest Rate  Cut Urged:  Ottawa, Feb. 23 (CP) -- Canada's two top 
labour bodies urged the Government today to help relieve Canada's housing 
shortage through a drasitc cut in mortgage interest rates for law-income 
families. 

The 580,000-member Trades and Labour,Congress, in a submission to the 
Commons Banking Committee, proposed that the rate be cut to n per cent - 
equivalent to the Government's cost of borrowing money. 

The current rate is 5-1- per cent and under the new housing legislation 
is likely to rise to 5-1".  or 5--?; per cent. 

I.L.O. Representation:  Ottawa, Feb. 23 (CP) -- Mr. Drew today suggested that 
the Government should disavaw Mr..Hal - C. Banks, Monti-eal'union leader; -as 
Canadian delegate to an International Labour Organization meeting at Geneva. 

Mr. Drew  made the comment in the House of Commons as Progressive Con-
servatives renewed questioning of the appointment of Mr. Banks, Canadian 
director of the Seafarers' International Union (AFL - TLC), to the ILO 
meeting. 

Mrs. Ellen Fairclough, HamiltonWest, described him as a United States 
citizen with a record of court convictions in Canada and the U.S. 

Mr. Drew said: "It is possible the Canadian Government should disavow 
this man immediately if information in their hands is disclosed." 

Inoculation Against Poliomyelitis: Ottawa, Feb. 23 (CP) -- At least four times 
as many Canadians will be inoculated against poliomyelitis this year as 
last, a federal Health Department official said today. 

Plans call for inoculation of 100,000 to 140,000 persons with gamma 
globulin, a blood derivative. Last year, about 25,000 persons, mostly 
children, were inoculated in Canada. 

Across Canada: The Minister of Agriculture, Mr. Gardiner, who recently re-
turned to Canada after a week-long tour of Israel, said last night he was 
deeply impressed by the community spirit shown by the people of that 
young republic. . 	. The fnmous Oka Monastery of the Trappist monks has 
been staked in a mining rush which is taking place within sight of the 
skyscrapers of Montreal, the Cnnadinn Press reported from La Trappe, 
Que. .  o. Navigation on Toronto harbour officially opened yesterday, 
marking the shortest closed season on record. Shipping officially ceased 
Jan. 4, only 50 days ago. Capt. Bert Hughes of the British-American 
tanker Oil Transporter, bound for Toronto fram nearby Clarkson, got the 
traditional top hat when he brought the ship into port. . 	. 	Labour 
Minister Gregg said yesterdny his Department is studying the question of 
the checkoff of union dues but he sees no "great urgency" about bringing 
legislation into Parliment. 
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Mr. St. Laurent's New Delhi Press Conference:  New Delhi, Feb. 24 (CP) -- At a 
hard-hitting press conference with Indian correspondents, Prime Minister 
St. Laurent today rejected suggestions that United States military aid to 
Pakistan is a mistake, said Cnnnda would be »very much concerned" at any 
arms deal between India and Russia, and endorsed Prime Minister Nehru's 
appeal for a cease-fire in Indo-China. 

The Prime Minister held a spirited question-and-answer session with 
more than 100 correspondents. One of the reporters remarked afterward 
that while the atmosphere remained good-humoured, it was one of the "tough-
est" press conferences he had ever seen here. Another said that in six 
years it was the first time a press conference hnd ended with applause. 

Some of the newspaper men were nrmed with copies of the text of the 
Canftdian leader's speech to the Indian Parliament Tuesday in which he des-
cribed the United States as the "most unselfish country" ever to play-the 
role of a major power. 

The Prime Minister, in reply to questions, today defended U.S. motives 
in extending military aid to friendly countries. 

"You are free to criticize the United States Government; I am not 
going to do so," he told reporters who had criticized the reported plan 
for U.S. arms lid  to Pakistan. He denied thnt U.S. policies had been 
adopted with the "deliberate intention" of creating tension between India 
ftnd Pnkistan. 

"There are impressions existing that are unfair to the masses of the 
American people," he said. "1 have contacts with many Americans. I am 
convinced the average American is not different from most Canadians. He 
wants peace, wants to rear his family under peaceful conditions. He goes 
along with leaders he trusts to give him those conditions. »  

Answering ei question about the U.S. attitude toward Mr. Nehru and 
India's attempts to maintain a neutral policy in world affairs, the Cana-
dian leader snid: 

"I do not think there is nny impression in America,that Nehru is •- 
unfriendly. I know there is high admiration of Nehru and what he is try-
ing to do." 

He replied spiritedly to one correspondent who asked whether he 
thought the U.S. was not making a mistake in giving arms aid to Pakistan. 

"No, I do not," he said. 
• 	He rejected suggestions that U.S. aid to Pakistan would be aimed at 
India, saying: "I am certain that had there been the slightest suspicion 
it could be directed against India it would not have been approved. Not 
one per cent of the American people would go along if aid were directed 
against India." 

The Prime Minister was asked what  Canadas  reaction would be if India, 
in turn, should seek military assistance from Russia. 

"Vie would be very much concerned if there were an exchange of mili-
tary aid between India and any nation we looked upon as a potential ag-
gressor," he replied. 

*ffe do not look upon India as a potential aggressor, but we do so 
regard Russia. I would be sorry to think a great nation like India 
would think there might be a situation when India and Russia would be 
fighting together in some  part of the world." 

(over) 
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The Prime Minister said that in making an Indo-China cease-fire pro- 
posal, India "has done something that will have considerable influence". 

He personally thought it was practical and Canada 'without any doubt" 
would endorse it. 

"Any public appeal by Mr. Nehru must be listened to with attention 
throughout the world," he said 000. 

Mr. Pearons's Speech At Rollins College, Fla.: Ottawa, Feb. 24 (CP) -- Mr. 
Pearson said today there was nothing in his speech at Rollins College, 
Fia.,  last Sunday to justify a news report that he WRS pledging Canada's 
help to the United States in time of war. 

Mr. Coldwell questioned the report in the House of Commons today as 
Mr. Pearson returned to the Chamber following a week's absence. Mr. Drew 
had raised a similar question last Monday. 

They apparently were referring to an Associated Press despatch from 
Winter Park, Fia.,  which said: "External Affairs Minister Pearson of Can-
ada has pledged his nntion's help to the United States in the event of war." 

Mr. Pearson said: 
"I think in reading the text, members will feel as I do that there was 

nothing in that speech which would justify the interpretation given to it by 
certain press accounts. To make that quite clear I think possibly I had 
better put on the record the last paragraph of this statement as so much 
attention seems to have been devoted to it 

"I said in the statement which I made at Rollins College, Florida: 
'You will find Canada no automatic 'yes-man but a staunch and loyal 
friend, especially in time of difficulty.' 

"I went on to give some evidence of that in peace and war and then I 
finished my statement as follows: 

"Canada is a young country, crying out for development; a country of 
vast distances, expensive and difficult to govern and to administer. Her's 
is not a determining voice when the big international decisions are to be 
made, nor will her contribution be decisive in the conference roam or where 
the conflict rages. It might therefore be tempting to try to stand aside 
in any struggle between the giants and excuse that course by arguing that 
those who call the tune should pay the piper. 

"But that is not the way we feel about it. The conflict today is 
not between empires, orbetween one super-power and another, but between 
freedom and slavery, despotism and democracy, right and wrong° So we 
range ourselves on the side of freedam, under the leadership of the 
United States of America, and we will play, I hope, a good part in the 
long and unending fight for peace and a decent world.'" 

Air Agreement With Peru: (Press Release No. 9, Feb. 24) 	The Department of 
External Affairs announced on February 24 that a Bilateral Air Transport 
Agreement was signed at Lima, Peru, on February 18 by the Canadian 
Ambassador, Mr. Emile Vaillancourt, on behalf of Canada, and by the 
Minister of Foreign Affairs, Dr. Ricardo Rivera Schreiber, on behalf of 
Peru. 

Views On Partial Trade With Russia: Ottawa, Feb. 24 (CP) -- Canada's three 
leading political parties support trade in non-strategic materials mdth 
Russia and other Iron Curtain countries. 

The Liberal, Progressive Conservative and CCF parties made this clear 
in the House of Commons today during debate on a Government bill to ex-
pand the operations of the Export Credits Insurance Corporation which 
insuresCanadian exporters Ergainst political and credit risks in foreign 
countries. The Social Credit party did not participate in the debate. 

Across Canada: Mr. Howe said yesterday the Government still has hopes of 
recovering the loan made to the Ming Sung Company for nine Canadian ships 
seized by the Government of Communist China. . 	. The powerful United 
Automobile norkers of America (CIO-CCL) stormed Parliament Hill yesterday 
with a 125-man lobby presenting the Government and Comnons with a "full 
employment" programmeo • • e 	Le°4Plo Paul (Little Black Book) Dugal of 
Quebec City has been awarded the British Empire Medal by the Queen,the 
army has announced. 
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The Prime Minister  In  India:  New  Delhi, Feb. 25, (CP) - (By William Stewart) -- 
Prime Minister St. Laurent's endorsement of an appeal by India's Prime 
Minister Nehru for a cease-fire in Indo-China was received with much 
pleasure in Government circles here today. 

Indian officials said the Canadian leader's unreserved support of 
the appeal, given at his press conference Ykdnesday, wa.s yet another 
indication of close understanding between India and Canada on inter-
national matters. 

In'a leading article devoted to Prime Minister St. Laurent, the Hin- 
dustan Times today said that there is no doubt that by his visit at this 
juncture and by the sentiments he expressed the Canadian leader has strength-
ened the ties of friendship binding India and Canada. 

"It is because of his great work for peace and the spirit of friend-
ship and goodwill in international affairs which he has sought to promote 
that the people of this country feel proud to honour him," said the paper. 

"Mr. St. Laurent has frankly admitted the _need and importance of 'co-
operation between countries which are now more highly developed materially 
and those which are economically less advanced. 

"As one of the root causes of world conflicts is this wide disparity 
between the two, the lead given by Canada in subscribing to this inter-
national concept of common understanding and co-operation for building up 
friendship and equality between nations by peaceful democratic means is of 
great value." 

Stories and pictures of Mr. St. Laurent's activities have been on the 
front pages of newspapers here since his arrival at the beginning of the 
week. 

Today,  on the  last sight-seeing tour of his visit to Northern India, 
he flew 100 miles southéest of New Delhi to visit the Taj Mahal at Agra. 

Tighter Control Of Credit: Ottawa, Feb. 25 (CP) -- The House of Commons today 
endorsed the principl.e of a Government bill to give the Bank of Canada 
tighter control of credit through the chartered banks. 

The measure, which Mr. Abbott indicated would be used sparingly as 
an anti-inflation device, got second reading without objection fram 
Opposition parties. 

Major provision in the bill - an amendment to the Bank of Canada 
Act - would give the Central Bank power to change the ratio of cabh re-
serves which each bank must keep on hand in relation to its deposits. 

At present, the minimum now is five per cent of deposits, though 
the banks in practice maintain arourd 10 per cent. The bill would make 
the minimum eight per cent, and would let the Bank of Canada boost this 
up to 12 per cent, not by more than one percentage point in any  month. 

Bank deposits now are about $10,000,000, so a shift of one per cent 
could make a substantial difference in the flow of credit into the Can-
adian economy. 

Mr. Abbott, explaining his bill, said today that in an inflationary 
period the present methods "may not always be sufficient to trope with 
the problems of restraining credit and expansion in an effective and 
orderly way". 

He said this is particularly true of situations where such special 
factors as an inflow of foreign funds might create a substantial excess 

(over) 
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of cash reserves in the chartered bnnks. 
However, the Minister said he does  no  t expect the practical results 

of the bill wIll involve any more "onerous" results on the banks than now. 
Financial criticz for the three opposing groups took no exception to 

the legislation, though the CCF and Social Credit groups contended it did 
not go far enough. 

$58,282,000 To Wheat Farmers:  Ottawa, Feb. 25 (CP) -- The Government has de- 11 
cided to close out the 1952-53 wheat pool and has authorized the Canadian 
Wheat Board to distribute $58,282,000 to Prairie farmers. 

The decision will give farmers - in addition to what they already have 
received - an average of 10.934 cents a bushel on the 523,000,000 bushels 
of wheat delivered to the Board in the crop year Aug. 1, 1952, to July 31, 
1953 , 

Mr. Howe made the announcement today in the House of Commons and in-
dicated that farmers participating in the current 1953-54 pool likely will 
wait some time before receiving their usual mid-year price boost from the 
Board. 

Mr. Howe, replying to Mr. Hazen Argue (CCF, Assiniboia), said there 
will be no interim payment on deliveries from last fall's crop "at the 
present time, for the verygpod reason that we have not sold any wheat from 
the last crop". 

Pro-CoMMunist Publications:  Ottawa, Feb. 25 (CP) -- Citizenship Minister Harris 
says 12 to 14 foreign-language papers published in Canada are attempting 
to undermine Canadian democratic institutions. 

Mr. Harris made the statement today in the House of Commons in com-
menting on a speech in Montreal by Mr. Alan Boyd, an officer of his Depart-
ment. Mr. Boyd said the aim of 13 pro-Canmunist publications in Canada is 
furtherance of international communism, specifically the sovietization of 
Canada. 

- 	Mr. Michael Starr (PC - Ontario) asked whether Mr. Boyd was correct in 
stating that the Communist press was subsidized fram abroad, was guided by 
a common board of strategy in Toronto and was aiming its propaganda at new 
Canadians. 

Mr. Harris said there was nothing in the article which was not com-
mon knowledge to officials of his Department. 

Liaison officers of the Department visited groups of new Canadians to 
warn them of the evils of the Communist doctrine.... 

Across Canada:  The Senate today approved the principle of a $5,000 salary in- 
crease for Cabinet Ministers, but some Senators suggested a proposed 
$10,000 boost for the Prime Minister is not enough. . . . The Veterans 
Affairs Department is planning a major campaign to locate veterans of the 
Second World War who have not collected their war service gratuities. . . . 
President Eisenhower has awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross to Capt. 
Roland Yelle of Shawinigan Falls, Que., and Quebec City for "skill, 
courage and devotion to duty" while serving in Korea with the United States 
Air Force, it was announced. . 	. The President of the Canadian Con- 
struction Association said yesterday before the Banking Committee there 
is "very good understanding and co-operation" among manufacturers of some 
house-building supplies. The speaker, Mr. Raymond Brunet of Hull, Que., 
said he would not want to use the word "combine" to describe that co-
operation. 
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Mr. St.  Laurent In Ceylon:  Colombo, Ceylon, Feb. 28 (CP) 	Prlme MiniSter St. 
Laurent arrived here from India by RCAF airliner at 5 p.m. local tiftle today. 

He was received at the airport by Ceylon Prime Minister Sir John 
Kotelawala. A heavy downpour preceded the Canadian Prime Minister's arrival 
so that the runways were flooded. Rai ceased just in time to enable the 
plane to make a comfortable landing. 

First to greet him was the Canadian High Commissioner in Ceylon, Mr. 
J.J. Hurley, who introduced him to Sir John. 

He was then led to a guard of honour and took the salute as the band 
played "0 Canada" for the first time in Ceylon. Later he was introduced 
to members of the Ceylon Cabinet and diplomatic representatives here. 

Talking to reporters at the airport, the Canadian leader said: "I have 
been looking forward to the possibility of visiting our friends of the Common-
wellth in Asia and when it was announced in Canada that I would be undertaking 
this tour it met with unanimous approval. 

"I wish to express to our friends how desirous we are to have them 
realize that our friendship is genuine and that we are keen to earn their 
friendship. We are all engaged in the endeavour for world peace. In that 
we have to rely on each other. This has got to be a co-operative under-
taking of like-minded people in n11 ways." 

He said his visit to India and Pakistan had been nmemorable" and 
that it had helred him confirm his Impressions of those countries. 

The Prime Minister, who is Sir John's guest at "Temple Trees" will 
address a press conference tomorrow. 

In a farewell message at Madras before taking off for Colombo, the 
Prime Minister said hewill go back with "admiration, respect and affec-
tion  for the people of India deepened and strengthened". 

"I am pleased to congratulate you for the magnificent results coming 
out of your co-operative efforts to improve your conditions," he told the 
Indian people. 

Referring to the international situation, the Prime Minister said 
everyone wanted peace but to have peace we should behacre like human beings 
so that "we can increase the welfare of us all rather than spend time 
devising new means of destroying our fellow citizens". 

The international situation was Improving and he hoped for sanity 
in the world. 

Private And Public  Investment  In Canada - Outlook 1954:  Ottawa, Feb. 26 
(Dept. of T. & C.) -- Private and public investment outlays for new 
construction and for machinery and equipment in Canada in 1954, as 
planned at present, will be 3 per cent greater than the amounts spent 
in 1953, according to a report tabled in the House of Commons today by 
Mr. Howe. 

The report, entitled "Private and Public Investment in Canada  - 
Outlook 1954", states that capitgl expenditures in 1954 will probably 
reach a total of $5.84 billion, compared with 15.68 billion in 1953. 
These estimates arellased on a survey of some 17,000 business estab-
lishments ncross Canada and  upon surveys of proposed expenditures•by 
governments, institutions and  private house builders. 

The additional strength in the 1954 capital expenditure programme 
' is expected to occur in those groups engaged in providing services. 

This follows the pattern in capital spending established in 1953. These 
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groups as a whole provide for outlays 8 -per cent above those of 1953. 

Expenditures for institutions, such nà schools and hospitals, are ex-
pected to increase by 36 per cent; those in the trade, finance and com-
mercial service sector hir 14 per cent; and those for utilities by 6 per 

cent. 
It is estimated that outlays for new housing will be slightly higher0 

rith respect to government projects, reduoed expenditures on defence 
.construction will tend to offset increases in other categories. Capital 

e s outlays •y federal, provincial and municipal governments, taken as a 
' group, are expected to be slightly higher. 

It is estimated that capital expenditures in commodity-producing 
industries, considered as a whole, will be 8 per cent below those of 
1953. 

Mr. Hammarskh81d  Urges Western  Economic Aid:  Ottawa, Feb. 26 (CP) -- Mr. Dag 
------W17177B1d 9  Secretary-General of the United Nations, spoke out strongly 

for Western economic aid to under-developed countries. 
Only such action will solve the West's dollar and marketing problems, 

he maintained during a press conference. 
Western  peoples shouldn't complain about money spent for this prupose 

because they would get it back eventually through expanded trade. 
Mr. Hammarskeld returned to this theme later in the day when Carleton 

College conferred on him an honorary Doctorate of Laws. Itwas the f irst 
such degree granted by the College since its founding 12 years agoo 

During his address, the Swedish-born diplomat said: 
".  0 0 M'e are passing through a dramatic stage of transition in the 

great under-developed part of the world.. . . It is a question of organic 
growth which can be delayed or accelerated, guided in a constructive 
direction, or left at the mercy of the strong and chaotic forces at play. 

"What we see happening represents an acute challenge to the more 
highly developed nations with their greater resources. 	. °Nothing is of 
greater importance for a peaceful and constructive development of these 
lands toward freedom and an equal place in the world than to respect the 
laws of natural growth, guiding and helping the necessary change without 
impatience for overnight results." 

At another point, speaking of the fight between freedom and tryanny, 
Mr. HanmarskOld said 

"An independent man . 	should never condemn others merely because 
they may have chosen other wuys than his own to achieve freedom, and he 
should remember that rephistopheles, speaking our  on  language and walk-
ing around in our midst, is more dangerous than the devil we paint on the 
wall. 

"We can have no success in our fight against outward threats against 
freedom unless we vanquish tyranny and its good helper, fear, in our awn 
societies3" 

U.S. Publishing Companies Fined At Cornwall,  Ont.: Cornwall, Ont., Feb. 26 (CP)-- 
Three United States publishin,  companies, a woman editor and the local 
distributor of the companies magazines were convicted today of contempt 
of court in connection  with  the murder trial of 2nd Lieut. Peter Balcombe. 
The magazines recently published stories about the brutal slaying of Marie 
Anne Carrier, 21-year-old Reserve Army sergeant from Bienville, Que. 

Canada Wins Two In World Hockey Tournmment: Stockholm, Feb. 28 (CP) -- A pair 
of easy victories against admittedly law-rated opponents shot Canada to 
the top of the st!lnd1n7s in the world hockey tournament and caused experts 
to revise upward Toronto East York's chances of winning. The Canadian 
club breezed to an 8-0 victory over Norway today as a follaw-up to Satur- 
day's 8-1 defeat of Switzerland to join three other favoured teams - Russiae 
Czechoslovakia and Switzerland - in first place. 

Across Canada: The University of Toronto's Institute of Aerophysics will enter 
the rocket research field shortly. The institute will study the problems 
of flight at high altitudes.... A spokesman for Canadian cities and towns, 
Mr. J.0. Asselin, has appealed to the federal Government to help finance 
construction of sewers, water plants and other urban services to prevent a 
complete "bog down" of Canadas house construction programme.... Hockey - 
(Saturday) Montreal 5, New York O. Toronto 4, Uhicago 2. (Sunday) New 
York 2, Montreal O. Chicago 2, Toronto 1. 
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Mr. St.  Laurent In Ceylon:  Colombo, Ceylon, March 1 (CP) -- Prime Minister St. 
Laurent, noting some of the "marvelous" achievements of ancient Asian 
civilizations, said today » it would perhaps be a good thing for us in the 
West to be a little more modest about our accomplishments". 

Recalling an iron pillar he had been shown last week on the outskirts 
of New Delhi which had withstood rust for more than 2,000 years, the Prime 
Minister told a press conference here that "we (the  West)  can't produce 
that". 

He remained aloof from nany questions put to him by Colombo newspaper 
men about Asian and Middle Eastern political problems. He told them he 
lacked sufficient bachground to express an opinion on these issues. 

The Prime Minister reiterated his previously stated belief that a 
third world mar is not probable. 

Mr. St. Laurent again made it plain to reporters that he was not in 
Asia to mediate India-Pakistan disagreements. 

On a sightseeing tour Ur. St. Laurent drove into the hilly green 
interior of Ceylon to the onetime capital of the Kandyan kingdom of this 
fertile tropical island. 

Following the winding road the Queen will take on her visit to Kandy 
next month, he took a side road to visit the shrine of a friend and former 
Prime Minister of Ceylon. 

He placed a wreath on the tomb at Botale of the late D.S. Senanayake, 
with whom he developed a friendship during three conferences of Common-
wealth Prime Ministers. 

P.C. Motion On Unemployment Defeated: Ottawa, March 1, (CP) 7- The House of 
Commons tonight defeated a Progressive Conservative motion asking for 
action by Parliament to meet the unemployment problem. The non-confidence 
motion in the Government was rejected 101 to 63. 

All three opposition parties voted for the proposal that a Commons 
committee study the problem and euggest methods to deal with it. The 
division ended a debate on unemployment that has stretched through six 
days. 

The debate began Feb. 15 on two opposition motions dealing with 
rising wintertime unemployment. A CCF motion asking for direct Govern-
ment action was defeated 129 to 68 last Tuesday. 

Earlier today, Social Credit Leader Low proposed a five-point pro-
gramme, including bigger unemployment insurance benefits, old age pen- 
sions and war veterans allowances, as a way to meet the unemployment 
situation. He also suggested a permanent "watchdog" committee to keep 
a continuing check on the country's economic health. 

"We don't need to have a depression, and I don't believe we will 
have one," Mr. Low said. 

Figures on unemployment released two weeks ago showed 524,000 per- 
sons looking for work at Jan. 21 through the National Employment Ser-
vice s, 186,000 more than at Dec. 10. The Bureau of Statistics estimated 
280,000 jobless at Jan. 23, 90,000 more than in early December. 

Meanwhile, 125 members of the left-wing United Electrical Workers 
( I d.)  lobbied among Commons members during the day for implementation 
of an "anti-depression»  programme.  

(over) 



The programme was drafted at a week-end Ottawa meeting of the district 
council representing the UEW's 25,000 Canadian membership. 

A seven-page memorandum circulated among MP groups and individuals 
said Canada has an "unemployment crisis" and faces "grave danger of economic 
depression". 

One plank in the unions  programme called for removal of barriers to 
trade with Iron Curtain countries such as Russia and China. 

' Mr. Noseworthy On Seaway:  Ottawa, March 1 (CP) -- The House of Gommons today 
heard a suggestion that the Government may have been "only bluffing" when 19 
it announced its intention to "go it alone" on the St. Lawrence project. 

Canadians were abking whether "these bold statements (were) made 
simply for consumption of the United States Congress" said Mr. Joseph W. 
Noseworthy (CCF r York South). 

Mr. Noseworthy also raised the possibility that Canada may find it-
self in the positon  where in return for U.S. support the waterway may 
came "under complete or fairly complete control of the United States". 

Arpointments:  Ottawa, March 1 (CP) -- Appointment of Mr. George L. Magann, 
52, at present Canadian Ambassador in Greece, as Ambassador to Switzerland 
was announced today. 

He will be succeeded at Athens by Mr. T.W.L. EacDermot, 48, at pres- , 
ent Canadian High Commissioner in South Africa. 

Mr. Magann, a former Toronto industrialist, will succeed Dr. Victor 
Doré as Ambassador to Switzerland. Dr. Doré is retiring. 

Municipal Electrical Assn. On  Seaway:  Toronto, March 1 (CP) -- A resolution 
urging the federal and provincial governments to investigate every pos- 
sibility of constructing the St. Lawrence Seaway and Power Development 
entirely within Canada, was passed today by the Ontario Municipal Elect-
rical Association. 

The Association, voice of the Province's hydro consumers, said such 
investigations should be carried out so Canada and Ontario could pro-
ceed without United States participation if further delay appears likely. 

Appeal Refused Blair Fraser: Ottawa, March 1 (CP) -- The Supreme Court of 
Canada today refused Mr. Blair Fraser, Ottawa editor of Maclean's Maga-
zine, permission to arreal a case involving a reporter's right to decline 
to disclose his source of information. 

The court gave no reasons for its decision. The application for 
leave to arpeal was henrd Feb. 15. 

The decision a-parently means that Mr. Fraser will have ta disclose 
the source of his information for an article written two years ago deal- 
ing with the collapse of the British Columbia Liberal-Progressive Con-
servative coalition government. 

Ur. Gordon Mismer, former Attorney-General of B.C., brought a libel 
suit against the writer and the magazine following publication of the 	' 
article. Mr. Wismer's counsel obtained from the B.C. courts an order 
that the writer be questioned in advance of trialo 

Saskatchewan Hospital  Services Costs:  Regina, March 1 (CP) -- Costs of Sas-
katchewan's compulsory hospital services plan jumped $1,054,000 to 
$16,137 9 000 in 1953. 

The plan's annual report, tabled in the Legislature today by Health 
Minister T.J. Bentley, said higher salary costs and increased rates paid 
hospitals were responsible for the boost. Administration costs were 
$603,982, equal to 3.7 of total costs compared with 7.9 when the plan was 
set up in 1947. 

Across Canada: The population  jumped 30,000 during December, the Bureau of 
Statistics estimates. That put the population figure at 15,035,000 on 
Jan. 1. During the second half of last year the popillation rose by 
214,000 from 14,821,000. The increase in the first half was 172,000 
from 14 9 649,000 on Jan. 1 last year. . 	. A shortage of engineers to 
develop Canada's resources ms.s forecast in an inverview at Vancouver by 

• Dr. Austin Wright of Montreal, Secretary of the 16,000-member Engineering 
Institute of Canada. . 	%rid Hockey - Canada 8, Sweden O. 
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Mr. St.  Laurent In Kandyan Hills:  Kandy, Ceylon, March 2 (CP) -- Prime Minister 
St. Laurent, whose world tour has gone almost four of its six weeks,today 
enjoyed the peace and quiet of the breezy Kandyan Hills. Staying at King's 
Pa.vilion, beautiful summer residence of Governor-General Lord Soulbury, he 
paid a few 'brief 'Crisits today to places of interest then relaxed. This 
afternoon he went shopping with his daughter, Mrs. Hugh O'Donnell. 

In mid-morning he was shown through the Temple of The Tooth,'Buddhist 
shrine where behind gilded iron bars and beneath six brasà covers, is kept 
a tooth said to be the only relic of Buddha. The tooth is shown to the 
public only in the afternoon and the Prime Minister was unable to view it. 
However temple attendants unsealed for him a pile of gem-encrusted brass 
jewerry donated to the shrine, once the residence of a Singhalese mountain 
king. 

The Prime Minister alsowas shown through a turret containing the most 
valtable Buddhist library in Asia. A priest in a yellow robe demonstrated 
palm leaf writing as it was practiced 800 years ago. While the Prime Minister 

' walked about in stockinged feet, a drummer and a piper kept the temple filled 
with high-pitched music. 

He drove from the temple to the University of Ceylon on which the Gov- - 
ernment of Ceylon has spent more than $12,000 9 000 and plans to spend about 
$8,000,000 more and was shown a table model of the university grounds and 
projected modern buildings by Vice-Chancellor Sir Ivor Jennings, British 
constitutional authority. 

Montreal Move  For Film Board Debated:  Ottawa, March 2 (CP) -- A CCF member of 
Parliament tonight attempted to kill the Government's plan to move the 
National Film Board from Ottawa to Montreal. Mr. Ross Thatcher (CCF - 
Moose Jaw-Lake Centre) moved a motion to remove an item'of $1,500,000 from 
the Government's 1954-55 estimates earmarked for construction of`the $5,- 
230,000 NFB building in the Montreal suburb of Ville St. Laurent. Mr. 
Thatcher said Parliament had been given no logical reason for the transfer. 

Works Minister Winters said adoption of the CCF proposal would "destroy 
the operations of the Film Board". He said the Film Boa rd is being moved 
to a single building to escape the "inconvenience and inefficiency" of its 
present operations, spread across Ottawa in various buildings. The move 
had been recommended twice in 1950 by the Film Board's top officers and 
again last September, when the Government asked it to reconsider their 
earlier decision. 

The making of pictures needed creative talent from both French and 
English-speaking people. Montreal had the largest pool of cultural talent 
of both languages. It also was the centre of a substantial private film-
making industry with which the Film Board had dealings. The Montreal 
location also would put the Film Board beside the centre of the CBC's 
production of films for television. 

Mr. Winters said 15 sites in the Montreal area were examined be-
fore the Ville St. Laurent area was chosen and purchased for $280,000. 

Mr. Winters said the Film Board staff has been reduced toebout 540 
from a post-war total of 750 employees. The Board has been told to assign 
more of its work to private film-makers. Its role has been to concentrate 
on quality, setting standards for the Canadian film industry and making 
no more films than is necessary to achieve that end. The new building is 
designed to be "essentially a production plant". 

(over) 
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Mr. Thatcher said there is no assurance that films produced in Montreal 
. will not be censored by the Government of quebec. The people of Saeatchewan 
would "not look kindly" ..to such censorship. . 

Proposes Equal Fay For Sexes: Ottawa, March 2 (CP) -- A woman member of Parlia:. 
ment gets equal pay with men MP's. One woman in the House of Cammons, Mrs. 
Ellen Fairclough, thinks Parliament should pass a law extending this idea 
to industry nnd business. 

Mrs. Fairclough today proposed such a bill. She urged the federal #) 
Government to follow the lead of Ontario, British Columbia and Saskatchewan 
which have similar legislation for employers under provincial jurisdiction. 

Mr. Gregg said he does not believe the problem of.pay differences be- 
tween the sexes is serious enough to warrant a law requiring equality in 
industries under federal jurisdiction. 

New Freight Rate Scale: Ottawa, March 2 (CP) -- A new freight rate scale aimed 
at levelling off the costs of rail hauls in different parts of Canada was 
ordered today by the Board of Transport Commissioners. The shakeup in 
basic rates, longest stride to date in continuing inquiry into freight 
"equalization" begun in 1948, is to b ecome effective  March1 ,  1955. It 

 adjusts the ceiling rates under which about one-fifth of Canada's $1,- 
000,000 9 000-a-year freight traffic is carried and to which many other 
rates are linked indirectly. 

Generally, the main effect of the complex adjustments is that freight 
rate levels in the West and in the East will be brought closer together; 
the objective is parity. Historically, the Western rates have been higher. 

The Boards  order - distributed today to the railways and other in-
terested parties - is the first solid step in Implementing an "equalization" 
Order-in-Council by the fedenll Government in 1948 and parlimmentary legis-
lation in 1951. 

It is a firm follaw-up to a somewhat similar but tentative rate scale 
issued by the Transport Board in December, 1952. This  was to have gone into 
effect last Jan. 1, but after henring representatives across the country, the 
Board later retarded the date to Jan. 1, 1955. 

Today it shuffled its original judgment on major points and gave the 
railways another two months' leeway for putting it into effect. The carriers 
have said they cannot do the massive job in less than a year. 

$500,000 For  U.N. Children's  Fund:  (Press Release No. 12, March 1) -- The Can-
adian Government's contribution of $500 , 000  to the United . Nations Children's 
Fund for the year 1954, subject to parliamentary approval, will be announced 
today by Mrs. D.B. Sinclair, Executive Assistant to the Deputy Minister of 
National Health and %Mare, nt the meeting of the Fund's Executive Board 
which is taking place in New York. 

The Canadian Government has already contributed $8,375 9 000 to the 
Fund since its establishment. In addition, voluntary contributions from 
individuals in Canada of approximately $1,500,000 have been sent to the 
Fund. 

Across Canada:  Canada's new National Gallery is expected to be a simple rectangu- 
lar building which will weather the changing tastes of time and fashion. 
This was disclosed yesterday with the announcement that Green, Blankstein, 
Russell and Associates, Winnipeg architects, have been declared winner of a 
country-wide competition to select a building design for the proposed gallery, 
C.P. reported.  ~ 	A justice of the Ontario Supreme Court and a nominee 
of the Ontario Attorney-General will be called to appear before the Commons- 
Senate committee studying Canada's criminal code. The committee reached 
this decision yesterday at its second meeting to decide if and how the code 
should be amended withmgard to hanging, whipping and lotteries. 0 . . Mr. 
Abbott gave the House of Cammons notice that legislation far the decennial 
revision of Canadas  Bank Act wIll be introduced next week. 
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Security Screening Debated:  Ottawa, March 3 (CP) -- The screening of Government 
workers for security will continue to remain secret in Canada because dis-
closure of the method mmuld sow the seeds of McCarthyiem. Acting Prime 
Minister Howe made this clear today in the House of Commons in announcing 
the Government's -refusal to reply to two questions dealing with security 
screening placed on the order paper 'by Mr. Davie Fulton (PC - Kamloops). 

Mr. Fulton asked that the names of the members of the Government's 
security pnnel be made public. He also asked for details of the panel's 
set-up and operations nnd for figures on the number of civil servants dis-
missed or transferred as bad security risks. 

"It is not in the public interest to answer these questions," Mr. Hawe 
said. "We all abhor McCnrthyism, but so far we have been able to do a 
security job here without resorting to the kind of situation that arises 
in other countries." 

Mr. Howe said the Government's security panel acts anonymously. 
"It does not pass out orders, but recommendations to the deputy head 

(deputy minister), and in my opinion it is not in the public interest to 
say why people were dismissed from the service, whether it was on security 
grounds or otherwise." 

He asked Mr. Fulton to drop his two questions. 
However, Mr. Fulton said he had attempted to frame the,questions so 

the answers would not "be of aid in tracing the naine of a person". He 
asked Mr. Huwe to reconsider his position. The questions' did not ask for 
information that, would "reveal any security material that it is proper 
not to disclose". 

Mr. Howe replied: 
" nether it would disclose a security matter or not is a matter of 

opinion. I suppose if only one man has been diemissed from his department 
and we say that one man was dismissed for security reasons, it is pretty 
obvious who the one man is . . 0" 

Mr. Coldwell said: 
» It is not in accordance with our democratic way of doing things to 

have a board sitting nnd suggesting certainsentences without anyone know- 
• ing about them. The loss of a position is a very serious thing in these 

days." 
Mr. Howe said the board does not order dismissals. 

Exports,  Imports Off:  Ottawa, March 3 (DBS) --  Canadas  foreign commodity 
trade fell off sharply in January, both exports and imports not only de-
clining as usunl from December values but droppinfr substantially belaw 
those of January last year, according to prelininary summary figures 
for the month r elensed by the Dominion Bureau of Stfltistics. The drop 
in value of exports exceeded that of imports. 

Total exports in the month were valued at $265 9 400,000, down from 
$361,000,000 in December and ,';'.55 9 900 9 000 or 17.4% below the value of 
e321,300,000 for January last year. Commodity imports had an estimated 
value of $281,900,000 as compared to $338 9 800 9 000 in the previous month 
and $327 9 800 9 000 a year earlier, making a decline of $45 9 900 9 000 or 

14% from January, 1953. The result was an increase in the estimated 
import surplus to $16,500,000 as against one of $6,600,000 last year. 

(over) 



Exports to the United States in January declined t6- $160,100,000 from 
$191,700,000 a yenr ago, accounting for over half of the total decline. 
Imports from the United States, however, showed a greater drop in value, 
falling to an estimated $204,500,000 from $249,200,0000 The import , surPlus 

in trade with the United States was thus reduced to $44,400,000 as com-
pared to $57,500,000 for January last year. 

Commodity sales to the United Kingdom were also down to $38,100,000 

as compared to $49,500,000 last year, while the estimated value of imports 
from the United Kingdom showed a smaller decrease to $28,800,000 as against 
$30,500,000, the month's export surplus being practically halved at $9,- 
300,000 compared to $18,900,000 last year. Trade with other Commonwealth 
countries showed a similar trend, exports falling mai-kedly to $12,100,000 
from $17,300,000 and imports declining slightly to $9,000,000 from $9,- 
400,000. 

Exports to all remaining countries also fell to $55,100,000 from 
$62,800,000 last year, but imports were up to $39,600,000 from $38,700,000. 

Commission To Study Criminal Code Provision:  Ottawa, March 3 (CP) -- Two judges, 
two pbychiatrists and a businessman have been named as a Royal Commission 
to study insanity as a legal defence under Canada's criminal law. 

Chief Justice J.C. McRuer of the Ontario Supreme Court is chairman of 
the  Commission, whose membership was announced in the House of Commons to-
day by-Mr. Garson. 

An Ontario woman jurist will take part in the inquiry - Judge Helen 
Kinnear, county court judge of Haldimand County. 

The vice-chairman is a psychiatrist, Dr. Gustave Desrochers of Quebec 
City. 

The other members are Dr. Robert O. Jones, Professor of Psychiatry at 
Dalhousie University, Halifax, and Mr. Joseph Harris of Winnipeg, President 
of the Great West Life Assurance Co. 

The Commission's inquiry will cover one phase of the Criminal Code, 
being revised completely by Parliament for the first time in 62 years. 

Ontario Law To Prevent Black Marketing Of Babies:  Toronto, March 4 (Globe & 
Mail) -- Legislation designed specifically to prevent black marketing of 
babies for adoption was presented to the Ontario Legislature yesterday 
by Welfare Minister Goodfellow. 

The legislation, described by Mr. Goodfellow as "the only act in 
Canada dealing with the buying and selling of human beings," provides for 
a fine of $2,000 or three yearm' Imprisonment or both for any one con-
victed of accepting or giving any reward in consideration of an adoption. 

Canada Wins Fifth Straight In World Hockey:  Stockholm, March 3 (CP) -- The 
favourites were unchallenged in today's world hockey championship play 
and there was a growing sentiment in favour of Canada's chances of taking 
the title. Currently trailing Russia's Moscow Dynamos by two points 
with a game in hand, Toronto East York today handed the aggressive  West  
German entry its worst beating of the tournament,  8-1, for  their fourth 
straight victory. The Dynamos won their fifth game without a loss, 
defeating Switzerland 4-2. 

Across Canada: The Defence Department will decide by next month whether to 
adopt the Belgian .30-calibre Fabrique Nationale rifle for the Canadian 
Army. Mr. Claxton yesterday told a reporter the decision will not be 
made until after the rifle has undergone cold-weather tests, C.P. re-
ported. .  o . A budget calling for revenues of $78,415,000 and estimated 
spending of $78,119,000 - largest in Saskatchewan's history - wus brought 
in Yesterday by Provincial Treasurer C.M. Fines for 1954-55. There were 
no tax increases or reductions, . 	. A new blizzard eweeping north 
lashed  bouthwestern Ontario yesterday, dumping nearly eight inches of 
snow on towns and villages already crippled by a two-day snowfall. . 
The Glyn Service Federation of Canada today suspended the Civil Ser-
vice Association of Ottawa in a dispute over organizing jurisdiction 
here, C.P. reported, 
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Mr,  St. Laurent In Indonesia: Djakartn, Indonesia, March 4 (CP) -- For the 
second time in his world tour Prime Minister St. Laurent today was welcomed 
•y a new chief of stnte who also is nn old friend. 

Like Pakistan's Mohammed Ali, Prime Minister Ali Sastroamidjojo of 
Indonesia VMS his ,  country's Ambassador at Ottawa before taking office. 

With his son, Jean-Paul, and daughter, Mrs. Hugh O'Donnell, Mr. St. 
Laurent arrived here from Colombo, leaving Commonwealth territory for the 
last time before he returns to Canada March 17. The remainder of the tour 
takes him to the Philippines, bouth Korea, Japan and Hawaii. 

For his two-day stay in Indonesia the Canadian leader will stay in the 
State Palace here as the guest of President Soekarno.  • 

Canadian Ambassador G.R. Heasman and his staff and some 20 members of 
Djakarta's Canadian colony were on hand at the airport to welcome their 
Prime Minister on his arrival, together with a number of Indonesian Govern-
ment officials headed by Prime Minister Sastroamidjojo. 

Tonight the Canadian party were President Soekarno's guests at a 
private state dinner nttended by the Indonesian Prime Minister, Vice-
President Mohammed Hatta, Foreign Minister Sunarjo and their wives. 

New Banking Laws:  Ottawa, March 4 (CP) -- Canada's  new bqnking law defines, 
for the first time, the rowers of the 11 chartered banks to make loans to 
the country's bomming oil industry. A bill revising the Bank Act, a re-
drafting mhich takes place every 10 years, was introduced today in the 

'House of Commons. 
It permits banks to lend money on the security of oil and gas in the 

ground or in stornge, on petroleum mineral rights and production and 
storage equipment. 

Mr. Abbott, introducing the bill, sRid banks have "taken a very 
active part in the development of the oil and related industries in Canada". 

"The proposed revisions specify the type of loans which may be made 
to assist this comparatively new but very important part of our economy, 
and the security which mny be taken." 

The mesure also doubles the minimum amount of capital which new 
banks must have before going into business. Mr. Abbott said the pro-
vision has not been changed since 1890. 

The minimum requirement of subscribed capital stock mould be in-
creased to $1,000,000 from $500,000 and the requirement of paid-up capi-
tal to $500,000 from e250,000. 

Sources Of Press Information:  Ottawa, March 4, (CP) -- Acting Prime Minister 
Huwe declined an immedinte answer today as to whether the Government will 
take action to protect a reporter's right to keep secret his sources of 
information. 

Mr. John Diefenbaker, asked if the Government will consider amend-
ing the Canada Evidence Act this session "so that the sources of in-
formation of press and radio 	. shall be considered confidential and 
inadmissible °  in court cases. 

Mr. Hone said he must consult his Cabinet colleagues before answer-
ing the question. 

Mr. Diefenbaker referred to the refusal Monday of the Supreme Court 
of Canada to hear an appeal in such P  case by Mr. Blair Fraser, Ottawa 
editor of MacLean's Magazine. 

AMB 

(over) 
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Veterans'PensionAmendments:Ottawa,  March 4 (CP) -- Parlimnent's authority 
has become "nothing more thnn a memory nnd n fiction," Mr. John Diefenbaker 
said today in the House of Conmons. He said the Conmons is being r'educed 
to a sounding board for the Government. 

Mr. Diefenbaker was one of several Opposition members criticizing a 
Government proposal to give Cabinet authority to fix salaries of members 
of the Canadinn Pensions Cannission. This now is done by Parliamentary 
statute. 

The salary plan is one of a number of moves proposed in amendments to 
veterans pensions legislation placed before the House by Veterans Minister 
Lapointe. Other provisions in the legislation - the chief one being that 

, adopted children of veterans are eligible for pension benefits - met with 
general approvnl. 

On the salaries issue, the Progressive Conservatives moved that the 
proposal be knocked out of Mr. Lapointe's resolution preliminary to his 
Pensions Act Bill. In an informal vote the motion of Col. A.J. Brooks 
(PC - Royal) was defeated by 65 to 41. 

Cost Of Two Whrs e22,482,036 9 080: Ottawa, March 14 (BUP) -- Canada's direct 
costs in the two world wars was $22,482,036,080, the House of Commons was 
told today. A return tabled by the Finance and Defence Departments listed 
Canadas total expenditures from appropriations for war, demobilization 
and reconversion at $1,695,958,569 the First World Whr and $21,786,077,519 
the Second World War. 

The figures did not include expenditures attributable to war pensions, 
treatment of returned veterans or interest on the increased public debt. 

In addition, the return listed a total of $7,033,375,803 in defence 
expenditures from April 1, 1945 to March 31, 1953. This included $2,923,- 
795,808 spend on demobilization and reconversion and the rest went into 
rebuilding  Canadas  military strength. 

Mr. Ausman  On U.S. Market Possibilities: Montreal, March 5 (Gazette) -- A Can-
adian trnde official said here yesterday that although there are "difficult 
and serious" problems to face, Canadian manufacturers should go all-out 
in their attempts to satisfy the tremendous demnnd for consumer goods in 
the U.S. 

Addressing the eirhth annual meeting of the Canadian ,Council, Inter- 
' 	National Chnnber of Commerce, Mr. L.H. Ausmnn, Assistant Director, Trade 
' Conmissioner Service, Departnent of Trade and Commerce, said manufacturers 

were not goirr fter the business "with the same enthusinsm and thorough-
ness" they have devoted to exports to other parts of the world. 

Across  Canada:  Employment on Jan. 1 was "decidedly downward" in all major in- 
dustrial croups except finance, insurance and real estate which showed 
minor gains. Largest declines in emnloyment,the Bureau of Statistics 
renorted today, were in construction, mnnufacturing, forestry and trans-
portation. The Bureau placed the index on Jan. 1, on the basis of 1949 
equals 100 9  at 110.2. This was 3.4 per cent lower than a month earlier 
and 2.5 per cent lower than at Jan. 1, 1953, the peak figure for the 
time of year. . 	. Living costs remained unchanged during January for 
the first time in almost four years. Prices jumped for such things as 
coffee, pork, hospital rates, soap and taxi fares, but these were balanced•

by other scattered declines, keeping the consumer price index at the 
December level of 115.7, the Bureau of Statistics reported. . 	. Mr. 
R.C. Berkinshaw, of Toronto yesterday was elected President of the 
Canndian Council, International Chamber of Commerce, at their eighth 
annual meeting in Montreal. . 	Canadn warmed up yesterday for the 
two key games of the %rid hbckey tournament by running up a 20-1 
score against Finland, the highest thus far in the 10-dav competition. 
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AMB 

Mr.  S. Laurent  In Korea:  Seoul, Korea, March 7 (CP) -- Prime Minister St. 
Laurent flew into Korea today from Manila after telling reporters there 
Canada must "sooner or later" recognize Communist China. He was greeted 
by one of the largest cro*ds ever to gather at Seoul airport. 

A 19-gun salute boomed out as his four-engine RCAF taxied in. Band 
music blared and South Korea soldiers, sailors and marines stood at attention 
in an honour guard. 

Before leaving for Manila on the last lap of his global tour, Mr. St. 
Laurent was asked about relations with Comnunist China. 

*ne have got to be realistic," he said. "Sooner or later we would be 
bound to recognize the Government that the people want." 

Among those greeting him at the airport were EighthArmy Commander Gen. 
Maxwell Taylor, U.S. Ambassador Ellis Briggs and South Korean Prime Minister 
Paik Too Chin, who introduced the-members of his Cabinet. 

Also greeting him were Brig. J.V. Allard, commander of the Canadian 
25th Brigade in Korea, British Minister  Walter  Graham and Mr. Morley Scott, 
senior official of the Canadian Embassy in Tokyo, who flew here for the 
occasion. 

When he stepped out of the plane into freezing weather, little Korean 
girls stepped up with a bouquet of flawers. The Prime Minister bent down 
law and kissed one of the gaily-dressed tots. Then Mayor Kin Tae Sun pre-
sented him with the key to Seoul. 

A Korean military band struck up "0 Canada" as Mr. St. Laurent stepped 
from the plane and walked between twin lines of American,air police and 
Canadian honour guards. 

The Canadian Prime Minister talked briefly with Canadian missionaries, 
and left the airport for his quarters in a specially prepared guest house. 
Other members of his party were billeted at army and diplomatic quarters in 
Seoul. 

Mr. St. Laurent did not talk to newspaper men at the airport but has 
scheduled a press conference tomorrow. 

President Syngman Rhee, who returned to Seoul this afternoon after a 
two-week vacation at his retreat at Chinhea, will welcome the Canadian 
visitor at his r esidence tomorrow morning. 

During the next three days, Mr. St. Laurent will be the guest of th 
Eighth Army and the Canadian 25th ,Brigade. He will visit the brigade at ' 
its position along the front line and will inspect guards of honour and 
troops in the lines and in Seoul. Short helicopter jaunts will take him 
point to point along the front lines. He also will go to a forward obser-- 
vation post for a binocular look nt Communist territory. A jeep has been 
specially cushioned for his visit to the post. 

' 1 	(In Tokyo, the Japanese Imperial -Household announced tonight that on 
Thursday Emperor and Empress Hirohito will hold a luncheon reception in 
honour of the Canadian Prime Minister. He will arrive in Japan on Wednesday. 
Crawn Prince Akihito will also be present). 

The Prime Minister spent Saturday night in Manila, the Philippines, 
en route from Indonesia. 

(over) 
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Housing Legislation Debate: Ottawa,:March 5 (CP) .-- The House of Commons tonight 
defeated  bÿ.79 •to 8 a CCF proposal to allaw the •Government to ensure loans 
for the purchase of "existing" homes. 	 , 

The vote came during study of,government housing legislation which 
permits government-insured loanè for the building of new homes or addition 
of more dwelling units to a house. 

The proposal, moved by Mr. Ross Thatcher (CCF - Moose Jaw-Lake Centr,E:i 
and supported by Ur. Hayden Stanton (PC - Leeds), would allow more people > 
to  bu  y "sound, solid homes" for 'as little as $5,000, far below the present 
cost of new houses. - - 

Mr. Winters said the Government feels 'that fox‘'the present the legis-
lation should concentrate on provisions to encouragé /le* construction, not 
the purchase of older houses. 

C.P.R. To Appeal Freight Rite Decision: Ottawa, March 5 (CP) -- The Canadian 
Pacific Railway today moved to appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada against 
a Board of Transport Commissioners' decision shutting off a railway attempt 
to get higher revenue through a new freight rate system. The company 
served notice on the court that it wants to appeal the Board decision, and 
the court set March 12 for argument on the CPR's petition for permission to 
launch the appeal. 

The Railway's notification said it will ask the top court to rule on 
whether the Board "failed to perform its duty" in turning down a nine-per-
cent freight increase and in other aspects of its judgment delivered Feb. 15 , 

Ottawa Greets  Papal Delegate:  Ottawa, March 7 (CP) -- The Pope's new personal 
representative in Canada today pledged himself to the service of Canadian 
Roman Catholics and told of this country's growing renown in the world. 

Most Rev. Giovanni Panico, veteran Vatican diplomat, was greeted in 
the capital's Notre Dame Basilica by nine arch-bishops and bishops fram 
across the country and some 1,200 Ottawa faithful. 

• 
Moscow Dynamos Win World Hockey Tournament:  Stockholm, March 7 (CP) -- The 

smooth-skating Loscow Dynamos crushed Toronto East York 7-2 towin the 
world hockey tournament for the Soviet Union in her first bid for the inter-
national honours. 

An off-colour Toronto East York team spotted the Russians two early 
first-period goals, opened up in an effort to tach the Dynamos and never 
was able to get back into the game. 

The Dynamos, given little chance of victory when they scraped through 
to a 1-1 tie against Sweden last Thursday and flouniered against last-place 
Switzerland before pulling out a 4-2 victory two days earlier, played almost 
flawless hockey. 

Across Canada: The federal Government this weekend placed a $24,000,000 order 
with Canadair, for manufacture of some 80 F-86 Sabre jets, according to the 
Montreal Gazette. . 	. Mr. Wentzel du Plessis, South Africa's new High 
Commissioner to Canada, arrived in Montreal Saturday by B.O.A.C. and left 
later in a private car for Ottawa, where he will assume his new post. . 
A left-wing labour union, the International Union of Mine, Mill and Smelter 
7krkers, on Friday claimed Canadian unemployment will be more than 700,000 
by mid-March, but Mr. Gregg described the figures as"away off". 	. Jean 
Filiatrault's original play, Le Roi David, won the Calvert Trophy in the 
Western  Quebec Regional Drama Festival which concluded in Montreal Saturday 
night with an almost full house. Sleep of Prisoners presented by the 
Everyman Players was the runner-up. Adjudicator Graham Suter made his 
judgment of Le Roi David on the spot. 	. . N.H.L. Hockey: eaturday) 
Boston 3, Montreal 3. Detroit 3, Toronto 1. (&lnday) Mo#real 2, Detroit ? 
Toronto 4, New York O. Boston 6, uhicago O. 
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AllB 

Mr. • St. Laurent Visits 25th Brigade:  with the Canadians in Korea, March 8 (CP) -- 
Prime Minister St. Laurent travelled by jeep today through three dusty 
hills, visiting men of the 25th Canadian Brigade in their anchor position 
along the Korenn cease-fire line. 

Relaxed and cheerful, Mr. St. Laurent was driven over the winding 
roads by Brig. Jean Allnrd, Commander of the Canadian Forces. He told 

15.1 	the troops that his visit was one of the "main objectives" of his world 
tour, now in its fifth week. He said Canada intends to keep its brigade 
in Korea to "see the job through with our associntes in the United Nations 
Force". 

"W'e are rather hopeful that it won't go on too long," he added. 
The Prime Minister flew to the Commonwealth Division area after placing 

a wreath on a monument at Eighth Army Headqua ,-ters in Seoul for 75,000 men 
who lost their lives fighting under the United 4.tions flag. He called on 
Syngman Rhee, President of 4uth Korea, just before setting out for Common-
wealth headquarters. 

With Brig. Allard at the wheel of the jeep, he called at a recreation 
centre set in the Korean hills where he was greeted by a composite guard 
of honour. He unveiled a white stone monument to Canadian dead. 

He told cheering troops Canada had sent them to Korea because "we felt 
it was our moral duty to take part in this demonstration thnt free men 
should work together to stop ago7ession"0 

sl External Affairs Department is trying to g 
e 	Attitude Towards Communist Chinese Government:  Ottawa, March 	(CP) -- The 
t 	 et confirmation of Far Eastern 

 

press reports of statements by Prime Minister St. Laurent of Canada's 
attitude towards recognition of the Communist Chinese Government. 

Mr. Pearson said today in the House of Gommons his Department has 

e 1 been looking into quotations attributed to the Prime  Minister, and he 
said it would be "unwise" to comment on them until the context of his 
remarkâ was known. 

He said one quotation - from Manila - WRS "almost the same" as what 
Mr. St. Laurent said last June, but Mr. Drew said there was a "marked 
difference" in the two statements. 

Mr. Drew asked if the Manila statement - which he interpreted as 
meaning that sooner or later Canada must recognize the Communiit Govern-
meht - represented "settled Government policy". 

The Manila quotation: 
"We have got to be realistic. Sooner or later we would be bound to 

recognize the Government  th-.t the people want." 
Mr. Pearson said: 

• 'ere have been attempting to get confirmation of the report in ques-
tion and until we receive the context of what the Prime Minister said, I 
believe it would be unwise to make any further observation." 

He added Mr. St. Laurent made almost the same statement last June 12 
at a press conference here. The statement then: 

"We have got to be realistic on such problems and be prepared to deal 
with those who represent the nation over which they exercise authority." 

(over) 
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Housing Legislation Passed:  Ottawa, Iarc 8 (CP) -. The Government's new houeing 
legislation has passed the Co=c,ris.' It now gos  . to the Senate for study. 

The legislation todav—wqs given third reading on division - without 
a recorded vote - after'the CCF attempted to set a fixed limit on the rate 
of interest on loans under -the bill.'' 

As the measure mas called for final approval Mr. Joseph W. Uoseworthy 
(CCF - York South) moved that it be referred back to committee so that a 
fixed limit could be inserted. His amendment was defeated by 142 to 35. 

1,500  Tons Of Cod For U.N. Relief. Programme:  Press Release No. 14, March 8 --
The  Department of External Affairs announced todaythat the Canadian Govern-
ment has contributed an additional 1,500 tons of Canadian salted cod valued 
at $450,000 to the United Nations Energency Relief Programme in Korea. 
This is the second Canadian contribution of Canadian codfish to this Pro-
gramme, the first having been made in the autumn of 1953 in the amount of 
1,000 tons valued at $300 9 000. 

Would Consider National  Ownership Of Banks:  Ottawa, March 8 (CP) -- The CCF 
Party proposes that  Canadas 11 chartered banks should be placed under 
public awnership. The suggestion wns made tonight in the House of Commons 
by Mr. Caldwell during debate on the Government's decennial revision of 
the Bank Act. 

Mr. Low opposed the suggestion on grounds that nationalization of 
the banks would not be in the best interests of Canadians. Earlier Mr. 

Macdonnell said his party does not oppose passage of the legislation. 
The bill extends the life of the chartered banks for another 10 

years and incorporates a number of minor changes to stream-line the banking 
system. It complenents other bills before Parliament, giving the banks 
the right to lend money on insured mortgages and giving the Bank of Canada 
an increased measure of control over bank credit. 

Mr. Coldwellis proposal was made in an amendment opposing second 
reading - approval in principle - of the legislation. The amendment bâid 
the House should not give the bill second reading but "that consideration 
should be given to the national ownership and control of the chartered 
banks". 

U.H.L. Leafs Offer To Tour Russia: Toronto, March 8 (CP) -- Toronto Maple 
Leafs of the National Hockey League have offered to make a tour of Russia, 
Managing Director Conn Smythe said today in a telephone interview from 
Florida, where he is on holidays. Mr. Smythe said that the only condition 
is "suitable  compensation  which would include travellingExpenses and a 
small remuneration for the players". 

Across Canada:  An increase in the sales tax to five per cent to replace 
premiums in British Columbia's hospital insurance scheme was announced 
by Premier Bennett. In his Budget a-Idress to the Legislature, Mr. Bennett, 
who is also Finance Minister, said the increase to five per cent from 
three in the sales or social services tax will give the Government an 
anticipated $23 9 420,000 for the year ending March 31, 1955, C.P. re-
ports. .  o . The ila.vy will open a new "officer college" in September to 
try to take care of a growing shortage of junior officers. Mr. Claxton 
said in the House of Commons the new training establishment for navy 
cadets will be formed at Esquimalt, B.C., and be known as HMCS Venture 
after a sloop and tern schooner used in former years ns training 
vessels. . o . Legislation providing for retirement of Senators at the 
age of 75 was introduced today in the House of Commons. Mr. Frank S. 
Follwell (L Hastings South), snonsor, said the bill would not apply 
to present members of the Upper Chamber appointed for life. . 	. Frances 
Hyland of Regina has been signed to appear opposite James Mason in the 
Stratford, Ont., Shakespenrian Festival this summer, it was learned 
yesterday, C.P. reports from London. 
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Mr. St. Laurent In Tokyo: Tokyo, March 10 (BUP) -- Prime Minister St. Laurent 
of Canada arrived in Japan today for a three-day visit, the last stop on 
his 23,000-fnii1e World tour to pramote international good will. The RCAF 
C-5 flying the Prime Minister around the globe left Seoul  ai 10 a.m0  and 
landed at Tokyo's International Aitport at 1 p.m. 

A state guest of Japan during his visit here, Mr. St. Laurent was met 
at-the airport  bÿ an envoy of the Emperor, officials of the Government and 
foreign diplomats. During his three days in Japan, Mr. St. Laurent will 
confer with top Japanese officials, including Emperor Hirohito and Prime 
Minister Yoshida. 

He comes to Japan from two days of visiting Canadian troops in Korea. 
He leaves for home at 9 a.m., Saturday, completing a six-week trip to 
England, France, Germany, Pakistan, India, Ceylon, Indonesia and the Philip-
pines. 

Mr. Yoshida met Mr. St. Laurent at the airport. Later this afternoon 
the two conferred privately at Mr. Yoshida's residence. The Japanese Prime 
Minister was host at a dinner for the Canadian visitors. 

Mr. St. Laurent will start off tomorrow with a press conference at the 
Canadian Embassy. From the conference he will ride in the state coach to 
the Imperial Palace for nn audience and lunch with the Lmperor, the Em-
press and Crown Prince Akihito. 

Tomorrow afternoon Mr. St. Laurent will talk privately to Japanese 
Government, civic and business leaders at the Canadian Embassy. He will 
be guest of honour at n formal Embassy dinner at night. , 

On Friday morning Mr. St. Laurent and his tarty will visit three 
Canadian warships tied up in Tokyo harbour. The Prime Minister will in-
spect the destroyers, which came to Tokyo from Korean waters. 

The Canada-Jnpan Society will honour him at luncheon at noon at the 
Imperial Hotel. 

In the afternoon he will  attend Kabuki, the classical Japanese 
theatre, and shake hands with local Canadian residents at an Embassy re-
ception. On Friday night he will be guest of honour at mother Embassy 
banquet. 

His plane will leave Tokyo for Hawaii and Canada at 9 a.m., Satur- 
day. 

National Bank Proposal Defeated: Ottawa, Mnrch 9 (CP) -- The House of Com- 
mons tonight defeated hy 171 to 21 a CCF proposal to nationalize Canada's 
11 chartered banks. All members except the CCF group opposed the motion. 
The CCF group had proposed settingside the Government's decennial re- 
vision of the Bank Act ta consider "national ownership and control of . 
the chartered banks." 

Following defeRt of the motion the Commons gave second reading to 
the banking legislation and sent it to the Comnons Banking Committee ' 
for detailed study. 

Mr. Donnld Fleming (PC - Toronto Eglinton) described the CCF 
proposal "the siren  son g of socialism" and said it is the surest way e. ) to 
destroy confidence abro'ld in the Cnnadinn econamy". 

"There is not enough wisdom in any Government to operate a banking 
monopoly in Canada," he said. CCF supporters of the plan were "long- 

Wednesday, March 10, 1954. 

(over) 
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haired theorists who know littic about oreration of the banking systee. 
Foreign invesiment in Canadian development,, on whigh the country';de-

pended -,was based on confidence  -in Canadas economy and her banking sYstem. 
There was "no surer way to destroy confidence abroad in the Canadian âcon- 

r e 
omy" than to propose public ownership of her banks. 

Mr.  Martin Before Econanic  (ilub  In New York:  New York, March 9 (CP) -- Canada's 
Health Minister sayà Canadians are worried about the long-term commercial 1 
policies of . the United States. Mr. Martin made the statement here today 
in a speech to the Economic Club of New York. 

He also said: 
1. Canada's high level of economic activity will continue through 

1954 and for some time to come. 
2. Canada and the United States will continue to provide for ade-

quate defence of the North American Continent. 
3. The free world faces the grim threat of a Third World Whrwhich 

would destroy civilization. 
4. Canada will continue to seek establishment of a world order in 

which all nations can malk together in mutual respect. 
Mr. Martin said the prosperity or Canada depends to a considerable 

extent on foreign trade. As a result "we are somewhat concerned about 
your (American) long-term commercial policies". 

44 Per Cent  Increase In Immigration:  Ottawa, March 9 (CP) -- More Immigrants 
came to Canada in January than a year ago but they arenet expected to add 
to unemployment. 

The Immigration Department today reported a 44 per cent increase in 
January arrivals to 8,080 from 5,627 a year ago. However, a Department 
spokesman said almost half were dependent wives and children and most of 

the remainder were coming to close relatives or to jobs in industries not 
seriously affected by unemployment. 

If unemployment was more than seasonal, an immigration spokesman 
said, the Department could quickly cut down the flow of arrivals. 

Mr. Winters  On  Economic  Outlook:  Montreal, March 9 (CP) -- Zorks Minister 
Minters tonight rejected the idea that public works be used specifically 
to relieve unemployment. 

A public project, to be of real value, should carry with it the 
prospect of contributing to the long-term growth and development of an • 
area, he told the Montreal Amateur Athletic Association. 

Mr. Minters said he can't agree that Canada is experiencing a re- 

. cession: "The major factors of gross national production; foreign trade 
and retail sales volume; capital investment from both Canadian and out-
side sources; and the continuing succession of discoveries and develop-
ment of natural resources do not support the arguments of those who 
would cry 'ruin'''. 

Across  Canada:  Removal of the International.Civil Aviation Organization 
from Montreal, a move discussed and deferred before, will probably be 
recommended to a meeting of its assembly in May by the Council, on the 
heels of refusal by the Quebec Government to exempt its employees and 
representatives from the new provincial income tax, the Montreal Gazette 
reports. .  o . A judge with 21 years experience on the Ontario Supreme 
Court Bench says it would be "unfortunate" for the administration of 
justice if the court à could select the punishment for murder. Mr. 
Justice J.A. Hope said before a committee the responsibility for hiling 
on the punishment should remain with the people - through Parliament. . 
The economic adviser of the Federal Department of Trade and Commerce 
said at London, Ont., yesterday more Canadian families now are without 
homes of their awn than either before or immediately after the Second 
%rid Whr. 	. Canadians showed sales resistance to cars and trucks 
in January and bought 23 per cent fewer motor vehicles than in January 
last year. Only 23,133 new vehicles, valued at $59,137,000 retail, were 
sold. This mas a 21-per-cent drop in retail value, the Bureau of 
Statistics reported. 
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The Government Of China:  Ottawa, March 10  (ci') -- Mr. Pearson today quoted 

Prime Minister St. Laurent as saying in the Far East that Canada is not 

considering immediate recognition of the Red Government of China. Mr. 

Pearson added that the Canadian Government does not know if the Communist 

regime is the government that the Chinese people want. 	 •  

He made the statements in the House of Commons in reply to earlier 

questions by Mr. Drew, who has been challenging statements concerning Red 
China recognition attributed to Mr. St. Laurent in recent press conférences 

 during his round-the-world tour. 	 • 

The Minister, whose department for the last two days has been cabling 
the Prime Minister's party for his nctual words, was questioned - again to-

-day by Mr. Drew. He gave the House this paraphrase of a Seoul press Con-
ference, from notes taken there and from Mr. St. Laurent's recollection: 

- 	"The Prime Minister stated . 	. that the immediate recognition of 
the Caumunist Government of China, as a Government which had been'cam- 

-:mitting aggression against the United Nations, was not under consideration. 
"The Prime Minister then stated, however, it was necessary to be 

_realistic in regard to this matter and that no doubt in due course vire Imuld 
have to recognize may Government of China which the Chinese people them-
selves recognized as their Government, regnrdless of whether we liked the 
Government or not. 

"He added that if there was to be any solution to problems in which- 
China was directly involved, and which could not be 'settled without do'- 
operation from the Chinese Government in control of that country, it seemed 
clear-we would have to deal with that Government. 

"That,cconcluded the Prime Minister, was merely common sense and did 

not mean in any way the acceptance ofmsponsibility for or the giving of 
endorsation to the actions or views of any particular regime." 

- 	Yr. St. Laurent had been quoted in the Far East as making these state- 

ments: 	 ' 
Manila: "Vie have got to be renlistic. Sooner or later we would be 

bound to recognize the Government that the people want." 
Seoul: "I do feel that some day we are going to have to be realistic. 

Mi) are , going to have to admit the present Government of China is the 
Government the people want." 

After Mr. Pearson's formal statement on the Seoul press conference, 
Mr. Drew attacked the Mani)» quotation that "we would be bound to recog-

neze the Government that the people want". 
,"Those worddare a travesty of the facts," Mr. Drew said. 
Mr. Pearson replied he is not questioning the accuracy of the Manila 

report. But on the point of whether the Chinese people want the present 
regime, he said: 

"Of course, we do not know  whether the people of China now have the 
Government theyviant, because it is a Canmunist Government, and a Cam-
munist Government, or indeed any totalitarian Government does not give 
the people an opportunity to express their views freely on the form of 
Government they have." 

Mr. St. Laurent In JapRn:  Tokyo, March 10 (CP) -- The Prime Ministers of 
Canada and Japan met today and a Japanese Foreign Office spokesman said 

the probable topic was  the  present unbalanced state of Canadian-Japanese 

trade. 
(over) " 
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The Canndin lender's three-day visit to Japan is the last official 
stop of  his round-the-world goodwill tour. 
- - The two PrineMtnistereshbokilaridsarMly-n-t  the il-irPO;t this after-
noon. A 50-foot red carpet wnsrolled out to the RCAF C-5 transport after 
it taxied in at Hanedà airport. . 

Prime Minister Shilgeru Yoshida and other dignitaries were on hand to 
greet the Canadians. Mr. St. Laurent was the first state guest to be met 
by a Japanese Prime Minister since the war. 

The Textile Industry:  Ottawa, March 10 (CP) 	Revenue MriaïS.ter McCann said 
. today he has told a textile union deleeatiOn that the Gpyernment is not 

e 

planning nny new.action now on behalf of Canada's slippinz textile in- 
'dustry. 

He told the delegatiOn, he said, that the industry became over-
expanded during and after the wnr and now is in the process of a shake-
down that he described as "an evolution or revolution". . 

Dr. McCann, wbose own Renfrew South constituency has been hit by 
closing of textile plants, said he specifically rejected four proposals 
advanced in a Monday conference here by the Textile Workers' Union of 
America (CIO 	CCL). 

These were for the immediate limitation of textile imports, defence 
orders for depressed textile areas regnrdless of mhether they had the 
lowest tenders, further strengthening of anti-dumping regulations and 
delaying action on the proposed Japanese commercial treaty -until there 
is agreement on limiting textile imports. 

Dr. McCann snid in an interview he told the union its programme.is 
Himpracticnble". 

If trade barriers were set up, he said, other countries could re-
taliate against Canada. Further, boosting tariffs and putting in quotas 
could be in violation of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. 

"I said 1 would not support quotas and such controls except in war-
time," the Minister snid. 

, 	As to issuing defence orders, he s aid, the services now are heavily 
stockpiled on textile prOducts. 

Meanwhile, it was reported thnt nn $85,000 defence production con- 
tract and the jobs of 120 textile workers at Carleton Place have gone 
by default. 

Forbidden  Russian Zones:  Ottawa, March 10 (CP) -- Canadian diplomatic rep-
resentatives and other foreigners in Russia are barred from substantial 
areas of the Soviet Union. 

The External Affairs Depart-lent today said in a return tabled in 
the House of. Gommons the nreas include most border zones, much of the 
Ural industrial area, the western  area of the Ukraine and some districts 
in the immediate vicinity of Moscow. 

The return,,tabled for Mr. Davie Fulton (PC - Kamloops), said cur-
rent out-of-bounds arens still are large but are much smaller than prior 
to June, 1953. The prohibited areas were reduced on that date ànd 
foreigners nom-  may visit many pirts of the Central Asian r(publics of 
the U.S.S.R. 

The Department snid members of the Canndian Embassy in Moscow are 
required to notify the Soviet Foreign Ministry in writing of any trip 
beyond a 40 kilametre radius of Moscow. 

Across Canada: Opportunity for vounr engineers is in Canada now, the Engin-
eering Institute of Canada said yesterday before the Quebec Royal Com- 
mission on Constitutional Problems in urging government grants on  'a 

 rcgulnr annual basis to universities to ensure a continuing surply of 
qunlified graduntes to kerp'prIce with Quebec's industrial growth. . . 
Three Montreal chefs will enter displays at the International Exhibi-
tion of Culinary Arts to be held at Berne Switzerland in June, it was 
announced yesterday. The three, all members of the Societé des Chefs  •  
Cuisiniers et Patissiers de la Prbvince de Québec, are Max RupP, Presi- 
dent of the Society; Pierre Demers, chef nt the Ritz-Carleton Hotel; 
and Hector Lahaie, chef of the Sun Life cafeteria. . 	Most  Rev. 
Gabriel Breynat, "Flying BishOp" of the Canadian Arctic is dead. The 
Raman Catholic prelate, a legendary figure in the North, died near Lyons, 
France, a spot  he picked for retirement after 51 active years in the '• 
Arctic. 
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Uri St. Laurent In Tokyo:  Tokyo, March 11 (CP) -- Prime Minister St. Laurent 
rode through the streets of Tokyo in a horse-drawn coach today to call at 
the Imperial Palace and lunch with Emperor Hirohito. Two bay horses driven 
by a black-œp&I Japanese coachman with a red whip pulled the big carriage 
the three-mile distance from the Canadian Embassy on jhi11top down through 
the heart of the city and into the vast palace grounds. . . . 

Thé Prime Minister,went to the Palace just after an appearance in 
morning clothes at a half-four press conference at the Embassy at which he 
reiterated goodwill tour views expressed on other occasions. . 

Befôré the conference his attention was drawn to a despatch from Seoul 
quoting the Government-sponsored newspaper Kôroan Republic as saying his 
views on eventual recognition of Red China are a "Red-inspired error". 

Replying to a ,question, the Prime Minister said the word recognition 
should be used carefully since its definition was subject to discussion. 
The fact remained, he added, the "Government thlt happens to be representa-
tive of the people of China" would have to figure in settlenent of problems 
involving the Chinese people. He mas not "stating.policy" but giving an 
opinion, he said. 

Questioned about the most important impression of his tour which con-
cludes next 'Wednesday at Ottawa's Rockcliffe Airport, the Prime Minister 
said it is that people all over the globe want to better their conditions 
in &stable peaceful world. 

Replying in ljnglish and French to questions in both languages, he 
said the world's outstanding problem is amicable and peaceful settlement 
of divergent views. 

"I do think progress is being made," he said. "I think there is a 
genuine desire naw to keep this world at pea8e."• 
, 	He said Canada will encourage moves to bring Japan into the United 
Nations; declared stability of the world implies commercial as well as 
other relations between Communist and non-Communist countries; and said it 
was  his opinion that the statesmen of India should be the best judefflg. 
whether their policy of neutralism is wise. 

The Prime Minister observed that Canada takes a modest view of its 
influence in world affairs and the purpose of his tour is to get information 
rather than to meddle in other people's business. 

Prime Minister St. Laurent's visit to Japan, which concludes Saturday 
morning when he starts homeward over the Pacific, got front-page attention 
from Tokyo's Japanese and English language newspapers. 

Formosa:  Ottawa, March 11 (CP) -- Mr. Pearson said today there is no "politi-
cal inference" in the fact that Prime Minister St. Laurent will not visit 
Formosa during his current world tour. 

He was replying in the House of Commons to Mr. John Blackmore (SC - 
Lethbridge) who asked if it was "an accident or deliberate planning" that 
Mr. St. Laurent's itinerary did not include Formosa and a visit to 
Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek, leader of the Chinese Nationalist Govern-
ment. 

Immunity For Commonwealth Representatives:  Ottawa, March 11 (CP) -- The Gov-
ernment gave notice today it will intr9duce in Parliament an act to pro-
vide diplomatic  and  consular immunities for Commonwealth representatives 

AMB 

(over) 



in Canada. 
A spokesman for the External Affairs Department explained that up to 

now Commonwealth representatives have not enjoyed immunity from Canadian , 
courts as have therepresentatives df,ther foreign countries. The new 
act is designed to give them that immunity. 

Actually, the spokesman said, no situation had ever arisen in Canadale%. 
in which a Commonwealth representative had claimed or wanted to claim 
immunity from Canadian courts. 

Fines By Instalments:  Ottawa, March 11 (CP) -- The Government tentatively has 
accepted an Opposition proposal which would give magistrates greater 
discretion in allowing Canadians to pay fines by instalments. 

Mr. Garson accepted the principle of the suggestion as the House of 
Commons today considered provisions in the r evised Criminal Code dealing 
wlth punishment for "summary conviction" offences - the minor el-me@ covered 
by the code. The maximum penalty for such offences is a $500 fine dr six 
months in jail or both. 

The Return Of Fred Rose:  Ottawa, March 11 (CP) -- Justice Minister Garson has 
declined to discuss Mhat action the Government might take on the return of 
Fred Rose to Canada from CzechosloVakia. ' 

Mr. J. Wilfrid Dufresne (PC - Quebec li3at) asked today'in the House 
of Commons whether the Gevernment is'taking securitY méasuree in connection 

- with Rose's re-entry. Mr. Garson replied that - the Government takes security 
meaSures at all time concerning such matters.' 

Ontario Budget: Toronto, March 11 (Gazette) -- Premier Frost, in bringing down 
hislardgressive budget" in the Ontario Legislature today, indicated increased 
aid to municipalities and no increase in taxes. The Premier also announced 
the Dominion-provincial tax agreement produced 1134,448,000 for Ontario, 
an increase of $3,448,000 over what was expected. The Province expects to 
realize $140,000,000 from next year's agreement with Ottawa. 

The Premier budgeted for a surplus of $539,000 for the coming fiscal 
year, ending March 21, 1955, after reporting a surplus of $1,009,000 for 
the year ending March 21, the llth consecutive surplus since he became 
Provincial Treasurer in 1943. 

Mr. Frost said the Province will pay out $134,000,000 - more than one-
third of its ordinary revenue - in education and other grants to municip-
alities in the coming year. This will include the first payments of 
$12,000,000 in unconditional assistance grants. 

Across Canada:  Ontario is to have one of the most advanced cancer treatment 
and research institutes in North America, Premier Frost predicted yesterday. 
In announcing a specià1 capital payment of $1,000,000 to the Ontario 
Cancer Research Foundation for the new Research Institute to be built 
adjacent to the Wellesley Hospital, Premier Frost said intensive Stffidles 
have been conducted by both scientific and lay organizItions to make the 
institute the most modern in facilities and practices known to science. . 
The Government proposes to have Parliament set up a $5,000,000 revolving 
fund for the replacement of Government property destroyed or damaged by 
fire. Mr. Abbott ga-e notice of 8_ Commons resolution preliminary to a 
bill to establish such a fund. . . .A new "super" fish will soon be in-
troduced to suitable Ontario waters, the Ontario Legislature's lands and 
forests committee mus informed. The fish, a cross between the pike and 
the muskellunge, will  combine the best features of both game fish it was 
stated. 

Daily Airmail Bulletin Vol. 5, No. 48: Please note that Daily Airmail Bulletin 
Vol. 5, No. 48 for Thursday March 11, should read:Vol. 5, No. 49. 
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Mr.-St. Laurent In Honolulu:  Honolulu, March 14' (CP) 	 Llinister St. 
_Laurent, nearing-the end of his round-the-woi-ld goodwill tour, arrived 
here Saturday by RCAF transport froM Japan after a brief stop at Midway 
Is lands.-*  

:The  Prime Idinister, who leaves'tomorrow foi- San Francisco and Ottawa, 
said: "I come ba.ck confirmed in my hope that we can manage to keep the 
world on A more stable footing." 	 * 

Acting Governor Farrant Turner, Admiral Felix Stump, Commander-in-
Chief of the U.S. Pacific Fleet, and other notables met the Canadian 
leader And his party on arrival here. 

- 	Brisk . and friendly; the Prime Minister thanked each of the four hula _ 
girls who da- nced as his plane landed. ' 

- -The Prime Minister spent a quiet day here today. 
. 	 • • 	 • 	 . 

Session Expected  To Last  Into Summer:  Ottawa, March 14 (CP) 	Pa.rliament is 
expected to sit into the heat of the summer. 

LaSt June the House of Commons and Senate prorogued May - 14 to ena.ble 
members to attend the June 2 coronation of Queen Elizabeth in Lond6n. 
However, proposed Government business indica.tes the House will not rise 
this year until late In June or early July. 

Acting  Prime  Minister Howe indicated Parliament will ri se  later than 
mid-May when he announced last week thé Government proposed that the' 
Easter recess should be from April 14 to 26. At that time he said most 
members wanted a .long recess because theY would be faced with a "fair 
am.ount of business" after the .holiday. 

A wide range of' legislation already has been approved during the 
69 days ,or the current session. However, a large mzriber or bills remain 

. to-  be introduced by the Government with  saine  of them not expected -until 
after the recess. 

Even if the House makes good progress between now and April 14, it 
still will have -a heavy schedule when it reconvenes April 26._ The work .„ 
will-include s:tudy of Finance Minister Abbott's 'Budget and estimates of 
Government departments & 	 * 

- 	There is some speculation that the budget may be brought down before 
the Easter recess, either April 6 or 13. However, there' is little likeli-

= hood even .  in that event that the debate will start until a.fter the recess. 
• 

Mr. Howard Green-On Mnployment:  Ottawa.„-March12 (CP) -- Mr. Howard Green 
(PC --Vancouver-Quadra),,.said today tha.t the idea. of aGovernmeritshe1f 
of public worics, projects 'to ensure emplo,/ment has become a "will-o'-' 
the-Wisp". 

He said in the House of Commons there is "no longer any pretence" 
that the Government has a reserve of Projects to maintain employment._ 

Mr. Green said tha.t Government proposals to the 1945 federal- 
provincial conference had led Canadians to believe that such a "shelf" 
would be created. The idea had been maintained through the years. 

"Now, with the new Minister, we find that it is a will-ov-the-

wisp." 
He quoted a report of a speech by Works Minister Winters in Mont-

real as rejecting the idea of using public works to relieve unemploy-
ment. 

(over) 
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- '11/-. Winters. told thelious'e 'of,CaMmôns le - is trying:to get the Depat-
ment'inshape ta_take on-a larger:nmfount af -pUblicworks-naw'done bï:ather 
Departments. 

C.P.R. Appeal Decision Reserved: Ottawa, March 12 (CP) -- A Supreme Court of 
Canada judge today reserved decision on an application of the Canadian 
Pacific Railway for permission to appeal to the Court against a judgment et  
of the Board of Transport Commissioners denying 1reightrate increases 
to the railways. 	 , 

In a case fought by eight provincial governments, the C.P.R. con-
tended the Board failed in its duty when it ruled Feb. 15 against a 
C.P.R. proposal for a new basis for setting freight tolls which would 
have involved hefty rate increases. 

Mr. Gillis On Import Of U.S. Gag:  Ottawa, March 12 (CP) 	A former Nova 
Scotia coal miner suggesti that a project to Import United States natural 
gas to Toronto may be a "stock promotion" idea and »a method of black- 

. mail". 
Mr. Clarie Gillis (CCF - Cape Breton South) questioned today the 

advisability of allowing Niagara Gas Transmission Limited to build a 
$7,000,000 pipeline. 

He said in the House of Com-lons that if the franchise is awarded, 
Niagara Gas could set its own price and make its awn offer in a few years' 
time to the interests which will build a trans-Canada pipeline. 

Emergency Powers Legislation:  Ottawa, March 15 (CP) -- International events 
during the next few months will decide whether the Government will ask' 
Parliament to extend its emergency powers legislation for another year, 
Er. Howe said in reply to Mr. Diefenbaker that the Government has made 
no_decision as yet on another extension of the legislation. "It will 
depend on events between now and the end of the session," Mr. Howe said. 
The emergency powers, which enable the Government to act in a wide field 
without consulting Parliament, expire May 31. 

Canadian Research Workers Honoured: Toronto, March 15 (Globe & Mail) -- Three 
Canadian research workers, one on the faculty of medicine, University of 
Toronto, are among the 25 scholars who have received appointments from 
the John and Mary R. Markle Foundation, New York City. The fund has 

appropriated $750,000 toward the support of these doctors and their re-
search, to be granted at the rate of $6,000 annually. 

The Canadians are Dr. Donald Fraser, Research Associate in Bio- 
• chemistry and Fellow in Pediatrics, University of Toronto; Dr. John C. 
Beck, lecturer in medicine at McGill, and Dr. Reuben U. Cherniak, lec-
turer in physiology, University of Manitoba. 

Across Canada:  One of the largest drafts of men enlisted in Britain by- the 
Canadian Army is scheduled to arrive at Halifax April 5. >The Army said 
the 32 soldiers, mostly tradesmen, will sail' fram Southltmpton March 30.... 
The interest rate under the Government's new housing legislation will 
be fixed initially at 5-1' per cent,it was reported by C.F. unofficially.... 
Progressive Conservatives from acrors Canada will meet in Ottawa through 
the next three days to choose a new president for their national orga-
nization and chart policies for the years ahead....  Hockey:  (Saturday) 
Montreal 4, Chicago O. Boston 2, Toronto 1. New York 5, Detroit 2. 
(Sunday) Montreal 6, Chicago 0‘ New York 2, Detroit O.Boston 3, 
Toronto O. 
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Mr. Pearsôn On U.S. DefencePolicY:,  Washington, Mai-oh:15 (CP) -'ia.Canada.'s  Ex..  
: ternal Affairs MinisterSaid tOday thatTany reversion:tO "entrenched 
cOntinentaliSm" in United States foreigh,policyld hold "nO great 
appeal" to his,country. 	 • 	- 	 - 

4r.  Pearson,  addressing' a Meeting  of the National  Press Club, urged 
the U.S. to anchor its "new look" defence policy to the North Atlantic) 	, 
Treaty Organization";  consulting her Allies before,launchine masS re- 
taliatory,aCtion  in the event ôt,enemy attack -.±::* 	- 

'Canada does hôt . cOnsider Continental isOlationism'the best rayi..tO 
preventwar,ordefeat aggressiOn;Mr. Pearson said, addinuthat this 
harrower approach; rhich he was„SUre the U.S. wOuld not accept o lié . „not 
likely to provide a'sOlid basiS forgood,UnitedStates-Canadiée„relations". 

- 	The Minister emPhaSized that agreement among the  Western hlies "is, 
, ,.to put it blUntly, neceSsary.if this policy.ofieeVenting aigression bY 

the threat Of immediate and overWhelming retaliation is to' work„collecii. • 

,tively".  
There had been delays in the past ,in getting variouS .Alites  into de-

fensive .  action.  But  "next ttme there will beno . gradual andliadividUal 
wading into the cold waters of total war". 	 ' 
.. 	"It is,more likely to be, for Allies, a divelm fogetherlrom the _ 

- :SPringboard Of Collective action."  
. U.S. State Secretai.y Dulles, in announcing a shift in Washington de-

fence policy based  on "a  great capacity tO retaliate instantly by means 
and at:placeS of our choociing,"...àsdea speech whiChlir. Pearson.said may 
turn outto'be "one of thé most important of oUr times". ' 
_ ' . Fromthe point of view  of Canada  and .other.gorth Atlantic  Allies, the  
vital *Ords ....in the .Dulles pronOUnCementrere "instantly;" ,"means" and lour". 

The Minister said it is i.mportant'that the rord-"our"'imeanS those who 
have agreed : in NATO tework together :to:Prevent war or, if that should 
fail tà win it., 	. 

Pearson  was Sure that Wat what the Dulies  statement meant., :yet 
. there were the othertwo words, "instantly" and Imeans". 

Collectiveaction Means' Collective conSultation, he said, but this 
has to be reconciled with'the neceSsityAlor Swift and effective decision. 
Even within a single government this recânciliatien was not 
Was "eVenless easy" between "gOvernMents: .  

, 

TherefOre the new American defende  concept made  diplomacy  not  lees 
but moreimportant in attempting,to_settle differences "with those:we, 
rightly'fear7 and searching for agreements aMong . fiiiiiide  and  aliles  on  

• defence policies, tactics and ttming..  
Pnder these agreementS "our" choosingrou14,haVetO mean."an agr .eed 

c011ective_deciSion,. 'without prejudidingst5ieedy:and effectiVeaction  in 
an emergence _ - _ • 
—Later' Mr. l'earson made these pOintei:, 	‹ 

1. The Canadian qovernment 	 préfe.to,have  the United  
' States pin in bilildingthe  St.  Lawrence Séaway  as  SOon as the U.S. 

Supreme Court disposes of appeals aeinSt-New  York  state participation 
in the power phase :of the project. -;IfIjOint action ie  impossible Canada 
is ready to start on it alOne. 

2. If an al1.4anadian seaitay canal is built,' there will be "no 
diecrtmination" against American shipping. 

(over) 



3. Can44 does not plan immediate recognition of Red Ghina but 
- eventually the whole question will'have to be -looked intO. 

Mr. St.  Laurent  On Way Home:  Honolulu, March 15 (CP) -- Prime Minister St. 
Laurent, the formalities of his world tour behind him, centinued todéyy to 

 act as much as possible like an ordinary traveller who will be back  home 
in a couple of days after a long and taxing trip. 

His one officiel function was the placing of a wreath on the rusted 
hulk of the U.S. battleship Arizona, sunk by Japanese planes in their 
attack on Pearl Harbour. 

Tonight his plane took off for San Francisco, where he will stop over-
night before proceeding back to Ottanwhere he is scheduled to arrive 
Wednesday. 	 fl  

In San Francisco the Canadian leader will make no speeches, hold no  • 
press conferences and generally will behave like a private citizen. 

, The Canadian'Consulate at San Francisco explained that arrangements 
for the'six-week tour did not call for an official visit to the United 
States. 	Consèqûently, only Consul-General ChriStopher Eberts and U.S -. 
State Department security officials will be on hadd to greet the Prime 
Minister. 

1 

Controls'On Stratégie Matérialiî  OttaWa,'March 15 (CP) 	A: Government masure 
extending controls on -the'„export of -strategic materialsfor'three,years was . 	 , 

introduced today in the 116use Of CommOns. 	 • 
It supersedes - and in'some respects modifies - legislation due to 

expire next July 31. It would run to July 31, 1957. 
The measure provides controls over bo'th exports' and imports of strategic 

and other goods. 	 ' 
The original legislation was aimed primaril'at controlling the sale 

abroad of goods scarce in Canada. 
Acting Prime Minister Howe, introducing the _bill, said the emphasis 

now has shifted to restricting the ekport of strategic materials , par-
ticularly to Soviet-Controlled countries. 

- Adults  *th the MentalitY of children should be treated,under the 
section of the law dealing with the criminal responsibility -of persons'' 
between 7 and 14. 	 - 

The proposeeCriminal Code has tbeen'amended to prohiSit the iliegal 
sale or possession'oesprine or switbh knives. 

The step was taken today-  at the,request of Mr. Harold Winch (CCF - 
Vancouver  East) in  an  -effort to 'Prevent  the  dangerous weapon from'being 
accessible to juv,enile delinquents. ' 

Across Canada: The Government parried  questions  yesterday about a joint 
Canada-United States economic conference opening in Wa.Shington Tuesday. 
Acting Prime Minister Howe merely replied that a nix;riber of subjects 
will coMe before the meeting. (4, • 0 ,;TI.W Pest  Office  Department is can-
sidering * issuing a stamil depiCting the whO'oping crane in i fligh't  but › 
it probably won't be issued unt,i,1 early next year,or in 1956». 
Air Marshal C. Roy Slemon,Chief' cof the Air Staff, will lea've today on 
a 16 day tour  of United States Air *Force establishments. ' , 

• 

, 

' 3 	 • 	• 	- 

r 
.3'1 71» 	 • 	r- 	„..•, 

Criminal Gontrol CCnsider .atiOn:  Ottawa:March,15 (dP) -- A P'rôminnt Canadian 
lawyer has urged that mentally-deficient,adults should be treated as 
children in the eves of the  

Mr. John DiefenbakérIPC - Prince Albert) made the ÎecOMmendation' 
today in the House , afCo t ons,  17ing ,discussion of the propoded new 
Criminal Code. 

He said,there are many cases where the mental age"Cf ari'accused is 
lower than his physical Cr chronfogical age. 'The'law -regarded such a 
person as an adult _ 

• 
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Mr. St.  Laurent Due Home  Today:  Ottawa, March 16 (CP) -- Er. St. Laurent may 
report to Parliament Thursday on his 11-country world tour. He is scheduled 
to arrive backr in the capital at 9.30 p.M. EST tomorrow in the RCAF C-5 
aircraft in which he left for his "bridge-building" mission Feb. 4. 

The reception at Rockcliffe Airport will be informal. Mr. Howe, No. 2 
man in the Cabinet, is expected back from Washington in time to greet Mr. 

' St. Laurent. Also on hnnd to welcome him home will be Mrs. St. Laurent, 
who returned today-  from their home in Quebec City, other members of the 
Cabinet, the diplomatic corps, Members of Parliament and other members of 
Mr. St. Laurent's family. The airport will be open to the general public. 

There -pi.obably will be a family gathering at the Prime Minister's 
residence after his nrrival. . . . 

^ 	Mr. John Diefenbaker told a reporter today the tour has enabled the 
Prime Minister to bring back the benefit of first-hand discussions with 
other world leaders. 

CCF Leader, Mr. M.J. Coldwell, said in an interview that he believes 
the tour hns been "very useful and very successful". 

San Francisco Press Conference:  San Francisco, March 16 (CP) -- Prime Minister 
St. Laurent, returning to North America from his six-week world tour, said 
today he found the people of Asia more concerned with damestic affairs than 
with the international situation. 

In an airport press conference shortly after his RCAF transport plane 
touched down on its flight from  Honolulu, the Prime Minister was asked if 
the cold'war is being won or lost in Asia. He replied: 

"I don't think the people or Asia are thinking of anything but their 
own nationalistic aspirations. Thernant to run their affairs themselves. 
I don't think they want to have their affairs run by the Kremlin or any 
other totalitarian organization. 

The Prime Minister said he found a great deal of confidence both in 
Lurope and Asia that "the cold war is not going to be a hot one". 

"I think most of the 'leaders of those countries are more concerned 
about the solution of their domestic problens than they are about the 
dangers arising from the international situation," he commented. 

Food Surplus Plans "Good" Mr.  Home Reports:  •  Washington, March 16 (CP) -- 
Mr. Hone said tonight that the United States has agreed to consult with 
Canada before launching any new surplus food disposal  programme.  

He said that he and other Canadian Ministers here for important 
conferences have been given a review of the Eisenhower Administration 
plans in connection with trade expansion proposals to be presented to 
the U.S. Congress. These plans are "pretty good," Mr. Howe said. 

At a press conference he said that the Administration's proposals 
to be made public "in a few days" are in line with the recommendations 
of the Presidential Foreign Trade Advisory Commission headed by U.S. 
Industrialist Clarence Randall. 

The Randall Commission recommended that Congress enpower the Presi-
dent to cut tariffs by 15 per cent during the next three years; to 
simplify U.S. customs red tape and to expand the U.S. Reciprocal Trade 
Agreements Act which expires June 1. 

Mr. Howe said that the Administration's proposals to Congress and 
the food surplus problem was discussed at the meeting of the Canada-
U.S. Joint Economic and Trnde Committee which held its first formal 



conference -today. He said the next conference likely will be held in 
Ottawa in six months. 

In connectidn with food surpluses he said the U.S. won't make any 
future moves '"without consultinrus". 

Mr. Abbott, who was also at the press conference, said that the two 
countries are making sure "that neither country will be hurt" in con-
nection with programmes to dispose of surpluses in Canada and the United 
-States. He said.that Canada and -the U.S.-have decided "that our inter- 

U.S.—Chairman 'Hopês ,  To Visit Canada: ,  "Washington, March 16 (CP) -- The Chairman 
of the United States Senate Banking and Currency Cammittee said today he 
hopes to visit Canada soon to help eliminate "roadblocks" besetting Can-
adian-American trade. 

Sen. Hamer Capehart, Indiana Republican and business man, said in an 
interview that the 15-man ComMittee would like to "see our friénds in 
Canada and find out what's wrong". 

"We would like to visit beads of the Canadian Government and business 
men and sit down and talk over the problans to find out what we can do." 

Reassuring, Comments Mr. Pearson:  Washington, March 16 (CP) -- State Secretary 
Dulles said today Presidênt Eisenhower is free to order instant retaliation 
against any attack on the United States or its North Atlantic and Latin 
American allies without waiting for Congressional approval. 

The Secretary added, however, that "in most cases" the U.S. Govern- 
ment would consult with its allies before launching retaliatory action. 

Mr. Pearson, who strongly urged consultation among the Western  Allies 
as a prelude to action in an address to the National Press Club here 
Monday,'expressed satisfaction follaffing the Secretary's statement at a 
press conference. 

"It is very r eassuring to have this confirmation by Mr. Dulles of 
our feeling that the United States will  be anxious to consult with her 
friends in emergencies.of this kind," Mr. Pearson told the Canadian Press. 

Assistance To Gold Mines:  Ottawa, March 16 (CP) -- The Government hopes 
Canadian gold mines will not need financial help after this year. 

Mr. Prudham made the statement in the House of Gommons today in 
introducing legislation to continue operations of the Emergency Gold 
Mining Assistance Act through 1954. The act provides assistance to 
gold mines under a complicated formula to offset high production costs. 

The bill was supported by srokesmen for the Progressive Conserva-* 
tives, CCF and Social Credit Parties. 

Mr. Prudham said the Government proposed to continue financial aid 
to preserve Canadian communities dependent on gold production. 

"It is  the  Government's hope that this extension will enable the 
gold mines to continue their operations so that eventuallythey may be 
able to carry on without this energency assistance," he said. 

Across Canada: Mayor Allan Lamport of Toronto said yesterday he will refuse 
to extend a civic welcome to Sen. Joseph McCarthy if the U.S. Senator' 
comes to Toronto to make a speech April 20. • 	.  • Sen. John T. Haig • 

yesterday opposed the Government's new housing legislation permitting 
chartered banks to make loans on real estate. . 	• Progressive Con- 
servative Leader Drew told Quebecers his party favours allowing Quebec 
taxpayers to deduct a provincial income tax for purposes of federal tax 
returns. • • • Mr. George Hees, 43-year-old Toronto manufacturer, 

	

.yesterday became President of the Progressive Conservative Association 	) 
of Canada and pledged himself "to revitalize our organization from 
coast to coast." 
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Canada-U.S. Joint Economic And Trade Committee:  Washington, March 17 (CP) -- 
In a major move to resolve economic differences, Canada and the United 
States have agreed not to dump surplus foods into each other's markets. 

They agreed also to clear the way for making sterling and dollar 
currencies • convertible by pursuing "enlightened" econanic policies and 
pledged continuing support of such world financial and economic agencies 
as the International Monetary Fund and the'General Agreement on Tariffs 
and Trade. 

- 	They)made clear, however, in a joint communique issued today that 
for countries such as Britain which have unconvertible currencies thé 
decision as to when and under what circumstances their currency will be 
unblocked will be a matter solely for the country concerned. 

The communique,was rele ,, sed today following the conclusion Tuesday - 
of the first meeting of the Canada-M. Joint Economic and Trade Committee. 
The second meeting will take place in Ottawa, perhaps late'this year or 
early in 1955. _ 

The big issue at Tuesday's meeting was food surplus. 
"The Ministers of "both countries recognized that if surplUses were 

to be disposed of withort regard to the impact on normal trade, great' 
damage might be done, not only to the commerce of Canada 'and the U.S., 
but also to the world economY $  " the communique said. 

"The Ministers reaffirmed that it is the continuing tolicy of their 
respective Governments in disposing of agricultural surpluses abroad to 
consult with interested countries and not•to interfere with normal com-
mercial marketing. 

They  stated that it is their settled intention  •that any extra-' 
ordinary measures that might be adopted to reduce surpluses . should result 
in greater consumption and should nugnent, and not displace, normal 
quantities of agricultural products entering into world trade." 	 - 

Mr. Robert Schaetzel, U.S. committee secretary, said consultation 
between Canada and the U.S. will be through "diplomatic channels". It 
will include American exchange of views with Canada before President 

w Eisenhoer launches his proposed 'three-year $1,000,000,000 food-
disposal programme. Details of this programme have not yet been worked 
out. 

He told a press conference the two countries exchanged "general re-
assurances that the surpluses will not be handled in such a way that 
they will injure the interests of the two countries". 

The Ministers observed that more trade flows between Canada and the 
U.S. than between any other two countries and agreed it is desirable to 
avoid any action which would interfere , with this business "from which 
the tro countries derive such great benefits". 

But the Ministers also agreed there must be a drive for freer trade 
"on a broad front

it 
 . Gold and dollar reserves of overseas countries were 

climbing and some import restrictions had been 'removed but the free world's 
trade system bad to be made "more flexible" to contribute dynamically 
to a rise in living standards. 

Aiding in this looked-for-advance was the work of the U.S. Foreign 
Economic Policy Commission headed by industrialist Clarence Randall 
which had proposed U.S. tariff cuts; the work of the Commonwealth  Econom-
ic Conference and discussions within the organization for European 
economic co-operation, the communique said. 

(over) 	̂ 
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The four Canadian Ministers involved in the discussions, Mr. Hoee, 
Mr. Gardiner, Mr. Pearson and Mr. Abbott, had breakfast on Capitol Hill 
today with eight U.S. Congressmen, including Sen. Alexander Wiley (Rep. 
Wis), Chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Canrettee, end Rep. C.R. 
Hope (Rep. Kans.) Chairmnn of the House Agriculture Committee. 

U.S. officials said the group discussed economic problems between 
the two countries. 

The Canadian Ministers left 137 government plane for Ottawa  later in 
the day. 

Mr. St. Laurent Acclaimed On Return Hames  Ottawa, March 17 (CP) -'- Mr. St. 
Laurent arrived home safely tonight from his world tour. His aircraft 

› 

	

	toucbed down at Rockcliffe Airport at 9.25 p.n. EST  fter a. non-stop . 
flight from San Francisco. 

. 	The big plane, silvery in the bright moonlight, =lie out of the  
west and circled the ficlrl before lAndinq It the end of its nine-hovr, 

. 21-minute non-ston f1i7;ht. 
As the Aircraft tnxierl toward the terminal, the lnrge crowd that 

started to gather an hour before the Prime Minister was - due began to 
cheer and an RCAF  bd  struck up 0 Canada. . . 

Standinr, before television cameras and radio microrhones for A brief 
interview, Mr. St. Laiirent said he was happier than ever to.be a . Canadian. 

"We have not much to envy about the other nations," he said, speaking 
in French. 

The Prime  Minister said he hns "more confidence that the càld war is 
not going to be converted into a hot war". 

"I mn delighted with the wav everything went," he said. He paid 
tribute to the "magnificent crew" which flew his RCAF C-5. ' 

- 	Be said there will be no Important chandeà in Canadian foreign 
policy as a result of his trip. "I think we've got a pretty goodpolicy 
now." 

Housing Le islation: Ottawa, March 17 (CP) -- Proposed regulations under the 
Government s new housing legislation will meet part of the 'chartered 
banks' objections to acting ns mortgage lenders, a Senate committee 
mas told today. 

Mr. D.B. Mansur, President of Central Mortgage and Housing Corpora- 
tion, said the chartered banks will be  able  to carry a mortgage which 
falls into arrears and later collect 98 per cent ofathe amount loaned 
plus a maximum of 18 months interest awing. 	 . 

Conservntive •Formula On Income Taxes: Ottawa, March 17 (Gazette) -- A policy 
resolutton based on a new formula to resolve federal-provincial taxation 
problems:was pnssed todnv at the nnnunl meeting of the Prodressive Con-
servative Associntion. 

Under the Conservative formula, all income taxes levied by a 
province which chose to remain outside the federal-provincial tax rental 
field would be fully deductible from federal income tax - as long as 
total deductions in the province did not exceed the amount which the 
province would have collectei by signini; a tax rental agreement.with the 
federal Government. 

Result of the plan - were it to be adopted bv the Liberal Govern- 
ment now in office - would be that Quebec's new provincial income tax 
(based on 15 percent of  federal income tax collections in the province) 
would be deductible in its entirety. And there would still be leeway 
for further provincial tax increases without imposing a heavier tax 
loan on the Quebec public. 

Across Canada: Mr. Donald Flemin;. (PC - Toronto Eglinton) said yesterday the 
Government should not make it convenient for the U.S. Congress to 
violate trade agreements. Cnnada should not'impos_e limitations on its 
export trade to accommôdate Congress, Mr. Fleming said in the House of 
Commons during debate on a bill extending Goverrunent export and import 
trade controls for another three years. . . . Parliament's Restrictive 
Trade Practices Commission announced yesterday it plans to h'old public 
henrings on the use of "loss lenders" in retail trade. . 	'. Mr. 
Prudhnm sayd that Canndian gold mines are not making excessive profits 
or using federal Assistance to mine lor grades of ore. 
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Mr. St.  •Laurent Reports On World Tour:  Ottawa, March 18 (CP) -- Mr. St. 
.Laurent today presented the House of Commons with an 11-country travel- 
- ogue. He received a standing ovation from all parties in the House as 

he figuratively retrnced his flight around the world. Except in one 
-instance, he did not divulge the nature or content.of or impressions 
from his talks.with world leaders. 	 ' 

The exception was Korea. Mr. St. Laurent said he had dinner with 
- President Syngman Rhee of South Korea, "who is not too firmly convinced 

- that the (U.S.) State Department is always right; but—I'did not get the 
impression that he was going to do very much'about it". 

large, the Prime Minister confined his hour-long speech to 
generalities.. In the first 20 minutes, he mas interruptedlrtimes by 

- long applause. He referred several times to the high morale of Canadian 
servicemen in Europe and Korea. Each man was convinced . "thàt he is a 
Canadian doing a Canadian job for himself and for his felloW , Canadians 
0. . the joint effort to prove aggression to be unprofitable". 

Salient quotations from the Prime Ministees speech: 	.-'- 
In l'est Germany: "The leaders in these days in Germany are looking 

to a future where gains mill not be dependent upon war bilt'Wherel:they 
,mill be the result of good international relations between thdt country 
and all its neighbours." 

' In Italy: "I met the new Prime Minister, 11r0 Scelba e  and several 
of , his colleagues who are quite  fi  rm in their resistance to Communistic 
influence in their country and quite confident that that resistance is 
and will continue to be successful." 

In India: "The Prime Minister, Pandit Nehru, devoted a lob-oe 
-.time to me, for which I am very grateful. Our COnve-rStitti -dni— o-f were 
course, very frank and very intimate 0 	. He was at'great -pains to 
•explain his views to me of the historical development of the political 
regime and econories and the cultural developments of the- East, and the 
results of the ferments that arena« taking place among those hundreds 
Of millions of people." 	' 

In,Indonesia: . "I was quite surprised at the fact that there was 
quite a •lot of accurate information about the developmetnt that is going 
on here, and which they found so astounding and so encouraging. 

"I got the impression that these people welcomed-the development 
of this Canadian nation as an element that was going tO.be of benefit 
to the whole world in its intercourse in the family of nations." 

In Korea: "  o o . On neither side are there any evidences of 
preparations for offensive action being made, but 0 '0, 	on both sides 
they are very strongly entrenching their existing lines." 

In Japan: "I got the impression that they (Perier :Yoshida and 
members of. his Cabinet) do not want or expect to see their country 

' at war again." 
Conclusion: "I invite you not to complacency but to a 'feeling 

that what is being done at the present time is of sufficient value 
to make_ i 

(over) 
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Federal Budget April 6:  Finance Minister Abbott announced today to the Halls° 

' 	of Idommons that he will bring down his annual budget at 8 p.m. EST,: , 
Tuesday,'Aprik6. 

The budget is expected ta mnke  provision for raising  record peàce- 
' time revenues in the figcal year starting April 1, and for that reason 

will make no substantial cut in the general level of taxation. However, 
reshuffles in the tax burden frmn one field to another are possible, 
thougl any changes are being kept secret. 

The budget will be the Minister's ninth and probably his last. He e 
has said repeatedly in recent years he wunts to leave the onerous Finance 
Ministry. 

Mr. Abbott has stayed on up to naw mainly to pilot through Parlia-
ment the decennial revision of Canada's banking legislation. when that 
if completed, he is expected either to  nove  to an easier portfolio, 
assume a judgeship or go back to his law practice in Montreal. There 
have been reports that he is headed for the Supreme bourt of Canada. 

His new budget will lay down the ways in which the Government will 
raise money to finance a spending programme of more than $4,500,000,000. 
This compares with the previous peacetime high estimate in last year's 
budget of  44,462,000,000. 

The all-time peak of federal spending came in the war year of 1943- 

44 when the Government spent $5,322,000,000. . . . 

Mr. Drew On Senator McCarthy Visit:  Ottawa, March 18 (CP) -- Mr. Drew said 
today the proposed address of U.S. Senator Joseph McCarthy in Toronto 
April 20 will be "unfortunate". 

He asked in the House of Cannons if the Government will consider 
indicating to the U.S. Government "how unfortunate it would be if a man 
with an offibial appointment in the U.S. Congress comes to Canada to 
discuss U.S.' political affairs, as it is proposed Senator McCarthy will 
do". 

Mr. St. Laurent replied he will bring the question to the atten-
tion of Mr. Pearsope fland have the matter looked into". 

C.N.R. Profit 4244,000:  Ottawa, March 18 (CP) -- The C.N.R. has come up with 
its second annual surplus since Parliament streamlined its financial 
structure in 1951. The publicly-owned system - largest on the contin-
ent - made a mnall profit of about $244,000 in 1953, Mr. Chevrier said 
today in the House ofCommons. And he said he views its financial out-
look for 1954 as "optimistic". 

Pure Gold Holdings Over $1,000,000,000:  Ottawa, March 18 (CP) -- The Govern-
ment's holdings of pure gold have topped the $1,000,000,000 mark for the 
first time. 

The Bank of Canada monthly financial summary, issued today, shows 
that holdings of pure gold rose to $1,007,800,000 Feb. 28, the highest 
in history. 

The official reserves of both U.S. dollars and gold totalled $1,- 
853,500,000, up $19,400,000 from $1,834,100,000 on Jan. 31, and just 
$13,300,000 below the all-time high of $1,866,800,000 on Jan. 31, 1953. 

Across Canada: Canada's largest labour body feels that a national lotery 
conducted by the federal Government or ità agency would meet the wishes 
of the majority of Canadians. Mr. Leslie Mismer, Research Director of 
the Trades and Labour Congress of Canada, said before a committee yester- 
day there is so much risk-taking now in illegal lotteries and raffles 
that it would  sen  proper to recognize that fact and make lotteries 
legal. 	. The Bank of Canada will not struggle against any move to 
expand bank credit under current conditions, Mr. Graham Tawers said 
yesterday. The Governor of the Central Banking Abency sàid inflationary 

. forces have been checked and interest rates have been declining. . 
Trade between Canada and the U.S. will became increasingly competitive 
and less cmnplementary during the coming years, Mr. C.G. Parker, Chair- 
man of the Wisconsin paper firm of Kimberly-Clark Corporation 'and a 
member of the U.S. Commission on Foreign Econamic Policy, told an 
Empire Club luncheon in Toronto yesterday. 

-30- 
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Upending Debate On External Affairs:  Ottawa, Mardi 21 (Globe ec Mail),-- 
Minister Sts Laurent, who reported  tg  the House of Commons  on  Thursday mostly 
on the tourist aspects of Ms aroundthe.wworld trip,  likely will supplement. 
that-this week with observations and explanations from the political view-; 

The opportunity for a debate on external affairs will be created on 
Thursàay when the customary motion will be moved to refer theestimatee.OfIM 
the department to the Standing Canmittee on External Affairé,' ' 	' f,- 

,In his speech last Thursday, the Prime Minister indicated there - were - a 
few topics on which he would have more tg say later, One was thesitiiation 
in Korea.., 

He has already said that both sides have built strong defensiVelines; 
either.of which would be costly to crack; that intelligence finds - nb:evidence 
of the enemy preparing to resume the fight; and that South Korean President 
Syngman Rhee, while not happy about all decisions which have befin 
specting his country, left no impression of contemplating a solitary adven-
tures'. 

The debate affords a logical occasion for the Prime Minister to make a' 
statement on -the question of recognizing Red China. • . 

Supeementary,Estimates $98,000,000:  Ottawa, March 19 - (CP) -- Federal spending 
in the fiscal year ending March 31 will be almost $5,000,000000. 

The- Government today sought parliamentary authority for the expenditûre. 
of $98,214,350 in eiddition to estimates of $4,433,466,000 already approved,' : 
Today's supp1ement4ry estimates, tabled by Finance Minister Abbott, will be 

. the last of the fiacal year. 	- - 
They bring to $4,531,680,000 the amount of Government spending in 1953- 

54 for which parliamentary authority is needed byway of estimates. Besides, 
the Government will have disbursed around $300,000,000 in old age security 

- payments, which are covered by a special'tax. 	 . 
The.44,531,680,000 figure in itself is a peacetime high.- It compares' 

with the a11-time peak of $5,332,000,000 in the 1943-44 war years 	- 

husin Le islation Now  In Effect: Ottawa, March 19 (CP) 	The Gavernment today 
boosted the ioa'ii ceiling under its new housing legislation to t12,800 from  • 1  

$10 9000  for s. single house, but raised the MAXIMUM interest rate to 5ir per • 
cent fram 

The new legislation, whiCh makes loans more expensive but extends  the  
tinte  to pay and cuts dawn payments on new hames, goes into operationlIonday 
about three months after it first began rolling through the Parliamentary 
mill. 	- 

ecided On Russian Artists' Visit:  Ottawa, March 19 (CP) -- The Government 
hasn't decided yet whether to allow a group of Russian  artiste  into Canada. 

Immigration Minister Harris informed Mrs John Decore (L-Vegreville) 
today in the Canmons that Russia has applied for temporary visas for the 
musicians, singers and ballet dancers° 

As is the custom, the Government has sought further information about 
the artists. This information hasn't been received yet and until it is the 
Government cannot make any decisions 

(over) 
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Streetegic Goods Diversion:  Ottawa, March 19 (Gazette) -- Mr. Howe charged in - the 
House of Commons today that an unnamed Canadian Importer had-aimanged for a 
shipment of strategic goods to be "diverted to Russia." 

He made the statement while asking the Commons to.approve a change in 
the Export and Import Permits Act making it possible to prosecuteCanadians 
involved in such transactions,  The  strategic commodity in the diverted ship- 

- mentwas ball bearings, -Mr. Hawe said. 	• • 

Unfreezing Flow Of Sterling:  Ottawa, (CP) --Mr. Abbott said he welcomes Britain's 
meve towiden the free use of sterling in the non-dollar area. 

He mus commenting on one of two British Treasury announcements unfreez- 
- • 

	

	ing the flow  of sterling between sterling and other non-dollar areas with the 
exception of Iran, Turkey and Hungary. ' 

, 	-"I welcome this move as further evidence that exchange restrictions are 
being relaxed," he said. 	 . 	 • 	 , - 

Mr, Abbott, however, declined to comment on Britain's other move to re- - 
-establish a market for free gold in London. 	 4 

Mr. Abbott'a-Last Budget:  Ottawa, March 19 (CP) --Mr. Abbott said last night-his 
April_6 budget will be his last - positively, 	 , 

!'-Itheught  the  1953 one was going.to  be the last, but this one is 
he eeictin an interview. 	 . 

Mr. Abbott stayed on as Finance Minister for an extra year mainly to'aup-
ervise.the decennial revisit:in of the Bank Act, now before Parliament. 	' 

He - did not disclose his future plans, but he has been variou-lyreported - 
as ready-  to . move to a les d burdensome cabinet job, to a judgeship  or back- to- . 
his private law practice in Montreal. 

. 	 "... 

C.P.R. Refused Leave To Appeal:  Ottawa, March 19  (CD) dem A Supreme Court of Canada 
' judge-todayrejected a Canadian Pacific Railway-move to appeal a BOard of'' - 

Transport Commissioners decision against a -,new freight rate systel that ,would 
result in higher rates. 

Mr. Justice Robert Taschereau refused the company leave - to-appeal to - the . 
full 'court, thnawing out a CPR claim that the board had failed - to - carry  out  
its ,duties  in  the  rate case. He ruled the board exercised its diecretien prop-
erly,in.Feb. 15 judgment. 	 ! 	 -; 

, 	 ' 	 . 

lHockey: : (Saturday) Montreal 6, Detroit 1, New York 5, Toronto -2, -. (Sunday) Men-tree 
-.r  Detroit 6, Toronto- 1,  - ,>Boston 9, Chicago 54 . , York•- - 

. 	 , 	
- 	

.„ 	 . 

 • 

eeress Canada:Fourfederal by-election's •Monday in centralieeVinées_providedithe: 
. 	first political test of strength since -the general élection-lastAug.  10. The 

constituenciee.are-Yerdun and Gatineau in Quebec and'Peel and Elginin Ontario 
• .--. The Government is considering whether4t shouId review the permanent: 

• • :residence permit it has granted to Harold C. Banks, Canadian Director of the 
-Seafarers'_-International Union (TLC - AFL), the Immigration Department said: 
Friday  in u parliamentary return tabled in the Commons:Tor Mi184 Eilen FairCiaugh' 

The ,Canadian Government will not try to prevent Sen, McCarthy froM Mak-
ing a scheduled speech in Toronto April 20. Mr. , St. Laurent said ,in the Commons 
it would be "inappropriate" to make representations to'the U.S. government> With 
a view of keeping the Senator from speaking in Canada. 0 . e Premier ,Duplessis 
declared Friday that Quebec's new income tax will be fully deducted from federal 
income tax as far as provincial enployees are concerned. This wouid avoid- any 
increase in tax deductions at the source for the employees. 
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Emergency_Powers'Act: Ottawa', March 22; (CP) 	me. St. Laurent : today said the- 
Government hopes tO 4, Without the Emergency Powers Act. 'after  May  31 but,has 
made no:forMal deciSiOn because of possible shifts in inteïrtiOnal affairs. _ 

' 	sard an . Opposition  -motion;  describing as. "repugnant . to  responsible 
goyernizient::the poWers given the ,GOvernment ,under the Act, ,  is 'Imerelian 
attempt -  to:decide, Goverhment business before the .Government 'Wants,. it . décided. 

- 
 

Opposition  Leader Drew' won support for the motion from the bCF  and  , 	_ 
Social Credit parties. He charged .  that the Government had abUSed:its powers 

, Under ,thé Act and  that  Parliament sham 1 d make it c4iietr' that the*Government 
tilizeit not ask that .the Act-be kept, in force beyond May 31,:present, ;eipirat9ry-, 

-- ;date'. I 
Mr. St. Laurent saId Parliament will have an opportunity to take a stand 

on, the question if thé Government seeks another extension in the 1;1.11, first 
-Paeae&ilf 1951 to : meet the emergency of the Korean war. It .W9e :  extendedlast 

He  Said there has been no Occasion in the last year to 
p$* .erà ..oVer . :the economy and Other individuals. Thef:Government7willbe lhappy 
if It doei not  use  them. Events may develop ,that Wouldmake.thepiowersuni. 
necessary. 

_ 

Laurent said . the. question of extens 	'doesn't- nee •to. be decided*  
'until:éhOrtlibefOré the end of May.-  

, Why, he_askedp .  should eu, decision be made noW:wi7!en eircuMstances might 
require it'tà:be changed before  May 31't  0 

year. 7. tO, this  May  31.  

itr. Pearson Sava UN  "a Mirror": Windsor, Ont., March 22 (CP) -.7  Despite the fact 
that it has not fulfilled the high hopes of its founding, the United  Nations  
remains the indisPensible agent for settling the problems of ,the Imrld • . 
Pearson said in in address 'today. 

Failure  of the organization to live up to the.high  promise  it showed at 
its founding is not ,the fault of the United Nations but rather the fault of 
its mbers,  hé  said. 

Mr. Pearson spoke at a joint luncheon of the Rotary Club of Windsor, the 
United Nations Association Windsor Branch and 14 Windsor and ItichiganAzervice . 	. 	 . 
clubs.,  

"The United  Nations  ,is not a 'super-state', much less, a 'super-court,'" 
he said. "It is ,a mirror, and if the picture it reflects ,is not a particularlj-
happy One, the fault does not ,lie with the mirror."  

Parties Split Bynnetion'Ylétories:  Ottawa, March 22 (CP) -- The Liberaland Pro- , 	. 
gressive Conservative parties each retained two constituencies in today's four 
federal by-elections in Ontario and Quebec. 	 , 

' Verdun and Gatineau in Quebec z'eturned Liberal members to ,Parliament, as 
they did in last' year's election, Peel and Elgin ridings in Ontario again , 
elected, Progressive Conservatives. 	 e 

The results: 
Gatineau was won by Dr. Rodolphe Leduc Liberal, in a fomr.way contest 

against Progressive Conservative, CCF and Independent candidates. Dr. Leduc, 
a dentist, was member of Parliament from 1936-45. 

(over) 
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In Elgin, Mr. James McBain, Progressive Conservative, won 'a straight -

fightAagainst Rev, Harry Rodney, Liberal.. Mr. McBain„ 42, is e farmer and 
former Elgin County warden. His 39-year-o1d opponent, a Presbyterian min- 
ister in St. Thomas, Ont., conceded at 7.25 p0m0 

Peel was won by Progressive Conservative John Pallett, 33-year-old 
lawyer, running against Liberal A0J0C0 O'Marra and'CCF Lloyd Gane. 

Verdun went to Liberal Yves  Leduc, ' a  lawyer, in e-seven.mt4 contest° 
. The by-elections, first tests qf political strength since -1.1e general 

election Aug. 10, returned party standings,in'the , 265-seat Commene to their 
position following that election: Liberals, 173; Progressive Conservatives, 
51; CCW, 23; Social Credit, 15; Independents,  30  0 0 0 

*Operation Alert":  Ottawa, March 23,(Dept. of Health and Welfare).- Eight Canadian. 
-cities and 42 United States targets will be . flattaakedn  by nEnemy"aiecraft- -: 

' Junes 14 and 15 in an e±ercise designed to test the civil 7defenCeprépareitions 
- of North America. - -The exercise, labelled nOpératio#Alertnes annonnced 
- simultaneously by 'Canadian - and United State s . civil defentite:aisthari#es• • 

. 	'During the "attack».  aircraft' carreng atomic, - iligh': :expiceive.e .04,in+ 
cendiary bombs will try the civil defence OrganiZations«of VancOuver ip EdMonton $  
Winnipeg, Toronto," Windsor, Fort Erie, Mimtreal and Halifax, 	 ,,,, • 

To cope with-the heaVy 'damage* anecaSualties n  expeCted in'themoCk' 
attack, a Canadian federal emergency operations control centre:will beaCti-
vated near Ottawa and provincial and municipal civil defence organilatiCnà - in 
the target areas will swing into action. Incidents  of sabotage, biological 
and chemical 'Warfare May also,be encountered dUring  the trial.  

Fiederal Civil Defence officials stated that the purpose,Of;the inter- 
national  test- is to - pramote increased efficiency of existingeiVirdefene 
organization, to test communications facilities, to prévide trainink.for -
pereonnel and -to develop'interest in civirdefence, It  Is hOped'that . the 

- exercise will reveal Where deficiencies exist in the civil_defencepattérn 
and show where iMprovements may be made, 0 0 • 

-Quebeces:-Income Taxt'Ottawa,.'March'22 (CP) 	:The-Federal-Government-wIllnot yield 
" 

	

	to Premier Duplessis' demeinds that QuebeC's new-income'tax be-déducted -'fully 
from Federal'incame tax pay:Merits, well-informed officiaIS-saidday,  Nor  

---wiIi -the -Federal Government agree to undertake collection of the new pravin-
cial tax, they added. 

They said-QuebecresidentS, - subject to federal and provincial  income  
- texe111 have to Meke payments on both," - . They then may'ci4im a five:per 
-cent'rebatéAillowed under Ottawa's tax laws at the end of the - tax:year.«,.. , , 	. 	, 

In the meantime the Quebec division of the : Canadian'Manufactiirere« 
'ASsociation -has revealed that it has aeked«Prenier  Duplessis .to Make a, formal 
reqUest to the Federal GoVernMent for an  -agreement that 'would -  avOid  the  .nivil 
of double taxation in the Province of QuebeC•n  e e 0 0 

Across Canada:  The Federal Government will assume exclusive jurisdiction over "New-
foundland fisheries March 31 $  it was announced yesterday. The annouriCement by  

, 	Fisheries Minister Sinclair follawed two days , Of discussion'here between Fed- 
' eral and Newfoundland Government representatives, . 0 0 Two labour groups yesterdi 

opposed the influence of international unions on  the' labour movement in Canada. 
This view was presented to federal Ministers in briefs from the Amalgamated , 
Unions Of Canada and the Canadian Association of Railwaymen, both all.Canadian 
bodies. 	0" • The CNR, with all-time record revenues in 1953 ended the year with 
a tiny surplus. Falling traffic and increasing costs left,the publicly-bwned 
system-Canada's biggest Corporate business--with a surplus ofj244,017 on ,a 
gross of $696,622,4510 President Donald Gordon termed the profit ndiéappoints. 
ingly smalln  in the CUR's annual report tabled yesterday in thé Commons0 
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February Exports Higher:  Ottawa, March 23 (CP) -- Canada's exports, which dropped 
sharply in January, recovered in FebruaryiL - But as inftherpreviouà menth, 
Canada Continued to import More than she exported. Exports edged:ahead frac- 

' 	tionally to $2790 800,000 in February from $279,600,000 a year ago, pushing 
the JanUary-February:total to1545,200,000, the Bureau of'Statistics reported 
today. 

This, hoWever, was dawn by about $55,000,000 -from $600,900,090 in the 
- similar 1953 period. The drop was caused by the January decIine•» 

Imports decreased during -February•for -the second -consecutive menth, with 
Canada 's  Purchase- slipping to $300,300,000-from $310,100,000 in February last 
year. January-February imports tatalled $582,200,000, dawn from ,$637,800,000 
in the similar 1953 period. 

With Canada Importing more than she'exported, the countrylhad a deficit 
Of$20,500,000 during that =nth, dawn from $30,500,000 last year. The two-

• 	month deficit of $37,000,000 was virtually unchanged from the $36d900,000 
-deficite-year ago. 

Fetruary4sexports -to-the United Statescantinued ---to - show some weakness, 
---sIipping -to --$174900-4000 -from4176 -Ï800 -,000 .in February, 1953. Shipments to 
Britain increased to $44,900,000 from $36,400,000,  but  exports to  al].  other , 

-Commonwealth countries were - cut -by half to $11Ï900,000 fràm 422,400,000. 
Sales to all other countries rose to $51,100,000 from $44,000,004. 

Imports  front the U.S. declined to $224,000,000 from $241,000.000. .  o • _ 

Emerency Powers Act:. Ottawa, March 23 (CP) -- The House of Commons has•defeated an 
Opposition motion  describing powers contained in the Government's Emergency 
Pawers Act as "repugnant" - to - responsible government. The -vote - was -  134 to 68. 

The motion wes presented to the House yesterday by Mr. Dreg. who Said the 
— government had abused its pawers under the legislation. He said Parliament 

should not be asked to extend the act beyond May 31. 	 ' 
Mr. Clarie Gillis (CCF - Cape Breton South) split with  Ms  party and 

--voted-with -the Liberals -against the -motion-which-he-described as a "propaganda" 
move by the Opposition. Other CCF members, the Social Credit group_and three . 
Quebec Independents voted with the Opposition. 

The Liberals took the view that the motion casts a reflection on an act 
paisedlorthe:latit7Parliament;7They said the Opposition'should'have intro-
i:luced a bill td repeal the Emergency Powers 'Act. 

Mr. Gerson said the Opposition "is asking that this Parliament in 1954, 
meve a vote of went-of-confidence in itself for what it did in 1953." 

The legislation was passed-in 1951 to meet the emergency arising out of 
the war in Korea and the increascid Communist threat to  Western  security, It 
was renewed last year to May 31, 1954. 0 0 • 

uebec 	Income Tax: Ottawa, 'March 23 (CP) -- Three Independents and two Progressive 
Conservative members from Quebec tonight asked the Federal Government to - 
allow full deduction of Quebec's new incame tax for purposes of Federal in-
come tax payments. There was no reply from the Government. 
- Mr..Paul -Gagnon, Independent - member for Chicoutimi, initiated the debate 

with -a proposal -to -allow -the ThI1dednotion. - He was sUpported byMr. Philippe 
Picard (Ind-Beauce), Mr. Fernand Girard (Ind-Lapointe), Mr. Leon Balcer (PC-
Trois-Rivierel, and Mr..Robert-Perron (PC-Dorchester). All spOke in French. 

They used the argudentrthatthe 'provincial income tax will bring into 
Quebec coffers about $23 0 000,000, an amount far below the subsidy offered by 
the Federal Government for rental of direct taxation. 

(over) 
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Mr.'Balcer said the Federal Government offered Quebec an annual subsidy 
-of 4123 0000.0600 if that province would sign a. taxation egreeMent0 

Wheatcrop  Marketing  Difficult: Ottawa, March 23 (CP) oe- IgrO Howe said today . 

Canada's grain officia s are being "run ragged" trying to market last yeargs 
wheat crop0 He said the present crop year is "as difficult a year for the 
Wheat Board and Grain Canmissioners as any we have ever had0" 

Mr. Hawe was replying in the House to a request by Mr0 Hazen Argue thatl» 
the Canada Grain Act be given a thorough study by the Commons Agriculture 
Conmittee, 

The Minister in charge of grain marketing said he -would nqt object to 
calling the Wheat Board and the Board of Grain Commissioners before the 
Cqmmittee for one or two weeks. But he was not prepared this year to make 
unusual demands on the time of either Board while they were being "run rag-
ged" in trying to market last year's bumper grain crop0 0 0'0 	 . 	• 

Would Limit Creation Of Money In Canada: Ottawa, March 23 (CP) -- The Oppos itions, 
financial critic urged Parliament; today to place a lid on the • amount of 	' 
money that can be created in Canada.. 

. 	Mr.‘James Macdonnell told.  the  Banking Committee that currently there is 
no limit on the amo nt of money which can be created by the»Government0 There 
was the "terrible danger," he said, of some "irresponsible" government get-
ting into power and increasing the money supply indiscriminately as an 
election incentive. 0 0 0 

Stanley Cup Playoffs:  Canadiens'2, ilaoston 0; Detroit 6, Toronto O. 	. 

Across'Canada:  Mr. Coldwell said last night in a political broadcast.that Canada 
should help arrange a cease-fire in Indo-China, recognize the Chinese Communist 
Government and.tike part in an "internationalwar on poverty0"0 °Whipping 
is an unpleasagt but neceeqary form of punishment, a veteran penitentiary 

- 	official said today. Warden R. M. Allan of Kingston Penitentiary said cor- 
-poral punishment is "very definitely" a deterrent - to crime - among prisoners in 

the 1644 age group. 0 0 0 Appointment of a three-Iman fact finding canmittee 
,to study the province 's  ailing gold industry was announced yesterday by 
Ontario's Premier Frost. 
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Aid For India: (Press Release No. 16, March 25) -- The Department of External 
Affairs announced on March 25 that at the request of the,Indian Government 
Canada has agreed to allocate $5 Million of the funds which have been 
appropriated for Colombo Plan purposes to the purchase of copper and 
aluminum for use in India's economic development programme. It is ex-
pected that $3.5 million of this amount will be spent for the procurement 
of aluminum rods and bars while the balance of $1..5 million will be used 
to supply electrolyticcopper. 

The : provision of these industrial raw materials under the Colombo 
Plan will assist Indian development in two ways. Firstly, the copper and 
aluminum will be used for the production of transmission lines and other 
electrical equipment required for hydro-electric installations under con- 
struction in India. Secondly, • these materials will be sold to Indian" 
manufacturers, and will thus provide the Indian Government with rupee 
revenue for its Five-Year Development Plan. 

Quebec Income  Tac Debate: Ottawa, March 24 (CP) -- The Government will an-
nounce its stand ofi Quebec Province's new income tax in Mr. Abbott's 
'budget statement April 6. 	 , 

Prime Minister St. Laurent informed the House of Commons today it can 
eaTect to learn the Government's position then pn the question of whether 
deduction of the provincial tax will be allawed from Federal income tax 
payments. He was replying to a question by Mr. Leon Balcer (PC - Three 
Rivers). 

Mr. Balcer was one of five Opposition members from Quebec who urged 
in a House debate yesterday that the full amount of the new Quebec income 
ta*  be deductible from federal income tax payments. , 

The CFiébec tax will amount to about 15 per cent of federal income tax 
collections in the province. Present federal tax laws permit deductions 
of only five per cent of the federal payments. 

As debate on the question resumed today Mr. Wilfred Lacroix (L - Quebec 
Montmorency) said he supports the principle of allowing full deduction of 
Quebec's income tax. . 

Soviet Asks Shipbuilding Costs Here:  Ottawa, March 24 (CP) -- The Soviet Embassy 
has opened inquiries with a view to ascertaining the price of constructing 
various types of ships in Canada. 

A spokesman for the Capadian Shipbuilding Association said today 
that an Embassy official made a personal visit to the office and suggested 
shipyards provide the Embassy with construction costs of four types of 
vessels: fishing trawlers, fish carriers, tugs and cargo ships. 

The Association immediately passed along the request to some 20 
shipyard members across the country. Recently Soviet Ambassador Dmitri 
Chuvahin told a press conference that Russia is interested in promoting 

trade with Canada and mentioned ships as an example of the type of items 
Russia would like to buy from Canada. 

Canadian Government officials doubted whether Russia would place 
orders for ships in Canada when she could buy them cheaper overseas. 

A Soviet 4mbassy official reiterated that Russia is in need of ships 

and is interested in Canadian construction. 

(over) 



Before Canadian shipyears could export vessels they would have to 
receive-the.approval. of the Trade Department which maintains a ban on , 
movement of strategic goods to Communist countries. 

A Trade Department official said that before Russia could get Canadian 
ships, consideration would have to be given as to whether such vessles can 
be converted to war uses.-  

Unemployment Rise In February:  Ottawa, March 24 (CP) --)Jnemployment con-
- tinued to rise during February, the Government reported today. 

Labour leaders simultaneously called for federal action to Provide 
jobs and to put more money into the hands of the jobless through increased 
unemployment insurance benefits. 

The Government's figures showed 558,969 persons looking for work 
through National Employment Service at Feb. 18, compared with the 434,000 
in the spring of 1950 that was the post-war highbefore unemployment set 
in this winter. 

The new total was 35,361 above that of a month earlier and was 157,245 
more than at the same time of 1953. 

Meanwhile, the Bureau of Statistics - which estimates actual un- 
employment by "sampling" 30,000 households - calculated there were 312,000 
persons out of work for the full week of Feb. 20 and looking for jobs. 

This compared with 280,000 a month earlier and with 179,000 in the 
corresponding week of 1953. 

The figures indicated a slowdown in the rate of rise of unemployment° 

50 Per Cent Increase In Old Age Pension Urged:  Ottawa, March 24 (CP) 	CCF 
and Social Credit Members of the House of Commons were criticized today 
by Health Minister Martin for proposing a 50-per-cent increase in the 
federal old age pension. 

Mr. Blackmore urged that $60 a month be paid to all at the age of 
60, instead of the present universal pensions of $40 at the age of 70. 

Mr. Knowles proposed 360 payments to all starting at 65. 
Mr. Martin replied that the suggestions "cannot be taken seriously". 

They only raised false hopes among Canadians. He said Mr. Blackmore's 
plan would add $900,000,000 to the Government's total proposed expendi-
tures of $5,000,000,000 this year. 

Across Canada:  The Deputy Minister of Reform Institutions in Ontario says the 
death penalty for murder should be retained in Canada but recommends an 
alternate method of execution be investigated. Col. Headley G. Basher 
supported capital punishment when he appeared as a witness before the 
Senate-Commons committee on capital and corporal punishment. Hanging is 
the penalty for murder in Canada, but Col. Basher did not propose any 
specific alternative. . 	. Two members of the five-man tribunal which 
recommended commutation of the life sentence of German SS Maj.-Gen Kurt 
Meyer to 14 years were Germans, the Government disclosed today. The 
information was given in a Parliamentary return tabled in the House of 
Commons for Mr. Colin Cameron (.CCF-`Nanaimo), Canadian Press reported. . 
Native Canadian art may soon appear on Canadian postage stamps. Present 
plans envisage reproductions of photographs as well as artists' drawings 
of colourful works of art produced by Canadian Indians and Eskimos. The 
stamps will be in natural colours. Post Office officials say that 
"serious consideration" is being given to the use of a wide range of 
native art in the design of stamps. 
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Mr. St. Laurent On Recognition Of Red China: Ottawa, March 25 (CP) -- Prime 
Minister St. Laurent said today it would be most unfortunate for Canada 
to tie itself down to a pledge not to recognize the Chinese Communist 
Guvernment. 

But, he added in an External Affairs debate in the House of Commons, 
Canada "should  flot" recognize the Chinese Reds at this time. The Govern-
ment was not contemplating or considering recognition but it might in the 
future •if conditions changed. 

The Prime Minister's statement was largely a reiteration of views 
expressed in the  ,Far  East near the end of his world tour , and at a press 
conference here on his return. 

He said he came before the House as a "repentent offender" for his 
"regrettable transgression" for saying in the Far East that China has the 
Government the people want. If he had used those words, he  }ad  not meant 
them for no such thought hnd entered his mind. 

He said he had meant that, despite dislike of the Chinese Communist 
Government, Canada couldn't expect to be able to deal always with govern-
ments that it would like to see in power. 

"I think it would be most unfortunate to tie ourselves down by 
declarations and comritnents that would make it impossible for us at any 
time to come to the conclusion that even the diplomatic recognition of 
China would not be helpful to peace and security in the world. 	. . 

"The policy of the Canadian Government at the present time is to 
. keep an open mind as to when if ever conditions may be such that 

it will be in the interest of peace and stability in the world to recog-
nize diplomatically whatever government happens to be in control of the 
forces of China." 

Er ,  St. Laurent said it was understood that the presence of Com-
munist China at the Geneva conference to discuss Korea and Indo-China 
did not imply recognition of the Chinese Reds. 

"But it does constitute an admission that that is the Government 
that is controlling the forces that we have been resisting. . 	." 

Mr. John Diefenbaker, Progressive Conservative External Affairs 
spokesman, contended that Mr. St. Laurent's statement would give en-
couragement to the bhinese Reds. 

It would arouse Communist hopes that China would win recognition 
despite aggression. Recognition would in turn mean entry of the Chinese 
Reds into the United Nations with Cànadian support. 

"No internationalgthug should be able to shoot its way into the 
United Nations," he said and added that Canadian recognition of Canmunist 
China would be a retrogade step. 

Canada should make it plain to 4ina at the Geneva conference that 
there will be no early recognition. 

Mr. Coldwell said the Prime Minister had marshalled all the argu-
ments in favour of recognition. The CCF falvoured recognition. Though 
it disagreed with the Communist ideology and its method of obtaining 
power, the Red Government of China was a fact. Negotiations with the 
Chinese Reds at Geneva, by inference, would be recognition. 

Mr. Pearson led off the debate before a packed diplomatic gallery. 
Mrhitri Chuvahin, Russian Ambassador to Canada, listened attentively 
throughout. 

(over) 
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Mr. Pearson did not touch on China, leaving that for the Prime 
Minister. 

He dwelt mainly on the'Luropean Defence Community, the Geneva con-
ference, President Eisenhower's proposal on peaceful uses of atomic 
energy and the United States' "new look" defence policy. 

Mr. Pearson gave France and Italy a gentle push toward ratification 
of E.D.C., which would permit 12 German divisions in a European Army. 
"Failure to act may be the most dangerous of all possible courses," he 
said.  

Canada Backs President Eisenhower's Proposal  for. A-Control: Ottawa, March 25, 
(CP) -- Mr. Pearson said today Canada fully endorses President Eisen- 
hower's "modest" proposal for international control of Atomic energy. 

The proposal, made by the United States President last autumn, calls 
for the establishment of an international body to control atomic energy. 

Huwever, Mr. Pearson said, there are many  questions about the pro- 
posal which must ba answered. For example, should this international 
commission hold an international stockpile of uranium and other fission-
able material? If so, where? 

Should the commission allaw various countries to draw on the stock-
pile in the proportion to which they contributed? Should the commission 
construct, own and operate rerIctors or limit itself to the giving of 
technical assistance to countries with atomic development programmes? 
Haw should the =mission be linked Ivith the United Nations? Finance? 
Haw should its membership be determined? 

Mr. Pearson On U.S. Defence Policy:  Ottawa, March 25 (CP) -- Mr. Pearson 
said todav the new United States defence policy makes consultation 
emong westerli allies "more important than ever before". 

He said in the House of Commons that clarifications of the policy 
statement Jan. 12 by U.S. Secretary of State Dulles have provided "a 
fairly clear and reassuring idea of what this new strategy and this new 
planning for defence is". 

"The one thing it does make clear in this interpretation 	0 . is 
that diplomacy and consultation . . 	is under this doctrine not.less im- 
portant than ever before. 

"Any decisions must surely be collective whenever that can be done, 
before action has to be taken." 

Investment In Canada Sets Record: Ottawa, March 25 (CP) -- The flow of 
capital for direct investment in foreign-controlled induStries in Canada 
rose to an all-time high of $385,000 9 000 in 1953. Most of it went to-
wards expanding oil and mining developments. 

Direct investment is that portion of foreign investment aimed at 
expansion of Canadian branches and subsidiaries of companies rooted in 
other lands. 

The Burenu of Statistics in an annual survey, estimated that by far 
the biggest portion of the 1953 total - up from e332,000,000 in 1952 - 
came from the U.S. But Britain's share was growing. 

Across  Canada: Foreign ministers of North Atlantic Treaty countries will 
meet theee days before April 26 opening of the Geneva conference on 
Far-Eastern problems, Mr. Pearson said yesterday. He said there would 
be only one item on the agenda - an exchange of views on international 
affairs. .  o 	Mr. Coldwell suggested yesterday that Canada ask the 
United States to cancel plans to explode another hydrogen bomb in the 
Pacific Ocean. Mr. Coldwell said during the debate on foreign affairs 
that there hqd been general alarm over the March 1 hydrogen bomb ex-
plosion.  o  . . Hollywood's sense • of history was raised in Parliament 
yesterday when an RCMP veteran, Maj.-Gen. Pearkes, charged that the 
film "Saskatchewan" distorts Canadian history and puts the Mounties 

• in a bad light. . 	. Stanley Cup Hockey Playoffs: Montreal 8, 
Boston 1., Toronto 3, Detroit 1. 
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Mr. Drew On China Policy:  Ottawa, March 26 (CP) -- Mr. Drew contended today 
that  Canadien  recognition of Communist China would increase the prospects 
of war. Appeasement did not bring peace, he said. Instead, it was the 
one sure way to invite a tyrant to start war. 

"0  00  By every sign of encouragement offered either to the Kremlin 
or to their assî)ciates 0 . 0 we are indeed actually increasing the pros-
pects of war." 

Mr. Drew was speaking in a House of Commons external affairs debate 
started yesterday when Prime Minister St. Laurent said the GovernMent is 
not contemplating recognition now but that it might in the future. 

"We want no compromise  with the devil," Mr. Drew said. 
"When' we talk of recognition of the Government of Communist China, 

let us remember that we are talking of recognizing a Government whose hands 
are still red with the blood of young Canadians. . 	." 

Mr. Drew, who spoke for almost two hours, said recent statements 
attributed to Mr. Pearson that Canada might consider recognition if there 
were no new nggression by China were reminiscent of statements made by 
former British Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain after Munich. 

The Chinese Communists, of course, would promise no new aggression 
because they would promise nnything to gain their ends. 

Mr. Drew said he wants to raise his voice "against any possibility 
of Canada saying at Geneva that there will be recognition only upon the 
basis of some assurance by Communist China, which has been declared an 
aggressor by the United Nations". 

He said  the  Geneva conference "can be either a second Munich or it 
can be a glorious restatement of the principles of Versailles in 1919 
and the principles written into the United Nations charter at San Fran-
cisco in 1945". 

Mr. Colin Cemeron, M.P., On Western Policy: Ottawa, March 26 (Gazette) -- 
A CCF member of Parliament, Mr. Colin Camer on (Nanaimo), rocked the 
House of Commons today by- entering a qualified defence of the conduct 
of Russia and Red China in the postwar wmorld„ by attacking  Western  
policy and by charging that the Western  demodracies had made "deliberate 
attempts" to  "sabotage" the Berlin conference beebre it ever took place. 

The British Columbia Socialist, serving his first term in Parlia-
ment came under the fire of Mr. Drew who described his attitude as 
"strange and indefensillle" and who added that the CCF member had spoken 
in.tes  not used in the Commons "since the departure of Mr. Fred Rose". 

Mr. Cameron's address, delivered as the Commons foreign policy 
deba:te entered its second day, was received in silence punctuated by 
occasional derisive interjections. . 

Appointments:  (Press Release No. 17), March 29 -- The Secretary of State for 
External Affairs on March 29 announced the appointment of Mr. C.S.A. 
Ritchie as Canadian Ambassador to the Federal Republic of Germany and 
of Mr. E.W.T. Gill as Canadian High Canmissioner to the Union of South 
Africa. 

In Bonn Mr. Ritchie,  . who  accompanied the Prime Minister on his 
around-the-world tour and who up to recently had been Deputy Under-
Secretary of State for External Affairs, will succeed Mr. T.C. Davis, 
who is returning to Canada on home leave. In Pretoria Mr. Gill will 

• 
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succeed Mr. ToVi.L. loacDermot, who wns appointed Canadian Ambassador to 
Greece in Marche Mr. Ritchie will take up his post in May and Mr, Gill 
in July. , 

Recalling V-Bonds:  Ottawa, March 26 (CP) -- The Government today announced it 
will redeem almost $2,000,000„000 worth of Victory bonds this year before 
maturity. 

The Finance Department announcement, which will involve one'of the 
biggest refunding jobs in recent history, gave notice of the redemption 
of the third and fourth Victory bonds0 

The three-per-cent third Victory foan bonds, issued Nov. 1, 1942, to 
mature NoV. 1, 1956, will be called next June'« The amount outstanding 
is $847,136 9 C50. 

Fourth Victory loan bonds,'also three per cent, issued May 1, 1943, 
• o mature May 1, 1957, will be redeemed next Oct. 10 The outstanding 
issue totals $1,111,261,650. Interest will cease on the day the bonds are 
called. 

Bondholders will be paid $101.26 for every $100 bond on the date of 
redemption, 

Re-Appraisal Of Civil Defence  Plans: Ottawa, March 26 (CP) -- Recent United 
States and Russian thermo-nuclear explosions call for a re-appraisal of 
civil defence preparedness plans, Health Minister Martin said today,' 

In a statement announcing a two-day federal-provincial civil defence 
conference opening here Monday, the Minister said the discussions will 
take on added significance in the light of recent atam blasts. 

He mentioned the major tests by the United States at Eniwetok Atoll 
in November 9 ,1952 and Bikini last March 1. Since the last federal- 
provincial conference in 1952 9  he noted,the United Kingdom authorities 
had conducted their first atomic tests and Soviet scientists exploded a 
thermo-nuclear device in August, 1953. 

"All of these factors, plus the knowledge available to Canadian 
authorltics as a result of these -incidents, will necessitate a re-
appraisal of provincial and local civil defence preparedness plans," he 
said. 

Mr. Pearson On Consequences Of 3rd  World  Whr: Ottawa, March 28 (CP) -- A 
Third World War accompanied by the e/TO-Frible devastation" of new atomic' 
and chemical weapons would destroy civilization, Mr. Pearson said today:. 

"Should we ever get into World War Three, there probably won't be 
more than a handful of people left," Mr. Pearson said at a meeting of 
the Ottawa Catholic Youth Orranization. 

He referred to the recent explosion of a hydrogen bomb in the South 
Pacific as "more devastating than all the bombs dropped on Germany and 
Italy during the last war". 

Mr. Pearson said the West's greatest problem is to make sure that 
Asia marches in the rirht direction. The development of 800,000,000 
Asians would be of great importance "long after Canmunism, allied to 
the strength of Russia,is destroyed". 

"And it will be destroyed," he added. 

Across Canada:  The big Algoma Steel Corporation plant here went gredually 
bâck into production Friday following an unauthorized walkout by 100 
men which forced 3,000 other workers off the job and virtually closed 
the plant. An  Algoma spokesman  said  however, that it will take some 
time for the plant to get back into full production following the almost 
plant-wide shutdown which lnsted two days. . •. Seven new provincial 
ridings were proposed Friday by the Ontario Legislature's select 
committee on redistribution. . 	0 	Changed will be made in the dates 
for commercial and sport fishing for Atlantic salmon in Nova Scotia 
and Quebec. Genernlly openinr dates will be later this year. . 	e 
The Army announced todav it will enrol 500 apprentice soldiers 16 
years old this summer. . 	. Immigration Minister Harris announced 
Friday that Citizenship Day will be held this year on Friday, 
May 21. . o . NHL Playoffs: (Saturday) Detroit 3, Toronto 1. (Detroit 
leads best-of-seven semi-final 2-1.) (Sùnday) Montreql 4, Boston 3. 
(Montreal leads best-of-seven semi-final 3-0). 
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External Affairs Debate:  Ottawa, March 29 (CP) -- A Progressive Conservative 
asked the Government tonight if it will consult Parliament before com-
mitting Canadian soldiers to military action in the event of an attack 
by Russia or same other aggressor in Europe. 

Mr. Davie Fulton, Kamloops, asked  Ms question in the House of Cam-
mons as a debnte on externnl affnirs which stnrted lnst Thursday mas 
resumed. He said Parliement is entitled to demand a statement from the 
Government concerning policy on consultation of Parliement before sending 
Canadinn troops into action. 

He said the North Atlantic Trenty stipulates that an attack on a 
nember country is Rn attack on all and that n11 shall act "forthwith" in 
the defence of the attacked country. Yet, Mr. Fulton said  in March 1949, 
during a debate in the House of Commons Mr. Pearson said Parliament would 
be consulted on any Government commitments. 

Mr. Fulton said the concept of consultation between the Government 
and Parliament on the question of sending Canadian troops into action is 
an old established principle. 

There•also mas the question of international consultation among 
nations. Mr. Fulton cited United States State Secretary Dulles' "mass 
retaliatory" policy. 

He asked what assurance will there be that if the United States acts 
after attack that Canada will be consulted. He auoted Mr. Pearson as 
saying Mr. Dulles told him Canada would be consulted. 

Mr. Fulton said Mr. Dulles ,  answer to Mr. Pearson was in effect 
that the U.S. "as a general rule" will consult Canada 'wherever possible". 
Mr. Fulton asked what sort of assurance is this? 

It was pretty fatuous to assume there always would be consultation 
between the two countries. 

Mr. John Blackmore (SC - Lethbridge) said tonight recognition of 
Red China in effectwould be a victory for Russia. 

Increased Grants  In Lieu  Of Taxes: Ottawa, March 29 (CP) -- The Government 
plans to increase grants paid to municipalities in place of local 
taxes on federal property. Mr. Abbott told the House of Conmons today . 

 he hopes to introduce legislation next week to amend the municipal 
grants act. 

He made the statement in reply to a request by Mr. E.G. McCullough 
(CCF - Moose Mountain) for an increase in the present grants. Muni-
cipalities now receiTre grants if federal property comprises four per 
cent or more of a community's total nssessment. The federal Government 
assesses the value of the property. 

Mr. Abbott told Mr. Stanley Knowles (CCF - Winnipeg North Centre) 
the Government will continue to make its own valuations. 

The question arose as the Commons dealt with supplementary esti-
mates of spending totalling $98,214,350 for the fiscal year ending 
Wednesday, March 31. 

The House authorized the expenditures, in addition to estimates 
of $4,433,466,000 already approved. In addition, the Government has 
spent about $300,000,000 in old age security payments during the 1953- 
54 year, which are covered by a special tax. 
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Passar,e of the supplementary estimates was made during a sittinÈ in 
which the House of Cormons.  alsoprovided a cash advance of $530,945,824 
for the Government to pay bills during the next twa months.' 

The interim suP.Ply bill 'was cleared through the Gommons in a matter 
of minutes. It will be considered by the Senate tamorraw. The cash 
advance is needed because Parliament has not yet voted the total of 
$4,491,751,000 in main estimates for the coming fiscal year starting 
April 1. 

C.N.R. Revenues Down: Ottawa, March 29 (OP) . — The CNR's revenues are beluw 
expectations this year to date, but the company thinks it has spotted a 
slight upward turn in the last week oriso. 

President Donald Gordon gave this information to the House of Cormons 
Railwny Cormittee as it launched into its annual survey of the publicly-
owned campanv's 1953 report and its 1954 outlook. 

Despite a eut in the campany's 1954 budget forecast of revenues from 
1953, Mr. Gordon said, revenue up to March 21 was dawn by about$6,900,000 
fram the estimate. 

If an upturn does not develop, he said, the CNR may be in for "a 
very bad yenr". 

"We believe we can detect just a turn in the last week or so," he 
told the Committee. "We are not sure, but we think that is what is is." 

Lost $69,187,628 In Meat Dealings:  Ottawa, March 29 (CP) -- The House of 
Co-rnons today voted $37,758,894 to cover the last part of the cost of 
maintaining beef and pork prices during the 1952 epidemic of foot-and-
mouth disease. 

Mr. Abbott announced thnt the Government lost $69,187,628 in its meat 
dealings as a result of the disease outbreak. 

Today's vote of money was in addition to some $32,000,000 approved 
by Parliament last year. 

The losses were incurred when the Government stepped in to pruchgse 
beef and pork after the outbreak of the disease, when the United States 
closed its markets to Canadian meat for more than a year. 

Mr. Abbott said the Government has no substantial amount of meat 
remaining on its hands. 

Across Canada: Five paintings by European artists will be purchased fram a 
centuries-old art collection for the National Gallery of Canada. The 
House of Commons yesterday authorized expenditure of $360,000 for the 
group purchase fram the collection of Prince Franz Joseph II of Liech-
enstein. Citizenship Minister Harris said the purchases will be a 
continuation of a policy of buying representative pictures fram the 
Liechenstein collection. . e e Toronto's $50,000,000 subway is to be 
officially opened today. 	. . The Quebec Finance Department has mailed 
only a limited number of forms for computation by business firms of the 
new provincial income tax, a Government spokesman said last night. The 
bulk of them will be mailed "during the first days of April", according 
to Canadian Press. 
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External Affairs Debate:  Ottawa, March 30 (CP) -- The Progressive Conservatives 
today in the House of bommons renewed their attack on any recognition of 
the Chinese Communist Government. 

Mr. Howard Green (PC - Vancouver-Quadra) said Mr. St. Laurent heid 
been "completely, utterly and absolutely unrealistic"-when he had said 
in the Far East that Canada must be realistic and sooner or later is 
bound to recognize the Chinese Reds. 

Mr. Green said recognition is the top Communist objective and that 
Communists had spread propaganda "all over the world" that Red China 
must be' recognized. While the Prime  Minister had been saying thi.t-Canada 
must be realistic aboutrecognition, the French in Indo-China were engaged 
in heavy fighting wlth the Communist rebels. At,theeame time, Red China 

, was  guilty of 40 violations of the Korean truce. 
tt . . . In dealing with Cammuniàts it is unwise to say that we m111 

have to give, eventually, what they are asking for. '-ro them  • • . that 
is only appeasement and an invitation to demand more. 

"General recognition would constitute a tremendous victory for Com-
munism right across the world. 

"We will have in effect Communist beach-heads set up in this country 
by having a Chinese Communist Ambassador in Canada, a Cammunist Consul 
in Vancouver and perhaps in other centres. 

"Surely we must remember that Communist promises have no value," 
Er. Green said. - 

He added that he hoped Mr. Pearson, at the Geneva conference on 
Korea and Indo-China "will not be led down the garden path of Cammunist 
promises  that they are going to be good boys in the future". 

Mr. Elmore Philpott (L - Vancouver Ëouth) said the Progressive Con-
servatives, who prided themselves on Empire ties, were follawing Anœrican 
policy of non-recognition instead of Cannonwealth policy. 

Canadas  Asian partners - in the Commonwealth favoured recognition, 
not because they agreed with Communism but because theyvanted to deal 
with the Government in control of China. 

Mr. Philpott said he hoped that conditions worked out in the next 
few months so that Canada could take a step toward recognition. To 
avoid a neg world war, the West mould have to sit down with its enemies 
and reach a live-and-let-live agreement. 

Mr. H.W. Herridge (CCF - Kootenay West) said the PC's in the Commons 
held a different view of recognition than the Conservatives in the  Bri-
tish House of Cannons. The British ConserVative Government hed taken 
0.  commoni-sense view that it should continue recognition made by the 
Labour Government in 1949. 

Mr. Herridge said it was most dangerous to consider rearmament of 
Germany because the "same old gang" was assuming  power  again. He said 
many veterans in his riding held this view and quoted the late Field 
Marshal Lord Wavell as saying here in 1949 that a rearmed Germany was 
the greatest menace to peace in the world. 

The main ambition of the German officer corps and many indus-
trialists was to "retrieve their tattered reputations by war". 

Mr. Herridge said Mr. John Foster Dulles, U.S. State Secretary, 
had taken a rather independent attitude toward U.S. consultation lerith 
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its allies. Mr. Dulles apparently  was  trying to frighten Russia but" 
. 	he wàs succeeding more in'frightening U.S.,allies. 

Mr. Gordon Churchill (PC Winnipeg South Centre) said the Progressive 
Conservatives hadn't said that Cammunist China should "never" be recog-
nized. 

It was in Canada's own self-interest to obtain a settlement,in Indo-
China because France's difficulties in the North Atlantic Treaty Organiza-
tion stemmed from her difficulties in Indo-China. And Canada looked upont 
NATO as the cornerstone of its foreign policy. 

Mr. Dulles' New York Speech: • Ottawa, March 30 (CP) -- Mr. Pearson says he does 
not believe that Canada will be affected by State Secretary Dulles' state-
ment that the free world should take united action to prevent Canmunist 
conquest of Indo-China and boutheast Asia. 

He made the comment today in the House of Commons after'Opposition 
Leader Drew asked whether Canada was informed in advance of the text of 
•Mr. Dulles' speech. Mr. Drew noted that the United Kingdam Foreign' 
Office had been advised of the contents before Mr. Dulles spoke. 

. 	Mr. Pearson said the Government was not informed in advance of the 
speech delivered last night in New York by Mr. Dulles to the Overseas Press 
Club of America. Canada also was not consulted before the speech was made. 

He said it could not be expected that Mr. Dulles would supply Canada 
, with an advance copy of every speech he made. 

Hydrogen Bamb Explosions:  Ottawa, March 30 (CP) -- Results of United States 
hydrogen bomb explosions are expected to be made available to Canada. 

Mr. Pearson made this statement in the House of Gammons today in 
reply to Mr. Stanley Knawles (CCF - Winnipeg North Centre). Nil e Knawles 
asked whether the Government had received any information on last Friday's 
explosion or future tests. 

Mr. Pearson said the Government has received no information 6n last 
Friday's explosion. However, it knew that another explosion was planned 
shortly. 

There was a qualified Canadian scientific official in Washington. 
No doubt he would be given the results of the recent explosion and any 
future tests. 

To Market About 600,000,000 Bushels Of Grain: Ottawa, March 30 (CP) -- Mr. 
Howe today, estimated that Canadian farmers will ne'rket about 600,000,000 
bushels of grain in the 1953-54 crop year. 

"If we attain this figure of marketing in 1953-54, the total volume 
of grain marketed from the bumper-crops of 1951, 1952 and 1953 will 
amount to nearly 2,200,000,000 bushels," he said in the House of Commons. 

"This is a very large record of marketings over a period of 36 
months." 

He replied to a question by Mr. John Diefenbaker who asked for 
information on haw Canada-expects to dispose of its stored wheat before 
the next crop. 

Almost all available m-heat storage space is clogged. Some wheat 
is stored in ships -berthêd for the winter in the Great Lakes and in 
Montreal. 

Ambassador Of Japan:  (Press Release  No 18, March 30) 	His Excellency 
Koto. Matsudaira presented today to His Excellency the Governor-Gèneral 
his Letter -of Credence as Ambassador Extraordinary, and  Plenipotentiary _ 	. 
of Japan tO Canada. 

Across Canada: Mr. Graham Towers said that final responsibility for any 
monetary expansion in Canada must rest with the Government. That was 
his reply to a proposa.  by Mr. J.M. Macdonnel that Parlimment should 
have some check on the central bank's  power  to increase the money 
supply. 	.  0 bpokesmen for Canada's leading Protestant churches said 
they are opposed to all forms of gambling - indluding state lotteries, 
charity raffles and church bazaars. 	. . Stanley Cup Playoffs: 
Montreal 2, Boston O. (Montreal wins best=.of-seven semi-final 4-0). 
Detroit 2, Toronto 1. (Detroit leads best-of-sever semi-final 31). 
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Seek Clarification Of Indo-China Statement:  Ottawa, March 31 (CP) -- The Gov- 
érnment is attenpting to obtain the exact meaning of State Secretary 
Dulles statement that the free world should take united action to prevent 
Canmunist conquest of Indo-China and Southeast Asia. 

Mr. Pearson said today in the House of Commons that he cannot canment 
on the statement until he knows what it means. 

»As a Government and as a Parliament we should try ,  to study it and 
find out what is involved in it before we are asked to commit ourselves to 
unreserved support or indeed to criticize it," he said. »But 'I suggest it 
is not the time when we should be asked to line up behind it, , ahead of it 
or against it, especially until we find out what is meant by the very im-
portant 'words 'united action'. »  

Stepà had been taken to obtain an ahalysis and explanation of what 
the statement meant. 

Mr. Pearson said however, there is a real danger in the extension-
, 	, 	of Communist aggression to Indo-China. There also was danger in not sup- 

porting the existing Asian democracies as an obstacle to the extension 
of Communism in Asia. 

He said: 
"I suggest that the basis of Asian security today is not only collec-

tive action against Communist aggression of the kind that haê b-een- in-
dicated, but the basis of such security should be •in strengthening Asian 
democracies and giving them all the support we possibly can." _ 

Mr. Pearson said he denied allegations by Mr. Howard Green (PC - 
Vancouver-Quadra) that he »pooh-poohed »  the importance of Pacific security 
arrangements. Mr. Pearson previously told the House that Canadian mem-
liereip in Pacific security pacts was not practical. 

The last meeting of the ANZUS ouncil in Washington Sept. 9 and 10, 
1953, issued a statement that to attempt to enlarge membership would not 
contribute directly and imaterially to strengthening the defence of the 
area. 	• . 

International Security:  Ottawa, March 31 (Montreal Gazette) -- Mr. Pearson 
mnrned Parliament today that recent developments in the field of thermo- 

, nuclear weapons meant that "there must be same relinquishment of national 
sovereignty" by Canada and other free nations in order to erect more 
effective "international establishments  •. He spoke at the close of a 
protracted foreign policy .  debate. 

Hi  s remarks were made in maswer to questions raised during the 
debate about recent hydrogen bomb explosions and about the meaning of 
Prime Minister St. Laurent's recent world tour declaration, made at Bonn, 
that NATO countries might seek the solution to many of their problems in 
a »closer integration of their national resources and of their mechinery 
of government » . 

Replying to these questions today, Mr. Pearson declared, in Part: 
» I think the lesson of the events of the last two or three days 

drives home that feeling that there is no security for us, except in 
closer and closer internationalcsectirity'and'Imore effective international 
establishments to protect national security. 

»And in bringing this about - this has been said in other Pa?làà- 
ments than ours - there must be some relinquishment of national sovereignty, 

(aver) 



because the world .is too small for alousies about national sovereignty 
in the circumstances of today. This, as a matter of fact, is not in 
one sense giving up national sovereignty at all. It consists, as Mendell 
Wilkie used to day, of making national sovereignty work for us in the 
interests of national security. 	. s n  

Cameron Statement  Absurd,  Says Mr. Pearson:  Ottawa, March 31 (CP) -- Mr. 
Pearson today replied to a CCF member's  charge  that the West  "sabotaged" 
the recent Berlin conference on unification of Germany. Mr. Pearson said 
the statement, by Mr. Colin Cameron (CCF - Nanatmo) was unfair and 
absurd.  • . . 

Mr. Pearson saidthe  Western  proposals were based on free elections 
and the formation of a united German Government which would have full 
power to determine its awn foreign policy. 

"It seems to me to be most unfair, indeed absurd, to talk about a 
proposal of that kind in contrast to the Soviet proposal en the same sub-
ject as sabotaging the Berlin conference," he said. 

Trade Agreement With Japan:  Ottawa, March 31 (CP) -- Canada, in a move de-
signed to protect her growing Oreintal market, agreed  • today to cut tariffs 
on Japanese goods. But she reserved the right to impose heavy duties 
if imports seriously threqten Canadian industry. • , 

Japan, gratified with this concession for which she has lbeen striving 
for some years, agreed.in exercising exchange and import controls to 
accord Canadian goods treatment equal to that given goods fram the United 
States and other dollar countries. 

In addition, Japan  will  give special financial and imPort treatment 
to nine Canadian products, constituting the bulk of Canada's $119,000,000 
exportis to Japan last year. 

- These are: wheat, barley, wood-pulp, flaxseed, primary copper, lead 
and zinc, synthetic resin and milk powder. On these products Japan will 
not only accord Canada treatment equal to other dollar area Countries 
but also equal to goods from the sterling area. 

. Says Far - North Bars Land Fighting: Ottawa, nrch 31,(dP) -- Home fram a 
flight over the North Pole and mtich Of the - Canadian Arctic, Mr. Claxton 
said  today armoured or infantry formations will never be able to fight 
in the Far North. 

Any thrust from an enemy across the North, he said'at a press 
conference, would be'an aerial one and could not be met by foot soldiers 
or armoured units. 

"Itts too rough and too cold," he said. 
• 

Across Canada:  A further four or fives-m:5/1th delay in start of construction 
of the St. Lawrence River power project can be expected, the Ontario 
Legislature wls told by tir. George H. Challies. . . 	Business men in 
many parts of the world want to  open  branch plants in Canada.  •  The 
Trade DePartment, in its annual report, estimated_that.letters'ffrom- , 
445 firms in 30 countries rcached - the Department last year seeking in- 
formation on establishing branch plants. . . 	Western  farmers  will 

 have about 300,000,000 bushels of grain on their bands next Aug. 1 if 
the marketing target for the present crop year is met, Trade 'Minister 
Hawe estimated. . . . Senator J. Walter Jones, 75, former Premier of 
Prince Edward Island, died yesterday in his room in the Parliament 
Buildings. 
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Mr. Pearson  On Soviet Proposals:  Ottawa, April 1 (CP) -- Mr. Pearson warned 
today that Russia's new proposal for European security ma.y be a "propa-
ganda trap" aimed at delaying %stern Europe's defence measur:es. He 
suggested that Russia work through the United Nations if it wants to 
assure world security. 

Mr. Pearson gave Canada's views on the new Soviet proposal as he 
concluded an extended foreign policy debate in the House of Commons. 

»Vie cannot afford to fall into propaganda traps," he said. »Both 
the timing and the substance of the Soviet proposals suggest that they 
may be designed chiefly to cause a delay in the ratification And imple-
mentation of the treaty to establish the European Defence Community." 

The West  should not reject without consideration any serious  pro- 
.  posai for a settlement put forward by Russia. However, he added, "the 
West cannot afford to put off decisive acts which are necessary for our 
self-defence merely in exchange for Soviet words or promises". 

Mr. Pearson indicated the proposal will be studied at the North 
Atlantic Council meeting which starts April 23 as "the appropriate'forum 
for consultation on this matter". 

At first sight the Soviet proposal that it joinSATO seemed "almost 
disingenuous". NATO was based on mutual trust between governments. 

"It is worth'remembering, however, that we and the Soviet Union 
and all the members of NATO belong to a universal collective security 
organization in the United Nations. 

"If the Soviet Union now is prepared to make this organization 
effective we should certainly welcome that and the possibilities for co-
operation in this field. The universal basis is there and has been 
there since the United Nations was founded." 

Mr. Pearson said he is not saying Russia is completely insincere 
in professing a desire to join the West in a plan for collective security. 

"I do not know 0 . . but I think one can be pretty sure of this. 
, It mmuld be fatuous to suppose, after the events of the last 10 •years, 

and while millions of people in Europe are held in subjection, that the 
fears and suspicions which Soviet actions have engendered in the minds 
of most of us west of the Iron Curtain will be easily or quickly re-
moved by a few diplomatic notes. 

"Those fears were indeed engendered not bywords but by deeds." 
The M'est would listen, however, to any serious proposal from Soviet 

rulers if they sincerely desired peace. 
"We will persist in our determination to meet any genuine overture 

to peace halfway, and indeed,more than halfway." 
No one wanted to reject out of hand any  proposai  containing a 

chance of good results. 
"In a world of hydrogen weapons, genuine misunderstandings, if 

they hardened into a belief on either side that sincere negotiations 
were impossible, could have nothing but tragic consequences for every-
body." 

The l'est must make a continued effort to negotiate world problems. 
"If this negotiation is to go on, our diplamacy should be character- 

ized by flexibility as well as by strength, and we should not mistake 
flexibility for weakness or rigidity for strength." 

(over) 



He took issue with the statement of Opposition Leader Drew that the 
hope of lasting peace is strengthened by the fact that no country would 
dare to use the hydrogen bomb. 

"Can anyone get anyreal comfort or assurance of security, or that 
we areTreally nearing lasting peace from the prospect of two implacably 
hostile power groups facing each other in fear and animosity with their 
hydrogen bombs ready?" 

The West shouldbeware of provôking a potential aggressor "by 
driving him, maddened and hopeless, into a corner". 

Urges Crime Comics $25,000 Fine: Ottawa, April 1 (CP) -- Stiffer penalties 
for publishers of crime comics - five years in prison or a $25,000 
fine - were proposed in the House of Commons tonight. 

Mr. Davie Fulton, progressive Conservative member for Kamloops who 
four years ago was instrumental in getting a legal ban on sale,publication 
and distribution of crime comics, made the proposal. 

Justice Minister Garson opposed Mr. Fulton's amendment to the Criminal 
Code which now is before Parliament for revision. 

Says U.S. Action Breach Of Trade Pact: Ottawa, April 1 (CP) -- Mr. Howe said 
today that the United States decision to curtail rye imports is a breach 
of an international trade pact. However, Canada would make no "earth-
rending" effort to get President Eisenhower to rescind the order. 

Mr. Howe was commenting in the House of Commams on the decision 
announced by the President yesterday that U.S. imports of rye - of which 
Canada has large quantities - will be cut sharply'for the remainder of 
the current crop year and for all of the next crop year. 

The step brought sharp reaction on the Winnipeg Grain Exchange and 
criticism from men connected with the trade. Rye futures dropped as 
much as 4 VS cents a bushel to new seasonal lows. 

Limited German Air Force: Ottawa,  April 1 (CP) -- Mr. Claxton said today in 
the House of Commons he believes the agreement among the occupying 
pawers for limited rearmament of Germany provides for a "limited air 
force for tactical purposes". 

He was replying to Mr. Davie Fulton (PC - Kamloops), who had asked 
whether the North Atlantic Treaty Organization or  the  occupying powers 
in Germany had taken any decis  ion  to revive the Luftwaffe or any other 
form of German air force. 

Across Canada: The Department of Education yesterday announced a plan to 
recruit by September up to 500 United Kingdom teachers to relieve On-
terio's grawing teacher shortage in elementary schools0 llorked out in 
co-operation with the Ontario Teachers' Federation and the Ontario 
School Trustees' Council, the plan will assure positions in Ontario 
Schools for one year for fully qualified applicants selected by a de-
partment representative in England. It is understood to be the first 
plan of its kind attempted in Canada. . 	. Mr. John Diefenbaker, 
the Progressive Conservative Party's foreign policy critic, will visit 
member countries of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization this month 
on a trip to Israel. Mr. Diefenbaker, with his wife, will leave 
Monday for, Israel to lecture on freedom and the bill of rights at the 
Hebrew Universit:i - in Jerusalem. 	. . National i1mBoard, the Govern- 
ment's movie-producing and distributing agency operated with a $112,100 
surplus during the 1952-53 fiscal year.... Detroit defeated Toronto 
4 •;03 in overtime in Detroit last night to win the best-of-seven semi-
final Stanley Cup series 4 games to 1, and naw meets Montreal in the 
finals. 

- 30 - 
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Seaway Plan Stands,  Says Mr. St. Laurent: Ottawa, April 2 (CP) -- Mr. St. Laurent 
salcUtoday Canadar is btill ready to go ,abead with all-Canadian-construction 
of the St. Lawrence seaway's navigation phase if th'e - Unitéia-Stas CagYas 
delaye action. 	;. 	 -7 ' 

He also told the House of Cammons,that the Oovernment has - nOt.given 
111) hoPe of a ,9onstruction start this year on the $900,000,000 power-navigation 

f Pr0iPet• 	„ 	 ' 	- 
, -Mr.  . William Hamilton_ (PC. - Montrea.1-Notre Dame 'de Greee) :  asked him if 

the, Go:Yernment has- given uR borne- of a ,  1954 start in 'view of ,  delays in the U.S. 
. "The ans'wer is no," Mr-. St. Laurent rep15.ed. 
:Mr.. Hamilton said indications, are the United., States wiT1- not , be- in a 

popiion 	cp,operate this year, and he asked g the'flavigation policy now 
is . for an .a114-,Canadian job.  

The 1'4-rime Minister said  the navigation phase depends on construction of 
hydro power facilities to be built jointly by Ontario Province and New York 

,* 
While, theNew,York Power Authority,had,a,licence-for its 7W-O:A7,117,3:—  

t9PP9nentslcould still go to the. 8upreme Court,of the U.S. They -,haesome 
t° MaY 	aPPeal to tbe , courP. -  

, q . = , ,Yeanwhi.19,  action on the 1911ey bill for U.S. participation., on:-navi-
14 ,1gation,had been del-aYed;in the House•of7eepresentatives.- 

. ;he ,Canadian,Government's ,informatiorr,was ;that, .as,soon as legal 
impediments.,to power were:cleared awaY, that part of the work would be 
started. - 	 - 

the_pawer phase launched, construction of the seaway then could 
be started on either side of the river. 

The Canadian Government had_aüthorization to proceed alone with this 
if, at the time when navigation facilities could be started, there were no 
provikions for U.S. co-operation. 

Crime Comic Amendment Defeated: Ottawa, April 2 (CP) -- An attempt by.  Parlia-
ment's chief crusader against corrupt books to impose heavier penalties 
on publishers of crime comics and obscene literature has been defeated. 

The House of Gommons todny voted 35 to 16 against an amendment to 
the revised Criminal Code proposed by Mr. Davie Fulton. The amendment 
would have made publishers of crime comics and obscene literature liable 
to a five-year prison term or a minimum fine of $10,000. 

Mr. St. Laurent  Lauds  NATO On Fifth Anniversary:  Ottawa, April 4 (CP)--- NATO 
forces in Europe are twice as large and more than twice as effective as in 
1951, Mr. St. Laurent said tonight. 

"This pooling of defensive res-ources is unprecedented in peacetime," 
the Prime Minister said in a broadcast on the fifth anniversary of the 
signing of the North Atlantic Treaty. wffe can be proud of the real pro-
gress demonstrated by this co-operative achievement." 

Mr. St. Laurent, recognized as one of the original proponents of 
NATO, spoke in an anniversary broadcast over the Trans-Canada network of 
the CBC. 

The North Atlantic Treaty Organization has become "much more than 
a mere military alliance," Mr. L. Dana Wilgress, Canada's permanent rep-
resentative to the North Atlantic Council, said over the CBC. 

(over) 



CBC Wins Seven First Awards:  Columbus, 0., April 4 (CP) -- The Canadian Broad-
casting -Corporation won se'ven first awards and three honourable mentions 
in the 18th American Exhibition of Educational Radio and Television Pro-
grammes sponsored by Ohio State University. 

The awards will be made here in connection with the Annual Institute 
for Education by Radio-Television April 7 to 10. 

The CBC won six firsts and three honourable mentions in group I, 
programmes heard nationally by network or transcription« 

Trans-Canada Matinee, carried on the CBC trans-Canada netwark, from 
CBL Toronto, received first award in class 1, directed to specittl-interest 
groups,. for *providing women at home with a programme of adult„ serious 
radio fare. . . 

In class 2, cultural drama, CBC Wednesday Night won first award for 
its*powerful and significant drama, superbly presentee,. 	• 

_• In class 4, public affairs, Press Conference, originating at CB0 
Ottawa and carried on the CBC Dominion network, won first award. . 

.Dominion  Drama  Festival t.*  Hamilton, April 4 (Glob'é & Man) 	Eight  pi 	11 
be presented at the 21st annual DoMinion 	FestiVai starting - here on 
May 10. The selection of plays, made by the Executive -Committee' bf the 

,- Festival, was an.nomiced today. 
The plays to be presented. are: The Playérst''Gtiild of liamilt6n 

Rebecca; The Northcliffe Dramatic Club, Grand Falls,. Nfld. -Juno and the 
PaycOck;, Trail Little Theatre, Trail,. B.C. - For  Love of MCnef: -  Les An-
°lens Eieves du"College 'de  Saint-.Boniface,  St. Boniface, 	 Malade  
Imaginaire; Workshop 14; Calgary•  -• The :Lady- 's Not For Burning; The Play-
craftsmen,: Toronto Rose TattOo; La. Nouvelle Equipe-Montréal: Le Roi 

-. David; DOMUIO Players, Kingston - The Playboy of the Western %rid. . - 
The 1954 Festival, being held here  for the  first tiMé, is eiPec'ted 

to':be'the largest in the event's history.' 

Across Canada:  The value of Canada's 1953 grain and other field prcrdiiêtin 
--has 'dropped by about $300,000,000 from 1952 .outptit, principalli;- "because 

- of • sialler crops and declining prices . Thé' Bureau' of StatistiCs -  placed 
a price tag of $1,665,000,000 on the 1953 crops. --  . • Premier D-Upressis 

- 'reiterated'that his stand on provincial income tax is *irrevoCable and 
accused Liberal Leader-  Georges Lapalme of eying' cOmfort to the'en -Sinies 
of" QUebec province, according to the Cana.dian'Préss from QUebe -c.. . 4. • - 
Tvioe'goals-in the third 'pericid broke a one-all Stalemate and 'gavé the' 
Detroit Red Wings a victory oVer Canadians at Detroit Sunday,- 
in the opéning . game of the best of-seven Stanley Cup final seriés. 
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$10,107,000 Budget Surplus Estimated:  Ottawa, April 5 (CP) -- The federal 
Government estimated today it had a budget surplus of $10,107,000 in the 
fiscal year ended March 31. It would be the eighth straight surplus and 
the mmallest in that time. 

Finance Minister Abbott gave the estimate in a White Paper tabled in 
the HoUse of Cammohs preliminary to tamorrow night's presentation of his 

' 1954-55 budget forecasting spending and ta  x policy for the current fiscal 
year. 

The 90-page document, an economic and financial review, shawed ithe 
- 	value of production, national income and personal income'moving- ta new 

highs in the calendar year 1953. However, net farm income was-down. 
- 

	

	The 1953-54 budget surplus, subject to confirmation when the accounts 
are cleaned up about August, compares with an actual  surplus of $23,547,- 

. 000 in the previous fiscal year and with a forecast of an -$11,000,000 
surplus for 195Z...54 in Mr. Abbott's budget of Feb. 19 1953. The top 
surplus was $676,100,000 in 1947-48. 

Both revenues and expenditures were down from Mr. Abbott'à 
tions last year. The 1953-54 revenues reached a peak  of 44,400,086,000. 
This compared with the 1952-53 high of $4,360,823,0b0 and with'a budget 
'estiMate of $4,473,000,000. 	 , 

Expenditures were $4,389,979,000 compared with the'previous'year's 
$4,357,276,000 and with a forecast of $4,462,000,000. Yhe record spend-
ing was $5,322,000,000 in the wartime year of 1943-44. 

Canada's net debt was cut dawn at the end of 1953-.54 by theount 
of the surplus, going  t~ $11,151,600,000. . . . 

The revenue-spending figures do not include a variety  of  non-budget 
- transactions such as loans and investments and thereriaymentof such 

advances de in previous years. On these therewas an over-all credit 
ele $382,700,000. 

Of  this emount, $273,000,000 was used ta retire unmatured securi-
- ties in the bands of the public and the-remainder went into the Govern-
ment's cash balance, 	 ' 

, 	Another major item not reflected in the budgetary accounts was 
payment of $338,800,000 in old age pensions to those of 70 years and 
over. • • 4, • 

' Defence spending continued the largest item in the trOget, but 'i 
Was dawn from 1952-53. -  Including defence production,'defence expendi-
tures were given  as $1,889,600,000,1or 43 per cent of all budget spend-
ing. 'This compared with $1,971,200,000,  or 45 per cent, the year'pre-
viously. ' - , • -", 

,Dealindwith  revenue, the White  Paper said thelnast . significant 
point was the way revenues.hald - up despite  tax reductions  in the 1953 
budget. 

The total of personal income tax including the two pér cent - special 
leVy for'old age pensions was.$1,280,000,000,:up froM $1;225,200;000. 

Corporation incame taxes:— also including the âpecial ta.x were 
$1,249,000,000 0 . 6ompared with, $1,277,000,000. 

' 



Canadians Earn, Save, Spend  More In  1953: Ottawa, April 5 (Cp) 	canadians, 
other than farmers, earned tore, saved  more and spent more in 1953 than 
at any.time in history. 

A budget White Paper, tabled today in the House of Commons, set 
personal incomes for the year at $18,079,000,000 compared with $17,128,- 
000,000 for 1952. Personal savings totalled $1,500,000,000 compared 
with $1,381,000,000, and personal expenditures $15,147,000,000 compared 
with $14,424,000,000. 

Farmerd did not share in the general increase. •  Net income from 
farm production was down to $1,667,000,000 fram $1,934,000,000 in 1952. 
More than half the reduction was traced to 9 decline in agricultural 
production. 

Despite the drop in farm production, Canada's gross national pro-
duction hit a record $24,300,000,000 in 1953, an increase of $1,100,- 
000 000 over 1952. 

Canadians also drew more heavily on foreign production than in 1952. 
Imports of goods and services exceeded corresponding exports by approxi-
mately $466,000,000. In 1952 the value of exports exceeded that of im-
ports by $166,000,000. 

Labour incame, representing the largest component.of personal in-
come, joined the record setters in 1953. 	 - 

Wages and salaries, including military pay and allawances, were 
estimated at $11,962,000,000, an increase of $900 000 000 over 1952. 

To Snedd Atomic Pawer Research:  Ottawa, April 5 (CP) -- Canadian research 
into peacetime uses of atomic energy, • particularly in industrial power, 
soon will be accelerated at the atamic energy project at Chalk River. 

The speedup will be made possible through a major increase in the t 
 power of the NRX reactor, which broke down Dec. 12, 1952, and went back 

into operation Feb. 17. The rebuilt pile naw is operating at a pawer 
output of 33 per cent greater than before the accident. 

Trade Mission To Spain, Portugal:  Ottawa,  April 5 (CP) -- Canada wills 
 shortly send a special mission to Spain and Portugal in an attempt to 

work out new bilateral trade pacts with these European markets. 
Mr. Howe announced that the Newfoundland Fish Exporters' Associa- 

tion has been invited to name a representative to the mission since 
-Spain and Portugal are two important markets for sàlted cod. . 

• 

Criminal Code Revision:  Ottawa,  April 5 
less tough with spies in peace time 
gave the Government's -new today in 
that the maximum peace ttme penalty 

. war time, the maximum penalty would 
penalty at all times is death.  

(CP) -- The Government would be 
than in war time. Me. Gerson 
the House•of Commons by proposing 
for spying would be 14'years. In 
be death. At present, the maximum 

He proposed amendments to the section on treason in the revised 
.Criminal Code, The section complements the Official Secrets Act by 
calling it treason to pass to a foreign country military or scien-
tific information for a purpose prejudici91 to the safety or defence 
of Canada. 

Across Canada: Living costs slipped to an eight-month law in Febrûary as 
price drops for beef and vegetables , outweighed boosts for rents, pork 

. 

	

	and coffee. bontinuing the decline halted temporarily in January, the 
eonsumer Price Index, yardstick for measuring living costs, easedlpy 
a fifth of a point in February to 115.5, the Bureau of Statistici 
reported yesterday. . . . Saskatchewan's north, a wilderness studded 

'with'lakes and forests, is the centre of a tourist boom expected to 
lemaàh all records this season. Mr. Harvey Dryden, director of the 
Province's tourist branch, said today his office is being "flooded" 
with reouests for information. . . 	The CBC Board of Governors has 
warned broadcasters that it is keeping a critical ear open to radio 
giveaway shows and may take steps to restrict them. The Board said 
it has been concerned about the increase of prize giving schemeà on 
radio, it doubts that they constitute good use of broadcasting chan-
nels. 
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Highlights Of Budget Speech:  Ottawa,  April 6 (CP) -- Highlights of Finance 
Minister Abbott's budget speech tonight: 	 - 

No change in personal or corporation income tax. 
Special excise tax of 15 per cent repealed for electrical appliances, 

furs and same other articles, effective immediately. - 
Special excise tax reduced to 10 per cent on wide range of' consumer 

goods, effective immediately. 
Ten per cent sales tax removed from municipally piirchaséd'equipment 

and few other articles, effective imnediately. 
Maximum deduction from taxable income on superannuation plan Payments 

.increased to $1,500 fram $900 effective on 1954 income. 
Quebec Government not justified in claiming its new 15 per cent income 

tax should be fully deducted from federal tax. 
Allowable deduction for Quebec taxpayers wIll remain at 5 per cent of 

•',the federal tax. 
No change in taxes on liquor, • tobacco, cigarets, cigars, automobiles, 

television'sets, radios and phonographs. 
Existing rates for withholding income tax from salaries and wages 

continued through 1954. 
-Tax concessions granted petroleum, natural gas 

for exploration costs extended through 1957. 
'Tax cuts total $40,000,000 for a full fiscal year. 
•Maximum duty-free entry of motor vehicles in settlers' effects 

raised to $2,500 from e1,500, effective immediately. 
Enport tolls eliminated on equipment for operation of potash and 

, rock salt mines. 
. Surplus of $4,000,000 forecast, on revenue of $4,464,000,000 and 

expenditure of e4,460,000,000. 
Succession duty legislation t 

rates now. 
The 15 per cent tariff on uranium suspended until July 1, 1958. 

-, 	Tariffs eliminated on certain rail equipment, including signal 
systems equipment and appnratus for testing rail flaws. 

Predicts --Business Upswing:  Ottawa, April 6 (CP) -- Mr. Abbott tonight pre-
dicted a slowdown in Canada's economic surge will be righted this year, 
and he éaid he does-not think drastic government action is needed to 
step up the pace. 

, In his Budget Speech to the House of Commons, he said  the  record na-
tional production of 1953 should at least be equalled, with an upswing 
late in the year more than compensating for èurrent declines in some 
industries. 

ivieanwhile, he expressed a government reluOtance to boost tariffs 
for the protection of Canadian industry now and to embark on public' 
works,for short-term relief of unemployment. 

"I do not feel," he said, "that drastic measures by GovernMent 
are appropriate to the present economic situation. . . . 

"My general conclusion is that our national product in 1954 will 
be at least equal to 1953, and probably higher; in other words, I 
think that an upswing in the second half of the year will more than com-
pensate for the declines that are evident in certain branches of in-
dustry at present." 

and mining companies 

be overhauled later; no change in 

(aver) 



Mr. Abbott estimated the 1953 gross national product - market value of 
all goods and services produced in Canada - as $24,345,000,000. That was 
$1,100,000,000 up from 1952. 

He expressed some uncertainty about the export trade outlook, though 
he said grain export prospects are good by normal standards. For other 
exports much depended on markets in the United States. 

Mr. Abbott, in the part of his speech devoted to a general review 
of Canadian affairs in relation to international matters, said Canada 
cannot yet afford to relax on defence. 

The Free World must "continue to improve its defensive position in 
order to negotiate from strength". 	 . 

In world trade, there had been progress towards free trade and pay-
ments, but it still fell short of what was needed. Major currencies were 
still inconvertible and there was widespread use of restrictions and dis-
crimination. 

While there was a slackening in the pace of economic expansion at 
home, Mr. Abbott said, Canadians.should not feel undulr concerned'abéluf- 4  
such a slawdawn in the rate of advance.  

"Indeed," he said, "in the dynamic kind of economy we have in Canada 
an occasional hesitation in its forward movement may well be one of the 
consequences of the buoyant character of our economic growth. 	-,- 
_ 	'Most of the elements which'supported this growth in national product 
in 1953 are still present, and I believe that the forces of long-term 
-expansion will soon re-assert themselves. 

"But some readjustments in production, in costs and in , pricing'policies 
are necessary and are indeed going on." 

At present, there was more unemployment than the Government would 
like to-see,and there were declines • in certain industries. 'Factors re-
sponsible for these included stiffer import and export competitionlawer 
farm prices and mnaller farm production. 	' 

While imports were higher and exports lawer, Mr. Abbott would not 
agree that Canada is a high-cost producing country. But it -was a fact 
that for several years Canadian business had been travelling along - a 
comparatively easy road. 	 ' 

The recent protection of Canadian industry by way of shortages - in 
other countries naw was disappearing as other countries recovered their 
war-ravaged productive capacities. 

"Same of our industries," Mr. Abbott said, "are finding -that they 
have notyvatched their costs as carefullyas they should, that their 
break-even points are uncomfortably high and that their costs and prices 
are out of line," 

As a result, he said, he had received more requests  for  tariff - in-
creases or other forms of protection in the last few months than in any 
year since he became Finance Minister eight years ago. ' 

He threw cold water on tariff boosts by saying the Government 
fivours reduéing obstacles to trade and must move in this direction- if 
it expects others to do that. 	 , 	Y. - 

"If wè were to meet every breath'of competition by increased pro-
tection," he said, "we would certainly became a high-cost economy and 
progressively aggravate our problems." 

Generally, he said, he does not believe the current slowing-down of 
economic expansion will be serious or prolonged. . . . 

Quebec Income Tax:  Quebec, April 6 (CP) -- Neither Premier Duplessis nor' 
members of - 1.1e Quebec Cabinet were available for comment tonight on Mr. 
Abbott's budget announcemènt that Quebec taxpayers cannot claim 'full 
deduction of provincial income tax in their federal tax returns. 	- 

But a source close to the Government clled the budget announCeL 
ment "a disappointment" and added Ottawa's stand may be the issue of a 
provincial general election "perhaps next , year". 

The source said Quebec would "undoubtedly carry out its*already 
announced plan to deduct the provincial tax in full from - federâl tax 
deductions made ‘ from the salaries of provincial civil servants". ' 

, 	He said Quebec,-"was and stilL.is" hôpingfor.'acOmpromise With 
Ottawa over the-tax question. - 	 . 	Dr. 

. 	 . 

>
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Mrs Pearson Before External Affairs Canmittee:  Ottawa, April 7 (CF) -- Mr. 
Pearson said today Britain knew before the U.S. McMahon Act was passed in 
1946 the effects the Act would have on the secret Churchill-Roosevelt 
agreement in 1943 on free exchange of atomic information. 

He told the Cammona External Affairs Committee effects of the McMahon 
Act were discussed in Washington by the Combined Policy Committee set up 
to handle terms of the secret agreement. Britain and the U.S. each had 
two representattves on the Canmittee, Canada one. 

Mr. Pearson also said this Cammittee still is functioning "steadily" 
though possiblY limited by the McMahon Act. (The White House said yester-
day the secret agreement is no longer in effect.) 

Mr. Howard Green (PC - Vancouver Quadre) said Mr. Pearson's statement 
that effects of the McMahon Act were discussed by the Combined Policy Cam7' 
mittee seemed to conflict with Mr. Attlee's statement that he had no pre-
vious knowledge of the matter. 

' 	"Britain was just as aware of the effects of the McMahon Act aswe 
were, if not more," Mr. Pearson said. He addèd he did not know the extent 
of Mr. Attlee's knowledge of the matter. 	 • 

Mr. Pearson said the Policy Committee on Atomic Energy obviously 
knew about the McMahon Act because it was public knowledge and went through 
the U.S. Congress. The Committee had discussed effects of the Act. V.r. 
Pearson dil not sqy whether substance of -this discussion was passed to 
Mr. Attlee or his advisers. 

Mr. Pearson said the McMahon Act cut across  the secret agreement. 
Earlier in the House of Gommons, he said Canada did not protest the 
McMahon Act to the U.S. because Canada uns not a party to the secret 
agreement, though it wns represented on the Policy Canmittee which car-
ried out exchange of atomic information. 

Later in Committee, it-reply 	questions by Mr. Green and CCF 
Leader Coldwell, Mr. Pearson said the secret agreement was not ratified 
by the British and U.S. Governments. It obviously could not have been 

in wartime. 
He added that the U.S. was perfectly within its rights - in adopting 

the McMahon Act. 
Though Canada had not protested passage of the Act, it had in-

formed Washington "more than once"-that it desired the greatest possible 
exchange of information for peaceful uses of atomic energy. 

In the House, Mr. Pearson informed Mr. Coldwell that the secret 
agreement concerned only atomic weapons. After the war, Canada swung 
entirely to peaceful uses of atamic energy and was therefore no longer ,  
directly concerned with exchange of information on atomic power. 

No Military Canmitments: Ottawa, April 7 (CP) -- Canada has no military 
commitments in the Far East except its Korean obligations under the 
United Nations, Mr. Pearson said today. 

He was canmenting in the House of Commons on reports that the 
United States is to seek a multi -power declaretien on the Indo-China 
situation outside the United Nations.Countries mentioned in the 
reported declaration are the U.S., France, Australia, New Zealand and 
the Philippines. 

Mr. Stanley Knowles asked if it is clear that Canada has no 
commitment that could involve her in Indo-China action unless the 

(over) 
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United Nations were to take a decision. 

Mr. Pearson On Aid To Ceylon:  • Ottawa, April 7 (CP) -- Mr. Pearson said today 
he doubts whether Canada should  eut off economic aid to Ceylon because 
that country sells strategic surplus rubber to Communist Çhina. He told 
the Commons 'External Affairs Committee that if Ceylon could not sell its 
goods, there would be niore unrest in that country and "China might get,q 
it all". . 	 £:›1 

Criminal Code Revisions:  Ottawa, April 7 (CP) -- Fair administration of the 
Riot Act must continue to hinge on the common sense and responsibility 
of public officials, Justice Minister Garsons aid today. 

That wus his reply in the House of Commons to CCF:proposals that the 
law place safeguards around the reading of the Riot Act to suppress 
public disorders. CCF members listed instances, where, they said, the 
Riot Act was used to break union strikes or even to provoke violence. 

Following a two-hour debate the House approved, after two Government 
sponsbred amendments, the sections in the revised Criminal Code dealing 
with unlawful assemblies and riots. 

The changes, both reinstating present Criminal Code provisions in•
the new law, allow 30 minutes for a crowd to disperse after the reading 
of the Riot Act and permit peace officers to use force only where there 
is resistance to the dispersal order. 

The law provides a maximum penalty of life imprisônment for anyone 
who does not disperse after the Riot Act is read or who forcibly tries 
to prevent its reading. 

Mineeweepers For France:  Halifax, April 7 (CP) -- Candda gave four ready-
to-fight minesweepers to France today under the mutual aid agreement of 
the North Atlantic Treaty. 

Tears rolled down French Ambassador Hubert Guerin's cheeks as 
Defence Minister Claxton formally delivered the coastaitype vessels 
in a stirring quayside ceremony. 

Mr. Claxton said he was confident they would be well used for 
preservation of peace, then pointed at the new $4,000,000 vessels and 
said to Mr. Guerin: 

»There are your ships." 

Honoured By French  Government:  Quebec, April 7 (CP) -- Dr. Louis-Philippe 
Roy, editor-in-chief of L'Action Catholique, Quebec City daily, has 
been awarded a medal by the French Government for "the fidelity and 
attachment he-has shown to the motherland" during and since the Second 
World Ma.r. 

The medal of recognition is called the "Medaille de la Reconnais-
sance et du Souvenir »  and bears the image of Jacques Cartier, Canadas 
discoverer. 

Across Canada: Acting within 14 hours of receipt of an application, the 
Federal Power Canmission in Washington  yesterday approved temporary 
export of from 80,000 to 100,000 kilowatts of U.S. power to cope with 
Ontario Hudro's sudden shortage, the Globe and Mail reports. .. 0 
The 370,000-member Canadian Congress of Labour labelled. Mr. Abbott's 
1954-55 budget as the "empty budget» . . 	. The federal Government 
said yesterday it is implementing proposals for the support of the 
coal industry made by the 1946 Carroll Royal Commission on coal. The 
policy of the Government is one of strong financial support for the 
industry, Mr. Prudham said in a tabled reply to a series of questions. 

- 30- 
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Canada-U.S. Radar System Extended:  Ottawa, April g (CP) r- North America's radar 
defences are being extended  out  to  se, Canada ànd the United States said 
today in a joint statement. At the same time, survey work on a new radar 
defenCe system in the Canndian North is "already well  advanced." 
- Though the statement did not sny so, this referred to the 5,000-mile 
long McGill Fence to be erected north of the existing radar grid started 
four years n go. 

The fact that the McGill Fence is to be built has been public knowledge 
for some months. It is cheaper to build and less costly to operàte than -
the Pinetree chain, 'which will probably b'e completed this year. 

- 	The McGill Fence, on which construction may star:t this year, will not 
' be located'in  the Far North or even inside the Arctic Circle. But it will 

extend acro-ss Canada, fran coast to coast. 
The fact that radar defences are being extended seaward was disclosed 

n- this pâragraph of the statement:  
"It is obviously just as important  to have early warning of aircraft 

.âpprdaching target areas in North America from over the sea as from over 
'Northern Canada. For this reason, the United States Government is extend-
ing'the earIy-warning barrier across the north-eastern and north-western 
seaward approaches to North America. The Alaska radar systém is co-ordin- 

' 	ated with.those in Canada and the Continental United States; and the develop- 
ment of airborne radar is well advanced." 

This means that ships and planes equipped with radar will  patrol areas 
outside the range of the ground radar system. 

- That Canada and the U.S. were thinking of posting radar ships in the 
North Atlantic and North Pacific was known early last month but this was the 
first.indication that the plan definitely will be undertaken. 

Meanwhile, the External Affairs Department said in its annual report to 
Parliament: 

"There is increasing evidence that the North American Continent is faced 
by the possibility of attack by -weapons of great destructive power. As a 
consequence, Canada and the U.S. are developing on the North American Contin-
ent a co-operative prokram of defensive installations on a larger scale than 
ever. 

The statement did not give the proposed location of the McGill Fence, 
developed at McGill. University. It said merely the fence will be established 
"generally to the north of the settled territory in Canada." 

The two countries said there will be Imany difficult problems" to be 
solved in building the fence. "The system will extend over thousands of 
miles and its survey will involve the examination of a great number of pos-
sible sites. Much of the ground is inaccessible except by tractor train and 
helicopter. In many areas, extreme temperatures are confronted for several 
months of the year." 

Mr. Campney On Northern Defence: Montebello, Que., April 8 (CP) -- Northern 
defence cannot be made perfect because the cost would be insupportable, Associ-
ate Defence Minister Campney said tonight. 

"But we can make our defences as nearly fool-proof and complete as pos- 
sible, and we intend to do so,' he added in a speech prepared for delivery 

. before the National Conference of Business Paper Editors. 
Mr. Campney was elaborating on a joint U.S.-Canada statement today that 

suryey work now is under way for a new early-warning radar chain to supple-
ment the existing gridwork built up during the last four years. 

"Early warning of pending air attack becomes increasingly important day 
by day as our potential attacker develops longer-range aircraft and as it 

(over) 
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progresses from possession of the atom bomb to the hydrogen bomb and after 
that to perhaps now undreaméd-of methods of destruction. Whrning tine 
grows less as the speed of any possible attack grows greater." 

Mr. Campney said the new radar chain will be established "north of' the 
settled parts of Canada." It will be more than 5,000 miles long and in-
volve examination•of hundreds of possible sites. It is hoped conètruction 
will be started this year. . . . 

- 
Mr. Rodney Adamson, M.P., and Mlfe Among 37 Killed In Plane Crash: Moose Jam, 

April 8 (C1)) -- Death claimed 37 lives today when a westbound Trans-Canada 
Air Lines plane collided with an air force trainer 6,000 feet above north-
eastern Moose Jew. Thirty-six died in the crashed planes -- Canada's worst 
airline 'disaster.. One woman was killed on the ground. 	-- 

There were no survivors of the accident. Mr. Rodney Adamson, 51, Pro-
gressive Conservative member of Parliament for York West, and Mr. Pat Reid, 
58, famous Northland bush pilot, and their wives were among the dead. 

- Witnesses said the RCAF Harvard trainer rammed into  the airliner, 
slicing off one of the passenger craft's wings. . . . 

Canada-U.K. Air Talks:  (Press Release No. 21, April 8) -- The Department-of 
Externallffairs announced on April 8 that, at the request of the United 
Kingdom Government, discussions will be held Ln Ottawa from April 12 to'14 
on the subject of possible modifications to the Canada-United"Kingdom Air 
Transport Agreement. 

- 

 

• • 	 • 	 , 	 • 	 • 	 • 

Across Canada: Mn. Conn Smythe  wilL sail overseas this month in,an attempt to 
arrange an exhibition hockey tour for his Maple.Leafs. that would-include 
Russia, the Globe & Mail reports. The proposed tour would be made next 
September as part of the teem ;training prohram for the NHL season. The 

- 

	

	Leafs' managing director, in Montreal  for last night's Stanley Cup playoff 
game, told The Globe and Mail he hoped to arrange games in Britain  and  
France, and to see -about finalizing a team_trip to Moscow. ,. 	'Solicitor- 
General Rivard said last night the Federal Government has committed "a 
grave and provocative injustice" by not allowing Quebec -taxpayers to deduct 
entirely fram Federal incame tax the new provincial income tax. 
Detroit Red.Wings defeated Canadiens 5-2 last night at Montreal to take a 
2-1 lead in games in the Stanley Cup final. The eings scored two 'goals in 
the opening period, added one in the second and another two Ln the last 20 
minutes. 
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Canada Supports Arms Talk Proposal:  United Nations, N.Y., April 9 (CP) -- 
Britain today proposed that the United States, Russia, Britain, Franbe 
and Canada get together immediately for private talks on world-wide arms 
reduction. 

Obviously referring'to the recent U.S. hydrogen bomb tests in the 
Pacific and the resulting furore around the world, British Delegate Sir 
Pierson Dixon told the disarmament commission that "there is a new note 
of urgency in the world todae., 

Rnésia's Mr. Andrei Vish/iiiky sai -d.he will study the proposal. In-, 
formed delegates said Mr. Viàhfnsky has told them he was unable to act 
today because he had no instructions from Moscow. 	- 

- 	Canada's delegate, Mr. D.M. Johnson, welcomed the proposal which also 
received support from Mr. Henry ,Cabot Lodge, Jr., of the United States 
and Mr. Henri Hoppenot, of France. Mr. Lodge added that the U.S. is 
prepared to give careful attention to any proposals the Soviet Union is 

, 	prepared to make. 	. 
The British delegate told the Commission he will turn in a formal 

mrittén resolution 'Monday calling for a sub-committee of the five powers. 
Mr. Johnson said Canada believes private discussions of the dis-

armament problem would permit na freer exploration of every possible ap-
proachn 
	

' 

Urges Acceleration Of Trans-Canada Highway Construction:  Ottawa, April 9 
(CP) -- The federal Government has warned the provinces that the 5,000.. 
mile Trans-Canada Highway will not be completed on schedule nnless they 
accelerate construction programmes. 

Mr. Winters also said today in the House of Commons he has reminded 
the :ere Provinces which have signed the Trans-Canada Highway Agreement 
that the Government's authority to participate in highway construction 
lapses Dec. 9, 1956, the date the Agreement expires. 	 - 

The Government was doing everything possible to encônrage the 
provinces to speed their construction  programmes.  Highway construction 
was underway in all provinces excep -UZuebec, the only province which has 
not signed the Agreement. 

Mr. Winters made the statements in commenting on a plea by- Mr. 
C.W. Hodgson (PC - Victoria, Ont.) for increased federal participation 
in the highway. He said it will take 20 years to complete the highway 
at the present rate of construction. 

Midget Debate:  Ottawa, April 11 (CP) -- The House of Commons annual study 
of Government budget policies starts tomorrow. b'pokeemen for the 
three Opposition parties will lead off the budget debate with criticisms 
dt Mr. Bbbott's budget speech of last Tuesday. 

Mr. J.M. Macdonnell, Progressive Conservative financial critic, 
CCF Leader Colwell and Social Credit Leader Low are expected to be the 
first speakers in a debate which usually lasts for several weeks. 
Opposition Leader Drew will speak later. 

.110 

(over) 
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Vancouver To Ottawa In  3 Hours 46 Minutes:  OttnwP 	11 (CP) -- An RCAF 
test pilot flying a Sabre jet today broke the " ncouver-to-Ottawa air 
speed record established by the RCAF's Comet jetliner. 

Sqdn. Ldr. Robert Christie, 30, of Vancouver, flew from Sea Island 
Airport at Vancouver to Uplands Airport here in three hours and 46 
minutes. The previous .mecord time for the 2,298-mile fligh.t set by the 
Comet was four hours and 25 minutes. 

In setting the new mark, Sqdn, Ldr. Christie also established a new 
record time for the Winnipeg to Ottawa leg of the flight. He made that 
part of the trip in one hour and 51 minutes compared with the two hours 
and 10 minutes taken by the Comet. 

Sqdn. Ldr. Christie took off from Vancouver at 10:30 a.m. EST today. 
He reached Calgary in 38 minutes. His time from Calgary to Winnipeg was 

„ 

	

	one hour and 17 -minutes. Ithen the Comet set the Vancouver-Ottawa record 
last year it made the trip in t'vvo hops, Vancouver to Winnipeg to Ottawa. 

1953 Set House Construction Record:  Ottawa, April 9 (CP) -- More marriages 
and more immigration stimulated demand for housing that led to a new 
peak in Canadian home construction during 1953. 

* 	Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation, the Goverrœnent's housing 
agency, today listed these as arnong factors leading ,to last year's record. 

Other elements were a higher level of personal income and savings, 
more mortgage funds from institutional lenders such as insura,n,de companies 
and a good supply of building Materials without Much increase in their 
cost. 

In 1953 1  106,200 housing units  were  started and 100,700 units were 
completed. Ihe completion figure compared with 76,300 in 1952 and was 
10 per cent above the record 1950 -figure. 

Saskatchewan Expects Tourist Boom:  Regina, April 11 (CP) -- Saskatchewan's 
north, a wilderness studded with lakes and forests, is the centre of a 
tourist boom expected to smash all records this seaso'n. Mr. Harvey 
Dryden, Director of the Province's tourist branch, says his office is 
being flooded with requests for information. 

"Thev talk about an oil boom and a uranium boom in this Province," 
he said. "We're also sitting on top of a tourist boom." - •  

Value of the Saskatchewan tourist industry is expected to reach -
$15,000,000 this year, three times what_it was tveo years ago, Mr. Dryden 
said. The branch expects an increase of 10 per cent in American tourists. 

Across Canada: Damage estimated at $1,000,000 was caused Saturday night when 
fire destroyed a large wooden hangar housing several training planes 
at the RCAF's flying training school  st  Fenhold, Alta.', 100 miles 
south of Edmonton. .A board of inquiry was set up to determine t'ause 
of the hour-long fire. No one was injured but all planes, about 10 
Harvard trainers,were destroyed. ; . . For the second time in six 
years, Ontario Liberals chose Mr. Farquhar Oliver to lead them in a 
provincial election. . 	. Stanley Cup Pla.yoffs: (Saturday) 
Detroit 2, Montreal O. (Sunday) Montreal 1, Detroit O. Detroit 
leads best-of-seven tins.). 5-2). 
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C.C.F. Motion Defeated In Budget Debate: Ottawa, April 12 (CP) -- The House of 
Commons tonight defeated.by  125 to 26 a C.C.F: motion of non-confidence in 
the Government calling for greater tax relief for law-income Canadians. 

The motion, presented by Mr. Coldwell during the budget debate, said 
the Government should have boosted income taxes for corporations and indi- 

- 

	

	viduals in the higher-incame brackets  and  increased exemptions to benefit 
-those with smaller incames. Social Credit members suprorted the C.C.P. 

, motion, which was opposed by Liberals and Progressive.Conservatives.• 
- 	Earlier a Progressive Conservative non-confidence motion called for 

lower taxes, but it was worded differently. The first Item in a six- 
point motion by Mr. J.M. Macdonnell said the Government has "failed n  to 
reduce taxes "which are an excessive burden on the Canadian people and 
place our producers under a severe disadvantage in meeting competition 
from abroad". 

, 	Mr. Low, who spoke earlier in the day following Mr. Macdonnell and 
Mr. Coldwell, said a larger tax reduction should have been made,to en- 
courage production and provide more buying power in the domestic market. 	. 

- 	The P.C. motion said the Government: 
"1. Has failed to reduce taxes which are an excessive burden on the 

Canadian people and place our producers under a severe disadvantage in 
meeting competition from abroad. 

"2. Has failed to reduce unnecessary expenditures. 
"3'. Has failed to improve the efficiency of its administration. 
"4. Ignores the problem of unemployment. 
"5. Has failed to retain and regain markets  for our surplus primary 

products. 
"6. Has failed to reach agreement with the provincial Governments in 

regard to a clearly-defined reallocation of taxing powers so that the 
provincial Governments and municipal councils may have adequate financial 
resources to carry out their rapidly-increasing responsibilities. n  

, Mr, Coldwell's motion amended the last point in the P.C. motion to•
sa  y that the Government has "failed to reconvene the Dominion-provincial 
conference from time to time so that at effort might have been made n  to 
reach a tax agreement with the provinces. 

Mr. Low On Security:  Ottawa, April 12 (CP) -- Social Credit Leader Low toddy 
said an efficient information service is needed to collect 'and prdvide 
to Parliament facts about internal security. 

He said during the budget debate that he is convinced Canadians are 
unaware of the real dangers besetting them. Far removed from Communist 
imperialism, they still are apathetic. 

He said he wants to tell the Government • that "there is a pressing 
need in Canada for an efficient nnd effective information service to  pro-
vide the leaders or • this nation with the true facts of the internal 
situation. . . ." 

Be suggested "some group of well-balanced, intensely loyal people 
of discernment and unchallengeable integrity, to work in close association 
with the R.C.M.P. and other sources of information, to sort out and es-
tablish the facts, and to make them known within the limits of security 
considerations to the Government and members of Parliament". . . . 

(over) 



Mr. Coldwell On Quebec Tax:  Ottawa, April 12 (CP) -- Mr. Coldwell says the 
Liberals are responsible for what he terms a threatening attack on Canada's 
unity and welfare by the ultra-nationalism of Preml,er Duplessis of Quebec. 

Mr. Coldwell, speaking todayduring the budget debate in the House of 
Canmons, also said Mr. Duplessis' stand that the provinces have priority 
in the field of direct taxation is a dangerous, insidious and false Gigot- .;■-j 
riné. • • • 

Report U.K. Seeking Canadian  Ports For B.O.A.C.: Ottawa, April 12 (CP) 	Britaiu 
is seeking additional landing rights in Canada so that British Overseas 
Airways Corporation can run a service west around the globe, it was learned 
today. 

Transport Minister Lennox-Boyd of Britain and Transport Minister Chev- 
rier of Canada today opened a series of talks to review the 1949 air agree- 

. ment between the two countries. The discussions are expected to last until 
Wednesday. 

-An official of the British delegation 
mainly on B.O.A.C.'s ambition to operaté a 
traversing Canada. He added B.O.A.C. does 
Officials declined to elaborate. . ... 

said the group has-ità eye 
service west around:the globe, 
not plan trans-Polar flights. 

Secrecy Of Radar Locations:  Ottawa, April 12 (CP) -- Mr. Claxton_today said 
the Government is re-examining the question of the secrecy of the locations 
of Canada's screen of radar stations. He told the House of Commons in re- 
ply to a question that some information about the locations was made public 
inadvertently by the R.C.A.F. magazine Roundel which published a,list of 
postings or transfers involving radar personnel. 

Canada's Progress With Renetors: Montreal, April 13 (Gazette) -- The top 
scientific advisor of Atomic Energy of Canada said here yesterday that 
Canadeleads'the freeworld in the development of reactors for nuclear 
energy. 

- "I haven't seen the reactors in Russia but I understand ours are 
better," Dr. David A. Keys, Vice-President (scientifie) of the National 
Research Council of Canada, told a luncheon meeting of the'Canftdian Club. 

Dr. Keys said Important developments have been achieved in the 
nuclear field and envisioned many other possibilities such as "the pro-
duction of useful quantities of electricity at possible competitive costs 
-with coal". 

Return Tàbled On H.C. Banks: Ottawa, April 12 (CP) -- The Immiè'ration Depart-
ment says the United States court record of Harold C. Banks of Montreal, 
Canadian Director of the Seafarers' International Union (TLC-AFL), was not 
investigated prior to the date he was granted permanent residence in 
Canada. 

The information was contained in a return tabled today in the House 
of Commons for Mrs. Ellen Fairclough '(PC - Hamilton West.  Mrs. Fairclough 
questioned the appointment of Mr. Banks as a Canadian labour delegate to a 
-meeting of the International Labour Organization in Geneva, Feb. 15-28 
last. 

Er. Abbott On Quebec Income Tax Proposal:  Ottawa, April 12 (CP) Mr. Abba`tt 
said tonight it is up to the Quebec Government to make any new proposals 
for a financial agreement between the federal and Quebec Governments. 

"I think it's Premier Duplessis' turn to make concrete suggestions; 
I've been doing it for several years," he said., › 

Mr. Abbott spoke on the C.B.C.'s weekly "Press Conference", in-
terviewed by members of the Parliamentary Press Gallery. 

-Ï„ 
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Across Canada: The C.B.C. newscast this morning announced the death of 
Premier Macdonald of Nova Scotia. . . . The 1st Canadian Infantry Bri-
gage will leave its base in Soest, Germany, Easter weekend for a month 
of intensive battle exercises s in the Soltau training area, 60 miles north 
of Hanover. More than 4,000 men will be involved, C.P. reported. . 	. 
Four members of Parliament elected in by-elections March 23 have taken 
their seats in the House of Commons. 

■*30 - 
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Mr. Pearson On  World Affairs:  Ottawa, April 13 (CP) -- Mr. Pearson said today 
Canada has not been asked to make any commitment in Indo-China.  He re-
iterated before the Commons External Affairs Committee that Canada could 
become involved in the Indo-China war only through collective United-
Nations  action. 

In reply to Mr. Knowles he said the Government has been kept informed 
, of the talks in London between Mr. John Foster Dulles, U.S. 'State Secr,etary 

and Mr. Anthony Eden, British Foreign Secretary.  
Mr. Angus Mac-Innis -asked if France had shipped any war supplies re- 

ceived from Canada under the North Atlantic Alliance mutual aid agreement 
to Indo-China. Mr., Pearson said such material was for NATO purposes only. 

On Korea, he said Canada wants to withdraw its forces 'there as so`on 
as ,possible. But no decision to .bring home Canadian troops could be made 
Under 'present circumstances. 

In a general review of the world situation, the Minister said there 
s 'danger that the world might fall into the pit of war by miscalculation 

rather than by calculated action. 	 -'* • 

There had been some easing of international tension in Europe due 
primarily .to the growing strength and unity of NATO. But there were °very 
grave dangers"  in the Far East and the world now knew that if war came, 
it it'vould be even more terrible than had been thought a year ago. 

On Germany, Mr. Pearson said Canada•would be glad to accept 'any 
alternative to the European Defence Community for rearmlnK Gennan.y but 
no such alternative had presented itself. 	 • 

Political implications of the hydrogen bomb -were being diScussed 
among the Western powers and the U.S. was outlining its views fully to 
Canada,. This subject would be taken up by the NATO Foreign'Ministers 
at Paris, April 23, three days before the Geneva. conference.' 

Mr. Drew On Quebec Tax Issue:  Ottawa, April 13, (CP) -- Mr. Drew today urged 
the Government to summon a federal-provincial conference on -  taxation 
and constitutional  issues  which he said are weakening Canadia.n -  unity. 

Mr . Drew, enterih.g .  the House  of , Con-mons Budget debate, said that , 
bitter tliings have been said ,in various parts of Canada' since Mr. 
Abbott's Budget last week rejected Quebec's request for full federal 
deduction-  Of its 'new 15-Per-cent income tax. 

He did not argue' the  Government's decision, but said he regrets 
that Mr. Abbo .tt used an unneCessarily provocative manner in presenting 
the Government's decision. Since then, speeches had been made which 

did ,not help national unity. 
Mr. Drew said Prime Minister St. ,Laurent should say, before;the 

House of Commons adjourns tomorrow for the 'Ea.ster recess, that he will -
invite provincial Premiers before the end of May to a federal-provincial 
conference. Mr. St. Laurent was in the Commons but did not make any 
immédiate reply. 	 , 	, 

It was time for the Government to show the same kind of statesman-
ship, vision and goodwill shown at Confederation in 1867 so that "we 
may seek to rebuild that federal structure of which we are all so r 

proud". • • • 

!Ir. Abbott On Quebec Tax Claim:  Ottawa, April 13, (CP) -- Mr. Abbott said 
tonight there is no basis in fact or law for Quebec's claim to prior 

'Wednesday, April 14, 1954. 
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right to levy income tax. He brought up the problem raised by imposition 
of a 15-per-cent income tax in Quebec during a speech over the C.B.C.' 

He said: 
"Since 1947 the federal income tax law has allowed anyone who had to 

pay a provincial income tax to deduct up to five per cent from the federal 
tax to offset the provincial tax. 

"Nine of the provinces have entered into five-year agreements renting 
their rights to impose such taxes and agreeing to accept instead an annual 
payment from the federal Government. 

"The Government of Quebec in imposing the new tax claims that the 
province has a prior right to levy income tax - a right prior to the right 
of the federal Government. 

"There is no basis in-fact for such a claim. Both the provinces and 
the  federal Government have equal rights to impose direct taxes. But if, 
as has been suggested, any province could have a tax of any amount de-
ducted fram federal tax, the right of the federal Government would be 
worth very little. 

"The national Government must maintain its right  and  duty to raise 
revenlies -  to pay for the national functions with which it is charged by 
our federal  Constitution. . . 

Gouzenko Testimony Tabled: -  Ottawa, April 13 (CP) -- Igor Gouzenko said he had 
never heard of 27 persons whose names were tossed at him by the U.S. Senate 
internal security sub-committee. 

The transcript of the testimon'y given the sub-Committee in January by 
Mr. Gouzenko, former Russian code clerk, who disclosed operation's of a 
'Soviet spy ring - in Canada in 1945, was tabled today in the'Rbuse of Gommons. 

Besides not knowing the 27 names, five of Which were Ruisian, Mr. 
Gouzenko said he had never heard of a Reserve U.S.. Army,officer mentioned 
but not identified by the committee and two names deleted from the testimony. 

. Neither had he heard of Fort Tilton, Fort Snowden, Aberdeen l'roving Grounds 
or Springfield Arsenal. 

Gouzenko Evidence: Ottewa, April 13 (Montreal  Gazette)-.-.  Igor Gouzenko has 
criticized U.S. security authorities for having allawed a key SoViet agent 
to slip through their fingers. 

This was disclosed today when the Government tabled testimony, ,Which 
the former Soviet Embassy cypher clerk gave at a secret meeting with, , 
representatives of the U.S. Sente sub-cammittee of internal security, 
headed bY Senator William Jenner. 

The agent in question, knawn only by an alias, "Ignacy Witczakn', was 
described by Mr'. Gouzehko as "a very important agent and most probably 
agent resident - in other words an agent around whom'a spy network was 
esteblished". . 

Four To Accompany Mr. Pearson To Geneva:  Ottawa, April 13 (CP) -- Mr. 
Pearson said today a staff of four will accampany him to the Geneva 
conference opening April 26. The delegation will leave Monday. The 
four are: Mr. Chester Ronning, Canadian MiniÉter to Norway, Mr. 
John W. Holmes, Assistant Under-Secretary in the External Affairs De-
partment, Mr. E. McGaughey, member of the Department's Far East 
Division, and Mr. J.E. de Lobiniere of Mr. Pearson's office. 

Across Canada: The Government hopes to see a considerable movement of wheat 
out of Montreal - weather permitting - in about 10 days, Mr. Howe eaid 
yesterday. . . . Stanley Cup Playoffs: Montreal 4, Detroit 1. (Best of 
seven final tied 3-3) 
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Quebec Tax Debated:  Ottawa, April 14 (CP) -- Northern Affairs Minister Lesage 
said today Quebec is attempting to b1ie  the federal Gôvernment for its 
own decision to impose a provincial income tax. 	 -- 

"This double taxation is exclusively due to the decision of the -Quebec 
Government, which na* attempts to throw the blame upon the Canadian Govern-
ment, " Mr. Lesage said in the House of Commons. ' 

The situation,  he said, "reminds me of the littlé boy  who pulléd the 
cat's tail  and  replied to his fathër who had told him to stop: 'I'M'nè)t 
'Pulling,.the cat is.'" 

He spoke in the third day of the budget debate which continued through 
the half-day•  sitting before the House adjourned for the Easter recess until 
Monday; April 26. 

Mr. Lesage was the first Cabinet Minister to refer in the budget 
debate to the Quebec taxation issue since Mr. Abbott's budget April 6 re-
jected Quebec's bid to have its new 15-per-cent income.tax fully deductible 
from federal income tax payments. Federal tax laws allow deduction of 
five per cent of the provincial tax from federal levies. 

A Progressive Conservative motion of non-confidence in the Government, 
naw before the House, criticized the Government for having "failed" to 
reach agreement with the provinces on reallocation of taxing powers. 

Mr. Lesage said the Quebec Government at no time has entered negotia- 
' tions seeking full deduction for its new income tax. 

Mr; Lesage added, however, that the federal Government  stands  ready 
to co-operate in f inding a solution_to the problem. 

"There is no insoluble problem fcm men of good mill,_ready to dis= 
cuss seriously, in all good fRith and without fanfare, a question on its 
merits." 

The federal Government was justified in refusing the Quebec requeàts. 
If a 15-per-cent deduction was allowed, Ontario, "the richest province," 
would be tempted to end its taxation agreement with the federal Govern- 

ment. On that basis, Ontario would collect $60,000,000 more than under 
the federal-provincial arrangement. . 

Cohtrell'Of AtoMic Energy:  Ottawa, April 14 (CP) -- Mr. Pearson says Canada 
is ready to participate in any renewed efforts by the United Nations to. 
bring about effective international control of atomic energy. 

He made the statement today in the House of Commons after Mr. 
J.W.G. Hunter (L - Toronto Parkdale) asked whether the U.N. Disarmament 
Commission is taking any action to achieve agreement on the prohibition 
and control of atomic weapons, including the H-Bomb. 

Television Polfey:  Ottawa, April 14 (CP) -- A former radio news analyst to- 
day said the time is rapidly approaching for the Government to permit 
establishment of more than one television station in any one area. 

Mr. "Elmore Philpott (L - Vancouver South) said in the House of 
Commons that Parliament should make up its mind to retain the publicly-
owned CBC as the dominant partner of broadcasting development. But it 
*hould not be guilty of frustrating the unhampered'development of free 
enterprise broadcasting. 

(over) 
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Mr. Burbridge  Takes Post With NATO:  Ottawa, April 14 (Journal) -- Mr. Kenneth 
J. - B,urbridge, 	legalsadviser'to the External Affairs Department since 
1949, has•been appointed Canadian Deputy Permanent Representative to the 
North Atlantic Treaty Council in Paris with the rank of Minister-Counsellor. 
He succeeds Mr. A.F.W. Plumptre who.is  to take a new post in Ottawa. 

Director  C.B.C.  International Service:  Ottawa, April 14 (CP) -- Mr. Charles R. 
Delafield of Montreal, has been appointed Director of the C.B.C. Inter- 
national Service succeeding Mr. Jean Desy, Canadian Ambassador to France. 

Mr. Delafield, Acting Director for the last few months, has been 
with the C.B.C. since 1938. He joined the International Service, which 
broadcasts to foreign countries, in 1945 at Montreal after serving With 
the Programme Division in Toronto. 

School Teachers For Overseas:  Ottawa, April 14 (CP) -- Mr. Harry Low, Director 
of Education for children of Canadian servicemen, overseas, said today the 
Defence Department now is recruiting 100 single teachers, mostly women, 
to work in schools at seven Canadian bases in France and Germany. 

,Mr. Low said: "They're being sent over there•to teach, mind you. 	, 
But I dare say theY.1 11 spruce up morale - everybody's morale." 

Mr. Low has written 30 school boards across Canada asking ,them to 
naminate teachers for the posts abroad. 

"The response has been very favourable," he said. 
The teachers will be on loan for two years from the school boards 

and receive the same salary they would have got from the beards. They 
will receive free living quarters overseas and their transportation will 
be paid there and back. Their superannuation and seniority rightS will 
be maintained. 

The Defence Department, which will reimburse the school boards for 
the teachers' salaries, has made onè stiptilation, The teachers must be 
single. 	 , 	 -• 

Overseas Cable Rates:  Ottawa, April 14 (CP) 	An increase in the rate on 
trans-Atlantic cables handled by the Government's Canadian Overseas 
Telecommunication Corporation was forecast today. 

, 	In its annual  •report tabled in the House of Commons, C.O.T.C. said 
increasing operating costs make it "apparent that some adjustment in 
rates cannot much longer be deferred". 

The Corporation, formed by the Government four years ago, handles 
all cable business crossing the Atlantic direct from Canada. Some other 
Canadian traffic is routed by way of cableheads in the United States. 

Exchange Of Security Information: •Ottawa, April 14 (CP) -- The Australian 
High Commissioner's office said today there is no doubt that spy informa-
tion supplied the Australian Government by Vladimir Petrov will be 
passed on the Canadian authorities. 	 - 

An official said any information of interest to Canada would be 
sent to Canadian security.  officials. This information would not necessarily 
have to involve Canadians. 	 - 

It was a "routine process" to exchange such information among 
Commonwealth countries. 

Across Canada:  Transport Minister Lennox-Boyd of Britain and Transport 
Minister Chevrier of Canada yesterday wound up three days of talks on, 
the United Kingdam's bid for a revised air agreement with Canada. An 
Official of the British delegation said some progressJlad been made but 
that discussions were not yet completed. . 	. Provincial and federal 
members, past and present, attended rites Wednesday for Rodney . Adamson 
and his wife, Cynthia, victims of last Thursday's air crash at Moose 	,11/ 
Jew. Lorne Scots Regiment rifles fired a salute above the flag-draped 
caskets in the churchyard of Trinity Church at Port Credit. - . . • The 
Government says there are 19 publications in Canada which are Communist 
or follow the Communist line. A return tabled yesterday in the House 
of Commons for Mr. E.G. Hansel). (SC - Macleod) says_18 of the publi-, 
cations have their head offices in Toronto. The other three are 
located in Vancouver,  Sudbury and Winnipeg. 

- 
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Geneva Conference:  Ottawa, April 19 (CP) -- External Affairs Minister Pearson 
and four aides today departed for the Geneva conference on Korea and Indo-
China. They were pessimistic about its outoome. 

The Canadian delegation flew from Ottawa to Montreal in a Transport 
Department plane, starting out 40 minutes late because Mr. Pearson had left 
his passport at home. The delegation later took off from Montreal in a 
Trans-Canada Air Lines plane. 

Canadian  afin  at the Geneva meeting, opening a week from today, is the 
same - as the U.N. objective - a unified Korea where free elections could be 
held. 

But the delegation held out scant hope that Communist China and Russia 
would agree to convert the Korean armistice into such a peace àettlement. 

Mr. Pearson'_s_four aides are Mr. Chester Ronning, CanadianSinister to 
Norway and a long-tine China expert; Mr. John IL Holmes, Under-Secretary of 
State for EXtern81 Affairs and a specialist on Russia; Mr. C.E. McGaughey of 
the Department's Far East Division end Mr. E.J. de Lotbiniere bf Mr. Peareonis 
office, who will act as secretary to the delegation. 

Soviet Trawlers: St. John's Nfld., April 19 (Globe & Mail) -- Two large Russian 
fishing trawlers entered port today to take on fresh water.and other short 
supplies. 

The ships, the Odessa and the Sebastopol, both just over  1,600  tons 
have been fishing on the Grand Banks for the past week or longer - the first 
tine Russian ships have been seen this far /Test. 

In recent weeks Canadian naval vessels tested top-secret equipment in 

the same area. 
One of the Inmeens tested was a new type of homing torpedo which can 

be launched from di#er a ship or an aircraft. No details of it have been 
released but it is believed to be more accurate than the acoustic type of 
homing torpedos developed during the last war. 

(In Ottawa, a naval headquarters spokeeman said that the R.C.N. had 
not conducted any exercises in the Grand Banks area since.theSessian 
ti4a:Ï1ers arrived there. There was no reason to believe that the trawlers 
were on the Banks to snoop on the navy.) 

Canadian Troops in Korea: Korea, April 19 (CP) -- The spring rotation of the 
25th Canadian Infantry Brigade, involving more than 8,000 troops, is nearly 
complete. 

During  Ester  weekend the 4th Battalion, Canadian Guards, replaced the 
3rd Battalion, Royal 22nd Regiment, in the Canadian sector along the truce 
zone. 

Late last month, the 2nd Battalion, Queen's Own Rifles of Canada, 
succeeded the 3rd Battalion, Royal Canadian Regiment. The 2nd Battalion, 
Black Watch, replaced the 3rd Battalion, P.P.C.L.I., last November, and is 
not due home until this fall. 

First Inland Cargo: Montreal,,April 20 (Gazette) -- The first wuterborne 
, cargoes to be carried between Montreal and the Great Lakeebegan,to move 
through the canal system linking the Atlantic with the inland' ports 
yesteeday, morning. 

Meanwhile, Montreal yesterday accommodated 55 ships of all des-
criptions, according to a harbour bôard official. 

(over) 
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He broke down the number of ships in port as 34 ocean-going, 17 in-
land and four coastal. 

New Oil  Wells: Edmonton, April 19 (CP) -- Fifty new wells, camprising 30 oil 
producers, one producing natural gas and 19 dry holes, were drilled to 
completion last week in western Canada,  it was reported today. 

Soviet 	Artists: Montreal, April 19 (Gazette) -- Ten Russian artists, travellim 
in "proletarian" style with 12 pieces of luggage, arrived here by plane 
Saturday and immediately departed by train for Ottawa. 

An official of the Russian Embassy greeted the visitors at Montreal 
•Airport and gave a sketchy outline of their plans for a Canadian concert 
tour. He said it was the first time the U.S.S.R. has sent such a troupe 
to Canada. 

,First performance mas planned for Toronto and later appearances were 
scheduled for this city. 

.First Ship of Semion:.  Montreal, April 20 (Gazette) 	Less thatr'four months - 
after the port closed for the shortest winter.on record, the first new ship 
of, the year slipped .  dawn the ways into a basin'at the Canadian Vickers 
plant yesterday-  afternoon in east end Montreal... 	. 

- 	The Hutchcliffe Hall, a 4,200 deadweight ton lake freighter,-is the 
seventh built for Hall ,  Corporation of Canada at the Vickers  plant. I  A 

- - 

,2,100-tons.. 	 , 	, - 
, 	The Hutahaiffe Hall is among the first  canal type  ships built in 
:Canada ,since, the thirties. By using disêls instead of steam, and,with a 

- compactly designed engine roam, cargo-capacity has been increased by 400 _ 
to. 500 tons. 

sister ship will be launched in another three weeks. 	, 
She is a twin-screw ship, powered by two opposed . piston diesel en-

gines each of 640 B.H.P. 
-Her length between perpendiculars measures 253 feet; her breadth, 

43 feet, six Inches; moulded depth, 20 feet, nine inches; and gross tonnage 

The vessel is all-Welded, except for the deck stringer angle. There 
. 	are two.cargoholds with three hatches each, spaçed,to suit-the--:grain7 -7 

chutes of the,elevators at lake ports. 	. 

Lead & Zinc Exports:  Washington,  April 20 (CP) -- The United States  likely will 
ask Canàda,shortly to Curb shipments of lead and,zinc'into,the American 
market. 	 - 

- . 	-Thesrequest may take 'the form, of a suggestion that Canada volunteer to 
reduce exports, just as it agreed earlier this year to eeduce shipments of 

;,oats, U.S. informants said yesterday. 	- 	_ 
, 	.,-Canadian -expôrts of lead and zinc.to the U.S. totalled:almost 8100,- 
000,0004n 1952._ The 11.S. domestic industry, faced with a declining market, 
has appealed fof some form of tariff protection.-  

Grain Stocks_Pèak:  Ottawa', Apri1,19. (CP) -- Stocks of the fivelmajor Canadian 
grains reached near-record proportions.at,the end of the-1953-54 fiscal 
year, the Bureau of Statistics estimated. 	 - 	 - 

Stocks of Canadian wheat, rye, oats, barley and flaxseed in Canada 
and.the United.States totalied 1,261,300,00C/bushels.: At the -end :f the ‘, 	 , 
1952-53 fiscal year, stocks totalled 1,175,401,000 .bushels. 

Across Canada: ,Thousands of Nova Scotians paid personal tribute to the late 
Angus L. Macdonald on Sunday while the armed forces prepared a massive 
state funeral the like of which t4t-ety of Halifax has never seen.' One 
hundred members of the navy, army and air force will escort the gun  car-
nage  bearing the flower and flag-draped casket of the man who built the 

' 	Canadian Navy of the Secônd World War and restored Nova Scotia Liberals to 
- 	dominance during a 21-year political career. . 	. Sudbury Wolves moved 

to within one gene of winning their Eastern Canada Allan Cup final play-
off  from the Matane Red Rocks by scoring a 5-3 m1c4orrin Sudbury last * .. 1 
night. .-.  o Detroit defeated Montreal 2-1 in overttme -tei 'win the best 
of seven Stanley Cup Playoffs. 	 : 
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Canada's Capacity For Massive Retaliation: Montreal, April 21 (Gazette) -- 
Defence Minister Claxton said here yesterday that the most important way 
to guarantee that the H-bomb doesn't fall on Canada is by having air 

- weapons for "massive retaliation n  . 
At a ceremony 'marking acceptance of the 1,000th F-86 Sabre jet pro- 

duced by Canadair for the R.C.A.F., Mr. Claxton said there can be no means 
of massive retaliation unless the country has the "massive" capacity to 
produce these air weapons, like the F-86 Sabre jet, the CF-100, all-weather 
fighter, and radar. 

"If . we have them they may well prove to be a successful dete irrent (to 
mould-be agéressors) for peace," he said. 

*ffe don't like the 11-bamb. 17'e may deplore its existence. But'once . it 
exists, we must not deplore the fact that one of our closest friend's and 
allies has it. 	 - 

"It makes aircraft like these more vitally important than ever before 
because our air-force is geared to air defence." 

Describing the occasibn as Omilestone in the annals of Canada's 
aviation industry," Mr. Claxton said it was the first time in Canada, and 
one of the few times in the world, that one aircraft company has produced 
1,000 consecutive front-line planes. 	 - 

- "It is also the first time that Canada, during peaceful years, has 
-'- had Air Force squadrons based outside the country to guard the ramparts of 

the free world," he said. 
Trade Minister C.D. Howe, who also attended, said the aircraft _ 

represented $250 9 000,000 of the taxpayers' money spent_on one aircraft' 
contract to produce the F-86. 

"This doesn't mark the turning point of Canadair," he said. "You 
' have lots of work ahead." 

He pointed out the firm had a big job ahead to produce the Maritime 
Reconnaissance version of the Bristol Britannia and said there was hope 
that a civil transport might be produced. 

"If so a new field lies  ahead for you in that direction." 
He said the grmed forced need have no fear of shortages due to the 

country's productive facilities. 

Mr.  Pearson  To Paris And GenevaV  „London, April 20 (CP) -- Mr. L.B. Pearson, 
Canada's Minister of External Affairs, arrived by air today on his way to 
Paris and Geneva for international meetings. 

The Minister goes to Paris tamorrow for NATO talks opening later this 
week, and then on to Geneva for the international conference on Korea 
and Indo-China, starting Monday. 1 

Defence Chiefs To Europe:  Ottawa, April 20 (CP) -- Canada's top defence 
commanders are checking out of Ottawa for European visits. 

Vice-Admiral E.R. Mainguy, Chief of Naval Staff, and Air Marshal 
Roy Slemon, Chief of Air Staff, left by air today for Europe. 

Lt.-Gen. Guy Simonds, Chief of the General Staff, and Dr. O.M. 
Solandt, ùbirman of the Defence Research Board, left last week by sea. 

Gen. Charles Foulkes, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, will 
leave Saturday by air, returning May 3. 

(over) 



All five defence chiefs will attend an exeroise of top North Atlantic 
Alliance Commanders at Supreme Headquarters, Allied Powers in Europe, 
Fontainbleau, France, April 26 to 30. 

Ship For Arctic:  Ottawa, April 20 (CP) -- The keel of a new -venel specially 
designed for charting Arctic waters is expected to be laid this year, it was 
reported today. 

The ship, 285 feet long and built to withstand the pressure of pack 
ice,in northern seas, is planned for the Canadian Hydrographic Service. 

It will have a flight deck and hangar for two helicopters and will 
act as the mother ship for six survey launches used to chart waters too 
shallow for the larger vessel's 15-foot depth. 

Unemployment:  Ottawa, April 20 (CP) -- Canadian unemployment hit a postwar 
peak in March it was learned today, but indications are it now is on the 
dawngrade. 

However, the number of jobless continues higher than at the same time 
last year. 

Government figures to be announced in the next day or two, according 
to informants, will show that around 570,000 persons were looking for work 
through National Employment Service in late March. 

This is a new high since the Second World War. 

Saskatchewan  "Cash" Policy:  Regina, April 20 (CP) -- Credit buying, once an 
economic mainspring in this agricultural province, is fast giving way to 
cash on the barrelhead. 

In recent months one after another.  of Saskatchewan's smaller cam- 
- 

	

	munities have gone on .a strictly-cash basis. More than 100 centres have 
adopted the policy. 

Merchants who placed cash-only signs in their stores report the move 
„ 	has been highly successful. 

But their best custamer - the farmer who bought on credit in spring 
and paid in cash after harvest - sometimes finds it -pretty tough going. 

, 

	

	Merchants changed from credit to  cash as a means of financial self- 
preservation when farmers couldn't sell grain and started to run up 
heavy bills. 	 • 

The farmer now has to dig deep to raise cash. Some are reported 
selling tàeir livestock out of season to pay their bills. Others claim 
they haven't enough money to put in their 1954 crop.  

• 
Provincial Autonomy: Quebec, April 20 (CP) -- Premier Duplessis of•Quebec 

says that his whole political life has been consecrated to a fight for 
provincial autonomy. 

The Premier made the statement in a birthday interview. He was 64 
today* 	, 

" 	"Never'since 1890," said Mr. Duplessis, "has the province been , exposed 
to such grave dangers as those arising out of the current centralist 
policies of the federal Government." . 

Across'Canada:  • President George Slater of the Quebec Hockey League said today 
he is notifying referee-in-chief George Gravel to instruct refereei to 
be more strict and "bear down at the start" in games of the current 
QHL final. "The game can be just an enjoyable mithout all the rough 
stuff. Some people seem to think it is not necessary in playoffs to 

,. 	rule by the book . 	• • 	Des Archer, Saskatchewan's newly crawned light- 
Piddae-weight chmmpion, will head a team of nine boxers from that Prairie 
Province to the British Empire Games trials which will be held at Torontols 
Varsity Arena, May 13-15. . . . After 30,000 miles of travel covering 
15 countries, the Seagram Collection of Cities of Canada paintings has ' 
returned to Canada to start an 18-month tour of the cities :it depiatS* 
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Passport Charge:  Ottawa, April 21 (CP) -- A former United States Communist today 
idealfied Raymond Arthur Davies, Montreal writer, as Rudolph Shohan, a 
major figure in the U.S. Communist movement in 192940. 

The testimony was given by WilliEn O. Nawell of Detroit at the trial 
of Mr. Davies on a charge of giving false information to obtain a Canadian 
passport. 

Mr. Nowell, who said he broke with the party in 1936 after seven years, 
testified that Mr. Davies was known to him as Shohan, a leader of the U.S. 
Young ComMunist League. , 

Mr. Davies, who was arrested in June, 1952, and committed for trial 
here in October of that year, went on trial today. 

The Crawn claims Mr. Davies is Rudolph Shohan, that he was born in 
Russia and came to the United States in 1921. He is charged:With stating 
in a 1936 application for a Canadian passport that he was Raymond Arthur 
Davies, a British subject born in Montreal andwith no other nationality. 

Canadian Chairman:  United Nations, N.Y. April 21 (Gazette) -- Mr. David M. 
Johnson, Chief of Canada's permanent delegation to the United Nations, was 
widely mentioned today as the choice for the first chairman of the newly 
created U.N. Disarmament Sub-committee. 

Mr. Johnson is expected to be chosen Friday at the first private 
meeting of the sub-committee made up of delegates of Canada, France, the 
United States, the Soviet Union and Britain. 

Jet Crash: North Bay, Ont., April 21 (CP) -- An Air Force CF-100 jet fighter 
crashed and exploded in landing on a training flight here, killing its 
pilot and navigator. 

Victims of the crash were identified as PO Donald Freckleton, 22, of 
Tuft's Cove, N.S., and Navigator Joseph Marcelle Turpin, 23, a native of 
Sturgeon Falls, Ont., whose parents live in Ottawa. 

Canadian-Daminican Diplamatic Exchange:  Ottawa, April 22 (Press Release No. 23) --
The  Department of External Affairs announced today that the Governments 
of Canada and the Dominican Republic have agreed to exchange diplamatic 
missions. 	 - 

A Consulate General of the Daminican Republic was established in 
Montreal in 1914, and another Consulate General was opened in Ottawa in 
1945. A non-resident Canadian Government Trade Commissioner was 
accredited to the Daminican Republic in 1921, and in 1952, a Canadian 
Government Trade Commissioner's Office was opened in Ciudad Trujillo. 

Canadian relations with the Dominican Republic have become of in- 

e creasing importance in recent years, and it is naw intended to establish 
before the end of 1954, an Embassy of Canada at Ciudad Trujillo, and an 
Embassy of the Dominican Republic at Ottawa. 

(over) 
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Unemployment Peak:  Ottawa, April 21 (CP) -- Unemployment among Canadians reached 
a post-war top in March, it was announced todav, nnd inmediately the major 
labour congresses called for federal action to ense its effects. 

At the same time, by an apparent anomaly, Government figures also 
showed employment on the rise as the spring pickup set in after 'several 
months of decline. 

The official March unemployment figures, released by the Government, 
were said by informants to be the top for the 1953-54 winter. They e aid 
that later but preliminary figures received by the Government indicate 
unemployment started to slide down in enrly March. 

The post-war peak of those looking for jobs through National Employ- 
ment Service was 569,898 at March 18. It represented a slowed-down rise 
of about 10,000 from a month earlier and compared with 408,000 a year 
before. 

U.S. Consulate General:  Montreal !  April 22 (Gazette) -- The new premises of the 
Consulate General of the United States in Montreal, the largest office in 
Canada and one of the largest in the world, were officially opened here 
yesterday by Hon. R. Douglas Stuart, U.S. Ambassador to Canada. 

"This  is proof of the faith in the future of this fast-growing 
cosmopolitan metropolis," the Consul  General's office said in a state-
ment. 

Research Grants: Montreal, April 22 (Gazette) -- The federal Government is 
pumping R further $55,000 into medical research in Montreal under the 
National Health Programme, Mr. Faul Martin, the Minister of National 
Health end Yielfare,announced yesterday. 

The biggest grant, $44,720, will support research at McGill University. 
on the causes of hyper-sensitivity. Mr.  Martin  said the McGill project, 
already under-way, promises to provide valuable information on non-
tuberculous allergic chest diseases. 

Across Canada:  A spring storm that dumped up to seven inches of wet snaw on 
bouthern Manitoba yesterday halted serious soil drifting and brightened 
prospects for the grain crop. . . . 	Culture took a back seat to 
athletics at a Toronto Board of Control meeting yesterday, as members 
voted $3,500 for the British Empire Games in Vancouver this summer, but 
turned a deaf ear to a request from the Canadian Ballet Festival ASSOCià.. 
tion for $2,500. . 	. 	The Air Transport Board's refusal to allow BOAC 
to take off from Malton on its international runs drew the fire of members 
of Toronto's Board of Control yesterday. 
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Defence Minister's Tour: • Ottawa, April 22 (CP) -- Defence Minister Claxton 
will leave by air Sunday for a week-long tour of military establishments 
in Western Canada. 

He will visit service posts at Camp Shilo and Rivers in Manitoba; 
Grenville, Sask.; Vegreville, Cold Lake, the new RCAF weapons range, 
and the Suffield experimental station in Alberta; and Esquimalt, B.C. 

Seven Islands Airport:  Seven Islands, April 22 (CP) -- Transport Minister 
Chevrier and two of his departmental assistants today visited Seven 
Islands to decide on work projects to be undertaken at the airport here 
this year. 

Mr. Chevrier said $300,000 would be spent for an administration 
building at the airport and another $35,000 would be spent for a maritime 
station for the signal - service. 

Seven Islands, 450 miles east of Quebec City, is the shipping  point  
• for Labrador iron ore. 

Ambassador of Indonesia:  Ottawa, April 22 (Press Release No. 24) -- His 
Excelléncy Uuman Sastroamidjoyo presented today to His Excellency the 
Governor General his Letter of Credence as Ambassador Extraordinary 
and Plenipotentiary of Indonesia to Canada. ...14he ceremony of presentation 
took place at Government House. 

Crash Victim:  Claresholm, Alta., April 22 (CP) -- An RCAF student pilot was 
killed last night in the crash of a Harvard training plane near  the air 
force station here.  • 

RCAF officials said today the victim was Flight Cadet Donald 
Frederick Bouwell, 19, of Cobourg. 

National Conservation Plan:  Ottawa, April 22 (CP) -- Establishment of a 
national conservation council was urged today at a conference called to 
discuss the broad future of Canada's natural resources. 	 •  

The conference, first of its kind held in Canada since 1906, 
opened a two-day general session attended by delegates from more than 50 
organizations with panel discussions on forestry, soil andwater resources. 

The conference, Said Dr. W.J. Parker, President of Manitoba Pool 
Elevators, should form a council from its delegates "with a view to sub-
mitting to the Government of Canada and our provincial Governments, in 
due time, reconmendations for a national programme of conservation". 

Main bodies which would comprise the council's membership would be 
the Agricultural' Institute of Canada, the Canadian Federation of 
Agriculture, the Canadian Institute of Forestry, the Canadian Forestry 
Association, the Engineering Institute of Canada, and other interested 
groups. 

Fire Fighting:  Ottawa, April 22 (CP) -- Use of the armed forces in forest 
protectién was urged today by two delegates to an unofficial national 
conference on Canada's resources. 

Mr. Vernon E. Johnson. of «Montreal, President of the Canadian 
International Paper Company, suggested that RCAF training flights be 
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c.---dc5-ordinated with a forest  protection  *programme. -  , 

Military planes, he said, - could report on fire conditions, parti- 
cularly during periods when the fire menace mas greatest. 	 , 

Exports Up:  Ottawa, April 22 (CP) -- Canada's export trade improved in March 
after a slump at the start of the year. 

However, preliminary figures issued today by the Bureau of Statistics 
showed exports for the first quarter of the year were down from the same 
period of 1953. Imports  continued higher than exports. 

Ballet Festival:  Toronto, April 22 (CP) -- Ballet companies fram five cities 
ranging from Halifax to Vancouver will be in Toronto the week of May 3, 
for the Sixth Annual Canadian Ballet Festival. 

In addition new Canadian folk dances will be presented by Finnish, 
Danish, French Canadian, Czechoslovak and German groups,!, 	 . - 

The Festival has been a showcase for Canadian dance activities'in the 
past. ;It led to -the formation of the •Cana;dian Dance Teachers' Assoction 

, and'mas'a stepping stone in establishment of the National 131,1/êt,—Eastern-
Canada's professional ballet group. 

f • 
Soviet (Artists:  Toronto, April 23 (Globe te Mail) -- .Six artists of  the Soviet 

Union keesented a concert at Massey Hall .last night and gave.a .capacity 
audience an opportunity to hear and see a group of soloists, unknown 
ever by'reputation. The event proved always interesting and, at .tiqes, 
highly.enjoyable. * 	 . 	 ' 

The 'performers were Leonid Kogan, violin, Professor Pavel Serebryakov, 
piano, Elizaveta Chavdar, soprano, Arturs Frindbergs, tenor *,• and Sophia 
Geldvkina 'and Leonid.Zhdanov, ballet dancers. Their.Canadian,tour is 

,--'dponsored hy the Canadian-Soviet Friendship Society. 	. 

Nethdrlands'Scholarship:  Ottawa, April 22 (ce) -- The Netherlands is offering 
a scholarship of 2,000 guilders, roughly $500, to a Canadian citizen who 
may rant to study in that country, The Netherlands Embassy announced 
tonight,  

' The scholarship is open to university students, resda'rchWoi=ké'rs -and'" 
students ir'the creative arts. It •s tenable for nine months Ln ,The-
Ndtherlands and provides an exemption of university fees of 325:guilders. 

Across Canada: Raymond Arthur Davies, described as a Montreal leftwing writer, 
yeStérday was sefitenced to two years in penitentiary for passport frauds. 

- .  o o The black-hulled sealer Terra Nova,.only Newfoundland ve-sàël‘to 
survive this year's seal fishery, slipped into port at St. John's.yester-
day. Her skipper said thc hunt was "terrible". • 	., Mr. Justice J.V. 
Clyne today fined the Vancouver Province $2,500,and,costs,for contempt of 
court, arising out of an article by columnist Eric Nicol condemning 
capital punishment. Mr. Nicol himself was fined e250.•. 	A pre-,- , 
mature birth saved the life of a Hamilton baby who mas given a-camelete- 
transfusion in which all his blood was drained off andnew blood sub-
stituted. 	. . Canada is sending an official cricket team to England 
this summer for the first time in history, The Canadians will play,- 

, 

	

	17 games during -their,stay from July,20 to September ,3. . - .*.• ,Farmers' 
cash incame dropped last ,year to three per cent below,  the. peak es- 

-, tablished the previous year, the Bureau of Statistics , estimated on 
April 22. . 

, 
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Geneva Conference: Geneva, April 25 (CP) -- External Affairs Minister Pearson, 
leader of the Canadian delegation to the*Geneva Far Eastern conference 
opening tomorrow, said tonight that the meeting is "one of the most 
difficult and complicated" of post-war years. 

But, he added, "given goodwill, it may be possible that something 
constructive will arise from it". 

The Canadian delegation will not sit in on the part of the conference 
dealing_with Indo-China. 

Budget Debate:  Ottawa, April 25 (CP) -- The House of Comnons will resume 
consideration of Finance Minister Abbott's budget Monday providing memlers 
do not take advantage of House rules to bring grievances to the Govern-
ment's attention. 

Parliament has been adjourned since April 14 for an 11-day Easter 
recess, the last holiday members will enjoy before prorogation of the 
session this summer. 

When the'House opens the Government will submit a motion to permit 
'intrcduction Of estimates concerning four departments. If it is approved 
the budget deliate will be resumed. However, a motion of this type en-
àbles nembers to debate problems they think the Government should con-
sider. 

On Thursday and Friday the estimates of the Departments of Public 
Works and Northern Affairs will be considered. 

Prior Consultation:  Paris, April 23 (Globe & Mail) -- At Canadas  instance 
the 14 nations that form ,  the North Atlantic Alliance today pledged them-
selves to prior consultation before the use of armed force by any of 
them. 

The resolution moved by Mr. Pearson enlisted the full support of 
Secretary of State John Foster Dulles. 

In endorsing the resolution Mr. Dulles was seen as making a con-
ciliatory gesture toward those sections of public opinion in other NATO 
nations that have been alarmed by some of the seemingly belligerent 
policy statements emanating from high U.S. officials including Mr. 
Dulles. 

Mr. Pearson's motion was officially entitled A Resolution on Poli- 
. tical -Consultation. It wns couched in the most general terms but : 

significance was attached to the fact that it was approved at all and 
moreover that its full text wns made public as a separate communique 
from the ministerial meeting. Usually the texts of such motions are 
not released. 

Detonator Inventor*  Ottawa,  April 25 (Globe & Mail) -- Mr. A.J. Langley, 
an Ottawa inventor, finally has received official recognition for his 
invention of a pencil-shaped detonator used by Allied saboteurs during 
the Second World Var. 

Mr. Langley, former commander in the Royal Navy, has been notified 
that the United KingdoM Royal Commission of Awards to Inventors has 
recommended that he receive L700 for his invention. 

About 15,500,000 of the detonators•were used during the war. They 
enabled saboteurs to set explosions to go off hours after they left the 
scene, and were parachuted in large numbers to resistance groups in 

(over) 
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Butter Surplus:  Ottawa, April 25 (CP) -- The Government is expected to 
announce soon that it will sell current stocks of price-support butter 
at 56 cents a pound, two cents below the purchase price. 

This would be the first time since 1951 that the Government has 
decided to sell butter to the trade at a small loss. The action would -/ 
enable the Government to replace 1953 production now in storage with 
surplus butter produced this year. 

The Government at present buys surplus butter in the summer months 
at a support price of 58 cents a pound. The butter is stored and offered 
to the trade during the low-producing winter months at 61 cents a pound 
wholesale. Heavier production in the summer more than meets the con-
sumer demand. 

The surplus on hand May 1 may range between 30,000,000 and 35,000,000 
pounds. The previous high was 20,000,000 pounds in 1949 and last year's 
figure was 19,000,000 pounds. 

Battle Tactics:  Soltau, Germany, April 25 (CP) 	Infantrymen and tankmen o 
the 1st Canadian Infantry Brigade are learning battle do-operation in 
this former Wehrmacht training area in the British zone of Germany. 

A troop of four Centurion tanks from "D" Squadron, Lord Strath- 
cona's Horse, a company of infantrymen from the 2nd Battalion, Royal 
Canadian Regiment, this week held the first of a series of field exer-
cises to be undertaken by the brigade during the next month. 

- 	Before exercises began, a communications network had to be set up. 
More than 50 miles of cable was laid and  .a number of. signal Centres 
established. 

Mining Convention:  Montreal, April 25 (CP) -- More than 1,000 delegates are 
expected to attend the 56th annual convention of. the Canadian Institute 
of Mining and Metallurgy, beginning three-day sessions here tomorrow. 

Programmes have been arranged for the Institute's six divisions, 
Geologists will studv the modern devices for locating ore bodies beneath 
the surface. Another group of specialists will deal with'in'dustrial 
minerals that corprise such essential materlals as salt, cement, brick 
and stone. Metallurgists have a full programme of highly technical 
papers. 

The theme of the meetings - The Stature, Scope and Importance of 
Canada's Mineral Industry - will be outlined by Mr. R.E. Stavert, 
President of Consolidated Smelters Limited. 	 - 

Uranium will come in for full attention, with arrangements being 
made for a talk by Dr. John Convey, Director of the Minés Branch, Ottawa. 

Mr. R.J. MacNeill, Chief Geologist with the Newfoundland and 
Labrador Corporation, will present a review of that Province's recent 
large developments. 

Across Canada:  Crude.oil production in Alberta averaged 172,993.  barrels a 
clay,for the week ended April 19, the Alberta Petroleum and iNatural Gas 

_,--Conservation Board announced. This was a drop of 26,641 barrels a day 
- from the previous week. . 	. The fourth Canadian textile seminar will 

take place at Queen's  University, Kingston, Sept. 9, 10 and 11. Held 
every other year, it is sponsored by  the Textile Technical Federation of 
Canada and attracts textile scientists and techniciails fram all parts of 
Canada as well as from the United States, England and other countries. 
More than 400 delegates attended the last seminar. . 	Chile and 
'Canada will likely  play  their first round North American Zone Davis 	% 
Cup tie July 15, 16 and 17 it was announced yesterday by Mr. Harry Mar. 
pole, Canadian Lawn Tennis Association President. . . 	For the R.C.M.P. 
spring has officially arrived on Parliament Hill.' The Mounties who -
stand guard outside the Parliament,Buildings shed their cool-weather 
brown jackets yesterday and for the first time this year appeared in 
the force's famed scarlet tunic. 	. . The Japanese Skating Club, 
sponsors of the recent 10-game tour of Japan by Kenora Thistles, is re- 
ported to have lost about $5,000 on the venture,a member of the Thistles 
executive said Saturday. 
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War In Indo-China: Ottawa, April 26 (CP) -- Prime Minister St. Laurent said 
today the Government is concerned with latest developments in Indo-China 

- ‘-but has no plans at present to involve Canada in the Indo-Chinese war. 
He also told the House of Commons that Canada is not participating 

it-1 the talks on Indo-China at the Genevà Conference because this country 
' 	is not directly involved in the fighting. 	 . 

- "I would not like to commit the Government to making any ledom- 
mendation to Parliament at this time to become directly involved in what 

- is  taking place in Indo-China," Mr. St. Laurent said. 	 *- 
"There  have  been statements made in this House that our obligations 

f: which might involve military action in the East were limited to what we 
'were-doing under the aegis of the United Nations. Now, there might arise 
,a situation where it would be felt that we should go behond that, but the 
Government will have to give that very serious consideration before def-
initely conmitting Canada to action which might involve the participation 
of'military forces. The Government will certainly - bring its recommenda- 

- 	tion to Parliament." 

Dominion-Provincial Conference:  Ottawa, April 26 (CP) -- Opposition Leader 
. Drew today proposed resumption of the 1950 federal-provincial conference 

' on the constitution and said it whould be thrown open to discuss -all 
federal-provincial problems. 	 - 

His motion to that effect in the House of Conflions', however, was 
ruled out of order and laterwithdrawn. 
' 

 
Ir.  Drew criticized the Government for not heeding requests from 

every province for a conference on taxation and constitutional issues. 
- 

	

	The Opposition Leader urged Prime Minister St. Laurent to summon 
the provinces to such a conference. 

[ 	 I, - 	- 
Vol. 5,No.80. •  • 
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Trade Union Tax:  Ottawa, April 26 (CP) -- A Quebec Liberal said tonight the 
Government should consider levying a tax' on profits trade-fUnions-MakeOn , 

—rnvestment of union dues. 	 . 

:Mr.- Romilald'Bourque, Montreal Outremont -St. -  Jean, said dUe's col- 

P. 

lected by trade unions are tax free. Soue  larger unions built huge re-
'serve funds, part of which they invested. 

Mr. Bourque said in the budget debate the returns on such invest-
ment profits are taxable in the case of individuals and corporations. 

Quebec Tax Agreement:  Ottawa, April 26 (CP) -- A suggestion for ironing out 
current taxation problems between Quebec and the federal Government was 
placed before the House of Commons today. 

Mr. Bona Arsenault (L - Bonaventure) suggested that the two Govern- 
ments miglit agree to Quebec leasing its provincial income tax field to 
the federal Government if it retained its right to levy corporation 
incame taxes and succession duties. 

The proposal would eliminate Quebec's new 15-per-cent personal 
income tax. 

•(over) 



European Visit By HMS Quebec:  Ottawa, April 26 (CP) -- The training cruiser 

Quebec will sail from Halifax April 30 on a five-week,spring training> 

cruise to European waters, the RCN announced today. 
During the cruise the Quebec, commanded by Capt. E.W. Finch-Noyes of 

Oakville, Ont., is scheduled to visit the Portuguese island of Madeira, 

May 7-11; Portugal, May 13-15; Copenhagen,May 20-25 and Brest, France, 

May 28-30, returning to Halifax June 6. 
Members of the directing staff andairrent course of the National DeA, 

fence College at Kingston who are touring Europe, will return on the ship 

from Brest. 

'$50,000 Gift To McGill:  Montr-al, April 27 (Gazette) -- Cleveland Industrialist 

Cyrus Eaton and his sister, Mrs. Florence Eaton Kaye, of Victoria, B.C., 
have given $50,000 to McGill's endowments "in recognition of the universitA 
efforts to discover and develop the resources of Canada's northern,empire,n 
it mus learned yesterday. 

The gift recognizes the interest which various McGill divisions - . 
, including the geography, geology, botany, zoology, and genetics , departments. 

have shown in northern research in fields of economic and strategic im-
portance. 

Every summer staff and students of the geography department leave for 
field  work in widely separated northern areas, and-the geology department 
annually sends out an army of students and professors to search for ores. 

New Stamps:  Ottawa, April 26 (CP) -- New stamps bearing the portrait of the 
Queen which is shown on the new five-cent stamp will go on sale June 10. 

. 	The Post Office Department announced today that -the stamps will be 
in denominations of one, two; three,  •four ands ix cents. Colours will be 
the same as those denominations in current use - brown, green,red, purple 
and orange respectively. 

- "Effective Occupation" Of Arctic:  Ottawa, April 26 (CP) -- Canada is-main-
taining "effective occupation" over her northern islands and there is no 
likelihood of their being claimed by the United States, a Northern Affairs 
Department spokesman said today. 	 ' 

He was commenting on a Winnipeg  despatch quoting Rt. Rev. D.B: Marsh 
, of Toronto, Anglican Bishôp of the Arctic, as saying some of the Canadian 

islands, occupied by U.S. weather-station personnel, may eventually become 
American because no Canadian has ever lived there. 

Bishop Marsh said the Americans after some years might simply announce 
, that some island is not longer a Canadian possession since no Canadian 

has ever occupied it. 
The spokesman, in reply, said Canada, maintains occupation by having 

police officers patrol the area, by having Canadian Eskimos in that 
locality and by having the RCAF fly through the area on operational work. 

International Inspection:  Ottawa, April 26 (CP) 	CCF Leader Cold-well - said 
today the only real defence against the hydrogen bomb is settlement of 

- international disagreements and a general reduction in armaments. 
, 	He said in the House of Cannons Canada should press for international 

control of atamic and thermonuclear weapons under an organization which 
would have unrestricted right of inspection. 

Ac'ross  Canada:  Montreal, ofter desci-ibed as having more steeples and night 
clubs than any other city in Canada, was given a new title yesterday.- 
According to the city's No. 1 citizen, Mayor Houde, it should more ap- 
propriately be called "the city with a soul". . • • The arrival of 
immigrants in Ontario this yenr will at least equal last year's number 
and may approach the record set in 1951, imrigration officials indicated 1 

 today. . • • Food and medical supplies were dropped Punday, by an RCAF 
Dakotalte an Eskimo community on the Belcher Islands in Hudson Bay where 
10 have d.ied in recent weeks of influenza or serious colds. • • . A 
committee to study means for the preservation of the Niagara Peninsula 
fruit lands as such against the encroachment (5f industry and housing 
developments, was organized at Hamilton yesterday. 
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Tax.Dispute:  Ottawa, April 27 (CP) -- The. taxdispute,between the:federal and 
Quebec Governments tonight was. described.as  a'contest between Quebec's 
National Union Government and the unity of Canada. 
• :Mr. -  Roch Pinard, Parliamentary Assistant to External AffairgOanister 

•Pearson, ctitiôized, Premier Duplessis of:.Quebec for, not consulting Ottawa 
on his intention.to  impose the.-Provincels•new, 15-per-cent -  income.tax. 

Me.  Pinard, who .represents Chambly-Rouville -constitUency, said Quebec 
should not- refuse,to negotiate with- thefederal Government 'lest it isolate 
,i.tself from other provinces. 

_He . said  the Government.should stop , considering Quebec -  "as the ille-
» gitimate child of Confederation". 

, 	urged Defence Minister Claxton an&Finance Minister Abbott to get 
..7,tagether and find a solution for members of the armed servicesIpoSted to - 
Quebec establishments from other provinces who-would be penalized"by having 
to pay a double income tax. 

Western  Troops,in - Asias Ottawa, April 27 (CP) , -- A former Unitedetates army 
general said today that Asiatic troops on Formosa or in South Korea should 
,be sent to assist French and Viet Nam forces , in , Indo-China. 

, 	Lt.-Gen. Albert C. Wedemeyer, former Deputy Chief of Staff'of the• 
U.S.,Army told a press conference here that he does not 	v 'beliee that . 	#  

r ,  American, Canadian or other %stern soldiers should be.used any longer as•
ground forces in the Far Est. 

Social.Credit Proposal:  Ottawa, April 27 (CP) -- Alberta today proposed that 
the federal Government pour a huge new supply of money into the circula-
tion stream to allow consumers to buy all the shoes and other eâténtial 
goods they require. 

The proposal received a cool reception from skeptical members of 
the Commons Banking Committee. 	 " 

The plan, as outlined by Provincial Attorney-General Maynard, was 
that the federal Government would borrow hundreds of millions of dollars 
from the Bank of Canada, without paying interest and put these new dollars 
into circulation through various ways. 

The Government could declare "consumer dividends" to enable consumers 
to buy all available goods and services.  • It could boost social benefits 
such as old age pensions and family-allowances, or it could provide sub-
sidies to reduce consumer prices. 	 - 

Mr. Maynard agreed that Alberta's plan constitutes a "considerable 
departure from the existing concept of a central bank". 

'Belgian Automatic Rifle: •  Ottawa, April 27 • (CP) -- Canada has agreed to con-
vert production drawings for the Belgian FN autamatic rifle to the inch 
system as a step toward a standard American-Canadian-British weapon. 

Non-Confidence Motion:  Ottawa, April 27 (CP) -- The House of Cammons tonight 
defeated 121 to 40 a Progressive Conservative non-confidence motion 
based on a six-point criticism of the Government. 

(over) 



The motion, made at the start of the budget debate by Mr. J.M. 
MacDonnell, PC financial critic, said the House of Commons regrets that 
the Government: 

Failed to reduce taxes. 
Failed to reduce unnecessary expenditure. 
Failed to improve efficiency of administration. 
Ignored unemployment. 
Failed to retain and regain markets for surplus primary products. 
Failed to reach agreenent with provincial Governments in regard to 

a clearly-defined re-allocation of taxing powers. , 

Capital Punishment: Ottawa, April 27 (CP) -- Canada's police chiefs said today 
that"the death penalty is a definite deterrent to murder and urged that it 
be retained in the Criminal Code. 

Removal of the death penalty would put police officers in greater 
danger in arresting criminals, the Chief Constables Association of Canada 
said in a brief to a Parliamentary committee. 

The Association also said courts should retain the power to order 
- whipping in crimes of violence but suggested that other methods :than  the 
lash may he more effective in'controlling such crimes. 

Farm Immigrants Wanted: Montreal, April 28 (Gazette) -- Col. Laval Fortier, 
Deplity Minister of the Department of Citizenship and Immigration, said 

. here yesterday that the Canadian farm industry needs  immigrants t6 offset 
the riovement of farmers and their sons to urban centres. ' 

- 	 He told the Agricultural Institute of Canada, Montreal Branch, the 
best estimate he could obtain disclosed that this group had béen leaving 
the farms for urban centres at the rate of about 60,000 each year since 
1948. 

Col. Fortier said since the Second World Mar there have been 125,000 
- immigrants gone to farmi almost one out of every four of the workers 
'brought to this country. 

Soviet'Ai-tists:  sQuebec, ,  April 27 (CP) -- Solicitor-General Rivard said today 
` 	 . 

he , ddes noticnow why touring Russian artists are',unable.to rent audi. 
'toriums in Quebec province. 

"The Government has not been approached in connection with this 
tour,"11r. Rivard said, "and certainly no threats were made to anyone." 

In Winnipeg last night Mr. John Boyd,.of Toronto, Canadian ffianager 
of the tour, said May- 3 and 4 had been allotted for Quebec but no hall 
could be rented "because of what (Premier) Duplesses might do": -I  

Mr. Boyd was reported as saying Premier Duplessis could close any, 
!_ auditorium or revoke its licence if the owner rented it for a.perfcirMance 

' by the Russians. 
Mr. Rivard said licensing of auditoriums comes under municipal 

jurisdiction in Quebec province. The only way the provincial Government 
could step in would be if hall wns used to spread subversive propaganda. 
Establishments used for distribution of Communist propaganda may be closed 
under Quebec's Padlock Act. 

Across Canada: Tomorrow morning theworld's largest inland ship; Canada 
Steamship Lines' T.R. McLagan, will pass through Welland Canal, en route 
to Hamilton with a cargo of ore. Not only will she be the largest ship 

1 able to navigate the Canal but her cargo will be larger than any other 
ever carried by a lakeboat. . . . Henry Martell, Canadian Professional 
Golf Association champion from Edmonton, has beén named captain of the 

. 	seven-man Canadian squad which will meet top American Professional Golf 
Association pros in the third annual Hopkins TrophyMatches. . 	. Alberta 
and Saskatchewan continue to freeze today under Spring's winter hangoyer. 

„. 	Heavy snow zpread through the'two provinces while the weather-office in 
, Edmonton reported record low maximum teMperatures were set at mjst meteorr) , 

 .logical'stations. 	 ' 
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Role Of Asia  In  World Affairs:  Toronto, April 28 (CP) -- Prime Minister St. 
Laurent said tonight there is no "short and easy way" to keep peace in 
the world. 

Mr. St. Laurent said the Western world must continue to build up 
•its strength to deter aggression and turn with generosity and understand- 
ing to,445,000,000 people in o-uthern Asia struggling to improve their 
conditions. 

Unless security is world-wide, "we are not apt to have it for our- 
selves", he told the Canadian Press annual meeting dinner. 

"I am convinced we must in a true  spirit  of equality and co-
operation join in a world-wide concerted effort to help the peoples of 
Asia obtain greater material advantages and the hope of a better future 
for themselves." 

The Prime Minister devoted most of his 3,000-word address to the 
problems of Southern Asia where he spent 2*weeks on his recent 26,000- 
mile World tole. 

Be said his tour demonstrated there is an "abundance of goodwill" 
for Canada which has a special opportunity to help in the problem of 
achieving understanding between Eastern and Western  peoples. 

"It is important for us to realize," said Mr. St. Laurent, "that 
the peoples of Southern Asia, because they have had so little direct 
experience of Russian imperialism, Communist or otherwise; are not in-
oculated as we are against the false ideals and illusory promises of 
Communist propaganda. 

"On the other hand, they are apt to associate the whole %stern 
world with the former imperialism they resented so deeply and unless w.(E) 

can show them we really want to be their friends and to treat them as 
equals, we can hardly expect to enjoy their sympathy and enlist their 
support for the kind of peaceful world we are seeking to achieve." 

The nations of bouthern Asia were bound to play an increasingly 
important part in world affairs. Every opportunity to improve goodwill 
and understanding should be seized.. 

"Canada has a special opportunity because, like these nations, re, 
too; have emerged from a colonial status to a status of equality in the_ 
Commonwealth and that common experience is itself a basis for mutual 
understanding." 

He said an aspect of Asian affairs the "West can neglect only at 
our peril" is the desire of Asians for national independence and their 
new sense of the dignity of the individual and the equality of all 

men, regardless of origin or colour". 

Defence Needs Prevent Tax Change:  Edmonton, April 28 (CP) -- Defence 
Minister Claxton indicated today that there will be little, if any, 
change in taxes for years to come. 

He to-Li the Canadian Club that despite existence of the hydro-
gen'imd atemic bombs, the need for conventional weapons is just as 
great. 

"The HADomb has not lessened the magnitude of the defence opera-
tion. There Ètill is a need for a navy, army and air force of about 
the present size as the minimum force necessary to enable us to do our 
job. 

ver) 



-2- 

Government TV Policy:  Ottawa, April 28 (CP) -- The Government plans to retain 

its policy.of one television station in any one area which includes a 

single bilingual station for the Ottawa-Hull area, it was learned 
authoritatively today. 

Retention of this policy means that applications from private broad-, â 

casters to build television stations in areas reserved by Government poliCI 
- 

	

	to the publicly-owned CBC - Halifax, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Winnipeg 
and Vancouver - will not be accepted.  • 

It also means that private broadcasters will have exclusive use bf 
all other centres of populations. 

Federal-Provincial Highways  Formula: Ottawa, April 28 (CP) -- A formula for 
giving the provinces control of all highway traffic was worked out today 
at the federal-provincial highway conference. 

It involves an unusual federal-to-provinces switch of jurisdiction 
over road transport crossing interprovincial and international boundaries. 
The federal Government now owns - but does not exercise - this control. 

The 2-1-day conference finished by campleting a draft federal bill 
that would affect the shift of authority on trans-border traffic. This 
is the only highway business not under provincial control. 

Revocation  of Citizenship:  Ottawa, April 28 (CP) -- Russian-born Sam Carr 
swore allegiance to Canada six months before the Canadian Government 
heard that he was a ringleader of a Russian spy ring. 

A return tabled today in the House of Cammons for Mr. Davie Fulton 
(PC - Kamloops) said Mr. Carr, sentenced to six years in 1949 for 
espionage, ewore allegiance to Canada March 1, 1945, the date he obtained 
a second certificate of nnturalization. The first was revoked in 1932 
when he was sent to prison. 

The Royal Commission which investigated the espionage ring said 
that Mr. Carr was head of a group of agents in Ottawa and Toronto before 
june of 1943. 

,. 	Mr. Fulton asked if Mr. • Carr's certificate of naturalization has 
been revoked on grounds that it was obtained by false representations. 
The Citizenship Department said that the certificate has not been re- ' 
yoked. 

Toronto Choir In New York:  New York, April 28 (CP) -- Toronto's Mendels-
sohn Choir, which under the direction of Sir Ernest MacMillan Tuesday 
night made its first New York appearance in 30 years, was lauded today 
for its performance of Handel's Messiah. 

The New York  Times critic today says: "It is evident by their 
performance that they are entirely secure and authoritative in the 

. technique of Handel's resplendant work." 
The Herald Tribune says the choristers' knowledge of the Messiah 

,was evident "but this was not accompanied by the sense of routine, of 
taking the score for granted, which sometimes marks the performance of 
familiar music". 

Across  Canada: Canada's mineral industry can look forward to "a rosy future" 
and, with new mineral discoveries, can expect a record year in 1954, 
Dean A.E. Flynn, of Halifax, told the concluding session of the Canadian 
Institute of Mining and 'Metallurgy annual meeting yesterday in Mont- 

, real. . . . Mr. R.J. Rankin, Managing Editor of the Halifax Chronicle-
Herald and Mail-Star, yesterday was elected President of the Canadian 
Press, Canada's co-operative news service. He succeeds Mr. Roy Thomson, 
President for the last two years. . 	Fram out of the skies yester- 
day came the Maple Leafs and the Havana Sugar Kings. Their game today-
will be the first in this country between baseball tèmms representing 
Canada and the island republic of Cuba. . . 	Suburban Toronto's' 
Lakeview Golf Club has been dropped as the site of the annual A.V. Roe 
(Canada) Ltd. golf tournament planned for next Saturday because it 
barred a Negro employee of the company from its course. 	 ,• 

-30- 
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Emergency Powers Act:  Ottawa, April 29 (CP) -- The Emergency,‘Powers -  Act will 
', 	 otbe extendedl)eyond its: expiry- date ' onliay  31 Mr  St: Laurent announced 

- 	 .  

He told.the House  of  Commons that  the  7' Government*ill not"at this 
session"  ask parliament:  to' , extend the: time of2 the Act. 

The -.Act.....-- gt .Ving.: .:the/dabinet 'wide , powers over  the ecôtiomy of Canada - 
was passed after the outbreak of the Korean War in the summer of 1950. 

is'étill prettyTexplosive,: :Mr..Staurentéli.id. 
-, ,,-: c:1 1 4rButi7theGovernmentliOpestheSitUtitiOnywilLnot . 14 equire anything!more 

than norMal powers of governing . :throughder-it+council.: 
: ,71:-U,'.:71sithfthe;:EmergencyPowers Act7goneï:theGovernméntWOUld resort to 

Act-if:eXtremepaWerS Were:Tequired 
!!I , sincerely -hoP -e-that'f-thât wOnet be neceseary'while-VnCti»Member 

hIrr;:oftheGovernment,".:thé•Prime . Minister'said.'f 
The Act with its Government control oVer!nearlY eVeiiyioeCto .  of 

national life, has been criticiplad by  ai].  Opposition parties, especially 
the -Pr6gressiVeCohservatives.' 	 - 

e , -.25:IFive: , weeké'ego a P.C .: motion: deicribing thi'pdwer iirepuant to 
:retpcinsible-governmentHwas . defeated 

Canada At Geneva:  Ottawa, April 29 (CF) -- Canada will be-kept abréait at 
-rh-i.the' Geneva .,  Conference of discussiàiia -concerning' 'the .War in"Indo-China. 

Prime Minister St. Laurent made this statement ' - today in the' 'House 
- of ,Commons in reply to questionErby Opposition Leader >byre lir. Drew 

.,.,- suggeated that the Canadian .delegation at Geneve) should make' Eit.n'S'ffort 
to take part in  the talks.  • 

Air.'‘St. Laurent said  hé  is 'convinced. - that *Canada -wilr,be given as 
full information on what is taking place as if Canadian representatives 
were participating in the talks. 

Tax,Policy:  Ottawa, April 29 (CP) -- .Prime Minister St. Laurent said . today 
it is a matter of opinion whether a policy of maintaining  the  present 
size  of Cana.da's forces will mean little, if any, tax changes  for  years 
to come. 	 . 

 He  added: "There has been no Government policy deterriiined with 
respect to taxes for future  years." 

The Prime Minister was aske'd in the House of Commons by Mr.' J.M. 
Maceonnell (PC,- Toronto Greenwood) about a report by the Canadian 

,-Press of a speech yesterday in Edmonton by Defence einister Claxton. 
- The story,noted that defence expenditures are at least 40 per 

cent ofthe National budget and said Mr, Claxton's speech indicated 
. there will ,be little, it, any, change in taxes for :i-ears to come. -  

Mr.', -Macdonnell asked whether that represented- Government policy. 
, 	Mr. St, Laurent repliedr 

'That seems to have been the impression'made upon those who'heard 
the speech, that there was not likely to he a change in taxes for 
yen.rs to come. 

"There seems to have been no such statement made by the Minister, 
and it may or may not be an accurate conclusion to draw from the state-
ment of the Minister that the situation seemed to require the mainten-
ance of as large forces as we have at the present time. . • . n  

(over) 



'- 
to -return to Ottawa qui .  air 

-Sunday-afternoon.- Sunday.-afternoon.- 

The statement on taxes appeared to have' been - a -condlusion 'dra.vvn -by 

the reporter. 
"Whether -or not that is an - inaccurate - conclüsion to . draw from .  the 

assertion of that fact is - a matter of - opinion.'" 

‘7 
Trans-Canada Highway:  Ottawa, April 29 (CP) •-- The Government today placed 

on -the provinces the r esponsibility for completing  the 5,000-mile 
Canada highway on - schedule. 

Works Minister Winters repeated in the House of„ Commons that - it 
up to  the  provinces to - decide what work will °.be done and that  the 

 federal Government will pay half the cost. 
He said during Commons study of his Department's estimates - that he 

:thinks  the  provinces of Alberta and Saskatchewan will comPlete -theirc 
- sections of the highway by Dec. 9, 1956, when a federal-provincial 
agreement expires; 	- 

As - for the other provinces, 'he- could - only hoPe -that-the `highw—ay 
would be completed. However, the provinces had 'their own .provincial 
road-building programines and it was up to 'them to decide - what money they 
coUld - allocate 'for -the Trans-Canada, highway. 

- All provinces -except -.Quebec 'have 'signed -the - agreement« - 

	

Construction-  of  Embassies:  .Ottawa, April 29 (CF) 	The Public  Works Depart- 
., ment -soon may.,assume ,  responsibility  for rconstructioir:of Canadianqkbassies ,  

and other 'buildings  in foreign.,countries. 	- 
- 'forks Minister Winters says  th construction of':Canadian buildings 

abroad is now the responsibilit-y of the 'External Affairs 'Department. 
Talks  are ,; in -progress betvfeen the Public , Works Pend External *Affairs 
Departments arid it is ,hoped that -responsibilitYor - construction .wotild 
be , transferred .to Public Works . 	- 	 - 	- 

Visit To -Sub-Arctic:  Ottawa, April 28 (National Defence Press. Releasd 
AFN .16-54) --- At the invitation of the  Minister of 'National - Defence, a 
party of 55, Senators =and Members of the House of Commons -*ill -visit 
the National Defence sub-Arctic proving grounds at Fort Churchill 

. thi s  weekend, 	f  

The  group .will leave Rockcliffe Air Stationoat 9.30 - a.m.; Saturday 
in two  RCAF ,North Star aircraft. 	 -1 

Their -schedule includes - a tour of the defence , and research .es- 
-tablishments  in the area  and  -a trip to the "Barren Lands" iin : over-snow 
vehicles on Sunday morning. 

The - party will leave Fort Churchill 

Across Canada:  Mayor 'Houde welcomed the Seagram ÇoIlection of Cities .of . 

Canada. paintings to Montreal- .at , 'Openingt c eremonieS  in the ball.rdâM;:e...: 
the;Sheratonount Royal Hotel, attended by more than '1,000 

. ,• business  and  social leaders of the citY. *- From Ifi.ontreal,  the 51.*: 
- paintings 'and sketches depicting 22 Canadian c ities„, will Start-mi 
'18-month tour of, ,  the cities -répresented by' the s,j)aintings of.leading 
.Canadian artists. . 	banadlan-f acificJ.A.irlines. last seasorL Showed 

-,traffic in.creas es ,of nearly 400: per cent' to siich . popular resorts  as 
 Hawaii , and :Acapulco, according  to  trnffic officials w. • 	";Lt.=-Gën. 

-Sir, 'Dudley Ward, KBE, CB, DSO, -Deputy Chief of , thé-,  Imperial(' Gênerikl 
„Staff (British Army)- will visit Eastern CaneidatMay.2, -t& 10; 'LAT./11y 
Hea.dquarters announced on WedneSday. •. • The Jwilor Chamber of 
CommerCe., of Canada will launch a countrywide counter-asSaiiit on t: the 
May  Day propaganda tn.ctics of the Gommun is tà, - tomôrrow. Under; the 
slogan May Da.y 	Pray_. Day, Canadian , ‘Jaydees will j6in similar orgari- 

.. ..izations ,in the Mnited States, Mexico,. the Philippines ,, and' ôther 
countries  in a drive to make May ;1: an international day  of  . prayerfor 
world peace. 
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Geneva Conference: Geneva, May 2, (OP).- Mr. Alan Watt, Australian 9braraissioner 
in 141aya, tonight visited Canada's External Affairs-Minister Pearson to 

 brief htm  on today's Anzus pact discussions. 
Mi.  Watt is No. 2 man in the Australian delegation and will take over 

leadership when his chief, External Affairs Minister Richard Casey, leaves 
for home. Australia's position here has been .complicated by the May•29 
general elections. 

Mr: Pearson also lunched today with the ministers of Commewealth 
countries attending the conference -- Britain, Australia and New Ze,aland. 
Consultation among the Commonwealth partners at the meetings here has been 
e."4:eine1Y close.  

Cormnittee , on Grin-1171111 Code:  Ottawa, .May 2,, (GP) -- A special Commons-Senate 
committee studying three con.troversial segments of.- Canada's crim,inal•law 
plansenough,work to keep members busy for, months, perhaps ,years. 

cammittee of 10, senators_and 1'7 commoners -ets .appointed last 
February to . determin.e whether the criminal code's sections on capital and 
corporaly punishment and lotteries should be amended. , -j, 

,Don leown (1,-Essex West), co-chairman of the committee _with Senator 
salter  Hayden 11,70ntario) figures it will be a long pull,to sift through 
the evidence the committee wants to gather. 

-%,./ittr.. ,L Brown, chairman of a, Cœmnons committee'which prepared the final 
-.. draft %ofnadals revised criminal code last year, says:the committee 

probably„,will not complete work this session. 	. 	 _ 

Federal-Provincial Conference: M. Gazette, May 3 --- A federal-provincial confer-
ence to deal with fiscal problems and unemployment was ,asked for yesterday 

% 	by:the Quebec Federation of Industrial Unions -(CIO-GCL).-_: It charged both 
- 	Finance Minister Abbott and Premier Duplessis _were "playing party, politics 

at the expense of the Quebec taxpayer". 
After having deliberately sabotaged previous federal-provincial confer-

- 	ences, Mr. Duplessis now invokes his constitutional rights to tax  uebec. e 
%residents already. -staggering under an existing tax ,burdee,, siid - Rogéï; 

, 	,Mathiew, %federation secretary. 
%"On the other hand, Mr. Abbott •is,content to *flatly, sa y 	to the 

!suggestion that ,the Quebec incorae tax be fully deductible from federal 
% :taxes.  . 

"It .is unreasonable that the Quebec Government impose this income tax 
before the Tremblay Commission has reported on fiscal matters. There is 
reason to believe this tax might influence the report this commission is to 
bring in and also interfere with the objectivity of its recommendations. 

-(over) 

; 



Psychology 	Congress: M.Gazette - May 3, 	The Interional Congress of 
Psychology will meet in Montreal from Ante., 7 to 12 and will bring together 
some of the world's leading psychologists from 35 eountrieS. They will 
present scientific papers outlining recent findings in man's search for 
more facts on mentirà.i. makeup. 

The announcement was made Saturday by' congress ofti.oers, Rev., Noel , 
Mailoux, of the University  of Montreal, and Prof., George A. Ferguson, of 
McGill University. 

The city and. Provincial and Federal Governments viill extena official 
welcome tb the delegates at the opening plenary session of the 14th Congress 
at the University of Montreal, June 7. Dr. Henri Pieron, of the College 
of Paris will preside. 

The scientific program is in charge Of Prof. Robert B. MacLeod-, a 
McGill-trained man who now heads the department of psychology at Cornell 
University. Chairman of the local committee on arrangements is Prof. B.O. 
Hebb, of McGill. 

Film,Awards:  Ottawa, May 2, ( CP) -- Canadian motion:pictures wOn';_three__ 
the top O  awards for education.al films given by  a New York publication, 
Scholastic Teachers' Magazine, it was =flounced here today. 

The 10 awardsty  not ranked in any -order,, were made from among more 
than 500 films in-the contest. 	- 	 - 	 ' 

Two of the Canadian films, Adolescent Development and The F-rustrating 
Fours and. The Fitscinating Fives, were produced by Crawley Film's-Limited of 

-Ottawa. ' 
_ 	The third, Shyness, -was'produced by  the National Film  Board. 

Building Loans: M. Gazette, May 3, — jean Marchand, general secretaryiof the 
Canadian and Catholic Confeeration of Labor., Saturday critized Premier 
Du.plessisl_ decision to withholdiprovincial aid froin persons building .homes 
.with loans guaranteed by the Federal Government. 

At his:weekly press conference in Quebec _Friday, Mri. Duplessislreiterated 
an earlier:announcement that his government will ,.pay nothing to anyone obtain-
ing a ,_loan_from.,any.sourea,under the Ferlera2..,12ousing plan. - 

Under the Provincial Housing Act, firms autb.orized by the - Government may 
loan up to 60 per *.cent of the mlue of a house. -Limit on interest firms may 
charge ia six .per cent. The-Quebec Government pays three per cent  Of the 
interest rate. 	 -),-; 

Mr. Marchand said recent amendments to the Federal legislation made it 
easier for persons to obtain loans, guaranteed by the Federal'GoVerniente , 
Mr. Duplessis' action would destroy the advantages of thé Federal legislation. 

The Premier, said Mr. Marchand, apparently wished to take reprisals 
- 	against the Federal Government because of its refusal to,make,,,a,-flevi.QuebeO ,  

income tax 'fully.deductible from the Federal income tax. 	' 
is not the Federal .G6vérbment that Mri ,Duplessis will pUniéh but a 

_considerable number of fathers of  ramilles  in urgent need of decent -housing", 
said Mr. Marchand. 

Across .Canada:) Calgary Stampeders -won the Ifestern_Hockey League championship at 
Calgary Saturday 'flight ecersliekIreilsoteer Cancteks.'3--1.'• 'They now w-ill'ineet 
Quebec Aces, Quebec Hockey League Champions, in a best -of -seven-pbst -season 
series for the new Duke of Edinburg Trophy and the Canadian! minbr pro-
fessional hockey championship.....Tlie Can.adian National Ballet' Festival, an 
all-amateur exhibit, which gets underway tonight at Hart House, offers a 
quick easy _survey' on  the - work being done in this field all across' Canada. 
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Dominion-Provincial Conference: Ottaua, May 3 (CP) -- Prime Minister St. Laurent • 

today rejected Opposition proposals for an immediate federal-provincial 
conference on taxation and constitutional issues. ' 

He also informed the Commons that his Government's door is open for 
Premier Duplessis of_Quebec to discuss a solution to the problem of that 
province's new 15-per-cent income tax. 

Mr. St, Laurent, entering the budget debate  or the first time, repeated 
his Government-'s decision against allowing full deduction of the provincial 
tax from federal tax payments. Federal laws permit a deduction of five per 
cent. 

The only solution to double taxation was in some kind of agreement between 
the Federal and Quebec governments. 

He said he knows of no alternative solution except the federal-
provincial tax agreements, which have been signed by all provinces except 
Quebec. 

The Federal Government was ready to discuss any Quebec proposal for an 
alternative to a. tax agreement, provided it respected federal and provincial 
rightà, could be offered to other provinces in lieu of their present agree- . 
ments and gave the Federal Government the finances to carry out its 
obligations. 

If such a plan was found, he said,he mould not hesitate to call a confer-
ence with the other provinces. 

He added: 
"I do not think that under any other condition, the holding of a federal-

provincial conference would be desirable or apt to be helpful." . 
Mr. St. Laurent said he hopes Quebec will not feel there can be no agree-

ment with the Federal Government because of the Zuebec Government's attitude 
toward provincial autonany. 

But there was no reason for other provinces to take part in any discus-
sions toward solving the problem with Quebec. 

The other provinces had signed federal tax agreements in good faith, and 
these had about three years to run. The Federal Government mould not suggest 
changes in them because of Quebec's action. 

' "I think Canada has got to ltve up to them unless they are modified by 
mutual consent." 

There could be no preferential treatment for any one province. 
Mr. St. Laurent said the clash in,federal-provincial relations is not 

something new. The present resurgence was not due to any action bÿ the 
Federal Government, but to Quebec's decision to levy an incame tax. 

The Federal Government had tried at tmo conferences, in 1945 and 1950, 
to reach a working agreement with the provinces concerning the joint rights. 
to corporation and personal income taxes. 

The 1950 federal-provincial conference on ways to amend the Constitution 
had not met since because it waee agreed at that time the conference should , 
be suspended until agreement mas reached on the taxation problem. 

.%F.9.42.11,e2_2s  Atomic Information:  Ottawa, May 3  (OP)  -- Trade Minister Howe repeated 
today that Canada does not archange information  •with the United Kingdom on the 

(over) 
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manufacture of atdmic or hydrogen bombs. Donald Fleming (PC-Toronto 
Eglinton) asked Mr. Hbwe in the Commons whether it is the practice of the 
United Kingdom to provide Canada with information on the two weapons. He 
said his qUestion was prompted by reports that British scientists have 
developed cheaper and more effective bombs tban the United States. Mr. 
Howe said there is complete exchange of information on atomic developments 
which concern Canada. Canada was not manufacturing bombs and did not give 
or receive information on their development. Canada's atomic energy pro-
gram at Chalk River, Ont., is devoted to peace-time application of atomic 
energy. 

Acadian Anniversary:  Ottawa, May 3 (C1),-- An Acadian today asked the Govern-
ment to declare a legal holiday to mark observance of the 200th anniversary 
of the dispersal of the Acadians. 

Hervé-Michaud (L-Kent, N.B.) said Aeadians in • the Maritimes are appeal- 
ing to people of Acadian descent everywhere to join the celebrations in 
September, 1955, in Grand Pré, N.S. 

The Acadians-French-language Nova Scotians -.. were dispersed from their 
- r Annapolis Valley homes by the British in 1755. Some  later. returned, others 

settled elsewhere in the Maritimes, in Quebec, New England,. Louisiana; 
Ontario and Western Canada. 

Lakeshore Expressway:  Toronto, May 3 (Globe & Mail) -- Canada's first cross-, 
city expressway will cost an estimated $5,240,000 a mile. 

Known as the Lakeshore Expressway, it will trava 9.5 miles across 
the waterfront of Metropolitan Toronto from the Humber River on the  west 
to Coxwell Ave., on the east, Total cost has been set at $49,804,000. - 

The proposed Lakeshore Expreqsway is routed mest of the may over open 
land. Almost one-third is elevated on a structure over a densely. built-up 

:area. 

Earthquake Relief: Ottama, May 3 (CP) -- The Unitarian Service Committee of 
Canada .has launched an appeal for funds to help victims of the disastrous 
earthquake which hit Central Europe last week. 

The USC also is appealing for blankets, clothing and light equipment 
. 	to help those hardest hit by the earthquake. 

Canadian Unity:  Ottawa, May. 3 (CP) -- A Montreal English-language Member of. Par-
liament said today few Canadians realize what is in the minds and hearts of 
most French-Canadians in Quebec., 

William Hamilton (PC-Montreal Notre-Dame-de-Grace) said in the Commons 
that French-language Canadians in Quebec are not isolationists and do not 
want to impose their ideas on other Canadians.. ! 

There was a time when the majority of the people of Quebec Opposed 
Canada's entry into foreign wars. Many,catastrophes occurred as a result of 
that feeling. 

Referring to conscription,- which has long been a controversial issue in 
Quebec, * he said: 

"Just recently I read in the newspaper that the question of conscription, 
so long almost a fighting word in that province, was no longer a fighting word; 
that the people of Quebec were coming more and more to be prepared to play 
their part, as they have always done when the glove was actually down, in all 
phases of international affairs." 

He said his travels across Canada have shown that Canadians in other pro- 
vinces believe that French-language Canadians want to live completely unto 
themselves. 

"They do not realize that the French-Canadian.views, himself as the first 
Canadian, as the one who is proudest not only of his own little portion of 1 
Canada but of Canada as a whole,". he said. , 

"He views hilaself as having made, and as, continuing to make a tremendous 
contribution to the development of this country. Within that framework, 
however, he does not feel that he should be anglicized or that he should,have 
certain pressures,exerte on him which would change his culture, that culture 
that has contributed so much to this country of ours." 	, 

, 
Across Canada: \Conn Smythe,, general manager of the Toronto Maple Leafs, today talkea 

over with Çanadian High Commissioner Norman Robertson the procedure involved in 
making a fbrmal hockey challenge to Russia. 
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Governor General's Washington Visit:  Washington, May (CP) -- On the fundamental 
issues they pursue, there is no difference between the United States and 
Canada, Governor-General Massey told an applauding Congress today. 

"We may differ now and then on the 'hows' but never on the 'whys',"lhe 
told a joint session of the Senate and the Eouse of Representatives with 
members of the Supreme Court and the Eisenhower cabinet and Washington  
diplomats*  as additional listeners. 

The address was the highlight of the Governor-General's visit to 
Washington, returning the visit of President Eisenhower to Ottawa last 
November. 

So far as could be learned, it was the first time a native Canadian 
had been invited to address a joint session and the first time a governor-
general _or • Canada had that honor. 

The Governor-General  vas  given a standing ovation at the beginning 
and end of his address and was interrupted eight times -by applause. 

Mr. Pearson's Geneva Address: Geneva, May 4 (CP) -- Canada's Lester B. Pearson 
today coupled a defence of United States foreign policy with a warning 
that tailure of Indo-China peace talks might force the West to consider 
further collective security fflasures. 

In his country's first contribution to the Far Eastern debate at the 
Geneva conference, the Eeternal Affairs Minister devoted most of his speech 
to Korean issues. But he also referred to the interest expressed by Asian 
countries, which have just met at Colombo, in ensuring peace in Indo-China, 
and added: 

"If these peaceful purposes are not achieved by a just, honorable and 
negotiated settleuent, the consequences will be bad, and probably far- , 
reaching. 

"Failure here may well necessitate further collective • consideration by 
those who, as a result of such failure, will feel increasingly threatened, 
of further ways and means to meet that threat. This ini.ts turn, may harden 
and make more dangerous the great and tragic division in the world." 

Dealing with Korea, Pearson replied to Communist charges that the United 
States had been eilty of "aggressive imperialism." Canada's experience as 
the neighbour of the most powerful • country in the world indicated that it was 
neither aggressive nor imperialist. 

The war in Korea, Pearson said, had not been a war . ot "interventioà," as 
charged by Communist Chinese Premier Chou En-Lai. The  U. 5.  had withdrawn its 
forces from the country in 1949 and its troops had returned under the UN banner 

, 

	

	the following year "to repel the aggression launched on thé Republic of Korea 
from across the 38th parallel." 

Discussing the Communist proposals for peace in Koreaearsanirejeated 
the proposal of an all-Korean commission on the grounds that its insistence 
on "mutual agreement" by both sides would give veto power to North Korean 
spokesmen, representing a minority of the population. 

(over) 
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Population Increase:  Ottawa, May 4 (CP) -- Canada will have a population of about 
23,000,000 in 1974, Citizenship Minister Harris predicted tonight. 

Mr. Harris, in charge of citizenship and immigration, said in an address 
over the political free time series of the CBC: 

"If I may ... peer into the future, it would be to say that in 20 years 
mm shall have about 23,000,000 people instead of 15,000,000 people; that we 
shall be consuming then nearly all the beef, pork and similar farm products., 
that we produce and paying our farmers a good price  for  them; that our work, 
men will have a higher standard of lixing, and thqt our expôrts will not 
be'subject to the fluctuations of one or two specialized markets." 

Parliamentary Control of Currency:  Ottawa, May 4 (OP) -- Finance Minister Abbott 
today rejected an Opposition proposal that Parliament be given control over 
the country's money supply. 

He said he-considers it neither desirable nor feasible to spell out 
legislation fixing the amount of money which should be distributed. 

Currently, control over currency production and distribution is vested 
in the Government and its agency, the Bank of Canada. 

Mr. Abbott said he does not know of any legislation which would prevent 
an irresponsible government from doing what it wanted to do. If such an 
administration gained power, the governor of the Bank of Canada could give 
the country a warning signal of  some  dangerous monetary  •  changes by resign-
ing. 

But the real remedy was with the electorate in making certain that such 
an irresponsible government did not win at the polls. 

Replying to other questions, Mr« Abbott said: 
1. As believer in a "free economy," he would be reluctant to see 
restrictions imposed on the movement of capital into Canada. 
2. He is not in favor of a reduction in the maxim= rate of six per 
cent  •  on bank loans. 

Dog Team/Plane Mercy:Mission:  Prince Albert, Sask., May 4 (GP) -- The Resources 
Department today disclosed details of a weekend •mercy mission in which a dog 
team, plane and car combined to save the life of a badly-burned child. 

Four-year-old Ida Montgrande of Garson Lake, 400 miles northwest of 
Prince Albert, was reported in fair condition in hospital here. 

The girl was burned after she allegedly played with matches in her 
parents' cabin in Saskatchewan's far north country. 

She was taken by dog team to the nearest ,  communication outlet, Portage 
La Loche,  30 miles from Garson Lake. An ambulance plane piloted by Donald 
Fraser of Saskatchewan Government Airway picked her up Saturday. 

She was flown to Prince Albert but the ski-equipped plane couldn't land 
at the airport. Instead, it landed on a lake, 35 miles north of the city. 

Maritimes and Resources:  Ottawa, May 4(CP) -- Parliament today heard a suggestion 
that the northern sections of the central and western provinces belong as 
much to the Maritimes as to the other provinces. , 

Brooks (PC-Royal), said in the Commons that the Maritimes should 
receive compensation now that Northern Zuebec and Ontario and the Western 
provinces are deriving tremendous wealth from development of natural resources. 

The Maritimes had contributed to the purchase of these domains froa the 
Hudson's Bay Company at the time of Confederation in 1867. 	• 

In 1908, he said, Manitoba and Saskatchewan were carved out of lands 
purchased at Confederation and in 1912 the boundaries of Manitoba, Ontario 
and Quebec were extended to include the northern sections of these provinces. 

In view of the fact that New Brunswick, Nova'Scotia - two of the original 
provinces of Confederation with Ontario-and Quebec - and Prince Edward Island 

, cannot be extended territorially, they should receive same compensation. 
nSince Confederation the Maritimes have been getting a rabbit and the oM 

provinces have been getting a horse," he added. 
The matter should be discussed at a Federal-provincial conference. Many 

would agree that the Maritimes have  • not received their due. 

Across Canada:  Three Eastern Canada golfers, three from the West and an honorary 
member of the Canadian Professional Golfers' Association from South Africa, 
will form the Canadian team which will meet a United States PGA team for the 
Hopkins trophy....Brian Cullen, brilliant centre of St. Catharines'  junior  
Teepees, became Maple Leaf hockey property yesterday. 
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Soviet Oppose Nomination: Geneva, May 5 (me) -- Russia's Andrei Gromyko has 
rejected suggestions that E1terna1 Affairs Minister La. Pearson act as 
Chairman et the Geneva Conference sessionsion the war in Indo-China, it 
was leamened.tonight. 

Mr. Pearson's name was advanced by French Foreign Minister Georges 
Bidault, Britain and the United States strongly supported the idea. 

St.  T  Lautence Seaway:  Washington, May 5 (CP) -- There were growing signs today-
that the House of Representatives will give approval to U.S.  participation 
in  the seaway phase of the St. Lawrence • River-Great Lakes development when 
the issue pones up for a showdown vote tomorrow. 

The legislation, debated in the House for the first time in half a 
century today and already approved by the Senate, would authorize the U.S. 
Government to join with Canada in building the 27-foot-deep waterway. 

-  As the debate neared its conclusion signs were that opposition had•  
faded sufficiently to produce an approving vote. The House presented a 
picture of comparative indifference. Scarcely more than 50 of the 435 
members uere - in their  • seats as the debate droned through the afternoon. 

, The key vote is expected to develop over an amendment to be proposed 
by Representative Charles prownson (Rep., Ind.) which calls for sale of 
revenue bonds, providing 4105,000,000 in construction funds for the U.S., 
share of the uaterway cost, to the public rather than to the Treasury 
Department as proposed in the Bill. 

$3 Billion for RCAF: _Ottaua, May 5 (CP) -- The Defence Department plans to 
spend 43,180,000,000 in the next seven years for aircraft. 

This amount will represent,roughly 25 per cent of the total defence 
budget for the years,1954 to 1961, officials-said tonight, and will reflect 
Canadian concern with continental def,ence. 

The CF-105, successor to the CÉ400 all-weather,  •long-range jet tighter, 
now is on the drawing beards and the RCAF is searching •  for a successor to the 
Sabre jet - for its air division in, Europe. The prototype of the CF-105 is 
not expected to fly-until about 1960. 	 , 

The air force takes delivery of about 800 planes a year from Canadtan 
manufacturers, including all types. So far, A.V. Roe Company of Malton, 
Ont., has deliveredmore than 100 Mark III and.Mark IV.  CF400s, enough to 
equip at least four squadrons. 

The RCAF, uith a current strength of 45,000, has trained 7,000 aircrew 
in the last four years, ineuding more than 2,500 from other North Atlantic 
Treaty .  countries. 

With aircraft consuming 25 per cent of defence costs and personnel for 
all forces taking up roughly half,only 25 per cent is left for construction 
and other equipment.  It  the armed forces are maintained at their present 
strength, defence is going to continue to cost Canada about 42,00OÇO00,000 
a year for a long time to come. 

As a comparison of air and ground defence costs, the RCAF's 12-squadronS 
in Europe cost 4600,000,000 a year, the army's brigade in Europe 460,000,000 
,a year. 

, 

(over) 
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Air Crash Investigation:  Ottawa, May 5 (CP) -- The Federal Government has launch-
ed a joint civilian-military examination of air regulations as the result of 
the April 8 air crash over Moose Jàw, that  tdok 37 lives. 

Trade Minister Howe made the announcement to the Couinons  today in a 
statement dealing with three-way,investigations into the collision of a Trans-
Canada Air Lines plane and an RCAF trainer. 

The Minister's statement indicated the reports showèd the TCA liner with 
35 persons aboard had the right-of-way at the time of the crash but added 
neither of the pilots involved was relieved of the responsibility of keeping 
a lookout,tor approaching planes. › 

The three-way inquiry - still in progress-- has been conducted by the 	' 
Transport Department, the RCAF and TUA,  for which Mr. EDINU reports to Parlia-, 
ment. 

Citizenship Return:  Ottawa, May 5 (GP) -- A former French National accused of 
being an inspector in Hitler's storm troops, has been granted Canadian citizen-
ship. 

The information was contained in a return tabled today in the House of ' 
Commons by Citizenship Minister Barris for Alistair  Stewart  (C0E-einnipeg 
North). 

The return said Canadian citizenship has been granted to Dr. Michel 
Seigneur, convicted by a French court of collaborating with the Germans and 
sentenced to death in absentia. 

Dr.Seièneur entered Canada as a non-immigrant December 1, 1946, and was 
granted legal landing by order-in-council  Tune  29, 1948. 

Budget Debate Division: Ottawa, May 5 (CP) -- A Liberal Member of Parliament today 
voted against the Government on the Quebec income tax issue., 

Wilfrid Lacroix (L-Quebec Montmorency) sided with the Opposition as the 
Commons voted 136 to 70 to approve the Government's 1954-55 budge. 

He was the only Liberal to criticize the budget decision against gralt-
ing Quebec's request that the province's new 15-per-cent personal incame tax 
be fully deductible from federal tax,payments. - 

Also voting against the budget were the three opposition parties and three 
independent members from Quebec, Paul Gagnon, Chicoutimi; Raoul Poulin,.Beauce 
and Fernand Girard, Lapointe. , 

The vote, in effect one of confidence in the Government's financial 
policies, was on a formal Government motion that the House consider a series 
of resolutions giving legislative effect to tax changes in  the April 6 budget. 
Studyof the resolutions began immediately. 

The division ended a nine-day budget debate in which the actual tax 
changes were almost ignored. Most of the speeches centred on  •  the budget 
announcement that the Quebec tax would not be deductible. 

Mr. Lacroix was met with cat-calls from  Libéral  benches when he voted. 

Surplus Butter Sale:  Ottawa, May 5 (CP) -- The Government is  • offering its 33,- 
000,000 pound butter stockpile to the trade at 551- cents a pound - 	cents 
below uhat-it paid for it. 	 , 

This reduction - along with handling charges - may mean a loss to the 
Federal Treasury of more than $1,000,000. 

Agriculture Minister Gardiner today announced the  • sharply • reduced selling 
price - campared to about 61 cents a pound last year - as a move to dispose 
of the Government's 1953 surplus. 	 ' 	- 

Meanwhile, the Government will continue to buy 1954 butter fraa producers 
at the support price.of 58 cents a pound. Aall if,pastures-are good the 
Government may be buying  more butter this year than it did a year ago. 

Mr. Gardiner estimated that the Government "may buy a somewhat larger 
proportion of the total current make butter because 1953 make butter will 
be moving into consumption." 

This is the first time since 1950 that the Government has cut prices 
below cost. At that time it unloaded about 20,000,000 - pounds. 

Across Canada:  England hopes to send a team Of between 24 and 30 men, and between 
seven and nine women to the Empire Games at Vancouver this summer, Jack Crump, 
Secretary of the British Amateur Athletics Board, said -yesterday....The show- 
case of Canadian non-professional drama, the Dominion Drama Festival, gets 
under way in Hamilton, Monday with a week-long showing of eight plays to be 
presented by dramatic groups from coast to cost. GovernarGeneral Vincent - 
Massey is expected to open the festival Monday night. 
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St, Lawrence Seaway: Ottawa, May 6 (OP) -- Prime Minister. St. Laurent said to- 
night the Canadian Government is still ready to undertake construction of 
the St. Lawrence Seaway alone but will discuss any "specific proposal" made 
by the United States in the light of zeavouy legislation passed today at 
Washington. 

The Prime Minister's statement, before the Hbuse of Commons, mus a 
clear indication that the Canadian Government has not given up the idea of 

. a so-called  "A11-Canadian 40away" that would have main navigation channels 
on the.north side of the International Rapids in the St. Lawrence River0 

was commenting on_the passage at Washington, in the Houée of 
Representatives, of legislation that would call for joint Canadian-U.S. 
participation in the $300,0001000 navigation part of the hydro-waterway 
project. 

Mr. St. Laurent's statement under•ined a two-year stand of the Canadian 
Government that it is prepared to build the navigation facilities ,alone 
while Ontario and New York State undertake jointly the 0600,000,000 con-
current hydro-electric construction. 

He outlined the current government position this way: 
"The Undertaking of the Canadian Government in 1951, to construct the 

whole seaway, was given Parliamentary sanction.... 
"The Government's position has not changed since then, and we are still 

prepared to‘ undertake alone the construction of the seaway. 
"However, as I stated....jan. 9, .1953, to the Ambassador of the United 

States to Canada, the Government was, and it still i s, willing to discuss 
any specific proposal the:United States Government might wish to put for-
ward once an entity is designated and authorized to proceed with construc- 
tion of the U.S. share of the power works, and provided that such discussions 
do not delay either the power or the seaway project." 	. 

Visit of Mr. Howe and Mr. Abbott:  Ottawa, 'lay 6 (OP) -- Trade Minister Home and 
Finance Minister Abbott  loft  by plane today for Hot Springs, Va., to attend 
meetings of the Business Advisory Council of the United States Department 
of Commerce. 	“ 

Mr. Abbott' will lead a discussion tomorrow on the Canadien econmy cnC 
Mr. Howe will speak at a dinner tomorrow night. They plan 1., o return :neri7 
Monday. 

Canada's Trade Position:  Halifax, May 6 (CP) -- President Wilfred Z. Borrie of 
the Canadian Chamber of Commerce said today Canada's position as tile world's 
No. 3 trading nation may be endangered if her business abroad is not 

Mr., Borrieer Vancouver, told the Halifax junior Board of Trade that 
Canadian export shows a decline and industrial production has slowed. Also 
on the debit side was the slow movement of wheat surpluses, spotty unemploy-
ment, fewer unfilled orders and a 10-per cent drop in car-loadings. 

. There was reason however, to be optimistic about the economy generally; 
trade with South America ,  and Japan was stronger,  and a strengthening pound 
sterling opened new avdnues of trade mdth the sterling block. 

Mr. Borrie is completing a 60,000-mile  tour of Canada. 
(OVER) 



	

OCF Support Government:  Ottawa, May 6 (CP) 	COP Leader Urï.:Coldwell said'today 
his party is theroughly.in support of the Government's stand on the Quebec 
income tax:iSsue* , 	 • 	,• 

He said in the  buse of Commons that the vote by GU members yesterday 
against the Government's 1954-55 budget bas  been misconstrued. 

"We voted against the budget because of the criticisms we made here," 
he said. "Cantrary- to reports, we are thproughly in support of the Govern- 

	

ment's stand on the Quebec tax issue." 	- 

Newfoundland National Park: Ottawa, May. 6 (CP) -- Northern Affairs Minister, 
Mr. Lesage, indicated today that Newfoundland uill get its first national 
park as soon as certain timber-cutting rights are settled in the area. 

He  informed the House of Cannons that the Provincial Government has 
to  free the land of any timber claims before the Federal Government will 
take it over as a national park. 

Mr. Lesage, replying to questions during study of his department's 
estimates, noted that Prime Minister St. Laurent has mentioned the possibil-
ity of legislation this session to establish the park. 	 • 

He sàid the Newfoundland Government has offered  •  a certain area which 
his department feels is suitable for park purposes. The Provincial Govern-
ment now was negotiating with holders of timber rights to clear the land of 
all encumbrances. 

The proposed site is'on the east coast of Newfoundland on Neuman Sound, 
and stretches along the Terranova River. 

New Citizens:  Ottawa, May 6  (OP)  -- Two senators today suggested different 
methods to enhance the value of Canadian citizenship in the eyes of new 
citizens. 

Senator John T. Haig,  Progressive Conservative leader in the Upper 
Chamber, said in the Senate that one way would be for the Government to 
encourage more than it now does the practice of holding a formal ceremony 
at which citizenship papers are given. 

Solicitor-General,Mr. Macdonald, Government Leader in the Upper Chamber, 
said he uill bring this to the attention of Citizenship Minister Harris. 

The second suggestion came front  Senator  Thomas Reid (L-British Columbia) 
who said that Canada must not go too far and issue citizenship certificates 
too lightly. It did not add to the pride of the new citizen to make it too 
easy to obtain citizenship. 

The ideas were advanced during debate on a Government measure which 
Senator Macdonald said drops the requirement that notice 4u.st be given at 
least one year in advance by persons planning to take out_citizenship papers. 

He said that as the lawn= stands a person must give notice of inten-
tion to apply for citizenship not more than five years or less than one year 
before the application is heard. 

Canadians in Korea: Korea, May 6 (CP) -- Summer dress and mosquito nettieg are 
back in fashion in the 25th Canadian Infantry Brigade in Korea. 

Bush jackets have been discarded in favor of light shirts as the 6,000 
troops settle dawn for five months of Korean heat and dust. 

All excess clothing and footwear' is going back into storage. Any left 
exposed to the Korean summer soon turns to a mouldy mass and even leather 
boots and shoes fall apart. 

In june and July, the rains will cone, raising the level of the iniin 
River at much as 38 feet uithin 24 hours. Roads and training areas then 
become quagmires and deep drainage ditches have to be dug and tents and Ugh 
equipment tied down so they won't float away. 

Missing "Avenger": Halifax, May 6 (CP) -- The Navy announced tonight an. Avenger 
aircraft carrying four persons is "officially overdue and presumed missing" 
70 miles off Yarmout .11, LS. Three of the four men abound were identified , 
They were: -Sub. - L4 James D. Holden, 27, of Minnedosa, Man., whose wife 
family live in Halifax; Bub. Lt. Robert H. Jones, 24, of Regina, whose wife 
lives in Dartmouth, U.S. and Petty Officer John E. White of Summerside, P.E. 1* 

Name of the other man was withheld pendi4g notification of next-of kin. 

Acrossi Canada:  Mr. Derry  V.  Ellis, Montreal : scientist, lett Edmonton, by 
yesterday for Ooppermine, about 100 miles inside the Arctic Circle, to spend 
18 months in the Arctic collecting marine biology specimens, plants and anima 
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I I 

Possible Cabinet Shuffle:  Ottawa, May 9 (CP) -- St. Lawrence Seaway developments 
may spepd up a forthcoming shuffle of the federal Cabinet. 

One has been in prospect for some time, and the possibility that Trans -
port Minister Chevrier will move into - the Government's top seaway job-could 
bring it on earlier than erpeated. 

It has been:persistently 'reported here for months - without.denial - 
that Mr, Chevrier will become chairman of the St. Lawrence Seaway authority, 
a three-man body created by Parliament in 1951 to handle the Canadian end 
of buildinged, operating the navigation works of the project. 

None of the bbard's personnel has been named pending United ,States 
action on the seaway. This now seems to be getting close ab the- result of 
last week's congressional adoption of a bill providing for joint Canada-U.S. 

Lcipation in the- canals. 
Chairmanship'of the authority likely- will be the No. 2 job in the 
han  civil service, topped only by the governorship of the Bank of Canada. 
; expected to carry a salary of $25,000 a year or more. 
The authority will have the responsibility of spending soMe $300,000,000 
mada's share in the navigation works. 
It will join with a similar U.S. body in handling the construction and 

peration of the waterway inciuding the setting of t011s on shippitig. 
Both as Minister of Transport and representative of a constituency 

abutting on the seaway area, Mr. Chevrier has been close to the:'prpject for 
many years. In recent years, he has been working for it'unceasingly. 

The possibility of bis shift to the job opens the prospect of,two 
Cabinet vacancies. 

Finance Minister Abbott has announced that the bueget of April 6 was 
his last, and he is staying on only long enough to steer through Parliament 
the decennial revision of Canada's bank act. 

However s  it has not been established whether he will 9,uit politics en- 
tirely or move to a less burdensome portfolio after seven strenuous -yea.rs 
in  finance, , 

Geneva Role Lauded: London, May 9 (CP) -- An independent 'London newspaper 
today pays tribute to the part played at the Geneva conference by Canadian 
External Affairs Minister. Pearson, 

The Observer s'àys that with the U.S. delegation,cramped by-domestic.- , 
political considerations, including the possibility  of investigation  by 
the U.S. Congress, itkas been left to the Commonwealth team to save the 
west from an appearance of' fl cold defensiveness". , 

°Mr. Pearson of Canada coulà not look impassive, withdr,alirn, and hos- 
tile if he tried, and in fact he has tried to look his ordinari, cheerful, 
friendly self. In the private conferences, he has played his usual in-
valuable role.  

, 
St Lawrence  Seawexy 4proved:  Montreal. Gazette, May ,8 -- Thé U.S. Senate 

late yesterday completed Congressional aCticin On the St. Lawrence'Seaway 
bill, sending it to President Eisenhower. 

By voice vote, the Senate -accePted changes made by-the House of 
Representatives in the measure the Senate had passed earlier. The House 
approved the amended bill 241 to 158, 

1; 
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The House changés were  described as only minor, technical alterations 

of the original Senate bill which authorizes United States participation with 
Canada in the multi-million cfollar project. 

The huge power-navigation project will likely get into construction 
some time this year. 

The power development - by Ontario and New York State - awaits final 
approval fram the U.S. Supreme Court, expected late this month. 

Revenue Decline: Montreal, May 9 (Globe & Mail) -- Canada's two major railways 
informed the federal Department of Labour tonight that because of a con-
tinuing decline in their traffic and earnings they are unable to grant any 
of the requests of their non-operating employees for fringe benefits and 
additional overtime premiums. 

In a letter to Mr. M.M. MacLean, Director of Industrial Relations, Ottmn 
the Canadian Pacific and Canadian National Railways, report a drop of more 
than $32,000,000 In their combined gross revenues for the fi rst four months 
of 3.954 and add that the trend of both carloadings and earnings is con-
tinuing towarsen. 

Subsidy Requested: West-trille, N.S., May 9 (CP) -- A five-member delegation left 
here today for Ottawa to ask the federal Government to subsidize the cost 

, of delivering 36,000 tons of Drummond .Colliery coal to the Canadian National 
RailwaYs• 	 . 

. 	Members of the.delegation said the mine will_close permanently unlems 
it  gets subvention concessions. Subventions currently are not Paid on 
shipments of coal used in the Maritimes as the bulk'of the C.N.R. order 
would be. 	 . 

Tanker Launched: Lauzon, Que., May 9 (CP) -- A flag-bedecked, 28,000-ton oil 
tanker, the Andros Fortune, twin of the largest ship ever built in Canada, 
*slid dawn the ways here yesteday at the Davie Shipbuilding  Co yards. 

 

The vessel can carry 240,400 barrels of crude oil in her 30 comPart-
ments. 

Film Award:  Ottawa, May 10 (Gazette) -- Canada has won anather top film award 
in the United States. Crawley Films Limited has won a Golden Reel at the 
first annual American Film Assembly, sponsored by the Film Council of 
America. Over four hundred films from 225 companies were entered in the 
competition. 

Crawley's award, first prize in the Home and Family category, was for 
The Frustrating Fours and Fascinating Fives, sponsored by the Department of 
National Health and %Mare. 

Fellowship Tftnner:  •  Ottawa, May 9 (CP) -- William French, reporter for the 
Toronto Globe and Mail, has been awarded the fourth annual Canadian As-
sociation Nieman Fellowship. The announcement was made here by,the Can-
adian Nieman committee. 

The fellowship is open to journalists across Canada and Provides an 

academic year of residence and study at Harvard University for the purposes 

of broadening professional background. 

Across Canada: Players of the Glasgow Rangers Football Club embarked at Greenock, 
Scotland Saturday for Canada where they will play a serieà of games across 
the country at the invitation of the Canadian Football Association. . . . 
Calgary Stampeders squeezed past Quebec Aces 6-5 in a spine-tingling battle 
in Edmonton Saturday night to take a 2-1 lead in their best-of-nin Le Canadian 
professional hockey playoff for the Duke of Edinburgh Trophy. . 	.,A goal- 
less tie was the result in the National Soccer League opener at Fred 
Hamilton Park yesterday afternoon between St. Andrew's and Canadians. . 
The International Olympic Canmittee in Athens, Greece, received its first 
bid for the 1960 Olympiad Saturday. -Canada submitted the first formal :4» 
bid for the 1960 games as tbe IOC began its annual meeting. 
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No Slackening In Defence Build-Up:  Ottawa, May 10 (Cp) -- The crisis in Indo-
China re-emphasizes for Canada that there can be no slackening in the 
defence build-up. During his %stern inspection tour two weeks ago, 
Mr. Claxton stressed constantly that Canada can't afford to lower its 
guard. 

The need for defence expenditures, he said, must continue at around 
their present level - some $2,000,000,000 annually - for possibly years 
to come. If the defence effort faltered, "We'd be sitting ducks". 

The fall of Dien Bien Phu merely adds more Yréight to Mr. Claxton's 
argument, defence officials said today. Communist aims for world damina- . 

-- tion have-not changed. 
In 1950, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization decided on a "crash" 

defence programme on the supposition that Russia would attack the West 
by mid-1954. A "crash" programme meant big and rapid defence build-ups 
in NATO tountries. Russia had a number of opportunities to start a major 
war in the early years of NATO, but didn't. 

So last December, NATO reasoned that the immediate threat was less 
urgent and decided on a  • defence policy known as the "long pull". This 
will mean maintenance of present strength and a gradual increase in the 
quality of that strength over a long period of time - and without wrecking 
the emnomies of some NATO members. 

When Canada launched its "crash" programme four years ago, the cost 
was estimated at $5,000,000,000. This amount plus more millions have 
been spent and expenditures are continuing at about the same rate. 

Construction of airfields and other military installations 'and 
stockpiling of many goods are over the hump but money saved from de-
creased activity in this field is being channelled into other defence 
spheres, chiefly new aircraft. 

The armed forces, now numbering 112,000,are nearing their planned 
strength, though recruiting must of course continue to replace those 
leaving the services. 	 - 

The Navy has 17,000, wants another 4,000 men. RCAF strength is 
45,000 with a target of 50,000. There is no Army ceiling but it is 
unlikely that its strength will increase much beyond the present 50,000. 

Veterans' Allowances Debated:  Ottawa, May 10 (CP) -- The Government was 
accused today of letting _politics enter into veterans legislation. 

Mr. Clatie Gillis (CCF - Cape Breton South) made the charge in 
the House of Corn-ons as he and other Opposition Members urged that war 
veterans' allowances legislation be reopened for study by a 31-member 
Commons committee. 

Mr. Gillis, a wounded veteran of the First World Mar, said the 
Government is forcing committee members to take political sides by 
letting it study only such measures as are chosen by the Government. 
He spoke in an extended debate on a government motion to set up a 
select committee to study two bills dealing with war service grants 
and servicemen's benefits. 

Lt.-Col. A.J. Brooks (PC - Royal) proposed an amendment to the 
government motion, to allow the canmittee to consider the War Veterans 
Allowances Act as well, but his amendment was ruled out of order by 

(over) 
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Speaker René Beaudoin. 

Also ruled out of order was an amendment by Rev. E.G. Hansell (Sc - 
Macleod) which in effect would have allowed the committee to decide what 
matters it wished to study. 

The war veterans' allowances, a chief topic In the debate, are paid 
to "burned  out  veterans - those whose earning ability has been lessened 
by war service. Single veterans receive a maximum of $50 a month and 
married veterans $90. 

A Parliamentary return tabled today reported 30,650 veterans re-
ceiving the allowances as of last March 31. A total of 29,436 served 
outside Canada and 1,214 in Canada. 

Mr. Gillis, Col. Brooks and Mr. Ray Thomas (Sc - Wetasktwin) all 
urged the Government to establish a permanent Canmons committee on vetereme 
affairs with  power  to review all veterans' problems. 

Germans Lead Immigrants:  Ottawa, May 10 (Globe & Mail) -- For the third year 
in succession, Canada admitted more Germans than any other national group 
as immigrants in the calendar year 1953. 

The 34,193 Germans were about one-fifth of the 168,868 immigrants of 
all nationalities. In 1952 Canada adnitted 164,868 immigrants and the 
year before 194,391. 

A Parlienentary retUrn tabled today in the House of Commons also 
revealed that 91,133 persons of those admitted were gainfully employed. 
Most of the rest were dependent wives and children. 

Laud Defenders Of Dien Bien Phu: Ottawa, May 10 (CP) -- Prime Minister St. 
Laurent and Opposition Leader Drew today paid tribute to the defenders of 
Dien Bien Phu, the French fortress of Indo-China which fell to Communists 
last week after a gallant stand. 

Prime Minister St. Laurent snid, in part, in the House of Cannons: 
"Saturday, our Ambassador in Paris was asked to convey a message to 

Premier Laniel to express on behalf of the Prime Minister and Canadian 
Government to the French Governmebt and people sincere and heartfelt 
tribute of Canadians for the matchless heroism of the soldiers of France 
and Viet Nam. 

"With all free men, Canadians, while lamenting the tragic ending of 
the legendary conflict at Dien Bien Phu, will salute with pride and 
honour,  the heroic defenders of the fortress. . . •" 

Dominion Drama Festival Opens:  Hamilton, May 10 (CP) -- The Dominion Drama 
Festival opened here tonight with traditional pomp and ceremony. 
Governor-General Massey was in the vice-regal box for the first night 
performance of Rebecca and welcomed the eight contending amateur 
theatrical groups for the festival. 

For the first tlne television will widen the theatre audience. 
Opening ceremonies and several scenes fram Rebecca will be televised 
tonight. Clàsing night presentation of awards at festival-end Saturday 
will also go before the clmeras. 

Across Canada:  A new issue of $850,000,000 government bonds will be offered 
immediately to investors through investment dealers and banks, the 
Finance Department has announced. The issue is to provide funds for 
redemption of $855,000,000 Third Victory Loan bonds issued Nov. 1, 1942. 
They are redeemable June 1. . 	. The 3rd Regiment, Royal Canadian 
Horse Artillery, has arrived in Korea, the Army announced on May. 10. 

. The National Bo.Ird of Directors of the ocial Credit Association 
will meet in Winnipeg May 21 to deal with national organization matters 
it was announced May 10, 
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New Railways To Open Up Minèral, Timber Wealth: Ottawa; May 11 (CP) -- Both 
sides of the House of Commons today welcomed the prospect of opening up 
mineral and timber wealth in Northern Quebec and Ontario through two 
branch _lines of the Cana-dian National Railways. 

Ghevrier met no opposition as he' introduded , a bill authorizing 
i.the Government to guarantee up to $44,562,500 in CNR bonds for -  the two 

«- lines. 
The largèst branch line, 294 miles long, will be built into Quebec's 

- new Chibotigamati mining area some 250 miles northwest of Quebec City. . . . 
Thè sècond line will run .27 'miles .into the rich nevr Mainitouwa.dge 

- L mining district. in Northern Ontario.  rIt'will be built'South from: Hillsport, 
on -the CNR main line about 200 miles northwçst of the Lakehead. 

- 	Estimated construction costs are $35,000,000 for the QUebec line and 
$3,750,000 for the one in Ontario. 

Unemployment Problems Studied:  Ottawa, May 11 (Montreal Gazette) -- A national 
employment committee report - now receiving Government consideration - 
outlines a comprehensive programme for alleviating seasonal unemployment 
which each year adds hundreds of thousands of Canadian workers to the 
unemployed lists. 

Recommendations submitted would require implementation by federal, 
provincial and municipal Governments, by private Industry, by Canadian 
consumers and by organized labour. 

The committee, which operates under the federal Government's Un-
employment Insurance Commission, launched its study of the seasonal 
unemployment problem at the request of the National Advisory Council on 
Manpower In December, 1952. The Council was established by the federal 
Government and contains represenatives of labour and management. 

The national employment committee reported that its gtudy has in-
dicated that a number of techniques might be used to combat seasonal 

1  unemployment. 
»Such techniques," the committee said, "include the diversification 

of products, stockpiling of raw materials and finished goods, the 
levelling of seasonal consumer spending habits, the scheduling of re-
pairs and alterations in the off-season, the transfer of employees 
between departments or affected businesses, the training of workers for 
jobs availhble at different seasons and the taking of vacations in a 
slack season. . . ." 

New Post For Tax Rental Studies:  Ottawa, May 11 (CP) -- The Finance Depart- 
ment has opened a new government post to deal with financial relations 
between the federal  and  provincial Governments. 

The Department announced today that the post will be manned July 1 
by Mr. Ronald M. Burns, 44, of Victoria, at present Assistant Deputy 
Pinance Minister In the British Columbia Government. 

One e his  major  jobs will be studies of the tax-rental agreements 
between the federal Government and all provinces except Quebec. . 	. 

The announcement said Mr. Burns will work with provincial Finance 
MtniSters and keep under review the federal grants made to provinces 
for specific purposes. 

(over) 
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Canada, Haiti, To Exchange Diplomatic Missions:  Ottawa, May 12 (Press Release 
27) -- The Department of External Affairs announced today that the 

Government of Canada and the Government of Haiti have agreed to exchange 
diplomatic missions. 

Trans-Border TraffiC Control:  Ottawa, 'May' 11 (CP) -- Five provincial govern. 
ments so far have accepted a formula for switbhing authority over trans-
border highway traffic from the federal Government to the provinces. 

Informanta said today- those assenting to date are Ontario, New 	) 
Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, Saqkatchewan and Alberta. 

On the acceptance or the provinces depends the introduction of 
legislation at this session of Parliament to effect the change in control, 
The federal Government has not yet indicated how much ùnanimity it wants 
before making the move. 

Across Canada: Mr. JX. Murphy (PC - Lambton  West)  last night,criticiied the 
Government for what he described as lack of initiative in the development 
of industrial research and proposed a select committee of Parliament to 
study methods to accelerate -present activities. . . . 	Legiàlation to 
give all federal civil servants equal rights to rewards for inventions 
was introduced in the House of Commons by State Secretary Fickersgill. 

. . Mr. T.H. Atkinson, President-of the Canadien Bankers' Associa- 
tion, said before the Banking Committee that some Canediand will be 
denied bank loand if the maximum six-percent lending rate is reduced. 

- 	. . 	British Columbia's hopes for a new gas industry got a jolt 
yesterday and so-called Peace River gas shares -were hit by losses 

- ranging up to $1 a share, Canadian Press reported. A flood of selling 
orders followed word fram Washington that U.S. Federal Power Commission 
attorneys have recommended a rejection of all natural gas pipeline 
applications from the West Coast Transmission Pipe Line Co. and the 
Pacific Northwest Pipeline Corporation of Texas. 
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Trade Pact With Japan Passed Unanimously:  Ottawa, May 12 (CP) -- With all three 
Opposition parties pledging support, the House of Commons today approved 
a tariff-cutting trade agreement with Japan following a three-hour debate. 

The Progressive Conservatives warned, however, they will keep careful 
watbh to make sure the Government carries out responsibilities to prevent 
dumping-of Japanese goods in Canada. 

Mr. Donald Pelming (PC - Toronto Eglinton) said saeeguards against 
dumping, 'mitten into the pact, can be a mere jumble of words unless the 
Goverement *is resolutely determined to make them effective. 

C.C.F. Leader Coldwell said he believes the treaty, under which 
Canada will reduce tariffs on Japanese goods, provides ample p/-*otection 
for Canadian industry against the possibility of unfair competition fram 
Japanese  exportera.  

He hoped the treaty will lead to peace and that the world will not 
again see the Second rbrld ear enemy country rearmed and led by milita-
rists to became another threat to world peace. 

Social Credit Leader Low also said he believes the pact contains 
ample protection for Canadian industry. Canada had to adopt a live-and-

' let-live policy in foreign trade. 
Mr. Howe, who introduced a resolution seeking Gommons arproval of 

pact ratification, said he expects Japan will boost sales under the agree-
ment. But the pact also would help provide enployment and income for 
Canadian agriculture and industry. 

Canada in 1953 sold Japan $119,000,000 worth of goods and purchaseff 
only $13,600,000. Canada could not long hope to maintain her markets in 
Japan if she did not grant Japan the right to import tolls similar to those 
granted other member countries of the General Agreement on Tariffs and 
Trade. 

Cut In Immigration Urged By Labour:  Ottawa, May 12 (CP) -- Canada may cut down 
on immigration for the remainder of 1954 as the result of unemployment. 

The Government will be conducting its half-yearly survey  •of the 
imnigration outlook this month, and Informants today said the 1954 pro-
gramme could be affedted by unemployment that reached a post-war peak a 
few weeks ago. 

The question the Cabinet will consider, it was stated, is whether 
Canada can continue to tbke in inmigrants at the current rate when there 
is more unemployment than normal in the country. 

The Unemployment - which reached a top of 570,000 job-seekers in late 
March - today led the executive council of the 580,000-member Trades and 
Labour Congress of Canada to call on the Government to cut off immigration 
altogether for at least the remainder of this year. 

The council - governing body of the T.L.C. between annual conven-
tions - said thousands of workers are unemployed while immigrants are 
coming in and nit now must be recognized that many unemployed workers 
may,  not be re-employed even during the peak enployment season this year ° . 

(over) 



Protests U.S. Import Restrictions: Ottawa, May 12 (CP) -- The Government has 
protested in vigorous terms the possibility of United States import re-
strictions on Canadian lead, zinc and groundfish fillets. 

Mr. St. Laurent said today in the House of Commons Canada expressed 
its concern in the diplomatic notes to the U.S. State Department, pointing 
out the effect of such restrictions. 

Peace River Gas Pipeline: Ottawa, May 12 ( (W) -- Mr. Howe said today there is 
no reason to became either depressed or elated about an -unfavourable Wash-
ington report on a natural gas pipeline from the Peace River area to the 
U.S. through Vancouver. 

He said in the House of Commons that the report - from a lawyer of 
the U.S. Federal Commission - is normal procedure. 

Gommons External Affairs Committee: Ottawa, May 12 (CP) -- Gen. A.G.L. Mc- 
Naughton, Canadian Chairman of the International Joint Commission, said 
today the United States is abfIndoning what he called its "ostrich-head-
in-the-sand attitude" to downstream benefits for Canada from Columbia 
River power. 

He also told the Commons Expernal Affairs Committee that the $425,- 
000,000 Mica Creek Dam project on the British Columbia section of the 
Columbia could be cleared for construction within a year. 

Gen. McNauthton said intense rivalry is developing between B.C. and 
the Northwest U.S. concerning mho is going to receive the benefits of 
Columbia River power. 

Long Term Credit Overseas Proposed:  Ottawa, May 12 (CP) -- Canada's elder 
stateemen reqcted eociiivtorigy to a proposal by exporters that the Government 
provide long-term credit to overseas countries as a trade-expansion move. 

Senator G.P. Burchill (L - New Brunswick) said he is opposed to such 
. 	a plan. Canada's bajor problem in trade is to get high prices down to 

meet foreign competition. Granting of long-term credit, said the Maritime 
lumber merchant, will only confound the situation. 

Defence Research Board  Appointments:  Ottawa, May 12 (CP) -- One of Canada's 
top scientists and a leading Canadian industrialist have been appointed 
members of the Defence Research Board. , 

The Board announced today that Dr. C.J. Mackenzie of Ottawa and Mr. 
Randolphe William Diamond of Trail, B.C., Vice President and General 
Manager of Consolidated Mining and Smelting  Company, have accepted appoint-
ments as members. 

Engineering Institute Annual:  Quebec, May 12 (CP) -- Two Canadian scientists 
said today little gadgets the size of a man's thumb are going to replace 
vacuum tubes familiar- to all radio set owners. 

Mr. E.L.R.  Webb,  in charge of electronic equipment for Canada's , 
Ait Defence Group, and Mr. P.A. Redhead, in charge of electronic tube 
develapnent at the National Research Council, described applications of 
these "mighty midgets" of the electronics industry in a paper presented 
to the 68th annual meeting of the Engineering Institute of Canada. 

Across Canada: Mr. Jean-Paul Drolet, Chief of Technical Information in the 
Quebec Mines Department said in Quebec it took 50 years for Quebec's 
mineral production to reach the $250,000,000 mark but that  'in a small 
fraction of that time" production will reach $500,000,000. . . . The 
Public Ykrkd Department is to assume responsibility for maintaining and 

- 	operating the Alaska Highway because the Defence Department is anxious 
to be relieved of the job. This mas disclosed, according to C.P., in a 
Works Department statement annnuncing the appointment of Mr. Jean P. 
Carriere, of Hull, Que., as e'-ief Engineer of the Development Engineering 
Branch, effiCtive June 15. . 	.  •A tough price-cutting war is in 

i prospect - if it hns not already broken out quietly - between Canada's 
railways and truckers. The railways have been slashing rates in many 
directions in an attempt to hold their slipping $1,000,000,000-a-year 
freight business, and today a truckers' spokesman warned against a 
"destructive" rate fight that he said could put competitors into the 
red. Fear of such a war was expressed in a statement issued by Mr,. 
G.M. Parke of Toronto, President of Canadian Trucking Association. 
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Mr. Pearson At Geneva: Geneva, May 13 (CP) -- Canada intervened forcefully 
today in a 16-nation debate on Korea which showed that many smaller 
countries are exasperated at what apparently are delaying tactics by 
South Korea. The speaker .  was Mr. Pearson. 

He took the floor at a family gathering of the United Nation coun-
tries which fought in Korea and made a direct plea to South Korea to agree 
to the more reasonable,proposals for reunification of the peninsula. 

In effect, he is understood to have told the meeting that since the 
Communist plan for. Korea is completely unacceptable, it is up to the non-
Communist side to make its 1mm positionl  plain and reasonable so that if a 
deadlock results world opinion will lciow where the blame lien. He said 
it is in 8outh Korea's own interest to agree to such proposals. 

Mr. Pearson then left the meeting and -boarded an R.C.A.F. plan for 
London where he made a second speech in the afternoon - this time on 
atomic energy. 

Reject Bank Control Over Credit:  Ottawa, May 13 (CP) -- The House of Commons 
,Banking Committee today rejected a Social Credit move to arm the Bank of 
Canada with almost unlimited control over bank credit. 

In making the proposal, Mr. Victor Quelch (Sc - Acadia) drew support 
fram the Committee's C.C.F. member and a single Liberal, Mr. Walter Tucker 
of Rosthern, Saskatchewan. 

The controversial issue developed as the Cammittee studied a Govern-
ment bill allowing the central bank to alter bank cash reserves within a 
fixed range of liabilities, running from a minimum of 8 per cent to a 
maximum of 12 per cent. 

The current law callssfor a minimum cabh reserve equivalent to 5 per 
cent of deposit liabilities, though in practice•banks hold about 10 per 
cent in cash. • . 

Committee On Capital Punishment:  Ottawa, May 13 (CP) -- The Commons-Senate (c4 
Committee on Capital Punishment has decided to arrange a hearing with 
the official hangman of Quebec Province on his own terms. 

The decision, despite protests from three members of the Committee, 
was reached today, following consideration of an offer to appear by the 
only executioner in Canada. 

A sub-cammittee has considered the matter of a hearing behind closed 
doors, but the final decision as to whether the hangman wishes the hearing 
to be private or public will rest with him. 

Quebec Grants McGill $1,500,000,Total:  Montreal, May 14 (Gazette) -- McGill 
University received $1,500,000 from the Quebec Government yesterday - 
a $750,000 grant each for the last and the current academic years. The 
two grants are more than McGill would have received under the Tederal 
aid-to-universities scheme, and "amply cover" the university's operating 
deficits for the last two years, McGill announced. 

In a joint statement Chancellor B.C. Gardner and Dr. F. Cyril  James, 
Principal and Vice-Chancellor, said the grants evoked a "deep feeling of 
appreciation, shared by every member of McGill". 

(over) 
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In Quebec, Laval University yesterday received two $500,000 cheques, 
covering the 1952-53 and 1954-55 academic years - a figure previously 
announced by Premier Duplessis. 

The University of Montreal and Bishop's University, Lennoxville, 
reported they had received no word about prospective grants from Quebec. 

Canada's Public Relations Arms: Montreal, May 14 (Gazette) -- Canada's three 
official public  arms abroad are trying to create a "friendly $ 
climate°  in which the nation's representatives can achieve their object-
ives. 

Not a Canada boastful of its high standard of living, but a Canada 
ready to lend its know;.how was the picture painted by C.B.C.'s Inter-
national Service and the External Affairs and Trade and Commerce Depart-
ments, the Canadian Public Relations Society mas told here yesterday. 

"We try to create a warm, friendly feeling tawards Canada, not one 
of envy by boasting of our wealth, achievements and standard of living,' 
said Mr.  Gien Bnnnerman, Director of the Canadian International Trad0 - 

 Fair. 	 • 

"For people to understand you.ollpu either have to invite them to 
your home or go to their home," he declar:ed. 	 - 

The Trade Fair last year brought more than 9,000 people from 60 
countries to Canada and, in the two to three weeks they spent here, they 
had a first hand opportunity to learn about Canadians, he said. 

The International Service of the C.B.C. was described by its Direc-
tor, Mr. Charles Delafield, as "entirely public relations". 

He said 4,000,000 people listen to the services programmes once or 
twice a week and 15,000,000 listen occasionally, in some cases despite 
foreign government opposition. 

Mr. Paul 'Malone, of the Information DiVision of the External Affairs 
Department, said his job was to balance and correct the many varied im-
pressions people abroad get of Canada. 

Across Canada: A Progressive Conservative member suggested that Northern 
Affairs Minister Lesage write the editors of Time Magazine to assert 
Canada's sovereignty over Ellesmere Island in the Arctic. Mr.  Howard 
Green, Vancouver Quadra, séld that a recent issue of Time Magazine, a 
United States publication, describes Ellesmere Island as north of Cané. ,  
ads. 	. The Alberta Government gave its go-ahead for export of 
natural gas from the Province to Eastern Canada by approving the issuing 
of an export permit to Trans-Canada Pipe Lines Ltd. . . • A $10,000,000 
shipbuilding programme and a $10,000,000 airport programme for this fiscal 
year were outlined to the House of Commons yesterday by Transport Minister 
Chevrier. . 	. New poliomyelitis virus which the recently-developed 
vaccine cannot combat have been discovered, a Toronto research,scientist 

• said yesterday. Dr. Andrew Rhodes, Director of Research of Toronto's 
Hospital for bick Children said in an Interview that unidentified viruses 
have been isolated at the hospital. 
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Mr. St. Laurent On Ropes Ilor Peace: ,  Ste. Foy, May 3.6 (CP) -- Prime Minister St. 
Laurent  said today that despite the constant creation of "new incidents" by 
despotic leaders, Canada is not losing confidence in the possibility of 
obtaining peace through negotiation. 

But he rebitilecr.whatitthePop ielliad 7,-àiiia 
',There are goods whicha .r e of such importance .to society.that it is 

perfectly lawful to defend them against unjust aggression. ' 
- 	"The defence is given an obligation for the nations as a whole viho have 

a duty not to -  abandon. a nation that ., is attacked.". 
, 	-Buellr. St. • Laurent quick.ly added: 

"I do not mean., however, 'that we shall not continue to.act .in  good faith, 
th;  we shall not continue to attempt, by all possible means, to reach a 

- peaceful tuiderstanding and settlement Of present difficu1ties."-_ - ,'':_- 
He  was speaking at the opening of a new veterans' ,  hoSpiti.«37..7.77 -  
In his recent world tour he had seen the destruction and suffering caused 

by  wax. And Mr. St. Laurent continued:- 
"It is difficult for a peace-loving man, conscious of his owl:Lrigb.ts and 

- those of his fellowmen, to understa.nd how national leaders who aresupposed to 
strive for the well-being of their Own people can bring themselves to ,launch a 
war w4j.ch  is liable to cause such destruction and suffering, not only to the 

• 7 peOple8 whom they attack but also to their own citizens. 	- 
"It is also difficult to und.erstand the attitude of those who, by their 

acts of injustice and their despotism, run the risk of bringing on a new world 
war, when,the heavy losses and effects of defeat which the instigators  of  the 

_last two world wars have brought on themselves are still apparent. 
"It is even more difficult to understand. how leaders,. who .are_ aware of the 

devasta.ting power - of modern weapons, can constantly create new incidents liable 
to cause a conflict which would annihilate what - generations have taken centuries 
to 

Canada and other free countries had offered good will and sincere efforts 
to ensure world peace, but these offerings have been. insufficient. Thus ; the 
14-country North Atlantic Alliance bas been built, causing heavy financial 
sacrifices, but bringing firmness and determination to the ilrea wokld. 

"I believe that the courageous attitude of "a world -free, united and ready 
to defend itbelf has sown the seeds of doubt in the mends of those who might 

- 	entertain aggressive designs." 
The free world was as anxious •  as ever to find a common ground on. which a 

lasting peace, within the bounds of justice and htunan rights, can be founded. 
; "We are always prepared to • meet the leaders of other peoples, to negotiate 

141th them, to settle differences by peaceful means and to appeal to a11. men 6f 
- good will to preserve this peace which we all desire for our own good and for 

the good of mankind. 
"We are not losing confidence and we shall continue to work towards that 

end patiently and firmly." 
, 

Mr. Pearson At Disarmament Conference: London, May 14 (Reuters) -- Western views 
.on reducing the world's arms, including atomic bombs, were outlined.. to' the 
tondon•disarmamen.t conference today•by Mr: Pearson. 

(over) 
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The conference of the veorld's five major a G(..Lue powers is a new all-out 
effort to arrange control of atomic weapons and germ warfare as well as to 
seek a reduction in convention arias.  Its working sessions, which begazi today 
are closed. 

The nations at the conference, meeting as a sub-committee of the United 
Nations Disarmament Commission, are Canada, the United States, Britain, France 
and Russia. They started their sessions in New York last Month. 

Mi'. Pearson came here especially for the conference meetings from Geneva, 
where he has been leading the Canadian delegation at the Far Eastern confer-
ence. He is expected back there  net week. 

The conference may last several weeks, as the delegates have until July 
15 to complete a report they must make to the United Nations Disarmament 
Commission. 

A communique issued after today's session said the conference would 
meet again on. Monday. 

St. Zohn River Hydro Plan:  Ottawa, May 14 (GP) --- The Canadian and United States 
Governments, it was learned today, have received an  International Zoint Com-
mission report favoring a $200,000,000 hydro power develOpment'in'the Saint • 
john River basin. a . 

The Government is studying the Saint John project,, which -  involves rivers 
-- running through New Brunswick, Maine and further south in the United. States. 

International action is called for. The. Governments some years ago put 
the 'project into the hands of the IJC, the body set up by-treaty which re-
gu.lates the use of botuidary-crossing waters. 

The C011illtiSSi0111.13,  recommandàtion, informants said, call for development 
of the huge potentialities of the Saint Tohn basin in stages during a period 
of about, 10 years. - 

Northern Seerice Office.rs:  1  Ottawa, May 14 (ap) 	The- ilorthern Affairs Department 
is looking for six men. to work among the Eskimos in Canada's North. 

The job is called Northern Service Officer  an  the men ve.ho are chosen -- 
the civil service competition closes May 31 -- will be posted to Aklavik, 

-  ne ar the mouth of the Mackertzie River; Coppermine on Coronation Gulf; Coral 
Harboi. on Southampton Island; Port Harrison on the eastcoest of Hudson Bay; 
Frobisher Bay on Baffin Island; and n. Fort Chimo o Ungava Bay: 

No desk-bound workers need apply, says the • Department. 
"This is work with a rare kind of challenge," Northern Affairs Minister 

Lesage said today in a statement. 

Montreal GroupilTins Top Drama Festival Honors: Hamilton, May 16 (CP) -- For the 
second year in. a row a French-language play, written by a Canadian author, 
took top honors at the Dominion 'ama Festival. 	 . 

Saturday night, at the finale of the week-long festival, Adjudicator 
.Hugh Hunt awarded the Calvert Trophy for best play to La Nouvelle Equipe 
theatre group of Montreal for their presentation of "Le Roi David" written 

• by. jean. Filiatrault of Montreal. 
A dram.atization of the Biblical story of David and Bathsheba -, written 

in. cla.ssical French verse, the play marked an experiment on the part of 
 Director Henri Norbert with a new acting form.' 	- 	, 

Instead of acting the tragedy in the manner of the Comedie Francaise or 
-with the realism of modern drama, Director Norbert instructed his_ cast in a 
more austere style. Actors used their voices and‘ taces almost • exclusively to 
convey ,action. and. feeling.. Movement on stage was alm.ost 'stiff. 	, 

•'Across Canada:. Premier Duplessis said he is ready to discuss with federal author-
ities the Quebee-Ottawa deadlock over income tax .ftat -  an appropriate time, 
appropriate place and under proper. conditions," Canadian.Press reported.. ,. • 
Mr. Gregg indicated the Federal Government will not intervene .in:strikes of 
seamen on British ships that have brought a.rrests at Montreal.' He said in the 
Commons the Government  bas  not been asked to step 'in, and .in any 'case:the Labor 
Department has no •jurisdiction tuider the Federal Labor Gode. . . • Higher 
allowances are expected to be sought by,opposition parties • and representatives 
of the Canadian Legion at meetings of the 31-member cormions veterans affairs 
committee which held its organizational meeting Friday. Mr. - Walter Tucker 
(L-Rosthern) was named chairman. 

- 30 - 



Tuesday, May 18, 1954. 

lhite Paper On Canadian Defence:  OLLerwa, May .  17 (CP) 	Development work on a 
new supersonic jet aircraft and air-to-air guided missiles to arm it will 
cost $8,000,000 this year, a government White • Paper on Canadian defenee 
disclosed today. 	 d 

The new all-weather jet interceptor is the CF-105, planned as a 
successor to the CF-100. The prototype is not mxpecte' to be'flown for 

- about six years.' 
' - "The guided missile,development is progressing:favourably and'the 

• results oUthe initial•series  of  launchings have•been encoUragiieethe 
White Paper said. 

Referring to the increased appropriation for the Defence Research 
Board, the White Paper also•disclosed that à new_Canedian anttr tank_yfflpOn 

- has been successfully developed after several years ,  efforta. Alljdetails 
about the weapon are secret. • 
— The58-page report, tabled in the House of CaMmOns by Mr. - Claxton, 

_ 	_ • . 
said in parts 	 . 	. , 	 _ 	. 

"It is hoped that the situation (in Korea) May•improVe'tolpermit some 
reduction to Canadian forces there in the• - not too distant fütüre." - ''' 

Despite indications of some-relaeation in internationartension; the 
White Paper:saidi "the need - for Canada, in camMon With other nations of the 
fr ee world, to maintain adequate defence forces remains a•Mattir'ôf'vital 

7. 

 

importance. ' 	• 	 . 

"Experience over the past three years shaws - that'tôihaintain'the armed 
forces at'the* present levels-ofstrength and quality, provide them :with 
suitWble working conditions and accamodation,and furnish adequate quentitpul 

•of - up-to-date equipment could not•be carriedout except by makingapproiiria-• 
..tiOns and expenditures at about the present level," the Paper . donclUded. 

- In other words, defence spending must cantinuè at its present'rate of 
some $2,000,000,000•a year. .•The'Department•has spent $5,137,000,000 ta a 
three-year defence build-up started in 1951 andthe-White Palier'Said 
planned defence spendIng -in the current fiscal year will be 4,2,010;000,000. 

, 	Elsewhere; the White aper said: 	• 	• 	 • 
• "The threat to the Western  World remains and Member -Cobntrie . - (of 

the Nôrth Atlantic Treaty Organization) must be - ready to . 'facWa continuance 
of this threat over el long period. 4. 	 • • 

"It is essential if we .are to maintain and improve.the-prospects for 
peace that the NATO countries must continue,•perhaps fora lengthy•period, 
to  devote a substantial part of their resources to the common - defence 
effort. . . 

• "The first priority of member nations' in the military field 'should be 
to keep at the•higheàt  possible level the present  forces in  being and to 
meintain these.:forces•mith up-to-date equipment over's. prolonged period. 
This means that the defence progrmnmes of the nationsôneerned must be 
organized to maintain adequate defences for an indefinite..,pqtiod." 

Canada is continuing to pay close attention to its air defences. Both 
the Army and the R.C.A.F. are training intensively for Arctic and sub-
Arctic defence. 

The system of radar stations, communications and fighter squadrons 
planned for Canada's defence against air attacks is largely completed and 
should be fully operational by the end of this year. A start has been made 
on the McGill radar fence to supplement the present early-warning radar 
network. 	• 

(over) 
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Defence Targets:  Ottawa, May 17 (CP) -- More than three years ago- Feb. 5, 1951, 
to be exact - the Government announced a three-year defence build-up which 
was to cost more than $5,000,000,000. 

That amount - the approximate figure is $5,137,565,000 - now has been 
spent. Some targets announced three years ago wbre reached in the allotted 
time, others were not. 

The Government said today in a White Paper on defence that the three-
year programme "has been subject to constant review and, as necessary, some 
modifications have been made to meet varyine; demands inherent in Canada's 
commitments". 

Taxation Of  Councils, School Boards:  Ottawa, May 17 (CP) -- Tax exemption for 
municipal councils and school boards from federal sales and excise taxes 
on their purchases was proposed today by Mr. Drew. His motion to that 
effect, however, was ruled out of order after a two-hour House of Commons 
debate. 

Mr. Drew's argument that municipalities should be given relief from 
mounting costs was supported by C.C.F. and Social Ci-edit speakers. 

His proposal, as an mmendment to a Government motion to have the 
House of Cormons go into committee of supply to study estimates, consti-
tuted a want-of-confidence motion in the Government. 

It read: 
"This Houseis of the opinion that consideration should be given to 

the introduction of legislation which would provide for the exemption of all 
municipa]J councils and school boards from the payment of Dominion excise 
taxes Including the 10-per-cent sales tax." 

Mr. Howe On  U.S. Seaway Participation: Ottnwa, May 17 (CP) -- 'Mr. Howe said 
tonight he would have preferred to have Canada build the multi-million-
dollar St. Lawrence Seaway project alone. , 

Entry of the United States into the construction piéture will not 
change things materially, he added. 

But every dollar that has gone into development of the St. Lawrence-
Great Lakes wmterway has been Canadian and he would have preferred to have 
Canada build the last 128 miles, too. 

Mr. Bowe aired his views on the power-shipping project in retely to 
interviewers' questions over the C.B.C.'s radio programme,Press Conference. 

U.S. participation won't hold up construction, he said, but he agreed 
with an interviewer that from a viewpoint of national pride, he regretted 
that Canada had not been left alone to finish the Seaway job. 

Across Canada:  Cheap power and year-round ocean transportation should make 
north-western British Columbia a metallurgical and electro-chemical centre 
for refinement of ores from many parts of the world, say the annual 
reports of Ventures, Ltd., and Frobisher, Ltd., associatied holding•  
companies, C.P. reported. . . 	More than 50 Mark V Sabre jets  • 
arrived without incident at Goose Bay', Labrador on Monday on the first 
hop of a 3,500-mile North Atlantic flight to bases of the Canadian Air 
Division overseas, the Montreal Gazette reports. . . . 	If Canada 
bought as much from Britain as Britain buys from Canada, it would un-
doubtedly result in expanded trade between the two countries, Sir William 
Rootes, Chairman of the Dollar Exports Council of Britain, said in 
Toronto yesterday. Further, he told a press conference, it would lead 
to the goal of sterling convertibility, without which multilateral 	• 
world trade could not really be accomplished, C.P. reported from 
Toronto. . 	. 	The fourth national convention of the R.C.A.F. As- ' 
sociatien of Canada opened in OttaWa yesterday. Same 125 delegates 
from about 80 Wings of the Association across the country gathered for 
the two-day meeting. 
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Ur.  Cavell On Colombo Plan:  Ottawa, May 18 (CP) -- Mr. Nik Cavell, Canadian 
Colombo Plan director, said today economic aid to South and Southeast Asia 
is encouraging the Denocratic forces in that part of the world. 

He told Mr. Stanley Knowles In the House of Commons External Affairs 
Canmittee that Colombo Plan aid - Canada has contributed $25,400,000 a year 
for four years - will not rehabilitate Asia. Only the Asians could do that 
themselves. 

But there was no doubt that every gesture of friendliness, interest 
and help was all to the good In trying to keep the Asian democracies in 
the family of free nations. 

"In that case, this is the best-spent money we are sp-ending today," 
Mr. Knowles said. 

Mr. Leon Crestohl - 	Montreal Cartier) asked whether Ctnida might 
not sometime lose the money put into 'Colombo Plan projects if the recipient 

- nations  were over-run by the Communists. 
That's a risk we must run," Mr. Cavell replied. 

Banks May Lend On Chattel Mortgages:  Ottawa, May 18 e(CP) -- The House of Commons 
Banking Cannittee today approved an amendment to the Bank Act allowing 
chartered banks to lend money on chattel mortgages for the first time in 
history. 

Adoption came as the Canmittee completed a three-month study of the 
decennial revision of banking legislation which requires approval of both 
Houses of Parliament before it becomes lee. 

However, Mr. Abbott said he had discussed the chattel mortgage idea 
with the Cabinet and said his colleegues had no objections to it, indicating 
Government support in Parliament. 

The Committee took these other steps: 
1. Agreed•to enforce retirement of bank directors at the age of 75 

years, effective July 1, 1959. 
2. Rejected a final attempt by Mr. J.M. Macdonnell (PC - Toronto 

Greenwood) to have Parliament control the anount of money the Government 
can print. 

Easing -Of Murtioirij. -Tax:  Ottawa, May 18 (CP) -- A government spokesman said 
tdday the federal Government cannot be expected to exempt Canadian munici-
palities fran excise and sales taxes when five provinces with sales taxes 
refuse to do so. 

Mr. Milian' BenctdieksOn, Parliamentary Assistant to Mr. Abbott, 
made the statement in the House of Commons in reply to Opposition arguments 
yesterday that the taxes be exempt for municipal councils and school 
boards. 

He also said that members should not minimize the administrative 
problem in figuring rebates on taxes levied at the manufacturers' level. 
It would involve more than 4,000 municipalities. 
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War Veterans' Allowances:  Ottawa, May 18 (CP) -- rr. ot,. Laurent today turned 

down the Canadian Legion's renewed request for higher war veterans' allow-

ances for 40,000 "burned-out" veterans and their dependents. 

The Prime Minister and Veterans Minister Lapointe conferred for 30 

minutes with a Legion delegation headed by President Dr. C.B. Lumsden of 
Wolfville, N.S. 

The Legion asked that war veterans' allowances at least be included 
in the terms of reference of the Commons Veterans' Affairs Canmittee, which 
holds its first meeting tomorrow. The Govermnent has ruled out discussion 
of W.V.A. before the Canmittee. 

Dr. Lueden sàid the Prime Minister wus "perfectly honest" and quoted 
him as saying that ififf.V.A. were included in the Veterans' Canmittee's 
terms of reference, itwould convey the impression that the Government was 
planning new W.V.A. legislation, when, in fact, it was not. 

Mr. Drew On Quebec Income Tax:  Ottawa, May 18 (Montreal Gazette) -- Opposition 
Leader George Drew attacked anew the federal Government tonight for its ' 
stand in its income tax dispute with the Quebec Government. He said that 
it was difficult to understand the federal attitude "unless it is for the 
one purpose of concentrating all financial power under its control". 

Speaking in a C.B.C. 'Nation's Business" broadcast, he called upon 
all Canadians to do their utmost to have the problem resolved. 

Mr. Massey 	On"Responsibilit?: Vancouver, May 18 (CP) -- Governor-General 
Eassey today said he believes the post-war generation is ready to throw off 
the "instinct to escape fram duty and responsibility". 

He said in an address prepared for delivery at the University of 
British Columbia that there is a growing concern with justice and an in-
creasing desire to return with humility to the virtues in society which 
are threatened but not lost. 

Mr. Massey, recipient of an honorary degree at the ceremony, recom- 
mended to the University's graduating class the virtues of justice and 
humility. 

"I believe that in this modern world where, amid conflicting 
ideologies, so many are struggling back to the old truths, it is well to 
seek some permanent principle which each person and each society must 
establish. . . . 

"For you I would suggest that justice means two things: right order-
ing of your private lives and a sense of public duty. 	. .“ 

Study British lkol Tariff:  Ottawa, May 18 (CP) -- The Government has ordered a 
re-examination of Canada's wool fabric tariffs, following complaints by 
the Canadian industry that its existence is being jeopardized by heavy 
imports from the United Kingdom. 

The Tariff Board today announced that Finance Minister Abbott has 
ordered the inquiry - limited to British preferential tariff on wool fab-
rics - with a view to possible renegotiation of that item within the next 
six or eight months. 

Across Canada:  A Dutch immigrant will be welcomed, wined and dined by 	' 

a federal_ Cabinet Minister and other- Goverment and Ilmbassy 
The gee st -  of e. hon6u'r ,wili-tiellzhbe,legh,000%lelefiegteine 	ana de,  frôra rot ,  

-Holland since the end of the Second World War. The immigrant is among 
some 800 Dutch settlers aboard the liner Groote Beer, scheduled to 
arrive in Montreal Thursday morning, the Gazette reports. . 	. Full 
deduction of medical expenses for purposes Of income tax returns was 
urged in the House of Cammons by two C.C.F.. Members and two Progressive 
Conservatives. . 	0 Lt.-Gen. Asim Ucar, Chief of Staff of the Turkish 
Air Force, will arrive in Ottawa,May 19 aboard an R.C.A.F. Dakota from 
Washington for a week-long visit, Air Force Headquarters announced. 
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Employment Improving:  Ottawa, May-  19 (CP) -- Canadian unemployment went down 
in April, but more slowly than is usual with the onset of warm weather. 

Government figures issued today indicated employment was up from 
' 	March but down from April of 1953. Unemployment • was sharply higher than 

a year earlier. 
The figures produced renewed demands from Canada's two largest union 

organizations - the Trades and Labour Congress of Canada and the Canadian 
Congress of Labour - for federal action to stem unemployment or ease its 
effects. - 

The Government survey, issued jointly by the Labour. Department and 
the Bureau of Statistics, ehowed these figures: 
, 	At' April 15, there were 549,028 persons looking for work through 

,the Government's National Employment Service, dawn 20,870 fram a month 
earlier but up 176,508 from the same time in 193. An unknown percentage 
of the job-hunters nre not actually unemployed but looking for a change 
of work. 	 , 

2. The number at work in the week ended April 17 - . on the D.B.S. 
estimate - was 4,845,000, compared with 4,305,000 about a month before 
and 4,941,000 in the corresponding week of 1953. There were no comparable 
figures for full-time anployment, .because the April survey was taken in 
Easter week when manymorked short tIme. 

3. The Bureau estimnted - on the basis of a sampling of 30,000 house-
holds - that persons nctually without work and looking for jobs in the 
week ended April 17 totalled 303,000. •  This compared with 318,000 a month 
earlier and 165,000 in the snme week of 1953. 	 * 

Immigration Up 23 Per .Cent:  Ottawa, May 19 (Globe & Mail) -- Immigration for 
the first three months of 1954 was 23 per cent greater than in the same 
period last year, the Department of Citizenship and Immigration  reported 
todaY. The totals •  for the two corresponding periods were 28,223 and 

S. 	22,937. 
Immigration from the United Kingdom was up by 24 per cent from 

6 , 367  to 7,882. The biggest increase, however, was in the intake from 
what the Department lists as "other countries" - that is, other than the 
United Kingdom, the United States and North Europe. 

This total was up by 66 per cent, from 5,870 to 9,773. The biggest 
increase was in ItClian immigrants. In the first three months of 1953, 
Italian immigrants numbered 2,972; in the same period this year they 
numbered 6,156. 	- 

Italian  immigrants, in fnct, made up 
group in the first quarter, coming within 1,700 of the total intake from 
England, Scotland, Ireland and Males. 

The largest group from the North European countries came fram Germany 
3,674. This, however, was a decrease fram laàt year's first three months 
when 4,173 Germans came to Canada. 

The next largest North European group were the Dutch. There were 
2,973 Netherlands immigrants in January, February, March, an increase of 
145 over the number in the corresponding period a year ago. 

The rate of immigration slowed down in March - the month's total was 
only 10 per cent above that of March, 1953 but was up 'heavily in the 

the largest single national 

(over) 



"other countries" category. The increase there was 87 per 'cent. 
March  immigration  from the United Kingdom was up by only 6 per 'Cent. 

• From the North European countries it was dawn by 22 per cent,. and from the 
United States it was dawn by 2  per  cent. 

Farmers Cut *Wheat Planting:  Ottawa, May 19 (CP) -- Farmers intend to aut their 
wheat planting this year by almost 1,000,000 acres to 24,587,100, Iawest 
in six years. 

'2hey also intend to cUt tye and potato acreage, but boost acreage 
for oats, mixed grains and flaxseed, the Bureau of Statistics reported to-
day in the first 1954 repart on planned crop  production. 

Farmers indicated they expect to increase summer fallow, the ground 
left idle or sown to grass. . 

Prairie farmers reported they intend to cut spring wheat acreage to 
23,791,000 fram 24,648,000 last year. 

Aid For Home-Building  Veterans:  Ottawa, May 19 (CF) -- The House of Canmons 
today approved the principle of a bill to provide financial and technical 
assistance to veterans who want to put their awn labour into the construction 
of homes. 

The bill, greeted by Opposition members with the hope that it will be 
beneficial to veterans, was given second reading and referred to the Cammmas 
Special Committee on Veterans' Affairs. 

Broadcasts In 17 Languages:  Ottawa, May 19 (CP) -- The C.B.C. International 
Service is spreading knowledge and understanding of Canada in other lands 
in 17 languages. 

A return tabled today in the House of Canmons for Mr. Fred S. Zaplitny•
(CCF - Dauphin) said the overseas short-wave broadcas -És are made in English, 
French, Norwegian, Swedish, Danish, Finnish, Dutch, Italian, German, Austrian 
Czech, Slovak, Russian, Ukraidian, Polish, Spanish and Portuguese. 

Seek Experts For  -Seaway Jobs: Ottawa, May 19 (CP) -- The Canadian Government, 
anticipating an early start on the St. Lawrence Seaway, tomorrow will call 
for engineering specialists to apply for jobs on the navigation end of 
the $900,000,000 project. 

The Government's Civil Service Commission - which hires federal em-
ployees - will be issuing job announcements to electrical, mechanical and 
civil engineers. 

Turkish Air Chief Arrives:  Ottawa, May 19 (CP) -- Lt.-Gen. Asim Ucar, Chief of 
the Turkish Air Staff, arrived here by R.C.A.F. plane from  Washington for 
a week-long,good-will visit. 

The Air Chief was welcomed  bÿ  Air Marshal C.R. Slemon, Chief of Canada's 
Air Staff, and the Turkish Ambassador, Ahmet Cavat Ustun. 

Across Canada:  The Canadian Legion yesterday charged the Canadian Pension Com-
mission with lax administration, according ta a C.P. despatch. . . . 	The 
Canadian Manufacturers' Association proposed that Parliament remove the ban 
against retail price-setting by suppliers of branded goods to eliminate 
the "evil" of loss leader selling. . . . 	Dr. Wilder Penfield, renowned 
neurosurgeon, yesterday announced his retirement from the position of 
neurosurgeon-in-chief and neurologist at the Royal Victoria Hospital, and 

= the Chair of Neurology and Neurosurgery at McGill University: . . . 
British Columbia's flood picture darkened as murky waters flowed through 
the streets of Kimberley, rirped through highways and threatened many 
communities in the Kootenay Valley. 
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Mr. Claxton On North American Defence:  Ottawa, May 20 (CP) -- Mr. Claxton said 
today that nine out of 10 planes of a Russian force attacking North America 
would be destroyed by continental nir defences. 

However, he added in the lead-off of a House of Commons debate on 
defence esttmates, that percentage of kills was still not good enough and 
that "no doubt additional steps will be taken from ttme to ttme" to strengthen 
continental defences. 

Maj.-Gen. G.R. Pearkes, V.C., said he isn't sure that North America 
has a warning system as effective as Mr. Claxton had indicated. Canada was 
pitifully-short of fighter soundrons for home defence while it continued to 
maintain an air diviéion in Europe. 

Mr. Coldwell said the defence estimates - about $2,000,000,000 in the 
current flscal year - are based on Second %rid Warthinking. Equipment on 
order would be obsolete before it could be provided. He suggested that six  • 
of the 12 R.C.A.F. soundrons in Europe and that at least one battalion of 
the three-battalion brigade in Korea be brought home. 

Mr. Claxton paid he doesntt believe there is going to be a general 
war in the near future. But the basic Soviet aims of imperialism and ag-
grandizement remained. 

The primary aim of continental defence was to protect the West's 
massive retaliatory weapon, the United States'strategic bomber force:. 
But the existence of nuclear weapons did not preclude conventional weapons. 
In fact, it made them more necessary to cope with local wars where nuclear 
weapons could not be employed. 

-Canada's interceptor force - radar, communications and jet fighters - 
would  be in complete op(-ration by this summer or early autumn. This 
defence system hnd reached the stage where a Russian bomber force attacking 
U.S. targets might be forced to choose a route other than over the Canadian 
Arctic. 

The McGill radar fence was being strung across Canada north of the 
existing radar network and Canada and the U.S. were considering additional 
means to supply early warning.• 

Mr. Claxton said Cannda's aircraft programme has been mapped out 
until 1961. Planes this year would cost $425,000,000 and the annual price 
tag would increase to $460,000,000 before dropping $450,000,000. 

He emphasized such expenditures were necessary to keep up the present 
strength and quality of the R.C.A.F. The CF-100 long-range jet fighter 
and Sabre jet worl ,i both hnve to be replaced eventually. 

The R.C.A.F. was getting 52 per cent of the defence allotment for the 
three services, a  much higher proportion than any other country in the 
world. 

Defence spending could not be reduced if the forces were to be kept 
at their present strength - 112,000 - or increased to 120,000. 

The forces were working on more continental defences without in-
crensed appropriations. He was insistinF7 on this additional work being 
done without additional cost to the taxpayer. It could be carried out 
becnuse of better trained officers and ren. The world was close to the 
era of push-button warfare. 

The successors to the CF-100 and Sabre would be the last planes to 
depend extensively on aircrew for operation. The era mas close when the 
pilot would have little moWto do than take the pinne off the ground and 
land it. 

(over) 



The West could not remain superior to Russia in science, research, 
engineering and production unless it increased its efforts in all these 
fields. 

Gen. Pearkes said the Defence Department should have geared itself to 
the "long pull" policy years ago instead of suddenly introducing it this 
year. Because of this, it was not in a good position to project the defeue 
progrnmme into the future. 

Despite all the wishful thinking,. Canmdian cities were exposed to air 
attack. It was little comfort to  th  em to know that U.S. bombers could 
retaliate against Russia. 

Re-Enlistments 	High:  Ottnwa, May 20 (CP) -- Re-enlistments in Canada's armed 
forces are higher on R percentage  'oasis  than in other countries, Mr. Claxton 
said today. 

The proportion is about twice ns high as in the United States and much 
greater than in the United Kingdom, he said as he initiated Comrons study 
of defence estimates. 

External Affairs Committee:  Ottawm, May 20 (Globe & Mail) -- Attacking what he 
said seemed to be tremendous duplication of the work of Canadian military 
nttachés overseas, Maj. Gen. George R. Pearkes, V.C., said today he did 
not believe the country was getting full value for the money spent on them. 

He told the Fxternal Affairs Committee that it  was his  impression 
that some of the attachés were acting as glorified aides de camp to heads 
of Canadian missions in Europe. "If that's all they're doing," he added, 
"I can assure this Committee that wasn't the function of attachés in the 
old days." 

The general's attack on the attachés was coupled with a renewed 
opposition probing of the extra cost of living and representational allow-
ances paid Canadian diplomats overseas. 

He said he found it hard to understand why the gathering of all the 
information on forces of foreign powers, the work of the attachés, could 
not be carried out in Furoperat least by the group of attachés at NATO 
and SHAPE. 

Instead, he added, the Government is put to the considerable expense 
of maintaining attachés, usually senior officers, at enbassies and legatimu 

Advised by Dr. R.A. MacKay, Acting Under-Secretary of State for Exteima 
Affairs that attachés were a matter for the National Defence Department, 
the general asked for a production of records showing how many attachés had 
been requested by the External Affnirs Departnent. . . . 

Across Canada:  Five more private groups are seeking licences for television 
stations. Their anplications, and six to establish privately-Owned radio 
stations, will be considered by the C.B.C. Board of Governors. . . . 
The Dominion Gouncil of the Canadian Non-pensioned Veterans' Widows 
Association recommended that the Government set up a permanent committee 
on veterans' affairs whose members could deal with the "problems most 
pressing to the veteran or his widow. . . . 	Mr. Chevrier expressed 
hope that mnployee layoffs by the C.N.R. are at an end. He told the 
House of Commons that there have been 600 layoffs by the Governmenit-
owned railway since he reported in February that 1,500 workers had been 
made idle. . . . 	Quebec's City Council approved granting of a fran- 
chise to Widbrod Langlais, Quebec business man, for construction of a 
one-mile, C30,000,000 tunnel between Quebec nnd Levis, across the St. 
Lawrence River.f. 
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Protests "Blanket" Authority For U.S.:  Ottawa, May 24,(CP) 	Th'e Canadian 
Government should stop handing over blanket authority to the United States 
in this country, Mr. Howard Green (PC - Vancouver Quadra) snid today in the 
House of Commons. 

Mr. Green was speaking on a Government bill aimed particularly at em- 
pOwering the Cabinet to allaw Americans to oPerate U.S. Govermment radio 
stations in Canada. -This authority naw is granted in the Emergency-  Powerà 
Act, which expires May 316 	 • 

Under the Federal  Radio Act, - which today's bill would amend - 
only British,subjects may operate'radio stations in Canada. The Govenmnent 
has had the power of making certain exceptions, and the new legislation 
would widen these to include operators of stations owned by the Government 
of another country. 

Speaking as the amending bill came up for second reading, Mr. 41evrier 
said it will apply particularly to operators of U.S. radar and loran (air 
navigation) stations. 

It lase) would widen exemptions to include foreign aircraft radio opera-
tors and immigrants who have not yet became Canadians who operate taxis and 
other vehicles using radio. 

Mr., Green said the Government is proposing to "hand over°some Canadian 
keys to the U.S.". 

"It is time," he said, nthat the Government stopped handing over blanket 
authority to the U.S., which in effect is what is being done in this bill." 

,Any such rights should be reciprocal. If Canada did not have similar 
rights in the U.S., the Government should try to get them. 	 •  

In any case, the exemption should be confined to the United States and 
not made broad enough to cover all countries as was done in the bill. 

.  Howe  On  U.S. 'Feed  Grains  Prices:  Ottawa, May 24 (CP) -- Mr. Howe said today 
Canada is watching closely a United States move to subsidize price reductions 
for U.S. feed grains on export markets. 

: The  1J5  Agriculture Dépannent announced Thursday feed grains - corn,  • 
barley, oats and rye - will be offered on world markets at competitive prices, 
starting this weekend. Purpose is to get rid of huge surpluses held by the 
American Government. 

In the House of Commons, Mr. Howe told Mr. A.M. Nicholson (CCF - Mac- 
kenzie) it is difficult as yet for the Canadian Government to assess the 
effect of the action on Canadian trade since it does not know what prices 
are contemplated:by the U.S. 

If the prices were just -to - drop Sto Canadian levels, "the effect would 
not be serious. 

"!In any  case, we • are 'watbhing the 'situation clos ely, " he said. 

\r. Pearson's Report On Geneva:  Ottawa,  May 24 (CP) -- Mr. Pearson will report 
*-----17767-Iseofror-totI nmonsFriday on the GeneveConference. - 	 • - 

Prime Minister St. Laurent said at the start of the House's sitting 
today that Friday would be the first available time for Mr. Pearson's 
report and a debate on it. 

Mr. Pearson, who returned here last night after  four weeks in Geneva, 
as head of the Canadian delegation, received a round of applause from 
both sides of the Cormons. 

(over) 



er. Diefenbaker On NATO:  Ottawa, May 21 (CP) -- The Opposition's foreign affairs 
spokesman said today the North Atlantic Treaty °rganization is being en-
dangered by disagreement among member countries. 

Mr. John Diefenbaker, Progressive Conservative Member for Prince Albert, 
told the House of Cannons that criticism of other countries within NATO "is 
one of the most detrimeetal courses that we can follow". It weakened the 
organization at a time when the Canmunists were attempting to create dis-
sension, disorganization, disagreement, delay and deferment of decisions among 
NATO countries. 

The unity mhich had built the NATO alliance for defence and survival 
"is in danger of being broken by the disagreements that are taking place at 
Geneva and elsewhere". 

Canada And Southeast Asia Pact:  Ottawa, May 21 (CP) -- Canada has made it plain 
to its allies that it does not intend to participate in a Southeast Asia 
pact or became involved, for the present at least, in the Indo-China Mir. 

Officials said today the Government believes it has extended itself as 
far as possible in making overseas commitments. The armed forces naw are 
heavily committed in Europe and increased attention is being paid to conti-
nental defence. 

It is understood here that when the 25th Canadian Brigade is eventually 
moved out of Korea, it won't be moved anywhere but home. 

Debate On Defence Estimates:  Ottawa, May 21 (Gazette) -- Opposition speakers 
hanmered at Mr. Claxton today for an "unrealistic" defence policy which 
served only, they said, to lull the Canadian public into a "false sense of 
security*" 

Lt.-Col. D.S. Earkness said that Mr. Claxton *does no'service to the 
Canadian people" by saying, as he had yesterday, that nine out of every 10 
Russian bombers attacking North America would be destroyed by continental 
air defences. He told the House of Canons that current U.S. estimates of 
the toll which would be taken of attacking Russian aircraft was "three out 
of 10". 

He charged that radar screens, interceptor aircraft and other phases 
of these defences were far weaker than the Minister's optimistic statement 
suggested. 

Mr. Drew, who entered the debate on defence estimates later, expressed 
surprise at  the spirit of unreality in which the material survival of 
Canada is being discussed". 	. 

Dr. James'  New York Address:  New York, May 21 (CP) -- Dr. F. Cyril James, 
Principal and Vice-Chancellor of McGill University, said today "Canada and 
the United States constitute that last great bulwark of human freedom and 
opportunity in a world that is growing steadily more restricted and troubled. 

Addressing the 38th annual meeting of the National Indfistrial Conference 
Board, Dr. James said Canada and the United States are independent and proud 
nations. . . 

Across Canada: Mr. Pickersgill said Mondaythere is no law to prevent pvpritately- 
owned invention of a military nature from becoming public property and' 
Treaching a potential enemy. He made the statement in the House of. Canmons 
during discussion of legislation placing federal civil servants on an equal 
footing concerning rewards for inventions prodticed during Government duties 
or employment. . . . 	The House of Commons observed the Queen's birthday 
by singing "God Save the Queen" at the opening of the sitting. 	. 6 	The 
Conmons approved a resolution preceding a Government bill to enable civil 
servants to maintain pension rights in transferring to Crown campanies. . • 
Marie Dionne, one of the famed Diûnne quintuplets fram Calander, Ont., 
became Sister Marie Rachel in the cloistered order of the Servants of the 
Blessed Sacrament. In a solemn, two-hour service at the order's new Thabor 
Chapel in Quebec, Marie donned the white garb of a novice in the order four. 
days before her 20th birthday. 
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eleWeeAegdAir 	Defence Need Stressed: Ottawa, May 25 (CP) -- Canada's air de- 
fences must be further strengthened, thickened and expanded, Mr. Claxton 
said tonight. 

His speech, recorded for broadcast over the C.B.C.'s trans-Canada net-
work in the free-time political series "The Nation's Business", was by and 
large,a condensation of his defence review in the House of Commons last 
week. He said strengthening air defences is going to be a big and costly 
operation. The R.C.A.F0 this year would complete its build-up to 41 squad-
rons of all types, active and auxiliary. 

The present defence system - radar, communications and jet interceptors 
was more than 90 per cent operational and would be completed by late summer 
or early autumn. 

Planned target for Canada's armed forces is 120,000 officers and men, 
Mr. Claxton said. Strength now is nearly 113,000. 

He made a new plea for continued unity within the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization. 

" 	. No particular ciidsis should be allowed to weaken the great 
alliance of the free world, particularly between the United Kingdom and the 
United States. 

"That alliance, that association and the understanding and confidence 
on ,which they must be based, are the archstones of the structure of the 
peace and security which are the objectives of our work'together for our 
common cause." 

New Paper Currency Unveiled: Ottawa, Mav 25 (CP) -- Canada's new paper currencY, 
to be circulated next September, is a strictly functional, two-tone affair, 
dtripped of all Victorian ornament and equipped with a few gimmicks to fool 
the forger. The word "Canadan is printed In big bold Raman letters across 
the face of the bill, over a faint white outline of the Canadian coat of 
arms. 

To add to the Canadian flavour, the symbolic figures representing 
agriculture, transportation, hydro power and other achievements have been 
removed from the back of the bills and replaced with scenes of the Canadian 
countryside. 

Another break with tradition is the shift of the Sovereign's portrait 
from the centre of the bill to the right-hand side. This, said Governor 
Graham Tcwers of the Bank of Canada today, is to prevent eventual oblitera-
tion of the portrait from constant folding and is one of the new features 
to make things tougher for the forger. 

The new bills, in eight denominations, were unveiled .by Mr. Tawers 
and his staff at a press conference. This is the first bank note design 
change in 17 years and the first notes to bear the portrait of the Queen. 
The Queen appears uncrowned and rather sombre. 

The new bills look different and they also feel difÉerent - another 
step to fool the forger. Through the use of dry, instead of wet printing, 
there is a characteristic "feel" to the new notes, which the bank said, 
"is impossible to duplicate without access to large expensive custam-
built printing presses". 

The notes are the same length as those now in circulation but are 
one-eighth of an inch Weelletridtbi 

(over) 
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Insurance Plan For  C.S.,  Regular Forces:  Ottawa, May 25 (CP) -- The Government 
will underwrite one-sixth of the cost of a new insurance plan to pay death 
benefits of up to $5,000 for members of the civil service and the regular 
armed forces. 

The plan was hailed by one C.C.F. member as socialized life insurance 
which should be extended to all Canadians. 

The plan was outlined to the House of Commons today by  Mr. William 
Benidickson, Parliamentary Assistant to MI4 d-Abbditt,'before the House 
approved a resolution preliminary to introduction of legislation. 

He said it will apply to all members of the regular forces and civil 
servants, including those who work for Crown corporations, who normally 
contribute to the Civil Service superannuation plan. He did not say how 
many people will be involved. 

The paypent at deathywould be either $5,000 or a year's sàlary, which-
ever is the emaller amount, paid to the widow 61- the person's estate. 

Mr. Benidickson said the Government will pay the cost of administration, 
plus one-sixth of the insurance payment after death. Those covered by the 
plan would pay $4.80 a year for each $1,000 of insurance. 

Mr. Stanley Knowled said the price of $24 a year for $5,000 life in-
surance is not available from any private insurance company. •  If it was a 
toed plan for the Civil Service, it should be extended to all Canadians. 

Cômmissioner Nicholson Before Committee:  Ottawa, May 25 (CP) -- Com- 
missioner L.H. Nicholson of the R.C.M.P. teîd;today good enforcement of 
gambling laws is unlikely becattet ,  of the public's apparent dislike for 
restraint on its desire to gamble. 

e'or  that reason, he urged that gambling laws be widened and gambling 
operations brought under effective contrôl. • 

Commissioner Nicholson, speaking before the Commons-Senate Commitee on 
capital.ind Corporal punishment and lotteries, recommended retention of 
capital punishment and gave qualified support to corporal punishment. 

He said the possibility of execution is a deterrent on the professional 
criminal who might consider killing. 

He advocated corporal punishment for young offenders on the fringe of 
becoming criminals. It might be imposed at the discretion of judges for 
cruel crimes such as grievous assaults on old people or young girls. He 
also urged whipping to help maintain discipline in prisons. 

Dairy Industry Submission:  Ottawa, May 25 (CP) -- Canada's dairy industry has 
urged Mr. St. Laurent to ban the export of government-held butter at  eut-
rate  prices. 

At the same time it has warned that the trade may step out of buying 
of summer surplus butter unless the Government announces soon its proposed 
selling price and policy for next winter. 

Mr. J.J. Creighton, President of the National Dairy Council of Canada, 
said in a letter to Mr. St. Laurent that butter production this year is 
expected to be greater than the 302,000,000 pounds produced last year. 

Across Canada:  A proposed Royal Commission to study Canada's Patent Act will 
be asked to consider a danger that an unpatented private invention of a 
military nature could be made public and reach a pôtential enemy. 	• • 
The House of Commons today defeated by 154 to 31 a C.C.F. proposal to 
increase to 30 from 20 the minimum attendance required to transact parlia- 
mentary business. . • • 	Liberals and Progressive Conservatives split 
across party lines in the House of Commons on a C.C.F. proposal to have 
the voluntary revocable checkoff written into the Federal Labour Code. 
The proposal, contained in a bill introduced by Mr. Stenley Knowles,was 
defeated 107 to 51. 	. • Supplies of coal available for consumption 
in Canada reached a 13-year low total of 38,163,000 tons in 1953. 
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Polar Radar Chain:  Ottawa, May 26 (CP) -- Mr. Claxton indicated today that 
Canada and the United States will build a radar chain in Canada's Polar 
regions. 

Me are at about the point where we can make further starts in early 
warning," he told the Canadian Club. 

In the meantime, however, the greatest air defences in the Arctic were 
distance and space. Aerial navigation was so difficult in the Far North 
that other than Arctic routes might be more attractive to attacking bombers. 

But, he addéd, North America still needed more early-warning systems 
in case of,air attack across the Pole. 

The sOuthern radar network started in 1949 now is 90 rer cent opera- 
tional and will be complete by the end of this summer or early autumn. 

It was built "upward  an  e outward" from target areas in the U.S. At 
the same time, a new radar chain known as the McGill Fence is to be built 
farther north above the settled areas of Canada - but stillwell below the 
Arctic Circle. 

In recent weeks, Mr. Claxton has been stressing, both in the House of 
Commons and outside it, the increasing enphasis being put on continental 
defence. In a radio address last night, he said Canada's air defences must 
be strengthened, thickened and expanded. 

New Northern Health Service:  Ottawa, May 26 (CP) -- Establishment of a northern 
health service to serve the 26,000 Canadians living in the 1,500,000 square 
miles north'of thé 60th parallel was announced today.by the federal Govern-

» 	ment. 
Health Minister Martin and Northern Affairs Minister Lesage said in a 

joint statement that conditions in the North can be met adequately only by 
a concerted effort. 

Me expect the northern health service to be of great assistance in' 
the orderly planning of health measures in the north," Mr. Martin said. 

"The people living and working there will be given better service 
and there will be bet -l- er return for the funds spent for health. . . ." 

'Missionaries of the Church of England and of the Roman Catholic 
Church have, through years of zeal and devotion, provided services under 
trying conditions," Mr. Lesage said. "Other organization§„ both private 
and community, have borne their share. The new federal agency will co-
operate and help in the expansion and improvement of the service." 

The northern health service is to be established as a division of the 
Health Department. The new agency will not supersede any of the existing 
organizations. It will bring them together and help co-ordination of 
policy and planning. 

The service will also operate its own hospitals, public health and 
nursing services and other facilities required for national defence staff 
and for Eskimos and Indians. 

Drive For Prorogation:  Ottawa, May 26 (CP) -- Prime Minister St. Laurent to- 
day gave notice of a motion to have the House of Commons begin morning 
sittings Monday to speed the sessional drive for prorogation. 

Starting that day, the House will meet from 11 a.m. to - 1 p.m. , 
2.30 p.m. to 6 p.m. and 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. The customary Wednesday night 
off will be abolished. 

(over) 
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The Government is aiming for prorogation about mid-June, perhapS_:' 
June 19. 

"Le Federalisme Canadien":  Quebec, May 26 (CP) -- A prominent Laval University 
econamics professor believes the fight Quebec is waging with  Ottawa  over 
taxation is already lost. 

Maurice Lamontagne, 36-year-old Director of the University's Economin 
Department, makes the statement in book dealing with federal-provincial 
problems. It refers particularly to the situation in Quebec, where a new 
provincial income tax has been imposed. 

The 298-page book, entitled Le Federalieme Canadien, has been pub-
lished in French by Laval University Press. 

The professor writes that Quebec now stands at the crossroads in her 
history as Canada moves ahead toward a new type of federalism which only 
Cmebec refuses to accept. 

"Quebec must become conscious of reality and make a choice," he writes 
adding that certain leaders have made a choice in "the direction of sepa- › 
ratism". 

The view of the economics professor is that Canada is developing a na 
federalism with increased power in the hands of Ottawa. This is accepted 
by all Canada except Quebec. 

Lionel Conacher Dies: Ottawa, May 26 (Globe ê- Mail) -- Lionel Conacher, Liberal 
Member for Toronto Trinity, died en route to Ottawa General Hospital to-
night shortly after suffering a heart attack during a softball game on the 
lawn of the Parliament Buildings. 

Canada's outstanding athlete of the first half of the 20th century, 
Yr. Conacher had just hit a triple in the annual game between members of 
Parliament and the Press Gallery. He was standing on third base when he 
pitched forward on the ground. 

An Ottawa Fjre Department energency truck and an ambulance were 
called. An inhalator was used and Mr. Conacher was rushed to hospital afte 
being tended on the lawn by Dr. William H. McMillan, Liberal Member for 
Welland,  who was a spectator. 

The 54-year-old member, who celebrated his birthday on Victoria Day, 
was always a one-man team for the members who traditionally beat the Press 
Gallery. Proceeds from the gane went to a worthy cause, the pages of the 
House of Commons. 

C.S.  Insurance Bill Criticized:  Ottawa, May 26 (CP) -- The Opposition today 
accused the Government of entering the field of private business under a 
pror)osed plan for compulsory death benefits for civil servants and members 

O of the armed forces. 
O 	progressive Conservative speakers criticized the bill on the ground 

that the plan should be established and adMinistered by private enterprise, 
instead of by the Government itself. 

Theylvere defeated by  a 125-36 vote in their attempt to send the bill 
to the House of Cormons Banleing Cammittee for study before receiving 
second reading - approval in principle. 

Across Canada: Dr. David A. Keyes, Chairman of the Project Co-ordinating 
Committee of Atomic Energy of Canada, Ltd., said he doubts Canada will 
generate electricity economically with atomic nower in less than five 

O  years. . 	. 	Topics ranging from atomic power to the practice of medi- 
cine in ancient Rame will come under study at  Winnipeg  during the next 
two weeks as 14 separate orgelniiations assemble for the 1954 Conference 
of Learned Societies - Canada's grent‘st annual gathering of scholars 
and scientists. About 600 are expected.  .. . 	The National Film Board 
and the G.B.C: are discussing possible use of r.F.B. films on television, 
Mr. A.W. Trueman, Government FIlm Commissioner, said. . . . 	Peace for 
generations to come can be assured if the British Commonwealth stands 

O 	shoulder to shoulder with thq United States, Sir Archibald Nye said in 
Montreal  o . • A waî,e dispute between the C.B.C. and its 1,100 office 
and programme employees has been submitted for Federal Labour Department 
conciliation, it was announced. 
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Korean Airlift To Suspend Operations:  Ottawa, May 27 (CP) -- The R.C.A.F. Korean 
airlift is about to pack up. The Air Force announced today that the final 
round trip to Tokyo will be made by n 426 Squadron North Star leaving Mont-
real Saturday. 

The airlift started operations in July, 1950. It logged 34,000 hours 
and about 7,000,000 miles in 1,200 trans-Pacific crossings and transported 
13,000 men, including many wounded, and 7,000,000 pounds of freight. Air-
crews called it a milk run. 

No. 426 Squadron - the Thunderbirds - did not have a fatal casualty or 
lose a single cargo during the nearly four years on the airlift. 

Lnd of the airlift will mean the first withdrawal of Canadian forces 
in the Korean theatre. Canada continues to maintain a 6,000-man infantry 
brigade and three destroyers In Korea to help preserve the armistice. 

A Government White PAper on defence, tabled last week in the House of 
Commons, said: "It is hoped thnt the situation may improve ((iii-Korea) to 
permit some reduction to Canadian forces there in the not too distant future." 

The R.C.A.F. said U.N. requirements for air transport support in Korea 

have decreased and that the U.S. Air Force is reducing facilities at Shemya 
in the Aleutians where the North Stars refuel. 

Canadian Pacific Airlines, now operating three round trips a week to 
Japan, will continue, temporarily at least, its scheduled airlift flights 
under charter to the Government. C.P.A.'s DC-6's have a longer range than 
the North Stars and do not have to refuel at Shemya. 

Mr.  Garson's Statement:  Ottawa, May 27 (CP) -- The Minister of Justice, Mr. 
Garson,said today the Government is keenly alive to the danger of. Communist 
infiltration in the armed services and Government departments. 

He was commenting in the HOUSe of Gommons on published statements 
attributed to Ur. John Leopold, former Superintendent in the R.C.M.P.'s 
Intelligence Branch. Stories appeared in the Toronto Telegram, Ottawa 
Citizen and Le Petit Journal, of Montreal. 

Mr. J. Wilfrid Dufresne (PC - Quebec lest) asked whether Mr. Garson's 
attention had been drawn to statements by Mr. Leopold "regarding the ex-
istence of Cormunist infiltration into departments of Government, among 
others, the Department of National Defence, External Affairs and the 
National Film lioai:d". He asked what measures the Government intended to 
take to cope with the situation. 

Mr. Garson said his attention has been drawn to an article which 
appeared in the Toronto Telegram April 23. The article was based on an 
informal interview with former Superintendent Leopold but made no mention 
of Communist infiltration in Government departments. 

Mr. Garson said Government s ecurity agencies "are alert to the danger 
inherent in the infiltration of Government departments by Communists and 
procedures designed to detect such individuals have been in effect for 
years". 

Aid  For Shipping Industry:  Ottawa, May 27 (CP) -- The federal Government 
'hopes to be able to help Canada's slumping shipping industry, Mr. Chevrier 
said today. 

However, he told the House of Conmons there has been no change up 
to now in the Cabinet's policy against direct subsidies for deepsea shipping 

(over) 
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and he cannot say what form any assistance mi-, , take. 
Mr. Chevrier spoke as  the  House of Com,flons considered his departmental 

spending programme for the 1954-55 fiscal year. He was replying to various 
earlier suggestions that the federal Government help stay the decline of 
the Canadian-flag deep-sea fleet, much of which has been transferred to 
British registry to cut down on operating costs. 

If a subsidy programme were to be followed to enable Canadian-owned 
vessels to stay under the Canadian flag, Mr. Chevrier said, itwould cost 
about $5,000,000 a year. 

Under,current prospects as to differences in operating costs between 
Canadian and British registry, no end could be seen to such a subsidy. 

Also, Mr. Chevrier.said, many of the Canadian ships are obsolete and 
a modernization programme - if the Cabinet were tn follow out  some  sugges-
tions - would cost the treasury another $200,000,000. 

"I am not saying it will be impossible to give some assistance," he 
said. "I hope it will be possible. But I cannot see how we can do it to 
the extent asked without subsidizing many other industries. 

"I am still hopeful," he added, "that we will be able to find a method 
to be of assistance to the shipping industry. I cannot say what form it 
will take." 

War Unlikely Says Dr. MacKenzie: Montreal, May 28 (Gazette) -- "There is now 
less probability of a major mar in the near future than there has been for 
the past several years," Dr. N.A.M. MacKenzie, President of the University 
of British Columbia, told the Canadian branch of the International Law 
Association last night. 

But he predicted tension between East and West would be maintained in- 
definitely, "at least until we  cet  tired of it, until there's a softening 
inside the Soviet Union itself". 

"Communism is a religion," said Dr. MacKenzie, an authority on inter- 
national law. "Its adherents believe anything they can do to hasten our 
acceptance of it, is in our own interest. The only possible relationship 
between the two camps is one we have almost achieved: stalemate. 	. ." 

Across Canada: Mr. Victor Doré, former Canadian Ambassador to Switzerland 
and former Minister to Austria, died in Montreal yesterday. He was 
74. . . . 	The Commons External Affairs Committee reported that it is 
impressed with the valuable work being done under the Colombo Plan. The 
Committee said it believes Colombo Plan economic aid to South and South-
east Asia - Canada has contributed $100,000,000 in the last four years - 
is of considerable importance in helping the growth of democracy. . . . 
Canada's production of soy beans, used in making margarine, has increased 
fivefold in the last 10 years, yet the country is producing only half her 
requirements it was reported to the Agricultural Committee.  • 
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Mr.  Pearson On Geneva  Conference;  Ottawa, May 28 (CP) -- Mr. Pearson made it 
plain today Canada will-make no military commitment in Indo-China or join 
a Southeast Asia pact. 

In a - House of Commons speech dealing -with the Geneva Conference, fram 
which he returned Sunday, Mr. Pearson said: 

n 	. . While it is true that if peace is threatened by communist 
aggression anywhere, it is threatened everywhere, it is also true that 
Canada cannot be expected to accept special regional defence commitments 
in every part of the world where collective arrangements may be advisable." 

Mr. Pearson said the Canadian Government agreeswith the principle of 
a Southeast Asia pact but' n in so far as accepting special political and de-
fence commitments ils-concerned, there is a Ilmit to what a country of 
Canada's population and resources can do n . 

eVre have limited strength, both in men and materials, and our commit-
ments are already.  heavy. Existing undertakings, such as those under the 
North Atlantic Treaty urganizatien, are such as to circumscribe what Canada 
can nnd cannot undertake, militarily and otherwise, not only in Southeast 
Asia but elsewhere." 

Mr. Pearson indicated that Canada will not go beyond the Colombo Plan 
for the time being at least, in giving economic or other aid to South and 
Southeast Asia. Canada has contributed $100,000,000 to the Colombo Plan 
in the last four years. 

On the Geneva Conference itself, Mr. Pearson said there is still hope 
that solutions will be reached on Korea and Indo-China. 

He added that it would be a mistake to break off negotiations as long 
as there was even a remote possibility for agreement. 

If the conference failed, it should not be terminated but merely sus- 
pended with the hope that it might be reconvened after several months. 

After Geneva, he said, renewal of the Korean "rfar will be much less 
likely. 

Mr. Pearson told the House of Commons that if the Indo-China prob- 
, lem came before the United Nations, RS the Korean crisis did, then Canada's 

policy would depend on the nature, purposes and scope of any action mhich 
might be recommended by the U.N. 

Mr. John Diefenbaker said Canada should give notice that it will - join 
any Southeast Asia pact if the Geneva talks on Indo-China fail. 	, 

	

"Indo-China may be the turning point in our history," he said. 	at 
happens in Geneva might bring Britain and other Commonwealth countries 
closer to the U.S. 

,Mr. Diefenbaker said Canada has a responsibility in maintaining 
peace in all parts of the world. It should indicate it is ready to act 
in that regard. 

Mr. Caldwell said the initiative for any Pacific pact should come 
from Asia, particularly India. 	 - 

Canada should not enter any such pact unless it had been assented 
. to by India, Burmn, Pakistan and Ceylon. 

Mr. Law said France's position at the Geneva Conference - shows haw 
left wing sympathies in a country can render it Impotent. 

(over) 



Canada-U.S. 
Treile'Relâtidnsittàwa,  May 30 (CP) -- Canadian-American trade 

relations are nearing a critical stPge with the Canadian Government deeply 
concerned over the possibility that President Eisenhower may give way to 
demands for U.S. import curbs on base metals and certain fish products. ' 

Federal officials  sud  today that if the curbs reèeiïie presidential 
approval, Canada will have• to consider some form of econamic readjustment, 
possibly a withdrawal of a tariff concession equivalent in physical and, 
psychological value to the U.S. restrictions imposed. 

The Canadian Government, in previous trade clashes with the U.S., has 
shown reluctance to take such a step, fearing it may lead to new trade wars 
between the two great trading powers. But governmental advisers now feel 
there may be no other course oper. • 

Canada-U.S. Civil Defence Exercise:  Ottawa, May 28 (CP) -- Five simulated 
attacks on North America will be made June 14 when Canada and the U.S. 
hold their biggest joint civil defence exercise. 

Mi. -Gen. F.F. Mbrthington, Canadian Director of Civil Defence, said 
today in an interview that the Canadian target areas will be Halifax, 
Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg, Edmonton and Vancouver. Windsor, Ont., will 
get the backwash of the attack on Detroit. 

Civil defence workers have been plaàning the exercise for three months. 
After it is held, they will evaluate the weaknesses - Gen. Worthington said 
there will be many - which appear. — 

Control centre for Canada will be It Arnprior, Ont., 50 miles west of 
Ottawa. The U.S. centre will be near Washington, D.C. The,Canadian centre 
is linked by teleprinter to the 10 provincial control centres. 	, 

The attack will be based on the supposition that "nominal" atam 
bombs - equivalent to 20,000 tons of T.N.T. - are used by the enenye.bambers. 
Bacteriological and chemical warfare may also be simulated. 	, 

The attack on Halifax will  corne fram the sea; that on Montreal,- Toronto 
and Detroit from across  Greenland; that on Winnipeg from near the North 
pole; that on Vancouver and Edmonton from the Pacific. Canada will nôt be 
concerned with the fifth raid on the California const. 

Trade Pact With Portugal: Ottawa, May 28 (CP) -- Portugal has agreed to more 
than double her potential market for Canadian dry codfish under a new 
trade pact signed with Canada today. 

In return, Canada has reduced tariffs on coffee from Portuguese 
African colonies to the rates applicable on imports from Brazil and the 
other big producers. 

As further minor concessions, Canada has agreed to eliminate the one 
cent a pound tariff on Portuguese almonds and to drop the duty on corks 
for bottles to two cents a pound from 4 cents on those larger than three 
quarters of an inch in diameter and to two cents from eight on the smaller 
sized bottle plugs. 

The new pact, announced by Mr. Howe in the House of Commons, 
similar to one signed a few days ago with Spain. 

Across Canada:  Mr. Peter Thorneycroft, President of Britain's Board of Trade, 
appealed to Canada today not to boost:tariffs on wool fnbrics. The 
British Trade Minister, opening a three-week tour of Canada, disclosed 
at a press conference that he has taken up the textile tariff issue In-
formally with Mr. Howe. 	. • Premier Duplessis announced Impérial  Oil 
Company, Limited, has asked the Quebec Government for authority to drill 
for oil on both shores of the St. Lawrence River between  Québec  City and 
Montreal. • ..10 - Mr. St. Laurent told a national convention of -the Young 
Liberal Federation in Ottawa Saturday that the search for a "permanent 
solution" to federal-provincial tax problems must be continued "for the 
sake of the unity and the future of Canada as a whole". . 	. Mr. John 
R. Baldwin, Chairman of the Air Transport Board, said today thnt Ottawa's 
Uplands Airport will start operating as an international air terminal in 
July. . . • 	Canada's Yount Liberal Feieration, meeting in Ottawa, on 
Saturday urged the Government to implement a national contributOry health 
insurance plan in co-operation with the provinces. 	Premier Du- 
plessis anrounced a provincial Transport and Communications Department' 
will be created June 30. • 	• 	Premier Duplessis said Friday a gold 
mine with a potential of "several million tons" has been discovered 10 
miles north of Uoranda in Northwestern Quebec. 
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Canada-U.S.  Trade:  Ottawa, My 31 (Globe & Mail) -- Prime Minister St. Laurent 
said today the Government is very much concerned at the possibility - he 
would not call it, he said, the probability - of the United States imposing 
obstacles against further Canadian products... 

The Prime Minister, answering a question by Opposition Leader Drew, 
said all he would care to say about the situation at this time "is that the 
Canndian Government is aware of the latest developmeats in Washington re-
lating to commodities of interest to Canada". 

The U.S. Government, he said, has been made fully aware of the Canadian 
views; the Government here has been in almost continuous touch with the 
U.S. administration on these matters. 

"I am confident," said the Prime Minister, "that in arriving at his 
decision the President will take into account the wider considerations in-
volved, including the repercussions on friéndly countries. I am sure that 
he will be anxious to avoid actions which would seriously affect the trade 

' of Canada and other allied countries." 
Another trade question was aimed at the Prime Minister in the absence 

of Mr. Hawe, who was in Toronto for the opefring of the Trade Fair, by Mr. 
John Diefenbaker. He asked if the Government had protested against the 
United States having made provision for the sale of oats and barley abroad 
from 10 to 15 cents below the domestic price in the United States. 

This matter, the Prime Minister replied, has been the subject of dis-
cussions between officials of the Department of Trade and Canmerce and the 
U.S. Government. He did not say if there had been a protest. 

Senate Reform Debated:  Ottawa, May 31 (CP) -- The House of Commons today de-
feated a .Progressive Conservative demand for reform of the Senate after 
Mr. St. Laurent said the Government will show by action its viemm on the 
subject. 

A vote of 84 to 48 defeated Opposition Leader Drew's motion that the 
Government consider methods of reform between now and the next session of 
Parliament to make the Upper Chamber more effective. 

Libernls voted solidly against his motion, which was supported by 
all Opposition pnrties - including the C.C.F. which proposed abolition of 
the Senate - and two independent members, Mr. Paul Gagnon, Chicoutimi, 
and Mr. Raoul Poulin, Beauce. 

Mr. St. Laurent did not elaborate on his statement, made as an inter- 
jection after Mr. John Diefenbaker urged him to state the Government's 
position. 

Mr. Coldwell proposed a motion for abolition of the Senate, which 
was debated for some time before Speaker Beaudoin ruled it out of order 
as being not relevant. 

The P.C. motion said the Government should consider starting .con- 
sultations and inquiries towards taking appropriate steps "so that the 
Senate may more effectively discharge the constitutional function it 
was intended to serve as an integral part of our parliamentary system". 
Mr. Drew said the public eventually will demand abolition of the Senate 
unless this is done. 

(over) 
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Old Age And Blind Pensions Debated:  Ottawa, My 31 (GP) -- The Minister of 
Health, Mr. Martin indicated today the Government will not increase old 
age and blind pensions without'boosting contributions by Canadians into 
the Old Age Security Fund. 

He gave the indication in the House of Commons shortly before the 
House defeated by a vote of 86 to 46 a motion by Mr. Stanley Knowles urging 
the Government to consider increasing the present $40 a month pension. 

Er. Knowlesi-motion urged the Government to consider increases in 
amounts paid'under the Old Age Assistance Act,. the Old Age Security Act and 
the Blind Persons Act. 

Says Culture Key To Unity:  Winnipeg, May 31 (CP) -- Mr. Jean Bruchesi, retiring 
President of the Royal Society of Canada, said tonight culture is the key 
to achieving unity in Canada. 

Mr. Bruchesi addressed the 72nd annual meeting of the Royal Society 
of Canada at the University of Manitoba shortly before relinquishing the 
presidency to Mr. E.W.R. Steacie, of the National Research Council, Ottawa, 

He said Canada's'krowing industrialization, an excess of machinery and 
scientific progress which may enslave man to techniques" threatens to strUce 
a death blaw to both the French and English cultures of Canada. 

"It is essential to react with great strength, and a close co-operatim 
between both cultures is one of the surest ways to success. 

"Canada no longer offers, at first sight at least, the spectacle of a 
nation fundamentally divided. Religious and linguistic controversies no 
longer give rise to bitter clashes, as was the case in a still recent past. 
Nevertheless, it is quite evident that it would take only a spark to set 
off an explosion." 

Atomic Energy And Human Betterment:  Winnipeg, May 31 (CP) -- A University of 
Alberta zoology professor said today thei.e is no question atomic energy 
would at present be coming into use for the general betterment of humanity, 
if it had been left in the hands of science. 

Prof. William Rowan added in a talk to the biological sciences section 
of the Royal Society of Canada that radio, which he described as a link 
that can unite all races, would have been employed for the same purpose. 

"Instead •  " he said, "our obsolete war mentality has created the atomic 
energy and hydrogen bombs on one hand and our propagandized radio on the 
other; the two greatest threats to survival in human history, the one 
material, the other intellectual." 

Across Canada:  Finance Minister  Power of Newfoundland said in his budget speech 
the Government is boosting the gasoline tax and applying a tax on enter-
tainment tickets to provide new revenues totalling 620,000. . . . 	The 
Toronto Symphony Orchestra Association announced yesterday - that despite 
a loss in last year's operation of $13,000 there will be no cut in the 
Orchestra's operation for the 1954-55 season,'the Globe & Mail reported. . 
Gen. Alfred E. Gruenther, Supreme Conmander, of Allied Powers in Europe 
will arrive by plane in Ottawa Thursday, and be met by Defence Minister 
Claxton, Mr. R. Douglas Stuart, United States Ambassador and an R.C.A.F. 
guard of honour. . . . After experimenting with a five-day week for 
only a month, engineers of the Canadian National Railway in all parts of 

O  the country have decided to return to a six-day week, a spokesman for 
the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers said yesterday. 
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To Ban Legal Imports Of Heroin:  Ottawa, June 1 (CP) -- All legal imports of 
heroin, the most popular narcotic among additts, will be cut off after 
Jan. 1 next in a further step to fight Canada's drugs problem. Health 
Minister Martin made the announcement today as the House of .  Commons passed 
legislation to double the maximum penalty for illegal narcotics peddlers 
to 14 from seven years. 

He said ending of heroin imports is an obligation  •  Canada assumed 
under the Wbrld Health Organization as one of a number of countries which 
voted to outlaw manufacture and sale of the habit-forming drug. Heroin 
was not manufactured in Canada and once preseni stocks were used, it would 
be unavailable legally. 

Dr. William Blair (PC - Lanark) said doctors can get along without 
_heroin. There were other drugs which can be used in its place. 

"It is one of the most dangerous of drugs, a dérivative: of opium," 
he said. 

Mr. Martin said later that imports last year were>between 750 and 1, 
1,000 ounces of pure heroin. He declined to estimate how many doses this 

-represented. The drug was  out  down and diluted. 
In the House debate, he said he agrees with Dr. Owen C. Trainor (PC - 

Winnipeg South) that the Government of at least one country connives in 
the export of narcotics. Outside the House Dr. Trainor said he referred 
particularly to Communist China and also to Communist Hungary, Czecho 
solvakia and Romania. 

Mr. Martin estimated the figure of narcotics addicts in Canada are 
not likely more than 3,000 and said the main centres are Vancouver, 
Toronto, Montreal, Hamilton, Windsor, Winnipeg, Edmonton and Câlgary. 

He made two statements which he declined later to elaborate to 
reporters - one that Canada has one "Lucky Luciano" and the other that 
he knows the centre of Edmonton's illegal narcotic traffic. 

Allowances  For Disabled Approved:  Ottawa, June 1 (CP) -- Spokesmen for all 
Opposition parties in the House of Commons today expressed general 
approval of a bill to set up federal-provincial allow8nces for the 
totally and permanently disabled. 

But they were critical of some specific sections of Health Minister 
Martin's legislation as it came before inembers for second reading. 

The measure, drafted after a federal-provincial conference,  pro_ 

vides for maximum $40-a-month allowances between the ages of 18 and 65, 
when old age assistance begins. Payments are on a 50-50 basis between 
federal and provincial Governments. 

Mr. Martin said eight provinces - all except Quebec and Prince 
Edward Island - are ready to take advantage of the legislation and he 
is confident all provinces will want to enter it shortly. 

He also said it is estimated between 25,000 and 35,000 persons 
will qualify for the allowances - on a means test baàis - and that the 
over-all cost will be between $12,000,000 and $16,000,000 a year, pro-
vided all provinces enter. 

Screening Of Lakes Seamen:  Ottawa, June 1 (CP) --The Senate today approved 
the principle of a bill to resume screening of seamen working on vessels 
on the Great Lakes and Upper St. Lawrence River. 

(over) 
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The bill, explained in the Upper Chamber by Senator J.J. Connolly.  
(L - Ontario), would bring back into force regulations for screening such 
seamen for security risks. The regulations lapsed yesterday with the 
EMergency Powers Act under which they were passed in May, 1952. 

Senator Connolly said the regulations were contained• in an order-in-
council made necessary by the outbreak of the Korean war. The regulations 
were passed following consultations with the United States which has similar 
security screening provisions for Great Lakes seamen. 

Under the regulations, the seamen were required to have a card from 
the Labour Department authorizing them to be enployed on vessels in the 
Great Lakes and Upper St. Lawrence. Up to April 26, a total of 30,540 
applications for cards were made and 29,422 were granted. 

Mr. Coldwell On  Textile Tariff:  Ottawa, June 1 (CP) 	Mr. Coldwell said to- 
night that his party will oppose any government move to increase the 
preferential tariff rate on woollen textiles imported from the United 
Kingdom. 

The Government should adopt policies which would redirect Canadian 
trade from the United States to the United Kingdom instead of taking 
measures to reduce trade with the U.K. 

Mr. Coldwèll, in a speech on the C.B.C.'s political free-time series, 
nThe  Nation's Business," said the Government has asked the Tariff Board 
to study the impact of preferential tariffs on woollen textiles imported 
from the U.K. 

"This announcenent can have only one meaning - that the Government 
is considering increasing the preferential tariff rate on this commodity 
imported from Great Britain," he said. "Let me immediately say that if 
this were done the C.C.F. would be strongly opposed to it." 

It was big business that was abking for an increase in tariffs and 
not the working people whether they were on farms or in the cities. 
Consumers realized they must pay for an increase in tariffs through 
higher prices for the things they  must  buy. 

The United Kingdom was one of the countries on which Canada was 
heavily dependent for international trade. It was the stable element of 
Canada's international trading position and steps should betaken to incremu 
trade between the two countries. 

25th Adopts Village: Mlth Canadians In Korea, June 1 (CP) -- A war-devastated 
village in the Canadian sector of Korea is to be adopted by men of the 
25th Canadian Infantry Brigade and re-established by voluntary cash 
contrlbutions from Canadian soldiers serving in the Korean thnâtre. 
It is the first such rehabilitation scheme among United Nations forces 
in Korea. 

The tiny farming settlement of Chinmokchung, obliterated in the 
fighting three years ago, will be re-established to shelter 850 men, 
wamen and children. 

Across Canada: Municipal Affairs Minister Dunbar of Ontario said the pro- 
vince is not entering the field of civil defence. He told the Eastern 
Ontario Development Conference that the province does not object to a 
municipality training one man as an instructor. . . 0 Canada's No. 1 
weatherman said padterday there's no such thing as rain-making. Mr. 
Andrew Thomson of Toronto, Controller of the Meteorological Division of 
the Department of Transport, in an interview 'said •thàt mu scientific 
proof has been given and no experiment has shown that cloud "seeding" 
can control weather or produce a drenching, effective rai. • . . The 
House of Commons for the second time this session refused yesterday to 
•approve a divorce petition after C.C.F. members said they doubted the 
evidence of private investigators. . 	. 	Ontario Cabinet Ministers 
yesterday turned down proposals for a provincial sales ta± to aid 
education, toll roads and a shifting of some municipal responsibilities 
to provincial and federal shoulders. 
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Economic Atomic Power Now • Possible:  Ottnwa, June 2, (CP) -- Canadian scientists 
now believe they can build an atomic power plant to produce electricity at 
an economical cost. 

Mr. Howe made the statement today in the House of Commons in proposing 
amajor reorganization and planned expansion of Canada's atomic energy pro-
gramme to stimulate development of the new power source for peacetime use. 

Spokesmen for all Opposition parties approved the'programme which will 
be carried out under a hill to amend the Atamic Energy Control Act. The 
legislation was passed and sent to the Senate for consideration. 

Mr. Howe said research at the Chalk River, Ont., atamic energy project 
has reached the point where it should be possible to produce atomic power 
economically. 

"To be more specific, we now see the possibility of producing atomic 
power at a cost which will be comparable to the cost of power generated 
from a ste m pinnt using coal at $8 per ton." 

He said that existing research and development activities in the atomic 
field would came under a single agency, Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd. The 
company would be responsible for the over-all direction of the Chalk River 
project, the production and sale of  isotopes, including cobalt 60 used in 
the "cobalt bomb" therapy unit for the treatment of cancer, and the Govern-
ment's role in the mining of urnnium ores. 

The legislation changes the nnme of the company which now operates 
the Chalk River project to Nuclear Research Ltd. The company responsible 
for production and procurement of uranium would continue to be known as 
Eldorado Mining and Refining Ltd. 

"By this means the raw materials and research  programmes  will be 
under the general direction of a single agency as now is the case in the 
United States and in the United Kingdom," Mr. Howe said. 

Mr. Howe outlined plans to set up an advisory committee on atomic 
power consisting of senior executive officers of all power commissions 
and corporations in Canada. The committee would inform those resronsible 
for producing power in Canada of the nature and scope of research at 
Chalk River. 

"We would also hope that the committee would assist in evaluating 
the possible econanic importance of atomic power in the various regions 
of the country." 

House Defeats Plan To Curb Currency  Flow:  Ottawa, June 2 (CP) -- The House 
of Cannons today rejected a final Progressive Conservative attempt to 
implement legislative control over the amount of money in circulation. 

Before it did, however, Social Credit Leader Law took exception 
to remarks that the move is needed to guard against currency manipulation 
by irresponsible governments in future. 

An emendment by Mr. J.M. Macdonnell (PC - Toronto Greenwood) to a 
government bill revising the Bank of Canada Act was defeated 74 to 16 
in a standing vote in which C.C.F. and Social Credit members sided with 
Liberals in opposing the proposal. The bill was later adopted. 

Mr. Macdonnell's nnendment asked that bank notes and deposit 
liabilities, which determine the amount of money in the economy, should 
be limited to not more than 10 per cent above the nnount outstanding 
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when the act receives royal assent. Further increases in the money supply 
would have to be approved by Parliament.  • 

Mr. Abbott said the proposal would introduce an extremely unwise 
rigidity into the banking system. 

Mr. Pearson On Atamic Control Talks:  Ottawa, June 2 (CP) -- Mr. Pearson said 
today he has found no reason for optimism about results of secret talks 
on atomic weapons control now proceeding in London. 

Mr. Pearson, speaking in the House of Commons, said he attended 
several meetings of the U.N. sub-committee on disarmament at London and 
has had reports of its discussions, but had not been able to arrive at an 
optimistic conclusion. 

Differences had been clarified, but the gap between the East and West 
on control of atamic energy for destructive purposes had not been closed. 

He spoke during debate on a bill involving Canada's atomic progrnmme 
to reply to a question by Mr. Howard Green. Mr. Green asked what effect 
an international agreement on atomic control would have on Canada's de-
velopment of atamic energy for peaceful purposes. 

Mr. Pearson said any agreement on control of atomic weapons would 
not interfere with national development unless it involved international 
ownership of fissionable material. 

As for President Eisenhower's proposal last December for international 
co-operation in peaceful use  of atomic energy, Mr. Pearson sàid the Soviet 
has given a discouraging reply to a U.S. proposal that it take part. 

Other countries interested in the plan now were left to decide whether 
they should proceed rithout Soviet participation. 

Protecting Niagara Falls:  Niagara Falls, Ont., June 2 (CP) -- A $17,500,000 
project to stop Niagara Falls fram gradually eating its way back along the 
Niagara River fram Lake Ontario to Lake Erie mas launched today. 

Engineers estimate it will take four years to solve the problem of 
halting the erosion that has been going on for centuries. 

The Ontario Hydro Commission and the United States Corps of Engineers 
will , do the work. Canadian and U.S. Governments are to divide thé cost. 

Pembina Oilfield Largest:  Edmonton, June 2 (CP) -- Recoverable crude oil 
reserves at Alberta's Pembina oilfield, 65 miles southwest of Edmonton, 
have been estlmated as high as .952,000,000 barrels, making it the largest 
oilfield in Canada. 

The Alberta Government's 1953 oil review, just released, said the 
lowest estîmqted oil reserve at the Pembina field was 762,000,000 barrels. 

The Redwater field, with reserves of 500,000,000 barrels previously 
was considered the largest in Canada. 

Emperor Haile Selassie's Tisit:  Ottawa, June 2 (CP) -- Emperor Haile Selassie's 
arrival in Ottawa tomorrow will carry with it all the dignified flourishes 
Canada accords visiting royalty. 

EthioDia's King of Kings and conquering Lion of Judah will receive a 
vice-regal, Cabinet and Parliamentary . welcome, and the Emperor of the 
African country also will get a royal salute from artillery as he steps 
off an R.C.A.F. plane from Boston. 

Across  Canada: Mr. Claxton said the Government supports the views of a top 
naval officer who said in Quebec last week it is essential French- 
language naval personnel learn the English language. . 	. 	Rev. Dr. 
J. Lewis W. McLean, 49, of Victoria, B.C., was elected Moderator of the 
80th General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in Canada. Ee succeeds 
Rev. W.A. Cameron of Toronto. 	. Mr. Abbott introduced in the House 
of Commons the annual financing bill of the publicly-owned C.N.R., 
authorizing new spending by the company of $254,168,000 up to July 1, 
1955. . . . A 49-year-old gentleman farmer who is a relatively new-
comer to provincial politics is Quebec's seventh Mines Minister. Mr. 
William M. Cottingham, member for Argenteuil riding, was eworn in 
yesterday. . . . 	Cheques cashed in clearing centres rose four per 
cent during April and the first four months this year over the cor-
responding periods of 1953. 
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Seéurity Screening Debated:  Ottawa, June 3 (CP) -- The Government assumes 
that espionage or intelligence agents of foreign powers are trying to get 
secret information in Canada. 

Mr. St. Laurent made that stateMent in the House of Camons today as 
he rejected a Progressive Conservative demand for information on the 

°Government's security screening of federal employees. The demand was 
made by Mr. Davie Fulton (PC - Kamloops), who said the screening system 
is open to the abuse of McCarthyism. 

Mr. Fulton, speaking during study of Justice Department estimates, 
said civil servants coming under security checks have no opportunity to 
clear themselves of suspicion. The Government had accepted the principle 
of guilt by association. 

"If there is McCarthyism here, you can see where it lies," he said. 
Hisreference was to a statement March 3 by Mr. Howe that the Government 
abhorred McCarthyism. Mr. Howe at the time was rejecting earlier demands 
by Mr. Fulton for information about the number of civil servants trans-
ferred or dismissed as security risks. 

Mr. St. Laurent said there have been only a few cases in the Civil 
Service whose jobs were affected by the security screening. There had 
been "quite a number" enrolled in the armed services without being screened 
and who were later released. 

The Government had decided against an appeal system within the secu-
rity screen. Every effort had been made to be fair and no member could 
point to a case where there had been unfairness. 

The Government had the final responsibility for guarding against secu-
rity leaks and there could be no question of exonerating a civil servant 
when a Cabinet Minister had serious and honest doubts about hisreliability. 

Mr. St. Laurent said there are files on all employees in confidential 
positions and the Government had to appraise anything derogatory about 
character, susceptibility to blackmail or social contacts. 

It did not involve only loyalty, but also solidity of character and 
discretion - the amount of confidence the Government was prepared to 
place in an individual. That could not be determined by a trial. 

There were no figures on the nuiTiber who had not been assigned to 
confidential posts, or who had been transferred from those posts, because 
of doubts of their reliability. 

effe try to avoid the possibility of leaks, without there being any-
thing concretely determined about it." 

He said there is an interdepartmental committee to which Ministers 
and Deputy Ministers sometimes go for advice about certain cases. The 
committee also dealt'with the Government's counter-intelligence work. 

The Government did not agree that the mcreening wbuld be helpéeby 
publicity about the number of employees affected. 	. 

Emperor Selassie's Arrival:  Ottawa, June 3 (CP) -- Emperor Haile Selassie 
of Ethiopia arrived in Ottawa tonight to . start a three-day Canadian 
visit, greeted by a Royal salute and the top officials of Government. 

He landed at the capital's Rockcliffe Ariport at 5:54 p.m. EDT 
in an R.C.A.F. plane that larmtitht him from Boston on this latest leg 
of a North American tour. 

(over 
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Governor-GeneralMassey and Prime L'inister St. Laurent headed a 
reception party for the EMpéror,ds artillery thundered a 21-gun welcome 
and a military party provided a guard of honour. 	- - -- 

Leaders of all Opposition parties in Parliament also were on hand to 
meet the Emperor as he arrived with a suite of 24 persons for a 21-hour-
visit 0  

After an overnight siay as the guest of the Governor-General at 
Government House, he will see Parliament in session tomorrow and leave in 
/ilid-afternoon for Montreal. 

He will visit Quebec and Windsor before taking leave of Canada Monday 
.morning to resume the United States part of'his tour. 

Definition Of Contempt Of Court: Ottawa, June 3 (CP) -- Mr. Drew today urged 
the Government tom-ite into Canada's laws a clear definition of contempt 
of court to protect publishers from injustices. 

He told the House of Commons that under the law at present it is 
possible for a publisher of a newspaper, magazine or book to be fined 
up to $1,000,000 for contempt of court. 

Contempt of court now was defined in cases of disobedience of orders 
of a court or the refusal of a witness to answer questions. However, 
there was no definition for contempt outside the court which was deemed 
to have some bearing on court prodeedings. 

Canada spokewith pride of thelfreedom of the press but had pleaced 
it in a vague and uncertain position in connection with the publication 
of material which might result in contempt id court action. 

Mr. Drew said Parliament should "make the law with regard to contempt 
of court by publications in the press or in periodicals and even decide 
what the penalty will be n . It mus wrong for judges to make the lew and 
to decide the penalty. 

- 	 If it was wise to define contempt within a court it also was wise 
to define contempt %hen it is something that relates to the freedom of 
the press, and to the very great difficulty there must be in the'minds 
of publishers at this time as to what actually does constitute contempt 
of court". 

Mr. Drew said British jurisprudence stated that the test of contempt 
of court is that the applicant must show that something has been published 
which either is clearly intended or at least is càlculated, to prejudice 
a trial which is pending. He suggested a somewhat similar definition 
could be written into Canadian lew. 

Justice Minister Gqrson said he doubted that any statute could be -
passed that would be a clearer or better statement than Mr. Drew's proposal. 
However, he said; 

"I would doubt very much whether it was desirable that we should 
insert a section to that effect in the criminal code - something which 0.o 

is already déalt with in the jurisprudence upon the subject." 
He also noted that the proposed new Criminal Code provides  Tfor  an 

appeal both from the conviction and the sentence in respect of a citation 
for contempt of court. . 

Across Canada:  The Province of Quebec Chambre de Commerce declared yesterday 
it was most important that the rederal Government in concert;with the 
Provinces elaborate a comprehensive economic policy aimed at finding the 
causes for underdevelopment of certain regions of the country and'neces-
sary corrective measures. Preventive action against economic inequalities 
among provinces is preferable to a system of intergovernmental subsidies, 

' which tend to attenuate the effects of the evil without attacking their 
cause, the Chambre said in a submission at Montreal to the  ebec Royal 
Commission on Constitutional Problems, according to Canadian Press. 
The University of Montreal will be host at its annual Convocation today 
to Emperor Haile Selassie I of Ethiopia, although the Convocation will 
begin before the Emperor actually arrives in the city. The royal 
guet  is to receive an honorary "Doctor of the University" degree. . . 
The Canadian Medical Association's headquarters at Toronto said doctors 
at the annual convention June 14-19 in Vancouver will consider reports 
fram 16 committees, hear more than 115 medical papers and panels and 
watch TV clinical programmes in colour. 
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Mr. Pearson Emphasizes Need For Unity:  Winnipeg,  June 4 (CP) -- Mr. Pearson 
tonight cautioned the United States that excessive economic nationalism:. 
might weaken Western unity. 	 * 

'  In a speech to the Canadian Historical Association, Irr. Pearson did 
not refer to the U.S. specifically in dealing with the %Stern alliance 
buehe made it plain he was referring to Canada's neighbour. 

h ' 

	

	"Our greatest need, our one indispensable asset, is unitytamng those 
whô are working together to defend freedom and maintain peace,"'hé said. 
"Today we,certainly cannot take this unity for granted. . . . 

- "Abo'V'e all, if we  are  to make a coalition work, we must accustom our-
I .  ielVes to living with requirements and within a framework broader than that 
of our own state. 	 - 

"This will apply, of course, to the economic aswell as to other as- 	' 
iects of policy. Excessive economicsnationalism, if unchecked, wIll sooner 

, 	or later corrode any coalition and weaken it until it destroyà'co-operation 
and unity in foreign or defence policies. Attitudes to neirbours and allies 

- cannot be kept in water-tight compartments. 
"Thoee peoples -within our coalition whose sttength gives them a position 

of leadership have a special obligation to cultivate the self-denying quail-
ties of patience, restraint and forbearance. 

' "In their t 	. tirn the smaller and less strong members will have to demon-
strate,  not a surrender of their identity or free judgment, which would be 
undesirable and Impossible, but a sense of proportion and accommodation 
and a recognition that the acceptance of leadership and the possession of 

" 	power warrant special influence and weight in the couses of  the coalition. 
"An acceptance of the overriding claims of unity, and the acceptance 

of the delays,and concessions which are sometimes necessary to cultivate it, 
come hardest, of course, to the strongest; for a consciousness of strength 
naturally encourages self-confidence and it apt to induce a tendency to 

" 	ttlke for granted the acquiescence of others." 
Mr. Pearson also touched on the need of more private consultation 

among the Western allies. He said this practice is not always followed, 
but added: "I think that . 	. we are improving our techniques of co- 
operation and, more important, increasingly acquiring the habit of Consul- 
tation. 	 . 

' "We are learning the value of prior discussion - not as a substitute 
for action - but as essential for united action." 

Mr. Pearson discussed at length the chhnge in Canada's foreign policy 
since the 19$0's. 	 , 	 A  

Two decades ago, Canada had taken a back seat in foreign affairs  and 
 had been Unwilling to partiCipate even in economic san8tions of the 

League'of Nations. 
Today, Canada was not onlyparticipating in sanctions against Communist 

China but was a party to collective security measures.' 	' 
"It should be remembered, however, that this earlier Canadian policy 

oP refuèing to'accept the obligations of collective security Was motivated 
primarily by domestic considerations, by the desire to avoid taking up a 
position on issues which would split the country.' 

"It was, therefore, in substantial part a deduction from another 
principlel- the maintenance of damestic unity. . 
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"If  we can today have a• positive foreign policy, it is precisely llecause 
of the degree of internal cohesion and unity which we have achieved." 

Immigration Debate Impends:  Ottawa, june 5 (CP) -- The Government's immigration 
policies are expected to be the subject of one of the last major debates 
of the present session of Parliament. 

The debate will take place during consideration of the estimates of 
Inmigration Minister Harris. However, as Mr. Harris is Government leader in 
the House of Commons he is expected to give precedence to the spending 
programmes of other departments, leaving his until  the last days of the 
session. . . . 

The last official figures on immigration were issued May 19 and showed 
that arrivals in the first three mmiths of the year rose 23 -per cent to 
28,223 from 22,037 in the corresponding period last year. Of these, 15,739 
received jobs, bostly in manufacturing, construction, agriculture or ser-
vice industries. 

Mr. Duplessis Before Junior  Chamber Of Commerce: Montreal, June 7 (Gazette) -- 
While Quebec has no objection to aiding other provinces, it will resist any 

- attempt from outside to dictate 'the extent of this aid, Premier Maurice 
Duplessis said here Saturday night. 	 • 	- 

Addressing the annual banquet of the Montreal Junior ehamber.of Com-
merce, he said the Province wanted to reserve its right to have a say in 
•"dispending its generosity". He likened the Ottawa Ofrer to Quebec of 
financial aid to Judas and his 30 pieces of silver. - . 

He charged that people elsewhere regard French-Canadians as slaves and 
seek to treat them as such. They had no right to think they were more' 
intelligent than people in Quebec since nwe are all intelligent in equal 
degree". 

He denied he was seeking to stir up trouble by remaining adamant on 
the constitutional issue. . . . 

Sports VC. Cultural News: Montreal, June 7 (Gazette) -- Exploits of the sporting 
wnrld may be interesting, and perheps even commendable, but the Canadian 

. Arts 'Council feels more newspaper space should be devoted to the "creative 
things" of life. 

Mr. Roland H. Charlebois, Director of Ectle des Beaux-Arts and newly 
re-elected President of the,Council, told the annual meeting this weekend 
that he was chagrined to find only four lines of type dented to council 
affairs. 

, 	nit is all -very well -to -have -pages about sport but it is'time we 
realized that some highly interesting cultural news is happening in Canada," 
he said. 

In support of his thesis, Mr. charlebois told the 60 delegates from 
14 cultural societies that the Canadian Government appears favourably die-
posed towards the establishment of a National Council of the Arts. 

Emperor Of Ethiopia At McGill: Montreal,'June 7 (Gazette) -- In an hour's 
visit to McGill on Saturday morning, the Emperor of Ethiopia called atten- 
tion to the "devoted service" which higher education in his own country 
has already received and will in the future receive from Canadian teachers. 

The African monarch, speaking in the language of his people, Amharic, 
also paid tribute to "the great contributions of the University in the 
field of medicine, and most recently in neurology." 

Across Canada:  The Department of External Affairs announced on June 4 that 
twenty-one newspapermen from thirteen North Atlantic Treaty countries 
were starting a three-week tour of Canada at Ottawa on Sunday, June 6. 	• 
Declining food prices coupled with a sharp, sudden drop in the cost of 
general houeehold oPeratione caned living costs during April. The con-, 

 sumer price index dropped by one-tenth of a point to 116.6, reversing a 
similar March rise, the Bureau of Statistics reported. The index is 
based on 1949 prices equalling 100. 	Canada's economic future liei 
in minerals and forest products rather than in agricultural exerts, ' 
Prof. DX. Slater of Queen's University eaid Thursday. Prof. Slater 
spoke on changes in the structure oe Canadale'international trade at a 
round-table.session of the Canadian Political Science Association. 
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Clearance For St. Lawrence Development:  Ottawa, June 7 (CP) -- The federal 
Government, welcoming a legal clearance in the United States for a start 
on the St. Lawrence hydro-seaway project, now is preparing to open talks 
with the U.S. on joint construction of the seaway's navigation works. 

Officials said these are expected to begin soon, in the make of to-
day's U.S. Supreme court  décision  removing the last legal barrier to the 
$600,000,000 hydro phase of the development. 

That verdict, refusal to act on a challenge to New York State's right 
to join with Ontario in the hydro job, was acclaimed by Mr. Chevrier,' in 
charge of the Canadian Government's part of the undertaking. 

"The last obstacle in the wRy of the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Seaway 
now has been removed," he said in an interview. 

"This means that Ontario and the State of New York now are constituted 
as entities to build the power works and that Canada will have to follow 
soon thereafterwith the navigation facilities. 	 ' 

"All of us are relieved and pleased at the Court's decision." 
Next move by the federal Government, it mas understood, will be the 

appointment of a "St. Lawrence Seaway Authority" to handle the construction 
and operation of the navigation facilities in'conjunction with a similar 
agency to be named by the U.S. administration. 

Objective Is  Power In Four Years:  Toronto, June 8 (Globe & Mail) -- Construc-
tion of the first cofferdam for the $600,000,000 St. Lawrence power project - 
a joint venture by Ontario and New York State - will start by-  the end of 

• next month, Hydro Chairman Sawiders said in New York last night. - 
His announcement came at the end of a meeting between officials of 

Ontario Hydro and the New York State Pawer Authority, called in anticipation 
of a final decision by the U.S. Supreme Court on the last legal barrier to 
the project. . 	. 

The Ontario and New York authorities in-a statement last night said 
that a joint schedule of rapid construction had been agreed upon. "The 
objective is to complete the power development within five years,with 
actual generation and sale of power b eginning in four years," it added. . . . 

Canada Matches U.S. , Cut In Mheat Prices:  Ottawa, June 7  (ce) -- The Canadian 
Wheat Board moved swiftly today to slash wheat prices by 10 1/8 coats a 
bushel, matching a similar United States eut.  Critics feared it was the 
beginning of a Canada-U.S. price war that  may  bring hard ttmes to the 
average Canadian. 

Biggest in post-war years, the cut was the second in the last five 
months, affecting the three top wheat grades. It brought the Canadian 
price at the Lakehead to$1.72--à-  a bushel for No. 1 Northern, the lowest 
in nine years. Smaller reductions were made on lower grades. Durums, 
which command a premium price on world markets, were not affected. 

The Board's move, announced at  Winnipeg, came 13hort1y after Mr. 
Howe informed the House of Canmons that "in spite of representations," 
the U.S. cut the price of wheat by 10 cents a bushel last Friday. 

(Officials estimated that the extra one-eighth of a cent In the 
Canadian cut represents differences in Canadian and American funds.) 

(over) 
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Canadian officials met with Americans in Washington last week. Though 
Mr. Howe declined to disclose details of the talks, he said wheat sales were 
discussed. Apparently the Canadian Government had made certain "representi. 
tions" to the U.S. which had been rejected. - 

Mr. Hawe told Mr. John Diefenbaker that  hé was, however, as optimi-
stic as ever about Canadian wheat sales. Opposition spokesmen viewed the 
Canadian price drop with deepening concern. 

- 
Self-Employed Tax Aid Urged: Ottawa, June 7 (CP) -- A Progressive Conservative 

lawyer today argued for abetter incame tax break for self-employed 
Canadians saving for their old age. 

Mr. D.R. Michener, member for Toronto St. Paul's and former Ontario 
Provincial Secretary, said in the House of Commons that there should be 
more approved pension plans under which the self-employed can get tax 
exemptions. 

Mr. Abbott replied that the Government has not yet found a way to do 
this and be fair to everyone. 

The discussion arose during debate on amendments to the'Incame Tax -
Act implementing changes announced in Mr. Abbott's April 6 budget. 

The House of Commons gave second reading - approval in principle - to 
the legislation after giving quick passage to three other bills stemming 
from the budget amending the customs tariff,  Excise Act and Excise Tax 

Act. 
. 	. 

Tariff Structure Antiquated, M.A. Told:  Jasper, Alta., June 7 '(CP) -  -- Canada's 
whole tariff structure is antiquated and needs overhauling, Mr. ,  Ira.G. 
Needles, of Kitchener, Ont., said today. 

Mr. Needles, President of. the B.F. Goodrich Rubber Col of Canada Ltd., 

was one of a panel of four speakers on a discussion of "Canada's world 
trade - its strength and weakness" at the annual meeting of the.Canadilln 
Manufacturers Association. 

He said Canada's tariff structure not only gives insuffici_ent pro-
tection to its industries where needed but also gave protection where it 
served no purpose other than raising revenue. 

The concept of a tariff for revenue purposes should be completely 
abandoned as it only increases the cost of doing business in , Canadas,  he 
said. . . 

Across Canada:  The 100,000-strong Canadian and Catholic Confederation-berab-our 
is ready to study methods of political action jointly with thé Quebec 
branch of the Canadian Congress of Labour. Mr. Jean Marchand, Secretary 
General of the Catholic Labour Body, made the statement following . a 
meeting of the Quebec Federation of Industrial Unions (CCL). . 	. 	The 
Commons Banking Canmittee approved government legislation providing maximum 
death benefits of $5,000 for Canada's 230,000 civil servants and members 
of the armed forces. Approval came after the Committee by a vote of 22 
to 5 defeated an amendment by Mr. J.M. Macdonnell who proposed that the 
legislation be given further study by civil servants' organizations. . . . 
•The National Research Council of Canada announced the award of medical 
fellowships valued at $76,900 to enable 23 doctors to carry on medical 
research. 
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Wheat Situation Debated: Ottawa, June 8 (CP) -- Mr. St. Laurent assured the 
House of Commons today that neither Canada nor the United States wants to 
become embroiled in a price war on wheat for export. He made that state-
ment as the ember engaged in a noisy exchange follawing unsuccessful 
opposition attempts to initiate an emergency debate on wheat prices. 

The brief flurry at the House opening arose as result of an announce-
ment7esterday by the Canadian Wheat Board that wheat prices will be cut by 
10 1/8 cents a bushel to match a similar U.S. reduction. 	* 

The price slash reduced the Canadian price on No. 1 Northern to 11.72* 
cents a bushel - lowest in nine years - and brought about repercussions in 
other  parts of the world. 0 . 

Both Progressive Conservative Leader Drew and Mr. Hazen Argue (CC? - 
Assiniboia) attempted to introduce motions  for an ergency debate, but 
were ruled out of order by Speaker Rin6 Beaudoin. He said there Was not 
sufficient urgency and there would be opportunity for a debate later during 

- study of departmental estimates. 
Finally, Mr. Drew appealed to Mr. Ste Laurent to intervene, but Mr. 

St. Laurent declined. The Prime Minister said immediate debate would re-
quire Unanimous consent of the House and it would be an "extremely bad 
precedent" to have one man give consent for the chamber. 

However, he made one concession. He proposed that Trade Department 
estimates be the first item of business when departmental estimates are 
called for considerations A wheat debate then could be started. 

Later, pressed by Mr. Argue, Mr. St. Laurent gave his assurance that 
from "discussions with responsible members and officials of the U.S. 
Government," he could any "there is no desire on their part or on the 
part of Canada to get into a rate-cutting war". 

Mr. Rewe said the price war already has started and Mr. Diefenbaker 
recalled there was a confidential meeting of Canada-U.S. authorities in 
Washington last week. Did Canada try to talk the U.S. out of the 10-cent 
price out? 

"I did not attend that conference," replied Mr. St. Laurent. "All 
I know •is that efforts mere made on both sides to meet the presentworld 
situation in connection with the marketing of wheat." 

Both Mr. Howe and Mr. Abbott said lgr. Diefenbaker would not help 
Canada sell wheat by persisting in his questions. 

The Washington conference, Mr. Howe said, was called to decide 
whether North America is competitive with the world in selling wheat. 
The U.S. deoided to  out  prices - but it was an American decision. Canada 
also made its own decision. 

Mr. Howe said Mr. Diefenbaker will not help sell Canada's surplus' 
wteat "by showing alarm and concern and telling the world that Canada 
is in a desperate situation". 

Be agreed with Mr. Argue that wheat exports have dropped, but "the 
,results are not discouraging". 

Voting Age Of 18 Years Proposed:  Ottawa, June 8 (CP) -- Mr. Pickersgill said 
today any move to reduce the federal voting age to 18 from 21 would 
considerably increase the cost of general elections. 

(over) 



He made the statement In opposing a bill introduced by Mr. Hazen 
Argue (CCF - Assiniboia). to reduce the federal voting age by three years. 

Mr. Pickersgill said there should be no reduction of the voting age 
without a change in the age at which people assume full legal responsibi-
lity in Canada. That age now was 21 and it should carry with it the right 
to vote. 

Granting the franchise to persons between 18 and 21 would mean that 
fram 250,000 to 500,000 new electors would vote. This would increase the 
cost of elections and "I doubt very much whether the results of elections 
would be changed to any material degree". 

A reduction in the present age also would impose on many Canadians 
the duty "of making up their minds about questions on which two or three 
years more reflection would probably enable them to reach conclusions 
which would be more valid". 

Mr. Pickersgill said he felt the electorate is a little more apt to 
be well-informed if the voting age is left at 21. Young people between 
18 and 21 did not have fixed convictions about a large number of questions 
occupying the public stage. A reduction in the age also might result in 
more Canadians voting in a stereotyped fashion. 

Doubts Canadians Want Senate Abolished:  Ottawa, June 8 (CP) -- Sen. W.D. Euler, 
a member of the Senate for the last 14 years, today said he doubts whether 
the people of Canada want the Upper bhamber abolished. 

He noted in the Senate that the subject of reforming the V)2-seat 
Upper Chamber was debated recently in the House of Commons and that news-
papers have commented on the question. He said he agrees with some of the 
criticism but described part of it as ill founded. 

As an instance, he said, one newspaper - he did not identify it - 
described the Senate as being in disrepute and in a state of ridicule. 
That, he said, "is utterly unfair, unjust and untrue". 

In an apparent reference to CCF proposals to abolish the Upper Chamber, 
he said he thinks it will be a long time before that takes place. 

And  I doubt rhether the people of Canada want the Senate abolished 
no matter what its role may be or how it may be constituted," he said. 

"Others want to make the Senate elective. Wlth regard to that, I 
think it would be very difficult to make an argument in a democratic 
country against•that suggestion." 

Mr. Campney On Coast Defence: Dartmouth, N.S., June 8 
fence Minister Campney said today the Navy has 36 
to defend the Atlantic and Pacific coasts against 

Mr. Campney spoke at the official opening' of 
ment depot near.this tawn across the harbour fram 

(ci') -- Assoéiate De-
ships on constant alert 
enemy attack. 	 •  

a $1,750,000 naval arma-
Halifax. 

Institute Of Public Affairs:  Toronto, June 8 (CP) -- The Canadian InstitUte of 
Public Affairs said today this year's week-long conference, arranged in 
co-operation with the CBC, will be held at Geneva Park, Lake Couchiching, 
Aug. 7 • 13. 

Well-known Canadian, British and United States speakers from many 
fields will base their addresses on the conference theme: "Canada graws - 
an appraisal of recent Canadian development". 

Opening address will be given by Mr. Ralph Allan, Editor of Maclean's 
magazine, on "Strengths and Weaknesses in Canadian Growth". 

Across Canada:  Opposition parties last night launched a vigorous attempt to 
force the Government to drop a proposal to give the Cabinet authority 
to fix salaries of the 14-member Canadian Pension Commission. Spokesmen 
for all opposition groups protested that the proposal would destroy the 
independence of the Commission and would take away from Parliament the 
right to set salaries of Commissioners. Salaries now are set by the 
Pension Act. . 	. A CCF member said today that magazines will be able 
to get around Ontario's law against liquor advertising and still obtain 
cheap postal rates under a new change in the postal laws. Mr. Knowles 
made the statement in the House of Commons as he opposed a measure to 
permit publications to be mailed at more than one point under second-
class postal rates. 
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Canada And  World Wheat Situation:  Ottawa, June 9 (CP) -- Mr. Howe said tontet 
that Canada will make another cut in wheat prices if• a further reduction is 
needed to maintain world sales. He said in the House of Commons that the 
Government will make no fetish of keeping prices at current levels if they 
interfere with exports. 

Canada currently was providing about 40 per cent of the world wheat 
moving in international trade. He did not believe Canada could obtain a 
greater share of the world market under present conditions. But Canada 
will attempt to continue to maintain that proportion, even if it meant .  
a further price cut. - 

Mr. Howe was replying to opposition criticism of the Canadian »Wheat 
Board's announcement lastMonday, reducing wheat prices by 10 0 cents a 
bushel, to $1.72-1 for No. 1 Northern nt the Lakehead and $1.78 at Vancouver. 
This matched a similnr cut by the United States. 

Mr. Hazen Argue (CCF Assiniboia) proposed that the Government restore 
the loss to the farmer by fixing a floor price on wheat not less than $1.82ip 
a bushel at the Lakehead. 

The CCF spokeenan suggested also that Mr. Howe fly to the United King-
dom to negotiate a new Anglo-Canadian wheat pact, that the Government accept 
sterling currencies as payment for wheat and increase aid to under-developed 
countries so that these countries may eventually buy more from Canada. 

Mr. Howe said Canada ia riding at a 10-year peak in the proportion of 
worldlrheatosupplied'in'inteenâtioal,trade. 1 -World tràdé . had- eiroppea.but 
that ws not Canada's fault0 Countries -Which'hadrn9t be -en- exporting wlieat be-
tore p:„ guch as _ Sweden „fond L'Irkey',, nolif)terefshipping substantial amounts. 

Mr. Argue had proposed a floor price for wheat. The Government al-
ready was providing that through the initial payment to the western pro-
ducer of $1.40 a bushel, Basis No. 1 Northern delivered to the Lakehead and 
Vancouver. 

There had been suggestions that Canada accept sterling for wheat, but 
the United States was doing that and there were few importing countries 
willing to take up the offer. It was another way of accumulating debt. 
Countries generally preferred to pay for the wheat in the currency of the 
country from which they made purchases. 

There were claims that millions of people in the world were starving 
because of lack of wheat. Mr. Howe said he would like to find them. . . 

Mr. Rowe recalled that Mr. Howe said Canada will remain competitive 
in wheat prices. %uld that mean Canada would meet any world price? 

"We intend to be competitive," replied Mr. Howe, "but we think we 
have some control over the competitive situation." 

Canada was consulting closely with the U.S. on the world situation. 
North American countries were major world suppliers and Canadians need 
not be "panicky" because cuts were made in other parts of the world by 
small producers. 

Mr. Drew read a motion saying that "in view-of the present grave 
situation in the matter of international wheat trading the Government 
should make an immediate declaration as to its policy respecting the 
marketing of our Canadian wheat surplus". 

1 

(over) 



Communists In Vital Industry, Says Mr. Drew:  Ottawa s  June 9 (CP) -- Mr. Drew 
said today that known Lommunists work in Canadian uranium mines, in the ' 

heavy water industry and in large hydro-electric plants. He called for 
specific legiàlation aimed at rooting them out and barring them fram 
industries vital to Canada's security. 

He spoke in the House of Commons in opposing a gôvernment bill giving 
the Government continued power to screen seamen on Canadian ships on the 
Great Lakes and upner St. Lawrence River. 

Mr. Drew said dangerous men should be kept from the inland waterway. 
But it should be done by judicial procedure and any decision by the Minister 
of Labour to deny seamen's cards, as proposed in the legislation, should 
be appealable to the courts, 

All three opposition parties opposed the bill to continue for three 
years the screening powers exercised since 1951 under the Emergency Powers 
Act, which lapsed May 31. The main criticism centred on the bill's pro-
vision allowing the Cabinet to draft regulations Implementing the measure° 

Senator Euler On Diplomatic Immunities:  Ottawa, June 9 (GP) -- Senator Euler 
(L - Ontario) said  some  Immunities from criminal and civil action enjoyed 

• y foreign diplamats are entirely beyond reason. 
He said in the Senate that he can understand that diplamats and 

their premises should be inviolate but "I don't see why it should apply 
elsewhere, to every Tan, Dick and Harry, serving on their staffs". 

He said he has in mind the question of overriding bylaws of munici- 
palities and such things as motor accidents. It was wrong to give to 
foreign diplanats rights which aren't enjoyed by Canadians. 

Sen. Euler spoke during debate on a mesure  to include Commonwealth 
diplomats among those to which diplomatic lmnunity extends. He said the 
principle of putting Commonwealth diplomats on the saine footing as foreign 
diplomats is sound, 

C.M.A. Urges Talks On Tax  Situation::  Jasper, Alta., June 9 (CP) -- The Canadian 
Manufacturers Association today urged that the federal and Quebec Govern-
ments should, without delay, initiate discussions tô bring about an early 
and satisfactory solution of the present tax situation. 

The representation was made bv resolution which states that "the 
existing situation in the taxation field as exemplified by the effect of 
the Quebec Income Tax Act, with its resultant evils of double taxation, 

is a matter of serious concern to employers and employees in manufacturing 

industries." 

Across  Canada:  Dr. Carleton Smith of the National Arts Foundation of New York 

has begun a two-week tour of major Canadian cities to explore the possi-

bilities for exhibiting the work of Canadian artists in the United States, 

C.P. reported.  "Véry  little has been done to show Canadian art to the 
United States, in spite of the closeness of the two countries," he said. 

o e o A Senate Cammittee yesterday chopped fram the proposed new Criminal 
Code a Cammons-sponsored plan for a,ppeals from contempt of court and re-
placed it with the original plan approved by the Senate. The action came 
as the  • Senate Banking Committee completed study of the proposed new code, 
launched in the Senate two years ago, . 0 0 United Automobile  norkers' 
Union (CIO - CCL) Local 200, yesterday presented a list of demands to a 
conciliation board topped by a demand for a 30-cent hourly wage increase 
across the board for hourly-rated employees of Ford of Canada, C.P. re-
ported. . 	Job prospects for this year's crop of 11,000 university 

graduates are bright the Labour Department said yesterday. 
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Mr. Hawe On  Trade Outlook:  Ottawa, June 10 (CP) -- Mr. Hawe expressed a qualified 
vientoday that Canada will have no trade wer with the United States. But 
he said it would be extremely difficult to 168k to'the future.with optimism 
if the U.S. does not accept proposals to reduce tariffs and instead embarks 
on new Steps.to reduce imports. - 

"During the forthcoming year, major decisions hang in the balance," he 
said .during à trade debate in the HOuse of Gommons.: "To a large extent 

- these'willAecide whether or not the gains of the past'year will be main .- 
tained and'ekpanded. 	' 

' 	"If the U.S. is in a position to sponsor actively the expansion of - 
trade and to implement this •policy with appropriate legislation, there ààn 
be little doubt that the way will be open to further expansion Of trade. 

- "oh the - other hand, if the measures (to reduce tariffs) currently- — 
before Congress are not implemented, and if steps to restrict imports  are 
adoPted; it will be indeed difficult to:look to the future with optimism." 

' Opposition members ha(1.warned that Canada was  "putting all her eggs 
in one basket" by carrying on heavy trade with the U.S., , but Mr. Hawe said 
he'isSetting tired of Opposition critics denouncing the U.S. as a; trade 
octopus. 

And  while there is concern over increasing American protectionièt 
pressures, "I do not'expect a trade war either cold or hot," , he said, "as 
long as we continue on both sides of the border to remember the strong 
ihterest of both countries in trading ona neighbourly basis." 	. 

' - Overseas-sterling area countries are boOsting their economic strength 
and making progress tawardirconvertibility of currencies even - thole there 
has been a recession in the U.S. 

imi'now the prevalent view wns that the American récesslen•had about 
run its course after a decline of 10 per cent in industrial output and 
three per :cent in national:production from 1053 peak lev -élo. 

"If this is to - be the full extent of the present decline, the - re- 	• 
cession has, by historic standards, been a relatively mild one." 

Mr. Flàming disagreed with Mr. Howe that there is no cause for ala'îlm - 
in Canadals'foreign trade. The Government, he'said, had becOme too smug 
and complacent in efforts to help producers sel abroad. - 	 - 

Canada wns putting her tradingeggs in one unsatisfactory basket - 
the U.S..market Tho ndverne trade bilance with the U.S. was nearly the 
highest in history. 

'Mr. Howe, inreply,  nid  that under a free eConomy Canadians could 
sell where theywanted. Canada did about 69 per cent of her world trade 
with the U.S. The TéKeen: for this is that the U.S. is the easiest market 
and the closest. 

He said it was unthinkable that Canada should place barriers such as 
high tariffs against U.S. goods. 	' 	 2  

Canada's ebonamy was strong andwell-based, with the exception of 
exports which had•declined.' Shipments had dropped by'four per cent in 
1953 and had undergone a further moderate reduction of about five per ' - 

cent in the first quarter of 1954. 
But it must bé borne in mind that the decline followed several years - 

of subétantial increases. Last year's Gales were still 15'per cent above 
the 1949 level in Volume terms. 

(over) 



"I cannot see that our basic economic stre_lebh is substantially àif-
ferent naw from what it was two or three years ago when export levels were 
rising at a rapid rate." 

Aims Of  C.B.C. International Service:  Ottawa, June 10 (CP) -- Screening em-
ployees of the CBC International Service has shown the services to be free 
of security difficulties, Mr. Dunton said today. 

During an appearance before the House of Commons External Affairs 
.Canmittee, Mr. Dunton said great care has been taken for a number of years 
with the co-operation of "the proper security authorities" concerning staff 
and security. 

The question of employee loyalty was raised by Mr. Michael Starr (PC - 
Ontario) in a series of questions to Mr. Delafield, Dirêctor of the Inter-
national Service which broadcasts to Europe, Latin America and Asia. He 
asked if Igor Gouzenko, Russian Embassy cipher clerk who touched off the 
spy trials in 1946 9  ever brondcast for the International Service to coun-
tries behind the Iron Curtain. 

-Mr. Delafield said no and in reply to a further question of whether 
he considered such broadcasts would be of any value he said he would first 

- consult with External Aff-irs officials if the question of using Mr. 
Gouzenko was ever contemolated. 

Mr. Starr asked how many employees are or have been Cammunists and Mr. 
Delafield replied that he knows of none. 

Liberal members protested at the Imrding of the question and at 
questions concerning security matters. Mr. Dunton then made his lbrief re-
marks and the questions shifted to the aims and operations of the Service. 

Mr. Delafield said that in broadcasts aimed behind the Iron Curtain 
an attempt is made to distinguish in subject matter between those goinÈ 
to thé satellites, such as Poland and Czechoslovakia, and Russia. Both 
Poland and Czechoslovakia had known %stern forms of government and %stern 
ways. 	 . 

The service tried to expose the as of Soviet imperialism and the 
falsehoods of Conmunist ideology while keeping the listener aware of where 
the Pest stands. The lack of information among the satellites about happen-
ings in other satellite countries also was taken into account in broadcasts 
giving information of conmunists operations. 

An attempt also was made to give place to religious messages and 
talks to ranind the listeners of the virtues of the Christian faith. 

Four New Trade Posts: Ottawa, June 10 (CP) -- Mr. Howe today announced that 
his Department plans to establish Trade Commissioner posts in four more 
countries and to reopen the Los Angeles, Cal., office. 

He told the House of Commons new posts will be established in Hamburg, 
Germany; Salisbury, Southern Rhodesia; Accra, Gold Coast, and Istanbul, 
Turkey. 

The new posts and the reopening of the Los Angeles office will bring 
Trade Canmissioner posts abroad to a total of. 56. 

Canada-Italy Trade Agreement: Ottawa, June 10 (CP) -- Italy has agreed to 
maintain fish purchases from Canada at current levels for another year 
and to open wider the doors to Canadian synthetic rubber. 

The agreement was reached at Rome in a meeting between Mr. Winters 
and Italian Foreign Minister Martinelli and announced in the House of 
Cammons today by Mr. Howe. . 
- 	The Italian Government agreed to provide dollars to cover purchases 
from Canada in the next 12 months of $2p500,000 warth of a variety of 
codfish found in Newfoundland and Labrador; $600,000 worth of Gaspe-type 
cod; and e2,000 9 000 worth of canned salmon. 

In addition, Italy has agreed to increase the import quota for Cana-
dian synthetic rubber by $500,000. She established quotas last year 
covering $5,000,000 worth of this rubber and officials said this is an 
increase which could result in Canada shipping $5 9 500,000 worth in the 
next 12 months. 

Across Canada:  Gen. Gruenther in Ottawa yesterday said he is asking members of 
the North Atlantic Alliance for larger military forces. . 	. Dr. McCann 
announced that the Government has authorized the CBC to operate a second 
television station for the Ottawa-Hull area. 
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Mr.  Pearson On Geneva  13onference:  Ottawa, June 11 (CP) -- Mr. Pearson hinted 
today that the Geneva Conference may end soon - in failure. He told the 
House of Commons:  • 

"On the Western side the feelingseems to be growing that no useful, 
and indeed some harmful purpose would be served by prolonging and con-
tinuing the Conference once it has been made clear that the Canmunists 
are  using it not to bring about an end of the fighting but to pursue their 
own political and propaganda aims." 

He said he wanted to emphasize that failure of the Conference should 
not mean a resumption of fighting in Korea. Neither would failure impose 
on Canada any'obligation, direct or indirect, to participate in any action 
to unify Korea by force. 

In reply to Mr. Diefenbaker, Mr. Pearson said that if Korea can't be 
unified by peaceful methods, the indefinite retention of Canadian troops 
in Korea would have to be reconsidered. 

(Mr. Pearson has made it clear on other occasions that Canada wtilill;ts 
to bring home its troops from Korea as soon as possible. Canada is main- 
taining a 6,000-man infantry brigade and three destroyers in the Korean 
theatre.) 

He said the Korean talks at Geneva have made little progress. The 
'gulf between the two sides is still great and no detailed negotiations 
have been possible so far. 

Unless the Communists supplied some satisfactory answers soon Con= 
cerning free elections in Korea and their supervision, the United Nations 
side "may shortly have to consider whether it is worthwhile continuing 
this effort at Geneva to reach agreement for the peaceful unification of 
Korea". 

Gen. Gruentheris Ottawa Press Conference:  Ottawa, June 11 (CP) -- The West's 
military strategy is predicated on use of nuclear weapons in the event 
of war, Gen. Alfred Gruenther said today. And, mainly becuase the West 
holds a preponderance of air power over Russia, it has an over=all mili-
tary advantage over the Communist bloc for the moment at least, the 
Supreme Commander Allied Powers in Europe told a press conference. 

Gen Gruenther, at the start of the interview in the Parliamentary 
Press Gallery, announced that Air Yice-Marshal Frank R. Miller, 46, 
Vice-Chief of the Canadian Air Staff, will became Depùty and Chief of 
Staff to Gen. Lauris Norstad, Commander of Allied Forces in Europe, 
Aug. 18. He will be promoted to the acting rank of Air Marshal,  Air 
Vice Marshttl Miller, a native of Kamloops, B.C., will be the first 
Canadian to hold such a high post in an international force. 

Gen. Gruenther said air power is the dominant factor in Western 
defence planning and that Canada has special talent in this field. 

The General said the decision to employ nuclear weapons would be 
political, not military. He added that the IN'est's political machinery 
must be geared to the atomic age. 

Though the West now held the upper hand over Russia, there was no 
guarantee this situation would continue. Russia was building up her 
European satellites and for that reason the North Atlantic Alliance 
needed more military forces. 

(over) 
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NATO wanted these forces to came maînly iron- a rearmed Germany. 
Gen. Gruenther said he has not asked the Canadian Government for increased 
military commitments in Europe. 

Gen. Gruenther said that if there were war today, Russia would be 
defeated but there might be no winmtr. Russia would lose because of the 
West's proponderance of air power. 

At the saine time, he was concerned about a tendency toward relaxa-
tion by the West. This situation tras —not yet critical but it might become 
so if there were further relaxation. 

Sees No  Further Delay On St. Lawrence:  Ottawa, June 11 (CP) -- Mr. Chevrier 
said todày he expects there will be no further delay in starting the St. 
Lawrence Seaway. 

With the final legal obstacles in the United States cleared off this 
week, he told the House of Commons, Canada-MS. negotiations on details 
of the $300,000,000 navigation phase of the hydro-shipping project will 
open "very early". 

Mr. Chevrier said the federal and Quebec Governments have reopened 
talks on the question of a :loint hydro-navigation development around 
Lachine, Que., in connection with the Seaway. 

He said he had a "satisfactory" interview with Premier Duplessis 
Wednesday and hopes dis -Cussions may be continued by technical experts 
of the two Governments. 

The federal Government proposes to spend about $120,000,000 on navi-
gation works in the Lachine section of the river, and for some time has 
been pressing the Quebec Government to undertake power development there 
concurrently. The hydro potential is about 1,200,000 horsepower. 

Mr. Duplessis On Taxation Problem:  Quebec, June 11 (CP) -- Premier Duplessis 
said today he is confident difficulties raised over Quebec's incame tax 
ewill disappear in the light of facts and co-operation between govern- , 
ments". . . 

During his press conference Mr.  Duplessis  sounded the note of co- 
operation while stressing his Government has "irrevocably" decided to 
safeguard "essential rights of the province". 

Mr. Duplessis said the incarne tax, effective since Jan. 1, was 
established to meet increasing needs in the wake of an Industrial boom 
that is opening up formerly deserted regions and changing the face of a 
once predaminantly rural province. 

Quebec is seeking full deduction of the new tax fram the federal 
income tax. 

Across Canada:  In a resolution passed at its annual meeting in'Ottawa Sat- 
urday, the United Nations Association of Canada expressed doubt that 
the Geneva Conference will be successful but urged the Government to 
explore fully every possible avenue for settlement of the Korea and 
Indo-China problems, according to Canadian Press. If all attempts at 
negotiation failed, the Government should be prepared to support U.U. 
collective action. 	 Transpozet Minister Chevrier said Friday the 
time may have came to consider establishment of a coast guard service 
on Canada's Atlantic and Pacific coasts. 	Mr. Howe said there 
is no indication the United Kingdom will allocate a part of its dollar 
resAlrves for the purchase of Canadian apples, He told Mr. Davie Fulton, 
however, that negotiations with the U.K. arê in progress for exports 
of Canadian apples to that country. . 	Sqdn. Ldr. Bob Christie 
of Vancouver made an üttawa-Montreal round trip in a Sabre jet fighter 
&Widely in 15 minutes and 4 %/10 seconds, as part of the Air Force Day 
display. 
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Rail Pay Dispute Talks To Resume:  Ottawa, June 14, (CP) -- Contract negotia-
tions between the major railways and their non-operating ernployees,--broken 
off months ago, will he resumed this week while the unions go ahead with 
preparations for a strike vote. 

Mr. Gregg announced today to - the House of Commons that the disputants 
are getting together again. at the request of the Cabinet, with a view to 
a settlement by collective bargaining. 

Later, Mr. Frank H. Hall of Montreal, chairMan of . . the negotiating 
committee of Unions representing 145,000 workers, said the talks are 
scheduled to open Thursday at Montreal. 	 . 

.But he said the new negotiations will not mean a delay  in  getting the 
strike vote under  way among memberships of 14 unions. 

"The ballots are scheduled to be distributed June 21," he said. 
"There's plenty of titne between now and Aug. 2 for a settlement. There will 
be no postponement of plans for the vote." 

The strike ballots are due to be returned for tabulation Aug. 2, with 
results to be made' known by about mid-August. 

The Government move to get the opponents back into negotiation repre-
sented a sudden reversal of policy on the strike threat. e QO  

The union employees involved in the dispute - those who  do not acutally 
run the trains - are basically the same group that staged the paralyzing 

• rail strike of August, 1950, Canada's first country-wide railway tieup. 
They consist of such workers as those employed in stéitIon', -ékpress 

yard, roundhouse and track branches. A major difference from 1950 is that 
railway hotel employees are not involved. 

In the current dispute, the unions are not asking for .a general wage 
increase - as they did in 1950 - but are seeking fringe' benefits such as 
provision for 18 days' annual sick leave with pay, longer paid vacations, 
eight paid statutory holidays a year and higher overtime pay for gunday 
work. 

The four companiet involved which operate 92 per cent of Canada's 
trackage - have contended these would cost around  $60,000,000a  year and 
turned -them down outright on the ground they could not afford the expense 
in the face of declin.in.g rail traffic. 

C.S. Insurance Plan Passes:  Ottawa, June 14 (CP) -- The House of Commons 
today approved a plan to provide death benefits of a maximum of $5,000 	, 
for the Civil Service and the armed forces. 

Legislation implementing the scheme was passed after the Progressive 
Coriservative Party first tried to eliminate compûlsory features and 
then to kill the bill in its present form. 

Both proposals were made by Mr. J.M. Macdonnell, Toronto, Greenwood, 
on the ground that not en.ough time was given for consultation among 
those who will come under the plan and that many-  of the 230,000 civil 
servants, especially women and single men, objected to universal coverage. 

The attempt to give the bill a six months' hoist - in effect killing 
the measure - was defeated by a formal vote of 114 to 32, with tIND iZuebec 
independents, Mr. Raoul Poulin, Beauce, and Mr. Fernand Girafd, Lapointe, 
suPporting the Progressive Conservative and Social Credit parties. The 
division on third reading, asked by Mr. Abbott, resulted in a similar 
vote of 114 to 32. 

• 
(over) 
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During Clause=-618-MW.atulàY.:the :Commons...defeated by aÏ"-titiialng 

Under the legisiatiah'»ciVil servants will contribute 40 cents a 
month per $1,000rof.year1r • salary to provide their estate  with ayear's ,  

salary, up to $5,000, on their death.  •  The minimum benefit for members 
of the armed forces will be $3,000. 

The-‘Governmentwill'Contribute two manthsalary on  death,  the  
same  •  as at presènt.''Farleach year between - 60'and 70, the maximum benefit 
will• be reduced by 10 per Cent, so that no benefit will be paid in the 
event of death after 70; 

Second Reading For Transport Bill:  Ottawa, June 14  (el')  -- The House of Conunom 
today defeated a rrogressive Conservative attempt to have a house com-
mittee study government legislation to transfer to provincial Parliament 
newly-established authority over highway traffic crossing provincial 
borders. 

Mr. Chevrier said such a move would kill the measure for this  session  
of Parliament - due to end in the next fortnight but Opposition Leader 
Drew said that was not his intention in proposing the committee study. 

The House defeated, on an unrecorded voice vote, Mr. Drew's motion 
that second reading be deferred pending committee consideration. Later,

•  it gave the bill second reading. 
Mr. Drew contended that the legislation was being brought in late 

in the session and pushed through too hastily. 

I.C.A.O.  To Remain In Montreal:  Montreal, June 14 (CP) -- The first phase 
of a bàuth American attempt to move the headquarters of the International 
Civil Aviation Organization out of Montreal today fell one vote short 
of approval. 

A motion to empower the Organization to move its headquarters drew 
support from 29 countries, one short of the two-thirds majority of 
member nations needed to amend the constitution. Canada and seven other 
countries abstained. 

The delegates gave approval, however, to a motion from Portugal 
that the debate on the matter be reopened "in the hope of reaching a 
more substantial agreement". 

Across  Canada: Brig. Frederick A. Clift,46, of Melfort, Sask., has officially 
taken over as Commander of Canada's 25th Infantry Brigade, the Canadian 
Press reports from Korea. . 	. 	The federal Government has no intention 
of subsidizing the constrUction of a pipeline to carry natural gas fram 
Alberta to the east, Transport Minister Chevrier said yesterday in the 
House of Cammons. 	. 0 Mr. Howe said no special instructions have 
been given the Canadian Wheat  Board,  which will represent Canada at the 
International Wheat Council meetings in London, England, this week. . . 
Canada's real estate holdings in foreign countries for housing members 
of the diplamatic corps are valusd at $4,507,946. A return tabled 
yesterday in the Canmons said property or buildings are owned by 
Canada in 16 countries. 
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Non-Confidence Motions On Wheat: Ottawa, June 15 (CP) -- Two non-confidence 
motions in the Government were proposed today in the House of Commons as 
opposition members renewed criticism of Government wheat-selling policies. 

The Progressive Conservatives •said that the Government has "failed 
to deal effectively with the problem of marketing Canada's surplus wheat"; 
the C.C.F. that the Government has "failed" to establish a floor price 
for wheat. 

Mr. Harkness, who moved the P.C. motion, said Mr. Howe pursues an 
ostrich" policy in connection with the sale of Canadian wleat. 

Mr. Harkness, charging that Government policies had led to shrinking 
wheat sales, estimated Canadian farmers will lose $250,000,000 as a result 
of last week's Government decision to cut the price of wheat by 10 1/8 
cents a bushel. 

He and other opposition spokesmen denanded that Mr. Howe announce 
immediately the initial price for wheat in the crop year starting Aug. 1. 

Mr. E.G. McCullough (C.C.F. - Moose Mountain), moving an amendment 
to form a second non-confidence motion, demanded the GovernMent protect 
farmers by granting a wheat floor price of not less than $1 0 84 a bushel 
for No. 1 Northern, so that farmers will not feel the impact of the price 
cut. 

Saskatchewan farmers, he said, are still relatively prosperous but are 
worried about the future. -If Mr. Howe and Mr. Gardiner allaw the western 
econamy to decline, n it is going to affect every last home in Canada". 

Prime Minister St. Laurent had indicated to the Chamber that he did 
not  envisage a wheat price war between Canada and the U.S., but this did 
not quiet C.C.F. fears that the Government now is launching on a programme 
"which may spell disaster for agriculture in Canada". 

Mr. Quelch (S.C. - Acadia) joined in today's opposition attack. He 
said the Government should be prepared to support wheat prices at not 
less than the minimum under the International Wheat Agreement - $1.55 a 
bushel for No. 1 Northern. He observed that Mr. Howe had argued that 
farmers already had a floor price through the initial price offered by 
the Wheat Board at the beginning of a crop year. However, there was a 
great deal of difference between floor and initial prices. 

Korean Talks:  Ottawa, June 15 ( (W) 	Breakoff of the Korean talks in Geneva 
may mean a longer stay for Canadian troops in Korea, officials said to- 
daY. 

When the Conference opened, it was thought here that if some agree-
ment could be reached with the Communists, it would speed return home 
of Canadian forces in Korea, or at least some of them. • • • 

Failure of the Korean talks does not rule out entirely withdrawal 
of Canadian forces but it probably makes the withdrawal date more 
distant. 

That date now will depend more on how quickly the South Korean 
Army can be trained to take over more of the truce patrol duties now 
performed by United Nations forces. 

Mr. Pearson said in the House of Commons Friday that failure of 
the Geneva  Conférence  should not mean a resumption of fighting in Korea. 
Neither would failure impose on Canada any obligation, direct or in-
direct, to participate in any action to unify Korea by force. 

(pver) 
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The Canadian view is that it might be possible to resuffie the Korean 
talks after a break or several months,or,failing this, the e.N. General 
Assembly might have a try at it.... 

Prime Minister Churchill's Visit:  Ottawa, June 15 (CP) -- Prime Minister St. 
Laurent said today the Government will consider inviting Prime Minister .  
‘'hurchill and British Foreign Secretary Eden to Ottawa during their visit 
to  Washington  late this month. 

Senator Critical Of C.N.R.  Hotel-Building:  Ottawa, June 15 (CP) -- Senator 
Horner, an outspoken critic in the past of the Government engaging in 
business, today said he doesn't think the Canadian National Railways or 
the Government has any place in the hotel business. 

Senator Horner, a Progressive Conservative fram Saskatchewan, said 

in the Senate he objects strongly to Parliament providing $5,000,000 this 
year toward a hotel to be built for the C.N.R. in Montreal at an estimated 
cost of $20,000,000. 

Instead of building a new hotel, he said, the C.N.R. should put its 
550-roam Ghateau Laurier in Ottawa and Hotel Bessborough in Saskatoon on 
an efficient and paying basis. 

Mr. Sinclair On Trade Improvement: Montreal, June 16 (Gazette) -- Fisheries 
Minister James Sinclair yesterday said improvement of world trade depended 
in large part on determined leadership byi the United States and Canada in 
a movement towards a freer system of trade and payments. 

Speaking before the 32nd annual conference of the National Industrial 
Advertisers Association at the Mount Royal Hotel, the Minister said 
much has been done in improving world trade but that muchrremained to be 
done. 

He said Canada was viewing with growing concern recent tendencies 
in both countries to have tariffs raised because of the return to what 
he called more "normal corpetitive economic conditions. 

Across Canada:  The President of the Canada Life Assurance Company said at 
Regina yesterday that there is every- reason to believe 1954 will êqual 
or surpass Canada's record for investment and gross national - production 
in 1953. Mr. E.G. Gill of Toronto said in an interview the general 
trend for the first half of this year indicates peak figures of last 
year may be equalled, or exceeded. . . . 	Canada's medical profession 
at Vancouver yesterday underlined its opposition to fee-splitting by 
branding the practice "unethical and possibly dishonest." On the secand 
day of the 87th annual convention of the Canadian Medical Association, 
the group's General Council gave unanimous approval to a report from the 
committee of ethics opposing fee-splitting - an arrangement between two 
doctors in which one receives part of a fee paid to the other without 
the knowledge of the patient. . 	. The Canadian Congress of Labour at 
Ottawa yesterday renewed its stand that Government° ction is needed 
urgently to combat unemployment. 
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Wheat-Marketing Policy Sustained:  Ottawa, June 16 (CP) -- The Government's 
wheat-marketing policy was sustained today against two Opposition motions 
of want-of-confidence. 

Members voted 137 to 58 to defeat a Progressive Conservative motion 
saying the Government has "failed to deal effectively with the problem of 
marketing Canada's wheat surplus". 

A C.C.F. motion seeking support for a floor price on wheat of at 
least $1.82-1--  a bushel - 10 cents above the present price - was defeated 
168 to 26. 	 , 

All three Opposition parties suprorted the P.C. motion. However, 
Progressive Conservatives voted against the C.C.F. proposal after Mr. 
Drew said the price is "unrealistic" under present circumstances. Two 
independent members, Mr. Raoul Poulin, Beauce, and Mr. Fernand Girard, 
Lapointe, voted with the Liberals against both motions. 

The division ended a debate which began last week in the wake e 
price cuts of 10 cents a bushel by both Canada and the United States. - 

Mr. Howe, in an outline of policy last week,Eaid there will be fur-
ther price cuts if necessary to maintain Canada's competitive position in 
world wheat markets. But Canada felt it had some control over the cam-
petitive situation. Canada and the United States were major supplierà 
of wheat and were conferring closely on the world marketing situation. 

Later, while introducing his Department's estimates he said there is 
little chance of a trade war with the United States. As for a floor price, 
he said Canadian farmers already have onathrough the Canadian Wheat Board's 
initial payment of $1.40 a bushel. 

Mr. Drew, entering the closing stages of the debate, repeated pre-
vious demands by the Opposition for an inmediate Government announcement 
of the initial price to be paid for the crop year starting Aug. 1. 

- 

Rains Cutting Wheat Acreage:  Ottawa, June 16 (CP) -- Persisting bouts of 
heavy prairie rai are gradtially reducing the possibilities of Canada 
having another bumper wheat crop. Experts estimate the rains, sweeping 
over some prairie points week after week, may have trimmed the intended 
wheat planting by more than 1,000,000 acres. 

New bouts were reported by the Bureau of Statistics today. Rains 
swept through Northwest Manitoba, Northeast Saskatchewan and M'est and 
North-central Alberta last week. In these spots, the wheat acreage 
will decline, the Bureau said. 	 • 

Too late for wheat, farmers are trying to sow the wet ground to 
coarse grains, but the Bureau said the acreage left to summer fallow 
will be greater than usual. . 

The Bureau last month estimated that farmers intent to c ut  their 
wheat planting this year by almost 1,000,000 acres to 24,587,100; lowest 
in six years. Experts now feel the rains may trim another 1,000,000 
or 1,500 ,000 acres from the crop. 

Canada last year produced 614,000,000 bushels of wheat, third 
bumper crop in a row and the second largest in history. The guessing 
in official circles is that Canada this year will have no more than a 
normal crop of about 350,000,000 bushels. 

(over) 
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Ilawever, there ara• large stocks still in store both on farms' and in 
elevators. 'Same observers estimate the,Canadian YVheatijoard has soirar 
sold little or none of this vear's crop and may carry over into the-next 
crop year starting Aug. 1 one of the biggest stockpiles in history, Per-
haps about 550,000,000 bushels or more. 

Meanwhile, prairie farmers are concerned with their fie1ds. 1  The=fact‘ 
that the season is late and growing conditions not too satisfactory in-
creases the possibility of harvesting hazards such as rust and frost. 
These hazards may reduce the crop's quality.- 	- 

The prairiés are in urgent need of warm, dry weather to speed com- 
pletion of field work and crop growth. Flooding and water-logging are 
reported in maw! areas. 	- 

Canada-Japan Agreement: Ottawa, June 17 (Press Release  No 29) -- The Depart-
ment of External Aff-irs announced today that, follawing the coming into 
force on June 7 of the Canada-Japan Agreement on Commerce, the Executive 
Secretary of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade has been notified 
that Canada naw accepts the GATT Declaration concerning the application' 
of the General Agreement to commercial relations between.  the Contracting 
Parties and Japan.. . 

Mr. Howe Sees Surge Toward Freer Trade: Montreal, June 17 (Gazette) -- There 
is an obvious surge in the world today towards freer trade, the Minister 
of Trade and Commerce, Mr. Howe, said here last night. 

And he •told 150 Commonwealth business leaders that their countries 
had made "great progress in getting rid of Import controls which were 
rendered necessary by the post-war emergency". 

Mr. Howe said Canada regretted a tendency in some quarters to assume 
liberal trading policies which can only be pursued if the U.S. pursues 
them. 

There were obvious limits to the ability of the rest of the morld to 
march forward if the U.S. was going backward but he expressed confidence 
in U.S. Government's intention and earnestness to fulfil its necessary 
role in world trade and finance. 

Mr. Howe told the gathering, delegates to the 18th Congress of 
Federation of Chambers of Commerce of the British Empire, that the United 
Kingdom provided an inspiring example to others in relaxation of trade 
barriers. . 

Recognizing the "preponderant role" of the United States in world 
economy, he said it would be wrong to draw any drastic lâng-run con-
clusions about reversal of policy-  from unfavourable developments as 
have taken place thus far in the U.S. . 

Across Canada:  'Mr. Howard Green said the R.C.A.F. is doing too many civilian 
flying jobs, thus Interfering with the development of commercial avia-
tion.  o . 0 	Criticism mus levelled - in the Senate at a request -1)y 
Canadian National Railways for $5,000,000 to start work on a $20,0°0,000 
hotel in Montreal. 	Sales of television sets rose sharply during 
March over the corresponding month a year ago while radio sales shawed 
a sizeable reduction. During the month the number > of TV sets sold by 
producers increased to 37,949 from 26,628 in March, 1953. . 	. 	The 
average cost of homes purchased under the National Housing Act increased 
by four per cent last year, the Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation 
reported on Tuesday. 
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Mr. Howe On U.S. Food-Selling Plan:  Ottawa, June 17 (CP) -- Mr. Howe Indi-
cated today he is not worried about the effect on Canadian farm prices of 
a United States plan to dispose of billion-dollar food surpluses. The 
question was raised in the House of Commons by Mr. E.G. McCullough (CCF - 
Moose Mountain), who said the U.S. selling programme again may force down 
Canadian wheat prices. 

He referred to reports that the U.S. administration has agreed  th 
 sell 31,000,000,000 worth of surplus farm products and give away a further 

$300,000,000 worth, and that the U.S. Senate has passed a bill to dispose 
of another $500,000,000 in farm products. Mr. Howe said he has known 
about the bills before the U.S. Congress and they were similar to provisions 
already in force. 

"Naturally me do not like give-away programmes in other countries, but 
the Americans have used these programmes with great  discrétion,"  he said. 
"I know of no serious result to Canadian agriculture from the operation 
of the bills up to the present time." 

The subject cropped UD during study of Trade Department estimates 
as members resumed discussions of Government wheat marketing policies 
debated in recent days. 

' 	Mr. Howe rejected renewed Opposition requests for an immediate an- 
nouncement of the initial payment for the crop year starting Aug. 1 and 
said he sees no reqsons for subsidizing wheat exports. 

The announcement on the initial payment  will  be made in the latter 
part of July, he said. Until the new crop year started the present initial 
payment of $1.40 a bushel mould continue. 

There was no purpose in making an early announceMent as in past 
years, when the Government wanted to guide farmers in the amount of wheat 
planted. This year it mas felt that each  fariner  should make up his own 
mind. The Government mould nuit and obtain all information with a view 
to setting the initial price as high as possible. 

Mr. Blackmore soid the Government should subsidize wheat exports 
to provide farmers with the price of $1.821- a bushel existing before 
the 10-cents-a-bushel price cut earlier this month. He suggested 
Canada may sell no more than 150,000,000 bushels in the next six 
months. Mr. Howe said a 10-cent subsidy on that amount would cost 
$15,000,000. 

"The Government of Canada, with the consent of Parliament, can 
give $15,000,000 to any class of people it likes," he said. "But I 
cannot Imagine just why it shoilld give $15,000,000 to people mho, me 
were told in the House, are enjoying the most prosperous period in 
their history." 

Mr. Harkness said it was ridiculous to base such an argument on 
the claim that farmers  were  better off. Net  farm income last year was 
$267,000,000 below 1952 and $500 9000,000 below 1951. 

Sir Winston May Visit Ottawa:  Ottawa, June 17 (CP) -- Sir Winston Churchill, 
who says he always enjoys a conference in Canada, probably will pay a 
call here at the end of this month. 

Prime Minister St. Laurent announced today in the House of Commons 
that the British Prime Minister and Foreign Secretary Eden have every 

(over) 



hope of coming to Ottawa for a day or a day 	A half during June 29, 
30 and July 1 after their informal talks in Washington  next weekend 
with President Eisenhower. 

Sir Winston will not make any public speeches if he does came. His 
purpose would be to have an informal talk with Mr. St. Laurent and the 
Cabinet. 

The Prime Minister indicated that the Cabinet would listen for the 
most part to British views on the world situation. 

Mr. Green asked if it would be feasible to hold any sort of Com-
monwealth conference during Sir Winston's visit. 

Mr. St. Laurent replied: "I do not think so." There would be no 
opportunity for bringing representatives of other Commonwealth countries 
here and that would not conform with the tone of this exchange of 
messages. 

Commons  Driving To -Wind-Up Session: Ottawa, June 17 (CP) -- The House of 
Commons today started a back-breaking drive to complete the business of 
the present sessions of Parliament by next W'ednesday or Thursday. 

The House sat for an extra hour tonight, increasing the daily session 
to 8-1- hours, and will continue to do so until the session ends. It also 
will sit for the same length Of time Saturday. 

There is only one item of Government legislation remaining on the 
order paper, a bill providing salaries for an additional judge of the 
Court of Appeal of British Columbia and for another judge for the trial 
division of the Supreme Court of Alberta. However, the House still mist 
approve the spending programmes of a number of Government departments. 

Atom Reqctor's Cost Rises:  Ottawa, June 17 (CP) -- Mr. Howe disclosed today 
that Canada's new NRU atomic energy reactor at Chalk River, Ont., will 
cost from $5,000,000 to $10,000,000 more than the original estimate of 
$30,000,000. 

He also said in thé House of Commons that the reactor won't be in 
operation until early in 1956. Officials of Atomic Energy of Canada 
Ltd., which operates the Chalk River project, had estimated previously 
that it would be completed by the middle of 1955. 

Mr. Howe did not elaborate on the reasons why the expected cost of 
. the reactor would be between $35,000,000 and $40,000,000. However, 

officials here said it was due to rising costs of materials and changes 
in the design resulting from new advances in the atomic energy field. 

Across Canada:  A Toronto industrialist said in Montreal yesterday Canadian 
industry has suffered  by  following the General Agreement on Tariffs and 
Trade (GATT) while other nations have broken faith with the agreement. 
Mr. OX. Titus, President, Canadian Electrical Manufacturers Association, 
said it was "about time Canada reviewed her position most carefully - 
with due thought taward a strong industry to support and arm our pro-
tective forces", the Gazette reported. . 	. 	The recent Canadian 
International Trade Fair in Toronto didn't indicate a change in trade 
trends, Mr. Howe said in the House-of Commons. He said the buyers at 
the Fair decreased to 25,049 this year from 35,853 in 1953. Attendance 
reached a record figure in the first week, but was a disappointment 
in the second week ,  e o e Automobile Dealer Dufferin Roblin yesterday 
at Winnipeg was chosen to be leader of the Manitoba Progressive Con-
servative Party. 
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National Health Insurance Debate:  Ottawa, June 20 (CP) -- The Minister of Health, 
Mr. Martin, has given the House of Commons little encouragement to expect 
an early start on a national health insurance programme. 

Replying -tb House of Commons speeches Saturday from all three Opposition 
Parties in support of federal-provincial health insurance, Mr. Martin said: 

"I know of only one provincial Government that would be prepared to 
embark upon a scheme along the general lines that have been indicated here." 

He said later -outside the House he was referring to Saskatchewan. 
Health insurance has been discussed with provincial Health Ministers 

and some  provincial Premiers, he said. Voluntary health-care plans and 
health insurance schemes in two provinces also had been studied. 

Er. Martin read a statement of Government policy made last year by 
Mr. St. Laurent that the Liberal Government is committed to a policy of 
contributory health insurance, administered by the provinces. 

- 	It was up to the provinces to work out plans, the statement said, and 
federal assistance was dependent on satisfactory agreements being made with 
the provinces. 

The debate on health insurance showed a sharp difference between the 
C.C.F. Party lon one hand and the Progressive Conservative and Social Credit 
Parties on the other. 

Mr. Stanley Knowles said health insurance must be placed on a universal 
basis covering all Canadians if the cost is to be kept down. 	, 

Dr. William Blair (P.C. - Lanark) and Mr. F.D. Shaw (S.C. - Red Deer) 
said their Parties are opposed to socialized medicine, 

Mr. Knowles said health insurance has been a plank in the Liberal 
Party's political platform since 1919. "When is that commitment going to 
be implemented?" he asked. 

The lack of a national programme was the last serious gap in the Gov-
ernment's social security programme. Present heavy medical costs were un-
fair for lover and middle income groups. 

The Government should set up an insurance plan under which provinces 
could enter separate agreements as they wished. Dr. Blair said any plan 
must retain the doctor-patient relationship or it won't work. 

Hospital Costs Cut For Veterans:  Ottawa, June 20 (CP) -- A plan to make 
hospital care cheaper for war veterans in the low income group was an-
nounced in the House of Cannons Saturday by Veterans Minister Lapointe. 

Veterans who draw a pension or who served in a war theatre will be 
able to receive treatment for non-pensionable disabilities in veterans' 
hospitals by paying rates calculated on their income. The Government 
will continue to pay the full cost of treatment for all pensionable dis-
abilities. 

Treatment will be_free in veterans' hospitals for veterans earning 
less than $800 a year  if sing1e.$1;200'&yearcifrmelrrIéd% ,- ,-If"theirià-
pomec is higher, they willpay° costs =la pe.r_centage basis up( to. 1 ,  per 
Cent-of -their income fort each , $100 of s income above $800 and $1,200Q Allow- 
anees ,-willrbe made fofulependentichîlden and wages lost due to illness. 

Veterans who earn less than $800 or $1,200 now receive free treatment 
for non-pensionable disabilities but those earning more than these amounts 
must pay $12.55 a day. 

(over) 



Mr. Lapointe said that, as an example, a 3-arried veteran drawing a 

pension or who served in a war theatre, having two childrenand earning 
$50 a weelç,would pay ,no more -than $45 for two months' - hospitaI care and a 
mnths' convalenseence. Similar treatment in a civilian hospitalwould 
cost $600 apart from doctor's fees and extra services° 

The new scheme Is already in force0 It is embodied in an order-in- 
council passed two weeks ago. 

Mr. Lapointe said the new regulations will result in almost 100 per 
cent bed occupancy in veterans' hospitals across Canada. -  Bed occupancy at 
the end of April was 7,935 out of a total of 9,974 beds available. Bed 
occupancy was usually higher in mid-winter. 

neat Situation Analyzed By Mr. W.J. Ball:  Regina (CP) --gr.  W.J.  Bali, Vice-
President of the Saskatchewan Wheat, Pool, said Saturday nigh-b that . Canadian 
anxieties about wheat stem from a widespread but inconsidered use of un-
digestt&ftera. ,  - 

Addressing the annual western regional meeting of the Canadian Press 
here, Mr.  Bali  said probiems of wheat surpluses and export sales are not 
as bad as they look. 

Exports of Canadian wheat and flour in the first 10 -months of the 
present crop year amounted to 218,000,000 bushels, a drop of 97,000,000 
from the previous crop year, he said. 

"It isn't good and 1 am not going to pretend that it is," Mr.  Bali 
 said. "But it is not nearly as bad as these crude figures suggest." 

The 218,000,000 bushels exported so far this crop yearwas the third 
largest ever. Only in 1952 and 1953 had Canada sold more wheat abroad 
in 10 months than it sold this year. 

Mr.  Bali eàid Canada's export figures for last year are equally - 
distorted. Canadian agriculture could not possibly sustain the export 
level set last year because there were many years in which_ the nation 
had not produced enough wheat to fill orders equal in eizelto those in 
19530 

"The tears which are being shed over Canada's lost markets / fear 
are the products of the all too prevalent habit Canadians have of never 
looking back beyond the previous 12 months," Mr.  Bali  said. . 

Across Canada:  Mr. Pearson said Saturday in the House of Commons the - Gèvern-
ment is trying to find out what is going on in Guatemala, where civil war 
erupted Friday. He gave'this reply to Mr. Colin«Cameron (C.C.F. - Nanaimo). 
Earlier, he-saidmerely- nnan  when Mr. Knowles (C.C.F.'- Winnipeg North' 
centre) aekecUirtheGavernment had ascertained whether the Guatemala - 

sAlteen#'«Was civil war or invasion and the source of arms of the revolu- 
tiOnariés. 0 o . 	About 6,000 British Columbia coast salmon fishermen 
have voted to go on strie inmediately to back up demMids for inCréaied 
salmon prices, union officials announced:Saturday fromIVancouver. 	• • 
British Columbia's central and northern interior appears headed for its 
greatest boom in alMost 100- years. Spurred bif the promise of increased 
rail facilities and natural gas, the maet, spareely settled hinterland 
is the scene of gruwth aid aâtivity unequalled since 1858 when the lure 
was gold, C.P. reports from Prince George, B.C.... 
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National 	Accounts , - First (ivarter:  -Ottawa, June 22 (DBS) -- Canada's gross 
national - product in  th  first - three -months of-this -year - is estimated at 
45,400,000,000, about he saMe as in the corresponding quarter af 1953, 
indicating a continuatibn of the trend - toward levelling off which was 
shawn in estimates for the fourth quarter of 1953, according:to an ad-
vance release of estimâtes for the period - by the Bureau. Estimated per-
sonal expenditure - an consumer-gdads -und - services was slightlyhikher than 
a year earlier, and government expenditure on goods and services slightly 
lawer. 

Inciame Tax Secrecy Removed: Ottawa, june 21 (CP) -- The Supreme vourt of 
Canada today wrested fram the federal Government its long-held power to 
keep income tax returns secret. In a unanimous decision, Canada's highest 
judicial body overrode the Government, ruling that the courts can order 
the administration to produce these tax documents as evidence in an in-
dictable offence.  •  

The ruling, w4ich cannot be appealed, brought deep concern to the 
Revenue Department() Er. McCann voiced his personal opinion that the law 
should be strengthened to retain the secrecy elenent. But this, he said, 
is a matter for Cabinet, decision. 

The nine Supreme Court judges, in their ruling, upheld the British 
Columbia Appeal Court demanding that the Revenue Department produce the 
tax returns of men involved in a Vancouver gambling case, 

They were charged in 1952 with keeping a common betting house. The 
Revenue Department objected to divulging their returns on the grounds this 
would be breaking the Government's promise, implied in the Income Tax Act, 
to keep the teturns secret. 

The Supreme Court ruled that the Revenue Minister has no right to 
object to the production of the returns. 

"Industrial Grant" Along St. Lawrences  Montreal, June 22 (Gazette) -- ACcele-
ration of the economic growth and industrial development of the Greater 
Montreal area as a result of the St. Lawrence Seaway was predicted last 
night by Mr. George S. Mooney, Director of the Montreal Econmnic Develop-
ment Bureau° 

Speaking to the 35th annual convention of the American Pulp and 
Paper Mill Superintendents Association at the Mount Royal Hotel, he said 
the St. Lawrence Valley was destined to be the industrial Ruhr of the 
northern part of the continent. 

"But by comparison in the not too distant future," he added "the 
Ruhr and the Saar together will be dwarfs alongside the young industrial 
giant that is now growing up along the banks of the St. Lawrence 
and the pivot point of all this growth and actiyity is inescapably des-
tined to be the City and Island of Montreal 0"0 * 0" 

Fish-Dr in Ex erimental Plant: Ottawa, ,ame 21 (CP) -- State Secretary 
Picketsgill, acting Fisheries Minister, Saturday said the Government ex-
pects to start construction of a $300 9000 plant in Newfoundland for 
fish-drying experiments this October. 

(over)' 



Mr0 pickersgill said this item as  to es .:.ablish the plant at Valley-
field ehddge'r's QUY:ilt was expected to  • the fishing industry as 
the experimental farms helped agriculture. 

Power Of Russian Submarines:  Ottawa, June 21 (CP) -- Mr. Claxton said today 
the power  of Russian submarines is greater than that of the German sub-
marine fleets of etther world war. 

He told the House of Commons itwould be an appallingwaste to stop 
construction of 14 modern anti-submarine destroyer escorts for the Cana-
dian Navy. 

He was replying to Maj.-Gen. G.R. Pearkes, VC (P.;C. - Esquimalt-
Saanich) who questioned the advisability of continuing with the 14 ships. 

Enlistment Of Germans:  Ottawa, June 21 (CP) -- 'The Canadian Army has enlisted 
"a very small number" of German immigrants, Mr. Claxton said today,'but 
he knows of none who have the iron Cross. 

Ur. Herridge asked whether any German immigrants, former members of 
the German Army, have been enlisted; if so, whether any received the Iron 
Cross decoration fram Hitler's hands for aggressive actions egainst British 
or Canadian troops, and if so, whether any have asked permission towear 
the decoration on Canadian uniforms. 

Mr. Claxton said the few German immigrants who have enlisted have 
done so only after close screening and the specific approval of the chief 
of the service. 

Across Canada:  A Royal Commission will investigate Canada's coastal shipping 
trade, particularly the question of restricting it to.Canadian vessels. 
Informants said yesterday the Commission, which will study the problem 
in the light of the approachint St. Lawrence deep waterway development, 
probably will be announced by the Government before the end of the 
parliamentary session this week. 	. The campulsory feature of the 
Government bill providing maximum $5,000 death benefits to civil servants 
and members of the armed forces was criticized in the Senate by Liberal and 
Opposition members. The legislation received second reading and was re-
ferred to the Senate's Banking and Commerce Committee. •Members who 
criticized the provisions said they intend to see that it receives close 
examination when it is before the Committee for detailed study. 0 
Mr. Thibaudema.ainfret yesterday stepped sioNtrh , ff'artt the ËupremerCOurtrlof 
Canada-Bench far-the-last time. The jurist said farewell to his colleagues 
on reaching the retirement age of 75 years.... Mayor Lamport of 
Toronto said yesterday the proposal of a Chicago syndicate to build a 
51-storey City Hall building on a "lease back" basis will be presented 
to the city's Board of Control later this month. . 	. 	Maj.-Gen. 
R.F.L. Keller, leader of the first Canadian troops to hit the Normandy 
beaches on D-Day, died unexpectedly last night in London on his-way 
home after -a -visit to -the hares he • end his men attacked 10 years ago 
June 6o o e o Liberal Senator Henry R. 4mmerson, 70, died of a heart 
attack at Dôrchester, N.B., yesterday. 
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Industrial Decentralization Urged: Ottawa, June 22 (CP) -- A Government-gnided 
programme of industrial decentralization to give the Maritimes and Western 
Canada a better break was urged today by members of al]. Opposition parties. 

The theme was stressed in the House of Gommons by Mr. Clarie Gillis 
(CCF - Cape Breton South) for the East and Mr. George Hahn (SC - New West-
minster) and Mr. Colin Cameron (CCP - Nanaimo) for the Inkst. 

An Ontario member, Mr. Donald Fleming also argued against over-
centralization of industry in Ontario and Quebec and said the whole country 
would benefit if defence purchases were spread throughout Canada to bnost 
indUsti4ile in other provinces. 

Mr. Howe said his Department is attempting to do that, and places 
defence orders in east and west wherever practicable. 

Replying in particular to Mr. Gillis, he said the Department has gone 
to same expense to help the economy of thelearitiMes. Redently he had 
persuaded a British aviation company to opera a plant in Halifax. An 
electronics industry also had been established. 

If Mr. Gillis would look around Nova Scotia, "he will find that the 
Department has supported existing industry and has brought in any industry 
willing to go to the Maritimes  an , 	 of surviving after the war". 

However, it was useless to establish industries to do a war job that 
could not survive under peacetime conditions. 

Mr. Howe, initiating a study of Defence Production Department esti-
mates, also announced the Government will seek Parliament's approval next 
session to put the Department on a more permanent basis. 

He said the Department, set up in 1951 on a five-year basis, has to 
be geared to a "long-haul" approach to rearmament. 

The Government's expectation of substantial defence expenditures 
for a number of years meant a continuing need "for an efficient procure- 

ment organization". 

Sharp Decline In Unemployment Reported:  Ottawa, June 22 (C11 -- A sharp 
decline in Canadian unemployment during May will be shown in official 
Government figures to be released tomorrow. The figures will show that 
more than 200,000 got off the Labour Department's looking-for-work rolls 
in the six weeks ended May 27, though the number seeking jobs was etill 
considerably higher than a year earlier. 

Informants said that at May 27 about 336 9000 persons were registeeed 
for work with National Employment Service. This was down from 549,000 
at April 15 9  the last figure made public 4.n the Government's monthly 
labour surveys. However, it was still more than 60 per cent higher than 
the 202 9 000 in late May of 1953. At that , time, though, Canada's labour 
force was smaller. 

The job hunters' total for last month represented a swift pickup 
in employment with the onset of warm weather after a late spring that 
had retarded expansion in outdoor work, particularly in construction and 
agriculture. 

In the month before the period covered by the current survey, the 
number  registered for work with N.E.S. dropped by only 21,000. That was 
the first upturn in employment following a winter and early spring that 
brought Canada its heaviest unemployment since the war. 

(over) 



At the law point in job p - in March - there were 570,000 persons 
looking  foi - work through N.E':S. 

The N.E.S. figures are not regarded as an absolute barameter of un-
enployment - they inevitably include some persons with jobs and leave 
out some without jobs - but the Labour Department attempts to screen them 
as closely as possible to those out of work. At all events, they.  provide 
a basis of comparison with previous years. 

Paper Mills, Merchants Fined:  Toronto, June 22 (CP) -- Fines totalling 
$242 9000 were imposed today on seven paper mills, 21 wholesale paper mer- 
chants and a trade association secretary convicte June 4 of conspiring 
to fix the price of fine paper in Canada. All announced that they will 
appeal. 

The "Big Four" mills in the Canadian fine paper industry were fined 
$10 9 000 each, the maximum penalty, by Mr. Justice W.F. Spence of the 
Ontario Supreme Court. 

They are Howard SmithPaper Mills, Limited, Montreal; E.B. Eddy 
Company-9  Hull, Que.; Provincial Paper Limited, subsidiary of Abitibi 
Power and Paper Col Ltd., of Iroquois Falls, Ont., and Toronto; and 
Rolland Paper Co. Ltd., Montreal. 

Also fined $10,000 were Alliance Paper Mills Limited, subsidiary of 
Howard Smith and Don Valley Paper elb., Ltd., Toronto, owned by Alliance. . 

Five Rubber Campanies Appeal: Ottawa, June 22 (CP) -- Five Canadian rubber 
camP-anies today sought leave from the Supreme Court of Canada to appeal 
a sentence in connection with charges of illegal çambine operations. The 
court reserved decision on the motion. 

The companies were fined $10,Q00 each in a Toronto court and in 
addition the trial judge issued an injunction prohibiting them fram en-
gaging in practices similar to those leading to the combines charge. . 

Across Canada: Mr. Howe said today Canada must buy large emounts of armament 
in the United States to meet requirements of the armed services. However, 
he told the House of Commons that it is the Government's policy to never 
].ose  an opportunity to buy military equipment in the United Kingdam0000 
Mr. Martin Tue4t announced a new programme of federal civil defence 
grants pnder which federal aid will be given to municipalities regardless 
of whether provincial assistance is available. The new foraula, outlined 
to the House of Commons, replaçei the present system of matching provincial 
expenditures on civil defence projects.... 	The Government has lost 
about'$800,000 in disposa]. of 1953 butter at Jreduced prices, but sales 
have stopped and likely will not be resumed until next fall, federal 
officials said yesterday. 
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Commonwealth  Conference:  Ottawa, June 23 (CP) -- The Prime Ministers of the 
United Kingdom and Canada, meeting here June 30, likely will consider the 
feasibility of bringing the Commonwealth countries together in another 
conference to review the shaky world situation. 

Mr. St. Laurent gave  .a  hint of this In the House of Commons today 
as Mr. Drew renewed his appeal for a Commonwealth /neeting to show the 
world, confronted with conference failures, how a meeting of countries 
can be a succebs. 

Regarding a Commonwealth conference, Mr. Drew said the Prime Minister 
should take this up with Sir Winston Churchill, the "greatest parliamentary 
democrat in the world", when the British Prime Minister and his Foreign 
Secretary, Mr. Anthony Eden, arrive here Tuesday for talks. . . . 

Mr. St. Laurent said about a Commonwealth meeting: "There is no 
doubt that that is something that will arise in the course of the informal 
conversations we will be having." 

Canada-U.S. Seewavyalks:  Ottawa, June 23 (CP) -- The Canadian Government 
considers a 1952 agreement with the United States for an all-Canadian St. 
Lawrence Seaway is still in force despite new U.S. legislation for a 
joint project. 

But Canada is willing to renegotiate it for a joint development 
provided the talks do not seriously delay a start on either the power 
or navigation aspects of the $900,000,000 seaway. 

These points were made clear today in an exchange of diplomatic 
notes tabled in the House of Commons by Mr. Pearson, who also has sug-
gested to the U.S. that preliminary discussions among officials of the 
two countriee open here nextweek. 

Mr. Pearson told the House he expects the talks will start here in 
the nvery near future", though no date has been set. 

While major obstacles to a seaway start now have been cleared away, 
the exchange  of  notes indicated differing Canadian views as to procedure 
fram here on. A major one concerns the apparent assumption by the U.S. 
that,las'Ihe result of congressional legislation this year, the naviga-
tion works in the river's international section are to be built on the 
U.S. side. 

A U.S. note of June 7 - tabled with Mr. Pearson's reply - advises 
that Congress has authorized construction of facilities on the American 
side in line with a 1941 plan outlined by a joint Canada-U.S. committee. 

After many years of waiting far U.S. action on a joint development, 
Canada more than two yeats ago ewitched to a "go-it-alone" proposition 
calling for Canadian canals in this section. 

It negotiated an agreement to this effect with the Truman admini-
stration in June, 1952, and Mr. Pearson's reply to the U.S. note made 
it plain Canada considers this supersedes the 1941 proposals. These 
were embodied into a treaty which Canada later declared inoperative after 
Making the 1952 pact. 

Also in the background of Mr. Pearson's note„though not expressly 
stated, was the fact that the International Joint Commission's approval 
of the seaway project a couple of years ago was based on an all-Canadian 
undertaking. 

(over) 



This mas estimated to cost around $300,000,000 including canal works 
up and dawn the river from the international section, in Canadian terri-
tory. Congress has appropriated $105,000,000 for American-side canals. 

The Canadian Government note makes no reference to the U.S. mention 
of the 1941 plan but starts off with the 1952 agreement, s aying it 
"assumes" the U.S. proposal for discussions is with a 'view to re-examining 
the later arrangement. 

"The Government of Canada," it -said, "is prepared to discuss this 
matter provided . . . that such discussions do not seriously delay con-
struction of either the power project or the seaway. . ." 

Exports And Imports Drop:  Ottawa, June 23 (CP) -- Canadian exports and im-
ports dropped in value in May compared with the same month in 1953. How-
ever, the drop in imports  was sharper than that for exports and the result 
was a reduced  import surplus both in May and the January-May period, the 
Bureau of Statistics reported today. 

May exports were valued at $363,600,000 compared with $385,000,000 
in the same month last year. Imports had a value of $365,900,000 compared 
with $420,500,000 in May, 1953. 

The greater drop In imports reduced the import surplus to C2,300,000 
compared with $35,500,000 in May last year. 

In the January4May period, exports totalled $1,528,000,000 compared 
with $1,603,700,000 last year. Imports were worth $1,649 9 700,000 compared 
with $1,810,300,000. The January-May import surplus was thus cut to 
$121,700,000 fram $206,600,000 in the corresponding 1953 period. 

Trade with the United States was dawn both in May and the January-May 
period. 

Unemployment Drop: Ottawa,  June 23 (CP) -- Employment has moved past the 5,000r 
 000 mark again after a cold-weather slump. 

Canada's working population rose and unemployment dropped sharply in 
the five weeks up to May 20, the Government reported today, though the 
picture still is not as good as a year earlier. 

From a post-war low of 4,805,000 at work in  March a, the Bureau of 
Statistics estimated, the number at full or part-time work rose to 5,070,- 
000 in the lveek ended May 22. This compared with 4,880,000 at April 17 
and 5,108,000 a year previously. 

The Bureau also estimated that persons without work and looking for 
jobs in the week under study totalled 217,000, compared with 114,000 for 
a year earlier and 303,000 at April 17. 

The comparisons brought a renewal of the Canadian Congress of Labour's 
demand for "prompt and vigorous" action by the federal Government. 

Across Canada: Mr. St. Laurent Indicated that a successor to Chief Justice 
Thibaudeau Rinfret will be announced shortly after the end of the session, 
expected to finish this week. . 	 The Opposition yesterday demanded 
immediate Government action to protect small business men against large 
retailers and chain stores selling.goods below cost to attract custo-
mers. 	The Tariff  Board  announced its first public hearings into 
the British wool fabric tariff issue will be held in Ottawa on September 
28. • • • 	Mr. Abbott rejected proposals that Canada attempt to in- 
crease export sales of wheat and other products by depreciating the value 
of the dollar and accepting non-dollar currencies. . 	 The Govern- 
ment has agreed to make optional an insurance scheme that would provide 
a maximum of $5,000 death benefits for civil servants and members of the 
armed forces. . . . 	The Govdrnment plans to ask Parlialacnt for twice 
as much money next year for grants to municipalities and expects to 
double the number of municipalities eligible for grants. 
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To Guard Against Unemployment Hardship:  Ottawa, June 24 (CP) -- Measures are 
being taken to protect Canadian workers against hardship in the event of 
another bout of cold weather unemployment, the Minister of Labour, Mr. 
Gregg, said today. 

He told the House of Commons his Department is taking a "very serious 
and continuous look' at the Unemployment Insurance Act - from which jobless 
benefits are paid - in the light of experience in the recent period when 
unempiement hit a postwar high. 

"Steps are being taken to guard against hardship in the future," he 
said after some Opposition members had called for higher benefit payments 
from the $900,000,000 insurance fund during debate on the Labour Depart-
ment's annual estimates. 

With all legislation campleted and only estimates of some departments 
remaining, the House was expected to complete sessional business late 
Friday night and to prorogue Saturdy morning. 

In the labour debate, the Government was faced with varying demands 
from Opposition groups for action against unemployment. 

Proposals included suggestions in general terms for keeping work at 
a high level, improved unemployment insurance, Federal Treasury aid for 
persons not qualified for insurance and intensified programmes of re-
taining those who have been displaced from jobs. 

Trade Deal lith Czechoslovakia Reported:  Ottawa,  June 24 (CP) -- The Canadian 
Government is preparing to remove special jacked-up dumping duties im-
posed against Czechoslovakian goods. 

Qualified sources said today the decision is part of a two-way deal 
in which the Canmunist-daminated country will: 

1 0  Resume payments on a $10,000,000 defaulted Canadian loan. 
2. Allow a Canadian (expert to make on-the-spot appraisals in Czecho-

slovakia of the market value of goods produced and sold in that Soviet 
satellite. 

Informants said the deal will ease the Czech-Canadian trade cold 
war that developed following complaints by Canadian manufacturers in 
1952 that the Red country was dumping goods into the Canadian market. 

Attempts by Canadian inspectors to check market values in Czecho-
slovakia to ascertain whether goods in that country were being offered 
in Canada at prices lawer than in the home market were blocked by the Reds. 

Finally,the Revenue Department ordered that, for duty purposes, 
invoice prices of certain Czech goods could be boosted by an additional 
50 per cent, as a maximum and the difference colleced as a dumping duty. 

That move was made towards the end of 1952. In 1953, Canadian 
imports dropped sharply to $2,588,000 from $3,558,000 in 1952. Exports 
to Czechoslovakia were negligible, declining to $122,000 last year fram 
$366 0 000 two years ago. 

Colombo Plan Meeting In Ottawa  Ottawa,  June 24 (Press Rèlease No. 31) -- - 
The Department of External, Affairs announced today that the annual 
meeting of the Colombo Plaii Consultative Committee will be held in 
Ottawa fram October 4 to'October 9. This meeting, which will be 
attended by Cabinet Ministers or other representatiVes from fourteen 

(over) 
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1 ,  Colombo Plan countries, will be preceded by a meeting of officials from 
these countries which will commence on September 20. 

The Ottawa meeting of the Consultative Cammittee will be the first 
to take place in North America. Previous meetings were held In Australia, 
United Kingdom, Ceylon, Pakistan and India. 

Both the official and the ministerial sessions will be held in the 
Parliament•Buildings. The opening ministerial session,which will 
probably take place in the House of Commons chamber, will be open to the 
public. It will be addressed by Prime Minister St. Laurent and by 
leaders of sorne  of the visiting-àéltegations. •  

Civil Service Insurance Plant  Ottawa, • June 24 (CP) -- The Senate today gave 
final approval to an amended version of the Government's death benefits 
plan for civil servants and members of the armed forces, sending a change 
making the'plah optional to the House of Commons for action. 

The House of Commons originally passed the plan, providing a maximum 
of $5,000 in death benefits, containing a clause requiring that all 120,000 
civil servants and 105,000 servicemen participate. 

Following expressions of opposition fram civil service groups, the 
Government agreed to accept an mnendment of the Senate Banking Committee 
which would make the plan optional. 

Solicitor-General Macdonald, Government leader in the Upper Chamber, 
explained that if more than 25 per cent of those eligible reject the 
scheme the Government will not bring it into operation. 

He said that if only two per cent refuse to participate it will not 
affect the plan for which participants would pay 40 cents a month for 
each $1,000 of annual salary. However, the Government reserves its 
position in the event that some percentage between two and 25 drop out. 

Those eligible in the Government employ or in the armed forces on 
July 1 will have until Novedber 1 to decide whether they will participate. 

Rail-Workers Contract Talks Adjourned:  Ottawa, June 24 (CP) -- Mr. Gregg 
tonight said nothing will be left undone to find a mutually-acceptable 
solution to the contract dispute between the railways and their non-
operating enployees. 

He said in the House of Commons that talks between representatives 
of 14 non-operating unions and the railways have been adjourned in 
Montreal to begin again at the call of either party. 

He told Mr. Stanley Knowles that both parties agreed that they 
would make no public pronouncements concerning the negotiations. For 
that reason he could not  comment on progress of the talks. 

The 135,000 enployees who do not actually operate the trains seek 
no wage increases. Theys eek increases in paid statutory holidays, 
certain sick benefits and overtime rates for Sundays. 

Across Canada:  A women's bureau will be set up shortly in the Labour Depart-
ment. The bureau will deal generally with the problem of women in 
employment and will be headed by a woman. . 	Premier Duplessis 
yesterday opened a new power plant on the Ste. Marguerite River in 
Clark City, Que., and hailed Quebec As the richest province in Canada. 
Mr. Duplessis In his address invited more American investment in the 
Province which he called "the land of opportunity par excellence", and 
pramised foreign investors will always be well treated. . 	The 
flodd threàt'in Manitoba became more serious Ihurdday with an announce-
ment by Pranier Campbell that the water level at Brandon and district 
is expected to rise another five feet before the end of the month. 
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AMB 

Long Session Of Parliament Ended:  Ottawa, June 27 (CP) 	Canada' à aims to 
deter aggression while striving for the establishment of world peace were 
stressed Saturday as Parliament prorogued. 

The Speech from the Throne, read by Mr. Justice Patrick Kerwin, Deputy 
Governor-General, noted that  as the first session of the 22n4 Parliament 
ended, "political tension throughout the world is a grim reminder that the 
first concerh of the Government must be the maintenance of the necessary 
strength to deter aggression while we continue to strive for the establish-
ment of peace in the world". 

The session concluded after a modern record of 139 sitting days. Be-
fore reading the Speech from the Throne, Royal assent was given to the 
Government's 1954-55 spending programme totalling about $4,500,000,000. 

The session se 81 bills passed, including 14 sponsored by private 
members. Another 378 divorce bills, dissolving marriages of Quebec and 
Newfoundland residents, were approved. 

Mr. Justice KerwLm announced the Government's choice of Aug. 5 as the 
provisional date,  for reassembling Parliament. Extensions of the provisional 
date 4re usually made later by order-in-council. Parliament is expected 
to meet again in November. 

International affairs and trade were given prominent mentions in the 
Speech which also included a review of the legislation approved by 
Parliament. 

"Our country is meeting every commitment we have made for our national 
defence and for international projects for relief, rehabilitation, tech-
nical assistance and the economic advancement of other peotaes materially 
less for 	Luaate -then our awn, " it said. 

"Our external trade continues at a high level. Although there is 
still in Western. Canada a huge volume of wheat resulting from three suc-
cessive reobrd crops, our grain exports continue to exceed the 10-year 
averaee  

"Yeti have approved a trade agreement with Japan designed to assist 
in devtloping our growing trade with that country. Trade agreements have 
also been-concluded for the first time with Spain and Portugal which, 
with improved arrangements with Italy and Brazii, should assist us in the 
reco -rery of historic markets in those countries." 

Referring to the work of the session which began last goy. 12, the 
Speech recalled that recognition mas given the growing importance of 
Canada's Northern Territories by formation of a Department of Northern 
Affairs and National Resources. 

Mr. Drew Asks Immigration Peci6e:  Ottawa, June 27 (CP) -- Mr. Drew wants a 
'Royal Commission investigation of administration in the Immigration 
Department. 

He proposed the investigation in the House of Canmons Saturday 
during a day-long immigration debate which concluded Parliament's busi-
ness for the session. He mentioned a number of cases, including what 
he described as a bare-faced racket to smuggle persons to Canada 
illegally, and said they leave so many unanswered questions that an 
investigation is needed. 

Mnmigration Minister Harris made no mention ofMr. Drew's proposal 
for a Royal Commission when he replied but he said that Mr. Drew mis- 

(over) 



interpreted the facts - of two cases. He also outlined the _present status 
of prosecutions against those involved in the immigrant smuggling 
racket. . 

Canada  -  U.S. Seaway Talks:  Ottawa, June 25 (CP) -- Canada-United States 
negotiations for construction of the St. Lawrence Seaway's navigation 
facilities are being arranged for the week of July 4, officials said 
today. Opening of the conferences has been set tentatively for Monday. 
July 5, at Ottawa. 

The sessions are expected to pave the way for a final agreement be-
tween the two federal Governments leading to a start later this year on 
canals in the international section of the river. . 

Mr. Pearson On Underprivileged Countries:  Toronto, June 28 (Globe & Mail) -- 
Mr. Pearson told an international audience of more than 1,800 ta Toronto 
last night that no one could say yet that enough is being done to hkelP 
the underdeveloped and underprivileged countries of theworld. 

"The favoured nations of the world cannot afford to ignore the 
fact that one half of the world's inhabitants live in areas where hunger, 
disease, poverty and human misery are the daily lot of all the people," 
he added. 	• 

Mr. Pearson was delivering the oipening address at the International 
Conference of Social pork to which 41 nations have sent 2,500 delegates. 

Ambassador To Japan:  Ottawa, June 28 (Press Release No. 34) -- The Secretary 
of State for External Affairs today announced the follawing appointments: 

Mr. T.C. Davis, who Until recently was Canadian Ambassador to the 
Federal Republic of Germany and Head of the Canadian Military Mission, 
Berlin, is appointed Canadian Ambassador to Japan. He will take up his 
new post in September, succeeding Mr. R.W. Mayhew who will be retirint 
fram the diplamatic service. 

Mr. George L. Magann is appointed Canadian Minister to Austria. 
He will act in that capacity jointly_with his present duties as Canadian 
Ambassador to Switzerland, Mr. Magann succeeds the late Dr. 'Vieth. 
Doré, C.M.G., who had retired fraM his posts In Berne and Vienna in 
October 1953. 

The post of Legal Adviser to the Department has been re-estahlished 
and Mr. Max H. Wershof is appointed to it, with the rank of Assistant 
Under-Secretary of State -for Extmrnal Affairs. He has been serving as 
Acting Assistant - Under-Secretary since -the "beginning of the year. 

Mr. Jean Fournier, who is now Counsellor of the Canadian Embassy in 
Paris, is appointed Canadian Consul General in Boston. He succeeds the 
late Dr. George S. Patterson, who died on November 8, 1953. 

Shakespearean Festival: Stratford, Ont., June 27 (CP) -- The second annual 
Shakespearean festival was dedicated today with clergymen'; of five 
Stratford churches participating. 

More than 1,000 attended the ceremony, inaugurated before last 
year's  productions and continued this year at the suggestion of Dr. 
Tyrone Guthrie, British director in charge of the festival's performances. 
The festival will be opened officially Monday night by Governor-General 
Massey. 

Jades Mason»  British and Hollywood actor, will star in the first-
night presentation, "Measure For Measure tn Playing opposite him is 
Frances Hyland of Shaunavon, Sask., who returned from a successful 
tereer- on thé London stage to take part in the festival this season. 

Across Canada:  A Progressive Conservative member of Parliament Saturday 
questioned a $360,000 expenditure by the National Gallery on five oil 
paintings by obscure European artists. Mr. W. Nesbitt, OxfOrd, said in 
the Cammons he does not understand how the paintings could cost $72,000 
apiece when one famous painting in the Toronto Art Gallery is valupd at 
less than half that amount. 0 0 . Canada's gross national production 
rose to a new high of $5.4 billion in the first three months of 1954. 
The Dominion Bureau of Statistics estimated that this was a jump of 
$100 million from the previous high of $5.3 billion in the first quarter 
last year.... Y 	 O f 	gn - Dnricri- fl 
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Seaway Negotiations: Ottawa, June 28 (CP) -- Seaway negotiations between Canada 
and the United States will open here next Monday, July 5. 

Officials said today both countries have agreed to the date for be- 
ginning negotiations on .a bilateral agreement for building of the St. Law-
rence Seaway's navigation facilities. 	, 

Mr. Livingstone Merchant, Assistant1J.S. State Secretary, and Deputy 
U.S•. Defence Secretary Robert Anderson, will be among those representing 
the U.S. . . 0 

Thellegotiators will consider haw an American proposal to spend *105,- 
000,000 for navigation on the American side of the river can be integrated 
with the original Canadian plan to spend $300,000,000 for the entire series 

- of canals -, on the Canadian side. 0 . 

Talks With Sir Mlnston:  Ottawa, June 28 (CP) -- The Canadian Government will 
offer views to Sir Winston Churchill on the European Defence Community and 
the pooling of atomic information, but will not take sides on varying 
proposals for the defence of Southeast Asia, wibll crUalified spokesmeh'said 
today. 

Informants said the visit tomorrow of the British Prime Minister is 
eagerly awaited by i'rj.me Minister St. Laurent and his Cabinet. 

They are anxious to get a first-hand report of the conversations between 
the British statesmen and President Eisenhawer and make clear Canada's own 
views -that there is an urgent need for getting France to approve E.D.C. in 
order to strengthen the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. 

The Canadian Government, therefore, is likely to endorse heartily 
one aspect of the Churchill-Eisenhower communique in which the two leaders 
expressed determination to make West Germany an equal partner in the 
western world, to put German soldiers into western defences and to throw 
their weight behind an effort to get French approval of E.D.C. 

Informants said the Canadian Government will also endorse the Church- 
ill-Eisenhower view that Britain and the U.S. would benefit from technical 
co-operation in atomic energy "to the fullest extent allowed" by U.S. 
law, and that this co-operation should be extended also to Canada. . 

Mbuld Ban Inflow Of Objectionable  Comics: Bigwin Inn, Ont., June 28 (CP) -- 
The Ontario Urban and Rural School Trustees Association today urged the 
federal Government to stop the flow of objectionable comic books tmported 
by Canada from the United States. 

Delegates to the Association's 35th annual convention approved a 
resolution presented by the Leaside Board of Education asking that the 

-sale of many comic books be banned. The xesolution read: 
»A considerable number of the so-calléd comic books which are being 

sold are totally unfit to be read by daldren and are making a definite 
contribution to juvenile delinquency. »  

Most of the objectionable publications originate outside Canada, 
the statement said. 

(over) 



Mr. Drew Visiting Europe:  Ottawa, June 28 (CP) -- Progressive Conservative 
headquarters announcecttoday that Opposition Leader Drew is makine a-jfdt-
week  tour of Europé. Mr0 PreF;accaMpanied by.his wife and daughteré'-f- , 
Sandra, flew to London Saturday. They plan to visit France, Germany;' 
Holland, Belgium,'Spain'and Portugal. 

Labour Men To Visit Russia: Victoria, June 28 (CP) -- Nine representatives. 
of the Canadian Congress of Labour are planning a trip to Russia to 
attempt to drum up orders for. Canadian shipyards, a union official said 
here today. 

Mr° Jack Cornthwaite, business agent for the Victoral local of the 
Machinists Helpers and Fitters Union (CCL) said the'representatives will 
Investigate the possibilities'of handling multi-million dollar Soviet 
orders for ships and other equipment in Canadian yards° 

Shakespearean Festival:  Stratford, June 28 (CP) -- Governor-General Massey 
and Premier Frost came to Stratford today, headin the distinguished 
first night audience for tonight's performance of Measure For Measure, 
opening presentation of the second annual Shgkespearean Festival° 

A sell-out is assured for the opening night spectacle, which opens 
to an off-stage accompaniment of church bells, factory whistles and a 
six-pounder fired by soldiers of the Perth Regiment° 

Representatives from leading Canadian and U.S. newspapers, in 
addition to television crews from Kitchener and London, were on hand for 
the performance in the big, blue tent on the grassy slopes of the Avon 
River° 

Across Canada:  Mr. Leslie Howard Saunders became the 50th Mayor of Toronto 
yesterday afternoon when City Council elevated him from the position of 
Controller and President of Council to the Chief Magistrate's seat following 
the resignation of Mayor Allan A. Lamport.... 	Housing units financed 
under federal legislation will be higher in 1954 than last year, Central 
Mortgage and Housing Corporation predicted on the basis of figures up to 
June 18. C.M.H.C. approved 19,756 loans in the period Jan. 1 - June 18, 
compared with 15,600 for the corresponding period last year° 0 
Governor John So Fine of Pennsylvania yesterday brought greetings from 
10-17million Pennsylvanians to the official opening of Kitchener, Ont., 
Centennial°  e oo 	Close to 700 employees of Kelvinator Company of 
Canada Limited ceased work as 400 production workers went on strike and 
picketed a company plant at London, Ont., yesterday. 
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Sir Winston Greeted In Ottawa: Ottawa, June 29 (CP) -- Sir 'Winston Churchill 
arrived in Canada's capital tonight for Ms second visit in 30 months° 

The British Prime Minister landed at suburban Rockcliffe Airport, 
accompanied by Mr. Eden and Mr. Pearson. 

Speiaking inte radio microphones, Sir Winston said that though the 
visit will be short he believes it will be most agreeable and useful. 

"I love caming to Canada, the master-link:in Anglo-American unity," 
he said. 

Speaking in both Frendh. and English, he - sald he Trill meet the 
Canadian Cabinet to discuss a number of questions. He said he had a 
pleasant journey after talks wlth "our American friends". 

"Mr. Eden and I are glad to visit Canada again. God bless your 
_country." 

He wus greeted at the airport by  Prime  Minister St. Laurent, his 
Cabinet and Commonwealth representatives. 

Thirty months ago, referring to Canada as the "great Dominion", he 
predicted a "magnificent future" for her "if only  we can get through• the 
present hideous world muddle,, Upon the whole surface 'of the globe there 
is no more spacious and splendid damain open to the actiirity and genius 
of free men. • o n  
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Britain Inoreasine Piœchases of Canadian Goodsr  Ottawa, June 29 (Globe & Mail)-- 
-'---Unfâin is increasing its purchases of Canadian gOods. Official British 

Government figures made public here today show that in the first five 
months of this year, imports of Canadian goods totalled $250,800,000 as 
against $247,700,000 in the comparable 1953 period. 

Big increases were made in purchases of Canadian soft woods, alumi-
num, non-ferrous>base metals and copper alloys. Softwood imports totalled 
$28,600,000 compared with $23,400,000 in the January-May period of 1953. 
Aluminum rose to $30,800,000 compared to $23,600,000 last yearwhile non-
ferrous base metals imports were $63,000,000 as against $52,600,000 in 
1953. Sales to Britain of Canadian copper and copper alloys totalled 
$18,500,000 compared to $13,700.,000 in the 1953 period. 

These were the big items on the import list. Other products ofwhich 
total sales were less but still ran well ahead of 1953 were barley, fish 
and fish preparations, tobacco, rubber, pulp and waste paper, plastics 
and machinery of various kinds. 

Winnipeg Bàllet Abandons Winter Tour Planss  Winnipeg, june 29 (CP) -- The 
Royal Winnipeg Ballet has abandoned plans for atour this winter and 
may not be a performing company until next spring, ballet officials 
said today. 

The company suffered a $27,000 loss on last year's operations and 
on June 8 lost its studios and more than $20,000 worth of costumes and 

 equipment in a down-tawn fire. Officials said the ballet has not folded 
but it will undergo a period of retrenchment to pay off its debts and 
bu• new equipment° 



-2 

Eight Professors Share Carnegie Grant: Ottawa, June 29 (CP) -- Eight Canadians 
will share a $15,000 grant to study language, literature, philosophy and 
history during 1954-55. 

The grant was made by the Carnegie Corporation to the Humanities 
Research Council of Canada. The universities employing the professors who 
share the grant usually provide a year's leave with part pay. The eight 
are: 

Ludwig von Bertalanffy, Professor of Biology, University of Ottawa, 
to allaw him to complete the second volume of his work, Problems of Life. 

A.P. Campbell, Professor of English, St.  Thomas  College, Chatham, 
N.B., to study at Fordham University, New York. 

Lloyd A. Duchemin, Professor of English,  Mount  Allison University, 
to study in Toronto. 

David Gallaway, Associate trofessor of English, University of New 
Brunswick, to study in the United Kineom. 

Anthony M. Mardiros, Associate Professor of' Philosophy, University 
of Alberta, to study in Italy. 

AllanM0 Munn, Associate Professor of Physics, Carleton College, 
Ottawa, to study the philosophy- of science in Paris. 

Flora Roy, Professor.  of English in Waterloo College, Waterloo, Ont., 
to study in Toronto_. 

T. Stewart Mébster, Assistant Professor of History in the University 
ofManitoba, to study in Chicago and Paris. 

• 
Ambassador of Dominican Republic:  Ottawa, June 29 (Press Release No. 35) 

His Excellency Rafael Paino Pichardo on June 29 presented to Mr. justice 
Patrick Kerwin, Deputy Governor-General, his Letter of Credence as 
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the Dominican Republic 
to Canada. 

Increased Grants  For  Language Instruction:  Toronto, June 30 (Globe & Mail) -- 
Increased grants to school boards which provide night school instruction 
in language and citizenship to New Canadians were announced yesterday by 
Education Minister Dunlop. 

Dr. Dunlop said that until now the grant paid by the Department has 
varied fram 16 to 80 Per cent of the salaries of teaching staffs. Over 
the whole province the grants averaged about 50 per cent of the in-
structional costs. 

It is now proposed, Dr. Dunlop said, to increase the grant to 90 
per cent of the instructional salaries paid by-school boards. The in-
creased grant will be paid in 1954 and based on 1953 expenditures. 

Across Canada: The Ontario Liquor Board announced that Canada's two main 
railways have been granted licences to serve liquor in transcontinental 
trains crossing Ontario. 	In announcing further layoffs at Ford 
of Canada's Windsor plant, President Rhys M0  Sale said today total 
sales of cars and trucks in Canada for 1954 may be down 75,000 vehicles 
or more.  o o . 	Group Captain Leonard Joseph Birchall, 39, of St. 
Catharines, Ont., has been appointed militgry adviser to the Canadian 
delegation at NATO headquarters in Paris, the Air Force announced 
yesterday. . . 	Plans for a $15,893,000 Government-sponsored housing 
project to be built in suburban North York were announced by Chairman 
Fred Gardiner of the Toronto Metropolitan Council. . . Ontario's 
36,000 Indians will hold the right to buy and consume intoxicating 
beverages in licensed public places effective July 1, Mr. R.J. Cudney, 
Assistant Provincial Secretary, said yesterday. 
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Mr. St. Laurent Announces Cabinet Changes: Ottawa, July 1 (nntreal Gazette) -- 
Mr. St. Laurent today announced the most drastic federal Cabinet shake-up 
in a decade. Three of his senior Cabinet Ministers - Finance Minister 
D.C. Abbott, Transport Minister Chevrier and Defence Minister Claxton - 
retired from active politics to accept posts outside the political arena. 

Also announced were changes in the personnel serving on the Supreme 
Court of Canada, and appointments to the St. Lawrenc Seaway Authority. 

Following were the principal announcements made: 
Mr. Abbott retires to become a puisne judge of the Supreme Court of 

Canada. Mr. Claxton will return to private life to became 'Vice-President 
of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., in charge of the company's Canadian 
operations, effective Aug. 1. Mr. Chevrier, effective immediately, becomes 
President of the St. Lawrence Seaway Aughority. His appointment, which is 
for a 10-year period, is salaried at $25,000 perryearo 

Mr. George Marler has resigned as Liberal member of the quebec Legis-
lature for Westmount - St. George to enter the federal Cabinet as Minister 
of. Transport. He will seek election to the House of Commons either in the 
Montreal riding with which Mr. Abbott has been associated (St. Antoine - 
Westmount) or in Mr. Claxton's constituency (Sto Lawrence - St. George)* 

Mr. Roch Pinard (L Chambly Rouville), hitherto Parliamentary 
Assistant to Mr. Pearson, has entered the Cabinet as Secretary of State° 

Citizenship and Immigration Minister 'niter Harris, who has been 
mentioned prominently as a potential successor to Prime Minister St. 
Laurent, has given up his former portfolio to assume the more onerous 
and exacting respoasibilities of a Minister of Finance. 

'Associate Defence Minister Ralph Campney has been sworn in as Mini-
ster of National Defence. No Associate Minister will be appointed "for 
the Ume being". 

State Secretary J.W. Pickersgill was appointed to be Minister of 
'Citizenship and Immigration. 

Mr. Justice Patrick Kerwin was named by Mr. St. Laurent to become 
the new Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Canada, succeeding re-
tired former Chief Justice Thibaudeau Rinfret, 

St. Lawrence Development Heads:  Ottawa, July 1 (CI4 	Mr..St. Laurent today 
named the triumvirate which will direct Canada's part in the St. Lawrence 
Seaway development. His former Transport Minister, Mr. Chevrier, will 
head the group. 

He also dipped into the public service to appoint two senior Deputy 
Ministers as members of the Seaway Authority. They are Mr. Charles 
Gavsie, 45-year old Deputy Revenue Minister, and Mr. Charles W. West, 
64, senior Deputy Transport Minister. 

Chances For Peace Better, Says Sir Winston:  Ottawa, June 30 (CP) -- Sir 
Winston Churchill said today the chânces of world peace are better since 
his trip to Washington. 	• 

The British erime Minister told a press conference that the whole 
world now knows that the United Kingdom, the United States and Canada 
stand together, united by a "great measure of agreement and under-
standing" which they are not going to let be broken or disturbed in 
any way. 

(over) 



He praised President Eisenhawer as a "grand man" and said "thank 
God he is where he is". Security was founded on good, trusting relations 
between Britain and the U.S. and, said Sir Winston, "nothing will deter 
an aggressor more than the fact he knaws he has got to face the whole 
British Commonwealth and the U.S." 

For that reason, he could reply "yes" to the question of whether 
the prospects of world peace are better as a result of his Washington 
trip. 

He was in top form as he faced about 100 correspondents and camera-
men in the East Block of the Parliament Buildings. 

He expressed "contempt" at some American newspaper reports accusing 
him of appeasing Communism. But he said the West must learn to live 
with Russia. ' 

Sir Winston predicted tonight that Canada one dny will take its place 
among the first ranks of sovereign communities. But he appealed to 
Canadians neyer to forget the "Old Land". 

In a. far'elrell radio speech carried over the CBC's Trans-Canada net- 
work, he 4 tiaid;Canadians are the architects of a "might"-  structure". 

But when Canadians-achieve their hopes and glories " do not forget 
the old land, do not forget that little island lost among the northern 
mists which played so great a part in your early days and naw regards 
you with admiration and pride". 

Immigration Rise:  Ottawa, June 30 (CP) -- Innigrant arrivals rose 15 per 
cent in the first four months of the year compared with a similar period 
last year. 

The Immigration Department today reported that arrivals totalled 
44,877 compared with 39,055. Increases were evident in all categories 
except arrivals from the United States which dipped six per cent. 

Arrivals of English, Irish, Scottish and Welsh increased eight per 
cent to 13,245 from 12,216 while U.S. arrivals were down to 2,972 from 
3,057. 

Immigration by North Europeans rose to 15,541 from 15,492 but the 
biggest jump was a 59-per-cent increase in arrivals fram other countries 
to 13,219 from 8,290. Main factor in this wes an increase to 7,962 fram 
3,892 in arrivals of Italians. 

Across Canada: Brig. John M ( Hockey ) Rockingham, DSO, 42, of Vancouver, will 
be promoted to Major-general and given command or the let  Canadian In-
fantry Division, the Defence Department announced... . . 	The Minister 
of Labour has announced that the Department of Labour is presenting a 
series of eight radio programmes which would be carried by 76 independent 
radio stations all across Canada with the aim of eliminating discrimina-
tion in employment because of race, religion, colour, or national origin. 
Mr. Gregg pointed out that the series was organized in connection with 
the administration of the Canada Fair Employment Practices Act which 
went into effect last year. 0 . 0 	U.S• Defence Secretary Charles E. 
Wilson will Tisit Ottawa next week to confer with Canadian Government 
officials, it was announced yesterday in Washington, according to the 
Canadian rress. 
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Busy Summer  For Cabinet Ministers:  Ottawa, July 3 (CF) -- Cabinet Ministers 
will be moving in and out of the capital this summer. The activity will 
be in sharp contrast to last summer's pre-election shortage of Cabinet 
Ministers in the capital city. The two newcamers in the Cabinet - Trans- , 
port Minister  Marier and State Secretary Pinard - can bé expected to 
spend a considerable time becoming familiar with their jobs. 

Mr.  Marier  resumed an interrupted 10-day vacation - only an absence 
from the office, he said - after being sworn in as successor to Mr. Chavrier, 
chosen hèad of the St. Lawrence Seaway Authority. Next week, he said, he 
plans to get his nose to the grindstone. 

Mr. St. Laurent hasn't completed plans for his summer vacation. He 
spent the weekend at his summer home in St. Patrick, Que., and said he hopes 
to get a longer vacation later. However, there were so many pressing matters 
to consider he wasn't sure when that will be. 

Mr. Hawe spent a few days after Parliament adjourned with his family 
at Port Arthur, Ont., but he expects to be in Ottawa during a large part of 
the summer. He may spend a week or two at St. Andrew's N.B. Er. Gardiner 
prolpably will be out of the capital all summer at his farm at Lembourg, 
Sask. 

Mr. Martin will be in Ottawa most of the summer. Dr. McCann, as he 
has for several years, will be in Ottawa most of the week and at his Ren-
frew, Ont., home during the week-ends. He again is expected to act as 
Minister for those of the Cabinet who are out of tawn. 

Mr. Gregg will spend a large part of the summer in Fredericton, N.B., 
but will visit the Shakespearean Festival at Stratford, Ont., this month. 

Mr. Pearson will stick close to the capital. Mr. Garson plans to 
spend most of his summer in Western Canada. So does Minés Minister Prudham. 

Mr. Lapointe and Finance Minister Harris plan to be in the Ottawa 
area. Works Minister 'Winters is due home  from overseas where he signed 
several trade treaties for Canada. 

Northern Affairs Minister Lesage has embarked on a tour of all the 
National Parks in the Western  Provinces. 

asheries Minister Sinclair went to Vancouver after completing a tour 
of Newfoundland during the latter part of the session. Later this year 
he plans to go to Tokyo. 

Colombo Plan Aid:  Ottawa, July 2 (Press Release No. 36) -- The Department of 
External Affairs on July 2 announced that an exchange of notes has 
taken place in Colombo between the prime  Minister of Ceylon and the 
Canadian High Cammipioner providing for Canadian aid under the Colahbo 
Plan for the economic development of Ceylon. 

From the Dunds which the Canadian Parliament has voted for use in 
the Colombo Plan in 1954-55, it was agreed that slightly more than $2 
million would be provided to assist in the development of a variety of 
projects agreed upon by the two Governments. These projects, all of 
which have a high priority in the Ceylonese plan for economic develop-
ment, include the fisheries harbour in which Canada is already partici-
pating, the improvement of the chief Ceylonese port.at Colombo and of 
the airport at Ratmalana on which the transport system of the island 
is so largely dependent, and the agricultural development project in 

(over) 



the Gal Oya region where people from congested centres are being re-
settled. Canada will also provide three more diesel locomotives and a 
substantial quantity of railway ties for use by the Ceylonese railways 
which in recent years ( and particularly during the war) have been 

OP seriously overstrained. The assistance to the fisheries harbour will 
take the form of flour which will in turn be sold by the Ceylonese Govern-
ment and the proceeds will be used for local expenditure connected with 
this project. For the remainder of the projects, capital assistance 
takes the form of equipment available from Canadian sources. 

Out of funds which had been voted by the Canadian Parliament prior 
to the' preàent fiscalyear, it was agreed that Canadian aid to the pilot 
fisheries project should be continued. Beyond the $1 million approved 
in 1952, an additional $407 9 000 will be available in the form of equipment 
and services for the construction of a cold storage and fish reduction 
plant and the supply of q,dditional fishing .equipment. 

Schooner St. Roch For Vancouver City:  Ottawa, July 2 (CP) -- The famed R.C.M.P. 
schooner St. Roch will beÈin her last voyage next reek. 

Defence Minister Campiiey announced today that he has arranged, with 
the co-operation of Mayor Fred Hume of Vancouver, to have the St. Roch 
presented to the City of Vancouver by the R.CX.P. The schooner will be 
preserved and displayed there, at her home port. 

The doughty St. Roch was the first ship ever to negotiate the north- 
west passage both ways. She sailed through Arctic waters from Vancouver 
to Halifax in 1940 and made the return journey in 1944. ehen she later 
sailed from Vancouver to Halifax through the Panama Canal, she became 
the first ship ever to circumnavigate North America. 

Asks Aid For Textile Industry: Quebec, July 2 (CP) -- Premier Duplessis today 
urged federal Government action to bolster Quebec's shaky textile industry 
which he said directly affects 150,000 persons in the-trovince. He said 
he also wants federal action to curb "uneasiness" in the tobacco marketing 
industry. 

Mr. Duplessis said at his weekly press conference officials of the 
textile industry told him recently production is continuing to drop and 
they suggested the federal Government take'c steps to put the industry 
back on its feet. 

Vkmen's  Bureau:  Ottawa, July 5 (Department of Labour Press Release No. 4445) -- 
Miss Marion V. Royce, M.A., has been selected for the position of Director 
of the lkmen's Bureau it has been announced by the Civil Service Commi-
sion and the Department of Labour. 

The likmen's Bureau has  been established to promote a wider under-
standing of problems peculiar to women workers and to the employment of 
women. The Bureau will be a focal point for the preparation, distribution 
and continuing interchange of information concerningwomen in employment. 
It is expected that regular channels of communication will be developed 
between the Bureau and women's groups,  employer and labour organizations 
aswell as with various interested government agencies. 

Across Canada:  Canadian Trade Department spokesmen said today they are 
"delighted" with President Eisenhower's decision to reject bids for 
higher fish tariffs, according to Canadian .eress. 	• 	The whooping 
crane's greatest secret - its nesting place - may soon be out. The 
Resources Department announced that six of these almost extinct birds, 
including young, were sighted from a helicopter in Wood Buffalo National 
Park, astride the boundary of Northern Alberta and the Northwest Terri-
tories.  O O O 	The flooding  Winnipeg River in Eastern Manitoba was 
reported on July 2 to have reached its previous peak flow set in 1950. 
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Seaway Negotiations  Start In Ottawa:  Ottawa, July 5 (CP) -- Canada and the 
United States today opened preliminary negotiations for joint construction 
of the navigation works of the St. Lawrence Seamay. 

After a 3i-1our session across the conference table, officials said 
they hoped that by tomorrow an agenda would be completed for later and 
final negotiatiôns on the big job. 

"We made excellent progress at this first meeting," Mr. Chevrier, who 
heads the agency in charge of Canada's part of the work, said efter the 
conference broke off early tonight. 

"A very satisfactory meeting," commented Mr. Lewis Castle, administrator 
of the St. Lawrence SeawaY Development Corporation, the U.S. counterpart of 
the St.  Lawrence  Seaway authority headed by Mr. Chevrier. 

The meeting was to resume tanorrow at 10:30 a.m. EDT, and spokeemen 
said it was expected the agenda would be ironed out at a morning sitting. 

No statement was issued today, but it was understood an agenda was 
being drafted with about five main headings. This, it was expected, would 
have to receive approval of the tao Governments before going before the 
final negotiating conference at Cabinet level. 

Among matters to be discussed will be the location of the canals in 
the International Rapids section of the river, the amount of tolls to be 
set and haw the toll revenues.will be split, division of construction and 
other costs and miscellaneous points on how shipping muld be handled in 
going through the deepened caûals. 

Another question which probablywill have to be taken up, officials 
indicated, is whether the two Governments will need new authorization for 
the seaway from the International Joint Commission, the Canada-U.S. body 
that regulates the use of boundary waters. 

The I.J.C.'s original permission was based on a joint Canada-U.S. 
application contemplating the construction of navigation facilities on 

the Canadian side of the international section. 
This year, the U.S. Congress eithorized the expenditure of $105,000,- 

000 on canals there, but with the proviso that they be built on the 
American side. 

It has been generally conceded here that Canada now will fall in line 
with that plan, though it is expected to use a 1952 Canada-U.S. agreement 
for an all-Canadian seaway as a bargaining point to strengthen the Canadian 
hand in the negotiations. 

The U.S. legislation is based on a set of canals generally following 
an arrangement worked out in a 1941 agreement between the two countries. 
Canada considers this superceded by 4le 1952 agreement, and officials said 
recently the Canadians would start negotiating from the 1952 pact. 

Review Of 1953 Foreign Trade:  Ottawa, July 5 (Globe & Mail) -- A decline in 
exports and a rise in imports converted a $325,000,000 trade surplus in 
1952 into a $210,000,000 deficit in 1953. 

This marked change in Canada's trade position was disclosed today 
when the Dominion Bureau of Statistics published its review of foreign 
trade in 1953. Exports totalling $4,172,000,000 were 4.2 per cent belaw 
1952 while imports at $4,382,000,000 were 8.7 per cent higher. Canada 
remained the world's third greatest trading nation, being surpassed only 
by the United States and Britain. 	 • 

(over) 



Ordinarily, 'the existence of an adverse balance-of(trade'depresses the 
exchange value of a nation's currency. The Bureau explained why the Canad 
dollar remained relatively unnffected: 

"The inflow of capitn1 investment to Canada, principally from the United 
States, continued to increase in 1953 and made an Important contribution tc 
the financing of the trade deficit. Also important was the sharP reductior 
in the outflow of short-term funds which had been especially large in 1952.... 

Living Costs Rise:  Ottawa, July 5 (CP) -- Living costs made their biggest jump 
in 30 months during May as food prices suddenly gained new life and power, 
soaring to a six-month high. 

The consumer price index, yardstick for measuring living costs, rose 
by three-fifths of a point to 116.1 from 115.5, the Bureau of Statistics 
reported today.  •  The only previous 1954 increase was one-tenth of a point 
in March. 

The index, based on 1949 prices equalling 100, had been generally 
slipping from the 1953 high of 116.7 last September. But the food price 
reversal, combined with another sharp jump in rents, boosted the Index 
to its highest point in seven months.. Moves, up or down, of a tenth of a 
point have been the common thing in the last two years. But the May jump 
of three-fjfths.of a point is the biggest since the rise of four-fifths of 
a point in November, 1951. 

The index, at 116.1, is 1.7 points higher than the 1953 low of 114.4. 

Canadian Tourists Outspend U.S. Counterparts: Montreal, July 6 (Gazette) 
Canadian tourists to the U.S. spent more money last year than theii. U.S. 
counterparts did in Canada, according to recently released figures. 

The U.S., with a population of 160,000,000, spent $282,000,000 in 
tourist dollars in Canada,  while Canada with a populàtion of 15,000,000, 
spent $307,000,000 worth of tourist dollars across the border. 

A few years ago, more tourist dollars poured into Canada than went 
out, but figures reveal this trend has been reversed. 

With the U.S. providing the major money magnet, Canadian tourist 
spending abroad Increased four times over the past 15 years. 

Across Canada: Canada's food bill rose by $90,000,000 last year. The tab 
for tobacco and liquor increased by $36,000,,,000. The national accounts, 
measuring statistically the size and character of the Canadian economy, 
estimated that Canadians boosted their spending on consumer goods and 
services last year to a record $15,165,000,000. This is a jump of 
$762,000,000 from the previous high of $14,403,000,000 in 1952. By far 
the largest single amount was spent on food, but there were increases 
all along the line,  • from rents to hospital care, the Canadian Press re-
ported. . 	. Any day now four blue gularis will be deliVered to Number 
10 Downing Street, London. The rare tropical fish are a gift from the 
Montreal Aquarium Society to Prime Mjnister Sir Minston Churchill, in 
his spare time an aquarium enthusiast, according to C.P. . . 	The 
British Columbia branch of the Canadian Manufacturers' Association 
called on the federal Government yesterday to counteract retail price 
maintenance which, it said is "causing chaos" in the retail trade on 
Canada's West Coast. Officers of the branch, appearêd .  before the Re-
strictive Trade Prnctices Commission. 
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Canada-U.S. Seaway Planning:  Ottawa, July 6 (CP) -- The St. Lawrence deep 
waterway, to link inland North America with the seven seas, today drew 
near the last stage of planning. A Canada-United States conference 
completed a tentative list of subjects for two-country negotiations on 
a joint construction job and announced the final negotiations are ex-
pected to start this month. 

The move could mean a start of bUnding on the navigation phase of 
the big ditch this year, though officials after the 1-1-day conference 
declined to say if that , is in prospect for the river's International 
Section which the Governments have under discussion. 

Môrk on a 2,200,000-horsepower hydro development on the section is 
due to.start this year, but a time lag of some months is allowable for 
the navigation facilities. The whole $900,000,000 job is expected to take 
between 41 and five years. 

The $600,000,000 power undertaking is to be handled on a 50-50 basis 
by Ontario and New York State. The canals bypassing a big lake to be 
created in the International Section for hydro, and enlarging upriver and 
downriver facilities for ocean vessels, are to be constructed by the 
Canadian and United States federal Goveenments. 

After the meeting of Canada-U.S. officials that opened yesterday and 
ended today, the federal agency that will do Canada's share of the naviga-
tion works held the first meeting since its personnel was named by the 
cabinet last Thursday. 

The agency is the three-man St. LaWeence Seaway Authority, authorized 
by Parliament in 1952 with power to raise and spend $300,000,000 on the 
job. It is headed by Mr. Chevrier, former Transport Minister. 

"'We were drafting plans for getting our organization set up", Mr. 
Chevrier said later. "From now on, we hope to go full speed ahead." 

At the earlier international meeting, no date or place for the opening 
of the final series of negotiations was set. Spokesmen said these will be 
settled later by the two Governments after they have approved the agenda 
drawn up by their officials. 

The latee talks will be between cabinet ministers, though they are 
expected also to Include such officers as members of the St. Lawrence Sea-
way Authority and its American counterpart. Mr. Pearson and Mr.  Marier,  
new Transport Minister, probably will head the Canadian team. 

While the joint press  statement issued after today's conference gave 
no details, it suggested the draft agenda for final discussion deals 
largely with changes to be made in a 1952 Canada-U.S. agreement which 
approved Canada doing  •the whôle $300,000,000 job of building the navigation 
facilities. 

The changes are called for now in the light of 1954 U.S. legislation 
authorizing that country's Administration to set up the International 
Section canals but restricting them to the U.S. side of the river. 

May Call Power Tenders  Today:  Ooronto, July 7 (Globe & Mail) -- After several 
false alarms, Ontario Hydro is expected to call its first tenders today for 
the St. Lawrence River power ,  development. 

However, the official ground-breaking ceremony and a start on the first 
major phase of the mork -- the ccifferdams at the powerhouse site -- has been 
set back several weeks, probably until the second week bf August. 

(over) 



Also delayed at the request of the New York State Power Authority is 
a meeting originally scheduled for July 13 to discuss final arrangements 
for sharing the cost of rehabilitating the communities and individuals on 
both sides of the river to be flooded out by the project. Most of the 
acreage and people affected live along the Ontario shore of the river. 

Hydro Chairman Saunders said a new date for the meeting will be set 
soon. Within the last week Hydro and New York officials have held meetings 
in Cornwall on procedures to be followed in acquiring property for the 
development. 

Hydro had originally hoped to be able to call tenders the week of June 
21, but delays in approval and in engineering work by the New York Author-
ity have forced postponement of the date several times. . 0 

U.S. Defence Secretary Greeted:  Ottawa, July 6, (CP) -- U.S. Defence Secretary 
Charles Wilson today held a general discussion with the Canadian Cabinet and 
chiefs of staff. 

Defence Minister Campney said after the brief meeting that the talks 
were mostly routine and that there was a general discussion of,problems 
common to both countries. 

On his arrival here from Washington at noon, Mr. Wj.lson said Canada 
and the U.S. are making progress in continental defence,,but that the job 
takes time. 

"But not as long as the St. Lawrence Seaway," he told newspapermen at 
Uplands Airport where he arrived in a U.S. Air Force Convair aircraft. 

"Continental defence presents new problems, but our two countries are 
going to solve them," he said. 

Mr. Wilson appeared a little bewildered by the full-dress Canadian 
military reception, including tri-service guard of honour, band. and 17-gun 
salute. Mr. Wilson, on his first visit to Canada since he became DeÉence 
Secretary, was met by Defence Production Minister Hawe, U.S. Ambassador 
Douglas Stuart, Mr. Campney and the chiefs of staff, Gen. Charles Foulkes, 
Lt.-Gen. Guy Simonds, Air Marshal Roy Slemon and Vice-Admiral E. R. Mainguy. 

He later conferred with the chiefs of staff and then the Cabinet. A 
dinner in his honour was held tonight at the Country Club. 

Tomorrow, he will leave with Mr. Howe for a three-day fishing trip on 
the Gaspé Peninsula. 

U.K. to Get Wheat Via Churchill:  Winnipeg, July 6, (CP) -- Britain has made 
substantial commitments for shipments of wheat through the northern Manitoba 
port of Churchill, Mr. George McIvor, chairman of the Canadian Wheat Board, 
said today. 

He was commenting on an Ottawa despatch today that Britain will buy an 
additional 10,000,000 bushels of wheat from Canada under terms of a deal com-
pleted within the last 10 days between interests in the U.K. and the Canadian 
Government. 

Price to be paid for the wheat is expected to be the price effective at 
Churchill, approximately $1.80 a bushel. The wheat is to be shipped at the 
start of the Churchill shipping season in late July. 

Mr. McIvor said it was not the policy of the Pheat Board to disclose 
the quantity or price involved and therefore he would give no further de-
tails regarding the British purchase. 

The wheat will be moved through  Churchill  during the 10-week shipping 
season at the port, with Dalgleish Shipping Lines of Britain carrying the 
bulk of the wheat. •  In storage at Churchill at present are about 2,516,000 
bushels. 

During the 10-month period ending May 31 this year, Canada has shipped 
a total of 65,100,000 bushels in wheat and wheat flour in terms of wheat to 
the United Kingdam. This total compares with 88,100,000 bushels in the cor-
responding period of the 1952-53 crop year, a drop of about 23,000,000 bushels 

Across Canada: Sqdn. Ldr. D.R. Cuthbertson of Brantford, Ont., cammandinà the 
. R.C.A.F.'s 441 Sabre jet squadron yesterday received the Air Force Cross 
from the Queen at an investiture in BuckinghemPalace,', Canadian - PresS: 

- reported from London. . . . Canada will,honaur one of her most colourful 
military figures of the late 19th and early 20th,centuries when a bronze 
plaque is erected to Sir Sam Steele.at Orillia, Ontario.. 	. 
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Coastal Shipping Investigation Plans:  Ottawa, July 7 (CP) -- Federal Government 
plans for a Royal Commission to investigate coastal shipping have been put 
off until the conclusion of coming negotiations between Canada and the 
United States on the St. Lawrence Seaway. 

The negotiations for a joint construction job on St. Lawrence River 
deep waterway facilities are expected to start this month. Informants said 
today the three-man Royal Commission likely will be set up shortly after 
they end. 

The Government has been planning to have the Commission study the 
question of whether the Canadian coastal trade should be restricted to 

. Canadian ships, particularly in the light of development of the seaway 
which will give big océan vessels access to far-inland ports. ' 

The • coastal trade under scrutiny would be strictly that between Cana-
dian ports on the two seaboards, the St. Lawrence and the Great Lakes. 
This cargo business amounts to about 35,000,000 tons a year, centred mainly 
In the East. 

Non-Canadian vessels - especially British - have been cutting into 
this commerce. With the approach of the seaway, concern has been growing 
on the part of the Government  as tp the eventual effects of throwing open 
the inland waterway to big ships. 

Varying degrees of restriction against non-Canadian shipping have 
been suggested, and an interdepartmental committee has had the matter under 
.study for two years. In the late days of the last Parliamentary session, 
informed sources said, the Government was on the point of announcing the 
Commission. 

However, at that time the U.S. made approaches for new negotiations 
on a joint Canada-U.S. seaway job, and yesterday itmas announced the final 
talks are expected to start later this month. The outcome of the dis-
cussions would leave the Cabinet in better position to define the Royal 
Commission's scope of inquiry. . 

One point dealing with restrictions on seamen, it was learned, will 
be on the agenda. Canada has informed the U.S. it does notmant tough 
immigration provisions  of  U.S. legislation applied to seamen sailing 
through canals on the U.S. side of the St. Lawrence's international section. 

Apart from major financial points covering division of costs and 
toll revenues on the $300,000,000 navigation works, Canada has indicated 
to the Americans she plans to open up two other questions arising from 
construction of canals on the U.S. side. 

These are: 
1 0  Haw would Canada get compensated for the "drowning" of existing 

14-foot canals running past the International Rapids? Under an earlier 
arrangement for 27-foot canals on the Canadian side, Canada has expressed 
willingness to forego any compensation. The impending construction of 
U.S.-side canals has reopened the matter. 

2. Under the all-Canadian plan, the Canadian Government had agreed 
to pay $15,000,000 for dredging work to be done by the Ontario Govern-
ment and New York State in connection with their hydro-electric works 
in the area. That was on the theory that the dredging would help the 
navigation works, but with the canals expected to be on the U.S. side, 
Canada now wants that reconsidered. 

(over 
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Mr. Cromwell On North American Policies: Montreal, July 8 (Gazette) -- Former 
allies of the United States today have become more of a burden to her than 
an aid, Mr. James H.R. Cromwell, former American Ambassador to this country, 
said here yesterday. 

Mr.  Cromwell, naw an industrial consultant in Washington, told a press 
conference that the foreign policies of both Canada and the U.S. should 
be directed to the rapid and extensive development of North America's 
strategic raw materials. He is in Montreal to be installed as a director 
of the Tri-Tor Oil Co. 

The United States, he said, is spending hundreds of millions of 
dollars on European nations "and getting nothilig for it". 

"It is like carrying the old man of the sea an our backs," he said. 
Mr. Cromwell said he didn't want the U.S. to desert the United King-

dom, but he occasionally wondered if Britain would desert the United States. 
Development of North American raw materials, he said, would supply 

industry in the United States in event of war. More important, it would 
prevent war. 

"While tremendous progress in digging these materials from the ground 
has been made, it is nothing to what -will be needed. Canada, indeed, has 
only scratched the surface of her mineral reserves., 

Mr. Cromwell advocated that mineral development in North America be 
financially assisted by the respective Governments. In line with this 
move, he said, the vast mineral wealth of South America should also be 
tapped. 

"ffe should be prepared to 'go it alone' if necessary. After all, 
6  both Canada and the United States are in the saine bbat." 

He said his views on foreign policies had undgrgone considerable' 
change since his five-month term as U.S. Ambassador to Canada in 1940. 
At that time, he favoured immediate support to European natiOns which 
would be friendly to the U.S. in the face of approaching -war. 

Mr.  Cromwell  proposed recruitment of at least one division of for-
eign troops by Canada and 10 divisions by the United States* 

"Each would necessarily have its awn counter-infiltration corps in 
View oP the fact that appalling expansion of communist power since 1945 
has been accamplished without the firing of a single shot by the Red 
Army. 

"These forces -would be of vital importance in winning the cold ear - 
or a possible hot war," he added. 

Export And Import Cargoes:  Ottawa, July 7 (CP) -- Export and import cargoes 
handled at customs ports were slightly lower last year than a year ago, 
the Bureau of Statistics reported today. 

Im.dings for foreign countries dropped 362,710 tons to 32,202,205 
while crgoes unloaded fram foreign countries dipped 64,329 to 38,691,- 
877 tons. Trade with the United States and Britain accounted for 66.6 
per cent of -the loadings and 80.6 per cent of unloadings last year com-
pared with 62.3 per cent and 80.9 pet cent a year ago. 

Loadings for U.S. ports rose to 13,278,376 tons from 12,416,657 
while unloadings dropped to 29,715,411 from 30,085,202. Loadings for 
British ports rose to 8,167,085 from 7,863,175 and unloadings rose to 
1,478,969 from 1,249,752. 

Across Canada: The New Brunswick Electric Power Commission has engaged New 
York consulting engineers to investigate the possibilities of obtaining 
power fram oil shale deposits in Albert County, Premier Flemming said 
yesterday. .  0 . A legal specialist in the Government service yesterday 
was named to head the Federal Air Transport Board which regulates Canada's 
$80,000,000-a-year commercial aviation business. The $13,500-a-year 
job went to Mr. W.J. Matthews, 54, chief law expert of the Transport 
Department.  0 . o  Mr. H. Napier Moore, 60, has retired as Editorial 
Director of Mac1ean7Hunter Publishing Company. The firm, in announcing 
his retirement, said tod-y he will retain a connection with the company 
as consultant and continue tomrite for its publications. o • . The 
Bank of Canada yesterday boosted its ranks of Deputy Governors to two 
from one, promoting Mr. L.P. Saint-Amour, Assistant Deputy Governor, to 
fill the vacancy. The expansion was allowed through Parliamentary appro-
val of Government legislation which provides for additional Deputy Gover-
nors. 
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Mr. Holmes Returning From Geneva:  Ottawa, July 9 (CP) -- Canada has pulled out 
of the Geneva Conference. Mr,  John W. Mblmes, Canada's last remaining 
delegate to the conference on Korea and Indo-China, now is on his way home 
by sea. He is expected here next week. 

After collapse of the Korean part of the conference, Canada had no 
vital interest in the meeting because it was not a party to the Indo-China 
talks. 

Mr. Holmes, Assistant Deputy Minister in the External Affairs Depart-
ment, kept a watching brief on the Indo-China talks for a few weeks before 
leaving for homé. The Indo-China talks now concern the possibility of 
reaching a ceasè-fire agreement. 

Seaway Navigational Season: Montreal, July 9 (Gazette) -- Construction of a 
27-foot ship channel from Montreal to the Great Lakes will not entail any 
lengthening of the navigatlonal season between these centres, Mr. Lionel 
Chevrier,  Chairman of the newly-created St. 4wrence Seaway- Authority, 
said here yesterday. 

He was commenting on suggestions that water used to feed power plants 
along the river could be diverted to the ship channel and thus hamper 
freezing over (if the route. 

Likewilse, he said, there is no connection between the seaway and last 
year's initiation of a plan to keep a permanent channel open of the St. 
Lawrence between Montreal and Quebec. 

"It would be impossible to keep navigation flowing between Montreal 
and the lakes and no consideration has been given it tinder the Seaway Act." 

At present the channel between here and the lakes is frozen over 
during winter months. Sufficient water power would likely be required 
to maintain operation of the existing and proposed hydro developments 
with the seaway. Some sources have suggested that this flow of water 
might also keep the navigational channel from being ffozen over during 
the cold months. 

Says Pakistan Must  Increase Exports To Canada: Montreal, July 9 (CP) -- 
Pakistan must incrense her exports to Canada or be "faced with the problem" 
of curtailing purphases in this country, Dr. Nazir Ahmad, Chairman of 
the Pakistan Tariff Commission, said yesterday. 

Trade between the two countries "is largely a one-way traffic," Dr. 
Ahmad said. He urged a group of Canadian cotton buyers to consider in-
creasing their purchases from Pakistan to help 'bàlance the trade budget. 

Pakistan had more than 1,500,9 000 bales of cotton for export last 
year, he said. Of.this Canada bought only  "a few thousand " bales al-
though the price was at times below that of cotton purchases in the 
United States. 

Exports from Pakistan to Canada amounted to only $500,000 last year 
while purchases, including goods obtained under the Colombo Plan, 
totalled some $30,000,000. Wheat and machinery made up a large part of 
the amount. 

(over) 
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Canada-U.S. Air Defences Workout:  Ottawa, July 8 (CP) -- The R.C.A.F. and U.S.A.,F .  

will give their continental defences a stiff workout this month in a joint 
air defence training manoeuvre called exercise Check Point. It will be the 
biggest exercise of its kind ever held in North America. 

The R.C.A.F., in a statement today, did not disclose the actual date 
of the exercise on the grounds that that would remove the element of sur-
prise for some participating units, such as the ground observer corps. 
However, it is believed that the exercise will start tamorreg and continue 
throughout the weekend. 

Reserve as well as regular units of the R.C.A.F.'s air defence com-
mand will participate, along with the U.S. air defence command, anti-air-
craft comrand and air national guard. 

Steel Workers Voting On Strike: Sault Ste, Marie, Ont., July 8 (CP) -- Five 
thousand workers at the Algoma Steel Corporation plant vote tonight on the 
question of striking in their union's dispute with Canada's big three steel 
companies«, 

The firms have refused to pass on to 15,800 Canadian workers gains 
made in the United States by the United Steelworkers of America (CIO) during 
the last year. 

As a result, the spread between the steelworkers' basic rates in 
Canada and the U.S. has widened to 13à cents an hour - the difference be- 
tween $1.57 and $1.43â. 

In Hamilton, 7,000 members of the union last night empowered their 
executive committee to call a strike against the Steel Company of Canada 
if the committee considers a walkout warranted. 

Negotiations between the union and Dominion Steel and Coal Company 
IA Sydneyr #  N.S., also have bogged down. Upwards of 3,800 workers are 
affectid there. 

Across Canada: Canada's first Arctic patrol vessel was commissioned yesterday 
to became the latest addition to the Royal Canadian Navy. The vessel, 
EMCS Labrador, has been described by navy officials as the largest and 
most complicated warship ever built in this country. It has just com-
pleted extensive trials on the St. Lawrence River ,  Top Canadian and U.S. 
naval and defence research officials attended ceremonies at Sorel, 
Quebec.  o  • • At Montreal three locals of the United Textile Workers 
of America (AFL), representing some 4,000 employees of the Dominion 
Textile Company Ltd., yesterday signed a new contract at the same wage 
scale as the previous agreement. 0 . • 	The resignation of Mr. Harry G. 
Ferguson as.Chairman and Director of Massey-Harris-Ferguson Limited was 
announced in Toronto Wednesday by the company. Mr. Ferguson's 1,805,000 
shares in the firm, worth more than $14,000,000 at present market prices - 
have been sold but the purchaser has not been announced. .• • For the 
first time in months real hope was expressed that a final truce will be 
reached in the union jurisdictional war which has threatened to cancel 
the Canadinn National Exhibition grandstand show. 
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Revenues At 11-Month High In May:  Ottawa, July 9 (CP) -- Despite a cut in 
personal and corporation income tax collections, Governmentlrevenues 
climbed to an 11-month high in May, resulting in a $144,543,000 budgetary 
surplus. 

This May balance combined with a smaller balance in April, boosted 
the total surplus for the first two . months of the 1954-55 fiscal year to 
$174,201,000, Finance Minister Harris announced today in the monthly 
Treasury statement. 

The two-month total compares with a surplus of $200,246,000 in the 
similar two months of 1953-54 when the Government completed the year with 
a balance on the black side of the ledger of an estimated $10,100,000. The 
Government this year is aiming at a small over-all surplus of $4,000,000. 

Mhile total revenues were higher than in any of the previous 11 months, 
they were down from May a year ago. In comparison, expenditures were 
higher than April's outlays but lower than those in the previous 10 months. 

May's revenues rose to $390,133,000 from $245,100,000 In April, but 
were dbout $15,000,000 lower than the $409,858,000 collected in May, 1953. 
The main reason was lower Government tolls on corporation and personal 
incomes combined with some decline in wages caused by unemployment. 

Personal income tax collections rose to $141,900,000 from April's 
$89,700,000, but were down from $154,300,000 last year. Collections from 
corporations rose to $90,719,000 from $63,100,000 in April, butweredown 
from $107,508,000 a year ago. 

Customs import duties dipped to $32,073,Q0Difroni #33,8g3A03 litSt yearewhile 
adiXerdities rosetd$21,0CCOfrom $19,610,000; sales tax to $53,403,000 from 
$51,088,000. Other excise taxes dropped to $22,937,000 from $24,040,000. 

Postal revenue increased to $10,500,000 from $8,500,000, reflécting 
the Government's boost in mailing charges. 

Expenditures, rising to $245,590,000 from $215,800,000 in April, 
were lower than in any of the previous 10 months and down from $289,038,- 
000 In May last year. 

Defence spending dropped to $88,185,000 from $112,498,000 a year 
ago, principally because of analler Air Force charges. Spending on the 
R.C.A.F. dropped to $36,011,000 from $53,359,000 last year, on the Army 
to $23,554,000 from $25,193,000, while spending on the Navy rose to 
$20,372,000 from $18,390,000. 

Immigration Rises 13 Per Cent:  Ottawa, July 9 (CP) -- Substantially higher 
Immigration from Italy and Portugal accounted for 70 per cent of an 
increase of 8,000 in the number of immigrant arrivals in the first five 
months of the year compared with a similar period last year. 

Figures released today by the Immigration Department show that 
immigration rose 13 per cent to 67,955 in the five-month period from•
59,960 last year. 

Arrivals from Italy and Portugal - countries with which Canada has 
just concluded trade treaties - contributed 5,536 of the 7,995 increase 
in total arrivals. Italian  immigration  jumped 4,646 to 10,839 from 6,193 
while Portuguese arrivals rose to 1,058 from 168, an increase of 890. 

This pushed total arrivals in the category  which includes all coun-
tries except Britain, the United States and Northern Europe to 18,563 in 
the five ,wmonth period from 12,895, an increase of 44 per cent. 
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Immigration officials said there is no connection betweea the higher 
arrimals from over-populated Italy and Portugal and recent agreements for 
selling more Canadian products abroad in those countries. 

The Portuguese were largely farmers coming to Canada to work in 
vineyards and the increase in Italian arrivals resulted from greater move-
ment of wives, children, parents, brothers and sisters of Italians now in 
Canada. 

Each month's arrivals this year have been greater than in similar 
months last year. The percentage increase dropped from 44 in January, 
to 30 in February, 10 in March, three in April and spurted up again to 
10 in May. 

In the five-month period, arrivals of English, Irish, Scottish and 
Welsh rose to 20,571 from 18,745 while arrivals from the U.S. dropped to 
3,644 from 3,956. Arrivals of North Europeans rose to 25,177 from 24,364. 

Canada-U.S.  Population Exchange:  Toronto, July 12 (Globe &Mail) -- Canada 
piled up an unfavourable balance of trade with the United States 1n1953,  
but nowhere wss this deficit more pronounced than in the field of human 
resources. 

The export of human brains and energy to the United States continues 
Unabated in a period when Canada is reaching out to new horizons in the 
development of the natural resources of the country. Canada's export • 

 of population to the United States in 1953 reached a peak figure of 36,- 
283, nearly 15,000 higher than in 1950. 

But most serious is the loss of professional and semi-professional 
persons looking across the border for better and bigger opportunities. 
Last year the number of professionals who gravitated to the United States 
climbed to 3,600 - but most startling was the fact that in a period of 
a critical shortage of nurses, 1,055 trained and student nurses left this 
country for jobs in the United States, 230 more than in 19500 

On the othertside of the ledger is the increased flow of professional 
people from the United States into Canada to take advantage of the develop-
ments in this country. 

In 1953, 9,379 citizens of the United States took up residence in 
Canada, and of these 1,381 were of the professional class. The 1953 influx 
of professioy'tals represents a jump of more than 100 per cent over the 
number who came to Canada from across the line in 19520 

Duke Of Edinburgh's Visit:  Ottawa, July 9 (CP) -- The EUke of Edinburgh will 
make two speeches during his Canadian visit this summer - one to the Van-
couver Canadian Club and the other over a network of ham radio stations 
from Yellowknife, N.W.T. 

On Ms  15,000-mile tour, he will travel by R.C.A.F. C-5, Otter, 
Canso and Dakota aircraft, Navy cruiser, car, rail and Royal yacht. 

The State Secretary's Department today issued a detailed itinerary 
for the Duke's visit, which starts at Ottawa, July 29 and ends at 
Goose Bay, Labrador, Aug. 17. 

Philip will leave London July 28 aboard the R.C.A.F.'s luxury air-
craft, the C-5, and arrive here the following morning. 

Across Canada: Mr. Robert Saunders, Chairman of the Ontario Hydro Electric 
Power Commission, said Friday first tenders on the St. Lawrence power 
project have been called. Bids have been asked for a large office 
building in the area of the power dam near Cornwall. . 	. Canadian 
music may soon gain wide audiendes throughout the world through a pact 
between the British Broadcasting Corporation and the Canadian Composers' 
League. Prof. Alexander Brott, head of the string department of the 
McGill faculty of music, who arrived in Montreal Saturday aboard the 
Canadian Pacific liner Empress of Australia, said negotiations between 
the two bodies are expected to open shortly, according to the Montreal 
Gazette. . 	0 Prime Minister St. Laurent led his fellow citizens in 
a tribute to Senator W.A. Buchanan who died at his  home in Lethbridge. 
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neat Exports Drop 30 Per Cent: Ottawa, July 12 (Journal) -- Canada's wheat 
exports dropped by 30 per cent in the first 10 months of the current crop 
year, leaving a surplus of 614,500,000 bushels on June 1 - equivalent to 
all the wheat she produced in 1953. 

The Bureau of Statistics, in its monthly review of the wheat situation, 
estimated today that Canada exported 208,700,000 bushels of wheat, and 
flour in terms of wheat, in the period August 1, 1953 - 	1954. 

This was a drop of 88,800,000 bushels or 30 per cent from the 297,- 
500,000 shipped in the similar perioe of the previous crop year. However, 
the Bureau noted that United States exports dropped by 39 per cent and those 
of Australia, another major wheat exporter, by 38 per cent. 

U.S. shipments declined to 169,900,000 bushel's from 279,900,000 and 
those of Australia to 52,300,000 from 84,800,000. In contrast, Argentina, 
another big exporter, made a spectacular comeback fram a crop failure year 
to boost exports to 94,100,000 from 19,200,000. 

Though Canada's xports declined, her share of the world market re-
mained fairly constant, the Bureau said. Her shipments in the 10-month 
period represented 39.8 per cent of the world market, down from 43.7 per 
cent in the previous year. The U.S. share dropped to 32.4 per cent from 
41.1, and Australia's to 10 from 12.4. Argentina'à share rose to 17.9 
from 2.8. 

Total shipments of all the four major exporting countries - Canada, 
U.S., Australia and Argentina - declined to 525,000,000 bushels in the 
10 months, down from 681,500,000 in the similar period of the previous 
year. Their total stockpile on June 1 amounted to 1,725,100,000 bushels, 
some 40 per cent larger than the 1,232,100,000 a year ago. 

%rid wheat production this year may drop slightly from the near-
record 7,150,000,000 bushels produced last year, the Bureau reported. 

Canada's unsold stockpile on June 1 totalled 614,500,000 bushels, 
157,300,000 greater than the 457,200,000 on June 1 last year. The stock-
pile  was equivalent to the near-record 614,000,000 bushels produced last 
year. 

Exports under the International Wheat Agreement totalled 87,893,000 
bushels in the period August 1, 1953 - June 22, 1954, just a little more 
than half the 163,231,000-bushel export quota set for Canada for the full 

-vyear. Shipments of wheat and flour to Britain, which is not a member of 
the totalled 52,000,000 bushels In the August-May period. 

C.C.L.  Seeks Greater Unemploymeht Insurance Benefits: Ottawa, July 12 (CP) 
Greater unemployment insurance benefits were sought today by the Cana-
dian Congress of Labour in a series of proposals-to the Unemployment 
Insurance AdviSory Committee. 

The 375,000-member labour union urged that the present maximum 
benefits of about $26 weekly for workers W110 earned $48 or more weekly 

, be increased to a figure calculated on à similar actuarial base for 
workers who earned $48 and $59.99 and those who earned $60 or more 
weekly. 

Among other C.C.L. proposals were: 
10 An increase to $15 from $12 in the maximum amount a recipient 

of unemployment insurance may earn weekly at casual jobs in addition 
to his unemployment insurance. 

(6Ver) 
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2. That "participation in a work stoppage" be considered a reason 
for extending beyond two years the period of qualifying for unemployment 
benefits. 

3. Elinimation of the five-day waiting period before benefit pay-
ments start and payment of compensation for the first day of unemployment. 

4. Elimination of a regulation requiring that married women must 
have worked 60 days following marriage in a different job from that held 
before marriage in order to qualify for benefits. 

5. Higher supplementary benefits for those who have exhausted their 
regular benefits. 

Grain Delivery:  Ottawa, July 12 (T&C)-- Mr. Howe announced today that pro-
vision is being made for the full delivery of the general quota of 7 bushels 
per specified acre at ail delivery points in the Prairie Provinces by 
July 31. Mr. Howe pointed out that producers' marketings of all gràins 
during the crop year 1953-54 have now exceeded 525 million bushels, and 
that before the crop year ends on July 31 these marketings could range from 
575 to 600 million bushels. 

As far as producers' marketings are concerned, the • crop year 1953-54 
. will be one of the larger years in history, although smaller than the 

record year of 1952-53. This is particularly gratifying, he said, in 
view of the fact that grain storage facilities in Canada were almost 
completely filled at the start of the present crop year. 

Across Canada: Attendance for the second week of the Stratford Shakespearean 
Festival was.better than 90 per cent of the seating capacity, 13,075 
patrons seeing four showings of Measure For Measure and three of The 
Teming of the Shrew, C.P. reported•from Stratford. . . . 	A giant 
refrigerator may prove the key to the first successful development of 
Saskatchewan's huge potash reserves. The refrigerator will have pipes 
running hundreds of feet into the ground around a 12à-foot shaft being 
bored by the Western otash Company of Calgary in search of the fertiqr 
lizing mineral near Unity, C.P. reports. 
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Crude Petroleum  Replaces Gold As Leading Minerali Ottawa', July:14 (Dept. M. ec 
-T.S.) -- Canadian crude oil production in 1953 totalled 80,904,402 barrels, 
vUiUà'at'$197,294,232, an increase of 19,667 080 barrels over 1952. 
Average daily oUtput was 221,656 barrels compared with 167,773 barrels in 

' 1952 and potential output eus estidated at 345,000 barrels a day, an in- 
crease of about 63,000 barrels a day over 1952. 

Alberta accounted for 95 per cent of the production, and Saskatchewan 
which doubled its 1952 production, 3.5 per cent. The remainder came from 
Manitoba, the  Northwest Territories, Ontario, and New Brunswick. In value 
of production Crude petroleum becmne Canada's leading mineral replacing 
*gdld'WhiCh had hbld this position for over 20 years. 

During 1953 the 718-mile Trans Mountain pipe line from Edmonton to 
Vancouver, was comple±ed and the Interprovincial . pipe line from Edmonton 
to Superior,  Wisconsin, wus extended 643 miles to Sarnia, Ontario, making 
the 1,7657mi1e line the world's longest oil pipe line. 

Canadian refinery capacity was increased 70,250 barrels to 528,650 
barrels a day, double that of 1947. 

At prewent transportation costs, Canadian crude petroleum would not 
be competitive with imported oil in the large Montreal refinery centre 
but it is anticipated that export markets will be developed in the Puget 
Sound area of Washington and along the-general route of the Interprovincial 
pipe line system, particularly in Minnesota. Access of Canadian erudè 
oil to these markets would tend to offset imports into the Montreal area 
and the Maritimes, and thereby enable Canada eventually to become self-
sufficient on trade balance in crude petroleum. 

Imports into Canada in 1953 consisted of 81,627,467 barrels of 
petroleum for refining valued at $213,093,794 and 33,858,946 barrels of 
refined petroleum products valued at $149,809,704. 

Exports of crude petroleum • all of whichwent to ,reineries near 
Superior, Wisconsin, amounted to 2,507,314 barrels valued at $6,227,828. 
Refined petroleum products exported totalled 352,413 barrels valued at ' 
$1,613,581. 

Dr. Guthrie To Return For 1955 Shakespearian Festival: Stratford, Ont., July 13 
(CP) -- Dr. Tyrone Guthrie, internationally known director, will return 
next summer for his third year with the Stratford Shakespearian Festival, 
it was announced today. 

But Mr.Cecil Clarke, also connected with thefbstival from its in-
ception, said he cannot return for the 1955 season. 

Dr. Guthrie is directing two of the three plays to be presented this 
year. Mr. Clarke is artistic director and is directing the third play. 

Mr. Clarke's decision not to return means that his wife, Jacqueline 
Cundall, in charge of construction of all properties and jewelery for 
the two festival seasons, also will not be back. 

This year one of her major tasks was the creation of thelremarkable 
masks to be used ln "Oedipus Rex", the one non-Shakespearian play on the 
list. 

Dr. and Mrs. Guthrie and Tanya Meseiwite, designer for the Festival, 
will fly to England Friday, the dny after "Oedipus Rex" opens. 

Dr. Guthrie said there is a strong possibility that the 1955 season 
will see production of one of Shakespenre's major tragedies. Some re- 
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viewers criticized the choice of plays this year. 
•When he returns to England, Dr. Guthrie will start work on his pro-

duction of Thornton Wilder's "The Matchmaker", for the Edinburgh festival. 

Increases Unofficially Reported For Deputy Ministers:  Ottawa, July 13 (CP) -- 
The Cabinet has increased the salaries of some Deputy Ministers to $20,000 
from $15,000 a year, a Treasury Board official said today. The increases, 
approved by Order-in-Council a few days ago, are retroactive to July 1. 

At thesame time, the Cabinet increased the salaries of other Deputy 
Ministers in the $13,500-class to a minimum of $15,000. 

Some of the Deputies have not had salary raises since 1947. Others 
have had periodic increases in the last seven years. At the saine time, 
salary readjustments are expected to be made shortly for senior civil ser-
vants in the $10,000-a-year group such as assistant Deputy Ministers and 
chairmen of various Government boards. 

The increases follaw a general salary revision for all civil servants 
in the last year and salary boosts for Eabinet Ministers andobtlier Members 
of Parliament which were approved at the last session. 

Across Canada:  A brief representing the views of some of the residents who will 
be flooded out of their homes by the St. Lawrence seaway is expected to be 
presented to Premier Frost and his special St. Lawrence committee of the 
Cabinet 'on Wednesday. The committee probably will also  her  from at 
least two municipalities opposed to  the route of the 80-mile stretch of the 
trans-provincial highway which the Premier is expected to announce. . . 
More than 30,000 acres of rich farmland in the Southwestern Manitoba 
district of Pipestone were under water Tuesday night as residents prepared 
for a still higher crest on the rampaging Pipestone Creek. Swollen by 
heavy rains in Saskatchewan, the creek swept over its banks during the 
weekend, forcing at least a domen-farmes to evacuate their homes and 
isolating many others. Crops in the flooded area were expected to be a 
total loss, according to C.P. 
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St. Lawrence Highways And Parks System:  Toronto, July 15 (Globe & Mail) -- 
Prenier Frost of Ontario officially unveiled plans for new highways and 

a parks system along the St. Lawrence River yesterday to representatives 

of the municipalities to be affected by the power and seaway project. 

He confirmed newspaper reports of a new $30,000,000 section of the - 

, 

	

	Trans-Provincial Expressway from Brockville to the Ontario-Quebec border 
and of relocation'and,rebuilding of large sections of No. 2 Highway. 

A series of parks selected for their scenic beauty, recreational 
possibilities and convenient location to communities along the river-
was proposed by Mr. Frost. He said a scenic highway will be built at 

the Long Sault connecting the islands in the river with the Ontario shore. 

The pattern established at Niagara Falls will be followed in dressing 

up this scenic highway and the lands around it. Mr. Frost promised that 

, 

	

	ample funds would be available to finance the parks but would not say 
that water rentals to be paid by Ontario Hydro would be turned oVer, as 

« they have been at Niagara, for parks purposes. 
The needs of the cammunities to be re-established because of flooding 

will receive special attention, he said, and the parks and scenic highmy 

, should provide the area with a valuable asset for the convenience of the 

residents and as an attraction for visitors. 
-As agreed between the Prôvince and the federal Government in 1951 

a parks commission will be appointed to administer the TrIrks in the 
vicinity of the St. Lawrence development and -to safeguard and enhance 

the scenic beauty and historical nature of the area. 

Air Cadets' European Visit: Ottawa, July 14 (CP) -- Thirty-four Air Cadets 
next month will return the visit made to Canada two weeks ago by Sir 
Minston Churchill. 

A visit to the British Prime Minister nt his country hame at 
Chartwell Aug. 13 will highlight a summer tour of the United Kingdom 
and Europe by the teen-age Royal Canadian Air Cadets. 

The group will leave Montreal July 22 by R.C.A.F. North Star and 
return Aug. 17. Early in their visit, they will tour London, Cambridge 
and two R.A.F. colleges. 

Eight of the Cadets will make a 21-day side trip to Europe - two 
each going on sightseeing tours in Norway, Sweden, Holland and Denmark. 
The other 26 will visit York, Edinburgh, the Isle of Man and •a number 
of other Fnglish centres. 	 fl  

The visit to Sir Winston will be followed by a final tao days of 

sightseeing in London. 
• 

Says West To Supply Nation's Oil Needs:  Calgary, July 15 (CP) -- Mr. 
R.H.C. Harrison,  President of the Canadian Petroleum Association, said 

here that Western Canada will be produôing enough oil wlthin five years 
to meet the whole country's needs. Mr. Harrison spoke to more than 
300 delegates to the llth annual convention of the National House 
Builders' Association here. 

He said that in 1946, Canadian production was able to supply 

only 9.4 per cent of the national demand of 222,000 barrels daily. In 

1953, however, the daily demand had increased to 514;000 barrels of 

•which home producers provided 221,000. 

(over) 



"The most important question facing the oil producers is that of 
markets," Mr. Harrison said. "If our crude oil is to find a market it 
must displace crudes which are being obtained from other sources. It 
must  be available at a competitive price." 

Top Civil Servants' Salary Increase:  Ottawa, July 14 (CP) -- A general 
salary increase for top-ranking civil servants, the first since 1947, 
has put four men into the $20,000-a-year class. 

An announcement by the Prime Minister's office today said the 
Cabinet has boosted the pay of 27 officials - Deputy Ministers and a 
few other officers. The raises are effective last July 1. 

Top pay Of $20,000 goes to Deputy Finance Minister Kenneth Taylor, 
Deputy Justice Minister F.P. Varcoe, Deputy DefenceMinister C.M. Drury 
and Auditor General Watson Sellar. Mr. Taylor previously received 
$17,000 and the others $15,000. 

Three others, in the group of senior officials whose minimum pay 
has been $15,000 since 1947, have been raised to the $17 P 500 class. 

To Pilot Duke's Plane: Ottawa, July 14 (CP) -- The same pilot who led the 
global flight of Prime Minister St. Laurent this year has been bhosen 
as captain of the Duke of Edinburgh's flight for his Canadian tour. 

Be is Wing Oendr. H.A. Morrison, 33, of Winnipeg and Lauder, Man., 
who commands No. 412 Squadron which operates long-range aircraft from 
nearby Rockcliffe Airport. 

ouring his tour, the Duke will fly in several different types of 
aircraft, making the longer trips in the C-5 luxury plane which is 
attached to No. 412 Squadron. 

Crop Growth Rapid: Ottawa, July 14 (CP) -- Prairie grain crops, helped by 
wnrmer weather and adequate moisture supplies, are making rapid growth, 
the Bureau of Statistics reported today. 

The Bureau noted a general improvement in prairie crop conditions 
. during the last week, in the ninth of 14 telegraphic crop reports 

with data up to late yesterday. 
- 	'Early-seeded grains are heading, especially in southern areas, 
but with a large part of the grain seeded late,development is varied, 
the report said. 

Toronto Heat Wave:  Toronto, July 15 (Globe & Mail) -- The mercury rose 
yesterday to the highest point it has reached on a July 14 in 86 
years - 93.3 degrees, and there was a possibility it was the hottest 
July 14 for 113 years. 

r. 	Records list July 14, 1868, with a temperature of 93 degrees, but 
Malton weather office said the tenths of degrees were disregarded in 
these records. 

The heat caused a water-restriction order to be issued by the 
City of Toronto. 

Across Canada:  A monument to Sir Wilfrid Laurier will probably be 
erected in October in a Lower Town park 6f Quebec City. Mr. Emile 
Brunet, Canadian sculptor who 'has been commissioned for the work, 
visited Lt.-Col. Oscar Gilbert, Chairman of the Monument Committee, 
during the week-end and said the bronze statue will be shipped from 
Paris to Quebec in September, according to C.P. 	. . 	Carloadings 
in Canada in the first half of 1954 totalled 1,745,416, a reduction 
of 193,778 or 9 per cent, from a year ago and 258,686 or 12 per cent 
below the 1952 period, according to the Bureau of Statistics. Chief 
decline from 1953 WRS 41 per cent in grain loadings at 151,169 cars 
against 259,917. . 	. 	Kansas City Osteppath L. Raymond Hall says 
about 225,000 people will die from cancer in the United States this 
year, half of than  needlessly. He told the American Osteopathi6 
Association's annual convention at Toronto that the cancer death rate 
could be halved if all doctors used present-day methods of diagnosis 
and if people consulted their doctors in time. 
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U.S. Capital Investment In Canada $8,600,000,000:  Ottawa, July 16 (DJ) -- 
United States investors poured $600,000,000 into Canada in 1953, bringing 
the total of their capital investments to $8,600,000,000 at the year-end, 
according to the annual report of the Bureau of Statistics. 

The 1953 total is the highest on record and represents a 72 per 
cent increase in the postwar period from the $5,000,000,000 total at the 
end of 1945. 

Increase in direct investments during 1953 amounted to $500,000,000 
of which-$330,000,000 was new money and most of the rest was from re- _ 
investment of profits from Canadian subsidiaries. 

Capital inflaw fram United States of $155,000,000 for direct in-
vestment in oil exploration development and refining and $104,000,000 in 
mining were at new peaks. . . . 

U.S.-Canada Joint Expedition Into Arctic: Victoria, July 15 (CP) -- A Canadian 
scientist will head an expedition fram here Saturday when a U.S. ice-
breaker and a Coast Guard cutter sail for the Arctic. 

Dr. William Cameron, of the Defence Research Board, Ottawa, will lead 
seven Canadian and seven U.S. researchers in USS Burton Island and the 

- 	cutter Northwind. 
The ships will, penetrate the Northwest Passage to Banks Island and 

McClure Strait, approximately 1,500 miles north of Edmonton.. 
They will be the first ships to reach the area since the Investigator 

was abandoned there 100 years ago during the hunt for Arctic explorer 
Sir  ;John Franklin. The expedition is due to r,eturn late in September. 

Dr. Cameron, in an interview here, slid the scientists will use 
every opportunity to chart the bottom of the ocean, ocean currents, tem-
peratures and movement of ice. 

They will also check the effect of mind on the ice movement, get 
corrected positions of land masses and conduct various biological studies. 

Data compiled will be valuable in case of war, while biological in-
vestigations of fish may be of use to the Eskimo. 

"The whole thing is really part of the North American continent's 
increasing interest in the Arctic, from a point of view of both defence 
and resources," said Dr. Cameron. 

Stratford Shekespearian Festival:  Stratford, July 15 (CP) -- A 2,500-year- 
old clbsalm of the theatre, Oedipus Rex, had its premiere performance 
here tonight as the third production of the second annual Shakespearian 
festival. 

The seldom-produced Greek tragedy, written by Sophocles in the 5th 
century B.C., was chosen by Director Tyrone Guthrie as a "decisive step 
forward this year" in the festival which has attracted international 
attention to this city. 

James Mason plays the title role in the spectacular production, 
which follows some of the traditions of the ancient Greek stage ritual. 

Mr. Mason also has a leading role in Measure for Measure - dir-
ected by Cecil Clarke - one of the two Shakespearian plays this summer. 
The other play, Taming of the Shrew, has Bill Needles of Kitchener and 
Toronto and Barbara Chilcott of Toronto in lead roles. 

Eleanor Stuart of Montreal, one of Canada's most distinguished 
actresses, plays Jocasta, wife-mother of Oedipus In the Greek play. 

(over) 

Friday, July 16, 1954. 



Mr. Coldwell On World Affairs:  Saskatoon, July 15 (CP) -- The national 
leader of the C.C.F. said Wi3dnesday if France had followed the policy 
of the British Labour Party in India there would be no war in Indo-
China today. 

Mr. M.J. Coldwell, speaking to the annual Saskatchewan C.C.F. •r, 
Association convention, said: "We are still engeged in the great 
struggle for men's minds. If we are going to win the battle we must 
give people not  lectures in democracy but the opportunity to live more 
fruitful lives in their own land." 

He voiced criticism of U.S. handling of foreign affairs, but said: 
"I believe that our External Affairs Department in Ottawa has beenwise 
In saying that it will not be involved in an Indo-China venture." 

Speaking of farm prices and surpluses, Mr. Coldwell said "the nation 
must undertece the distribution of surpluses inmedtately. The great 
battle being waged in the world will not be won by bombs. It will be mon 
only by raising our standards of living, the elimination of depression and 

• want". 

C.B.C.  Signs Collective Agreement:  Ottawa, July 15 (CP) -- The C.B.C. and the 
Association of Radio and Television Employees of Canada have signed their 
first collective agreement. 

The agreement, covering more than 1,300 office and studio production 
workers across Canada, will take effect Aug. 1, but will bring a 6 per 
cent pay increase, retroactive to Feb. 1, for all employees in the bar-
gaining unit. 

The agreement was signed by Mr. J.A. Ouimet, C.B.C. General Manager, 
and Mr. E.F. Wilcox, Executive Secretary of the Association a joint 
statement said today. 

The C.B.C. and the Association agreed to a modified Rand formula of 
union securityvhereby•union dues will be deducted at source from  al].  
Association members, and from all new employees. 

Across Canada:  One of Canada's top doctors will direct a new psychiatric and 
neurological treatment service for inmates of Ontario's prisons. He is 
Dr. F. Van Nostrand, now director of these services at Sunnybrook Hospi-
Ltal. His appointment was announced yesterday by  Ontario Réfôrms -MIniéter 
Foote who said the new director will assume his duties with the Department 
Sept. 1.  o  •  0 	Hal. C. Banks, Canadian Director of the Seafarers' In- 
ternational Union, has been granted leave to appeal an order for his de- 
portation, Mr. C.E.S. Smith, Director of Emigration, at Ottawa, told 
The Gazette last night. Banks, an American citizen, has been under attack 
in the House of Commons by Opposition members who charged that' he 'should 
never have been admitted to Canada because of his court record in the 
United States. . . 0 	Veterans Affairs Minister Lapointe was slightly 
injured yesterday in a head-on automobile collision just east of Ot-
tawa. 	. 	Premier Duplessis is-on a visit to the United States to 
take in some of his faVourite sport - baseball - and visit friends, a 
National Union Party spokesman said last night. 
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Planes For Turkey, Greece:  Ottawa,  July 18 (CP) -- Prime Minister St. Laurent said 
today the transfer of 82 Canadian Sabre jets to Turkey will increase confidence 
in Turkey's ability to contribute to the defence of peace under the North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization. 

' The statement was contained in a message, released here, which was read 
at Ankara at a ceremony in which the first six planes were turned over to the 
Turkish air force. 

Mr. St. Laurent's message, read by the Canadian Ambassador to Turkey, 
Mr.tH.O. Moran, said some of the Canadian jets undoubtedly will be Moen by 

. Turkish pilots trained in Canada under the NATO air training programme. , 
" in  giving these fighter aircraft to the Turkish air force," he said, 

"Canada mill feel an even greater confidence -- mhich will be shared by your 
, other:NATO partners -- in your ability to continue to contribute to the defence 
of , peace and the promo -hion of security." 

' 	 The External AffairF Department also released the text of a Tmessagefrom  
.Lord Iimay, NATO Secretery-General, read at the cermnony. He said the planes 

-:, are being given under mutual e id  "for assignment in a new country, but.always 
.for - the saine cause, the preservation of peace." 

A further 82 planes are being turned over to Greece by the RCAF, with 
the first 'six to be delivered on Tuesday at Athens. They are being taken 
from the RCAF air division in Europe, and will be replaced by improved models 
of the Sabre jet now being produced in Canada. 

eheat  Price Maintained at $1.40t  Ottawa, July 16 (CP) -- In the face of heavy 
stocks and lagging markets, the Government today maintained the initial price 
of 1 wheat at $1.40 a bushel. 

The initial pi-iCe is unchanged from the last three years. So are the 
initial prices of oats and barley -- 65 cents a bushel for oats and 95 cents 
a bushel for barley. 

The initial price is that paid by the Canadian Wheat Board for farmers' 
deliveries at the opening of the crop year, August 1. About the middle of 
the year, when the Board has made sufficient sales to Indicate profits, an 
interim payment of about 20 cents a bushel is usually made, covering all 
deliveries since the start of the crop year. However, there has been no ine-
terim payment on the 1953 wheat crop beyond the initial price. 

When the crop year ends and the Board settles its accounts, it distributes 
remaining profits to farmers in the form of a final payment. 

The $1.40 initial wheat price is that for No. 1 Northern at the Lakehead 
or l'est Coast. The 65-cent price for oats is that for No. 2 Canada Western 
at the Lakehead and the 95-cent price for barley for No. 3 C.W. Six-Row at 
the Lakehead. 

Harold C. Banks To Remain In Canada:  Ottawa,  July 16 (cp) -- Harold C. Banks, 
Canadian Director of the Seafarers' International Union (AFL-TLC), was 
allowed to remain in Canada after it was learned he had been pardoned follow- 
ing a conviction In the United States, Finance Minister Harris said today. 

Mr. Harris, acting in his former capacity as Immigration Minister, made 
the statement in a press release outlining the Government's grounds for re-
versing a deportation order against Mr. Banks. 

(over) 
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Mr. Butler's  Son  Aide-de-Camp:  Ottawa, July 16 (CP) -- Canada's Governor-General 
has again drawn the son-of a  •  British Cabinet Minister as his aide-de-camp. 

Adam Butler, 22, son of the Rt. Hon. R.A.B. Butler, British Chancellor 
of the Exchequer, has arrived at Government House to take up his new job. 

He has served with the King's Royal Rifle Corps and is being commissiczed 
a captain in the Queen's Own Rifles of Canada. 

rheat Exports Drop 30 Per Cent:  Ottawa, July 17 (CP) -- Canada's wheat exports 
dropped by 30 per cent In the first 10 months of the current crop year, leavin 
a surplus of 614.5 million bushels on June 1 -- equivalent to all the wheat sh 
produced in 1953. 

The Bureau of Statistics, in its monthlY review of the wheat situation, 
estimated that Canada exported 207.7 million bushels of wheat, and flour in 
terms of wheat,'in the period August 1, 1953 to May 31, 1954. This was a drop 
of 88.8 million bushels or 30 per cent from the 297.5 million shipped in the 
similar period of the previous crop year. 

Across Canada:  The Ontario Federation of Agriculture said at the week end, accord-
/ 

ing to the Globe and Mail, that Trade Minister Howe has given assurances that 
steps are being taken to provide storage for Ontario winter wheat in eastern 
terminals which normally handle this grain, but which.at present are glutted. 
The Federation said in a statement that Mr. Hawe had advised that steps to 
this end naw are being taken by the Federal Transport Controller. . . . Mai, 

- . Gen,. .George P. Vanier, honorary colonel of the Royal 22nd Regiment and former 
Canadien  Ambassador to France, has completed a two-day visit to the 1st Can- 

. adian Infantry Brigade in Germany, according to C.P. from Soest. . . ., Auditor 
General Watson Sellar said today the Government can't raise his salary $5,000 
a year -- at least, not the way it was done. Mr. Sellar was one of 27 top 
civil servants, deputy ministers and senior officials, whose salaries were  in-
creased July 6 by order-in-council, Mr. Sellar's pay was boosted to $20,000 

- 	from $15,000. The Auditor-General, whose job is to see that all Government 
spending is done in legal fashion, said his salary is set out by statute. . . . 
The executive of the B.C. Progressive Conservative Association approved by a 

40-24 vote Saturday night a motion of non-confidence in 'Mr. Drew, C.P. reported 
from Vernon, B.C. 
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Indo-China Armistice Commission:  Ottawa, July 19 (CP) -- Canada is willing - 
in principle, at least - to serve on an Indo-China armistice commission, 
informants said today. But until there is a formai request from Geneva, 
outlining the status of such a commission and what exactly it would be 
expected to do, no dècision can be taken* 	 ' 

press  despatches from Geneva said Canada, India and Poland had been 
asked to serve on an armistice camMission, but at a late hour today no 
request had been received here from the Geneva conference. 

Alberta's Crude Oil Production Jumps:  Calgary, July 20 (CP) -- Alberta's 
daily average crude oil production amounted to 271,313 barrels during the 
week ending July 12, according to the Petroleum and Natural Gas Conserva-
tion Board. 

This figure betters the previous week's output by 76,439 barrèls per 
day, and exceeds production for the same period a•  year ago by 5,848 
barrels daily. 

The past week's production came from a total of 4,801 wells capable 
of producing, an increase of nine over the previous week and 696 more than 
a year ago. 

Redwater, Canada's prolific D3 oilfield, had a daily average of 
87,778 barrels, an increase of 33,110 barrels per day over the week pre- 
vious. Leduc-Maodbend averaged 56,050 barrels per day, to show an increase 
of 2,192 barrels daily. 

Drilling in Western Canada during the past week resulted in the com- 
pletion of 47 'wells while 56 new locations either started drilling or 
were staked. In preceding week there were 41 completions and 48 new 
starts. 

Of the completions, 24 were new oil producers, 21 were abandoned 
and two were completed as potential gaswells. 

Salè Of Liquor On Trains:  Toronto, July 20 (Globe & Mail) -- Canada's two 
main railways have been licensed by the Ontario Liquor License Board to 
sell liquor on transcontinental trains passing through Ontario but lack 
of supplies and minor legal obstacles will delay sale for some time, it 
was learned last night. 

Queen's Park officials said licenses were mailed to the railways 
over the weekend. These ldcenses permit the railways to sell beer, wine 
and liquor in dining cars and club cars but sale will not start until 
officials of the various provincial liqour boards affected have agreed 
on a procedure for handling liquor being transported across provincial 
boundaries. 

The first legal obstacle in the path of selling liquor on the trains 
is a federal Government statute which says that no liquor may pass from 
one province to another unless it is consigned to the executive officer 
of the liquor board of the province concerned. 

This statute, Queen's Park officials explained, would stop Quebec 
liquor coming into Ontario on the transcontinental train which leaves 
Montreal at 8:30 p.m. 

Mhat will probably happen is that Quebec liquor will be locked 
up at the provincial boundary and Ontario liquor sold while the train 

- is in this province. Another provincial boundary will loom up when 

(over) 
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the train reaches Manitoba and here the Ontario liquor will have to join 
the Quebec liquor under lock and key. Through Manitoba, Saskatchewan and 
Alberta the drinker faces drought. 

When the train reaches the British Columbia boundary, only liquor 
sealed by that province's liquor bontrol board can be legally sold. . . 

C.N.E.'s Problem Of Feuding Unions: Toronto, July 20 (Globe & Mail) -- It 
became official last night the Canadian National Exhibition grandstand 
show will be less grand than in former years. C.N.E. General Manager, 
Hiram McCallum had set Monday night as the deadline for two feuding 
unions to iron out their differences. 

Thè:-klay passed with only an angry statement fram the American Guild 
of Variety Artists, which referred to Mr. Walter Murdoch, President of 
the Toronto Musicians' Union as "Dictator Murdoch," and an angry state- 
ment fram Mr. Murdoch on the subject of a nems story in The Telegram. 

A meeting between C.N.E. officials and Mr. Murdoch is scheduled for 
Thursday, but Mr. Murdoch said matters other than the grandstand shaw 
will be discussed, the Labour Day parade  and C.N.E. band concert. 

"As far as we are concerned, the show  is oast," the Musicians'Union 
President declared. 	 ' 

This means the presentation of cowboy star Roy Rogers, his wife Dale 
Evans and their respective horses, with a group of. imported variety acts, 
Toronto performers who resigned from A.G.V.A..to join the Musicians' Union 
will be left out.. A.G.V.A. says they must come back into A.B.V.A. to play 
the C.N.E., and their contract with the exhibition makes this a condition 
of enployment. 

20,000 Delegates For WitnesseeCanvention: Toronto, July 20 (Glob -e-& Mail) -- 
Three special trains, two fram New York and one fram Montreal, will bring 
many of. the 20,000 deleàates fram the United States and Canada - to attend 
a.five-day assembly of • ehovah's Witnesses starting here Wednesday. 

Meetinr in the Canndian National Exhibition grandstand will open 
with an hour-long session in French for the 1,700 delegates from Quebec. 

Across Canada: The International Nickel Company of Canada charged before a 
conciliation board that sabotage occurred in Sudbury district nickel 
mines during a dispute between the company and the International Union 
of Mine,Mill and Smelter Ikrkers (Ind.). . 	. The North-West Line 
Elevators Association and the Terminal Elevator Operators of. Fort William 
and Port Arthur yesterday asked the Board of. Grain Cammissioners to in-
crease rates for handling grain and to increase terminal storage charges, 
C.P. reported from Winnipeg. . . . 	The Progressive Conservative party 
yesterday lost its lone  représentative in the British Columbia Legislature 
when Dr. Larry Giovando quit the party and said he mould sit as an 
Indépendento 
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Supervisory Commission For Indochina:  Ottawa, July 20 (Globe & Mail) -- The 
Govern.ment today indicated Cabada's willingness to serve on an international 
commission if such were set up at the Geneva Conference to supervise an 
armistice in Indochina. 

The following statement was _issued by the External Affairs Department: 
"The Government will give immediate elnd sympathetic consideration to any 
request from the Geneva Conference to serve on the international supervisory 
commission for Indochina. 

"No final decision, however, can  be reached pending the receipt of a 
formal invitation from the Conferen.ce and of full information as to the 
functions and terms of reference of the commission and the obligations 
which membership on it will entail." 

Sharp  Increase  In Employment:  Ottawa, July 21 (Dept. of Labour) -- There was 
a sharp increase in emplo3rment in outdoor activities during the four -weeks 
ending June 19. It is estimated that the number of persons at work in-
creased by about 90,000, compared with about 64 9 000 during the same period 
In 1953. Unemployment fell during the month, although proportionately 
slightly less than last year, the Department of Labour announced in a 
statement on July 21. 

While all labour market areas felt the effects of the seasonal in-
crease in employment, the areas in the Prairie region showed the greatest 
change largely because of high levels of construction activity. For 
Canada as •a whole, 41 areas were in the balanced labour market category, 
compared to 79 last year; 62 were in the moderate labour surplus ,f41,tegory-, 
21 a year ago; five areas were in the substantial labour surplus category, 
none last year; one was in the shortage category compared to nine a year 
ago. 	. 

Manufacturing,employment showed no marked change over the month apart 
from substantial lay-offs of short and indefinite duration in the motor 
vehicles and parts industries. 

The civilian labour force totalled 5,462,000 in the week ended June 
19, 1954 9  compared with 5,392,000 in the week ended May 22, 1954. These 
estimates are obtained from the monthly labour force survey conducted by 
the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. 

Of, the 5,462,000 in the labour force, 4,826 9 000 or 88.4% worked 
full-time (defined as 35 hours or more) in the June survey week. 345,000 
or 6.3% worked less than 35 hours, 106,000, or 1.9% had jobs but did no 
work during the sûrvey week, and 185,000, or 3.4% did not have jobs and 
were seeking work. Classed as not in the labour force are such groups as 
those keeping house, going to school, retired or voluntarily idle, too 
old or unable to work, and these numbered 4,778,000. 

In the past, certain remote and relatively inaccessible areas of 
Canada have not been included in the estimates. In May, 1954, the 
sample design was altered so that totals would include estimates for 
these areas in Ontario, although, for cost reasons, they are given no,/, sur-
chance of selection for enumeration. This resulted in an increasfed wood has 
about 0.6 per cent for Canada as a whole and this percentage car 
applied to 'previous ffgures for purposes of comparability in a -
characteris tics . 

(over) 
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Mr. Justice Abbott:  Ottawa, July 20 (CP) -- Mr. Justice Douglas Abbott will 
step into the robes, though not the position, of former Chief Justice 
Thlbaudeau Rinfret who retired June 22. •  

Following the practice of the last few decades, the former head of 
the Suprene Court of Canada has handed down his expensive scarlet silk 
and ermine robes to the former Finance Minister, who was appointed July 1. 

Mr. Justice Abbott will wear the robes first at the opening of the 
Supreme Court's fall term, expected to be on the traditional first Tuesday 
in October, this year Oct. 5. 

25th's Adopted Village: With Canadians in Korea, July 20 (CP) -- Canadian 
soldiers in Korea have contributed more than $3,000 in a voluntary fund-
raising campaign to support their recently-adopted village of Chinmokehong. 
The tiny community is located within the Canadian sector of the truce 
demarcation zone. 

Lt.-Col. W.M. Sinclair, of Halifax, chairman of the campaign committee, 
said that already 600 live chickens have been bought and distributed among 
the -village!s inhabitants. Next step is to buy other livestock to-assiàt 
the destitute Koreans in their rehabilitation. 

Since resettling on the 400-acre site recently - the village was 
demolished during the Korean War - some 100 families have cultivated nearly 
all their land. 

Construction will start soon on a five-room school and later a ware-
house for storage of crops will be erected. Both projects will be financed 
from money contributed by the 6,000-member 25th Canadian Infantry Brigade. 

Across Canada: More than 230 French-Canadians from 'Quebec will invade the 
Edmonton district today on a 16-day tour of Western French Canadian com- 
munities. They are travelling by a special C.P.R. "friendship train". 
The group will visit Calgary Thursday, then proceed to Banff, Vancouver 
and Victoria.  O O . 	Cheaper air freight rates could open up an entirely 
new field in strategic minerals in Canada's northlands, says Mr. Norman

•W. Byrne, consulting engineer with the ConsolidatedMining and Smelting 
Co. of Canada Ltd., who made this statement yesterday at an Air Transport 
Board hearing. 	. Canada's British Empire Games team mas at full 
strength, except for one member, yesterday at Empire Village, Vancouver. 
The final contingent, 45 boxers, wrestlers, weight lifters and fencers 
to  complète the 200-member team arrived from Eastern Canada during the 
day. 
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Indo-China  Armistice Commission:  Ottawa, July 21 (CP) -- The question of whether 
Canada will serve as a member of the Indo-China Armistice Commission pro-
bably will be discussed by the Cabinet tomorrow. 

- 	• However, the discussion may be som&what academic unless the Government 
has received by that time a formal invitation from the Geneva conference 
for Canada to serve as a member. 

The EXternal Affairs Department said tonight no invitation has yet 
arrived, though one is expected soon. It said yesterday the Government 
will give immediate and sympathetic consideration to such a request  but  

. that no final decision can be reached until it is informed of the terms 
of reference of the commission and exact details of its job. 

No Cabinet meeting had been scheduled for this -week but one was ar-
ranged today. 

If Canada accepts e request to serve on the commission with India and 
Poland 0  it 1mill be acnerting one of its most ticklish jobs in years, officials 

-said. 

Employment Increases Sharply:  Ottawa, July 21  (ci') 	The s ranks of Canada's un- 
employed dwindled during June, continuing the trend away from the post-war 
unemployment peak of last March. However, the number of jobless still ran 
well ahead of last year. Meanwhile, employment increased sharply to a point 
only slightly below last year, the Government reported today. 

The Bureau of Statistics, in a survey of semple Canadian households, 
estimated that 185,000 persons were without jobs and seeking work in the 
week ending June 19, a drop of 32,000 from a month earlier but still more 
than double the 90,000 of a year ago. 

With the Bureau's estimate, the Government released Labour Department 
figures showing 295,747 persons registered for work at National EMployment 
Offices on June 17, a drop of 62,333 from the May 20 figure of 358,080 but 
116,466 more than last year's total of 179,281 on June 18, 1953. 

The Government said there was a sharp increase in employment in outdoor 
work in June and estimated the number of persons at work jumped 91,000 during 
the month to a high for the year of 5,171,000 in the week ending June 19. 

The number of workers compttred with 5,080,000 a month earlier and was 
only 1,000 below the 5,172,000 at work on June 2Q.last year. 

The unemployment report brought pessimistic comments from officials of 
the country's big union organizations. 

Find Prehistoric Indian Site Near Midland:  Midland, Ont., July 21 (CP) -- An 
architeologist said today he has found evidence of a palisaded - Indian village, 
400 feet long by 200 feet wide, built long before the white man came to 
Huron country near here. 

"For the first time we have an opportunity to uncover in this part of 
Ontario a substantial prehistoric Indian site which is relatively undisturbed," 
said Mr. Wilfrid W. Jury, curator of the Museum of Indian Archaectlogy and 
Pioneer Life at the University of Western  Ontario. 

He said the site, on a farm six miles south of here, has only been sur-
face plowed. Seven to ten inches dawn in the sandy loam carbonized wood has 
been excellently preserved. 

(aver) 



Uncovered were more than 500 feet in the post molds indicating extensiv e 
 palisades, a protected entrance gate and a well-supported north-east corner 

that may have been a look-out bastion. 
Mr. Jury said he discovered the remains of three longhouses -- the 

Indians' barrack-like dwellings -- with a long line of fire pits down the 
centre and a large fire pit containing big stones and chunks of clay, which 
may have been an oven for making pottery* 

More than 8,750 artifacts so far had been removed from the site for 
cataloguing by the university. 

"There is not the slightest evidence of European contact," Mr. Jury 
said. "Indeed we do not know that this is a Huron site. Certainly its 
Indian occupants lived many years before the natives described so fully by 
Champlain, Sagard and the Jesuits. 

Ambassador of Uruguay: (Press Release No. 40, July 21.) -- The Deartment of 
External Affairs announced on July 21 that His Excellency Dr. Cyro Giambruno 
has presented to the Honourable Justice J.W. Estey, Deputy Governor General, 
his Letter of Credence as Ambassador Ektraordinary and Plenipotentiary of 
Uruguay to Canada. The ceremony of presentation took place on July 21. 

Across  Canada:  The $4,000,000 Ontario Food Terminal in Etobicoke township of 
Toronto's western outskirts was officially opened Wednesday. Premier Frost, 
five Cabinet Ministers and 25 members of the Ontario Legislature watched as 
Col. T.L. Kennedy unÉurled a Union Jack on top of the big wholesale produce 

' market at the corner of the Queen Elizabeth Way and Park Lawn avenue. . . . 
A conciliation board majority report issued in the dispute between Ford of 
Canada and United Automobiles Workers' Union (CIO-CCL) recommended no in-
crease in wages for Ford workers but supported the union in refusing changes 
in seniority regulations. . 	0 The Air Transport Board reserved decision 
at Edmonton on an application by Associated Airways Ltd. of Edmonton for 
a licence to operate a scheduled air freight line from Edmonton to Yellow-
knife, 	Uranium City, Sask,, and other northern points* 
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Invitation Being Studied:  Ottawa, July 22 (CP) -- Canada made it plain today 
that the Indo-China armistice commission must be able to act effectively 
before it will accept membership on it. 

The Government postponed its final decision until next week on whether 
to accept a request from the Geneva Conference to serve on the commission 

, with India and Poland. 
Mr. Pearson told a press conference after a Cabinet meeting which dis-

cussed the request that the final decision will depend on clarification of 
exactly what the commission wIll be required to do. These details were ex-
pected in a day or two. 

"If that information and the terms of reference and procedure and 
details are all such as to give us reasonable assurance that the cœamis-
sion can operate effectively and do the job it is set up to  do,  I think 
the Government will accept it." 

As an example, he eald there would be little likelihood that the 
commission coula  opere effectively if all its decisions had to be un-
animous. If that were the case, any one of the three countries would hold 
veto power. 	 • 

Mr. Pearson said it had been shown only too clearly in Korea that the 
Communist representatives could hamstring a truce body unless details of 
procedure and terms of reference were spelled out exactly beforehand. 

Indochina Commissions:  The following is the text of the formal invitation to 
Canada from the Geneva Conference to serve on the International Supervisory 

' 	Commissions for Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia: 	 _ 

"july 21, 1954. 

Mffe have the honour to address you as co-Chairmen of the Geneva Con-
ference on Indochina which concluded its work on July 20th 1954. The 
Conference took note of agreements ending hostilities in Vietnam, Laos, 
and Cambodia, and organizing international control, and the supervision 
of the execution of the provisions of these agreements. In particular it 
was agreed that an international commission should be set up in each of 
the three countries for control and supervision of the application of the 
provisions of the agreement on the cessation of hostilities in Indochina. 
It was further iproposed that these commissions should be composed of an 
equal number of representatives of Canada, India and Poland, presided over 
by the representative of India. 

"On behalf of the Conference, we accordingly have the honour to invite 
the Canadian Government in consultation with the Governments of India anFl 
Poland to designate representatives to form the International Supervisory 
Commissions for Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia as envisaged in the agreements 
on the cessation of hostilities, and on supervision in those three count'ries. 

"It is hoped that the three International Supervisory Commissions can 
be established on the spot as soon as possible from the date on which the 
cease-eire  cornes  into force. 

(over) 



"The text of . the final declaration . adopted by the Conference, and of 
all other agreements and declamitions concerning the -cessation of hostilitie 
and -the organizatian- of-supervision in the three countries of Indochina will 
be transmitted to you as soon as possible. 

"We have the honour to relpest an early reply whi?h we shall at once 
transmit to the members of the Conference° 

Signed: AnthônY Eden 
V. Molotov." 

Universities Show Collective Profit: Ottawa, July 22 (CP) ---Canada's larger 
universities and colleges, helped by increased Government grants, made a 
small profit, collectively, in their 1951-52 year, the Bureau of Statistics 
reported today. 
, 	Student fees accounted for only 30.2 per cent of their revenues, the 
ilureau found in a survey of 47 institutions which account for about 80 per 
cent of Canada's full-time enrolment in universities and colleges.• 

As a whole, they had a 2 per cent surplus with total revenues of 
$48,221,000 and expenditures of 447.194,000. The previous year they had 
a deficit of 1 per cent. 

The Bureau's report shows the effect of the new federal programme cf 
university grants based on recommendations of the Massey Commission on Arts, 
Letters and Sciences. 

Grants are paid on the basis of 50 cents pef head of population in each 
province and in the year nnder review 46 9 991,000 was paid to 83 institutions 
in the 10 provinces.' 

Total federal grants that year were 47,235,000 as against 41,706,000 
the previous year. 

Grants by provincial and municipal Governments also increased so that 
52.4 per cent or university income came from Government sources, campared 
with 24.6 per cent in 1950-510 

Student fees averaged $286 for each full-time student. Endowments, in-
vestments and other sources made up the rest of the income. Total revenues 
averaged 4949 for each full-time student° 

4200,000,000 Short-Term Bond Issue:  Ottawa, July 22 (CP) 	The Government has 
completed arrangements for selling a 4200,000,000 issûe of short-term bonds 
to help bridge a financial gap between revenues and expenditures. 

The Finance Department announced that the bonds are being'sold to the 
Bank of Canada and the chartered banks. They are dated July 23 and mature 
n.ext November 15, bearing interest at the rate oe 1-1 per cent per annum. 

The issue price was 99.97, yielding about 1.50 per cent. 

Across Canada:  Mr. 4,-Gordon Murphy, port manager of Montreal for the last seven 
years, yesterday mns appointed to the post of chief engineer of the St. 
Lawrence Seaway Authority. His new duties will commence almost immediately. 
The apnouncement was made by.  Mr. R.K. Smith, Q.C., chairman of the National 
Harbours Board, which admImisters Canada's eight major ports, according to 
the Montreal Gazette° . . More than 100 members of the French Canadian 
Weekly Newspaper  Association of Canada and their wives left Montreal and 
Ottawa Thursday for the Und annual convention of the Association to be held 
at the Fort Garry Hotel  i Winnipeg  ° 0 . 0 The Çanadian Trucking Association 
has asked the federal Government for the third spccessive year to amend the 
Transport Act to designate trucking companies â9 carriers. The truckers seek 
the change so that they may submit objections to the Board of Transport Com-
missioners against railway-agreed charge applications°  o o o Damage up to 
100 per cent to about 50,000 acres of grain was feported Wednesday follereing 
a hailstorm which swept across central Alberta° 
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Indochina  Armistice  Commission: Ottawa, July 25 (CP) -- The Government faces 
decision on probably its most important peacetime international responsibility 
without an opportunity to consult Parliament. 

Request fram the Geneva Conference that Canada act with Poland and 
India on a commission to supervise the Indochina armistice found Parliament 
in recess until late Autumn and most of the Cabinet Ministers absent from 
Ottawa ° 

It is believed here that there:wittuld be few if any members of Parliament 
who mmuld oppose Canada's acceptance of this delicate and expensive re-
sponsibility. But there is every likelihood of criticism if the Government 
takes on is hopeleis task in the Far East. 

That mmuld partly explain why the reaction of/the Government was to 
wait for camplete detail? of what the supervision task would involve before 
making any decjsion. 

There mmuld also be criticism in some quarters if participation by 
Canada in the Geneva Conference decisions involved this country in any 
conflict with the United States. 

Huwever it is known to be thirfeeling of the Government that this 
country's participation in the eupervisory task probably would meet with 
canplete approval in the United States. 

Canada In NATO Exercise:  Ottawa, July 25  (ci') -- Ships, aircraft and army units 
of North Atlantic Treaty forces will participate in a Northeast Europe 
exercise dubbed Morning Mist from Sept. 23 to -Oct. 3, Defence Headquarters 
announced today. 

Canada's part in themanoeuvres will be limited to an escort squadron 
composed of the destroyer Algonquin and the frigates Lauzon, Prestonian 
and Toronto° 

The announceMént said the exercise will emphasize co-ordination of 
inter-canmand operations, air-land-sea co-operation and naval control and 
protection of shipping. 

It will take place In the laertheasterni,Atlantic, the Norwegian Sea, 
the southwestern approaches to the English - Channel and the,Biscay area, 
asyell as in land areas of Norway and Denmark. 

161‘des from Denmark, France, the Netherlands, Norway and the 
United Kingdom -, as well as Canada, will take part, while the land forces 
of Norway and Denmark will also be exercised. 

Empire,  Commonwealth Gaines:  Montreal, July 26 (Gazette) -- Friday, July 30 
will bring the climax of months of planning and preparation for the 
C.B.C.'s coverage of the 5th British Empire and Cenmonwealth Games. 
C.B.C. radio and T.V. will combine forces to bring.  lieeeers and viewers 
a full view of all the major events, and the C.B.C. International Service 
will send daily shoriumate,eeports to other Commonwealth countries. 

More than 800  athlètes  from 25 nations in the British Commonwealth, 
from Fiji to the U.K., from the Barbadoes to India, will compete in a 
variety of sports events, including track and field, swilmning and 
diving, cycling, rowing, -iftieht lifting, fencing, lawn bowling, boxing - 
and wrestling. 

The 1954 Games will be opened on Friday evening, July 30, by Lord 
Alexander, the U.K. Defence Minister and formerly Governor General of 

(over) 
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Canada. They will be closed on Saturday, Aug. 7, hy His Royal Highness 

the Duke orSdinhilrgh, ,who will attend the Guies as official representative 
of the Queen. 0 

Shipments Of Newsprint:  Montreal, July 26 (Gazette) -- Shipments of Canadian 
newsprint during June totalled 523 9 966 tons, an increase of 7.7 per cent 
over last year's June aggregate of 486,389 tons, the Newsprînt,Association-
of Canada reports. Production was also up slightly° 

Canadian producers shipped 2,896,556 tons to all markets in the first 
six months of the current year, an increase of 4.5 per cent over the 
2 9 770,683 tons shipped in the like period of last year° 

Production duringtJtine - otalled 490,726 tons compare4 with 463,193 
tons in June,1953. This brought production for the  • first six  months of 

the year to 2,937,706 tons,'61..mL increase of 4.1 per cent over the year 
ago cumulative total of 2,820,831 tons. 

Shipments to the U.S. during June emounted to 418,831 tons, 302 per 
cent higher than the June, 1953 figure of 405,896 tons, and,bringing the 
six month total to 2,425,492 tons against 2,387,349 tons. U.S. consumers' 
stocks increased by 12,555 tons during the month, to 725,708 tons, com-
pared with 748,474 tons at the same time last year. 

Across Canada:  Mr. Ernst Neumann, Montreal etcher and painter has beeh  apponte 
by the Canadian Arts Council to represent  Canada tt the first General 
Aszeembly of the International Association of Plastic Arts, provisional 
commission of ONESCO, in Venice in September. Two other delegates will 
be appointed next month, the Gazette reports* 0 0 0 	Donations by 
English-speaking industrialists to Laval University are "an example of 
co-operation" between English and French-speaking Canadians, Premier 
Duplessis said Friday. 	Duplessis enumerated some of the donations 
during his press corfere,,,-e, while talking of a recent J100p000 gift by 
Mr. Vernon Johnson, President of the Canadian international Pépv Company, 
to the faculty of forestry engineering and land-surveying at Laval* . . 0 
Ontario's $300,000,000 share of the mighty St. Lawrence River power project 
will be known as the Robert H. Saunders-St. Lawrence Generating Station, 
it has been announced. 

( 
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Indochina. Commission: Ottawa, July 28 (CP) -- Canada will tell India and 
Poland that she will serve with them on the  t1yee-nation Indochina truce 
commission, informants said today. 

Announcement that Canada will take on this ticklish international 
job is expected to be made late Wednesday following a meeting of the 

Cabinet. 
Mr. P(3arson Eald la.st week  that  the Government wanted reasonable 

assurance that the commission cotil.d operate effectively before Canada 
accepted - membership on it. He adcUd that there wasn't much chance of 
this if votes by the commission on all questions had to be unanimous.' 

Informants said today that close study-  durblg the weekend of addi-
tional information supriied the Governraent from Geneva on the commission's 
terrils of ref.?rence, vr, t 4 v1 re procedure and other factors showed that the 
truoe body is. workable. 

They said unanimous  vote  e will not be necessary for all questions 
to be decided by the comiiiission. 

It is clear now that there will actually be three armistice com-
missions - one each for Vietnam., Laos and Cambodia. 

But many other questions still are unanswered, such as co-ordina.tiom 
among the three commissions, who will pay for them and their composition. 

Canadian make-up of the commissions probably will depend on wha.t 

In.dia does. If India picks a military man as its top commission official, 

Canada -probably woul d  do the same. 
It has been estimated - that between 100 and 200 Canadians will be 

needed. The big majority are likely to be drawn  from the military and 
the rest from --the External Affairs Department. 

Mr. -Escott Reid, Cana.dian High Commissioner to India„ could take 

on the preliminary work at New Delhi until the Canadian staff had been 
selected. The Government wants to lose no time in the matter. 

Prospective Wheat Buyers Are Guests: Ottawa., July 26 (Globe & Mail) -- With 

the  hope of getting more wheat' to the cttstamers, the Government has 
embarked-on. a_programme of bringing customers and prospective customers 
to the "wheat. 

•

Three representatives of the Bra.zilian Government arrived at 
Uplands Airport here today to spend some da7,rs in the country as guests 
of the Canadian Wheat Board. 

They will remain in Ottawa until Wednesday. While here they will 
have talks with Government officials concerned with grain trade and will 
visit the Dominion Experimental Farm. - 

Subsequently they will travel to Fort William, Winnipeg, Regina, 
Calgary and Vancouver, and back to Montreal. They will be shown how 
the grain is grovvn.„ graded, stOred, shipped and milled. . 

The 'Bra.zilian group is the first of an as yet undecided number of 
small groups which will be brought to Canada to see our wheat situation. 

They will be dravvn from Europe, the Far East and Latin America g  

and from countries which are present customers and prospective customers. 

R0001.10P0 	Officer To Head Duke's  Escort:  Ottawa, July 26 (CP) -- The Duke 
of Edinburgh's personal escort for his 20-day Canadian visit will be 
headed by a 51-year-o1d R.C.M.P0 officer selected by Buckingham Palace. 

(over) 
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R.C.1,E.P. Headquarters said tod , , Buckingham Palace requested that•
police detail be placed in charge of Assistant Conmissioner U.F.E. 
Anthony. He was chosen for the job by Palace officials on the basis of -

his performance as head of the police escort during the 1951 Royal tour. 
The -Duke's escort will also include Sgt. Charles E. Gray, 45, and 

Cpl. Joseph C. Stein, 41, of the R.C.M.P., and Inspector Frank Kelley 
of Bcotlànd Yard. The R.C.M.P. escort detail now is in England and 
will fly to Canada with the Duke and his party. 

Plan Metallurgical TMpire For northern B.C.:  Victoria, July 26 (CP) -- The 
first major step towards converting Northern British Columbia and bouthern 

 Yukon wastelands into an industrial empire was taken Monday by a giant 
Canadian enterprise. 

Frobisher Ltd., which plans a multi-million dollar hydro-electric 
and metallurgical empire in the area, applied to the B.C. Government 
for conditional water rights licences for the B.C. section of the Yukon 
River watershed. 

A spokesman said the application was to be nade "contemporaneously" 
with one to the federal Government for about 50 per cent of the water-
shed that is in the Yukon. 

If the licences are granted by the end of the year, the company 
pland •to start work on the first step in the development which will see 
an expenditure of about $270,000,000 by 1962. 

The eventual development could reach an expenditure of $700,000,000. 

Across Canada: Tenders were  called yesterday for projects launching the power 
part of the vast St. Lawrence Seaway and power development. The Ontario 
Hydro bht‘irman, Mr. Oaunders, said the tenders will close Aug. 24. They 
are far the construction of two powerhouse cofferdams and the deQ.watering 
of the poikerhouse site in the International Rapidè section of the St. 
Lawrence River, two miles west of Cornwall. . 	. 	In large areas of 
Southern and Western Ontario, half-grown crops stand parched and stunted, 
and day after day farmers squint anxiously into the hot, rainless sky s  
the Globe and Mail reports. Almost all crops are suffering from lack 
of rai  in an exceptiorally dry July, according to ffficials of the 
Ontario Department cf Agriculture, and there is widespread fearithat 
yields will be drastically reduced if the weather does not change 
soon. . .. 	Durum wheat producers in Manitoba and Saskatchewan are 
again facing heavy losses from race 15B stem rust, Dr. F.J. Greaney of 
the North West line elevators said in an interview. 
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Armistice Commissions  Speculation:  Ottawa, July 27 (Glee & Mail) -- A state- 
ment explaining the responsibilities being assumed by Canada ,as a,member 
of the Madochdria Armistice Commissions wIll be issued here tomorrow, it 
is expected. 

The statement will be made by Mr. Pearson and will set forth the 
Government's reasons for acceoting,the . invitati,on of the Geneva Conference 
to act with India and Poland on the three Commissions being set up to 
supervise the truce in Vietnamj  Laos and Cambodia. 

Before the statement is'idsued, it will be considered at a Cabinet 
meeting at whiCji Prime Minister St. Laurent will preside. ,  The Prime 
Minister is returning here from his summer home at St. Patrick, Quebec, 
to attend this Cabinet meeting and on Thursday to welcome the Duke of 
Edinburgh to the capital. 

Shakespearian  Festival •Extended: Stratford, July 27 (CP) -- The Stratford 
Shakespearian Festival today announced the addition of an extra week to 
its season - extending the festival to August 28. 

Only two plays will be presented in the added week, -with Oedipus 
Rex being dropped from repertory for this period. Measure for Measure 
and Taming of the Shrea are to be presentea. 

Because of prior commitments, Festival star James Mason will be 
unable to remain for the ninth week. The role of Angelo in Measure for 
Measure will be played by understudy Donald Davis of the Crest Theatre, 
Toronto. Mr. Mason returns to Hollywood August 22e 

Wheat Crop Survey: Winnipeg, July 27 (Globe &M&11) -- Prairie Canadas 
 new wheat crop can be the smallest In five years. It may not total 

500,000,000 bushels. 
Wheat exceeded 600,000,000 bushels in both 1952 and 1953. This 

year a 10 per cent acreage cut has curtailed seeded land to 22,500,000 
acres. This is the chief known factor in prospects for a smaller har-
vest. 

Moisture conditions in Saskatchewan and Manitoba are good and in 

Alberta fair. Late condition figures of pools, grain companies, Govern-
ment and other reporting agencies show crops ahead on most counts except 
acreage and time. Saskatchewan is two weeks late. This leaves too much 
time for new %trains of rust and frost damage. 

The overall moisture condition figure of 107 issued July 22 by the 
Searle Grain to. would seem to suggest a potential crop of 480,000,000 
to 500 0000,000 bushels, except that you can't tell by moisture alone. 

The Saskatchewan Wheat Pool has a different approach. It's crop 
index figure for July 20 was 148 or slightly dawn from a year ago. 
This figure can be projected to'indicate an average of 22 bushels to 
the acre for Saskatchewan, which -northally produces about half the 
Prairie wheat. 

But the Saskatchwan Pool marns that this year's crop "is de-
cideUly ater than normal and therefore more menaced by frost and 
rust". Three years ago a mid-August frost did widespread damage in 
a half hour. Early seeded grain has headed out but late wheat was 
still in shot blade. Big frost menace is when night temperature drops 
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to 28 while grain kernels are in the soft milk or dough stage. Rust is 

serious but so far not widespread. Lateness of the season may give the 

new 15b strains more scope. 
There'll be very little cutting before the -third week in August 

and operations will not be general before September. So all agencies 
are wary about forecasts. The Pool's index figure is excellent but few 
people figure on much more than a 20-bushel average yield for all three 
provinces. So, barring major disasters, the new harvest could be In 
the neighbourhood of 500,000,000. 

General American Oil Co. Buyers; Regina, July 28 (CP) -- An approximate half- 
interest awned by Canada 0outhern Oils Ltd., in the Coleville-Banff 
heavy gravity oil field in West-Central Saskatchewan, has been bought 
for a reported $4,000,400 by General American Oil Co. of Dallas, Tex. 

The field  was developed by the team of Canada Southern and Royalite 
Oil Co. Ltd. There naw .  are 97 wells capable of production. Proven re-
serves have been estimated unofficially at more than 60,000,000 barrels 
of 14-degree gravity crude. 

The transaction concerns only the Banff sand oil reserves. 

Across Canada:  The C.C.F. national convention opens In' Edmonfeatodey with more 
than 200 delegates in Eittendance fram across ,the couritry.' ' Th&  delegates, 
including most of the part's 23 members in . Parament; will spend 
three days examining progress during the last year and determining party 
lines and policy for the' future. The convention proper has been pre-
ceeded by two d ays of behind-door deliberations by the C.C.F. National 
Council.  o . . 	The Sun-baked farmlands of Central and Southwestern 
Ontario need many hours of steady rainfall to save the parched crops, 
a meteorological office spokesman said last night. The weather office 
in Toronto said July may break all law rainfall records. Only .08 
of an inch of rain has fallen at the Toronto station', compared with the 
normal average of 2ir inches. . 	. 	The Duke of Edinburgh, a qualified 
R.A.F. pilot, will be able to add more than 78 passenger flying hours 
to his log book when he completes his Canadian tour next month, according 
to Canadian Press. `iying aba'ard the R.C.A.F.'s aircraft from London, 
and later in Otter and Canso planes as -well, Philip will cover more than 
8,000 air miles during his trip. He arrives in Ottawa on Thursday.. 
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Indochina Truce Commissions: Ottawa, July 28 (Press - Release No. 44) -- The 
following is the text of the statement on Canadian membership in the Inter-
national Canmissions for Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia, issued by the Depart-
ment of External Affairs on july 28: 

"The Canadian Government has today transmitted to Mr. Anthony  Eden, 
 co-chairman, wi'th Mr. Molotov, of the Geneva Conference on Indochina, its 

acceptance of the invitation forwarded by him on July 21 to designate 
representatives to form, With India and POland, the International Super-
visory Commissions for Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia. Officials are being 
sent to New Delhi this week to take part in preliminary organizational 
discussions,  prior to the actual establishment of the Commissions in 
Indochina. The Canadian representatives on the Commissions will be named 
shortly. 

"The Government has decided to accept this invitation only after 
detailed study of the cease-fire and armistice agreements which are to be 
supervised by the International Commissions, and with full knowledge and 
appreciation of the responsibilities and difficulties that will gowith 
membership. There are no illusions about the magnitude and complexity 
of the taske 

eCanada  is geographically remote from Indochina and her collective 
security responsibilities in Southeast Asia are limited to those that 
arise from membership in the United Nations. We know from experience, 
however, that jus -t; as local conflicts can became general war, so condi-
tions of security and stability in any part of the world serve the cause 
of peace everywhere. IT, -therefore, by participating in • the work of 
these Indochinese Connaissions, Canada can assist in establishing su.ch 
security and stability in Southeast Asia, we will be serving our awn 
country, as well as the cause of peace. 

"While it is a matter of r egret to us that the settlement in Indo- 
china and the supervision of that settlement are not directly under the 
aegis of the United Nations, the Government is satisfied that Canadian 
participation will be fully in harmony with our responsibilities as a 
member of the world organization. 

it  should be emphasized that acceptance of membership on these 
Commissions does not mean that we have been called upon to guarantee or 
enforce the Indochina cease-fire. Nor does it involve any new military 
or collective security commitments for Canada. 

"The actual execution of the cease-fire agreements is the responsi-
bility of the two'sides directly concerned, functioning through Joint 
Commissions established by the Armistice Agreements. The International 
Canmissions themselves have no enforcement obligation or responsibility. 
Their function will be solely supervisory, judicial and mediatory. 
Under Indian chairmanship, the Canmissions will be responsible for 
supervising the proper execution of the provisions of the agreements 
by the parties directly concerned; will assist these parties with the 
interpretation of those provisions; will be availltble to settle dis- 
putes; and, in cases where disputes cannot be settled, will report the 
matter to the members of the Geneva Conference. India, Poland and 
Canada are also expected to assune responsibility at a later stage 
for supervising elections. 

(aver) 
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"In carrying out their tasks the International Supervisory Commissions 
should be able to function more effectively -than the Neutra]. Nations eper-
visory Canmission in Korea which, because of equal Communist and non- 
Communist representation, very often had effective action blocked, and 
which could report only to the two military commands. 

"The Indochina Commissions will each consist of three members - 
Indian, Polish and Canadian - and In most cases will be able to take 
decisions by majority vote. In thoRe special and designated caseswhere 
unanimity is required by the cease=fire agreements but cannot be obtained, 
the commissions will submit majority and minority reports to the Geneva 
Conference powers. It will then be the responsibility of those powers 
to deal with the  natter.  

"In addition to providing representatives for each of the three 
Supervisory Commissions, India, Poland and Canada will supply a number 
of military officers for the fixed and mobile inspection teams which will 
supervise the execution of the cease-fire agreements in the fields  under 
the direction of the Supervisory Commissioners. 

"A study of the information available has led us to the conclusion 
that the Commissions have a reasonable chance of operating effectively 
and of making a constructive contribution to the successful implementation 
of the cease-fire agreements, and hence to peace in Soiltheast Asia. If 
our expectations unfortunately prove ill-founded, and the Commissions 
are frustrated by obstruction, then, of course, no useful purpose would 
be served by continuing their existence. 

"The exchange of views which we have had with those powers with 
wham we are especially closely associated in efforts to maintain peace 
and strengthen security, has confirmed our conviction that we ought to 
accept this onerous but honourable assignment. 

"Finally, we have been conscious of the serious consequences which 
might follow if we were to decline the invitation, since this could 
delay and complicate the implementation of the cease-fire agreements 
with unhappy, and possibly even serious results. We have no illusions 
that the task we are undertaking will be either easy or of short dura-
tion, but we take satisfaction from the fact that in performing it 
Canadawill be playing a worthy and responsible part in an effort to 
strengthen peace." 

Mr. Macdonnell Leaves For New Delhi:  Ottawa, July 28 (Press Release No. 44) -- 
Mr. R.M. Macdonnell, Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External 
Affairs, and Air CommodOre H.H.C. Rutledge, 0.B.E., C.D., Coordinator 
Joint Staff, Department of National Defence left Ottawa on July 28 by 
air for New Delhi to take part with Mr. Escott Reid, the Canadian High 
Commissioner to India, in preliminary negotiations to consider arrange-
ments for the International Supervisory Commissions in Vietnam, Laos 
and Cambodia. 
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Ambassador To Egypt:  Ottawa, July 28 (Press'Release No. 42) -- The Department 
' of External Affairs announced on July 28 that the Governments of Canada 

and Egypt have agreed to an early exchange of  4ip1ar4atic representatives. 
A Canadian Embassy will be establiShed in Cairo during the-coming_ autumn 
and the Egyptian Government has intimated that before the end -of - the-  - - 
present year it will open an Embassy in Ottawa. Since '1949 gypti hes been-' 
represented in Ottawa by a Consul General. . . . 

Ambassador To Israel:  Ottawa,  July 28 (Press Release No. 41) -- The Department 
of External Affairs announced on July 28 that the Governmentsof Canada 
and Israel have agreed to an early exchange of Ambassadors. 

When the Legation of Israel was established  in Ottawa on September 1, 
1953, it was understood that because of a shortage of personnel and prior 
commitments elsewhere Canada would not be hble to reciprocate immediately. 
Now, however, the Canadian Government finds it possible to establish an 
Embassy in Tel Aviv and to send an experienced officer of the Department 
of External Affairs to serve as Chargé d'Affaires ad interim during 
periods when the Ambassador is resident in another state to which he will', 
also be accredited. These'appointments will be announced later. Israel's 
Legation in Ottawa will be raised to Embassy i-ank. 

It is confidently expected that these arragements will help to 
promote trade and the many other interests which Canada and Israel have 
in common as well as to facilitate a two-way exchange of vieem in the 
field of international co-operation and on other matters of concern to 
both countries. •  

_ 	_ 

The Duke Of Edinburgh In Ottawa:  Ottawa, July 29 (CP) -- - The Duke of Edin- 
burgh today stepped'into the heat - 80 degrees and more -.of a Canadian _ 

. summer. 
He pramptly shed his uniform of a marshal of the R.A.F. and went for 

a wwim in the nippy waters of an outdoor pool. 
It was typical of his relaxed day after arrival at Uplands Airport 

by R.C.A.F. plane to begin a three-week visit to Canada. 
The formalities were over'in just 10 minutes. Governor-General 

Vincent Massey ,  and Prime Minister St. Laurent greeted the Duke on a red 
carpet at the foot of the aircraft ramp. 

There was a royal salute, inspection of an Air Force guard of 
honour, presentation of Cabinet Ministers, diplomats and the Chiefs of 
Staff -and then Philip s  looking relaxed and genial,'was off. to Govern.;. 
ment House with a smile and a wave for the applauding crowd of 2,000. 

He then drove with his party and the Governor-General to the Country 
Club northwest of the city, on the Quebec side of the Ottawa River. The 
Duke and Mr. Massey sward and then sat in the sun talking about Canada. 

The only formal touch outside the brief arrival ceremony came around 
5 p.m. when the Duke, who takes an inteest in science, eas presented 
with a certificate of honorary membership in the Engineering Institute 
of Canada. The presentation was made by Institute President  D.M. 

 Stephens of Winnipeg. 
Tomorrow, Philip will put in most of the day with a visit to 

Canada's atomic energy plant at Chalk River, Ont., 120 miles northwest 
of here. 

(over) 



'Urges $1,000,000,000 Technical Assistance;  Edmonton, July 29 (CP) -- The C.C.F. 
party called upon Canada today to boost its contributions for technical 
assistance to under-developed countries to a whopping 81,000,000,000 a 
year. 

The 200 delegates went on4record as favouring the increase after 
hearing party spokesmen suggest the country's econamy could handle a pay. 

ment of that magnitude for Canadian goods. 
One delegate described Canada's present contribution of $25,000,000 

yearly under the Colombo Plan as "measly" while another expressed fear 
"big shots" abroad might use the money to exploit their people. 

The debate on technical assistance came as the three-day convention, 
ending tomorrow, turned to study of foreign affairs and sent back to its 
Resolution Committee for revamping the main motion expressing support for 
the United Nations. Many felt it was not foreeful enough. 

Mr. David Lewis of Toronto, National Vice-Chairman, suggested the 
delegates condemn "the faint hearts and capital greed people" who repre- 
sent Canada in International councils. The Canadian Government had' 

ebetrayee the principles of the United Nations. 
Mr. Henry Weisbach of Toronto, political action director of the 

Canadian Congress of Labour, said Canada is contributing a "measly° 
 $25,000,000 a year at a time when two-thirds of the people of the lyerld 

go to bed hungry every night. More work would be provided for . Canadians 
if these nations were assisted. 

Premier Douklas of. Saskatchewan said he believes the people of Canada 
are ahead of their Government in their willingness to assist the under-
privileged countries. 

Mr. Hazen Argue, C.C.F. Umber of Parliament for Assiniboia, accused 
the Government of making Canadian farmefs dependent on the United States 
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	market and called for the recognition of Red China and the opening of 
trade cannels with the Chinese. 

All-Nation Wreather Code;  Ottawa, Juiy 28 (CP) -- The East and West have come 
to an agreement on at least one point - how to discuss the weather. 

TWO international conferences of weathermen last year - one at 
Washington, the other at Geneva - worked out a new weather code which 
all countries have agreed to use. It goes into effect Jan. 1, - 1955., 

At present, Russia and her satellites use one code to exchange 
weather observations, the rest of the world another. • › 

The Transport Departnent's icebreaker rD'Iberville" will distribute 
the new ,code books to weather stations in the Canadian Arctic on this 
season 13 run. 

Hopkins Té. Mescaw:  Ottawa, July 28 (CP) -- Four  Canadian farm experts 
will get a look next menth at what Soviet agrtcultural science is _ 	 _ 	_ 
doint. 

Dr. E.S. Hopkins, Director of the Federal , Government's Experi= 
- mental Farms Sertice, and Mr. S.J. Chagnon, Vice-Chairman.of the Agri-

cultural Prices Support Board, left by air today for Moscaw to attend 
the Soviet Union's all-union agricultural exhibition. 

In England they will be joined by Dr. VLF. Hanna, Chief of.the 
Agriculture Department's plant pathology division, and Dr. Orlan  Hall, 
Assistant Veterinary Director-General, who are touring Britain. 

'Across Canada;  The Government yesterday announced approval for the estab-
lishment of four new prilmtely-owned television stations at Peter-
borough and-Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.; Moncton, N.B., and Brandon, Man.... 
The first evidence of prehistoric habitation of the St. Lawrence 
Valley has been reported by archaeological survey groups fram the 
University of Toronto working near Cornwall, Ont. . • 	The Govern- 
ment has decided to extend the duck-hunting season in most parts of 
central and western Canada this year té chase lingering birds out of 
_northern areas before the winter freeze-up.... 	Canadian farmers 
sdwed 24,266,800 acres to wheat this year, dawn 1,254,800 from last 
year's 25,512,600. . 	. 	Veterans' allowances will be the main 
topic of discussion .at the.15th biennial convention of the Canadian 
Legion, which starts its -five-day sessions in Toronto Sunday. 
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Budgetary Surplus Cut To1109,044,000:  Ottawa, July 30  (ci') -- The Government 
went into the red by $65,157,000 in June, cutting the budgetary surplus 
for the first three months of the 1954-55 fiscal year to $109,044,000, the 
lowest in the post-war era. 

Revenues declined, particularly in the field of corporation and 
personal Income taxes, and while there was some reduction in defence ex- 

.  • penditures, these were almost offset by heavier public debt charges, pay-
ments to provinces and family allowances.' 

'The'june Treasury statement, issued today by Finance Minister Harris, 
showed that revenues for the month dropped to $319,585,000 from $371,932,000 
in June last year. This cut total revenues for the first quarter of the 
current year to $955,138,000, a sharp decline from $1,050,564,000 a year 

O 	ago. 
Personal Incane tax  colletions during June dropped to $73,333,000 

from $95,613,000 last year, while collections from corporations declined 
to $89,866,000 from $109,047,000. 

Other declines were noted in custams import duties which slipped to 
$34,439,000 from $39,824,000; excise duties to $21,756,000 from $22,766,000; 
sales taxes to $49,666,000 from $50,958,000; and other excise duties to 
$24,939,000 from $30,477,000. Postal revenue rose to $9,500,000 from 
$8,000,000. 

June expenditures eased to $384,742,000 from $387,141,000 last year, 
mainly because of enaller spending on the army and air force. This re-
duced spending for the first quarter to $846,094,000 from $865,527,000 
in the first three months a year ago. 

Gen.  Crerar  Urges Universal Service:  Toronto, Aug. 1 (CP) -- Universal 
military training and service to strengthen Canada's reserve forces was 
urged tonight by Gen. H.D.G. Crerar, Second World War  Commander of the 
Canadian Army overseas. 

The policy of the Government and Parliament against peacetime con-
scription "is just as mistaken as it can be", he said at the opening 
ceremonies of the Canadian Legion biennial convention. 

Gen. Crerar, Grand President of the Legion, recalled that in 1951 
he proposed compulsory military training of six months followed by 
several years' compulsory service in the reserve forces. 

Mhile Canada should prepare for all-out war, the world struggle 
would more likely take the form of mnall wars like Korea and Indoehina. 

"The democracies cannot go on indefinitely allowing these small 
wars to result in practical victories for the Communist powers. Eventually 
w-e shall have to fight one, or several, to a successful finish, if we 
are not going to be nibbled to death." 

Canada would have to carry its proportionate military share in 
other parts of the world besides Korea. 

Maj.-Gen. Burns' Appointment:  Ottawa, Aug. 3 (Press Release No. 46) -- The 
Department of External Affairs announced today that the Secretary- 
General of the United Nations has appointed Major-General E.L.M. Burns, 
DSO, OBE, MC, of Canada Chief-of-Staff of the United Nations Truce 
Supervision Organization in Palestine, to succeed Major-General Vagn 
Bennike of Denmark. 

(o'brer) 



For the duration of his service with the United Nations General 
Burns will be on leave of absence from his position as %puty Minister 
of the Department of Veterans Affairs. 

N.Y., Ontario Agree On Plan For New. Towns: Toronto, July 30 (CP) -- Ontario 
Hydro Chairman Robert Saunders said today Ontario Hydro and the New 
York State Power Authority have reached "camplete agreement except for 
a few details" on a plan for rehabilitating St. Lawrence River communities 
which the seaway will flood. 

Back from discussions in New York, Ur. Saunders said a complete 
statement of plans will be made next week. 

National Group Of Canada:  Ottawa, July 30 (Press Release No. 45) -- The 
Department of External Affairs announced on July 30 that the National 
Group of Canada met in Ottawa on July 29 to nominate candidates for the 
elections to replace five retiring judges on the International Court or  
Justice which will take place 'during the Ninth Session of the General 
Assembly this autumn. 

Across Canada:  The Canadian Legion's 15th biennial convention at Toronto 
heard Mr. Lapointe say the Government cannot accept its long-standing 
request for improvements in war veterans' allowances. Delegates then 
voted unanimously to endorse the Legion stand on the contentious issue. 
Mr. Laoointe, dealing briefly with the subject, said granting of the 
request would seriously affect the Government's social welfare pro- 
gramme. . . • When the S.S. Hawaiian, a 20,000-ton carrier slipped 
out of her berth at Seven Islands, Que. Saturday, a milestone was 
reached in Canada's industrial growth. The converted C-4 ship put out 
to sea with the first shipment of iron ore mined some 360 miles north 
for America's blast furnaces. . • . The Duke of Edinburgh left Ottawa 
in pelting rain bunday to continue his Canadian visit to the west. . . . 
Lands Minister Sommers of B.C. on Monday announced that a conditional 
water licence will be issued at once to the Northwest Power Industries 
Limited for a gigantic power developmeat in the Atlin Lake region of 
Northern British Columbia. 
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Extension Of Radar System: Ottawa, Aug. 3 (CP) -- Canadian and American defence 
planners are giving close study to the next move in extending the continent's 
early-warning system. 

Officials here said today there is no doubt that the system will be 
extended farther north but no final decision has yet been taken. 

They were commenting on a statanent at Washington Saturday by retiring 
U.S. Assistant Defence Secretary John A. Hanna that Canada is going ahead 
w1th a "third" cross-country radar chain. 

Actually, former Defence Minister Claxton announced last Novanbèr that 
Canada was going to build this chain, known as the "mid-Canada" line. 

This will be the second radar chain in Canada and it won't be finished 
for sever-al years. The firs.t is the "Pine Tree" chain, now almost complete, 
which has been built "upward and outward" from main target areas in parts 
of Canada and the U.S. and extends roughly along the Canada-U.S. border. 

Officials said Mr. Hanna apparently referred to the mid-Canada line as 
t}-é "third" chain because the Americans have built what is known as the "Dew 
Line" in Alaska. The word "line" is a misnomer at present because this 
network  comprises  only a few stations. There are also a small number of 
these stations in Canada's far north. . 

Officials denied reports published in the U.S. that Canada has not 
been kept informed by the U.S. of its early-warning plans. They said there 
has been the closest co-operation in this field between the two countries. . 

First B.C. Aluminum Produced For Duke: Kitimat, B.C., Aug. 3 (CP) -- British 
Columbia produced its first aluminum today while the Duke of Edinburgh 
looked on. 

Pouring of the ingot marked the campletion of the first stage of the 
-vast h9dro-electric and aluminum smelter project started 3-1- years ago by 
Alcan in a northern wilderness. 

Ten thousand men laboured to bring the Kitimat emelter and the Kemano 
power  project into operation. The cost was $270 9 000,0000 

As the Duke watched, the inaugural 50-pound ingot clattered down a 
slide and stopped just a couple of feet away. He stepped forward and gave 
it a couple of pats. Then he was presented with a miniature ingot. 

The Royal party went directly to the smelter after arriving Ln a 
Mallard amphibian fram Kemano, end of the multi-million dollar project 
which in its initial stages will produce 91 9 500 tons of aluminum annually. 

First shipments of primary aluminum ingot will leave Kitimat shortly, 
bound for world markets. 

Seaway Appointments: Ottawa, Aug. 3 (Press Release  No 1) -- In his first 
official announcement since assuming the post of President of the St. 
Lawrence Seaway Authority, Mr. Lionel Chevrier today listed the appoint-
ment of three senior officials to the staff of the newly created Authority. 
All three appointments are effective August 1. 

The three senior posts filled provide for the supervision of engin-
eering and financial undertakings and that of Secretary. They are: 

Mr. A. Gordon Murphy »  Port Manager of the Harbour of. Montreal, has 
been appointed Chief Engineer of the Authority. 

Mr. David W.G. Oliver of the Department of Finance and Treasury 
Officer with the M ontreal Harbour has been named Camptroller. 

(over) 
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Mr. Raymond Beriault, of the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, 
International Service, to be Secretary of the Authority. 

British Empire Games Standing: Vancouver, Aug. 3 (CP) -- A big 68-point day 
in track and field and a gold medal winner in fencing shot England past 
Australia and into the No. 1 spot in the unofficial team point standing 
at the British Empire Games. 

The Aussies, who started the day with a seven-point lead, picked up 
only 36 points to drop into the runner-up position. Canada garnered 21 
points-to'take bv'er thircUplade from South Africà - . 91 to 86. Tile rest 
of the field is nowhere. 

Standings by countries based on 10-5-4-3-2-1 for first six places: 
England 	 180 
Australia 	 137 
Canada 	  91 
South Africa 	  86 
New Zealand 	  38 
Trinidad 	  33 
Nigeria 	  22 
Northern Ireland 	  20 
Northern Rhodesia 	  19 
Wales 	  19 
Scotlànd 	  16 
Pakistan 	  9 
Jamaica 	  7 
Uganda 	  6 
Hong Kong 	  5 
British Guiana 	  4 
Kenya 	  3 
Gord boast 	  3 

Across Canada: Delegates from 50 countries, including the Soviet Union, will 
attend a two-day meeting at McGill University before moving to New York 
City for the 17th International bongress of Ophthalmology Sept. 13-17. 
About 1,000 international delegates Will hold scientific sessions in 
Montreal Sept. 10-11 - part of the national session of the Canadian 
Ophthalmological Society - before attending the internatidnal congress. . 
Shavers which dumped an inch of rai over parched Southern Ontario farm- 
lands have ended prolonred drought conditions which some officials had 
estimated would cost Ontario farmers $40,000,000, the Globe and Mail 
reports. 	... 	 The Resources Department yesterday called for tenders 
for thbrAlexander Graham Bell Memorial Museum to be built at Baddeck, 
N.S., in memory of the inventor. 
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Mr. Pearson On World Affairs:  Vancouver, B.C., Aug. 5 (CP) -- i'. Pearson  said 
tonight that Western Europe's growing strength and the co-operation of the 
North Atlantic Treaty Organization powers "have convinced anywould-be 
aggressor that an easy victory naw is  impossible".  

He made the statement shortly before leaving by air for Ottawa to ilelp 
organize Canadas  team to supervise the Indochina truce. Only a mistake can 
naw start a third world war, he suggested. 

"I agree with Lord Alexander that  the danger in the world at peesent 
is not so much a calculated aggresSion as a miscalculated one which might 
lead to war," he said in an interview. - 

The three Canadian commissioners in the Indochina truce negotiations 
will be a-ppointed within the next week or 10 days, he said. Canada has no 
illusions about the job it has undertaken on the Indochina truce. "It 
could be a long difficult, complicated at times, and thankless task," Mr. 
Pearson said. 

But if Canada had not accepted the invitation she hadlre sought, the 
truce in Indochina might have been delayed. 

"No consideration is being given by the (Canadian) Government ai the 
present to a change in policy," regarding recognition of Red China, Mr. 
Pearson said. 

-"It should be noted that Geneva was unable to bring about a peace 
settlement in Korea and that the Chinese Red forces are still facing the 
United Nations forces which include Canadian troops." 

Exports Down By $144,000,000:  Ottawa, Aug. 6 (CP) -- Canada's exports fell:by 
$144,000,000 in the first half of 1954 to a three-year law of $1,875,700,000. 
Sales were down in all major markets. 

Imports slipped by $165,000,000 to $2,051,600,000, with the major 
drop showing in purchases Prom the United States. 

This drop in both exports and imports narrowed Canada's foreign trade 
deficit to $175,900,000 fram $196,900,000 in the first half of last year, 
the Bureau of Statistics estimated in a preliminary report on foreign 
trade. 

Lawerwheat sales accounted for much of the decline in expertise-
Shipments dropped by $105,000,000 to $166,483,000 from 471,529,000 in 
the first half of 1953. 

Exports in the first half of the year dropped from $2,019,700,000 
in 1953 and $2,122,000,000 in 1952. Sales to the U.S. declined to $1,144,- 
800,000 from $1,209,600,000 last year, while those to Britain fell to 
$290,700,000 from $315,800,000. 

Total imports were down from $2,216,600,000 last year but were up 
from $1,950,000,000 in 1952. Imports from the U.S. declined to $1,505,- 
300,000 from $1,672,400,000 last year. Purchases fram Britain dropped 
t4203,900,000 from $219,600,000. 

Inmigration Expansion: Ottawa, Aug. 5 (CP) -- Immigration officials today 
welcomed a Canadian Uhamber of Cannerce report urging greater immigration. 
But they said an expanded programme may not be immediately feasible. 

A report of the Chgmber's inmigration committee, released today in 
Montreal, said the Canadian people will lose out "if short-sighted 

(over) 
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opposition to immigration impairs the country's future development. 
Immigration Department official said they agreewith the stand of 

the Chabbmr. However, the political acceptability of increased immigra-
tion depends to some extent on whether Canadians generally believe there 
are greater benefits than drawbacks to more immigrants. 

Discrimination By Law  Societies:  Toronto, Aug. 6 (Globe 'de Mail) -- Discrimina- 
•ion by law societies against students taking the law course at universi-
ties, is condemned by Mr. Justice Rand of the Supreme Court of Canada, in 
a recent issue of the Canadian Bar Review. 

In a lengthy analysis of legal education in Canada, and of the mount- 
ing criticism of it in recent years, the eminent jurist says young men 
entering the legal profession are entitled to equality of treatment. 

"The law societies of the provinces have had committed to then the 
administration of the profession as a public trust," declares 11r. Justice 
Rand. "It is elementary that such a relation excludes any interest other 
than that of the beneficiary,and any deviation at once engages its con-
demnation% 	. 

National Marian Congress:  Cap de la Madeleine, Que., Aug. 5 (Globe &Mail) -- 
Mhat promises to be one of the largest religious celebrations ever held 
In Canada - the National Marian Congress here and at Three Rivers, Aug. 
5-15 - got off to a good start today with the celebration of - an open- air 
pontifiell high mass by Paul Emile Cardinal Leger, Archbishôp of Montreal..., 

Across Canada:  Conviction of two navy officers on charges of negligence in 
the grounding of a Canadian destroyer in Korea was - quashed yesterday by 
the Court-Uartial Appeal Board. The decision wiped out the convictions 
and sentences of severe reprimands by a navy court-martial against Ondr. 
Richard Chenoweth of Montreal and Lt.-Cmdr. T.J.C. Thomas of. Dartmouth, 
N.S. . . . 	The Duke of Edinburgh, dressed in a grey lounge suit, 
watched the British Empire Games at Vancouver yesterday. He sat with 
Lord Alexander. •  0 • 	Three by-elections were announced by Premier 
Frost of Ontario for Sept. 16. These will be in Leeds, Russell' and 
Nipissing, all vacant since the spring session of the Ontario Legisla-
ture, when their members die. . 	Twenty-five R.C.A.F. Sabre jet 
fighters arrivedlwg. at their NATO bases in Europe, two days after 
they took off from St. Hubert, the R.C.A.F. announced. 

Note: Yesterday's Aug. 5 issue of the Deily Airmail Bulletin should be 
--numbered 149. 
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Seaway Valley Relocation Problem: Toronto, Aug. 7 (Globe 	 Ontarp 
Hydro and the New York .State Power Authority have reached complete agree-
tent-, onithesharini)of cOsts otsthe'cOmpeffikation-relocation programme which 
is exPected to turn seaway valley into a model regional community  in the 
wake of the St. Lawrence River power development. Total bill to be . shared 
equally brthe two agencies may be as high as $80,000,000. 

The agreement  means far more to Ontario than it does to New York because 
a greater area will be flooded and many more persons affected on this side 
of the river than in the United States. Cost of the programme on the U.S. 
side of the river has been estimated recently at $13,000,000. Cost of 
buying land and relocating  people in the two affected Ontario counties of 
Dundas and Storrnoni hqs been estimated at $65,000,000 but could be higher. 

Without revealing what it vus, Hydro Chairman Saunders said a figure 
was agreed on. However, it will be open for review in six months after 
both agencies have had some solid experience in the early-stages of carrying 
out the programme on which to base a final estimate. 

The agreement wus reached at a meeting in New York Thursday- between 
Mr. Saunders and officials of the New York Authority. . . . 

Role Of TV In Political Field:  Ottawa, Aug. 8 (CP) -1  The role Canadian tele-
vision will play in the field of politics may be decidèd in the next few 
months. 

Talks on the possible use of TV for political broadcasts are expected 
to open here late this fall. They will be attended by representatives of 
the Liberal, Progressive Conservative, CCF and Social Credit parties and 
the CBC 

Discussions likely will decide whether the country's political parties 
are prepared to use TV to make their views known to the phblio-alid whether 
the CBC thinks the time is ripe for this new broadcasting vénture. 

If the decision is to use TV for political broadcasting, time will be 
allotted on CBC stations for -speeches by memb'ers of the four main political 
parties. Such a decision also would involve the framing of regulations on 
the mmy political speeches may be given and whether political meetings 

- should be telecast. 
•While the talks will be of an exploratory nature, informants in the 

capital are convinced it is only a matter of time before political speeches 
will be on TV. 

"It is a logical thing to happen in this country," one official said. 

FRT Council Election September 7:  Ottawa, Aug. 8 (CP) -- It's nomination day 
tomorrow for the Canadian North's Mackenzie River  district, where a 
candidate does his campaigning on both sides of. the Arctic Circle  and 

, where he finds a voter every 80 square miles. 
In the elections to be held Sept. 7, the 6,000 Indians, Eskimos 

and whites will pick four men to represent them for the next three years 
on the Northwest Territoriès council. 	 • 

The council for the 500,000-square-mile area consists of nine men, 
five appointed by the federal Government. 

(over) 
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Visit Of Duchess Of Kent: • Ottawa, Aug. 5 — The Duchess of Kent and her daugh 
Princess Alexandra, will been their Canadian visit in Quebec City, Aug. 2 
when their R.C.A.F. plane lands at 11 a.m. 

The Duchess will open the Canadian National Exhibition  at 2.30 p.m. 
Aug. 26. On Aug. 28 she will review a military parade at the Exhibition 
and Princess Alexandra will address a rally of members of the Junior Red 
Cross. They will go to Niagara Aug. 29, where they will attend the in-
auguration of the new power development of the Ontario Hydro Commission. . 

Emilie, One Of Famous Quints, Is Dead: Callander, Aug. 9 -- Emilie Dionne, 
shyest and most retiring of the five famous quintuplets, died suddenly at 
the Convent of The Oblates of Mary Immaculate at Ste. Agathe, Que. on 
August 6. Death was reported due to an epileptic stroke. 

Emilie had -been:spending a-month -with( the religious order to decide 
whether she wanted to enter it. 

Her body was brought home by funeral coach and Interment was being 
made today at Corbeil, near her Callander home. 

‘; Final Standing In Empire.Gemes: Vancouver, Aug. 8 (CP) -- Final , standings in 
- the 1954 British-Empire Games on a basis of 10-5-4-3-2-1 for_the first 

six places: . 

e•—: • 

5141 
 363-i 

339 
260T3 

 1641  
103*  

46 
40 
36 
35 , 
,33 
30 ' 
19 
10 
7 
6 
6 
5 
5 
0 
0 

England 	 
Australia 	 

-Canada 	 
South Africa- 
New Zealand 	 
Scotland 	 
Northern Rhodesia 
Wales  • 
Nigeria 	 
Pakistan 	 
Southern Rhodesia 
Trinidad 	 
Northern Ireland- 
Jamaica 	 
Hong Kong 	 
Kenya 	  
Uganda 	  
British Guiana 	 
Barbados 	 
Gold Coast 	 
India 	  
The Bahamas 	 
Bermuda 	  0 
Fiji 	  0 

. Across Canada: l'he Duke -uT Edinburgh left Vancouver by plane On %May for,- 
itehorse in the Yukon on the start of his cross-country tour of Canada's 

northland. . . . 	The federal Government should discontinue all military 
exemptions granted the Hutterites and Doukhobors; the provincial Govern-
ments should refuse to allow these sects to acquire, by purchase or lease, 

. any further lands until they assume the duties and responsibilities of 
rull Canadian citienship, it was stated Ia a resolution passed for the 
attention of the federal and provincial Governments at the closing session 
of the Canadian Legion's -15th1ilennia1 convention in Toronto. . . . 	Old 
Fort Hew, will nsurrender n , to the United States Aug. 18. A detachment ' 
of U.S. Marines will march in and take command of the historic fortress - 
142 years after their U.S. forces were repulsed with heavy losses in the 
War of 1812, the C.P. reports from Kingston. The ceremony will commemor-
ate the 15th anniversary of the Ogdensburg Agreement of 1939, the Canadian- 

U.S. joint defence of North America Pact. 
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Postings To Indochina:  Ottawa, Aug. 9 (CP) -- Six officers of the Canadian 
Infantry Brigade in Korea have been posted to Indochina to serve with the 
Armistice Supervisory Commissions, the Army said today. 

The six are: Major E.B. McCorkell, Toronto, 4th Battalion, Canadian 
Guards; Major E.D. Price, Ottawa, 2nd Battalion, Queen's Own Rifles; Major 

MacMurdo, Ottawa, Royal Canadian Army Service Corps; Capt. W.J. New-
lands, Kingston, 2nd Battalion, Black Watch; Capt. G.M. Rodgers, Halifax, 
3rd Regiment, Royal Canadian Horse Artillery; and Capt. E. Thirgood, 
Langstaff, 4th Battalion, Canadian Guards. 

Major MacMurdo arrived in Indochina yesterday and the other five last 
Thursday, the Army said. 

Previously, Brig. R.E.A. Morton, Head of the Canadian Military-  Mission 
in Tokyo, was sent to Indochina. 

Turning Ceremony:  Ottawa, Aug. 9 (Journal) -- Tuesday, Aug-
ust 10 is D-rDa,y-  for the giant St. Lawrence Power Development at Cornwall 
and at Massena, N.Y., across the river. 

Beginning at 11 a.m. special "ground-breaking" ceremonies will be 
held near both communities in the presence of Prime Minister St. Laurent, 
New York State Governor Thomas Dewey, Ontario Preniier Leslie Frost, Sea-
way Authority Chief Lionel Chevrier, Mr. Robert Saunders, Chairman of the 

• Hydro-Electric Power Commission and Mr. Robert Moses, Chairman of the New 
York State Power Authority. 

The morning inauguration of the powerhouse construction of the Ameri- 
can side will be followed immediately by a similar turning of the first 
sod on the Canadian side three miles west of Cornwall and attended by the 
same leaders of public life. It is primarily a power development gather- 
ing. 

Cornwall Armories will be the scene of a luncheon at whith guests 
will include representatives of the St. Lawrence Valley municipalities to 
be directly affected by the power development and subsequent flooding of 
shoreline communities. Hydro-Chairman Saunders will preside at the lun-
cheon and introduce the chief guests. 

For All-Canadian Seaway:  Cornwall, Aug.  9  (Globe & Mail) -- If Canada permits 
U.S. participation in the St. Lawrence Seaway-, it will be over the oppo-
sition of a growing movement centred in this city to keep the deep water-
way all-Canadian. 

Ir, Lionel Chevrier, i'resident of the St. Lawrence Seaway Authority, 
will be the target of e 3O-car  motorcade which will drive to Ottawa Aug. 
19 to present a petition supporting a brief. 

The petition, to be made public at a mass meeting here Thursday, 
will carry the signatures of people representing a cross-section of the 
population of this district as well as the names of influential men and 
women who will be approached by members of the committee organizing the 
campaign. They call themselves the Citizens Joint Action Committee for 
the A11-Canadian Seaway. 

Supplies For Allies:  Ottawa, Aug. 9 (CP) -- Canadian military supplies were 
shipped last week to Italy,.  Portugal and Belgium under terms of the North 
Atlantic Alliance Mutual Aid Programme, the Army said Saturday. 
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The shipments camprised artillery equipment for the Italian Army, 
vehicle spare parts and artillery equipment for the Portuguese Army and 
ammunition for the Royal Belgian Army. Shipping points were Hamilton, 
Montreal and Quebec City. 

Canadian Post-War Economy: Ottawa, Aug. 9 (CP) -- Canada's post-war economic 
expansion outpaced the United States and the drop in physical output in 
recent months was less marked it this country, the Bureau of Statistics 
said Friday. 

In a special comparison of the U.S. and Canada economic activity, 
the Bureau said that physical output rose 34 per cent in Canada between 
1946 and 1953. In the same period In the United States itrrose 29 per 
cent. 

The decline in physical output from the middle of 1953 to the first 
quarter of this year was four per cent in the United States, but only two 
per cent in Canada. 

Lord Alexander At Connaught Ranges: Ottawa, Aug. 9 (Journal) -- Close to 700 
top-notch Canadian and United Kingdom marksmen spread out over the 
Connaught Ranges today to open the 86th annual Dominion of Canada Rifle 
Association Prize meeting. 

On hand to see the matches away to a fine start under ideal weather 
conditions was the former crack-shot of the Irish Guards, United Kingdom 
%fence Minister Lord Alexander. 

Flying Saucer Sighting Station Report:-  Ottawa, Aug. 9 (CP) -- Is Canada the 
first country in the world to record a flying saucer with instruméntet 

That question is being debated here today after the Transport De-
parmentts flying saucer sighting station reported that it had detieôtéd 
an unexplainable object in the atmosphere over Ottawa Sunday. ' 

Mr. Smith said he is convinced that the deflection on the gravi-
meter was not caused bv an aircraft. It was either something scientists 
did not know about or an instrument failure. 

Across  Canada:  Universities may have to re-examine closely their entrance 
minimums if they hope to attain better standards, the Couchiching Con-
ference was told yesterday. M.St.A Woodside, Dean of the Faculty of Arts 
at University of Toronto, said first year failures shawed the universi-
ties' technique was unable -to determine which applicants would be success-
ful, according to the Globe and Mail. . . . Emilie Marie Jeanne Dionne 
was buried at Corbeil, Ont., yesterday. Hundreds watched as the body of 
theworld-famous quintuplet -was laid to rest in the small Roman Catholic 
cemetery. • . . 	Mr. M.J. Coldwell, Leader of the C.C.F. party left 
Tuesday for Europe on the Empress of Scotland, the Montreal Gazette 
reports. 
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Ceremonies Launch St.  Lawrence DeveloPment:  Cornwall, Ont., Aug. 10 
Ottawa journa1r=7M-Tevelopment of the hydro-electric potential Of 
the International Rapids section of the St. Lawrence River is a tangible 
example of the friendship and co-operation between Canada and the United 
States, Prime Minister St. Laurent said here early this afternoon at the 
ground-breaking ceremony of the e600,000,000 Power Project. 

- The Prime Minister was speaking at the turning of the first sod of 
the Pawer Project on the Canadian side of the river. With him on the 
platform was New York State Governor Thomas Dewey, Trade Minister Hawe, 
Mr. Robert Moses, Chairman of the New York State Payer Authority, Seaway 
Authority,President  Lionel Chevrier, Hydro Chairman Robert Saunders and 
other notables. 

The power development and seaway were Important for theireconamic 
significance, the Prime Minister said. But also the two factors of the 
St. Lawrence development employing the latest technological achievements 
represented a strengthening of the Western Wbrld. It is in keeping with 
the policy of NATO, he recalled, to build up and maintain the strength 
of member states to discourage and deter aggression. On this 'account the 
Seaway and Power Project will be making a contribution tovorld peace. 

Mr. St. Laurent said it was a special pleasure for him to take part 
in the gathering attended by representatives of United States and Canada, 
which marked the beginning of a vast international project. He forecast 
"very great benefit" to the residents on both sides of the St. Lawrence' 
in the vicinity of the power development area. 
' 	The St. Lawrence River, the Prime Minister continued, wns a bond 
i-ather than a barrier between the two countries. Thousands of people 
crossed it in both directions every day at Cornwall and other border 
points, and there is a strong community of interests binding together 
all the residents of the St. Lawrence Valley. The Power Project, he 
emphasized, will bring Canadians and Americans more closely together 
than ever before. The new electrical energy which will be created in 
the Cornwall-Massena section, he said »  will enable the district toireach 
an era of expanding economy. . 

Rail Strike .Vate Announcement Tpday;  Ottawa 9  Aug. 10 (CP) -- The federal 
Government is expected to try t estore railway-union negotiations after 
tomorrow's announcement of the result of a strike vote among non-
operating unions. 

On present indications, the move will be made in advance of re- 
sorting to the Government's ace-in-the-hole card of a special session of 
Parliament that could be called to stave off a rail tie-up. 

It would be the second time during their long current dispute over 
fringe benefits that the disputants were recalled into negotiations at 
the request of the Government. The first ended in failure when dis-
cussions broke dawn June 22. 

While official comment is lacking here, the Government's intention 
shapes up as that of renewing its request for negotiations provided the 
next _ noves of the unions leave enough time leeway for talks before any 
strike date. 

(over) 
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That mould mean a Government attempt same time after tomorrow if: 
1 0  Tomorrow's Montreal announcement of the result of the union strike 

vote - which could only authorize union chiefs to call a strike -  vas  not 
BccompaMed by the actual strike call, or 

2. A strike wire called but with its effective date set - well 
ahead. . 

The Duke At Coppermine:  Coppermine, N.W.T., Aug. 10 (CP) -- The Duke of Edin-
burgh today met some of the Queen's northernmost subjects - Eskimos and a 
handful of whites who call this Arctic Ocean outpost hame. 

Some 200 Eskimos were waiting to greet the Dukeon - a'grassy bank at 
the moùth of the Coppermine River. The men, bright parkas over their old 
clothes, formed one line and the women, clad in gaily-coloured outer 
garments with fur collars, made another° 

The Duke, whn arrived in an amphibious R.C.A.F. Canso plane from Port 
Radium, N.W.T., nt Coppermine 100 miles indide the Arctic Circle, came 
through a choppy sea in an open launch. Bareheaded, he worè a brown jacket 
and grey slacks. The sun shone but there was a cool breeze. 

Canadian Travellers Heavy Spenders in U.S.:  Ottawa, Aug. 10 (CP) -- Canadian 
travellers in the United States have became such big spenders that Americmu 
travelling in Canada look like tightwads by comparison° 

While the number of visits by Canadians in the United States reached 
the record of 23,300,000 last year, they were still short about 5,000,000 
the number of visis by Americans to this country. But Canadians autilhpent 
their American counterparts by $25,000,000 in travel expenditure. 

The Bureau of Statistics said today In its report on travel for 1953 
that Canadians visiting the U.S. longer than 48 hours spent an average of 
$86, compared with $52 by the average American in Canada for a similar 
period. 

The averages in 1953 were slightly lower than in 1952 when they - 
were $88 fof Canadians and $52 for Americans. The difference was much 
smaller for travellers spending less than two days in either country. 

On: a population basis, Canada's travel expenditures of $307,000,000 
in the U.S. averaged $20.79 per person, far higher than the average of 
$1077 for Americans who spent $282,000,000. 

The expenditures last year were higher than in 1952 when Canadians 
spent $294,000,000 and Americans $257,000,000. 

Across Canada: Seven provincial Governments will be controlling their trans-
border bteyAntflibbySèpta 15. Federal legislation conferring this 
jurisdiction on Ontario is proclaimed In the current issue of the Canada 
Gazette. It had already gone into effect August 1 for British Columbia, 
Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island, 
C.P. reports from Ottawa. . 	. 	Chrysler Corporation of Canada eester- 
day announced indeterminate layoffs caused by "rearrangement of 'manu- 
facturing facilities in its passenger car plant with a Vie/V.  to bringing 
the huge new plant addition into production on a progressive basis". 
The statement said the passenger car plant will start its annual vaca-
tion August 16 and it is expected the rearrangement will begin after 
that, the C.P. reports fram Windsor 	 The Government of France's 
tourist bureau in Montreal is promoting an exhibition in the Show 	- 
Mart September 10 to 26, which will featurelboaths demonstrating trade, 
industry, ertisticwarks and attractions for the visitor in that 
European country, the Gazette reports. 
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Rail Mhge Disputants Summoned To Ottawa: Ottawa, Aug. 11 (CP) -- The Government 
today summoned the railway wage disputants to Ottawa, and tomorraw Prime 
Minister St. Laurent personally will urge company and union heads to re-
sume their deadlocked negotiations in the hope of staving off a general 
rail strike. 

The Prime Minister announced late today - soon after the unions made 
public the result of a strike-authorizing vote of 145,000 non-operating 
workers - that the antagonists accepted a Cabinet: invitation to meet here 
tomorrow with himself and Labour Minister Gregg. 

High informants said later the main purpose of the conference - there 
•ill be"at least two and likely three during the day - is to press the 
companies and unions to get back into the negotiations that have been 
broken off since June 22. 

The Duke At  •  Churchill, Man.:  Churchill, Man., Aug. 11 (CP) -- The Duke of 
Edinburgh landed in a swirling sea mist today at this Hudson Bay port 
where civilization meets the frontier on a bleak rocky peninsula, 610 
miles north of Winnipeg. 

The R.C.A.F.'s C-S raeed-a fog to carry the Duke 700 miles from 
'Yellowknife, N.W.T., ahead of schedule. He will fly to Quebec tomorrow. 

The Royal Canadian Regiment, of which he is An henorary colonel, 
turned out a guard of honour at the big military base where Canadian and 
United States forces work together on Arctic training and research. 

Later, the regiment presented the Duke with an inscribed cigaret 
box. Two children presented mats made from polar bear skins for Princess 
Anne and Prince Charles. 

At the nearby town of Churchill where many buildings sparkled in a 
new cémt of paint, the Duke saw Eskimo handicrafts and visited the Arctic 
Museum of the Oblate Fathers. 	 ' 

He also visited the waterfront where, in the three-month ice-free 
shipping season, ships unload goods froM Britain and tekei 'Canadian wheat 
aboard. 	 • 

"Medium-Range, Five-Day Weather Forecasts: Montreal, Aug. 12 (Gazette) --
The  °minion  Public  leather Bureau, Dorval, announced yesterday that 
"medium-range" (five-day) forecasts will be issued by weather stations 
across the country. Canada has only "short-range" (24-hour) forecasts 
now. ' 

Weather offices in the United States have been issuing the five-
day kind for several years, and officials are naw studying the possi-
bility of issuing "long-range" 30 days - predictions. 

In Canada the five-day forecasts will be issued twice weekly, but 
it will take between six months and a year before they are country-wide. 
A shortage of trained personnel has caused some delay in establishing 
the new system. 

"Long-range" forecasts are not being contemplated in Canada at the 
present time »  officials said. 
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Few Real Communists In Middle East:  Montreal, Aug.,12. (Gazette) -- There are 

few real Communists in the Middle East, but their influence is out of pro» 
portion to their numbers because of "spite-Cammunism", a Lebanese i)r-ofessor 
visiting Montreal said yesterday. 

"The great majority of people in the Arab steltes are anti-American. 
They have no faith at all in Western  political integrity and maturity," 
Dr. N.A. Faris, Professor of History and Director of the Arab studies 
programme at the American University of Beirut told The Gazette yesterday, 

"There are few ideological Communists in the area," he said. "But 
the majority of the people are close to what might' be described as 4 spite 
Cammunism'. That is, they are so anti-Western and anti-U.S. that they 
may fall in with Cammunist plans." 

The exPeriences of the Arab peoples with the West have not been happy, 
said Dr. Faris. He cited the disputes over the Suez Canal, over Palestine, 

over the oil-fields, as examples which are looked upon by the Arabs as 

"colonialism" and "imperialism,.  a • . 

Rich Ferguson Named Outstanding Athlèt”:  Vancouver, Aug. 11 (CP) -- Ace 
Canadian miler Rich Ferguson of Toronto, today was named Canada's out-
standing male athlete of 1954. 

Mr. Fred Rawell Chairman for Track and Field, Amateur Athletic Union 

of Canada, said the 23-year-old runner has been7awarded the Norton Crowe 
Trophy, awarded annually to the outstanding athlete in track, boxing, 
wrestling, weightlifting or gymnastics. 

Couchiching Conference:  Geneva Park, Ont., Aug. 11 (CP) -- Professor Paul 
Lemkau, psychologist at Johns Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore, said today 
elderly persons have been driven into Canadian and United States psychiatdc 

wards because they- have lost the respect they once commanded. 
Prof. Lemkau, speaking to the week-long 23rd Annual Couchiching Con-

ference, said these persons have been_cut off fran family contact at an 
age when they are in need of it by the sanie  independence which they in-
stilled in their children. 

It personal survey, hesaid, which included Yugoslavia, Italy, Chile, 
and Japan, showed a much lower rate of hospital admissions of elderly 
persons in Yugoslavia, Italy, Chile and Japan than in Canada and the United 

States. 
Prof. Lemkau attributed this to the tradition retained in the Europ-

ean countries where the father, even in old age, remains the head of the 

home and a respected individual. 

Across Canada:  Canada's forestry and paper industries have been offered as 
much engineering help from Finland as that little northern European 
nation can provide. Jarl Torbjorn Norell, newly-appointed Finnish Vice-
Consul in Montreal, said engineering "knaw4-how" was one of the commodities 

Canada might conceivably want from Finland. A surplus of college and 
university graduates exists in Finland today, he stated, and if Canada's 
basic industries are in need of engineering aid, "we have it", the Mont-

real Gazette reported today. • . . 	Average hourly earnings in Canadian 

manufacturing reached a high at the start of June but weekly wages fell 
off slightly from May 1 because of fewer hours worked. The average 
hourly wage was t1.42 9  'The,  weekly average dropped to t56.78 from 
$57.57.  o 0 0 	A 100wman Royal Canadian Navy guard of honour and a 
21-gun salute yesterday marked the arrival of Governor-General Vincent 
Massey for a two-month stay at his residence in the Quebet Citadel. 
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Rail Strike Threat Recedes: Ottawa, Aug. 12 (CP) -- Mr. St. Laurent today 
brought railway-union disputants close to resumed contract negotiations 
and indicated confidence Parlirament will not - have to step in to head off 
a general rail strike. 

The Prime Ministerp -beaming.after two "satisfactory" meetings with 
the long-deadlocked antagonists, said late today he expects' to see them 
re-open bargaining early next week, possibly Monday in Ottawa. 

Then he left to continue an interruptèd vacation at St. Patrick, 
Que., saying he doesn't expect the rail situation will bring him back - to 
the capItal and manifesting belief a settlement will be worked out before 
the end 	next week. 

He Met the disputants in separate conferences at which he appealed 
to them to resume negotiations and got their reaction to his awn expressed 
view than there would have to be more compromise. 

Spokeemen for the railways'and their 145,000 non-operating union em-
ployees, summoned here yesterday by the Cabinet, immediately indicated 
willingness to start new talks. 

The company group gave unqualified assent. The union officials, only 
a small group from their general negotiating canmittee, had to take the 
proposal back to a committee meeting in Montreal tomorrow, promising to 
give an anewer tomorrow. 

But the Prime Minister told reporters  fter the meetings that he 
expects the union answer will be :yese And Frank H. Hall, chief union 
spokesman said: 

"When the Prime Minister asks you to do samething, I suppose that's 
the proper thing to  dot!

Seaway Negotiations At Ottawa: Ottawa, Aug. 12 (Cl2  -- A Canada-'United States 
St. Lawrence seaway agreement providing for canals on the U.S. side of 
the International Rapids would not preclude Canada's building canals in 
the section at any time in the future. 

Mr. Pearson made that statement to reporters today follawing the 
first day of talks by Canadian and American officials on problems to be 
solved in advance of joint construction by the two countries of the 
$300,000,000 project. 

Mr. Pearson said each country made clear to the conference its 
present position on all issues to be solved. The conference delegates 
then separated to discuss the other country's stand. 

"We are looking at what they said and they are lobking at what we 
said," Mr. Pearson stated. 

One of the main problems is to reach agreement on the construction 
of canals in the International Rapids section. 

A 1952 Canada-U.S0 agreement for an all-Canadian seaway provides for 

construction of these canals on the Canadian side of the international 
section. However, U.S. legislation approved this year enables the U.S. 
to build the canals only on the U.S. side of the rimer. 

It is expected that Canada will agree to construction of the 
canals on the American side and will use the existence of the agreement 
to bargain for Canadian-sought points. 

(over) 
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Mr. Pearson said, however, that "we have made it clear tbat nothing 
is to interfere with Canada's right to build canals on the Canadian side 
of the river". The United States delegates have accepted "this gtatement 
of position". 

Predicts Doubling Of Gross National Product Geneva Park, Aug. 12 (Globe & 
Mail) -- Cut free from the financial apron string of foreign investment, 
Canada has at last embarked on an economical cruise as master of her 
own ship. 

Er. 0 0J0  Firestone, economic adviser in the Department of Trade and 
Commerce, told the Couchiching Conference tonight of an exciting future 
in the world's most rapidly growing nation. 

In the postwar period, 85 per cent of capital needed for expansion 
has come from Canadian savings, he said. 

0N0  longer does Canadian economic progress depend on money borrowed 
in London or New York. The bulk of resources development industrial 
expansion and other capital development, capital facilities," he said, 
"is naw financed by Canadians." 

Just returned from a 7 9 000-mi1e trip through the country, Mr. Fire-
s .tone said prospects were ofmore than doubling the gross national pro-
ducts in this quarter century. "We're already off to an auspicious start," 
he said. - 

"Our gross national product is now over $24 9 000,000,000 9  more than 
17 per cent larger in volume terms than in 1950." 

He predicted a repeat of the last 25-year expansion period ending in 
1950. During  that time, -gross national product and commodity imparts and 
exports were -bcgth doubled, and living standards and population increased 
by 50 per cent. 

Ambassador Of Israel:  Ottawa, Aug. 12 (Press Release  No 47) -- His Excellency 
- Michael Saul Camay presented today to the Honourable Mr. Justice C.H. 

Locke, Deputy Governor General, his Letter ofCredence as Ambassador 
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of Israel to Canada. 

Across  Canada: • The Duke of Edinburgh arrived -yesterday in' Quebed,City after 
a 1,225-mile flight from Churchill, Man., on the last lap of his three-
week tour of Canada. . 	The end of an arduous four-month search 
for a new site for the remote Arctic community of Aklavik appears to be 
insight. The Deputy Minister of Northern Affairs, said yesterday. 
Government sur;zeyors believe they have found a suitable location about 
50 miles east of the present settlement. . 	. 	Goa, capital colony 
of Portuguese India, and British Malaya, will be brought within reach 
of te).ephone users in all of Canada (except Newfoundland) when overseas 
telephone service to the two distant lands is introduced on Sunday, the 
Bell -felephone Company of Canada announced yesterday. 
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Rail Talks Resume Aug. 16:  Ottewa, Aug. 13  (ci') -- Company-union negotiations 
in the strike-threatened rail dispute will re-open here Monday for the first 
time in almost eight weeks. 

Answering a personal appeal from Prime Minister St. Laurent, chiefs of 
non-operating unions agreed to the step today after the railways had con-
sented in a•  conference here yesterday. 

The discussions that started late last year and ran into a aeries of 
deadlocks will start all over from scratch when the-disputatts gather in 
the Senate's railway committee roan Mandey.,. 

The Prime Minister, who brought union and company heads to Ottawa ysster-
day to hear his appeal, said at the time they will be hew negotiations. How-
ever, hé did not expect them to last long, and he expressed optimism over the 
prospect of a settlement without Parliament being'called in to legislate 
against a strike that would tie up Canadian railways generally. 

The 15 spokesmen for the negotiation unions - whose145,000 members have 
authorized them to stage a strike ta enforce contract demands - will be 
headed by Mr. Frank H. Hall when they face the railways.  ecross the table 
Monday. Main railway officers arerexpected to be President Donald Gordon 
of the Government-owned C.N.R. and itice-President N.R. Crump of the C.P.R° 

Seeway  Joint Announcement: Ottawa, August 13 (Press Release No. 48) -- Following 
is the text of a joint announcement issued on the conclusion of the Canada.-
United States intergovernmental talks on the St. Lawrence Seaway held in 
Ottawa, August 12 and 13, 19548 	 , 

!Discussions  between representatives of Canada and the United States 
on the St.ImmTence Seaway were held in Ottawa on August 12 and 13. The 
United States representatives were headed by the Deputy Secretary of Defence, 
Mr. Robert B. Anderson. Canada was represented bythe Minister of Trade 
and. Commerce and Defence Production, Mr. C.D. Hawe, the Secretary of State 
for External Affairs, Mr. L.B. Pearson, and the Minister of Transport, 
Mr. G.C. Marler0 

"The  representatives of the two countries explored possibleimdifica- 
tions of the existing arrangements for the developmCnt of the Seawayeas ' 
embodied in the Exchange of Notes of June 30, 1952. The various factors 
involved were examined in a friendly and constructive manner and Ëroposals 
put forward by the representatives of both countries are being-referred to 
the Canadian and United States Governments for. consideration° 

"The next stage is expected to be an Exchange of Notes modifying the 
arrangements made in the Notes of June 30, 1952. The working out of these 
arrangements will not delay the beginning of construction work, as the 
engineering preparations are going l'orward. It is now expected that 
construction will be completed by the end of 1958," 

" 
'Defence  Cutà tôost  Surplus  Ottawa, Aug. 13 (CI>) -- An unexpected cut in 

defence spending more than quadrupled the Government's estimated budget-
ary surplen for 1953-54. 

Finance Minister Harris announced today that the surplus for the 
1953-54 fiscal yeer actually totalled $45,797,000 - not the $10,000,000 
estimàted by former Finance Minister Abbott last spring. 	 • 

(over) 
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The increased balance was applied against Canada's national debt now 
reduced to a net of $11,116 9 000 9 000 9  do  wn fram $11,162,000,000 last year 

Revenues in the last fiscal year which ended March 31, 1954, were 
14,000 9 000 below the $4 9 400,0009 000 estimated by ItTr. Abbott in his last 
budget statement s  Mr. Abbott now is a Supreme Court of Canada justice. 

Expenditures, however, dropped to $4,351,000 9 000 about $39,000,000 
less than the budget estimate of $4 9 390 9 000,000. 

The spending drop was due "mainly to a shortfall in defence expendi 
tures", Mr. Harris said. The Department had planned to spend $1,839,000,6 
but the bills came to $1,806,000,000, lower by $33,000,000. 

Mental Illness Major Problem, Says Mr. Martin: Toronto, Aug. 15 (CP) -- Health 
Minister Martin Saturday- night told the Fifth International Congress on 
Mental Health that mental illness in Canada is a problem of the fitst 
magnitude. 

Mr. Martin said that mental illness in Canada accounts for more time 
lost than tuberculosis, cancer and polio combined. The number of patients 
in mental hospitals reached a record high of 65,827 last year. 

"There can be no doubt that with  one out of every 225 Canadians 
listed as a mental hospital patient last year -•  the problem of carieg for 
the mentally ill has taken on added urgency in recent years," be-said. 

Across Canada: The Duke of Edinburgh flew in to Goose Bay Sunday after a 
whirlwind tour of the Ungava iron ore project at Knob Lake, Que. The 
Düke's plane touched down at 3:18 p.m. (EDT) at the last stop on his 
Canadian tour. Tuesday he will board the Royal yacht Britannia for the 
voyage back to England. 	0 	.Torch-bearing prisoners rioted for two 
hours in the big Kingston Penitentiary yesterday and set a dozen fires 
within the high gray walls before armed soldiers, police and guards brought 
them under control. •  The riot, led by same 50 prisoners and joined'by 
about 400 others, broke out in the prison exercise yard. Before it was 
over, sporadic fires had been set in various parts of the cellblocks, 
guards had fired over the heads of rioters and the call was sent for 

, 	military and police reinforcements. . 	. 	Canadian and U.S. fisheries 
experts  were  meeting in Bellingham, Washington, Friday amid mounting 
fears that the stalemated B.C. fishing strike could seriously damage the 
fabulous Adams River sockeye salmon run, a Vancouver despatch reports. . . • 
The air age has caught up with the buffalo in Wood Buffalo Park. Instead 
of trying to capture the animais for branding purposes, a mammologist just 
leans out of a helicopter and squirts paint at them. He uses a small 
firefighter's pump, C.P. reports from Edmonton. 
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Indochinag  Ottawa, August 17 (Press Release No. 49) -- The Canadian Government 
today designated the three Canadian representatives for the International 
Supervisory Commissions for Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia which are to 
supervise the cease-fire and armistice agreements in Indochina. The 
final cessation of hostilities took place August 11, 1954.. 

Mr. Sherwood Lett has been appointed the Canadian representative bn-
the International Supervisory Canmission for Vietnam; Mr. Leon Mayrand on 
the Canmission for Laos and Mr. R.M. Macdonnell on that for Cambodia. The 
Commissioners will have the rank of Ambassador. 

Mr. Lett served with gallantry and distinction in the First and 
Second %rid Mars, and retired from the Army with the rank of Brigadier. 
He is Chancellor of the University of British Columbia and a past President 

- of the Varicouver Law Society. He will return to his law practice in Van-
couver after a year's absence with the Commission in Vietnam, which is naw 
established at Hanoi. 

Mr. R.M. Macdonnell, an Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External 
Affairs,has served in Mashington,Kuibyshev, Prague and Paris. He attended 
the preliminary discussions in New Delhi, proceeded to Indochina with the 
advance mission and is temporarily serving as Acting Commissioner in Viet-
nam. Meanwhile, the Canadian Trade Commissioner in Hong Kong,  Mr. T.R.G. 
Fletcher, is presently serving as Acting Cmmnissioner in Cambodia. 

Mr. Mayrand has been the Canadian Ambassador to Chile since 1951. A 
member of the Department of External Affairs for twenty years, Mr. Mayrand 
has held diplamatic appointments in London, Rio de Janeiro andliroscaw, as 
well as Santiago. Mr. Frank Ballachey of the Department of External Air' 
Affairs e  who reached Laos on August 10, is meanwhile serving as Acting 
Cammissioner in the Laotian capital, Vientiane. 

Railway-Union Contract 	 Negotiations:  Ottawa, Aug. 16 (CP) -- Negotiations in 
the strike-threatened rallway-union contract dispute re-opened today at 
the federal Government's request and adjourned overnight with no statement 
on developments fram the parties. 

After morning and afternoon sittings in the main Parliament Building, 
the talks recessed at 6:30 p.m. EDT until 10:30 a.m. tamorraw. 

President Donald Gordon of the C.N.R. told reporters that the unions 
and railways had agreed to say nothing for publication on the outcome of 
the initial meetings. 

The overnight adjournment came shortly after the 15 union spokesmen 
had spent an hour and 40 minutes in discussion among themselves in a 
separate room from the main conference roan. 

The development appeared to indicate that the union group was con-
sidering a proposition from the railways, but members of both parties 
refused to confirm or deny this. 

U. Of Rochester's Canadian Studies Programme: Montreal, Aug. 17 (Gazette) -- 
About 80 government, business and educational leaders of the United States 
and Canada, among them Dr. F. Cyril James, Principal of McGill University, 
meet Sept. 1 and 2 for a series of informal "shirt §leeve" discussions 
at the University of Rochester on the theme "ffhat Future for Canada-U.S. 
Economic Relations". 

(over) 



The conference, sponsored by the University of Rochester's Canadian 
Studies Programme, will have a dual purpose - "to provideopportunity for 
free and frank discussion among Canadian and Amèrican executives, and to 
define and explore areas mhere research and teaching by universities 
would benefit Canada-U.S. relations". 

About 40 Canadians and an equal number of Americans will attend the 
sessions. 

Only bne open meeting has been scheduled for the two-day conference, 
a dinner Sept 2 at which the Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. 
Pearson and Mr. George M. Humphrey, U.S. Secretary of the .Treasury, will 
be principal speakers° 

Among Canadians at the conference will be Mr. N.J. McKinnon, General 
Manager of the Canadian Bank of Commerce; Mr. C.M. Isbister, Canadian 
Director of International Trade Relations; Dr. F.A. Knox, Professor of 
Economics at  Queens  University, and Dr. Yves Dube, Professor of Economics 
at Laval University° 

15,000 Attend Catholic Rites:  Ville Marie, Que., Aug. 16 (CP) -- An estimated 
15,000 French-speaking Raman Catholics attended 14 hours of religious 
ceremonies at the grotto of Our Lady of Lourdes near Ville Marie, 60 miles 
south west of Kirkland Lake. 

They came from Northern Ontario and Northwestern Quebec in an annual 
assumption day pilgrimage and to pay tribute to Bishop Louis Rheaume of 
the diocese of Timmins, marking his 50th year in the priesthood° 

Across Canada:  Canadian department stores sales rose to an estimated $465,- 
774,000 in the first half of 19549  an increase of 2.7 per cent over the 
$453,747 9 000 last year. The Bureau of Statistics said in a monthly report 
that sales rose to $84,886,000 last June from $79,927,000 a year ago, an 
increase of 6.2 per cent. . 0 0 	The Industrial Development Bank reported 
that at the end of July, 1954, the amount owing on the various forms of 
financial assistanàe extended by the bank was $40,617,421. 
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r0 St  Laurent Meeting Rail p_i_sputants:  Ottawa, Aug. 17 (CP) -- Mr. St. Laurent, 
after flying to Ottawa to take a hand in railway-union negotiations, said 
tonight there will not be a rail strike. As he alighted from his plane after 
flying from Quebec City to intervene personally in stalled contract talks, 
he said he hoped it will become clear tomorrow that there is to be no strike. 

"If not," he told reporters at the airport, "it will be made definite 
some day because me are not going to have a strike0" • 

Mr. St. Laurent said at the outset of a brief interview that he hopes a 
rail strike will be eliminated. 

"I do not expect to do that myself," he added. 
Asked how this would be done he said it would be accomplished through 

the intelligence of employers and employees° 
"I an convinced they are not going to go on strike." 
It was after saying this that he added flatly: Mffe are not going to have 

a strike." 
Mr. St. Laurent had decided in early afternoon to fly to the capital 

after railway-labour contract negotiations snagged in the face of a rail 
strike threat from non-operating unions. 

The Government dispatched a Transport Department plane to Quebec City to 
bring him to the capital this evening in time for conferences here tomorrow 
with the railways and the chiefs of unions representing 145,000 employees who 

are threatening a strike for fringe  benefits. f.  He was to see the disputants 
separately tamorrow'morning0 

His first meeting wus scheduled for 10 a0m0 EDT with representatives of 
the non-operating unions who have been empowered by their memberships to 
stage a strike if negotiations fail0 

At 11 a.m., he wus to confer with representatives of the four major 
railways involved in the dispute over concessions which the railways contend 
would cost them $60 0 000,000 a year0 

Before these sessions, he was to have a meeting with Labour Minister 
Milton Gregg, who tpday intervened personally in the strike for the first 
time - apart from normal Labour Department conciliation procedure - as he 
sat in on a series of meetings with the opponents» 

Meanwhile, tomorrow's customary Wednesday morning meeting of the Cabinet 

was put off until the afternoon. 0 0 . 

Canada% Wheat Carryover:  Ottawa, Aug. 17 (CP) -- Canada's farms and elevators 

bulged with 587 0 487,000 bushels of unsold wheat on July 31, the highest carry-

over in 11 years° 
The big surplus, just 7,100,000 bushels belaw the record wartime carry-

over of 594 9 600 0 000 in 1943, establishes a new high for postwar years. It is 
more than triple the 184,000 9 000-bushe 1  average for the 1944-53 decade. 

Added to the estimated 1954 crop of 513,000 9 000 bushelà, it heightens 
prospects for formidable supplies in 1954 - a peak 1,100,000,000 bushels - at 
a time when world markets for wheat are none too strong. 

The 1954 carryover, with Which Canada began the new crop year on- Aug. 1„ 
compares with unsold stocks of 369 0 200 0 000 on July 31 last year and 217,200,- 
000 in 1952. It is just 26,500,000 bushels belaw the total 1953 crop of 
6140000,000 a Bureau of Statistics estimate shawed today. 

' (over) 



Easing  Of Controls On Soviet Trader  Ottawa, Aug. 17 (CP) -- The Canadian Govern- 
ment likely will ease restrictions on Soviet trade within the next two 
weeks, but authorities here say they feel it will do little to help Can-
adian exporters. 

Chopped away from strategic controls may be a group of heavy machinery 
items, such as machine tools, machinery for making textiles and other pro- f 
cessing plant equipment. 

Of the entire group, the only items which may help exporters likely will 
be elimination of controls on railway rolling stock and electrical apparatus, 

Trade officials said today the Soviet has been making inquiries about 
buying flat cars and box cars and certain electrical products from Canada. 
Canadian manufacturers may be able to swing a deal on these goods after the 
controls are lifted. 

But on the whole the general softening of restrictions - the second cut 
this year - will mainly help keep Canadian strategic controls in line with 

• those of other Allied countries. 

Mr. Gardiner Erroneously Reported In Moscow: London, Aug. 17 (CP) -- Agriculture 
Minister Gardiner of Canada, now enjoying a holiday in Saskatchewan, would 
be surprised to learn that Moscow Radio reported him in the Soviet capital 
yesterday. 

The Russians last night quoted the Canadian Minister as saying after a 
-visit to Moscow's huge All-Union Agricultural Exhibition yesterday that he 
had "conclusive evidence that Soviet and Canadian scientists need the ex-
change of scientific information." 

The report, heard in London by Reuters News Agency and carried in Can- 
ada by The Canadian Press, caused some wonderment in Ottawa, since the 
Agriculture Minister naw is relaxing at Lake Waskesiu in Prinee Albert 
National Park. 

Apparently the Russians had confused the Agriculture Minister with sm.> 
one on a delegation from his department currently visiting the Russian exhi-
bition. The Canadian agriculture party is made up of S. J. Chagnon, Vice-
chairman of the Agricultural Prices Support Board,Dr -. W. F. Hama, Chief of 
the Botony and plant Division of the Science Service; and Dr. Orland Hall, 
Assistant Veterinary Director. 

Across Canadag CBC this morning reported the departure of the Duke of Edinburgh 
on the Royal Yacht Britannia. . 	Brig. C. S. Booth, senior Canadian 
representative to the International Civil Aviation Organization, at Montreal, 
has been appointed assistant Deputy Minister of Transport, it was announced 
yesterday. e e e Mr. Charles Hoffman, of Montreal, has resigned as admin-
istrator of Canada's International Trade Fair, trade officials said yester-
day. 
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Canada-U.S.  Seaway Agreement: (Press Release No. 50, Aug. 18)-- The Department of 
External Affairs on August 18 made public the text of an Exchange of Notes 
with the United States modifyinz. the existing arrangements on development of 
the St. Lawrence Seaway that had been concluded by an Exchange of Notes of 
June 30 9  1952. . 0 0 

In its new Note, dated August 17, 1954 9  the Canadian Government informed 
the United States Government that it was prepared to modify the June 30, 1952 
arrangements to the extent that Canada would be relieved of one obligation, 
namely to provide forthwith the navigation works in the vicinity of Barnhart 
Island on Canadian territory and to carry out the dredging in the Thousand 
Islands section. 

The United Stateâeovernment, by its Note of August 17, 1954, agreed to 
this modification of the earlier exchange of Notes. 

The following points should be moteds 
(1) The Canadian Government - as stated in its Note - will construct 

for'thwith a canal and lock in the international section at Iroquois. 
The Canadian Government was informed by the United States Delegation 

that the United States Government is committed by Congressional legislation 
to the construction of a canal and lock on the United States side at this 
point. Nevertheless, the Canadian Government hopes that the United States 
may subsequently decide not to proceed with this work at this time. 

(2)While Canada has been relieved of its inmediate obligation, it has 
lost none of its rights to build navigation facilities in the vicinity of 
Barnhart Island on Canadian territory. 

The Canadian Government has been informed that the United States will 
provide navigation works in the vicinity of Barnhart Island and do the 
dredging in the Thousand Islands section, in accordance with Public Law 358. 

The Canadian Government in its turn has stated its intention of con-
structing a canal' and locks on the Canadian side of Barnhart Island, if and 
when it considers . that parallel facilities are required to accommodate exist-
ing or potential traffic. This would • complete the 27-foot works requiréd 
for uninterrupted navigation between Lake Erie and Montreal on the Canadian 
side. 

(3)An important factor bearing on the requirement for parallel facil-
ities on the Canadian side, near Barnhart Island, would be increasing volume 
of traffic. Another factor, which hawever we hope and expect would not 
materialize, would be unreasonable or unwarranted interference with, or de-
lays to, Canadian shipping. 

In the new Exchange of Notes the two countries recognized that it was . 
of great importa/We to both that the St. Lawrence Seaway be used to the 
maximum extent, and they therefore agreed to use their best endeavours to 
avoid placing enreasonable restrictions on the transit of passengers, ship-
ping or - trade in the international section of the Seaway. They also agreed 
-to consult before the enactment of any-  new law, or the promulgation of any 
new regulation, applicable on either side of the international section which 
might affect Cangdian, United States or third-country registry shipping. 

Arbitration To Settle Rail-Union Disputes Ottawa, Aug. 18 (CP) -- The threat of • 
a general rail strike ended today. 

Strike-shadawed railway-union negotiations fell through, despite a 
personal attempt at mediation by Prime Minister St. Laurent, but the opposing 
railways and non-operating unions later agreed to accept binding arbitration. 

(over) 
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The unions called off moves aimed at a crippling tieup of rail transport 
to enforce demands for fringe benefits and, under the impetus of a prospective 

 emergency session of Parliament that would have forestalled a strike, agreed 
to abide by arbitration. • 

So did the railways which, it was learned late today, had proposed the( 
same move yesterday as the series of renewed negotiations which opened Monday 
morning appeared to be heading for the shoals. 

Mr. St. Laurent, after a morning of unprecedented shuttling between the 
disputants in separate rooms near his office as he tried to bring them to-
gether, made the no-strike announcement at 1.15  -p.m. EDT. 

"There won't be a strike and there won't be a special session of Parlia-
ment," he said to reporters after a tark;with the 15-man union negotiating 
cemmittee that had been meeting in the East Block after negotiations fell 
through. 

Earlier, the Prime Minister had made it clear to the disputants that he 
was prepared to call in Parliament to.pass emergency legislation that would 
head off a strike rather than stopping one after it started as was done in 
1950. 

In a day of fast-developing noves, the action this morning and afternmi 
also included the resignation of Frank H. Hall, union chief, as chairman of 
the labour negotiating committee and the committee's subsequent rejection of 
his resignation. . • . 

Report Finding of Brebeuf's Casket:  Midland, Ont., Aug. 18 (CP) -- Archaeologists 
have uncovered what they believe is the casket of the Jesuit missionary who 
became one of Canada's first religious martyrs. 

The wooden casket, thought to have contained the missing bones of St. 
Jean de Brebeuf, was discovered in excavations at nearby Fort Ste. Marie, the 
more than 300-year-o1d Jesuit headquarters in Huronia. 

Today, a lead plate bearing the inscription "Pere Jean de Brebeuf..." 
and some further markings that could not be deciphered was found where parts 
of his broken body were buried three centuries ago. 

Around the plate were the outlines of what seemed to be a wooden casket, 
and inside were ancient nails and traces of black ash. • . 

Across Canada::  Prairie harvesting will be abnormally late this year, though swath-
ing has started in the southern parts, the Bureau of Statistics said in the 
seventh telegraphic report on Canadian crop conditions. Biggest requirement 
in the West is an extended period of warm, dry  weather to speed crop growth, 
to lessen ravages of rust and to escape the danger of frost, the Bureau said 

. Mr. St. Laurent indicated Wednesday that Federal by-elections to 
fill six vacancies in the H'ôuse of Commons will be held after the middle of 
October. He told reporters - after a Cabinet meeting that enumeration of 
voters' lists will not start until after Labour Day, Sept. 6, C.P. reports. 
Twenty United King dom school teachers who will teach across Canada under a 
teacher exchange scheme arrive at Montreal Saturday aboard the Empress of Aus-
tralia. 	. 0 The Duchess of Kent and her daughter, Princess Alexandra, fly 
to Quebec Saturday in an RCAF plane for a tour of Canada_it was reported from 
London. . 	. Mr. A. A. Smith, Ottawa school principal, has started a tour d 
Canadian Anmy and RCAF units in Europe to assist in organization of schools 
there for the children of Canadian servicemen, the Defence Department said 
Wednesday. 0 0 0 Telephone seryice between Canada and East Germany will be 
resumed Aug. 23, for the first time since the Second World War, the Bell 
Telephone Company of Canada announced. 
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Expect Reduction In Number Of Troops  In Korea: •  Ottawa, Aug. 19 (CP) 	Canada is 
expected to start a gradual withdrawal of its 6,000-man brigade in Korea in 
the next few months. Officials said today a very substantial proportion of 
the brigade almost certainly will be back home by the end of this year. 

»Vre expect to reduce our forces in Korea proportionatelyto the Ameri-
cans," one authority said, commenting on the U.S. Army,announcement that four 
of its six divisions will be pulled out in the next several months. The 
U.S. -withdrew two divisions earlier -this year. 0 . 

Exactly when and in what proportion Canadian forces in Korea - the bri-
gade and three destroyers - will be withdrawn now is being discussed here and 
at -Camberley, England, where senior Cammonwealth Army commanders are in con- 
ference. Canadian, Australian and British units form the 1st Commonwealth 
Division in 

Korea. 
Canada has never had any intention of keeping its troops in Korea indef-

initely. Some time ago, tentative plans were drawn up for gradual withdrawl 
of the brigade and destroyers when the situation was considered stable. 

- Officials said they do not believe the Communists intend to start the 
war again and that the Reds "probably—will be content to sit on their side of 
the line looking at us." 

Canada, with relatively few fighting men in Korea compared to the Ameri-
can forces, didn't want to lead the parad out of the Asian peninsula. 

But with the U.S. taking out six of its eight divisions in a year, the 
Government feels it also can reduce its military strength in Korea° 

Possibly one or two of the three infantry battalions and some artillery 
and armour might be withdrawn for a tart, with  the rest of the brigade to 
return home at a later date. There has been some thought that the Commonwealth 
Division should be reduced by about two-thirds to brigade strength. 

Mr. Howe Awarded Guggenheim Medal:  New York, Aug. 19 (CP) -- The Minister of Trade 
and Commerce Wand Minister of Defence Production, Mr. C. D. Heae, today was 
named 1954 winner of the Daniel Guggenheim Medal, one of the most prized 
awards in aviation. 

The medal will be presented in Los Angeles, October 8, at a meeting of the 
, Society of Autamotive Engineers, which sponsors the award jointly with the 

American Society of Mechanical Engineers and the Institute of the Aeronautical 
Sciences. 

The Guggenheim Medal kward Board said that Mr. Hawe is being honoured for 
"initiating and organizing commercial air routes and services, promoting aero-
nautical research, development and production of aircraft and engines and ad-
vancing the art of aeronautics". 

The announcement said that ever since 1935 Mr. Howe as a Canadian Cabinet 
Minister, has been responsible for nmost of his Government's developments in 
aviation." 

(Mr. Hawe was reported as saying at his summer home in St.  Andrews, N.B., 
that he is greatly honoured by the announcement naming him 1954 winner of the 
Daniel Guggenheim Medal. "I would like to look on it as recognition of Can-
ada's great aviation advances in recent years, rather than as a personal tri-
bute," Mr. Howe said). 

Customs Problems Of St. Lawrence likrks:  Ottawa, Aug. 19 (Globe & Mail) -- Several 
- international zones may be created on .the St. Lawrence where materials and 
equipment for power and navigation works will be admitted free of customs  dut-
ies and sales taxes. 

(over) 
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The projects on the river which are properly international raise special 
problems, and these have been the subject of recent discussions in Washington, 
The probability is that border-spanning river works will be treated as border ,  
spanning bridges have been for years. 

In international bridges, customs  duties and sales taxes are waived on r CA 
everything that goes into the spans. Purpose of the arrangement is to avoid 
the complications which would arise with having the materials used in the 
one structure subject to two different sets of conditions. 

The Government has received fram the Canadian Manufacturers' Associ-
ation a request to "make no changes in the present provisions of the Customs 
Act and customs  tariff, and to remit no duties and taxes which would result 
in the displacement of Canadian-made goods by Imported goods.". . • 

r.  St. Làurent Resumes Vacation:  Ottawa, Aug. 19 (CP) -- Mr. St. Laurent return.. 
ed to bis summer home at St. Patrice, Que., today to continue his vacation. 

Mr. St. Laurent's holiday has been interrupted twice since the proroga-
tion of the first session of Parliament, June 26. He returned to Ottawa late 
in July to attend a Cabinet meeting to decide whether Canada - should be a mein,. 
ber of the Indo-China truce commissions and made another trip this month to 
take part in negotiations to prevent a threatened railway strike. 

Across Canada:. Emile Dionne died accidentally of asphyxiation during an epileptic 
stroke Aug. 6, a corner's jury ruled last night at St. Agathe, Quebec. 0 
Sir Savarpalli Radhakrishnan, Vice-President of India and noted philosopher, 
will be the first Sir Edward  Beatty. Memorial lecturer at McGill University 
under a $100,000 grant from the will of the late Dr. Henry A. Beatty, former 
chief surgeon of the Canadian Pacific Railway, the Montreal Gazette reports. 
The will wus filed yesterday in Surrogate Court, Toronto. . • • An emergem 
consignment of radio-active gold has been shipped from London, Eng., to MU-
nipeg to treat a cancer patient. The U.K. Information Office at Ottawa said 
the gold was for the treatment of a particular cancer patient but had no °the 
details. Radio-active gold, when injected into the body, localizes a particu-
lar disease without entering the bloodstream. . . . The Income Tax Appeal 
Board ruled today that "psychological" discounts granted to people in an. effort 
to make them pay their bills on time are not taxable. The Board made -the ru'l-
ing in a judgment allowing an appeal by the McDonald-Dure Lumber Co., Ltd., 
Winnipeg, against the Minister of Revenue. 
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Facilitating  Seaway Construction: Ottawa, Aug. 20 (CP) -- Canada and the United 
States are negotiating "piecemeal" arrangements to reduce tariff and immi-
gration restrictions on the border movement of goods and labour for the power 
phase of the big St. Lawrence Seaway development* 

Qualified officials said today that the first administrative pact between 
the two Governments likely will be completed in a few weeks and that it will 
cover labour and material for the huge coffer dams required to dry out the 
river bed. 

Canadian Seaway authorities favour the creation of a series of interna-
tional free zones in the river's International Rapids section to eliminate all 
border restrictions. But officials said this will involve too many technical 
and -administrative problems. 

The decision has been taken therefore to approach the problem of easing 
border curbs on a "piecemeal basis." Each phase of the $900,000,000  power-
Seaway scheme is to be treated separately. 

"Wetll cross our bridges as we  corne  to them," an official said. 
"Whenever the two countries agree on tackling one particular phase of the 

project, then we'll decide what action they should take to simplify and ease 
border restriCtions to facilitate that particular construction. °  

"Mind you, we cannot guarantee that all restrictions will be eliminated. 
All we can hope for iS a reduction of the tariff and immigration restrictions 
that now exist, but not complete elimination." . . . 

Guided Missile Report: Ottawa, Aug. 20 (CF) -- Canadian development of an air-to- 
air guided missile is in its final stages, defence officials said today. 

For nearly four years, scientists have been working at the Canadian Arma-
ment Research and Development Establishment at Valcartier, Que., to produce a 
guided missile to arm fighter aircraft. It is hoped that the missile will be 
at least part of the answer to the threat of long-range Russian jet bombers. 

One authority said that rapid progress has been made in aircraft develop-
ment since the Second World 'War but that there has been little advance up to 
now in aircraft armament. 

Canadas  new missile is not the be-all and end-all of fighter aircraft 
armament. But, fired at a plane from within a certain range, its ratio of kills 
probably will be extremely high. 

The missile can be carried by eithr_r the CF-100 long-range jet interceptor 
or the Sabre jet fighter. 

Working models of the missile, or the outer shell without the internal 
gadgetry, have been testfired from time to time as various stages of develop-
ment were reached. 

The weapon itself has not yet been fired. When it is, the RCAF probably 
will use pilotless jet aircraft as test targets for the missiles at its new 
$30,000,000 weapons range at Cold Lake, Alta. 

The range of the missile is one of the most secret things about it but is 
probably several miles. 

The guided missile, as its name implies, is directed to the target by its 
built-in electronic brain. At some vulnerable point, the brain could be wholly 
or partially paralyzed, thus turning the weapon off course. . 

(over) 



Withdrawal  Of Some Troops From Korea:  Ottawa, Aug. 20 (CP) -- The Army plans to 
bring hundreds of Canadian troops home from Korea by Christmas, defence offi-
cials said today. 

However, it was not yet decided which units in the 6,000-man brigade 
would be withdrawn. The 2nd Battalion, Black Wa.tch, is scheduled, in any 
event, to be rotated home in October after a year's garrison duty. 

It was to be relieved by the 1st Battalion of the seine  regiment but this 
now may be cancelled. 

The other major Canadian units in Korea are the 2nd Battalion, Queen's 
Own Rifles, the 4th Battalion, Canadian Guards, 3rd Regiment, Royal Canadian 
Horse Artillery, and D Squadron, Royal Canadian Dragoons. 

113 School Teachers To Europe:  Ottawa, Aug. 20 (Cp) -- A total of 113 Canadian 
school teachers are on the way to staff the schools for children of Canadian 
soldiers and airmen serving with NATO forces in France and Germany. 

A group of 26 sailed from •ontreal Aug. 17 bound for army schools in 
Soest, Germany. The next day, 41 teachers sailed from Quebec to teach at 
RCAF bases in Germany and France. 

A third group of 46 sailed from Quebec Thursday night, 23 going to army 
schools, 23 to air force schools. The superintendent of the service schools, 
A. C. Ritter of Kingston, sailed earlier this month. He will be stationed at 
Metz. 

The army will have schools near Soest, Merl and Hemer in Germany. The air 
force's schools will be at Zweibrucken and Baden-Soellingen, Germany, and 
Metz and nros Tenquin, France. 

The schools will be operated along Canadian practices and standards, in-
cluding conversational French and German and religious instruction for both 
Protestant and Roman Catholic children. 

Chargé d'Affaires In Warsaw: (Press Release No. 51; Aug. 20) -- The Department of 
External Affairs announced on August 20 the appointment of Mr. Jean-Louis 
Delisle as Chargé d'Affaires a.i. at the Canadian Legation in Mhrsaw to succeed 
Mr. Thomas LéM. Carter, M.C., who is returning to Ottawa for duty in the De-
partment. 	

, 

Across Canada:  Britain's Chancellor of the Exchequer, Mr: R.A.Butler, will stop over 
in Canada in mid-September on his way to Washington for the annual sessions of 
the World Bank and International Monetary Fund, beginning Sept. 24, «Treasury 

 officials said Friday, according to a press report from London. • . . Premier 
Duplessis of Quebec on Friday, announced projected construction of two mental 
hospitals at a cost of $17,000,000 and a $3,000,000 grant for mentally-retarded 
children in Montreal. Mr. Duplessis told his press conference the grant was 
made to Mont-Providence Hospital to permit expansion of its facilities. 	• • 
A joint Canada-U.S. Arctic weather station about 700 miles from the North Pole 
has its supplies put away for another year. The Transport Department received 
a radio message Aug. 20 that its icebreaker d'Iberville arrived at Eureka, on 
the west coast of Ellesmere Island, with 300 tons of supplies. . . . Premier 
Duplessis said Friday the Quebec Government is studying ways and means to 
applying censorship to television films and live programs. . 

- 30 - 
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New Government Bond Issue At Lawer Interestg Ottawa, Aug. 24 (CP) -- The ninth 
series of Canada Savings Bonds will go on sale Oct° 18, but will bear a lower 
interest rate than the one a year ago. 

Mr. Harris announced yesterday the bonds will pay 3-4- per cent interest 
annually. The eighth series floated last year had an interest rate of 32- 
per cent° •  

Bank of Canada officials explained that the drop in rate is in line with 
current bond market trends. Bond buyers have been bidding up prices and 
yields have been declining° 

The Government raised about $900,000 9000 in the eighth Canada Savings 
Bonds drive last year and officials expect to raise a like amount this year. 

The new bonds, will be dated Nov. 1 and will mature in 12 years. They 
will be offered for sale at 100 per cent up to Nov. 15. The maximum that can 
be held in any one naine  is $5 9000 of this issue. 

The new bond drive opens at a time when the Government has to do some 
heavy refinancing° It has to pay off a $200 9 000 9000 short-term loan floated 
earlier this year and to pay off the fourth Victory Loan series called for 
redemption Oct. 1, three years before maturity* 

Top Polar Airman Posted TC1  U.S. Command:Ottawa, Aug. 23 (CP) -- Wing Cmdr. Keith 
Greenaway the RCAFes top polar navigator »  will leave here late this month for 
a two-year exchange posting with U.S. strategic bomber command,the Air Force 
announced today. 

It was Greenaway who discovered the floating ice island T-3 in the Arc-
tic Ocean in April, 1947. Both he and the RCAF kept quiet about the discov- 
ery even when the U.S. Air Force announced years later it had made the find 
in 1950. Recently, the Russians claimed that T-3 was first spotted by a 
Russian flier named Perov in March, 1950 9  shortly after the Americans saw ite 
Greenaway»  who will be stationed at MacDill Air Force Base at Tampa, Fia., 
has been described by former Defense Minister Claxton as the greatest Polar 
aerial navigator in the world today. 

His  formai  education went only to the end of high school and he is 
largely self-taught in his chosen field. 

He joined the RCAF in 1940 as a wireless operator but later became a navi-
gator. By the end of the war he was instructing the RCAFes top navigation in-
structors. 

He now is one ofalmall band in the Air Force, increasing slowly in numbers, 
that is trying to make Polar navigation easier so that in event of war, many 
navigators could be trained rapidly. 

Greenaway won the McKee Trophy in 1952 for meritorious service in the 
advancement of Canadian aviation. In the same year, he also won the Thurlaw 
Award, given annually by the U.S. Institute of Navigation to the person making 
the most outstanding scientific and practical contribution to navigation. 

3211.1nu:IIIImullnla_12211.1.111: Regina »  Aug. 23 (Globe & Mail) -- Cheered by 
two standing ovations, Percy Bengough gave his farewell address to the Trades 
and Labour Congress today, advising the national labour body to retain its 
aloofness from party politics. 

(over) 



"My advice," the Congress president told 700 TLC delegates, "is to stay 
with the purposes of the trade union movement and avoid becoming the tail on 
any political kite." 

The 71-year-old one-time machinist from Vancouver got his loudest ap-
plause when he declared that MP's and MPP's haven't lived up to their respell. 
sibilities in meeting the problems of unemployment. 

But there mas nothing political in that statement. "None can deny," he 
said, "that Canada is usually a well-run and prosperous land." 

He called for higher unemployment insurance benefits, to_run for a long. 
er  time. He asked that unemployment insurance be paid to those who lose jobs 
because they fall ill. 

He urged greater efforts to convince provincial governments they should 
let loose their jurisdiction over health so that a national health insurance 
scheme would be possible. . 

To Fly Military  Personnel To Indochina:  Ottawa, Aug. 23 (CP) -- Canadian military 
personnel on the Indochina truce commissions will be flown to the Far East in 
RCAF North Star transport it was learned today. 

Some 80 army and nay.> officers naw are assembling at Kingston and prob-
ably will leave for Indochina at the end of this Week. 

The ferrying job, it is understood, will be carried out by No. 426 Thun-
derbird Squadron, stationed at Dorval, Que. It was this Squadron,-which made 
1,200 FacIfic crossings in three years on the Korea airlift. 

Record Oil Production In Alberta:- Calgary, Aug. 24 (i. p) -- Alberta's oil wells 
reached a record high production of more than 60 barrels each daily in the 
week ended Aug. 16, according to statistics released by the Conservation Board, 

Total production from the 4,856 wells was 294,775 barrels a day, 925 
barrels a day more than the previous record set last July and 30,000 barrels 
more than the previous week. 

The prolific Devonian area at Redwater had the largest field production, 
with a daily average of 88,767 barrels from 924 wells. 

Drilling operations in Western Canada during the past week saw the com-
pletion of 58 wells while 42 new locations ei her started drilling or were 
staked. There were 29 completions and 44 new 3tarts in the previous week. Of 
the completions in the latest week, 35 were new oil producers, 19 were aban-
donments and four were completed as gas producers. 

Across Canada: The Duchess of Kent and her daughter, 17-year-old Princess Alexan-
dra »  called on Premier Duplessis at the Legislature buildings and visited 
City Hall in Quebec.... Closer working relationships between farm and 
labour groups were urged yesterday before the Trades and Labour Congress of 
Canada by Mr. J. L. Phelps of Saskatoon, President of the Interprovincial 
Farm Union Council. "We must realize that the welfare of one is the welfare 
of the other," said Mr. Phelps, whose organization has branches in British 
Columbia »  the Prairie Provinces and Ontario. He said it would be necessary 
to heal a breach that had develdped over the years between farm and labour 
people. 
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Un.employment Insurance Amendments Heralded:  Regina, Aug. 24 (Globe & Mail) -- Can-
adage bout with unemployment last winter wIll probably bring amendments to the 
unemployment insurance system, the Minister of Iiabour, Mr. Gregg, told the 
Trades and Labour Congress in convention here today. 

"Our unemployment insurance programme is under study and I hope to bring 
legislation to the next session of Parliament, to make it an even more effect-
ive instrument of social policy," Mr. Gregg told 700 TLC unionists. 

The Government, he said, will attempt to level out the peaks and valleys 
of seasonal unemployment by letting more of its own construction contracts in 
the wintertime. 

Referring to the compulsory arbitration which forestalled a railway 

strike last week, the Labour Minister said federal authorities do not like the 

idea of compulsion anymore than do labour leaders. 
O 	The imposition of compulsory arbitration was attacked here yesterday by 

Mr. Frank Hall, the union's chief negotiator until his resignation, who pre-
dicted that compulsory settlement of union disputes might spread outside the 

railway field. 
Canada, he said was vitally dependent on uninterrupted railway service, 

and this imposed a duty and was a "compelling influence" to bring arbitration 
to railway dispute. . . 0 

Report Threat Of Strikes Involving 17,000:  Ottawa, Aug. 25 (CP) -- A threat of 

strikes involving more than 17,000 workers in three of Canada's largest indus-

trial plants appeared Tuesday as two of the country's biggest unions expressed 
dissatisfaction over conciliation board findings. 

Involved are the Steel Company of Canada at Hamilton, the Ford of Canada 

plants at Windsor and Oakville, the United Steel-workers of America (CIO-CCL) 
and the United Automobile Workers (CIO-CCL). 

A conciliation board report handed dawn in Toronto, Tuesday, recanmended 
a general wage increase of five cents an hour for the 7,000 workers at the 

Steel Company of Canada plant but turned dawn a union request for an additional 

hourly boost of 1-1- cents in about 30 job classifications. 
The union had demanded a general increase of 8i cents an hour over the 

present basic rate of $1.43i. Negotiations between the union and the company 
began last January. 

Another conciliation board, in a report released Monday, rejected a re-
quest by the 2,600 workers in the Ford Oakville plant for a 15-cent-an-hour 
increase, plus fringe benefits. A similar ruling was made on the same request 
from more than 8,000 workers in the Ford plant at Windsor several weeks ago. 

The Ford Local 200 at  Windsor  has given authority to union officials to 
call a strike meeting if the negotiating committee thinks it is necessary. 
The committee is scheduled to resume talks with management later this week. 

Immly  Construction Proposals:  Ottawa, Aug. 24 (Montreal Gazette) -- Authorities 
here said today that the interests of Canadian contractors, suppliers and 
labour would be protected under a proposal that  customs and immigration regu- • 
lations be waived for the construction of certain sections of the huge St. 
Lawrence power project. 

(over 



0 

The proposal - advanced by Canada and still under consideration in Wash. 
3 Op ington - has aroused fears in Canadian business and labour quarters that  su ch m 

concessions would result in the U.S. supplying the lion's share of the labour,  
equipment and materials for the project. 

Federal officials, however believe that it would operate with quite dit. 
ferent results. 

The Canadian proposal, in general outline, is that customs and excise 
provisions, plus immigration formalities, be waived only in respect of those 
sections of the power project which straddle the border. But Canada would 
collect the usual taxes and apply the normal immigration regulations in con-
nection with the construction of works lying wholly on Canadian soil. And 
the U.S. would do likewise with respect to parts of the project to be built 11 I 
whcilly on the American side of the border. . 	. 

Mr. Saunders On Joint Seaway: Ottawa, Aug. 24 (CP)-Mr;Robert H. Saunders, Chair-
man of the Ontario Hydro-Electric Commission, said today the St. Lawrence 
Seaway is being built With U.S. participation because Washington finally was 
convinced Canada would go ahead with the project alone. 

Speaking at an International Day luncheon at the Central Canada Exhibi-
tion, Mr. Saunders said the Seaway would have been started two years ago ex-
cept that U.S. authorities thought talk of an all-Canadian Seaway was bluff. 

Across Canada: At a meeting yesterday Hydro Chairman Saunders promised Reeve Lloyd 
Davis of Iroquois that the plans prepared by the villagers' consultant and 
approved by the council and residents would be considered before any final 
plan for re-location is established, according to the Globe & Mail. 	. 	The  
Textile Workers Union (CIO-CCL) has sent a letter to Prime Minister St. Laurent 
asking aid for Canada's textile workers, CP reports from Toronto. . . . An 
automobile executive predicts that by 1965 there will be 50 per cent more cars 
in Canada. Mr. E. J. Umphrey, Vice-President of General Motors of Canada, 
told the Canadian Weekly Newspapers Association convention there will be one 
car for about every four persons by that date. 
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Government Refinancing:  Ottawa, Aug. 25, (CP) -- The Government will shortly 
launch the biggest refinancing job in postwar history and officials hope it 
will result in a saving for Canadian taxpayers. With little extra cash 

, available in the treasury, the Government within the next few weeks likely 
will be in the market for some $1,100,000,000 required to pay off the Fourth 
Victory Loan called for redemption Oct. 1. This will be the biggest single 

, Government borrowing operation since 1945 when the Ninth Victory Loan brought 
the treasury some $2,000,000,000. 

- The Fourth Victory Loan carried an interest rate of three per cent and 
officials likely will offer a mixture of short and long-term bonds aimed at 
reducing the public debt carrying charges borne by the taxpayer. Those in-
teres't charges are formidable, rising last year to $476,000,000 from $451,- 
300,000 in 1952-53. 

, However, interest rates on Government bonds have been declining since 
mid-1953 and a major refinancing job earlier this year resulted in an inter-
est charge saving. That was the $850,000,000 bond operation to pay off the 
Third Victory Loan on June 1. The Government offered $300 000 000 worth of 
,long-term, 22-year bonds at 3* per cent and $550,000,000 short-term, *year 
188UeSe 

The average cost to the Government was 2.7 per cent, compared to the 
,-three-per-cent rate borne by the Victory Bonds. Since the Government had no 
trouble disposing of its earlier offerings, it may try the same plan again. 

The trend tawards lower interest charges wus reflected in the announce-
ment of the new Canada Savings Bond issue to be offered next month. The 
rate is 3-1 per cent, dawn from 32. per cent offered in the last year's cam-
paign. 

,TLC Endorml_Amement With  CCL:  Regina, Aug. 25, (CP) -- The Trades and Labour  
, ;Congress of Canada took a step in the direction of amalgamating Canada's 

e , major labour forces today by endorsing a proposed no-raiding agreement with 
-, the Canadian Congress of Labour. 

, The pact, a history-making one for Canadian labour, is yet to be approv- 
ed by the CCL but is expected to get the signature of that congress at its 
national convention in Toronto late next month. 

As approved almost unanimously by 650 TLC convention delegates, it would 
bind the two central labour bodies - the TLC wlth 580,000 members and the CCL 
with 375,000 - not to do any membershipraiding among the 80,000 members 
directly chartered to them and would apply influence on autonomous unions 
against raiding. 

It sets up procedures for ironing out jurisdictional disputes between•

unions of each congress, with the final decision as between any two unions 
going to an umpire chosen jointly by officers of the two congresses. 

The TLC urged that administration of immigration matters be placed 
under a government-labour management commission. 

The convention adopted a resolution blaming last winter's postwar unemploy-
ment largely on cold-weather immigration and criticized °unplanned" immigra-
tion policies. 

It said immigration programmes should be planned in relation to national 
development requirements, which could best be done through the Department of 
Labour. 

(over) 



Unemployment Drops By 13,000:  Ottawa, Aug. 25, (CF) -- Unemployment in Canada 
during July continued to dip downwards from last minter's high point but a 
labour leader said the situation is still serious enough to warrant special 
action by Government and Parliament. 

The Government reported today that 172,000 persons were without jobs 
and seeking work during the week of July 24, a drop of 13,000 from a month 
earlier but still nearly double the 90,000 listed a year ago as jobless. 

The Labour Department's figures of job applications on.file at National 
Employment Service offices showed 263,514 persons registered as seeking work 
on July 22, a drop of 32,233 from the June 17 total of 295,747 but still 
higher than the 165,884  ?FS  applicants on July 23 last year. 

The peak in postwar unemployment was in Earch, with 570,000 new job  • 
applicants. 

Electronic Watchdog:  Ottawa, Aug. 25, (CP) -- The Defence Research Board has in. 
stalled an electronic watchdog in its offices at defence headquarters to 
pomrd Canada's military secrets at night. 

An elaborate audio-monitoring system picks up, locates and relaya the 
slightest sound in any of the board's offices to listening security guards 
at a master control panel. 

The system consists of a network of microphones concealed in ems and 
corridors on the fourth floor of the defence headquarters buildings. They 
will detect and amplify any movement or noise, enabling security officers to 
make an tnmediate investigation. 

However, the system is designed to prevent office conversations being 
- 	monitored by security guards during working hours.- -  

Witnesses Ruled Not Religious Denomination: Rouyn, Que., Aug. 25, (CP) 	Ur. 
Justice Eugene Marquis of the Quebec Superior Court today ruled that the be. 
lief shared by Jehovah's Mitnesses cannot be considered a religion or a 
religious denomination. 

The judgment, delivered three months after the hearing of what was con. 
sidered a test case, ends a three-year fight between a Johovah's Witness, , 

' Paul Emile Perron, and the Rouyn Protestant School Board. 
x 	Mr. Perron claimed the board had refused to admit his three children to 

- . 	the school and was asking $1,000 damages. The court in dismissing the case'  
* 	ruled it wns ill-founded. The plaintiff is to pay costs. 

Across Canada: Manufacturers of automobiles should'spend more time in production 
of more effioicnt methods of safe transportation and less in developing cars 
which can go nt speeds far above the legal limits, the Ontario Professional 
Engineers Association urged yesterday. In a brief presented to the Leering,  
ture's Select Committee on Highway Safety, the Association said theri is no 
justification for highways designed for speeds higher than 70 miles an hour 
. . . • The Ontario textile town of_Almonte today added its voice to those 
pressing the Government to boost tariffs on competing British wool fabrics. 
Eayor G. M. Dunfield said in a brief to the Tariff Board that he personally 
is not an advocate of high tariffs, but Almonte has been hit by unemployment 

. 	The Bureau of Statistics reported that the number of motor vehicle 
registrations rose almost nine per cent in Canada in 1952. There was . one 
vehicle registered for every 4.3 persons, compared with one for every'4.S tm 
1952 and 4.9 in 1951. Registrations rose to a record total of 3,429,706 in 
1953, a boost of 273,882 over 1952. . 	William Pate Mulock, former Put. 
master-General, died at his home in Newmarket yesterday following a heart 
attack. He was 57. 
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Canada And Lebanon To Exchange Diplamatic Representatives:  (Press Release No. 52, 
Aug. 26) -- The Department of External Affairs announced on August 26 that the 

Governments of Canada and Lebanon have agreed to exchange diplomatic repre-
sentatives at an early date with a view to developing the bonds of friendship 

' between the two countries which have, during recent years, became closer 
through common membership in the United Nations and specialized agencies. 

It is planned to open the Canadian Legation in Beirut within the next 
two months. During the absences of the Minister, who will also be accredited 
as head of the Canadian Mission in Cairo, a senior officer of the Department 
of External Affairs will act as Chargé d'Affaires ad interim. The Canadian 

- Government Trade Commissioner in Beirut will be attached to the Legation with 
the rank of Commercial Secretary. Lebanon, naw represented in Canada by a 
Consul General, will open a Legation in Ottawa. 

iti is hoped that this step will help to pramote trade between the two 
countries as well as other economic, social and cultural interests which they 
have in common. 

Montrealer President Of Trades And Labour Congress:  •'Regina, Aug. 26 (CP) -- Mr. 
Claude:Jodoin, 41, of Montreal, today wes elected president  of the  Trades and 

. y :Labour . Congress of Canada, the youngest head -  of the  1LC  in  its 707year history. 
,Mr,-Jodoin, who hasbeen an organizer for the Ladies' Garment Workers' 

Union and Quebec Vice-President of the Congress, succeeded Mr. Percy Bengough 
of Vancouver, who had retired efter a dozen years - as President, . 

He won over Mr. R. K. Gervin, of Vancouver, British Columbia Vice-Presi-
dent, and Mr. Allister F. MacArthur, of Toronto, President of the TLC's Ont-
•ario Federation of.Labour. 

In the'TLC's first presidential election in 12 years - Mr. BEingoilgh was 
always acclatMed - Mr. Jodoin won Canadian labour's most influential post on 
the first ballot. . • • 

Yr.-Rhs - li. Sale On Economic Outlook:  .Toronto, Aug.26 (CP) --7 Canadians have be-
-come-accustomed in recent - years to a steady climb in production, sales volume 
and anployment income and,almost forget that even the healthiest economy has 
to take a breathing spell once in a while, Mr. Rhys M. Sale, President of 
Ford of 'Canada said today. 

Speaking to delegates at the closing sessions of the Canadian Meekly News-
paper Association, Mr. - Sale said that business is not as good this year as it 

.wes in 1953. 
But the sales record to - date this year and the prospects for the next 

five months  "show  clearly that this will be the second best year in the his--  
tory of the Canadian motor car industry." 

"We have not been having a depression, nor a recession nor anything of 
the kind. We have been going through a perfectly normal period of adjust-
ment. If I have read the signs correctly, we are on the way out of it." 

Canada, he Said, should continueiWith its economic expansion and ahigh 
degree of prosperity unless there is camplete turmoil in the international 
scene. 

(over) 
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Oil, Gas, Industry Investment:  Toronto, Aug. 27 (Globe & Mail) -- In the past 
seven and a half years ?2,000,000,000 has been invested in the oil and 
gas industry in Western Canada and investment is continuing at the rate 
of about $1,000,000 a day, Mr. N. E. Tanner, President of Trans-Canada 
Pipe Lines, Ltd., told a meeting in Victoria, B.C. 

Daily potential production in Canada since the Leduc discovery in 
1947 has increased from 20,000 to 345,000 barrels, he said, while the 
daily requirements of crude oil and products have risen from 222,000 to 
514,000 barrels. 

To show that while oil production is rising rapidly the greater use 
of oil is keeping pace, Mr. Tanner calculated per capita consumption in 
Canada has risen from 6.6 barrels in 1947 to 12.5 barrels a year at pres- 
ent0 o o e 

•k-') 

Racial Discrimination Charged At TLC:  Regina, Aug. 26 (CP) -- Racial discrim-
ination in Canada erupted todav into one of the warmest issues to hit the 
Tradesand Labour Congress convention since it opened Monday. 

As delegates approved continued Congress action to fight discrimin-
ation, two of the country's senior labour leaders tangled over a charge 
that Jewish contractors are exploiting labour. 

•Mr.-  Jack Bruce of Toronto, head of the Plumbers' Union, made the 
accusation against Jewish building contractors in Toronto. 

Er. Bernard Shane of Montreal, international Vice-President of the 
Garment Workers' Union and Canada's top Jewish labour man, angrily replied 
that the Jews have no monopoly on exploiters. 

The exchange came as the convention discussed - and eventually adopt- 
ed - a report from its committee on racial discrimination saying there 
still is much discrimination in Canada and deploring "antagonisms" towards 
inmigrants. 

Record Oil Drilling In Manitoba, Saskatchewan:  Calgary, Aug. 26 (CP) -- Oil 
companies operating in Manitoba and Saskatchewan drilled a record high 
total of 1,963,344 feet in 393 wells during the first half of 1954, sur-
vevs reveal. They brought in 189 new wells capable of oil production and 
10 new natural gas wells. 	 • 

. Saskatchewan was well in the lead, with 293 wells drilled - 149 field 
developmEnt wells and 144 wildcat exploration ventures - resulting in 118 

_ 	new oil wells and all of the 10 gas wells. 
Manitoba's 100 drilled wells included 29 wildcats and 71 development 

holes, resulting in 71 new producers. 
These totals were 12 per cent and 23.3 per cent, respectively, above 

those for the corresponding 1953 period. 

Across Canada: H.R.H. Marina, Duchess of Kent, and the 17-year-old Princess 
Alexandra Helen Elizabeth Olga Christabel, arrived in Toronto, Thursday 
night for their three-day visit to the city. . . . The Government has added 
Indochina to the list of Soviet bloc countries to which no exports of Can- 
adian goods can be made without a federal permit. Trade officials said 
Canada sellq very little to Indochina and exporters will not be injured by 
the move, according to CP. . 	Carloadings on Canadian railways in the 
meek ended August 14 numbered 73,850, down 6 per cent from 79,325 a year 
earlier, according to the Bureau of Statistics. 
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Message To France: (Press Release  N . 	Aug. 27) -- The Department of External 
Affairs today announced that the Canadian Embassy in Paris had transmitted a 
message from the Secretary of State for External Affairs to M. Mendes-France 
conveying his continued friendly interest in, and sympathetic understanding 
of the difficulties that his Government faces with respect to the ratifica-
tion of the Eui-opean Defence Community Treaty; and his earnest hope that 
through his endeavours a settiement of the question will be effected which 
will protect the interests of France and advance the cause of peace and At-
lantic co-operation. 

The message went on to say that Mr. Pearson did not think it an exaggera-
tion to say that an early settlement providing for German participation in 
collective defence and for the avoidance of purely national German re-armament 
is essential to the progress, and possibly even to the maintenance of that 
North Atlantic collaboration which has been one of the most important and in-
spiring postwar contributions to peace and to a better futue. 

Canada, Mr. Pearson's message said, has contributed to 'this collabora-
tion and mishes to continue to do so. In that spirit the Secretary of State 
for External Affairs hoped, as he knew M. Mendes-France and his colleagues 
hoped, that nothing would happen which would delay or prejudice such collab-
oration. 

Budgetary Surplus $28,712,000:  Ottawa, Aug. 27 (CP) -- The Government's budgetary 
surplus was trimmed in July to $28,712,000 from $45,370,000 a year ago as both 
tax revenues and expenditures continued to decline. 

The small monthly balance brought the surplus for the first four months 
of the 1954-55 fiscal year to $137,756,000, some $90,-000,000 less than the 
$230,407 9 000 in the same period last year, the Finance Department's treasury 
statement showed today. 

The big hole on the collections side was in corporation income tax, which 
in July declined by some $23,000,000 from last year's figure. On the spend-
ing side, the drop was concentrated in defence where expenditures decreased in 
the month by $54,000,000. The Government last year spent about $200,000,000 
less than the $2,000,000,000 estimated for the year. 

Total revenues for the month dropped to $361,830,000 from $389,294,000 
last year, cutting the four-month total to $1,316,968,000 from $1,439,858,000. 

The month's collection of personal income tax increased slightly to 
$112,400,000 from $107,600 9000, but corporation income tax dropped to $88 262 
000 from $111,367,000. 

Sales tax revenues eased to $51,674,000 from $56,052,000; excise duties 
to $15,407,000 from $20,713,000; and customs import duties to $33,661,000 from 
$35,134,000. 

On the other side of the ledger, the defence cut reduced July's expendi-
tures to $333,118,000, dawn from $343,924,000 last year, cutting the four-
month total to $1,179,212,000 from $1,209,451,000. 

Defence spending dropped to $119 9059 9000 from $172 9  913 000 with the Army 
and Air Force bearing the brunt of the drop. Spending on the Air Force decreas- 
ed to $52,622,000 from $384,976,000 and of the Army to $28,988,000 from $52,976,- 
000 0  Spending on the Navy increased slightly to $19 9 815,000 from $18,225,000. 

Officials said that one month's spending does not indicate an over-all 
trend. Bills have a tendency of piling up towards the year's end. But defence 
spending for the first four months dropped by $78,000,000 to $424,600,000 and 
Defence Minister Campney has already stated he is looking for economies in his 
department. 

(over) 



In non-military administration, the burden of Government expenditures in. 
creased during July. Public debt charges rose  to $42,122,000 fram,e38 , 985 

000; family allowances increased to $30,277,000fraM $28.891,000,:' 4;ransportt o 
 $12,279,000 from $9,118,000; post office to $10,033,00C from $8,683,000. 

Trades And Labour Congress Closing Session: Regina, Aug. 29 (CP) -- The Trades and 
Labour Congress of Canada, closing its annual conference here Saturday with 
scores of resolutions passed through in machine-gun style, asked for federal 
action to preserve a high and stable level of income. 

Among the projects it suggested for this purpose were the development of 
the power potential of the Fraser and Columbia Rivers in British ColUmbia and 
the West Coast from the Peace River area, straddling Northern Alberta and 
British Columbia. 

During the discussion, Mr. John Bruce of Toronto, Canadian chief of the 
plumbers' union, called unemployment a "terrible problem." 

"The only solution is to cut dawn the number of hours we work, but not 
the pay," Toronto Plumber Harry Lees said. "We need a five-day, 30-hour 
week,". e • e 

Lees said the development of atamic-energy is going to increase unemploy. 
ment. 

Federal Government pressure on rail unions to avert a strike was blasted 
Friday by the Trades and Labour Congress of Canada. The annual convention of 
the TLC - to which most of the non-operating rail unions belong - condemned 
what it termed the Government's action in forbidding the right to strike and 
imposing arbitration in the railway-union contract dispute. 

Saskatchewan Actress Triumphs At Stratford:  Stratford, Ont., Aug. 29 (CP) -- The 
closing night of this year's Stratford Shakespearian Festival, Saturday, wasa 
personal triumph for Saskatchewan-born Frances Hyland. 

An enthusiastic crowd gave the petite, blonde actress from Regina a stand-
ing ovation when she appeared on stage after playing Isabella in "Measure for 
'Measure" for the last time. 

The play was one of three rresented this summer. The others were "Taming 
of the Shrew" and the Greek tragedy "Oedipus Rex." 

The festival was Miss Hyland's first professional engagement in her 
native country. She starred previously in several productions in London's 
West End during a 5Î-year .tay in England. 

About 9,300 persons saw last week's extension of the regular run, put-
ting the final attendance figures for the nine-week season at $127,225, of-
ficials said. Last year about 68,000 saw two plays in a six-week run. 

Box-office receipts for the last week were $25,000 with a total revenue 
of $392,100 for the season. Last year's total was $206,000. 

Across Canada:  The Duchess of Kent and Princess Alexandra arrived at Niagara Falls 

Sunday to open a hydro generating station after a three-day visit to  Toronto  

and the Canadian National Exhibition. . . . The appointment of at least one 
and possibly three Parlimnentary Assistants to Cabinet Ministers is expe,:ted 

to be announced soon by Prime Minister St. Laurent, according to C.P. 	. • 
Canadian National Exhibition attendance soared to a single-day record of ' 

296,500 Saturday. The figure was 2,000 above the previous single-day high of 
294,500 set on the second Saturday of the CNE in 1951 and 29,000 ahead of 
last year's second-day crowd of 267,500. 	. . E. B. Eddy Company, paper 
manufacturers, on Friday, opened a $4,500,000 paper mill with a capacity of 

39 tons a day of soft tissue. . . . Sen. Elie Beauregarde, Q.C., prominent 
Montreal lawyer, industrialist, and one-time Speaker of the Senate, died sud- 

. 

denly Friday night after a heart attack while travelling between Richelieu, 
Que., and Rigaud, Que. He was 70. 
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French Decision No Reason For Despedr, Says Mr. Pearson: Windsor, Aug. 30 (CP) -- 
Adequate defensive strength and eternal vigilance are the price to be paid 
for co-existence with Communism, Mr. Pearson said tonight. 

"If we lack power and vigilance, if w.e become careless and disunited 
in the free world, 'co-existence' could soon be replaced by non-existence," 
he told a conference of the Canadian Federation of Mayors and Municipali-
ties. 

"But if we follow steadily but persistently the other course, peace 
through defensive collective strength, and patient, persistent diplomacyf 
he added, ni don't see why we shouldn't continue to exist along-side the Com-
munist world." 

Mr. Pearson made it plain he doesn't like the word "co-existence." 
»It is the thinnest word, I think, that I have ever heard It may be 

appropriate enough to its source, which is the Kremlin, but it is unimpres-
sive if you set it in any other context. 

"....France and Germany can of course, 'co-exist,' even if the problem 
of their association together in the European Defense Community or the 
North Atlantic Treaty Organization is left unsolved. But it might be co- 
existence without confidence, where controversy and competition might easily 
replace collaboration. 

"It might delay and even projudice both European unity and the develop-
ment of the Atlantic coalition. The opportunity to write a shining new 
chapter in history would, for the time being, be lost. 

"One cannot help but feel deep anxiety at the possible failure to ex-
ploit this great opportunity for peace that may not soon or easily recur. 
But one can also hope that this anxiety will be removed by the action of 
those in Western Europe who would be the first to suffer from the conse-
quences of failure. 

"That hope in not by any  me' ns destroyed so far as I am concerned by 
the decision today of the French Parliament not to ratify EDC," Mr. Pearson 
said. "One method of solving this problem, a method originally proposed 
by the French Government itself, has now been rejected. That may be disapp 
pointing, but it is certainly not any reason for despair. 

"The free nations of Western Europe, including Germany, will, I am sure, 
now work to reach their objective of closer co-operation by some other 
method. The other members of the North Atlantic coalition, including Can-
ada, will, I am certain, wish to do what they can to  assis  t this procedure. 
And in my view possibly the best way to do this would be to look at the 
whole problem enow in a North Atlantic context." 

Mr. Pearson said the word co-existence has become a promise - or a 
lure - by the Communists »that their world, their system, can live, and 
amicably with ours." 

This appealing but atbiguous slogan had been launched by men who main-
tained the Iron Curtain to deny normal and friendly relations between men 
and nations and to poison a free and frank relationship even between indi-
viduals in the same society. 

The question "do you believe in the possibility of peaceful co-exis4 
tence with Communism?" was like the old question "have you stopped beating 
your wife?" 

"We would be wrong to underestimate this power and the danger of this 
loaded question about peaceful co-existence; the measure of that danger is 
the fact that it has became the key-note of all recent Communist propaganda." 

(over) 
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But it was worth trying to clear up the confusion. First, the free 
world already has been co-existing with Communism for the last 35 years. 

"But another and more significant point is that a good many coun-
tries, such as the Baltic states, rstonia, Latvia, Lithuania, and the 
democratic regimes in Poland and Czechoslovakia, mhich co-existed with 
the USSR for some years, have now c3ased -F- o exist at all as free nations 

.It has become the co-existence of Jonah and the whale that swal-
lowed him. . 

"There is plenty of .evidence that Communist dictatorships tend to ex- 
pand, and that as they do, they will destroy the co-existing possibili-
ties of free regimes in other countries wherever and whenever they think 
they can get away with it. . 

"The answer to the question whether co-existence with Communism is 
possible lies basically in recognition of the simple fact that we have to 
share a planet, not with abstractions, but with fellaw human beings, who 
have now learned the secret of destroying life itself on that planet. 

"The real question, in fact,-is not whether we can 'co-exist' but 
whether we can prevent the unspeakable catastrophe of an atomic war and 
ultimately find ways not merely of co-existing, but of co-operating with 
the people of Russia and China; without at the same time betraying our awn 
principles, weakening our values, or sacrificing our security." 

Tariff Board Considering Woollen Imports:  Ottawa, Aug. 30 (CP) -- An increase 
in tariffs on British woollen imports is "not the answer" to the economic 
problems of the Canadien wool textile industry, the National Council of 
Clothing Manufacturers said today. 

The Council representing a majority of Canadian manufacturers of wool-
len clothing, said a combination of factors, about which little can be done 
by the Canadian industry, would make any increase in present tariffs value-
less. 

The Council presented its views in a brief to the Tariff Board, now 
studying the tolls situation under which a maximum duty of 50 cents a pound 
is charged on British wool imports. 	 fl  

B.C.,ts Industrial Advance: Ottawa, Aug. 30 (CP) -- Canada's  West Coast is rapidly 
developing into a strident industrial giant wlth her industrial production 
doubling in seven postwar years. 

The Bureau of Statistics, in a special survey, estimated today that the 
expanding number of British Columbia factories produced $1,332,481,000 worth 
of goods in 1952 9  double the $628,903,000 output in 1945. 

Rich in natural resources and waterpawer, British Columbia is steadily 
gaining on the country's industrial leaders - Ontario and Quebec. Hershare 
of the total Canadian industrial output rose to 7.8 per cent in 1952 from 
7.1 per cent in 1939. 

Across Canada:  The Transport Department has given up its efforts to prove or dis-
prove the existence of flying saucers. 

Yr.J.R. Baldwin, Deputy Minister of Transport, announcedliorday that the 
Flying Saucer Sighting Station at Shirley's Bay, 10 miles northwest of 
Ottawa, has been closed. . 	. Quebec Province ended the 1953-54 fiscal 
year rith a deficit of $21,631,545, the annual financial statement shawed 
todayf‘. 	.  Hall damage has cut heavily into crops in big wheat-producing 
ares  of Alberta end Saskatchewan. Damage was suffered, too, in Manitoba 
but Provincial Government officials there were unable to estimate its extent. 
'nth wheat still stending in the fields and the hall  hazard still great, 
early reports showed 275,000 Alberta acres destroyed and four Regina hall  in' 

• 	surance firms reported 11,000 damage claims from Saskatchewan, according to 
c. p. 
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Controls  Lessened On Trade With Soviet:  Ottawa, Aug. 31 (CP) -- Canada today 
slashed controls on trade with Soviet bloc countries, freeing a large 
group of goods from export permit including such items as synthetic rub-
ber, freight cars, dynamite and law-power diesel engines. 

Trade officials said it was the biggest cut in export controls since 
the Korean War, but they doubted that it would lead to any large expans-
ion of Canadian trade with the Soviet. 1  

The revisions, approved by the Cabinet follawing cuts by other West-
ern powers, go into effect tomorrow. The new list of controls were de-
tailed today in a special edition of the Canada Gazette. 

Canadian exporters no longer w111 require Government approval on 
shipments of such goods as synthetic rubber - except the butyl type which 
is still considered strategic - phenol used in the plastics industry, 
• 

dynamite, polyethylene, sulphuric acid, carbon black used in the produc-
tion of auto tires and a group of other chemicals. 

Also removed from export controls are: low-power diesel engines, 
freight cars, some electric motors and transformers, outboard motors, 
electric furnaces, various industrial equipment such as electrolytic 
-tinning units, water-treating equipment, stainless steel tanks, elemen-
tary drilling machines, railway axle lathes and some forging and pipe-
threading machines. 

. 	The,Government's export controls were imposed mainly to block the 
shipnent of strategic goods to Soviet countries. Recently Britain and 

the United States agreed on a reduction in Western restrictions and these 

were approved by other  Western  powers. 
The freeing of some of the goods from controls - such as heavy machin-

ery - will be of little benefit to Canadian exporters since they find it 
difficult to meet foreign competition, officials said. 

However, there may be some items, particularly in the chemical line, 
that will help, particularly in synthetic rubber. Canada has big supplies 
of it and plastic-making phenol which may help chemical producers in Que-

bec .  
Still under strategic export control are ships of all types. The 

Russians have said they-would like to buy some types of ships from Can-
ada, but the Government has decided against lifting controls on this group 
at this time. However, it is known the subject is under constant review. 

Julv Exports Down To $323,900,000:  Ottawa, Sept. 1, (CP) -- Canada's exports 
dropped sharply in July, with wheat shipments taking the biggest dive. 

Total exports dropped to $323,900,000, dawn $69,200,000 from $393,- 
100 000 last year ,  the Dominion Bureau of Statistics reported. This re-
duced the total for the first seven months of 1954 to $2,168,300,000 a 
drop of $218,400,000 from $2,386,700,000 in 1953. 

Les  s than one-third of the drop was attributed to declining prices 
and more than two-thirds to shrinking volume. 

Wheat was the main cause of the decline. July's shipments were pared 
to $32,799,000, less than half of the $71,291,000 shipped a year ago. In 
the seven-month period, wheat shipments declined by $143,539,000 to $199,- 
282,000; 

In a previous report, the Bureau estimated July's imports at $344,- 
600,000, dawn from $405,400,000 last year, reducing the seventh-month 
total to $2,396,100,000 from $2,622,000,000. 

(over) 
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The excess of imports over exports resulted in a $191,200,000 deficit 
for the seven months, just.slightly below the $204,000,000 import balance 
last year. 

3 Sabres, 4  Silver Stars Boost NATO Aid:  Montreal, Sept. 1 (Gazette) -- Canadats 
striking force against aggression in Europe was on its way to being increa-
sed to nearly 480 planes as a flight of 23 Sabre jets and four Silver Star 
trainers left RCAF Station St. Hubert. 

Yesterday's flight was the eighth the RCAF has undertaken this year to 
bolster Canada's contribution to NATO through 12 squadrons based in England, 
France and Germany. 

Since February, 222 Mark V Sabres, five Matk 11 Sabres and 12 Silver 
Stars have been ferried across the Atlantic. The five Mark 11 Sabres went 
to the Greek Air Force under a NATO agreement. 

During 1952 and 1953 four flights of 60 of the earlier Sabre models 
were flown to the RCAF's European bases to equip four fighter wings with a 
total of 240 jets. 

The Sabres which have been flawn to Fmrope this year are recognized by 
military authorities as being the best jet interceptor in the arsenal of 
the Western  powers. 

They are powered with the Orenda jet engine, being mass produced by 
Avro-Cannda at Toronto .  Officials of the aviation  industry have said this 
power plant makes the Sabre superior to any plane being produced by the 
Russians. 

RCAF officials said yesterday the ferrying operation will continue as 
fast as Canadair, producer of the Sabre, delivers the planes and as pilots 
are available. 

It was estimated that as many as 120 additional Sabres will be deliver-
ed to the RCAF's NATO bases by the end of 1954, Further flights, said the 
Air Force spokesman, will depend on the situation in Europe. 

The flights are known as Operation Random and are much smaller than 
those conducted under the mass flights known as Operation Leapfrog during 
1953. 

In addition to building up the nation's fighter wings in Europe,  Can-

ada has made a free gift of 400 Sabres to the Royal Air Force. They were 
flown from St. Hubert Airport in Operation Becher's Brook last year. . . . 

Mass Evacuation Tests For  Vancouver, Winnipeg:  Ottawa, Aug. 31 (CP) -- Maj.-Gen. 
F. F. Worthington, federal Civil Defence Co-ordinator, said today he expects 
mass evacuation tests soon will be conducted in Vantouver and Winnipeg 
under a plan to prepare Canqdian cities for possible H-bomb attacks, 

Gen. Worthington made the statement following his return here by air 
fran the annual meeting of the Canndinn Federation of Mayors and Municipal-
ities in Windsor.' 

"Vancouver and Winnipeg have volunteered to act as guinea pigs for the 
mass evacuation experiments," he said in an interview. 

They  have expressed a desire to be in on the initial studies and our 
present plans are to launch them at those two points." 

Gen. Worthington, said, however, that mayors attending the Windsor 
meeting expressed a keen interest in present plans for mass evacuation ex-
periments. He said he has no doubt that a number ofother cities will want 
to conduct similar tests. 

No date has been set for the tests in Vancouver and Winnipeg, but Gen. 
Worthington said he is hopeful that the Winnipeg experiment can be conduc-
ted this winter. . 

Counsellor At Washington:  The appointment of Mr. Robert A. Farquharson as a 
Counsellor to the Canadian Embassy in Washington was announced today. For 
the past two yenrs he has been Director of the Information Division of the 
North Atlantic Treaty Organization in Paris. In thé performance of his 
duties as Counsellor, Mr. Farquharson will be specially concerned with in-
formation matters. 

Across  Canada:  The Prime Minister returned to Ottawa Tuesday to attend a regular 
meeting of the Cabinet today. . 	. Maj.-Gen. E.L.M. Burns, of Canada, 
United  Nations  Arab-Israeli truce supervisory chief, arrived at Jerusalem 
by plane Tuesday from Beirut, Lebanon, according to press report from Jeru- 
salami. • • • 
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EDC Rejection Before Cabinet:  Ottawa, Sept. 1 (Globe & Mail) -- The change in the 
world situation caused by France's rejection of the European Defense Commu-
nity plan was discussed by the Cabinet today. 

'.St . Laurent declined, however, to tell newspapermen what, if any-
thing, had been decided. He stated that consideration was given the statement 
made by U.S. Secretary of State Dulles calling for an early conference of 
NATO foreign ministers. 

"All these matters were discussed " Mr. St. Laurent said in a brief  in-
terview outside the Enst Block after the 90-minute Cabinet meeting. 

It is believed here that the Government shares Mr. Dulles' desire for a 
NATO meeting. 	. 

Arms Expenditures:  Ottawa, Sept. 1 (CP) -- The Government has reduced spending on 
arms and defence equipment, with Sabre jet production and defence construction 
taking thé biggest cut, informants  said  today. They said deliveries of CF-100 
jet fighters also have declined. 

With world tensions easing, the Government's arms expenditures dropped to 
$225,000,000 in the first four months of the 1954-55 fiscal year, down  356,-
000,000  from $281,000,000 in the April-July period last year. 

Informants estimated that the bigest drop was in aircraft where Govern-
ment payments for the four months declined  by  $32,000,000 to $109,000,000. . . . 

Canada has produced more than 1,000 Sabre jets at the big Canadair plant 
in Montreal and most of these have been shipped overseas to equip Canada's 
air division in Europe and provide contributions to the RAF and other over-
seas Allies. About 120 of the Sabres have been made available to the United 

States. . 

Reopen U.K. Apple Market:  Ottawa, September 1 (Dept. T. & Ce) -- The British Gov-
ernmént has announced that it -will make dollar exchange available for the 
purchase of a limited quantity of fresh apples, information to this effect 
having been received by the Department of Trade and Commerce  from the Canadian 
Trade Canmissioner in London. Details concerning the quantities and the 
methods of licensing will be announced later. 

During the ten-year period prior to %rid War II, Canada exported an 
average of over five million bushels of apples to the United Kingdom, or over 
40 percent of Canada's commercial production. Nova Scotia, British Columbia 
and Ontario were the principal suppliers. With the exception of special 
allocations, the United Kingdom market has been virtually closed since 1939. 

Bank Notes Bear Queen's Portrait:  Ottawa, Sept. 1 (CP) -- The first Canadian bank 
notes to bear the portrait of the Queen will go into circulation next week. 
About $40,000,000 worth of the common denominations such as $1 and $2 notes 
have been or will be distributed - the Bank of Canada will not say more - to 
4,000-odd bank branches. 

That, snid a Bank of Canada official, is a modest supply to replace old 
notes that are no longer usnble. 

It is the start of a changeover involving about 160,000,000 notes worth 
about $1,500,0qC,0q0. That is the average amount in circulation at any 
given ';i-re 	. 

(over) 
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Rails-Labour Arbitrator Selected:  Ottawa, Sept. 1 (CP) -- The Cabinet has selected 
an arbitrator to settle multi-million dollar differences between Canadian ( I:. 
railway companies and their 145,000 non-operating employees. 0 

ltr. St. Laurent told reporters following à Cabinet meeting today, how-
ever, that the name of the arbitrator will not be announced until a decision 
has been made on the terms of reference under which he will operate. 

Maj.-Gen. Rockingham Takes Command:  Camp Petawawa, Ont., Sept. 1 (CP) -- Maj.- 
Gen. John M. Rockingham formally took command of Canada's first peacetime 
division in a brief ceremony here today which he called a "historical day 
for the country and the most memorable day in my career." 

As general officer commanding the 1st Canadinn Infantry Division, Gen. 
Rockingham has under him more than 14,000 troops and becomes Canada's number 
one field commander. . . . 

Across  Canada:  The Ontario Hydro Electric Commission announced yesterday it is 
recommending the awarding of a $2,400,000 contract to the Mannix Raymond 
Company of Montreal for construction of two power house coffer dams and de-
watering operations in connection with  4he  St. Lawrence Seaway payer project 
• • • • Population increases have outstripped the provision of new class-
rooms to such an extent that when the new term started yesterday in St. 
John's, Newfoundland, almost 1,000 children were unable to enroll in city 
schools, according to a press despatch. . . . The United Steelworkers of 
America (CIO-CCL), said last night in Hamilton, Ont., its negotiating com-
kittee accepted a seven-cent-an-hour package settlement with the Steel Com-
pany of Canada. . . . The Ontario  Lands Department will'stock Lake Ontario 

, with 20,000 yearling lake trout this fall, it mas announced. The project 
is a joint undertaking with the New York State Conservation Department. . . 

James Stanley McLean, 78, who rose from $12-a-week abattoir bookkeeper to 
becdme a millionaire meat-packing industrialist, died yesterday after a 
heart attack at his home in Toronto. 
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North Atlantic Council:  Ottawa, Sept. 2 (CP) 	Canada wants an early meeting of 

the North Atlantic Council to didcuss the German question and has so in-

' 	formed its 13 NATO partners. 
This country is deeply concerned with  the  problem of German rearmament 

because it "believes that unless some solution is found - and quickly - the 

North Atlantic Alliance may sicken and possibly die. 
The North Atlantic Council is scheduled to hold its full dr'ess annual 

meeting in Paris in December. Both Mr. Pearson and Mr. Cempney have planned 

to attend. But officials said today,  Canada feels that in view of French 

rejection of the European Defence Community, a special meeting should be 

called earlier. 
No date for such à meeting of Foreign Ministers wns spcified by the 

Government when it made known its position to its NATO allies through embas-

sies and legations abroad. The feeling here was that a Germanl.question con-

ference could not be convened before October. 
Officials said the problem of German rearmament should be one for a 

NATO forum,  Previously they said the logical move after French rejection of 

EDC would appear to be inclusion of West Germany in NATO despite the dif-
ficulties involved in such action. 

Britain is reported to have suggested a meeting of Britain, the United 
States, West Germany, France, Italy, Belgium, The Netherlands and Luxembourg 
to discuss German rearmament. Officials said they believe'that if such a 
conference is held, it should be preliminary -to a full NATO meeting. 

On the surface, the Canadian view would appear tn approximate that of 
Mr. John Foster Dulles who has proposed a special NATO meeting'to discuss 
Germany. . 	. 

Officials here said they believe safeguards to prevent an3'r recurrence 
of German aggression should be written into any agreement to bring Germany 

into NATO.  • 

Delegation To UN General Assembly:  Ottawa, Sept. 2 '(CP) , -1,1r. Pearson will- head 

Canada's Delegation to the Ninth Session of the United Nations General As-

sembly, which opens in New. York Sept. 21, The External Affairs Department 
said today Mr. MartiR will be Vice-Chairman. The other three members are 
Senator Howard,Mr...D:M.Johnson, Canada's Permanent Representative to the UN; 
and Mr. G. D. %aver; Liberal member of Parliament for Churchill. 

Mr. Pearson At Rochester, N.Y.:  Rochester, N.Y., Sept. 2 (CP) -- Mr. Pearson said 

tonight opportunities for progress toward a freer system of world trade are 
more promising now than at any time since the end of the Second World War. 

But, he added, "we must recognize that thé balance of forces abroad in 
favOur of major Progress now is a precarious one." 	x' 

Mr. Pearson was speaking before a conference on Canada-U.S. relations 
at the University of Rochester. 

"A positive lead on the part of North America at this critical juncture 
can, I feel, til • the balance in favour of progress," he said. By the same 
token even minor lefections on our part are liable to have an influence on 
11W0**;4141ildes,of overseas countries which goes far beyond their actual impact 

' on irade. .. . 

(over) 
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Immigration Department Criticized:  Winnipeg, Sept. 2 (CP) -- A federal Government 
official said today no immediate changes are planned in the procedure tonne 
at overseas offices of the Federal Immigration Department which came under 
sharp criticism at the annual meeting of the Canadian Bar Association. 

Mr. Laval Fortier, Deputy Minister of Citizenship and Imnigration, said 
in an interview the Immigration Act is constantly being studied, but the De. 
partment sees no need at present for a Change. 

A three-man sub-committee of the Bar Association which has spent 2* 
years investigating abuses in immigration procedure charged that the Depart-
ment had been guilty of "shocking" procedural practices in its morldwide •  

offices. Results of the investigation were revealed by sub-cammittee  chair. 
man Mr. J. H. McDonald of Ottawa. 

Cammenting on the criticism, Mr. Fortier said immigration inspectors are 
like judges - one might decide one way while in the same circumstances an-
other might decide the opposite  mey. 

The inspectorà must decide a case on both the facts and the merits  of the  
individual before them. Sometimes one inspector might decide a man was sin-
cere and another inspector might decide he wes lying e  

Mr. McDonald asked permission to continue the investigation for another 
year. 

Mr. McDonald revealed many of the findings of the sub-cammittee at a 
press conference. 	 , 

He said the more than 200 cases studied showed that there were count-
less cases of Canadians trying to return from abroad being delayed by imni-
gration officials anywhere up to five years . e  . and some of them never got 
home; there is little uniformity in the department's rules and regulations; 

The inspectors themselves are not clear on what authority  they  have for 
their actions; what one immigration office  calls "confidential" information, 
another calls public information; at overseas ports, Canadians are refused 
representation by counsel; the department often deals directly with a lawyer's 
client and has been known to advise the counsel be dismissed. 

Mr. McDonald said the sub-committee has evidence to back its charges, and 
two weeks ago some was presented to the Minister of Immigration. 

He said the sub-committee had six recommendations to avoid abuses in the 
administration of the Immigration Act; 

1. Codification of the department's regulations "so the inspectors all 
administer the same law;" 

2. Publication of intra-departmental directives--"so the men in the field 
know what Ottawa wants them to do;" 

3. Implementation of proper legal appeal procedure, ending ultimatelyin 
the courts. He said that the Immigration Act provides for such a procedureto 
be set up, but it hasn't been; 

4. That departmental files be made aveilable to applicants and their at-

torneys, excluding confidential 'material mTitten by departmental officials; 
5. Recognition of the role of barristers-and solicitors in immigration 

lew; and 
6. Establishment of a procedure setting forth the reason for rejection 

in each case, in such a way that the rejected party has an opportunity of 
overcoming the department s objection. . . 

Across Canada:  Mr. Rhys  M. Sale, President of Ford Motor Company of Canada, said 

today 1954 would go down as the automotive indûstry's second-best year. Fe 
spoke at the final luncheon of the Canadien Federation of Mayors and Munio4' 
ipalities convention. . . Seventy-six officer cadets from Canadian univer-
sities and service colleges have completed summer training with units of the 
1st Infantry Brigade and will return to Canada this month according to C.F. 
from Soest, Germany. 

- 30 - 
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Message to M. Mendes r-France: Paris, Sept. 3 (Reuters) -- Canadian Ambassador Jean 
Desy tonight handed Premier Pierre Mendes-France, a recommendation that West 
German participation in Western Europe's defence should be handled strictly 
within the framework of the North Atlantic Treaty Organitation. 

The message contained two main points: 
1. A meeting of the North Atlantic Council should pe held soon, either 

at the level of a council of ministers or of the permanent delegates e NATO. 
2. The problem of German participation in-European defence should be 

studie4 in the framework of NATO and not at a meeting of eight or three_powers 
outside of the Atlantic Pact Organization. . . . 

Commons Debate Speculation:  Ottawa, Sept. 5, (CP) -- The Government is building up 
a backlog of foreign policy decisions which the Commons will probably want to 
talk about-when it next meets. 

Since the House was pprorogued in June, the Government has: 
1. Agreed to participate on the Indo-China truce commissions. 
2. :C1.  lied for an early meeting of the North Atlantic Alliance 'to discuss 

the German reaimament question. 
3. Decided to withdraw two-thirds of the Canadian infantry brigade from 

Korea. 
4. Reached agreement with the U05. on construction on the international 

section of the St. Lawrence Seaway. 
_5. Made it known that failure of the Korean part of the Geneva conference 

will mean no recognition of the Chinese Communist Government for the time being 
at least. ' 

6. Indicated its view that the proposed Southeast Asia defence pact is 
not all it might or should be. . 

Release of Eurt Meyer:  Ottawa, Sept. 3, (Globe) -- Kurt Meyer, the German major-
general who was convicted in 1945 of having been responsible for the slaying 
of 18 Canadian prisoners of war, will be a free man next Tuesday. 

At National Defence headquarters here, it was confirmed today that Meyer 
would be released on September'7 from the British prison at Virerl, Geemany. 
Meyer, who is 43, was originally sentenced to be shot but his punishment was 
reduced first to life Imprisonment and then to 14 years. 

When released, he will have served nine years and four months and will be 
eligible for freedom by reason of time off for good behavior. 	. 

Report California Wants Alberta Gad g  Ottawa, Sept. 3, (CP) -- There was new hope in 
federal quarters today that Canadian natural gas may eventually be granted an 
outlet in the Western United States. 

Federal authorities said that California interests, badly.in  need of more 
gas, are seeking ways of getting supplies from Canada. 

They speculated that the result may be that Westcoast Transmission Co. Ltd. 
of Calgary may make a new application before the U.S. Federal Power Commission 
to build a pipeline to reach ttle California market with natural gas from the 
Peace River area of British Columbia and Alberta. 

(over) 
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An initial bid by Westcoast to get into the U.S. Pacific Northwest market 
was rejected last June by the commission, which granted a frnnChise to that 
market to an American company, Pacific NorthWest Pipeline Corp. of Houston, 
Texas. 

Living Costs Again Rise: Ottawa, Sept. 3, (CP) -- Living costs climbed to the thil 
highest point in history during July. The consumer price index, yardstick for 
measuring living costs, jumped by four-fifths of a point to 117, the Bureau of 
Statistics reported today. ' 

It was the third increase in a raw Rnd the biggest in 33 months, bringing 
the yardstick -- based on 1949 prices equalling 100 -- to its highest level 
since January, 1952. 

The Bureau said the big jump was caused by rising food prices as well as 
another increase in rents and home ownership costs. 

Football Results: (Monday) -- Montreal 20, Ottawa 11, 
Toronto 21, Hamilton 7. 
Saskatchewan 18, Winnipeg 14. 

Saturday) -- Montreal 21, Ottawa 2. 
Hamilton 17, Toronto 6. 
Calgary 34, British Columbia O. 

Across Canada:  The Duchess of Kent, Princess Alexandra and a mild Sunday afternoon 
combined to draw large crowds in Moncton, N.B., despite a shawer soon after 
their arrival by train from Halifax. . 	. Mr. Pickersgill said on September 
3, he is studying a charge by a Canadian Bar Association sub-committee of 
"shocking" procedural practices in his department's overseas offices, CP 
reported. . . . Government geologists have discovered evidence of a possible 
iron deposit in the Northwest Territories, just north of the Saskatchewan 
boundary. The Mines Department said the discovery of what is believed to be 

= a body of magnetite iron wns made late last month by a field party of the 
Geological Survey of Canada. . 	. The Winnipeg goldeye industry has been 
given new life with the discovery of a northern lake teeming with the little 
fish. Officials of Cednadian Fish Producers Ltd. announced the discovery. 
But the lake is nowhere near Winnipeg or Lake Winnipeg -- it's  rot  even in 
Manitoba. It is Like Clair in Wood Buffalo Park, neai. the southern extremity 
of Lake Athabaska in Northern A1berta. Company officials said the lake, in 
less than six weeks this year, prodmded a catch that rivals the best production 
records of Lake Winnipeg. .  e . Toronto Maple Leafs won their first Inter-
national Baseball League peinant since 1943 when they defeated Rochester Red 
Wings 3-2 in the first game of a Labour Day doubleheader. 
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Mr. Pearson On  Problem of Germany:  Toronto, Sept. 7 (CP) -- Mr. Pearson sai.d today 
-----77-17-nonly possible solution'w—to the German problem is the "association with the 

North Atlantic Treaty Organization of a Germany with her sovereignty restored. 
and the occupation ended." 

In an address to the Canadian National Exhibition directors' luncheon oe 
Internntional Day, he indicted that Canada will support any proposal for the 
inclusion of Germany in NATO as a means of uniting the free countries of 
Europe. However, he added, such a solution would not commit the other. 14 
NATO partners to a unification of Germany by force or restoration by force of 
lost German territories. 

One bÿ one,  he ticked off the alternate methods of bringing lykst Germany 
into the western defence system now that France has rejected the European 
Defence Camr4;unity. A neutralized and disarmed Germany would be impossible: 

= 
 

"If  it was impossible to keep Germany neutral and disarmed in the Twenties, 
how can that be done now, with the victors of the last war divided - and bitterly 
hostile, nnd in the face of the control of rearmed communist East Germany by 
an nggressive mighty Russian imperial power?" 

To leave the situation stand as it now is would be a "futile and negative 
course." 

To give back complete sovereignty to Germany now would mean the end of the 
Atlantic alliance and the move toward European unificntion. 
•- iflWe  return, then, to the only possible solution: • bringing a free Germany 

into close nssociation with a group of other free countries in a manner mhich 
will permit Germany to contribute to collective security, but which will enàure 
that she not became strong enough to dominate or control the alliance or any of 
its members." 

Mr. Pearson stressed that a solution to the German problem must be found 
soon "if the Atlantic alliance and with it our best hope for preventing aggres-
sion is to be kept strong; or, possibly, even, to be maintained at all." 

"The stakes are as high as that," he added. 
"A new nttempt to associate Germany with the Atlantic systen should be 

pressed quickly and vigorously and steadily until the desired result is 
achieved, »  Mr. Pearson said. 

That was why Canada has suggested an early meeting of NATO partners to 
discuss the German problem. 

Drastic CUt in Wheat Crop Estimate: Ottawa, Sept. 8 (CP) -- The Government next week 
will reduce its 1954 wheat crop estimate possibly by 100,000,000 bushels or =re 
in the wake of heavy prairie rust and continuing bad harvesting weather. 

Federal authorities said yesterday it will be the most drastic cut in many 
years, with deteriorating harvest conditions forcing a slash of the original 
513,000,000-bushel crop estimate. 

The original estimate was based on conditions as of August 1 and the new 
one, to be mm de September 15, will be based on conditions as of September 1. 

Authorities tentatively estimated the wheat rust damage at 85,000,000 
bushels and said many more millions likely will be lost through frost in the 
next two months. 

AlIB 

(over) 
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However, even with a big cut in production, Canada will have formidable 
supplies th4 s year, having carried over 587,000,000 bushels of unsold wheat. 
from the last crop year which ended July 31. It was the biggest end-of-year 
stockpile in 11 years and just 7,000,000 bushels below the record wartime 
cprryover of 594,000,000 in 1943. 

Nevertheless, federal authorities feel that the anticipated production 
drop, combined with a strengthening of overseas markets, will help stabilize 
Canadian wheat prices and possibly reduce the delay in closing up the 1953-54 
wheat pool. 

They said that Britain, Canada's top wheat customer, already is increasin g 
 orders for Canadian wheat. A London dispatch Monday quoted financial experts 

as saying Britain almost certainly will buy more wheat fram Canada in the 
current crop year. 

Population 15,236,000 On July 1:  Ottawa, Sept. 7 (CP) -- Canada's population 
gained 41,000 persons during June to reach 15,236,000 on July 1, the Bureau 
of Statistics estimated today. The Bureau also said the country's population 
is gaining at a faster rate than a year ago.  

The  increase during the first six months of 1954 was 201,000, 17 per 
cent  ,bove the gain in the first half of last year. The July 1 figure of 
15,236,000 compares with 15,035,000 at January 1; 14,821,000 at July 1, 
1953; and 14,649,000 at January 1, 1953. 

There was no estimate of provincial populations as of July 1. 
The Bureau said the population increased at the rate of 2.8 per cent' 

in the year ended July 1, compared with a rate of 2.4 per cent in the pre-
ceding year. 

Across Canada: A crowd of 294,500 set a Labour Day attendance record at the C.N.E. 
The Exhibition had the biggest attendance in its history on Saturday with 
296,500. .•. . Company-union talks broke dawn in Toronto yesterday between 
the Massey-Harris-Ferguson company and the United Auto Vkrkers (CIO-CCL) in 
their contract dispute. . . . Trustees Granham and Male of the Toronto Board 
of Education see an end of the teacher shortage -- through television. 'At a 
managéinent meeting of the Board  yesterday they said when that day cames, the 
only staff necessary in n school will be a principal, caretaker, and TV in 
every classroam, according to CP.. . . . The Alberta Government has issued a 
general permit for duck shooting in most parts of the province as a means of 
checking widespread  damage  to grain crops by marauding mallards and pintails. 
Scope of action for the umpire in the union-rajlway contract dispute remains 
unsettled, CP reports, as the Cabinet and the rail unions prepare to deal with 
the issue at meetings today. 
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Canada - U.S. Atomic Energy Agency Talks:  Ottawa, Sept. 8 (CP) -- Canada and the 
United States tomorrow will start discussions concerning the establishment of 
an international atomic energy agency, with or without Soviet Russia's part-
icipation. 

Mr. Pearson said tonight in a statement that Canadian and American atomic 
chiefs will meet in Washington  to discuss the proposed international agency 
and other technical matters. 

The statement was issued after Mr. St. Laurent said he and,Trade Minister 
Bowe will meet during the weekend with two U.S. Ministers at Knob Lake in 
Northern Quebec. Mr.  S. Laurent said it would be strnnge if. the  Oabinet 
members did not talk about atomic energy. 

Prairie CrOp Prospects Deteriorate: -Ottawa, Sept.:8 . (CP) 	Prairié:crOpprespeets 
have deteriorated seriously under heavy rains, rust, hail and sawfly,damage, 
the Bureau ofStatistics reported today. , „.•." 

Harvesting is very lnte throughout the West,  with manvcroPELstill im-
mature and subject to frost damage,"  the  Bureau said..., 

Many  Western fields are so wet that,harvesting_machinerY.can't get  In.  
Rust -haa seriously reduced yields over wide 'areas of Saskatchewan, Manitoba 

- ''anet'd'a'lesser extent, eastern:Alberta..  •,, 
Verylittle harvesting has been accomplished with  the exception of 

, 	Manitolia'Where . 25 per.  cent.  of the threshing is completed and:southern areas , 	_ 
— 

 
of Saskatchewan and Alberta where . "fai r. progreas" has .been made,: . 	. _ 

Rail-Union Reference Terms Debated: Ottawa, Sept.  -8 (CP) 	Government-ProPosed 
terms of reference for an arbitrator in the railway-union contract fight do 
not meet the disputants' views, but Mr. St. Laurent said today they can be 
changed. 

"Our worries about the railway.  question are over," he told reporters after 
an announcement from rail union chiefs at Montreal that the unions disagree . 
with the scope suggested by the Government for the arbitrator to settle the 
dispute thnt had threatened to result ta .a strike last month. 

Mr. St. Laurent said the Government is waiting onlyto hear officially 
about the views of the dispvtants on its proposals -- sent to them lastweek-- 
before embodying them into legislation. 

Later.  Mr. Gregg said he is prepared to meet representatives of the unions 
who today telegraphed him for a conference Friday nt which they might state 
their objections to the terms of reference. 

Mr. Gregg said that the railwnys, too, have objected to some points in 
the Cabinet's proposals for an arbitrator's operation, but he described their 
disagreement as minor. 

	

"We will go into any points that are necessary to iron out with either 	_ 
party," he said in an interview. 

The Minister eXpressed the hope that •differences over the terms of reference 
for the arbitrator can be settled by about next Tuesday, three days in advance .  
of the next Cabinet meeting at which theAlrbitrator could be appointed. 

(over) 
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International Military Parade At Windsor, Ont: Windsor, Sept. 8 (CP) -- The largest 
international military parade ever held along the 3,000-mile border between 
Canada and the United States will be in Windsor September 26. 

Upwards of 5,000 American National Guard and Michigan State troops will 
cross the border to hold a commemorative parade. Theme will be the inter-
national friendship along the Canadian-American border where for 140 years 
there has been no armed conflict. 

Stefansson Cache Discovered:  Ottawa, Sept. 8 (CP) -- A cache left 38 years ago on 
Banks Island by Arctic explorer, Vilhjalmur Stefansson ha é been found, the 
Defence Research Board said today. 

The Board reported receiving a message from Dr. William Cameron, one of 
a group of Canadian and U.S. scientists investigating Canada's -western Arctic 
-waters. It read: "Have recovered Stefansson cache at Knight Harbour." 

$50,000,000 In New Bills Distributed:  Ottawa, Sept. 8 (CP) -- Canada will lift 
the curtain tomorrow on her new paper currency. Bank branches fram coast to 
coast now have received supplies and will be ready to distribute them to the 
general public tamorraw, Bank of Canada officials said today as  • they disclosed 
details of the biggest money operation in Canadian history. 

The crisp, new notes, first to bear the portrait of the Queen, were 
shipped in 3,277 separate packages by rail, air and highway to reach each 
individual bank branch. 

Altogether, a little less than $50,000,000 of the new, two-tone bills 
were shipped, the biggest single money packaging and mailing ,operation in 
*ti-ie bank's history. 

Across Canada:,  Business prospects for the last half of 1954 are consideraW,y, 
brieter than they were six months ago, the Purchasing Agents Association-of 

, 	Toronto repôrted yesterday. Business expenditure on capital expansion and 
improvement still continues at a moderate rate and the outlook remains good. . 

- Mr. St: Laurent said yesterday that by-elections to fill six vacancies in the 
Commons will rot be held until after October 25. . . . Works Minister Wintam 
today hired an expert to help srueeze the maximum economic efficiency out of 
his S150,000,000 public works programme. He appointed Dr. E.G. Weeks, who 
headed the Defence Production Department's economics branch, to direct a newly- 
E;stàbiished economic study unit in the Public Tkrks Department. 	. The 

1  'Defence Production Department yesterday announced the appointment of Mr. P.S. 
Solly-Flood, 37, of Ottawa as a member of Canada's permament delegation to 
the North Atlantic Council in Paris. 
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Mr. St. Laurent On Free Convertibility: Montreal, Sept. 10 (Gazette) -- Prime 
Minister St. Laurent said last night full and true unification of the 
countries of the free world mould be impossible without free convertibility 

=' of their Currencies. 
He said Canadians hope to see France join the move toward a  free inter-

national flow of currencies. France and sterling-area countries have placed 
curbs on the exchane of their currencies for dollars. ' 

1- 

	

	The remarks were made at the opening of the French trade fair here, 
France in Montreal. 

Mr. St. Laurent said in French Canada's hope is based on the fact that 
France has succeeded in overcaming its postwar difficulties. 

'"France  ha  s recovered its front line place in international economic 
affairs 	he said. 	 , 

[Canada ad  France were friendly  rivais for the third place among the 
leading trading countries of the world, but the competition did moqiarm to 
their l isting common interests. 

Among these he listed as the most Important the growth of,an:inter-. , ' 
, 

	

	national multilateral trade system which representatives of both countaëli 
,sought,to promote in international councils and in agreements such as the 

*, General Agre«ment on Tariffs and Trade. 	 , 	-- 
:HJ Mr. St. Laurent said French exports to Canada last year had grown to 
$22;300,000 .fram $6,300,000 in 1939. Canadian exports to France last year 
totalled $32;000,000. 

,,:He said he hopes trade between the two countries will côntinue to grow. 
- 	He described the exhibition as "the result of a living econamy - closely 

linked to the civilization from which it comes." 

Mr. Drew Returns From Tour Of Europe: Ottawa, Sept. 9 (CP) -- Mr. George Drew 
said today he welcaMes joint development and operation of the St. Lawrence 
Seaway by Canada and the United States. 

"I am glad it is to be a joint development," he said at a press con-
ference following his return to Ottawa fram  a  two-month fact-finding tour 
of Europe. However, Mr. Drew said he reserves the right to comment later 
on the exact course s of the Seaway including the location of locks and 
canals. . . 

Mr. Drew said joint development would be of great Importance in assuring 
maintenance of operation and would be valuable as an international expression 
of good will. . . 

Mr. Drew said Canada's rights in the St. Lawrence must be respected under 
any Canada-U.S. Seaway agreement. He added that there must be give and take 
on both sides depending on engineering advice. 

During his overseas tour, Mr. Drew said, he was Impressed by the desire 
of the people of Western Europe to find a common ground to prevent another 
war. They were ready to go to any reasonable lengths to reach agreement. 

He was optimistic on the chances of world peace and said he feels there 
is no alternative to rearmament of West Germany. While the European Defence 
Community had been killed by French action, he was hopeful that the main 
features of EDC still could be incorporated into another combined defence 
plan, such as the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. 

(over) 
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"There can be no questionabout the rearmament of West Germany. It is 
significant that even though EDC was turned dawn by the French Chamber of 
Deputies, Premier Mendes-France left  no  doubt that there must be rearmament 
of West  Germany." 

16-Year-Old High School Girl Swims Across Lake Ontario:  Toronto, Sept. 9 (CP) -- 
Marilyn Bell, a 16-year-old blonde high school girl, conquered Lake Ontario 
tonight, the first woman to stroke across the 32 miles of icy water between 
New York State and Ontario. 

She reached a breakwater a half-nile west of the Canadian National 
Exhibition at 8:10 p.m., EDT, refused for a few minutes to allow herself 
to be taken from the water and then touched her boat at 8:13 p.m., 20 hours 
and 56 minutes after she left Youngstown, N.Y., last night. 	. 

She was nssisted into a small boat, wrapped in a blanket and, while 
water craft blew a salute and rockets told a CNE crawd of 160,000 of her 
success, was taken away for a rest. 

Observers in the 35 boats accompanying her said she seemed on the verge 
of collapse during the last hour. She didn't respond to calls from her boat 
but kept moving her arms and legs slowly as if in agony. 

The amazing swim of the five-foot-one, 119-pound teenager, which may 
bring her as much as $50,000 in prizes, overwhelmed the 75,000 persons who 

, deserted exhibition attractions to line the waterfront and cheer into the 
darkaess toward her. 

The captain of the boat that followed Marilyn estimated she actually 
swam more than 40 miles owing to current and winds. 

Wednesday night Jerry Kerschner was pulled out. The U.S. champion, 
Florence Chadwick, and the St. Thomas star, Winnie Roach Leuszler, who 
started about the same time as Marilyn, were forced to give up earlier 
Thursday. 	 , 

Acroàs Canada: Importance of the "gradual lowering of economic activity" in Canada 
in the 1-1st 12 months has been "exaggerated" because people tend to compare 
1954 with 1953, when the level of business was the highest ever, Mr. N.J. 
McKinnon, Toronto, Vice-President and General Manager of the Canadian Bank 
of Commerce, said in Saskatoon. . . . Top officers of the federal Labour 
Department will try Friday to*get unions and railway companies to agree on 
a set of rules for the Government arbitrator who is to write the settlement 
eward in their contract dispute. . . . Food supplies have been flown to et 
band of -nomad Eskimos found starving in the Ennadai Lake area of the North-
west Territories, 230 miles inland from Hudson Bay and about 50 miles north 
of the Manitoba border, it was learned yesterday, according to CP from 
Edmonton. 
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Mr ,  St. Laurent at 	Ojenin: Menihek, Labrador, Sept. 12 (e) -- 
Labrador!s, first hydro-electric development', churned into official production 
Satu/7day and,Mr. St. Laurent, who stood high oNïer thea rising mists of the Menihek 
Dam, described the plant as "only a forerunner...of a great outstanding development". 

Premier Smallwood of Newfoundland scaled a narrow catwalk to pull a switch which 
sent millions of gallons of water surging over a dry riverbed as two 33,000-volt 
generators shot electricity to Canada's biggest iron ore development at Knoblake, 
28  miles swaY. 

Only Government representatives and guests and the familiesof this southern 
Itibrador settlement stood over the 1,200-foot long dam to watch the first official 
water come spewing under thé dam's 34-foot head. 

While engineers explained the operation to their guests, the Prime Minister 
posed for family photos with residents of the small community which built itself 
around the 12,000-horsepower project. 	 , 

Later, at a Knob Lake luncheon Premier Smallwood described Labrador as "one 
of the,great treasure houses of the world". 

He predicted that the Newfoundland territory could eventually prodlide between 
15,000,009 and 18,000,000 horsepower. 

The Menihek project, which raised the waters of a lake some 20 feet over spruce 
and scrub land, is capable of producing an additional 12,000 horsepower when 
required. The ultimate potentialities of the lake, officials say, is 74,000 horse-
power with additional construction. 

More than 900,000 cubic yards of earth was meved during the two-year construc-
tion period and 31,000 cubic yards of concrete was poured into the giant forms 
which span across the former river meuth. The dam also serves as a bridge for the 
356-mile railway line which carries ore from Knob Lake to Seven Islands, ee., for 
the Iron Ore Company of Canada. The company also uses Menihek power for its 
railway and the 1,000 employees who live in Knob Lake. 

• Mr. G. M. Humphrey, Secretary of the U.S. Treasury who flew up for the dam 
 opening with Senator Byrd of Virginia, described the whole project as "only an 

example of what free men of free nations could do". 
The delegations, including Mr. Howe, Mr. Chevrier, head of the St. Lawrence 

Seaway Authority and Resources Minister Rowe of Newfoundland on Friday inspected 
the company's railway line and loading facilities at Seven Islands. 

Great Lakes Fisheries Convention (Press Release No. 56, Sept. 10): Ottawa, Sept. 10 

(Dept. E.A.) -- The Department of E±ternal Affairs announced that representatives 
of the United States and Canada signed on Sept. 10 in Washington a Convention on 
Great Lakes Fisheries. The Convention provides for joint action by the United 
States and Canada in the field of fishery research and the elimination of the 
predatory sea lamprey in the Great Lakes. To carry out this task, both Qovernments 
agree to establish a Great lakes Fishery Commission of three appointees from each 
-country.. 

gurricane Destro s  Most  of Nova Scotia's Aesle Cro.: Halifax, Sept. 12 (OP) -- 
Hurricane Edna sliced across the Maritimes Saturday night and destroyed more than 
two-thirds of Nova Scotia's bumper 44,000,000 apple crop in a costly laèt fling 
before dying in• the Gut.f of St. Lawrence. 

Damage was ln the millions, but only one fatality was reported. 
Nova Scotia took the hurricane's worst punch as it ,steamrollered first against 

fishing villages on the south-western shore and later the Annapolis Valley's rich 

_orchards in its wild rampage up the province's backbone. 
Barns rolled like tumbleweed before the 100-mile winds; shorelines pushed back 

jerry-built fishing shacks; fish plants lifted from concrete foundations, flew 

„ 



through the air. A half-mile of road disappeared under tons of wind-blown beach. 
atones.  

In the Annapolis Valley,.apples fell like buckshot-on the eve of the harvest, 
For the first time since the war, growers had been promised they could sell some 
of their 2,500,000-bushel crop on the lucrative United Kingdam market. Naw the 
fallen, bruised apples will go into juice, cider and other by-products. , 

Vancouver - Amsterdam Air Service: Montreal, Sept. 13 (Gazette) -- Canadian Pacific 
Airlines announced Saturday they have applied to the Federal Transport Department 
for permission to inaugurate a northerly air service between Vancouver and 
Amsterdam. 

The requested service would follow a route through the Northwest Territories, 
'Greenland and Iceland similar to one to be followed by Scandinavian SAS Airline, 
granted certification recently for a service from Los Angeles to Oslo via 
Edmonton. 

CPA President Grant McConachie said in a statement the service could be . 
inaugurated withoût delay since a "chain of excellent airports already is in 
existence along the entire path and at no time...would an airliner be more than 
90 minutes from an airport". 

Across Canada:  A crowd of 8,000 in the Montreal Forum was brought to its feet 
Saturday night in tribute to a 16-year-old Toronto schoolgirl who said she 
completed a swimming feat campared with the four-minute mile "for the saké of 
Canada". "It was the thing that drove me on," Marilyn Bell told a throng 

- gathered to see her and witness a show sponsored by the Shriners organization 
in aid of its local hospital. The conqueror of Lake Ontario was greeted with 
a loud applause as she drove twice around the arena perched on the back seat of 
a convertible, the Gazette reports.... The Canadian National FThibition exceeàd 
its previous total attendance record by almost 100,000 when the gates closed ' 
Saturday night, but it fell 180,000 short of its 3,000,000 attendance goal.... 
Football: Montreal 21, Hamilton 3; Ottawa 12, Toronto 5; Edmonton 30 Calgary 
Regina 17, British Columbia 7. 
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Reportiome.Troops To Be Home  Bÿ. Christmas:  Ottawa, Sept.  13  (CP) -- Withdrawarof 
itwo-thirds of the 6,000-man Canadian Infantry Brigade in Korea will start socyn 
and is expected to be completed by Christmas, it was learned today. 

Canada, Britain, Australia and New Zealand will make a joint annotincemelt 
tomorrow that they will trim the :1st Commonwealth Division in Korea tp ône- 

. 

	

	third its present size. At least one of the three Canadian destroyers in/ 
Kcirean waters will be brought home -- but not all of them: The officiel 
«announcement will give details of which units are to be withdrawn. 	. 

, tit was learned authoritatively that one ofthese,units will be the 2nd 
Battalion, the Black Watch. The 1st Battalion, the Black Watch, originally 
sCheduled to go to Korea to relieve the 2nd, will_remainin'Canada.: 

-, 	'The other two infantry battalions in Korea are the 4th Battalion, Can- 
adian Guards, the 2nd Battalion, Queen's Own Rifles of Canada.  

' 	It appeared likely that the Guards, who have served • longer in thé Far 
East than the Queen's Own, also will be withdrawn. 	 ' 

It was not 'known immediately which of the remaining units will be returned 
to Canada, These Include the 3rd Regiment, Royal Canadian Horsélrtillery, D 
Squadron, Royal Canadian Dragoons, and'supporting arms such as transport, 
engineers and medical corps. 

Reduction in Commonwealth forces to a single brigade from Ladiviston*is in 
line with a similar withdrawal by the United States, which.isctaking fpürof  
its six divisions out of Korea. 	, 	 « 	H• 

It is planned to have the Canadian soldiers and sailors hôme'by-giristmelis 
or at least on their way home by then. 	 1 - 	. 

It is possible that the remaining Canadian troops and warships May be 
withdrawn from Korea next year but officials said.this will depend on haw the 
situation develops. 	 . 

Gross National Product Decline: Ottawa, Sept. 13 (CP) -- Losses from the Prairie 
rust epidemic, destroying large parts of the Western  wheat crop, have affected 
national prosperity. They may have a particularly worrisome impact on the 
federal treasury. 

The Bureau of Statistics estimated today that Canada's gross national 
product, which has increased all through the post-war years, declined to an 
annual rate of $23,900,000,000 in the first half of 1954. The drop wet! 
attributed almost entirely to smaller farm output. 

If this trend continues, it will mean an over-a11  decline for the year .  

of $400,000,000 in national production from the all-time high of $24,300,000,000 
in 1953. A decline of this proportion would be four times the drop of $100,- 
000,000 in 1945. 

C.F.A. Opposes Higher Textile  Tariffs: Ottawa, Sept. 13 (CP) -- The Canadian Feder-
ation of Agriculture says that higher tariffs on British textiles wou],d weaken 
the ability of the United Kingdom to buy Canadian farm products. 

The warning is contained in a brief submitted to the Canadian Tariff Bolerd 
which is investigating the impact of British preferential tariffs on this 
country's textile industry. The investigation was ordered by the Government 
after the domestic industry demanded  a tariff increase against competing 
British textiles. 

(over) 
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Any-  move by,the Canadian Government:to increase tariffs against  ithe  
entrî'into banada'of British textiles would further seriously_impair,the 
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already weakened ability of the United Kingdam to make purchases of Canadian - 
farm products," the Federation said today in a statement. . . . 

Probe Railway Agreed Chargesi  Ottawa, Sept. 13 (CP) -- A Federal Royal Commission 
will make a broad inquiry into the effect of railway "agreed charges." 

Hon. W.F.A. Turgeon, conducting the'one-man Royal Commission, today ex- 
. pressed the view that a May order-in-council of Cabinet gives him wide powers 
to inquire into this phase of rail freight rates. - 

His - attitude vas expressed at a preliminary-  conference in advance of 
formal ,commission hearings, which he said should open about October 12 at 

, 	either Vancouver or Winnipeg. 

U.K. Parliamentary Observers: Ottawa, Sept. 10 (Press Release No. 57, Sept. 10) - 
The Department of External Affairs announced  Itoday  the names of the following 
parliamentary observers with the Canadian Delegttion to the Ninth Session of 
the General Assembly of the United Nations which opens in New York on Sept- 

- 	ember 21st: 	 s 
•Mr. T.E. Ross, 'M.P., for Hamilton East,(Lib.), Mr. Andre Gauthier, M.P., 

for Lake St. John, (Lib.), Mr. A.R. Lusby, M.P., for Cumberland, (Lib), 
Mr. D.R. Michéner, M.P., for St. Paul's (P.C.), Mr. A.B. Patterson, M.P., 
for Fraser Valley, (S.C.), Mr. C. Gillis, M.P., for Cape Breton South, (C.C.F.) 

-2 

Aid For India, Pakistan, Nepal: Ottawa, Sept. 10, (Press Release No. • 68, Sept. 10) 
The Departnent of External Affairs announced on September 10 that the C,Inadian 
Gavernment has decided to make available $225 thousand to assist in flood re- 

, lief operations in India, Pakistan and Nepal. Of this amount, it is intended 
that $100 thousand worth of aid should go to India, $100 thousand to-Pakistan 
and $5  thousand to Nepal. The assistance provided will take the fo  of dried 
skin milk and drugs, commodities•which are urgently required in the disaster 

Across Canada: -A a crowd of more than 150,000 persons brayed rain in Toronto, 
-Monday, to-cheer Marilyn Bell, the 16-year-old swimmer who conquered Lake 
Ontario. . . . Paymaster Mine, due to resume operations shortly, will start 
intervieliing men for work, it was reported by C.P. fram Timmins; . . . Mr. 
W.F. Bull, Deputy Minister of Trade and Cammerce, predicted today that Can-
adians would be "realistic" in anticipating "a resumption of the over-a].1 

 expansionary trend which has characterized most of our post-war experience," 
C.P. reported from Saskatoon. 
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Withdrawal of Saine Forces from  Korea:  Ottawa, Sept. 14 (CP) -- The Minister of 
National Defence, Mr. Campney, today announced the early withdrawal of two-
thirds of Canada's infantry brigade from Korea and hinted that all Canadian 
troops there may be returned  home  by next year. 

Only Canadian troops to be left in Korea for the pr'esent are the 2nd 
Battalion, Queen's Own Rifles of Canada, wlth an ambulance unit and support-
ing administrative personnel. This battalion will complete its normal tour 
of duty next May. 

!'If circumstances still make necessary the continuance of a battalion 
of Canadian troops in Korea, it (the 2nd battalion) will be relieved in the 
normal way," Mr. Campney said. 

The Defence Depar'tment expects the greater part of the 6,000-man brigade 
will be home or on the way home by the end of the year, the.Minister said  

They will be brought back, he said, as quickly as arrangements can be 
made for handing over their duties and for transporting them. 

The order of return will be: 
The 2nd Battalion, the Blmck Match, which will join its 1st Battalion 

at Aldershot, N.S. 
The 3rd Regiment, Royal Canadian Horse Artillery, to be located at 

Debert, N.S. 
The 4th Battalion, Canadian Guards, to occupy Camp Ipperwash, Ontario. 
D. Squadron of the Royal Canadian Dragoons; brigade headquarters and 

supporting units. 
The destroyer Cayuga also will be withdrawn shortly from Korean patrol 

duties and will not be replaced. 
The destroyers Iroquois and Huron will remain in the Korean theatre. 
The first of the homebound Canadian troops are expected to arrive early 

next month. 

Farm Cash Income Drops: Ottawa, Sept. 14 (CF ) -- Canadian farmers' cash income 
dropped by $88,700,000 -in the first half of 1954. 

The Bureau of Statistics estimated today that cash income declined to 
$1,093,000,000 from $1,182,600,000 in the similar 1953 period. 

It was the second consecutive decline from the peak of $1,241 9 700,000 

in the 1952 January-June period. 
Most of the drop resulted from lower returns on grain sales and thus by 

far the major portion of the decline was felt on the Prairies. Prince Edward 
Island income also decreased slightly, resulting from smaller earnings on 
potatoes. Other provinces showed gains. Ontario led with a $24,000,000 
increase. 

The wheat situation mus the biggest single factor in the decline. 
Smaller sales and lawer prices reduced cash income from wheat by $110,200,000 
to $132,700,000 from $242,900,000 in the half-year period, the Bureau said. 

Offsetting this partially was a $51,100,000 rise in livestock income 
to e368,500,000. Larger marketing more than balanced the effect of lower 
prices. 

Income from cattle and calves rose by seven per cent to $185,800,000. 
Receipts from hogs jumped almost 27 per cent to $180 5,500,000. 

Income from eggs increased to $62,300,000 from $60,300,000; and from 
dairy products to $200,500,000 from $196 9 500,000. 

Saskatchewan, the biggest wheat-growing province, showed the biggest 
incame decline, with receipts dropping to $192,261,000 from $300,343,000. 

(aver) 
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Diplomatic Service Transfers:  Ottawa,  Sept. 14 (Press Release No. 59, Sept. 14) 
The Secretary of State for External Affairs on September 14 announced the 
following transfers within the Canadian diplomatic service: 

Mr. D'ArcyMcGreer, Canadian Minister to Denmark, will return to Ottawa 
later in the year as Chief of Protocol succeeding Mr. H.F. Fealrer. mr . 
Feaver replaces Mr. McGreer as Canadian Minister in Copenhagen and is ex-

-Tedteilto take up  Ms post in November. 
Mr. Morley Scott will be the High Cdnmissioner to Pakistan, succeeding 

Mr. K.P. Kirkwood who returned to Canada in June of this year. Mr. Kirkwood 
has been appointed an Alternate Representative on the Canadian Delegation to 
the forthcoming Ninth Session of the United Nations General Assembly. Mr. 
Scott wns, until recently, Minister-Counsellor at the Canadian Embassy in 
Tokyo. He is expected to assume Ms  new duties in November. 

Mr. Douglas Cole, at present Canadian Consul General in Chicago, is to 
become Canadian Ambassador to Mexico, succeeding Mr. Jules Léger. Mr. Légerq 
appointment as Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs was announced 
on July 1. Ur. Cole will take up his new post in November. 

Dairymen Stress Foreign Market Need:  Ottawa Sept. 14 (CP) -- Dairy manufacturers, 
faced with prospects of declining -,sales abroad, split today on the merits  of 
trying to catere foreign markets through the use of Government subsidies. 

Mr. J.P. Coyle of Toronto, speaking for evaporated milk producers befere 
the National Dairy Council, described subsidized exports as a poker game with 
the jackpot going to the country with the biggest bankroll. If Canada used 
subsidies to cut export prices, competing countries would follew suit. Bon 

 there might be a vicious race to boost subsidies with countries holding the 
greatest supply of ready cash winning out. 

Mr. T.B. Cooper of Montreal, speaking for the cheese manufacturers, said 
they agreed thRt subsidized exports are not desirable but are "very likely 
necessary»  as a means of coring with a trend in other countries. Otherwise, 
the ribing cost of production in Canada ruled out export outlets which Canada 
had en,loyed in previous years.  • 

Mr.  W. Leet of Montreal, representing milk powder producers, said his 
group estimated that Canada is meeting such tough competition abroad from  low- 
price  exports of countries which had subsidy systems that stocks of Canadian 
milk probably would rise to 20,000,000 pounds by the end of 1954. 

Across Canada:  Thatcher, the principal wheat variety grown on the Prairies, may 
soon be replaced. This is the view of Dr. F.J. Greaney of Winnipeg, directoro 
the Line Elevators Farm Service after a study of heavy losses to prairie crops 
this year from rust. 	. . A Manitoba lawyer who spent four years in a Japan- 
ese prison camp has become the youngest Deputy Minister in the federal Civil 
Service. He is Mr. David A. Golden, 34, of Sinclair, Man., appointed today 
as Deputy Minister of Defence Production. 	. 	Weekly earnings in manu- 
facturing at the start of July averaged $57.39 compared with $56.60 a month 
earlier. 
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Wheat Crop May Drop To  5-Year Low: Ottawa, Sept. 15 (CP) -- Canada's rust-battered 
wheat crop may drop to a five-year production low, virtually ending the threat 
of a marketing crisis. The Bureau of Statistics, in its second estimate of 
the season, today placed the crop at 377,851,000 bushels, down 135,000,000 
bushels from a preliminary fo.recast a month ago.  • 

Hit by possibly the mmrst rust epidemic in history, along with hail and 
wind storms, the crop likely will be the lowest since the 1949 harvest of 
371,400,000 and just a little more than half'the 1953 near-record high of 
614,000,000. 

Howe, speaking in Saskatoon, took note of the estimated drop. He said 
he is certain the crop will be belaw the 1944-53 10-year average of 456,500,000 
bushels and that it will be of mixed quality. 

ï 	The- hazards of rust and frost, hail and'di:ought, had returned to the 
prairies "all too soon," he said. 

While farmers faced this lower production outlook, world markets were 
changing., he  said  Though Canada retained her share of world markets last 
year, the volume of her exports declined. 

' 	 Mr. Howe wrIs sure that Britain -- Canada's top wheat customer -- will be 
increasing her purchases from Canada in the present crop year. The long-term 
outlook for Canndian wheat sales was "excellent." 	 L, 

Canada still had substantial wheat stocks to sell. She had carried over 
from the lnst crop  some 587,000,000 bushels in unsold stocks -- the highest 
carryover in 11 years. 	 . 

Nevertheless, there is every reason for confidence,' said Mr. Howe, that 
° 

	

	Prairie farmers will be nble to deliver for sale "all their'1954 wheat plus 
some  of the wheat held over from the 1953 and previous crops, as - well as all 
fthey'have,for sale of oats and barley." 	 ' 

The - Canadian Wheat Board-, the Government's selling agency for Western 
' 	wheat and coarse'grains, had been so successful with  its  oats and barley sales 

that it'had disposed of all the oats and barley delivered dUring the 1953-54 
crop year which ended July 31 "and happily at a profit," said Mr. Hawe. 

The only cloud on the horizon for oats,and barley, Mr. Howe said, is the 
fact the United States Tariff Comnission is studying the question of whether 
to recommend restrictions on their  import.  

But he added: "It would surprise me very much indeed if the President 
were to agree to apply restrictions against imports of Canadian oats and 
barley which would cause hardship and bitterness among such a large sector of 
the Canadian population as the farmers of the Prairie Provinces." 

The Bureau of Statistics has been making periodic estimates of grain 
crops every since 1947, but never before had it made such a big slash in its 
estimates. 

It said that to September 1, there has been little Prairie harvesting. 
except in the Southern areas and its current wheat forecast of 377,851,000 
bushels may hnve to be cut still further if there is not an extended period 
of dry, frost-free weather.... 

Immigration Rise: Ottawa, Sept. 15 (CP) -- Following a July drop of 20 per cent in 
immirrgtion Arrivalà, C;mndiOs'irrnigrant 	ih the first sei-en months -of - 

--s ohly f-ror_ -Q(r cent ) 1')017c tbnt of lnst im•r. 

The Mmigration Depetrtment said tolqy nrrivrIls in the seven-nonth period 

rose to 101,604 from 98,033 in (1 similar period last year. The July entries 
dropped to 15,839 from 19,697 a year ago. 

(over) 
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In the seven-month period, all categories except North Europeans showed 
increases. Arrivals of English, Irish, Scottish and M'elsh rose to 30,412 
from 28,815 representing a six per cent increase. 

Arrivals from the United States increased to 5,525 from 5,116, while 
North European arrivals dipped eight per cent to 39,416 from 42,987.  Arrivais 
from all other countries increased 24 per cent to 26,251 from 21,115. 

During July, all categories except that of U.S. arrivals showed declinu 
over a year ago. North Europeans dropped 35 per cent to 6,662 from 10,261, 
and arrivals of British seven per cent to 4,473 from 4,793. From other 
countries, arrivals dropped three per cent to 3,737 fram 3,864. U.S. arrivals 
were up to 967 from 779. 

Ontario was the destination of most immigrants in the seven-month period 
with 55,633 heading for points in that province. 

Quebec took 18,028; Alberta, 9,219; British Columbia,'7,690; Manitoba, 
6,218; Saskatchewan, 2,388; Nova Scotia, 1,401, New Brunswick, 579; Newfound-
land, 312; Prince Edward Island, 81, and Northwest Territories, 55. 

Restrictive Trade Practices Commission: Ottawa, Sept. 15 (CP) -- The Co-operative 
Union of Canada and the Canadian Retail Hardware Association today urged the 
federal Government to take direct action against loss leader selling and hann-

ful trade practices. 
They made their appeals in briefs presented to the three-man Restrictive 

Trade Practices Commission, holding final hearings on loss leaders -- the 
selling of goods below cost to attract customers. The Cammission is attempting 
to determine whether the practice is harmful to fair and competitive retail 
trade. 

Advises eirilyn To Decline U.S. Bookings:  Toronto, Sept. 15 (CP) -- Gus Ryder, 
Marilyn Bell's coach, said today he had advised his 16-year-old •ewimming 

, protege to stay in Canada and turn  do  wn offers from American booking agencies. 
"Don't pay any attention to this Hollywood talk," Ryder told the Chief 

Constables Association in an address at its annual meeting. "I have advised 
Marilyn to stay in Canada and we agree that  •this country has plenty to offer". 

Across Canada: McGill University's R.edpath Library has Acquired books which will 
give,it a  Shakespeare  library unequalled in this country, Richqrd Pennington, 
university librarian, told The Gazette yesterday. The library has bought the 
private book collection of Sir Edmund Chambers, until his recent death the 
"leading Shakespearian scholar in England and author of the nuthoritative 
'William Shakespeare: a Study of the Facts and Problems," said Mr. Penning-
ton.  • . . A polio outbreak has hit 200 children and claimed 14 lives in the 
industrial and rural sections of Lake St. John district in Northeastern 

•Quebec, CP reports from Chicoutimi. . • . Possibility that j'ackard automobiles 
may be,manufactured in Hamilton by the Studebaker Corp. of Canada, after the 
merger of the Studebaker and Packard organizations takes effect in the United  
States, was learned in Hamilton, CP reports. 
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Frost  Adds To Wheat Hazards: Winnipeg, Sept. 16 (CP) -- Rain and rust have com-
bined to paint a grim picture for crops in Western Cannda. Naw, frost 
threatens to add to the hazard in the already late harvest. 

Cool, cloudy weather, accompanied by steady rai  or showers, has spread 
over most of the Prairie grain belt. In many areas, the ground is too soft 
to hold the heavy machinery. Some regions report combines mired in the 
fields. 

Grain trade •officials in Alberta are a gain  trimming yield figures as 
rai  continues in the southeast district, bringing harvesting to a standstill. 
The present estimate around Medicine Hat is only 14- bushels an acre due to 
unfavourable weather and the spread of leaf rust. 

Farther north, frost and isolated snaw hqve been reported around White-
court, 100 miles northwest of Edmonton, and further north at Embarrass and 

. Fort McMurray. With much of the wheat still green, the forecast of further 
:frost adds to the crisis. Cutting is not expected to start in the north 
until next weekend. 

The Alberta Wheat Pool reports that only 19 per cent of the wheat has 
been cut and six per cent threshed, all in the extreme south, where cutting 
is general. Cutting hns just begun in the central and east-central regions. 

While rust has not been the major factor in the downward estimates In 
wheat production in Alberta, the wind-borne fungus which withers plants has 
reached almost record proportions in Saskatchewan nnd Manitoba. 

With rust the chief villain, damage reports from Saskatchewan place 
losses in wheat at 100,000,000 bushels. Deterioriation in rheat due to rust 
also is extensive in Manitoba. 

The Saskatchewan Department of Agriculture reports 30 per cent of the 
wheat  eut and less than 10 per cent threshed. As in Alberta, most of the 
work completed has been confined to southern sections. 

Wreather in Northern Saskatchewan ha  s been bad for all crops during the 
last week or so, and progress has been at a minimum. Because of the sodden 
conditions,  some farmers in Northern Saskatchewan are planning to use binders 
for cutting rather than wait for suitable conditions for combining. 

Some farmers in Central Saskatchewan are reported planning to burn 
remnants of the crop because it is lying down and so tangled that efficient 
harvesting is impossible. 

Colombo Plan Conference:  Ottawa, Sept. 16 (CP) -- The Cabinet has not yet decided 
whether to support Japan's persistent demands for entry into the e5,000,000,000 
Commonwealth Colombo Plan but one ministerial view is that »she doesn't fit in." 

Cabinet representatives from 14 countries will gather in the Canadian 
Parliament October 4 to mnke their annual scrutiny Of the six-year plan to 
build up the economic strength of the 600,000,000 people in South and South-
east Asia. 

Parliament will throw open its doors Monday to a small army of experts 
fram the various countries gathering to lay the groundwork for the Ikeek-long 
meeting and to draft the plan's annual report. 

One of the big issues in the ministerial sessions, which open in the 
Commons chamber with a speech by Mr. St. Laurent, is whether to admit Japan. 
This, in the view of one Crundian Minister, lies outside the orbit of those 
countries which the plan is designed to aid. 

(over) 



Mr. Cmmpney To Visit Europe: Ottawa, Sept. 16 (CP) -- Defence Minister Campney 
will leave September 19 for a tour of Canadian Army and Air Force establish, 
ments in Britain and Continental Europe. 

Mr. Campney, who will fly by RCAF aircraft, will be making his first 
visit to Canadian NATO forces since he became Defence Minister July 1. He 
will be qccompanied by Mr. C.M. Drury, Deputy Defence Minister, and Brig. 
Herrold Cameron, Defence Secretary. 

In London, Mr. Cnmpney will have discussions with officers of the Can-
adian Joint Staff and the Canadian High Commissioner there. He also will 
confer with Lord Alexander, United Kingdom Defence Minister. 

He will meet with officials of the Allied Air Forces Central Europe and 
visit the headquarters of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization in Paris. 

The party will visit the RCAF air division headquarters in Metz, France, 
and wings at North Luffenham, Eng.; Gros Tenquin, France; Baden Soellingen 
and Zweibrucken, Germany. He will inspect construction work qt the Marville, 
France, air station which will be occupied by the No. 1 fighter wing, now at 
North Luffenham. 

Mhile with the 1st Canadian Infantry Brigade in Germany, Mr. Campney 
will visit establishments at Soest, Hemer, Ykr1 and Fort Chambly. 

He will nlso see a phase of exercise Battle Royal in Germany, in which 
members of the brigade and RCAF Sabre jet squadrons will participate. 

Across Canada:  Two prominent organizations suggested yesterday that retailers 
advocating a law banning loss leader selling actually are seeking protection 
against a strong new form of competition. This view was placed before the 
Restrictive Trade Practices  Commission  by the Canadian Association of Con-
sumers and the Canadian Federation of Agriculture. The Commission is holding 
final hearings on the extent and use of loss leaders in Canada to determine 
whether the practice is detrimental to fair and competitive trade. . . . 
President Lionel Chevrier of the St. Lawrence Seaway Authority yesterday 
called on Premier Duplessis for private talks on the big project. No an-
nouncement followed. . 	. Progressive Conservatiee Government candidates 
won all three Ontario provincial by-elections yesterday -- Leeds, Russell 
and Nipissing. 
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Colombo'Plan Conference:  (Press Release No. 60, Sept. ri)-- The Department of 
External Affairs released on September 17 the names of delegates from four-
teen countries that will be attending the Colombo Consultative Cormnittee 
meeting which will be held in Ottawa October 4-9. This will be the first 
meeting to take place in North America. 

The leaders are as follows:- 
AUSTRALIA  , 
BURMA 
CAMBODIA  

, CANADA 
CEYLON  
INDIA 
INDONESIA  
LAOS  
NEPAL 	- 
NEW ZEALAND  

PAKISTAN  
UNITED KINGDOM 

- Rt. Hon. R.G. Casey, Minister of External Affairs. 
- U. Tun Shein, Permanent Secretary of 'the Foreign Office. 
- Mr. Phlek-Phoeun, Director of National Planning. 
- Hon. L.B. Pearson, Secretary of State for External Affairs. 
- Hon. M.D.H. Jayawardene, Minister of Finance. 
- Hon. C.D. Deshmukh, Minister of Finance. 
- Dr. Sunarjo, Minister of Foreign Affairs. 
- H.E. Ourot Souvannavong, Minister to United States. ,  
- Major-General Maahabir Shumshere Jung Bahadur Rana. 
- H.E.T.C.A. Hislop, High Commissioner for New Zealand in 

Canada, Ottawa. 
- Hon. Chaudri Mohammed Ali, Minister of Finance. 	. 
- The Hon. Marquess of Reading, Minister of State, Foreign 

Office. 
UNITED STATES  - Mr. Samuel C. %ugh, Assistant Secretary of State.. 
VIETNAM 	- H.E. Tran Van Chuong, Ambassador to United States. 

The preliminary meetings of officials from the Colombo Plan countries will 
get under way in the Parliament Building on Monday, September 20 at 10:00 a.m. 
These officials will meet daily for the next twoweeks to draft a progress 
report in preparation for the meeting of the Ministers which will open on 
October 4. 

Officials from the various countries have commenced to arrive in Ottawa, 
but the greatest number will reach the capital over the week-end, and by 
Monday it is expected that approximately fifty will be assembled. Delegation 
heads are not expected here until the week-end of October 2. 

Mr. Howe on National Economy:  Guelph, Ont., Sep-t. 17 (CP) -- Mr. Howe said tonight 
low-priced imports are causing distress and unemployment among some Canadian 
industries, but he warned that import restrictions will not provide a solution. 
The Minister, reviewing economic trends, estimated that Canada's economy is 
generally recovering from a recession, yet he predicted »continuing drags" 
on economic activity caused by world industrial competition. 

To this problem there was no "quick or easy solution," and therefore, 
he told the Guelph Board of Trade, "industrial output may not regain for 
some time the peak levels reached last year." 

Adding to Canada's problems was the estimate that "net incomes of 
Western  farmers will be lower as a result of poorer crops this year." 

However, said Mr. Howe, Canada has succeeded in preventing serious 
economic fluctuations. He did not believe she should try to eliminate »all 
the ups and downs," for in a free society it is healthy to have periods of 
consolidation follow periods of surging activity so that inefficient and 
uneconomic enterprises "are trimmed away." 

(over) 



Rejects University Grants: Quebec, Sept. 17 (Gazette) -- Premier Duplessis today 
made public a letter to acting Finance Minister Garson in which, for the third 
straight year, he turned down the federal Government's offer of financial 
subsidies to Quebec universities, 

The Premier, in his letter dated September 15, stated that, nwe are con 
vinced, as always, that to replace the financial powers ed the provinces by 
federal subsidies not only violates the pact of honour concluded by the re-
presentatives of two great races, but is contrary to the principles of the 
Canadian constitution and would in effect replace the essential financial 
freedom of the provinces by federal tutelage."... 

Mr. St. Laurent's Address: Quebec, Sept. 19 (Gazette) -- Mr. St. Laurent last 
. - night called Premier Maurice Duplessis' campaign for provincial , autonomy a 
"smoke screen" to cover up defeetÉa of his own administration« 

He declared that French-Canadians had "nothing to fear by mixing with 
Canadians of English origin and working together to bui/d a greater and 
stronger Canada." 

Mr. St. Laurent turned down any idea of granting Quebecers the right to 
deduct their provincial income tax from their federal tax levy. 

He spoke in French for more than one hour and 50 minutes to an audience 
of,Liberal supporters at the inauguration of the new Quebec City Reform Club 
quarters.... 

Football: (Saturday) -- Montreal 6, Hamilton 7; Toronto 34, Ottawa 6; British 
Columbia 9, Calgary 4; Winnipeg 10, Saskatchewan 10. 

Across Canada:  Canada's two major railways are taking steps to make substantial 
reductions in freight rates between Montreal and Toronto to meet the com-
petition from highway transports. New tariffs were filed by the CNR and CPR 
with the Board of Transport Commissioners in Ottawa, providing substantial 
rate reductions on certain commodities moving between the two cities in box 
cnrs and in raqway-operated trailers on flat cars.... Canadian and United 
States halibut fishermen hit the jackpot this year, splitting $11,009,000 on 
the 1954 catch. They boated a record 70,000,000 pounds of fish, representing 
75 per cent of the world catch, CP reported from Vancouver.... Employees of 
Ford Motor Company of Canada's Windsor plant on September 18.  vàted 96.6 per 
cent in favour of strike action to enforce contract demands.... Nova Scotia, 
set back an estimated $6,000,000 by Hurricane Edna, appealed for aid Saturday 
to the Canadian disaster relief fund.... :Trade  missions from Ireland, Japan 
and Switzerland accompanying George McIvor and William MacNamara, commissimers 
of the Canadian Wheat Board inspected facilities of the port at Churchill, 
Man.... Camillien Houde, long-t 4 me Mayor of Montreal, announced his retire-
ment October 25 from municipal politics for health reasons. 
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Colombo Plan Conference: Ottnwa, Sept. 20 (CP) -- Mr. Kenneth Taylor, Canada's 
Deputy Finance Minister, sidestepped questions on increasing eid to 
Southeast Atia as he outlined some of the details of the Colombo Plan 

- talks that opened here today. 
Mr. Taylor was elected chairman of the two-week conference at which 

60 economic and financial experts from the 14 Colombo Plan countriegi will 
make their annual analysis of progress made under the six-year, $5,000,- 
000,000 programme. 

Begun in 1951 as a measure to thwart communism by increasing eçon-
omic strength in the imierdeveloped areas, the plan now has grown to the 
point where there is a question of whether available funds are adequate 
and whether there isn't room in the plan for Japan, which is seekinie 
entry. 

At .a  press conference, Mr. Taylor made these points:  • 
1. There have been feelers by various Asian countries searching for an 

increase of Canada's 125,400,000-a-year contribution. But there has 
been no formal request for an increase and no projects in the Asian 
area were suffering because of a lack of funds. The question of an 
increase would be a matter for the Cabinet to decide. 

2. There also have been approaches by Japan, seeking support among the 
various member countries for her bid to enter the pact as a donor 
country. That also would be a matter of higher-level decision by the 
Colombo Plan ministers, who meet here Oct. 4. Canada would not ex-
tend Jaran an invitation to attend the ministerial meeting unless the 
14 countries agreed unanimously. 

Canada At UN General Assembly:  Ottawa, Sept. 20 (CP) -- Canada will probably 
sit on the fence when the question of Communist Chinese membership comes 
before the UN General Assembly, which opens its ninth session tomorraw. 

Informants said today Canada will vote neither for nor against mem-
bership, but, instend, likely will support a move that the question again 
be postponed. . . 

Canada is opposed to having Communist China in the UN until it has 
qualified as a "peace-loving" nation, according to the UN charter. For 
this country, that means at least a settlement in Korea--free elections 
and unification of North and South Korea. 

At the same time, Cannda wants to have Red China in the UN as soon 
as possible if for no other reason than that discussion of many Asian 
problems - Korea and Indo-China, for instance - is rather fruitless 
without the presence of the Chinese Communists. . . . 

Mr. Attlee At Vancouver:  Vancouver, Sept. 20 (CP) -- Mr. Attlee, a practiced 
----7tudent• of brevity, arrived here today on his first visit to Canada in 

four years. 
The former. British Prime Minister, returning from a tour that led 

him to the inner offices of Communist leaders in Moscow and China, par-
ried all but a few questions on international subjects. 

When asked what he thought the chances were for closing the gap 
between the East and West, he said that he had written a good deal on 
the sublect and planned to make a broadcast from Montreal. 

He snid that the subject was covered as far as he was concerned, 
but he added that the gap could be lessened if "we act sensibly." 
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He preceded his wife from the Qantas Airlines plane, and met MaYor 
Fred Hume and several political le'aders. 

In the airport waiting room, which radio and television technicians 
had been preparing for an hour before  Ms  arrival, Mr. Attlee reluctantly 
submitted to questioning for about seven minutes, than excused himself 
and slipped into a side office where he was introduced to CCF leaders. 

He said he was Impressed with Peiping. Everybody, said Mr. Attlee, 
was clean and well-dressed, and showed no hostility to Britain or Canada. 
He said it was possible the sane cordial air was not extended to the ' 
United States. 

Some parts of China, he said, could be considered almost a part of 
the Soviet Union. 

During his visits to Communist centres he was unrestricted, and 
given complete freedom of movement. . . . 

Shipping Commission:  Ottawa, Sept. 20 (CP) =-'Federal Cabinet will sOon revive 
plans for a Royal Commission on coastal shipping, shelved three months 
ago when Canada-United States negotiations on the St. Lawrence Sea.way were 
pending. 

With a seaway agreement completed, informants said today the commis-
sion probably will be set up during the first half of OCtober. • 

Officials of several departments now are working out terms of refer. 
ence for the commission. These will have to be approved by the Cabinet, 
mhich also will select the personnel of what is expected to be a three-
man body. 

Trans-Border Train Crews:  Ottawa, Sept. 20 (CP) -- Canadian Government action 
to change labour law affecting train crews running across the international 
border is regarded here as unlikely. 

An informant said the Government has received proposals from the 
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers but they are not under active consider-
ation. 

At Boston Saturday night, Ur. Guy L. Brawn, erand  chief of the BLE, 
said an arrangement must be worked out to cover the men who work on the 
2,000 miles of track which United States roads operate in Canada and the 
7,000 miles which Canadian companies operate in the U.S.  • . 

McGill Research Base: Montreal, Sept. 21 (Gazette) -- A new meteorolgical 
station and field research base, the first to be established in the north 
by a Canadian university, has been built by McGill at Schefferville, Knob 
Lake iron ore development project in the heart of the Labrador-Ungava-
peninsula. 

Establtehment of the post, described as a "pioneer venture* " will 
open up  Va  magnificent  opportunity-  for  university-sponsored research in 
this hitherto neglected part of northern Canada," said Dr. F. Cyril 
James, McGill's principal and vice=chancellor, in announcing the prbject 
yesterday. 

Across Canada: Federal and Provincial welfare officials met in Ottawa yester- 
day to discuss regulations for payments to disabled persons and Health 
Minister Martin said later substantial agreement was reached on most 
points. The discussions, to conclude tamorrow, included representatives 
of al].  provinces. They deal with pensions to be paid under legislation 
passed at the last session of Parliament, whereby the Federal treasury 

• ill match provincial contributions up to an aggregate of $40 a month 
for the totally and permanently disabled. 	. • Officers of the St. 
Lawrence Seaway Authority hold their first meeting frvith the 25-man civic-
public committee at the authority's Montreal headquarters yesterday after- 
noon. Mr. Lionel Chevrier, sChairman of the Seaway Authority, told The 
Gazette the meeting was being held to acquaint members of the canmittee 
with steps to be taken in the construction of the mammoth project. 	. 
President Syngman Rhee of South Korea has awarded a presidential citation 
for "exceptionally meritorious services" to Benjamin E. Rothwell, a Can-
adian printing consultant working with the United Nations Korean Recon-
struction Agency, it was reported from Seoul. 
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Duties Dropped To Aid France:  Ottawa, Sept. 21 (CP) -- Canada, as a means of 

,aiding"the weakened economy of France; has agreed to halt temporarily the 
collection of dumping duties on subsidized French exports to this country, 
it was learned today. 

The mov.e, approved by special Order-in-Council, may assist in lower-. 
ing prices of French goods in Canada and thereby encotirage gréate'r sales. 
Products Imported fram France range from steel to liquor and lace. 

Under the French tax system, a heavy social semirity tax is levied on 
French manuf4cturers, with the exception of those goods' that are exported. 

Thud' an article may sell in France for the equivalent of - $100 but may 
be offered on the foreign market at $90. Under Cana.de's anti-dumping laws, 
the value for duty normally would be the market value of the article in 
the home market - $100. 

For months now, the Canadian Government has been proceeding on this 
Iaàiélo , levying its.import duties on the market value of the article in the 
Frdnéh home market and collecting the difference between the home market 
price  and the import price as a dumping duty. 

' 
 

This  led to complaints by'French authorities who argued that - :the--- 
 to sub-_ 

sidize exports in this fashion. 
Canadian alithdr:ities did not agree. However, after, 'observi.ng that 

French inflation has boosted the export price of French products consider-
ably and that the French economy is weakened, it agreed to forego collec-
tioh of the dumping duties. However, it still levies its regular import 
duties on the price of the French article in the home market. 

The whole issue, they say, will be threshed out at the forthc,aming-
meeting of GATT members, scheduled to take place at Geneva,Oct. 28. -  Mr. 
Bowe will likely lead the Canadian delegation. . . . 

French economic problems were discussed'today among Canadian Cabinet • , 
Ministers and Edgar Faure; French Finance Minister and right-hand man to 
Premier Mendeb-France. 

Mr. Faure, who will represent France a't the annual sessions of the 
International Monetary Fund in Washington later this month, told a press 

conference that his country is gradually winning its battle against infla- 
tion. 

Exports Decline In August:  Ottawa, Sept. 21 (CF) -- Canada's exports continued 
to decline in August, and her deficit in foreign trade suddenly increased. 

Exports dropped by $18,800,000 in the month, reducing the total for 
the first eight months of 1954 by $235,500,000, the Bureau of Statistics 
reported today. 

August's shipments declined to $328,100,000 fram $346,900,000 a year 
ago, while the eightmonth total dropped to $2,529,400,000 from $2,764,- 
900,000. 

Meanwhile, Imports began to show a little more strength. August's 
purchases, at $343,200,000, were  still $2,000,000 below the $345,200,000 
a year ago, but the monthly gap between this year's imports and those a 
year ago appeared to be narrawing. 

In the eight-month period, imports were dawn by $229,300,000 to 
$2,737,900,000 from $2,967,200,000. 

(over) I 
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with imports running ahead of exports, Canada showed a deficit of 
$15,100,000 in August trade, a reversal of the $1,700,000 surplus a year 
ago. 

The deficit in previous months had been running below that of last 
year, but the August shift boosted the eight-month adverse balance to 
$208,500 000 fram $202,300,000. 

Signs of Stability In Employment Figures:  Ottawa, Sept. 22 (Dept. of Labour) .. 
Signs of stability were becoming evident in the over-all employment 

situation in August. Employment in construction and in trade and services 
gained strength, although manufacturing employment showed no indication of 
an upturn. Reflecting this, the number of persons with jobs, though 
slightly lower than last year, increased about 10,000 during the Month end. 
ing August 21. Last year it decreased about 10,000. 

As was the case in August last year, the level of unemployment showed 
'no change during the month. However, while total labour requirements were 
only slightly mnder those of 1953, the labour force increased about 27,000 
over last year's., - thus making the labour supply situation much easier. 
This is revealed,by-JcomParing the monthly survey of 109 labour market arm 

' 	at September  let  this year and a year ago. 
> 	This year, 68 areas, comprising 68 per cent of the labour force, were 

in the balanced category dompared with 86 areas, comprising 83 per cent of 
the labour force last year; one area, comprising one per cent of the labour 
force was in the labour shortage category this year, compared with 9 areas, 
camprising 7 per cent last year; 38 areas, accounting for 29 per cent of 
the labour force, were in the moderate surplus category this year, compared 
with 14 areas, camprising 10 per cent, last Year; two areas, accouting for 
three per cent of the labour force were in the substantial  surplus  categoll 
this year whereas last year there were no areas in this category. 

Interprovincial Trucking Jurisdiction: Quebec, Sept. 21 (CP) -- Transport Min 
jeter, Antoine Rivard of Quebec told the Quebec Automotive Transport As- .. 
sociation today the Quebec Government intends to continue its jurisdiction 
over inter-provincial and international transport "regardless of any decis-
ion of the Privy Council." 

Mr. Rivard told the truckers that if they encounter any troubles "we 
will take care of them." 	• 

OF  

Across Canada:  A railway-truck rate War has been proclaimed on Cariiida's busiest 
freight run between Toronto and Montreal, and truckers 'yesterdaY geared › 
themsélves to meet at least part of the railways' newest rate Slashes, Car 
reports. 	Employées at the second largest'Plant  in theFord of Canada 

. empire will vote Sunday on t union-sponsored proposal that they  loin  5,000 
Windsor workers in threatening to walk off the job. 	. 	Football (Monday) 
Edmonton Eskimos 23, B.C. Lions 13. 
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Hopes For  Parallel Seaway Facilities: Brockville, Ont., Sept. 22 (CP) -- Mr. 
Lionel Chevrier, Chairman of the St. Lawrence Seaway Authority, today said 
he hopes Canada one day will have its oien navigation facilities through the 
International Rapids section of the St. Lawrence. 

The former Transport Minister, now heading the agency that will build 
and operate Canada's part of the Seaway, replied to what he called criti-
cism that "the all-Canadian Seaway has been abandoned and now is a thing of 
the past." 

Mr. Chevrier said he hopes that "some day soon it will be possible to 
build parallel facilities at Barnhart Islhnd if the traffic conditions so 
warrant it." 

World Finance Leaders In ehshington: Ottawa, Sept. 22 (CP) -- TWO big issues, 
, the price of gold and convertibility, likely will hover in the background 

. as finance leaders from some 50 countries meet in Washington, Friday, to 
review the world financial picture. 

Finance Minister Barris will head the Canadian delegation to the joint 
annual sessions of the International Monetary Fund and World Bank. 

Informants said the agenda covers mostly "routine" subjects, though 
there is every indication that there will be a concerted move to oust 
Czechoslovakia from the Monetary Fund for non-co-operation. Shè is the only 
Communist country remaining in the worlà financial organization. 

But the feeling here is that the most significant discussions will be 
those in mall, private conferences amonttle various Fim.nce Ministers. . . . 

Sees Jet Bombers Becoming Obsolete: Vancouver, Sept. 22 (CP) -- Within five * 	, 
years jet bombers and fighters will be obsolete, Dr. Gordon M. Shrum, Van-
couver scientist, today told the annual convention here of the Interna-
tional Northwest Aviation Council. 

He said there will be no escape from the inter-continental guided 
missile bombs of the futute - and the future is only five years away. 

A guided missile can be developed, he said, thqt will cover 3,000 to -
4,000 miles in an hour, and drop an H-bomb Ilithin 100 yards of its target. 
It could cover more than 400 miles in six minutes. 

Dr. Shrum, head of the British Columbia Research Council, is one of 
Canada's top rocket experts. 

"There isn't even a theory for shooting down or intercepting such a 
guided missile," he told civilian and military experts from the United 
States and Canada. 

"You will have just six minutes warning in which to evacuate your 
cites.!' 

The Russians, he indicated, are far ahead in the development of rock-
ets, and years ahead of even the United States in production of jet bombers. 

"The Russians have a jet engine twice as powerful as the best engine 
we even have on the drawing board," said Dr. Shrum. 

it  is estimated the Ructsians must have at least 27 of these Inter-
continental jets in actual operation," he added. 

(over) 
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First Warship Through Northwest Passage:  Ottawa, Sept. 22 (CP) -- The Navy's 
arctic patrol vessel Labrador has 1-Yarst through the ice gripping Canada's 
Arctic Archipelago to become the first warehip to negotiate the famed 
North-West  Passage. 

The Navy said today that latest reports from the 6,500-ton ship, on 
her maiden cruise from Halifax, place her off Cape Prince of Males in 
Bering Strait between Alaska nnd Siberia. 

The Labrador, now heading south in company with the American ice-
breakers, Burton Island and Northwind, is expected to reach the Aleutians 
in a few days and Equimalt, B.C., about Oct. 1. 	• 

Small vessels have, on three previous occasions, threaded their way 
through the ice packs of the North-West Passage. 

* Norwegian explorer Raold Amundsen made the passage for the first -time 
in history in the 46-ton Gjoa. It took him three years - from 1903 to 1906, 

- The first vessel to negotiate the passage in a single season was the 
RCMP's doughty 80-ton wooden-hulled St. Roch, which campleted the journey 
from Halifax to Vancouver in 86 days in 1944. 

The St. Roch mas the first and so far only ship to negotiate the pass-
age both ways. 

The Labrador, which bulled, rather than threaded, her way through, made 
a rendezvous with the U.S. icebreakers late in August off the southern end 
of Melville Island. The icebrenkers had smashed their way through McClure 
Strait on the north side of Banks Island. 

The three ships then slamrled through the narrow Prince of Wales  Strait 
on the east side of Banks Island and through Amundsen Gulf to the Beaufort 
Sea ,  

Crows Nest Pass  Reites:  Ottawa, Sept. 22 (CP) -- Federal officials are studying 
the possibility of a subsidy to Canadian railways to compensate them for 
the sub-normal "Craw's Nest Pass" frèight rates on Western grain. 

Studies have been going on quietly among departmental experts for 
months, it was learned today. Ministers have received reports, but so far 
the subject has not been placed formally before Cabinet. 

However, informants said it could come to a head before long if revenues  
of the big railways continue to deteriorate as they have in the last year 
and more. . . . 

- Mexico Again Wins Tuna Cup:  M'edgeport, N.S., Sept. 21 -- Mexico won the 1954 In-
ternational Tuna Cup Matches in Nova Scotia for the second successive year 
and 20 bluefins were taken by the entrants, the biggest catch since the 1949 
Match when 72 were boated, it has been announced. 

The final standing: 
1. Mexico 	 2753-0' 
2. United States 	2109-2/3 
3. Argentina 	1418-2/3 
4. Vene zuela 	1249-2/3 	• 
5. France 	 884-2/3 . 
6. Cuba 	• 	810 
7. British 	• 	724 

Across Canada:  The Minister of National Health and Melfare, Mr. Martin, told the 
annual convention of the United Steel Workers of America at Atlantic City, 
yesterday, that "the fate of all of us in the long term depends on the succes 
of the United Nations." . . . . A recommendation that the next swimming pool 
built •y the city be named the Marilyn Boll Pool was approved by Toronto's 
Board of Control yesterday. Marilyn returned to school this week, despite 
tempting contrnct offers. . . . The United Church of Canada's 16th general 
council yesterday voted its ministers a el00-a-year pay increase making the 
1955 minimum salary $2,800 .. The 375 lay and clerical delegates attending the 

- 10-day session passed a corollary proposal that the church set $3,000 a year 
as the minimum salary for ordained married ministers, a goal to be i-eàched 
progressively as early as possible, C.P. reported from Sackville, N.B. 

Op 
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. Mr. Pearson's Statement At UN General Assembly:  United Nations, N.Y., Sept. 23 -  
-- Canada today threw her support behind President Eisenhower's atoms- 

for-peace proposal as the United States announced a four-point plan for 
implementing  il;.

•  In a policy statement before the United Nations General Assembly, Mr. 
Pearson said the plan for peaceful use of atamic energy can succeed even 
without Russian co-operation. This stand was backed by U.S. State Secre- 
tary Dulles who followed Mr. Pearson in the debate with his plan to give 
effect to President Eisenhower's proposal. 

- 	'Both Mr. Pearson and Mr. Dulles expressed disappointment that Russia se 
'farrhad declined to co-operate in the atamic pooling plan, proposed by Ptest* 
,dent Eisenhower in an address to the U.N. last December. 	. . 

Mr. Pearson, who spoke shortly before his departure for London to at- 
'tend the nine-power conference on German rearmament, said Canada is in a 
position to make a useful contribution to the work-of an atomic agency and 
will be glad to do so. 

He said the Canadian Delegation hopes the plan...."will prove to be an 
important step in the liberation of atomic energy from its military bonds, 
and that as the resources of more and more nations are applied to the prob-
lem the advance toward application of atomic energy to peaceful purposes and 
for the benefit of mankind will become increasingly rapid." 

Mr. Pearson added that establishment of such an agency "cannot in it-
self remove the dangers of atomic destruction." 

"These and other dangers to peace have, hawever, brought their own re-
sponse, in the determination of many governments....to use our United Nations 
for the purpose of avoiding the grim tragedy of global destruction, and of 
bringing about a better world than the one we have today." 

The Minister said great importance should be attached to measures which 
can reduce international tensions and remove the barriers to communications. 

Weapons Development:  Ottawa, Sept. 23 (CP) -- Senior Canadian defence officials 
said bluntly today the 7Test  is losing ground to the Russians in weapons dev-
elopment. 

They said they are worried about the speed with which the Russians appar-
ently are developing new and more  deadly nuclear weapons and jet aircraft. 

, Canada and the West did not have complete information on what the Rus-
sians are doing in the weapons field, but they did knaw the Russians are mak-
ing rapid progress. 

effe have no reason for complacency," one official said. 
"The Russians are gaining or perhaps are ahead of us in the fields 

they choose to concentrate on, such as atomic weapons and aircraft. 
n nThat means that they would be able to dedide what kind of mar would be 

fought, and when and where. 
it  won't help if we are ahead in some  other weapons if we never get a 

chance to use them because we already have been knocked out. 
"We don't want to be the cause of a scare story but we feel it is time 

the public knew that we are worried about this thing." 
The officials were commenting in part on reports that a new hydrogen 

bomb test has taken place in Siberia. 
They said there has been some increase this week in Canada in the fall 

of radioactivity. This might be due to a nuclear explosion in Russia but 
they could not say definitely. . . . 

(over) 
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By-Elections 	Called:  Ottawa, Sept. 23 (CP) -- Canada's federal political 
parties clash at the polls Monday,'Nov. 8, their second test of strengtÉ 

in a little more than a year. 
The Prime Uinister's office announced today.that by-elections will be 

held that day in six constituencies to fill vacancies in the House of Cam-
nons. Three will be in the Ontario ridings of York 'West, DM-onto Trinity and 
Stormont; two in the Quebec constituencies of Montreal St. Lawrence-St. 
George and rortreal St. Antoine-Westmount, and one in Selkirk in Manitoba. 

Radioactive  Ra i :  Vancouver, Sept. 23 (CP) -- Dr. Gordon Shrum, Director of the 
B.C. Research Council, said today that a email quantity of radioactive par-
ticles from the recent Russian nuclear explosion have been found here. 

Dr. Shrum said a test of rai falling in Vancouver today "showed a 
radioactive count of 300 a minute." 

Across Canada:  Public Works Minister Robert H. Winters yesterday said that Canada 
this yenr will spend $2,730,000,000 on non-residential construction. Be pre. 
dicted also that if the weather remains good, last year's record of 106,000 
new dwelling units would be topped. . . . The much-travelled Canadian destroy-
er Haida left Hong Kong yesterday for her  home port of Halifax after more than 
seven months of duty with United Nations naval forces in the Korean theatre 
. . . . An international movement by 18 of the largest North American fund-
raising firms to eliminate racketeers from the philanthropic field was laun-
ched last night. The firme,  which arrange appeals in excess of $250,000,000 a 
year for their philanthropic organization clientele, organized with headquar- 
ters in New York under the American Association of Fund-Raising Counsel. 
John Price Jones Company (Canada) Limited, of Montreal and Toronto is the Can-
adian member, the Montreal Gazette reports. 
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Surplus  Drops, Defence Spending Jumps:  Ottawa, Sept. 24  (op) -- The Government 
showed a budgetary surplus of $10,284,000 in August, just about one-fifth of 
the $52,846,000 surplus in August last year, as tax revenues declined and 
defence spending took a decided jump. 

The August treasury shift brought the surplus for the first five months 
of the 1954-55 fiscal year to $148,039,000, sharply below the $283 253 P  000 
surplus in the similar period a year ago, the Finance Department reported to-
day. 

August revenues declined by $1,748,000 to $322,298,000 from $324,046,000 
last year. However, over-all spending jumped by $40,814,000 to $312,014,000 
from $271,200,000. , 

The most significant increase in spending was in the Defence Department 
where, in previous months, expenditures had been running below the level of 
last year. The Department's monthly bills rose to $133,412,000 from $105,- 
695,000 a year ago. Spending by the Defence Production Department declined 
to $3,246,000 from $3,659,000, while civil defence expenditures rose to 
$224,000 from $189,000. 

However, defence spending for the first five months of the current fis-
cal year was still below last year's level, totalling 4561,538,000, compared 
to last -year's $612,004,000. 

Budgetary revenues for five-month period totalled $1,639,265,000, a drop 
of $124,600,000 from the $1,763,904,000 collected in the similar period a 
year ago. Expenditures rose to $1,491,226,000, up $10,600,000 from the $1,- 
480,651,000 spent last year* 

The main decrease in August tax collections was in corporation income 
tax and customs import duties. Receipts of corporation taxes dropped to 
$83,770,000 from $91,798,000 last year and custom duties to $29,587,000 from 
$37,561,000. . . . 

Canada-US Seaway  Co-operation: The Department of External Affairs announced on 
September 24 that, following discussions between the authorities of the 
United States and Canada, arrangements have been made in both countries re-
garding the customs and immigration procedures to be applied in furtherance 
of the construction of the cofferdams to be erected in the St. Lawrence 
Power Project. 

Cofferdams are the first major item of construction in the development 
of power on the St. Lawrence River, which is being undertaken jointly by the 
Hydra-Electric Power Commission of Ontario and the Power Authority of the 
State of New York. A number of cofferdams are ta be erected in the vicinity 
of Iroquois, Long Sault Rapids and Barnhart Island as a preliminary to the 
construction of the dams and power-houses at those three points. The cof-
fe0ams will cross the International Boundary and it was therefore considered 
desirable to adopt special customs and immigration arrangements in order to 
facilitate their construction. 

Generally speaking, the arrangements in each country are the follawing: 
Customs duties and taxes will be waived with respect to materials 

brought into either country for incorporation in the cofferdams. 	. . 
Duties and taxes will not be payable on new or uded equipment (except 

vessels) brought into ei-,bher country for the construction of cofferdams, if 
such equipment is exported upon completion of such use. . . . 

(over) 
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All persons employed in either country (but not their dependents) will 
be freely admitted to a delimited zone in the other country, in the general 
area of the power project, so long as they comply with regulations of the 
two countries. 

Forces In Europe:  Ottawa, Sept. 24 (CP) -- Canada is unlikely to make any  long.. 
terra  corlmitment for its forces in Europe, informants said today. 

They were comrenting on a resolution before the I5-nation Council of 
Europe at StrPsbourg, France, calling on Canada and the United States to 
maintain a fixed number of troops on the European continent under a "long-
term agreement." 

Informants said Canada would be unlikely to undertake a definite long-
term commitment because no one could forecast events in Europe. . 

Atomic-Age Weapons:  Ottawa, Sept. 24 (CP) -- Canada's armed forces are getting a 
new panoply of weapons to fit themselves for the atomic age. But even 'while 
new weapons are being delivered the search goes on for better ones. That, 
officials said today, is the price the democracies have to pay in the era 
described recently by Mr. Pearson as the "age of hydrogen and hate." 

Authorities daid Canadian defence policy, insofar as possible, is based 
on the supposition that Russia is gaining ground on the M'est in the field 
of nuclear weapons and jet aircraft. One official said Russia may even have 
passed the democracies in this regard. . . . 

Week-End  Football:  Montreal 28, Toronto 7; Hamilton 38, .Ottawa  12; Calgary 18, 
Saskatchewan 10; Edmonton 12, Winnipeg 8. • 

'Across Canada:  Premier Maurice Duplessis said in address at Valleyfield, Que., 
Sunday, that he was always willing to co-operate to settle the constitutima 
financial problems between Quebec and Ottawa but that as long as he is Pre-
mier of Quebec he will never give up the essential rights guaranteed Quebec 
by the constitution, the Montreal Gazette reported. . . . Leaders of the  
100,000-member Canadian and Catholic Confederation of Labour approved a plan 
for political action but declined to affiliate the nation's third largest 
labour group with any party. Delegates to the CCCL's 33rd annual conven-
tion voted 248 to 103 in favour of a committee report calling for activity 
in the local sphere aimed at electing candidates "interested in the common 
good," the Gazette reported. . . . Dr. Gordon M. Shrum, Canadian scientist, 
said Saturday Vancouver would likely be the second city in North America to 
feel the effects of an inter-continental guided missile H-bomb in the'event 
of a third world war. He said in an interview that Seattle could well be 
the No. 1 target of an inter-continental missile attack, C.P. reported from 
Vancouver. 
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Canada, U.S.  Plan For North Radar Barrier:  Washington, Sept. 27 (Montreal Gaz- 
ette) -- Canada and the United States took a long stride today toward a compre- 

hensive early warning radar barrier across the top of the continent. 
A joint announcement, issued simultaneously in Ottawa and Washington, 

said the two Governments had agreed in principle on the need for a distant 
early warning (DEW) line "across the most northerly practicable part of 
North AMerica.“ 

Detailed planning on the precise location, cost and operational method 
of the northern line will be started at once, the announcement said. De-
fence officials added that the new line would be well within the Arctic 
Circle. 

This northernmost ,barrier will be the third major step in the joint 
effort of the United States and Canada to strengthen the continent's air 
defences by providing the earliest possible warning of intrusion by enemy 
planes across the polar ice cap. 

How many hours of actual warning it mould give depends, of course, on 
the speed of the attacking planes, a defence official explained. A Chicago - 
bound bomber of the 300-mi1e-an-hour TU-4 type, Russian version of the pro-
peller-driven B-29, would be detected six hours before it could reach the 
target area  But if the Russians were to produce in quantity a jet bomber 
capable of 600 miles an hour, Chitngo would have only three hourenarning. 

Primé Minister Of Japan In Ottawa:  Ottawa, Sept. 27 (CP) -- Mr. Shigeru Yoshida, 
Prime Minister of Japan, today asked Canadians to accept•his nord that his 
country wants to be a "good neighbour" of Canada. 

Mr. Yoshida, first Japanese Prime Minister to visit this country also 
hopes that Canada will accept  more nnrnigrants from his country, that Japan-
ese-Canadian trade will increase and that Japanwill be invited to enter the 
14-country Colombo Plan. 

On his arrival at Rockcliffe airport the Japanese Prime Minister said 
he hopes his visit will strengthen the ties of friendship between Canada 
and Japan. 

During the arrival ceremony, Prime Minister St. Laurent, who visited 
Japan last spring, said he was deeply ,  shocked at the extent of damage and 
loss of life caused by the Japanese typhoon. He asked Mr. Yoshida to con-
vey to the families of the bereaved Canada's genuine and sincere sympathy. 

Mr. Yoshida said the main purpose of his trip to Canada is to return 
the visit to Japan by Mr. St. Laurent last spring. Mr. St. Laurent also 
was the first Canadian• Prime Minister to visit Japan. 

1Jr. Yoshida told reporters that the past record of his country, one of 
Canada's Second World War enemies, had not been happy. However, Japan now 
wanted to be a good neighbour of Canada. 

"I hope you will accept my word at its face value," he said. 

13.31e . Lett On Canada's  Indochina Assignment:  Vancouver, Sept. 27 (CP) -- Briga-
dier Sherwood Lett, Canadian representatjve on the Indochina Truce Commis-
sion said Friday some terms of the cease-fire agreement are not clear and 
could be difficult to carry out. But he added prospects of a successful 
conclusion of Canada's assignment in Indochina are "fairly good." 

Brig. Lett is Chancellor of the University of British Columbia here 
and leaves for Southeast Asia early next month. . 

(over) 
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"I understand the cease-fire agreement was drafted in some haste and I 
imngine that experience will show us that in some places the terns are not 
clear." 

Of the three countries involved - Cambodia, Laos, and Viet Nam - Brig. 
Lett expects the greatest difficulty in Vint Nam because the agreement pro 
vides for a less permnnent type of settlement than in the other areas. 

"In those two countries (Cambodia and Laos) the Viet Minh forces are 
to be removed and the local resistance forces are to be absorbed into the 
national community. 

"But in Viet Nam, the agreement provides for • a cease fire only, and 
even if it is successfully implemented without serious incident, it will 
leave very difficult political problems in its wake," he said. 

The Brigadier continued that if the Commission cannot reach unanimity, 
the members would submit majority and minority reports to members of the 
Geneva conference to work out a solution. 

"I trust - and I'm sure the Canadian Government hopes - that the Com- 
mission will not become a new cockpit for the struggle between East and 
West," he said. 

He said that when the military forces have been regrouped and prisoners 
and civil internes released,_the stage will be set to hold general elections 
in 1956 to establish an all-Viet Nam government. 

"I expect that the making of arrangements for these elections, holding 
of elections, and establishment of the Government will be a more difficult 
task than the execution of the cease-fire agreement,itself." 

U.S. Group Seeks Canadian  Power: Ottawa, Sept. 27 (CP) -- A delegation repre-
senting U.S. Pacific northwest  power  interests today laid before the Can-
adian section of the International Joint Commission a plan for building a 
huge water storage dam in the Columbia River basin to relieve American 
power  shortages. 

The six-ran delegation, representing the Puget Sound Utilities Council, 
propose to finance building the dam in Canada on Mica Creek, a,tributary of 
the Columbia, in return for use of the water in U.S. territory for power 
purposes. 

Gen. A. G. L. McNaughton, Chairman of the Canadian section of the Com-
mission which deals with internationalwaterways, said the talks were frien.d-
ly but purely exploratory. No conclusions were reached. 	 • 

Ambassador To Chile:  (Press Release No. 63, Sept. 27) -- The Acting Secretary of 
State for External Affairs announced on September 27 that Mr. Paul Emile 
Renaud will succeed Mr. Leon Mayrand as Canadian Ambassador to Chile. Mr. 
Mayrand's appointment as Canadian Commissioner, International Supervisory 
Commission for Laos was announced on August 17. Mr. Renaud at the present 

. time is the Director of the Historical Research and Reports Division of the 
Department of External Affairs. He is expected to take up his new post 
late in Decenber. 

Vice President of India: (Press Release No. 64, Sept. 27) -- The Demrtment of 
External Affairs announced on September 27, that Dr. S. Radhakrishnan, Vice 
President of India, will arrive in Ottawa on Thursday, September 30, for a 
brief visit as the guest of the Government. 

Across Canada: McGill University yesterday announced 62 staff promotions and 
appointments in its lnrgest single list of faculty changes in several years f  
the Gazette reported. . 	. The Canadian Congress of Labour said yesterday 
its membership has hit 400,000. . . . The postwar pattern of wage increases 
for Canadian workers should continue, but the stumbling block of industry's 
ability to pay must be faced squarely by trade unions, Mr. A. R. Mosher, 
President of the C.C.L., said in Toronto yesterday. 
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Atlantic Provinces  Economic Council:  Halifax, Sept. 28 (CP) -- Twelve earnest men 
brought the Atlantic Provinces Economic Council into reality today. They de-
cided they could raise $30,000 "as soon as needed" to give the Council a 
start. 	 - 

They appointed one committee to get the Council incorporated with a Do._ 
minion Charter and others to find and hire a brainy "man with a mission" to ' 
keep the project on it's feet. 

At a session presided over by Premier Designate Henry Hicks of Nova 
Scotia, Premiers of all four Atlantic Provinces pledged their support. Prem-
ier agh John Flemming of New Brunswick said "it's such a step in the life of • 
the community we must of necessity derive an immense amount of satisfaction 
from it." 

Delegates dealt wlth an Agenda listing the size and scope of the ulti- 
 mate Council, plans respecting information required for an accurate survey of 
economic factors, means of conducting the surveys, and financing of the 
Council. 

The Council adopted for its scope recommendations made last October at 
the Maritime Provinces  Bord  of Trade meeting. It will find which industries 
can best be started and expanded, what can be done to stimulate venture in-
vestment, whether small businesses could profit by technical and managerial 

- - services, and mhat handicaps affect business in the Atlantic Provinces. 

Quebec Taxation Conference:  Ottawa, Sept. 28 (CP) -- Prime Minister St. Laurent 

said today the Federal Government is prepared to take part in an investiga- 

tory conference with Quebec on taxation issues provided such a meeting is de-

- 	sired by Premier Maurice Duplessis. 
He made the statement in a telegram sent to Mr. Egan Chambers, Progres-

sive Conservative danaidîitecin the coming federal by-election in the Montreal 

riding of St. Antoine-Westmount. . . . 

Wool Textile Tariff Boost Opposed:  Ottawa, Sept. 28 (CP) -- The econamically-
crippled Cangdian wool textile industry, seeking a tariff boost against com- 

peting British imports, maintained today that a reasonable increase would 
mean only a nmost modest" rise in Canadian living costs. 

However, the Retail Merchants Association of Canada, countering the in-

dustry's claim, estimqted that a 10-per-cent rise in tariffs would boost the 

price of an average man's suit of clothes by as much as $2.50 or $5. 
Finer woollens, such as women's skirts and suits, would go up by as 

much as $10 a garment, theAssociation said in a brief to the Tariff Board. 

The Association joined British and Canadian forces opposing a tariff 

increase as the Board opened hearings on the Canadian textile industry's 

appeal. 	. . 
\ Other opposition came from the British Columbia Lumber Manufacturers 

Association. In a telegram to the Board, the Association said a tariff in-

crease is not justified, maintaining that the Canadian textile industry is 

adequately protected against British imports, and that a boost would injure 

Anglo-Canndian trade. 

(over) 



CCL Squelches Left=Ningers:  Toronto,' Sept. 28 (CP) 	Leftwingers in the Can- 
adian Congress of Labour today got their annual drubbing at the CCL's con-
vention. 

Communist-supported proposals were batted dawn right and left by a big 
majority of the 850 delegates in a day of political operations that also 
sew the CCL decide to renew its ties with the CCF party on the political« 
front. 

Major anti-Red action was the decision of the 400,000-member Congress 
to continue its support of the Cummunist-fighting International Confedera-
tion of Free Trade Unions, a move that was taken over the protests of left-
ists in a shouting debate. 

As a follaw-up, the Congress threw out a left-wing resolution that 
called for the CCL to send delegates to a forthcoming conference of the 
Moscow-daminated World Federation of Trade Unions. 

Four CNR Hotels For Sale:  Montreal, Sept. 28 (Globe & Mail) -- The CNR yester-
day offered four of its smaller hotels for sale, and at the same time re-
vealed it had received an unsolicited offer for the four. 

The hotels are: The Prince Edward, Brandon, Man.; The Prince Arthur, 
Port Arthur; Minaki Lodge, Minaki, and Pictou Lodge, Pictou, N.S. The first 

• two are year-round; the others, summer resorts. 
Publishing the offering, the CNR  said it had received an offer for all 

four, but in -view of public interest it wanted to give all interested parties 
an opportunity to bid for the hotels, individually or collectively. 

Across Canada:  Ford of Canada's 6,500 Windsor automobile workers 'will strike 
next Sunday unless agreement is reached between the Company and the United 
Automobile Workers (CIO-CCL), the Union announced yesterday. The UAN's Ford 
Council set the deadline at a three-hour meeting, according to press re-
port. . . •  Canada is asking the Royal Navy to loan more submarines for use 
in stepping up operations at the Martime Mhrfare School at Falifax. A Naval 
spokesman yesterday indicated that Canada, which has had one submarine' 

. periodically on loan from Britain, now wants two or three at a time, ac-
cording to C.P. from Ottawa. 	. . Agriculture Minister Gardiner said yes- 
terday Canada cannot solve its economic problems by giveaways. Mr. Gardiner 
said there are times when Canada "ought" to give away some of its surplus 
food, but "so far as I am concerned, we cannot solve our economic problems 
by giveaways," C.P. reported. . . . Monday football: Regina 8, Edmonton 6. 
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Canada-U.S.  Defence Co-Operation: Ottawa, Sept. 29 (CP) -- A declaration seven 
years ago, stressing the principle of sovereignty, remains the basis today 
for joint Canadian-United States defence co-operation. 

And
, 
 an  External Affairs official said today, there is no plan for in-

: tegration of forces or for a North American military command. 
The official said the two countries still adhere to the principle of 

individual control of their awn forces in North Americàn defence. He added 
that it is apparent, that while they are co-operating fully at  the planning 
level, they do not feel military integration is a necessity at present. 

He suggested that if and when integration does came, it would probably 
be done through the 14;-country NATO organization rather than directly be-
tween the two countries. NATO provides for  such regional'arrangaments, of 
which the military command in Europe is one. 

' 	The official was commenting on a suggestion made in Washington by Mr. 
'W. Sterling Cole, Chairman of the U.S. Congressional Atomic Committee. Mr. 
Cole, a Republican, said Canada and the U.S. should establish a North Ameri-
can military organization as insurance against a sneak attack. - . . 

• ■ 

Mr. St.  Laurent And Mr. Duplessis To Confer In Montreal: Quebec Sept. 29 (CP) 
In a sudden move that brushed aside official formalities and brought the 
tense Quebec-Ottawa taxation dispute down to a personal level, Premier 
Duplessis today telephoned Prime Minister St. Laurent in Ottawa and arran-
ged for a private meeting in Montreal, Oct. 6. 

Mr. Duplessis made the announcement at a press conference in his Leg-
- 	islature office after his conversation with Mr. St. Laurent. 

The Premier said  "The problem is so important I felt justified to put 
aside sentiments of  legitimate pride and called Mr. St. Laurent from Quebec 
en the telephone." 

, The Premier indicated the telephone conversation carried on in French 
was brief but good humoured. 

He  said no federal or provincial government technical advisers will at- 
tend. 

"The meeting is strictly between Mr. St. Laurent and myself," he added. 
Mr. Duplessis' brief statement, made verbally to newspaper  men, mas that 

he read in a Quebec newspaper that Mr. St. Laurent was willing to discuss 
the taxation prOblem in which Quebec and Ottawa are now involved. 

Here is what he said: 
"I have always said and still believe that the constitutional problem 

in question is above personalities and political parties and that it is a 
question on a level with the best interests of the Province and the coun-
try as a whole. 

"I consider this problem is so Important that I felt justified to put 
aspde sentiments of legitimate pride and I telephoned Mr. St. Laurent tram 
Quebecl 

Table Of Precedence:  Ottawa, Sept. 28 (CP) -- The Government has altered the 
order in which Canadians and diplomats from abroad rank at official fed-
eral ceremonies. 

The changes are contained in a revised table of precedence which went 
into effect Sept. 1. The revision, npproved by the Queen, is the first 
since 1923. 

(over) 



Most important change is the elevation of the Chief •Justice of'Canada 
from 15th place in the list of precedence to third - behind the Governor-
General and the Prime Minister. 

Ambassadors, High Commissioners, Ministers, the Leader of the Oppos-
ition and Consuls-General of countries without diplomatic representntion 

are included in the table for the first time. Eembers of the Federal Ca-
binet - excluding the Prime Minister - are dropped fram third to sixth 
position. 

The Lieutenant-Governors of •the provinces have dropped back three 
places and the Solicitor-General of Canada has been removed from the table. 
Officials explained it is no longer necessary to list the Solicitor-General 
separately because it now is policy for him to be a member of the Cabinet. 
00 0 ,  

War Claims Settlements: Ottawa, Sept. 29 (CP) -- The Government hopes to have 
all Second World War claims settled by 1956 with a total payment to Canadi- 
ans of between $12,000 000 and $14,000 000. 

Except in certain cases - such as property claims in the sinking of 
the Nova Scotia-Newfoundland ferry Caribou in 1942 - tomorrow has been set 
as the final deadline for making application for all types of claims. 

Claims will be paid from a special fund of  some  $14,000,000, proceeds 
fram sale of enemy alien property in Canada and reparations from Germany 
and Japan. The War Claims Commission, established in 1952, gives priority 
to maltreatment cases. . . 

Viscount Swinton's Visit:  (Press Release No. 66, Sept. 29) -- The Department of 
External Affairs announced on September 29 that Viscount Swinton, Secretary 
of State for Commonwealth Relations of the United Eingdam, accompanied by 

, Lady Swinton, is scheduled to arrive at Montreal, October 1, to spend three 
weeks in Canada. 

, 
Across Canada: Wet snow and rai blustered through prairie grain crops Wednes-

day, again setting back long-delayed harvesting that is generally less than 
half finished, C.P. reported frem Edmonton. . . . The Canadian Congress of 
Labour yesterday laid down a dozen-point econamic policy programme aimed at 
stimulating employment. The annual convention of the 400,000-member body 
Cannda's second largest central labour group - also reCammended to its ex-
ecutive that the CCL set up a central strike-supporting committee. 
Canadian should get the benefit of any cut-price sale the Federal Govern- 
ment may contemplate of its surplus butter stocks, the Canadian Association 
of Consumers said yesterday. . 	. The Canadian Pacific Railway urged 
amendment of Canada's Transport Act to give more flexibility in railway 
freight rate making to meet haulage campetition by trucks. 
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Parliament Likely To Open Jan. 13 or 20:  Ottawa, Sept. 30 (CP) -- The next ses-
sion of Parliament likely will open Jan. 13 or 20. • Mr. St. Laurent said to-
day after a regular weekly Cabinet meeting that he and his colleagues do not 
consider an enrlier meeting necessary. 

He said the decision to call Parliament early next January mm.s made by 
Cabinet. However, he added that Parliament could be Called earlier if un-
foreseen,circumstances warranted such action. 

'Me have considered the situation in connection with the calling of Par-

liament, '  Mr. St. Laurent said. "Under present conditions we do nt  con-

sider a meeting necessary until early in January. 
"Circumstances might develop which would cause us to change our minds. 

- However, that is our present thinking." 

Ur. St.  Lurent On Health  Services: Ottawa )  Sept. 30  (0?) --r  St. Laurent said 
tonight Go -vernffients must FériPparthe'high cost'of health  services  but with-

out reetricting the'freedorli doctors always have had in Canada. 
Governments' financial aid to health and medical services must be worked 

out with respect for constitutional and professional traditions, he told the 
annual meeting of the Association of French-speaking Doctors of Cétnada. 

Speaking in French, Mr. St. Laurent compared the Government's respon-
sibility to citizens with that of doctors tawards their patients. 

• Like you, me are trying to find and apply formulas designed to stimu-
late the economic aâtivity of the nation, in order to contribute, as far as 
possible, to the common welfare," he said. . . 

Yr. St. Laurent said medical services have become more expensive with 
new discoveries. It had become increasingly difficult for low wage earners 
to obtain medical care. 

He added: 
"This is where, it seems, Governments have, in the public interest,,the 

responsibility of stepping in, while respecting constitutional and profes-
sional traditions, to work out methods of apportioning the cost of sickness 
which would guarantee, if equitable to all, the essential medical care to 
those in lower (income) brackets. 

"As a matter of fact, public bodies, for obvious reasons, such as the 
high cost of medical research, the construction and operation of hospitals 
and health services, should accept their share of responsibility and spare 
nothing tô provide the population with the best possible treatment. . . . 

"But on this subject, I wish to assure you that the present Government 
has no desire nor intention to undertake anything that might restrict or 
limit the freedom of action that doctors always have enjoyed in this coun-
try." 

He said it is not the Government's wish to depart from the tradition 
thtit health is a provincial responsibility,  but  it was the desire to help 
maintain existing services. 

CCL Agrees To No-Raiding Pact:  Toronto, Sept. 30 (Globe & Mail) -- The Canadi-
an Congress of Labour agreed Thursday to sign a no-raiding pact with the 
rival Trades and Labour Congress of Canada. 

CA N 

(over) 



But after more than an hour of bitter attacks on the alleged "rack-
eteering," "bloodsucking," and "backdoor agreements" of the TLC, it wns 
clear that many thorns remain to be removed before the labour bodies can 
unite in one nationnl labour congress. 

Unity of the two labour bodies is avawed object of the no-raiding 
agreement - "it will remove a serious barrier to ultimate organic unity 
between the two  congresses," the CCL Executive Council said in recom-
mending signing of the pact. 

It was endorsed by the TLC, Canada's largest labour body, at its 
Regina convention last month, although at least three TLC Unions indi-
cated they will be holdouts. 	. 

Seek Lower Steel Freight Rates To Coast: Ottawa, Sept. 30 (CP) -- Represen-
tatives of Ontario's Steel Industry told the Board of Transport Commis-
sioners today their British Columbia market has been lost to foreign 
competition but said they could get it back with a lawer freight rate to 
the coast. 

Spokesmen for the Steel Company of Canada at Hamilton, Algoma Steel 
at Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., and others were called as witnesses by the 
railways which seek board approval of a new series of "agreed charges•" 

Mr. H. E.  Stipe,  General Sales Manager for Stelco said the B.C. 
market, which imported 24,000 tons of foreign steel in the first half of 

- 

	

	the year compared with only 12,000 tons Ln 1953, could be recovered by 
the Ontario industry if the new rates were approved. 

Be said they would put Ontario producers in a position to compete 
with American shipping rates into B.C. and with the law water rates from 
Europe. . . . 

Guy Lombardo Would FeatureMarilyn Bell In N.Y. Shaw: Toronto, Oct. 1 (Globe 
& mail) -- Marilyn Bell has been offered a chance to enter big-time 
show business without interrupting her schooling - the opportunity of 
tasting her cake and still keeping it. 

Canadim-born Guy Lombardo wants to feature Marilyn next summer in 
his mammoth outdoor show, Arabian Nights, at the 8,200-seat Jones Beach 
Marine Theatre, near New York. . 	. 

Across Canada:  The Department of External Affairs has announced that Canada 
has furnished and decorated a Committee Roam Ln the Conference Building 
in Rome of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations 
. . • . The stewards of Local 200, United Automobile Workers (CIO-CCL) 
said last night the 5,700 employees'of the Ford of. Canada Windsor plant 
will be called off their jobs at 10 p.m. Sunday. . . . Henry D. Hicks 
was sworn in as Liberal Premier of Nova Scotia yesterday, succeeding 
the late Angus L. Macdonald who died in April. At 39, Mr. Hicks is the 

. youngest Government Head in Canada. . . . The number of persons ta in-
dustrial employment Aug. 1 showed a slight rise over July 1 but was be-
low Aug. 1 a year ago. 
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Mr. Pearson On 9-Power Agreement:  London, Oct. 3 (CP) -- Mr. Pearson tonight 
hailed the nine-power agreement on German rearmament as one of the re-
sounding accomplishments of postwar diplomacy. 

"There has been no more important diplomatic achievement since  
Second World War than the negotiation of this agreement," the txtérnal - 
Affairs Minister, tired but evidently gratified, said in a statement. 

"I think we have done a good week's work for peace." 
In his statement, written in longhand the Minister defined the agree-

ment as one by which "the process of European unity can now be continued, 
through the Brussels Treaty Organization and by which Germany éîtri -be-eSso---;-- 

 ciated with the defence of the West through membership in NATO, brought 
about in a way which has received the full support of every Government 
represented at this conference." 

There appeared to be a strong feeling in conference quarters that the 
nine-power agreement is an effective solution to the old problem of Ger-
many. . . 

Colombo Plan Conference:  Ottawa, Oct. 3 (CP) -- Appeals from Southeast Asia 
for increased aid are piling up on Canada's doorstep and a high Government 
informant said today there is a "good chance" they will be met. 

He said the main issue is to decide what additional aid is to be gran- 
ted and whether it is to be in the form of a fixed increase in Canada's 

$25,400,000-a-year Colombo Plan contribution. The issue is to be threshed 
out by Cabinet in the next few days. 	 • 

Meanwhile, it was learned that Japan is gaining support in her bid 
for admittance into the 14-country Colombo Plan. Canada, as host country 
to the annual meeting of Ministers which opens here tomorrow, has quietly 
polled the various Governments on their views. 

Informants said the polling is not yet campleted, but replies recei-
ved so far are favourable towards Japan. 

If all member countries favour Japan's entry as a donor member, Can-
ada will extend an official invitation to the Japanese Government to send 
a delegate to the week-long sessions. 

Though Japan would be classified as a donor country, she likely will 

make no fixed financial contributions but would rather provide technical 
aid in fishing and tprowing rice to the underdeveloped countries of South 
and Southeast Asia. . 

Vice-President Of India In Ottawa: Ottawa, Oct. 1 (CP) -- Mr. St. Laurent said 

tonight a cammon desire to give individual citizens a maximum of freedom 

and well-being will serve to hold Canada and India together. 
He said he thinks one factor which draws Canadians and Indians to- 

gether and dominates their relations is "that recognition of the importance 
of ele individual in society, whatever his race or religion or creed." 

Er. St. Laurent proposed the toast at a Government dinner to Dr. 
Servapalli Radhakrishnan, Vice-President of India, who is in Canada to de-

liver a series of lectures at McGill University. . . 0 
Dr. Radhakrishnan said that Prime Minister Nehru's planned visit to 

Canmunist China would serve the cause of peace. Be made the statement to 
reporters at a press conference. 

(over) 
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Vkol Dealer's Complaint:  Ottawa, Oct. 3 (CP) -- A Canadian wool dealer says 
Britain has opened her doors to imports of wool cleaned and combed in 
Uruguay but has shut them against a similar product from Canada. 

Er. Leslie Biggin of Toronto told the Tariff Board Saturday that he 
received a British wool order, but his request for an Import license was 
rejected by the British Board of Trade. 

Er. Biggin is a member of the Dominion Wool Dealers Association which 
is supporting the bid of the Canadian rool textile industry for higher 
tariffs against competing wool cloth Imported from Britain. - 

Week-end Football:  Montreal 30, Toronto 12; Hamilton 45, Ottawa 0;,Edmonton 
13, Calgary 12; Regina 43, British Columbia 12. Montreal leads the Big 
Four with six wins• and one loss; Saskatchewan leads thé Western  Union 
with seven mins and three losses. 

Across Canada:  Workers at Ford of Canada tonight agreed to postpone strike 
action at the Windsor plant for one week, C.P. T'eported from Windsor, Ont. 
. 	An early fall snowstorm ewept across the prairies S unday night, 
whitening the fields but blackening the grain harvest picture. The cold 
air and snow which hit Northern Alberta Saturday was in Southern .Alberta 
and Saskatchewan Sunday night end moving toward Manitoba. The snow had 
stopped Sunday night in Northern Alberta but the weatherman couldsee no 
sign of the cold air leaving, C.P. reported from Edmonton. 	e . A , quan- 
tity of vehicle spare parts, ammunition and artillery equipment will be 
shipped to the Turkish army shortly under terms of the Mutual Aid Progrem 
of NATO. The shipnent will be dispatched from Montreal and 1Quebec City. 
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Tariffs No Solution, SRys Canada-U.S ,  Trade Body:  Halifax, Oct; 4 (CP) -- The 
Canndian and American Chambers of Commerce united tonight in declaring that 
tariff barriers are not the answer to trade problems. 

The  statement, dramn up by the Canada-United States Committee of the 
two bodies, mus released tonight. Drafted at Ste. Adele, Que., during com- 
mittee meetings Sept. 30-Oct. 1, it was approved today by the Canadian 
Chamber's National Bonrd of Directors. 

The joint committee, says the statement, reaffirms its previously-de-
clared belief that the Solution of inmediate, and possibly temporary, econ-
omic difficulties does not lie in creating new tariff barriers, increased 
protection and new obstacles to international trade. 

Such new restrictive mensures, it added, should be avoided by both 
Canada and the United States. 

The Committee restated its belief in policies that would contribute to 
the development of freer and expanding trade between free nations, -remOiail - 

, 	of trading restrictions mong them and development and promotion of inter- 
national investment. 

It said it was important that both National Chambers reaffirm their de- 
'clared policies concerning trading problems between:the United States and 
-Canada in particular, and among all free countries generally. 

Both Can-da and the United States were going  through a period of mild 
economic adjustment, and at such a time there' mms obvious danger that short- 
term solutions of difficulties mould be sought by both countries through 
tariff increases, quotas and other governmental restrictions. 

At the same time, there wus encouraging.evidence of improvement in the 
economies of countries overseas, which were progressively moving toward re-
moval of wartime restrictions and trading barriers. 4." . . 

Mr.  Hdwe On Canada-U.S.  Economic  Co-Operation: Boston, Oct. 4 (CP) -- The Pin-
ister of Trade and Commerce, Mr. Howe, said tonight that economic co-opera- 

' tion between Canada and the United States does not mean "any desire. . 	. 
for the continental approach to economic problems." 

Mr. Howe told the Canadian Club of Boston in 'a  prepared address that 
"a high degree of co-ordination of econanic effort was achieved in the Sec- 
dnd World War, • • f and  has had a profound influence upon the marner in 
which we handle peacetime relationships." 

"However, it has not  ben  Ca/Indian policy to encourage closer econ-
omic relRtions with the United States at the expense of relations with other 
friendly nations.' 

Mr. Hdwe said he was convinced "that there is roam for considerable 
improvaént -tn the procedures for negotiation and decision. He cited "frus-
trating delays" by the United States in reaching a decision on the St..Law- 

, rence Seaway. 
-- "In the end, when opposition mus finally overcome," Mr. Howe said, 

"Canadians were faced with an act of Congress that left the Administration 
with little room for negotiations or. compromise. • 	." 

He said Canadians "have.been disappointed at certain trade developments 
in the United States." 

"Iffe had hoped that the United States would be in a position to take 
strong leadership in a further round of tariff reductions. 

"But, even if these hopes have been partially disappointed, I do not 
think these are grounds for despair." 

(Over) 
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U.S. Restrictions On Canadian Oats:  Ottawa, Oct. 4 (CP) -- New United States 
import restrictions were imposed against Canadian oats today, but federal 
officials said the import quota set was "not too bad." 

President Eisenhower announced at Denver that imports for the 12 
months starting Oct. 1 will  be limited to 40,000,000 bushels, of which 
39,313,000  • ill be allowed in from Canada, (65,800,000 last year). 

Canndian officials were eware for some days of the presidential de-
cision and though they have protested that principle of imposed curbs 
which bar international trade, they are not too concerned about the pres-
ent one because of the worsening condition of Canada's crops. • . • 

St. Lawrence  Seaway: Ottawa, Oct. 4 (CP) -- Canadian officials spiked reports 
today that construction of the St. Lawrence Seaway may be snagged by Ile-
winds of private United States interests for larger canal locks. 

A leading official said there is no chance of a blow up as a result 
of representations by Great Lakes shippers. 

The representations, made to the U.S. St. Lawrence Seaway Development 
Corporation last Thursday, were drawn to the attention of its Canadian 
counterpart, the St. Lawrence Seaway Authority, at a joint meeting today. 
• 	 • • or 

Ford Workers' Strike Threat:  Windsor, Ont.,Oct. 4 (CP) -- Ford Company of Can-
ada tonight repeated a statement of a few days ago that it has "no more to 
give" its 5,700 employees. A 1,500-word statement released by Mr. Rhys M. 
Sale, President of Ford, said the Company has reached "the absolute limit" 
of concessions it could afford to make to Local 200, United Autamobile 
Workers (CIO-CCL). 	 . 

"We have reached the point at which the ability of this Company to 
compete successfully has became vastly more important than a few months 
of dearly-bought industrial peace." 

Earlier today, Mayor Arthur Reaume of Windsor said he wuuld try to 
form a committee of leading citizens to try to settle the nine-month-old 
company-union dispute. • . 

Tnriff Board Textile Hearings:  Ottawa, Oct. 4 (CP) -- The Canadian Federation 
of Agriculture today called the Canadian wool textile industry "over-ex-
panded and inefficient" and found itself in hot water with the Tariff 
Board for making so sweeping a statement. 

The statement mas contained in a CFA brief presented to the Board by 
CFA Econamist Dr. E. C. Hope as argument against the Canadian wool textile 
industry's application for a higher tariff against competing British wool 
cloth. 

Mr. F. J. Leduc, Deputy Chairman of the Board, said "you have no 
proof" for such a statement. "It doesn't prove your case.and might hurt 
somebody." • • • 

Across Canada:  A Dominion-Provincial Conference on taxation involving all pro-
vinces is predicted within the next three months by Dr. McCann. Such a 
Conference, Mr. McCann said in an interview, would be the direct result of 
Tuesday's meeting in Montreal between Prime Minister St. Laurent and Que-
bec Premier Duplessis, the Canadian Press reported fram Vancouver. •. • 
U•S• recognition of Cummunist China would establish China as leader of all 
Asia and destroy what freedom remains there, •Mr.  Raymond Daniell, Chief 
Correspondent in Canada for the New York Times, said yesterday in Montreal 
before the Canadian Club, C.P. reported. . • . The Fraser River produced 
more salmon this year than all the rivers of Alaska combined. It is the 
first time in history that the rivers of B.C. have ever topped the vast 
Northern Territory's production, even when harvests fram secondary rivers 
such as the Nass and Skeena were included, C.P• reported from.Vancouver. 
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Mr. St. Laurent and Mr. Du.lessis. Have "Cordial" Talkt Montreal, Oct. 5 (Globe 
& Mail -- The deadlock between the Province ofAxebec and the Federal Govern-

ment over takation rights apparently has been broken and the mny opened 
for a new  dominion-provincial  conference on constitutional questions. 

A historic meeting here between the Prime Minister of Canada and the 
Premier of Quebec ended shortly after noon today with warm expressions of 
satisfaction by both leaders over the progress achieved; 

The next step, Mr. St. Laurent told waiting reporCcrf3,Is for Premier 
Duplessis to submit to him the anendments his Goverebent proposes to make 
in the Quebec Provincial Incame Tax  Law. 

Then, he said, "If the tendency indicated.by our meetingthis morn-
ing is maintained, another federal-provincial conference would bê in order 
much earlier than we had planned." • 	• 

Mr. Duplessis came from the meeting with Mr. St. Laurent smiling and 
ready to comment freely in general terms on the discussions. 

"The meeting was cordial," :Mr. Duplessis said, "and I think it will 
lead to a satisfactory result." 

A few minutes later Mr. St. Laurent was speaking separately to repor-
ters and he said: eee met and we have discussed very frankly and very cor-
dially the responsibilities of the Federal and Provincial administrations 
in Canada." 

• Neither leader would give specific answers to questions about the mat- 
ters discussed in the two-and-a-quarter hours of the meeting, and both 
said they would have to report first to their respective Cabinet meetings 
tomorrow. e 

Japan,  Thailand Colombo Plan Members:  Ottawa,  Oct. 5 (CP) -- The 14 Asian and 
Western Colombo Plan pawers today granted full membership to Japan and 
Thailand, extending the Economic Plan's influence into a broad:gtographic 
arc faCing the belly of Communist Asia. 

Opposition to Japan's entry as a donor country disappeared when Indo-
nesia's Foreign Minister, Dr. Sunario, announced his Government would not 
oppose the move "because we like to show our good will in international 
relations." 

Thailand has been an observer country since the six-year, C5,000,- 
000,000 plan to industrialize South and Southeast Asia was conceived  for 
years ago. As an observer country she neither received nor extended aid 
to her neighbours. What she is to get has yet to be decided. The Philip-
pines is the only other observer country. 	. 

To Seek Limitation Of Import Quotas: Montreal, Oct. 5 (CP) -- Mr. Howe an-
nounced tonighfthat Canada will attempt to get agreement from the United 
States and other trading pawers on a firm limitation of import quotas 
wIich restrict world trade. 

Mr. Howe, in a speech before the young men's section of the Montreal 
Boal-d of Trade, said he personally will lead the Canadian Delegation to 
Geneva, Oct. 28. He said Canada will support the tariff-binding pact, at-
tempt to strengthen it and to limit deviation fram basic principles. 

(over) 
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Specifically, the Can.,,dian Delegation will seek "more satisfactory 
agreements with regard to the circumstances in which quantitative restric-
tions may be imposed and the length of time for which they may remain in 
force." 

One of the most Important questions Canada will attempt to settle at 
the Geneva Conference, he said, is that relating to U.S. import curbs. 
These had been kept to "verv emall  proportions," but they nevertheless af-
fected Canadian agricultural trade, particularly in-such-cammodities as 
oats, cheese, rye, clover seed, flaxseed and linseed oil. 

"Our trade with the U.S. in agricultural products is Important to us 
and questions of agricultural trade are always very sensitive questions 
on both sides of the border. 	 ' 

"It is urgent and important that we reach firm Understandings with 
the U.S. in this area of trade. This is one of the most Important ques-
tions which we shall attempt to deal wlth at the coming session of GATT. . 

Across Canada:  Paris reported the arrival of Mr. Pearson from London for a 
meeting with high offiCials of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. . . . 
With expressions of welcome and esteem from Bench and Bar, Chief Justice 
Patrick Kerwin yesterday presided over his first session of Canada's 
highest court, C.P. reported in Ottawa. 	. . Canada's two main ethylene 
glycol producers, seeking tariff on imports of the product since 1952, 
yesterday repeated their request before the Tariff  Board. . 	. Salary in- 
creases ranging from $1,000 to $3,500 were announced yesterday for a number 
of senior civil servants, including Assistant-Deputy Ministers, members of 
government Commissions and Boards and other senior officials, according to 
C.P. 
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Colombo Plan Conference: Ottawa, Oct. 6 (Globe & Mail) -- Canada has made no 
promise, but has said it will consider extending technical assistance un-
der the Colombo Plan to Laos, Cambodia and Vietnam. 

This would involve lending to those countries Canadian technicians 
and possible receiving for technical training here students from them. 

Canada is peculiarly fitted to give such assistance to these French- 
spenking states becausè it has the French-speaking tmchnicinns 'Ind institutions. 

The undertaking to consider giving such help was given at.to-
day4 s session of the consultative committee of the Colombo Plan. The 
Committee is meeting in Ottawa all week. 

The Cabinet this-morning heard a report on the Committee's delibera-
tions from Finance Minister Harris, who is its acting chairman in the 
absence of Mr. Pearson. 

No decision was taken, Yr. St. Laurent said after the Cabinet meet-
ing, on whether there will be any change in Canadas  contribution, which 
has been just over $25,000,000 a year. . 

8-4ionth Immigration Total 112,627: Ottawa, Oct. 6 (CP) -- Entries to Canada 
from all countries dropped slightly again in August and brought the eight-
month total for this year to 112,627. In the first eight months of last 
year 115,874 persons settled in Canada. 

The August total, announced today by the Immigration Department was 
14,270 compared with 14 9 594 in August, 1953. The figure conpared to the 
23,078 immigrants who came to Canada in May, the biggest immigration 
month of this year. 

The greatest proportion of August entries - 6,571 - cama from North-
ern European countries, while 3487 came,from the United Kingdom, 708 
from the United States and 3,804 from other countries. 

In the first eight months of this year, there were 45,987 arrivals 
from Northern European countries, compared with 48,812 last year; 33,599 

from the United Kingdom compared with 32,408; 6,233 from the U.S. com-
pared with 5,794 and 30,055 from other countries compared with 25,613. 

Of the United Kingdom immigrants in the eight-month period  19,761  
were English, campared with 19,747; 5,191 were Irish compared with 4,978; 
7,925 were Scotish compared with 7,111 and 722 were Welsh compared with 
572. 

Majority of those from Northern European countries were German - 
21,874 compared with 23,370, followed by 14,389 Dutch compared with 16,- 
374. 

Italians formed the majority of Immigrants from other countries - 

17,756 compared with 12,089. 
Of the total entries in the eight months period this year, 51,670 

were adult women and 27,385 children under 18 years of age. A total of 
65,893 of them were listed as gainfully occupied while 49,981 were not 
gainfully occupied. 

Ontario got the biggest share of the immigrants in the eight-month 
period - 62,605. Quebec took 20 9 768, Alberta 10,508, British Columbia 
8,744; Manitoba 7,378; Saskatchewan 3,028; Nova Scotia 1 9 634; New Bruns-
wick 704; Newfoundland 350; Prince Edward Island 84; and the Yukon and 
Northwest Territories 71. 

(over) 
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Federal-Provincial Conference: Ottawa, Oct. 7 (CP) -- An early conference to 
discuss revising the basis of federal-provincial,fiscal agreements meets 
with the approval of most provincial governments -. . 

Premier Frost of Ontario - last holdout to join,tax agreement sig- 
natories - was away- on vacation but Ontario Government officials said 
that Province will be prepared to discuss new tax arrangements with the 
Federal Government. . 	. 

New Construction  Kr1rs Record: Ottawa, Oct. 6 (CP) -- New construction in 
Canada, including houses, schools and industries, nay rise to a record 
$4,830,000,000 in 1954, the Bureau of Statistics forecast today. 

This would be an increase of $235,000,000 or five per cent over the 
$4,595,000,000 worth of construction completed last year, the Bureau 
said. However, the Increase of five per cent is mall, the lowest in 
post-war years. 

The Bureau estimated that new construction will rise to $3,866,000,000 
from $3,646,000,000 last year while the bill for repairs and alterations 
will increase to $964,000,000 from $949,000,000. 

The forecast showed a continuing shift from engineering to building 
construction, a shift that started in 1953. Building is estimated to 
take 60.3 per cent of the total construction, up from 59.5 per cent last 
yeari while the engineering share is expected to drop to 39.7 per cent 
from 40.5 last year. 

Main feature of the 1954 season is an estimated rise in institutional 
construction, including churches, schools and hospitals to $422,000„000, 
up 25.6 per cent from $336,000,000 in 1953. 

Bouse building is forecast at $1,347,000,000 up from $1,299,000,000 
last year; commercial building at $575,000,000 up fram $513,000,000, but 
industrial  •  construction dropping to $472,000,000 from $497,000,000. 

C.C.C. On National Flag Proposal:  Halifax, Oct. 6 (CP) -- The Canadian Cham-
ber of Canmerce said today the Union Jack should be retained in any Can-
adian national flag and rejected a suggestion that Dominion Day  le  obser-
lred on the first Monday in July, instead of July 1. 

The flag suggestion was passed 36 to 12 on a show of hands by dele-
gates entitled to vote. The Dominion Day change also received a majority 
vote, 43 to 33, on a poll but failed because it lacked a two-thirds maj-
ority. 

Visit Of Queen Motherr  Ottawa, Oct. 6 (CP) -- Ottawa will be the only city to 
be visited by the Queen Mother on her Canndian visit next month, it was 
learned tonight. The mother of the Queen will come directly to  Ottawa,  
Nov. 12 and will leave for home Nov. 17. Details of the program being 
arranged for her are now being worked out and are expected to be announ-
ced shortly. 

Across Canada: Snowflurries fell yesterday afternoon as cold air from  Western  
Canada moved in slowly over Northern Ontario and parts of Quebec. 	0 0 
Mr ,  G. S. Thorvaldson, Q.C., of Winnipeg, was elected President of the 
Canadian Chamber of Canmerce. Mr. J. Gerald Godsoe, Toronto, was elected 
first national Vice-President, and Mr. Raymond Dupuis of Montreal, second 
national Vice-President. .  o  • The Ford Motor Company of Canada and local 
200, United Automobile Workers (CIO-CCL), yesterday agreed to reopen negoti- 
ations under Labour Minister Daley, of Ontario. The 5,700 Ford Windsor 
employees are scheduled to strike at 10 p.m. Sunday unless a settlement is 
reached before then. . 	. A resolution urging the Federal Governmént to 
control and screen the number and type of immigrants to Canada was passed 
following a lengthy debate at yesterday's session. of the Army, Navy and Air 
Force Veterans in Canada convention in Hamilton. 
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Colombo Plan Conference:  Ottawa, Oct. 7 (Citizen) -- Canada has $33,000,000 in 
the Colombo Plan "kitty»  for the coming year, including $8,000,000 left-, 
over unspent from the past, it mus learned today as the meek-long meeting 
of the Plen's Consultative Committee moved toward a,close late tomorrow« 

The subject of Canada's future Colombo Plan aid contributions which 
naw stand about $25,400,000 a year was the subject of discussion at yes-
terday's Cabinet Session after which Mr. St. Laurent said no decision mus 
taken as to whether,there will be any  change  in the scale of the Canadian 
contribution. 

It has been suggested the outlay by Canada would be stepped up, and 
it appeared this was -in the muking with spending continuing for the immedi- 
ate future arCund the $33,000,000 level. But that will depend on accept-! 
able requests made by recipient nations on Canada as a donor. 

It -is expected the entire $33,000,000 mill be spent during the caming 
ymar. The $8,000 0000 unspent frora the past has accamulated and under par- 
liamentary authority, this vote does not lapse but can be used at any time. 

It was Canada's day - yesterday to discuss this country's contribution 
to the Colombo Plan, and this was done by two Ministers of the Government 
- Fisheries Minister Sinclair and Northern Affairs Minister Lesage. 

Mr. Lesage said that Canada would not promise but would consider ex- 
tending technical assistance to Laos, Cambodia and Viet Nam. 

The suggestion that Canada give technical assistance to these coun- 
-trims came from Australian External Affairs Minister R. G. Casey original- 
ly, based on the number of French-speaking technicians available in this 
country. Australia has none. 

If Canada lends techni,cal assistance to these countries, it would in- 
volve sending French-speaking technicians there and receiving students 
here. 

The Colombo Plan meeting today moved taward a conclusion, having com- 
pleted hearing reports of all recipient and donor nations. Today, it vglle 

to hear from Mr. Harold Stassen, Director of the U.S. Foreign Assistance 
Program, as to what that Program's plans are for the coming months. ' 

Viet Nam Asks Canada's Aids Ottawa, Oct. 7 (CP) -- Viet Nam today appealed to 

Canada and other Western powers to help fight Communism by repairing the 
ruins caused by two wars. 

Ur. Tran Van Chuong, leader of the Viet  Nam  Colombo Plan De1egatior4 

told the ministerial conference that his country must immediately resettle 
330,000 refugees fleeing from the Communists in the north. 

"We could resettle them on south and central fertile lands if friend- 

ly countries help us in obtaining equipment to maintain and improve roads, 
clear and drain wooded areas and get the necessary drugs to fight malaria." 
- 	Mr. Chuong said he is grateful for the aid received from Australia  and  

the United States, but he believed that Canada with its French-speaking 
population can easily extend technical assistance and help Viet Nam train 
experts and officials. 

(Finance Minister Harristold a press conference yesterday that Canada 
will consider providing technicians for the three Indochina states of Viet 
Nam, Cambodia and Laos, but he made no definite Commitmen). 

(over) 



Tariff Board Textile Hearinrrs. Ottawa, Oct. 7 (CP) -- The British wool tex- . 
tile industry has told the Tariff Board that it seeks only "the opportun-
ity of supplying tIrc Canadian market in the same measure as.it did before 
the war." The Canadian industry replied today that the British are doing 
just that. 

Ur. J. Grant Glassco, Toronto accountant representing the Canadian 
industry, referred to figures contained in the British industry's brief 
submitted yesterday in opposition to the Canadian industry's bid for a 
higher tariff on the competing British material. 

He said a rough average of the figures shows that during the period 
1935-39 about 11,500,000 yards of wool cloth were imported to Canada an-
nually from the United Kingdam. The figure in 1953 was 14,359,000 yards. 

The British Delegation argued, however, that such figures did not 
take into consideration increased population and other factors. . . . 

Mr. Duplessis On University Aid:  Quebec, Oct. 7 (CP) -- Premier Duplessis said 
today his Government intends "to do better by universities" but he asked 
university students not to overlook the pressing needs in primary and sec-
ondary fields of education. 

Addressing a delegation of Quebec students, members of the national 
Federation of  Canadien  University Students, Mr. Duplessis said the Goverp-
ment has increased its contributions to universities, arranged jobs for 
hundreds of students, and contributed about $3,000,000 in scholarships. . 

Across Canada:-  The British Columbia Government disclosed yesterday it favour? 
legalization of charitable lotteries properly run so that counterfeiters 
and dishonest promoters can't turn them into rackets. Attorney-General 
Robert Bonner, asked to comment on the current police commission probe in-
to fraudulent lotteries in Vancouver, said the Social Credit Government 
favours legalized lotteries, according to C.F. from Victoria. 	• • Hydro 
Chairman Saunders said that Ontario has no need to attempt any switch to 
atamic power at this time. He said, "Vie will be able to meet all antici-
pated demands for some years to eome with our new Niagara and St. Lawrence 
power developments." 0 . • A Bank of Canada official said most authorities 
agree that Canada's new bank notes are among the safest in the world and 
some  features of them would be impossible to duplicate successfully, C.P. 

reports from Ottawa. . . • Dr. C. J. Mackenzie, President of the Atomic 
Energy Control Board and former President of the National Research Council, 
has been elected Chancellor of Carleton College. 
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Colombo Plan Conference: Ottawa, Oct. 8 (Globe & Mail) -- The Consultative Com-
mittee of the Colombo Plan ended its week-long meeting here today, having 
added in the last hours a new member - the 17th, and the third addition of 
the week - and having heard a heartening announcement from U.S. Foreign 
Aid Administrator Harold Stassen. 

Mr. Stassen told the delegates his country will redirect a portion of 
the savings which arose from the ending of the war in Indochina to pro-
jects within the Colombo Plan. Outside the conferenc'e room, at a press 
interview, he said the portion would be substantial but that he could not 
-put a figure on it. 

An unofficial estimate was that it might run to $700,000,000. Since 
Colombo Plan programmés are entirely non-military - the plants objects are 
to assist Southeast Asian countries with economic development programs - 
actually what it will mean will be the redirecting of military funds to 
peaceful purposes. 

Mr. Staasen also indicated there will be new money for Southeast Asia 
when he said that, of the $4,500 1000,000 a year which the United States 
has been spending abroad for military and economic aid, more than half in 
future will be going to the East. The expenditure there has been just 
under half - about $2,000,000,000. 

The  new  member of the Colombo Plan is the Philippines, which has at-
tended past meetings of the consultative committee as an observer. The 
Philippines will be a donor  nation in  respect to technical assistance, and 
a recipient in respect to capital assistance. In other mords, it will be 
able to lend certain technicians and to train technicians for some of its 
partners, but will receive from others small amounts of capital help.. 

The other new members added during the week  were  Jan, as a donor, 
and Thailand, as a recipient« All three countries immediately seated their 
delegates; Congresaman Ferdinand E. Marcos led -the Philippines delegation. 

The official communique of the conference issued late today - it will 
be followed tomorrow by a summary of what the committee has done - said 
the amount applied to economic development in Southeast Asia during the 
past year was $1,540,000,000, or 27 per cent more than in the previous 
year. 

Colombo Plan Report: Ottawa, Oct. 10 (CP) -- The free countries of Southeast 
Asia, responding to the spirit of the Colombo Plan, report a year of "sub-
stantial progress" in their fight to overcome poverty and squalor, the 
breeding grounds of Conraunism. 

But despite their pleas for more Western aid, they face the fourth year 
of the six-year plan with the realization that the resources to meet the 
challenges of their massive tasks must corne  mainly from their own skimpy 
purses. 

This virtually was the findings of the week-long Colombo Plan minis-
terial conference, documented in a 131-page annual report issued Saturday 
0 0 0 • 

More Agressive  Selling Abroad, Urged By C.C. of C.: Halifax, Oct. 7 (CP) -- Can-- 
adian business men, apprehensive about chances of selling their goods in 
other countries, were advised today to do a more aggressive job of sales-
manship. 

(over) 
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The advice came in a panel discussion on foreign trade at the closing 
session *of the annual meeting of the Canadian Chamber of -Commerce. 

Brig. J. A. Roberts, Toronto marketing consultant, said that in a re-
cent trip to Europe he had met no Canadian representatives seeking to re-
place lost business, despite the fact that there were growing markets wait- 
ing to be cultivated rnd that scores of representatives fram the United 
States and other countries were going after it. 

He thought Canadian manufacturers were too anxiousfor clearcut deals 
rather than willing to do business on the local basis. 

Mr. J. H. F. Turner, Assistant General Manager, Bank of Montreal, 
Chairman of the Session, said his own foreign experience indicated "lack 
of aggressive selling activity" by Canadians. 

Mr. Mitchell Sharp, Associate Deputy Minister, Department of Trade and 
Commerce, said it was difficult to persuade Canadian business men to take 
advantage of the facilities offered. . . 

5,700 Strike At Windsor Ford Plant:  Windsor, Ont., Oct. 10 (CP) -- Fifty-seven 
hundred workers struck at the Ford Motor  Company  Plant here tonight to back 
up demands for a new contract. They went out at 10 - pcm. EST. 

The United Automobile ikrkers Union (CIO-CCL) ordered the walkout a 
few hours after last-minute talks among government, company and union of-
ficials broke up. 

Nearly 550 pickets arrived at the plant a few minutes before the dead-
line. They took up positions around the 22 gates on the dot of 10. There 
were no incidents and no police were on the scene. 

U. S. Admiral Wright  Visiting Ottawa: Ottawa, Oct. 8 (CP) 	U. S. Admiral 
Jerauld Wright, Supreme Allied Commander, Atlantic, for the North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization, will pay a two-day visit to Canadian defence chiefs 
here next week. The U.S. Navy officer will be greeted at Uplands Airport 
Tuesday by Defence Minister Campney. 

Football - --(Saturday) -- Montreal- 25 0  -Ottawa 11; Hamilton 34„ Toronto 6; Calgary 
, 13, British .  Columbia 6, Edmonton 16, Winnipeg  5, Queens  46 9  McGill 14 -  

' %stern 9, Toronto 9. (Monday) = Haàilton 22, TOronto  13;  Montreal 24, 
- .Ottawa 61 Saskatchewan 12, Edmonton 2; Calgary 42Ï -British Columbia 6. 

Across Canada: Premier Duplessis on Friday voiced an appeal to newspapers to re-
frain from "harmful speculation and political propaganda" on Dominion-pro-
vincial relations in order to help Ottawa and Quebec reach an understanding 
that would be beneficial - not only to Quebec but to the country at large. . 
Use of West German instead of Canadian steel in the construction of a coffer 
dam for the St. Lawrence Seaway raised a protest Friday. froni-Mr:- Charles 
Millard, Canadian Director of the United Steelworkers of America (CIO-CCL) 

. Conn Smythe, whose name was synonomous with colour around the 	' 
National Hockey League for nearly 30 years, retired from the game today. 
He said he doesn't want to "get punchy." . 	0 0 Mr. Howe will head the 
list or speakers at the three-day convention of the CanadianExporters' As- 
sociation to be held Oct. 25-26-27 at the Seigniory Club, Que. • 	. A 
Superior Court judge on Friday gave a seathing 4-1-hour report on police-
tolerated vice and gambling in Montreal and then dismissed  the police  chief. 
The dismissal order for Police Director J. Albert Langlois was part of the 
225-page report of Mr. Justice Francois Caron, The report also ordered 
dismissal, disqualification from public office and fines totalling more 
than $30,000 for 19 other members and former members of the Montreal police 
force. 
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Barley And Oats Pools Payments:  Ottawa, Oct. 12 (T & C) -- Mr. Howe announced 
that the Canadian %eat Board 1953-54  Western  Barley Pool had been closed 
as at September 30, 1954. The final payment for distribution to produ-
cers is $9 9 833,495.410 During the crop year 1953-54 producers delivered 
•101,193,953.6 bushels of barley to the Board. The average net final pay-
ment to producers is 9.71747 cents per bushel afterdeduction of payment 
expenses and the Prairie Farm Assistance Act levy. 

He stated thatrThe Can9dian Wheat Board would commence issuing final 
payment barley cheques on October 19. 

The 1953-54 Oats Pool will be closed immediately and final payments 
on this Pool will be made following the completion of the barley payment. 

NATO's Atlantic Commander In Ottawa: Ottawa, Oct. 12 (CP) -- NATO's Atlantic 
commander said today Russian subuarines have appeared and are continuing 
to be detected in North American coastal waters. 
j. 	

*We have them (Russian submarines) in the Atlantic and Pacific though 
there has been no increase in their numbers lately," American Admiral 
Jerauld Wright told reporters on his arrival here for a two-day visit from 
his headquarters at Norfolk, Va. 

Asked  about  today's report by Tass, official Soviet news agency, de-
nying that Russian subs are operating along the Canadian coasts,  Admira]. 

 Wright said: 
"Because it's in Tass doesn't lend it authenticity." 
Admiral Wright received a full-dress military reception with RCAF 

band and navy • guard of honour. 	 - 
He was met by Defense Minister Campney, Gen. Charles Foulkes, Chair-

man of the Joint Canadian Chiefs of Staff, Admiral Mainguy, Air Marshal 
Roy Slemon, Chief of Air Staff, Maj.-Gen. H. A. Sparling, Vice-Chief of 
the Army General Staff, Dr. O. M. Solandt, Chairman or the Defense Research 
Board, Jules Léger,  Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs, and 
Ambassadors of North Atlantic Treaty Organization countries. 

Admiral Wright will confer with Mr. Campney, the Chiefs of Staff and 
the Cabinet Defense Canmittee, 

Retailers Oppose Tariff Boost On British Cloth: Ottawa, Oct. 12  (ci')  -- Spokes-
men for Canadian retailers and consumers urged the Tariff Board today to 
weigh carefully the consequences that might result fram any increase in 
the duty on imported British wool cloth. 

In major submissions to a special hearing of the Board, the Retail 
Merchants Association of Canada and the Canadian Association of Consumers 
both said they viewed the proposal with serious concern and alarm. The 
CAC made clear, however, that it is not formally opposing the proposed in-
crease. 

The CAC saw it as special tariff protection for one industry at the 
expense of the consumer and other industries, with no guarantee that it 
would be anything more than a "mere temporary palliative" for the ills of 
the Canadian textile trade. 

The Retail Merchants Association, representing 40,000 independent re-
tailers in all provinces except Saskatchewan, warned it would raise Can-
adian clothing prices, hurt Canadian tourist trade in which British goods 
now were an attraction and be against the principle of freE competition as 
laid dawn by the Government in the Combines Act. 

(over) 
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The Saskatchewan Retail Merchants' Association, in a separate brief, 
also opposed any tariff increase in British wool cloth, arguing that it 
not only would increase prices but also adversely affect British buying 
in this country. 

The Tariff Board is gathering evidence on the bid of the Canadian 
wool textile industry for moreprotection against the competing British 
material. The present duty on British wollens is a maximum of 50 cents 
a pound. 

The Bogrd is expected to conclude the hearing and discussion of sub-
missions tomorrow. 

Er. Côté On Financial Formula For Provinces: Granby, Oct. 12 (Gazette) -- Post-
master General Alcide Côtè said tonight that to settle present Ottawa-Que. 
bec financial differences there must be found a formula large enough and 
elastic enough to permit not only Quebec but all 10 provinces to reach an 
agreement with Ottawa best suited to their particular needs. 

Speaking at a dinner tendered by the local Chambre de Commerce  to 
mark the official opening of the new $650,000 post office building here, 
Mr. Côté said that while waiting for the day when all provinces agree to 
a formula to amend the Canadian constitution, a "modus vivendi" must be 
found that will not violate principles of the British North America Act. 

He said that the Canadian constitution, imperfect as it may be, had 
served the people of Canada well since 1867. There was no reason rhy it 
should not continue to serve the purpose for which it was devised. 

The Minister said that the principle that all provinces must be treat. 
ed equally under the constitution did not necessarily mean' that all prov-
inces should reach "an idential agreement with the federal authorities."' 

Across Canada: "Canada must proclaim abroad as well as on its own soil, its 
complete sovereignty. A nation is not free which has not its awn con-
stitution, its own autonamous institutions and a national flag," Mr. 
Roch Pinard told the Liberal Business Men's Club of Toronto yesterday. . . 
About 4,000 Ford of Canada workers at Windsor yesterday voted approval 
of action by union executives in calling a strike Sunday. 0 . . The rug-
ged little RCLIP Arctic schooner St. Roch returned home to Vancouver yes-
terday to a tumultuous welcome. The veteran of the Arctic is being pur-
chased by the city and will be given a final resting place in Stanley Park 
as a monument to the courage and devotion to duty of Arctic sailors. . . 
The will of the late J. S. McLean, founder of .Canada Packers, Ltd., dis-
poses of an estate of C7,286,847. 
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Canadian  Disarmament Plan Submitted To U.N.:-  United Nations, N.Y., Oct. 13  (ci') -- 
Britain, the United States and France tod%y backed a Canadian plan aimed 
at narrowing the split between East and West over world disarmament. 

Health Minister Martin outlined the Canadian  proposai,  which calls on 
the five atomic powers to meet once more in private to iron out differences 
on a world disarmament treaty. 

Russia asked for time to study the Canadian resolution. Soviet dele-
gate Andrei Vishinsky said his country in principle could not react other- 
wise then favourably to an invitation to co-sponsor the resolution but a 
concrete reply would require more time for study. 

Mr. Martin spolé before the Assembly's 60-nation Political Committee. 
A Canadian resolution introduced by Mr. Martin said  a1  draft interna-

tional disarmament treaty should: 
1. Provide for thé regulation, limitation and major balanced reduction 

of all armed forces and armament. 
2. Call for the total prohibition of the use and manufacture of nuclear 

weapons as well as every type of weapon of mass destruction, together with 
the conversion of existing stocks of nuclear weapons to peaceful purposes. 

3. Establish effective -international control through a control body 
with rights, powers and functions adequate "to guarantee the effective 
observance of the convention (treaty)." 

In presenting the resolution, Mr. Martin said the Canadian delegation 
has "tried to provide what seems to us the most effective machinery for 
future progress - that is the same machinery to which I think we awe the - 
substantial progress which we have made since the last session of the Gen-
eral Assembly." 

"It should not be forgotten that it was precisely in the subcommittee 
of the Disarmament Commission that there were worked out the significant 
advances in the western position embodied in the Anglo-French memorandum, 
which the Soviet Government has now agreed to take as a basis for a  • 
convention." 

The Canndian resolution suggests that after general debate on disarm-
ament ends in the political committee, the five powers meet again in pri-
vate to seek "an acceptable solution, and to report to the General Assembly 
and the Security Council as soon as sufficient progress has been made."  • 

Mr.  Martin  said, "If some abridgement of the gap between our respec-
tive points of view is possible, agreement will, I submit, be easier'to 
reach in private informal meetings of the pawers the Disarmament Canmis-
sion considered principally involved: France, the USSR, the United Kingdom, 
the United States, and Canada." 

The main effort at this stage in the disarmanent debate "should be to 
seek to clarify and to understand and, above all, to create the best con-
ditions for further negotiation." 

The principal difference between the eastern and western proposals has 
been on the establishment and powers of the contrel body. 

` Mr. Martin recalled a Vishinsky statement Monday that "the Sciviet 
position has always been that 'to control is to verify. "  

"That is just the very problem . . . the Selviet proposals seem to con-
ceive of control as a process of checking up on the correctness  of informa- 
tion submitted by governments rather than of actively investigating any-
where at any  time  and by any means, whether the ipformation submitted to 
the control authorities is not only correct but complete. 

(over) 
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"For us, a control organ to be effective must have the authority to go 
whereverltwishes, not to pry into the economic activities of any country, 
but because it must make sure that - to use Mr. Vishinsky's own example - 
a button factory is not secretly making lethal weapons which have not been 
reported to the control organ." 

Mre Jules Mach of France, Mr. James Wadsworth of the U.S. and Er. Sel. 
wyn Lloyd of Britain announced their countries' acceptance as cc›.0Wasors 
of the Canadian resolution. 

Mr. V. K. Krishna Menon of India objected to the Canadian resolutionas 
having_fl almost the effect of adjourning the debate."  The Indlan,delegation 
felt the last"few days of debate had "yielded very wholesome results." 

Sir Percy Spender of Australia said his delegation reserved its atti- 
tude toward the Canadian resolution. 

Special U.N. Fund For Econamic Development:  United Nations, N.Y., Oct. 12 (CP) -- 
Two members of Canada's delegation to the U.N. General Asembly today 

- 	presented their country's viewpoint on matters before their respective com- 
, mittees. 	 ' 

Senator Charles B. Howard, Canadian representative on the Assembly's 
economic and financial committee, said Canada now is not in a position to 
contribute toward a proposed Special United Nations , Fund for Economic De-
velopment. 

Canada in principle supports eventual establishment of an interna-
tional development fund, he said, but in common with other countries, Can-
ada has had "to balance its real sympathy with the needs and aspirations of 
less developed countries against the requirements of its own econ&ny and 
defence. . 	•n 

Canada believes "more harm than good can result from premature attempts 
to Implement ambitious plans." 

Mr. Stuart Hemsley, of the External Affairs Department, told the Ad-
ministrative and Budgetary Canmittee that Canada gives full support to the 
Secretary-General's plans for reorganization of the U.N. Secretariat. . 

• 
Textile Tariff Hearinu:  Ottawa, Oct. 13 (CP) -- A trade union official  told the 

Tariff Board today it was labour's belief that the Canadian textile indus-
try has been "sacrificed to bolster the economy of the United Kingdom." 

Mr,  Sydney Emerson, international representative of the Textile Work-
ers Union of America (CCL-CIO), made the statement under questioning while 
presenting a brief from his union. The brief said the Canadian textile in-
dustry is doomed unless it immediately gets more tariff protection , against 
competing imported British woollens. . . 

Across Canada: The Crown is being sued for $3,632,000 as a result of the'April 8 
air collision over Moose Jaw, Sask., Canada's worst aviation disaster. Ex-
chequer Court of Canda officials said today 19 claims have been filed by 
lawyers representing widows, children and estates of some of the victims. 
Federal officials said there is a possibility that the claims may be set-
tled without a court battle, C.P. reports from Ottawa. 	. . Ontario Hydro 
and the New York State Power Authority have agreed to delay construction of 
the toll highway across the Iroquois Dam in the St. Lawrence River. The 
proposed highway was an integral part of Hydro's plans for the relocation 
and the future development of the Town of Iroquois to be completely flooded 
by the St. Lawrence power project, the Globe and Mail reports. . . 	The• 
Windsor,  Ont., Board of Control yesterday estimated the strike at the Ford 
Motor Company of Can-, da will cost the city of Windsor $4,000,000 a week. 
Controller Robert Fuller said the loss equals 20 per cent of the -city's 
budget. . . • Manitoba oil production in August reached a new peak for the 
third consecutive month, according to Government statistics. luest output 

. totalled 225,305 barrels, up 27,281 from July and 59,340 barrels mo-re than 
during June. 
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Kingston Penitentiary Report: Ottawa, Oct. 14 (CP) -- Canada is to have a cen-
tral institution for isolating the country's toughest penitentiary pris-
oners. 

Cabinet approval in principle for a Canadian versiOn of the United 
States' Alcatraz  was  spurred by the Aug. 13-15 fires i and riot at Kingston 
penitentiary »  found to have been stirred up by the Ontario pen's incor-
rigible Minority. 	, 

' 	The Cabinet, receiving a report on the disturbances yesterday frui t  
Maj.-Geu. R. B. Gibson, Commissioner of Penitentiaries, was advised that 
incorrigibles should • be segregated from the normal penitentiary inmates. 

An informant said the Ministers approved the idea of a central in-
stitution for the whole country»  to which unmanageable prisoners would be 
transferred from - federà1 prisons. There was no decision  on .a  site, and 
planning has not gone beyond the general idea of such a prison. 

After an investigation »  Gen. Gibson reported to the Cabinet that a 
small hard core of incorrigibles  ras  responsible for the Kingston inci-
dents and that the time now has came to consider segregating this -type. ' 

He advocated either that "security" blocks be built at individual 
penitentiaries or that a central establishment be set up to handle the 
most troublesome of, Canada's 5 9000 prison inmates 0  He  described these as 
just a small fraction of the total. 

Prieon officials estimated today that the number who might be rated 
as "incorrigible" for isolation purposes would at present run to between 
150 and 200. However, the number and makeup of the group changes as be-
ha-trior inproves or worsens. 

U.S. Raises  Canmdian  Potato Quota:  Ottawa, Oct. 14 (CP) -- The United States »  
acting under a trade pact obligation, has more than doubled its import 
quota for Canadian potatoes. But a poor harvest may cripple Canadian 
shipping efforts. 

Under terms of the General Agreement on Tariffs and  . Trade  the U.S. 
agreed to establish an annual import quota of 3,500 9000 bushels of table 
and seed potatoes which may be shipped into the U.S. at half the regular 
tariff duty - 37-1 cents for each 100 pounds »  instead of 75 cents. 

However„ it also agreed that if the American crop should fall below 
350,000 0000 buehels, the import quota under the lower tariff would be in-
creased by the difference between the estimated crop and the 350„000 0000 
bushels. 

The U.S. now has estimated its 1954 crop of table potatoes at 345,- 
515,000 bushels and has accordingly boosted its total reduced tariff 
import quota for the next 12 months to 7 9 985 0000 bushels which covers both 
seed and table sppds. 

leersonic Jet Interceptor: Montreal »  Oct. 15 (Gazette) -- An aircraft engine- 
ering authority in-dicated here yesterday that  Canadas  new home defence 
jet interceptor - lelieved capable of flying at twice the speed of sound - 
will be in production in time to meet the threat of the buildup of Russia's 
bomber force. 

This indication mas given by Mr. R. K. Anderson, an Avro (Toronto) 
engineering manager, to an international meeting of 250 scientists, engine-
ers and technicians of the North American aircraft industry, as well as a 
number of observers from the United Kingdom. 

(over) 



Ur. Anderson did not name the aircraft type but his remarks were in-
terpreted as an obvious reference to the CF-105, the successor to the pres-
ent  home  defence CF-100 jet° 

Mr. Anderson indirectly stated that the CF-105, now in the prototype 
stage at the Avro plant, would be in production within two years. 

In a description of the new aircraft, Mr. Anderson said it would fly 
well in excess of the speed of sound, attain a ceiling of 10 miles and would 
be equipped with advanced electronic equipment for detecting and combating 
the enemy under possible blind conditions. 

Mr. Anderson said the supersonic interceptor will carry weapons  more  
deadly and accurate than anything in use today. The aircraft will weigh 
fram "12 • o 20" tons: . • . 

Death Rate Among Lowest:-  Ottawa, Oct. 14 (CP) -- Canada appeared to be gaining 
in its battle against death-dealing diseases, with the 1953 death rate drop-
ping to a record low  •  of 8.6 persons for each 1,000 of population, placing 
Canada among the world'e healthiest people. 

This and other trènds in Canada's population growth and change were 
reported by the Bureau of Statistics today. It estimated that Canada's 
1953 death rate was layer than the 9.6 per 1,000 in the United States and 
was the third lawest among Western countries which keep reliable vital 
statistics* 

Oakville Ford Plant Strike: Oakville, Ont., Oct. 14 (CP) -- Union officials said 
tonight some 800 employees of. the Ford of Canada assembly plant here will 
strike tomorrow. 

Although only 800 workers will go on 
2,600 men at the Ford Assembly plant here 
pute. The other 1,800 have been laid off 
of the campany's annual model changeover. 

It will be the second walkout to hit 

the picket lines tamorraw, nearly 
are affected by the contract dis- 
during the last two weeks because 

Ford in less than a week. The 
company's production plant at  Windsor,  Ont., was struck by 5,700 workers 
last Sunday.  • 

Across Canada: Purchase of ninth series Canada Savings Bonds under payroll savings 
plans are expected to exceed laât year's total.  • 	Montreal's mayoral •  
race became wide open yesterday when the close of nominations shaved a 
field of nine. The municipal elections will be held Oct. 25. The nine 
aspirants equal the record number who contested the 1940 election. . • • 
The Toronto area construction industry faced a new strike last night, just 
one day after a nine-day walkout of bricklayers ended, when it was an-
nounced that the masons would go on strike Monday. . 0 Police Director 
J. Albert Langlois resumed his duties as head of Montreal's Police Depart- 
ment in Canada yesterday morning declaring it was his right to hold the 
post until higher courts dispose of his appeal against dismissal., 
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52 Known Dead In Central Ontario Hurricane:  Toronto, Oct. 17 (CP) -- Bodies of 
52 victims of Hurricane Hazel's sweep across Central Ontario had been 
identified by 7:30 tonight and there -were strong indications that more than 
70 will be listed killed when the search through shattered houses and in 
lakes and rivers ends. 

Red Cross officials said the hunt for bodies halted at dark until tomor- 
row. At that time a Canadian Press list of personspissing and believed 
dead totalled 52. 

Mr. Fred G. G, rdiner, Chairman of the Metropolitan Council, said dam-
age estimates run as high as 1100,000,000. 

Thousands of sightseers from metropolitan Toronto and elsewhere hamper-
ed search and relief operations in the Humber Valley, along the western out-
skirts of the city, where most of Ontario's casualties occurred. 

Only essential traffic was permitted in many areas as the task of 
sieving debris for bodies of the missing continued in sho-wery weather. 

EMergency feeding centres were established. Mavy reservists in whale-
boats searched for bodies. Army signallers set up walkie-talkie communi-
cation between flood areas where telephone comiliunication uns knocked out 
by Friday night's record 7.2 inches of rai and minds up to 72 miles an 
hour. An anti-looting guard of RCAF men was established. 

Two days after the storm only one hieway link between Toronto's 1,200,- 
000 population and Western Ontario was open to civilian traffic. Northbound 
mainline trains still had to be rerouted, but normal air travel was restored. 

An undisclosed number of bodies awaited identification in a makeshift 
eniergency morgue set up at the police station in Etobicoke, hardest hit of 
the Humber  Valley villages. 

Mr. St. Laurent On Preparedness:- Quebec, Oct. 17 (CP) -- Mr. St. Laurent said to-
day Canada's armed preparedness should not "incite us to become arrogant and 
unconcerned about points of view different from our own." 

In a speech in French marking the 40th anniversary of the establish-
ment of the Royal 22nd Regiment at the start of the First îkrld War, Mr. St. 
Laurent said Canada should remain calm and confident and not "propagate fear" 
in the current world situation. 

He spoke at the St. Joan of Arc monument before troops of the regiment. 
He said a middle-of-the-road course between confidence and fear must be fol-
lowed. 

"For, any excess in one direction or the other could have equally dis-
astrous results. 

" 000* Vk dare to hope that Providence will match over the efforts of 
our allies and our own, to organize peace in the world, that heaven will 
help those who help themselves mutually to that end. 

"During the past years, we have had to make grave decisions, and impose 
heavy sacrifices on ourselves, to ensure our defence, which is inevitably 
bound up mith thnt of our allies. 

"We have to be ready to defend ourselves in case of attack and organize 
the strength needed to support our claims in favour of just and equitable 
decisions for all 

"Our feeling of confidence is first of all founded on the superiority 
of our way of life and of our demccratic system, but it also rests on the 
effectiveness of our military preparedness.

tt  

(over )  
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Mr. St. Laurent said Canada's armed forces increased the nation's 
prestige during two world rnrs -and derine the Korean war. They also made 
Crinedinns nore conscious of theif 1,,Tensni1ities. Canadian soldiers 
abroad rere so MrInV am')assadors to promote the good name of their nation. 

"We believe that ti-is military effort we.are making is an indispen-
sable part of our co-bribution to maintain the belançe•in»the world and 
to prevent the cold war from degencrating into a hot war. 

"We are convinced that unless evident and constant proof of our 
strength and decision in the face of danger is given, certain nations 
would take advnntage of our hesitations and weakness to pursue their 
world-conquest plans. 

"It is necessary thrit they knaw ahead of time that they shall not 
pass. 

"But we dare to hope this conviction will be such that a modus vivendi 
will be possible, enabling,us to devote a greater proportion of our re-
sources and our energies to constructive workd . • • . 

"we regret nothing and intend to continue to be ready, but we hope 
that it will not ever be necessary to put to the test the sufficiency of 
our preparedness." 

9,500 Ford Workers Idle Through Strike: Windsor, Ont., Oct. 15 (CP) -- Ford 
- Motor  Company  of Canada tonight locked the doors of its $30,000,000 power-

house at its strike-bound Windsor plant, forcing 1,200 office workers off 
the job. A company statement said the offices must be closed for lack of 
heat and power. Office workers' salaries will be paid until further notice. 

The number of Ford workers idle in Ontario today reached about 9,500. 
A strike at the Oakville assembly plant today put 800 more on the 

picket lines and 1,800 were laid off there previously. The 5,700 members 
of Local 200, United Automobile Workers' Union (CIO-CCL) went on strike 
last Sunday. About 700 are expected to be forced  out. of  Etobicoke parts 
depot by other strikes, bringing the total to more than 10,000. 

(Strikes in Montreal and Oakville Friday added more than 3,900 per-
sons to Canada's list of men idle through walkouts or unemployment* 

A Canadian Press survey today showed at least eight strikes in pro-
gress involving approximately 14,000 workers.), 

Nike Training At Fort Churchill: Ottawa, Oct. 15 (CP) -- Cold-weather tests of 
Nike, the supersonic anti-aircraft guided missile developed by the U.S. 
Army, will be conducted near -Tort Churchill, Man., in January and February, 
the Defence Department announced tonight. 

Canadian soldiers trained during the last year on the weapon at Fort 
Bliss, Tex., will carry out the tests, termed operation "Frost Jet." 

It was the first official disclosure that Canadian soldiers have been 
trained to fire the nike. 

Football:  Montreal 46, Hamilton 11; Toronto 27, Ottawa 11; Saskatchewan 19, Cal-
gary 8; Edmonton 31, British Columbia 3;  Western  25, McGill 6; Queens 20, 
Varsity O. 

Across Canada: The Department of External Affairs announced October 15 that Prime 
Minister Mohammed Ali of Pakistan, accompanied by Begum Mohammed Ali, will 
arrive in Ottawa on October 21, for a brief visit as a guest of the Canadian 
Government. 	. . J. Hugh Campbell, Manager of the Canadian Pacific Rail- 
way's Department of Public Relations since 1945, died suddenly in hospital 
in Montreal Saturday night at the age of 57. He was head of the Mhrtime In- 
formation Board in Washington  during the Second World War. . 	. Canada's 
for-hire truckers are calling for the abolition of agreed charges in rail-
way freight rates. Canadian Trucking Associations, chief spokesman for the 
$200,000,000-a-year highway transport business, has told the Royal Canmis-
sion on Agreed  Charges  that extension of the practice could destroy over- 
the-road transport. . 	. The Antiquarian and Numimnatic S'A.ety of Montreal 
has announced the appointment of Louis Carrier, F.R.S.A., F.R.G.C., as cur-
ator of the Chnteau de Remezay. 
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Ontario's Hurricane Death Toll Now 78:  Toronto, Oct. 18 (CP) -- The known death 
toll mounted sharply in the stricken Humber Valley today as a receding 
river gave up more bodies to disaster tems among the ruins of broken haines 
in West Toronto suburbs. 

Tonight - 60 hours after Friday night's hurricane - the full toll was 
•still uncertain. . . 0 

1. Within a few miles of the downtown shopping area, the Humber drawn-
ed at least 57 persons. A Canadian Press compilation showed 13 others mis-
sing, three of them presumed dead. 

2. More than 30 ofthe deaths occurred at a bend of the river where 
19 homes were ewept away on two short streets - Raymore and Gilhaven drives.. 
Whole families were wiped out by the flood. 

3 0 In metropolitan Toronto, more than 500 families were left-hameless. 
4. Damage was estimated in the tens of millions of dollars. Mr. Fred 

G. Ggrdiner, Chairman of the Toronto Metropolitan Council, said estimates 
range up to $100,000 9 000. 

5. The Humber, the Don River across the city, and other streams smash-
ed 50 bridges and culverts, breaking vital traffic links between the city's 
working heart and its dormitory suburbs. 

6. Outside the Humber Valley but in the Toronto area, seven were drawn-
ed and eight were missing presumed dead. 

7. The over-all toll for the Province of Ontario may reach as high as 
90. The latest compilation for all Ontario was: dead, 78; missing, pre-
sumed drawned, 8; missing, 10. 

8. At Holland Marsh, 35 miles north of the city, 7,000 acres of the 
most fertile farm land in the province was a lake. Almost 2,000 were left 
hameless there and damage was estimated at $10,000,000. But apparently 
there was no loss of life. 

Along the Humber, troops and civilians continued the search for bodies 
in the debris. Special police were  posted to prevent looting and thefts. . . 0 

Cabinet On Rehabilitation Aid:  Ottawa, Oct. 18 (CP) -- Storm havoc in the Toronto 
area will be discussed by the Federal Cabinet tomorrow, although it has not 
yet received any formal request for financial aid. 

Mr. St. Laurent today promised "sympathetic consideration" to any re-
quest by the Ontario Government, and said federal aid toward rehabilitating 
flooded areas will follow the principle applied in aid grantedfor the Win-
nipeg floods and the Rimouski and Cabano fires in 1950. 

Iftrships Around The Globe:  Ottawa, Oct. 18 (CP) -- More than a score of Canadian 
warships, fram coastal minesweepers to the 1e,000-ton aircraft carrier 
Magnificent, are scattered half-way round the globe on training exercises 
and operational duties. 

The Magnificent is In San Francisco. 
The west coast frigate Stettler joined the flattop at Balboa Oct. 1 

on\the way up the Pacific coast. 
The cruiser Quebeb sailed from Halifax Saturday for a two-months' 

training cruise to Trinidad and South America. 
Four ships of the first Canadian Escort Seuadron - the destroyer escort 

Algonquin and frigate Lauzon, Prestonian and Toronto - sailed from London-
derry, Northern Ireland, Sunday for a twomonths' Mediterranean cruise. 

(over) 
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The frigate Jonquiere and the coastal escorts Digby and Brockville ' 
left Balboa Sunday for Canada's west coast. 

The destroyer Micmac is.on a 'training cruise:toSouthern United States 
ports. 

flATT Delegation:  (Press Release No. 68, Oct. 18) -- The Department of External 
Affairs announced October 18 that the Minister of Trade and Commerce, Mr. 
Howe, will be the Minister in Charge of the Canadian Delegation to the 
Ninth Session of the Contracting Parties to the General Agreement on Tar-
iffs and Trade which will convene in GeneVa on October 28, 1954. It is 
expected that at this Session the Contracting Parties will review  the  opera.. 
tion of the Agreement and formulate more permanent rules for international 
trade. In addition to Mr. Hdwe, other members of the delegation will be as 
follaws: 

Chairman of the Delegation - Mr. L. D. Wilgress; Delegates: Mr. A.F.W. 
Flumptre, Department of Finance; Mr. L. E. Couillard, Department of External 
Affairs; Dr. A. E. Richards, Department of Agriculture; Mr. A. W. Brown, De-
partment of National Revenue; Mr. B. G. BUrn",...Prtnentof Trade and Com-
merce; Mr. A. Annis, Department of.FinaineCyr.,M..Schwarzmann,Department-of 
,Trade.and Commerce; Secretary of Delegation: Mr. W. Lavoie, Department of 
Trade and Commerce. 

Rules News Article Sources Must Be Divulged:  Ottawa, Oct. 18 (CP) -- The Supreme 
Court of Canada today ruled, in effect, that a reporter must divulge his 
sources of information for an article resulting in a libel action or be de-
prived of his right of defence. 

Unanimously, the five justices refused Blair Fraser, Ottewa - editor of 
Maclean's Magazine, leave to appeal an order of the British Columbia courts 
striking out his defence in a libel suit brought by Gordon Wismer, former 
Attorney-General of B.C. 

Canada's  Resources: Montreal, Oct. 19 (Gazette) -- The United States today de-
pends upon Canada for economic survival, Hon. Paul Beaulieu, provincial 
Minister of Trade and Commerce,  yesterday told the Quebec regional confer-
ence on general packaging. 

Mr. Beaulieu said the U.S. has been developing its natural resources 
for 100 years and now finds itself forced to look to Canada for its sup-
plies of many vital raw materials - newsprint and iron ore, in particular. 
Canada, on the other hand, with an area equal to the U.S., is just begin-
ning to develop its resources with "the surface hardly scratched.". 

Across Canada:  Mr. Howe said yesterday that the latest U.S. curb-„restttcting 
imports of barley to 27,500,000 bushels for the year which began Oct. *1., is 
not too serious. "It is a compromise in which we preserve our market for 
malting barley and we are not too unhappy about it," he  said  according to 
C.P. . . . Only enough money remains in the reserve fund of the Montreal 
Museum of Fine Arts for two more years of operations at the present level 
of expendjture, Mr. F. Cleveland Morgan, President of the M'useum Council, 
said yesterday, the Gazette reported. 
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Fear Holland  Marsh May Add To Death Total:  Toronto, Oct. 19 (CP) -- Order gradu-
ally emerged tonight from the chaos left by EurricaneBazel in the western 
outskirts of Toronto. But disaster crews were still recovering bodies from 
the silt and debris piled high by the Humber River, and an unconfirmed re-
port was published that the Ontario death tôll of last Friday's storm - now 
78 - may exceed 100 when the flooded Holland marsh is drained. 

Search parties in small boats poked among floating vegetation for signs 
of human bodies. Besides the 78 dead, and apart from the reported Holland 
marsh missing, seven persons are missing and presumed drowned and five are 
liSted as missing. 

It may be weeks before the facts are know. Huge pumps must remove mil-
lions of tons of water before the land is dry. . 

Commission May Survey Rehabilitation Needs:  Ottawa, Oct. 19 (CP) -- A Royal Com-
mission probably will be established to survey the Toronto area's damage to 
determine how much the federal treasury should contribute for rehabilita- 
tion. 

Mr. St. Laurent said today this looks like the most practical way of 
dealing with the disaster, though fiô,final decision has been reached. He 
told reporters, after talking by long-distance telephone with Premier Frost 
of Ontario, that he and Mr. Frost are agreed there should be a Royal Com-
mission if that appears the most expedition's way of handling the matter. 

"iffe both want to know the facts as quickly as possible," he said. 
If a Conmission is set up, he indicated, it will follow the line of 

one established for Manitoba's 1950 Red River flood disaster, in which  Par-
liement  contributed about $12,500,000. That was a two-man Commission 
appointed by the Federal Government but with Manitoba selecting one of its 
members. 

Mr. St. Laurent promised yesterday that federal assistance 
given the Toronto area on the same principles that governed aid 
the Winnipeg flood and fires during 1950 at Rimouski and Cabano 

"There is going to be nothing left undone to deal with the 
as expeditiously as possible," he said. 

Asked if money would be available without a vote fram Parliament - 
due to meet early in 1955 - Mr. St. Laurent said: 

"If money is required, it will be made available as soon as it is re-
quired." 

Ambassador To Dominican Republic  And Haiti: (Press Release No. 70) -- The Depart- 
ment of External Affairs announced today that Mr. H. A. Scott, Canadian 
Ambassador to Cuba, has been appointed Canadian Ambassador to the Dominican 
Republic and the Republic of Haiti. Mr. Scott, who will continue as Ambas-
sador to Cuba, is expected to present his Letters of Credence to the Presi-
dents of the Dominican Republic and Haiti later this year. 

The decision to exchange diplomatic missions with the Dominican Re-
public and Haiti was announced earlier this year; the missions will be 
opened about the middle of November. The Commercial Counsellor in the Do-
minican Republic, Mr. M. B. Bursey, and Mr. E. R. Bellemare, First Secret-
ary of the Embassy in Haiti, will act as Chargés d'Affaires ad interim 
during Mr. Scott's absence from these two posts. 

will be 
follawing 
in Québec.  
situation 

(over) 
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14 New Sub Chasers:  Ottawa, Oct. 19 (CP) -- Canada is spending $210,000,000 to 
construct 14 new sub - chasers. Although there have been snags the first 

„.vessel will be campleted late  in 1955,  federal authoritiês said today. 
_ 	Shipbuilding officials . in the Defence Production Department admit pro.. 

gress has been "very  slow," but add that snags are being overcame. They 
estimate that all of the So-called St. Laurent class of destroyer escort 
vessels should be delivered to the Navy by late 1957. 

Plastics Industry Asks Protection:  Ottawa, Oct. 19 (CP) -- Canada's young raw 
plastics industry today appealed for tariff protection against U.S. com-
petitors, prampting similar bids by other industries using the plastic 
raw material. 

Canadian Industries, Ltd., with a $15,000,000 polyethylene resins  plant 
established at 'Edmonton, told the Tariff Bonrd it requires a tariff of 20 
per cent as protection if the newly-formed Canadian industry is to survive. 

The resins are by-products of Alberta's natural gas and provide the 
raw material for a myriad of flexible plastic products. 

Truckers Meet Rate Cuts:  Ottawa, Oct. 19 (CP) -- Truckers have slashed rates be- 
tween Montreal and Toronto as the latest move in a rail-truck war on Can-
ada's busiest freight artery. 

The truck move matches shnrp railway rate cuts put into effect a month 
ago in  •an attempt to snatch back some of the business - • among the country's 
most lucrative - which highway operators have been taking from the rail 
companies in recent years. 

Across Canada:  Governor General Massey says good books can check the "rapid and 
degrading depersonalization" created by modern mass media such as radio, 
television and films. "Today in a mass-produced, mass-organized, group-
thinking society, books are above all others the means by which the indi-
vidual may be nourished and a free society preserved," he told the 125th 
anniversary dinner of Ryerson Press last night, C.F. reported. . 	. Queen 
Mother Elizabeth will be presented with a pair of boxing gloves for her 
grnndson,.Prince Charles, when she visits Ottawa next month, the City Coun- 
cil was told last night. 	. . The Bureau of Statistics reported that the 
flow of petroleum from Alberta and other Canadian fields rose to 42,232,615 
barrels in the first half of this year compared to 33,391,423 in the first 
six months of 1953. Natural gas output climbed to 65,107,621,000 cubic 
feet from 52,376,435,000 in the same period. 
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NATO Ministerial Meeting:  (Press Release No. 69, Oct. 19) -- The Department of 
External Affairs announced on October 19 that the Ministerial Meeting of 
the North Atlantic Council in Paris, on October 22, will consider the recom-
mendations prepared on the basis of the decisions reached at the récent  
Nine-Power Conference in London regarding the association of Gernauy with 
the West and arrangements for a German defence contribution. Thisileeting 
will be preceded by a meeting on October 21 of the nine Foreign Ministers 
who attended the London Conference. 

Canada will be represented at both these meetings by Mr. L. B. Pearson, 
Secretary of State for External Affairs; he will be assisted by Mr. L. D. 
Wilgress, Permanent Representative of Canada to the North Atlantic Council, 
Dr. R. A. MacKay, Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs; 
General Charles Foulkes, Chairman, Chiefs of Staff and Air Vice Marshal D. M. 
Smith Chairman of the Canadian Joint Staff, London. Mr. J. G. H. Halstead 
of the Department of External Affairs and Mr. A. B. Hockin, of the Depart-
ment of Finance, are accompanying the delegation. 

The NATO Ministerial Meeting will consider reports on the arrangements 
, for the admission of Germany to NATO, on the reinforcement of the UTOmachin-
. ery, and on the association of other NATO countries with the Three-Power 
Declaration on Germany made at the London Conference. 

Ambassador To Egypt:  (Press Release No. 71, Oct. 21) -- The Department of External 
Affairs announced on October 21 that Mr. Kenneth P. Kirkwood has been appoin-
ted as Canada's first Ambassador to Egypt and concurrently as Canadals first 
Minister to Lebanon. Mr. Kirkwood, who is at present serving with the Can-
adian Delegation to the Ninth Session of the United Nations General Assembly, 
will proceed about the end of November to Egypt and to Lebanon to present his 
letters of credence. In the meantime, the Canadian diplomatic missions, 
which have now opened in Cairo and Beirut, will each be under the direction 
of the senior officer of the mission, serving as Chargé d'Affaires ad interim. 

Ambassador To Israel:  (Press Release No. 72, Oct. 21) -- The Department of External 
Affairs announced on October 21, that Mr. T. W. L. MacDermot, the Canadian 
Ambassador to Greece, has been appointed as Canada's first Ambassador to 
Israel. Mr. MacDermot, who will continue to be accredited to Greece, will 
shortly proceed to Israel to present his letter of credence. In the mean-
time the Canadian Embassy, which has already been opened in Tel Aviv, will 
be under the direction of the Counsellor, Mr. George P. Kidd, who will act 
as Chargé d'Affaires ad interim during Mr. MacDermot's absence from this 
post. 

Flood Death Toll Now 79:  Toronto, Oct. 20 (CP) -- A boom was strung across the 
Humber River at Toronto's western outskirts today. Spotters were assigned 
to watch for drifting bodies of victims of last week-end's death-dealing 
floods along the river valley. 

With searches still going on amid the destruction left by the swirling, 
wat-Qr in the Humber Valley and in other sections of Southern Ontario hit by 

,y 

	

	floods, the toll of known dead stood today at 79, with seven persons listed 
as missing and presumed drowned and six others as missing. 

Rescuers expressed fear that the toll might be still higher in the 
flood-ravaged western suburbs of Etobicoke and Port Credit and in such north-
ern suburbs as Woodbridge. 
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The work of searching for bodies, of salvaging belongings and of re-
pairing shattered homes went forward today in cool, cloudy weather. 

As contributions to the Ontario Hurricane Relief Fund flowed in from 
across Canada, officials said more than 1.,500,000 of the $10,000,000 
objective has been realized. 

Er. Drew On Future Of Europe:  Morrisburg, Ont., Oct. 20 (CP) -- A union of free 
European countries could become even stronger than Russia, Mr. Drew said 
tonight. In co-operation with other free countries in the world, a united 
free Europe could assure years of continuing peace. 

"Never before have we been so close to the fulfilment of that dream," 
Mr. Drew said at a meeting of the Canadian Club in this St. Lawrence River 
town. 

Mr. Drew, who made a two-month tour of Europe last summer, 
construction of war damage has been "little shortof.amiracle." 

"In most countries industrial production is higher than it 
the war." 

The rebuilding, helped largely by United States financial 
been inspired by the hope of a peaceful Europe. That hope was 
"to an extent that we have hardly recognized." . . 

' said re-

was before 

aid, had 
justified 

Sees  Trend To Age Of  Scarcity:  Ottawa, Oct. 20 (CP) -- The President of the 
National Research Council believes that Canada must play a bigger scientific: 
role in preparing for ari age of scarcity. 

Dr. E. Mr. R. Steacie urged serious consideration of a long-range pro-
gram of technological development in the 37th annual report of NRC released 
here today. The report, made public in advance of its tabling in Parlia- 
ment, reviews the work of the council in the year ended March 31, 1954. 

Across Canada: Employment in Canada apparently hit its 1954 peak last month, but 
it remained under the total of a year earlier. The Government reported 
yesterday in its monthly employment survey that an estimated 4,820,000 
people worked full-time the week ended Sept. 18, compared with 4,748,000 a 
month earlier and 4,896,000 a year previously, C.P. reports. . . . Prime 
Minister Mohammed Ali, of Pakistan, yesterday informed Prime Minister St. 
Laurent that he will be unable to make his planned visit to Ottawa. . . 

Prime Minister St. Laurent will lead Montreal's 40th anniversary salute to 

the Royal 22nd Regiment on Sunday morning and in the afternoon 6,000 march- 

ing men take over the spotlight in a day devoted to the armed forces. . 

Mr. Dwight P. Cruikshank, prominent Ottawa Valley industrialist and reeve 
of suburban Rockcliffe village for the last 16 years, died in Ottawa yester- 

. 

day following a heart attack. 
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Flood  Relief Fund Provides Cash, Necessities:  Toronto, Oct. 22 (Globe & Mail) -- 
Direct assistance for flood victims, ta both cash and tools or household 
needs, will be provided fram the Ontario Hurricane Relief Fund, officials 
of the organization announced yesterday. 

As the fund rose steadily to reach a total of $1,852 381 toward its 

$10,000,000 objective yesterday, a plan of relief distribution was announ-
ced which would: 
1. Previde immediate emergency assistance in cash advances; 
2. Provide immediate relief of needs of dependents of flood -victims; 

3. Provide compensation to flood -victims for household effects, clothing 

and living requirements lost or destroyed. 
The assistance would be provided through local committees. 
In the statement announcing the basis for assistance, t#e fund execu-

tive stated that extension of these commitments would bé considered if 

further information indicated greater need and if government action, yet 
to be oûtlined, necessitated it, It was assumed, however, that coMpensa-
tion for lcst or damaged houses would be a government obligation. 

Major objective of the fund was provision of food, tools for re-estab-

lishing families and provision of household items. In the meantime social 
welfare workers were preparing reports on dependents of flood victims,-and 
policy with regard to these would be announced soon. . . . 

U. K. Strike Slowing Grain Movement:  Ottawa, Oct. 21 (CP) -- Ur. Howe said to-
day that Britain's waterfront strike has slowed overseas movement of Can-

adian grain and that the slow-down is getting "quite serious." - 
The Minister added in an interview that the walkout, tying up 44,000 

British seaport workers and more than 330 ships, also has caused ocean 
freight rates to "shoot up," increasing traffic difficulties. 

Canada's major export to Britain is wheat and normally at this time 

of year exporters rush to speed movement before  the  winter freeze-up on the 

Great lakes and the St. Lawrence River. 
Canadian wheat sales to Britain have been rising in the last few 

months, but federal grain experts feel that Britain's purchases might even 
be heavier than they are if there had been no dock strike. 	 ' 

Though Canada this year may harvest a poor wheat crop, she has car-
ried over 587,000,000 bushels of unsold wheat from last year's harvest• 
Canadian authorities have been pushing sales to provide prairie farmers 

with more income. 
Mr. awe said he hoped the strike will soon end, for if the ships are 

tied up too long ta British ports it may be difficult for them to get 
loads of Canadian wheat after the freeze-up, 

At Montreal, the heart of the Eastern Canadian overseas grain-ship- 

ping trade, a steamship operator said that if the labour dispute is not 
,settled this weekend, "camplete chaos" may result, Another said the tie-up 
means that some ships may be able to make one more trip instead of two be-

fore the St. Lawrence River freezes and the Montreal port is closed for the 
winter. 

Says Change From Liberal Trade Policies Would Be  Harmful: Niagara Falls, Ont., 

' 	Oct. 21 (CI') -- Finance Minister Harris said tonight he is convinced Can- 

ada would suffer if the Government's liberal trade policies were jetti-
soned at the first breath of international competition. 

(over) 
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Speaking at the opening of the Niagara industrial exhibition here, 
Mr. Harris said increased  production  in Europe has resulted in more nor-
mal , competitive conditions in world markets. - 

For the first time in many years the'art of selling had resumed its 
paramount place in business enterprise. Some producers,>both in Canada 
and elsewhere, has found the readjustment difficult and pressures had 
developed for increased government assistance of one form or .  another. 

"By and large these pressures have been resisted," Er. Harris said. 
"I think this reflects a general awareness that liberal trade policies are 
not simply fair weather policies., These policies have served us-well and 
they are as valid now as they have been in the past. 

"I am convinced that all countries, indluding Canada, would suffer 
if these policies were to be jettisoned.at the first breath l of interna-
tional competition." 

Militia Training And Sundly Church:  Ottawa, Oct. 21 (CI.) -- Defence officials, 
replying to criticism that weekend militia training,interferes with Sun-
day church-going, said today national defence is a seven-day-,a-week job. 

The Ottawa=Montreal Svnod of the Presbyterian Church of Canadh'last 
night at Montreal adopted a resolution condemning weekend training by 
militia and cadet units, The Synod suggested that training be.held dur-
ing the week. 

Officials here said men in the militia hold civilian jobs during the 
week and the only time they have to train is j during weekends. Mhenever 
possible, units take padres with them on out-of-town weekencrtraining - 
schemes. . 

Prairie Grain Losses:  Ottawa, Oct. 21 (CP) -- The Inter-provincial Far m Union 
Council estimated today that prairie grain farmers will,lose about $400,- 
000,000 this year because of a poor harvest; battered by bad weather, 
rust and frost. 	 . 	 . 

• 	 " 	 • 	 . 

Mr. J. L. Phelps, Council President, said in a brief to the-Govern-
ment that the economic "disaster" which confronts  the prairies is about 
four times as great as that caused by Hurricane Hazel which hit the 
Toronto area last weekend. 

Urging an immediate 15 cent a bushel interim payment on last year's 
wheat crop, Mr. Phelps said failure',to recognize the need for boosting 
prairie farm income can push Canada's agricultural industry "into a full 
scale depression." 

Across Canada:  Britain is not alarmed by the appearance of new Russian jet 
bombers, Lord De L'Isle and Dudley, VC, British Scretary of State for 
Air,,said in Ottawa yesterday, according to C.P. He told a press con-.
ference that the new Hunter and Swift dav fighters and all-weather 
Javelin will be "at the top of the list" in fighter aricraft when they 
are fully in service. He said Canada's development work in air-to.=air 
guided missiles may play a part in equipping RAF fighter planes with such 
wenrons. RAF fighters are to be armed with missiles but he could not 
divulge the target date. . . . Head office 6f Ford Motor Company of Can-
ada, which has been in Windsor since the compnny wns founded 50 years ago, 
has been moved to 'Toronto. The move will nffect about 100 persons in-
cluding the najority of officers and top executives, with some suporting 
staff. The move coincides with the strike since Oct. 10 of 5,700 employ-
ees at the Windsor manufacturing plant, but the coM any said 'it has been 
planned for some time, C. P. reports from Windsor. 
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A11-Canadian Seaway Future Possibility:  Montreal Oct. 24 (CP) -- Mr. St. Laurent 
indicated last night Canada is not ready to build an all-Canadian seaway at 
this time, but may do so in the future. 

Except for a short canal to be built on the U.S. side of the Interna-
tional Rapids section, the St. Lawrence Seaway will follow an a11-Canadian 
route. The U.S. section, near Barnhardt Island, will i be built by the United 
States. 

Mr. St. Laurent, in a speech at a banquet marking the 10th anniversary 
of the French-.„)eaking newspaper men's syndicate of Montreal, reviewed the 
history of Canada-U.S.-negotiations in recent years concerning the seaway. . 

Mr. St. Laurent said construction of the seaway wus dependent on con-
struction of a dame cross the International Rapiàs section of the St. Law-
rence River. This hydro-electric power develbpment, since it touched both 
Canada and the U.S.,had to be an international undertaking. 

Mr. St. Laurent said it is an open secret Canada would have preferred 
to build all the canals in Canadian territory, but it had to consider joint 
participation in order to-secure U.S. , co-eperàtion in the'hydro development. 

Er. St. Laurent said if Canada had turned down U.S. participation in 
the seaway and started to build all canals on the Canadian side, it would 
have done serious injury to Canada-U.S. relations. 

Worse still, he said, Canada might have lost U.S. co-operation in the 
hydro project and "given proOf of childish stubbornness and inexcusable 
wastage of the financial resources of the country•" 

"The Canadian Government has made it known to the U.S. authorities, in 
unequivocal terms, that should Canadian shipping or foreign merchant ship-
ping or foreign merchant shipping bound for Canadian Great Lakes ports be 
subjected to annoying restrictions in American canal in the international 
section, Canada would lnmediately undertake construction of a second canal 
situated entirely in Canadian territory in the vicinity of Barnhardt Island. 

"We have also indicated that should the volume of merchant shipping be-
come sufficiently large, the Canadian Government reserved the right to con-
struct the second canal in Canadian territory. 

"At that time, which is not perhaps too remote at the present rate of 
our industrial development, the entirely Canadian seaway will have became 
an accomplished fact. . 	." 

SePtember Deficit $84,619,000  (Globe &  Mail)  -- Budgetary revenues in September 
continued to run behind those of last year, as they have done ever since 
the 195455 fiscal year began April 1. 

The monthly statement of the Government's financial operations, relea- 
sed today by Finance Minister Harris, showed revenues of $295,958,000 in 
September, $28,764,000 less than in the saine  month last year. 

Expenditures were down by $27,227,000 - to $380,577,000» The reduc-
tion in expenditures occurred almost exclusively in defense spending. 

The deficit on the month VMS $84,619,000 - not much different fram 
last September's deficit of $83,092,000. 

The former Finance Minister, Mr. AbboA, budgeted for a surplus of 
$4,000,000 in this year. However, while his conclusions were optimistic, 
Mr. àbbottts budget speech contained warnings that unless certain con-
ditions were realized thé balanced budget he forecast would not be achieved. 

(over) 



Revenues in the first six months of the fiscal year are down by $153,. 
394,000. 	 ' 

The revenue picture shows personal income tax collections remaining 
about at last &ear's level, down only $9,669,000 over the first six months. 
Corporation income taxes, hawever, have yielded $91,689,000 less. Customs 
duties, sales tax and other excise duties are also down. 

UN 	Must  Be Sustained, Says Mr. St.  Laurent: Ottawa, Oct. 22 (CP) -- Mr. St. 
Laurent said tonight the United Nations must be sustained through "one of 
the most critical interludes in the history of mankind." 

"If civilization is to survive and progress," he said in a statement, 
"it will be because the ideals and principles which inspired the charter of 
the United Nations will triumph over the ruthless materialism which threat-
ens the survival of the organization." 

His statement was issued to mark the anniversary of the UN charter, 
which came into effect nine years ago this Sunday. . . . 

Premier Mendes-France May Visit Ottawa:  Ottawa, Oct. 22 (CP) -- Premier Mendes-
France will visit Ottawa Nov. 16 on his way to Washington, it was learned 
today. 

Er. St. Laurent yesterday invited the French Premier to call here when 
he learned that Mendes-France was going to Washington. Mendes-France 
accepted today. He will be here for a day only.  Ris  visit will coincide - 
with that of the Queen Mother. 

Further details on the French Premier's visit were not immediately 
available. However, it is understood that efforts are being made to  arrange 
visits to Montreal, Quebec City and Toronto, in which case his stay in Can-
ada probably would extend from Nov. 14 to 17. 

Canada Represented At Alamein Ceremony:  Ottawa, Oct. 22 (CP) -- Canada and the 
RCAF- will be represented when Field Marshal.Viscount Montgomery unveils the 
Alamein memorial in Egypt Sunday. 

The memorial forms the northern boundary of the Alamein cemetery located 
, in the Egyptian desert at the site of the historic,battle of Alamein. 

Lt.-Gen. Maurice Pope, Canadian Ambassador to Spain, will represent the 
, Canadian Government and the RCAF will be represented by Air Commodore A. D. 
Ross. 

Football:  Toronto 30, Montreal 24; Hamilton 25, Ottawa 17; Edmonton.24, Sask-
atchewan 19;  Winnipeg 18, British Columbia 0; Toronto 43, McGill 6;  Western 

 27, Queen's 1. 

Across Canada:  Prairie farmers have cut an estimated 86 per cent of their grain 
crops and have threshed 63 per cent, the Bureau of Statistics reported. 
The report covers harvesting up to Oct. 15 on the five major grains: Wheat, 
oats, barley, rye and flaxseed. The Bureau said good weather naw has re-
turned to the Prairies, plagued by bad weather earlier in the harvesting 
season. . . . Bodies of four more victims were recovered from the Humber 
River at the week-end. The Ontario Hurricane Relief Fund climbed to 
$2,332,406. 
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Mr. Pearson On German Entry Into NATO: Paris, Oct. 25 (Reuters) -- Mr. Pearson 
said today agreements signed here Saturday to admit l'est Germany to the 
North Atlantic Treaty Organization "represented a new and decisive advance 
in the development of the Atlantic Community." 
- 	»They also represented a notable reinforcement of the security of free 
men everywhere. As such they should receive a warm and widespread welcome 
in Canada." 

He made the comments in a statement issued to the press. 
Mr. Pearson siÈned on behalf of Canada the protocol to the North At-

lantic Treaty admitting West Germany. Although Canada will not be a par- 
' 	ticipating -member of Tthe new seven-nation Western European Union, he was 

present at the personal request of French Premier Pierre Mendes-France for 
the signing of documents setting up this organization. 

The Union enlarged the Brussels Pact - composed of Britain, France, 
the Netherlands, Belgium and Luxembourg - to include Italy and M'est Germany. 
Canada and the United States are considered guarantors of the Union's status. 

Mr. Pearson will hold consultations here with the Canadian Ambassadors 
to the Netherlands, Belgium, West Germany, Switzerland and Russia, the 
Chargé d'Affaires in Warsaw and the Canadian High Commissioner,  in London 
before flying to Ottawa tomorrow night. 

"aartening Evidence Of Progress": Ottawa, Oct. 25 (CP) -- Canada in a few years 
may train German fliers and ship armaments to West Germany, informants said 
today. Nuw that Germany has been admitted into the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization, she presumably will receive the same treatment as other NATO 
partners. However, the protocols providing for admittance of Germany into 
NATO still must be ratified by the 15 countries 'concerned, including Canada. 

Sonie  3,000 airmen from other NATO nations have been trained in Canada 
since 1951 at a cost to Canada of nearly $250,000,000. At the same time, 
Canada has shipped nearly $600,000,000 worth of arms to her NATO Allies. 

Under arms limitations placed on Gprmany by- the new European Defense 
Union, Canada likely would report to NATO the amount of -military material 
sent to Germany - provided Germany needed and asked for Canadian arms. 
Germany will be allowed to build a 1,000-plane air force as a contribution 
to  Western  defense. 

Informants said it is unlikely - at least at the moment - that any 
part of the Canadian infantry brigade in Europe will be used to help - bring 
into being or train • a 12-division German Army. They said the brigade is too 
email to break up for such purposes and that if instructional units were 
needed, they would probably be taken from the British, French and U.S. for- 

. 
Meanwhile, Mr. St. Laurent said in a statement he is confident the pro-

tocols will be approved by the Parliaments of the 15 countries within a few 
,months. He said that on behalf of. the Government and al].  Canadians he wel-
comes their signing in Paris. 

The Prime Minister said the decisions reached at the recent nine-power 
conference in London and in Paris are "heartening evidence of progress along 
the road to European unity within the wider community of the North Atlantic 
couritries." 

Inter-American Economic And Social  .Council:H(Press Release No. 74, Oct. 22) -- 
The Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs announéed on October 22 
that a telegram has been received from the President of the Inter-American 

(over) 



Economic and Social Council inviting the Government of Cannda to attend as 
an observer the Council's Fourth Extraordinary Session to be held in Rio de 
Janeiro on November 22, 1954, and that, on behalf of the Canadian Govern-
ment, he has accepted the invitation and has informed the President of the 
Council that Canada's observer at the Session will be 	S. D. Pierce, 
Canadian Ambassador to Brazil. 

Canada And Guided Missiles: Ottawa, Oct. 25  (ce) -- Canada intends to get into 
production of various types of guided missiles. Officials say it won't be 
for some time, though. 

Defence Minister Campney and Defence Production Minister Hdwe are going 
to the United States for a meek in mid-November to have a look at develop-
ment work and production there in the fields of guided missiles, new air-
craft engines and the like. 

They may also be on the lookout for an American engine to Power the 
CF-105, successor to the RCAF's long-range, all-eweather CF-100 jet fighter 
plane. A prototype of the CF-1p5 is expected to be ready in 1956. 

Final stages have been reached in Canada on development of an air-to-
air guided missile to arm fighter planes. . 	. 

Study Changes In Unemployment Insurance:  Ottawa, Oct. 25 (CP) -- Broad changes 
in Canada's unemployment insurance system, aimed chiefly at protecting job-
less in winter, are under study by federal authorities. 

Legislation is still being drafted by a committee representing several 
departments. As now contemplated, it was learned that these are among the 
major points involved: 
1. Changes in the formula for calculating "benefit credits," increasing the 
minimum period for which unemployed workers qualify for benefits. 
2. Higher benefit payments for persons in the upper pay brackets. 

The question of whether increased contributions will be called for is 
under study by actuaries examining effects of the proposals on the $880,- 
000,000 insurance fund, but information to date is that no great change is 
expected in this respect. 

St. 

 

Lawrence Joint Board Of Engineers:  Ottawa, Oct. 25 (CP) -- Revamping of the 
St. Lawrence River Joint Board of Engineers mus announced today by the 
Transport Department. 

Transport Minister Marler will be Canadian Chairman, with the other 
member President Lionel Chevrier of the St. Lawrence Seaway Aùthority. Or-
iginally, the Canadian members were Mr. Chevrier - then Transport Minister - 
and Mr. R. A. C. Henry, Montreal consulting engineer. 

Alternates will be Mr. M. V. Sauer and Mr. H. W. Lee, Montreal consult-
ing engineers. Mr. Lee succeeds Brig. Maurice ArcherVice-Chairman of the 
National Harbours Board. 

Across Canada:  More than 50 per cent of eligible Montreal voters turned out yes-
terday to eweep Jean Drapeau into the mayor's office on the strength of a 
"Clean Up City Hall" campaign, giving him support almost equal to that of 
his eight opponents combined. His majority was so great that none of the 
other candidates were even able to salvage their $200 deposits since they 
failed to receive the required 50 per cent of the votes garnered by the win 
ner. Sponsored by the Civic Action League which initiated the vice probe 
that was to put Mr. Drapeau before the public eye, the new mayor also suc-
cessfully led the majority of his 34 councillor candidates to victory, the 
Gazette reported. . . . Once again McGill is facing a serious financial 
deficit. If the . university receives -neither a federal nor a provincial grant 
for this academic year, it's deficit -will amount to "something like $700,- 
000 1 " Dr. F. Cyril James, Principal and Vice-Chancellor, declared last nights 
according to the Gazette. . . . In the next 25 years Metropolitan Toronto 
will spend $233,000,000 building arterial roads, housing and providing vs& 

* 

	

	ous municipal services, Metro Finance Commissioner Arthur Lascelles said last 
night, The Globe & Mail reported. -  
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Mr. Howe Urges Increased Efforts To Sell Abroad: Seigniory Club, Que., Oct. 26 
(CP) -- Mr. Howe tonight urged Canadian firms to increase efforts to sell 
Canadian goods in other countries. 

At the same time he stated that Canada, at forthcoming discussions 
at Geneva, will strongly support renewal of the general agreement on tar-
iffs and trade (GATT), under which Western countries have made trade  con-
cessions cessions to one another since 1947. 	 , 

Addressing the annual meeting of the Canadian Exporters' Associa-
tion,  Ir.  Howe saia Canada would be fighting to preserve  .the gainsmade 
in the form of lower trade barriers in the postwar world. 

"As exporters," he added, "I believe you will profit to the extent ' 

that we are successful, and suffer to the extent that me fail to achieve 
our objectives." 

It had been a popular pastime to attack GATT said Mr. Howe, but most 

of the attack .had been based on ignorance although some of it had been 
based on a desire to see the world revert to restrictionism. 

"GATT;" he continued, "is not a perfect document from Canada's point 
of view. It has not always been observed as strictly by other countries 
as by Canada. 

"When everything has been said, however, it remains true that GATT 
represents the only possibility of preserving the gains that have been 
made in the postwar period, and the only possibility of preserving a code 
of rules by which a country's trade practices can be judged. 

"When people attack GATT, I ask them for alternative proposals. In-
variably they have none," 

Urging his exporter audience to greater efforts to sell abroad, Mr. 
Howe said the fact that Canada was one of the world's leading export 
countries, shawed that C9nadians know something about selling in export 

Nevertheless, this knowledge was not as widespread as it might be 
and this was detrimental to Canndian trade. 

"I think opportunities are being lost because Canadian manufacturers 
are simply not paying enough attention to export markets. . 

If, however, Canndinn producers were to compete successfully in other 
countries, they could not afford to look upon exports simply as a by-

product of production for the domestic market. They must devote just as 

much attention to exports as to damestic sales. In fact, building of ex-
port markets might require more time and attention than home sales. 

Canada At The United Nations:  United Nations, N.Y., Oct. 26 (CP) -- Mr. Paul 
Martin of Canada and Mr. Andrei Vishinsky of Russia met privately late 
today and agreed on steps to be taken tomorrow on disarmament. 

The meeting - in which Mr. Martin acted as spokesman for Canada, 
Britain, the United States and France - followed developments in today's 
disarmament debate in the political committee. 

During the debate, representatives of India and Australia called for 
a vote on their disarmament proposals. 

- As a result of agreement today Britain, Canada, the U.S., France and 
Russia will ask Australia and India not to press for a vote on their pro-
posals. 

Both these proposals are regarded by some delegates as obstacles to-

ward seeking solution of the disarmament problem. 

(over) 



Most delegates concede that the next step will be the political com-
mittee's unanimous approval of a Canadian resolution calling for resump-
tion of private talks on disarmament by the disarmament commissions sub-
committee. 

The fact that Russia agreed to co-sponsor the resolution along with 
Canada, the U.S., Britain and France is regarded as a situation that 
should be utilized as soon as possible. 

These five powers are members of the sub-committee that would meet 
again to seek an acceptable solution of the disarmament problem. 

Mr. Jules Moch of France acted as unofficial spokesman for his fel-
low co-sponsors today when he urged the committee to unanimously approve 
the five.power  resolution and refer the other two for consideration by 
the disarmament comission. 

High Commissioner Of India:(Press Release No. 75, Oct. 26) -- His Excellency 
Dr. Mohammed Abdul Rauf on October 25 presented to His Excellency the 
Governor General his credentials as High Commissioner of India to Canada. 
The ceremony of presentation took place at Government House. 

Min- Claims Deadline Extended:  Ottawa, Oct. 26 (CP) -- The Government has or-
dered another two-month extension in the deadline for all types of Second 
World  Var  claims by Canadians. The deadline now is Nov. 30 instead of 
Sept. 30. 

More than three weeks has elapsed since the decision to extend the 
deadline and the new date was disclosed tonight in the Canada Gazette. 
It is the fourth extension since the first deadline of Dec. 31, 1953. 

It is understood, however, that the Nov. 30 deadline will be the 
last extensiOn. 

Mheat Returned Because Of London Strike: Montreal, Oct. 27 (Gazette) -- Some 
of the first direct results of London's crippling waterfront strike are 
lying at their berths in Montreal harbour, today. 

The Canndian Pacific freighter Eapledell arrived in Montreal early 
yesterday morning to become the first to make the return trip to Britain 
and still have part of the cargo she loaded on her last trip out of here 
still in her holds. 

On Friday, the Canadian Pacific flagship Empress of Scotland docks 
in Montreal with most of her cargo still eboard. The 26,300-ton luxury 
liner is another victim of the British waterfront trouble. 

In all, 32 inland vessels are listed on the harbourmaster's noon 
report of ships in the harbour. Most of these are canal-type vessels 
with grain in their holds. 

Grain is still tied up from the St. Lawrence to the Lakehead. Ele-
vators along the entire route all have one thing in common: filled bins. 

Troops In Koren: Ottawa, Oct. 26 (CP) -- Officials here say they have some 
hope that all Canadian troops in Korea may be brought home by- next sum-
mer. 

This will depend chiefly on what action the United States takes and 
how quickly the Republic of Korea Army can take over the entire defence 
of South Korea. . . 

Across Canada: Queen Mother Elizabeth next month will place a wreath at the 
National 1Tar Memorial mhich was  unveiled by her husband 15 years ago. The 
Royal visit will be confined to Ottawa, except for a drive into the nearby 
Gatineau Hills of Quebec NOV. 13, the same day as the wreath-laying cere-
mory, C.P. reported,. . . The Federal Government is preparing to fight 
the Ontario Labour Relations Board's assumption of jurisdictiOn over dock 
workers. Federal odicials said the Justice Department will join Mr. 

` Frank H. Hall's Brotherhood of Railway and Steamship Clerks in a challenge 
to the board before the Ontario Supreme Court. . . . Ur. Pearson will re-

port to the Cabinet Thursday on the agreements reached in Paris for rearm-
ing West Germany, C.P. reported this morning. 
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U.N.  Committee Passes Canadian  Arms Plan:  United Nations, N.Y., Oct. 27 (CP) -- 
Canada gained another international laurel today when the UN political com-
mittee unanimously approved her resolution calling for five pawer talks on 
disarmament. The resolution, sponsored by Canada, Britain, France, the 
United States and Russia marks the first time since 1946 that Russia has 
joined the west In backing a proposal. 

In view of such welcome warmth in the cold war, -éhe 60-nation cammit-
tee's vote came as no surprise. Delegates were too happy over the rare 
agreement to have voted against it. 

The unanimous approval means that the General Assembly is certain to 
approve the resolution, which calls on the disarmament commission to recon-
vene its sub-committee - made up of the five powers - to carry on the work 
of seeking an acceptable disarmament treaty. 

Canada's ability as mediator between the west and Russia won consider-
able attention last Friday when, aftrr eight days of behind-the-scenes 
negotiations, Russia agreed to sponsor the then  four-.power  resolution. 

Delegates since have expressed the hope that the unanimity will con-
tinue and that genuine progress can be achieved toward solving the diffi-
cult disarmament problem. 

But mnid the obvious pleasure of the delegates that Russia and the 
M'est had taken this first step together, there were warnings that division 
still exists on important fundmnental points and that the road ahead will 

■.■ 

not be an easy one. 
The committee also approved another resolution by the five pawers to 

send to the disarmament commission an Indian proposal calling for an arma-
ments truce pending agreement on a disarmament treaty. The *ete was 58 to 
1 with Nationalist China the sole opponent. 

This resolution mus introduced this morning by Mr. Paul Martin, Vice- 
Chairman of the Canadian Delegation, after a meeting of the five powers. . . . 

Mr. Pearson On Paris  Decisions:  Ottawa, Oct. 27 (CP) -- Canada made no commit-
ment at Paris to keep its armed forces in Europe for any given length of 
time, Mr. Pearson said today. 

He told a press conference that neither Canada nor the United States 
was asked to make anv such canmitnent when the agreements for rearming 
West Germany were drawn up at Paris last week. 

"Canada said, in effect, 'In reason, you can count on us,'" Mr. Pearson 
added. 

He said he had no idea whether Canadian forces in Europe - an infantry 
brigade and air division - would be kept there indefinitely, even when 
Germany was rearmed. 

Canada accepted its continuing obligation to the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization and would do its best to discharge its duties, both in Euro-
pean and home defence. 

Mr. Pearson said he hopes: the protocols providing for German admit-
tance to NATO will be ratified by the 15 countries concerned, including 
Canada, by mid-January. 

He snid he expects Parliament will be in session then. If Canada were 
the only country holding up full ratification, the protocols could be made 
the f4rst order of business for the House of Gommons. 

(over) 
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Mr. Pearson said Canada's only added responsibility in Europe would 
be to help defend all of West Germany, not only West Berlin or that part 
of Gerranny where Cangdian servicemen are stationed. 'However, this added 
responsibility was more theoretical than actual. 

He said he considers the safeguards against a revival of German 
militarism contained in the new agreaments as effective as those pro-
vided by the defunct European Defence Community. 

Exporters To  Push Canadian Trade Abroad:  Seigniory Club, Que., Oct. 27 (CP) -- 
A drive to step up sales of Candian goods abroad has been started by the 
Ca/Indian Exporters' Association. 

Latest step, announced today, is formation of a committee under chair-
manship of Mr. James Muir, President of the Royal Bank of Canada. 

With Mr. Muir, who will represent the chartered banks of Canada, will 
be the Presidents of the Cana.dian National and Canadian Pacific railways, 

, Canadian Chamber of Commerce, Canadian Manufacturers' Association, Canadian 
Congress of Labour, the Trades and Labour Congress, 'Boards of Trade of 

- Halifax, Montreal, Toronto and Vancouver, and Canadian 'EXportrs' itself. 
Mr. S. A. MacKay-Smith, of Ottawa, the Associatiàn's immediate past 

President, said committee members have agreed that exports are of such 
•vital importance to Canada that they will give their utmost co-operation. 

First committee meeting will be in Montreal, Dec. 1, and the Associa-
tion hopes it will set up a permanent body and appoint sub-cammittees to 
study specific topics and problems. 

One objective will be to stress the importance of export trade to 
every individual Cangdian firm and every individual Canadian, backed by 
the argument that each  Canadien, directly or indirectly gets 25 per cent 
or more or his living fram export business, and is dependent on it for 
his way of life. . 	. 

Across  Canada:  The Trins-CanIda Highway, a 5,000-mile coast-to-coast hard-sur-
faced road begun in 1950, is little more than one-quarter camplete and its 
1956 target date has gone by the Board. Government informants said it's 
obvious there will  have  to be a new federal-provincial conference to renew 
the highways agreement -with the provinces. And after that there will be 
several more years of construction before the highway is completed, C.P. 
reported from Ottawa. . . . Mr. David B. Mansur, anic chieftain resigned 
yesterday after 15 years as a Civil Servant to become President of Con-
solidated Toronto Development Corporation Ltd. • 	Cost of turning the 
Humber River and Mimic° Creek from their flood-carved paths back to their 
former  courses  is estimated at $300,000 by Metro Chairman Fred Gardiner, 
the Globe and Mail reported. 

-  30  - 
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Columbia  River Storage Dam:  Victoria, Oct. 28 (CP) -- Lands Minister Robert 
Sommiers of British Columbia said today any attempt by the federal Govern-
ment to block construction by United States interests of a storage dam on 
the Columbia River in the B.C. interior may result in court action. 

"We have to protect our rights," Mr. Sommers said, "and we are pre-
pared to go to court if necessary to prevent infringement on our rights." 

The Kaiser Aluminum Company has proposed conStruction of a $25,000,- 
000 low level dam on the Arrow Lake near Castlegar in the southeastern in-
terior. 

Although the provincial government has received no definite word 
from Ottawa on the proposal, it is reported the Federal Government is pre-
pared to block construction of the dam. 	. 

To  Gall  Parliament Early In New Year:  Ottawa, Oct. 28 (CP) -- Mr. St. Laurent 
said today he plans to call the next session of Parliament as early in the 
new year as possible. 

By getting members •together early next January, he said, he hopes 
Parliament will be able to get as much work done as would have been pos-
sible if members had met in November and recessed for a three-week Christ-
mas holiday. 

There has been some speculation that Parliament may be reconvened 
January 13 or January 20. Mr. St. Laurent, speaking to reporters as he 
emerged fram a Cabinet meeting, did not name a date but said the session 
will be called just as early as members can conveniently get here. 

He said Cabinet members spent the day discussing various legislation 
to be introduced at the next session. 

Development Of Whitehorse As Yukon Capital:  Ottawa, Oct. 28 (CP) -- The Govern- 
ment tonight announced plans for development of Whitehorse as capital of 
the Yukon Territory and hub of the northwest, including bridging of the 
Yukon River and establishment of a $3,000,000 hospital on a new develop-
ment.site. 

Mr. Lesage said cost of contruction projects would be shared between 
the federal Government and the territorial Government of the Yukon. The 
territorial Government will consider final details shortly. If the plans 
are approved work will begin next year. 

A 300-foot bridge costing $750,000 will be built across the Yukon 
River to open a new area east of Whitehorse whose expansion now is ham-
pered •y low-lying industrial land of the north, rough, steep terrain to 
the south and a military airport reserve to the west. 

Expect Biggest Tobacco Crop:  Ottawa, Oct. 28 (CP) -- Canada's 1954 tobacco 
crop likely will turn out to be the biggest in history, but there are in-
dications domestic consumption will rise and sales to Britain increase. 

(over) 



Qualified sources estimated the crop has jumped to a peak of about 
180,000,000 pounds, up from 140,000,000 last year, following acreage 
decontrols amang Ontario grawers who produce most of the country's crop. 

A:111 official:estimate will be issued next month.. 	 H „ 

Taxation Agreement:  (Press Release No. 76, Oct. 28) -- The Department of 
External Affairs announced on October 28 that agreements between Canada 
and Ireland for the avoidance of double taxation in the fields of in-
came tax and succession duties were concluded in Ottawa today. His 
Excellency Sean Murphy, the Irish Ambassador, signed for Ireland, and 
the Hon. Walter Harris, Minister of Finance, signed on behalf of Canada. 

' The Agreenents provide generally that each country retains the 
right to tax at the source income leaving that country while at the same 
time undertaking to grant relief from taxation on income in respect of 
which a tax has already been imposed at source in the other country. 
The same principle is applicable for succession duties. 

Across Canada: A guaranteed annual 7age for men -morking in industries subject 
to periodic layoffs could be 'irstituted but it would be at the ex-
pense  0f1 the Canadian economy, a Toronto economist said Oct. 28. Profes-
sor Gilbert Jackson, a consultant economist, told 500 delegates to the 
Canadian Council of Forenen's Clubs that a guaranteed wage would force 
up prices. 	. . The first few of an expected 2,000 claims for nssist- 
ance from the Ontario hurricane relief fund were reported Oct. 23 by Col. 
W. E. Phillips, fund Chairman. Some were for as much as $5,000, C.P. 

- reported from Toronto. . . . The number of hours in Canadian labour's 
work week is dropping more rapidly than at any time in history. A sur-
vey completed by the Labour Department indicates that the 40-hour five-
day work week has naw became standard in the nanufacturing industry. 

-  30  - 
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Mr. St. Laurent On Paris Agreements:  Quebec, Oct. 31 (CP) -- Mr. St. Laurent 
today gave unstinting support to Allied moves to bring a rearmed  Western 

 Germany into the North Atlantic community of nations. 
; In a.three-minute address in French to Quebec's oldest regiment - 

‘f ' Les Voltigeurs de Quebec - Mr. St. Laurent compared agreements reached 
in Paris between Western Germany and the Western pbwers to the planting 
of a seed, "like the seed planted years ago that closed the gap separ-
ating the French from the British." 

"Over a century ago relations between the French and the English 
, 	vere not - much 'better than they were not so long ago between  the French 

.rand  the  Germans. Relations we're not very friendly, but who today would 
'think those nations now could var against each other?" 

St . Laurent made his remarks after a. church parade of the re- 
:. 	serve unit held in honour of his visit as honourary colonel of the regi- 

ment.:. . 

- - Mr.  Martin On Western Unity: United Nations, N.Y., Oct. 29 (CP) -- Mr. Paul 
Martin said today there has been no change in the unity of the West as 
a result of the Russian Western agreement on a Canadian disarmament res-
olution. 

The lest has not abandoned its insistence on major safeguards, Mr. 
Martin told a meeting of the UN Correspondents Association, and the Uni-
ted States still is standing firm on its proposals for an international 
control organ with adequate pawers to enforce a disarmament treaty. 

. Canada's Health Minister and acting head of its UN delegation said 
that in his belief there was nothing illogical in seeking world disarma- 

. nmnt • and continuing at the same time to build up collective defenses 
:against aggression. 

(z 	' "The Canadian Government for one has always believed that our objec- 
- tiveUn building up the Western strength required for our - survival was 
to'attain a position from which serious negotiations could 'begin. . 0 0 

-%, 	"Our'primary object is to prevént the next war." 
He said the unanimous backing of the Canadian resolution - in which 

Canada, Britain, the United States, France and Russia propose resumption 
of private disarmament ->lks among themselves - has illustrated the 
effectiveness of the UN. 

Mr. Martin said there might be a relationship between the forthcom-
ing private talks and the question of President Eisenhower's atoms-.for-
peace proposal, next major item to be debated by the UN political com-
mittee. 

Canada believes the proposed international agency to develop atomic 
energy for peaceful purposes should be set up like the International 
Bank, a specialized agency of the UN. 

"The Canadian Government has for some time considered that the most 
appropriate relationship to the United Nations would be that of a special-
ized agency, and we put this forward to our friends some time ago." . 

To Participate In Brussels Worlds Fair: The Minister of Trade and Commerce, 
Mr. Hewe, announced on October 29, that Canada has accepted the invita-
tion of the Government of Belgium to participate in the Universal and 
International Exhibition, to be held in Brussels in 1958. 

**' 

(over) 



that date. , 
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'MakIng'this-ànnatinCeMent, « MrHowe ;stated ithatthe Government of 

Canadà'WaS : Pleaséd' -'ta'nOte-thât -t4 firstWarldakFa#to be held since' 
''''the-Wat will be - held in the historic city of Brussels. Canada, he said, 

was especially pleased to accept this invitation, because of the excel-
lent relations and grawing trade hetween Belgium and Canada. 

Canada, Ireland Taxation Agreement:: (Press Release No. 76,'Oct. , 28) 
Department of EXternal Affairs announced on October 28 that agreements 
between Canada and Ireland for the avoidance of double taxation'in -the 
fields of income-tax and succession duties were concluded  in Ottawa on 

The Agreements provide generally that each country retains the 
right to tax at the source income leaving that country while at:the  sanie 

 time undertaking to grant relief from taxation on income in respect of 
which a tax has already- been imposed at source in the other country. The 
same principle is applicable for succession duties. 	. 7 

Oats Pool Payments:  The Minister of Trade and Commerce, announced October 29 
that the 1953-54 Oats Pool, operated by the Canadian IheatBaard, has 
been closed, as at October 15, 1954. The final payment available for 
distribution to producers is $5,631,130.40. During the 1953-54 crop 
year •  producers delivered 89,725,291 busheis of oats , to the , Board. This 
compares with 118,967,962 bushels during the 1952-53 crop year.--: 

The average net final payment to producers is 6.2759 cents per 
bushel after deduction of payment expenses and the Prairie Farm. A.ssist- ---- ance Act levy. 

Football:  Montreal 41, Toronto 13; Hamilton 30, Ottawa 9; Saskatchewan 14, 
Edmonton 14; (First game, total-points semi-final).'Toronto 36, McGill 
12; Queen's 18, Western 11. 

Across Canada: Canada's stamp series commemorating all her Prime Ministers 
since Confederation will be continued with the issue of new stamps bear-
ing the likeness of ter° 19th-century heads of state. 	 ' 

The new stamps will portray Sir John Thompson and Sir Mackenzie 
Bowell. 	. . The Ontario Government is setting up a three-man - board 
to be known as the Hurricane Homes and Buildings Assistance Board to 
aid persons who suffered loss of or damage to homes and buildings as a 
result of Hurricane Hazel.  .. 	Two Canadian destroyers, instead of 
one as originally planned, will be withdrawn from the Korean theatre in 
the next six weeks. 
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Merger Of Two Smaller Banks Approved:  Ottawa, Nov. 1 (Globe & Mail) -- Two of 
Canadats smaller chartered banV, the Dominion Bank and the Bank of Tor-
onto, have received Federal Govfrnment permission to amalgamate. 

Finance Minister Harris announced today that he had approved the 
merger. An amalgamation agreement will be submitted to the shareholders 
of both banks at their annual meetings in December and, if the sharehold- 
ers ratify it, the St. Laurent Cabinet is expected to make the union 
final. 

As one entity, to be called The Toronto-Dominion Bank the new organ- 
ization will have asSets of $1,100,000,000 and 450 branches. In terms 
of assets, it will rank fourth among the Canadien  banks, being surpassed 
in size by the Royal Bank of Canada, the Bank of Montreal and the Canadian 
Bank of Commerce, in that order. 

Ontario Flood Damage Under $100,000,000:  Toronto, Nov. 1 (CP) -- A two-man 
Royal Commission has estimated damage in the Oct. 15-16 storm and floods 
in the Toronto district at less than $100,000,0000 

This figure includes housing loss, estimated at between. $10,000,000 
and $12,000,000, and about as much for personal and household effects and 
the damage by soil erosion. 

Loss wes heavy in the Humber River Valley to the west and north of 
the city but flooding also occurred along other streams in the Toronto 
district and in the Holland Marsh 35 miles north of the city. Dawntawn 

sections of the city itself, together with most suburbs, were undamaged 
by the storm, the Caribbean-born Hurricane Hazel. 

Mr. John B. Carson, former Chatrman of the Fraser Valley Diking 
Board in British Columbia, and Mr. Bruce Shaw of Toronto assessed damage 
for the Federal and Provincial Governments. They have submitted their 
reports to Prime Minister St. Laurent and Premier Frost. 

Full details of their recommendations will be made public only after 
both Cabinets have considered them*. 

Death toll In Ontario as a result of the storm has reached 82 with 
one person listed as missing. Two more bodies were recovered during a 
weekend search of the Humber Valley led by Army men. 

Canada, Japan Air Service: (Press Release No. 77, Nov. 1) -- The Departfflnt of 
External Affairs announced today that a Canadian delegation headed by Mr. 
A. D. McLean, a Member of the Air Transport Board, will arrive In Tokyo 
later this week to take part in discussions with representatives of the 
Japanese Government looking toward the negotiation of a bilateral Air 
Transport Services Agreement between Canada and Japan which would provide 
for the reciprocal exchange of air services lbetween the two countries. 

At present Canadian Pacific Air Lines operates under temporary ar-
rangements a service from Vancouver to Tokyo and Hong Kong. It is expect-
ed that the volume of traffic between Japan and Canada will increase dur-
ing the coming years as commercial relations between the two countries are 
strengthened. 

Mi'.  McLean will be accompanied by Mr. G. Morisset, International Re- 
lations Adviser of the Air Transport Board and a representative of the 
Department of External Affairs. 

(over) 



Ford Company Strike Complaint: Windsor, Ont., Nov. 1 (CP) -- Ford Company of 
Canada charged today the United Automobile Workers (CIO-CCL) are using 
illegal picketing methods at the Ford Oakville assembly plant. 

In a statement released today, the Company  said supervisors, tech-
nicians and engineers have been prevented from entering the plant by the 
pickets. 

Destroyer Haida Home: Halifax, Nov. 1 (CP) -- The destroyer Haida, the only 
Canadian warship to navigate the globe twice, came home fram her second 

• tour of Korean duty today. 
Three hundred wives, relatives and friends lined the rain-soaked 

pier and watched the ship emerge from the fog with flags •flying and 
whistle blowing. 

Winnipeg Bombers Make Finals:  Regina, Nov. 1 (CP) -- Winnipeg Blue Bombers 
advanced into the Western Interprovincial Football Union final tonight, 
defeating Saskatchewan Roughriders 13-11 in the second game of the two-
game,total-point semi-final series. 

The two-point edge, coupled with a 14-14 tie in the first game in 
Winnipeg Saturday night, gave Bambers the series 27-25. They meet Edmon-
ton Eskimos Saturday night in Edmonton in the first game of the best-of-
three finals. 

Across  Canada:  Canadian Press reports it has learned that legislation to estab-
lish the proposed Can.l.da Council for the Development of Canadian Arts and 
Culture likely will be introduced at the next session of Parliament. • . 
Canada's for-hire truckers yeSterday called on Provincial Governments to 
assume control over truck freight rates on interprovincial traffic. Can-
adian Trucking Associations policy-setting organization for 7,000 truckers 
doing a $200,000,000-a-year business, disagreed with the view of provin- 
cial roads Ministers that the question of the Provinces setting these 
rates should be left in abeyance. . . .. Speaking in Toronto yesterday, Mr. 
Drew said Canada's taxation system must be altered to allow for money spent 
by private corporations on research, according to C.P. . . •  •The mercury 
dived some 25 degrees below the freezing mark in Manitoba and Eastern 
Saskatchewan early yesterday to abruptly end a Prairie Indian summer that 
now lingers only in Alberta. 

-30- 
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Human Rights Idea Supported By Canada: United Nations, N.Y., Nov. 2 (CP) -- 
Canada today voiced support for the idea of international agreement on 
human rights but took éxception to some clauses in the drafts. Mrs. K. 
G. Montgomery outlined the Canadian position  in an address to the UN 

,Social Committee. phe said Canada generally supports the'idea of a 
covenant on civil  and  political rights and also believes,in the need 
for protection of economic, social and cultural rights. 

Mrs. Montgomery,' outlining some, of the difficulties Canada sees 
in the drafts,  said  etItis difficult for us to conceive of a clear-
cut interpretation of many articles in the economic covenant. She 
mentioned specifically such terms as fair wages, decent living, healthy 
working conditions, adequate food and housing, and adequate standard 
of living. 
, 	She said Canada doés nbt think the International Court of Justice 
should be asked to elect members of a proposed human rights committee. 
In the Canadian view, the job was non-judicial and should be left to 

» political organs such as the General Assembly or to the parties to the 
agreement. 

Mrs. Montgomery said  the  Oanâdian Government takes strong  excep- 
tion  to an article in both covenants which says °the provisions of the 
,covenant shall extenito all parts of federal states without any limi-
tations  or exceptions."  

The Canadian objection was based on the fact that in "interna-
tional agreements dealing with matters coming exclusively within the 
jurisdiction of the Canadian provinces do not become the law of the 
land even though these agreements may be approved or ratified by the 
Federal Government." 	 , 

Mr. Harris On Colombo Plan Goal:  Flesherton, Nov. 2 (CP) -- Finance Min-
ister Harris said today that Canada's Colombo Plan giving cannot be 
directe to the goal of meeting the special needs of Canadian industry 
and agriculture. 

The receiving countries, not Canada, must decide on the type of 
aid given under the 17-country plan for developing the econamy of South 
and Southeast Asia. 

However, if the plants goal is achieved, Canada will find new mar-
kets for her food and manufactureproduced, Mr. Harris said at an 
agriculture federation meeting in his home constituency of Grey Bruoe. 

In two recent instances, India and Pakistan had chosen to-take 
Canadian wheat instead of capital goods under the Colombo Plan but "the 
ultimate choice must lie with the receiving countries, »  he said. 

"The plan cannot be built or guided in such a way as to meet the 
particular needs of Canadian industry or Canadian agriculture, unless 
these needs happen to fit in with the expressed desire of the recipient 

countries." 

(over) 
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Quebec Tax Viewm Studied:  Ottawa, Nov. 2 (Montreal Gazette) -- Ur. St. Laur-
ent is now studying a detailed outline of the Quebec Government's 
position with respect to a possible re-establishment of normal fiscal 
relations with the Federal Government. 

The PrimeMinister's office said tonight that the outline was con- 
tained in a communication from Premier Duplessis received here this 
afternoon. 

The first step to be taken in Ottawa  will be for the Prime Minis-
ter to submit the matter to his Cabinet colleagues for consideration. . 

Holland Marsh Flood Emergency Over: Bradford, Ont., Nov. 2 (CP) -- Mr. 
George Borlings, Chairman of the local flood relief committee, said 
today the emergency resulting from the Oct. 16 floods in the surround-
ing Holland Marsh area is over. He made the announcement - following a 
meeting with the Ontario Hurricane Relief Committee in Toronto. 

"The emergency housing units have been set up and now refugees are 
being looked after by a well-oiled machine," he said. 	s  

Siphoning of the four-foot-deep lake which covered 7,000 acres of 
Ontario's richest farming land continues. With the aid of borrowed 
pumps, officials said they expect the job to be completed around the 
end of the month. 

Across Canada:  Sales of Ninth Series Canada Savings Bonds are lagging be-
hind those of a year ago, but the Bank of Canada reported that a big 
Increase is expected in the next two weeks. Sales at the end of two 

. 	weeks of the current campaign totalled $240,000,000 compared with 
$270,000,000 for the similar period last year. 	. 	A minimum average 
price of 421 cents per pound for this year's record flue-cured tObacco 
crop was set yesterday by the Market Appraisal Committee of the Ontario 
Flue-Cured Tobacco Marketing Association. This figure is three-quarters 
of a cent less than the 43 cents set last year, when the price actually 
paid was 43.85 cents per pound. . . 	Ontario Labour Minister Daley 
said yesterday he will take Immediate action to prosecute a'Dresden res-
taurant owner who has consistently refused to serve coloured persons, 
the Globe and Mail reports. 
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Dominion-Provincial Tax Conference: Ottawa, Nov. 	(Montreal Gazette) -- The 
end of the protracted tax war  • between the Federal and Quebec Gove .rnments 
is in sight tonight. No,agreement has been signed - nor will this be 
done for at least two months. But Prime Minister St. Laurent and Pre-
mier Duplessis have virtually worked out the details of such an agree- 
ment. 

Mr. St. Laurent submitted the Quebec Premier's ■ written proposals - 
some sources report that his letter contained a complete "formula" - to 
his Cabinet colleagues today. He emerged to tell reporters that this 
hurdle had been crossed. The next step? Mr. St. Laurent said that he 
nhoped" to be able to submit the new interim tax agreement with Quebec 
• o • a special • meeting of Provincial Premiers "before the end of the year, n  
to give then a chance to eadopt the formula themselves, or to voice objec-
tions to it. 

Neither Goverrunent -will sign the agreement prior to this meeting, 
the Prime Minister indicated, as this would be tantamount to confronting 
the other Provincial Governments with a "fait accompli". But the new 
formula will be available to all other provinces if they choose to sub-
stitute it for their existing agreements which expire in 1957. 

Following this conference, Quebec and Ottawa will then sign their 
agreement, according to present plans. It will be an interim agreement 
timed - like others in existence - to expire in 1957. 

All Federal-Provincial tax agreements will be re-negotiated - at'the 
next regular Dominion-Provincial fiscal conference slated for late in 
1956. The Dominion-Provincial meeting planned between now and the end 
of the year will be a special one, arising out of the Quebec-Ottawa rap-
prochement. 	 , 

Meanwhile, the basis of the new Quebec-Ottawa agreement has been 
turned over to tax experts of the Finance Department who will study its 
fiscal Implications. 

Mr. St. Laurent • said that he had discussed the matter•further with 
Premier Duplessis today by telephone. The purpose of this had been to 
clarify "a few points." 

It was probable, he said, that he and Mr. Duplessis would be in con-
stant contact with one another between now and the convening of the spec-
ial  Dominion-Provincial Session. 

The Prime Minister said that he didn't think that it would be dif-
ficult to nwork out something that is going to be acceptable to Quebec 
and to any other of the Provinces which may wish to use it as an alter-
native to the present tax agreement." . 

UNESCO Delegation:  (Press Release No. 78, Nov. 4) -- The Department of Exter-
nal Affairs announced November 4 the composition of the Canadian Dele-
gation to the Eighth General Conference of the United Nations Educational, 
Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) which will take place in 
Montevideo, Uruguay, from eovember 12 to December 11. 

The Delegation will be under the Chairmanship of Mr. S. D. Pierce, 
Canadian Ambassador to Brazil, with Mr. Bona Arsenault, M.P., as Vice-
Chairman. The other members of the Delegation are: Mr. C. W. Carter, 

M.P.; Dr. Philippe Panneton, Montreal physician and author; Dr. G. T. 

(over) 
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Page, General Manager, Chemical Institute of Canada; Dr. A. Vibert Doug- 
las, Dean of %men, Queen's University; Mr. F. K. Stewart, Executive 
Secretary of the 'Canadian Education'Association; Mr.iFillgence Charpentier, 
Chargé d'Affaires, Canadian Embassy, Uruguay. 

The '›legatian will be accompanied by two AdVisers, one from the De- 
partment of External Affairs and another fram the Canadian Embassy in 
Buenos Aires. 

Wheat Crop Estimates Law:  Toronto, Nov. 4 (Globe & Mail) -- Fears of a wheat 
surplus In Canada have been diminishing rapidly as bad weather pages 
farmers across the country, and in the west there is already talk of 
another spring harvest. 

The InternationalFilerationof Agri cultural  Producers, worldwide farm 
organization, notes -Unit the litest estimates put the Canadian crop not 
too far above half of last year's yield. Earlier estimates had set the 
1954 crop at near the 1953 level. 

At present, according to reports, the crop is estimated at 378,000,- 
000 bushels as compared to last year's 614,000,000 bushels. The previous 
estimate .had been 513,000,000 bushels. ° 

Not only will the yield be lower than was originally expected, but 
quality of the wheat is expected to be low. An official has estimated 
that only about 25 per cent of the crop will be good enough for milling, 
and the rest will have to be used for feed. 	 • 

The Government estimate for Western Canada ran to 351,000,000 bush-
els. A more recent estimate from Winnipeg has set the western figure at 
298,000,000 bushels. If this figure is correct it would bring the total 
for the country down to 325,000,000 bushels which should leave few worries 
about surpluses. . . . 

Across Canada:  The Canndian Government has apologized to Premier Grantley Adams 
of Barbadoes, who is coloured, because he was refused a room in Montreal's 
Windsor Hotel. Officials said they had learned that it was not general 
p9licy of the hotel to turn away coloured persons and that Mr. Adams -mitts 
refused a room because of some clerk's stupidity, C.P. reported from 	' 
Ottawa. . . • Provincial trucking associations yesterday attacked the 
railways' agreed charges system of rate setting, now under investigation 
by a federal Royal Commission. The attack came in annual reports of 
affiliates of Canadian Trucking Associations, national policy-making body 
for the $200,000,000-a-year highway transport industry, at its annual con-
vention. . . • Mr. St. Laurent indicated Nov. 3 the federal Government 
will carry half the cost of aid payments to those whose  homes  were dam-
aged or destroyed in the Toronto area's HurricaneHazel floods last month. 
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Commonwealth Conference:  Ottawa, Nov. 4 (Office of the P.M.) -- The Prime 
•Minister stated this morning that Sir Ifinston Churchill was making the 
following announcement in the House of Commons in Westminster,  at 3.30 
p.m., Greenwich Time: 

"I have recently been in communication with the Prime Ministers 
of the other members of the Commonwealth about the holding of a fur-
ther meeting between us. Many events of great importance in the in- 
ternational field have taken place since our last Meeting at the time 
of the Coronation. These will be among the principal subjects for 
our  consideration when, as we have now agreed, a meeting of Common-
wealth Prime Ministers is held in London, opening on January 31st. 

"I know that the House will join me in welcoming this opportun- 
ity for consultation with the heads of other Commonwealth Governments 
from which I am confident that as on former occasions general bene-
fit will result." 

Mr. St. Laurent stated that the date suggested for the opening 
of that meeting had been selected after giving careful consideration 
to what might suit the convenience of the majority of those who would 
be attending the conference, and he hoped that the work of the forth-
coming session of Canadian Parliament would be well under way by the 
time he would have to leave for London. 

Disarmament Resolution Approved: United Nations, N.Y., Nov. 4 (CP) -- The 
General Assembly late today unanimously approved Canada's resolution 

, 	for calling for resumption of private five-power talks on disarmament. 
The rare unanimous vote was the second given the resolution, 

jointly sponsored by Canada, Britain, the United States, France and 
Russia. 

The Assembly's 60-nation Political Committee last week voted unan-
imously to send the resolution to the General Assembly. 

The resolution asks the disarmament commission to reconvene its 
sub-committee - made up of the five co-sponsors - for the purpose of 
seeking an acceptable solution of the disarmament problem and the pro-
hibition of nuclear weapons. • . • 

Before the vote today, Canada's Paul Martin told the Assembly 
that despite the five-power agreement, a gap still remains between 
certain positions of the powers. 

"To minimize the remaining gap in a mood of wistful optimism would 
be as irresponsible as to ignore the fact that headway has been made," 
Mr. Martin said. 

He added that in sub-committee talks lay the best conditions "for 
finding out in private what further abridgement of the gap may yet be 
attainable." 

"All of us now have a great opportunity to make a constructive 
contributionto the cause of peace. Let none of us fall to grasp this 
opportunity." 

(over) 
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Net Income Deficit Of $25,000,000 For CNR: Toronto, Nov. 4 (Montreal Gazette) . 
Mr. Donald Gordon, Chairman and President of the Canadian National Rail-
ways, in an address today said that a heavy annual loss in a relatively 
properous year is a reminder that in spite of its unique history and 
special place in the Canadian econamy, the CNR's business future is a 
straightforward question of costs versus revenues. 

Speaking before a joint meeting of the Canadian and Empire Clubs, 
Mr. Gordon predicted a revenue decline in 1954 of about $60,000,000 be-
low 1953, and a net income deficit for this year of at least $25,000,- 
000. 

"Such a result, viewed against the efforts of the CNR organization 
is a crushing disappointment," said Mr. Gordon. 

Control Works In Flood Area:  Ottawa, Nov. 4 (CP) -- The federal Government 
may provide financial assistance under a 1953 act of Parliament for 
construction of water conservation and control works in Toronto's Hur-
ricane Hazel flood area. 

An informed Government source said today assistance likely will 
be given under the Canadian Water Conservation  At if it is requested 
by the Ontario Government and municipalities in the flood area. 

Aid under the act would be in addition to federal financial help 
to those whose homes were damaged or destroyed in the October 15-16 
floods. 

The Carswell-Shaw Royal Commission report estimated that damage to 
dwellings amounted to $2,796,570. Mr.  • St. Laurent indicated yesterday 
the federal Government would pay- half this or more than $1,000,000. 

Airport Expansion: Ottawa, Nov. 4 (Montreal Gazette) -- Transport Minister 
Mr.  Marier  today confirmed the expansion and modernization programme 
for Montreal Airport at Dorval and said that construction of a new 
terminal building will begin next spring. 

As the programme was outlined by Mr.  Marier, construction of the 
new terminal building will be only one step in a long-range multi-
million dollar improvement to airport facilities.  • • • 

Civil Defense Effort Criticized:  Ottawa, Nov. 4 (CP) -- Canada's federal 
civil defense co-ordinator thinks the capital city's civil defense or-
ganization is "an empty shell." 

Maj.-Gen. F. F. Worthington, in a speech here, also criticized the 
province's civil defense effort. 

"I don't think the Province of Ontario has accepted any respon-
sibility for the safety of the people," he said. . 	• 

Across Canada:  Resources Minister Jean Lesage in Quebec last night asked 
provincial governments to collaborate in a "programme of rational and 
effective forestry develOpment." . • . Governor-General Massey yes-' 
terday inspected his personal troop of RCMP officers anà men, a cere-
mony which' may  became an annual event. • • • ' One of the famous ex-
ploits of David Thompson, early Western explorer and geo&rapher, will 
be marked Sunday wlth the unveiling of a  monument at Castlegar, B.C. 
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Mr. Duplessis Ready To Reach Understanding: Quebec, Nov. 5  (ci') -- Preàier 
Duplessis said today he will go to Ottawa, "ready to reach an under-
standing provided our constitutional rights are protected," when Prime 
Minister St. Laurent calls a federal-provincial conference. 

Mr. Duplessis said the third session of Quebec's 24th  Législature 
 opening Nov. 17 will be adjourned early if Mr. St. Laurent decides to 

call provincial premiers to Ottawa to discuss new taxation proposals 
this year. 

Mr. St. Laurent announced Mrednesday in Ottawa he has received a 
letter from Mr. Duplessis outlining the ebec Government's conditions 
for a taxation agreement, accepted by all other provinces since the 
Second World War but turned down by Quebec. 

Contents of the letter, known only to the two political leaders 
and their Cabinets, was not revealed. It was drafted after the two- men 
met privately in Montreal Oct. 5. 

The Speech from the Throne inaugurating the annual session is ex-
pected to set the new tone of Quebec-Ottawa relations. 0 . • 

Seaway Progress: Quebec, Nov. 5 (CP) -- President Chevrier of the St. Lawrence 
Seeway Authority has asked the Quebec Government on what conditions it 
will be ready to make available a "six or seven-mile" stretch of the 
St. Lawrence River bed for the construction of a 300-foot-wide canal on 
the South Shore of the river opposite Montreal. 

,Premier Duplessis said during his Friday press conference Mr. 
Chevrier called on him this week to make the request. An answer will be 
made within a week, he added. Informants close to the Premier said the 
meeting was "cordial." 

Copy of the canal plans was unfolded on his desk by Mr. Duplessis, 
who explained it will extend from St. Lambert westward to Caughnewaga. 

Two huge concrete walls will form the sides of the waterway passing 
beneath the Victoria, Jacques Cartier and Honore Mercier bridges. . . . 

Peary Supply Cache Found In Far North: Ottawa, Nov. 5 (CP) -- Remains of a 
supply cache left in CanIda's Arctic wastes for Admiral Robert E. Peary 
during his 1909 dash to the North Pole have been discovered by a Canada-
United States expedition. 

The Canadian and American explorers also found records left in the 
North by Amiral  Peary in 1906, by a British expedition in 1876, by a 
Danish expedition in 1920 and by a German expedition which was swallowed 
up by the Arctic In 1931. 

The discoveries were made in the area of Ellesmere Island, some 
2,500 miles north of Ottawa, by Canadian and American scientists engaged 
in geological, oceonographic and hydrographie studies. 

Voting  In Six By-Elections Monday:  Ottawa, Nov. 7 (Globe & Mail) -- Citizens 
in six constituencies in Ontario, Quebec and Manitoba will go to the 
polls tomorrow (Monday) to choose their representatives in Parliament. 

(over) 
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By-elections are being held in Toronto-Trinity and suburban York West, 
in Stormont in Eastern Ontario, in the Montreal ridings of St. Law-
rence-St. George and St. Antoine-Westmount and in Selkirk. 

Canal System Closing:  Ottawa, Nov. 5 (Transport Dept.) -- To enable an 
early start being made in the construction of two vehicular tunnels 
under the Cornwall Canal to facilitnte work on the St. Lawrence Sea-. 
way and Pawerproject, progressive closing of navigation of Canada's 
main canal system will commence at midnight, December 4. In a notice 
to Mariners issued over the signature of Mr. J. R. Baldwin, Deputy 
Minister of Transport, closing dates for all main and secondary canals 
are listed« 

Football: Montreal 19, Hamilton 15; Toronto 18, Ottawa 121 Edmonton 9, Win-
nipeg 3; (Edmonton leads best-of three final 1-0). Queen's 20, 1cGi11 
0; Toronto 12, %stern 12. . • 

Across Canada: Mr. Drew on Friday called for an early meeting of Parliament 
to prepare Canada's course for the January 31 conference of Common-
wealth Prime Ministers in London. . . 0 Ford of Canada has announced 
more than 1,500 office workers in Windsor had been laid off. The com- 
pany statement said, however, 670 employees would be recalled for 
essential work. . . . Premier Duplessis of Quebec said he met this 
week with officials of a company interested in construction of a pipe 
line to bring in natural gas fram Alberta and Texas. • . 	Workers at 
the Toronto plant of the Massey-Harris-Ferguson farm implement firm 
on Friday voted by secret ballot to reject a strike-settlement pro-
posal and continue their 55-day strike. • • • Gradual abolition of 
rent controls in Quebec Province was forecast in Three Rivers on Nov. 
7 by Premier Duplessis, the Gaz .ette reported. • • • Dr. Léo Marion, 
Director of the Division of PureChemistry of the National Research 
Council of Canada, has been elected President of the French Canadian 
Association for the Advancement of Science for 1954-55. 
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Mr.  Pearson On Co-Existence: Detroit, Nov. 8  (ii Y0 Times) 	The guarded 
hope that recent moves by the Soviet Union may indicate an intention 
to avoid open conflict with the free world for the present was expres- 
sed today by Mr. Pearson. He told the Economic'Club of Detroit that 
it was a situation in which the West  should be "hard-headed but open-
minded." He warned against either an "attitude of defeatism or a 
posture of provocation." 

"It requires that we should go half-way, or even beyond that 
point, to meet these overtures, with a view to seeing whether a basis 
can be found on which the issues that now so tragically divide -the 
world might be solved," he said. 

Mr. Pearson  sa* as one example of a Communist intention to seek 
Communist ends by peaceful means instead of by open aggression, the 
recent joint sponsorship in the United Nations of a resolution to study 
the question of world disarmament. 	. 

Liberals Mln Four Of Six By-Elections: Montreal, Nov. 9 (Gazette) -- The 
, 	Liberal Party won four of six Federal by-elections yesterday - 

ing two seats on Montreal Island - while the Progressive Conservatives 
retained the Ontario riding of York West. The sixth seat - in Mani-
toba's 'Selkirk  riding - was won by the C.C.F. from the Liberals. 

In •  Montreal, Transport Minister George C. Marier  defeated Progres- 
sive Conservative Candidate, Mr. Tgan Chambers, by nearly 5,000 votes 
in St. Antoine-lrestmount riding, while in St. Lawrence-St. George, Mr. 
Claude Richardson won the riding for the Liberals by defeating his 
P.C. opponent, Mr. David de Volpi, by 2,066 votes. 

In Toronto York -West, Progressive Conservative Candidate Mr. Johp 
B. Hamilton, a 41-year-old lawyer, won in a four-way contest for the 
riding which had been held since 1940 by Mr. Rodney Adamson, the P.C. 
member who was killed in an air crash April 8 at Moose Jaw, Sask. 

In the other Toronto riding - Toronto-Trinity - Mr. Donald Carrick, 
48-year-old lawyer, won the riding for the Liberals. 

Mr. Pickersgill On Immigration:  Winnipeg, Nov. 8 (CP) -- Fewer than 2,500 
persons have been deported from Cangda in the last five years, Immi-
gration Minister Pickersgill said tonight. 

In the same period, he added, nearly 750,000 immigrants entered 
Canada and between 40,000,000 and 50,000,000 non-immigrants, includ-
ing tourists, were examined at the ports of entry each year. 

"Assuming that most of the undesirable persons are discovered and 
dealt with, this record does suggest that the selection of immigrants 
has been reasonably effective at least in protecting the country fran 
undesirable inmigrants." 

« 	(over) 
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Mr. Pickersgill was addressing the Winnipeg Junior Chamber of 
Commerce. 

At another point, the Minister said: 
nAll the officers abroad are instructed to advise (all appli-

cants to take nothing for granted and on no account to give up their 
employment or their homes or take any other steps until they actually 
secure a visa. Notwithstanding this advice, there are unfortunately 
some applicants who do these things and then have to be disappointed. 

"Of  course, the  main purpose of the immigration officer is not 
to discourage unsuitable immigrants but to encourage suitable immi-
gants to came to Canada at suitable times. The amazing record of 
satisfactory settlement of our postwar immigrants is, I think, the 
best evidence this work has been done well. • 

Across Canada:  The Ontario Hurricane Relief Fund yesterday climbed to a 
total of $3,593,054.71. e • • Canada's for-hire truckers have boost-
ed their business to the point of making more than one-third the 

. revenue of the railways, a railway economist estimated yesterday. .The. 
. estimate was made by:Mr. W. G. Scott, transportation economist with 

the Railway- Association of Canada, in testimony before the 'Royal Com-
mission on rail agreed charges. . . . One of the famous exploits of 

. David Thompson, early western explorer and geographer, was cam!- 
memorated at Castlegar, B.C., Nov. 7, with the-unveiling of a cut--- -  
stone monument on a spot overlooking the Columbia River. . 	. Most 

,of Montreal's plumbers returned to work after an eight-week wage strike 
that paralyzed construction projects throughout the city. 
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Invites Russia To Help Arrange Atom Talks:  United Nations, N.Y., Nov. 9 (CP)-- 
Resuming her role as United Nations mediator between East and West,  
Canada today invited Russia to help arrange an international confer- 
ence to explore means of developing peaceful uses of atomic energy. 

Mr. Paul Martin, acting as spokesman for seven Western powers, 
pmoposed that Russia, India and Brazil join the United States, Bri..- 
tain, France and Canada in an advisory committee. 

This committee would consult with Secretary-General Dag Ham-
marskjold on invitations to the scientific conference, preparation 
of the agenda, and selection of the site. 

In making the offer before the 60-nation political committee, 
Ur. Martin said he was encouraged by Russia's recent agreement to co-
sponsor with the West a resolution for new talks on disarmament. 

NATO Aid $1.1 Billion Since 1950:  Ottawa, Nov. 9 (CP) -- Canadien taxpay-
ers have given outright $1,100,000,000 to Canada's European allies 

, since April 1, 1950. The up-to-date figure for this country's dollar 
aid for European defence was disclosed tonight by Defence Department 
officials. 

Though the $1,100,000,000 is an outright gift since the begin- 
ning of the North Atlantic Alliance's mutual aid programme, it is an 
integral part of Canada's defence budget. This country gets no physi-
cal aid in return but it is buying protection by helping to arm its 
European allies. 

The total does not include the cost of maintaining in Europe the 
RCAF air division or the 1st Canadian Infantry Brigade group. To-
gether, they cost more than $650,000,000 a year. 

Of the $1,100,000,000, more than $800,000,000 has gone for mili-
tary equipment - everything from rifle cartridges to mineeweepers - 
some g260,000,000 for training 4,080 NATO aircrew In Canada and the 
remainder for such things as construction of airfields in Europe. 

Canada has given its European allies 74,656,881 items of mili- 
tary equipment since the start of mutual aid. The figure was divul-
ged by defence officials for the 'irst time. 

Countries receiving aid fr. ôn! Canada are Belgium, Denmark, 
France, Greece, Italy, Luxembourg, The Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, 
Turkey and the United Kingdom. 

ladatsDefE;nceDturesMayDroCar : Vancouver, Nov. 9 (CP) -- Canada's 
defence expenditures may be dawn $100,000,000 this year compared to 
the year before, Defence Minister Campney said here today. 

(over) 
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"We're not doing anything spectacular in anione thing, but we 
are saving here and there, n  the Minister said in an interview. "If 
the world situation does not change, I think we can reach the goal 
of $100,000,000. 

He said the defence bill this year will be about $2,000,000,000. 

TLC Delegation Before Cabinet: Ottawa, Nov. 9 (CP) -- Mr. St. Laurent 
said today the Government does not think this winter's unemploymen 
will reach last season's postwar high. 	 . 

Be told a Trades ,nd Labour Congress of Canada delegation he 
disagrees with a TLC prediction of higher unemployment, adding that 
"there are indications that make us feel it will not be realized." 

The TLC's suggestion of increasing unemployment was made in its 
annual brief to the Government, presented today to about a dozen 
Ministers, In which it proposed a five-point programme for holding 
the line on jobs particularly in the relatively-slack winter season. 

"ffe are as concerned as you are about unemployment," Mr. St. 
Laurent replied, "but I don't think we agree with your expectation 
that it is apt to  'ce more severe than last year." 

Across Canada:  The Government, through its price support programme, has 
accumulated the biggest butter surplus in history, but there will be 
no belaw-cost bargain sales to Canadian consumers. Federal author-
-iti-es said yesterday the Government's selling price will be . the  saine  

- 	as last year - 61 cents a pound wholesale, for deliveries to Mon- 
treal and Toronto. 	. . Some of the regulations that restrict the 
sale of Canadian securities in the U.S. may be in for an overhaul be-
fore long, according to Mr. O. E. Lennox, Chairman of the Ontario 
Securities Commission, the Toronto Globe and Mail reports. • . 
Canada Steamship Lines yesterday opposed a CPR formula to help Can-
adian railways preserve their competitive position in the transporta-
tion market. • . 	Canada's three Prairie Provinces, Alberta, Sask- 
atchewan and Manitoba, produced a total of 60,012,561 barrels of 
crude oil in the first eight months of this year, an indrease of 22 
per cent over the 49,326,165 barrels turned out in the same period 
last year. 
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Legion Urges Peacetime Conscription:  Ottawa, Nov. 11 (CP) -- As Canada bowed 
today in memory of its 100,000 war dead, the Canadian Legion urged peace- 
time military conscription to strengthen this country in the face of the 
threat of a new war. Very Rev. John Anderson of Ottawa, Legion President, 
presented to Prime Minister St. Laurent and  Cabinet the Legion's annual 
brief. 

It asked for compulsory selective service in the active forces for 
"a period long enough to train a substantial defence organization, without 
crippling the economy of the country in the process; and service by those 
discharged or released from the active forces for a definite period in the 
reserves." 

A Legion spokesman said later the length of service in the regular 
forces and the reserves would be for the generals to decide but that the 
legion had in mind two years in the regulars, five in the militia. 

"...Scientific and world developments have made Canada's initial 
position in the event of war much more precarious than it was at the out- 
set of either the First or Second World Wars," the nine-page brief  said  

Igembers of the Legion...are disturbed by the fact that Canada is the 
only major nation of NATO that does not have compulsory military service. 
The Legion believes thnt in the world today this is unrealistic and danger-
ous to our country. 

"It is the responsibility of the Government to initiate a policy on 
national defence that is for the benefit of the people and realistic for 
the world in which me exist. Only such a policy will avoid defeatism and 
a feeling of hopelessness amongst ordinar7 people as they think of the 
trenendous engines of destruction which science has recently evolved... 

"The Legion's belief now is that only the armed services presently 
in being, recruited and reinforced by compulsory service, can meet the 
present need." 

Canada's  Air Defences: Quebec, Nov. 19 (Ottawa Citizen) -- Canada's air 
defences are to hnve secret "gates" in them through which friendly air-
craft can pass, Air Marshal C. Roy Slemon, Chief of the Air Staff, 
divulged here lnst night. 

Air Marshal Slemon told 800 aviation men and their ladies gathered 
in the Chatequ Frontenac for the annual presentation of the McKee Trophy, 
that civil aircraft would "in due course" have to keep to these coded and 
classified  agates"  when they wished to fly across Canada's lines of air 
defence barriers. 

The RCAF's chief said: 
"We now have coming into full operation the first phase of the air 

defence of Canada.  We  have developed the system today to the point where 
it mould be impossible for hostile aircraft to pretend for long that they 
were friendly." 

Every time an unidentified aircraft is pinpointed, Air Marshal Slemon 
explained, "all means possible are taken to determine whether it is friendly 
or hostile; and if these measures fail fighter aircraft are sent aloft to 
intercept it." 

(over) 
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"If he (the fighter pilot) fails_to establish definitely that the 
aircraft is friendly he forces it to land." 

The appearance of any unplotted plane in one of the RCAF's air defence 
zones, automatically triggers off the alarm. 

The Chief of the Air Staff told the aviation men -- delegates to the 
20th annual convention of the Air Industries and Transport Association ... 
that the air defence system mould gradually be extended and that_it would 
mean increased control of civil air traffic by the military. . . 

Mr. Coldwell Impressed By Britain:  Ottawa, Nov. 10 (CP) -- Mr. M.J. Coldwell, 
National CCF leader, returned Tuesday from a three-month trip abroad and 
said he was most inpressed with conditions in Britain since he was there 
six years ago. 

Mr. Coldwell, who spent seven weeks in Britain and then went to Israel 
said Britain's maintenance of rationing and controls until there were ad-
equate supplies had worked out very -well. 

One of the results, he said, is that Britain now has the lowest cost 
of living in terras of money of any other country in Europe', much below 
living costs in Canada and the United States. 

Viscount  Montgomery On  Unity:  Ottawa, Nov. 11 (CP) -- Field Marshal Viscount 
Montgomery tonight recalled his order of the day to the British group of 
armies May 8, 1945, when the German war ended. 

It read: 
"Great problems lie ahead; the world will not quickly recover from 

the upheaval that has taken place; there is much work for each one of us. 
We have won the German war. Let us now -win the peace." 

That peace is not yet won, but it can be won "if ive stick closely 
to our nim, which is: Peace through strength and strength through unity, 
Lord Montgomerv said in a Remembrance Day speech which he called "Lest% 
Forget." 

Football Play-Off:  Winnipeg,  Nov. 11 (CP) -- Winnipeg Blue Bombers, shoiving a 
pulverizing ground attack and a hard-charging line, defeated Edmonton 
Eskimos 12-6 today to deadlock their best-of-three Western Interprovincial 
Football Final et one game apiece and force a third and deciding game at 
Edmonton Saturday right. Esks won the -opener 9-3 at Edmonton last Saturday 

Across Canada:  Canada's politicians soon will take TV tests. So-called dry 
runs of television speeches on a CBC closed circuit  will  start in a week 
or ten days, CBC officials said. The results will determine whether the 
network will carry a television version of its radio series "The ratim's 
Business", C.P. reported. . . . More than 3,000 applications have been 
made by Canadian loggers for 100 positions open in a new lumbering project 
in New Zealand's north island,Mr. J.A. Symington said at North Bay accord-

ing to C.P. Mr. Symington, a New Zealand forestry official, is intervient 
applicants in a cross-Canada tour. 
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State Dinner, Reception  For  Queen Mother at Rideau Hall:  Ottawa, Nov. 14 (CP) -- 
Queen Mother Elizabeth says she hoped her current visit to Canada will not be 
her last. She made the remark Saturday night during chats with guests at a 
glittering State dinner nnd•reception at Government House. About 440 guests-- 
the capitnl's top governmentnl nnd diplomntic dignitaries -- stared frankly in 
admirntion mut the beautifully-gowned Queen Mother. She wore a crinoline dress 
of white lace worked with silver thread and irridescent beads nnd with frills 
of tulle on the lower part. Decorations and accessories included a dianond 
and ruby tiara, pendant necklace, bracelets and enrrings, the Order of the 
Garter Blue gash and star and, at her left shoulder, two rosettes, one bearing 
the likeness of the Queen, the other of the late King George VI. Ninety-one 
guests were invited to dinner. The Queen Mother wns piped into dinner by 
three pipers of the Black Watch Regiment, of which she is colonel-in-chief. 
After the dinner  saine  three hundred and fifty guests were presented to Her 
Majesty, who had a handshhnk, a smile and brief word for each. 

Mendes-France Predicts Stronger Franco-Canadian Solidetrity: Quebec City, Nov. 14 -- 
France's twentieth premier since the end of the Second World War, Pierre Mendes-
France, arrived here this afternoon by air for a four-day Canadian visit before 
leaving for 'Wnshington where he will confer with President Eisenhower and 
officials of the United States Government. The French premier said that he 
will explain to Canadian leaders the essential political policies of his 
country. "I will show them thnt these policies are simple and fair and that 
they mre inspired by some great principles, those very principles thnt have 
guided you for so many years; sense of responsibility and solidarity among 
'Western powers, a constant will to succeed on internal and external affairs, 
a desire for world of liberty and peace," he snid. "I am glad of hnving this 
occasion to define once again the policies of France. I am sure that the 
Franco-Canadian solidarity will emerge stronger than ever" he added. 

B.C. Conservatives Defend Record of Leader George Drew:  Vancouver,  Nov. 14 (CP) 
Howard Green, Progressive Conservative member of Parliament for Vancouver 
Quadra said here Saturday night, that criticism of Federal Leader George Drew 
stems from a battle for power. He made the statement on behalf of himself and 
the other two British Columbia Conservative members, Major Genernl G.R. Pee'kes 
vo, of Esquimalt-Saanich, and A. Davie Fulton of Kamloops. The announcement 
came directly following the one-day convention of the B.C. party which called 
for national meeting of the party as soon as possible. "The only reason for 
these vicious nttacks on our national leader George Drew" the statement said, 
"is that he refuses to give control of federal activities in British Columbia 
to the provincial  lender, Deane Finlayson. 

Federal TV Policies Review Set for Caning House Session:  Ottawa, Nov. 14 (CF) -- 
Federal Television policy will be reviewed next vear if the Government accepts 
a reconrendntion made in 1951 by the Royal Commission of Arts, Letters and 
Sciences. Reports are circulnting here that the Government hns nccepted the 
Massey  Commission recommendntion. This would mean thnt the independent body 
would begin its review early next yenr. However, Review Minister McCann, who 
reports to Parlinment for the CBC, says the question of , ' establishing an in-
dependent investigating body is not being considered at the present time. 

(over) 



Dr. McCann said the Canadian Association of Radio and Television Broadcaster 
recently urged the Government to adopt the Massey Commission recommendation. 
He said the Association "was given no assurmnce that anything would be done" 

Hon. George  Dreu  Slightly Better: Ottawa, Nov. 14 (CP) -- Hon. George Drew, serh 
ill with meningitis, was reported to be showing "slight'improvement" today. 
"You can say he is doing reasonably mell" Dr. Mhitely saide 

Football --  Saturday's Games: Big Four -- Ottawa 14, Montreal 12; Hami1ton'15, 
Toronto 7. Intercollegiate -- Western 43, McGill 19; Varsity 11, Queen's 9. 

Across Canada: Two airliners flying In opposite directions across the top of-the 
world this week, will 'inaugurate a radical new commercial route linking Nort 
America with Europe. Winnipeg is a refuellilig.stop.(CP)..The forty-hour week 
is now enjoyed by 53% of Canada's factor-y- workers, a jump of 10% from 1953... 
A joint study issued this weekend by the Canadian Congress of Labour and the 
Canadian and Catholic 'Confederation of Labour says Quebec workers receive an 
average hourly wage of fifteen cents lower than that of their Ontario counter 
parts.... CP reports that Alberta, faced with a power demand that has nea.rly 
tripled in the last ten years of indilstrial expansion, is in the midst of 10 
major construction and expansion projects that will double the provinces 
generating capacity by 1956.... CP reports Gold, copper and natural gas were 
among 10 minerals which showed production increases in July, the Bureau of 
Statistics reports. Six other leading minerals showed declines, including coa 
iron ore and zinc. 
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Mr. Harris  Considers Tax Easing: Montreal, Nov. 16 (CP) -- Finance Minister 
Harris said tonight he has made an initial examination of Canada's 
tax rates and has found them pretty high. He described  the persona]. 

 income tax as severe. 	 • 

Mr. Harris, who took over the finance portfolio last July, said 
he is also concerned over the corporation tax rate under which the 
Federal Government "takes away half or more of the rewards of hard 
work which leads to promotion." 

*ffe will get together later to see what we can do about lower 
tax rates," he told the Canadian Tax Foundation. 

lhile agreeing that rates are high and exemptions law, Mr. Harris 
added that tax rates must be high if the Government is to find revenue 
to pay bills. 

But, he continued, "there is so much to be gained if we can pre-
serve initiative and enterprise." 

"It would be most unfortunate if prospects In this land of oppor-
tunity were dimmed by unwise Government demands on the fruits of suc-
cess in business and professional life--indeed in any gainful employ-
ment." 

Canadians, he said, should never lose sight of the fact that 
economic expansion and development is left largely to the private 
business world on which the Government levies a 49 per cent corpora-
tion tax. Canadians depend on the private enterprise system  forl their 
national livelihood.  • 

"Surely a case can be made for encouraging Initiative and en-
terprise and if so, I wauld hope it would receive general support-- 
and a sympathetic hearing from the Government. . . . . 

Premier Mendes-France On Russian Proposals:  Ottawa, Nov. 16 (CP) -- Premier 
Mendes-France indicated today that France will leave in abeyance Rus-
sian proposals for talks wlth the West until ratification of  the Paris 
agreements on West  Germany. However, he told a press conference, 
this view does not mean that there should not be a meeting some time 
in the future. 

The French Premier said that before talks with Russia can take 
place the West's position must be strengthened and made clearer. 

"I think," he said, "that for such confrontations to take place 
it is necessary to prepare to avoid useless talks based on propa-
ganda needs and not on constructive needs." 

Mr. Mendes-France said it might be dangerous to have an unpre-
pared meeting with Russian leaders because if such talks did not 
succeed the result would bring more discouragement in Europe and do 
more harm than good. A meeting at this time would be unrealistic and 
would have no chance of Improving the international situation. 

He said ratification of the Paris agreements signed last month 
must not wait or be delayed in connection with the proposed talks with 
Russia. 

(over) 



RCAF Fighters Going To France:  Ottawa, Nov. 16 (CP) -- The shifting of the 
RCAF's No. 1 fighter wing from North Luffenham, England, to a new 
NATO base at Marville, France, will start this month, air force head-
quarters announced today. 

The wing is part of the RCAF/s No. 1 Air Division, which is as-
signed to NATO. Withdrawal of the wing from North Luffenham, where 
it has been since late 1951, will leave the air material base at 
nearby Langer as the RCAF's only station in the United Kingdam. 

Two of the wing's squadrons will be moved temporarily to bases 
in West  Germany, No. 410 going to Baden-Soellingen this month and No. 
441 shifting to Zweibrucken in December. 

The third squadron, No. 439, will fly direct to Marville when 
the North Luffenham station closes, probably in late January, to be 
joined there by the other two. Approximately 50 aircraft are invol-
ved. 

Warns Of Increased European Industrial Competition: Québec, Nov. 16 (Gazette) 
-- Quebec's Minister of Trade and Commerce, Hon. Paul Beaulieu today 
issued a warning to businessmen that industry nust reduce present pro. 
duction costs or face serious competition fram European countries 
now revamping their economy. 

He said that France, Western Germany and Great Britain would soon 
become canpetitors and that as production costs overseas are reduced 
by the much lower wage scale in force there than in Canada, producers 
here will have to prepare themselves to meet stiff campetition. 

"Many of these European countries are now actively engaged in 
sweeping reform in production methods and when they are able to re-
place outmoded machinery by modern production units they will be in a 
position to undersell Canadian producers," said the Minister. 

Across  Canada:  Canada may earmark a quantity of fissionable atamic material 
for use under President Eisenhower's atom-for-peace programme to build 
experimental reactors in other countries, a Government spokesman in-
timated yesterday, according to C  P 	 •  Four candidates for mayor 
were nominated yesterday in Toronto. Mayor Leslie H. Saunders will 
be opposed by Nathan Phillips, Arthur J.  Brown and A. Albert MacLeod 
• 	. • Dr. Harry O. McCurry, 65, plans to retire shortly as Director 
of the National Art Gallery, C.P. reports it learned yesterday. 	. 
Mbrkers in seven plants of the Canadian General Electric Co. voted 
yesterday to accept no general wage increase for another year. In 
votes taken at the plant gates of CGE factories In Toronto and Peter-
borough, a majority of the-Compdny's 6,600 productidn workers agreed-
to work under a no-wage-increase contract which had been recommended 
by their union leaders. 
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Soviet Accepts Invitation To Join Atom Conferencee United Nationi, 
Nov. 17 (CP) -- Russia 'oday accepted  Canadas  invitation tojoin an 
advisory committee to call an international conference on atomic 
energy. 

Chief Soviet delegate Mr. Andrei Vishinsky also said that Russia 
is continuing negotiatiOns with seven payers on establishing an in-
ternational agencY for the development of peaceful uses of atomic, 
energy. ,Mr. Vishinsky spoke in the 50-nation political committee, 
now debating a seven-power draft resolution!that would  set uer the 
llency and eall . the conference* 	 - 

Mr. Paul Martin of Canada said after thé meeting Mr. %thin/sky% 
speech »clearly advances the Russian position and has considerably 
narrowed the gap between us." 	 • 

Mr. Vishinsky referred to discussions, on changes Russia had asked 
, in the resolution and addedt "I have a feeling that both parties are 

making every effôrt to eliminate the differences." 	. 
He  cautioned-against haste_and asked that Russia not be pushed or 

driven into accepting a deadline for agreement. e e e 

Quebec Speech From Throne Touches Tax Probieme Quebec, Nov. 17, (cp) --Tha - 
i doors to a new era of increased co-ot)eration'with the Federal Govern«. 
ment on taxation matters were thrown àpen by the Quebec Government 
today. 

Quebec has sparred for 10 years with Ottawa over taxation powers 
but a new attitude wns shown in the Speech from the Throne as the 
Third Session of the 24th Legislature was opened. e 	 . - 

"My  Government recognizes the negotiations actually in progress -
between the Provincial authorities of Quebec and the federal author-
ities will be crowned.  with a complete success to -which the Legisla-
ture will be asked to co-operate," the 1 0 300-mord Speech said  

"My Government recognizes the rights and the obligations of the 
federal authoritys it reiterates once more that the Province asks for 
no favours but only for the full respect of its rights, preroçatives 
and liberties. ... n  

Conversations With Prime Minister Of Francee (Press Release No. 80) -- Dur-
ing his visit to Ottawa, the French Prime Minister, Mr. Pierre Mendês-
France,. had converlfations with the Canadian Prime Minister, Mr. 140 SO 
St. Laurent, the Secretary of-State for Ekternal Affairs, Mr. Pearson, 
the Minister of . Finance, Mr. Harris and other Canadian Ministers and 
personalities. 	 - - 

Concurrently-with the conversations between the Ministers, offi-
cials in the French Prime Minister's party met with Canadian officials 
in conferences at the East Block. 

The exchanges of views between the Ministers which covered all 
fields of cannon interest were very full and gave to each party a - 
complete knowledge and understanding of the problems with which the 
other is faced and of the policies proposed for their solution. o o e 

In the field of Franco-Canadian trade relations, it was agreed 

(over) 



that discussions would take place at an early date between officials 
of the two countries. 

Queen Mother Says Farewell:  Ottawa, Nov. 17 (CP) -- "It has been wonder-
ful." 

With these words, Queen Mother Elizabeth took leave of Canada to-
day after a five-day visit. ' 

Before she walked up the ramp of the RCAF C-5 plane for the 
flight to Nem,  York,  she shook hands warmly with Governor-General 
massey and said: 

"Thank you, Mr. Massey. Thank you for everthing." 
, Wéaring an off-blue ensemble with matching plumed hat and purse, 

she turned at the top of the ramp tolwave * as the crowd at Uplands 
airport bellowed a "three cheers." 

As the plane taxied away from the hangar, the Queen Mother waved 
from a window. . 

Savings  Bond' Sales  $615,000,000:  Ottawa, Nov. 16 (Bank of Canada) -- Can-
ada Savings Bonds sales continue  to rocket, reaching a $615 million 
total at the end , of the fourth week of official selling. This  con- 
tinues the unexpectedly fast pace of earlier reports and compares 
with $655 millions at the same time last year. 

Alouettes Take Five Point Lead In Series: Hamilton, Nov. 17 (CP) -- Montreal 
'Alouettes parlayed4a kicking-and.passing game to triumph 14-9 over 
Hamilton Tiger-Cats today in, the first game of their home-and-home 
total-point series for the Big Four football title. 

Atross Canada: Appointment of eight Parliamentary Assistants to Ministers 
whose Departments have a hea'"ry load of administrative work was pro-
vided in a Bill tabled in the Legislative Assemblyloy Premier Duples- 
sis yesterday. 0 • 0 The Canadian Trucking, Association laid at 
Ottawa extension of the agreed charge method of se#ing railway 
freight rates could destroy Canada's motor transport industry. 
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Distant Earlynarning Radaru (Press Release No. 81, Nov. 19) -- Following is 
the text of a joint announcement by the Governments of Canada and the 
United States, issued simultaneously in Ottawa and Washington on Novem-
ber 19v 

On September 27, 1954, the Defence Departmentsof Canada and the 
United States issued a joint announcement on the progress being made in 

•the development of a comprehensive jointly operated system for warning 
of the approach of hostile aircraft and for the control of interceptor 
aircraft. Four main elements of a warning and control system naw appear 
to be practicable, namely: the main control and warning'radar installa-
tions • in the populated part of Canada (the jointly operated Pinetree 
network) and in the United States, which •  are naw in operation; a warning 
line north of the settled areas of Canada (the Mid-Canada Line) being 
built by Canada; a warning line across the most northerly practicable 
part of North America (the Distant Early Warning Line); and portions of 
the camplete warning and control system in Canada to be extended to sea-
ward on both flanks of the continent by the United States. 

In the announcement of September 27, it was stated that the Can-
adian and United States Governments had agreed in principle that there 
was a need for a distant early warning line across the far northern part 
of North America and had directed that detailed planning for such a line 
should be initiated at once. 

As a consequence of the progress which has been made since the an-
nouncement last September, the two Governments have naw decided to pro-
ceed with the construction of the Distant Early Warning Line. 

Experience has shawn that projects of this nature can be carried 
out most effectively by vesting responsibility for all phases of the 
work of construction and installation in a single authority. In the 
joint statement of September 27, referred to above, it was announced 
that Canada had undertaken the responsibility for the construction of 
the Mid-Canada Line. In the case of the Distant Early Warning Line it 
has been agreed that although both Canada and the United States will 
participate in the project, responsibility for the work of construction 
and installation should be vested in the United States. 

Mr. St.  Laurent 	On  Pending  Fiscal  Conferenceu Ottawa, Nov. 18 (CP) -- Prime 
Minister St. Laurent said tonight he has in mind calling a federal-pro-
vincial fiscal conference after he has a new meeting with euebec Premier 
Maurice Duplessis on taxation arrangements. 

But he told reporters after a Cabinet session that he does not knaw 
when a general conference might be held and that it could be some time 
yet before he and Mr. Duplessis repeat their historic peace-elaking meet-
ing of October 5 at Montreal. 

"We are not going to let haste take priority over the consideration 
of the matters before us e " he said as he came out of the Cabinet sitting. 
He bad no announcement of any Government action in the three-hour meet-
ing of Ministers. . • 

(over) 



Mr. Coyne Governor Of- Bank Of Canada: btteellk o, NoN -  18 (G164 .  & Mail) -- Mr. 
James E. Coyne, was named today to the'most-  highly paid  post in the Gov-
ernment service, Governor of the Bank of Canada. - 

11en he takes over as Governor on Dec.. 31, succeeding Mr. -Graham 
F. Towers, who earlier this week announced his resignation from the post 
on that date, Mr. Coyne will have a salary of $50,000 a year. 

Mr. Coyne will be succeeded as Deputy Governor, a position paying 
$30 0000 a yeara_ 	 Reert Beattie„ now  Executive Assistant to the 
Bank Governoce;e Both these appointments were Made by the  -Cabinet. 

At the same time, the Directors of the-- Bank-  ânnouncéd that - Mr. Louis 
Rasminsky„ 46, an Ekecutive Assistant to thé Governors, as is Mr. Beat- - 

 tie, and Mr. Ralph B. McKfbbin, 40, the Bank's Securities Adviser, would 
became Deputy Governors. They will be junior to Mr. Beattie, however 0  
and will be paid $25 9 000 a year. 	 - 

By this action, , the directors expanded the nunber of Deputy Gover-
nors to three, apart from Mr. Beattie. 

Labour Congresses In No-Raiding Treaty: Ottawa, Nov. 18 (CP) -- -Two labour 
congresses with a , combined membership of almost 1,000 0000 today signed 
a no-raiding treaty, described by their leaders as a step toWard unifi-
cation of the rival groups. 

The peace pact, 'barring membership raids, mas signed by chiefs of 
the 580 0000-menber Trades and Labour Congress and the 400 0000-member 
Canadian Congress of Labour. It had been endorsed previously by their 
annual conventions. . 

1,000 Of Second Battalion Return  From  Korea:  Seattle, Nov. 18 (CP) -- The 
nearly 1,000 men of the 2nd Battalion Black Watch cane hame tOday fram a 
year's police duty in Korea. They w -ere the first Canadian - unit to -be 
returned following the British Cammnnwealth's -decision to cut the divided 
and devastated republic's garrison by two-thirds. 

Across Canada: The Ontario Government's contribution to flood control pro-
grammes in the danger zones will be lands that the Government plans to 
expropriate, Attorney-General Porter said yesterday at Toronto. .0 
Progressive Conservative Leader Drew, his doctor told party headquar-
ters last night, is "definitely out of the enods." Dr. H. T. C. nitley 
said Mr. Drew showed "great improvement" in his recovery from a serious 
attack of meningitis that sent him to hospital a week ago, C.P. reported 

No Government of Quebec has been more considerate of the Eng- 
lish-speaking population than that of Premier Duplessis, Mr. John W. 

: French (NU,  Compton)  said in the Legislative Assembly y'esterday accord-
ing to C.P. . o . Mr. E. A. McPherson, a onetime clothing store clerk 
who  became Chief Justice of Manitoba, died yesterday while visiting Ken-
ora for a family celebration. He mas 75. 
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Establishment Of Canada Council: Ottawa, Nov. 19 (CP) -- Mr. St. Laurent in-
dicated tonight the Government scon will announce the establishment of 
a Canada Council to help stimulate the country's cultural development. 

He told the second nationarconference of the Humanities Research 
Council of Canada that "the creation of such a body will be of great 
importance to Canada both in assisting cultural development within our 
borders and maintaining our relations with cultural organizations 
abroad." 

eRe also hope that itwill provide the machinery to facilitate even 
more extensive  research in the humanities." 

Establishment of a Canada Council was recommended in 1951 by the 
Rayal Commission on Arts, Letters and Sciences. It proposed that the 
Council should encourage the development of the arts, letters, humanit-
ies and social sciences. 

"Although my colleagues and I have viewed this recommendation with 
favour, for a variety of reasons it has not yet been possible to create 
such a body," Mr. St. Laurent said, speaking in English,. "Nevertheless, 
I wish to assure you that we have been giving very active consideration 
to this subject particularly in recent weeks and I EM hopeful that be-
fore too long we shall have something of a very positive nature to re-
port." 

Cep-operation And Understanding Keystone Of Unity  Ottawa, Nov. 19 (CP) -- Mr. 
St. Laurent said tonight the keystone of Canadien  unity is the co-oper-
ation and understanding existing among English and French-speaking Can-
adians and others who have elected to live in this country. 

He told the second national conference of the Humanities Research 
Council of Canada that this co-operation and understanding is the char-
acteristic which has been spoken of as tolerance. He spoke in both 
English and French. 

"In my opinion tolerance is more than mere acceptance of a situa- 
tion or of circumstances as being beyond our control," he said. 

"Surely it is the genuine recognition of and respect for the rights 
of others different fram ourselves, recognition of their inherent dig-
nity and appreciation of the intrinsic value of their own principles and 
ideals." • 0 0 0 

Canada And UN Budgets  United Nations, N.Y., Nov. 21 (CP) -- For the third 
year in a raw, Canada may pay a higher per capita contribution toward 
the United Nations budget than the United States. 

This will happen if the General Assembly approves - and it is ex-
pected to - a decision taken last week by its budgetary committee in 
setting the scale of assessments for 19550 

Under the new scale, Canada would 'pay 3.63 per cent of the $40,000,— 
000 budget. This year Canada paid 3.3 per cent oe the budget, which 
amounted to $1,363,900. On a per capitabasis, this amounted to 9.2 
cents. 

While the U.S. this year paid 33.33 per cent of the budget, on  .a 
per capita basis this amounted to 8.6 cents. 

(over) 



Tariff Board Textile Hearing:  Ottawa, Novo 21 (CP) -- The Canadian Federa-
tion of Agriculture says a tariff boost against United Kingdom wool c10 .121 
would increase Canadian consumer t . OStS by about $12,000,000 a year° 

Dr. Ernest Hope, the Federation's economist, told the Tariff Board 
Saturday that the extra cost which would result from higher retail prim 
of wool products is too much to pay for the sake of providinga few more 
jobs in the Canadian nool textile industry° 

Mr. J. Grant Glassco of Toronto, speaking for the Canadian industm 
suggested higher import duties would have very little effèct on retail 
prices° And anything extra paid by consumers would remain in'Canadao 
Profits now earned by British producers would be shifted to Canadian  pro . 
ducers. 

The federal treasury would benefit fram increased customs duties 
and levies on corporation profits. Workers would benefit through bigger 
payrolls and increased job opportunities.... 

Five-Year Census:  Ottawa, Nov. 19 (CP) -- A new national nose court will take 
place in 1956. It was disclosed today that the Government has decided 
to hold a country-wide census every five years, instead of every 10, and 
the first five-year count will take place in June, 1956. 

In previous years, Canada relied on the 10-year census for main 
statistical guidance, holding the five-year count only on the prairies. 

The decennial census also guided redistribution of federal poli-
tical ridings. Official riding boundary changes still will take place 
only once every decade. The ridings will not be affected by the five-
year population changes. . 

Conoueror Of North West Passage:  Halifax, Nov. 21 ((W) -- The Arctic patrol 
ship Labrador nestled into her home berth today with a proud list of 
firsts for the Canadian Navy. 

Her trip from Esquimalt, B.C. to Halifax via the Panema Canal made 
her the first naval vessel to circle North America° 

She left Esquimalt last month after becoming the first vessel of 
any navy to conquer the North West Passage, the largest shiP ever to 
make the trip, and the first to find a route with commercial possibili-
ties through the Canadian archipelago° 

Church Union Negotiations:  Toronto, Nov. 19 (CP) -- Canada's two major Prot-
estant denominations, the Church of England and the United Church, said 
today they are willing to renew negotiations toward union. 

The executive canmittee of the Church of England in Canada at the 
final day of its annual meeting voted in favour of continuing discus-
sions as recanmended by the church's committee on reunion of Christendom. 

Football:  Big Four Final: Montreal 24, Hamilton 19 fflontreal wins round, 38-201 
Grey Cup Semi-Final: Edmonton 38, Kitcho-W. 6; Intercollegiate Semi-Final 
Western 20, Queen's 18. 

Across Canada:  Ceremonies honouring French Canada's great political hero, Sir 
Wilfrid Laurier, brought Prime Minister St. Laurent and Premier Duplessis 
together on the same public platform for the first time in their careers 
in Quebec City on Sunday. It was a non-partisan occasion to unveil a 
bronze statue of Sir Wilfrid in the heart of the Federe Quebec East rid-
ing which he represented for more than 40 years in the House of Cammons 
o ... Opening the Royal Canadian Academy of Art's 75th anniversary ex-
hibition at the Montreal Museum of Fine Arts, at the week-end, Governor 
General Massey said that though individual artists and groups might dis-
agree heartily, he trusted they would always have enough mutual respect 
to co-operate in the common cause of art. 
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Rail Workers' "Frin:e°  Demands Partiall Awardedg Ottawa, Nov. 22 (CP) -- 
The politically-touchy proposal of a subsidy on Western grain freight 
rates was made today by Chief Justice Gordon Sloan of British Columbia 
in awarding non-operating railway employees a $7;000 9 000-a-year seg-
ment of their fringe benefit demands. 

The Chief Justice, Capinet-appointed arbitrator in -bhp long dis- 
pute that threatened a general rail strike last summer, galie the 145,- , 
000 workers a fraction of what they asked »  granting only,partially two 
of their four requests. 

He said the railways cannot afford to meet their demnds in the 
face of declining revenues. And he blamed the decline in large part 
on »distortion and imbalance" of the freight rate structure caused by 
the low "Crow's Nest Pass" rates on export grain movinz through the 
west. 	 -r 

He suggested a federal subsidy to spread "some fair share at 
least of this burden" across the national econamy. 

Increased freight rates now are not the answer to rising railway 
costs, the arbitrator said. These have been used to cover previous 
postwar increases in the wage bill of the carriers. 	 . 

But with competition stiffening »  Chief Justice Sloan said, higher 
rates would probably only "tend to increase the present imbalance and 
expose greater areas of railaay traffic to outside competition. °  

While his observations on the Cray's Nest rates went outside his 
terms of reference and constituted only an opinion - he wa:s empowered 
just to write contract terms for the disputants - they unquestionably 
will stir up political rel;ercussions. 

Premier Campbell of Manitoba promptly said there should be no 
subsidy to railways until it is "abundantly established" that their 
revenues are not meeting expenditures. The M'est was prepared to 
"fight to the finish"  to maintain the grain rates. 0 . 

Armed Forces, CDO May Issue Dosimeters:  Ottawa, Nov. 22 (CP) -- The armed 
forces soon may start issuing atomic radiation detection devices to 
servicemen, it was learned today. 

The Defence Research Board now is testing a Canadian-designed 
°dosimeter," the name given the small detection machine. If the de 
vice  fits the bill »  the civilian Civil Defence Organization plans to 
issue some 300 9 000 of them. They probably would be manufactured in 
Canada. 

The armed forces are acquiring some dosimeters but no policy has 
yet been laid down whether they will be issued to all 115,000  service 
men or say, one to each infantry platoon.  •  

The Civil Defence Organization for months has been trying to pur-
chase dosimeters bui  the ones so far obtained have come from either 
Britain or the U.S. They are scarce in those countries so the Defence 
Research Board is trying to develop its own dosimeter. 

(over) 
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Scientific Aids For  Army . Çhiefs:  Ottawa, Nov. 22 (CP) — Appointments of 
scientific advisers to the Army and Air Force chiefs ofstaff were 
announced today  by the Defence Department. 

Dr. N. W. Morton, Chief of the Defence Research Bclard Division 
involving operational and medical,research, will became scientific 
adviser to the Chief of the.General Staff and Me. John W• Abrams, 
Superintendent of the Board's operational research group, scientific 
adviser to the Chief of the Air Staff. The appointments will be 
effective early next month° 

The Merchant, Caesar Chosen By Stratford:  Toronto, Novo 23 (Globe & Mail) 
-- Two of the most popular Shakespearean plays, Julius Çaesar and 
The Merchant of Venice, are the choice of the Stratford:Shakespearean 
Festival for next summer, it was announced yesterday0  In  addition, 
the festival plans a limited number of repeat performances of last 
season's Oedipus Rex, and also the introduction of the Straiford 
Music Festival, to run in conjunction with the season of theatre. 0 0 • 

$775,000 0000 Savings Bond Sales: Ottawa,  Nov. 22, (Dept° of Finance) -- 
The Minister of Finance announced that the sale of Ninth Series Can-
ada Savings Bonds will be discontinued Noveàber 30, but pointed out 
that applications made prior to this date with arrangements for defer-
red  panent are not affected. 

He said that the sale of the Ninth Series had run well ahead of 
pre-campaign expectations° Transfers of cash to the Bank of Canada 
in settlement for purchases now amount to  *711 million and it seemed 
likely that the final total would be close to $775 million• 

Gardeners Would  Patent New Plants:  Ottawa, Nov. 22 (CP) -- Market garden-
ers today proposed that they be permitted to patent new plants just 
as their counterparts have done in the United States for the last 25 
years° 

The proposal mus contained in a brief to the Ilsley  Commission  
by the Canadian Horticultural Council, supp'orted by thelCanadian As-
sociation of Nurserymen and the Allied Floeists and Growers of Can-
ada. 

Across Canada: Overseas ships are arriving in Montreal in such numbers 
that the only space for some of them is in the middle  of the  river, 
the Gazette reports° 0 0 0 A total of 36,561 veterans' insurance 
policies with a face value of $113,571,000 have been issued since the 
Second World War, the Veterans' Affairs Department said. '0 • •  Dr'.  
Norman MacKenzie said before the Ottawa Canadian Club yesterday Can- 
ada will became the richest land on earth if it can build a strong 
nation on the principle of diversity° 0 . 0 The Army saidTriday 
artillery ammunition and other high explosives will be shipped to four 
European countries later this month under terms of NATO's mutual aid 
programme° 
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Canada And Japan Initial Air Transport Agreement: Ottawa, Nov. 24 (CP) -- 
Canada and Japan have initialed a bilateral air transport services 
agreement providing for use of each other's territory in extension of 
air lineâ across the world. 

The Department of External,Affairs announced early today that the 
,draft text of the agreement was initialed in Tokyo by Mr. Ao D. McLean, 
Member of the Air Transport Board and Canadian representative and Mr. 

Teraoka, special assistant to the Vice-Minister in the Foreign Min-
istry, representing Japan. 

The agreement will become effective after it has been approved by 
Parliaments of both countries. 

Under the agreement the airlines of Japan will be entitled to 
operate an international air service from Tokyo to Vancouver and fur-
ther on a route extending to South America. The airlines of Canada 

• ill be given the right to operate a similar air service from Vancouver 
to Tokyo and Hong Kong. 

Huge Iron Deposit In Southwest Labrador:  New York, Nov. 23 (UP) -- Premier 
.Joseph R. Smallwood of Newfoundland Monday disclosed the existence of 

. a 1,000,000,000-ton deposit of iron ore in Labrador. 
"It may_prove to be the greatest iron mine on the face of the 

world", the Premier said. 
The open pit deposit is located at Lake Wabush in the southwest 

corner of Labrador, some 500 miles northeast of Montreal. 
Mr. Smallwood>made the disclosure at a luncheon given by Canadian 

Javelin, Ltd., which discovered the deposit after it was granted a 
concession by the Newoundland Government. 

"This deposit may contain as many tons as were originally in the 
hole of the famed Mesabi range", 'Mr. Smallwood said. The Mesabi range 
in Minnesota, with total deposir estimated at 3,000,000,000 tons, has 
long been known &s the world's biegest iron ore source. 

Mr. Smallwood said that he confidently expected "to see a great 
industrial boom in Labrador in the near future". 

Chairman John C. Doyle of Canadian Javelin said his Company ex-
pects to develop the find and to ship 3,000,000 tons of the Labrador 
ore in 1956. This ore, which will go to the United States and to 
Europe, would be used in blast furnaces, Mr. Doyle said. 

Sees Success For Tax Discussions: Quebec, Nov. 23 (Gazette) -- Premier 
Duplessis reiterated that he has "every reason to believe and hope 
that the discussions now in progress between Quebec and Ottawa will be 
crawned with success." Mr. Duplessis said this in connection with tax 
discussions, in his speech during debate on the Speech from the Throne 
in the Quebec Legislature. 

The Quebec Premier, hawever, said he wanted to make it plain that 
he had not changed his attitude in regard to the position of Quebec 
and that he would ever protect the interests of the people of this Pro-
vince. 

over) 



Mr. Duplessis followed Liberal OppositiOn Leader LaPalme, who, 
dealing with the constitutional aspect of the. Quebec-Federal tax 
exchanges,suggested a special committee of the House should be set 
up to discuss the matter. . . 

Heralds Canadian Food Shortage In Decade:  Ottawa, Nov. 23 (CP) 	Mr. 
F. H. Kortright, Pi.esident of the Ontario Conservation Council, said 
last night Canada will not be able to feed itself in 10 years. 

Urging a natibnal conservation plan in the face of increasing 
population, he told the Agricultural Institute of Canada that in this 
country "soon we shell not be able to produce enough food for our-
selves". 

"In Canada, as a whole, it has been calculated that, in 10 years, 
we shall not be able to support the then probable population." 

Mr. Kortright said the most basic of all resources is the layer 
of topsoil about six inches deep "that covers the face of the earth. 
It is more precious and vital to us than all else in creation". 

To Increase_Newfoundland Agriculture: St. John's, Nfld., Nov. 22 (CP) -- 
Newfoundland, better known for its fishing than its farming, is try-
ing to increase agriculture production which at present provides only 
45 percent of the vegetables consumed in the Province. 

The Government is spending $541,200 this year to help the Pro-
vince's 3,700 farmers step up their output. A Royal Commission s  
headed by-Mr. A.M. Shaw, an agricultural expert from Ontario, has 
studied the farm problem and its report and recanmendations are ex-
pected soon. 

Across Canada: The stock market soared to another 20-year high yesterday 
in early trade, C.P. reported from Toronto. After the first hour the 
industrial index was ahead more than a point to 370 1,15, its best 
since the exchange began it in 1934. . • 0 A New Zealand logging 
company has recruited 100 Canadian loggers, who with the wives and 
children of the 34 married men among them, will be going to New Zea- 
land in January, The Globe and Mail reports. . 	e Chief Justice 
J. L. Ilsley of Nova Scotia yesterday said a Royal Commission on 
patents is much impressed by a recanmendation that this country adopt 
British patent procedure to simplify its patent lew. 	0‘ 	Officials 
of the Quebec Labour Relations Board, hearing a petition for the de-
certification of Local 144 of the International Union of Plumbers and 
Steamfitters (AFL), yesterday told a Montreal reporter he was not obli-
ged to reveal  hi s source of information for a news story. 
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Planning For Boost In $30S,000,000 T041010 Industry:  Ottawa, Nov. 24 (Jour-
nal) -- A three-day conference to map plans for  boosting Canada's $300,- 
000,000-a-year touriét trade will be held here next-week. ' 

"Vacations UnliMited" again will be the theme of a federal-provin-
tial parley, ninth since Canada entered the tourist business in a big 

- Way, 
Provincial lanisters and their . deputies in charge of tourist traf-

fio, along with federal officials and repi.esentatives of railways, air-
lines, steamship and bus companies will open the conference Navember 29. 
The Minister of Northern Affairs, Mr. Lesage, will make the initial 
address. 	- 

The agenda will cover tourist accommodation, roads, trailer parks, 
"package" tours of Canadian scenic spots and integrated promotional pro-
grammes. Even food offered tourists and haw it is cooked will be dis-
cussed. 

Canada's tourist trade grossed a record $307,000,000 in 1953 cam. 
pared with abput $250,000,000 in 1945. The 1954 figures are still in-
complete but officials expect them to 1;45 dawn some 10 percent-,from 
1953 or close to the $285,000,000 tourists spent in 1952. 

Mechanical Engineers  Most  In.Demandr.  'Ottawa,'Nov. 24 (Globe & Mail) -- 
they.have been since 195eMechanical engineers will be the profeésional 
persons most in demand by industry in-the next two years,according to 
a'survey and forecast, of which-a summai-y-was released today. 
. 	This Survey of Industrial Requirements for 'Professional - Personnel, 

. 	1952-56, was the work of theEConomics and Research Branch Of the De- 
:partment of Labour. 

Also issued today was a companion document, a bulletin - on The Sup-
ply and Demand Situation in Regard to University Graduates, which was 
prepared by the Exeoutive and Profàssional'Division of the National Ein-
ployment Service. 	 . 
-,.. 	The main finding at -this ,study was': 

"The general supply and-demand situation , for university graduates 
is more or less'in balance; "more or-less" means that 'there are still 
some shortages. •,. , There are few,.if.'anyi surpluses.. It-is almost 
certain that this situation will remain about the same over,the next few 
yearse" 	 1 

Cold Weather Brings Increase In Jobless:  Ottawa, Nov. 24 (CP) -- Unemploy-
ment is increasing with the arrival of cold weather, though the number 
of persons at work last month was about the same as a year earlier. 

The Bureau of Statistics estimated today 179,000 persons-were 
without jobs and looking for work at Oct. 23, compared with 167,000 a 
month earlier and 111,000 a year previous. 
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At the same time, the Bureau estimated 4,819,000 persons were 
working full time on that,date. This wes almost exactly  the saine
as the 4,820,000 a month before and compared with 4,830,000 a year 
earlier. Hawever, persons on part-time work swelled the total by 
334,000 compared with 344,000 in September and 286,000 in October, 
1953. 

During the year, the labour force increased to 5,461,000 from 
5,351,000. 	 _ 	 , 

In a simultaneous release today, the Labour Department report-
ed that 259,270 persons were looking for work through National Em-
ployment Service at Oct. 21. . This was up 15,753 from a month ear-
lier and 67,324 fram a year earlier. . 

A rise  in the number of job hunters between this year and last 
mus shawn in every province, with the increase sharpest in Toronto. 

Temporary Tax Agreement Planned: Quebec, Nov. 24 (CP) -- Premier Duples-
sis said today officials of the Federal Income Tax Bureau will call 
on  Quebec tax officers to discuss details of a temporary tax agree-
Mént in the near future. - - 

Mr. Duplessis made' the  announcement after adjournment of the 
day sitting of the Legislative Assembly. 

Stock Market At New Highs:  Toronto, Nov. 24 (CP) -- The stock market 
shot to new high# today on the heels of business and mining news. 

The industrial index touched two successive 20-year highs that 
brought its total climb in the last three weeks to more than 17 
points, one of the sharpest gains in market history. 

The base metal index hit its highest since July, 1953, and the 
%stern oil index its best since last June. 

A 4i—cent boost in the price of nickel touched off the base 
metal climb, shooting International Nickel ahead $2.50 and Falcon- 

' bridge $1. Western  oils surged ahead after reports an agreement is 
to be signed that will mean piping natural gas from Alberta's Peace 
River district to the United States Pacific Coast. 

Across Canada:  Mr. Charles Fremont, general superintendent for the Que-
bec Game and Fisheries Department, told Quebec hunting and fishing 

. lodge owners non-residents will pay more for a season's - fishing 
license and their catch limits will be tightened. 	. • The Canadian 
Council of Churches said Tuesday only 30 percent of university stud-
ents have any church connection. . . 0' Mr. Drew got out of his hos-
pital bed for a few minutes yesterday for the first time 'since he V*13 
stricken with meningitis two weeks ago. Hospital authoritiesied the 
Progressive Conservative Party. Leader is recovering favourablY.' 
Sqdn. Ldr. A. R. (Andy) MacKenzie, DFC, 34-year-old Canadian fighter 
ace, will be released Sunday December 5 at the Hong Kong border by the 
Chinese Communists after exactly two years as a prisoner-of-war, C.P. 
reported from Ottawa. 
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'Par lia.ment To Meet Friday, Jan. 7:  Ottawa-, Nov. 25 (CP) -- Parliamda today 
was summoned to meet Friday, Jan. 7, with  an indication that the busi- 
ness of the session will be speeded. 

Mr. St.', Laurent's - announcement  of the date  was aqcompanied by  a 
deParture lending force ter earlier statements that legislation will get 
a ôlearer track than it did at the speech-laden session of, 1953-54. 

- This Was ei'decision to clean up  on  'opening. day  one of  the major , 	• 	 .,.. 

formalities `of the session, the -.traditional Commons speeches of the 
'Mover  and seconder of thé address .in , reply to the.Speech,from the Throne 
delivered by the Governor-General. 	 .-; 

The Prime Minister's - Office announced the mover and, seconder, re-, 
 spectively, in the Commons will be Yves Leduc (L-Montreal Verdun) and 

Dontdd Ca.rrick (L-Toronto Trinity). 

$500,000 'For Palestine'Aids  -United Nations, N.Y.,-NoV. 25, (CP) -- The Can- 
adian Government intends to seek Parliamentary .approva.1,for,..a. contri-

.: 	• bUtiota Of $500;000' for . 1954-55 to the UN Relief ..and.-,Wor, 	Agêncy for 
refugees„ it was  announced. today.. , 

'Mr«  . G. D. Wealier, .Libèral- Member 'of::Parliament T for:,Churchill, made 
the announcement in the UN's special Political Committee,now debating 
the Palestine refugee -,  probleiri. 

. -The' agency' was:established in 1949' to provide for the relief and 
reàettlement of 'about ;950000 Arab,refugees left- s,homeless by the hostil-
ities in Palestine in 1948. They tIQW are being sheltered in Syria„ 
Lebanôn, -  Jordan and Egypt.  

''. Canada  is one of the largest contributors , to the ,agency,-- iti'-total 
Contriblitions since', 1948. being slightly more than  43 , 500, 000 , including 
$500,000 made- available' for the 1953-54 budget. s  ,s  

Mr. Weaver 'told. the  Committee that Canada tinders stands: the relief 
‘prograMme is to be only;aiï' interim measure pending final settlement of 
the problem.' 	' 

"It.  Cannot be expected - that member . governments of the United 
be able or willing to contribute ,indefiniteiy,;to, a relief . 

prOgriirnme  for  undiminishing proportions."  
. 	 . 

Martin  On'Peacé Outlooks Ottawa, Nov.' 25: --."Th.ere may-have  been  indi-
cations - in recent 'months that the Kremlin - for 'reasons best known to 
its own masters - may be sincere in its wish to- work out a, pattern of 
peaceful  coexistence  with the West," said the Minister of National 
Health and Welfare, Mr. Martin, in an address in Brantford, Ont., to-
day. 

The wars in Korea an.d Indochina have been stopped. There is inci 
creasing diplomatic contact between East and West. At the United Na-
tions, as I have said, the Soviet Union has agreed to oo-sponsor a 
Western resolution on disarmament. Fina.11y, the Soviet Union ha.s join-
ed with the other member nations in unanimously approving President 
Eisenhower's plan  for the peaceful development of atomic energy. 

(over) 



"All this may point to the fact,that the,U.S.S.R. has come to 
recognize at last the frightful significance of a:-t4ird world war, 
which would be unprofitahle/for victor and vanquished alike. It 
does not mean, however, that the Soviet Union haii s ebEindoned its aim 

J 

of extending the empire of Communism. 
-"If the U.S.S.R. has, in fact, decided that world wer shduld be 

avoided, we can expect that its aims will be advanced in other emye. 
Thus, in the ideological competition for the allegiance of the world's 
peoples the ultimate decision may be won, not on the battlefield, but 
on the merits and the appeal of the two conflicting emys  of  life....e 

Quebec Taxation Discussions:  Quebec, Nov. 25 (Gazette) 	Premier Duples- 
sis told newspapermen tonight that four expertsfrom the Federal De-
partment of Finance who conferred with Quebec,officials_today have 
returned to Ottawa. 

He'Said that the-Ottawa-experts, after visiting him early this 
morning,  sent the'greater part of the day withfrovincial Control-
ler of Revenue George Shink. He said:that the,experts'werefgiven all 
the latitude they required to examine Quebec tax figures and that they 
would report their findings to their superiors. 

Chadber Of Commerce Submission:  Ottawa, Nov. 25 (CP)--.The.,Canadian Chun- . 
ber of Commerce observed today that seasonal unemployment is becoming 
increasingly serious and urged the Goverment to move quickly with 
remedial 'measures 

-The organization urged also that immigration be increased to pro-
yide Canada with a population of 30,000,000 by 1975 - double Canada's 
current Manpower - and that there be no let up in the Goverment's de-
fence'planning. 

The greatest danger for 20th-century Canadians,. said the Chortler 
- in à brief to the Cabinet, is the tendency to believe that defence 

spending should be a temporary rather than apermanent  part of  life. 
, 

Across,Canadat  A network of strategically-located centres where Canadian 
cancer patients  may be treaMd with the famed Cobalt Bomb therapy 
unit is being'planned by the federal t: provincial and municipal govere-
ments. Health Minister Martin told the 75th anniversary dinner of the 
Canadian'Order of Foresters that he.expects the network of cancer 
treatment centres will be in operation in the near future. 	. . The 
Canadien  Army in all likelihood soon will adopt the British Patchett 
as its standard sub-machine-gun in place of the Sten. , Brig. S. E. E. 
Moores, Deputy Quartermaster-General for design and development, said 
today the Patchett probably will be manufactured in Canada. 

.  Llberals won the hotly contested Nova Scotia Legislature seat of Hauts  
East on a returning officer's tie-breaking ballot today  bu .. the  losing 
Progressive Conservative immediately demanded a recount, C.P.'rePorted 
fram Kennetcook, N.S. 
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October Surplus $28,415,000:  Ottawa, Nov. 27 (CP) -- Declining revenues and 
heavier expenditures put a further squeeze on the federal treasury in 
October, cutting the month's surplus to $28,415,000, less than half the 
$65,863,000 surplus a year ago. 

The small October balance increased the total surplus for the first 
seven months of the current fiscal year to $91,836,000. But this was just 
one-third the $266,024,000 surplus in the similar period a year ago, 
Finance Minister Harris' monthly treasury statement showed today. 

The Government ended the last fiscal year with a surplus of $46,000,000 
and esttmated it will have a surplus of $4,000,000 for the current year. 
However, the continuing decline in revenues and sustained expenditures may 
force the 1954-55 budget into the red by between $50,000,000 and $100,000,- 
000, the first annual deficit in the postwar era. 

October revenues totalled $344,394,000, down by $18,010,000 from 
$362,404,000 last year, reducing the seven-month total by 1171,404,000 to 
$2,279,617,000 from $2,451,021,000. 

Collections of Personal income tax and excise duties increased slightly 
during the month but offsetting these gains were continuing declines in 
collections of corporation income tax, import duties and sales'tax. 

•ile October's over-all revenues declined, expenditures increased by 
$19,438,000 to $315,979,000 from $296,541,000 last year. This boosted the 
seven-month total to $2,187,781,000, about $2,700,000 higher than the 
$2,184,997,000 last year.  • 

Defence speîiding during the month increased by $1,653,000 to $137,- 
387,000 from 4135,734,000 -- the result of increased expenditures under 
mutual aid. 

40tvil Defence Plan for Ports:  Ottawa, Nov. 26 (CP) -- A basic civil defence plan 
for Canadian ports has been drawn up, the Government said today. 

Formation of the plan followed a four-day conference on waterfront 
disaster control problems.  • Attending the meeting at the Civil Defence 
College at Arnprior, Ont., were representatives of harbour control agencies, 
marine industries, docking companies, shipping interests and scientists 
and armed forces experts. 

The group studied the handling of inflammable cargoes, munitions and 
explosives, control of oil fires, maintenance of clear seaway channels and 
other problems that would be encountered in a harbour area in event of an 
enemy attack or a natural disaster. 

The federal Health Department said in a statement that representatives 
of port authorities and commercial interests from St. John's, Newfoundland, 
Halifax, Saint John, N.B., Montreal, Toronto, Vancouver, New Westminster, 
B.C., and Victoria pooled their maritime experience to drew up a basic plan 
which could work in any port. 

(over) 



Plan To Improve Tourist Attractions: Ottawa, Nov. 28 (CP) -- Tourism experts •

fram every province meet with federal officials here tamorrow -try map plans 
for boosting Canada's $500,000,000-a-year tourist trade In 1955. • 

As the three-day meeting begins officials predicted that Canada's 
tourist trade take this year will be dawn between eight and 10 per cent 
fram the $307,000,000 spent by tourists in 1953. The weather was mostly 
blamed for the decline. 

But officials were optimistic for the tourist outlook in 1955. Sug-
gestions and plans will be laid before the conference for imprqving tourist 
attractions, putting them before the public via television and other ad-
vertising mediums and for stepping up the "package" tour idea. 

Grey Cup  Goes West: Toronto, Nov. 28 -- One electrifying Montreal miscue, 
climax to a tremendous heart-thumping succession of thrills, sent the 
lightly-regarded Edmonton Eskimos into the select circle of Grey Cup 
champions Saturday. 

With less than three minutes to go, and the east leading 25 to 20, 
Edmonton's Jackie Parker picked up a loose ball and galloped 98 yards 
for a converted touchdown. It was  a wild pass by Huntsinger that Parker 
retrieved. 

Beaten down by the odds-makers -- 5 to 1 or even money on a 13,paint 
spread --the Western champions flouted the odds to record the greatest 
upset in the history of the East-West classic with a 26-25 victory over 
Alouéttes. 

Varsity Wins College Championship:  London, Nov. 28 (Globe) -- The versatility 
of halfback Steve Oneschuk, playing his final game of college football, 
carried University of Toronto Blues to their first senior championship 
since 1951 here Saturday. 

Oneschuk booted a 40-yard field goal, scored a touchdown an a five-
yard plunge and added the convert as Blues dethroned Universittof Western 
Ontario Mustangs, 9-8, before 8,000 in Little Memorial Stadium.  • 

Across Canada:  An arm-long programme is building up for the 1955 session of 
Parliament that opens January 7. Apart fram what develops after the New 
Year, there seems to be enough prospective business on hand now to keep 
the legislators going for a few months, C.P. reports from Ottawa. . . 
More shipments of guns, =munition and vehicle spare parts will leave 
Montreal and Quebec this month en route to three European counteies under 
NATO's mutual aid programme, the Army said Friday. . . . Canadian soldiers 
in Korea over-subscribed by $40,000 the mark set for them in the last 
Canada savings bond campaign. The Army said total sales came to $285,000. 
. . • Mr. A.H. McDonald, 35-year-old farmer and Liberal whip in the pro-
vincial legislature, was elected new leader of the Saskatchewan Liberal 
Party. 
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Exports Dawn $29,800,000 In October:  Ottawa, Nov. 29 (CP) -- Canada's ex-
ports declined by $29,800,000 in October, cutting the total for the first 
10 months of 1954 by $274,000,000. The month's trade produced a deficit 
of $14,000,0000 

A preliminary estimate by the Bureau of Statistics today placed Oct-
ober's shipments at $318,000,000, dawn fram $347,800,000 last year. The 
10-month total was estimated at $3,182,500,000, down from $3,456,500,000 
a year ago. 

Imports also continued to decline, dropping by $26,300,000 in October 
and by $309,700,000 in the 10-month period,' 

Total imports declined to $332,000,000 fram $358,300,000 in October 
and to $3,383,300,000 from13,693,000,000 in the 10 months. 

With imports still rUthing higher than export totals, Canada showed 
a deficit of $14,000,00Ô in October's trade, up from  the $10,500,000 defi-
cit a year,ago, though the 3.954  10-month adverse balàfice at $200,800,000 
was still belaw last year's $236,500,0000 

Ekports to the United States declined during October to $193,100,000 
from $201,900„000, reducing the 10-month total to $1,932,700,000 fram 
$201,900,000, reducing the 10-month total to $1,932,700,000 fram $2,033,- 
500 9 000. Imports from the U.S. also declined although they still were well 
above exports. Purchases from the U.S. dropped to $235,000,000 fram 
$258,300,000 in the month, and to $2,445,000,000 from $2,729,900,000 in 
the 10 months. 

Shipments to Britain were reduced in October to $46,600,000 fram $55,. 
800,000 and in the 10 months to $509,200,000 from $565,100,000. Imports 
déôreased to $31,600,000 from $36,800,000 in the month and to $332,200,000 
from $376,200,000 in the 10 months. 

Students Ask Scholarships To aid Study:  Ottawa, Nov. 29 (CP) -- University 
student representatives today asked the federal Government to take the 
initiative in a $5,500,000 a year  programme  to provide bursaries and 
scholarships to 10,000 students* 

In a brief presented to Prime Minister St. Laurent, the National 
Federation of Canadian University Students said such a programme would 
help valuable good students as well as brilliant ones. 

The brief, read by NFCUS President  Douglas-  Burns of the University 
of Saskatchewan, proposed 2,500 "relatively substantial bursary awards ° 

 annually on a four-year basis.  Ii  said an annual outlay of $5,500,000. 
would provide grants, most of them averaging «bout $500 a year to one-
fifth of the country's university population. 

The Federation said it realizes such a programme must be based on 
agreements between federal and provincial Governments, but added: 

"We do feel, however, that in view of the relatively great financial 
power of the federal Government, the initiative requirdd for the in-
auguration of a bursary programme of the scope we are suggesting must 
came from that Government. °  

University education had became necessary for almost, any form of per-
sonal advancement, but there were financial barriers to equality of oppor-
tunity, essential to a free society. 

(over) 



Representative To ICAO:  (Press Release No. 849  Nov. 26) 	The Secretary of 
State for External Affairs and the M4nister of Transport announced on 
November 26 the appointment of Mr. J. A. Irwin to mucceid Brigadier 
Booth as Canadian Representative to the International Civil Aviation 
Organization. Brigadier Booth's appointment as Assistant Deputy Min- 
ister of Transport was announced on August 17, 1954. Mr. Irwin who has 
been First Secretary at the Canadian Embassy in Djakarta, Indonesia, is 
expected to take up his new duties in December. 

Ceylon Prime Minister's Visit:  (Press Release No. 85, Nov. 26) --"The De-
partment of External Affairs announced that at the invitation of the 
Government of Canada the Rt. Hon. Sir John Kotelawala, K.B.E., Prime 
Minister and Minister of External Affairs and Defence of Ceylon will 
pay an official visit to Canada for four days fram December 2 to Dec-
ember 6, during the course of a tour which will take him around the world. 

A programme has been arranged for the Prime Minister's visit to 
Ottawa, Toronto, Niagara Falls and Montreal. 

No Workable Definition Of An Invention:  Ottawa, Nov. 29 (CP) -- The Ilsley 
Royal Commission on patents was left today with a hint that it should not 
attempt to write a new legal definition of an invention. 

Mr. Harold J. Fox, Toronto patént attorney, told the three-man body 
that he does not think it could arrive at a workable definition. Nobody 
had been able to do so in more than 100 years of patent law practice and 
experience. 

Mr. Fax appeared before the Commission headed by Chief Justice J. L. 
Ilsley• of Nova Scotia to present briefs on behalf of the Canadian Manufac-
turers Association and the Toronto Board of Trade. 

The Royal Commission is studying Canadian legislation on patents, comr 
right, trade marks and industrial design. 

Operation Santa Claus: 	Ottawa, Nov. 29 (CP) -- A draft of 1 4 300 Canadian sol- 
diers, the largePt yet in the withdrawal of two-thirds of Canada's brigade 
in Korea, left there Saturday for home, army headquarters announced today. 

Next month 300 more soldiers will be flawn home on Operation Santa 
Claus. 

Across Canada: For reasons of national security naw and in the future, Canada 
needs far more than her 15,000,000 people who occupy half a continent, 
Ontario's Labour Minister Daley said last night in a CBC broadcast. . . 0 
Mr. George A. Scott, has been appointed Director of Economic Policy for 
the Transport Department, it was announced. 	The layoff of Canadian 
National Railways employees has reached its peak, Mr. Donald Gordon, CNR 
President said yesterday. He said in an interview he believed no further 
staff cuts weuld be necessary. . 	. A federal-provincial tourist confer- 
ence heard a warning yesterday that Canada must wake up to the necessity 
of conserving her bounteous stocks of . fish and game or suffer the consequeld-
ces. 	. Mr. John David Southam, 45, pmblisher of the Calgary Herald 
and a prominent sportsman and military figure, died suddenly at his home 
in Calgary, Sunday night. 
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Fewer *Immigrani;S: ' Ottawa, Nov. 30 (CP) 	The flow of new inunigrants to 
Canada wile reduced sharply in October to help prevent the possibility 
of large-Scale unemployment during winter months. The..  Immigration, De-
partMent eStimated" today that arrivals 'dropped by 7,368 to  11,256 in  

' 	Oôt .ober'‘fram 18 - 264 à year"earlier. 	• 	 .'› 	' 
• 

 
Most of 	depline Was in the movement of North  Eiiropeans, though 

there :Were deplineS alsô in  the  flow Of 'immigrants from ItalY'ànd other 
„parts Of the 	" 	 • , 	 • 	 • ■ 

• The OCtober cle'cline reduced; the  total l influx  for the firSt 10 
m'Onthe of 1954 tà '138,109, dàwn 5,813. from:' 143,722 a* * Year' earlier. 

Officials said the. main reason.  for the  decline is .. the earlier sea-
sonal cirt-off date On the moveMent 	iindponsored imMikrantic -, those 

, 	.„, 	. 
- 

wi-ehout jobs and Withôut friends' or relatives in Canada. Thé_ Cut-off 
date, las t year 'set at "' Oct . 31, . was 'moved back to .Sept. 30 this year. 

' 	Octôipèr's .  immigrants  from North' Élirorie -.'.inclu'Fling..GèrMany, -France 
and The Netherlandà ;- *ere reduced' b *,-  one-half of 3,747 .  frimi' 7,701 last 
year. The 10-month total decreased to 54,311 from 61,568. 

New /mmigrants coming to, Canada from West ..Germany declined ,during 

	

„ 	„ 
Octbber to "2,452' froni : 4,191 a " year ,. ago ; influx  'frciM TheiNetherlands 
Slumped to 446 frOM . 1,982; from 'Austria to 310 from 696; ',..fkOM".,France to 
241 i froM -401. • - • • ' 

. 	The : monthly tota l .  from..  the . I.Jnitécl.:Kingdcim also declined to 3,976 
froM:,4;817, thOugh the'10-month 'totai' . Was clawri.'6nly slightly to 40,087 
froM 40,390. ThoSe of Englis.h orièin 'dropp*  ed in OCtober to 2,.,457 from 
,6 .42 last year; lrish, to 405 from' 9, 8; Scottish, 1,0,2 -0:from' 1,112. 

Those of Welsh origin Increai-ed .  tO 94 'frOin 65. 
The downward trend was reflected in the movement of immigrants 

from other parts of the world. . Those of „Italian origin declined in . 
'October 'to * . 1,390 from - 3,216 .laict year, 'thoUgh.  the  710—mcinth total  .„ 	. 
still'higher at -20,717 Compared with 17,426  in 1953. • 

'. The nuMber''ôf - Poles coming to Canada in the month 'déc'lined" to 201 
.-frOm 351*last - Year* ; " -Hebrews, .to 97 from 352; Ukre:inia-ns, 't6 37 from 88. - - - 
HOWever the nuMber  of  Chinese .increased to 153 >fr;oin' 142' ana the  number 
of 'Greeks to 260' from '207. 

Keep Canada:Canadian, 'Mr.  Lesage  Urges  ' Ottawa, Nov.' 30 (CP) *--; The ninth 
• federaï.)provincial tourist conference wciund. Up' its tWo-iday .  'Sitting to-

*day with  a Ministerial MeSsage.  to keep..Canada 
' il'ésources Minibter•Lesage told clelekaés froni 'every, province that 

'touristic *  froM Canada's' bigieSt Market, the  United States  'don"t  corne  _ , 
to see Americanism here. 

They-came to see something different and they should be shown 
things Cana-dian, served typical Canadian food and told of Canadian 
folklore. 

He and other deleiates -deplored the practice of some tourist 

attteles4of 'flying the American flag and putting American names on their 
es-‘bliiihments in an effort to attract _American tourists. 

(over) 
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- Keeping'Canada Canadian; Mr. Lesage said, should be the slogan 
for the 1955 tourist year. 

Main objective of the meeting on tourist trade was an exchange 
, of ideas.among federal and provincial tourist officials and repre-,. 
sentatives of thé railways, air lines, steamship companies and bus 
lines so advertising and other progranmes could be correlated. * 

Mire Fence Combine Alleged:  Ottawa, Nov. 30 (CP) -- The Restrictive Trade 
Practices Canmissicn charged today that wire fence prices were fixed 
illegally for about 20 years and accused six companies, virtually the 
entire industry, of having praticipated  in the  alleged combine. 

The three-man anti-combinés body, in .a report to astice Min- 
, ister Garson, said it_appears that the combine was formally dissolved 

in mid-1952, but that some of its characteristics have continued, be-
,coming imbedded,as à trade' custan. 

It suggested a court order be obtained, barring the companies, 
, 	including two of Canada 'S top steel companies, tram exchanging in- 

formation or engaging in other activities which might in any way lead 
to a resumption of the restrictive practices. Mr. Garson said he will 
°announce the Government's decision later. . 

Two Large Firms Approve Rail Freight Plan:  Ottawa, Nov. 30 (CP) -- Algoma 
Steel Corporation Limited and British American OirCompany Limited 
today approved continued use by Canadian railways of the agreed charge 
form of setting freight rates. 

The Companies gave their approval to a Royal Canmission studying 
agreed charge contracts between Canadian railways and shippers. Agreed 
charges are special low contract rates given by the railways in return 
for a guaranteed percentage of a shipper's business. 

Across Canada: Premier Duplessis of Quebec said yesterday the Province of 
Quebec was in "no hurry" to undertake the hydro-electric power develop.. 
ment ,on the St. Lawrence Seaway project and that the province had 
"adequate power  reserves for the foreseeable future," the Montreal 
Gazette reported. . 	. The condition of Mr.Drew, recovering in the 
hospital from an attack of meningitis, was described as excellent last 
night by a spokesman for the family. 	. Army and air force officers 
made last-minute preparations last night for Exercise Bulldog Two - a 

, joint training scheme to test men and equipment in the subarctic coun-
try of northern Manitoba, the Globe and Mail-reported from Ottawa. . . 
Premier Duplessis told a labour union delegation in Québec yesterday he 
had no intention of revoking legislation adopted by his Government to 
cambat communism in unions and prohfbiting strikes in public services, 
the Montreal Gazette reported. 
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,ÇeUnet Considers Parliamentarytteiida:  Ottawa, Dec. 1 (CP) -- The Cab-
met met for 5* hours,today and considered a lengthy agenda, most of 
it believed dealing with legislation to:be 'Placed before  the neW 

. session of Parliament opening Jan. 7. There were-no announcements. 
Mr. St. Laurent told reporters that Cabinettstnext session will 

.be next Wednesday, providing it,does not conflict with -the visit of 
the Austrian Chancellor, Julius Raab.  

. The Prime Minister said there will'be an exchange of- views be-
. :tween himself and the Austrian Chancellor relating to the European 

situation. 	,•- 

First 	Visit To  Canada  Of A Ceylon,P141%e  Minister:  Ottawa, Dec. 1 (CP) . 
Canada wants Ceylon to remain as a strong link in the Canm-onwealth 
unity. 

Prime Minister St. Laurent said today there will be no special 
,problems to discuss when Sir John Kotelawala, Ceylon's Prime Minis-

-ber, arrives tomorraw to 'begin a five-day Canadian visit. But, he 
added, there will be concern to make Sir John continue to feel that 
Canada values his country's presence in the Commonwealth. 

Sir John's trip will mark the first visit to Canada of a Prime 
Mindster of Ceylon. 

Mr St Laurent recalled that Sir John had given him a great 
reception during his world tour. Included was e. "very- brilliant 
function" at Sir John's home. 

Mr. Stewart Bates clew President:  Ottawa, Dec. 1 (CP) -- The Government 
today appointed a new housing chief, elevating a Scottish-born econ-
omist fram $15,000-a-year Pisheries Deptity to the $22,500-a-year 
Presidency of Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation. 

Mr.Stewart Bates, Deputy Fisheries Minister, will step into the 
job of handling the $600,000,000 Corporation on Dec. 6, succeeding 
Mr. David B. Mansur who left last month to head a private invest-
ment firm. 

There was no indication who will succeed Mr. Bates. 

Cabinet Considers Polar Route Application:  Ottawa, Dec. 1 (CP) -- Appli-
cation of Canadian Pacific Air Lines for a licence to open an air-
line service from Canada over the North Polar region to Europe is 
still under study by the Government. 

Prime Minister St. Laurent, energing from a Cabinet meeting  to-
day, said the application has reached Cabinet level, but not yet in 
its final form. 

(over) 
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"We have asked studies to be made by our people and they are not 
yet camplete," he said. 

Scandinavian Airlines recently opened a trans-polar service link-
ing Los Angeles with Copenhagen via Winnipeg. CPA has asked Govern-
ment approval of a route linking Canada's  West Coast with Europe. 

• 	 • 	 . 

Biggest House-Building Year:  Montreal, Dec. 1 (CP) -- Canada is closing its 
biggest house-building year and prospects for 1955 warrant'optimism 
for another healthy building programme, Works Minister Minters said 

7  today. 
- 	Mr.' Winters $aid new housing starts this yeai-, including conver- 
sions, will be between 110,000 and 115,000;and'campletions will 
range fram 104,000 to 108,000. - 	 ' 

"This will represent an increase by a substantial margin over any 
previous year in our history," he told the Electrical Club of Montreal. 

Acrbsg,eanada:  Canada Packers Limited, yesterday, 'before the Royal Commis-
sion, accused Canadian railways of proposing a method of setting 
freight rates which does not consider the problems of industrial 
firms and could threaten the existence of established industry. . . . 
Roughly 60,000 football fans, biggest crawd • ever to watch an Edmonton 
parade, swarmed over the central business section of Edmonton yester-
day in amermoth cheer for the Grey Cup Champion Edmonton Eskimos, 
C.P. reported from Edmonton. • . The Army announced yesterday 
that after five years of research, a lighter, cheaper and more dur-
able base plate for firing mortars has been produced. The new 25- 
pound circular base plate is made of high-grade aluminuM alloy and can 
be produced for $65, about half the cce of the steel plate naw in use. 
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Ceylon Seeks Canada's Help On Air Survey:  Ottawa, Dec. 2 (CP) -- Prime 
Minister Kotelawala said today he would like Canadian help in getting 
an aerial geological survey job done on his country to determine the 
nature of mineral-oil resources and thus help Ceylon to•help herself. 

That was the main point made by the Prime Minister at a press 
conference on the first day of his two-day visit to  Ottawa.  Be said 
.he_has mentioned the matter in talks earlier with Prime Minister St. 
Laurent, but that "no prmnises were made." 	 • 

Ceylon, he said, was doing a $25,000,000-a-year two-way trade 
with Canada. She was most thankful for Canadian Colombo Plan help to 
her fishing industry, in sending technicians to Ceylon and in teach-
ing Ceylonese the industrial arts in Canada. 

Canada, he said, provides about 60 per cent of all Colombo Plan 
help to Ceylon and this was of great importance and value. Bis people 
naw were beginning to reap some of the benefits. 

What was needed now is a team of scientists to conduct a geolo-
gical survey of Ceylon to assess her oil-mineral potential. 

Overseas Scholarship Awards: 	Ottawa, Dec. 2 (CP) -- Government overseas 
scholarship awards will be granted to a number of Canadian students 
and artists again next year, the Royal Society of Canada announced to-
day. 

The awards, for use in France and the Netherlands, are financed 
by blocked Canadian currency in these countries. They were first 
granted in 1952. 

The awards are of two kinds: scholarships of $2,000 for students 
with a master's degree or young artists, and fellowships of $4 9 000 for 
senior scholars and artists, over the age of 30. 

Twenty-seven Canadians now are in Europe under the scheme, and an 
additional 27 will be chosen in 1955. 

Exercise Bulldog II:  Fort Churchill, Man., Dec. 2 (CP) -- A hostile strik- 
ing force of only three or four small parties, said a senior Canadian 
officer today, could create "tremendous confusion" in the Canadian 
north. 

Brig. George Kitching, chief of staff at the Canadian Army's 
Western Command headquarters in Edmonton, made the statement to service 
officers and press representatives here for Exercise Bulldog II. 

Brig. Kitching said the ideal location for such a strike would be 
in the Mackenzie River valley where the northern population is mainly 
gathered and where radio canmunications are good. 

"Politically speakihe it would force action. Three or four small 
parties, that's all...Yew:21d create tremendous confusion," he said. 

Brig. Kitching, Director of Bulldog II, a joint exercise of West-
ern 'Army Command and No. 1 Tactical Air Command, said the Army must 
consider two question: 

1. Why would the,enemy "come over the top?" 
2. How would it be tried? Bulldog II is expected to supply the 

answers. 



Increase In Craw's Nest Pass Rates Urged: Ottawa,-Dec. 2 (CP) -- A univer- 
sity econamist today urged an increase in the law Craw's Nest Pass 
rates on grain and its products moving to export points fram Western  
Canada. 

The suggestion was made by Prof. John L. MacDougall of the Depart. 
ment of Commerce at Queen's University, Kingston, Ont., to a Royal Comm 

 mission studying the controversial issue of railway agreed charge con... 
tracts.  Agreed charges are special law rates given by the railways in 
return for a guaranteed percentage of a shipper's business. 

Prof. McDougall argued that the railways should be4Dermitted to imps 
crease law rates and cut high rates in order to meet truck competition. 

Ontario Planning Development Projects:  Toronto, Dec. 2 (CP) -- Premier 
Frost said today the Ontario Government is planning new development 
projects which, in the long run, will help meet the unemployment situa. 
tione The Premier did not specify the development projects under dis-
cussion. 

He said they.  will enable Ontario to make a significant contribu-
tion to "great expansion" Canada is eZperiencing. 

Premier Frost urged strengthening of federal-provincial ties by. 
conferences on the technical level "where problems can be solved by 
mutual discussion rather than the formal atmosphere of high-level 
meetings." 

He said more work between Ottawa and the provinces was accomplished 
at informal meetings where there was no tension. 

Winnipeg Threatened By Transit Strikes  Winnipeg,  Dec. 2 (CP) -- Greater Win-
nipeg moved tonight toward a transit strike and Monday looks like the 
end of the line. 

Buses and streetcars travelled their regular routes tonight after 
sitting idle part of the day while more than 1,000 transit enployees 
attended a mass meeting. 

The union announced that drivers, mechanics and labourers will quit 
mrk at the end,of the Sunday shifts unless settlement ie reached. 

There was no modification in demands for a 10-cent-an-hour increase 
and fringe benefits. Bus drivers now get $1.60 an hour, mechanics $1.60 
and labourere $1.17. The Greater Winnipeg Transit Commission has re. 
jected the bid tor higher pay. 

Across Canadas  The Government announced yesterday that $9,601,914 in defence 
production and construction contracts of $10,000 or more were let for 
the first half of November. 	Television manufacturers sold a record 
number of sets during Septedber. The Bureau of Statistics reported that 
September's sales totalled  84,342 sets,  almost double the 42,705 a year 
earlier. The previous high was 59,277 sets sold during October, 1953. 
During the first nine months of this year sales rose to 347,059  sets  from 
200,444 during the corresponding period last year. . • . Eleven Wolf 
Cubs and Scouts will be invested with awards for rescue work by Governor. 
General Massey, Canada's Chief Scout, at Government House Tuesday. Four 
scouting officials will be honoured for distinguished service. 
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Experiments With Flying Saucers  Ottawa, Dec. 3 (CP) -- The Canadian Gov- 
ernment has lifted a security curtain to confirm it attempted to 
build a flying saucer but shelved the project because of cost. The 
project, subject of rumours from time to time, was never officially 
admitted until Defence Production Minister Hawe bropght it out from 
behind a cloak of secrecy during an overseas interview. 

Mr. Howe reported today in London that Canada sunk "perhaps $4,- 
000„000 to $5,000,000" in the saucer project, which "would have cost 
$1,000 9 000,000 if carried through." 

He said the oval-shaped aircraft, developed by A.V. Roe Canada 
Ltd 0  at its Toronto plant for the Defence Production Department, got 
"beyond the drawing board but it never left the ground." 

Informants here said Canadian scientists worked on the project 
for 18 months before abandoning it about a year ago. 

Mr. Howe first talked of it in an interview Thursday when he 
arrived at Southampton, England, enroute to trade talks at Geneva. 

He said in the original statement that the experiment Canada pro-
duced was neva1-shaped with exhaust pipes, not unlike some of the 
drawings which have appeared in magazines." 

Neither he nor defence officials in Ottawa divulged • further details. 
It was suggested that the project was started by experiments aimed 

at producing an aircraft other than a helicopter that would take off 
. vertically and still incorporate speed and manoeuvrability for military 

application. Such a craft would dispose of the need of expensive run-
ways. 

Mr. Howe said the project was discontinued because "we decided it 
was not suitable to our purpose" and because it "did not seem suf-
ficiently pramising to be worth going on with." 

Austrian Chancellor's Visit:(Press Release No. 86 9  Dec. 3) -- The Depart- 
ment of External Affairs announced on I>cember 3 that on the invita-
tion of the Canadian Government, Chancellor Julius Raab, Prime Minis- 
ter of Austria will visit Canada from December 5 to December 8. The 
Chancellor will arrive in Niagara Falls on Sunday, December 5 end will 
be in Ottawa from Monday, December 6 until Wednesday morning December 
8. He will leave later that morning to spend the remainder of the day 
in Montreal, and will leave that evening for New York. . 0 . 

Federal-Provincial Agricultural Conference: Ottawa, Dec. 5 (CP) -- The an- 
nual Federal-Provincial Agricultural Conference opens here tomorrow °  
. 0 0 0 

Two national farm groups, the Canadian Federation of Agriculture 
and the International Farm Union Council, will gather with federal and 
provincial agriculture Ministers in a two-day study of outlook reports 
on Canada's multi-billion-dollar farm economy. 

(over) 



Major problems this year centre on the prairie crop failure, the 
decline in wheat prices, a huge pile-up of surplus butter and farm de-
mands for an expansion of federal price support. 

Annual Slaughter Of Buffalo: Fort Smith, N.W.T., Dec. 5 (CP) -- A dozen 
Cree Indians armed with high-powered service rifles station themselves 
around a hay-camp corral. Fifty-odd snaggy buffalo are herded into 
into the pen to meet their executioners. 

Thus continues the controlled annual slaughter of 600 of the 15,- 
000 buffalo in North America's largest wildlife preserve - Wood Buf-
falo Park, a 17,300-acre tract straddling the boundary between Alberta 
and the Northwest Territories. 

The killings are necessary. This northern herd, the world's lar-
gest, multiplies by roughly eight per cent each year. Marauding tim-
ber wolves can't fully cope with the herd decrease necessary for its 
awn well-being. 

The slaughter will provide Yuletide steaks for Montreal meat 
markets, poison wolf  bit for northern trappers and clothing and food 
for Eskimos in danger of 'being by-passed by migrating caribou herds. 

The most dangerous and thrilling task in the Government-super-
vised slaughter is the aerial roundup by Herdsman Pat Carey, who 
pilots a ski-equipped aircraft. 

Release Of Sqdn. Ldr. MacKenzie:  Hong Kong, Dec. 5 (CP) -- Sqdn. Ldr. A. R. 
(Andy) MacKenzie, 34, entreal air ace shot down in the Korean war, 
reached Hong Kong today after two years imprisonment in Red China. He 
told officials that some American war prisoners are being held at his 
former prison camp. 

Across Canada:  Charles McDonald, President of Local 200, United Automobile 
Workers (CIO-CCL), said Sunday at Windsor he will meet with represent-
atives of the Ford- Mptcr Company of Canada to try to settle a nine-
week-old strike. . 	. Workers at the Chrysler Corporation of Canada 
at Windsor Sunday gave their negotiating committee authority to call a 
strike vote to enforce demands for a wage increase. 	. . A parachute 
instructor who saved a rookie's life in a training drop accident last 
July has been commended by Queen Elizabeth for "heroism and personal 
disregard for danger." Lieut. William C. Robertson, Saskatoon, grab-
bed a trainee's deflated chute after a collision in the air and made a 
safe landing without injury to himself or the student .... Five 
votes were called in the Quebec Legislative Assembly Friday in debate 
that saw Premier Duplessis invoke a rarely used Parliamentary rule to 
end a debate on an appropriation of $5,000,000 for rural electrifica-
tion. 

-30- 
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SovereîgntyHighest  Hope, 	Ottawa, Dec. 6 (CP) -- 
Raabof 	Austrians want•to be masters 

in their own house. 
After 16 years of occupation by the Germans anfl by the Allies and 

,Russia, Austria now wants only to press its economic reconstruction and 
foster friendly relations between itself and other countri'es. 

Chancellor Raab spoke at a special convocation at Ottawa Univer-
sitY where he receiyed an honourary doctorate of laws. 

"To abandon this country (Austria) to its fate would be to sin 
against the defence of freedam. We Austrians are convinced that in 
your freedom-loving land, too, we will find a sympathetic respqnse to 
our quest for political sovereignty and independence," he said. 

He said that Austrians have no more ardent wish than to see Austria's 
"cultural treasures accessible to all peoples and countries. 

Once you realize, ladies and gentlemen, that there is in the heart 
of Europe a small, yet spirited and receptive nation whose people have 
always contributed and always will to  the  great spiritual and cultural 
progress of mankind', you inay more readily understand why we Austrians 

, persistently- appeal to, the conscience of the world to give this Austrian 
nation its full political freedom as well." 	 ' 

Mr. Raab referred to the Berlin conference earlier this year when 
' Austria found it could not accept Russia's proposal that occupation troops 
remain in Austria even fter the peace treaty was signed. 

He  said freedam may be abused and suppressed but it always will 
emerge with its aura of immortality. 

"I am therefore firmly convinced that the day will come when we 
Austrians will have our freedom too,"  hé  said. 

Withdrawal From Korea:  Ottawa, Dec. 6 (CP) -- The last Canadian solder 
probably will be out of Korea by next spring. 

Under current Government plans the remainder of the 25th Canadian 
Infantry Brigade will be withdrawn from Korea early next year, it was 
learned authoritatively today. 

No definite date for final withdrawal has been set but a Defence 
Department official said: le expect that all Canadian troops will be 
out of Korea early next year and that we can clear Korea off our books... 

"It doesn't serve any military purspose to have a few hundred troops 
over there now that two-thirds of the 'gerigade has been pulled out." 

Even before the final withdrawal, the 25th Brigade is expected to 
pass into Canadian Army history. Brigade headqvarters is scheduled to 
return to Canada before Christmas and it will be disbanded soon after, 
signalling the end of the 6 9 000-man fighting unit. 

Brig. Frederick Clift, of Saskatoon, last Commander of the 25th 
Brigee, will leave Korea by air Thursday. He will become- erector-
general of Army personnel at headquarters here. . 

(over) 
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Mr. Marier On Seaway Plan: Ebntrealillec. 7 (Gazette) --'An all-Canadian 
. seaway may.become a reality *within our lifetime but is certainly> not 

.practical at present, TranspoMinister'George C. Marier  said in 
Montreal last night. He was delivering the fourth annual David Jassby 
Memorial lecture at Temple Emanu-El. 

Illany Canadians would prefer to have a wholly Canadian deep water-
way, but geography  sens  to make this difficult," he said. 	, 

"Our long-standing friendship with the American people ma os it 
essential for us to approach the development of the waterway in a , 
friendly spirit and to find a method of . carrying out the work that is 
mutually satisfactory and acceptable." 

He said Canada and the United States must praceed on a plan which 
will provide the greatest advantages to both countries. 	. 

"I think the present allocation of works in the International 
section is fair and equitable and that Canada's rights have been 
quately safeguarded," he said. 	 . 

Mr. Hawe  Urges Removal Of Trade Restrictions:  Geneva, Dec. 6 (CP) 
Trade Minister Howe of Canada said today the removal of import re-
strictions is an essential condition for a secûre and prosperoùs 
world economy. 

Er. Howe told the conference revising the General Agreement on 
Tariffs and Trade that all Governments "are tempted from time to time 
to pursue two self-contradictory goals: Unrestricted access to the 
markets of others, cambined rith freedom to keep out imports." 

"We all knmw that such a policy -would not be in the ecOnamic in- 
terests of any Ggvernment, even if it could be carried out." Quan-
tiative end discriminatory trade restrictions should be eliminated as 
eiuioleilirtts possible and the elaboration of ,new GATT trade rules with 
this aim was "the greatest single task" of the present conference. . . . 

Across Canada: Maymenitton ras reelected in Ottawa by a comfortable mar-
gin of vote*, 9 	Ald. Nathan Phillips defeated Mayor Saunders in 
Toronto for the mayoralty. . 	• Dr. D. M. Stephens, President Engine- 
ering Institute of Canada-said at'Vancouver that Canadian universities 
are not producing enough engineers to keep pace with Canada's develop-
ment, according to C.P.  • • •  The Canadian Polish Congress asked Mr. 
St e  Laurent to speak out against Communist domination of Poland. 
Representatives of the Congress, representing 126 Polish organizations 
with a membership of 250,000 Canadians of Polish origin, talked with 
Mr. St. Laurent and asked for a sympathetic voice toward Poland. 	. . 
More than 1,300 Canadian soldiei-s returning fram Korea will arrive at 
Seattle, lash., Saturday aboard the United States troopship General J. 
Pope, the army said. 
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CBC Shows TV System Surplus Of $5 9 283,000:  Ottawa, Dec. 7 (Journal) -- The 
CBC report for 1953-54 today showed a television system surplus of $5,- 
283,000 but gave warning that revenues cannot be expected to meet the 
main costs of producing national television programmes and distributing 
them. 

The surplus was said to be largely due to the 'system of providing 
operating revenues to CBC from excise taxes on receiving sets. 

'Revenues were large in the year because of the number of Canadians 
who bought television sets but tlis income probably would decline. At 
the same time, operating costs "will inevitably rise steeply as the 
system spreads across the country and as programme production develops". 

When the old system of licence fees for radio sets was in opera- , 
tion, revenues had a relation to the number of sets in use. Now while 
the CBC expects commercial revenues in television to develop consider- 
ably, it also anticipates that such revenues will not meet the main 
costs of production and distribution. 

The surplus for the sound broadcasting and common services was 
$1,283 9 895, making a total surplus of $6,567,862. 

Payments from the tbderal Government for sound broadcasting were 
$11,306,745 and for television $11,703,149. The largest individual 
outlays were for programmes - $7 9 575,176 for sound and $4,128,139 for 
television. 

The television surplus will be applied to the fineacing of capital 
projects now under way. The sound surplus will be used for replace-
ments. 

Chancellor Raab Confers With Ministerss  Ottawa, Dec. 7 (d) -- Austrian 
Chancellor Julius Raab got down to one of the fundamentals of trade to- 
day by visiting a super-market. He looked over carefully what the 
groceteria had to offer* A few hours later, he conferred with Mr. Fred 
Bull, DIputy Trade Minister. 

Ilrade was believed to have ranked high among the topics of con-
versations between the Chancellor and various Canadian Government offi-
cials. 

Austria impprted $5 9 000,000 worth of goods from Canada last year 
and said $4000ACO worth to this country. 

pro Raab also conferred with Prime Minister St. Laurent for an 
hour and met separately with acting External Affairs Minister Martin 
and Immigration Minister Pickersgill. 

Whhat Carry-over:Sdmonton, Dec. 6 (CP) -- The Chief Commissioner of the 
Canadian Wheat Board said today it will not be possible to dispose of 
the entire wheat surplus in the present crop year although there'll be 
a reduction in farm carry-over. 

Here to address the annual convention of the Farmers' Union of 
Alberta, Mr. George McIvor of Winnipeg said in an interview "we expect 
that deliveries will take practically all the surplus wheat off the 
farms this year and all the surplus oats and barley, including carry-
over and the new crop." 

He said latest reports show 338,000,000 bushels of wheat in ele-
vators and 350,000 9 000 on farms. 

(over) 



Women's Rights Measure In Quebec Legislature: Quebec, Dec. 7 (CP) -- The 
Legislative Assembly unanimously passed today the bill introduced by 
Mr. tionel Ross (L-Montreal-Verdun) respecting the legal status of 
women in the Province of Quebec. Mr. Ross' bill would abolish an old 
principle of French law preserved in Quebec's Civil Code, and places 
married men and women on an equal footing with regards to grounds for 
separation. The bill now goes to the Legislative Council for discus.. 
sion. 

Mr. Ross, who introduced the measure with Premier Duplessis'  sup-
port and the support of Liberal Leader Lapalme, said the Quebec Civil 
Code had preserved 18th and 19th century notions that married women 
were legally incapable of giving valid consent in ordinary transactions. 
French jurists of the period believed wrman's inferiority to man was 
part natural law and the provisions were incorporated into the Quebec 
Civil Code in 1867. 	. 

Mr. Drew Expected To Leave Hospital Today:  Ottawa, Dec. 7 (CP) -- Opposi-
tion Leader Drew is expected to return home fram hospital tamorraw but 
he won't be permitted to receive visitors for some  weeks. 

The Progressive Conservative Leader entered hospital Nov. 11, 
follawing his return to Ottawa by plane from London, Ont., suffering 
fram a meningitis infection. 

A statement by his physician, Dr. H.T.C. Whitley, issued by Con-
servative Party Headquarters, said Mr. Drew likely will leave hospital 
at noon. 

Dr. 'Whitley said Mr. Drew will be confined to his home for the 
first part of his convalescence but will be able to spend part of the 
day out of bed. If he continued to make good progress he would be 
permitted to take short walks in about a week. 

RCAF Seeking Engineering Officers:  Ottawa, Dec. 6 (CP) -- The RCAF opened 
a campaign today to attract engineering officers  front  Canadian uni-
versities. 

Air For6e Headquarters said a team of RCAF technical officers be-
gan at Nova Scotia Technical College at Halifax, a series of lectures 
that vrel take them across the country. 

Tbeyefe addressing final-year science and engineering students on 
the work done by RCAF engineering officers. 

A headquarters spokesman said the main object is to attract such 
students into the Air Force. The RCAF already has an air crew educa- 
tional progranme under way in universities by which an'air crew re-
cruit gets university tuition. 

Across  Canada t The expected arrival of a troopship with 1,300 Canadian 
soldiers returning from Korea has been set back two days until Dec. 13, 
the Army said. .  0 The Ontario Department of Health's mass-survey 
X-ray units on Tuesday completed their 3,000,000th free 1-ray in the 
fight against tuberculosis. • 	Two per cent more foreign travel- 
lers entered Canada,by rail, bus, boat and plane in the first nine 
months this year than in 1953, the Bureau of Statistics reported. • • 
A civilian aircraft hangar and 25 planes at Calgary's Municipal Air-
port burned to the ground Monday night in a $2,500,000 blaze. 
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Jailing 	Of U.S.  Fliers Violates Truce, Says Mr.  Pearson:  United Nations, N.Y., 
Dec. 8 (CP) -- Mr. Pearson today accused Red China of violating not only 
the Korean armistice but "our deepest humanitarian instincts" in jailing 
11 U.S. fliers as spies. 

He addressed the General Assembly asking that it agree to consider a 
resolution sponsored by the Korean allies seeking the release of the 
fliers and all other UN personnel of the Korean war still detained. 

The General Assembly voted 48 to 5 (Soviet bloc) to place the com- 
plaint on its agenda after hearing Mr. Pearson, U.S. delegate Henry Cabot 
Lodge and Britain's Anthony Nutting argue for inscription of the item. 

-Pussia, Poland and Czechoslovakia argued against inscription. 	_ 
Follawing the vote on inscription, the Assembly then voted 44 to 5 

(Soviet bloc) to begin the debate at once mlthout adjourning and without 
the usual committee action. 

Mr. Pearson said the resolution results from the feeling that the 
case of the prisoners "is a challenge to our deepest convictions as to 
the rights of human beings." 

The leader of Canada's UN Delegation anewered a Russian argument that 
Red China was not a belligerent in the Korean war and hence not bound by 
the armistice agreement. 

He recalled that Red Chinas Premier and Foreign Minister, Chou En-lai, 
made proposals at the Genelm Conference on Korea involving the withdrawal 
of foreign forces of both sides from Korea. 

Chancellor Raab In Montreal:  Montreal, Dec. 9 (Gazette) -- Chancellor Julius 
Raab of Austria, paying a one-day visit to Montrearas guest of the Can-
adian Council of the International Chamber of Commerce, said at City Hall 
yesterday that he is "fully in favour of asking Russia for a state treaty 
with Austria." 

The Chancellor signed the Golden Book at City Hall, flanked by Mayor 
Drapeau. He said he had received a "'wonderful" impression of his city, 
"a symbol of two well-blended cultures of Europe and America." 

Speaking in German, Chancellor Raab said he heartily approved a move 
by French Premier Mendes-France, who was reported to have asked Russia. 
yesterday to grant Austria a state treaty. 	 . 

"Do you think Russia will grant such a treaty?" Chancellor Raab was 
asked. 

" "One never knows," he said. "This is samething like the weather, 
but if Russia should grant my country such a treaty, my people would wel-
come it." 	 - 

Mr. Raab said Austria was busy rebuilding its industries and cities, 
still suffering from the damages of war. 	. 

Report Rail Unions To Ask Neve Disputes Board: Ottawa, Dec. 8 (cp) 	A new 
legislative deal for handling railway-union contract disputes - which have 
produced one general strike and a series of crises in recent years - 
likely will be proposed soon by the major unions. 

The proposals, informants say, will involve lifting the railways' 
troubled industrial relations out of the normal scope of existing federal 
législation and setting up a special category for an industry in which a 
strike hamstrings the country's economy. 

Thursday,. December 9,-1954. _ _ 	_ 

• 

(over) 
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The unions' suggestions, still not completely formed, will energe fro  
a meeting early in the new year of the general conference canmittee of the 
railway unions. The session of the 105-man canmittee will open Jan. 5 at 
Montreal. 

The committee includes representatives, not - Only of the 145,000 non-
operating enployees who threatened to strike . last summer for fringe bene-
fits, but three of the four running-trades unions with about 40,000 membem 

Speed Trans-Canada Highway:  Ottawa, Dec. 8 (CP) -- The federal Government has 
appealed to provinces to speed Trans-Canada Highway construction partly as 
a means to meet the threat of unemployment, it was learned authoritatively 
tonight. 

Works Minister Winters is understood to have made the appeal in letter: 
to provincial highway Ministers in all provinces except Quebec, which did 
not enter the federal-provincial Trans-Canada Highway agreement in 1949. 

Mr. enters is said to have added that at this time when provincial 
and federal Governments want to achieve a high level of employmeàt, it 
would appear that the Trans-Canada Highway was a worth-while project to be 
pushed ahead. 

Canadian International Paper Co.  Expansion:  Quebec, Dec. 8 (Gazette) -- Premier 
Duplessis tonight announced that a 815,000,000 expansion programme will be 
undertaken by the Canadian International Paper Co. at La Tuque and that 
work on the project will be started inmediately. 

The Canadian International Paper Co., the Premier said, recently 
acquired the Cangdian interests of the Brown Corporation, which included 
the Brown mill at La Tuque. 

"The Company," the Premier declared, "intends to undertake a programme 
of expansion and renovation that will improve the capacity of the mill and 
modernize its equipment." 

Embassy Of Haiti Opened:  (Press Release No. 87, Dec. 8) -- The Embassy of Haiti 
in Canada was formally opened Decembér 8 when Mr. Martial Petrus presented 
his credentials as Chargé d'Affaires ad interim to the Under-Secretary of 
State for External Affairs, Mr. Jules Uger. Petrus, who has the rank 
Minister-Counsellor, will head the Embassy-pending the accreditation of the 
Ambassador designate, Mr. Jacquesleger. 

Mr. Pearson, Mr. Campney To Paris:  Ottawa, Dec. 8 (CP) -- Defence Minister 
Campney, accampanied by Mr. Pearson, will attend the ministerial meeting of 
the North Atlantic Council at Paris this month - his first since he becane 
Defence Minister last summer. The two Ministers will leave Ottawa by air 
next Tuesday to attend the Paris meetings December 17. 

Across Canada: Appointment of Mr. George B. Clark, 46, as Deputy Fisheries 
Minister was announced last night. Assistant Deputy Fisheries Minister 
since 1950, he succeeds Ur. Stewart Bates, recently named President of 
the Government's Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation. . . 
Bernard Keble Sandwell, 78, celebrated Canadian editor-econamist, lecturer 
and wit, died in Toronto yesterday. . . . George Frederic Sanderson, 
former Deputy Speaker of the House of Commons where he sat for the Ontario 
constituency of Perth, died yesterday at London, Ont., at the age of 85. 
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Mr. Martin On Canada-US Trade;  Ann Arbor, Mich., Dec. 9 (GP) -- The Minis-
ter of National Health and Welfare, Mr. Martin, tonight warned against 
the possibility that trade relations between Canada and the United 
States might become "a closed corporation." 

"In our efforts to work out better trading relations with one an-
other we should not do so at the expense of othertnations with which 

• each of us must trade it  , he said in a speech before a study conference 
of the Michigan Bankers Association. 

"We must not and cannot disregard the welfare of our friends 
abroad, for no nation can long remain prosperOus in a bankr4t world. 

"In this international world, if the United States or Canada were 
to pursue policies which would adversely affect the interests of other 
free countries, our own common interests would eventually be - imperil-- 
led as well." 

Referring to trade across the Canada-U.S. border, Mr. Martin said: 
"For every football player who heads north, we sent two hockey 

players to liven things up in the National Hockey League. Ilre just mlsh 
that we could maintain the seine favourWble trading balance in respect 
to other commodities." 

He said trade relations hetween the two countries generally have 
been satisfactory, but Canada through other foreign markets found it-
self becoming immune to the results of econanic disturbances in the 

1955 Farm  Immigrants  Need:  Ottawa,  Dec. 10 (Dept. of Labotir) -- The 12th 
Fede-ral-Provincial  Fqrm Labour Conference opened in Ottawa, Deàember 9 
with delegates fram the federal and provincial Governments, and obser- 
vers from the United Kingdom, United States, German and Netherlands 
Governments, the International Labour Organization, the Canadian 
Federation of Agriculture, the Canadian National Railways, and other 
interested organizations in attendance. 

The delegates were welcomed to the meeting by the Minister of 
Labour, Mr. Gregg, who thanked them for the valuable work they were 
doing. 

The Deputy Minister of Labour, Mr. A. H. Brown, said that follow- , 
ing the discussions at last year's conference the standards of selec-
tion for immigrant farm workers had been raised from the point of view 
of the extent of their farm experience and suitability for work in 
agriculture in Canada, This resulted, he said, in same reduction in 
the number of immigrant farm workers who came to this country in the 
current year. He told the meeting that there might be increasing dif-
ficulty in the caning Year in getting an adequate supply of the types 
of immigrants fram Europe that were required for farm labour in Canada, 
which would necessitate greater emphasis being placed on domestic farm 
labour  recruitment. 

Dr. H. H. Hannan, President of the Canadian Federation of Agricul-
ture, said it was expected that the demands for farm workers in Canada 
would be as great, if not a little greater, next year than they had 
been in 1954. He said also that there might be a slight increase in 

the number of immigrants needed in 1955 for work on Canadian farms, 

(over) 
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700 ScientistsAnd Service Officers Meet: Ottawai nee. 7. 00)--- Scientific 
activities in :the Canadian north are featuring - the' Defence Research 
Board's eixth annuai symposium being held Dedembe*r'8'- 10 at the Chateau ' 
Laurier Hot4 in,Ottawa. 

An estiAted 700 Canadian sciêntists and Service officers, augmented 
•y 80 interested:Vieltors,in similar fields from the United Kingdom and 
the United Statesil. aré„attending the series of closed sessions. 

Most of the 43 'pàpers  to be presented by scientists fram the Board' s 
11 nationwide laboratories relate to research in the north. Typical are 
presentations on improved northern transportation and communications and 
the maintenance of the health and comfort of troops operating under ex-
treme conditions. 

In addition to providing staff members and 'Canadian service officers 
with detailed overall information on the Board's activities, the symposium 
affords the scientists with an opportunity to present the results of their 
classified investigations to interested scientists fram the tripartite 
countries. The symposia have proved also especially useful in promoting 
the exchangd of scientific information between the countries concerned. 

United Nations Association:  Ottawa, Dec. 9 (CP) -- The 4,000-member United 
Nations Association in Canada has pulled out of the 30-nation World 
Federation of UN Associations, it was learned today. 

A spokesman for the Canadian group said main reason for the with-
drawal is insistence by thellerld Federation on reaching' unanimous 
decisions. , This had led to extraordinary concessions to the Communist 
point of 'view because the Federation includes assoeiations-fram five 
Cammunist-controlled countries. Russia is not one of them. 

The spokemman said the Federation's desire to achieve political 
unanimity was unrealistic and resulted in nonsense or dangerous propaganda. 

The Canadian Association feels, the spokemman said, that the Federa-
tion has tried to became a duplicate of the UN and spends its time dis- 
cussing questions and making decisions which only governments can deal 
with. 

"Only the votes of Government  décide  what the UN will do and w.c) feel 
the influence of the Canadian Association should be applied to the Can-
adian Government." 

Acroàs Canada:  Brig. F. A. Clift of Melfort, Sask., said on his return from 
Korea yesterday that Canada is not planning to pull all her troops out 
of that country, CP reported fram Vancouver. . . 	The Legislative 
Assembly yesterdayapprovedby a vote of 53 to 17 a Gevernment bill author- 
izing public works loans up to $20,000,000 as a first step taWard the 
establishment of new mental hospitals in Montreal and Sherbrooke. . . 
After two years imprisonment in Red China, SiL Andrew R. MacKenzie was 
united with his wife and family at Vancouver yesterday. 	' 
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Canada Rejects Soviet Charges:  United Nations, N.Y., Dec. 10 (CP) -- Canada 
today attacked as "wanton and reckless" Russian charges of United States 
aggression against Red China and said such charges should be rejected 
as Imalicious concoctions." 

Mr. G. D. Weaver, member of Parliament for Churchill and UN dele-
gate, said the Canadian and many other delegations regretted "that the 
Soviet Union should once more have inflicted on the United Nations a 
sterile and mischievous discussion of this sort." 

Mr. %aver spoke in the Assembly's special political committee 
tha't later rejected,a Russian resolution seeking UN condemnation of the 
U.S. "acts of aggression and piratical attacks" in the area of the China 
seas. 

The vote wns 5 (Soviet bloc) in favour, 39 against and 7 absten-
tions. 

"Surely it must be clear to the Soviet authorities," Mr. %aver said, 
"that if they wished their avowed interest in better international re-
lations to be taken seriously, they should have denied themselves what-
ever satisfaction they expect to get from this exercise of cold war 
vilification." 

Mr. Weaver said that if there was any doubt as to who really threat- 
ens peace in the Far East, it would be dispelled by the statement by 
Soviet Delegate Arkady Sobolev. 

No Major Breach Of Indo-China Armistice:  Ottawa, Dec. 10 (CP) -- Neither Cam- 
munist North Viet Nam nor anti-Communist South Viet  Nam  has committed 
any major breach of the Indo-China armistice, a Canadian official in-
dicated today. 

Mr. R. M. Macdonnell, Assistant Under-Secretary for External Affairs 
and until recently Canadian Commissioner for Cambodia, said that under 
the Geneva truce terms any major hreach of the armistice was to be re-
ported to the Geneva conference powers if the international truce super-
visory commission was satisfied that there had been a breach. 

No such reports have been made to the Geneva conference pawers, he 
told a press conference. 

Mr. Pearson at the same time told reporters: 
1 0 The Government wants to bring the remaining Canadian troops home 

from Korea "as soon as we can" but that no definite date for final with-
drawal has been set. 

2. Canada will withdraw from the Indo-China Truce Commission if it 
feels the Commission's work is being stymied. Hawever, there was no 
present intention of withdrawing. 

3. He and Prime Minister St. Laurent sent a telegram of encourage-
ment last week to Prime Minister Nehru of India, who has attempted to 
obtain the release of 11 American fliers imprisoned by Red China on 
charges of spying. New Delhi reports said India has been rebuffed by 
China. 

4. About another 15 Canadians will be needed in Indo-China to serve 
on the truce teams wlth the Indians and Poles. There naw are between 
150 and 160 Canadians in Indo-China. 

5. He plans to have a talk Monday with Sqdn. Ldr. Andy MacKenzie of 
Montreal, released last Sunday by the Chinese Comrunists after being 
held for two years as a prisoner-of-war. 

(over) 
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Wheat Leads Decline In Exports:  Ottewai Dec. 10 (Globeedfail)-- Due mainly to 
a sharp contraction of wheat sqles, Canada'  j-  export suffered a marked 
decline both in October and over the first 10 months of this year, 
according to figures made public today. 

At $311,700,000, October exports  were 9 per cent belaw October, 
1953. The total for the 10 months, January-October, was $3,128,300,000 
or 8.2 per cent under the previous year. The October sales abroad 
were 6.4 per cent smaller in volume and 3 per cent less in price than 
in the comparable month of 1953. On the 10 months, volume fell by 5.7 
per cent and value by 2.7 per cent. 

The decrease was more or less general in respect of all world 
areas. Only exports to the Commonwealth countries, other than Britain, 
and to Italy, The Netherlands and Yugoslavia shawed increases in October, 
all others decl3ning0 

Over the 10 months, the only countries to boost their buying of 
Canadian goods were Australia, New Zealand, Brazil, Cuba, Columbia, 
France, Norway, %st Germany, Israel, the Philippines and Turkey. 

Olympic  Te  am Will Be Cut:  Vancouver, Dec. 10 (CP) -- Canada's team for the 
1956 Olympics will have fewer members, but a larger budget to work on, 
it was reported here today in the current edition of the Canadian Olympic 
Bulletin. 

For the Melbourne Games Canada will have 87 competitors against 113 
in the 1952 Helsinki games. The biggest cuts will be in track and field, 
canoeing, rowing and yachting. 

There will be only 18 track and field athletes, including six women, 
campared with 23 in 1952. 

U.S. Legion Of Merit To Brig. Allard: Ottawa, Dec. 10 (CP) -- President 
Eisenhower has awarded the United States Legion of Merit to Brig. Jean 
Allard of Quebec for service in Korea, the Army announced today. 

The award was given for Brig. Allard's leadership as Commander of 
the 25th Canadian Infantry Brigade from April, 1953, to June, 1954. 

The citation commends him for "exceptionally  meritorious service - 
evincing forceful leadership and gggressiveness" during sustained combat 
operations. 

Across Canada: The Canadian Automobile Association on Friday asked the Gov-
ernment to remove the 15 per cent excise tax on automobiles. . 	. The 
Government has proclaimed the Disabled Persons Allowance Act to take 
effect Jan. 1, a special edition of the Canada Gazette reported Saturday. 
Eight provinces - all except Quebec and Prince Edward Island - have 
signified their intention of entering into an agreement with the Federal 
Government to pay $40 a month allowances to totally and permanently dis- 
abled persons ,  e e e Capital inflow to Canada for direct investment 
totalled $220,000,000 in the first three quarters of 1954, a reduction of 
6.8 per cent from $29,000,000 in the like 1953 period, according to the 
quarterly official report on balance of payments. Of these funds, most 
of which came from the United States, the Bureau of Statistics estimates 
that 60 per cent was destined for the oil industry, 30 per cent for mining 
and the balance for manufacturing and other undertakings. . 	. Two 
shipments of ammunition will be sent to the Turkish Army later this month 
under NATO's mutual aid programme, the Army said. . 	. Maj. Gen. Howard 
Kennedy, chairman of the Federal District Commission, said he  will  attend 
a meeting in Toronto Monday to discuss federal-provincial-municipal par- 
ticipation in a proposed $14,500,000 expressway across Ottawa. . 	• A 
$15,000,000 expansion programme will make Toronto General Hospital the 
biggest an the North Americnn Continent, Mr. H. M. Turner, Chairman of 
the hospital's building committee aid. 
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$2604 Million For Colombo Plan: (Press Release No. 89, Dec. 13) -- The Depart-
ment of. External Affairs announced on December 13 that the Government has 
decided to ask Parliament to make available $26.4 million for Colombo 
Plan purposes during the fiscal year 1955-56. This represents an increase 
of el million over the amount approved by Parliament for use in the cur-
rent year. 

In the past capital aid and technical assistance have  been provided 
to India, Pakistan and Ceylon and a limited amount of technical assist-
ance to other membex; countries in the area. If this vote is approved it 
will permit the expansion of technical assistance being provided by Can.. 
ada to the countries of South and Southeast Asia and the investigation of 
other projects which might be suitable for development in future years. 
This proposed vote would bring,the total of Canadian assistance made 
available since the beginning of the Plan to $128.4 million. 

The Canadian Government reviews periodically the nature and extent 
of the assistance it might appropriately provide under the Colombo Plan. 

During the coming year member governments of the Colombo Plan will 
give consideration to the future of the Plan after June 30, 1957, which 
is the end of the period referred to in the first Colombo Flan Report 
prepared at the 1950 Meeting in London. Such consideration will, of 
course, include the question of the amount of future contributions. 

Yukon Development:  Edmonton, Dec. 13 (CP) -- Federal and territorial author-
ities are planning a $4 9 250 9 000 building programme in the Yukon, it was 
learned today. 

Government Departments involved in the development programme in-
cluded the Yukon territorial Government, and the federal Departments of 
Defençe„ Northern Affairs, Resources, and Health and %Mare. •  Most of 
the projects still are in the planning stage. 

Foremost on the programme is a 120-bed hospital at nhitehorse, 
Capital of the Yukon. Construction of the $300,000 hospital is expected 
to start next spring and be completed by the end of 1956. 

A $750,000 steel bridge will be built across the Yukon River at 
Whitehorse.  Its purpose will be to develop the potential townsite on the 
river's opposite side where the new hospital will be built. Work is 
expected to start next spring and be completed by the end of 1956. 

The army plans construction of permanent quarters for married per- 
sonnel. Also planned are three barracks blocks, an ordnance building, 
central heating plant and new sewer mains. 

The RCAF is building 204 units for married personnel. 

Gas Pipe Line From Peace River: Vancouver, Dec: 13 (CP) -- Premier Bennett 
announced here 1t‘t6 today that an agreement has been signed for con- 
struction of a natural gas pipeline from the Peace River area through 
British Columbia to the U.S. border. 

The statement from the Premier said an agreement was signed at Tulsa, 
Okla., during the day. 

Principals are Frank McMahon of Westcoast Transmission, Ray Fish of 
Pacific Northwest Pipeline Corp., New York, and Paul Kaiser of El Paso 
Natural Gas Co. 

(Over) 
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The contract calls for an initial capacity of 300,000,000 cubic feet 
a day. Construction of the pipeline will start as early as possible in 
1955. 

Westcoast Transmission will withdraw its appeal against the U.S. 
Federal Power Commission's order to allow Pacific Northwest Pipeline to 
serve the Nprthwest states from points in the United States. 

The statement said Canadian labour and materials will be used where 
possible. 

1300 Soldiers Arrive From Korea:  Seattle, Dec. 13 (CP) -- Thirteen hundred 
Canadian soldiers who served in Korea and Japan with the 25th Infantry 
Brigade returned here today, bound for their homes and Christmas leave. 

They landed from the U.S. Navy transport Gen. John Pope, which also 
carried 1,900 U.S. Army officers and men. 

It was the largest draft to date in the current movement which will 
see two-thirds of the 6,000-man force home for Christmas. 

Ford Peace Talks Collapse: Windsor, Dec. 13 (Globe & Mail) -- Resistance by 
Ford of Canada and leaders of the striking CIO United Auto Workers brought 
collapse in less than two hours today to the peace talks initiatedby Labour 
Minister Daley. 

Shortly before Mr. Daley and his chief conciliation officer, Louis 
Fine, left Windsor by airplane tonight, the Labour Minister announced 
that his Department will not again enter the 64-day-old strike unless one 
side asks for intervention. 

Across Canada:  An official of the Ontario Hurricane Relief Fund said in Tor-
onto yesterday the fund has had to borrow eight social workers from the 
United States because there aren't enough of them in Canada. • 	• Can- 
ada's natural disasters of fire, flood and hurricane are being studied bya 
group of civil defence experts from across the country. The study-opened 
a three-day meeting at the civil defence training school at Arnprior. 
• 0 • The CPR and CNR  asked the Board of Transport Canmissioners to 

give them back the right to decide rates for commuter service. 	. 
Federal, provincial and civic Governments yesterday agreed to build a 
$15,000,000 throughway across the city of Ottawa, C.P. reported from 
Toronto. • . . The Saskatchewan Federation of Labour (CCL) which claims 
a membership of 11,000 renewed its request for a 40-hour, five-day week 
without loss in take-home pay, C.F. reported fram Regina. . . . A pro-
posed salary incrense of $400 annually for all Toronto elementary and 
secondary school teachers was unanimously approved by Board of Educa-
tion's Finance Canmittee yesterday, the Globe and Mail reported. 
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Report Says Colombo Plan Problems Serious:  Ottawa, Dec. 14 (CP) -- The 
third annual report on the Colombo Plan, issued today, says the finan- 
cial problems of the recipient countries, relative to their develop-
ment needs are "most serious." 

The consultative committee of the 17-nation plan for co-operative 
development in South and Southeast Asia met here in October. Canada 
has contributed $25,400,000 a year to the plan for the last four years 
and intends to give $26 9 400 9 000 next year. 

"While progress can be reported in many particular respects. 	. 
on balance it appears that the gap between the estimated costs of firm 
development programmes and foreseeable available financial resources 
is widening rather than narrowing," the report says. 

"New private investment has been small. In fact, in some coun- 
tries there has been some net disinvestment (withdrawal) of private 
foreign capital." 

The report was not all gloomy. It said that during the last year 
most Asian countries participating in the plan appreciably increased 
the volume of output in all the main fields of economic activity and 
expanded their social services. 

"The larger output of foodstuffs was due partially to favourable 
seasons, but there is no doubt that in all fields, including agricul-
ture, much of the improvement is attributable to the progress made 
with the development programmes." 

At another point, the report says: "It is true that the basic 
development, especially in some countries, has been slower than is needed 
to achieve the objects of the plan. Nevertheless in some directions, 
and notably in food production, the improvement during the last year has 
been substantial." 

U. Of T. President On Canada-US Relations:  Providence, R.I., Dec. 14 

(Toronto Globe & Mail) -- Newspapers have paid too much attention to 
stupid pronouncements by Americans, Dr. Sydney Smith, President of the 
University of Toronto, said here today. This, he told a meeting of 
the British Empire Club, was one of the reasons for misunderstandings 
between Canada and the U.S. 

Another was the stage of "somewhat adolescent mentality," which 
he said Canada has been going through. "Canadians have been oversen-
sitive to being belittled, criticized or ignored," said Dr. Smith. 

The U.S. had abandoned isolationism and taken on a thankless task 
of leadership. At the same time, Canada had become one of the Middle 

- 

	

	Powers and had not allowed her foreign policy to be a mere reflection 
of either the U.S. or the U.K. 

"Relations between CrInada and the U.S have never been so close as 
they are now - and never so complicated and difficult," Dr. Smith told 

' 

	

	the club, which was canmemorating the death of George Washington and 
the birth of George VI. 

N.Y. Canada  House To Cost Taxpayer Nothing:  Montreal, Dec. 15 (Gazette) -- 
A $3,000,000 "Canada House" "to symbolize the Canadian spirit of self-
reliance" will be built in New York without any cost to the taxpayers 
of Canada s  Hon. Ray Lawson, Consul General in New York, said here yes- 

(over) 



terday. 
Mr. Lawson told the Rotary Club he had joined.29 other Canadians 

111rn investing $100 9 000.each to build -the centre in the United States 
metropolis. 	 , 

The proposed centre will house all Canadian Government offices in 
the city, and all Canadian societies and private businesses now operating 
in New York. Most of these institutions are now scattered throughout 
Manhattan. 

"It will be a great showplace for Canada," Mr.'Lawson said. "We 
plan to make the building self ljquidating and no profit will accrue 
to any individual," 

Mr. Lawson said that when the centre is paid for and those who 
have invested have got their money back, the building will be turned 
over to the Canadian people without cost. 

SA MacKenzie Offered "Thousands" For Story:  Ottawa, Dec. 14 (CP) -- Sqdn. 
Ldr. Andy MacKenzie, of Montreal, has been offered thousands of dollars 
for tbe story of his two-year Imprisonment by the Chinese Communists, it 
was learned tonight. 

His wife, Joyce, has also been offered money for the letters her 
husband wrote her from a Communist prisoner-of-war camp. The offers 
corne  from different Canadian and American publications. The highest bid 
so far to Sqdn. Ldr. MacKenzie himself is believed to be $10,0000 

Mr. MacKenzie, who was flown back to Montreal late today after in- 
terrogation by intelligence officers and a physical examination, has 
accepted none of the offers, at least so far. 

Preservation Of Niagara Falls:  Niagara Falls, N.Y., Dec. 13 (AP) -- The In- 
ternational Niagara Board of Control today approved the removal of a 
coffer dam for the completion of the first stage of the big erosion 
control project being performed on Niagara Falls by the United States 
Army Engineers. 

The project is aimed at spreading the flow of water over the brink 
of the falls to control erosion and preserve the beauty of the cataract. 

The first phase of the project involved building a big coffer dam 
to divert a tremendous volume of water toward the west side of the Can-
adian Horseshoe Falls. 

The dam will now be removed and tons of rock taken from the river 
bed above the falls will be used to construct an improved observation 
area at Terrapin Point. That's the second phase of the project. 

Across Canada:  Railcar loadings rose 18 per cent in the last nine days of 
November, the first increase over comparable 1953 totals since last 
April. However, the total for the first 11 months of 1954 was still 
down 8.2 per cent from 1953, the Bureau of Statistics reported. . 
Six workmen were jnjured yesterday, one critically, as a demolition 
crew neared the end of its task of ripping out the ornate interior of 
Canada's Gothic Parliamentary Library damaged by fire in 1952. . . 
Leaders of the CIO United Auto Workers were laying ambitious plans 
at Windsor to build up el war chest big enough to tide Ford of Canada 
strikers over Christmas and well into the new year, The Globe & Mail 
reported. 	. . Toronto high school teachers' representatives yester- 
day turned down Board of Education's offer of an across-the-board in-
crease in salary of $400 annually and asked for  600 next year and in-
creased increments until the maximums for teachers reach $1,000 above 
their present level, The Globe & Mail also reported. 
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Estimate Drop Of 2 P.C. In 1954 National Productgy Ottawa, Dec. 16 (Montreal 
Gazette) -- The Dominion Bureau of Statistics yesterday estimated that 
the value of Canada's national production for 1954 will drop by about 
$500,000 9 000 fram last year's record $24,350,000,000, but the value of 
output will still be the second highest in history» 

It said the two per cent decline would be caused entirely  by layer 
crop outputs and would be the first drop in nine years in the gross 
national product° The Bureau's estimate was based on figures for the 
first nine months 6f 1954. 

Manufacturing output also dropped during the first nine months of 
this year, although over-all non-farm production appeared to be level-
ling off after a slight recession during fall and winter last year° 

The industries showing declines were those dealing with iron and 
steel products, transportation equipment, electrical apparatus and sup-
plies, clothing and textiles. But these industries have shown signs of 
strengthening and other industries have increased production» 

Looking over economic trends, the Bureau came up with these other 
estimates:. 

le Consumer spending, if continued in the last three months at the 
nine-month rate, would rise to a record $15,500,000,000 fram last year's 
$15,000,000 9 0000 

2. Spending on new houses would increase to a peak $1,109,000,000 
from $1 9 021 9 000 9000 last year. 

3 0  Spending on new institutional and commercial construction, new 
machinery and equipment and Government spending on goods and services 
would decline° 

Another significant trend which showed up in 1954 was the decision 
by business men to cut down their inventories or stocks on shelves° 

Consumer spending was sustained and strengthened by high labour 
incame. Though the number of unemployed increased in 1954, many per-
sons with jobs apparently got higher paye Labour income in the third 

quarter was running at an annual rate of a record $11 9 960 9 000,000 9  up 
from last year's total of $11 9 661,000 9 000» 

Businessmen  Predict Upturn: Montreal, Dec. 16 (Montreal Gaz,ette) —A panel 
of Canadian blisinessmen and economists last night predicted a five per 

cent increase in the level of Canadian business activity in 1955.  
The experts voiced their opinion at the annual business outlook 

meeting of the Montreal Branch of the American Marketing Association» 
They said that "the opportunity for better business in Canada is cer-
tainly present." 

"Aggressive, intelligent and resourceful selling could make 1955 

the biggest year in Canadian business history."- 
The consensus was that automobile sales and heavy equipment in-

dustry would fare better next year while appliances sales would prob-
ably not change much. 

It was felt that business activity in the United States would be 
slightly higher next year. The group thought that the fourth quarter 
recovery there would extend well through the first half of 1955 and 

should supply a sound prop to the free world economy° 

(over) 
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The panel, chaired by Mr. E. Mr. Kierans, Director of the McGill 
University School of Commerce, included: Mr. Monteath Douklas, Director 
of the Celnadian office of the National Industrial Conference Board; Mr. 
J. R. Petrie, Bconamist for Jones Heward Company: Mr.  Howard  Gamble, 
Editor of The Canadian Business Magazine; Mr. J. H. Ranahan, Vice-
President and General Manager of the Industrial Acceptance Corporation; 
and Mr. 17. A. D. Murray, Assistant Merchandising Manager for the Henry 
Morgan Company. 

Two Provinces Break Oil Records: Regina, Dec. 15 (CP) -- Oil companies opera-
ting in Saskatchewan and Manitoba shattered all production records in 
the first nine months of 1954. 

Results of an independent survey showed records broken in drilling o  
oil and natural gas production and refining. 

The success ratio of wildcat ventures was low and has caused some 
pessimism by operators, but overall operations, particularly in Saskat-
chewan, may have counter-balanced this in the quantity and quality of 
oil produced, the increase in reserves and the approach of regular mar-
kets. 

Marketing facilities, one of the problems holding back Saskatchewap 
and Manitoba oil production, improved with construction of new pipelines 
and expansion and construction of refineries. 

Drilling activity in both provinces increased by 10 per cent in the 
nine months, resulting in completion of 746 ventures, 13 of them natural 
gas wells. There were 554 wells drilled in Saskatchewan and 192 in 
Manitoba. 

Some operators had a success ratio as low as one producer in 62 
holes. But the picture was brighter than indicated with 25 discoveries, 
including 15 oil and 10 natural gas wells, out of 308 wildcats, equal to 
one producer for every 12 holes drilled. 

Six discoveries were recorded of 61 wildcats in Manitoba. All were 
light oil strikes. Some were extensions of proven fields and others 
established new fields. 

Saskatchewan discoveries included nine new oil finds and 10 natural 
gas. The most important strike was made near Frobisher in Southeastern 
Saskatchewan. Production figures zoamed in both Provinces. 

In Saskatchewan, cumulative production to the end of September 
climbed to more than 3,550,000 barrels, nearly double production in the 
same period of 1953. Cumulative production increased in Manitoba to 
1,419,000 barrels from nearly 360 9 0000 

Across Canadas  The Board of Transport Commissioners heard a warning yester-
day that if the railways get a 100 per cent increase in Montreal area 
cannuter fares and put it into effect they'll be pricing themselves right 
out of the commuter traffic market in that region. The warning cane from 
Mr. Armand Poupart and Mr. Jacques Viau of Montreal, Joint Counsel for 26 
suburban Montreal communities and 40,000 rail cammuters. 	. The Que 
bec  Legislative Assembly was set to adjourn Thursday for the Christmas 
holidays after it adopted unanimously the Government measure authorizing 
Quebec to enter into an agreement with Ottawa for the payment of monthly 
pensions to invalids, the Montreal Gazette reported. . . 0 A federal 
grant of $477,000 to pay half the cost of Ontario's cancer-fighting pro-
gramme in the 1954-55 fiscal year was announced yesterday,  e . • More 
than 1,300 applications for assistance have been received by the Hurri-
cane Homes and Assistance Board which set yesterday as the deadline for 
requests from individuals whose properties were lost or damaged in the 
flood disaster two months ago, the Toronto Globe and Mail reports. 
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Consider Televising Opening Of Parliament:  Ottawa, Dec. 16 (Globe & Mail) -- 
A decision as to whether the opening of Parliament on Jan. 7 will be 
shown on CBC television may be made within a few days. 

If it is technically possible to televise the proceedings in the 
Senate chamber on opening day, the decision as tcyvhether the CBC should 
be given the necessary permission to record the scene will lie with 
Governor General Massey and the Speaker of the Senate. 

Interviewed at the close of a Cabinet meeting which lasted four 
hours and a quarter, Mr. St. Laurent said today that the responsibility 
for televising the'opening lay with the Senate. Er. St. Laurent expres-
sed no opinion as to whether he personally favoured the TV show. 

1955 Wheat Price:  Ottawa, Dec. 16 (CP) -- Canada will maintain the current 
price line on wheat in 1955, a Trade Department spokesman said today. 

The spokeeman said there will be no price retreat, though there 
may be changes in world supplies and market conditions. 

He was commenting on a London dispatch which quoted the Interna-
tional Wheat Council as warning there may be a "disastrous break" in 
wheat prices unless exporting countries can work off surpluses in an 
orderly way. 

Expressing surprise at the nature of the council's report, he 
said there is no indication of any "disastrous break" in prices. 

The Wheat Council is the central office administering the 46- 
country International Wheat Agreement of which Canada is a member. 

Support For Railways' Agreed Charges Plan: Ottawa, Dec. 16 (CP) -- British 
Columbia and Manitoba today gave partial support to a proposed CPR-CNR 
formula to give Canadian railways greater freedom to make agreed charge 
contracts with shippers. 

The two Provinces also urged the repeal of federal legislation 
enacted in 1951 to give Alberta points a share in low trans-continen-
tal freight rates. 

The suggestions of the two Provinces were placed before a Royal 
Commission  investigating the agreed êharge method of setting freight 
rates. Spokesmen were Mr. C. W. Brazier, counsel for B.C., and Mr. 
C. D. Shepard, counsel for Manitoba. Agreed charges are special law 
contract rates given by the railways in return for a guaranteed per-
centage of a shipper's business. 

Biggest Housing Year: Ottawa, Dec. 16 (Globe & Mail) -- This has been the 
highest year since the end of the Second World War for the construc-
tion of housing in Canada. 

The number of houses started between Jan. 1 and Oct. 31, the 
last date for which figures are available, was 97 9 4240 This was only 
5,000 fewer than were started in the full 12 months last year. 

If the same number of new units were started in November and 
December this year as in 1953, the year's total will be almost  110,-
0000  There were 102,409 starts in 1953, the previous postwar high. 

(over) 



The year began with a carryover of 59,967 units (houses, duplexes, 
apartments)started in 1953. Added to this were the 97,424 starts of 
the first 10 months. In the same period, 79,327 were completed and, at 
the end of October, there remained 75,456 unfinished. 

Complotions at the end of October were 5 9 000 more than at the 
same date last year. 

The increased house-building can be attributed to greater avail-
ability of labour, materials and mortgage money - principally the lat-
ter. 

'Asks Inquiry Into  Mass Transportation Problem:  Ottawa, Dec. 16 (CP) -- A 
national inquiry or Royal Commission investigation into problems of 
moving commuter traffic in Canada's growing metropolitan areas was sug-
gested today before the Board of Transport Canmissioners. 

The suggestion came fromMr. Armand Poupart of Montreal, counsel 
for 26 Montreal-area communities, as final argument was completed before 
the Board on a railway application for a doubling of commuter  fares in 
the Montreal area. 

Mr. Poupart, opposing the increase, said he hoped there might be 
a meeting of representatives of all levels of Government, the railways, 
the public, and particularly commuters, to go into the whole problem 
of mass transportation in Canada. 

Across Canada: Formation of a new CF-100 all eoather fighter squadron at 
Camox, B.C., was announced by RCAF headquarters, C.P. reported fram 
Ottawa. . 	. Canada's only Provincial Upper House yesterday marked 
the birthday of its oldest member. Congratulations fram both sides of 
the House were offered Hon. Ernest Lemieux,LibèralMember for the Dis- 
trict of Montarville, who will be 91 on Sunday. . . 0 The campaign 
against tuberclosis made another big cut during 1953 in the death rate 
from the disease, once a major killer in Canada. The rate of TB deaths 
dropped by more than a quarter, the Bureau of Statistics said in a 
report. . . . 	Premier Bennett of B.C., yesterday proposed an imMedi- 
ate programme of direct unemployment relief to be shared by the federal, 
provincial and civic Governments, C. P. reported fram Victoria. 
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Sqdn. Ldr.  MacKenzie  Press Interview:  Ottawa, Dec. 17 (CP) -- The slow,  in-
sidious pressure of 16 months in solitary confinement in a Communist 
Chinese prison caved in the Iftental resistance of Sqdn. Ldr. Andy Mac- 

The 34-year-o1d Montreal fighter pilot told a•press conference today 
that after holding out for months ie finally signed a false statement 
that he had "invaded Chinese air space" and had been briefed to do so. 

Actually, Sqdn. Ldr. MacKenzie, flying with the United States Air 
Force, received no such instructions. He wes shot down and landed by 
parachuté in North Korea Dec. 5, 1952. •  He was released at the-Hong Kong 
border last week. - 

'Speaking slawly and deliberately, he said he even tried to ruin his 
health so that he could halt "insatiable interrogation by his captors. 

Of his solitary confinement, during which there were four months 
when he wes not allawed to walk around his cell or read, he saill.(fa. 
part): 

"It is a rather difficult ordeal to be left alone for a year and 
faur months. I felt strong enough to resist but you do get to a stage 
'where yowsre practically, as they say in Chinese, maho banfa•- that 
means *there is no way out.' And there is no way out. 

IIÉ I hadn't signed the statement, I probably would still be in 
solitary confinement. . • . 

"Thetr policy eltcludes physical vi6lence completely. I was never 
pushed or shoved Or anything of that kind. 0 . 

"I was quite despondent at times. I was under .the impression I was 
going to die and that it- was just a matter of time. Every time someone 
came in, I thought 'this is it.' And that kind of tension on your 
stomach and brain for a long time is very fatiguing, and it is not-  a very 
pleasant feeling. 	• 

"I was not allawed to shave mymelf in solitary. . . .they sheved me 
with à straight razor. . .  .1 :wes in such mental stress that I wculd have 
almost stretched my neck for them to cut. I am glad I didn't now. . 

"You just talk to yourself, stare at the wall and find pictures 	, 
appearing on the wall and .a•  11 sorts of amazing things happen to you. 	. 

' "I used to stop and shake . my  head a few times - criticize myself and 
talk to myself and try to keep my courage up and tell myself-I could beat 
these fellows:" 

Looking straight ahead, MacKenzie added in an even voice: 
' 	"I wes wrong." 

A reporter asked: "Did you feel that by signing the statement you 
had given in to them?" 

°Yes certainly," replied the destroyer of k enemy  planes- in  the 
Second Wprld War. 	. 

Consider Veterans' Allawances:  Ottawa, Dec. 17 (CP) -- Veterans Affairs Uln-
ister Lapointe said today that the possibility of increasing war veterans 
allowances is under study by the Cabinet. 

He said in an interview he is hopeful that some  formula for in-
creasing the allowances might be worked out and that legislation to give 
it effect could be presented to the next session of Parliament beginning 
Jan. 7. 

over) 
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The Canadian Legion  }as  been pressing for allawances increases to 
$60 from $50 a month for single veterans and to $120 from $90 a month 
for married veterans. The Legion also has asked that the ceiling on 
combined allowances and other income - naw $720 for single veterans and 
$1,200 for married veterans - be raised to $1,200 and $2,000 respec-
tively. 

At present veterans allawances are scaled dawn proportionately with 
the amounts they otherwise earn above $10 a month. 

Saskatchewan' On Agreed Charge Contracts:.  Ottawa,  Dec. 17 (CP) 	Saskatchewan 
today proposed that the q.x-man Board of Transport Commissioners be en-
larged to speed board approval of.agreed charge contracts between the 
railwaym and shippers. . 

The proposal wes made.hy Dean F. C. Cronkite of the University of 
'Saskatchewan, counsel for the Province,.to a, Royal Commission investiga-
ting the agreed charge method of ssttling railway freight rates. Agreed 
charges are special law contract rates granted . by  the railways:in return 
for a guaranteed percentage of a shipper's business. _ 

Dean Cronkite said Saskatchewan approves ofagreed charges but 
' 

	

	opposes a CPR-CNR formula.to  give the railways increased freedom to make 
contracts -with shippers. 

Alberta Oil Production Surge:  Calgary, Dec. 18 (CP) -- Alberta's oilwells 
almost broke the production record during,the past week, as 5,026 wells 
capable of being produced, turned,out an average 'of292,387 barrels 
daily. This rate is only 3,236 barrels per day belaw the record which 
was set during the week ending Aug. 23 this year. 

- 	, The past week's production shbwed an increase of 67,107 barrels per 
day over the previous week, 19,747 barrels more daily than the same 
period a year ago. 

Major source of crude oil was at Redwater, where 923 wells capable 
of production produced at a daily rate of 86,366 barrels. 

'Nation's' Savings rscrease:  Ottawa, Dec. 19 (CP) --_Savings on depoiit in 
Canada's chartered banks at Oct. 31 last totalled $5,337,000,000, against 
$5,240,000,000 at Sept. 30 and $4,876,000,000 at Oct. 31, 1953, the 
chartered bank statement for October shawed. 

• - 	Call and short loans in Canada . amounted to $219,000,000 at Oct. 31, 
against $215,000,000 at Sept. 30 and $208,000,000 at Oct. 31, 1953. 

Across Canada:  A Canadian art exhibit will be shown in London for the first 
time in 16 years, Planning Minister larrender of Ontario announced Fri-
day. The exhibit, sponsored by the Ontario Government, is scheduled for 
late January and was arranged through Ontario House in London, Canadian' 
Press reported. . . . A suitable site for a 60,000-seat civic stadium 
is being sought by the Metropolitan Planning Department. The site must 
he within Metropolitan Toronto boundaries and within easy reach of pub-
lic and private transportation, according to the Globe & Mail. . . • 
J. P. Romeo Vachon, whose flying career blazed pioneer trails through 
Canadian skies, died unexpectedly in hospital Saturday. The 56-year-

old ace airdan had been a member of the Air Transport Board since its 
establishment, 10 years ago. . . . Mr. H. S. Hum, former director of 

the B.C. Provincial Government's community • drama branch, has been hon-
oured with the Canadian Drama Award for , 1954. 
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Approval Given For Televising Opening Of Parliament:  Ottawa, Dec. 21 (CP) 
-- The centuries-old tradition of  the opening of a new session of 
Parliament will be seen through the eyes of.television cameras Jan. 7 
for the first time in history. 	• 

Two CBC television cameras will be posted inside the Senate . 
 Chamber to record the colourful ceremony in which Governor-General- 

Massey will read the Speech from the Throne outlining the Govern-
ment's legislative programme to Members of the Senate and House of 
Cammons. 	 - 

A CBC spokesman said that possibly another three cameras will be 
placed outside to cover other phases of the opening pageantry. 

The announcement that the Senate ceremony will be televised was 
made today by Senate Speaker Wishart Robertson, who said the decision 
has the approval of Governor-General Massey. 

The decision wus madé "recognizing Alat the opening of Parlia-
ment is one of the most historic and important events concerning our 
traditional democratic system." 

Senator Robertson said: "'nth the development of television, it 
séems to me appropriate that advantage should be taken of this latest 
medium  to carry the significance  of the event of the opening of Par-
liement  to the Canadian people as a 1;hole." 

Employment Report:  Ottawa, Dec. 22 (Dept. of Labour) -- Employment con- 
tinued to be well sustained during November, as activity in reii-
dential construction reached record levels and as hiring in lumbering, 
logging and mining continued to  show  increases from the previous 
year. D.B.S. and the Department of Labour announced on December 22. 

, Employment in agriculture showed the usual sharp seasonal drop 
during the month, although it continued well above last year's level. 
Manufacturing activity continued stable, although production and 
employment at October 1 were still five and six per cent lawer re-
spectiyely than a year earlier. 	 , 

Unemployment increased seasonally- but somewhat less than last 
year. According to the D.B.S. Labour Force Survey, the labour force 
wus estimated to be 70,000 larger than last year at November 20. 

The survey also  shows  that the seasonal contraction in the 
labour force has been significantly smaller this autumn than a year 
ago, awing principally to the slower seasonal decline:1u job oppor-
tunities this year. Both the number of persons working full time (35 
hours or more) and those working less than full time were estimated 
to be higher this year than a year ago. 

Industrial Grawth  Shows Big Increase:  Ottawa, Dec. 21 (CP) -- A federal 
survey shows the pace of Canada's industrial growth has stepped up 
sharply in postwar years, with manufacturing and construction indus-
tries leading the way to a new national commodity production peak. 

(over) 
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The Bureau of_8tatistics. suriey,- issued -todayshows that in 1952 
- Canada's total commoditY  output - including priMarY and secondary pro-

duction rose to ‘ an_all-time high oe$13,707,000,000;:a:gain of about 
$700,000,000 from 1951. • , „ 

Primary  production - agriculture, forestry, fisheries, trapping, 
mining and electric power - rose in 1952. 	to $4,287,000,000 a gain of 
about $1,000,000,000 from the e,289,000,000 Produced in 1948.  

-- • But in  that live-year period, secondary production manUfacturing 
, and construction - jumped . by more than Oioomoo,omto $9,4?p,00p,000 

• 'from $6,218,000,000. 	_ 	 _ . 	•_ 
Manufacturing," which more than doubled farm output in 1948, rose 

' 	to 2 almosttriple'farm output in 1952.  

Labour  Request For StUdy Of Bilingualitn: Montreal,.:Dec. -  21 '(CP) 	Prime 
- 	Minister St. Laurent has'rejected a Quebec labow-union's request for 

establishment of andyal COmmission - to study the problem of I bilingUal- 
- ism' in the Civil 'Service' and Armed Forces.  

The Federation of Quebec Industrial 	 cr Unions forwardethe - request . 	_ 
by letter to - the Prime Minister. 	! 	H H  

'A:letter from  the Prime Minister'sOffice received yesterday-and 
sighed by Secretary Pierre Asselin read  in part 

' 	 ié -the opinion  -of the Prime Minister it is more thanAoubtful 
an inquiry as you suggested would - forward  the causeof bilingualism 
and the cause of harMonybetween English-speaking and Frenchspeaking 
Canadiane." 	• 	I 	 . 	' 	' 	 • 

. "Bilingualism has made progress , in the country and 	Civil 
•  Service  during the last'few years and we .are jUstified'in believing it 

will Continue to progressin coming Years." 
•A'Spokeeman for tWgtebee Matte saiethe reply "is far from sat,. 

isfactory" and further .1k,,etibt is planted. 	• 	 ' 

Across Canada: Mr. John Edgar March, formerly parliamentary writer for The 
Canadian Press and the Montreal Star, has been appointed - Manager of the 

' Department of Public Relatieme for. the Canadian'Pacific Railway, Mr. 
. 	17. A.  Mather, President of the CPR, announced yesterday. 4. . 	Con- 

tract negotiations between Chrysler Corp. of Canada and its 7,500 
employeefOheared the end of the third week yesterday. No statement on 

' the talks has been released by either the Company or Local 195, United 
'Automobile Workers Union (CIO-CCL), which represents the workers, C.P. 
reported from Windsor. 	. . A cheque for $5,000 was presented to 
,the Miramichi Hospital at Newcastle, N.B., yesterday on behalf of Lord 
Beaverbrook, C.P. repOrted from Newcastle. 
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Mr. Pearson On  Coexistence:  New York, Dec. 22 (CP) 	Mr. Pearson says 
that if there is to be "coexistence with Communist Imperialism," the 
Western nations should operate from a position of economic and social 
justice at home and make certain they are united politically and keep 
their defences strong. 

He also suggests the West should use its growing military and 
political strength for negotiation of the differences which divide 
the world. 

Mr. Pearson's formula for coexistence is contained in a series 
of statements on the subject from American and world leaders printed 
in the current issue of Look Magazine. 

Mr. Pearson says if the word coexistence is taken literally, it 
has little or no political meaning because every person must coexist 
with every other person. It is different, however, if coexistence 
is taken ta mean co-operation and peaceful toleration. 

He adàs that the success of his formula would, of course, depend 
primarily an whether the Kremlin would co-operate to that end through 
action rather than words. 

Aviation Rûles Tightened:  Ottawa,Dec. 22 (CP) -- The Government tonight 
announced revised air navigation orders increasing distance and 
visibility requirements for civil planes during visual flying and 
said they 'were made necessary by the'increasing air traffic and speeds 
of the jet age. 	 - 

Under the new orders aircraft under visual control must maintain 
a horizontal distance of one mile from the nearest cloud formation, 
instead of 2,000 feet away. This will affect all schéduled flight air-
craft under air traffic control. 

Visibility requirements in the areas lying generally west of the 
Coast Range mountains in British Columbia, including Vancouver Island 
and the Queen Charlotte Islands, is increased to two miles from one 
mile for flying under usual flight rules. 

The Transport Department, which governs civilian flying, said 
this latter amendment wes made because of the terrain and weather 
conditions prevailing on the Pacific Coast. 

New Arctic Equipment:  Ottawa,  Dec. 22 (CP) -- The Army is testing new 
light-weight magnesium and fibreklass toboggans for use in Arctic 
defence. It also has developed an axe handle which is expected to 
withstand the North's sub-zero temperatures. 

The toboggans are lighter than wooden types naw used by troops 
stationed at Northern outposts and easier to haul over all types of snaw 
and ice. The axe handle, also made of fibreglass„ will replace wooden 
handles which dry out and become loose in the axe head under Arctic 
conditions of humidity and temperature. 

An Army spokesman said the newly-designed toboggans, developed for 

the ArnyIby the physical metallurgy Division o£ the Mines Department, 

will help to ease transportation problems in Northernstroop operations. 

(over) 
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They will be used by troops on patrol to haul food supplies, ammunition 
and equipment and for rescùe work. 

The toboggans are 'designed to be pulled by men over relatively 
short distances. Eskimci-type  wooden sleds hauled by dogs still will be 
used for long journeys. 

N.Z. To Receive Cobalt Bomb From Canada:  Ottawa, Dec. 22 (CP) -- New Zea-
land will be supplied by Canada with its first cobalt bomb for cancer 
treatment bringing to five the number of countries which have either 
received or ordered such units from Atomic Ehergy of Canada Ltd. 

The Crown Corporation announced toda.y New Zealand will get a cobalt.. 
60 teletherapy unit of the Eldorado type for installation in Christ 
Church. 

The unit, costing about $45,000 and weighing three tons, is being 
presented to the country by Sir Arthur Sims, New Zealand philanthropist, 
and likely will be shipped in March. 

Four of the Eldorado-type bombs already have been installed in the 
United States and two in Italy, which is to receive a third one in 
March. Brazil will get its first next spring. 

Gold, U.S. Dollar Reserves At Peak:  Ottawa, Dec. 22 (CP) -- Canada's official 
reserves of gold and United States dollars climbed to a new high of $1,- 
921,500,000 on Nov. 30, the Bank of Canada reported. 

The reserves, used to help stabilize the exchange value of the Can-
adian dollar, increased by $20,600,000 during the month and by $114,8Q0,- 
000 since Nov. 30 1953 

The official stockpile of gold rose to $1,065,800a000 on Nov. 30 
from $1,059,300,000 on Oct. 31 and $976,400,000 on Nove 30 last year. 

Holdings of U.S. dollars increased to $855,700,000 from $841,600,- 
• 000 in October and $830,300,000 last year. 

Across Canada:  Stockholders of The Dominion Bank approved amalgamation with 
The Bank of Toronto at the banks annual and special general meetings in 
Toronto, it was announced yesterday. 	. . Fuzzy pussy willovrs appeared 
this week at Fort Frances, Oht., as Western Canada looked no more pre-
pared for Christmas - weatherwise - than Florida, C.P. reported. 
A Calgary oil company announced it has obtained promise of oil produc-
tion at a test well on the eastern outskirts of Virden, Man., giving the 
tawn probably the first oil well within a town in Canada, and bringing 
hopes of early wealth to at least -700 residents, the town itself and 
the Province of Manitoba, C.P. reports from Virden. . 	• Talks between 
Ford of Canada and members of the United Auto Workers Union (CIO-CCL) 
may be resumed within a week, a union spokesman said in Oakville, Ont., 
according to C.P. 
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Mr. Howe Forecasts Continued Economic Upturn: Ottawa »  Dec. 26 (CP) -- 
lffr.--HU*e predicted today that  Canada In1955 will bounce out of her 
economic decline, but that there still will be some trouble spots. 

"Import competition will continue to pose difficulties for some 
manufacturing industries," he said in a year-end review that covered 
economic developments on the home and foreign fronts. 

Mr. Howe conceded that Canada was hit by an economic decline in 
1954 that increased 12,4-emp1oyment0  He blamed this on a variety of 
factors, including decisions by many 'businessmen to get , rid of goods 
they had stockpiled dUring the Korea crisis, the drop in exports and 
the increasing fight for the Canadian market between domestic goods 
and imports. 

But on the whole, he found the year not too depressing. It was 
not as good as the peak year of 1953, but it was better than any 
other. Parmers had less money Ilecause of a prairie crop failure and - 
lower grain exports. 

The number of unemployed averaged 4.3 per cent of the working 
force, compared with 2.6 per cent in 1953. National savings also 
were down, mostly because of the drop in prairie income. ' 

But the country's overall income increased slightly, reflecting, 
in part, higher wages for those with jobs. Taxes generally were 
lower, increasing the proportion of total income retained by individuals. 

"After taking account of population increase, the average income 
per capita, whether expressed in monelr or in terMs of goods and ser-
vices,• declined but slightly in 1954 9 " Mr. Howe said. ' 

The adjustment in general business conditions had no more effect 
on average living standards than to level them off, following sharp 
Improvements in the previous two or three years. 

As for 1955, "taking into account both external and domestic in-
fluences, it would appear that the upturn which has already begun 
will continue." 

"Although there may continue to be some trouble spots, there is 
good reason to expect a growth in markets at home and abroad commen-
surate with the rise in the nation's productive capacities." 

The United States economy, which declined along with that of 
Canada's, now appeared to be strengtheningm  at least temporarily. 
Overseas countries were more preFsperous and this likely would lead to 
rising demand particularly for Canada's raw materials. 

In Canada, investment should continue high, stimulating produc-
tion and employment. There likely helNd been some decline in 1954 in the 
record $5,800 9 000 9 000 capital investment programme forecast by the 
Trade Department in rdd-year. But work not carried out in 1954 because 
of bad weather likely mould bé carried into 1955. 

Inventory liquidation - businessmen selling off their stocks of 
goods instead of placing new orders - is not likely, in the year ahead, 
to constitute as much of a drag on activity in manufacturing indus-
tries as during 1954 9  Mr. Howe added. 

(over) 
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"There seems to be little in sight to interrupt the gradual upward 
trend of personal income. ,Even allowing for diminishing replacement 
demand for some durable items, per  capita outlays on consumer goods and 
services are likely to be maintained." 

Competition from imports appeared to be one of the stickiett prob- 
lems. e o o 

$168,000 Deficit In November:  Ottawa, Dec. 23 (CP) .-- The Goverment reduced 
defense spending in November, Ip ut  another drop in corporation income tax 
collections shifted the monthly accounts into the red for a deficit of 
$168,000. This compares with a surplus of $9,000,000 in Nam-ember, 1953. 

The surplus for the first eightmonths of-the 1954-55 fiscal year 
naw is dawn to $94668,000, about ,  one-third the $275,068,000 surplus for 

. 	the corresponding period a year ago,1 Mr. Harris announced t9day in his 
'Treasury statement. 	 1 

This year the Government aimed at a nominal #4,900,000 surplus, but 
the current spending pattern cbntinues to indicate ete Goverilment will 
end the year next March 31 in 1.1e red perhaps by more than $10Q,000,000. 

November's defence expenditures dropped by almof;t sio,op,000 to 
$148,902,000 from $1588541,000 last year. This out the eight-month out- 
lay to$972;789,000, down $96,479,000 from $1,069,268,000 in the,corres-, 
pouding 1953-54 period. 

But over-all spending for te month - defenoe and non-defence - rose 
slightly to $330;215,000 from $329,458,000, reflecting heavier'outlays for 
family allowances, health programmes; Veterans affairs,,postoffice admin. 
istration and transport. 

Total expenditures'for the eight months increased to PA 17,996,000 
from la-8 514,455,000 last year. 	 • 

Treasury revrnues Ooptinued to decline, mainly because of lower cor. 
poration tax collections. 

Report CBC International Service To Be Pared:  Ottawa, Dec. 23 (CP) 	The Goy.  
ernment has decided to out next year's budget of the CBC International 

. 	Service by rouNhly $500,000, it was learned today. 
The reduction of about 20 per cent from $2,300,000 wat! taken to be 

a matter of Government policy to reduce expenditures all aiound. 
. It will mean curtailments in broadcasts to Europe and possibly to 

Latin America and Australasia.' 
. However, it was understood there will be no reduction in broadcaete 

to Canadian troops in Europe and the Far North where 1,rmed services 
radio stations carry tamtranscriptions of CBC programmes.0, • • 

Across Canada:  The Government's 38-cents-se.dozen support programme for eggs, 
will be continued unchanged in 1955. But Mr. Gardiner, a4ouncing thia 
Thursday indicated that egg handlers who do not co-operatelfully with 
the Acrictiltural Prices Support Board in disposal of surplustia may bei. 
corne  ineligible for federal sûpport, C.P. reported. • ». Four official 
tours in Canada are being planned for next year by Governor-General 
Massey. A Government Hpuse official eaid,Thursday;that visiti to Quebec' ,  

Eastern Townships, Regina and Winnipeg, Newfoundland and Northern Ontario 

are being arranged, C.P. reported from Ottawa. • 	Cana4lam3 sold 
abroad $7,700,000 more in securities than they bought during October, 
which saw the highest turnover in throe years - $160 million. The Bureau 

of Statistics has reported that Canadians sold $83.9 million worth of 
securities abroad while buying $76.3 million. /t gave no analysis of 

- -reasons for the turnover. • • • Canada's commodity  exporta  reached thee 
highest 1954 level in November, increasing 2.8 per cent to $368,600,00 0 

 from $355,100,000 a year earlier. Imports were the second highest for 
any month this year, rising 6.2 per cent to an estimated $373,200,000 
from $361,400,000 in November, 1953 8  according to C.P. 
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New Escort Squadron For Pacific:  Ottawa, Dec. 27 (CP) -- A new escort squad-
ron, second for Canada in little more than a year, will be formed Jan-
uary 1 with six anti-submarine ships of the Pacific command. 

Naval Headquarters says the group, to be knawn as the Second Can- 
adian Escort Squadron, will include destroyer escorts Cayuga, Athabaskan 
and Crusader, all veterans of Korean service, andtmodernized frigates 
Jonquiere Stettler and New Glasgow. 

The squadron will be joined by other anti-submarine vessels as they 
became available. First will be the frigate Ste. Therese early next 
year and the destroyer escort Crescent later. 	- 

The RCN's first escort squadron was formed in the Atlantic Canmand 
in November 1953. 

Ikntreal Expects Peak Ocean Passenger Season: Montreal, Dec. 28 (Gazette) -- 
Opening of St. Lawrence River navigation next spring is expected to 
herald Montreal's greatest ocean passenger season since prewar days. 

Shortly after the channel clears of ice, the port will greet the 
forerunner of her largest contingent of liners in 15 years. 

Montreal, served basically by four passenger ships since the end 
of the Second lkrld War, will have nine large liners making scheduled 
calls here throughout 1955. 

Although two older liners will be withdrawn from service to Montreal 
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in the spring, shipping companies have four new vessels planned to run 
fram here to the continent. These will augment the four present ships 
and Cunard's new Saxonia, which made her maiden voyage here in September. 

The trend toward greater passenger accammodation for overseas travel 
has not mushroomed overnight, but Canada's rising immigration quotas have 
given it• a big boost, passenger men say. 

Canadian College Of Teachers Considered:  Toronto, Dec. 27 (CP) -- The Presi-
dent of the Canadian Teachers' Federation says the CTF is considering 
setting up a Canadian college of teachers for stimulus and recognition 
of professional competence. 

Dr. L. P. Patterson of Montreal told the annual meeting of the 
Ontario Public SchoolMen Teachers' Federation he couldn't enlarge on 
the plan because it is still in canmittee, but it would be roughly com-
parable to the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons. 

The college, if established, would set examinations and require 
high-standard qualifications. Fellows would be regarded as top men in 
the profession. 

"We teachers should be better trained." Dr. Patterson said, "I un 
quite aware that it is not always personally profitable to get training 
beyond certain accepted standards. 0 . .but that is no reason for not 
obtaining more professional competence, both cultural and technical." 

Modest Upswing In Textile Industry:  Montreal, Dec. 28  (ci') -- A modest up-
swing in general business conditions of the Canadian primary textile in-
dustry is reported by Mr. C. F. Woodward, President of the Primary Tex-
tiles Institute. 

(over) 



Mr.  Woodward  is Vice-Tresident and General Manager of Grout's Ltd., 
of St. Catharines Ont. 

Prospects for at least the first 'part of 1955  are  generally regard. 
ed_as less glOany than they  have  been for some time," Mr. Woodward says 
in the Canadian Textile Journal. 

He added: "Optimism over what may well be a temporary upward trend 
should not hawever lead those concerned with the long-term prospects or 
the Canadian industry to forget that for the last three years the general 
trend has been downward and that in 1954 the industry reached very law 
levels in enployment and production." 

RCAF Piléts Honoured At Metz:  Ottawa, Dec. 27  (ci') -- Five RCAF pilots, whose 
aerobatic tricks had Frenchmen craning their necks at the opening of a 
new French airfield last September, have been given medallions by the 
Aero Club of Sedan as a mark of gratitude for their performance. 

Air Force Headquarters said today the pilots, members of the RCAF's 
crack Fireball Aerobatic Team, were given,the medallions by 1.1r. Jean 
Philippe Ronnet, Club President, at a ceremony at the Air Division Head-
quarters at Metz, France. 

Across Canada:  The Board of Transport Commissioners has given Trans Canada 
Pipe Lines Ltd. a four-month extension of the time in which it must show 
satisfactory arrangements for financing its proposed $300 million natural 
gas pipeline from Alberta to eastern Canada, C.P. reported fram Ottawa. 
. . . . British Columbia's flourishing economy pramises to set a record 
pace for construction in 1955. On the drawing boards for 1955 are a 
host of projects - schools, payer lines and facilitieà„ multimillion-
dollar pulp mills, defense projects„Government buildings, hospitals, 
bridges, banks and office buildings,,according to'C.P. from Vancouver. 
. 	• . Quebec Trade and Commerce Minister J. Paul BeaulieU said, in 
part, in a year-end message: "Quebec's prosperity is no idle myth ex- 
isting only in the minds of wishful thinkers. "It is a reality and 
evidence can be found in the millions of dollars that haVe been invested 
hère during the past year to establish new industries or to expand those 
in operation." 
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jbldget_Speculation:  Ottawa, Dec. 28 (CF) -- The Government's budget spend- 
ing for 1955-56 likely will continue at the 10-year high of about $4,- 
500,000,000 - virtually unchanged from the current year. Treasury men 
are nearly finished compiling the annual book of estimates and it 
appears likely it will be ready for tabling in Parliament in late Jan-
uary. 

Finance Minister Harris, preparing to present his first budget, is 
reported to be exerting pressure on various Department heads to chop to 
the bone estimated financial requirements for the next fiscal year. 

But so many of the Government's annual expenditures are "frozen" - 
in the sense thev either are written into the law or that the Govern-, 
ment is committed to them by policy or long-term agreement - that there 
actually is not much room in which savings can be made. . 

Business men have appealed for an early budget to help in their 
awn planning. Mr. Harris is not expected to bring down his budget until 
the end of the fiscal year, either a week before or a week after March 
31. Financial advisers want as much time as possible to gauge econamic 
trends and forecast revenue possibilities in 1955-56. . 

$3 9 000,000 Re orted Pledged Toward N.Y.,  Canada House:  New York, Dec. 28 
CP -- New York's Canada House, an idea launched 14 months ago tonight 

by Consul-General Ray Lawson, has received pledges totalling $3 9 000 9 000, 
à Consulate official said today. 

The Consul-General first broached the idea of a privately sponsored 
18-story building to serve as à New York headquarters for Canadians, in 
a speech at the 50th Anniversary Dinner of the Canadian Club of New York 
on October 28, 1953. 

The idea was enthusiastically received. The Consulate official 
said today Mr. Lawson has received pledges of '100,000 each from 30 in-. 
dividuals and that organization of a corporation to handle the project 
is under way. 

With its financial future assured, the sponsors of Canada House 
are looking for a suitable downtarin site in which scattered Canadian 
Government offices and branch offices of Canndian businesses could be 
consolidated. 

Mr. Lawson proposed to lease the ground floor to organizations re-
quiring a street level display, such as the Canadian Chamber of Com- 
merce, the Canadian Information Service and Canadian Transportation Com-, 
panies. He suggested the possibility of a restaurant serving Canadian 
delicacies. . 

Production Hits  2 54 High In October: Ottawa, Dec. 29 (CP) -- Canada's produc-
---7--i7F77F-TF7P°UiTa-ec7ai-7:7Jé-in October to the highest monthly output 

in a year. 	• 	. 	 ‹ 
Edging out of the decline that developed in early .  months, October's 

industrial production  index rose  to 256.-4 from 254.5 last year, the Do-
minion Bureau of Statisties - 'repeted. - 

(over) 



It was the first time this year that the industrial yardstick, 
based on 1935-39 output equalling 100, exceeded the corresponding 1953 
index. The October index was higher than at any time since September, 
1953. 

However, production for the first 10 months of 1954 was still 
dawn a little more than two per cent from output in the similar 1953 
period. 

In October, output of manufactured goods was down about four per 
cent from last year, but mineral production rose by almost 22 per cent. 

New Talks May End Ford Strike:  Toronto, Dec. 29 (Globe) -- A first delicate 
step toward possible settlement of the 11-weeks-old Ford strike was 
taken yesterday when Company and union officials met behind closed doors 
in Toronto to start their first direct negotiations. 

The talks will continue for several days and both parties have 
agreed to release no progress reports "until a conclusion of some kind 
has been reached." 

But there were several notes of optimism as the negotiators sat 
down to work out a compromise solution that could return 8,200 strikers 
to their jobs in Windsor,  Oakville and Etobicoke plants early in the 
New Year. 

A joint statement issued shortly after the parties met revealed 
that Ford of Canada is prepared to negotiate a Provincial agreement - a 
major stumbling block which wrecked two earlier attempts by third par-
ties to start peace talks. 

Seaway And Boundary Markings: Ottawa, Dec. 28 (CP) -- The St. Lawrence Sea- 
way project will eliminate about 50 United States-Canadian boundary 
markers along a 40-mile stretch of the river but no one in Ottawa is 
worried. 

Er. J.E.R. Ross, Canadian Commissioner on the International 
Boundary Commission which looks after such things, said in an interview 
today, "We're not losing the boundary, just the immediate reference 
points." 

He said it will take perhaps five years for things to get back to 
normal along the Iroquois-to-Cornwall stretch of river to be flooded. 
After new high-water levels are established and towns relocated U.S. 
and Canadian officers of the Commission will move to erect new concrete 
posts marking the boundary. 

Across Canada:  Miss Frances Loring, of Toronto, former President of the 
Sculptors' Society of Canada, haS won the federal Government's com-
petition for a design for a memorial to Sir Robert Borden. A Cabinet 
announcement said her design was the unanimous choice of a Board of 
selection which examined 33 entries. 	Mbrk on St. Lawrence Sea- 
way excavation across the river from downtown Montreal has halted for 
the winter months with the contractors ahead of schedule and preparing 
for a fast start in the spring, the Gazette reports. .• • Western 
Canada's summer temperatures of last week have dropped to well below 
zero, C.P. reported from Edmonton. • •. 	Production and sales of tele- 
vision sets this year continue to record substantial increases over last 
year and, at the same time, the industry is making tnroads in its in-
ventory. Last month sales, as reported by the Radio Television Manu-
facturers' Association of Canada, jumped 70 per cent over a year ago to 
93,649 from 55,188, with value of these sales increasing to $32,916,906 
from $22,261,633. 
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Economic Talks nth  U.S. In 1955, Er. Hawe Says:  Ottawa, Dec. 29 (CP) -- 
Trade Minister Howe, just returned today fram a month-long trip to  the 
United Kingdom and Geneva, now becomesActing Prime Minister in the 
absence of Mr. St. Laurent, holidaying at his Quebec home. 

Mr. Hawe, in a home-caming press conference, made these points 
for newspaper men: 

1. Canada and the United States will hold new economic talks early 
next year. This will be another meeting of Cabinet Ministers under the 
Canada-e.S. econamic trade committee set up to iron out trade problems 
between the two countries. Mr. Hawe said the meeting maybe held in 
Ottawa. 

2. There are no indications Canadian troops will be provided with 
atomic warhead guided missiles. 

3. Canada's mutual aid contributions to her NATO partners next 
year will be the same or slightly larger than the 1954-55 contribution, 
estimated at some $300 9000,000. 

4. Budget deficits are inflationary but they are not "calamitous." 
Canada has had a good many surpluses and if the federal budget does 
show a deficit this year, Mr. Howe had hopes "it won't be big." 

5. He reiterated his overseas statement that Canada had started 
design work on a "flying saucer" type of aircraft, which would have 
cost $75,000,000 to develop. But the design work was ditched because 
it was considered that type of plane would not fit into Canada's re-
quirements. Canada could better use more conventional designs. 

Mr. Howe said he found economic conditions overseas encouraging. 
Britain was very busy and in good shape. Her exports had increased 

and she had over-employment. A large measure of her prosperity was 
from removal of restrictions on imports. 

Import curbs were being removed at a pace not fast enough to suit 
Canada's purposes, "but progress is being made." The prospects of 
selling wheat to Britain are "very good." Britain's crop was of poor 
quality and her reserves had been consumed. 

• Mr. Hawe On GATT Discussions: Ottawa, Dec. 29 (CP) -- Mr. Howe said today 
that Geneva talks aimed at revising and tightening international trade 
rules under the 37-country General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade are 
going badly. He told a press conference on return fram a month-long 
overseas trip that he can not rule out the possibility that the tariff 
pact may collapse. . . 

Canada is one of the countries supporting a tightening of the GATT 
and Mr. Hawe said "we'll fight on this as long as the discussions last." 
Delegates have been meeting for about a month and expect to complete 
discussions by February 1. 

"The talks are not jelling," he added. "Everyone wants more trade 
freedom for himself and more restrictions for everyone else. . . .1 
wouldn't rule out that the whole GATT may collapse. . 	. that would be 
the worst possible thing that could happen." 

(over) 



At another point, Mr. Howe cautioned reporters: 
"Don't paint too black a picture. The talks are not finished yet. 

I think there will still be a GATT." 
Mr. Hawe said if the GATT collapses, Canada still will go on doing 

international trade. But she and all other member countries would be 
free to change their tariffs as they- pleased. 

Test RCAF Automatic Navigator:  Ottawa, Dec. 29 (CP) -- A new Canadian-develop. 
ed automatic navigator which provides flying directions practically at 
the push of a button has been given to the United States and the United 
Kingdom for testing by their air forces. 

It also has caught the eye of the Canadian Army which sees in it 
possibilities for use in such vehicles as tanks, snow tractors used in 
the north and for trucks. The instrument, first disclosed by the Air 
Force last week, is the brainchild of Wing Cammander Jerauld G. Wright, 
DFC, native of Liverpool, N.S.,•and head of the RCAFIs air-instrument 
development division. It automatically provides a pilot with directional 
information for reaching any position he feeds into it, including homing 
to his base. 

Its best quality, defence authorities say, is that it works independ, 
ent of radio on which some other computers depend. Therefore it could 
not be jammed by an emeny during wartime. 

The automatic navigator has been adopted for use by the RCAF after 
200 hours of flying tests in various types of jet aircraft. Technical 
data and working models have been supplied to the United States Air 
Force and the RAF. The USAF already is testing it. 

Ontario Society Of Arts 83rd Exhibition:  Toronto, Dec. 29 (CP) -- The Ontario 
Society of Artists opens its 83rd annual exhibition of members' and non-
members'works at the art gallery here January 7.  May-4r Charlotte Whitton 
of' Ottawa will preside. 

The showing will include 100 works by Ontario, Quebec, New Bruns-
wick, Saskatchewan and British Columbia artists. 

Across  Canada:  Ottawa's population for 1954 is shawn at 211,419 according 
to figures released by the city assessment department. The increase over 
last year is 5,851. 	. . Despite a slawdema in financing arrangements 
for a 2,200-mile natural gas pipeline from Alberta to the east, Mr. Howe 
said yesterday he hopes the first leg to Winnipeg will be campleted in 
1955. . . . Mr. Raymond Brunet, President of the Canadian Construction 
Association, estimated yesterday Canada's builders turned out a record 

• $4,750,000,000 worth of new construction in 1954 and said the record may 
be broken in 1955.... 
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Statement  On France's Decision:  Ottawa, Dec. 30 (Press Release No. 90) 
Foliowing  is the Text of the Statement by the Secretary of State for 
External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, concerning the action taken by the 
French National Assembly in Paris on the London and Paris Agreements: 

"The approval by the French National Assembly of the agreements 
worked out in a spirit of co-operation and comprIehension last autumn 
at London and Paris is a cause for deep satisfaction. 

"I realize that there were doubts and hesitations and much soul- • 
searching in Paris before the necessary decisions were taken. The 
Assembly, however; with what I believe to be a wise and realistic 
understanding of the situation, have chosen to follaw the course which 
is not only best in the interests of France, but which was also re-
quired if the Atlantic coalition, whose strength and unity is essen-
tial for peace, was to be maintained. 

"It would indeed have been a sad day if some other course had 
been follawed, through fear of the consequences of a restoration of 
German sovereignty, which included the right - and the obligation - of 
Germany to share in her awn defence. 

We  must now rove that the rearmament of Germany, not unlimited 
nor uncontrolled, but within the context of NATO and %stern European 
Union, is not only no menace to France, or to any other  country, but, 
on the contrary will help to associate Germany with the,free  Western 

 world in such a way that peace and security will be strengthened. 
"Without the close and friendly co-operation and understanding 

between France and Germany, such a strengthening of peace would be 
difficult,.if not Impossible. That is another reason•why the decisions 
taken in Paris will be welcomed by the majority of the Cl.nadian people." 

Mr. St. Laurent's New Year's Message:  Ottawa,  Dec. 30 (CP) -- Mr. St. 
Laurent said in .a  New Year's rfflsage today that Canada is blessed with 
almost unparalleled material well-being which "justifies our optimism 
about the future." 

Mr. St. Laurent said the new year will bring blessings and problems 
which again will challenge Canada's material and spiritual resources. 

"But with God's help and with the goodwill and a desire to live in 
harmony as one family, 1 am confident that we shall meet the problems 
that it brings." 

Mith Parliament reassembling January 7, he appealed to Canadians 
to pray for divine guidance for those entrusted with the country's 
business so that they may act with "humility and wisdom." 

Report  Mr. Sharp Selected For . GATT Talks:  Ottawa, Dec. 31 (CP) -- The sec- 
ond phase of the big international fight to tighten the general agree-
ment on tariffs and trade opens in Geneva Monday. Canadian officials 
are hoping desperately that negotiations to reduce import curbs will 
succeed. 

Vol. 6, No. 1. 
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Mr. Mitchell W. Sharp, Associate Deputy Trade Minister, has been 
selected as Canada's head spokesman, it was learned today. 

Speed Up Trans-Canada Highway:  Ottawa, Dec. 31 (CP) -- After four years 
of effort, the Provinces have completed only about one-fifth of the 
planned 5,000-mile, $300,000,000 Trans-Canada Highway, Works Minister 
Winters reported today. He appealed for a work speedup. 

In a year-end progress report, he said bad weather caused some 
serious construction delays in 1954 and work progress was good in 
spite of these obstacles, but the motoring public wants to see as 
many more miles of the highway in being as soon as possible. 

"We in the federal Government  are  anxious to have its pace 
accelerated," he said. 

Mr. 1  Gregg On Labour Outlook:  Ottawa, Dec. 30 (CP) -- Canadian -job oppor-
tunities should,be better this winter than a year ago, Labour  Minister 
Gregg said today. 

In his year-end review of labour conditions, he added there 
appears no reason for being gloomy about Canada's long-range prospects. 

Discussing unemployment, Mr. Gregg laid it to a period of adjust-
ment in the Canadian economy, but he said that since last summer in-
dications have pointed to stability and to some improvement in the level 
of economic activity. 

Across Canada:  Governor-General Vincent Massey shook hands with almost 
- 	1,000 callers at his traditional New Year's Day levee. He had a smile 

and a cheery greeting for each. . . 	"Neighbours," a 10-minute  ex- 
perimental film in colour produced by Norman McLaren  of the National 
Film Board, has won the top prize at the Salerno Film Festival in 
Italy, the Board reported. The film, produced two years ag9,.has won a 
number orawards including a Hollywood Oscar for the best documentary 
short film. . . . 	Canada will get  a $12,000,000  panent  at the year's 
end on the $250,000,000 loaned France after the Second World War. A 
Finance Department spokesman, commenting on a Paris - dispatch announcing 
that the payment will be made, said it would reduce France's postwar 
indebtedness to Canada about $190,000,000, according to C.P.  • . . 
Norway and Turkey will get military supplies from Canada next month 
under Canada's mutual aid programme for North Atlantic partners. The 
Army has announced that Turkey will get ammunition and Norway radar 
equipment. . . . Nearly 2,000 Londoners celebrated the Ontario city's 
100th birthday at a civic reception New Year's Day. 
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Tuesday, January 4, 1955. 

Full Cabinet Meeting On Eve Of Sessions Ottawa, Jan. 3 (CP) -- 'Mr. St. 
Laurent, back from a 10-day holiday, has scheduled a meeting of the 
full Cabinet for 10:30 a.m. tomorrow. 	, 

A variety of items it is understood, will include federal appoint.. 
ments, renewal of aid to Canada's gold mines and last-minute touches 
to the Government's legislative programme. 

It likely will be the last major meeting of the Cabinet before 
Parliament reopens Friday. Because the reopening is just a few days 
away, it appears possible that Mr. St. Laurent may)-iold back any major 
Cabinet decisions -until Parliament resumes deliberations. . 

Defence Expenditures:  Ottawa, Jan. 3 (CP) -- Defence spending in the cur-
rent fiscal year is expected to fall about $160,000,000 short of the 
$1,908,000,000 appropriated by Parliament at its last session for 
defence. 

Between April 1 and November 30 last year the Defence Department 
spent $959,787,000, with four months still to go until the end of the 
fiscal year March 31, 1955. By that time, spending is expected to 
amount to same $1,748 9 000 9 000. 

Informants said today there are two chief reasons for •the gap be-e 
tween expenditures and estimates: 

1 0  Equipment was coming off production lines more slowly than an«.e 
 ticipated at the start of the year. This equipment included planes, 

ships, ammunition and electronic gear. 
2. Construction was bogged dawn by poor weather last summer. For 

ihstance, work was behind schedule at Camp Gagetown, N.B., the Army's 
big new training area. 

Defence spending in all probability will be lower in this fiscal 
year than in 1952-53 9  when the outlay w‘as $1,882,000,000, or in 1953- 
54, when expenditures were $1,805,000,000. The estimate for 1954-55 
was about $100,000,000 lower than in the previous two years. . 

Regional Drama Festivals:  Ottawa, Jan. 3 (CP) -- Canada's annual series ot 
regional drama festivals, leading to the finals in May; begin next 
week in Newfoundland under the eye of an accomplished British actor-
director. 

For Mr. Ahdre Van Gysegham, 48, founder of the Nottingham Play- 
house who was chosen to adjudicate the 1955 regionals, it will be the 

start of a cross-Canada trip. Son of a Belgian actor, he produced 

plays in rondon and a film for British television. 
He will judge regional festivals in every Province and recanmend 

eight plays to go on to the Dominion Drama Festival week-long final 
scheduled this year in Regina, May 9-14. 

The final will be judged by a second adjudicator yet to be chosen 
but who is usually a well-known figure of the London stage. Last year 

it was Mr. Hugh Hunt, actor-producer known for his work at London's 
Old Vic. Graham Suter, another London actor, adjudicated last year's 
regional festivals. 
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Dominion Drama Festival officials said about five theatrical fig-
ures now are under consideration as possible choices to adjudicate thip 
year's finals at Regina. 

Ambassador'Of  Haiti: Ottawa, Jan. 3 (Press Release No. 1, Jan. 3) -- The 
Department of External Affairs announced today that His Excellency 
Jacques Léger presented this afternoon to His Excellency the GovernOr 
General his letter of credence as Ambassador Extraordinary and Pleni-
potentiary of the Republic of Haiti to Canada. The ceremony took 
place at Government House. 

Globe And Mail Up For Sale:  Toronto, Jan. 4 (Globe & Mail) -- The Gobe and 
Mail this morning ran on an inside page the following announcement of 
the Impending sale of the newspaper: 

"Chartered Trust Co., of Toronto, co-executor of the estates of 
the late George McCullagh and William H. Wright, announced Monday the 
intention of the executors of these estates to offer The Globe and 
Mail for sale. 

Mr. H. E. Lanmford, General Manager of the Trust Company, explained 
that the two estates hold all of the stock of the Globe Printing Com-
pany, which  Company  published the newspaper. He stated that advertise. 
ments in connection with the proposed offer would appear in various 
newspapers in Canada, Britain and the United States next Monday." 

Across Canada: Mr. W. Earl Rowe, a former member of the late Prime Minister 
Bennett's 1930-35 Cabinet, will be acting leader of the Opposition dur9 
ing the first two or three weeks of the new session of Parliament open. 
ing January 7. A statement issued by Progressive Conservative Party 
headquarters todav said Mr. Rowe will be acting leader until Hon. 
George Drew is well enourh to return to his parliamentary duties. Mr. 
Rowe is Deputy Opposition Leader. 	. . 	Talks aimed at settlement of 
the Ford strike were resumed Monday after a holiday weekend recess, 
C.P. reported from Toronto. • . . Mr. A. Y. Jackson, the painter who 
is like a living landmark of art in Toronto, is leaving Toronto and 
building a studio in Manotick on the Gatineau about 15 miles out of 
Ottawa, the Globe and Mail reported. . . . Five cameras will be used 
to televise the opening of Parliament Friday, C.P. reported in Ottawa. 
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Heavy Legislative Programme Forecast For Parliament: Ottawa, Jan° 5 (CP) -- 
Parliament opening Friday is faced with enough work to keep it going 
into midsummer. 

A heavy legislative programme is expected to include about 50 Gov-
ernment measures, besides the annual flow of scores of private memberse 
bills. Debates on various other issues will round'out a session that 
promises to be a busy one. 

Emergency-type legislation on winter unemployment is expected to 
be the first major Government bill. Another important bill will broadep 
the base of federal -grants to municipalities in lieu of taxes. . 

For the first time since he became Progressive Conservative leader 
in 1948, Mr. Drew won't lead off the debate. In his absence Mr. W. Earl 
Rowe, acting leader, will open the debate. 

Mr. St. Laurent will be on hand for the opening but is expected to 
leave before the end of January to attend the Commonwealth Prime Min-
isters' Conference in London. 

A novelty at the opening this year will be televising of the Senate 
chamber ceremonies. Two TV cameras will record the function for the 
first time. 

On the legislative side, priority will be given to a bill by Labour 
Minister Gregg to increase supplementary unemployment insurance payments 
during the winter for persons whose normal insurance benefits have run 
out. 

Legislation on municipal grants is expected to make these equal -to 
full municipal taxes on federal property where it exceeds two per cent 
of total municipal assessment. 

Other probable Government measures: 
1. More generous wnr veterans' allowances to needy veterans of cam, 

bat duty. 
2. A 25-per-cent pay increase for federally-appointed judges. 
3. An increase to $5,000,000 from $1,000,000 in the federal Govern.» 

ment's annual contribution towards safety measures for railway grade 
crossings. 

4. Renewal for 1955 - perhaps on a changed formula - of Government 
subsidies to marginal gold mines, which expired December 31. 

5. Extension of the life of the Defence Production Department for 
another five years. 

6. Provision of Government-backed loans to fishermen for improving 
their equipment. 

T. Amendments to the Electricity and Fluids ExportationAct to give 
the federal Government tighter control of the use of waters with hydro 
potential flawing into the United States. . 0 . 

8. Possible amendments to the Railway Act, should the Turgeon Com-
mission on agreed charges recommend changes in this type of freight rates. 

9. Possible changes in the Electlon,  Act arising from a study of the 

1953 general election to be made by a Commons Committee° 

Rail Workers On Right To Strike: Montreal, Jan. 6 (Gazette) -- Union represert- 
atives of 180,000 railway workers in Canada gathered here yesterday to 

try to find a formula that will prevent federal Government intervention 
in future labour contract disputes. 

(over) 



A select Committee of 14 members working on details of the project 
will report back to the full Canmittee at 4 pen. today. 

The select Cammittee met after 110 delegates fran 18 unions repre- 
senting non-operating- and  running trades workers heard angry protests 
because their right to strike had vanished. 

They were told that the strike weapon was naw lost to  th em and 
that there could be no repetition of the general rail strike that par-
alyzed the country's transportation system in the summer of 1950. 

Chairman Frank H. Hall quoted the federal Government to the effect 
it will "not permit any more strikes on these railways". . 

Sqdn. Ldr. MacKenzie To Visit U.S.: Montreal, Jan. 6 (Gazette) -- Sqdn. Ldr. 
Andy MacKenzie released by Red China recently after two years in a prison 
camp plans to leave for the United States, January 14 to visit the 
families of four U.S. airmen still held by the Communists. 

The RCAF jet ace said yesterday he hopes an RCAF aircraft will carry 
him on the trip to Philadelphia, Omaha and Lincoln, Neb.,, and Sioux City, 
Iowa. His wife, Joyce, will accampany him. 

Mr. MacKenzie, shot down over North Korea, spent six months in the 
same prison as three of the American flyers and corresponded with a fourth 
who was in hospital. 

Mr. MacKenzie rested at his  home in nearby Strathmore yesterday, 
after a session with RCAF intelligence men in Ottawa, Tuesday. He re-
turns to the Capital today for interrogation by U.S. air force officers 
on his experiences in Red China. 

Supersonic Missile Tests:  Winnipeg, Jan. 5 (CP) -- The army has begun winter 
tests of a supersonic guided missile on Hudson Bay near Fort Churchill. 

First indication that the tests of Nike, the U.S. Army's anti-air- 
craft projectile, have started came with the appearance of a defence 
Department advertisement in Winnipeg  newspapers, warning that firing 
will be carried out at the Fort Churchill range. 

Minister Of Czechoslovakia:  (Press Release No. 2 9  Jan. 5) -- The Department 
of External Affairs announced on January 5 that His Ebccellency Bedrich 
Hruska had presented to His Excellency the Governor General his letter 
of credence as Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of 
Czechoslovakia to Canada. 

Across Canadas Tax reduction as an aid to employment and lower prices was 
advoUSEPI yesterday in a submission sent by the Canadian Manufacturers' 
Association to Finance Minister Harris. . 	. Selling waves pounded 
the stock market dawn yesterday for its greatest losses in years. In 
Montreal of the 275 issues traded, 46 were up, 141 down and 88 unchanged 
wlth 13 new highs and four new lows established for the year, C.P. re- 
ported. 	. . The RCAF soon will start ferrying new Orenda Sabre Jet 
fighters to its air division in Europe. The new planes are the Mark VI 
Sabres now being turned out in Montreal. The operation will start almost 
before the air division's conversion to the comparatively new Mark V 
Sabres is complete, C.P. reported from Ottawa. 	. A toll expressway 
to the scenic Laurentians was proposed yesterday by Mr. Ernest Gohier, 
Chief Engineer of the Quebec Roads Department. He estimated the 25-mile 
expressway would cost $35,000,000. 
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Pre-Session Caucuses On Parliament Hill: Ottawa, Jan. 6 (Gazette) -- Parlia-
ment Hill bustled with renewed life today in anticipation of the open-
ing tomorrow of the new parliamentary session. Members of the Progres-
sive Conservative and CCF Parties held private meetings to discuss 
strategy for a busy session expected to last into mid-summer. 

Five of the 51 Progressive Conservative members were absent includ-
ing Mr. Drew. He will miss the opening ceremony for the first time since 
he became party leader in 1948. 

It was the second caucus in ') days for the 24-member CCF group. 
Social Credit members, with 14 o th- Commons' 265 seats, will meet a 
feW hours before tomorrow's open]. The I72-member. Liberal caucus is 
not expected to meet until next week. 

The only Commons vacancy was caused by the death November 11 of 
Robert Fair, Social Credit member for Battle River-Camrose. 0 	. 

Arctic Defense Findings:  Ottawa, Jan. 5 (CP) -- Secrets dragged by Canadian 
oceanographers from the Arctic seas were disclosed today at a closed 
meeting of the Fisheries Research Board. But they remain secrets. 

Oceanographic surveys were made for the first time last year in 
the lonely ice-strewn waters around the northern shores of islands com- 
prising the District of Franklin. At one point the soundings were taken 
just 800 miles from the North Pole. 

The findings were contained in the annual report of the Canadian 
Joint Committee on Oceanography presented to the board's annual meeting. 
But because of their significance for defence as well as for fisheries 
and other purposes, no details were Made public. 

Spokesmen said, however, that the new information on water tem-
peratures, salinities, currents and other physical features will be an 
important contribution to the growing fund of knowledge about Canada's 
North. 

The oceanographic surveys were carried out by the Royal Canadian 
Navy's new northern research ship Labrador and by the U.S. Coast Guard 
vessels  Burton Island and Northwind. 

Ontario Chamber of Commerce Submissions:  Ottawa, Jan. 6 (CP) -- The Ontario 
Chamber of Commerce today called for tight Government controls over 
labour strikes and law enforcement against sympathy walkouts, mass 
picketing and intimidation of workers in labour disputes. 

In a policy statement at its annual session, the Chamber proposed 
that all strikes be prohibited until they have been authorized by a 
majority of employees in a secret, Government-supervised ballot held 
after a "cooling off" period. 

It urged also that when a strike is called, the Labour Minister be 
empawered to  poil  employees secretly to find out whether they wish to 
return to work. 

The Chamber took its stand against labour walkouts after President 
Ivor Wagner charged that big business unionism, operated mainly for the 
benefit of "United States union bosses," is rapidly eliminating the 
rights of individual workers. 

More and more Canadian firms, he said, are losing out in competi- 
tion against foreign firms because of high Canadian production costs. 

(over) 



Seaway Benefit To Western Canada:  Saskatoon, Jan. 6.(CP)  --A  director of the 
Saskatchewan Wheat Pool today asked western producers and consumers to 
pay more attention to the St. Lawrence Seaway° 

Mr. William F. MoLeod told the annual meeting - of the Saskatchewan 
Federated Co-Operatives Ltd. -, that the seaway could be of great material 
benefit to western Canada. 

But he charged the Lake Shippers' Association with trying to re-
strict passage of the seaway to Canadian shipping and to bar British and 
foreign shipping from Great Lakes. 

"If the association was successful, the people of the west would 
continue to pay the high freight rates they always did," Mr. McLeod 
said. 

Sqdn. Ldr. 'MacKenzie Interviewed By U.S. Officials:  Ottawa, Jan. 6 (CP) -- 
U.S. officials tomorrow will complete their interview-with Sqdn. Mi' . 
Andy MacKenzie of Montreal, freed December 5 by the Chinese Communists 

(I) 

•after twO years.' imprisonmen . 	' 	 , 	_ 
Three intelligence offi ers of the U.S. -Air Force and a:State-De- . 

• partment official from Washington spent most of today talking to the 
RCAF fighter ace. Three U.S. fliers Imprisoned with MacKenzie are still 
held by the Reds. 

. The interview consisted Chiefly of a "debriefing," an air force 
term for a pilot's report to intelligence officers when he has returned 
fram an operation. 	. 	. 	 .„.. . _ 

MacKenzie was serving .as an exchange officer with the U.S...Air 
Force when he was shot down over North Korea DeceMber 5, 1952. This 
was his first chance to make a report to U.S. Air Force intelligence 
officers on his last operation in Korea. 

He has faced questioners four times since his return tO -Canada 
last mnnth. 

Rail Union Chiefs , End 3-Day Talks: Mnntreal, Jan. 5 (CP) -- Union chiefs of 
180,000 railwaymen today ended three-day talks in which plans were laid 
and proposals drafted for a new deal in contract negotiations. 

The 110 delegates were close-lipped following -the -meeting but - it 
was learned they had considered an approach to the railway companies 
regarding the bargaining rights of the workers. 

Mr. Frank H. Hall, Chairman of the Conference, said earlier an 
approach was planned to the federal Government regarding possible 
amendments to the Industrials Disputes Act. 

Across Canada:-  Peter C. Fair of Kingston, Ont., and Montreal will pilot 
Princess Margaret to Trinidad January 31 on the nett leg of her 
Caribbean tour, C.P. reported from London. Mr. Fair, 48, is a veteran 
British Overseas Airways Corporation pilot who has flown more than 
2,500,000 miles and wha has crossed the Atlantic more than 400 times. 
. • . • Remembrance Day should be observed in school and not at home, 
the Ontario Chamber of Commerce said yesterday. It called for elimina-
tion of November 11 as a compulsory school holiday. 	. The Ontario 
Hurricane Relief Fund, launched under the chairmanship of Col. Eric 
Phillips within 48 hours of the gale and floods that ewept Central 
Ontario three months ago, yesterday passed the $5,000,000 mark", and will 
seek no further contributions, the Globe and Mail reported. 
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Monday, January 10, 1955. 

Work Projects Forecast In Speech  From The Throne2 Ottawa, Jan. 7 (CP) -- 
Measures against unemployment - one of them calling for fast action by 
Parliament to protect winter jobless - were forecast today in the 
Speech from the Throne opening the 1955 session. 

The tradîtional Speech, read by Governor-General Massey before a 
Senate-Commons assembly and the first television audience in Parlia- 
ment's history, announced legislation will be introduced immediately to 
increase the amounts and the duration of supplementary unemployment in-
surance benefits for this winter. 

It said, too, that already-approved public works are being speeded 
and Parliament will be asked to approve a "substantial increase" in 
additional spending on works with a view to providing jobs. 

Mr. Gregg, it was learned later, promptly placed on the Commons 
order paper notice of the high-priority amendment to the Unemployment 
Insurance Act. . 

Apart from the unemployment measure, the Throne Speech announced 
Government plans that included provisions for lame improvement loans; 
Government-backed loans to fishermen for improving their gear; improved 
pensions to the blind and alluwances to burned-out war veterans; changes 
in federal grants to some municipalities; aid to marginal gold mines; 
and tighter control of the power potential of rivers flawing across the 
Canada-United States boundary. 

There also will be legislation to increase the amount spent by the 
federal Government annually in reducing railway grade crossing hazards, 
consolidating legislation dealing mith the publicly-owned Canadian 
National Railways and changing legislation dealing with the inspection 
of farm products. 

It was indicated that defence spending will remain high. There 
was no clue to 1955 tax changes. 

After the Governor-General read the Throne Speech in English and 
then in French to a joint assembly of the two Houses in the Senate 
Chamber, the Commons buckled down to save a day by hearing the moving 
and seconding speeches on the formal address in reply to the Speech from 
the Throne. For some years past, these have been put over a day. 

Heavy Programme Of Legislations  Ottawa, Jan. 9 (CP) -- Proposed legislation 
to tighten the federal Government's authority over the use of river 
waters flowing across the United States boundary is expected to be dis-
closed tamorrow. 

Measures to eytend this authority will be included in two bills ex-
pected to be introduced in the Commons by ffr. Home. The Speech from the 
Throne, read at the opening of Parliament by Dovernor-General Massey, 
aaid the legislation will ensure that natural resources are developed in 
the best interests of the Canadian public. 

The bills were among 19 placed on the Gommons order paper by nine 
Cabinet members. The legislation constitutes the heaviest initial 
legislative programme laid before a new session of Parliament in years. 

A Government spokesman said the bills on natural resources are be-
ing introduced early in view of a pending transaction between the Britis4 
Columbia Government and the Kaiser aluminum interests of the U.S., for 
development of power on the Canadian side of the Columbia River. 

(over) 



One of the bills would give the Government authority to control 
works affecting the normal flow of border-crossing rivers. It is an 
"act respecting the construction, operation and maintenance of inter-
national river improvements." 

The other would amend the Electricity and Fluid Exportation Act 
of 1907, under which the Government has some control over river waters 
of an international nature. It also will give the federal Government 
authority over the importation of gas. 

Among the first items of parliamentary business will be ratifica- 
tion of the London and Paris agreenents providing for the entry of a 
rearmed  West  Germany into the N9rth Atlantic Treaty Organization. Ex-
ternal Affairs Minister Pearson will ask formal approval of the agree-
ments signed by Canada at Paris last October 23. 

Quebec To Introduce New Stock Controls: Quebec, Jan. 7 (CP) -- Premier 
Duplessis announced today the Quebec Government plans•  to introduce a 
bill soon after resumption of legislative sitting Tuesday to place 
control of stock-market activities in the hands of a Government secu-
rities  commission. 

Mr. Duplessis said members of the commission will be appointed for 
life and will be well-paid. Their job would be to crack down on racketeer-
ing stock salesmen. 

At his Friday press conference he announced that final touches naw 
are being put to legislation revising the Quebec Securities Act. 

At one point the Premier took an apparent uwipe at New York State 
Attorney-General's Department officials who have claimed Quebec is not 
co-operating in getting rid of racketeers and high-pressure salesmen 
in the Montreal securities market. 

"This legislation is not going to be political like some of the 
stqtements from the United States which sought to have  us do work they 
would not even do themselves," Mr. Duplessis said. He did not elaborate. 

Across  Canada: In the Commons, Mr. St. Laurent on January 7 paid tribute to 
absent Mr. George Drew and said he hopes the Opposition Leader will be 
back in the House of Commons soon. 	. . 	Chrysler Corporation of 
Canada workers Sunday voted overshelmingly in favour of postponing in-
definitely a scheduled strike vote, because of the serious situation in 
the Ford of Canada strikes. . . . 	Trans Canada Airlines last night 
claimed a new, unofficial west-bound trans-Atlantic speed recordfbr a 
commercial airliner of 11 hours and 27 minutes. . 	. 	The Quebec Gov- 
ernment has decided to huild three 1,500-bed mental hospitals at a cost 
of $55,000,000 on the recommendation of a committee of experts. The 
buildings will be erected in Trois-Rivieres, Sherbrooke and Joliette. 

• • Forty-three first-year engineering students at University of 
Toronto who averaged 34 per cent or less in mid-year tests have been 
ordered •o quit their courses, the Globe and Mail reported. 
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Motions Of Non-Confidence  In Commons:  Ottawa, Jan. 10 (CP) -- The Progres-
sive Conservatives and CCF today moved motions of non-confidence in the 
Government, The motions came during the Camnons first day of debate on 
the Address in reply to the Speech fram the Throne. 

The debate mainly comprised an attack on Government unemployment 
and trade policies by Mr. Rowe, acting Opposition leader, Mr. Coldwell 
and a defence of the policies by Mr. St. Laurent. 

The Conservatives based their non-confidence motion on six measures 
on which they said the Government has "failed" to act: retention and 
expansion of Canadian markets abroad; unemployment; taxation relief; 
elimination of wast and extravagance in Government; encouragement of 
the processing of Canadian natural resources in Canada; and a contribu-
tory health plan. 

The CCF aceepted these and added a seventh; that the Government 
has "deliberately returned to the policy of uncontrolled and unplanned 
private enterprise which resulted in the depression and unemployment of 
the prewar years" and "failed to undertake the economic planning neces-
sary to cope with  the  serious problems now facing the Canadian people." 

Mr. Rowe, replacing Mr. Drew who is still recuperating from a 
meningitis attack said that if last year's unemployment trend continues ? 

 there will be 600,000 jobless in Canada -within two months. . 
Mr. Coldwell said higher unemployment insurance doesn't get to the 

root of the problem though it does mitigate the suffering. The Govern-
ment was locking the stable after the horse had gone. . 

Mr. St.  Laurent On Trade Policy:  Ottawa, Jan. 10 (CP) -- Expanding trade is 
desirable and necessary to C-nada's prosperity, but it should not be 
gained by high tariffs, Mr. St. Laurent said today. Speaking in the 
Throne Speech debate, Mr. St. Laurent said the Government feels it would 
not be sound to use high tariffs to expand trade. 

It is perhaps unfortunate, he said, that the production costs of 
some Canadian goods are greater than the selling price of goods offered 
by foreign countries. But foreign trade must flow  both waYs, he said, 
indicating that it would be unwise to place high tariffs on those goods 
in order to protect Canadian industries. 

To obtain high exports,  Canada  also must import a lot or else the 
Government will have to extend credit to Canadian exporters, he said. 
He replied to a series of criticisms of the Government's trade policies 
by Mr. Rowe. 

He said Mr. Rcre said Canada has lost its markets in the United 
Kingdom for the second time within Mr. Rowe's political career. Mr. St. 
Laurent said there has been no loss of U.K. markets. There was no loss 
of desire in the U.K. to take Canadian goods. 

But there was still a shortage of dollars - though the situation 
was Improving steadily - which limited the quantities of Canadian goods 
which Britain could buy. 

He said the Government tries to ease the flow of external trade, 
but it does not try to handle trade or tell Canadians where and what 
they can buy and sell. . 

(over) 



Aid For India: (Press Release No. 3, Jan. 11) -- The Department of External 
Affairs announced on January 11 that representatives of the Govern-
ments of India and Canada had completed an exchange of notes in New 
Delhi providing for the allocation of $3.3 million of Canadian Colombo 
Plan aid to a proposed hydro-electric scheme On the Umtru River in 
Assam. 

The project is designed to hasten economic progress in the Indian 
State of Assam. The new power to be generated will in part be used for 
irrigation and drainage thus allowing new land to be brought under cul-
tilmtion. Some of the new power will also be used in existing small  in  
dustries, while it is hoped that the growth of new industries, which 
will supplement the low income of the local people, will be stimulated. 
0 0 0 0 

Atomic  Power Plants: Ottawa, Jan. 10 (CP) -- Canadian power companies have 
been invited to submit proposals on the construction of experimental 
atomic power plants, Mr. Howe announced today. 

He said in the Canmons that development of atomic power plants in 
Canada will be similar to the plan announced in Washington yesterday 
by the United States Atomic Energy Commission. The Commission  said it 
will help private industry develop and operate experimental atamic 
power plants and called for proposals on constructing reactors for in-
dustrial purposes. . 

International  Rivers Mater Control: Ottawa, Jan.  10. (ci') -- The federal Gov-
ernment today proposed to tighten its grip on the use of water in inter. 
national rivers and to loosen its control over the export of gas and 
oil. 

Two measures introduced inthe Canmons by Mr. Howe would: 
1 0  Require anyone - including a Provincial Government - to get a fed-
eral license for any works affecting the flow .on the Canadian side of a 
river running into the United States. 
2. Remove the federal Government's power to impose export duties on 
gas, oil and other fluids, while retaining this authority for electricity 
exports. 
3 0 	Cut dawn the Government's unrestricted authority to cancel license0 
for these exports. 
4 0  Make a federal license necessary for the import of gas. 

Across Canada:  Mr. Solon Low, Social Credit party leader, said last night 
Canadas  proposed increase of $1,000,000 in annual Colombo Plan contribu- 
tions is niggardly. . . . 	Owners of single houses will be able to 
borrow a maximum of $2,500 and apartment owners $6,250 under the new 
home improvement lcan regulations to come into effect February 1. Banko 

will extend loans on promissory notes, C.P. reports. . 	. 	The Goverr› 
ment no longer will hold New Zealand to a verbal arrangement to keep its 
cheese off the Canadian market. Mr. Howe made the statement in the Can-
nons yesterday, according to C.P. 
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Wednesday, January 12, 1955° 

A11  Parties  Back.Jobless Aid Bill: Ottawa, Jan. 11 (CP) -- All parties in 
Commons today commendéFra Governmento,proposed boost insupPlementary 

winter unemployment insurance, but opposition speakers  said'the Govern- 
' ment has not gone far eilough or fast enough in fighting unemployment° 

- 	But the insurance bill - to provide an estimated 810,000 9 000 a 
year more in benefits  for  winter jobless appeared assured of fast 

By_unanimous agreement, the Houseinterrupte“ormalitiés'of the 
Throne Speech  for  its introdliction., - The:Government ishopeful,of 
adoption late -this week'. 'Inthat case, its'praVisions would became 
effective fram the Start of theweek. 

, ,These proviéfons .  are r 
1 0  Increasing  the SupPlémentarybenefit'payments.to equality with 

regular bènefitS.H 
2. A-mlnimum'60 - days of 'Supplementary benefits a year. MiniMums in 

. different categorie s . now  vary fram 18 days upwards. 
In : preSenting the  bill,  Mr. Gregg said_that,on the Iasis of . last 

winter'S -linemployement . SuPplementary insuranée would "cost 42„2;popp000 • 
annhallir.  Compared  with 812,000 9 000 à year ago. The money will.come 

' froM the insurance fund wir th no incréase'in employeremployee : Contribu-
tions. 

Immigration Drop In November:  Ottawa, Jan. 11 (CP) -- Immigration dropped 38 
per cent in November, the sixth consecutive monthly decline, the Govern-
ment reported today. 

The number of new  immigrants  arriving in Canada dropped to 8,664 
in November, down 5,2 52'from the 13,918 in the similar period last year, 
the Immigration Department said today. 

This  reduced the total for the first 11 months of 1954 to 146,773, 
down 10,865 from 157,638 in the previous year. 

The flow of arrivals shawed declines from virtually all areas in 
November, the numbers arriving fram the United Kingdom decreased by 25 
per cent to 3 9 199 fram 4,261. 

Those from Northern Europe declined in the month by 50 per cent to 
2,114  from  4,262 The flow from the United States showed a three'-per-
cent'increase to 859 from 832 but the total from all other areas was 
reduced by 45 per cent to 2,492 from 4,561. 

Canada Leader Among Grain Exporters:  Winnipeg, Jan. 11 (CP) -- Despite rising 
competition and falling markets, Canada remained king of the world's 
grain-exporting countries in 1953-54. 

A booklet, "Canadian Grain Exports-Crop Year 1953-54,"3ust published 
by the Board of Grain Commissioners, shows that Canada's wheat, wheat 
flour and rye exports represented 'approximately 30 per cent of the world 
trade in bread grains. Canadian coarse-grain clearances were more than 
27 per cent of the world exports of oats, barley and corn. 

In the crop year August 1, 1953, to July 31, 1954, Canada's grain 
exports totalled 437,900 9 000 bushels, well above the 30-year average of 
314,000,000 but well under the record 582,800,000 of the previous crop 
year. 

•••, passage. 	 . 	, 

(over 
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Mr. E. E. Baxter., chief staistician for the Board, said in an in-
terview today the decrease could be attributed to several factors: 

1. Lessening demand in the importing countries. 
2. Argentina, after suffering two poor crop years and a third year 

of political upheaval over grain policies, returned to the competitive 
market in 1953-54. 

3 0 United States wheat proved a stronger competitor. 
4 0 A belief, yet to be proven, that importing countries tended to 

build up stocks during the Korean war, and since Far Eastern tensions 
have subsided somewhat they now are using those stocks. 

Hewever, the biggest factor in the sharp decline from 1952-53 was 
the severe drop in the United Kingdom purchases. The U.K., biggest 
Importer under the Interntitional Wheat Agreement front 1949 to 1953, 
dropped her membership laSt year and her wheat imports plunged to 65,- 
800 , 000  from 102 000 000. P 

Germany was the heaviest buyer of Canadian wheat under the MA, 
with registered purchases of 17,000,000 bushels.' 	 , 

Quebec Aid To Universities: Montreal, Jan. 12 (Gazette) -- Montreal's three 
universities saw towering financial problems overcome last night with 
the news that the Quebec Government grants distributed for the last two 
years will be repeated in the same amounts for the current academic 
year9 The  

gra%ts, listed in the budgetary estimates tabled by Finance 
Minisier Gagnou in the Legislature yesterday, are: McGill. $750,000; 
University of Montreal, $600,000; Sir George Williams College, $72,000; 
Laval University, Quebec, $525,000; and Bishop's University, Lennox-
ville, Quebec, $25,000. 

"Sunshine  Town" Acclaimed:  Toronto, Jan. 11 (CP) -- "Sunshine Town," a gay and 
thoroughly Canadian musical lampoonery against small-town politics Mon-, 

 day night delighted 9 first-night audience that welcomed its arrival in 
Toronto. 

Mayor Moore's comedy based on Stephen Leacock's "Sunshine Sketches" 
opened a two-week run at the Royal Alexandra theatre after trial perform-
ances in London, Ont. Later it will move to Montreal and Ottawa. 

Book, lyrics and music all were by Mr. Moore, who drew freely on 
Leacock's whimsy about Mariposa, imaginary town in imagina.ry Missinaba 
county, beset by electoral, temperance and financial problems, and a 
suspicion of arson at the local Anglican Cllurch. 

The play's sallies at hitherto sacred cows occasionally seemed to 
leave its audience gasping, with laughter and applause trailing far be-
hind but there was no doubt of the accumulated reaction after the final 
curtain. 

Three curtain calls and five minutes of sustained applause obliged 
two repeats of a final chorus by the ensemble, and stage appearances by 
Mr. Moore and choreographers Alan and Blanche Lund. . . 

Across Canada: A Commons Committee to consider wnys of speeding up the business 
of the House will be re-established. Mr. St. Laurent yesterday,gave 
notice of his intention to move for appointment of the Committee. 	. 
Agrilrultural price support from 1946 9  when support prices were instituted, 
to March 31 last cost the Canadian taxpayer $80,163 9 658. The figure is 
given in the 1953-54 report of the Price Support Board, C.P. reported. . 
Record expenditures of $331,201 9 660 for the fiscal year 1955-56 were 
forecast in the budgetary estimates tabled in the Quebec Legislative As-
sembly. 
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In Parliament Yesterday: Ottawa, Jan.  12 (CP) -- Mr. Erhart Regier, a British 
Columbia CCF Member of Parliament, said today Quebec is the sore spot af. 
national unity and may turn to Communism. 

"I contend that there is no part of Canada that is as ripe for 
advances by the Communist Party as the Province of Quebec," he said in 
the Commons during the Throne Speech debate. 

Mr. Regier, who represents Burnaby-Coquitlaml, said that Quebecers,•
faced with double taxation, are going to wake up. 

"There are enough,of them to turn the tide. My forecast is that 
when that tide turns in the Province of Quebec it is going to turn 
mighty fast. 	- 

• "My greatest concern is that it may turn to the Communist Party." 
Mr. Regier also criticized Prime Minister St. Laurent for meeting 

Premier Duplessis of Giuebec in a Montreal hotel roam in an effort to 
settle a federal-provincial tax dispute.... 

Mr. Regier's concern about Quebecers turning to Communism met with 
jeers from a number of French.aanguage Liberals in the House.... 

Rehabilitation of Canada's shrunken merchant navy was demanded to-
day by Mr. Howard Green, transport specialist for the Progressive Con-
servatives. 

The Vancouver-Quadra Commons member said federal policy on merchant 
shipping has been "one of the most dismal failures of the Canadian Gov- 	. 
ernment." 

But he added he believes a bold policy now "could yet save the situa-
tion." . 

Senator Hodges On Work For Aged:  Ottawa, Jan. 12  (ci'), -- A prominent woman 
member ,  of the Senate said today the time has came for a revision in the 
thinking that people are too old to work at 65 and the Government should 
take the lead. 

Senator Nancy Hodges (L-British Columbia), herself 66 9  moving 
the Address in the Senate, said that while science predicts longer life 
spans, the feeling in Canada seems to be: "Too old at 45 and get out at 
65." People seeking jobs at 40 were told they were too old. People 
were automatically pensioned at 65, some of them left in tragic circum-
stances. 

Many of these older people, she said, are creating unemployment 
problems on the west coast, to which they are attracted by the climate. 

Air Agreement with Japans  (Press Release No. 4, Jan. 12) -- The Department of 
External Affairs announced on January 12 that an Air Transport Services 
Agreement between Canada and Japan had been formally signed that day in 

Ottawa. His Fkcellency, Dr. Koto Matsudaira, the Ambassador of Japan, 

signed the Agreement on behalf of his Government, while Mr. L. B. Pearson; 

the Secretary of State for External Affairs, and Mr. George C. Marier, 

; 	the Minister of Transport, signed on behalf of Canada. The Agreement, 
which was negotiated in Tokyo and initialled there on November 24, 1954, 
will come into force when it has been approved by both Canada and Japan 
in accordance with their respective constitutional procedures. 

The Agreement will enable a Canadian airline to operate an interna-

tional air service between Vancouver, Tokyo, and Hong Kong via the great 
northern Pacific Route. A Japanese airline will in return be allowed to 

(over) 



operate an international air service'on a similar route between Tokyo 
and Vancouver and other points to the south. Full traffic rights at 
Tokyo and Vancouver- will be exchanged -reciprocally‘under the Agreement. 

Mutual Relations Conference In Washington: Montreal, Jan. 12 (CP) -- The  • 
Canadian Chamber of Commerce announced today-that a conference on mutual 
relations between Canada and the United States will be held in Wash-
ington, February 7-8. 

The conference was arranged by the Canada-U.S. Committee of the • 

Canadian and U.S. Chambers and the Canada-U.S. Committee on education. 
The second group is sponsored by the Canadian Education Association, 
the Canadian Teachers' Federation, the National Conference of Canadian 
Universities and the American Council on Education. 

The conference will seek means to further understanding between 
the two countries through the activities of a wide range of organiza- 
tions. Delegates from trade professional associations, chadbers - of 
commerce, educational and labour organizations, service clubs and church 
groups in the United States and Canada will attend. 

Mr. Dunton On Canadien  TV:  Toronto Jan. 12 (CP) 	CBC Chairman Dunton said 
today Canadians laugh at United States television comedy shows but can't 
see the fun in Canadian-produced programmes which are just as good. 

In an address to the Osgoode Hall Literary-Society, he blamed a 
traditional belief that "Canadians aren't very funny" for the situation. 

"I am amazed at haw fast Canadians are to jump on faults in Can-
adian TV productions and haw lax they are at noticing faults in produc-
tions from the U.S." 

Across Canada:- A plan to insure that a home owner woad save his dawn pay- 
ment in the event that his house was seized through a mortgage fore-
closure was urged yesterday in the Commons by Mr. David A. Croll (L, 
Toronto-Spadina). 	. •  ,The Globe and Mail reported that private in- 
terests in the United States have offered to construct a toll highway 
in Ontario fram Windsor to the Niagara area and turn it baèk to the 
Province in 20 years. It said the Company's proposal is naw being 
studied by treasury officials at Queen's Park and that it was generally 
considered the Government will turn dawn the offer. . . . The last of 
94 United States aircraft were expected to roar out of Edmonton Airport 
late Thursday as the giant transportation operat on of 3,000 U.S. para-
troopers to Alaska cornes  to a close. The airborne soldiers are heading 
for EXercise "Snowbird" battle manoeuvres in weather predicted by weather 
officials to be as cold as 50 belaw zero, C.P. reports from Edmonton. 
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Unemployment Insurance Bill Passed:  Ottawa, Jan. 13 (CP) -- Parliment today 
gave speedy approval to the Government's bill to extend winter unemploy-
ment insurance benefits, handling it as an emergency. 

The measure - increasing aniextending the duration of supplemen-
tary insurance payments - goes into effect immediately. Those qualify-
ing for the new scales will start collecting as,from last Monday. 

By unanimous agreement, the Commons and Senate suspended their 
normal procedures to give the bill precedence. The Commons broke into 
its Throne Speech debate to give it second and third readings. The 
Senate promptly whipped it through three readings; usually, separate 
days are réquired for each stage. 

In the Gommons, the Progressive Conservatives - with the support 
of other opposition groups - tried unsuccessfully to extend the over-
all time for payment of supplementary benefits. 

Debate  On The 	Address:  Ottawa,  Jan. 13 (CP) -- The Government was accused 
today of- conducting a "çonspirecy of silence" on all Important issues. 

The charge was made in the Commons by Mr. Donald Fleming (PC - 
Toronto Eglinton) at resumption of the Throne debate, now in its fourth 
day. 

Mr. Fleming criticized Prime Minister St. Laurent and the Govern-
ment for not inviting parliamentary suggestion as to what topics Canada 
should place on the agende of, the forthcoming Commonwealth Prime Min-
isters' Conference in London0 

fine demonstration of contempt for the Parliament of Canada," 
Mr. Fleming said in a seething speech which also touched on Canada's 
dwindling foreign trade. 

Be said he had asked Mr. St. Laurent to say what topics Canada 
will,bring forward at London, but was told only that such things could 
not be discussed. . 

Quebec Tax Formula Speculation:  Ottawa, Jan. 13 (CP) -- A modified tax 
formula - under which Quebec could get its planned revenue and many, 
possibly all, of its taxpayers could be relieved of double taxation - 
may be offered to Premier Duplessis as a basis of settling the federal-
provincial tax dispute. 

The modification, it was learned, was considered by Cabinet today 
along with Mr. Duplessis 2  original proposals as the 'Ministers met to 
decide on the draft-  af a letter Prime Minister St. Laurent plans to 
send the Quebec Premier. 

Under the modification, the central administration would offer to 
increase the deductibility allawance on Provincial income taxes to 
about 10 per cent of the federal levy from the current five per cent. 
Provincial tax exemptions would be cut to the federal level. 

The Cabinet met in the morning, but Mr. St. Laurent told reporters 
he could give them no information. 

(over) 
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Combines Investigation:  Ottawa, Jan. 13 (CP) -- Parliament's anti-combines 
body is studying charges that Canadian Breweries Ltd. is attempting 
to set up a monopoly trust to take over  Canadas  beer industry, it was 
learned today. 

The three-man restrictive trade practices commission may bring 
down a report on the Toronto Company in a month or so. It is not 
known whether the Commission will reject the charges or concur in .them. 

' 	In their annual report, Mr. Taylor, Chairman of the Board, and 
President G. M. Black, Jr., disclosed their Company was under combines 
investigation, but denied allegations as unfounded. 

First CAC Award To Governor General:  Montreal, Jan. 14 (Gazette) -- First 
annual &ward of the Canadian Arts Council for distinguished service to 
the arts in Canada will go to Governor-General Massey. 

The award will be presented to Mr. Massey at Government House, 
Ottawa, next Saturday at 5 p.m. by CAC representatives including Presi-
dent Roland H. Charlebois, Director of Montreal Beaux Arts, Mr. J. C. 
Parkin, Toronto architect, and Sir Ernest MacMillan noted Canadian con-
ductor. 

NATO Consultative Assembly Proposed:  Ottawa, Jan. 13 (CP) -- A North Atlan-
tic consultative assembly- to discuss and further aims of the NATO 
defensive alliance was formally proposed today by a group of Canadian 
parliamentarians. 

The proposal was endorsed at the annual meeting of the Canadian 
NATO Parliamentary Association, a group of 48 members of the Senate and 
the Commons formed last May. Its aim is to advance NATO as an instru-
ment to bring greatest possible freedom, economic betterment and 
political stability to peoples in the alliance. 

The resolution proposed a meeting of representative legislators 
from all NATO countries at NATO Headquarters in Paris, July 18. 

Across Canada: The Progressive Conservative leader in the Senate, Senator 
Haig, hit out yesterday nt Commons criticism_of Senate handling of 
divorce cases and said if the Commoners don't like it they should take 
over the work themselves. . 	. 'Marks Minister Winters said that 
removal of Ripple Rock, a navigational hazard in Seymour Narraws 100 
miles north of Vancouver, will cost an estimated $2,500,000. 	. 
The CCL-C/0 Quebec Federation of Industrial Unions got a sharp lecture 
about union,r01.#v  yesterday from Premier Duplessis, who bluntle told a 
'delegation they haven't a hope of getting Federation representative 
named to the Quebec Labour Relations Board as long as they stand,against 

certain laws passed by his Government, the Globe and Mail reported from 

Québec City. 
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Parliamentary Cammittee Work To Be Extended:  Ottawa, Jan. 16 (CP) -- Com-
mittee work by Members of Parliament outside the Commons Chamber is 
pected to be the heaviest in recent years at the present session. 

Two special demmittees already have been established and the Gov.e.-  ,* 
ernment has proposed a third. A number of others likely will be set Up 
in addition to the 10 standing committees usually established shortly 
after completion of the Throne Speech debate. 

The Opposition and other groups in the House' have frequently re-
quested that more of the detailed work of Parliament he handled by copi.b. 
mittees. 	 _I- 

. 	The Commons last Friday set up committees to study ways of speede. 
ing Commons work and to recaàmend possible mmendments to the Criminal 
Code with respect to capital and corporal punishment and lotteries. 
The latter will be a joint Parliamentary Cmmittee of the Commons and 
Senate. 

Ontario Hydro Chairman Dies After Plane Crash:  London, Ont., Jan. 16 (CP) ...- 
Robert H. Saunders, Chief of Ontario's Hydra Systen, died early today F 
30 hours after his  Company  plane cracked 14, in a snowstorm. 

Four other men were hurt in the wreck of the amphibious aircraf .4 
Two were reported in only fair condition by hospital authorities. Thp 
other injured were released after treatment. 

Mr. Saunders, 51-year-o1d Chairman of the Ontario Hydro-Electric 
Power Commission and former MayandrToronto, died in an oxygen tent at 
Victoria Hospital from mu1tiple Injuries, including fractures of the 
skull, pelvis and ankle. 

Mr. Saunders had been in critical condition fram the time the two-
engine Grumman Mallard heavy with ice and losing altitude quickly, fell 
into a field near London's Crumlin Airport. 

The plane, used by Mr. Saunders many times for his trips through-
out the Province since he was appointed Hydro Chairman in 1948, was 
crusted with ice and ploughed its way through sheets of freezing rain 
in an attempt to make an emergency landing at the airport, about five 
miles east of here. 

It was en route to Toronto from 'Windsor, where Mr. Saunders was 
picked up after a speech at Harrow, Ont., where he said the St. Lawrence 
River Seaway power development will mean a saving of more than $26,000,- 
000 a year to Ontario consumers. 

Mr. Martin On Disarmament:  Ottawa, Jan. 14 (CP) -- The Minister of National 
Health and %Mare, Mr. Martin, said tonight the degree of agreement 
reached so far with Russia on disarmament and the peaceful use of atomic 
energy is encouraging. But he warned there are great difficulties yet 
to be overcame. 

The Minister said there still remains "a wide gap between the free 
democracies and the authoritarian Communist regimes." 

"Nor is there any real evidence that the masters of the Kremlin 
have abandoned their dreams of extending the dark empire of Communism." 

He made the statements on the broadcast, the Nation's Business, 
over a CBC trans-Canada network. 

(over) 
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Quebec Taxation Discussions:  Quebec, Jan. 16 (Gazette) -- •Premier Duplessis 
called a special meeting of Cabinet Ministers here today,to study the 
letter he received from Mr. St. Laurent on the income tax dispute. 

Premier Duplessis told The Gazette he had received à reply fram 
the federal Government leader in answer to the proposals Quebec made 
more than two months ago for a settlement of the long-standing dispute. 

Mr. Duplessis said the correspondence on the subject between him- 
self and Mr. St. Laurent would be tabled in the House of Cannons to-
morrow afternoon and in the Quebec Legislature on Tuesdayafternoon. 

Mr. Duplessis declined to give any hint as to the contents of the 
letter he received from  tir.  St. Laurent or of the proposals he has sub-
mitted to Ottawa. . . 

Across Canada:  Lower taxes and expanded research were proposed in the Com- 
mons Friday night as employment stimulants. Mr. George Hees (PC - 
Toronto Broadview) said the two moves would brinG greater production 
and sale of Canadian goods and hence more joba, C.P. reported. 
ler. Martin says he doubts Montreal will scrap its civil defence organiza-
tion. He was commenting on a report that the city's policy-making 
executive canmittee voted to withdraw financial support from the 
organization as an economy measure. Committee Chairman Pierre DeSnarais 
said  Ms  colleagues want to see the organization abolished by MEny 1, the 
Montreal Gazette reported. . 	. Dr. Eugene F9rsey, Research Director 
of the Canadian Congress of Labour, said in a radio broadcast according 
to C.P., °creeping republicanism" is evident in Government,attempts to 
remove the words "Dominion" and "Royal" from Canadian statutes and other 
constitutional papers. 	. • The Canadian  Press  reported fram Paris 
that, thanks in great part to Government fellawahips, the number of Can-
adian painters now studying and working in Paris is probably unprecedented. 
And the results are quickly becoming apparent in French galleries and 
museums. 
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Quebec Taxation Plan:  Ottawa, Jan. 17 (Montreal Gazette) -- Quebec taxpayers 
will receive a-10 per cent cut in federal income tax backdated to cover 
the 1954 tax year. An announcement to this effect was made in the 
House of Canmons early this afternoon. The special concession to Quebec 
taxpayers, however, is not embodied in any agreement. 

Mr. St. Laurent made it clear that the federal Goveruluent ras tak- 
ing the action unilaterally. It is not conditional upon action to be 
taken by the Quebec Government and the Quebec Legislature. Nor is it 
open to acceptance or rejection by Québec authorities. 

This is how the new arrangement will rork: 
During the 1955 and 1956 tax years, Quebec taxpayers will pay 10 

per cent less in federal income tax than will taxpayers in provinces 
which have signed a tax rental agreement. And the deductibility conces-
sion (5 per cent) will not be effective. 

With respect to the 1954 tax year only, deductibility will be re-
tained, but it will be increased to 10 per cent. This enlarged deduc-
tion will be allowed to all taxpayers in the province  who, said ler. St. 
Laurent, "have actually paid a provincial income tax on their 1954 in-
came. 

Mr. St. Laurent announced that he had already despatched letters to 
Premiers of the other nine provinces offering to release them from their 
tax rental agreement if they "prefer the new arrangement." 

Be also disclosed that in the light of the new development, the 
federal Government favoured the holding "at an earlier date" of the next 
full-dress Dcsminion.,Provincial Conference on fiscal relations - normally 
due at the end of this year to discuss tax pacts to follow the expira-
tion of the rental agreements on March 31, 1957. He would, he said, be-
gin his efforts for an early reconvening of such a conference as soon as 
he arrived back fram the London Canference of Cammonwealth Prime Minis-
ters - probably at the end of February. 

But the big surprise was Ottawa's decision to abandon the deduc-
tibility principle in favour of an outright tax cut, for taxpayers of 
provinces which remain outside the tax rental agreement circle. 

The Prime Minister's own explanation of this decision was: "At 
the present time a taxpayer hnving to pay a provincial income -tax 'may 
claim a deduction up to five per cent of Ms  federal tax. There are 
administrative difficulties end complications for taxpayers in deduc-
ting a portion of one tax from another, but what is more serious, this 
/nethod makes the real incidence of the provincial tax depend on the 

terms of the federal tax law and makes the whole amount deducted from 
the federal tax depend on the terms of the previncial law0 We feel that 
it would be more satisfactory to reduce the federal incame tax law tty a 
fixed percentage in any province which itposes and cellects a provincial 
income tax awl thereby let both federal and provincial taxes stand on 
their own feet without either Government having to provide for a deduc-
tion of one tax from the other." 

The new arrangement is not a so-called permanent one. Mr. St. 
Laurent himself described it as a "stop-gap arrangement pending the con-
clusion of any long-term arrangements for the period following the ex-
piry of the present tax rental agreements 

(over) 
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Passamaquoddy Power Survey: Ottawa, Jan. 17 (CP) -- Mr. Pearson indicated to- 
day the Government would be prepared to join the United States in an 
economic survey of the feasibility of the Passamaquoddy power project in 
New Brunswick0 

in the 1930s, a start was made on  the project to harness the Bay 
of Fundy tides in Passamaquoddy Bay on the New Brunswick-Maine border 
but it was abandoned. 

Mr. A. J. Brooks (PC - Royal) asked in the Conunons whether Canada 
would pit' in an economic survey if one were undertaken. He referred to 
Washington reports that President Eisenhower has asked Congress fOr $1,- 
000,000 for a survey. 

Mr. Pearson said a survey is not a new proposal. A resolution re-
questing the International Joint Commission to make a survey was passed 
in the U.S. Senate last year but did not receive final approval. 

Commonwealth Conference Queries: Ottawa, Jan. 17 (CP) -- The Opposition today 
fired a barrage of questions at Mr. St. Laurent concerning the Common-
wealth Prime Ministers' Conference opening in London, January'31. Mr. 
St. Laurent declined to disclose any details of the agenda for the Con-
ference or what matters he intends to broach. 

He said the Conference is held in private and he cannot reveal the 
subjects for discussion without agreement of the other Commonwealth Prime 
Ministers. 

Mr. John. Diéfenbaker asked if a day could 1De set aside for debate on 
Subjects to come before the Conference. 

. 	The Prime Minister said the Conference has been called to discuss 
political and economic problems. He would be glad to hear views expresse4 

, in the House and suggested this might be done Thursday when the Commons 
is to discuss ratification of the Paris protocol for entry of a rearmed 
West Germany into the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. 

• 
Radio Moscow In Canadian North: Ottawa, 'Jan. 17  (Ci') -- A newly-elected member 

of the Northwest Territories Council said today the propaganda of Radio 
Moscow is heard better in the Canadia.n north than programmes of the CBC 
and appealed for federal action. 

Mr. John Parker, Yellowknife lawyer and one of four Council members 
elected last September, told the eighth session of the Council that the 
CBC's trans-Canada network station CBX, with studios in Edmonton, serves 
most of the N.W.T. 

Butinthe northern part of the Territories, he said, the music, slante4 
world news and propaganda shortwave broadcasts of Radio MosOow are heard 
much more clearly. 

He suggested this was a dangerous situation because most listners in 
the far north are Eskimos and Indians who still are uneducated and only 
now are coming to know of Canada as a nation. 

Across Canada: Approximately 1,000 members of 60 Canadian and United States 
snow shoe clubs are expected to attend the National Snowshoers Conven- 
tion February 26-27 in Levis, Que., C.P. reports. . 	. 	The  Retail 
Merchants' Association of Canada and the Automotive Retaileri'  Associa-
tion, along with 32 greater Vancouver gasoline dealers; were ,charged yes-

terday with operating a gasoline price•exing- cornbine'in greater Vancouver, 

C.P. reported from Vancouver.. 	 Canada will be kept, informed on the 

arms-pool conference of member nations of the Western European Union,  r. 
Pearson said Monday. The conference is meeting in Paris. He informed 
Mr. Diefenbaker that Canada is not a member of the Western European Union 
and is therefore not represented at the meeting. 
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In The House Of Cammons: Ottawa, Jan. 18 (CP) -- The federal Government 
should assume responsibility for taking care of unemployed who are able 
to work, a CCF member said in the Commons today. 

Mr. Joseph Noseworthy, -Iro]rk South, said growing unemployment has 
brought on the time for the Government to implement a policy of assum-
ing such a responsibility, which it had proposed at the 1945 federal-
provincial conference. 

Along with providing for those out of work, lœ said, the Govern-
ment should take steps to create jobs by increasing social welfare 
spending and stepping up its public works programme. 

Er. Noseworthy spoke on the sixth debating day of the Throne Speech 
debate. He was the 33rd member to talk. 

From twO Maritimers in opposite political camps the House heard 
urgings for the promotion of Industrial development in their area to 
protect Canadian production in the event of war. 

Decentralization of industry is in the national interest, said Mr. 
A. R. Lusby (L-Cumberland) and Mr. Thomas M. Bell (PC-St.  John-Albert). 
Mr. Lusby wanted a federal organization to stimulate Maritimes'econamic 
development. Mr. Bell requested aid to New Brunswick in producing 
hydrO-electric power. 

Import of New Zealand cheese into this country has placed Canadian 
cheese producers in a precarious position, the House was told. 

Dr. William Blair (PC, Lanark) criticized the Government for per- 
mitting the importation of 2,250,000 pounds of New Zealand cheese when 
Canadian cheese producers have 10,000,000 more pounds in storage than 
last year. 

Advises Canadians To Stop "Sounding Off" On U.S. Affairs:  Toronto, Jan. 18 
(CP) -- Mr. B. T. Richardson, editor of The Toronto Telegram, said today 
Canadians are back-seat drivers when it cames to United States politics 
and society. 

In a luncheon address to the Ontario Association of Hotel and Re-
sort Owners, he criticized Canadians, who "rarely hesitate to express 
views about almost every aspect of American society and politics." 

Mr. Richardson said the time will come when CanadiaÊs will have to 
"put up or shut up." He suggested that the United States citizen, as 
well as being the tourist who spends his money here, is also "the fellaw 
who buys most of our export goods, sells us most of the things that Can-
ada has to buy and, next to Canadians themselves, is the man most likely 
to be found gambling in Canadian uranium or oil stocks." 

He advised Canadians to stop "sounding off" on U.S. affairs. Can-
ada is no longer small, insignificant and weak and the U.S. pays a good 
deal more attention to Canada than it used to, he added. 

Sir Ernest MacMillan To Retire In 1956:  Toronto,  Jan. 17 (CP) -- Sir Ernest 
MacMillan, conductor of the Toronto Symphony Orchestra since 1931, will 
resign at the end of next season - in April, 1956, he announced today. 

"1Much as I enjoy the work, I feel in it an increasing sense of 
strain', especially when combined with the many other activities in which 

I am involved", Sir Ernest said. 

(over) 



He announced his retirement in a letter to Mr. Trevor Moore, Presi-
dent of the Toronto Symphony Orchestra Association, and later confirmed 
it at a press conference. 

"Next season, 1955-56, will be my 25th as conductor of the orchestra. 
I should like to round out this period by remaining in office until next 
season is completed and then, provided you have found a satisfactory 
successor, to retire", Sir Ernest said in the letter. 

Mr. Duplessis Silent On Tax Plan:  Quebec, Jan. 18 (Montreal Gazette) -- Today 
' 	in the Legislative Assembly premier Duplessis quietly tabled the letters 

exchanged between himself and Mr. St. Laurent in connection with the 
Ottawa-Quebec'tax dispute but did not offer any coMmert 	gi -ee nny in- 
dirRon  ris  • o when he would comment. - -  

Earlier the Premier told the writer he wmuldn't have anything to say 
for a few days. 

The galleries in the Assembly were packed for the first time this 
session when the Premier rose in the House. . . . 

Across Canada:  Mt. Joseph Noseworthy (CCF, York South) said the Liberals have 
been -"missing a grand opportunity" by not making a Cabinet Minister of 
Mr. David Croll, veteran member for Toronto-Spadina and former Ontario 
%Mare Minister. . . . 	Two persons y-esterday were arraigned in con- 
nection with an alleged international conspiracy to smuggle Italian 
immigrants into Canada. Warrants were issued for the arrest of two others 
- Frencesco Salvo of Naples and Anthony J. Pettroni of New York City - 
in the alleged racket. Seven persons in all have been named. Pleading 
not guilty yesterday were Gustavo D'Errico, 50, operator of a travel 
agency, and Bernard Corbo, 36, Mayor of suburban St. Eustache for five 
years, C.P. reported from Montreal. . . . 	The Quebec City Chamber of 
Commerce yesterday reiterated a request that Quebec's Ancienne Lorette 
airport be made an international air terminal and that TCA fly into the 
Maritimes by way of the field. . . . Negotiations between Ford of Can- 
ada and representatives of its 1,200 unionized  Windsor office workers 
were unexpectedly called off yesterday. Top negotiators for Ford and the 
CIO United Auto Workers continued into their fourth week of bargaining, 
however, and further meetings were planned. 
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Visit Of Prime Minister Of Pakistan:  (Press Release No. 5) -- The Department 
' of TXternal Affairs announced on January 19 that Prime Minister Moham-

med Ali of Pakistan will arrive in Ottawa on Monday morning January 24 
for a visit as a guest of the Canadian Government.  The Prime  Minister 

' 
 

of Pakistan will be the guest of His Excellency, the Governor General at 
• Government House until January 26, when he will move to the residence of 
' the High Commissioner of Pakistan and Mrs. M.O.A. Baig. He will leave 

January 27, for New York. 
y The Prime Minister of Pakistan will arrive fran New York by train. 

He will be welcomed at the Union Station by Mr. St. Laurent, Mr. Lionel 
Massey, representing the Governor General, His Excellency Mr. Baig, 
members of the Canadian Government, diplomats and other dignitaries. 
Prior to departure from the station for Government House, he'will review 
an RCAF guard of honour under F/IJ W. J. Buchan, D.F.C., C.D. The Cen- 

-' 	trarBand of the RCAF will attend. 	 , 
That afternoon the Prime Minister of Pakistan will hold a press 

'conference in the main Conference Room of the East Block. 

" " 	* Prime Minister Mohammed Ali will call on Mr. St. Laurent and will 
be the guest of honour at a luncheon at the Prime Minister's residence. 
That evening His Excellency the Governor General will entertain at din- 

• nêr at Government House in his honour. 
The High Commissioner of Pakistan will accompany Prime 'Minister 

Mohammed Ali on January 26, for a call on the Secretary of State for 
- Uternal Affairs. That evening the Prime Ministex—of Pakistan will 

entetain His Excellency the Governor General at the residence of the 
'Sigh Cmmnissioner. Later a reception will be held by the Prime Minister . 	. 
of Pakistan at the Rideau Cldb. 

Prime Minister Mohammed All  will leave January 27, for New York 
'enroute to London where he will attend the Commonwealth Prime Ministers' 

'--Conference. 

Says %stern Farmers Consider March On Ottawa:  Ottawa, Jan. 19 (CP) 	Western  
farmers are considering "a mass nove"  on the nanti-farm" Government in 

' OtteiWa, the CCF's chief agriculture critic said today in the Cammons. 
Mr. Hazen Argue, member for Assiniboia and a farmer himself, said 

thé farmers are thinking of a march on Ottawa to impress on the Govern-

ment the need for an improvement in the guaranteed wheat price. 
The federal Govrrnment's proposed solution to the Ottawa-quebec tax 

dispute is a "complete surrender" to Premier Duplessis of Quebec, Mr. 
Argue said. 

Mr. Argue, CCF member for the Saskatchewan contituency of Assinfboia, 
was the first to comment in the Commons on the formula announced Ebnday 

by Prime Minister St. Laurent. 
"It was a disservice to Canada," he said. 
Mr. John Hamilton, (PC, York West), suggested in his maiden speech 

to the Commons that the Government allow a 20 per cent tax credit on an- 

nual payments of principal on house purchases, and the same on real 

estate taxes as a tax relief for home owners. 
If this were not acceptable, said Mr. Hamilton, elected to succeed 

Mr. Rodney Adamson, the least the Government could do would be allow real 

property taxes on homes as a deduction fram total income for income tax 

calculation. 

(over) 



He said it was difficult to understand why real estate shnuld be 
carrying almost.the complete load•fnr education, , police  protection 
and other responsibilities. 

Canadian Paintings Exhibition In London:-  London, Jan. 19 (CP) -- One of 
the biggest exhibitions of Canadian' paintings ever seen- in Britain and 
including canvases owned by  the Queen- and Prime Minist-er Churchill was 
launched tod.a.y with a private eielette. 

The display; sponsored by the Ontario -  Government-  and comprising ' 
142 paintings, will be officially opened Frida.y by Field Marshal Earl 

-Alexander. It 113 being shown until February 4. 
Most of, the paintings are drawn from British collections. but 45 

were  selected and shipped to Britain by the Laing Galleries of. Toronto. 
The Queen has -  lent a canvas by Montreal Artist. William Goodridge- 

Roberts, "Port-au-Persil". The painting- was presented' to. her- by  the 
 Rôya-1 Canadian Air Force Association and usually hangs in a dining room 

at - Buckingham Palace. 
On loan' from Prime Minister Churchill is. Robert Pilot's “Twilight- - 

Dufferin Terrace, Quebec" presented. to the Prime Minister on his 80th, 
birthday .  by- the Canadian Clubs of. Canada.. 

Quebec Taxation- .Discussions-s-  Quebec, .Jan-. 19 (Montreal Gazette) -- Premier 
Maurice Duplessis has written a letter to Mr. St. Laurent in reey to 
the. propos.als made by the_ Ottawa Goverrmient to increase. to 10 per- cent 
the- amount Quebecers may. deduct from their federal income tax levy, it - 

. was.: learned from authoritative sources here tonight-. 
Premier Duplessis' today met with members o -f his, Cabinet and out- 

lined° ta' them the contents of the letter -  he proposed sending  Mi'. . St. 
Laurent; it is understood'. . ... 

Across Canada:  A lumber industry spokesman said yesterday- that  Hurricane 
Edna.blew> down almost as many trees as Nova Scotia and New Brunswick 
together_ harvest each year-  for  lumber.- The 'September storra flattened-
about- 500E,000, 000. board feet of ltimber, . he sa14,acCording toi C.F. 
from- Halifax. . 	. The population of Metropolitan Toronto is now 

• 	r,254,oar.,, an  increase of 81,456 over last year's figures assessment 
department statistics show. . . . 	The usual decrease in employment 
took place during December, but at a much slower rate than a year 
earlieri.. In, the week ending December 11 1954,, a total of 5 167 000. 
people.  held jobs, 36,000 fewer than in November, but 51,000 more than-
a- year earlier. The civilian labour- force also showed an increase of . 

107,000 during the year so that unemployment continued e.bove the com-
parable 1953' levels, according to a jsriirit release by the Depart2nent of 
Labour . and, DBS on January 19. 
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All. Parties. Support  Paris:Agreement:  Ottawa, jan. 20 (CP) -- Rusàiw is Seek-
ing to prevent entry of ,a rearmedyfest Germany into the North Atlantic 
.alliance by  a campaign of intimidation,' 'cajolery and distortion,  ?dr. 
Pearson said today. Canada wOuld be unwilje and shortsighted . to yield 
to : Soviet threats of punishment if the Paria Wgreement for German mem-
berahip:in NATO is,ratified. 	 . 	 • 	. 

"Nor in  My.View will:that -  ratification provoke warlike rétalia-- 
Unless the Soviet Government, for Other . reasons,,desires to pur-

g.ne. -,euch a belligerent policy.  
: "T think myself the chances 	sueh'retaliation'will happen and . 	 , 	_ 

• War might fellow are less  no*  than they . weré last summer'after:the 
European Defence Community was rejected." 

opened the Commons debate on. ratification of the Paris , _ 	_ _ 
egreemens. 	- 	_ 	 . 	 • 	. 

Pearson won support  from Mr. John  Diefenbaker,foreign  affaira  
,sp'okeeman'for  the  Progressive Conservatives , . CC?' Leader Coldwell and Mr. • . 	• 	• 

_-,,Se10",looir,Seeial Credit Leader. Mr. Coldwell indicated:that some,mem-
bSri- e - hirs Party- will Oppose ratification when the  votais  taken,. prob.- 
ebly,tomorrow s  . • 

› 	Moiit ofthe'debate concerned:the risk of rearminga nation which 
hai l!timOhed:two ve9rld warS ainée 1914., 	 , 

gr..-Piarson.said he çan,syMpathite with  loyal Canadians  who  are 
'eppoie4 to Oeman:rearmament. - .Bixt . it'wns,the,anly:proper  coursa,  net 
c,nlyIrp.mthe viewpoint  of  défenee againtst the Soviet,threat  but also  as 
.g mealuLto,fester demeeracy in Oprnany and knit the Atlantic oemmunity , _ 	_ _ 	 _ 

„olpsertogether.  
These are Some of theenlient points in gr .. Pearsen!s speechr_ 

_ 

, 	7Honourab1e membereirietild..delude themeelyee it they conceived Of 
thepeopie . ot the German Federal Republic today_as a nation of  militariste 

 straining at the leash for freedem to rearm, te tiiithemselyet  for  
....mrgApone and,to conscript themeelvee tor m1itaryaeryic~. 	 _ 

, 	"The. tact  Wthftt te tha bect  of my knowledge, in Germany,as slut> 
iihere there ie revuleion againet wer and militariem from'which'Oermane : 

* as,rtll astho rest of  us  have .  guttered eo_much and no  recently. In 
the - Federal RepUblie' of Germany todaY,:an elsewhere,inlree countries, 
rearmament. 	• f is generally regarded at best... 	.'as'a tragic neces- 
sity, 	 . 	 _ 	. 

_ 	"We are  bain  g Urged:in some quarters to écrapeUr preuent i poliày and 
S:H te:agree to another*, - conference with the Russians immediately,,a  confer- 

once  designed by Meecow'not,  I  suggest, so muchtp achieve 'constructive 
,reeulte as,to delay and prevent . the ratification ef,these agreements and 

,:.':.te.:diVideand,disunite the West. 
. '"Once:that (German entry into NATO) has been done then conferences 

or  , 
	, 

diplomatiodiacussions with Rizasia on.Oermany. Austria or on any 
,ether sublectlean.be reeümed.. Thelredt .i. an  then talk from etrength and 

9DUring . theinonthe which OW the end of the !uropean,Defenoe co- 
inunity  and, 'indeed, in recent reeks, thore_has been talk of aEtiropian 
and Atlantic security system functioning without France. In my'vieW 
this is careless talk, or woree,  as  it ignores the great  importance of 
France politically, atrategically and industrially. 

• (over) 

• • 



"Quite apart from the pressing fact of the Soviet threat against 
Western Europe, it would, 1 submit, be wrong and foolish to deal with 
Germany naw as a rejected and unequal people in international society. 
• • • • 

"The Canadian Government took no new canmitments in London or in 
Paris to keep Canadian forces in Europe at any given level or for any 
given period. What mas emphasized at the conferences was our determ-
ination to continue to play our full part in the North Atlantic Organ-
ization. . . . 

There is certainly no reality behind the threat,of an Eastern 
NATO, because  the y have now a military alliance sstem which is-already 
more heavily armed than NATO, and under complete Soviet control. 

"We are on the right path, and the agreement. . . . will make an 
important contribution to security and peace. 

Maj.-Gen. G. R. Pearkes, VC, (PC-Esquimalt-Saanich), supporting 
the agreements, said the choice lies between linking West Germany 
strongly with the West or letting her drift "eventually and inevitably 
to be sucked into the Soviet system." 

Mr, Stanley Knawles (CCF-Winnipeg North Centre) said he opposes 
rearming West Germany- because it is "a calculated risk fraught wlth very 
real danger." 

Red Army Streneh:  Ottawa, Jan. 20 (CP) -- Russia and its European satellites 
have a total military force of at least 250 army divisions backed by 

, armor and supported by thousands of planes, Mr. Pearson said today. 
Spearhead of the force is some 400,000 Soviet troops stationed in 

East Germany, he added as he sought Cemmons ratification of Paris agree-
ments. 

Referring to Soviet threats to retaliate by forming a heavily-armed 
Fastern alliance if West Germany is admitted to NATO, he said:. . 

"There is certainly no reality behind the threat of an 'Eastern NATO' 
'because they now have a military alliance system which is already more 
heavily armed than NATO, and under Soviet control." 

Besides the Soviet's 175 divisions, the Communist forces have 75 
satellite divisions, some armored and supported by 2,500 planes. 

Russia began rearming East Germany as long ago as 1948 when there 
wasn't a soldier in the Federal German Republic. 

"The Communists have made a transparent effort to disguise this by 
calling the armed forces in East Germany, which they have organized, 
barrack police. 

"Quite apart from some 80,000 frontier and civil police, there are 

almost 100,000 more of these barrack policemen organized into arny corps 
and divisions and into air force and naval formations on Soviet lines. 

"East German army units have some 600 tanks, 250 self-propelled 
guns and 1,700 other pieces of artillery. . . . 

Across Canada: Mr. St. Laurent yesterday received a letter fram Premier 
Duplessis commenting on the Prime M7:nister's decision to cut federal in-
came taxes in Quebec. Contents of the letter may be made public simul-
taneously in Ottawa and Quebec next week, possibly Tuesday, C.P. reports. 
. . . . Canada and the United States to guarantee  an effective  continen-
tal defence, must sign a proposed treaty which would restrict trade be-
tween the two countries along the St.  Lawrence River and the Great Lakes 
to vessels of these two countries, Richard Lowery, Vice-Président of Can-
ada Steaffiship Lines Ltd., said in Montreal, accordirig 'to the Gazette. . . 
Mr. William M. Nickle (PC, Kingston) was sworn in as Provincial secretarY 
and Mr. William H. Collings (PC, Toronto-Beaches) was appointed LCBO 
Chairman in Toronto yesterday., 
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CPA Acrtic Route Approved:  Ottawa, Jan. 21  (Ci') -- The federal Government 
has approved an application of Canadian Pacific Airlines to operate a 
tmns-Arctic service between Vancouver and Amsterden Transport Minis-
ter  Marier  announced today. 

The Minister said the formalities preceding start of the service 
should be cleared-away in time  to let CPA start operating by spring. 

The proposed route, cutting into territory above theiArctic Circle, 
would reduce by about 1,000 miles the regular flying distance between 
Vancouver and the European continent. 	' 

' 	Granting of the application will make CPA the first Canadian 
operator over the Great Circle route across the top of the ' love.  

The Scandinavian Airline recently started one between Los Angeles 
and Oslo via 'Winnipeg. Mr. Marler flew on the inaugural Europe-bound 

, 	flight in November. 
His announdement on Government approval of the CPA application 

said it still has to go to the Air Transport Board for the issue of a 
license and the Canadian Government would have to notify  The  Nether- 
lands Government. 

it  is expected," his announcement added, "that both these steps 
wil»e taken in the immediate future and thatthe necessary documents 
should be issued to the airline in time to allow it to commence service 
by the spring of the present year if it so desirés." 

Mr.  Marier  also said the license to CPA will limit the Canadian 
end of its service to Vancouver, since this was the only point mentioned 
in CPA's application. 

The 4,825-mile polar route from Vancouver to The Netherlands is 
expected to be flown in two stages with a refuelling stop likely at a 
Greenland air base. CPA has stated that at no time during the 17 fly-
ing hours mould an airliner be more than 90 minutes from one or another 
in the chain of northern airports. 	- 

The Company also said that each of the two non-stop flights would 
be shorter than the 3,180-mile span between Honolulu and Fiji, which 
CPA regularly flies on its trans-Pacific run. 

Amsterdam was chosen as the European terminus for the service be-
cause of its equidistant location between most of the principal cities 
of Europe and because it is a free port where passengers in transit do 
not require Customs or Iimagration clearance. 

Alleges Communist Party Directive Against Ratification: Ottawa,  Jan. 21 (Globe 
& Mail) -- Health Minister Martin charged in the House of Canmons today 
that the leaders of the Canadian Communist Party had sent a directive tO 
its members instructing them in detail how to organize a campaign againet 
ratification of the agreement admitting West Germany into NATO. 

Entering the ratification debate, Mr. Martin stated that Canmunist 
leader Tim Buck in December had issued a call to all Canmunistsfor coun-
try-wide action against parliamentary approval of the agreement.  From 
"a responsible source," he said, he had received a copy of a directive 
which was subsequently sent to all party members. . 

(over) 



Op 

Ratification Debate In Canmons: Ottawa, Jan. 21 (Globe & Mail).-- The 24- 
member CCF group  in the Caamons appeared today to be divided three ways 
on the resolution asking approval of the admission of a rearmed Germany 
to NATO. 

Mr. Coldwell, who spoke first for Ms  party when the debate opened 
on Thursday, supported the resolution. He was followed by the whip, Mr. 
Stanley Knowles, who opposed it. Today. Mr. Alistair Stewart stated that 
he _purposely would refrain from voting. . . . 

Sending Six To Geneva Conference: Ottawa, Jan. 21 (CP) -- Six delegates will 
represent Canada at a meeting of'the International Labour Organization's 
Ckemical Industries Committee at Geneva next month. , 
- 	Federal Government delegates will be Mr. John Mainwaring, Chief of 
the Labour Department's.Labour4lanagement Research  Division, and Dr. 
Kingsley Kay of the Health Department's Occupational Health Division. 

Employer 'representatives will be Mr. William Kirk of Sarnia, 
Director of Industrial Relations for Dow Chemical Co. of Canada, and Mr. 
S. C. Jones of Montreal, Employee Relations Manager for  Canadian  Indus..
tries Ltd. 	 . 

Two union delegates have not yet been chosen. 

To Open International Trade Fair: • Professor Dr. Ludwig Erhard, Minister of 
Economic Affairs for the Federal Republic of Germany', has acçepted an 

. invitation to-ppen the Eighth Canadian International Trade Fair, in 
Toronto, on May 30, it ens announced Filiday by the Minister of - Trade and 

, Commerce, 

,Apross Canada: President Sidney Smith, of the University of Toronto, Sug-
gested in his annual report that Canadian universities may have -to take 

. steps to limit enrolment to meet the impending crisis of numbers', - the 
Globe and Mail reported. . . . 	The federal Government is givig serious 
study to establishment of a Commons Committee to deal with problems of 
redistribution of constituencies, State Secretary Pinard said Friday. . . 

. 

	

	An Eskimo in a kayak will be depicted in a new  1O-cent  stamp to 0 on 
sale February 21, the Post Office Department announced. The stamp is 

-: being issued, the Department said,  'sas a tribute to the remarkable people 
of our last frontier." . . . . More than 200,000 members of the federal 
C.vi1  Service and the armed forces have elected to came under the Govern-
ment's death benefits plan, effective January 1 last. , 
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House Of  Commons Debate On Paris AFeements: Ottawa, Jan. 24 (CP) -- A veterap 
Jewish member of the Commons - describing himself as torn between enotiop 
and realism - announced today he will vote "with heavy heart" for the 
admission of a rearmed West Germany into NATO. 

Mr. David Croll, Liberal representative of heavily-Jewish Toronto 
Spadina, said he will "do what needs to be done at this time, but without 
joy and with the Everest of misgivings." 

There is scarcely a home inane section of his riding that has not 
suffered from Nazi persecution of Jews, Mr. Croll said, but he felt that 
wlthout the proposed' step there could be only chaos. 	' 

In the Canmons' continuing debate on the German issue, Mr. Croll 
joined the only other Jewish member in supporting the Government's motion 
for ratification of the Paris agreements on West Germany. Mr. Leon Crestohl 
(L-Montreal Cartier) made his stand known last week. 

During today's discussion, two CCF members gave reasons why they will 
vote against ratification and therefore in the opposite way fram Mr. Cald-
well, who already has announced his support. 

They were Mr. H. W. Herridge (Kootenay West) and Mr. O. L. Jones 
(Okanagan Boundary). This brought to five the number of CCF members who 
have announced they are voting against Mr. Coldwell's stand. 

Electricity By Atoms In 1958: Toronto, Jan. 24 (CP) -- Electricity by atomic 
pawer is expected to be produced in Canada on an experimental basis early 
in 1958. 

Mr. W. J. Bennett, President of Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, made 
the forecast tonight in a speech to the Toronto Board of Trade outlining 
Canadian progress in research to harness the atom for industrial, medical 
and domestic purposes. 

He  said Canada will start this spring to design a. small experimental 
ataàic power plant to produce electricity "with a view to the completion 
of construction early in 1958." 

Mr. Bennett also said that 
. 	1. Annual gross income fram uranium production should reach about 

$100,000,000 by the end of 1957, ranking it fourth in dollar value behind 
nickel, copper and gold. 

2. The new $40,000,000 NRU atomic energy reactor in the atomic energy 
plant at Chalk River, Ont., 125 miles northwest of Ottawa, will be oper-
ating in June, 1956, giving Canada the finest atamic research facilities 
in the world. 

3. Atomic  power plants can meet Southern Ontario's future needs for 
electricity and that small package plants could be designed for the far 
north. 

Cost of the project has not been estimated and no decision has been 
made on the site. However, officials said the experimental plant will in-

volve an expenditure of many millions of dollars and may be built at Chalk 
River or somewhere in nalre'ern Ontario. 

Richard L. Hearn Ontario Hydro Chairman:  Toronto, Jan. 24 (CP) -- Mr. Richard 
L. Hearn, who -first joined the Hydro-Electric  Power  Commission of Ontario 

42 years ago as a fledgling engineer, today-becmne its Chairman. He 

(over) 



OF 

succeeds• Robert H. Saunders who died eight days 'ago  in London of in-
juries received in a plane crash. 

Premier Frost, announcing the appointment, said Dr. Hearn, 64, 
agreed to forego plans to retire from his hydro work this year to take 
on the appointment in recognition of an obligation created by Mr. 
Saunders' death. 

For eight years, Dr. Hearn has been hydro's General Manager and 
Chief Engineer. 

Says Canada Not Dependent On Large Floes Of Outside Capital:  New York, • 

Jan. 24 (CP) -- Mr.  James  Muir, Chiarman and President of the Royal 
Bank of Canada, told a business luncheon today that Canadians are not 
entirely happy over  flow  of United States capital into their country 
and consequences it briÉgs. 

Mr. Muir said one result  ha e been the present premium on the Can-
adian dollar-3 17/32nd per centitt todays closing foreign exchange deal-
ings - which has handicapped Canadian exporters. 

Contrary to popular impression, Canada is not dependent on _con-
tinuing large flows of outside capital. In most postwar years, savings 
within Canada have been sufficient to finance Canadian economic develop-
ment. 

"It is clearly in Canada's interest to participate wholeheartedly 
in the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade." he said. 

Across Canada:  Canada has developed a junior-size cobalt 60 been  therapy 
unit for treatment of cancer in small hospitals. Production is expected 

, 	to start in about one year. The annual report of Atomic Energy of Canada 
Limited, tabled yesterday in the Commons, said the new unit will be pro-
duced by its commercial products division in  Ottawa  along with two type* 
of larger-size equipment naw in production, the Mciitreal Gazette reports. 
. . . . A faster transcontinental train service with 12 hoUrs, maybe 
more, cut from the existing Montreal-Vancouver schedule was predicted in 
Montreal by railway officials, the Gazette reported. The forecast 
reduction in coast-to-coast travelling time was attributed to the fact 
that both the Canadian National and Canadian Pacific Railways are naw 
using diesel locomotives on trans-Canada runs. . . . Quebec Mines Min-
ister Cottingham predicted the value of mineral production in Qûebec 
Province will increase by 50 per cent in five years. Development of iron 
mines in Knob Lake and Ungava Bay areas of Northwestern Quebec; copper 

• mines in Gaspe Peniftsula, and gold, silver and copper mines in the Quebec 
Chibougamau district will account for most of the expected increase, he 

, 	said. . . . 	Federal authorities plan to encourage development of flying 
training at "satellite" airports rather than crowded major fields, Trans- 
port Minister  Marier  said yesterday. Mr. Marlet also, announced, in a 
speech before the annual meeting of the Royal  Canadien  Flying Clubs Associa-
tion that the Government intends to continue subsidies to flying schools 
and clubs for elementary training. 
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Mr. Pearson's Statement On Formosa:  Ottawa, Jan. 25 (Globe & Mail) -- Without 
suggesting the means by which it could be done, Mr. Pearson said today a 
strong case could be made out for neutralizing Formosa so that it would 
be neither attacked fram the Communist Chinese mainland nor used as the 
base for attacks upon it. 

This would be done pending a final disposition of the disputed is-
land and its immediate neighbour by international negotiations, probably 
through a conference on Far Eastern problems. The Minister indicated 
that  the Formosans at some point should be asked to state their own choice 
when he said that "the wlshes of the people there, which so often are for-
tottta....should be a primary consideration." 

On the question of arranging a ceasefire in the Formosa Straits via 
the United Nations, the Minister shawed some doubt about its being pos-
sible. The Communist Government of China, although no .t a member of the 
United Nations, he observed, would be essential to such negotiations if 
they were to  have  any chance of SuCCeSS. Whether the Chinese Government 
would accept an invitation to partiO.pate in these deliberations of the 
Security Council, he said, was another matter. 

The Minister avoided comment on today's action by the House of Repre-
sentatives in voting, 409 to 3, to give authority to the President to make 
wur if necessary to defend Formosa and the adjacent Pescadores Islands. 

mr. Pearson had been asked by Mr. Coldwell if, in view of the Presi-
dent's message, he could "tell us whether the United States has been in- 
formed that Cqnada's policy remains as it was, and that we are not entang-
led in any of these Formosan  aventures.  " Yesterday Mr. Diefenbaker in-
vited him to make a statement on Formosa. 

The Minister early in his statement noted that the United States had 
commitments of its awn in the area - the reference presumably was to a U.S. 
defense treaty with Chiang Kai-shek - and he added that, while Canada was 
not involved in these commithents, it was "of course deeply concerned over 
the dangerous situation existing there. . 	." 

Inth other nations it was "anxious that steps should be taken to bring 
to an end the fighting which has been taking place for some time along the 
Chi»  n coast." 

If some past successes of the United Nations at bringing fighting to 
an end could be repeated, tile Minister said, it would be a source of great 
satisfaction to all. But he indicated the doubt that China would accept a 
UN invitation to such talks. 

Later he was asked by Mr. Angus MacInnis if the Communist Chinese 
would not be more likely to accept if they were recognized as the Govern- 
ment in control on the mainland of China. Mr. MacInnis also asked if Can-
ada should not make a start by recognizing Red China. 

The Minister's anewer, covering both parts, was that this was a ques- 

•ion on which he would not like to express an opinion at this time. 
. Mr. Pearson said it was the Government's view before the armistice in 

Bores that Formosa should be neutralized for the time being, and that its 

• final disposition should be worked out after the end of fighting in Korea. 

This, he observed, was also the view adopted by the UN Political Cgmmittee 
in January, 1951. 

"Despite the developments since then, it remains the view of the Gov-
ernment that the final disposition of Formosa should be dealt with by in- 
ternational negotiations, if you like, at a conference on Far Eastern prob- 

(over) 



lems, if one could be held." 
Pending this decision, Formosa should be neutralized. • • •  
The Minister cited with approval the mention in the President's speech 

of the removal of Nationalist Chinese forces from some coastal islands and 
their use elsewhere. 

A distinction could be made, Mr. Pearson said, between Formosa and the 
Pescadores and the islands off the China coast which now are in Nationalist 
hands. The latter were indisputably part of China itself; Formosa and the 
Pescadores, which were Japanese colonies for 50 years prior to 1945, had 
had a checkered history, and were not indisputably part of China. 

"I suggest therefore that the considerations which recammend the neu-
tralization of Formosa and the Pescadores do not necessarily apply to the 
coastal islands. • • .the Minister said 

To John Diefenbaker, who asked if the neutralization of Formosa would 
not lead to the immediate seating in the United Nations of Red China, the 
Minister replied that he did not think this would be a necessary consequence 
of that action. 

Mr. Howard Green asked: "Does the Canadian Government take the stand, 
or does it not, that Formosa is the first line of defense for Canada's 
west coast?" 

Mr. Pearson replied that this wes a question dealing with matters of 
strategy, upon which he would hesitate to express an opinion. 

Debate On Paris Agreement:  Ottawa, Jan. 25 (CP) -- A plea was made today for 
withdrawal of Canada's armed forces in Europe once a rearmed West Germany 
has been admitted to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. It came fram 
Mr. Paul E. Gagnon (Ind. Chicoutimi) as the Cammons debate on West German 
rearmement went through its fourth day. 

Three more CCF members said they oppose rearmament•  This brought to 
10 the number of CCF supporters who have said they will vote against rati- 
fication • An llth CCF member said earlier he would abstain fram voting. 
All other speakers supported the motion. 

Those who opposed the Paris agreements today were Mr. Harold Winch, 
Vancouver East; Mr. E. G. McCullough, Moose Mountain, and Mr. Claude Ellis, 
Regina City. 

Visit Of Pakistan's Prime Minister:  Ottawa, Jan. 25 (CP) -- Mohammed Ali, Paki-
stan's Prime Minister, was guest of honour tonight at a reception by Gov-
ernor General Massey at Government House. 

The reception rounded out a busy day for the Moslem leader. He had 
talks and lunched with Prime Minister St. Laurent, visited the Pakistani 
High Commissioner's office and called en .diplamatic friends whom he hadn't 
seen since he left here as Pakistan's High Commissioner three years ago. 

Across Canada:  Premier Duplessis apparently is preparing a drive to get an 
additional $25,000,000-a-year share of direct federal tax revenue in Que-
bec, federal authorities said yesterday, C.F. reported from Ottawa. They 
placed this interpretation on his statement that Quebec should get revenues 
equivalent to those offered by the central administration under federal-
provincial tax rental agreements, the dispatch continued. Mr. Duplessis' 
statement was included in his letter of Jan. 19 to Mr. St. Laurent, tabled 
in the Commons and in the Quebec Legislature. . . . The Northwest Terri-
tories Government last night lifted ever so slightly its ban of 13 years on 
liquor consumption by its 7,000 Eskimo population. It decided to allaw 
liquor - with reservations - to Eskimos who have adopted the white man's 
way. . . . The federal Government yesterday opened a defense of Parlia- 	, 
ment's labour code which three Provinces are asking the Supreme Court of / 
Canada to rule unconstitutional. The code, is being challenged by the Gov-
ernments of Ontario, Quebec and Alberta. 
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Carmons  Approves Paris  Agreements 213 to 12:  Ottawa, Jan. 26 (CP) -- The Com- 
mons - by a vote of 213 to 12 - today approved ratification of the Paris 
agreements for aAnittance of a rearmed West Germany into the North At-
lantic Alliance. All 12 opposed were CCF members. 

As the House voted, the agreements went to the Senate. Four speak-
ers favoured them before Senate debate on the question was adjourned 
until tomorraw. 

There were a few scattered boos in the Cammons from the Liberal, 
Progressive Conservative and Social Credit groups, who voted solidly for 
ratification, when the first of the opposing CCFers rose. 

In the face of Mr. Pearson's plea for a unanimous vote of approval, 
the 24:-Inan CCF group split three ways. Twelve voted against, five 
abstained and five, including CCF Leader Coldwell, voted in favour. Two 
CCF members were absent. . . . 

CCF members voting against ratification weres Joseph IL Noseworthy, 
Stanley Snaffles, R. R. Knight, H. W. Herridge, Owen L. Jones, A. M. 
Nicholson, G. H. Castleden, E. G. McCullough, Thomas Barnett, Harold 
Winch, Claude Ellis and Colin Cameron. 

CCF members who abstained from voting were: Hazen Argue, Alistair 
Stewart, Mervyn Johnson, A. H. Brysan and Erhart Regier. 

, 	Supporting Mr. Coldwell were Angus MacInnis, Clarie Gillis, Ross 
Thatcher and Max Campbell. The two absent CCF members were Fred Zaplitny 
and William Bryce. 

Mr. Pearson wound up the 4â-day ratification debate with an hour- 
long rébuttal to opposition - mostly CCF - criticisms of the agreements. 

The chief criticisms of the pact were that it would hinder negotia-
tions with Russia while increasing the risk of war and cause the Russians 
to add to their armed forces, thus nullifying the addition of 12 West 
German divisions to Western defence. 

Mr. Pearson said a stronger NATO would better the chances of fruit-
ful negotiation. Only when Russia wes faced with the West's determina-
tion to protect itself would'it decide to negotiate realistically on 
European and world issues. 

Russian Foreign Minister Molotov's call for a parley with the n'est on 
German reunification before ratification of the Paris agreements  by the 
Western nations was a "transparent and clumsy" effort to bring  pressure 
on the Germans. It was also a "very stale parrot." 

The CCF opponents to ratificationwere adopting a "negative at-
titude." They were looking back only and were filled with fears that 

the agreements would lead to war and stop negotiations with Russia. 
If the West had accepted the theory that an increase in arms would 

result only in more arming by the Communists, then NATO never would have 
been built. 

Mr. Pearson contended that defeat of the resolution for ratifica-
tion would be a rebuff to the peaceful, domocratic forces in West Ger-

many, play into the hands of right and left extremists, stop the move 
toward European unity and fatally weaken NATO itself. . . 

(over) 
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Senate Debates Paris Agreements:  Ottawa, Jan. 26 (CP) -- Senator W. Ross Mac-
donald said today that the only alternative to rearming  West  Germany is 
"complete disaster" for countries seeking universal peace. 

The Government leader in the Senate, launched debate in the Upper 
Chamber on a Government resolution to ratify the Paris agreements pro-
viding for entry of a rearmed West Germany into the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization. 

Senator Macdonald said the agreements are more likely to bring 
lasting peace than any other method suggested. They would enable West 
Germany to enter the society of free democracies and would prevent it 
from becoming a member of the Communist camp. 

Says Federal Labour Code Legally Dead:  Ottawa, Jan. 26 (CP) -- The Ontario 
Government said today the federal Labour Code is legally dead. Deputy 
Attorney-General C. R. Magone made the claim before the Supreme Court 
of_ Canada in an action on the constitutionality of the statute under 
which the federal Government has controlled the Labour relations of 
about 450,000 Canadian workers since 1948. 

Western  Gas  :Contract Signed:  Toronto, Jan. 26' (CP):-.7- TransCanada  Pipe  
Lines, Ltd., which proposes to build a pipe line to- bring natural gas 
frOm_Alberta to eastern Canada, has signed a contra'et With'Union "Gas: 
Company of Canada, Ltd., for deliveries of gas ,tO"Uhlon'i system in 
south-western Ontario. . 

- 	The contract covers 20 years, during : Which Union millpurchase more 
than 300,000,000,000 cubic feet Of gas, with deliverieS - to:_start.soOn . 

 —Eifter'the proposed. Trans-Canada line reaches  Toronto.  _The_Contract is 
estimated to involve purchases in excess of $100,000,000:dUring  the  20- 
year : period.  _ 

Announcement  of the contract was made jointly. ..today by Mr.„ N. E.  
Tanneresident of Trans r Canadà and Mr .  David P.  Rogers -, President  of  
Union.  

Across Canada:  Premier Duplessis said yesterday the tax dispute problem has 
not been settled. He did not elaborate his statement in a brief, 15-
minute speech in the Legislative Assembly before the Lower House gave 
second and third reading to the Government law deleting the reference to 
priority in the preamble of the Quebec Income Tax Act, the Montreal 
Gazette reported. . . . An offer of Mr. E. P. Taylor and associates to 
build Toronto a $12,000,000 auditorium was recommended unanimously by 
Board of Control yesterday, the Globe and Mail reports. . . . Peace 
talks in the long Ford of Canada strike entered another deadlock yest"er-
day, the Globe and Mail reported. 
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Mr. St.  Laurent On Prime  Ministers' Conference:  Ottawa, Jan. 27 (CP) -- Prime 
Minister St. Laurent said today the international situation is "quite 
grave" because of developments in Formosa. He added that as a result of 
the Formosa situation, Far Eastern affairs will be the main subject for 
discussion at the Prime Ministers Commonwealth Conference opening Monday 
in London. 

He told the Commons that, as a result of the Formosa situation and 
"after certain messages to and from London," Mr. Pearson will accamPany 
him to the Conference. They will leave tamorraw evening by RCAF plane. 

• It was understopd that Mr. Pearson and Sir Anthony Eden, British 
Foreign Secretary, want to discuss Formosa and possibly work out some 
policy to ease the situation there. 

Mr. Pearson said in the Clemons Tuesday that Nationalist-held islands 
off the Chinese coast - except for Formosa and the Pescadores - are 
disputably" part of the territory of China. 

Mr. St. Laurent said: 
"In view of the recent developments I would expect that a lot of our 

time will be taken up by the discussion of the international situation 
which we all look upon as being quite grave at this moment. 

"All of us appreciate the opportunity of taking counsel together as 
to what might best serve the interests of peace in the world." 

The decision to have Mr. Pearson go to London mas believed to have 
been taken only today. 

The Prime  Minister, rising at the start of today's sitting, also said: 
"This (Prime  Ministers') meeting will give an opportunity for an ex- 

change of views on sonie  very important questions and it underlines the 
value of the Commonwealth association as a medium for such exchanges. 

"In turn, these exchanges will make possible, I hope, more effective 
policies and actions for the attainment in our respective countries of the 
objectives of peace and greater human welfare which are basic for all the 
peoples of. the Commonwealth. 

"At this particular'meeting questions of foreign affairs, and more 
particularly those concerned with Far Eastern matters, will occupy a great 
deal of attention. Recent developments in the Far East have underlined 
the seriousness of these issues. . . o n  

Urges Recognition Of Red China: Ottawa, Jan. 27 (CP) -- Canadian recognition of 
Communist China was urged today in the Senate. Sen. William Euler (L... 
Ontario) said that, since Communists form the "actual Government" of China, 
"we should recognize it." He aci4ed that Red China "should come into the 
United Nations." He made the suggestion during Senate eebate of the Paris 
agreenents providing for entry of a rearmed West Germany into the North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization. 

Ratification of the agreements was approved unanimously by the Upper 
Chamber after a two-day debate. The Cammons approved ratification Wednes-
day by a vote of 213 to 12 following 41  days of debate. 

Nine Senators spoke in the debate. 

(over) 



Op 

Ford Strike Ended:  Toronto, Jan. 27 (CP) -- The Ford of Canada strike, long-
est in Company history ended today. Settlement came in the strike's 
109th day. 

In the general terms of settlement the Company agreed to a master 
agreement, to run to June 15, 1956, and effective immediately after 
ratification by the locals at Windsor, Oakville and Etobicoke. 

The Union agreed to revision of seniority clauses which the Com-
pany said would relieve it of some of the cost and inefficiency arising 
from short-term lay-offs. 

A wage improvement factor, effective June 15, will give enployees 
of the three locals four cents more an hour. 

The Company agreed to proVide comprehensive hospital and surgical 
benefits. 

December Exports At 17-Month High:  Ottawa, Jan. 27 (CP) -- Canada's exports 
declined in 1954 for the second straight year, but a sharper drop in 
imports reduced the overall foreign trade deficit. 

Exports, hit mainly by lower shipments to the United States, drop- 
• ped to $3,945,700,000, down $266,900,000 from $4,172,600,000 in 1953 and 

$410,300,000 from the 1952 peak of $4,356,000,000, the Bureau of Statis-
tics reported today. 

Imports dropped to $4,0949 600,000, down $288,200,000 from the 
record $4,382,800,000 in 1953. Emports were lower from both the U.S. 
and Britain. 

This decline in buying narrowed Canada's deficit to $148,900,000 
from $210,200,000 in 1953. 

Mille exports for the year were down, there appeared to be signs of 
a sharp pick-up towards the year-end. In December exports jumped to a 
17-month high of $395,300 9 000 9  shipments to Britain almost doubling to 
$81,500,000 from $47,600,000 in December, 1953. 

Overall shipments were $34,400,000 higher than in the previous 
year and were the highest since the near-record $398,300,000 in July, 
1953. 

Imports for the month, however, slipped to $337,000„000 from $338,- 
400,000 in the previous year and thus Canada showed a $58,300,000 monthly 
surplus, the biggest in three years, and more than double the $22,500,000 
surplus in December, 1953. 

Across Canada:  Mr. Prudham last night announced a scale-down in federal gold-
mining subsidies, estimated by officials to save the treasury and tax-
payers about $5,500,000 a year. Under revisions announced in the Com- 
mons mines whose production costs are $26.50 an ounce or less will no 
longer be eligible for aid. . 	. Appointment of a Royal Commission on 
bilingualism in Clnada was urged last night in the Commons by a French-
language Independent Member from Quebec. Mr. Fernand Girard, Lapointe, 
said bilingualism is the link between Canada's two major ethnic groups; 
national unity depends on the practice of bilingualism by both French and 
English-language Canadians. . 	. The Northwest Territories Government 
ended a nine-day session here yesterday:endorsing a $1,600,000 budget 
aimed at northern development and approving a new plan to extend health 
services in the north. 
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Main Estimates Tabled:  Ottawa Jan. 28 (CP) -- The federal Government's first 
reduction in annual spending in seven years today  was indicated in its •  
main 1955-56 estimates tabled in the Commons. Mr. Harris' main estimates 
- the basic expenditure programme for the year starting April 1 - are 
down $153,000,000 from the amount authorized to date in the current 1 
fiscal year. The reduction is about 3.3 per cent. 	' 

The coming year's estimates, which undbubtedly vrill be boosted later 
by customary supplementary estimates, were placed at $4,360,266,000. 

Authorizations to date this fiscal year, also subject to supplementary in- , 
creases before March 31, are $4,513 9 800,000. 

The reduction is accounted for mainly by a $133,000,000 decrease in 
the amount allocated Ghe Defence Department, bringing it to $1,775,000,- 
000. The seven-per-cent reduction was the second defence cut • in as many 
years. 	 •  

For the first time in some years - departmental officials were un-
able to say just how many - the estimates show a decrease in proposed 
spending for the civilian departments. It is a tiny one - $4,500,000 that 
would bring non-defence spending down to $2 9 381,466,0000 

The estimate figures are the  called budgetary ones. They- do not 
include $367,600,000 for old age security pensions, which came out of a 
special fund made up of earmarked taxes and special parliamentary votes, 
and $99,053,000 for loans and investments which the Government expects to 
get back. 

Included in the loans is an initial $50,000,000 for Parliament's St. 
Lawrence Seaway-Authority to start off its $190,000,000 navigation con-
struction job on the river. 

Mr. Harris presented figures reflecting widespread use of the prun-
ing knife on departmental appropriations. . 

The RCAF bore the brunt of the service cuts and of the reductions as 
, 	a whole, in a decrease of $109,000,000 to $880,404,000 by comparison with 
, 	the current year's estimates. 

The Navy drops to $323,318,000 from $337,301,000 and the Army goes 
to $500,312,000 from $506,840,000. 

Mutual aid to NATO pountries was reduced to $175,000,000 from $300,- 
000,000 and defence production estimates were  cit.  

The Defence Research Board was the only arm of the services to get a 
substantial increase - to $52,578,000 from $50,400,000. Civil defence 

got a slight boost of $500 9 000, to bring it to $7,000,000. . 

Canadian Defence Stressed:  Ottawa, Jan. 28 (CP) -- The grawing concern of Can- 
ada's defence planners with North American defence was underlined today 

in the 1955-56 estimates of Government spending. 
In brief, the estimates gave this picture: More money for home defence; 

less for arms for Canada's European allies. 
The defence appropriations for 1955-56 are $1,775,000,000 a decrease 

of $133,000 9 000from the 1954-55 estimate. 
However, actual expenditures in the current fiscal year now are fore-

cast at $1,705,000,000. This means the Defence Department plans to spend 

$70,000,000 more in the coming yesr than in 1954-55. 

At the same time, the appropriation for nutual aid, the programme 
under which Canada helps arm its European allies, is slashed to $175,000,- 

000, from 000,000,000 in the year ending March 31, 1955. Actual ex- 

(over) 



expenditures for mutual aid in the current fiscal year nuw are forecast at 1 Oi 

4255,000,000. 
Soon after the estimates  were  tabled in the Commons, Defence Minister 

Campney entered the Throne Speech debate and said,: 
"The defence • of Canada - indeed of North America - has sudCenly be-

came almost equally important to the other NATO nations as it has always • been 
to ourselves. 

"This arises, of course, from the emergence of an improved Russian 
nuclear weapon delivery capability against North America. 

"Under such circumstances it becomes essential that greater efforts 
be put forth inmediately in strengthening the defences of this continent 
because North America is the base - the only great base from which opera-
tions for the defence of Europe can be supported, and also because of the 
necessity of protecting the thermonuclear retaliatory capacity of the Uni-
ted States - which provirles at the present time probably the greatest 
single deterrent to war. . 

"A large portion of the cost of this (air defence) system is still to 
be paid. 

$46,000,000 Deficit In December:  Ottawa, Jan. 28 (CP) -- The federal accounts 
showed -a deficit of $46,013,000 in December, moving the 1954-55 budget 
closer to the red. 

The continuing drop in revenues mlth no comparable letup in expendi-
tures has cut the surplus for the first nine months of the fiscal year to 
445,656,000, it was shown in the monthly Treasury statement issued today. 

This is less than one-fifth the $3240,381,000 surplus in the similar 
period of the previous year when the Government ended up with a surplus of 
only $45,800,000 for the full year. . 	. 

With corporation income tax collections still lagging, December's 
revenues dropped by $15,607,000 to $363,599,000 from 4379,106,000 in Decem-
ber, 1953. Revenues for the nine months dropped to 42,973,264,000 from 
$3,168,629,000. 

Spending also eased but a lesser amount than the revenue drop, declin- 
ing by $4,181,000 in the month to 4409,612 9 000 from $413,793,000. Expendi-
tures for the nine months totalled 42,927,608,000, virtually unchanged from 
42,928,248,000 in the previous year. 

Ford Workers Accept Settlement:  Windsor, Ont., Jan. 30 (CP) -- Ford of Canada 
workers today voted overwhelmingly in favour of accepting an agreement.  
which ends the strike started October 10. Mr. CharlesMcdonald, President 
of Local 200, United Automobile Workers Union (CIO-CCL), said 92 per cent 
of the 3,900 workers who cast ballots were in favour of accepting the set-
tlement. About 5,700 workers were eligible to vote. 

The vote, by secret ballot, was taken earlier today after the terms of 

the settlement were presented to the workers at a special membership meet-
ing. 

The Windsor local is the last of the three involved in the 109-day 
strike to accept the peace terms. 

Two thousand morkers at the assembly plant in Oakville cast 90 per 
cent of their votes in favour of accepting the settlement Saturday, and 
workers at the parts depot in Etobicoke, Toronto suburb, voted 74 to 12 to 

end the strike. 

Across Canada: Support prices at all times for nine key commodities and the use 
of a statistical formula to set the prices have been approved as policy by 1  

the Canadian Federation of Agriculture. A statement issued Saturday said 
the CFA directors at a closed meeting decided that support prices should 
be in effect always for wheat, oats, barley, corn for grain, cheese, butter, 
concentrated milk products, eggs and bacon hogs, C.P. reported from Edmon-
ton.  o . • Dr. R. C. Wallace,  73 9  scientist and scholar who retired 3-1 

years ago after 15 years as Vice-Chancellor and Principal of queen's Univer-

sity, died :Saturday, in Kingston, Ont. 
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Tuesday, February 1, 1955. 

U.S. Potato Duty Protested:  Ottawa, Jan. 31 (CP) -- The Government was urged today 
to extend its tariffs on Imports of American potatoes if the United States con-
tinues its duty on Canadian exports. 
Mr.Angus MacLean (PC--Queens), a Prince Edward Island potatd grower, said in 

the !louse of Commons the Government should try to convince the U.S. to allow 
as much duty-free Maritimes potatoes on its eastern markets as it exports to 
western Canada. 

If the U.S. did not agree to that, then Canada àhould put a year-round 
-tariff on U.S. table potatoes. The tariff should be 37i- cents a hundredweight, 
the,duty now imposed six weeks of the year between June 15 and July 31. 

Mr. MacLean said-in the Throne Speech debate the duty would permit Mari-
times growers to compete with U.S. imports as fer west as Regina.  

Tighter regulations to increase safety of Canadian air travel were pro- 
posed by the Member for Moose Jew, Sesk., site of Canada's worst civil air 
disaster. 

Mr. Ross Thatcher (CCF) also charged in the Commons that Trans-Canada Air 
Lines and officials of the Transport Department have been lax in taking elem-
entary safety precautions. 

Mr. Thatcher was commenting in the Throne Speech debate on the passing of 
a TCA North Star and an RCAF Harvard trainer on converging courses near Moose 
Jaw January 6. 

Transport Minister  Marier  told the Commons January 10 that the passing 
was made at the prescribed altitude clearance and was not a near catastrophe. 
He said investigation showed newspaper and radio reports were "grossly ex-
aggerated and misleading." 

Princess Margaret's Plane Refuels at Montreal: Montreal, Feb. 1 (Gazette) -- 
Princess Margaret got her first chance to look at  Canada but it was no more 
than a view of Montreal Airport from the window of her plane last night. 

The luxury stratocruiser Canopus, flying the Princess on 'her first solo 
goodwill tour abroad, a month-long visit to the Caribbean colonies, radioed 
from mid-Atlantic last night that it was flying directly to Montreal, where 
it made a one-hour refuelling stop before proceeding to the West Indies. • . . 

Hong Kong Memorial:  Ottawa, Jan. 31 (CP) -- A memorial will be unveiled gt Saiwan 
Bay cemetery in Hong Kong February 20 on which are recorded the names of 228 
Canadian soldiers with no known graves. 

Names of the Canadians, army headquarters said today in announcing the 
unveiling, will be among those of more Lhan 2,000 Commonwealth servicemen who 
died during the siege of Hong Kong just 13 years and a month ago. Their graves 
have never been located. 

Board Turns Down CBC Technicians Demands:  Ottawa, Jan 31 (CP) -- The CBC today 
accepted a conciliation board report recommending against wage increades for 
its technicians, whose union leaders urged them to authorize a strike. 

The majority report of the three-man Federal Conciliation Board, made 
public here, gave a flat turndown to demands for wage increases ranging be-
tween $9.50 and $84 a week and to most of the remainder of a series of requests 

on behalf of about 650 employees. 

(over) 
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Housing Head Heralds Good Year:  Ottawa, Jan. 31 (CP) -- The head of Central 

Mortgage and Housing Corporation said tonight that 1955 housing construction 
in Canada is expected to equal or outstrip the records of 1954, when 117,000e 
units were begun and 106,000 were completed. 

Mr. Stewart Bates, newly-appointed president of the federal Government 
housing agency, said that in addition to the starts and completions in 1954, 
more than 70,000 houses Were under construction at the end of the year, "an 
all-time record in the carryover of construction frbm .one year to another." 

Across Canada:  The Bureau of Statistics says family formation in Canada is in-
creasing but the average size is staying about the saine -- little better than 
three people per family. The Bureau said in an annual estimate today that 
there were 3,595,000 families in Canada at June 1 last year and they averaged 

. 	3.7 persons. This was an increase of 118,000 families or 3.4 per cent since 
the start of June, 1953 and 182,000 or 5.3 per cent since the sanie date in 
1952. . . . The federal Government was asked today for a 45,300,000 contri- 
bution toward flood control and conservation programme in the vast Humber 
Valley to prevent recurrence of such disasters as the flood that follewed 
Hurricane Hazel last fall. The request was made to Resources Minister Lesage 
by an eight-man delegation which presented a brief on behalf of the Humber 
Valley Conservation Authority, representing 15 municipalities in the Toronto 
area. . . . Mr. Courtland Elliott, retiring president of the Toronto Board of 
Trade, suggested in Toronto that Canada "return to the gold standard," in 
order to avoid fluctuations in the value of her dollar. 
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End Ceiling Price on NBA-Mort aged Houses: Ottewa, Feb. 1 (CP) -- The Government 
to ay ended the nine-year power of Central Mortgage and Housing Corp. to fix 
topsales prices for houses built by commercial contractors getting maximum 
loans. 

Henceforth the builder, for the first time since 1946, will be able to 
get the maximum National Housing Act loan and sell his house for whatever 
price he can get. 

The Government expects that in same areas this policy shift will cause a 
temporary price jump, but that prices later will flatten out. 

Peak production combined with a stepup in competition for the house-buyer's 
dollar should give the purchaser more house for his money, the Government said. 

•Mr. Rawe On Health Insurance Plan:  Ottawa, Feb. 1 (CP) -- Mr. Earl Rowe, acting 
Opposition leader, said tonight the contributory health insurance plan pro-
posed by the Progressive Conservative Party would not interfere with operation 
of private plans by insurance companies. 

He told the Commons in the Throne Speech debate that the plan would not 
constitute state medicine or any "socialist scheme." It would not prevent 
the Blue Cross or other insurance companies from operating health insurance 
plans. 

Mr. Rowe was referring to his party's want-of-confidence motion in the 
Government urging an effective contributory health insurance plan in co-
operation with the provinces. 

Mr.Robert 11J 0 Mitchell (PC--London) produced a pair of white socks when he 
said textile products made in the United States are being sold in Canada as 
Canadian-made goods. 

He said he had bought the socks under the impression that they were Can-
adian made. But actually they were manufactured in the U.S. 

Mr. Mitchell urged a review of tariffs to protect  Canadas  "depressed" 
textile industry and a proper system of marking imported goods. . 

Quebec will never accept establishment of divorce courts in the Province, 
a Quebec backbencher told the Commons. 

Mr. Alexis Caron, Lfberal member for Hull and Mayor of that City, said 
Quebec believes marriage is a matter for religious authority, not civil 
authority. 

Limests Edward Johnson As Canada Council Head: Ottawa, Feb. 1 (CP) -- A Liberal 
member of the Commons today suggested appointment of Opposition Leader Drew's 
father-in-law as head of the proposed Canada Council. 

Mr. Henry Hosking of Wellington South recanmended that the job go to 
Mr. Edward Johnson, former general manager of the Metropolitan Opera Company. 

Jobless Total Up'In Ontario: Ottawa, Feb. 1 (Globe) -- Ontario appears to have 
borne the brunt of the slowdown in business activity that occurred in 1954. 

On December 31, according to figures released today by the Dominion 
Bureau of Statistics, there were 431 9 770 Canadians registered as_jobless 

(aver) 



with the Government employment agencies. This was up 7.6 per cent from a 
year before. 

Of these 431,770 unemployment insurance claimants 138,945 -- nearly onEll; 
in three -- were Ontario residents. And whereas the rise across the Dominion 
was 7.6 per cent, the Ontario total shot up dramatically by 32 per cent from 
the figure in December, 1953. 

In three provinces -- Quebec was one of them -- there were fewer insur- 
ance claimants in• December, 1954 9  than there had been a year previously. 

Congratulations Sent P.M. On His 73rd Birthday:  Ottawa, Feb. 1 (CP) -- ,Prime 
Minister St. Laurent, 73 today, was sent a message of congratulations from 
his cabinet colleagues. 

Trade Minister Howe, acting Prime Minister, send the message to London, 
where Mr. St. Laurent is attending the Commonwealth frime Ministers' con-
ference. 

"Our colleagues join with meip" wrote Mr. Hawe, "in sending congratulations 
and best wishes for your birthday with the hope that you may enjoy good heahh 
and happiness for many years to come." 

Across Canada:  The Quebec Legislative Assembly yesterday adopted amendments to the 
Quebec municipal code providing for three-year terms for mayors and aldermen 
in small municipalities. Terms of office under current legislation rare two 
years. . 	. The federal Government paid $1,396,000 for three buildings on 
Wellington street facing Parliament Hill, it was reported yesterday according 
to C.P. It was understood federal authorities plan to erect Government build- 
ings on the property, the Ottawa dispatch continued. 	. . Two Canadian 
naval fliers are stranded terporarily aboard the United States aircraft car-
rier Yorkton with the U.S. 7th Fleet off Formosa. The Navy said, according 
to C.P., they would not become involved in any fighting if hostilities broke 
out because their terms of appointment as exchange pilots with the U.S. Navy 
are completed. The two fliers -- Lt.-Cmdrs. Ron Heath, of Courtenay, B.C., 
and  VVilliem Whlton, of Port Credit, Ont. -- were en route home aboard the 
Yorktown  when the carrier was diverted suddenly to Formosa. 	, 
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CCF Amendment Defeated 204 to 23:  Ottawa,  Feb. 2 (CP) -- The House of Commons 
today defeated a CCF non-confidence motion in the Government and then 
heard a new one from the Social Credit group. 

. 	The Liberals, Progressive Conservatives, Social Crediters :mid in- 
dependents voted solidly against the CCF motion. The  vote wes 204 to 23. 

The CCF motion, in the form of an anendment to the address in reply 
to - the Speech from the Throne, said the Government has "deliberately re-
turned to the policy of uncontrolled and unplanned private enterprise 
which resulted in the depression and unemployment of the prewar years." 

It also said the Government  ha  s not undertaken "the economic plan-
ning necessary to cope with the serious problems now facing the Canadian 

- people." 
With the CCF motion disposed of, Mr. George Hahn, New Zestminister, 

immediately moved the Social Credit non-confidence motion. 
' . It said the Government has "failed to take or to recanmend the nec-
essary fundamental econamic and financial measures to place Canadian pro- 

- ducersand workers on a sound and prosperous basis, and to insure our 
econamy against recurring recessions." . 	. 

Formosa Debate Ruled Out:  Ottawa,  Feb. 2 Olontreal Gazette) -- The House of 
Commons today shied away from a full-dress debate on the tense Formosa 
situation. 

A motion by CCF Leader Coldwell that the Commons abandon all other 
business "for the purpose of discussing a definite matter of urgent public 
importance, namely the critical situation in Formosa" was finally ruled 
out. 

But it was only discarded after Acting External Affairs Minister 
Paul Martin had cautioned the House against it on the grounds that it 
should not "engage in a discussion that, / am sure, would not help the 
situation." 

He added that he did not think that there ffls anything that could 
be said by himself or by anyone else in the Cannons that could have a 
salutary and useful effect on the discussions and negotiations now in 
progress. 

"I am not saying this byway of criticizing my honourable friend's 
initiative in the matter," Mr. Martin said gravely, "but just to impress 
on him that I believe, from the opportunity I have had and the Govern-
ment has had of perusing the despatches which have come to us that what 
I have just said is a fully responsible statement." 

Liberal members of Parliament applauded when Mr. John Diefenbaker 
(PC-Prince Albert) said that the Opposition shared this view and that "wê, 
in this party, do not want to do anything that will aggravate the tense 
situation." . 	. 

011>uebec Tax Arrangement:  Ottawa, Feb. 2 (lontreal Gazette) -- Revenue Minister 
McCann today announced the steps which the federal Government is taking 
• o implement the 10 per cent federal income tax reduction which Prime 
Minister St. Laurent guaranteed to Quebec taxpayers last month. 

He told the Gommons he was recommending an immediate change in tax 
regulations which would permit employers to reduce payroll deductions-at- 
the-source by 10 per cent in line with the new federal policy. This 

would cover the 1955 tax year. 

(over) 



The Minister also stated that as far as the • 1954 tax year was con- ;- 
cerned, Quebec taxpayers would be allayed to deduct provincial taxes from 
federal taxes up to the new maximum of 10 per cent. . . 

Strike Vote At CBC Polis:  Montreal, Feb. 2 (Gazette) -- CBC radio and televisio 
technicians across Canada are voting on whether to go on strike to back up 
wage demands. Union officials predicted a strike would seriously disrupt 
the Corporation's radio and TV broadcast schedules. 

Polis in Montreal, Toronto and 24 other centres with CBC installa-
tions were scheduled to open at midnight and close about noon today. 

Voting will be among some 650 members of the National Association of 
Broadcast Employees and Technicians (CIO-CCL), in dispute with the CBC 
since last spring over wage demands and other requests. 

Improved Veterans' Allawances:  Ottawa, Feb. 2  (0?) --  Veterans Minister Lapointe 
today gave the Canmons notice of legislation to improve allowances paid 
needy war veterans. 

The measure, forecast in the Speech from the Throne at the opening of 
Parliament, provides for a higher scale of allowances and a higher level 
of other income than now is allowed recipients. Details have not been an-
nounced. 

Exchange Value Of Canadian Dollar: Ottawa, Feb. 2 (CP) -- The exchange value of 
•the Camadien dollar has dropped by about one-half cent in the last week and 
the view in financial quarters here is that the decline may do the economy 
some good. 

But federal officials were quick to maintain that if there is any 
decline, it is not because of Government interference in the free market 
play of exchange rates. 0 . 

Visitors To Ottawa:  Ottawa, Feb. 2.(CP) -- Prime Ministers Robert Menzies of 
' 	Australia and Mario Scelba of Italy will visit Ottawa next month. 

The External Affairs Department announced today that Mr. Menzies will 
be here March 9-14 and:Mr. Scelba, March 26-27. 

The Department also said that Gen. Paul Eugene Magloire, President of 
Haiti, and Mrs. Magloire will be in Canada,  •February 9-14. They will visit 
Ottawa, February 9-10 4:Quebec City, February 11 and Montreal, February 12- 
13. 

Mr. Paul Henri Spaak, Belgian Foreign Minister, will arrive February 24, 
spend two or three days in Ottawa and visit Montreal and Quebec City before 
leaving March 2. 

Across Canada: The Quebec Legislative Assembly last night gave seçond reading 
unanimously to a law setting up a new three-man Securitiest Fraud Commis- 
sion after Premier Maurice Duplessis refused to amend the law to provide 
for appeals from Commission rulings, the Montreal Gazette reported. . . 
Paintings by Peter Paul Rubens, Sir Joshua Reynolds and Thomas Gains-
borough, all recently acquired by the Montreal Museum of Fine Arts, yester-
day were put on special exhibition at the museum. Also included are a 
variety of smaller acquisitions. . 	• 	Two Toronto surgeons received 
plaques yesterday for their contribution to the teaching of surgery, as 
demonstrated by them in a motion picture. Doctors Robert Janes and Charles 
Robson were honoured on behalf of the American College of Surgeons before a 
meeting of the Toronto General Hospital's Board of Trustees, the Globe and 
Mail reported. 
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adtiarCredit  Amendment Defeated: 
defeated by a vote of 158 to 
in the GovernMent. 

Friday, February 4, 1955. 

Ottawa, Feb. 3  (op) -- The Canmons tonight 
35 a Social Credit motion of non-confidence 

The Progressive Conservatives voted with the Liberals while the CCF 
group and Mr. Paul E. Gagnon (Ind.-Chicoutimi) sidedi  with the Social 
Crediters. 

The Social Credit motion said the Government has "failed to take or 
to recommend the necessary fundamental economic and financial measures 
to place Canadian producers and workers on a sound and prosperous basis, 
and to insure our economy against recurring recessions." 

Still before the Commons is a Conservative non-confidence motion. 
A CCF non-confidence motion was beaten yesterday 204 to 23. 

Mr. Coldwell On Formosa: Ottawa, Feb. 3 (Globe & Mail) -- Canada adheres to 
the policy that Formosa and the Pescadore Islands should be neutralized 
and that the Chinese Nationalists should withdraw from the islands 
immediately off the coast of Red China. 

This assurance was given the House of Canmons today by %Mare Min-
ister Martin in reply to charges made by CCF Leader Coldwell that the 
Government had changed its policy regarding Formosa since the beginning 
of the Commonwealth  Prime Ministers' Conference in London. 

Mr. Coldwell based his allegation on newspaper reports that the 
Prime Ministers, except Mr. Nehru of India, had backed the U.S. stand. . 

Declaring that the U.S. policy in the Far East was dangerous, Mr. 
Coldwell expressed the fear that Canada might "drift into a situation 
which will bring about a catastrophic war." Mr. Martin replied that Can-
ada was not cammitted by the action taken by the United States in the.  
Formosa area, whence Washington has despatched the U.S. Seventh Fleet. 

"Any obligation which we might have in regard to the Formosa Straits," 
said Mr. Martin, who spoke as Acting Minister of External Affairs, •"could 
arise only fram our responsibility as a member of the United Nations. 

"Although we are not canmitted by American policies, we are certainly 
affected by them. That is why we welcome the assurance which President 
Eisenhower gave on January 27 that the U.S. forces in the Formosa area 
would be used purely for defensive purposes. ik are confident that the 
U.S. Government will exercise a moderating influence on the Chinese 
Nationalist Government." . 

CBC Faces Strike Threat:  Toronto, Feb. 4 (Globe & Mail) -- The Canadian Broad- 
casting Corp. was given a strike ultimatum last night. It must agree to 
substantial pay increases for key technical workers by February 16 or 
face a blackout of all its radio and TV services. 

In a secret ballot, which closed at noon yesterday, CBC technicians 
in 19 centres across the country voted overwhelmingly in favour of a 
strike to badk up contract demands. 

Ballots in English and French asked the membership of the largest 
unionized group in the CBC whether they were willing to empower the 
national negotiating committee to call members off their jobs to reach a 
settlement. 

- (over) 



The vote was: In favour of strike action, 647; against, 74. 
Voters in favour of striking represented 83.5 per cent of total mem-

bership of 775. 
It is the first 'tdme in its history that the CBC has faced the threat 

of a national strike. 
The strike vote was called last week after a concilation board in 

Ottawa rejected the men's demands for pay increases averaging 30 per cent e  
higher overtime rates and new job classifications. 

Quebec Government Reports Surplus:  Quebec, Feb. 3 (Montreal Gazette) -- The 
Quebec Government today tabled its 10th consecutive surplus in the 10 
years of its administration. Finance Minister Gagnon, in his budget 
speech in the Leeslative Assembly today, said the financial year 1954-55 
will show a surplus on ordinary account of $38,579,000. Revenue for the 
same period will aggregate approximately a record $327,325,000. 

The Finance Minister told the House the surplus on ordinary account 
of $38,579,000 was used in payment of part of the capital expenditures 
which will amount to $64,596,000. 	. 

Cost Of Restoring Parliamentary Library:  Ottawa, Feb. 2 (CP) -- The Works ' 
Department said today estimated coat of restoring the library of Parlia-
ment, destroyed by fire in August, 1952, has been revised by almost 150 
per cent. The initial estimate of $1,000,000 has been raised to $2,398,- 
000. A return tabled in the Cammons for Mr. Frank E. Lennard (PC, Went-
worth), gave this explanation for the higher costs: 

"As demolition progressed, it became clear that the work of rehabil-
itation would be considerably more extensive than was originally estimated 
with consequent greater cost." 

The Department said $702,554 had been spent on the job at December 1, 
1954. 

Arctic Air Route To Europe: Ottawa, Feb. 3 (CP) -- The Air Transport Board to-
day issued a licence to Canadian Pacific Airlines for an air service be-
tween Vancouver and Amsterdam over an Arctic route. 

It will be the first Canadian service over this route. The only one 
now linking the continents by way of the Arctic is a Scandinavian project 
operating between Los Angeles and Copenhagen. 

CPA has announced it plans to start operations early in May. It 
still needs formal authorization from the Netherlands Government but this 
has been assured. 

Across  Canada: Quebec Finance Minister Onesime Gagnon revealed in his budget 
speech the Government will spend an all-time record of $65,000,000 on 
education during the caning fiscal year, 1955-56. . 	. 	The Canadian 
Retail Federation, in a pre-budget submission to Finance Minister Walter 
E. Harris, criticizes taxation privileges enjoyed by co-operative soci-
eties in Canada, and said "the principle of equity in taxation should be 
applied as carefully as possible in the formulation of our taxation 
policies," C.P. reports from Montreal. . 	. 	The elected represent- 
atives of 70 per cent of Ontario's population yesterday threw their 
weight behind the move to have the Provincial Government seriously con- 
sider toll highways. Last week the 33,500 members of the Ontario Chamber . 
of Commerce  urged appointment of a Select Committee to study the question. 
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P.C. Amendment Defeated 99 To 69:  Ottawa, Feb. 4 (CP) -- The House of Commons 
today defeated by a vote of 99 to 69 a Progressive Conservative motion of 
non-confidence in the Government. The CCF and Social Credit groups and 
Mr. Paul Gagnon (Ind.-Chicoutimi) voted with the Progressive Conservatives. 

The House previously defeated a Social Credit motion of non-confidence 
by a vote of 158 to 35 and a CCF motion by a vote oft204 to 23. 

The six-point Progressive Conservative motion said the Government had 
"failed" to retain and expand Canada's overseas markets, solve unemploy-
ment, relieve taxpayers from excessive taxation, eliminate waste and ex-
travagance in the Government, encourage the processing of natural resources 
and co-operate with the provinces in developing a national health insurance 
plan. 

Columbia River Control Disucussions:  Ottawa, Feb. 6 (Globe & Mail) -- The ques-
tion of—Provincial rights, which in the past has arisen mainly in connec-
tion with taxation powers, is assuming a different aspect in a controversy 
between Ottawa and the British Columbia Provincial Government. 

In this case the rights are concerned with  power  development. At 
stake is the asserted right of the British Columbia Government to allaw the 
Columbia River to be dammned near C'.stlegar, B.C., so as to increase its 
power potential farther dawnstream in the United States. 

Under a bill which was debated in the Gammons on Friday night, the 
Dominion would assume authority to require that any Province or anyone else 
seeking to alter the flow of an international river such as the Columbia 
could do so only by license of the Federal Cabinet. 

After it has received second reading in the Camwons, probably some 
time this week, the bill will be sent to the External Affairs Canmittee for 
hearings. 

Extend Pensions To Blind Persons: Ottawa, Feb. 6 (CP) -- The Government has 
started parliamentary machinery rolling to extend pensions to blind persons 
between 18 and 21 years of age. 

The legislation, of which Health Minister Martin gave notice Saturday 
on the Commons order paper, also will raise maximum income allawances for 
those receiving the $40-a-month federal payment. 

Health officials estimated that the changes will increase the federal 
bill for blind pensions by about $250,000 a year to roughly $4,250,000. 

Parliamentary Committee To Examine  Research Effort: Ottawa, Feb. 6 (CP) --lim-
bers of Parliament this session will receive their first opportunity since 
1950 to examine in detail the activities of the Government's main research 
agencies. 

Mr. Howe has announced a special cammittee will be proposed to study 
atomic energy and research generally. 

The Committee will investigate research conducted by Atomic Energy of 
Canada Limited, which operates the Chalk River, Ont., atomic energy project, 
and by the National Research Council. 

(over) 
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It is also expected the committee will study operations of Eldorado 
Mining and Refining Limited and the Mines 'Branch of the Mines and Tech-
nical Surveys Department. 

Royal Commission On Copyright Laws:  Ottawa, Feb. 6 (CP) -- A three-man Royal - 
Commission will open hearings Monday on Canada's copyright laws, designed 
to protect writers, painters, composers, designers and others against in-
fringement of creative works. 

The Canmission headed by Chief Justice J. L. Ilsley of Nova Scotia 
was appointed last year to decide whether Canada's legislation on patents, 
copyright, trade marks and industrial design should be changed, and, if 
so, how. 

Resuming its public hearings, the Commission will first receive evi- 
dence on industrial designs and trade marks and on Thursday will start 
receiving representations on copyrights. 

25th Brigade Re-Designated The 4th: Ottawa, Feb. 6 (CP) -- The 25th Brigade, 
which left 400 dead in Korea, has passed into Canadian Army history, The 
formation, it was lenrned today, has been redesignated the 4th Brigade. 

The 4th Brigade is scheduled to hold manoeuvres this summer at Camp 
Gagetown, N.B., with units of the 1st Infantry Division. 

Across Canada:  Lower food prices snipped another fifth of a point from the 
consumer price index during December, reducing living costs for the second 
month in a row. Countering the impact of higher rents and home-ownership 
costs lower food prices reduced the index to 116.4 from 116.6 the Bureau 
of Statistics reported. The index is based on 1949 prices equalling 1000 
It was the second consecutive decline of one-fifth of a point and the first 
time in a year that the index has decreased two months in a raw. • . 
Ondr. John H. G. Bovey, DSC,.commander of the destroyer Crusader when she 
set record as champion "train-buster" of the United Nations fleet in Korean 
waters, has been awarded the U.S. Bronze Star Medal for his exploits, C.P. 
reported from Ottawa. . . . 	The Alberta Research Council has approved 
unanimously an "unqualified endorsation" of fluoridation of Alberta's public 
water supplies. The Council's report, culmination of an exhaustive two-
year survey, was issued Saturday by Highways Minister Taylor, Council Chair- 
man. 
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Mr. Diefenbaker Urges Bill On Human Rights:  Ottawa, Feb. 7 (CP) -- Court rul-
ings in the Blair Fraser case were described today by a distinguished 
lawyer as an undermining of freedom of the press. 

Mr. John Diefenbaker (PC-Prince Albert) said in the House of Commons 
that unless the lew is changed in respect to examinations for discovery 
there will be a drying up of information sources on which Canadian news-
papers must depend. 

Mr. Diefenbaker spoke of the Fraser case in seeking Gommons support 
for a Bill on Human Rights, which he has championed for years. 

, 	He requested a bIll which would assure all Canadians freedom of 
speech, religion, press and radio; that habeas corpusrshall not be abrogated 
or suspended except by Parliament; that no one shall be deprived of 
liberty or property without due process of law and never by Government 
Order-in-Council. 

He said the Fraser case is a bigger challenge to the sanctity of the 
doctrine of freedom of the press than anything experienced in recent 
times. 

It represented a "serious danger" and an encroachment on the rights 
of the press to obtain and disseminate information. 

He quoted fram the liewspaper trade magazine Editor and Publisher 
which described the case as an "unbelievably dangerous precedent." 

Mr. Dieffenbaker said the case means any newspaper can be sued for 
libel if it refuses to disclose its sources of information. 

British experience had shown the necessity of maintaining freedom 
of the press and British newspapers were protected in cases similar to 

. the Fraser case. . 

Mr. Heeney Urges Understanding: Montreal, Feb. 7 (CP) -- Canadians should stop 
childishly criticizing the United States and learn more about how that 

. country is run, Canada's Ambassador to the U.S. said today. 
"Let us, while maintaining our strong right to differ and assert our 

differences, behave as responsible adult friends and partners," said 
Ambassador A.D.P. Heeney. 

"If we want the Americans to knew us better, to have more apprecia-
tion of the character and traditions of this land; if we want them to 
understand why we are determined to develop this country as a sOvereign 
North American nation; if w.e want them to appreciate the nature and 
strength of our association with the Commonwealth..-  then we on our  part  
must make it our business to know them and their country better than we 
do." 

$62,750,000 Uranium Project:  Toronto, Feb. 8 (Globe & Mail) -- An Ontario 
uranium mine arranged yesterday for the money that will make it the 
largest producer of the atomic mineral in Canada, and one of the largest 
in the world. A total of $62,750 9 000 is involved. In a joint announce-
ment, Algom Uranium Mines Ltd0 reported the completion of plans to bring 
Algam's two properties, Quirke Lake and Nordic Lake, into production. 
Initial output of each mine will be 3,000 tons of ore daily. 

The Quirke and Nordic deposits are in the Algoma-Blind River dis-
trict of Ontario, a few miles north of Lake Huron and midway between 
Sudbury and Sault Ste. Marie. 

(over 



Financing was arranged on the basis of a letter of intent from 
Eldorado Mining and Refining for the sale of Algom's estimated output of 
uranium oxide concentrates for about five years. 

Rio Tinto is an old and respected British Company0 its participa-
tion indicates the importance attached by British interests to long-term 
sources of uranium and of the importance of the Algom deposits. 

This is the largest financing deal ever arranged for a uranium 
mining project in Canada and is believed to be the largest single Invest-
ment of British capital in any Canadian mining enterprise. 

Cape Breton Fumes Over U.S. Lecturer's Description:  Sydney, N.S., Feb. 7 (cp) 
tae Bretofl fulTiekt -t-o'dtly over a speech by a U.S. lecturer who was quoted 
es emeribing the island as a sort of medieval Shangril-la without auto-
mobiles or radios. 

Mr. James V. Stowell delivered a lecture on The Islanders of Cape 
Breton, Jan. 28, in a school hall at Lawrence, Mass. The reaction ex-
ploded when Mr. Alex A. MacDonald who said he was a native Cape Bretoner, 
sent a copy of a Lawrence Evening Tribune story on Stawell's lecture to the 
Halifax Chronicle-Herald which ran it on the editorial page. 

The Post-Record of Sydney also ran the Evening Tribune version and 
both Nova Scotia dailies teed off on Stowell in editorials. 

Excerpts from the Evening Tribune story based on the lecture: "The 
people (of Cape Breton) are not concerned with the outside world. They 
have no radio or autos. Perhaps, every few weeks, they may see a Halifax 
newspaper. 

"There are only three horses on the island and nobody seems to knaw 
to whom they belong . 	. cows and sheep are not penned up." 

The account described the perilous Cabot trail as "the only real good 
road," put the 75-mile width of Cabot Strait between Nova Scotia and New-
foundland at near a half-mile and said the 200,000-odd Cape Bretoners com-
prised Scots, Frenchmen and Micmac /ndians. 

Mr. Victor Coffin, President of the Board of Trade, said 'My first 
reaction was that it must be a hoax but after I read it, I came to the 
conclusion that it was the most fantastic and ridiculous nonsense and did 
not contain one single fact." 

Across Canada:  The Government spent on defense 42 cents of every dollar it 
received in the 1953-54 fiscal year, a return tabled in the Commons yes-
terday reported. 	. The CBC management and its technicians' union 
yesterday agreed to resume wage-contract talks as Labour Minister Gregg 
appealed to both sides to renegotiaté in efforts to head off a threaten- 
ing strike. .  o . 	Speaker- René Beaudoin cracked dawn yesterday on Corn- 
mors members who attempt to use divorce bills as an opportunity to criticize 
Parliament's way of handling divorces. He said in the Commons he has 
firmly resolved  nt  to allow discussion of Parliamentary divorce procedure 
when divorce bills come up for approval in the House. 
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Checkoff Bill Defeated  133 To 54:  Ottawa, Feb. 8 (CP) -- The House of Commons 
today voted dawn 133 to 54 a CCF member's bill to - make the checkoff of 
union dues  compulsory on employers under federal jurisdiction. 

The measure of Mr. Stanley Knowles, Winnipeg North Centre, would 
have made it obligatory on employers of 392,500 workers to collect dues 
and turn them over to unions at the request of workers. Mr. Knowles has 
introduced the same measure into the House for several years. 

- 	It proposed the "voluntary revocable" type of checkoff, under which 
employees could end the checkoff at any time. It would have applied to 
such industries as railways, àhipping, radio and airlines whose labour 
relations are under Parliament's control. 

Labour Minister Gregg'and other Cabinet members voted against the 
bill but seven Lrberal members broke party solidarity to support it. 

Eleven Progressive Conservatives also went against the majority of 
that party, which voted against the measure. It got solid support from 
the CCF and Social Credit groups and also was backed by quebec's three 
independents. 

New Estimates Committee:  Ottawa, Feb. 8 (CP) -- Five Government Departments' 
estimates of expenditures will be given detailed committee examination 

• y the Gommons this session. 
Planned spending of four Departments - Finance, Veterans Affairs, 

Citizenship and Immigration and Northern Affairs - will be scrutinized by 
an Estimates Canmittee, Finance Minister Harris told the House today. 

It  • is the first time since Confederation that the Government has  • 
moved'establishment of such a Cammittee. 

Since 1945, there has been a standing House Committee on External  • . 
Affairs and estimates for that Department will be examined by that Cam- _ 
mittee as usual. 	 - 

The Opposition generally welcomed Mr. Harris' statement but criticized 
some points in the Government plan. 

Tariff Board On Wool Cloth Industry)  Ottawa, Feb. 8 (CP) -- The Tariff Board 
says Canada's wool cloth industry is in serious difficulties and that 
conditions may worsen, but that a shrinking market, and not law tariffs, 
is to blame. 

The multi-million-dollar industry has been hit, said the Board by a 
stiffening fightfbr the consumer's dollar, the growth in demand for 
synthetics and a jump in Canadian production costs. 

But the Canadian tariff on competing imports from Britain cannot by 
itself be considered a cause of the industry's present sickness, the 
Board added in a 20,000-word report to Finance Minister Harris tabled in 
the Commons today. 	. . 

(eargest Public Investment Programme For Ontario:  Toronto, Feb. 8 (CP) -- The 
largest public investment programme in the history of Ontario was fore- 
cast today in the Speech from the Throne read by Lieutenant Governor 
Louis Breithaupt at the opening of the Provincial Legislature. 

An unprecedented programme of highway and public works construction, 
the St. Lawrence Seaway  power  development and other projects, it said, 
%ill contribute notably to the alleviation of the unemployment which has 
been evident in our transition to a peacetime econamy." 

(over) 
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The programme will involve "not only an acceleration of work on four-
lane highways and by-passes, but a substantial extension of grading, pav-
ing, repaving and resurfacing of existing highways throughout Ontario." 

R.C.M.P.  Issues Anti-Crime Booklet:  Ottawa, Feb. 8 (CP) -- The R.C.M.P. is dis-
tributing 50,000 booklets which, it is hoped, will lead to reduction in 
petty crime in Canada. 

The 20-page booklet is entitled "Crime In Your Community" and is in-
tended as the first step in a campaign to make the public aware of what it 
can do to help prevent crimes such as house-breaking and petty thef"ts. 

The booklets will be distributed through R.C.M.P. divisions, sub-
divisons and detachments to business men and shopkeepers in the eight 
provinces - all except Ontario and Quebec - and some 70 municipalities. 

CBC To Increase News To Eastern Europe:  Ottawa, Feb. 8  (Ci') -- The CBC announ-
ced today that its International Service this month will increase daily 
short wave broadcasts about Canada to countries behind the Iron Curtains 

The increase in daily short wave coverage to the eastern European 
Canmunist world will be made possible under a revised broadcasting 
schedule effective February 27 - two days after the International Ser-
vice reaches its 10th anniversary of operation. 

"Broadcasts to eastern European countries, like Czechoslovakia and 
Russian, will be given greater coverage daily, while some increase also 
is being made in the time schedule to Poland," the announcement said. 

The CBC's plan to tell countries behind the Iron Curtain more about 
Canada and Canadians comes at time of.increasing world tensions. The an-
nouncement said revision of the broadcasting schedule is "dictated by 
changing world conditions. . 	." 

Across Canada: President Paul Eugene Magloire of Haiti will arrive here 7%d-
nesday at 3:30 p.m., E.S.T., to begin a five-day state visit to  Ottawa, 
Quebec City and Montreal. . . 	Canadian-born Alan Jarvis, who has won 
distinction by his early career in England, has been appointed Director 

. of the National Gallery of Canada, to succeed Mr. H. O. McCurry, who 
retires this summer. . 	. Quebec taxpayers will not have to submit 
receipts for donations to organized charities in making deductions from 
their Provincial incame tax, the Controller of Provincial Revenue announ- 
ced'last night. . . . Mr. Ezra Taft Benson, U.S. Secretary of Agri-
culture, has accepted an invitation to address the semi-annual meeting 
of the Canadian Federation of Agriculture in Regina, June 14, the Federa-
tion announced yesterday° 
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Mr. St. Laurent, Mr. Pearson Return From Londonr  Ottawa ,  Feb. 9 (Globe & Mail) 
-- •Prime Minister St. Laurent today firmly but smilingly declined an in-
vitation to add to theories and speculations on the most intriguing sub-
ject of the day. 

. He had just alighted from the aircraft that brought him from the 
Commonwealth Prime Ministers Conference in London When a reporter asked 
him the question. 

"No, no, no," he replied, shaking his head, "I don't know anything 
about the situation in *Russia." 

Mr. Pearson returned with Mr. St. Laurent. 
The Prime Minister mdll report to the Cabinet, probably tomorrow, on 

the talks in London. He is expected to make a statement in the Commons 
soon. 

The London meeting, he said, had been helpful. Asked if the Confer-
ence had ended on an optimistic note, he said that "it did so far as we 
were concerned." 

He commented on the cordiality of the meeting, and the frankness with 
which each participant presented his Government's views. 

The Prime Minister said he would not go beyond such remarks before 
conferring with his colleagues. 	 - 

Federal Aid For Education Debated:  Ottawa, Feb. 9 (CP) -- The Government re- 
jected today a CCF proposal for federal assistance to public education, 
reasoning it would be an encroachment on provincial autonomy. 

Citizenship Minister Pickersgill said in the House of Cammons the 
simple earmarking of financial aid for education wculd interfere with the 
right of provinces to spend federal grants in whatever way they want. 

He said members of Parliament would be false to their trust from the 
people if they voted money to be spent by the provinces for education 
without exacting some control over the way the money was spent. 

Mr. Pickersgill spoke on a resolution by Mr. R. R. Knight (CCP - 
Saskatoon) who urged "financial assistance to the various provinces for 
the expansion and equalization of educational opportunity across Canada." 

Mr. Knight-said the assistance could be given without encroaching in 
any way the exclusive jurisdiction of the provinces in education. 

Debate on the resolution was adjourned at the end of the half-day 
sitting. This, in effect, killed the motion. 

Lisbon, Ottawa Embassies:  (Press Release No. 7, Feb. 9) -- The Department of 
External Affairs announced on February 9 that the Portuguese Government 
and the Government of Canada, considering the importance of their reciprocal 
interests and the close relations existing between the two countries, have 
decided to raise to the status of Embassies their Legations in Lisbon and 
in Ottawa. 

r"

('; 	The appointment of Ambassadors will be announced at a later date. 

Tax Rental 	Agreements:  Ottawa, Feb. 9 (CP) -- The Government said today the 
federal Treasury would lose an estimated $127 9 600 9 000 annually if all 
other provinces ditched the federal-provincial tax rental  agreements and 
followed Quebec's lead in tncosing a provincial income tax. 

(over) 



The theoretical figure,was based on a 10-percent reduction in federal 
income tax in all 10 Provinces.... 

Mr. Hazen Argue ,(CCF-Assiniboia) asked what a 10-percent reduction in 
federal income tax in Quebec  and the  other nine Provinces would represent IA» 

Urge CoEyright Law Revisions:  Ottawa, Feb. 9 (CP) -- A section of Canadian law 
permitting importation of foreign works without regard to copyright in 
this country was described today at a Royal Commission hearing as a nwicked 
invasion of the rights of a copyright owner. °  

The Book Publishers' Association, a Branch of the Toronto Board of 
Trade representing numerous book publishers, used the phrase in urging 
revisions in the copyright law. 

It warned that unless publishers holding copyrights are protected 
against infringing importations some may have to curtail their operations. 

The BPA brief was supported by others from the Canadian Authors As- 
sociation and the Canadian Branch of the Oxford University Press, Toronto. 

The latter said its publishing operations had been hit hard by for-
eign importation of Oxford-copyrighted books, so much so that its Head 
Office in the United Kingdom was considering reducing it to a mere order 
agency. 

The authors' group, supporting the publishers' briefs, said authors 
spend years of work and research to produce their works - one author had 
consumed seven years on one novel -andwere entitled morally and legally 
to the fruits of their labours. 

The authors urged elinination of compulsory licensing for republica-
tion of a work and asked payment of royalties on dramatic and musical per-
formances by educational, social, charitable and other such groups. 

Canadian labour Amalgamation: Ottawa, Feb. 9 (CP) -- A developing move for 
amalgamation of Canada's two biggest labour congresses got impetus today 
from a long step towards AFL-CIO unification in the U.S. 

Spokeemen for the Trades and Labour Congress of Canada and the.Can-
adian Congress of Labour - which have a combined membership of 855,000 - 
said today the action of U.S. associates of the Canadian bodies will speed 
eventual amalgamation on this side of the border. 

The U.S. action was taken at Miami Beach, Fla., where Committees of 
the AFL and CIO agreed to a merger, Subject to later convention ratifica-
tion. 

Intheview of qualified observers here, this may come about finally in 
the spring of 1956 and could be followed by organic unity of the TLC and 
CCL later that year. 

At the moment, it is not the intention of chiefs of these congresses 
I• 

to try to bring in the Canadian and Catholic Confederation of Labour, with 
about 100,000 members, and the 40,060 merbers of the Independent Railway 
Brotherhoods of the running trades. 

Both the TLC and the CCL have been in close touch with the Miami 
Beach discussions of the U.S. Federations. 

Across Canada: The Rockefeller Foundation yesterday announced grants totalling 
$6,900 to personnel of McGill University and the University of Manitoba, 
C.P. reported from New York. . 	. 	The CBC and its union of technicians 
threatening a strike conferred WedneSday for four hours. At the end of 
this first session of resumed negotiations staged at the request of the 
federal Government, a CBC spokesman said both sides agreed theré- would be 
no statement for the day. 0 . . 	President Paul Eugene Magloire of Haiti 
and his wife arrived in Ottawa Wednesday, to begin a five-day state visit 
to Canada. . 	. 	British-born William J. Smith, of Montreal, yesterday , 
became President of Canada's biggest transport union, Canadian Brother-
hood of Railway Employees. 
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Moscow's Legislators Exchange Proposal:  Ottawa, Feb. 10 (Montreal Gazette) -- 
Intense interest has been awakened here by the Moscow suggestion that 
legislators of the countries of the world make personal appearances, and 
even speeches in each other's Parliaments, to lessen world tension. 

Prime Minister St. Laurent assured a hushed House of Commons this 
afternoon that the plan would "be given careful consideration"  if as he 
anticipated, it should be advanced by the Russian authorities "in some 
more formal manner." 

."All Honourable Members know," he said gravely, "that it would be 
both their desire an6 the desire of the members of the Government to do 
anything and everything that would bring about better relations." 

He added that the situation was such that "we should all do our best 
to take advantage of any suggestion that would bring about an easing of 
the tension in the world." 

His brief statement came in reply to a question by Mr. John Diefen-
baker »  in which he described the Moscow suggestion as "novel and chal-
lenging." 

The terms in which the question was phrased indicated that the  • 
Opposition would not be averse to accepting the idea if there appeared 
to be any indication that any useful purpose would be served. 

"Dees the Prime Minister," Mr. Diefenbaker asked, "consider that the 
suggestion is one of merit and worthy of consideration and acceptance to 
indicate the attitude of . Canada generally to doing anything that will 
bring about better relationships?" 

Both the wording of the question and the tone of the Prime Minister's 
reply drew applause from the Commons. 

Senator Euler On Formosan Policy:  Ottawa, Feb. 10 (CP) -- A former Liberal 
Cabinet Minister said today that the Formosan policy of the United States 
may result in a third world war. 

Senator William Euler (L-Ontario) said during the Senate Throne 
Speech Debate it is "far-fetched" to say control of Formosa is necessary 
for U.S. defence. 

" o o o o r fear that out of this policy of the United States there 
is a risk of getting into another war," he said. 

Senator Euler reiterated an opinion he expressed previously in the 
Upper Chamber that Communist China should be recognized by Canada and the 
United Nations. 

The former Trade Minister said that in foreign policy matters Canada 
is too prone to follow the lead of the U.S. 

Dangers of Return To Economic Nationalism:  Ottawa, Feb. 10 (Montreal Gazette) -- 
The Chairman and President of the Royal Bank of Canada yesterday warned 
that a return to a buyer's market could so strengthen protectionist senti-
ment that Canadians would lose all or most of the gains achieved since the 
end of the Second %rid War. 

This is the "paramount danger," Mr. James Muir said in an address be.,  
fore the NATO Parliamentary Association. "A return to economic national-
ism would mean real danger to the North Atlantic community and a real gain 
to disruptive forces originating behind the Iron Curtain." 

(over) 
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Mr. Muir traced the growth of economic power and independence in 
Canada since the war. Mrie naw feel keen competition from abroad in cer-
tain sections of our economy and this competition comes • largely from our 
NATO partners," he said. 

He urged that these NATO partners be convinced that protectionism 
and increasing restriction on trade is not the answer to economic dis-
content. 

"Since our problems arise from higher costs, we should closely ex-
amine the causes of these ills." Between 20 and 25 per cent of Canadas  
national product depends on its export markets, he pointed out. 

While protection may redound to the immediate benefit of one indus- 
try, "we cannot adopt universal protection without raising costs and 
prices all round," he  said  "Vie cannot afford this if we wish to remain 
competitive in foreign markets nor can we continue raising costs indefin-
itely." 

Mr. Muir spoke against increasing obstacles to trade through pro-
tection and against uncertainty in the import trade through «complicated" 
tariff regulations. 

"This is the kind of policy we berate others for adopting and no 
such policy is consistent with unity and strength in the NATO conmunity," 
he said. 

"An enlightened trade policy will in the end benefit all NATO part-
ners, economically," he stated. 

"Same net economic sacrifice, through freer trade, might well be 
worth while for the sake of a stronger NATO, but no such net sacrifice is 
needed. Our great hope for unity and strength in NATO, lies in the trade 
policy enlightenment picture." 

Arctic Radar Fence:  Ottawa, Feb. 10 (CP) -- Three Cnnadian companies will carry 
out a major share of developing the $200,000,000 Arctic radar fence spon-
sored by the United States. 

The U.S. Management Contractor,  Western  Electric Co., has ewarded 
Dew Line (Distant Early Warning) contracts tot 

Foundation Co. of Canada, Montreale Northern Construction Co. & 
Stewart Ltd., Vancouver, and Spartan Air Services Ltd., Ottawa. 

Spartan will do a three-month aerial survey of the Arctic area -where 
the radar chain will be located. Foundation will build the eastern half 
of the line and Northern Construction the western half. 

Informants said a large number of the instruments to go into the 
radar line will be produced by U.S. companies, but other Canadian companies 
are likely to share in the big Arctic project.  • 

Across Canada: Sir Ernest MacMillan said yesterday it is hoped  Canadas  young 
music field eventually will blossom into a firm body of musicians but ade-
quate protection must be given to the copyrights of Canadian composers. 
He told a Royal Commission on copyright law that composers get little 
enough for their efforts. Anything that would ensure they received their 
due royalties on their works would help the cause of Canadian music.... 
Canadian business men yeàterday urged Finance Minister Harris to cut taxes 
on both corporation and personal incomes to boost economic incentive. The 
Executive Committee of the Canadian Chamber of Commerce  suggested also that 
top priority be given to reducing excise taxes on certain consumer indus-
tries. .  0 . 	The Saskatchewan Legislature opened yesterday. 
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Armed Forces  Manpowers  Ottawa, Feb. 11 (CP) -- Increased emphasis on continental 
defence - and consequently the RCAF - is shawn in a revision of manpower 
ceilings for Canada's armed forces. 

The over-a11  ceilings remains unchanged at 120 9 000, exclud'ng 3 9 000 
officer cadets and apprentices. But among the three, services the Air 
Force gains in manpower at the expense of the Army and the Navy. 

RCAF strength  now  is authorized at 51 9 000 9  the Army's at 49,000 and 
the Navy's at 20 9 000 0 This is an increase of more than 1,000 for the 
RCAF'from manpower ceilings set about four vears ago. It is a drop of 
1,000 for the Army and a slight decrease for the Navy. 

. 	The new ceilings are contained in an Order-in-Council passed January 
17 and tabled in the Commons today by Mr. St. Laurent. 

At December 31 last, the actual manpower figures for the services weret 
Navy, 18 9 806; Army 49,447 and RC&F 48 9 750 0  

The manpower ceilings are permitted to vary from one to three per cent 
either way so that there will be no necessity for the Army, now slightly 
beyond its authorized ceiling, to cut its strength. 

Actually, the Army's strength has varied little in the last two years 
while those of the Navy and Air Force have climbed steadily. Last spring, 
more than 50 9 000 names were on the Army roll-call. 

Chrysler Strike Threat: Windsor, Ont., Feb. 13 (CP) -- A general membership 
meeting of Chrysler Corporation of Canada workers Saturday approved strike 
action if necessery to enforce new contract demands. 

Mr. Earl Watson, Chairman of the Chrysler unit of Local 195, United 
Automobile Workers Union (CIO-CCL), said 88 per cent of the 1 9 800 workers 
who attended the meeting were in favour of strlke action. 

No deadline for settlement of the company-le-,ion dispute was set. The 
Union executive and negotiating cmnmittee were given authority to call a 

strike whenever they think it necessary. 
The strike vote was tnken by secret ballot. 
The closed meeting also voted by show of hands to reject the Company's 

latest contract offer, which included a three-cent hourly wuge increase. 

Asks Canada Push Arms  Cut Conference:  Ottawa, Feb. 11 (CP) -- A CCF Commons mem-
ber wants the Cnnadian Government to take the lead in arranging a four-
power conference on armaments reduction. 

Mr. A. M. Nicholson of Mackenzie today placed on the Commons order 
paper a resolution which would have the House call on the Government to 
arrange the Canada-United Kingdom-U.S.-Russia meeting of Government heads. 

Purpose of the meeting would be to "consider the problems created by 
the reduction of armaments and the devising of policies and means for 
strengthening of collective peace through the United Nations." 

0Mr0 R. Howard Viebster, Montreal, Buys Globe & Mails  Tornnto, Feb. 11 (CP) -- Mr. 
Howard Webster of Montreal was announced tonight Ls the successful bidder 
for the Toronto Globe and Mail. Purchase price was believed to be con-
siderably more than e10 9 000,000. 

The announcement was marie to the Globe and Mail, Toronto's  only  morn-

ing newspaper, by Mr. Webster from Montreal. 
In a brief message to the newspaper staff, Mr. Webster, a financier 

who comes from a family long associated with Montreal, said 

(over) 
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"I have no intention of any changes. I hope they will all stay with 
me and that together we will make a real success of it." 

Mr. Webster was one of 12 bidders for the newspaper and had not been e  
mentioned in any previous speculation about purchasers. 

Mr. «Webster, who is 45, is Director of a number of Canadian and Uni-
ted States concerns, among them Imperial Trust Co., Annis Furs (Detroit), 
Holt Renfrew Co., Ltd., Acadia-Atlantic Sugar Refineries Ltd., U.S. 
Radiator Co., Eversharp Inc., Southwest Lumber Co. Inc., Central Coal and 
Coke Corp., Penobscot Building, Inc., and Davis Leather Co., Ltd. 

Publishes Canadian Works At A Loss:  Ottawa, Feb. 11 (CP) -- An authority on U.S. 
copyright said today that artistically Canada is a coming country but as 
yet  Canadiens  don't seem to have a proper appreciation of the works of 
their countrymen. 

Mr. R. J. Burton of New York, Manager of BUI-Canada Ltd., performing 
rights licensing associations, told a Royal Commission on copyright that 
his organization publishes Canadian works at loss. But it would continue 
to do so because it haC faith that Canada's musicians, song writers and 
literary artists eventually would come into their own. 

They needed copyright protection. 

Mbuld Block Passage Of Divorce Bills:  Ottawa, Feb. 11 (Globe & Mail) -- The Pro-
gressive Conservatives and six Social Crediters joined Government support-
ers today in the Commons in defeating a CCF move to block the passage of 44 
Divorce Bills. 

By 107 votes to 28, the House defeated a motion by which it would have 
bypassed the Divorce Bills in order to proceed with debate on a Bill intro-
duced by Mrs. Ellen Fairclough (PC, Hamilton West) to enforce equal pay for 
equal work by women. 

The motion was sponsored by Mr. Stanley H. Knowles (CCF, Winnipeg North 
Centre). 

CBC Strike Threat Ended:  Ottawa, Feb. 13 (CP) -- The threat of a strike of radio-
TV technicians in the CBC across Canada ended Saturday. 

Negotiating committees for the CBC and the National Association of 
Broadcast Employees and Technicians (CIO-CCL), brought together by the 
Labour  Department, arrived at a basis of settlement in their long contract 
dispute as a Wednesday strike time neared. 

The union settled for an across-the board increase of five per cent, 
retroactive to last August 1, compared with original demands on a sliding 
scale ranging between $9.50 and $84 a week. 

Across Canada: Mr. St. Laurent will report to the Canmons Monday on develop-
ments which took place at the London Conference of Commonwealth Prime Min- 
isters, C.P. reported. . 	. 	The Minister of Labour, Mr. Gregg, said 
Friday, he hopes a study of rroblems of women in employment will be can- 
pleted quickly, opening the way to legislation providing equal pay for 
wrmen who do nen's jobs, C.P. reported. 	One of the biggest construc- 
tion contracts ever let by a Government agency was signed here Friday to 
clear the way for an immediate start on the St. Lawrence Seaway. The con-
tract for $6,470,000 was signed at a brief ceremony in the office of /In 

Lionel Chevrier, Chairman of the Seaway Authority. Under the contract, two 
Montreal firms,the Pentagon Construction Co. and Iroquois Constructors Ltd. 
will build a canal and lock at Iroquois Point, just west of the village of 
Iroquois on the St. Lawrence River. . 	. Sir William Thomas Ihite, Can- , 
ada's Minister of Finance in World War I, died Friday in Toronto at the age 
of 88. 
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Tues.day, February 15,,,1955. 

.Stateme.nt On Prime Ministers', Conference:  Ottawa, Feb., 14 (CP), -- Prime Minis- 
„ter St., Laurent said., today he doesn't belieVe Canada  can  take on e.dditional 

defence 'Comm.  itments  ab  this time. He was replYing to  Opposition questions 
after . reporting tO the Commons on the Commonwealth Prime Ministers' Confer. 

. 	. 

.4e#Ce, in.London. 
.. - 14 said there is little he cOuld e.dd to what was cOntained in the corn- •,• 	- 	 • 

munique iàsued by the Prime Ministers after the Conference,' ; 
Mr. Diefenbaker asked about press reports of the  cOnference which had 

refered, to a "more equitable distribution in defence' efforti n-,àmong the •, 	• 	- 	‘, 
,_"C6Mmenwea1th members' 

Laurent-. said he  had teld  the  'other Prime Ministers' 
. „„DevelopMents in tkrm6nuclear weapons and in  the  method  of  deliv-

+, 	ery,hed.brought home to us , the need of providing a warning system' on the 
‘.1‘>.,ériban ,continent  which.....:would have to be largely, on  Canadian_ ter-
ritorY. •  

• 
.telt, that it was necessary to have, that early warning, system as 

one  Ce the comp.  onents of the deterrent effect of these Weapons ,so.,:th.at any 
potential enemy would realize that even a surprise attaçk wçuld not .  make 
rçtaliation,impossible. 	 , 	 _ 	:7  

. 	- 	• 	• 	, 
4 	I t added that oùr Part in the establishment of -suçh,--a•,--àystem-irou-14*---- 

'a heavy lOad on the Canadian people; tha.t a large part of thetinan- 
i, a.al burden would be b orne  by the United .States bût that,Canacla  must play 

 ,h.er  part.  . 
"It was most import ,ant that these things done  on  Canadian Soil.',Se a 

joint operation and be dealt with as such; and that 4 there *be noth.ing 'that 
mould Indicate that it was not semething of. interest,to Canada. as .well, as. 
tO the rest Or the Continent. • - ' 

"I did Say that I felt that both the Caneidia.n and American people 
- ,weuld wish to feel regarding this essential part of the ,shield.  and  deterrent 

; against war that there was a preper . balance being maintainedbetween'what 
we were doing in Europe and what was being d'one on our own continent. 

« 	„ "As the industrial and ,productive potential, of.North. Ameriêti was  of 
suCh:iniportance  in ,the .build-up of the forces  of  the  free world it .was felt 
that:prOper attentfon,should be given  tô everyth.ing tha.t wa.s necessary to 

,keeP .,the,.whple defence satup in its deterrent effeçt, ,in proper  balance.  
"With .reference to  the assertion made that Ca.nada . was a wealthy 'coun- 

pointed out : there were limits beyond whic h  we could not go and.' 
telt I epr ' people  ,would simport, any ,GofernMent 1.n -carrying-, what- vine••consIdered 
its proper share in building up theae joint defences. 
, 

"put  1  also pointed  out  that  ocre  hacl_to be taken to:maintain a -  proper 
.,balance in the ma r ner in,which ,expenditure was : made and that I did not think 
wé were in a position where  we  could take,6n. a.dditional cOmmitments in re-

, gard to these,defences.” , 
"Mr. Diefenbaker said it had.,been Suggested Canada contribute forces 

to s a r ,stra.tegic:ComMonwealth ,reserVe of .airborne troops and_that Australia 
and New Zealand .ha&agreed to  give one , divis ion for ,service oûtside 'their 
countries. He aiked whether Mr. St. Laurent had taken a, stand ,against this 
on behalf  of Canada.  

The Prime Minister said: 
do not remember anything that would justify the statement that 

we tôok a stand against what was being done by others." 

(over) 



"I believe we have wider commitments outside our own country and more 
air and land forces stationed outside this country, in proportion to popula. 
tion„ than any other of the Commonwealth countries except perhaps the Uni-
ted Kingdom tself." 

Earlier, in his report on the conference, the Prime Minister said.; o 
"While the superiority of the Western world. in nuclear -weapons now is 

probably our most iraportant single deterrent against war, nevertheless, we 
recognize that this is a wasting asset and that peace must ultimately rest 
on a better and. most lasting foundation." 

At another point, he said: 
"I notice that disappointment has been  expresse d in certain quarters, 

at the lacic of more positive results from the meeting of Prime Minitte-rs. 
, 	"The Commonwealth is no -É a. political organization:under centralized •  

directiori* or.  cOntrol and 	any attemPt-:now  'tbs ;traiisforni---thel:CF4:àjl'keilth 
• . 	_ 	. 	- 	, 	• 	• 	- 	• 

into tha kin  of union  would be unsiicceSsfUi'an,d nuht ilestroY tÉe ;free 
ae,S;bciatÉion, which', has'. been Maintaine'd' 

Tiile- 'confèrenCé had nOt been""called to make' decisiOns. 'Rather it served 
as an ,opportunity for a full ,and frank exchange of viev'S ,on. the World situa-
tion.. 'It waS Of ."innense  value" for  the West to  have the  :views of the Asian 
Prime Minibters. 

f ''• 	 " 	' 	 ' 	 - 

unt• Porm.Osa, he said:: 	 , 

'" 71e did' ribt * 	to 'draw '0'p - blueprint  for 'c'b11et1ve' s a2fCtio .-Wh_i.h would 
be made public  but we all 	have a. common çondern: tb..a:Vbid éCenfilét; and 
also  ' 	td' avoid. 'disunity-  and  division aniond the  nations th'at, are earn- 
estly 'seeking peace. 
'• should' also like, once more to emphasize, this; Canada. has.' no  -,eomrait- 

- '''Mé''rie of arrr 'kind in respect of the  Formosa ' area  except those'Whicii: arise •, 
out of our membership, in the United Nations." 

An- Ék:Perna'i. Affairs debate probablir will be held F/41Cliiy. --ôji., early next 
••,,, 	• 	 • 

we'ek', - he said . 4  , • . 

Mr.,Dulles To Visit Ottawa: (Press Release No. 7,,„ Feb. 14) 	The:Departaient of 
' -,External Affairs announced' February 14, that Mr.  Dulies, wilr.visit Ottawa 
.."Mardh 17 7 19.' l'hiS Will . be te-r. Dulles' first official_ visit .  to ,t1-?,0 Can-
adian 	'Mr. Dulles will be thé guest of the Gbvernor' Genei-at )f and 
will stay. at Government House. Further details of.his 	 i;è* announ- 
Ced.- ln. due course. -r• 

• .„ 

Bank Of Canada Réduces Loans  Interest Rate:  Ottawa Feb. 14 (dP) 	The Bank of 
Çanada today reduced its interest rate on loans" tO charterel.'benks to lb per 

- cent from two per cent. 	 ' 
The two-per-cent interest rate had been mai nt aineà y  the central  bank- 

ing agency since October, 1950. It kas the first  drop 	the  rate in 11 , 	 , 	••• 

The bank said ',it - was making the reduction because of 'the -general de- 

CBC -Asks' Copyright Protection:  Ottawa, Feb. 14 (CP) -- Wider ,copyright*prcitec.. 
tion  on Canndian programmes was  urged today by.the Canadian Broadcasting . 	• 	• 
Corporation. 

In a brief to the Royal domMiSsion studying Canada"ts  copyright,  patent 
and trade mark legislation, CBC said there have been repeated instances of 
programme piracy. It asked: • 
1. Writing into the law of a section, outlininr 3 "brondeasteils righ -És" to , I g 

give protection é.gainst repordUction without consent: 	• 	, 
. A deôlaration that rep iuetion Of ,brOadcast prog"re lzunes into private 

homesby private wire or .other means .for commercial gain is a public 
performance and, therefore, subject to copyrIght,.laws., 

, 

'‘; 
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Wednesda.y,»February,16; _1955. 

Inmiigratlon 	

_ , 

D- ebated:'Otta*a; 	 The GOvernment was IiiccUsed >today 
of reducing s irmiigration  and "planning for a ,11..ttle Canada. "  latr.  ., Davie 
Fuït'ort'(Pd' .- - Kamloops)  : .aaid - in'`the Comm,  one lié.condemns 

'.'He added: 	 , 
`p. 17-anned„.-  'Vigorous `pol.ic'yof seleCtive immigration, t_ , bring .in 

more .people is 'in' keeplrig w,th :the, ,beit intér,ests .of afl sections  of our 
'Couritry and'àf .6ur 'peop 

. . 

Dr.' Keenleyside 116pes -  Fear:Will Prevent War:  Montreal,''Feb. 	 - :top 
Canadian official of the United Nations Eiaid tonight: ".Our only  rear hope 
lies inthe, pôssibiiiïy -.that the laat  minute,  before the ultimate' catas- , 	. 	 _ 	, 
tro-phé,' we', may  frighten.  '.ourselvés int6 sanity.,"  

L. Keerileside .  Diractbr-General of the  UNts TeCliniCafissist-
ance‘Admilifstration said:' 

"Thé sCien'tists%ild soldiers' tell`us that today 	at.'the . lateét to- _ 	_ _ 	_ 
'MOZ`rOler, hostile  nations on . opposite  sideS of the globe can hurl elided " 
missiles at eaCh 6ther with a margin of error on landing of only 10 miles; 
that each  of  these missiles can Carry, explosives  that will klEistroall 

-life',within an  area  of  300 Sciliare miles. that there is no Way by which 
.,they can  be effe'ctivelY interceptédi that even a brief' continuaiice: Lof: such 

boiiibardnient may'„so: pollute' the  atmosphere that "life 'an3iwhére  on  earth 
will becônie impossible; 	'- 

Although fear -  had 'never been  an  .effective  deterrent"to war in the 
past, it is "just possible that humanity, appalled by its own inventions, 
may finally achieve peace." 

Dr. Kilyenleyside was addressing the McGill University School of Social 
Work.  His  remarks were contained in the text af an- address • released to the 
press 'before delivery., 	 - 	_ 

Mid-Canada  And . DEW Lines Construction: Ottawa, Feb. 15 (CP) -- Transport Minis-. 
ter MarlerSaid today military aircraft - both Canadian and American -nàiir 
be needed to assist in construction of the Mid-Canada and DEW (distant 
early warning) radar lines. 

He informed Mr. John B. Hamilton (PC - York West) in the Commons that 
airlift reqUirements for construction of the two lines are being adjusted 
continuously and that he believes all Canadian civilan air carriers will 
have the opportunity to participate; 

Construction is to start this spring on the two lines, the Mid-Canada 
at the 55thparallel and the DEW in the Canadian Arctic along the northern 
mainland coast. 

He 'n-aid • there' is 'evidence'  of  inunigrati6n ' cutting. - as-  he :mo-Ved "..a :  'motion 
of non-confidence in the Government on the immigration issue.'" , 

, The motion said: 
"The immigration, poliCy.6f 'thé . GovernMent 

cO-6rdinated,',.and is not - in coieormity with the:needs or responsibilities 
.. :•Canàds.-  and in  its  administrationderiies Simple junticé to Cariadians' and , 

n6n.;•dantidians` alike." 	 ' 
The Progressive Coniervative Motion Was supported by CCF and Social 

Credit speakers. _ 

(over) 
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Senator Asks Wider Grounds For Divorce: Ottawa, Feb. 15 (CP) -- New legisla-
tion to widen the grounds for divorce in Canada to include desertion, 
cruelty and insanity as well as adultery was introduced tonight in the - 
Senate. 

simile.r to one introduced in the Senate in 1938 but de-
' feated in the Commons, wa.s presented by Senator ITilliazn Aseltine„ 68.; 

,year-,old Conservative from Saskatchewanwho'hae ibeen..a member , ofthe : ',  
Senate's Divorce CoMmittee for more thari- 20 years. 

Besides widening the present sole divorce ground of adultery, the 
bill provides that no divorce proceeding could be started until,three 
years 'after me.rriage except under certain cirqunistances. 

Circumstances permitting divorce action before the threè-yee.r:time 
limit would include exceptional hardship, ,those'involving interests of 
children or.  in cases of adultery. , 

, 
Consul .General At Chicago: (Press . Release No. 10, Feb. 16) ..,7:- Tlie _Department 

of External Affairs and the Department of Trade and 'Commerceannouneed 
FebriuirY -16' the transfer of Mr. Frederick  H. Palmer, M.C.,  Consul  Gen- 
eral in Melilla, to Chicago as Consul  -General. Mr. Palmer is'éxiiieCted to 

.take,up his new duties about the end of March. 	 . 

Across Canada: Sir Anthony Eden, British Foreign Secretarl'f, will operi the 
_Canadian National. Exhibition, August 26, officials said yesterday.... . 
s. * Premier  Smallwood yesterday announced --openint'of a new  Labrador,. 

' 1  'prospectors and mining compa.nies and predicted - it wouledeVelô`p "great 
- activity during the present season. n  Mr. Smallwood Se.id the 2,400-;', 

square-mile ,concession in LFtbrador had been graiited to the Canadian- 
Javelin  Cômpany which woUld open it uP' for prospedting. 	-. Develop- 
ment of two  rust-resistant varieties of DuruM' Wheat ,was aniniunced yea- 
terday follôwing a meeting of the associate, donunittee on plant' breeding 
of the National Research Council and the  federal Department 61) Agricul- 
ture. . . . Total cargo tonnage received at  and ehipped:from  the 
'eight harbours administered by the National HarboUrs Board -  decreased by 

• . '4 per _cent in 1954,  as compared_with the . „previous yea.r, according to' 
''..figures released  by  Transport Minister Marier. ,. The figures were,.40;890,- 
* 000 tons for 1954, as against 42,500,000 tons in 1953.  The  chief 'factor 

in the decrease was a lower volume of grain traffic. . 	. 

, 	 ' 	 e 	 • 
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NBA Loan Interest Rate Reduced:  Ottawa, Feb« 16 (CP) -- Maximum interest 
rate on insured loans granted under the 'National Housing Act will be 
reduced to 54' per cent from  5,  effective tomorrow. 

Yikœlm Minister linters told the House of Conmons today that the 
- reduction alsolvill apply to other types of loan.s under .  the Act. 

He said the reduced interest rates will apply only to loan applica-
- 	tions approved fr. torrow morning on. The drop was in keeping with  

lower long-term Interest rates on Government securities. 
The reduction is the second major change in Government housing 

policy announced at the present bession. It also folloem the decision 
. of .the Bank of Canada, Monday, to reduce its interest rate on loans to 
chartered banks to 	per cent tram two. 

Resources Conservation Debate:  Ottawa, Feb. 16 (CP) -- For the fourth 
. straight session of Parliament, a CCF member today sought a. Dominion  - 
Provincial conference on resourceseconservation. 

But the proposal of Mr. H. W.  Herridge, Kootenay' West, again was 
' 	'rejected by the Government. Resources Minister Lesage said in the 

Canmons the responsibility of initiating such a conference_rests with 
the provinces. 

- 	Mr. Herridge said Governments pay lip service to conservation of 
soil, water and forests but their actions are limited.and unrelated. 

- Exploitation and neglect of natural resources.continued. 

.Consulate General In New Orleans:  (Press Release No. 11, Feb.-17) -- The 
,Department of,External Affairs and the Department of Trade and 040111... 

merce announced on February 17 that the Consulate in New Orleans  • has 
been raised to a Consulate General and that the present Consul and 
Trade Canmissioner, Mr. Gerald A. Newman, has been appointed Consul 
General. 

Would Determine If Authors Get Fair Return:  Ottawa, Feb. 16 (CP) -- A 
Royal Commission studying Canada's copyright laws was urged today to 
investigate the internal financial workings of performing rights 
societies to determine whether Oanadian authors and composers get a 
fair return for their works. 

The Auditorium Owners and Operators Association, the Canadian 
Hotels Association and the Associated Broadcasting Co. Ltd., all made 
the proposal in requesting changes in the setup by etich the societies 
license performances of copyrighted work end collect fees for the 
authors and composers. 

(over) 



Newfoundland Wild Life Recommendations: St ,  John's, Nfld. '(CP) -- After an 
18-month survey of the Province, the Wildlife Management Institute has 
recommended that fishing rights on Newfoundland's salmon irivers should 
not be leased to groups or organizations. , 
' 	The Washington organization which conducted its investigation at 

	

' - 	the request of the Provincial Government, also opposed the importation 
- of deer. "Elsewhere a rising deer population has been associated with 

a decline in the moose herd," the report stated. 

	

- 	- 	- 

Across Canada:  The Government was asked yesterday to use some of its income 
tax inspectors in Saskatchewan to check on possible tax délinqUents 
among farmers in Ontario, Quebec and other provinces. Senator Walter 
Aseltine (PC - Saskatchewan) made the proposal in the Senate after‘ -  

- ' 	stating that Saskatchewan farmers in 1952 'paid $13,268,000 in' incame 
taxes compared with $27,465,000 paid by all farmers in Canada. . . 
Premier Duplesiels, speaking in the Quebec Legislative Astiembly branded 
the Trans-Canada Highway agreements as an encroachment  on the rights 
and privileges of the provinces. He said that "b .y going into road 
construction,.a field reserved exclusively to  the provinces  Under the 

_ constitution, the federal Government encroaches on a right that does 
*'not belong to it," according to the Montreal Gazette. • . A number 
of historical items, one dating back to 1760, were discovered recently 
in a cellar of ancient Chateau de Ramezay. The relics include a 

. 	dressing case bigonging to General Thomas Gage, military governOr.of 
Montreal in 1760. • • • 	The Benedictine Monastery of St. ,Benoit du 
Lac, in Quebec's eastern Townships, was refused its Legislative request 

' for the right to rule and expropriate privately awned land surrounding 
the preSent monastery domain. 

- 30 - 
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Minister's, !tatement On Immigration:- Ottawa, Feb. 17 (CP) 	Mr. John Diefen- 
' 

	

	baker today charged the Immigre.tion Department with arrogance ;  abuse of 
authority and despotic and high-handed methods. . 

Mr. -  Diefenbaker based the bulk of his attack on the fact that-would.-- 
 immigrants barred entry to Canada are not given the reasons for being 

7 ,-- turned- ,  down. 
.The Minister of Immigration, Mr. Pickersgill, in a two-hour speech, 

said some information about applicants who might be considered a danger 
_to' Canada's security cames from "sources not under Government control" on 
the understanding that the information is confidential and will  not  be- 

, made-public. That was one of the reasons, he said, why his Department 
does ,not make public the reasons for rejecting immigrant applications. 

The questionnaire which applicants must answer pries into their 
' private lives. If ,  an application is rejected, that in itself is bad 
enough without having to disclose the reasons to lawyers or to relatives 
flow.  in Canada. The disclosure might be used for purposes other than try.- 
ing to have the ruling reversed. 

Pickersgill said it would be impossible for the Department to go 
t~ the courts on every application that is rejected. The Department's 
budget would not permit it. 	 . 

Canada's population has increased 25 per cent since 1947 and more 
. than 1,000,000 Immigrants have been admitted. He doubted whether the in-
crease could have been accomplished any faster. 

It now is becoming more difficult to get immigrants because economic 
conditions have tmproved so greatly in Europe. 

"It is going to be a good deal more difficult to get the kind of 
people we want," the Minister,said. 

He quoted Mr. Fulton as saying the Government has neglected immigra-
tion from the United Kingdom. 

But there is no country easier than the U.K. from which to enigrate 
to Canada. There are fewer formalities, speedier procedures, more officials 
and a promotional campaign, he said. . 	. 	 , 

pommons Fstimates Committee  Penvers: Ottawa, Feb. 17 (CP) -- The Progressive Con-
servatives today fougheler-erd the newly-formed Commons Estimates Cabmittee 
with power to call for any witnesses and documents it requires in the 
course of investigating Government expenditures. 

With the Liberals voting in a solid bloc against the Opposition, the 
Committee decided not to ask the Commons for such power at this time. The 
Committee, first of its kind, has i:Jeen set up to scrutiniZe spending in 
four Departments - Finance, Veterans Affairs, Citizenship and Immigration 
and Northern Affairs. 

Mr. Donald Fleming initiated the debate by aruging that the Committee's 
work might prove futile unless it asks the House for power  to send for 
"persons, papers and things." 

Other Opposition members supported his move, but Liberals rejected it 
and the motion was defeated 11-7. 

(over) 
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Colombo Plan Aid: (Press Release No ,  12, Feb. 17) -- On January 20, the High 
Commissioners for Canada in New Delhi and in Karachi formally concluded 
agreements with the Governments of India and Pakistan respectively for 
the establishment in both countries of Biological Control Centres as part 
of Canada's contribution under the Colombo Plan. 

This project originated at the Commonwealth Agricultural Bureaux 
Conference of 1950 at which the Indian and Pakistani delegates requested 

, that consideration be given to the establishment in their countries of 
biological research stations to develop natural methods of controlling in- 
sect -pests and wetds. At the request of the Governments of India and 
Pakistan, Canada arranged for a study of this proposal by Mr. Wendell F. 
Sellers, Assistant Director of the Commonwealth Institute of Biological 
Control who visited Pakistan and India in the early part of 1952. 	. . 

Ambassador Of Argentina:  (Press Release No. 13, Feb. 17) -- His Excellency Dr. 
Enrique Jose Guillermo Plate on February 17 presented to  Hi  s Excellency 
the Governor General  Ms  Letter  of  Credence as Ambassador E±traordifiary 
and Penipotentiary of Argentina to Canada. The ceremony of• présentation  

. took place at Government House. .  o  • 

Inquiry In Commons As To Zhukov Visit:  Ottawa, Feb. 17 (Montreal Gazette) -- 
Mr. George Hees (PC - Broadview) asked in the Canmons this afternoon if 
the Government was considering issuing such an invitation "in view of the 
reported desire of Marshal Zhukov to visit the North American continent." 

Prime Minister St. Laurent replied: 
› “The Government "haê  no  t yet taken that into active consideration." 

Across Canada: The Musical Protective Society of Canada yesterday recanmended 
abolition of performing rights fees now collected from public users of 
music.  •  In a brief to a Royal Commission studying Canada's copyright, 
patent and trade mark laws, MPS said public performance of music  it3 in 
effect "free advertising" and results in promotion of recordings, •C.P. 
reported. . . 	Mr. George Burt, Director of the United Automobile - 
Workers (CIO-CCL), yesterday said workers at the Chrysler Corp. of Can- 
ada plants in Windsor will strike at 6 Ei.mo, Wednesday,  •  if a contract 

.' settlement is not reached by that time. Mr. Burt said the decision to 
strike was reached late Thursday at a meeting of the stewards and com-
mittee men of the Chrysler unit of UNff's local 195. . 	. 	Thunderous 
applause yesterday greeted the return of Mr. Drew to the Canmons after 
an attack of meningitis. Members pounded their desks as Mr. Drew took 
his seat for the first time this session. Mr. St. Laurent immediately 
stepped to the centre of the aisle separating the Government and Opposi.,  
tion benches to shake hands with him. . 	. Robert J. Deachman, 76, 
former Liberal member of Parliament, dieti in the hospital, Wednesday 
at London, Ont. 
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Non-Confidence Motion Defeated  In Commons: Ottawa, Feb. 18 (CP) -- The House of 
Commons today defeated a Progressive Conservative motion of non-confidence 
in the Government by a vote of 111 to 62. The motion reflected opposition 
criticisms of Government immigration policy. With  one exception, Mr. W.D. 
Wylie (SC-Medicine Hat), the Opposition voted solidly against the Ilberal 
majority. 

The Opposition's three-point motion moved by Davie Fulton (PC-Kamloops) 
last Tuesday said: 

1. The Government's immigration policy is not clear, consistent or co/ 
ordinated; 

2. The policy is not in conformity with the needs or the responsibil-
ities of Canada. 

3 0  Administration of the policy denies simple justice to Canadians  and 
 non-Canadians. 

In a brief -windup to the debate, Finance Minister Harris, former Im-
migration Minister, referred to the Opposition's contention that decisions 
of the Department should be subject to appeal before the courts. 

Mr. Harris said that ever since Canada adopted an immigration policy 
there has been continual disagreement over whether the Department or the 
courts should administer the policy. 

The latter would require the Government to set definite immigration 
quotas but the difficulty there would be that in tines of economic diffi-
culties Parliament would have to change the quotas. It was better to have 
a flexible policy, as always had been the case in Canada, with the Minis-
ter of Immigration reporting to Parliament. Mr. Harris said the Government 
always has followed a policy not to specify admission of certain numbers 
of certain nationalities. 

The Opposition had suggested that immigration cases should be handled 
by the courts but it did not propose a definite amendment to the Immigra-
tion Act to accomplish this, Mr. Harris said. 

Mr. Harold Winch (CCF-Vancouver East) agreed with Government state-
ments that reasons for rejecting an immigrant should not be made public. 
But he said the applicant should be told. . ." 

Propose Retirement Of Senators At 75:  Ottawa, Feb. 20 (Montreal Gazette) -- A 
Commoner, Mr. Frank S. Follwell  (L-Hastings South), introducing legisla-
tion providing for retirement of Senators at 75. 

Mr. Follwell introduced his bill last session but it never was de-
bated. Now, he has given notice he intends to re-introduce it. 

Meanwhile, a number of Senators are having private discussions about 
retirement at 75, the age at which judges of the Supreme Court of Canada 
and most Provincial Supreme Courts retire. 

The discussions are described as "exploratory" by Senator. Thomas Vien, 
73 (L-Quebec). Other senators say they know nothing about the talks re-
ported to have been held by an unofficial committee. 

Canadian Dollar  Drops  To Lowest  Quote In Months:  New York, Feb. 18 (CP) -- The 
Canadianinllar dropped to ay in foreign exchange dealings to its lowest 
premittm in terms of the U.S. dollar in almost a year. 

The Canadian money has declined almost a full cent since Monday and 
almost two oents since Feb. 9 when the premium was over three per cent. 

(over) 
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Today itwas quoted for a time at a premium of 1 5/8 per cent, the law.. 
est since April, 1954, when  for a brief spell it hovered around the 
cent mark. It later rose slightly to 12-. 

However, during the last three years the Canadian dollar has rarely 
stayed 'below a premium of two per cent for any length of time. 

Banking sources here were not inclined to blame any one factor for the 
drop. 

Canada,  U.S. Press Party To Tour Industrial Quebec:Montreal, Feb. 21 (kontreal 
Gazette) --  •The largest and most representative group of newspapermen as-
sembled  in Canada since the Churchill-Roosevelt Conference during the war 
will tour industrial Quebec wider the auspices of the Montreal District 
Chambre de Commerce  in connection with Quebec Meek, March 4•14, . 

Nèwspapermen fram every Canadian Province, from many areas of the Uni-
ted States and a few from Europe are included in the group. Their aggregate 

. readership exceeds 125,000,000. 
The press party will include representatives of such publications as 

Time, Newsweek, the New York Times, Wall Street Journal and the Chicago 
Tribune and all the leading Canadian newspapers. Canadian correspondents 
from British Columbia to Newfoundland will reach Montreal aboard special 
"Friendship Flight" planes of Trans-Canada Air Lines. 

They will tour industrial Quebec on a train equipped with a dark roam 
• for photographers, special telegraph facilities and a post office. 

B. C.  LiberCase,Dismissed:  Vancouver, Feb. 18 (CP) 	A court action that, it 
was claimed, involved the freed= of the press ended here today'.with-a dis- 	M 
missal order from the B.C. Supreme Court. 	•. 

case'was dropped by agreement with Mr. Gordon S. Wiemer,'former, 	At- 
torney-General Of British Columbia,  who had sued Maclean-HUnter Publishing 
Co. of Toronto and ItsOttawa editor, Blair Fraser,'for-libel. NO Costs 
were asseseed. 

- 	had been before the highest courts in Canada for three years and 
ended:with ,  publication of an apology by the publishers. 

Spanish Masterpieces Exhibited: London, Ont., Feb. 20 (Globe & Mail) -- The 
first exhibition composed entirely of Spanish mae+erpieces ever held in 
Canada was opened here on Saturday night dt the University of lekstern'On-
tario.  

In accordance with the university policy of having its annual eXhibi-
tions openpd by men noted for thel ,- authority on the subject, the Spanish 
art expert, Dr. nu-tin Soria, officiated. 

Across Canada:  Quebec Mines Minister W. M. Cottingham in a weekend address pre-
dicted Quebec's mineral production for 1955 will reacii-e. record e300,000,- 
000. Mr. Cottingham, addressing a Victoria Curling Club luncheon in Quebec 
City said that mining in Quebec, already a major industry and one of the 
leading factors in the economic life of Canada, was destined to expand. . 
Chrysler Corporation of Canada and the United Automobile Workers Union (CIO- 
CCL) held negotiations at Windsor, Friday, as they tried to settle a con-
tract dispute. Unless the dispute is settled, 7,500 workers will leave 
their jobs Wednesday.  o o . Removal of secrecy around corporations' income 
tax appeals is provided in a bill to be introduced in the Commons by Mr. 

44  Stanley Knowles, CCF, Winnipeg North Centre. 
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Western  Farm Plebiscite Proposal Defeated:  , Ottawa,  Feb. 21 (CP) -- Thé House of 
Gommons  today defeated by a vote of 91 to 66 a Liberal back-bencher's 
resolution to have Western farmers asked by plebiscite whether they want 
the Canadian,Wheat Board to deduct their membership dues to farm organiza-
tions.from board grain 'payments. 

The resolution, proposed by.  Mr. John Decore, Vegreville, was sup-
ported by nine other Liberals, 21 Progressive Conservatives 22'CCF'and 15 
Social.Credit members. It was opposed by 81 Liberals, six Progressive 
Conservatives; W. D. WYlie (SC-Medicine Hat); and three Quebec'indepen- 
dents - Paul Gagnon, Chicoutimi; Fernand Girard, Lapointe, and Raoul 
Poulin, Beauce. 	. 

The resolutibn asked the GovernMent . to consider empowering the Wheat 
Board to conductil plebiscite among grain produ.ceri holding permit books. 
The plebiscite'would ask farmers to state whether they would like  the  
Board, at their request, to pay the membership dues from money owing them 
from grain sales. 	, 

Mr. Enowles' Income Tax Act Amendment:,  Ottawa, Feb. 21 (CP) -- A bill designed 
to remove the privilege of closed hearings in corporations' appeals to the 
Income Tax Appeal Board was introduced today in the Cammons. 

Mr. Stanley Knowles (CCF-Winnipeg North Centre), sponsor of the bill, 
said it would not change the secrecy proviso now applying to appeals by 
individual income tax payers. 

The bill also would enable Cabinet Ministers to disclose to Parlia- 
ment information obtained from corporations under the Income Tax Act. 

Mr. Diefenbaker On Reduction Of Armies: Montreal, Feb. 22 (Gazette) -- Canada 
shouldbeal --inbringingabout the reduction of armies on both sides 
of the Iron Curtain, Mr. John Diefenbaker, M.P., said here last night. 
The Progressive Conservativemember for Prince Albert said that then the 
way would be clear for the introduction of measures to banish the use of 
hydrogen and atomic bombs in war. 

Mr. Diefenbaker said the Soviet suggestion last Friday that all 
nations abolish their stocks of nuclear weapons has all "the appearances 
of reality and necessity." 	 . 

"But if this suggestion were carried out," he said, "it would mean 
that the USSR and Red China would be left with armies four times greater 
in numbers than the armies of the l'est. The Red alliance would be in a 
position to wage agressive war with hope of victory." 

Addressing the Young Men's Section, Montreal Board of Trade at the ' 
Queen's Hotel Mr. Diefenbaker said 

Mr. Spaakts Ottawa Visit:  Ottawa, Feb. 21 (Citizen) -- The international scene 
- will be surveyed in Ottawa this week in talks between Belgian Foreign 
Minister Paul-Henri Spaak and the Canadian Government. 

"Canada must assure the utilization of atamic energy for thé'benefit 
of, rather than for the destruction of mankind. Unless this is ddne'thé 
road to international hell will be paved with good intentions." . • 

(over) 



Mr. Spaak, who is no stranger here, is due by air .  from London Thurs-
day and he will remain in the Capital until the weekend when  lie  will go 
to Montreal for the remainder of his stay in Canada. 

Mr. Spaak is flying from London to Montreal Wednesday night and will 
be met at Montreal airport by Government officials whn will accompany him 
to Ottawa. One of his first activities when he arrives will be a press 
conference Thursday afternoon. , 

Friday he Will be the guest of hondur at a luncheon arranged by the 
Government and which is to be presided over by Prime Minister St. Laurent. 
Mr. Spaak will meet the Prime Minister and Mr. Pearson during the day for 
discussions on international affairs. 

- 
Says Publishing Canadian Novel A Gamble: Ottawa,.Feb. 21 (CP) -- Publishing an 

original Canadian novel is strictly a gamble, a publishing executive to1d 
the Royal Commission on Copyright today. 

Mr. John Gray, Managing-Director of the MacMillan Co. of Canada, 
Toronto, said that where an author is knownthrough previous publication 
the publisher has something to go on. But deciiion to publish a first 
novel by a new author was made strictly ‘with a crystal ball." 

He nreed the Commission to pluz holes in the law which permitsimporta-
tion of foreign-printed copies of works on which a Canadian publisher may 
hold the Canadian rights and may have spent substantial money in promoting. 

Most Canaiian novels, Mr. Gray said, take years to produce a profit- 
able margin for the publisher.  Some  never did. For that reason, the 
Canadian publisher's business wolild be impossible if not buttressed by 
the buying and selling of British and American books in this country. 

Sees Canadian Labour Unity Soon:  Montreal, Feb. 22 (Gazette) -- A merger of 
Canada's  • wo major labour congresses could be achieved within a year, 
Mr. Claude Jodoin, President of the Trades and Labour Congress of Canada, 
said here yesterday. The merger would embrace Mr. Jodoin's 600 9 000- 
member group and the 400 9 000-member Canadian Congress of Labour. 

Addressing the Canadian Club, Mr. Jodoin said efforts toward unity 
in the labour movement are starting to bear fruit. 

Mffhat once appeared as a remote possibility is now shaping into 
reality," he said. 

Across  Canadas  Some 8 9 300 persons_turnéd out in  Toronto  during the weekend to- 
view the $20 9 000 9 000 collectibn of the 17th Century Dutch paintings at 
the Toronto Art Gallery. . 	Thanksgiving Day•has been - proclaimed as 
Monday, October 10 this year. - .A Special editiOn Of thé Canada Gazette . 
Saturday contains . the  proclamation of the  date0  O o 	The Finance Depart- 
ment has announced' purchase in the  New York market of $50 million of Gov 
eruuient of Canada 3  per  ,cent bonds'dueApustl, 1963',- ,and,payable in U.S. 
dollars0 . . 	Health Minister:PhilliPs  of Ontario  said.Saturday a report 

in ,the-hands of the Ontario. Goyernment,Shows that à provincial health in-
surance plan would cost,$192,000,000,a,year. 
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Sovereignty And Arctic  Radar Lines:  Ottawa,  Feb. 22 (CP) -- Suggestions that 
Canadian sovereignty is being invaded by United States construction of a 
radar warning line in Canada's Arctic were denied today by Mr. St. Laurent. 

Mr. John Diefenbaker said in the Commons some Canadians have the idea 
that the joint Canada-U.S. project might in some way be an invasion of or 
an impingement on Canada's sovereignty. 

The Prime Minister replied that nothing is being done that does not 
flow  naturally from Canada's commitments under the North Atlantic Treaty 
for the common defence of North America. 

"It is no longer possible to be isolated from each other," he said. 
Any project carried out by the U.S. in Canada would remain under Canadian 
control. 

He said, however, that Canadian participation in operation of the DEff 
(distant early warning) radar line still is under consideration. No 
decision would be possible until the number of technicians required to man 
the line is known. 

, 	Canada has paid one-third of the cost of the Pine Tree radar chain 
along the Canada-U.S. border and would completely finance, construct and 
operate  the  mid-Canada radar line along the 55th Parallel. 

'Ne did not have, and we have not yet, sufficient qualified personnel 
to operate the whole of it (Pine Tree); but it has been stipulated that 
progressively, as we do find it possible to replace the U.S. personnel in 
those radar stations, it will be our privilege to do so." 

The U.S. will be responsible for construction of the DEN line along 
the northern rim of mainland North America. Canada, however, will con-
tribute such resources of the RCAF and the Royal Canadian Navy as could be 
made available and will assist the U.S. in organizing and using other Can- 
adian resources. 

This was the first indication the RCN might participate in construc-

tion of the DEff line. It was presumed it vrould assist in ocean movement 
of supplies to building sites. 

'Mr. Law asked whether serious studies have been made to determine haw 
effective the radar lines would be against guidedmissiles travelling at 
speeds greater than 1,000 miles an hours. 

Mr. St. Laurent said he could not express an opinion. But the chiefs 
of staff of Canada and the U.S. recommended the three lines as worth the 
cost for security of the continent and the building up of the joint 
strength of NATO. 

Special Ambassador: (Press Release No. 15, Feb. 22) -- The Department of Ex-
ternal Affairs announced on February 22 the appointment of Mr. Harry 
Albert Scott, Canadian AMbassador to Cuba, as Special Ambassador for the 
inauguration of the President of Cuba, His Excellency General Fulgencio 
Batista. The ceremonies will take place in Havana beginning February 24. 

In addition to Mr. Scott, the Canadian Special Mission will  comprise 
Messrs. G. A. Browne and C. S. Gadd with the ranks of Counsellor and First 
Secretary respectively. Both these officers are members of the Canadian 
Embassy in Havana. 

The Ambassador will  transmit  to President Batista a message from 
Prime Minister St. Laurent extending his congratulations and best Ivishes 
to the Government and people of Cuba. 

(1 e, 
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To Increase Allawances For Burned Out Veteranê:  Ottawa, « Feb. 22 (CP) -- Vet- 0 
erans Affairs Minister Lapointe today in the,House of,Cammons introduced 
a bill to amend the War Veterans' Allowances Act to:boost the payments 
to indigent old warriors and allay; them greater on-the-side earnings. 

The measure increases the maximum monthly payment to single vet- 
erans to $60 from $50 a month. For a married veteran, the top goes to 
4108 from $90. Permissible ceilings on over-all income go to $840 from 
$720 for single vets and to $1,440 from $1,200 for those married. 

"It will raise appreciably the standarcLof living of many veterans," 
said Mr. Lapointe.  • 

Mr. Harold Winch On Ships For Russia:  Ottawa, Feb. 22'(CP) -- The Canadian 
Government is too suspicious of Russian trade overtures. .Mr.  Harold 

.Winch said today in the Commons. . 
The anti-Cammunist CCF member for Vancouver East, former British 

Columbia CCF leader, protested the Government's rejection of a Vancouver 
. firm's application for a permit to export Canadian-built ships to Russia. 

"Our shipyards are going to fold unless w.E, can get contracts for 
shipbuilding fram outside Canada," Mr.  Winch  said. 

Mr. John Dickey, Parliamentary Assistant to Mr. Hdwe, said Canada 
has follawed the same practices as the United Kingdam, the United States 
and several other countries in specifying what types  of  vessels may go 

- 	to Russia. 

Mr. R. C. Berkinshaw On International Trade:  Windsor, Feb. 22 (Globe & Mail) 
. The twin goals of convertible currency and free international trade are 

in sight, and North America must lead the world to them, Mr. R. C. 
Berkinshaw told U.S. and Canadian businessmen here. 

Mr. Berkinshew, President of The Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co. of 
Canada Ltd., and President of the Canadian Council of the International 
Chamber of Canmerce, spoke at the International Night banquet of the 
Windsor Junior Chamber of Commerce. 

"The impediments to a more liberal and stable international trade 
appear less formidable than at any time in the past few years," Mr. 
Berkinshaw said. "The path is open - but we must lead the way." . . . . 

Across Canada:  The Government was urged yesterday by the Ontario Flue-Cured 

Tobacco Marketing Association to cut the federal tobacco tax by three 

, 	cents on a 20-cigaret pack to boost sales and overcome the threat of 

unemployment in the industry. 	. . 	The third session of the 24th 
Legislature of Quebec was prorogued Feb. 22 by Lieutenant-Governor Gas-
pard Fauteux. . . . Quebec's winter carnival, which rode to success 
for 40 days with record snowfalls and crisp sub-zero weather, ended yester-
day in the midst of a Mardi Gras day thaw. 
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Wheat Board Shows $26 Million Deficit: Ottawa, Feb. 23 (CP) -- The Canadian 
Wheat Board showed a deficit of $26,766,118 in its 1953-54 wheat pool 
operations but sail the deficit will be turned into a surplus when  its 
huge wheat holdings are sold. 

The Board's annual report tabled in the Gommons today told a story 
of heavy production and declining sales in the 1953-54 crop year, caus-
ing price slashes and a heavy carryover. 

But it said it will continue its attempts to sell more wheat, using 
unclaimed funds to put Canada's wheat story on film in seven languages 
to aid in the Board's overseas sales campaign. 

The 1953-54 crop year ended July 31 last was a tough one for sales, 
the Board shawed in its 70-page report which outlined these developments: 

1. Canada's wheat exports, hit by heavy world supplies and declin-
ing markets, slumped to 255,000,000 bushels, duwn 131,000,000 from the 
0exceptionally large" exports of the previous crop year. 

2. The Board had to slash wheat prices during 1953-54 by a total of 
32i cents a bushel for No. 1 Northern in the face of stiffening world 
campetition. 

3. The Boara'W/IS - ill debt to the banks to the amount of $87,121,000 
as of July 31, 1954. 

Divorce Debated In The Senate: Ottawa, Feb. 23 (CP) -- Canada is "away be-
hind the times" in her divorce machinery, a Senator with long experience 
in divorce handling said today. 

Senator Baiter Aseltine made the statement in urging the Senate to 
endorse a bill which.momld widen grounds for dissolution of marriage in 
Canadian courts. 

The Saskatchewan.Progressive Conservative said that, because adultery 
is the sole ground naw, except in, Nova Spotia where' cruelty is a ground, -  
thousands of Canadian& still  are. largely bound together although they 
are incompatible. . 	. • 	 . 

Chrysler Strike Averted: Windsor, Ont., Feb. 23 (CP) -- The early morning 
shift of production workers at the Chrysler Corporation of Canada 
entered the plant today, after learning a scheduled strike had been 
averted lust two hours earlier. 

A settlement in the 11-month-o1d contract dispute between the cam-
pany and the United Automobile Workers union (CIO-CCL), was announced at 
4:01 a.m. EST today. A strike had been scheduled for. 6 a.m. Details -
were not announced. 

Employment Dawn In January:  Ottawa, Feb. 24 (DBS) -- Non-farm employment in 
the six-week period ending January 22 declined by about the usual aMount 
for this time of the year and farm employment fell a little more than 
seasonally, according to the joint monthly statement by the Department 
of Labour and the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. The total number of 
persons with jobs at January 22 was estimated at 4,983,000, about the 
same as a year earlier. Unemployment increased over the period by about 
the same percentage as last year and continued above year-ago levels. 

(over) 
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EmplOyment during January remained higher this year than last in 
logging, pulp and paper, chemicals, petroleum, Mining, trade and ser-
vices. It declined seasonally in construction and some manufacturing 
,industries, and somewhat more than seasonally in agriculture and in 
transportation industries. Employment remained fairly stable in the 
textile, clothing and steel industries and improved in the vehicles and 
parts'industries,as the Ford plants got' back into production. 

The tureauts monthly labour force survey placed Canada's civilian 
labour f5ree at 5,345,000 in the week ending January 22 versus 5,414, -

000 in the week ending December 11 and 5,242,000 a year earlier. Per- . 
sons at work 35 hours or more in the survey week numbered 4,470,000 
versus 4,614,000 in December and 4,465,000 at the same time last year. 

Applications for employment on file in National.Employment Ser-
vice officeà on January 20 totalled 569,600, an increase of 206,900 
since December 9 and 46,000 since January21, 1954. 

Increased Family Allowances Debated:  Ottawa, Feh. 23 (CP) -- Mr. Hazen Argue 
today accused the Government of "a callous attitude" in not increasing 
far/illy allowances. Health Minister  Martin  denied the charge by'the CCF • 
member for Assiniboia, saying Canada spends more on family allowances 
than on àny other single piece of legislation'in its social security 

'Programme. 	 ' 
The exchange came during the Commons' half-day gednesday sitting 

restricted to private members' resolutions, Mr. Argue's motion asked' 
the Government to consider legislation calling for an increase in , 
family allowances, which naw range between $5 and $8 a month for 
children from birth to 16 years. 

The proposal, part of CCF policy, was rejected by Mr. Ross Thatcher 
(CCF - Moose Jaw-Lake Centre). Mr. Thatcher said family allowances could 
not be boosted without increasing incame taxes. Parliament must wuit 
until it can reduce defence expenditures before increasing the allawan-
ces. 

Across Canada: Russia made an inquiry last spring about importing Canadian 
wheat but has not shown further interest. This information was given 
the Canmons Wednesday by Trade Minister,.C. D. Howe, C.P. reported. 
. .  o  • Mr. James S. Duncan, Chairman of the Dollar-Sterling Trade 
Council, announced yesterday he is writing to more than 2,000 Canadian 
companies asking them to buy a greater share of their import require-
ments from the United Kingdom, according to C.P. from Toronto. . 0 0 
By a system of TV link-ups, medical audiences totalling 15,000 through-
out North America tonight are to watch simultaneously a technical pro- 
gramme originating in CBS New York studios. This will be the first 
closed-circuit network programme seen in Canada. It will be watched in 
Toronto at the Royal Ontario Museum, by an audience of about 700 doc-
tors and medical students. It is not open to the public. Other places 
where it will be seen are Ottawa, Kingston, Montreal and Quebec City, 
according to The Globe & Mail. 
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46,808,000,000 For Economic  Expansion In 1955:  Ottawa, Feb. 24 (CP) 	Govern.a 
ments, industries and individuals are planning to spend a near-record to-
tal of $5 9 808,000 0000 in Canada's economic expansion this year, the Trade 
Department reported today in a white paper. The forecast increase is - 
entirely in construction. Spending on machinery and equipment is expected 
to drop for the second consecutive year. 

Spending on new housing is expected to jump by 10 per cent to a new 
high of $1,283,000.000. The mining industry plans to boost its spending 
by 24 per cent to a record of $309,000 9 0000 

All in all, a capital investment programme of the size forecast, if 
completed, would be six per cent higher than the $5 9 498 9 000,000 actually 
spent last year but slightly belaw the all-time high of $5,841 9000 0 000 in 
1953. 

Last year was the first time in the postwar era that investment fell 
below forecasts, dropping by $328,000 9 000 fram the mid-year estimate of 
$5 9 826,000,0000 

The Department said by 1954 commodity-producing plants had reached 
sufficient expansion to meet current demand!' Plans for further expansion 
were to care for future market ,needs. 

A general economic decline in North America had caused industry to 
think twice about expanding. Bad weather had delayed some construction 
and demand for machinery had been affected by poor prairie crops. All 
this had affected the investment picture. 

But this year conditions appear brighter, the Department said. 
Overseas countries are prosperous and the United States economy is gain- 
ing in strength 9  all helping to create an atmosphere favourable to further 
expansion of the Canadian economy. 

4, 

Vkuld Welcome American Immigration:  Ottawa, Feb. 24 (CP) -- The Government 
mould like to see more Americans settle in Canada, but Mr. Pickersgill 
suggested today any pramotional campaign for that purpose might be 
drawned out by the "loud voices" of,general American publicitye 

"I am afraid," he told the Commons Estimates Committee, "that anyamount 
Parliament would allow for such purposes would have a small impact and 
would not be worthwhile." 	 ' 

Canada last year got about 10,000 immigrants from the United States, 
up from 9 9 400 in 1953. Mr. Pickersgill said in particular he would like 
to see more young farmers from northern U.S. settle in Ontario where the 
population drift from rural to urban centres is still going on. 

Generally, he said, Cqmda will find it a little tougher this year 
getting immigrants from her  min source - the countries of Europe - where 
returned prosperity has made it more attractive for natives to stay home 
rather than move to another country across the seas. 

New immigrants totalled about 154,000 in 1954, down some 14 9 000 fram 
1953. Mr. Pickersgill said he hopes to see an increase from Britain this 
year, but Canada would have to put on greater promotional efforts there 
because of domestic prosperity.; 

rIc__Spaak  On NATO Political GrouE: Ottawa, Feb. 24 (CP) -- Belgian Foreign 
Minister Spaak said today he will discuss with Canadian leaders possible 
formation of a political organization within the framework of NATO. 

(over) 



"It is a mistake to have a military organization without a political 
organization," he told a press conference. "A beginning toward a polit-
ical organization should be made now." 

However, he added, he is not sure haw this problem can be solved. 
One method might be for each nation concerned to give up some of its 
sovereignty. 

Earlier, Mr. Spaak told a Canadian Club luncheon that if the United 
States had withdrawn its forces from the European continent, Canada and 
Britain would have done the same. 

Possibility of such a U.S. withdrawal had cane last fall after France 
had rejected the proposed European Defence Cammunity and Europe was on 
the "verge of catastrophe." 

Second Reading For International Rivers Bill:  Ottawa, Feb. 24 (d) -- The Cam- 
mons'tonight dereated by a vote of 179 to 16 a Social Credit attempt to 
block appnoval of a Government bill tightening federal control over use 
of international river water. 

In a second vote immédiately afterward, the bill was given second 
reading - approval in principle - by 178 to 16. Apparently one member had 
left the chamber between the votes. 

The bill then was sent to the External Affairs Canmittee for detailed 
study. 

Unemployment Debate Pendingt  Ottawa, Feb. 24 (CP) -- Rising unemployment is 
"alarming," the House of Commons was told today, and it promptly scheduled 
tentatively a major unemployment debate for Monday. 

CCF Leader Coldwell tried to open an emergency debate today - on the 
heels of record postwar unemployment figures issued yesterday by the Gov-
ernment - but later agreed to wait until early next week. 

Ambassador Of Italy: (Press Release  No 16, Feb. 24) -- The Department of Ek-__  
ternal Affairs announced on February 24 that His Excellency Sergio Feno-
altea presented to His Excellency the Governor General his Letter of 
Credence as Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of Italy to Can-
ada. 

Across Canada:  The Senate yesterday set up a special 20-member canmittee to go 
into the whole problem of drug addiction in Canada. Solicitor-General Ross 
Macdonald, Government leader in the Senate who proposed the Canmittee, said 
it should concern itself with means to control the actual traffic of drugs 
and narcotics throughout the country. . . The Government yesterday ser-
ved notice it will ask the Commons to reduce by  hall the 11 hours set aside 
each week for private members' business. A motion will ask that starting 
next week, Government business be given precedence on• Mondays. . . Prime 
Minister St. Laurent said yesterday the Government has not yet reached any 
decision on establishment of a Canada Arts Council. He was replying in the 
House of Canmons to Mr. George Rees. 
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Mr. Pearson Hopeful Peaceful Settlement Formosan Strait Solutionr  Ottawa, Feb. 
2 8  (Globe & Mail) -- Mr. Pearson today expressed the hope that before 
there is any armed intervention by: the United Nations, "every avenue for 
peaceful settlemen -È of the disturbed situation in the Formosan Strait 
will be fully explored." 

He read a statement in the House of Coffimons in amplification of his 
frequently repeated assertion that Canada has no commitments regarding 
Formosa other than those arising out of Canada's being a member of the 
United Nations. The statement was made in reply to Alistair Stewart (CCF, 
Winnipeg North), who asked what these commitments might be. 

As the UN had taken no action regarding Formosa, Canada had no com-
mitments to take action, Mr. Pearson said. The question of the Formosa 
hostilities was now on the agenda of the Security Council,but discussion 
of it had been deferred because of the refusal of the Peiping Government 
to PP1mA a representative to the discussion. Ueanwhile the Council had 
decided that the problem be examined further through diplomatic channels. 

If the Council decided on SQUe form of mediation and if UN member 
Governments were asked to give assistance by way of lending their "good 
offices or something of that kind," then there would be a moral obliga-
tion on Canada to give that request sympathetic consideration, Mr. Pearso 
said. 

Mr. Howe Sees 1955 Prospects Very Good:  Halifax, Feb. 28 (CP) -- Mr. Howe said 
tonight that Canada will have a wverv good year" in 1955 if all current 
forecasts materialize. 

, 	Main problem, he added, is to maintain and expand foreign markets 
for Canadian goods. Exports declined last year, but despite  al].  dif-
ficulties, "we have succeeded in the main in finding markets for all 
that Canada can produce. . ." 

"Prospects for 1955 are again promising and I feel sure that the 
experience of 1954 does not indicate any real setback in our ability to 
find markets for that part of Canadian production which is surplus to our 
own requirements.", 

He told the Dalhousie  Alumni Association that "economic conditions 
in the United States are improving and so is the foreign exchange posi-
tion of a number of or  overseas customers." 

The present econamiC outlook seems to be: Some improvement in ex-
ports, capital spending continuing at a high level, industrial activity 
expanding and consumer expenditures rising. 

"If all these circumstances materialize and we have at least an 
average crop, we can expect 1955 to be a very good year." 

Solandt 	On  Nuclear Meapons: Montreal, March 1 (Gazette) -- The world, 
nêaring the day when it will have enough nuclear weapons to destroy 
civilization, must seek  sonie  form of world Government that will make war 
impossible, Dr. 0. M. Solandt, Chairman of Canada's Defence Research 
Board, said here vesterdav. But, meanwhile, the free world's scientists 
must continue to devise and perfect new weapons, powerful arms still be-
ing the best deterrent to a third world war, he said. 

(over) 
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"We have reached a stage in history," he told the Canadian Club of . 

Montreal, "where we can foresee the possibility of having weapons avail-
able in the world in numbers and of pawers adequate to destroy our civil-
ization and render large parts or even the whole of the world uninhabit-
able by man. 

"This means that our attitude taward war must be fundamentally 
changed if we are to ensure survival." 

"It is obvious that we must seek some form of world organization 
that will make war impossible. This is not an easy task and will not 
be accamplished quickly," he said. 

He said the North Atlantic Treaty Organization has been more success.. 
fui  than any previous association of nations in solving the problems of 
joint defence. 

, Dr. Solandt insisted that, while nuclear weapons can lead to the 
destruction of the world, they are also the best deterrent to war. 

Finance Minister Optimistic:  Ottawa, Feb. 28 (CP) -- Assuming a reasonably 
good wheat crop in the West  this year and an increase in Cnmada's gross 
national production, Finance Minister Harris said today he felt.that 
"the Minister of Finance should not be unduly apprehensive." He was 
addressing the Canadian Retail Federation. 

He appeared optimistic about the factors which make for growing 
revenues. And he said he felt the Government should endeavour to so strike 
a balance between defence and other spending that there would be a little 
more money for services which people have been putting off for many years. 

Across Canada: Mr. Lionel Chevrier said yesterday that he is "delighted" by the 
United States decision to seek shelving of a law requiring American dupli-
cation of a proposed St. Lawrence Seaway canal at Iroquois, Ont. Be was 
commenting on an exchange of correspondence between U.S. Ambassador R. 
Douglas Stuart and Mr. Pearson in which the U.S. decision is spelled out. 
The letters were tabled in the Commons, C.P. reported. . 	. Mr. St. 
Laurent said yesterday the Government has received a request for some  
assistance tawards construction of the proposed Trans-Canada Pipe Lines 
Ltd. west-east natural gas pipeline. He said the matter is under considera- 
tion but no decision has been reached. . 	. 	The Royal Canadian 'Engine- 
ers' army survey establishment has just completed a top-priority job-map-
ping for the mid-Canada radar line. Mapping at a rate of more than 1,000 
square miles a week, the unit has finished charts covering 40,000 square 
miles across a strip of Canada at roughly the 55th Parallel, C.P. reported. 
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Debate On Unemployment: Ottawa, March 1 (CP) -- Two Opposition parties today 
called for the overthrow of the federal Government because of rising un-
employment. As the House of Commons opened an unemployment debate, the 
Progressive Conservatives moved a motion of want-of-confidence in the 
Government and the CCF promptly approved the resolution. 

Labour Minister Gregg denied that the situation  is deteriorating, 
as Progressive Conservatives contended. Admitting the number of jobless 
is up from a year ago, hé said the increase is due mostly to growth in 
the . labour force and that the number at work increased in the last pub-
lished figures. 

Mr. Gregg also said the Government is willing, at the caning fed- 
eral-r-nvincial conference, to discuss the problem of taking care of 
able-bodied jobless who are without unemployment insurance0  e o o 

Earlier in today's sitting, Mr. St. Laurent said he looks for such 
a conference "as early as it can conveniently be arranged" and that he 
expects to communicate within the next wéek with the Premiers. 

The unemployment discussion developed from figures released by the 
Government last week showing jobless at a postwar high. 

The Bureau of Statistics estimated 362 9 000 persons were out of work 
and looking for Jobs in late January, compared with the previous high of 
318,000 last March. At the same time, 569,582 persons were looking for 
work through national employment service against the high of 569,896 in 
March, 1954. 

Mrs. Ellen Fairclough (PC - Hamilton West) who proposed the no 
confidence motion, accused the Government of "lack of constructive plan-
ning" on employment. 

Says Net Budgetary Deficit Indicated:  Ottawa, March 1 (CP) -- The Govern-
ment's first budget deficit in eight years was predicted tonight by Pero 
Hdwe. 

"For the first time since 1946," Mr. Howe said in the House of Com-
mons, "a net budgetary deficit is indicated." 

Giving a review of economic conditions during a debate on unemploy-
ment, he advanced these reasons for his forecast: 

"Tax collections have been lower. . . 
"Even though incomes of most Canadians rose, the personal income 

tax has been reduced, a drop of two per cent during 1954, as compared 
with the year previous. 

"Sales and excise tax collections were also down five per cent, 
though total domestic sales . 	. . remained firm." 

For the 1953-54 year ended March 31 last, the Government had a sur-
plus of $46,000,000. For the current year, it forecast a nominal sur-
plus of $4,000,000. 

At the end of January the surplus on current accounts stood at 
$123,130,000. At the same time last year it was $287,494,000. . 

Would Reduce Voting Age:  Ottawa, March 1 (CP) -- For the second time in less 
than a year the Government today opposed a CCF move to reduce the federal 
voting age to 18 from 21. 

(over) 
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State Secretary Pinard told the Cammons there should be no reduc- 
tion of the voting age without a change in the age at which persons 
assume full legal responsibility in Canada. That age now is 21. 

Mr. Pinard spoke in opposition to a bill introduced by Mr. Hazen 
Argue (CCF - Assiniboia) to reduce the federal voting age by three 
years. Mr. Argue placed a similar bill before the House last June. 

Canadian Legion Brief On Lotteries:  Ottawa,  March 1 (CP) -- The Canadian 
Legion says charitable organizations should be allayed to raise funds 
by small lotteries but that it opposes games of chance on a national 
scale. 

The Legion, in a brief submitted today to the Commons - Senate Com-
mittee on capital and corporal punishment and lotteries, said the 
Criminal Code should be amended to permit lotteries %hen the proceeds 
go to benefit some worthy cause." 

However, the Legion said it opposes national lotteries, bingos 
and sweepstakes because they tend to fall under control of racketeers 
and professional promoters. 

Population 15 9 439 9 000: Ottawa, March 1 (CP) -- Canada's population totalled 
15,439,000 January  1 9  up 2.7 per cent from 15,035,000 on the correspond-
ing date last year, the Bureau of Statistics estimated today. 

This gain of 404 9 000 for 1954 is numerically greater than the 
gains of 386 9 000 or 2.6 per cent for 1953 and 388 9 000 or 2.7 per cent 
for 1952. 

The January 1 figure ls an increaSe of 29 9 000 over the December 1, 
1954, estimate of 15,410 9 0000 

Across  Canadas  Prime Minister St. Laurent said yesterday he will open nego-
tiations within the next week with Provincial Premiers on setting a date 
for a federal-provincial conference on fiscal policies. Replying in 
the Commons to Mr. Donald Fleming he said it is intended to hold the 
conference "as early as it can be conveniently arranged.".  O O . 	Can- 
ada's first woman parliamentarian will be honoured at a special cere-
mony here next Tuesday on the 33rd anniversary of the day she took her 
seat in the Commons. A bronze bust of the late Agnes Macphail, who 
died in 1954, will be unveiled in the southwest corridor of the main 
Parliament  Building  near the Commons Chamber. The bust will be unveiled 
by Mrs. Meredith Reany of Palmerston and Mrs. Hugh Bailey of Toronto, 
sisters of Miss Macphail. 	. 	The Commons External Affairs Committee 
decided unanimously to invite provincial representatives to its next 
meeting, March 8 9  to testify on the international rivers bill. 
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Statement Declined On Security Grounds:,  Ottawa, March 2 (CP) -- The Govern-
ment declined today on security grounds to state whether Canada posses- 
ses atamic bombs or other atomic weapons. 

Defense Minister Campney also told the House of Commons it is not 
In the national interest to disclose whether the Government permits the 
transport of atomic bombs in Canada by any foreign country. 

Mr. Campney made the statements in replying to a series of ques-
tions placed on the order paper by Mr. Hazen Argué (CCF, Assiniboia). 
Mr. Argue wanted to know whether Canada possesses any atomic bombs or 
atomic weapons of any kind and whether the transport of atomic bombs 
fram any foreign country is permitted into Canada or through Canada. 

The Minister said it is not in the national interest to give any 
information - affirmative or negative - because of its value to foreign 
powers. 

Mr. Campney said he has been advised by Defense Production Minis-
ter Howe that "no authorized statement regarding the passage of atomic 
bombs into or through Canada has been made by officials of. his Depart-
ment since December 1 9  1954." Nor was any such statement made, to his 
knowledge, by officials of any other Department of the Government. 

UnemO.oyment Debate: Ottawa, March 2  (ce) -- Demands for an immediate fed-
eral-provincial-municipal conference to deal with unemployment problems 
were heard in the Commons today. 

As the House went through the second day of an unemployment debate 
that will continue tomorrow, Mr. Drew urged that such a meeting be 
called by the federal Government next week. 

Mr. Stanley Knawles agreed with the proposal and also laid dawn a 
12-year progranme to wipe out unemployment by the time of Canadas 100th 
anniversary of Confederation. 

From other members - as the House discussed a Progressive Conser- 
vative motion of non-confidence in the Government - there came other 
suggestions. 

Mr. David Croll proposed •inflationary tax-slashing to the extent 
of a substantial budget deficit for 1955-56 to stimulate employment. 
He also wanted a large-scale housing programme. 

Mr. Victor Quelch of Acadia, Social Credit financial critic, re-
iterated his party's theory that new money should be issued to increase 
purchasing power. Canada should  accept e  too, a certain amount of for-
eign currency in exchange for goods. 

Mr. C. E. Johnston (SC-Bow River) called for elimination of the 10- 
per cent sales tax, federal assumption of responsibility for able-bodied 
unemployed and other measures. 

Today's debate, based on last week's official figures of a postwar 
high in unemployment, broughtler. Drew into a formal discussion for the 
first •time this session. , 

50  Businessmen To Attend Tokyo Congress: Toronto, March 2 (CP) -- More than 
50 Canadians, representatives of Canadian business, will go to Tokyo in 
May to attend the biennial congress of the International Chamber of Comr  
merce. 

(over) 



Mr. R. C. Berkinshaw of Toronto, President of the Canadian Coun-
cil of the Organization, said today the size of the.delegation, the 
biggest which has attendedr any of. the •overseas 'congresses since the 
Chamber was formed in 1919, - indicates Canadian interest in the Cham-
ber's world-wide interests° 	, 

He spoke at the Canadian council's annual meeting at which he 
was re-elected President and, as such, leader of the Tokyo delega-
tion. 

In his review of activities of the Chamber, an international 
organization of business men with headquarters in Paris, Mr. Berkin- 
shaw said freeing of currencies and establishment of open foreign 
exchange markets, which would constitute a major impetus to interna-
tional trade, is one of ICC's most cherished aims. 

The balance-of-payments position of a number of Western  countries 
now had Improved to a point where the possibility of freeing national 
currencies from control should soon be possible. 

Would  Retire Senators At 75: Ottawa,  March 2 (CP) -- Legislation compel-
ling Senators to retire at 75 was introduced today in the Cammons by 
Mr. Frank S. Follwell, Liberal Member for Hastings South. 

' The bill would amend the British North America Act under which 
Senators naw are appointed for life. Hawever, the change would not 

- apply to Senators appointed prior to the time the proposed legisla-
tion went into effect. 

Across Canada: The Senate, looking to the future, made provision yester-
day for the possibility that the London and Port Stanley Railway some 
day may be operated with atomic power. The provision was inserted in 
a private bill, sponsored by Senator W. H. Taylor (L, Ontario), which 
would permit the City of London, Ont., to take over the 24-mile line, 
originated in 1853.... 	The largest budget in Saskatchewan's 
history, calling for substantial increases in spending by social wel-
fare and education departments without tax increases, was placed be- 
fore the Legislature yesterday by Provincial Treasurer Fines. His 
budget called for estimated revenues of $79,992,920, and estimated 
expenditures of $79,971 9 810 9  with a $21 9 110 estimated surplus. 	. 0 
A start on a province-wide chain of micro-wave relay tawers will be 
made next year, Alberta Government Telephones announced yesterday. 
Mr. A. Higgins, Manager of the Government-owned firm, said the Com- 
pany has started acquiring tower sites through the Province. . . 0 
The Tariff Board in a 2-1 decision has ordered the Government to re-
duce duties on imports of Czechoslovakian scarves on the grounds the 
Revenue Department could give no legal reason for imposing a 50 per 
cent dumping duty. The appeal against the Department's action was 
launched by Tooke Bros. Ltd., Montreal, importers of the Czech wool 
scarves, C.P. reported. 
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Canada Cuts U.S. Trade Deficit:  Ottawa, March 3 (CP) -- Canada shawed a 
deficit of $594,000,000 in trade with the United States in 1954 as both 
exports and imports declined. 

In contrast, Canada had a surplus of $265,000,000 in trade with 
Britain, the Bureau of Statistics said in a summary of 1954 world 
trade. 

The deficit with the U.S. was emaller than two big ones of $758„- 
200 9 000 in 1953 and $627 9 900,000 in 1952, but larger than the $479,000,- 
000 in 1951 and the $80,000,000 in 1950. 

. In over-all world trade, Canada imported more than she exported 
for the second consecutive year, though with trade reduced.  •  The 1954 
defici-t of $146,300 9 000 was dawn sharply from the $210,200 9 000 in 1953. 
This contrasted with the $325,500,000 surplus in 1952. 

Exports dropped in1954 to a four-year law of $3,946,900 9 000 from 
$4 9 172 9 6009 000 in 1953. •  

Inports were the lowest in two years, dropping to $4,093,200,000 
from $4 9 382 9 800 9 0000 

Total trade mith all countries - includino; imports and exports - 
fell to $8,040,100 9 000 9  the lawest since the $6„331 9 300 9 000 in 1950. 

In trade with the U.S., Canada's exports dropped to $2,367,500,- 
000 from $2,463,000,000, while imports declined to $2,961,400,000 from 
$3,221 9 300,0000 

In trade with Britain, exports eased only slightly to $658,300,- 
000 from $668 9 800 9 000, while Imports were  eut more sharply to $392,- 
500 9 000 from $453,400„000. 

Dificuss Reported Mnpending Return Of Fred Rose:  Ottawa, March 3 (CP) -- Mr. 
P1ekmisgiI1 hinted today the Government may take action to prevent the 
return to Canada of Fred Rose who has been behind the Iron Curtain 
since 1953. 

He gave the indication in the House of Commons after being asked 
by Mr. Leon Balcer (PC-Three Rivers) whether the Government intends to 
refuse Rose and his wife permission to re-enter Canada. Mr. Balcer re-
ferred to a Montreal report that the Roses may come back to Canada "be-
fore long." 

Mr. Pickersgill said his Department intends to abide by existing 
inmigration law. Under it, the Roses still are Canadian citizens "and 
there is at the present time nothing that the Department can do about 
it." 

He said he regrets the Government is unable to take any action to 
block the return of Rose and his wife to this country. 

A spokesman for the RCMP said the force has no knowledge that the 
46-year-old Montrealer plans to re-enter  Canada  after a 16-month stay 
behind the Iron Curtain. He now is believed in Czechoslovakia with  Ms  
wife and daughter. 

The Montreal report said that "word has been allowed to 'leak' that 
they (the Roses) are getting fed up with what they have found and would 
like to come back to this country." It also said the 'leak' probably 
was allowed to "make their return more logical." 

(over) 



Federation Of Agriculture Asks Price Props:  Ottawa, March,3 ,(CP) -- Canadian 
farmers, fearing the impact of world food surpluses on prices and sales, 
today appealed for a wide range of federal price props to head off 
"serious ,trouble" in the g8,000 9 000 9 000 farm economy. 

The 450,000-member Canadian Federation of Agriculture, in a meeting 
with Cabinet, urged also that the Government ban  imports of cheese, move 
surplus butter out of the country and help provide free milk'tfor school= 
children to overcome a "depressed condition" in the dairy industry. 

Mr. H. H. Hanna% CFA President who headed the 27-man federation 
delegation, said Mr. St Laurent and 15 Cabinet Ministers turned out for 
the meeting. He said the reception was "excellent." The CFA was prom-
ised consideration but there was no indication how far the Government was 
prepared to go to meet the farmers' demands. 

The CFA, in its brief, said farmers are suffering from a cost-price 
squeeze that has reduced living standards. Farm prices are falling while 
farm costs remain high. Farmers are being penalized for producing an 
an abundance of food which is driving prices dawn. 

Commons Senate Canmittee On Capital  Punishment: Ottawa, March 3 9  (CP) -- A 
prominent Canadian soci'Ologist said today that murder is,the safest 
crime to commit in Canada. 

Professor C. W. Topping, Head of the Department of Sociology at 
United College, Winnipeg, made the stateMent to the Gammons-Senate Cam-
mittee on capital and corporal punishment and lotteries in a brief•urging 
abolition of the,death pentilty. 

Only one of every 10 persons charged with murder was convicted. 
Hawever, eight out of 10 persons were convicted after being charged with 
other indictable offenses. 

Mrs. Ann Shipley (L. Timiskaming) and several other canmittee mem- 
bers disagreed with Mr. Topping's conclusion. Mrs. Shipley suggested 
the low ratio of convictions is proof that in Canada only the guilty are 
convicted of murder. . 

Across Canada:  No date has been set yet for presentation of the 1955-56 bud-
get to Parliament »  Finance Minister Harris said yesterday. He was reply-, 
ing in the Commons to a question from Mr. Vacdonnell. 	. 	The Revenue 
Department estimated yesterday that 2 9 690 9 000 of Canada's 4,800,000 tax- 
payers will get some portion of their 1954 taxes back through refund 
claims. It said the refunds will total about $146,000,000 if all claims 
are filed. Deadline for filing 1954 tax returns is April 30. . 	. An 
increase in commercial disappearance over farmers' marketings accounted 
for the decline in Canadian wheat stocks for the week ending February 23. 
The Board of Grain Commissioners reported that wheat in store and in 
transit at North American position stood 348 9 300 9000 bushels at the close 
of business for the week »  compared with 352 9 000 9 000 'bushels the previous 
week. 	o . Mr. Tyler Thompson of Elmira, N.Y., has taken up his new 
post as United States Minister here, the U.S. Embassy announced yesterday. 
Mr. Thompson succeeds Mr. Don C. Bliss, 58 9  now on assignment in Europe, 
Canadian Press reported from Ottawa. 
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lbuld Lift Secrecy On Corporation income Tax:  Ottawa, March 4 (CP) 	Corpora- 
tion income tax matters:are of public concern Mr., Stanley_Knawles Said 

. _ today as he spoke on hie awn Commons  bill  which he said is aimed at lift-
ing' "the Veil of secrecyft  surrounding these matteri. 

The bill would make it mandàtory for hearings before the Income Tax 
Appeal Board to be held in public cases where the appellant is a corpora-
tion. 

Mr. Sinclair Po Attend Mbscaw Meeting .0f Whaling Commission: Ottawa, March 4 
(Globe & Mail) 	Next summer Fisheries Minister Sinclair will become the 
first Canadian Cabinet Minister ever to make an .official visit ta Russia. 

Mr. Sinclair will go to Moscow to.represent Canada at the annual 
meeting of the International Whaling CcirmtisSion which opens there on July 
18. Canada is one of the 17 'nations on the Commission. -  It meets annually 
and gathered,last summer at Tokyo. . 

Apart from the -Zussian Fisheries Minister, Me. Sinclair will be the-
only delegate.of  Cabinet  rank attending the meeting. Mr. Sinclair 'expects 
to spend about a week in Moscow. 

Royal  CoMmission On Coastal Shipping:  Ottawa, March 4.(CP) -- Transport Min- 
ister  Marier  said today terms of reference of .a Royal Commission into 
coastal shipping Will allaw the body to .study shipping between the Pacific 
and,Atlantic coasts. 	 - 

Mr. Howard Green (PC. Vancouver Quadra) said in the Commons there is 
some doubt that the Royal Commission, announced Wednesday, would have, 
authority to inquire into shipping between the two coasts. 

Mr. Marler said it is intended that the Commission look into this 
phase of shipping and that its terms of reference are broad enough to 
enable it to do so. This would cover carriers calling at foreign ports 
while travelling from one Canadian coast to the other. 

Forecast Labour Unification: Ottawa, March 4 (CP) -- First firm negotiations 
for amalgamation of Canada's two largest labour cpngresses will be made . 

_here Wednesday. 
They will come, informants said today, at a meeting of the unity Cam.; 

mittee of top officers of the two Congresses, which up to naw has been 
engaged solely in working out a truce on membership raiding between the 
organizations. 

Officials of the Trades and Labour Congress of ,Canada and the Can-
adian Congress of Labour said the Ifflnesday talk undoubtedly is the fore- 
runner of unification of their mmberships of about a combined 1,000,- 
000, though several major problems still have to be hurdled. 

1 
It also would permit the Government to provide, especially on the 

request of Parliament, information on incame taxes of corporations. 
Under present law, a corporation appealing a Revenue Department 

decision to the Income Tax Appeal Board can elect to have the hearing 
held in camera. Information on income taxes, whether individual or cor-
poration, now is  regarde d as secret. 

(over) 



They rule out final amalgamation in 1955 - taking a slawer pace than 
their big U.S. affiliates - but declare it is certain for some time next 
year. 

Industrial Quebec Exhibition:  Montreal, March 6 (Globe & Mail) -- Sparked by 
the Montre].  Chambre de Commerce, the greatest industrial promotion 
effort in the history of Quebec got underway here this weekend. 

An Industrial Quebec exhibition drew thousands of Montrealers and 
visitors yesterday and today, while tonight a special train left with 70 
newspapermen from all pnrts of -Canada, the United States and Europe on a 
week-long tour of seven industrial centres of the Province. 

The big show began as a relatively modest plan by the French business 
organization in Montreal for an industrial exhibltion. Mrith the enthusi-
astic co-operation of business and Government, it has become an interna-
tional show window. 

Pendicton,  B.C., Celebrates World Title Hockey Victory: Penticton, B.C., March 
6 (CP) •-- An estimated 6,000 persons, more than half the population, 
shattered the quiet of this Okanagan Valley town today at  the  news that 
thé home-town Penticton  Vs  had won the world hockey championship. 

Minutes after news of  the Vs 5-0 win over Russia in Erefeld, Ger-
many, for the world title reached here fans rushed from their  homes for a 

, spontaneous celebration. Cars piled four deep along the main street. A 
parade started from the firehall, led by Fire Chief H. M. Foreman. 

Surveying the scene, Mr. George Cady, member of the Vs  executive, 
said, "This makes Vancouver's Granville Street look like an alley." 

A procession of cars stretched for more than 11 miles as drivers 
tooted and honked their way,' 0 . 

Across Canada:  Lower food prices brought down the cost of living slightly in 
January. The monthly consumer price index announced Friday dropped one-
tenth of a point. The index went to 116.3 in January, the first time in 
a year that it had rleclined three months in a row. It was lower than at 
any time since last June, when it stood at 116.2. This was 1.9 points 
below the record of December, 1951, but higher than the 115.7 of a year 
previously. .  0 . • A contract for construction of 38 microwave towers 
between Toronto and the Manitoba border has.been let by the Bell Tele-
phone Campany, it was lenrned Friday, according to C.P. . • 0 	Premier 
Duplessis announced on Friday the Canadian International Paper Company 
plans construction in the "very near future" of a new $2,000 9 000 plant at 
Pointe-aux-Trembles. 
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Commons  Approves Increased Veterans' Allowances:  Ottawa, March 7 (CP) -- The 
House of Commons tonight gave unanimous approval to a bill which will 
boost payments to some 41,500 burned-out war veterans-and their depend-
ents by $9,500,000 a year. 

The bill providing for increases in war veterans' allowances now 
goes to the special Commons Committee on veterans affairs for clause-by-
clause study. It was given second reading without'a vote after Veterans 
Minister Lapoint wound up the two-day debate. 

Replying to the chief Opposition criticism that the ceilings on 
permissible annual income for recipients are too law - $840 for single 
and $1,440 for married veterans - Mr. Lapointe said they are permitted 
ta make as much as they can through casual earnings on part-time jobs 
without it being charged against the ceilings. 

Everything except full-time, regular employment was allowable 
undbr terms of the bill and Department regulations concerning casual•
earnings. 

Mr. Lapointe said that for a married veteran who is physically un-
able to do part-time work, the allawance can be increased to $120 a 
month through a special assistance fund from the $108 amount under the 
new bill. The single veteran's $60-a-month allowance could be raised to 
$70. 

Coast To Coast Microwave TV Network:  Ottawa, March 7 (CP) -- Revenue Minister 
RtCann said tonight the Government expects Canada will be linked from 
coast to coast by a microwave television network in about three years. 

He told the Commons the network - estimated in some quarters to 
cost about $50,000,000 - will link publicly-owned and private television 
stations from Vancouver to Sydney, N.S. Portions of the network would 
be campleted in less than three years.  •  

Dr. McCann said a microwave network already links CBC and private 
stations from Windsor to Quebec City. 

The CBC had accepted tenders submitted by Canadian telephone com-
panies for extension of the network west from Toronto to Vancouver and 
east from Montreal to Sydney. The Corporation also had accepted ten-
ders of the railway telegraph companies for extension of the French 
television network in Quebec. 

One World Or None,.Says Dr. Solandt: Toronto, March 7 (Globe ec Mail) -- 
Peoples of the world are fnced with the desperate alternative of one 
world or none, Dr. 0. M. Solandt, Chairman of the Defense Research 
Board told the Canadian Club Monday. 

Mffe can foresee the possibility of having weapons available in the 
world in numbers capable of destroying our civilization and of render-
ing large parts or even the whole of the world uninhabitable to man," 
he said. "This means that our attitude toward war must be fundamentally 
changed if we are to ensure survival." 

(over) 



Ambassador To Portugal:  (Press Release No. 18, March 7) -- The Secretary of 
State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, on March 7, announced that the 
Hon. W.F.P. Turgeon, P.C., Q.C., Canadian Ambassador to Ireland and Min-
ister to Portugal, will be transferred to Lisbon with the rank of Ambas-
sador. It was announced on February 9 that the Portuguese Government 
and the Government of Canada had decided to raise to the status of 
Embassies their Legations in Ottawa and Lisbon. 

The Secretary of. State for Ekternal Affairs also announced the re-
tirement of Mr. Emile Vaillancourt, Canadian Ambassador to Peru. 
Appointments of successors to Mr. Turgeon as Ambassador to Ireland and 
to Mr. Vaillancourt willY be announced at a later date. 

Dominican Republic Trade Delegation:  Ottawa, March 7 (T & C) -- Mr. Howe an-
nounced today that the Dominican Republic was sending to Canada a trade 
delegation to discuss commercial relations of mutual concern. The dole. 
gation, comprising Dr. Manuel Resumil Aragunde, Secretary of State for 
Trade and Commerce, and Senor Salvador Ortiz, a senior member of the 
administration, is due to arrive March 6. His Excellency Rafael Paino 
Pichardo, Ambassador of the Daminican Republic to Canada, will partici-
pate in the discussions. 

Across Canada:  The Supreme Court of Canada ruled yesterday it has no power 
to sit in judgment on a lower court's decision in connection with United 
States extradition moves. The Court rejected a bid by the U.S. Justice 
Department to appeal a Montreal court decision refusing to grant extra-
diction of two rontrealers. The two - ehlter Link and Harry Green - are 
wanted in the U.S. in connection with stock fraud charges involving 
$341,000 allegedly collected from American investors, C.P. reported from 
Ottawa. . . . 	Immigration Minister Pickersgill said his Department 
will take steps to boycott imnigrant ships where living and other con-
ditions are not found suitable for the bringing of new Canadians to Can- 
ada. . 	. 	Census-takers are preparing for the first five-year cross- 
•Cqnada nose count in June, 1956. Persons in cities, towns and villages 
will be asked only seven questions against 29 in the regular 10-year 
count. Rural folk will be required to answer only 75 questions compared 
with 200 in 1951. 
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Geneva Conference On Peaceful Uses Of Atomic Energy:  (Press Release No. 19, 
March 8) -- The Department of External Affairs announced on March 8 that 
the Canwidian Government has accepted the invitation of the Secretary-
General of the United Nations to participate in the forthcoming Interna-
tional Scientific Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy. 

The Conference, which will meet in Geneva from August 8 to August 
20 1955 has been called as a result of a resolution unanimously 
adopted at the last session of the General Assembly of the United Nations. 
The resolution states that the purpose of the Conference will be "to ex-
plore means of developing peaceful uses of atomic energy through interna-
tional co-operation, and in particular, to study the development of atomic 
power and to consider other technical areas - such as biology, medicine, 
radiation protection; and fundamental science - in which,international co-
operation might most effectively be accomplished". 

Canada was a co-sponsor of the resolution and in the debate on it in 
the General Assembly, the Minister of National Health and Welfare and 
Acting Chairman of the Canadian Delegation, Mr. Martin, expressed the 
view that the Conference would provide "The first occasion to focus world-
wide attention on the efforts of countries with the experience in atomic 
energy to speed the development of peaceful applications by making freely 
available the knawledge thus far acquired". 

As Mr. Martin revealed at that tlme, the Canadian contribution to 
the Conference will consist of a number of scientific papers dealing with 
Canada's special experience in the peaceful application of atamic energy, 
particularly in the fields of uranium production and power  reactor tech-
nology. 

Dr. W. B. Lewis, Vice-President, Research and Development, Atomic 
Energy of Canada Limited, will be responsible for co-ordinating the Can- 
adian contribution to the Conference and has already assisted with the 
preliminary arrangements for the Conference as Canadian member of a cam-
mittee set up to advise the Secretary-General of the United Nations. He 
will be attending the Conference accompanied by a delegation of scientists 
from both Government and private agencies. 

GATT "Will Go On":  Ottawa,  March 8 (CP) -- The General Agreement on Tariffs and 
Trade "will go on," Trade Minister Howe today told the House of Commons. 
He described the nuw agreement, worked out at Geneva, as "not as good as 
it might have been but it might have been much worse." 

Mr. Howe added it is not as strong and effective as he had hoped 
last October when the Geneva meetings started. But it was more satisfac- 
tory than he had thought it might be when he returned from Geneva last 
December. 

The current agreement expires June 30. 

(over) 



' It will be to Canada's interest to adhere to GATT, Mr. Howe said. 
He indicated that he will make a full statement on the Geneva meetings 
in two or three weeks after the Government has been fully briefed on 
them  • y its representatives. 

One of the main purposes of the Geneva Conference was to work out 
a new tariff schedule among the 35 participating nations and to try 
to put GATT on a firmer organizational basis. 

Mr. Menzies In Ottawa:  Ottawa, March 8 (CP) -- Prime Minister lgenzies of 
Australia will be the guest of Governor General Massey for the first 
two days of his five-day visit that starts tomorrow, the External 
Affairs Department said today. 

He will arrive at Uplands Airport at 3:00 p.m. to be met by Mr. 
St. Laurent, Cabinet Members and others. Later, he will call on Mr. 
Bowe and have dinner at Government House. 

On Thursday he will visit Mr. St. Laurent's office, hold a press 
conference, address the Women's Canadian Club and visit the Commons in 
session. He will be the Prime Minister's dinner guest. 

Friday he will fly to Montreal where he will receive an 
degree at a special McGill University convocation, returning 
later in the day. 

Saturday he will confer with Mr. Pearson, and on Sunday 
fly from here to  Washington.  

honourary 
to Ottawa 

he will 

Across Canada: National Research Council grnnts-in-aid to universities and 
for research fellowships will total about $3,000,000 in the 1955-56 
fiscal year beginning April 1. Council President Dr. E.W.R. Steacie 
has announced that its scholarships programme will increase to $834,- 
000 from $563,000 and that research grants will rise to $1,497,000 
from $1,338,945. Council grants to various committees for research 
projects and to cover about 100 post-graduate fellowship-holders on 
the Council staff will push the total to the $3,000,000 figure, C.P. 

reported. . • . 	A Canadian organization which attempts to rehabil- 
itate criminals said yeSterday •that life Imprisonment would be a bet-
ter way to prevent murder than capital punishment. The John Howard 
Society of Quebec made the statement in a brief submitted to the Com- 
mons Senate Committee on Corporal and Capital Punishment. . .. 	Mr. 
T. M. Patterson, has been appointed Director of the Northern Affairs 
Department's engineering and water resources branch, it was announced 
yesterday. 
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Mr. Menzies Arrives On 5-Day Visit:  Ottawa, March 9 (CP) -- Prime Minis-
ter Menzies of Australia arrived in Ottawa by air today. . . 

Mr. Menzies, on a five-day visit, will hold talks rith Canadian 
officials on the possibility of getting stop-over privileges in 
Eastern Canada on a proposed Australian-United Kingdom air service 
via North America. The Australians, it was learned, would like to 
get landing rights in Montreal. 

House Debates Beef Price Spreads: Ottawa, March 9 (CP) -- The Commons 
today spent more than three hours debating a private member's resolu-
tion requesting a federal investigation of beef-price spreads. 

Then Agriculture Minister Gardiner said the federal Government 
has no legal right to conduct such an inquiry. The grading and mar-
keting of the bulk of meat products fell under provincial jurisdic-
tion. 

The resolution, submitted by Mr. Davie Fulton (PC-Kamloops), 
dealt with the spread between the price received by the farmer for 
beef and that paid by the consumer. 

Mr. Hawe To Visit Australia, New Zealand:  Ottawa, March 9 (CP) -- Trade 
Minister Hawe will leave April 8 on a three-week tour of Australia 
and New Zealand, the Department announced today. He will discuss 
wheat marketing with Australian officials and trade in general with 
Ministers of both countries. 

Gen. McNaughton On International Rivers Bill:  Ottawa, March 9 (CÈ)-- Gen. 
A.G.L. McNaughton, Chairman of the Canadian section of the Interna-
tional Joint Commission, today urged Canada to move quickly to make 
use of •the power  potential of the Columbia River basin in British 
Columbia. 

Otherwise, he told the Commons External Affairs Committee, this 
country might wake up to find the United States had made claims 
against Canadian water resources. . . . 

The Committee is studying a Government bill, • given approval in 
principle by the Commons February 24, which would give the federal 
Guvernment tighter control over use of international river waters. 
It would require any group, including a Provincial Government, to 
obtain a federal licence to construct dams on such rivers. 

(over) 



Labour Congresses Move  Taward Amalgamation: Ottawa, March 9 (CP) -- Can-
ada's two largest.laboUr congresses today took a long stride towards 
amalgamation as a unity committee adopted a set of basic principles 
for a merged organization of about 1,000,000 workers. 

One of the 15 principles - all of them still to be ratified by 
the TLC-CCL.governing . bodies'- is that a'main objective of the super-
congress;would be eventual'unification of all genuine labour groups 
among Canada's - 1,260,000 organized workers.' . 

'These would include the 100,000-member Canadian and Catholic 
Confederation of Labour in Quebec, some 50,000 members of the railway 
running trades and miscellaneous groups. Hdwever, officials said to-
day no approach has yet been made to these. 

Cammunist - dominated unions would be barred from the merged 
congress, as they naw are in the TLC and CCL. 

CCL Secretary-Treasurer Donald MacDonald, acting aa.spokesman 
after today's one-day meeting, said the eight-man group of top of-, 
fieers "made exceptional progress towards aur goal of a merger." 

Across Canada: Dr. M. A. Rauf, India's High Commissioner to Canada, at 
Kingston, Ont., on March 8 took delivery of the first of 120 loco-
motives built by,the Canadian  Locomotive Company for india under the 
Colombo Plan. Completion of the engine was the first step in a 
$21,000,000 contract for locomotives under the Colombo Plan. 	. . 
The 19th Federal-Provincial Wildlife Conference opened in Montreal 
yesterday. It will bring together game commissioners and leading 
wildlife and conservation officials fran all the 10 Provinces. The 
20th North American Wildlife Conference, sponsored by the Wildlife 
Management Institute of Washington, D.C., will open its three-day 
sessions next Monday. 	. 	Federal subventions assisting the 
movement of Canadian coal to market are being increased for the west 
and kept largely unchanged for the east, Mines Minister Prudham said 
Wednesday. 
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Atom Strength  Necessary, Says Mr. Menzies:  Ottawa, March 10 (CP) -- Prime 
Minister Menzies of Australia said today the Russians could become mas-
ters of Europe in a few weeks if the riest agreed to ban the atom bomb. 

He said there are a lot of people in the West  who want the A-bomb 
banned, but he warned thnt Russia cannot be trusted i and that she has 
overwhelming superiority in conventional weapons. 

The Russian type of "peaceful co-existence," he maintained, ras 
"hypocrisy," and there could be no greater way to produce war "than to 
abandon military superiority which deters the other side from starting 
a war. 

Mr. Menzies appealed for maintenance of Western  atamic strength 
in a luncheon address to the Women's Canadian Club. 

On the second day of his five-day Canadian visit he conferred with 
Prime Mînister St. Laurent, held a press conference, visited the Cam-
mons where he received an ovation from the members and later held talks 
with Defence Minister Campney.  o  . 

Extend Life Of Department Of Defence Production: Ottawa, March 10 (CP) -- 
Prime Minister St. Laurent said today the Government has no intention 
at present of appointing a separate Minister for the Department of 
Defence Production now in the hands of Mr. Hawe. 

Mr. St. Laurent made the statement in the House of Canmons as he 
proposed a motion to extend indefinitely the life of the Dep9rtment 
and the broad powers it holds to ensure Canada's defence buildup. The 
act under which the Deprtment was set up is due to expire July 31, 
1956. 

The motion, to be followed by introduction of a bill, also would 
increase the salary of the Minister of Defence Production to $15,000 
from $10,000 a year to bring it in line with the scale for other Cab-
inet posts. 

Mr. St. Laurent said, however, this will have no immediate effect 

because Mr. Howe, while doing double duty, draws only his salary as 

Minister of Trade and Commerce. 
Replying to a question from Mr. Fleming, the Prime Minister said 

the Government has no intention now of detaching the Defence Production 
from Mr. Howe and putting it under a separate Minister. 

Senate Debates  Bill To Widen Divorce Grounds: Ottawa, March 10 (CP) -- 

Senator W.I .estoa-,v-  urged his colleagues to support a bill 
widening grounds for divorce in Canada. 

The Ontario Liberal argued in the Senate that it wpuld bring hap- 

«, 	piness to many now living in a union where happiness is impossible. 
The benefits would far outweigh any possible abuses. 

Restrictions advocated by some of his colleagues opposing the bill 

constituted the very antithesis of Christianity, he said. 

(over) 



In the brief debate, Senator Davies was joined by Senator Baird 
(L. Newfoundland) in support of the bill which would add cruelty, 
desertion for three years and incurable insanity as divorce grounds 
in those provinces which have divorce courts. 

Senator Baird said he sees "no sane, unbigoted reason for our in-
sistence that the legitimate reasons for divorce shall be so limited 
as to encourage illegal methods of obtaining divorce evidence." 

The principle of the bill will be debated again next week. 

CBC System Of Regulation To Remain:  Ottawa, March 10 (CP) -- Revenue Min-
ister McCann said today the Government does not intend to change the 
system by which the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation regulates broad-
casting in Canada and is directly responsible to Parliament for its 
actions. 

He told the Commons it is a good system. It had worked well and 
the private radio stations had done well for themselves. 

The Opposition, he seid, tries to insinuate that the publicly-
owned CBC is "under the thumb of the Government." It was not. It was 
under laws made by Parliament and mus responsible to Parliament. 

Ontario Budget:  Toronto, March 10 (CP) -- Follawing are some of the main 
points of the Ontario budget presented in the Legislature Thursday by 
Premier Frost: 

For the seventh consecutive year there will be no increase in 
Provincial taxes; instead the amusement tax is cut by 20 per cent. 

Ontario plans to remain within the tax rental agreement for the 
full five-year period ending March 31, 1957, but is not satisfied wlth 
present terms. 

The Government predicts a 1955-56 surplus of $865,000 to go with 
the 1954-55 surplus of $704,0000 

Assistance to municipalities, school boards and other agencies 
is increased to $157,100,000 from $144,800 9 000 and will include for 
the first time provincial aid for civil defense. 

The Government and its agencies will spend more than $700,000,000 
on a record capital construction programme creating employment for a 
work force of 175,000 persons. . 

Across Canada: The Immigration Department has printed 140,000 copies of a 
booklet designed to help neu Carrdians understand federal Government 
operations. A return tabled in the Com-ons said the booklet, entitled 
"Our Government," is for the use of immigrants attending citizenship 
classes. There were 120,000 English and 20,000 French copies printed. 

•  0 . 	Special grants of $5,600,000 to universities were provided 
for in the new Ontario budget. Premier Frost said these grants are 
for construction and deferred maintenance. . 	With the tremendous 
oil potential that exists in %stern Canada, the industry in this coun-
try has "just scratched the surface," members of the Kiwanis Club of 
Montreal were told yesterday. Mr. A. G. Farquharson, Vice President, 
McColl-Frontenac, sairi actual oil potential in the west has climbed 
from 19,000 to 420,000 barrels a day since 1946 and production has 
jumped fram 19,000 barrels daily to 263,000 from some 6,000 producing 
wells during that period. 
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Forces In  Korèi  Ottawa, March 11 (CP) -- Mr. Campney said tonight that the 
impending move of an army battalion to Korea as replacement troops has 
been suspended pending talks on a further reduction of Canadian forces 
-Èh'ere. 

He said in an interview that the transfer of the 1st Battalion, the 
Black Watch, fram Aldershot N.S. has been held Up. 

The Government hoped to have it settled "reasonably shortly' whether 
or not the replacement of the 2nd Battalion. Queen's Own Rifles, which naw 
is In Korea, mmuld be carried through. , 

, He said he hopès Canarla can withdraw all its forces - some 1,200 men 
in Korea and that negotiations are being carried on with other Cammon-
wealth and United Nations countries with troops there. 

Mr. Campney said he hopes there will be no undue delay for the 	, 
Queen's Ovin in returning to Canada. But it would not be prudent to re-
place them with another full battalion and then decide soon after that 
many Canadian  troops' were not necessary in the UN forces helping to keep 
the truce,in Korea. 

Discusàions about a reduction in Canada's comeitment were beine car-
ried on with Britain, Australia and New Zealand, which also,have troops 
in the Comnonwealth unit there. Consultation with the United States and 
'the UN also was necessary. • . . 

Cannons Debatei Defence Production Act: Ottawa March 11 (CP) -- A veteran 
opposition member said tonight in the Commons that in continuing the 
Defence Production Act the Government is seeking full wartime powers on 
a permanent basis. 

Mr. Howard Green referred'to the pawers of expropriation and of 
forced contracts Mr. Hewe has under the Act. He said the Minister has 
power  to force a, contract upon a manufacturer on penalty of putting his 
business under a controller. 

"There is no freedom left to business in Canada so long as that  pro-
vision  remains on the statute books," he said. 

Ir. Heae replied that the pawers are required by the Department to 
enable it to act quickly in  procuring materials, especially those in 

, short supply. There ras no sense in having a strong military force which 
did not have the backing of a strong procurement agency. 

The Government had received no camplaints from industry that the 
powers in the act were too ride. 

Mr. Green urged a full review of the wide powers contained in the 
Act, due to expire in July-, 1956. He spoke on a motion preparatory to 
introduction of legislation by which the Government will seek to extend 
the life of the act indefinitely. 

-- A new metl-od of processing yarn which will spark an industry-wide 
revolution in textiles and which could guide Canada's textile industry 
to world leadership has been developed here. 

Research experts in the National Defence Department have developed 
the method which represents one of the first major successful breaks 
away from the method of spinning in use since man produced his first 
piece of cloth. 

Claim Canada's New Cloth Ten Times Stronger:  Ottawa, March 11 (Globe & Mail) . 	. 

gi 

(over) 
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Used exclusively for military purposes so far, the new textile, 
which has four to 10 times the strength of comparable  Standard cloths, 
has a tremendous potential for use in civil . defence. . . . 

When released for civilian use, it will have a range of benefits 
as wide as textiles themselves. liarly•of the most important benefits, 
in industrial textiles and work clothing, will be felt by the labour-
ing group. But the new yarn process also opens up new fields of design 
'in women's clothing and can easily be incorporated in men's suitings. '• ' 

The U.S. Government, using the patents under a reciproCal agree-
ment with Canada„ is ruShing the new textile into  production for  usé by , 
its armed forces.' Seven Can-dian mills  are  'alrea.dy produ-cind the neW , 
yarn and textiles from 'it - in' coMmercial quantities  for  'Cang.l.diair use. 

Cloth produced by the new method is not confined to any spe'Cific 
raw material. All textile fibres, such as cotton., wool and 'synthetics, 
can be used. Although strength  is  'greatly increased, the 'cloth loses 
none of its sOftness or other pleqsing cberacteristics. The cloth 
produced is 'so strOng that it can be used, arbund -a light metal fraMeœ 
work, for lugga.ge. 

' 	The yqrns can be spu.n on existing mill'equipment, which* only  re- , 
quires alterations to handle  the  new-  procéss. 	 • 

Dairy Products Talks With New Zealand:  ' Ottawa, March 11 (T & C )'  -= The . 
present world da.iry products • position, more PartICUlarlY  as  it  implies 
to cheese,' was  discussed bY Mr. William  Marshall, . Chairman -of the New 
Zealand' Dairy Products Marketing CoMmission, with the'Minister -of 
Trade and Commerce, Mr. Howe, and the Minister of Agriculture, Mr. 
Gardiner, tOgether with officials of their  respective  DépartMents. Dur- . 
ing Friday' s.  discussions, there was a full excha.nge ,of views and informa- 
tion on -Ùle 'dairy products position' in - Canada and New Zealand. 	' 

Across Canada: No decision has been reached regarding assistance to the 
Trans-Cana.da -  Pipe Lines Company, Mr.. St.. Laurent waS reported,to have 
told the press following Cabinet meeting ,Saturda.y morning. . . . A, 

• budget of $915,000 for promotion of Ontario dur-ing the coMing Year, 
and for maintenance of the inspection services which-  survey tourist 
camps, motels and similar establishraent, was . arpprovect Friday by ,the 
Legislatiire. . . . 	Nine Commons Committees now are 'Meeting,' some tWo 
or three times a week. At least another six, and perhaps 'more, will be 
set up before prorogation, expected in early July. They now are  meet- 
ing morning and afternoon. and sOon will start meeting' at night, C.P. 
reported. . . . 	Calgary Workshop 14 won top . honour's' for the second 
consecutive year in  the  Alberta Regibnal Drama  Festival  which 'ended 
Saturday ,night. British adjudicator Andre van Gységhem rated the Com-
pany's " production of George Bernard , Sha.w's The Apple  ('art  above the five 
other plays presented during_ the  four -day festival. 
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Tuesday, March 15, 1955. 

Mr. Pearson On Canada-U.S. Relations: Toronto, March 15 (Globe &I Mail) -- 
While Canada has not accepted U.S. commitments covering aid to the 
Chinese Nationalists in Formosa, "that is not the same thing as saying 
that they may not involve us," Mr. Pearson told the Canadian Club yes-
terday. 

Asserting that it would be unthinkable for either country, if the 
other . were engaged in a life and death struggle, to remain neutral, Mr. 
Pearson said that thià is a tremendous change from the days when Canada 
twice entered a struggle for survival two years or more before the Uni-
ted States cane ln. 

"This change is one which must affect all our policies to, and re-
lations with, the tnited States," he said. 

In drawing a clear distinction between approval of U.S. foreign 
policy in relation to Formosa, and Canadian concern and possible in-
volvMent in that tense situation, he said. 

"There is a difference in these matters between legal commitment 
and political concern. That is why we and other friendly countries at 
times find it necessary to state our views clearly and frankly . . . 
on matters which, in a strict legal sense may not be our concern, but 
are most assuredly our concern in every other way. 

"In Canada our co-ordinated and inter-related continental defense 
arrangements with the United States would alone make such concern in-
evitable - and special. n  

Mr. Pearson recalled that almost four years ago to the day, he 
told the Canarlian Club in Toronto that he believed the days of relatively 
easy and automatic relations with the U.S. were over. He believed this 
viewpoint was true then, and it was true today, not because Canadian-U.S. 
relations were  les  s friendly, but on the contrary, because they were 
closer than ever. 

°We should be more concerned even than before about maintaining and 
strengthening this friendliness, both because in the dangerous world of 
today it is more necessary than ever, and because it will be subjected, 
to new situations and new tests in the days ahead." 

As the two countries move into closer and closer relationships, they 
could less than ever afford to take each other for granted, the Minister 
continued. The very similarities of the two ways of life made it dif-
ficult at times for Cnadians to appreciate that the U.S. governmental 
mechanism and methods differed from Canada's as much as Canada's differed 
from those in France, for exemple.  

In the field of continental defense, there were Canadian-U.S. prob-
lems aplenty, Mr. Pearson said. He felt these would increase rather 
than diminish.North America itself, and its main centres of population 
and industry, were, for the first time, vulnerable to direct and devas-
tating attack by an enany. 

"It is therefore, the course of prudèenee for us to try •to deter such 
an attack by building defenses against it, diplomatic and military," Mr. 
Pearson said. 

(over) 



"In each case thèse  defenses must be collective and co-operative. 
Obviously, these continental defenses are matters of canmon effort and 
concern. 

"On the military side, the resources needed for such things as early 
warning lines and air defense installations to give the greatest practic- 
able safety to our two peoples, and to maintain the deterrent effect of 
certain and massive retaliation, maydnvolve substantial economic effort 
and the stationing of increased forces in Canada, especially air forces. 
This is a joint Cana(lian-U.S. problem. Indeed, it is also a NATO prob-
lem, and can best be solved by joint and agreed action of the two NATO 
members from this continent." 	. . . 

"M'e seek no special favours from the United States for our trade," 
Mr. Pearson said. "Quite apart from any political implications, a nar-
row, continental approach would not resolve our problems. It would 
merely ignore most of them and would agp.avate many of them. 

"No doubt problems will arise in our economic relations in the 
future, and some of them may be of quite a serious character. We shall 
be best prepared to handle such situations with good sense if we and our 
neighbours always keep in mind thnt we shall be living together for a 
long time. 

"The fortunes of both our countries are interdependent, n  Ir. Pearson 
said. "But the dependance of Canada on the United States is far greater 
than is the reverse. That is a fact which we must accept even if, at 
times, it makes us feel uncomfortable. This does not mean that we should 
not stoutly maintain and frankly express our own views on all matters of 
interest of concern to us. It does not mean that we should not do our 
best to alter American policy in matters which affect us when we think 
that policy is wrong. Above all, it does not mean that w -e should not use 
every legitimate means to protect  Canaan  interests when they are damaged 
or threatened by American policy. 

"In our differences with the United States, we Canadians have to 
remember two things," Mr. Pearson said. "One, thnt in any major war we 
must be on the same side. Two, that in any major economic conflict, we 
would suffer more than they would by a policy of retaliation." 

Mr. Howe Sees Possible Return To Priorities:  Ottawa, March 14 (CP) -- Mr. Howe 
said today both the Canari. 	and U.b. Governments believe it will be neces- 
sary to return to a priority system for defence materials. 

He referred particularly to possible allocation needs for aluminum -, 
copper and nickel and added that there is a threatened shortage of scrap 
iron in Cana.  

Mr, Howe was speaking in the Commons on a Government resolution to 
extend indefinitely the powers of the Defence Production Act, due to ex-
pire July 31, 1956. 

The resolution was passed nfter strenuous objections from Opposition 
members led by Mr. • Drew. Mr. Drew argued that the powers given the Gov-
ernment urrier the act were too wide and that no new expiry date for the 
act is set. 

Mr. Hawe later agreed that the Government would consider including a 
clause in the act which would enable Parliament to review the act's powers 
every few years. 

Mr. Howe said defence materials in later 1953 and early 1954 became more 
plentiful because of the recession in Canada and the U.S. 

But now it appeared allocation of defence materials again would be 
necessary. 

Across Canada: The first six of 90 Canadian-designed Otter transport planes 
ordered by the U.S. Army were delivered Monday at Downsview Airport by 
de Havilland Aircraft of Canada Ltd., The Globe and Mail reported. . . . 
Premier Henry Hicks of Nova Scotia said yesterday he would like to see 
federal tax grants to the Provinces guaranteed by the constitution, 
according to C.P. from Halifax. 	. . 	The annual $1,000,000-a-year 
federal contribution towards elimination of railway grade-crossing hazards 
will be increased to $5,000,000, Transport Minister  Marier  said yesterday. 
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Speculation On Mr. Dulles' Vlsit: Ottewa, March 15 (CP) -- Possible stationing 
of more U.S. forces in Canada will probably be discussed by State Sec-
retary Dulles and'Canadian officials this week, informants said today. 

Mr. Dulles is due here Thursday for a three day visit. There is no 
agenda for his talks with Cabinet Ministers and the discussion in all 
likelihood will range over the entire field of foreign.policy and defence. 

Informants said .the subject of U.S. forces in Canada is likely to 
came.uD during talks on the problems of North American defence. . • 

Tourist Deficit Reaches Record $80,000,000:  Ottawa, March 15 (CP) 	The'Uni- 
ted States is still the Mecca for the Canadian traveller, but some U.S. 
travellers seem to have lost their taste for Canadian haunts. 

A continuing shift in travel tastes eased Canada's deficit in inter- 
national tourist trade to an t;stimated record $80,000,000 in 1954, the 
Bureau of Statistics reported today. For the fourth consecutive year, 
Canadian travrllers spent more abroad than did foreign visitors to this 
country. 

Though overseas spots have attracted a few more Canadian dollars, 
Canadian travellers as ustal did most of their spending in the U.S. last 
year. And while the amount of Canadian travel dollars finding their way 
into U.S. tills rose to a peak, U.S. spending in Canada dropped. 

Total outlays by Canadians travelling to the U.S. and other coun-
tries rose for the sixth consecutive year in 1954, increasing by $15,000,- 
000 to a high of $380,000,000. Foreign spending in Canada dropped last 
year by $2,000,000 to $300,000,000. 

The resulting deficit - the difference between spending abroad and 
foreign spending in Cariada - rose to $80,000,000 from $63,000,000 in 1953. 

It compared with a surplus of $49,000,000 in 1950, and the peak sur-
plus of $145,000,000 in 1948. 

For the third consecutive yeark, said the Bureau, Canadians spent 
more in the U.S. last year thandid U.S. visitors z to Canada. 

Canadians spent an estimated peak $311,000,000 in the U.S. last 
year ,  a rise of $4,000,000 from 1953, and almost double the $165,000,- e 
000 of 19494 

U.S. spending in Canada declined by $4,000,000 from the 1953 record 
to $278,000,000 in 1954.  This  let Canada with a deficit in her U.S. 
travel account of $33,000,000, up'from $25,000,000 in 1953. 

Speed Citizenship Procèssing:  Ottawa, March 15 (Globe.êt Mail) -- Hope of ear-
lier admission to Canadian citizenship was given lon  g 1  lists of immigrants 
in Toronto and Montreal today when Mr. Pickersgill said a new approach 
will be made to the processing of their applications. 

In Toronto, quarters already have been obtained at Bay and Bloor 
Streets, and examining staff are being recruited so that, beginning 
April 1, hearings on citizenship applications can be removed from what 
Mr. Pickersgill described as "a little shack under a stairway in the 
City Hall." 

(over) 



lhat it means is that beginning next month, federal authorities will 
assume directly functions which the Minister. said Parliament had imposed 
upon provinciarinstitutions, Judges henceforth will preside over only 
the actual oath-takings. 

The matter arose in the Commons Committee on the estimates. 

Teen-Age Drug Addiction Negligible: Ottawa, March 15 (MontreaLGazette) -- Can-
ada has only 3,212 knawn drug addicts and there is no addiction problem 
among the teen-age high.schbol students of the country, Health Minister 

- 
 

Martin  said today. 	 - 

, In a statement to a special Senate Canmittee investigating the nar-
cotics traffic, he said that, while any number of addicts is serious and 
distressing, Canada's total must be viewed in terms of her population of 
more than 15,000,000. 

Mr. Martin said Canada has 2,364 criminal addicts - those who get 
rdrugs through the illegal traffic. 

Canada's Art For Biennial Exhibition:  Ottawa, March 14 (CP) -- The National 
Gallery plans to sponsor a biennial exhibit of Canadian works of art to 
obtain a broader picture of the country's art and sculpture, Mr. Pickers-
gill said today. 

He made the statement to the Cornons  Committee on estimates as ho  
quoted figures showing the largest portion of gallery expenditures is on 
purchases of-European works of art. 

,Mr. Pickersgill said the biennial exhibition will enable the gallery 
to see what is available for it to purchase.  • It also had been decided 
that the gallery's directorr should spend some of his time travelling 
around Canada to see what could be purchased. 

Mr. Pickersgill said that in the 1953-54 fiscal year the publicly-
awned gallery bought 12 important European paintings for a total of 
$513,293 and six Canadian paintings for $3,275. 

To date in the current year, it had bought or approved purchase of 
two European paintings costing $118,562 and 41 Canadian paintings and 
sculptures èosting $19,080. 

Across Canada:• Companies • involved in an alleged combine in the manufacture 
of wire fencing will be prosecuted, it was disclosed yesterday. A re-
turn tabled in the Commons for Mr. FultonbyMr. Garson said counsel 
.for the Restrictive Trade Practices Commission have been instructed to 
prosecute and now are preparing their case. . . . Although six Liberals 
joined the CCF in support of it, a bill to reduce the voting age in fed-
eral elections to 18 was overwhelmingly defeated yesterday in the Commons. 
The vote was 177 to 24. . 	• 	Sweeping powers for farm groups to con- 
trol, direct or fix the prices of any farm products, or even to prohibit 
sale of,the products, are conferred under legislation introduced in the 
OntarioLegislatureyesterday, the  Globe and Mail ,reports. 
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Senate Committee To Study Spending:  Ottawa, March 16 (CP) -- The Senate today 
set itself the task of making a deep study of Government spending on the 
federal, provincial and municipal level and its impact on the Canadian 
economy. 

. By a unanim 	 tous vote Senators empowered their standing Committee on 
Finance to take on the job under the chairmanship of Senator T. A. 
Crerar. 

It was under Senator Crerar's chairmanship in 1951 that the Senate 
Committee last made such a wide study. 

The motion to empower the Committee study prior to presentation of 
the budget by the Government in the Commons next month was sponsored by 
the Senate's Government leader, Solicitor-General W. Ross Macdonald. 

CCF Amendment In Unemployment Debate:  Ottawa, March 16 (CP) -- A second notion 
of non-confidence in the federal Government over its employment policies 
was placed before the Commons today by the CCF. 

It was introduced as an amendment to a Progressive Conservative 
motion of Mnrch 1 as a spasmodic unemployment debate continued. The 
debate WaS Still in progress when the House ended its abbreviated Wed-
nesday sitting. 

Tomorrow, the Commons shifts back to dealing with genern1 legisla- 
tion and the unemployment discussion will be resumed at some later date. 

The CCF amendment to the Progressive Conservative motion - which 
has not yet been voted on - calls on the Government to make adequate pro- 
vision immediately for the care of able-bodied persons out of work and - 
not receiving unemployment insurance. It also asks for a long-term pro-
gramme of "public investment and economic development" to stimulate employ-
ment. . . 

Canmons Estimates Committee:  Ottawa, March 16 (CP) -- Mr. Pickersgill said to-
day he is thinking of asking Parliament for more money this year to reach 
immigrants through Canada's foreign-language press. 

He said the $15,000 set aside in the current fiscal year for adver- 
, tising in the foreign-language newspapers is being well spent. ' 

Tie informed the Commons Estimates Committee he is considering asking 
for "a little more" through supplementary estimates for the present year, 
which ends March 30, and said he thinks he could make good use of it. 

Rivers Bill Before Committee:  Ottawa, March 16 (CP) --Mr. F. P. Varcoe, Deputy 
Justice Minister, said today international river improvements in Canada 
which affect the flow of rivers in the United States are outside provin-
cial jurisdiction. 

Be was  testifying before the Commons External Affairs Committee, 
which is delving into the legal aspects of a Government bill which would 
give Ottawa power to license any works in Canada which alter the flow  of-
international  rivers in the United States. 

Yr. Varcoe also said the bill does not infringe in any way on the 
powers of the provinces. 

Resources Minister Lesage said the bill has two purposes: To see 
that Canada's water resources are used for the benefit of Canada; and to 
make sure Canada's water resources aren't given away for nothing. 

(over) 



Hopes Indians To Take Place As Ordinary Citizensr  Ottawa, March 16 (CP) -- Mr. 
Pickersgill said today he hopes Indians some day will decide they no longer 
want to remain on reserves as wards of the Government. 

"You can't push it," he told the Commons Estimates Canmittee." "You 
can only act when everybody is ready to aft." 

Mr.•Pickersgill said the Governmpnt's hope for the future is that 
Indians will want to take their place "as common, ordinary Canadian 
citizens." 

However, there were treaties, special rights and trust funds which 
extended back two centuries and more. The present goal was to speed up 
the process of making Indians into normal citizens without interferring 
with their rights except by agreement. 

Social Research  Council Grants: Ottawa, March 16 (CP) -- Financial grants have 
been made by the Canadian Social Research Council to « 18 Canadians working 
on projects ranging from the study of Aivilik Eskimos to a book on the 
life of Louis Riel. 

The grants, averaging $400 each, are for post-doctoral research, the 
society said today. 

Mr. Tdmund Carpenter of the Department of Anthropology at the Uni-
versity of Toronto will study the Aivilik Eskimo in the Maguse River 
arca, west of Hudson Bay. 

Mr. G. F. G. Stanley of the Royal Military College, Kingston, has 
tackled the Job of writing the life of Louis Riel. • . • 

New Northwestern  Ontario University:  Toronto, March 16 (Globe & Mail) -- Estab-
lishment of a college at the Lakehead, as the beginning of a new univer-
sity for Northwestern Ontario, and a $7,000,000 programme of building to 
make Ryerson Institute in Toronto the finest technical training centre on 
the continent were announced yesterday by Education Minister Dunlop. 

Described by the Minister as the beginning of a new era of education 
in Ontario, the projects have two major objectives: Providing university 
training for more students and offering training in technical skills for 
those who seek to enter industry. 

The "Rocket" Suspended For Balance Of NEL Season: Montreal, March 16 (CP) -- 
Maurice Richard, high-scoring Rocket of Montreal•Canadiens, wns suspended 
today for the remainder of the National Hockey League season and the 
entire Stanley Cup playoffs. There was no fine. 

For his stick attack on Hal Lavcoe of Boston Bruins and a punch in 
the eye Richard landed on linesman Cliff Thampson last Sunday night, in 
Boston, the Rocket was handed the severest penalty, certainly in terms of 
suspension, he has ever received. 

Across Canada: Small loan companies in the United States and other countries 
are showing increased interest in establishment of branches in Canada. 
Mr. K. R. MacGregôr, Superintendent of Insurance, stating this in his an- 
nual report tabled in the Gommons, said it is a development likely to 
affect the small loans business in Canada to a substantial extent, C.P. 
reported in Ottawa. . • . Premier Duplessis of Quebec, told to "take it 
easy" after an attack of the flu, left his hotel suite Wednesday to pre- 
side over a regular Wednesday session of the Provincial Cabinet. . . . 
Trans-Canada Air Lines showed record revenues for 1954 and its fourth suc-
cessive surplus, in its annual report tabled in the House of Commons Tues-
day. The surplus of $496,146 had increased from $256,230 in 1953. 

-30- 
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Mr. Dulles Greeted At Ottawa: Ottawa, March 17 (Globe, & Mail) -- Mr. John 
Foster Dulles today- began his first official visit to Canada as Sec-
retary of State. 

He said, when he arrived at Uplands airport,,that he will be com-
bining "a certain amount of business" with this first state call upon 
the Capital. 

For reporters it was a look-and-listen day. Tomorrow they can ask. . 
There is to be a press conference at the U.S. Embassy. 

Mr. Dulles wus met at the airport by Mr. Pearson and by members 
of the diplamatic corps, headed by its Dean, French Ambassador Hubert 
Guerin. He went immiediately from the airport to lunch with the Prime 
Minister. 

In the afternoon, Mr. Dulles visited the Parliamentary Press Gal-
lery where he chatted with reporters - on non-political topics; spoke 
at a closed meeting of Senators andliP's held under the auspices of the 
External Affairs Committee, and attended a reception given by the 
Speakers of the two Houses. 

Trans-Canada Pipe Lines Start Delayed:  Ottawa, March 17 (Globe ec Mail) -- 
Because it cannot arrange either for its financing or for a sufficient 
supply of gas, Trans-Canada Pipe Lines Ltd. announced here today that 
it would be unable to make a start this year on construction of its 
proposed natural gas pipeline from Alberta to Ontario and Quebec. 

After weeks of negotiation here, the Company had agreed to pro-
posa is made by the Government-owned Industrial Development Bank whereby 
in return for securities 'convertible into common stock the bank would 
participate in the initial financing of the $350,000,000'project. 

By converting the securities, the bank might have become the big-
gest common stockholder and thus have gained control of the company. 

On Monday night the company officials negotiating here learned 
that this was not agreeable to the U.S.-controlled companies that own 
many of the Alberta wells. They would not sell to Trans-Canada. 

"It was a case of principle," said Mr. Nathan Tanner of Calgary, 
President of Trans-Canada, in an interview here. "Theyare opposed to 
anything which leads to statism." 

Although plainly disappointed at this outcome, Mr. Tanner spoke 
without resentment at the attitude of the U.S.-controlled firms. He 
observed that Canadians must appreciate that except  for  U.S. capital 
the gigantic oil and gas development of Alberta would not have occur-
red. • • . 

As soon as possible Trans-Canada will seek hearings by the Board 
of Transport Commissioners here and the Alberta Gas and Conservation 
Board on an application to extend by one year iie period previously 
allowed for the company's financing. This period now expires April 30. 
• • • . 

(over) 



Tax Conference Preliminary April 26:  Otta*a, Marth 17 (CP) -- Prime Minister 
St. .Laurent and the 10 Provincial • Premiers willlmeet -here April 26 to 
set a date for the first federal-provincial tax conference in more than 
four years. 

Mr. St. Laurent originally proposed that the preliminary agenda-
planning session be held April 21-22, but he informed the Canmons today 
that the meeting has been postponed until April 26 because two Provin-
cial Premiers found the earlier date inconvenient. 

Uob Violence Over Richard  NUL  Suspension: Montreal, March 18 (Gazette) -- 
Mob violence took command of Montreal's west end last night as hockey 
fans by the -thousands started a riot over the suspension of Maurice 
(The Rocket) Richard that has no parallel in Montreal's long and stormy 
hockey history. 

The rioters wrecked Forum . doors, broke windows and destroyed tele-
phone booths. Public property surrounding the arena also'suffered con-
siderable damage. Windows in more than a score of streetcars trapped 
in the immediate vicinity at erne time were smashed. 	. . 

The score was 4-1 for Detroit when the same was called and forfeited 
to the visiting team. 

NHL President Clarence Campbell, whose suspension of Richard sent 
the city into a frenzy, became the target for mob violence. . . . 

One spectator, obviously with the pretence of shaking Campbell's 
hand, threw a punch at him. . 

Across Canada: Farmers intend to reduce wheat acreage this year to a 10-year 
law and concentrate on bigger productiOn of oats, barley and flaxseed. 
More land is to be put to work. Wheat plantings will be reduced from 
1-954 by 673,600 acres to 23,593,000, the Bureau of Statistics reported. 
This would be the lowest since 1945. 	. 	Because no other major 
source of water-developed electric  power  will be available after 1962, 
when the Niagara and St. Lawrence developments have came into production, 
the Ontario Hydro-Electric  Power Commission  is studying means of getting 
power from nuclear fission, Hydro Commission Chairman Richard Hearn, 
said yesterday. Hydro staff members are working in Great Britain, gain-
ing knawledge of advances there which will reach fruition by the end of 
the year in an atomic imwer plant, he said. . . . 
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mr. Dulles On North American Defence: Ottawa, March 18 (CP) -- Er. John Foster 
Dulles said today Russia is unlikely to win a general war unless it can 
knock out quickly North America's industrial power. 

For that reason, the defence of North America was of the utmost 
importance, the United States Secretary of State added in a 50-minute 
press conference at the U.S. Embassy. 

Further, he said, defence experts believe it is possible to obtain 
a North American defence to safeguard industrial power. This in turn 
would considerably increase the chances of peace. 

Mr. Dulles said North American defence played the most prominent 
part in his talks with Canadian leaders. He added: 

"Iffe see that. . .the air frontiers are actually in the Polar region, 
perhaps more than to the east or to the west. Therefore »  it is of the 
utmost importance and in the interests of peqce that we should create a 
situation which is such that the great reservoir of strength which re- 
sides in this continent shall not be subject to quick destruction. 

"If an aggressor thoughthe could quickly knock 'that out he might be 
tempted to an attack. If he knaws he cannot, then the likelihood of a 
general war is much less and the prospect of peace is greatly increased. 

"Our two Governments are working together on this matter of contin-
ental defence with the closest of co-operation - an unusual degree of 
co-operation - and a spirit of goodwill such as should properly emanate 
from friendly and neighbouring countries which are engaged in a task 
which is of supreme importance for ourselves and for free peoples every-
where." 

Asked whether the U.S. is seeking Canadian permission to station, 
more troops or air squadrons in Canada. Mr. Dulles said he doesn't 
know. It was primarily a matter for. the Defence Departments of the two 
countries. 

He said, at another point, that the U.S. does not expect Canada to 
support the U.S. blindly on American policies which do not conmend them- 
•selves to Canadians. 

The U.S. welcomed this week's speech by Mr. Pearson who said that 
if Canada or the U.S. were involved in a major war it would be unthink-
able for the other to remain neutral. 

Yalta Conference Documents: Ottawa, March 18 (Globe & Mall) -- This week's 
publication in Washington of documents on the 1945 Big Three Conference 
at Yalta, which has been ill-received in Britain and Europe, was ex-
plained today byllir. Dulles as something done in the normal course of 
proceedings in the State Department. 

He said the essential facts concerning the conferences, long a sub-
ject of internal political controversy in the United States, had already 

te 	been made public in books. .• . 

Alberta - Çuebec Gas Pipeline: Ottawa,March18(Globe &  Mail) 	CCF Leader . 

Coldwell told the House of Commons today that "it would be intolerable 
if American corporations prevented Canadians from using their awn 
natural resources." 

• 

(over) 



The CCF Leader made this brief  comment as Mr. s-e. Laurent was 
questioned by Oppositionists regarding the annOuncemént yesterday that 
a start cannot be made this year on construction of the  proposed $350,- 
000,000 natural gas pipeline from Alberta to Ontario and Quebec. 

Promising the Commons a statement on the matter as soon as he had 
full and accurate information, Mr. St. Laurent said he had nocamment 
to make at present "other than that I am disappointed that ci -rCumstan-
ces do not permit the start of the construction of this all-Canadian 
line this year." 

High Salaries For Grain  Board:  Ottawa, March 18 (CP) -- The Commons today 
defeated by a vote of 95 to  55a CCF attempt to block approval of a 
Go;v-ernment bill increasing salaries of the Board of Grain Camissioners. 

The attempt was supported by CCF, Progressive Conservative and 
Social Credit Parties and opposed by Liberals and one Independent. 

Mr. Howe said the Government regarded the motiOn as one of want-
of-confidence. . . . 

Supplementary Estimates:  Ottawa, March 18 (CP) -- The federal Government 
looks to record peacetime spending of $4,567,784,000 for the fiscal 
year that ends March 31. 

Final supplementary estimates of $53,994,000 tabled today in the 
Commons brought the 1954-55 figure to the total. Dcceeded only by 
the $5,322,000,000 expenditure in the war year of 1943-44. 

More than half the additional amount was taken up by $28,758,- 
000 to cover the 1954 deficit of the publicly owned Canadian National 
Railways. It was the first disclosure of the CNR's deficit, first in 
three year8. The CNR's annual report is to be submitted to the House 
Monday. 

Across Canada:  Canadian foreign policy in the light of latest international 
developments is expected to be outlined before Parliament this week - 
possibly Thursday by Mr. Pearson, C. P. announced. . . . 	The Gov- 
ernment announced that it will continue its support price for butter 
for another year. . . . 	Prairie farmers will get an interim mid-year 
payment of seven cents a bushel on oats deliveries to the Canadian 
rheat Board, Mr. Howe announced March 18. . . . 	In the week ending 
February 19, the number of persons with jobs was estimated to be 5,012,- 
000 9  some 42,000 higher than in the corresponding week in 1954. There 
were an estimated 5,391,000 persons in the labour force, 106,000 more' 
than last year. The number of persons without jobs and seeking work wan 
estimated to be 379,000, up 64,000 over the year, DBS announced today. 
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Mr. Howe On GATT Decisions:  Ottawa, March 21 (CP) -- Canada and other countries 
have lost their fight to bar the United States from imposing farm import 
curbs. But they have reserved the right to retaliate if they get  seriously 
hurt by U.S. restrictions. 	 . 

A communique of the 34-country General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 
today announced that a majority vote has given the U.S. freedom to restrict 
farm imports whenever • they threaten to interfere with domestic price-sup- 
port programmeS. 

In Montreal, before the Canadian Club, Trade Minister Hawe termed this 
a "regrettable incident" in Canadian-American trade relations since Canada 
and other farm-product exporters had opposed the American bid for a trade-
obligations waiver at the recent Geneva GATT Cqnference,Q- 

' 	Mr. Howe said the important thing naw is how  will  the 11 30  act under 
the waiver. She has imposed'curbs against imports from Canada and other - 
countries'of dairy products and such grains as oats, barley and rye.  •Mill 
she impose new ones? Mr. Howe appealed to Canadians to reserve judgment. 
He did not expect "insuperable" difficulties in trade with the U.S. 

The waiver granted the U.S. is effective immediately. . 

, 

RI Suf1CN erBiggestS12.um: Ottawa, March 21 (CP) -- Revenues of the Can.4 
adian National Railways suffered their biggest slump in the Campany's his-
tory during 1954, the CNR said today in its annual report. 

The report tabled in the Commons showed that gross revenues fell by 
about $56,00M00, bringing the Company its first deficit in three years 
despite a'sharp reduction in operating expenses. 

The déficit - previously announced - wns $26,758,000 compared with a 
surplus of $244,000 in 1953. However, the  •  Company continued its unbroken 
record of surpluses on operations, not'taking into account bond indebted-
ness. The operating surplus was $14 4,171,000. 

Bond Intereàt commitments of $31,209,000 brought on the publicly-owned 
-corporation's deficit, which will be met by a parliamentary appropriation. 

'  Gross revenues slipped in 1954 to $640,637,000 from the Company's allçp 
time peak of $696,622000 in 1953, reflecting a general decline in Canadian 
rail traffic during the year. 

Most of the major Departments showed revenue declines, led by a $50,- 
800,000 drop in freight income. 

Operating expenses were cut by $32,600,000 to $626,465,000 9  the CNR's 
biggest slash in operating costs since the depression years of 1932. 

!tabilizing Dollar 1±change Rate:  Ottawa, March 21 (CP) -- Finance Minister Har. 
ris said today that $44,000,000 of the Bank  of Canadas  holdings in gold 
and United States dollars was used in February to stabilize the Canadian - 
dollar exchange rate. He was asked in the Commons by Mr. J. le. Macdonne11 9  

Progressive Conservative financial critic, to explain a drop of $94,000 9 - , 
000 in the bank's gold and U.S. dollar holdings. Mr. Harris said $50„000,., 

 000 was spent in redeeming U.S.-held Canndian bonds. The rest was used in 
stabilizing the market during a brief period when the price of the U.S. 
dollar was rising. It was part of official Government policy. 

(over) 



Ministers Eligible For Estimates Committee:  Ottawa, March 21 (e).-- The Com-
mons today voted 130 to 36 , to reject a Progressive Conservative motion 

. which would have denied Cabinet Ministers the right to membership on the 
House's Estimates-Committee when,their Departments ,are under review. 

The Motion by Mr. Davie Fulton (PC-Kamloops) would have blocked a 
Government move to name Northern Affairs Minister Lesage to the Committee, 
which soon will begin stu» of Northern Affairs Department spending plans. 

The Progressive Conservative proposal found support from only one 
member of other Opposition groups - Mr. Harold E. Winch (CCF -'Vancouver 

 East). All other CCF members, the Social Credit group and three independ-
ents voted with the Liberals. 

Employment  Report:  Ottawa,  March 21 (CP) -- Government-figures, on:unemployment 
-. today shawed postwar•peaksre-reached in February'on the two•sets. of . 

_figures federal officials use to measure•.Canada's jobless.: 
The.Government's monthly announcement  on  employment said that,at 

Fébruary 17 there were 613,439 persons'registered for work.with its„ 
• National Employment  Service and  that the Bureau of Statisticrï. estimated 
• 379,000 persons'were withoUtjobs-and loaking for work through the week 

ended February  19.; . 	. 	, 	 . • • . 	. . 	. 
British'Government-Requesting New Cloth Samzless- Ottawa, -  March 21 (CP) 	A 

new. method of spinning yarns•with fiveto-10-times:the strength of ordin-
ary materials sb,on will be made. available to- the • textile industry. 

Mr. .Campneï informed the Commons-today that  the British  Government 
has asked:for - t0t - samples.of.cloth made under-the neemethod -develaped 
by Defence.Department scientists. 

He said itwill mean both.lighter and stronger .  clothing for the 
armed-forces. It also could .-be .  applied to .canvas, uphqlstery . and, other, 
heavy fabrice.. It combined  the tensile -strength' of - Synthetic.fibres 
with  the. ualities. of natural febres... 

ACross Canadas.  The  Canadian Club of Toronto.w111-make a "distinguished Can- • 
adian" aiard to commemorate Sir.Winston Churchill'elirthday, it was 

-- announced.yesterday'by. club President.Hall Linton. The plan.- is . . to. award . 
 a•medal'and certificate yearly to"a Canadian of national 'prominence . ,who ' 

.-has  made an  outstanding contribution toward the growthreputation .  or 
culture . of the nation." Other 'Çanadian Clubs, now numbering 93.across 
the country, will  be invited to submit to the.selection.jury 'names of - 

• . nominees for the•award, the Globe and Mail reported. . 	-.The.recovery 
• movement.now Underwawill persist for several,monthe and•gross national 

-..  product. for 1955 will reach  a. recordhigh•of close:to $25 billion, .Mr. 
R.  B. MacPherson, economist,,last night told-the annual . meeting T of. the 
Institutee Internal Auditors in•Mantreal, according tq the Gazette. 
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Mr. Pearson On Korean Armistice:  Ottawa, March 22 (CP) -- The Canadian Govern-
ment will support "any reasonable proposal" to enforce the limitation of 
arms in Communist North Korea under the Korean armistice, Mr. Pearson 
said today. 

He was commenting in the Commons on reports of a United States pro-
posal to repudiate the clauses of the armistice prohibiting increases in 
war potential in either North or South Korea. The U.S. suggestion mus 
made in the light of  ,a reported Communist military buildup in the coun-
try. 	 ' 

Mr. Pearson said Canada has "sympathy" mith efforts of the U.S. and 
South Korean Governments to correct the situation. 

ulffe will support any reasonable proposal to see the armistice agree-
ment is observed or that at least it does not operate so preponderantly 
in favour of the North Korean Government.' 

Mr. ,Pearson was asked by Mr. Stanley Knowles whether Canada will 
support the reported stand of the United Kingdom Government in opposing 
the U.S. suggestion. 

Budget Day April 5:  Ottawa, March 22 (CP) -- Canadians will knaw the night of 
April 5 haw their federal tax bill shapes up for the coming year. 

Finance Minister Harris announced today in the Commons he plans to 
deliver his 1955-56 budget at 8 o'clock EST that evening. 

Test Aircraft Destroyed In $5,000,000 Malton Fire:  Malton, March 22 (Globe & 
Mail) -- A $5,000,000 fire roared through a Department of Transport hangar 
at Malton Airport today, destroying four specially equipped test aircraft 
and thousands of dollars in valuable experimental instrunents and ground 
handling equipment. 

Officials of Avro Canada Ltd., which leased the hangar, said the 
fire would put some phases of its test programme behind at least six 
months. 

More than 100 firemen battled the blaze, fanned by 60 mph winds 
which threatened to sweep flames onto hangars on both sides of the burn-
ing hangar owned by the Toronto Flying Club and the Department of Trans-
port. 

Prime Minister Scelbats Visit:  (Press Release No. 23, March 22) -- The Depart-
ment of External Affairs announced on. March 22 that His Excellency Mario 
Soelba, prime Minister of Italy and President of the Council of Minis-
ters, will arrive in Montreal, Thursday evening, March 24 9  for a three-
day visit to Canada. The Prime Minister will be accampanied by Madame 
Scelba and by the Italian Foreign Minister,  Mis  Excellency Gaetano Mar-
tino, and Madame Martino and a party of senior 4-3fficia1s, 

Mr. Scelba will receive anhtnevrary doctôrate oflawd from the Universiter 
oMedreal. He will attend a reception in his honour by McGill University 

• and, prior to departure for Ottawa,  will meet the members of the Italian 
community. 

(over) 



• 

Mr. Scelba will meet with members of the NATO Parliamentary Com-
mittee in Ottawa and the Italian Foreign Minister, Mr. Martino, will 
give a talk on Saturday afternoon at the University Club to members of 
the Canadian Institute of International Affairs. 

Would Virtually Abolish Penitentiary Uhippines:  Ottawa, March 22 (CP) -- 
Virtual abolition of corporal punishment wus recommended today by the 
Federal Commissioner of Penitentiaries  •before a joint Parliamentary 
Committee. 	 • 

Maj.-Gen. R. B. Gibson said Parliament should abolish whipping as 
part of court sentences for various crimes, but should retain it as a 
last resort to ensure discipline in penitentiaries. • 

Prisoners who repeatedly broke penitentiary rules, attacked fellaw 
prisoners or guards, rioted or destroyed Government property in prisons 
should be punished with the lash. 

Across Canada:  A violent storm swept southern Ontario from one end to the 
other Tuesday. It left behind damage running into the millions. 
Gusts of up to 71 miles an hour destroyed property, ruined crops, 
imperilled seamen and stalled traffic. The heaviest damage was con-
centrated in an arc running from Windsor to Ottawa, according to The 
Globe and Mail report. . . . 	Agriculture Minister Gardiner indi- 
cated that Prairie l'armers hit by last year's crop losses have re-
ceived about $14,000,000 of a total of more than $20,000 9 000 due under 
the Prairie Farm Assistance Act. He said cheques are being issued at 
the rate of about $1,500,000 a week. At March 11 payments totalling 
$13,287,852 had been made to 54,470 farmers in 1,896 tawnships, he 
added. "Something over $20,000,000" will be -oaid for 1954 crop losses 
under the Act, he said. . 	. 	The principle of extending the voting 
franchise in federal elections to servicemep's wives living abroad was 
approved yesterday by the Commons Silanding Committee on elections and 
privileges. At the same time, the Committee rejected aproposal to 
extend the franchise to federal civil servants serving outside Canada. 
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U.S. Proposed Curb  On Oil Imports Protested:  Ottawa, March 23 (CP) -- The 
Minister of Trade and Commerce, Mr. Howe, said today Canada has protested 
to the United States Government against a proposed step to restrict 
imports of Canadian crude oil. Mr. Howe read to the House of Commons the 
protest note delivered to the U.S. State Department in Washington March 8 
by Mr. Heeney, Canadian Ambassador to the U.S. 

"The Canadian Government is greatly concerned about legislation be- 
ing considered in the United States to restrict imports of crude oil," 
the note said. "Legislation of this kind would have unfortunate and 
damaging effects to which the Canadian Government wishes to draw atten-
tion." 

Both economic and strategic factors point to the desirability of in-, 
creasing pipeline and refinery capacity to enable Canadian crude to find - 
markets in the U.S., it said. 

"From the point of view of strategic considerations, it should be 
borne in mind that western Canadian oil fields are internal to the North 
American continent. Nothing could be more discouraging to exploration 
for oil and development  of  this blLeilegic in4ustry in western Canada than 
the adoption by the United States of a restrictive import policy." 

7be note said it mirht be difficult for anyone outside the U.S. to 
question a decision that U.S. defence interestà required that imports of 
crude from overseas countries shOuld be limited to the proportion they bore 
in 1954 to.emerican damestic production. 

"This thesis based on defence interests vmuld certainly not be valid, 
however, if applied to imports from Canada. The Pacific Northwest is at 
present served by pipelines from Canada, the existing alternative being 
to transport crude to that area by tanker, whether from United States 
sources or from overseas. 

"Tanker ships and ports are so much more vulnerable in wartime than 
overland transport that the Canadian Government would be unable to under- 
stand any decision by the United States to restrict imports from Canada 
for reasons of defence." 

The note said Canada doubts that the U.S. oil industry would gain 
any additional markets by restricting Canadian Imports. A great deal 
would be lost, however,  •"if both countries were to develop their re-
spective oil industries along purely national lines." 

Mr. Howe, replying to Opposition questions after he read the state-
ment, said there has been no formal reply from Washington. . 

%der Divorce Grounds Bill Defeated In Senate:  Ottawa, March 23 (CP) -- The 
Senate today defeated by a vote of 37 to 20 a bill which would have 
widened the grounds for divorce in Canadian courts. 

The measure, introduced in the Senate a month ago by Senator 
Walter Aseltine (PC-Saskatchewan), would have added cruelty, desertion 
for three years and incurable insanity as grounds for divorce. 

The vote saw two of the seven Progressive Conservative members 
oppose the bill - Senator Arthur Marcotte, Saskatchewan, and Senator 
Felix 'Quinn, Nova Scotia. 

(over) 



The four of the Senate's five momen Senators TTesent 'when the vote 
was taken split. Senators Mariana Jodoin (L-Quebec) and Muriel Ferguson 
(L-New Brunswick) voted against the bill while Senators Nancy Hodges . 
(L-British Columbia) and Cairine Wilson (L-Ontario) supported it. 

All but one of the Senators from Quebec voted against the bill. 

Canada-U.S. Seaway Talks:  Ottawa, March 23 (CP) -- Canadian and United 
States federal agencies concerned with the navigation end of the St. 
Lawrence Seaway will meet in Washington Friday, it was announced today. 

The agencies are Canada's St. Lawrence Seaway Authority and the 
U.S. St. Lawrence Seaway Development Corporation. 

Authority President Lionel Chevrier said the meeting, one of a 
periodic series, will deal with these topics: 

1. The setting of tolls for se&way shipping. 
2. Progress of the work and Canada-U.S. co-ordination on construc-

tion. 
3. Engineering data on locks and other works. 
4 0  Arrangements for ground-breaking ceremonies to be held in early 

summer at Cornwall, Ont., and at Massena, N.Y. 
Mr. Chevrier will head a five-man Canadian group going to Washing- 

ton. 

Multi-Million Dollar Electrical Plante Montreal, March 23, (CP) -- The head 
of one of the largest electrical manufacturing firms in the Common-
wealth said yesterday  hi s Company will soon build a multi-million-dol-
lar plant in Canada. 

Mr. Leslie  Gainage,  Managing Director of the British Electric Co., 
Ltd., said establishment of the new plant will enable his Company to 
earn dollars for Britain. He did not say where the plant will be 
located. 

"As a Commonwealth concern, we are not doing our job properly unlesq 
ire include Canada in our orbit," he said, "and it is impossible to do 
justice to the Canadian market unless we are here." 

Across Canada:  The Russians are supplying Canada with more weather informa-
tion than Canada gives the Soviet, Northern Affairs Minister Lesage said. 
He told the Canmons Estimates Committee there is a "very good exchange" 
between Canada and Russian Arctic weather stations. "We get more than 
we give," he added, because Russia has 200 weather stations in the north 
compared to some nine for Canada.  o e e 	The four aircraft and some of 
the test equipment destroyed in a fire at a hangar at the Avro Aircraft 
Plant at Malton, Ont., were owned by the federal Government„ Mr. Howe 
informed the Commons that under Government practice no insurance was car- 
ried on the Crawn-owned planes and equipment. . 	. The Labrador-New 
Quebec iron  -range is rapidly moving towards an objective of shipping 
10,000,000 tons of high-grade iron ore annually. As facilities to handle 
this amount should be completed before the end of this year, the target 
could be reached in 1956, the Globe & Mail reported. . 	. A small num, 
ber of Globemaster C-124 transport aircraft of the USAF Tactical Air Com-
mand, headquarters at Langley Air Force Base, 'Va., are operating out of 
RCAF Station Edmonton during March, April and May, flying equipment to 
points in the Canadian Arctic for the Distant Early Warning Line being 
built there, it was announced by RCAF Headquarters. 
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Mr. Pearson On Formosan  Situation:  Ottawa, March 24 (CP) -- Mr. Pearson said 
today Canada would not become involved in a war between the Chinese Nation-
alists and Cammunists over the Chinese off-shore islands -- if that war 
could be kept local. 

He told the Cammons: 
"I want to reaffirm my view that we could not stand aloof from a major 

war which threatened the very esçiétence of the people of the United States. 
."But I must add in all frankness the4t I do not consider a conflict 

between two Chinese governments for possession of these Chinese coastal 
islands, Quemoy or the Matsus, to be such a situation, or one requiring any 
Canadian intervention in support of the Chinese Nationalist regime. Thit 
view has already been made known more than once to our i'riends in Washington. 

"VVhat I fear most in this matter is that even limited intervention, 
defensive in purpose, by the United States might have a chain reactionwith 
unforeseen consequences which would cause the conflict to spread far beyond 
the locality where it began, and even across the ocean. 

"If a little war were to spread like this it would become literally a 
little war before the last." 

Mr. Pearson led off an external affairs debate in a 75-minute speech. 
He also indicated disagreement with the U.S. view that Quemoy and the 

Matsus are important to the defenee of Formosa. He said: n .... Many .... 
doubt that the Communists have in mind an invasion of the coastal islands 
of Quemoy and Matsu as a prelude to or part of an attack on Formosa. 

"In any event, it would be tragic if widespread hostilities, or indeed 
hostilities of any kind, were to develop over the possession of these two 
Islands  which are in effect part of the Chinese mainland and the strategic 
role of which would seem to be more important in the defence of that main-
land against attack than in offensive action against Formosa." 

A little later he added: 
°Although the basic issues between the free world ana the Communist 

world are clear enough, we  have  here a dispute in 'which the clarity is not, 
to say the least, obvious. . 

"In a situation so complex it is not surprising that there are doubts 
and divisions of opinion among the governments and the peoples of the non-
Communist world. But it would be a sorry development if we were allowed to 
split, to seriously weaken, our peace coalition." . 

Mr. Diefenbaker said there is general Canadian support for the recent 
Toronto speech by  Mr. Pearson in which he said it would be unthinkable for 
Canada to remain neutral in any major war threatening the existence of the 
United States. 

He said Mr. Pearson today nwatered down," in the face of criticism, the 
stand he had taken in the Toronto speech. • 

fl[r.  Caldwell's Views:  Ottawa, March 24 (CP) 	CCF Leader Caldwell said today 
Canada should beware of being dragged into a war by United  States  foreign 
policy in the Far East. 

(over) 



He also attacked the Chinese Nationalist Government of Chiang Kai-shek 
as a "moral leper" supported by the U.S. and said that if that support re- 4  
sults in major war .  Canada could be involved. 

,"It is about time that this Government and this House spoke out against 
that drift to war through those (U.S.) policies," Mr. Coldwell said in a 
Commons foreign policy debate". . . . 

Canada And  Indo-China Truce Commission:  Ottawa, March 24 (CP) -- Canada may pull 
out of the Indo-China Truce Commission before the election scheduled for 
Viet Nam in July, 1956, Mr. Pearson indicated today. 

He told the Commons that Canada as a member of the International Truce 
Supervisory Commission with India and Poland, will probably be asked to 
supervise the Viet Nam election. The election would take place in both 
Communist North Viet Nam and non-Communist South Viet Nam to choose a gov-
ernment for the combined states. 

Mr. Pearson said the conditions for such an election would have to be 
satisfactorily and clearly defined before Canada would take on a supervisory 
job. 

To Build First Atomic Power Plant:  Ottawa, March 24 (CP) -- Mr. Howe announced 
- today that Canada's first atomic power plant to produce electricity will be 
built jointly by the Government and the Ontario Hydro-Electric Power Com-
mission at a cost of about $15,000,000. 

He told the Commons that the experimental plant will be built in 
Ontario on a site to be chosen by Ontario Hydro and Atomic Energy of Canada, 
Ltd., which operates the Chalk River, Ont., atamic project. The cost would 
be about $5,000,000 for Ontario Hydro and $10,000,000 for the Crown company. 

Mr. Howe said the contract for construction of the reactor will be 
awarded to the Canadian General Electric Co. It was expected that 'construe-
tion would be completed by mid-1958 0  

AECL would be responsible for providing nuclear information for con-
struction of the plant and the building of the reactor itself. Ontario 
Hydro mould pay for the building, necessary conventional equipment and the 
site. 

Under the arrangement, Ontario Hydro would purchase steam from AECL 
at an agreed price. The power created by the steam would be fed into 
Ontario Hydro's existing electrical system. 

Across  Canada:  Tom  Patterson, founder and director,  of the Stratford Festival, 
said Mrednesday a Canadian theatrical company will make a two-month tour of 
the United States this fall. He said the Canadian Players, an outgrowth 
of the Stratford Group, will make a swing  through the New England States, 
the South and the mid-Restp C.P. reported from Washington. 	. Mr. UM. 
Ritchie of Saint John has been appointed to the Exchequer Court of Canada. 
He is expected to take his place on the Exchequer bench in about a month, 
C.P. reported from Ottawa. . 	. Ontario's huge Hydro conversion programme, 
now nearing the halfway mark so far has cost $181,017,155, Mr. George H. 
Challies, Ontario Hydro vice-chairman reported to the Legislature. 
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Agree Effective Controls Basis of Arms.LiMitation:  Ottawa, March 27 (CP) -- Canada 
and Ittily 'agree there'Must'be effective controls to guareetee any general 
limitation of world armaments. 

A joint communique issued today before the departure of Premier Mario 
Scelba of Italy, said that position WaS agreed on during "frank and friendly 
conversations" between Mr. Scelba and Mr. St. Laurent and Foreign Ministers 
of the two countries,Mr. Gaetano Martino and Yr. L.B. Pearson. 

It said the talks examined the question of East-West relations both in 
Europe and the Far East and added: 

"As for the problem of armaments, it was agreed that its solution has 
to be found in the general limitation of armaments guaranteed bv an effective 
control accepted by all concerned." 

Premier Scelba and his party flew on to Washington today after n three-
day visit to Canada. 	 • 

Disarmament was the major topic of Mr. Scelba's public statements here 
and in Montreal, where on Friday he suggested an international disarmament• 
conference. He and Mr. Martino eleborated on the subject at a press confer-
ence here Saturday and therewere indications the Italian leader will discuss 
possibilities for a conference when he meets U.S. officials. 

Mr. Martino said an East-West disarmament conference should be held even 
if the current disarmament talks in London fail. Canada, Britain, the United 
States, France and Russia form a United Nations committee which hns been dis-
cussing disarmament at London since late February. 

Today's joint communique on talks between the Italian and Canadian 
leaders indicated a variety of subjects were discussed. 

On East-West relations generally, it said, "the Ministers agreed that 
efforts should be continued to achieve a reduction of tension by seeking 
solutions to the problems still outstanding." 

Talks also touched on Italian immigration to Canada. 
Last year 23,780 Italians entered Canada as immigrants in a total of 

154,227 arrivals, the third-largest national group after immigrants from the 
United Kingdam 8nd Germany. 

The Ministers were satisfied with the situation, the announcement said, 
"and they look forward to the continuation of the policies wtich have per-
mitted these results." 

Sir Archibald Nye on Whrtime Co-operation: Montreal, March 26 (Gazette) -- Lt.- 
Gen. Sir Archibald eye, who read the "Uncle Joe" correspondence among the  • 
Big Three leaders prior to the Yalta conference, said yesterday "the Russians 
were never really trustworthy allies." 

As vice-chief of the Imperial General Staff, Sir Archibald had access 
to the top command notes that were exchanged among Britain, the United States 
and Russia. 

"The whole history of the wartime allies was deplorable," he said. 
14›1 	"But co-operation between the United Kingdom and the United States was 

wonderful. We had trouble with the Russians.° 

(over) 
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Sir Archibald said the release of the transcript of the Yalta talks 
ha  s tended to highlight the off-hand remarks made by the leaders of the 
wartime Big Three. 

"It was inevitable," he said, "that wartime differences should be 
accentuated in any post-mortems. 

hile  Sir Archibald said genuine wartime co-operation with the Russians 
was virtually non-existent, the Second World War set a new precedent in 
Commonwealth nations working together. 

"The co-operation, born of war, has carried over into the peace," he 
said. 

"As United Kingdom High Commissioner in Ottawa, I am in a position to 
say that relations among the U.K. and other Commonwealth countries have 
never been better." 

February Deficit:  Ottawa, March 25 (CP) -- The Government ran into a $19,919,000 
deficit in its February budgetary accounts, squeezing the 11-month surplus 
to one-third of what it was a year ago. 

Expenditures in February were lower by $2,800,000 than a year earlier 
but revenues fell by about $46,000,000 as collections from corporation income 
tax, import duties and the sales tax continued to decline, Finance Minister 
Harris reported today in his monthly treasury statement. 

It will be the last statement made public before he brings down his 
1955-56 budget on April 5. Today's statement added strength to reports that 
he will report a deficit for the full fiscal year ending March 31, the first 
since the Second World War. 

The surplus for the first 11 months of the current year is dawn to 
$103,211,000 from $310,914,000 a year ago. Unpaid bills pile up at the 
year's end and in 1953-54, the Government reported a final surplus of only 
$46,000,000. 

Unofficial estimates are that Mr. Harris will show a deficit possibly 
of $100,000,000 in 1954-55. 

The Government's revenues during February dropped to $305,132,000 from 
$351,277,000 a year ago, bringing the 11-month total to $3,669,000,000 com-
pared with $3,876,000,0000 

Collections on personal income taxes continued strong, totalling $85,- 
129,000 in February, up from $78,084,000 last year and $1,102,932,000 for the 
11 months, virtually unchanged from a year ago., 

Old Age Security Fund Deficit:  Ottawa, March 25 (CP) -- Operations of the federal 
old age security fund during February piled up the largest monthly deficit 
since July, 1952. 

Pension payments of $29,600,000 were $9,500,000 in egcess of revenue 
from the taxes earmarked to support the fund, Mr. Harris reported today in 
his monthly Treasury statement. 

Urges Appointment to Senate of Full-Blooded Indian:  Ottawa March 25 (CP) -- 
Appointment of a full-blooded Indian to the Senate was suggested in the Commons 
today by Mr. John Diefenbaker. 

Discussing supplementary estimates of the Citizenship Department, he 
said the Indians should have a tribesman as a mouthpiece in Parliament. 

Tribes in the West  were concerned over activities of federal commissions 
set up within the last two years to determine qualifications for membership 
in tribal bands. 

Across Canada:  The worst blizzard of the winter swept eastern Canada over the week-
end, disrupting transportation in and out of Ottawa and Montreal and necessita-

ting the closing of many schools. . 	. Premier Duplessis announced at his 
weekly press conference that he will personally attend the Dominion - provincial 
conference scheduled for Ottawa April 26. . . . The Canadian Rugby Union on 
March 26 named Vancouver as the site for the Grey Cup final November 26 and 

, dropped the Ontario Rugby Football Union from the football cup playoffs. 
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U.S.  Surpluses and Canadian  Trade:  Ottawa, March 28 (CP) -- United States dis- 
posal of surplus products is displacing Canadian products in certain markets, 
Trade Minister Howe said today. He added that he does not know what Canada 
can do about it. The U.S. followed a certain policyland Canada follawel 
its awn. 

"Yle protest when we think it is warranted," he  said  
Mr. Howe faced a barrage of questions on trade from Oppositipn members 

during the daily Commons question period. 
Mr. John Diefenbaker started the ball rolling by asking  about possible 

effects on Canadian trade from the launching in the U.S. of a "fire-sale" of 
$2,000,000,000 worth of surplus agricultural products. 

Mr. Howe said the U.S. has been making package offers to various countries, 
including the United Kingdom and Germany. 

However, he was "happy indeed" that recipient countries were not inclined 
to upset their usual pattern of trade. He added that the Government intends 
to look  fter Canadian interests as well as possible. Despite U.S. offers of 
surplus wheat, Canada was selling more wheat than the U.S. 

In reply to Mr. Drew, Mr. Howe said the Government has received a reply 
from the U.S. State Department concerning Canada's protest about possible 
restrictions on imports of crude oil into the U.S. The Government now was 
seeking the State Department's permission to make public the reply. 

Mr. Hees asked whether the Government has protested the proposed U.S. 
restrictions on imports of lead and zinc. Mr. Howe said "several protests" 
have been filed in the last year. 

Plans To Train the Eskimo For New North:  Ottawa, March 28 (CP) -- A long-range 
programme to help the Eskimo help himself as the far north is developed was 
outlined today by Northern Affairs Minister Lesage. 

He told the Commons estimates committee the plan will be initiated by 
an $8,000,000 to $10,000 9 000 six-year extension of education facilities in 
the Northwest Territories starting this summer. 

This would be coupled with economic measures to reduce transportation 
and living costs to permit cheaper exploitation of natural resources. 

The educational  programme  will provide schools and hostels for Eskimo 
and Indian children. The schools will be operated by the Northern A.ffairs 
Department and the government-awned hostels by the Raman Catholic and 
Anglican Churches. 

Mr. Lesage said Eskimos and Indians will be trained for the day when 
skilled and semi-skilled jobs will be abundant in the north. The training 
was reqmired by the natives because a steady increase in their population 
and a lack of markets for furs made it increasingly difficult for them to 
rely entirely on wildlife resourdes. 

(over) 
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Mr. Martin Heralds Real  Human Advance:  Ottawa, March 28 (CP) -- Health Minister 
Martin predicted today that communist armies and ideas will not long delay 
the irrestible forward movement of humanity. 

The years ahead, he said, will be exciting ones, full of tremendous pos-
sibilities for those countries that are progressive in their ideas, free and 
sincerely concerned in the welfare of the world's people. 

"For the first time in human history we are within reach of satisfying 
man's material needs, while respecting human rights and aspirations," he said 
in a speech before the National Liberal Federation Advisory Council meeting. 

C.N.R.  Forecasts 1955 Surplus: Ottawa, March 28 (CP) -- The publicly-owned CNR, 
which has just reported a $28,758,000 deficit for 1954, today presented 
Parliament with an estimate of a $500,000 surplus for this year. 

The company in its annual budget indicated an expense-slashing programme 
that would cut operating costs by about $34,500,000 against a forecast drop 
of $5,600,000 in its operating revenues. 

The budget was tabled today in the Commons by Mr. Leopold Langlois, 
Parliamentary Assistant to Transport Minister  Marier, and will be scrutinized 
by the Commons railway committee later this week. • 

Canadian Baritone Tans Metropo],itan Award:  New York, March 28 (CP) -- The Met-
ropolitan Opera tonight announced winners of its 16th annual auditions of 
the air -- a Cana(lian baritone, a New York Soprano and an Oklahoma tenor. 

The Canadian is baritone Louis Quilico of Montréal, a $2,000 award. 

Across Canada:  Four bulky documents containing details of the proposed amendments 
to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, were tabled yesterday in the 
Commons by Trade Minister Howe. . 	. The Toronto Stock Exchange chalked up 
its fifth heaviest volume on record yesterday when trading totalled 10,590,- 
000 shares. The figure was well above last Friday's 10,080,000 and was the 
heaviest in more than two years. Fast dealings in lower-priced mining issues 
again kept the market boiling. 	o o Wbrks Minister Winters said yesterday 
he and Premier Duplessisrecently had an informal discussion on the possibility 
of Quebec joining the trans-Canada highway agreement. However, he gave no 
indication of the outcome of the discussion in answering questions in the 
Commons. . 	. Proxy voting in federal elections was rejected•by the Commons 
committee studying revision of the Canada Election Act. A motion proposing 
an amendment permitting proxy voting, made by Mr. Andrew E. Robinson (P.C.-- 
Bruce)  was defeated 7 to 4 by a show of hands. . 	Mlnk has become king 
of Canadian fur farms, replacing fox which was the top prewar fur. D.D.S. 
reported that at the beginning of 1954 the nimber of foxes on Canadian farms 
dropped sharply, while the number of mink increased to take the lead in 
population and value.  O O . Coal production in Canada declined again in 
February to 1 0 276,000 tons against 1,376,000 in February, 1954. 
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Quemoy, Matsu Islands Situation: Ottawa, March 29 (CP) -- Mr. Pearson said today 
he has no information from any official quarter that any Chinese communist 
attack against Quemoy and Matsu is imminent. Headded that in the present 
situation such an attack "always remains a dangerous possibility." 

Mr. Pearson was asked by Mr. Diefenbaker about press reports in the 
United States that a Communist attack on the Nationalist-held islands off 
the Chinese mainland may come in mid-April. Mr. Pearson also repeated that 
if there is such  an  attack, it would not require the intervention of Canada« 

Division Ends Eight-Day Unemployment Debate:  Ottawa, March 29 (CP) -- The Commons 
voted tonight to defeat two opposition motions of non-confidence in the Gov-
ernment on the unemployment issue. In a straight party division, a Progressive 
Conservative non-confidence motion was defeated 131 to 71 and a CCF motion 
130 to 71. The votes ended eight days of on-and-off debate on unemployment 
which began March 1. 

The Conservative motion -- technically one of , non-confidence -- was 
worded in general terms urging action to meet the problem of unemployment. 

The CCF motion demanded immediate Government acceptance of responsibility 
for all able-bodied unemployed and implementation of a long-term progranme 
of public investment and econamic development. 

Al].  three opposition groups, joined by.  Mr. Paul Gagnon (Ind-Chicoutimi) 
voted against the Liberal majority. 

Denies Russia Ahead in Opening Arctic:  Ottawa, March 29 (CP) -- Canada has no 
lessons to learn from the Russians on how to develop the north country, 
Northern Affairs Minister Lesage said today. 

He made the statement to the Gommons estimates committee after Mr. Ross 
Thatcher read extracts from the Soviet news bulletin, issued in Ottawa  by 
the Russian Embassy, describing grawth of the Russian town of Norilsk on the 
Taimir peninsula in Siberia. 

The information might be propaganda Mr. Thatcher said, but it indicated 
the Russians were developing their north country and Canada might be able to 
learn something from them. 

The bulletinstated that Norilsk in 15 years had developed from a hunting 
and fishing village to a thriving community with factories0  Tt  had electric 
lights, paved streets, 14 schools, a television station, modern homes and 400 
doctors and nurses. 

Mr. Lesage said that if Mr. Thatcher made a reasonable alteration of the 
figures in the Soviet news bulletin he would have exactly what the Government 
is doing at Aklavik, 

Mffe are building a new town in the Arctic," he said. effe are putting in 
modern sewers, water facilities, sidewalks, homes, roads, hospitals and 
schools. . 	0" 

(over) 



Canada's Shareof  World Wheat 	Sales: Ottawa, March 30  (ci') -- Trade Minister 
Howe said he has no reason to believe Canada won't sell the same percentage 
of wheat in world markets as last year. 

Replying in the Couinons  to Mr. Hazen Argue (CCF - Assiniboia), he said 
Canada last year sold 42 per cent of the world's wheat. In the first six 
months of this crop year, the percentage was 36.1 per. cent. 

He added that the two figures are not comparable. Canadian wheat ship. 
ments were seasonal and most Canadian ports were closed from about Decenber 
10 until April. Heavy wheat shipments were booked for the opening of the 
St. Lawrence shipping season. Mr. Argue said the percentages given by Mr. 
Howe are comparable. 

Helped Finance $28,000,000 Worth of Exports:  Cttawn, March 29 (CP) -- The Govert 
ment helped finance $28,200,000 worth of exports lost year,-- mostly wheat 
by direct Federal Treasury payment guarantees. , 

This was disclosed in the annual report of the Crown-awned Export 
Credits Insurance Corp. tabled in the Canmons today. Officials said the 
federally-guaranteed exports went to Brazil, Venezuela, Israel and Communist 
Yugoslavia. 

The corporation was set up in 1945 to help exporters compete for forei 

markets by insuring-them against possible payment loss. Last year total 
goods insured rose by 40 per cent to $36,304 9  000 from $25,579,000 in 1953. 

Donald Gordon today defended his company's labour policies before the Com-
mons Railway Committee. 

Mr: Gordon, making his yearly report to the committee,  said  
The CNR has been slower than the competing CPR and comparable United 

States lines in laying off employees because of a decline in rail business. 
It is terminating March 31 an agreement for track work with a labour- 

supplying firm which has came under fire from unions. 
It intends to Ficcept a conciliation board report awarding pay increases 

to locomotive firemen and enginemen costing about $1,300,000 a year. 
The CNR now is negotiating on 51 separate union contracts throughout 

its 43,000,000,000 empire and granting of these union demands would cost 
about $15,350,000 a year. 

Of the CNR's 1954 layoffs -- which have been discussed in parliament -- 
Mr. Gordon said the publicly-awned company laid off 7,871 persons last year, 
six per cent of total personnel. 

That compared with 8,139 by the mailer CPR, whose total was eight per 

cent of its staff. . 

Across Canada: Big-time American gamblers would move into Canada if the Canadian 
Government legalized gambling in this country, a prominent United States 
crime investigator, Mr. Virgil W.,Peterson, Operating Director of the Wog 

Crime Commission,  told the Commons-Senate Committee on corporal and capital 
publishment and lotteries, yesterday. . . . Trading on the Toronto stock•
market' yesterday WelS the third heaviest in hi5itory. Volume totalled 12,156, 

000 shmres, surpassed only by January 28 and February 20, 1953, when 12, 264, 

 000 and 12,398,000 were exchanged. The session was the third straight for 
volumes greater than 10,000,000. Lower-priced mining issues again were nest 
active and many had sharp climbs. . . . The Government has decided to . 22. 1d  

a new three-story office building to house the Agriculture Department's te 

man head office staff. The MOrks Department announced the structure, toe 

about $2,000,000, will be built on the 1,200-acre Central Experimental Fen 

on Ottawa's west side. It is to be completed by 1958. . . Canada's whole 

sale price index increased 0.8 per cent during February to 217.4 from 215. 1  

in January, DBS reported. 

Mr. Gordon Defends CN Labour Policy:  Ottawa, March 29 (CP) -- CNR President 
_ 	 •_  Mr. 
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Ottawa, March 30 (CP) -- The 
Government embarked on an arms-production "stretch- out"  policy in 1954, 
increasing orders for weapons and equipment but extending the time of 
delivery to reduce actual expenditures by almost 4 17 per cent. 

Production Minister Howe estimated in his annual report tabled in the 
House of Commons today that this policy reduced expenditures in the calendar 
year 1954 by about $200,900,000 to $1,099,200-9 000. This brought spending bn 
military goods since the start of the 1951 arms build-up to $3,872,940,000. 

While expenditures declined, the flow of Defence Production orders in-
creased last year by 50 per cent to $1,221,378,000 from $818,836,000 in 1953 
as contracts for aircraft tripled. This boosted total orders placed since 
1951 to $4,674,081,000. 

Some of the orders placed are subject to change and reduction. Officials 
said in many cases the time of delivery has been extended but gave no details. 

Mr. Howe said in his report that during the year the initial build-up 
of the country's defence potential was largely completed and emphasis was 
shifted to the scheduling of, production to meet a continuing high level of 
defence procurement. Most of the decline in spending, he added, took place 
in the fields of aircraft production and defence construction. 

During the year there were these other developments: 
10 The number of employees in the department was reduced to 1,509 from 
1,631 in 1953 and the number of $1-a-year men borrowed from industry for 
government defence production work trimmed to 23 from 51. 
2. Development work continued on a powerful armament system that will 
make the Canadian CF-100 jet fighter "one of the most heavily armed fighters 
in existence." 
3 0 Production of the Second World War Harvard trainer for the RCAF was 
terminated. 
4. New electronic devices were developed and produced and deliveries and 
installations for the first line of the continental northern radar system 
were completed. • 

Mr. St. Laurent Sees Economic Resurgence:  Ottawa, March 30 (CP) -- Prime Minister 
St. Laurent said tonight that the recent upswing in the U.S. economy may 
indicate another period of full steam ahead in Canada. He said unemployment 
and other current problems represent temporary adjustments in Canada's 
basically-sound economic machine. 

In a brief reference to the international situation, the Prime Minister 
said the world remains on a precipice despite the increasing strength of the 
free world. He spoke at a banquet of the National Liberal Federation. 

Mr0  St Laurent said it is true that in the last  1  years there has 
been a slowing down in some sections of the rapid economic expansion which 
followed the Second World War. However, there already were significant signs 
of resurgence. The industrial production index for each of the first nine 
months of 1954 wqs below the same months of 1953, but the index for October, 
November . and December was higher than that of the previous year. 

(aver) 



While exports were lawer in the first 10 months of 1954 . th1s trend w2 
. reversed in the last two months of last year. 	, 

Mr. St. Laurent said that housing starts_ in the last three months of 
1954 rose about 29 per cent above the 1953.1evel. . , . 

Export Ban On Selkirk Wheat: Ottawa, March 30 (CP) -- The Government's export 
ban on Selkirk wheat seed will be enforced until at least next.  July, redeml 
officials said today. 

The Canadian-created, rust-resistant seed has caused tremendous stir 
and demand among U.S. farmers. They're ready to bid up to triple the Can-
adian price for supplies. U.S. customs officials at one point report the 
biggest smuggling wave from Canada in more than 20 years. 

But officials here said there will be no relaxation on the embargo until 
next July -- well after seeding time when they are sure Canadian farmers 
have had first crack at all available Canadian supplies. 

Altogether, the Government, farmers and breeders produced about 3,000e 
 000 bushels of Selkirk seed last year. The Government had about 200,000 

bushels and disposed of all except a small quantity, perhaps 10,000 or 
15,000 bushels. 

$35,000,000 Sioux Lookout Pulp Mill: Toronto, March 31 (Globe) •-- A new 
000,000 tn $50,000,000 pulp and paper industry for the Sioux Lookout area 
of Northwest Ontario was announced last night in the Legislature by Lands 
and Forests Minister Mapledoram as part of a provincial programme of 
developing output of Ontario forests industries. 

Under arrangements completed with the Anglo-Newfoundland ,Development 
Company, the Rothermere-controlled organization peoducing newsprint in 
ruebec for Rothermere newspapers in Great Britain, that company is launch-
ing a survey under an 18-month license. 

During that time, Mr. Mapledoram said, it is expected the company will 
launch construction of the mill. . 	. 

Ehterin Buyers Market In Housing, Appraiser Says:  Toronto, March 30 (CP) -- 
Canada's house-building industry is entering a buyer's market, speakers at 
the 12th annual National House Buildérs Association convention here agreed. 

Mr..A.C.-  Duncan, Governor of the residential appraisers society said: 
"Ne are definitely in a buyer's market •... supply, particularly in 

the Toronto area, appears to have caught up with demand, at least among 
many types of housing." 

Mors Minister Minters said: 
"Perhaps in some areas we are now entering the stage where the buyer 

no longer signs up for a hole in the ground. 

Across Canada: The Stratford Shakespearian Festival announced plans to spend 
thousands of dollars on a public relations campaign designed to woo good-
will in French Canada. Festival officials said they want to gain French-
Canadian support of the Festival aà a national venture. . 	. The AdvisorY 
Council of the National Liberal Federation recommended that -the Government 
appoint a commission to consider bringing Canadian radio and television 
broadcasting under an independent regulatory tribunal.•. . Trading con-
tinued to speed along at the fastest pace in more than two ye-arm at the ste 
market Wednesday. By 1 p.m., 6,632 9 000 shares were traded, ,the heaviest n'?ro 
volume up to this time since January 20, 1953. 	. 	A law-cost chemical>i 
to prevent blood clots after serious injuries has been developed by the 
Maritime regional laboratory of the National Research Council at Halifax, 
N.R.C. announced Wednesday. 
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Invitation to Parliamentarians To Visit Russia:  Ottawa, /larch 31 (CP) -- Mr. 
tu 	 Pearson said tonight Russia has invited Canada to send a group of Parlia- 
s MI 	mentarians to Russia. 

He said on the CBC TV programme Press Conference that the invitation 
came about in a strange way, but he declined to elaborate, saying he plans 
to speak on it first in the Canmons. 

Asked by one of four newspapermen on the panel whether he would be 
willing to go to Moscow, Mr. Pearson said he would go farther if he thought 
his trip would be useful in the intereste of peace. 

Russia suggested some time ago that Parliamentarians from various 
countries speak in each other's Parliaments. . 

FIR Doing Better Financially, Says Mr. Gordon: Ottawa, March 31 (CP) -- The CNR 
now is doing better financially than at the same time last year President 
Donald Gordon said today. 

Mr. Gordon told the Cammons railway committee the publicly-owned cor-
poration's operating revenues are about the same as a year ago, but an 
expense-slashing programme makbs its net position better. 	 • 

Last year the CNR had a deficit of $28,700,000. This year it has 
budgeted for a $500 9 000 surplus and Mr. Gordon described the 1955 forecast 
of income accounts as "realistic." 

For the future, he said, he expects that increased use of diesel locomo-
tives and other economies will make the CNR a paying proposition in normal 
years. 

"1 expect," he said, "that on a long-term basis the CNR will be able 
• o make provision for its requirements and that deficits will be eliminated." 
Big factor in the "requirements" is some $30,000,000 in annual debit interest. 

Mr. Gordon said forecasts of the general 1955 economic outlook for 
Canada indicate the CNR should  pet about as much revenue as it did last 
year. . 

CBC Radio Commentators:  Ottawa, March 31 (CP) -- The CBC's choice of radio cam-
mentators on its regular Sunday "Capital Report" prôgranme was criticized 
today in the Commons broadcasting committee. 

Er. Donald Fleming (PC - Toronto Eglinton) accused the CBC of improper 
balance in the choice of cammentators. Mr. A.D. Dunton, Chairman of the 
CBC Board of Governors, maintained experience has shown that opinion expressed 
on the programme is balanced. 

Mr. Fleming said Mr. Matthew Halton in London and Mr. Douglas LaChance 
in Paris, have a "71-per-cent monopoly" of European reporting on the programme. 

As to Ottawa cammentators on the 27-minute programme, Mr. Fleming said 
e \ei 	the table shows three of 11 commentators in the last two years contributed 

63 of the 106 reports. 	. 

(over) 
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New Criminal Code  Effective Today:  Ottawa, March 31 (CP) -- A new Criminal CociT, 
the result of more than feve - years study, comes into effect tomorrow. 

The new code replaces a hodge-podge of criminal law that was first 
enacted in 1892 and to which section after section was ndded to almost every 
Parliamentary session since then. 

When  the massive revision started in 1949, there were more than 1,100 
sections, many couched in obscure, archaic  and  ambiguous language. Some 
sections duplicated provisions in other statutes. 

All that, Parliamentarians  and  lawyers believe, has been eliminated. 
The new code, with 750 sections, is simpler than the old and worded in clm.e 
language. 	. . 

Mr. St. Laurent On Regulation of Radio, TV:  Ottawa, March 31 (CP) -- Mr. St. 
Laurent today said the appointment of an indepèndent body to regulate radio 
and television broadcasting in Canada is neither desirable nor necessary. 

He made the statement in the Commons after Opposition members asked 
him to comment on a resolution approved yesterday by the advisory council of 
the National Liberal Federation urging the Government to appoint a coramission 

to consider such a move. 
Mr. John Diefenbaker asked Mr. St. Laurent whether he considers the 

appointment of an independent commission desirable or necessary. 
"My personal opinion is that it is not desirable or necessary," the 

Prime Minister said. 

Would Extend Time Between Nominations and Voting:  Ottawa, March 31 (CP) -- A OD> 
week extension of the period between official nominations and voting in 
federal elections will be recommended to Parliament by the Commons Cammittee 
on Elections. 

The committee today approved the suggestion of Mr. Castonguay, chief 
electoral officer, that filing of nomination papers by candidates take place 
three weeks before election day instead of the present two weeks. . 

$5 .9 390 9 000 Aid To Universities Last Year: Ottawa, March 31 (CP) -- Canadian 
universities received federal financial aid of $5,390,000 in the fiscal 
year which ended today. 

A return tabled today in the Cammons said the contributions by provinces 
were: Newfoundland $199,000; Prince Edward Island $52,500; Nova Scotia 
$336,500; New Brunswick $273,500; Ontario $2,523,000; Manitoba $414,000; 
Saskatchewan $439,000; Alberta $519,500; British Columbia $633,000. . . . 

Across Canada:  The 4,000-foot Canso Causeway linking Cape Breton Island with 
the Noval Scotia mainland will be formally opened August 13. Transport 
Minister  Marier  announced the date in the Commons and said it will be a 
"fitting climax" to Nova Scotia's tourist season. 	. The A.V. Roe air- 
craft plant a.t Malton, Ontario, faced with reduced Government orders for 
CF-100 jet planes, will require "considerable time" before it can start 
production of a new jet model, the Commons was told yesterday. A joint 
statement by Defence Production Minister Howe and Labour Minister Gregg, 
read by Mr. Gregg, said the company wn.s given notice well in advance of the 

reduction of CF-100 orders so that workers to be laid off would have adequate 
notice. . . . The Ontario Legislature wns prorogued yesterday. 
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Invitation to Parliamentarians To Visit Russia:  Ottawa, April 1 (Globe Fe Mail) -- 
Mr. Pearson toaay told MPes of an invitation they had received to visit 
Russia. The invitation was conveyed in a declaration of the Supreme Soviet, 
made on February 9, and transmitted by the Russiân Government to the Canadian 
Embassr in Moscow three days later. In the House of Commons, Mr. Pearson 
quoted the relevant paragraph of the deblaration: 

"The Supreme Soviet of the USSR considers that the establishment of 
direct links between Parliaments, the exchange of Parliamentary Delegations 
and speeches by Parliamentary Delegations of one country in the Parliament 
of another will correspond to the desire of the people for the development 
of friendly relations and for cooperation." 

Mr. Pearson said that this paragraph of the decla.ration was preceded by 
"strong and Ê'rossly misleading attacks on the policies of this and allied 
Governments." Having regard to this background to the invitation, he sti.id, 
"There is need for us, I think, to be cautious, but not necessarily to turn 
a deaf ear to the suggestion which has been advanced." 

The declaration and the Soviet note of February 12 enclosing it had been 
transmitted to the Speakers of the Senate and the Commons for the information 
of MP's, he said 9  Consideration wes now being given as to haw "this matter 
can best be brought to the attention of those directly concernedon 

Must Continue Paying For Freedom,  Say  s Mr.  Pearson:  Ottawa, April 3 (CP) -- 
Canada's contribution in men and money to the North Atlantic Treaty Organiza-
tion, says Mr. Pearsôn, is a price that must be paid for. freèdom. 

Monday is the sixth anniversary of the signing of the NATO alliance, 
and Mr. Pearson, in a statement in the monthly bulletin of the External 
Affairs Department, says: 

"It is good at this time to remind ourselves what NATO has meant for the 
security of our land, for the solidarity of the Atlantic Community of Nations 
and for the peace of the world. 

"'nth our (13) partners in NATO we have built forces designed to make 
war unprofitable to any aggressor„ we have developed invaluable  habits of 
inter-governmental consultation and cooperation, and we have strengthened 
Canadian defences against the -increasing dangers of direct attack. 

9ffe have accomplished much, but these are tasks that are never done 
once and for all. If we woul(1  remain free we must pay the price of never-
emding vigilance until peace and security are firmly estWblished on a basis 
of international co-operation and good wino". 

External Affairs Debate: Ottawa, April 1 (CP) -- Mr. Drew warned,tonight Germany 
should be watched closely so that it does not attempt reunification of West 
and East Germany by force. 

He said in a House of Commons external affairs debate that Allied staff 
officers should be continually assigned to the new German army so there is 
no redeployment of troops without the West  being aware of what is going on. 

(over) 



He said German rearmament is a bold and necessary step and describee-i, 
French ratification of the Paris Agreements as a great and challenging act 
of friendship. 

Mr. Howard Green, Progressive Conservative member for Vancouver Qmadra , 
demanded that Canada play a more active part in defence in the Pacific arm 

He charged the Government with "failing to give the Canadian people 
leadership in facing the Pacific problem." 

Mr. Green reiterated his stand that Canada should becOme a member of 
defence groupings in the Pacific area. 

"Today the greatest threat to civilization is in the Pacific," he said, 
There had been continuous armed agression by Cammunists in the North Pacific 
area since the Korean war began in June, 1950. Yet there was no "protective 
fence" in the Pacific equivalent to the North Atlantic Alliance. 

He proposed that Canada work for and advocate formation of a protective 
grouping of Pacific countries similar to NATO. Such a group would give 
Canada a voice in decisions made in the Far East, instead of being, as ner 
bound by the decisions of others. 

On the question of Formosa, Mr. Green said Canada should recognize that 
the Nationalist-held island is part of its first line of defence, a line 
stretching from the Aleutians through Japan, Formosa and the Philippines to 
Australia and New Zealand. . 	. 

New 	$10,000,000  Steel  Industry  for  M'est  Coast:  Vancouver, April 1 (CP) -- Rem- 
. sentatives of a group of British and European companies today announced pla 

for a,major steel industry in the lower Pacific Coast area employing approx.- 
imately 4,000 persons and representing a $10,000,000 investment. 

The giant project, to rival the fabulous Anracis Island factory project 
now under way near New Westminster, 	was announced by Dr. William K. 
Waller. 

The plant, components of which would be brought from Europe and 
assembled here by British engineers, would produce 50,000 tons of steel a 

Year. 
Dr. Waller- alto announced plank to establish a cement industry in B.C. 

and $3,000,000 worth of other construction projects. . 

Across Canada:  The Government has not decided to order a study of the possible 
effect on genetics of radiation caused by hydrogen bomb tests, 12r. St. 
Laurent said. He told the Commons he _has read a number of published  reports 
on the subject, adding the matter is giving "serious concern" to those who 
feel they have the knawledge that would enable than to reach a "well-based 
opinion," C.P. reported. . 	. Premier Duplessis has announced a $600 9 000 
grant to the University of Montreal's /nstitute of Microbiology for new 
laboratories and improvements and a $800,000 grant to Laval Hospital at 
Ste. Foy, Çuebec, for tuberculosis patients. Mr. Duplessis said during Ms 
press conference his Government plans to spend in excess of $60,000,000 011  

health services during the fiscal year, according to C.P. from Quebec. . 
Completion of the first major job in building the St. Lawrence Seaway is 
six weeks behind schedule because-of 'mud, ice and high water. The largest 

of two coffer dams being constructed near Cornwall was scheduled to be 
completed April 1. . . . Toronto had the warmest April 1 on record -- a 
high of 68 degrees. 
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Deficit of $148 9 251 9 000 First For Canada In Nine Years: Ottawap.April 4 (CP) -- 
A budget deficit of L148,251,000 for the 1954- 1 55 fiscal year eus estimated 
today by the federal Government in the wake of a slowdown in the Canadian 
economy. The fiscal year ended last March 31. 	1 

A Mhite Paper tabled in the House of Commons by Finance Minister Harris 
as a prelude to the tax-setting budget for 1955-56 Tuesday night reported a 
drop of $431,000,000 last year in the value of gross production of goods and 
services. 

' The 90-pgge White Paper indicated the economic slump was partly respons-
- 	ible for the deficit, the first afte'r eight straight surpluses. 	. 

Budget revenues dropped  bÿ $289 9 000,000 to an estimated $4,107,136 9000; 
expenditures by $95 9 000,000 to $49 255 9 387 9 0000 

The deficit compared with a surplus of $45 9 798,000 in 1953-54 and a 
forecast of $4,000,000 last Spring by Mr. Abbott in his final budget. 

Mr. Abbott's forecast that 1954-55 revenues would total $4»4649000 9 000 
was short by about $357 » 000 9 000 . His prediction»  however., was based on 
expectations that the record 1953 gross national product of $24,416 9 000 9 000 
would hold through 1954. Instead the national product »  on which tax revenues 
mainly rely, fell to $23,985,000„000. 

The 1954-55 revenues of $4,107,136,000 compared with a record high of 
$4,396,320,000 in 1953-54. Expenditures of $4,255,387,000 in 1954-55 com-
pared with the previous year's $4,350,522,000 -- a figure topped only in 
some  years of the Second World Whr. 

The budget deficit does not include several forms of non-ITudget trans-
actions including loans and investments on which there was a net credit of 
$196,000,000. Setting that against the deficit »  the Government estimated 
it had Wbout $48,000 9 000 to reduce federal debt in the hands of the public. 
This debt was cut by $202,000,000 through letting cash balances decline by 
$154,000,000. 

The net national debt, however, was increased by the amount of the , 
budget deficit and rose to $11,264,000,000 last March 31. 	 - 

A major outlay of $353,000,000 for the $40 monthly pensions to all 
persons 70 and over was not included in budget accounts. In 19555  the  - 
income into that account from earmarked portions of income end sales taxes 
did not cover pension payments and there was a deficit of $62,000,000 cover-
ed by a special Treasury loan. In the last two years the deficit has 
totalled $108,000,000. 

With business feeling last year's economic pinch, corporation tax 
'revenues, ecluding $46,000,000 for the oid age pension fund, dropped to 
$1,008;000 9000 fran $1,191,200,000 the previous year. 

- Revenue fran personal income taxes also dedlined slightly. This item 
became the largest factor in federal revenues. Personal taxes, not including 
about $101 000 D 000 earmarked for the old age pension fund 9 declined to 
$1,176,000,000 from $1,187,700 9 000. 

(over) 



- 	Most other, categories of tax revenues .were lower ,during the year. 
Defence expenditures fell by ..$156, 900; 000 :to -  $1 9  696-;  900;000 but remained 
the biggest item of spending -- 40  per cent of totaloutlays as against 
42.6 per cent the previous year. - • • - 

The Government's annual economic review, included in the White Paper, 
said the gross national product fell -two per cent in 1954 after ,a series 
of large gains in. the three preçeding years. 

Net  farm income in the 1954 calendar year dropped by 30 per cent, cor-
poration profits by seven  per  cent. Consumer spending, bolstered by record 
labour income and higher borrowings, rose to an ail time high-. 

Labour income rose to $11,900,000000 from 111,661,000 ;000.- But net 
farm income, affected mainly by prairie ,crop losses, declined by . $535,000,000 
to $1,1149 000,000 -- the third successive' annual drop. 

Aid For Unemployed Being Increased: Ottawa, April 4 (CP) -- Broad changes in 
unemployment insurance -- 7thcluding raised ceilings on benefit payments and 
simplified procedures -- were proposed today by the Government. 

Labour Minister Gregg introduced in. the Souse of Commons a resblution 
preliminary to a bill overhauling the unemployraent insurance a.ot and said the 
legislation will include these provisions: 
1 0  Top benefit payments for those out of work will ,be $30 a week for married 

'persons and $23 for single unemployed, compared with present ceilings of $24 
and $17.10. 
2. 	Those earning up to $57 a' week vrIll participate in the higb.er benefits. 

-Z. Workers will be credited with more benefit days for the time they work. 
Increases in the winter benefits approved by Parliament in January as 

as emergency measure will be written permanently into the Insurance' Act. 

North Atlantic Council to Visit Canada: Ottawa„ April 4; (CP) -- The 14-country 
North Atlantic Council will visit Canada next month for the first time. The 
Defence Departraent announced today the Council's' permanent representatives »  
headed by Vice-Chairman Lord Ismay, will tour Canada's Air Pefence Command at 
St. Hubert, Quebec, May 22-23. 

The Council administers policy set by the Governnents of the North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization. It will come to Canada after a viiit to the 
Norfolk, Va., headquarters of the Supreme Allied Atlantic Command.' 

It has visited various; European headquarters and this will be its first 
trip to the North American Oommands„ the Department said* 

Across Canada: There has 'been a "slight though appreciable" increase in atomic 
radiation throughout t,he world as a result of nuclear weapon tests, Health 
Minister Martin said yesterday, according to C.P. "However", he i.dded, "the 
best scientific evidence available indicates that it is most unlikely that 
any significant genetic effect would result from the increaseeradioactivity 
that has occurred .". . • . Mr. J. Ear -trey Perry, director of the Can.adian 
Tax Foundation, said today Canadians should face the fact that high taxation 
is here to stay. He told the Canadian Club the only hope for lower taxes was 
a long period of guaranteed world peace.... The aircraft carrier Mag-
nificent sailed April 12 for the first of a series of operational and 
training exercises that will take her to the Caribbean, Bermuda and the 
United Kingdom. 0 . . Representatives from Western Canadian aymphony 
orchestras will hold their first regional conference in Winnipeg ;on 'April 
14 and '15. The meeting is co-sponsored by the Winnipeg Symphony iiind . the -
American Symphony Orchestra League, an international, non-profit association 
of orchestras. . 
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Budget In Brief:  Ottawa, April 5 (CP) -- Principal points in Finance Minister 
Harris' Budget Speech tonight: 

Personal income tax reduced by average 10 per cent, effective July 1; 
reductions 12 to 13 per cent for 85 per cent of taxpayers. 

Half of personal income tax cut applies on 1955 income; full in 1956. 
Special 15 per cent excise tax on new automobiles reduced to 10 per 

cent, effective immediately. 
' Special 10  percent  excise tax on tires and tubes repealed immediately. 

Current taxes on • liquor, beer, nes, cigarets, tobacco, soft drinks 
and candies unchanged. 

, 	 No change in current 10 per  • cent sales tax and 15 per cent excise tax 
on television and radio sets. 

Corporation tax on large company incomes reduced to 45 per cent from 
47, effective January 1, 1955; small company (under $20,000  incarne)  tax 
unchanged. 

Incentive tax concessions for oil, gas and mining industries, now 
temporary, made permanent. 

Tax cuts total $148,000,000 for the current 1955-56 fiscal year or 
an estimated $207,000,000 for a full year. 

Government forecasts $160,000,000 budget deficit in 1955-56. 
Budget revenue forecast at $4,202,000,000; expenditure, $4,362,000,000. 
Government to set up Royal Commission to survey Canada's economic 

prospects. 
Minor exemptions to general sales tax provided, totalling about 

$1,000,000 a year, effective immediately. 
Tariff of 73à per cent  • imposed for first time on polyethylene resins, 

widely used in plastic industry, effective immediately. 
Tariff board to inquire into tariffs on primary iron and steel and 

potatoes. 
Canadian civilians, abroad for six months or more, may bring back 

household and personal effects duty-free as "settlers' effects." Similar 
provisions exist for soldiers and Government employees. 

No change in old age security tax -- two per cent sales tax, corporation 
tax and income tax. 

Earlier estimated l54-55 budget deficit of $148,251,000 revised to 
$194,000,000. 

Canada  To Work For Freer World Trade:  Ottawa, April 5 (CP) -- Finance Minister 
Harris tonight said a new surge of tariff protectionist sentiment exists in 
the United States and that Canada will work for freer world trade. 

In his first budget speech to Parliament, he credited the U.S. Admin-
istration with resisting trade-choking proposals but said efforts have been 

r 	disappointing. 
He asked the U.S. to continue earlier leadership in lowering barriers 

against free trade throughout the world. He added: 

(over) 



tilt  is of the utmost importance for the future of international 
economic cooperation that the U.S. should continue to give positiVe 
direction in leadership in reducing barriers to the free flow of world 
trade." 

From  the  strictly Canadian standpoint, he emphasized that Canada's 
economic welfare -- apart from links with world trade generally -- hinges 
to some extent on the. U.S. economy. He described recent improvement in 
U.S. economic activity as "heartening" for Canada and other countries. 

Mr. Harris, in the background part of his budget speech before getting 
do wnt to tax and tariff changes, also reported a 1954-55 budget deficit of 
$148,251,000, the Canadian Government's first in nine years. 	 n  

The deficit was based on estimated revenues of $4,107,136,000 and 
expenditures of $4,255,367,000 for the fiscal year that . ended last March 
31. It compared with a surplus of $45,798,000 for the 1953-54- fiscal year. 

Much -_of the fiscal part of the budget speech reviewed what was covered 
in the White Paper Mr. Harris tabled-in the ,Commons yesterday. 	, 

.« Summarizing the fiscal picture, Mr. Harris also said: 
1. -- Despite improvements in the world situation, the free nations cannot 
afford to relax from building up their defences. 
.2... Canada intends to join other countries in a general renewal of tariff 
concessions under the revised 34Pcountry General Agreement on Tariffs and 
Trade• 
3. The Government has decided not to increase the. tariff on British wool- 
lens, despite representations from Canadian industry. 
4. The Government cannot correct competitive. troubles of Canadian industry 
as against world competition, but resourceful efforts by management and 
labour should be able to do this. 

. 5. , Canada's exports are likely to expand. 	 - 
6.  National  production -- which fell off last year --- should expand this 
year by five or six per cent to about $25,250,000,000, a better-than-normal 
rate of growth. . . , 

He paid tribute to U.S. efforts in post-war years to restore stability, 
expand production and increase international trade. 	• 

In these efforts "no nation has played a more constructive role than the 
United States," he said. 

"As every member of this House is aware the success that has already been 
recorded is due largely to generous and far-sighted American policies. 

In  the last 12 months, however, while there was no basic change in 
AmeriCan policies, there was a disappointing lack of progress toward actual 
reduction.in trade barriers and there were disconcerting signs of a revival 
of protectionist feeling in response to the increase incompetitive conditions. 

- While Canada welcomes resistance by the U.S. Administration to moves 
that would`not help trade, that resistance had not been uniformly successful. 

"It  must  be recognizeçl," Mr. Harris said, "that actions taken or even 
implied.by the Government of the United States may weaken support for liberal 
commercial policies and may impose upon those of us who are firm supporters 
of such policies ,a greater burden in defending them in our own countries• 

"One country cannot attempt to get the maximum benefit at the cost of 
the minimum adjustments without creating a desire in other countries  to 

 achieve the same results. There must be a reasonable give and take in any 
durable trade relationships. . .  

Canada should continue to play her part in promoting that objective. 
It Was clearly in Canada.ts interest to buy more from abroad so other countries 

‘ could, buy ,more from Canada. . 	. 
In dealing with the relationihip of the U.S. economy to that of Canada e 

 ,Mr. Harris said Canadian .  production and employment la.st .year were adverse:V 
affected by a U.S.,recession. 

"Our economic • relations with the U.S. are too significant for Canada to 
remain unaffected when the American economy is going through a period of 
readjustment," he said. "Fortunately, those conditions are betinning to 
disappear." 

Of external trade Mr. Harris said that in the last four months there 
has been an encouraging reversal of a previous downward trend. 
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Royal Cammission On Economic Potentialities: Ottawa, April•6 (CP) -- Mr. Graham 
Towers, former governor  of  the Bank of Canada, may head the biggest  investi- 
gation in history into the Canadian economy. He left the bank last year 
after 20 years service. 

. 	"Federal authorities indicated today the Government may consider appoint- 
- ing 11r. Towers as chairman of the proposed Royal Commission to examine Canada's 

internal productive potentialities and the possibilities for export markets. 
Decision to establish the commission wes announced by. Mr. Harris in his 

Budget $peech last night. The Government has not completed details of the 
investigation but it is understerd the commission may include as many as five 
membersi each a prominent econamist. 

Mr. Justice Douglas Abbott of the Supreme Court of Canada, former 
'Finance Minister, has been mentioned as a possible commission  chairman. 

Dr. W.A. Mackintosh, Principal of Queen's University and one of Canada's 
best-knawn economis.ts,,has been suggested as a possible canmission member. 
He has participated in economic inquiries in the past and has acted as an 
adviser to the Government. 

The canmission will sit for many months and travel across the country, 
holding regional hearings open to the public. The idea behind it is to 
concentrate the country's attention on its economic problems and its pos-
sibilities 25 and 50 years from naw. 

External Affairs Debate:  Ottawa, April 6 (Globe & Mail) -- Canada should have 
. protested to yfashington . against the recent publication of the Yalta papers, 

Mr.  George Hees (PC, Toronto-Broadview) declared todayin the Canmons. 
' 	Publication of these papers; said Mr. Hees, "together with the pressure 
to have the Tehran and'Potsdam papers published as well, has made future 
high level secret diplamacy almost impossible and 1  believe that our chances 
of avoiding a world wur have decreased accordingly." 

Entering the House debate on external affairs, Mr. Hees said he fet 
sure that the professional diplamatists of the U.S. State Department recog-
nized that effective diplomacy could only be carried on in private‘and with 
a knowledge that the record of the discussions would remain secret. . . . 

The House of Cannons adjourned 'Wednesday for its 12-day Easter recess. 

Elports  Jump At Beeinning Of Year: Ottawa, April 6 (CP) -- Canada eXported 7.2 
per cent more goods during February and 12.5 per cent more during the first 
two months of the year than in the corresponding periods last year. 

The Bureau of Statistics reported today that February exports rose to 
$296,700,000 from $274,700,000. Exports for the two-month period rose to 
$602,400,000 fram $536,400,000. 

(over) 



.1 

Alleges  U.S,  Gangsters  Operating 	 Here:  Ottawa, April 6 (Montreal Gazette) , 
A chargé that the Immigration, Department had remained "quiescent»  and had 
taken no action to rid Canada of a groùp of alien' U.S.  gangsters  operating 
a $5,000,000-a-week bookmaking racket, was made in the House of Commons 
today by Mr.  LM. Hamilton (PC-Montreal-NDG.). . . . Immigration  Minister 
Pickersgill, describing the charges as an »anthology of hearsay» said that 

' 

	

	when the matter,had been raised in February, he had disclosed - that 
R.C.M.P. and his own officials were investigating similar reports. 

, 
Edùcational Television:  Toronto, April 6 (CP) -- Educational' telévisidn:cen: 

. 

	

	make a definite contribution in Canadian schools  but fürther eXPértMénts 
are needed, a CBC report said tanight. 

»In general," said the sümmary of a nationwide experimentCandUcted 
last ^ November, "the results of this exPèriment 'bear out thoeè'af similar 

' experiments in Britain and the U.S. 	 _ 
"They indicate that teleisian programmes, -JointlY pianned, -,and 'ex-

ecuted by teachers and broadcasters, have a definite  contribution tomake 
- as a teaching aid. Hawever, further experiments will be required, 
clarify the precise nature and extent of this  contribution."  

Nation-wide shawings of the November school telecaste required . co-
operation of 11 Privately awned stations and five CBC  stations.' About 
200 schools from coast to coast evaluated the series. - - 

Across Canada: The Supreme Court of Canada on Wednesday held a section of the 
British Columbia Evidence Act is ultra vires of the provincial  legisla-
ture. Chief Justice Patrick Kerwin said the section declared ultra vires 
is that compelling witnesses to answer all questions at legal proceedings 
instituted under provincial law. • . . 	Canada deported .  262 personi in 
1954 the House of Commons was informed in a tabled return. • • • Canada's 
one remaining infantry battalion in Korea,. the 2nd Battalion, Queen's Own 
Rifles, was scheduled to sail for home yesterday, the army announced. . . .•

Research at the University of Toronto has been awarded three -health grants 
by the federal Government, Mr. Martin announced. • . . Canadian National 
Railway yesterday announced construction of a new 13-story office building 
as part or Montreal's Central Station development. 
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. Tuesday, April 12, 1955 

CCF E±pels Trotskyists:  Toronto, April 9 (CP) -- Foùrteenjersons have been 
ousted fram the Ontario CCF Party, on the grounds they were members of 
a Canmunist organization. 	

_ 

Cancellation of the CCF memberships of the 14 was approved yeatérday 
by delegates attending the 21st annual  convention  of t!xs* Ontario CcF. 

The party's provincial council charged that those' expelled were - * 
members of the Canadian section of the Fourth (Trotskyl.st) Ilternational, 
"in effect another political party with aims quite con -prary to the CCF." 

Such membership autamatically cancels membership ln the CCF, the 
council ruled, and its action was confirmed at -a fourll.our âlosea méeting. 

Details were issued later by CCF Provincial LeaderDonaId C. MacDonald, 
provincial President Eamon Park and provincial secretary Ken - Br'Yden. 

They said a 15th person accused of belânging to the Troleyists was 
reinstated because of inconclusive evidence. 

Six  Awards  for  CBC: Columbus, Ohio, April 11 (CP) -- The *radial Broadcasting 
Corporation won six first-place &wards in'the 19th American exhibition of 
educational radio and télevisfon programs, it  was annottnced today. - 

CBC won a first-place TV award for thé -proÈr&M "Let's  Te a te;6k0" 
It also won honorable mentions for two TV programs, "Press Cnnference " 
and "Summer Festival." - 

In radio, CBC won firat-placè -&wards - fOr: "Summer Fa114, 0  "Stage 55, ft  

effhattetu YourSind," "Sounds Fun," "Pioneer Sett1egents, 4  and "Men 
Behind the News." 

Minister Claims Jobs Available:  Victoria, April 11 (CP) -- Despite Canada's 
he&vy unemployment' figures, if the average - worker is w1,11ing to take- anY -- 

 type of employment "right now" it is not hard to get eltablished, Imnigra-
tion Minister John Pickersgill said today. 	 - 	- 

He was c6mmenting in an interview on criticism - of the Faderal Govern-
ment's  immigration policy which has -br6ught in inmigrants while sections 
of Canada's labor force were without work; 	 - 

While there has been a go6d deal of unemployment; there-  is - "still 
flexibility," in -*e - situa-tion, and many of those with  out  work do not 
remain that way long, he said. - - 

There was little "direct relationship" betieen thé emPlqyMent -levél - , 
and immigration, as the Immigration Department does  nô  t enco4rige immigra- 
tion in occupations now at a high unemployment level throughqut the 

•country. 	 . 

Salk Statement Expected:  Ottawa, April 10 (CP) -- Dr. G.W.W. CeMironiFederal 
Deputy Health Minister, has been invited to Ann Arbor,S1611:„ to hear the 
decision on the Salk polio vaccine tests -  As soon as he gets the 
decision,  hep lans'to tèlephone it to Health Minister Martin who will be 
waiting at Windsor, Ont. 

A statement on thé future,use of the vaccine in Canada s  expected to 
follow fram Mr. Martin. 	' 

(over) 



Spring Floods Receding: Winnipeg-, April 11 (CP) 	Maigtoba's flood fore- 
casting committee said today provincial tributaries of the Red River 
which have flooded thousands of acres of faim lands in the last few 
days appear to have reached their peak and a'crest 18 teet allove'average 
winter ice level is expected on the Red River itself eup Winnipeg. 

This compares with a 30.3-foot crest in a disastrous 1950 flood. 
It is well below the level of Winnipeg's diking system. 

Laval West, Que., April 10 (CP) -- Residents of this water-logged 
town near Montreal breathed easier today as flood waters dronped four 
inches and authorities reported the danger of further flooding apparently 
passed for the present. 

The swollen Thousand rslands River--three feet abàve flqod level-- 
spilled Friday night, surrounding some 100 homes and forcing residents 
in some  areas to get around by boat. 

Acting Mayor B. Turcotte said today about 10 streets are still 
under water. 

Laval is 20 mileà northeast of Montreal. About 500 persons were 
affected by the flood. 

Across Canada: Dom Odule Sylvain, abbott of the Benedictine Monastery of 
St. Benoit du Lac, has announced that free food and lodging will be 
given to volunteers who help the monks build their churCh.... /t:was 
announced recently that the University of British Columbia wibuld' 
begin a new reseal= programme on the treatment of 	 ..... . 
Kenneth Forbes of Toronto has been commissioned to Paint the official 
portrait of the Honourable Wishart McLeod  Robertson, Speaker of the 
Senate, which will be hung in the Parliament  Buildings  after Senator 
Robertson finishes his  terni ofoffice begun  in 1953 	 A 60-year-old 
tradition by  which the mayoralty of Sherbrooke, P.Q., - has alternated 
between French and Thglish speaking citizens maybe abandoned this 
year awing to the lack of an'English candidate 	. -A .38year-old - 
B.C. prospector, Bill Deziak, is the first person known'to'haVe Shot' 
the treacherouà Hell's Gate rapids on thé Fraser River abolit 85miles 
northeast of Vancouver. Hockey: Stanley Cup Playoffâ - SundaY'r 
Detroit 5 Montreal lr Seiti7a7.7, Montreal 5 Detroit 3. 
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Mass Salk Injections • Planned: .Ottawa, April 12 (CP) --, Perhaps'1,000,000 Canadian 
youngsters may be freed fram the terror of polio this year. And countless 
more  will walk without fear of crippling and killing disease in the years 
ahead. 

Provinces-geared for free mass injections of the Salk polio vaccine in 
-the-wake of thelnn Arbour announcement that the medical wonder is safe, 
effective,and potent. . . . 

--Mr. Martin, a victtà of polio in his boyhood, said Ottawa will continue 
to  put,up one-half the cost of all vaccine purchased by the provinces in the 
1955-56 fiscal year, just as it did the latter part of 1954-55. 

Federal health authorities eittmated that perhaps enough vaccine to 
,inàculate 1,000,000 Canadian youngsters maybe producedIynext July -when 
thelpolio season begins rising to the August peak. 	, _ 

Canada's main vaccine producer is.the University of Toronto"s Connaught 
Laboratories, which turned out 90 per cent of the virus for the vaccine used 
'in the 1954 trials. . . 

• r 

-First,Atômic Power Station:  (CP) -- Canada's first atamic power station,may be 
build at or near the site of the Ontario Hydro-Electric  Power  Commidsion's 
biggest hydro-electric  installation on the Ottawa river. 

, An informed Government source says the experimental reactor, 'expected 
to  produce 20,000 kilowatts of electric  power, likely will'be located in the 
vlcinity of the Des joachtms plant, about 145 miles.northwest of Ottawa. 

The power station is on thé Ontarit-Quebec boundary  in the Ottawa river 
adjacent  to the small Quebec village of Des Joachims. ,It is 38 miles - direct-
ly,upstream fram Pembroke, and some  35 miles  by road,fram Chalk River, site 
of. Canada's atômic energy plant. 

The electricity-producing›atamic reactor:will be built jointly by 
Atomic Energy of Canada Ltmited e  'which operates .the ChaMk River. plant, -Ontario 
:Hydro and the Canadian General:Electric  Company  at a cost of between $13,000,- 
000 and $15,000,000.,-- 

Canso„Cau .seway Nears Completion: Port Hastings, N.S. A.pril 12  (ci') 	A 308-foot 
bridge was swung across the locks of the Canso Causeway Monday, completing 
another link in the $22,000,000 project. The bridge was pushed into place 
without a hitch and thus the connection between Cape Breton rsland ehd the 
7,000-foot causeway from  the Nova Scotia mainland was taken out of the 
htemporarye  state. Official opening of the causeway is set for August 13. 

Lake Navigation Season Opens:, Sault Ste. Marie, April 12 (CP) -- The 1955 
'11Avigatian season officially opened-today -with the passage of the Enders M. 
Voorhees "„through the Zoo  locks, bound for TWO Harbors, Minn., for a cargo. 
of iron ore. 

(over) 



The passage of the'Voorees launched the observance of the -100th: 
anniversary of the locks and was welcomed by a delegation of 125 marine 
and civic officials. Capt. W.T. Simonds was presented with a plaque 	Q 

« signifying that his was the first bciatbf_ttai-bentennial year. The chief 
eingineer . was presented a box of  cigars and 'cigarets were given t4 the 

The icebreaker 'Mackinaw also lacked up into Whitefish Bay today to 
clear a path through the ice for the Voorhees. . . . 

Ice Jams St. John's Harbour: St. John's, Nfld., April 12 (CP) -- Ice ppured 
through the narrow St. John's Harbour entrance today, plugging the port, 
tying up shipping and jamming at least five ships outside. 

Fanned by easterly winds, the harbour filled shortly after the 
Transport Department pulled all buoys to safety. Veteran port officials 
say-it is the worst  lice  jam in recent history. 

As far as the eye can see from Cabot Tower at the harbour entrance, 
there is a solid mass of ice. The huge pan is • blocking off the entire 
area around St. John's.  

Four Spanish trawlers are reported to be jammed near the Bay Bulls 
area of the southern shore and a coastal vessel, the Sid and Sam, is 
jammed near Kings Cove. She was trying to reach Bonavista Bay. 

H.B.C.  Annual Reports  Winnipeg, April 12 (cP) -- The Hudson's Bay Company had 
a net trading profit in the year ended JanUary 31 of $4,827,000 compared 
with $3,699,000 in the preceding year. This *as  after taxes of $4,589,000 
compared with $4,B72,0-00. 

Sales were  T$159,762,000  compared with $155,234,000, the annual report 
shows. Sales of fur on consignment were $55,325,000, up $15,000,000. 

Across Canada:  A survey of Alberta, aritish Golimbia and- Nbrfhwest Territories 
coalfields is on this year's programme of the Federal Geological Survey, 
the Honourable George Frudham, Minister of Mines and Technical Surveys, 
said on Sunday. 	. . The Honourable Clare Mapledoram, Ontario Minister 
of Lands and Forests, • stated on Monday that Ontario had roam for two or 
three more paper mills and that the Government would continue to encourage 
the location of new forest industries in the province.  .. . Professor 
Earle F. Ziegler, head of the physical ediication department of the 
University of Western  Ontario, said on Monday that Canadian universities 
should bring their athletics assistance programmes "into the open". . . . 
The New Brunswick Fish and Game Protective Association's Moncton branch 
announced on Tuesday that it plans to teach teen-agers how to handle 
fire-arms before ignorance can turn them into woodland killers. . . . 
Montreal Canadians won the sixth game of the Stellev Cup finals defeating 
Detroit Red Wings by 6-3 in Montreal last night, evening the games 3-3. 
The final and deciding game will be played in Detroit on Thursday night. 
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Canada May Finance New Colombo Projects:  Ottawa, April 13 (CP) -- Canada may 
decide soon on financing a new batch of economic projects in the free 
countries of South Asia. 	 1 

Nik Cavell, Canadian Colombo Plan Administrator, has returned from a 
four-month, 40,000-mile trek through the area with a bagful of proposals 
for Canadian Government consideration. 

The white-haired, 60-year-old Asian expert said in an interview today 
he could disclose no details until he has discussed the proposals with a 
federal _policy committee. But he said they are basically of the same kind 
that Canada already is financing in the underdeveloped countries: Pawer 
projects and irrigation dams, factories and farm aids to boost food pro-
duction. . . . 

New Plans for Trans-Canada Pipe Lines:  Ottawa, April 13 (CP) -- Turned,down on 
federal aid, Trans-Canada Pipe Lines Ltd. has sharply revised its plans for 
piping Alberta natural gas eastward in the hope of getting started this 
year with only private financing. Informants said today the company now is 
looking to sending gas into Winnipeg and the United States midwest this 
year, simultaneously building •up an Eastern Canadian market with U.S. gas 
and later undertaking the expensive Winnipeg-Toronto leg of its $350,000,000 
project north of the Great Lakes. . . . 

Labour Party May Favour Wheat Pact:  Winnipeg, April 13 (CP) -- British Labour 
leader Clement Attlee said today his party would favour Britain's re-entry 
into the International %eat Agreement, but only under certain conditions. 

At a press conference Mr. Attlee hinted that one condition for joining 
in the agreement might be that countries which sell wheat to Britain should 
buy-more from Britain. Britain, which joined the rwA in 1949, remained 
outside of a renewal of the pact in 1953 after a difference over maximum 
prices. 

CPA Tokyo Airlift Ends:  Ottawa, April 13 (CP) -- Canadian Pacific Airlines' air-
lift contract to Tokyo has been suspended,-the Defence Department said today. 
The airlift was used fram the fall of 1950 to help supply Canadian forces 
serving in Korea. The one remaining Canaiian infantry unit in Korea -- the 
2nd Battalion, Queen's Own Rifles -- sailed for home last week. 

An RCAF squadron also participated in the airlift until last June. 
Value of CPA's airlift contract in the 1953-54 fiscal year was $7,109,039. 

Supports Selective Immigration:  Victoria, April 13 (CP) -- The best way to in-
crease the population of Canada is "by the cradle," Immigration Minister 
Fickersgill told a Liberal meeting here. "I don't believe any immigrant 
•....no matter where he cames from, or how good he is .... is as good as 
'another Canadian baby," he said. But, said Mr. Pickersell, Canadian mothers 
will not have enough Canadian babies to increase the population as much "as 
most of us feel it should be" boosted. Selective immigration was the answer. 

(over) 
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Price Support Proposed:,  Washington, April 13 (CP) -- Proposals by Qapadian 
agriculture for a new price support programme in Canada drew intereit at 
today's closing session of a two-day meeting of North American farm lead 
Discussion  centred around a plan:by the Canadian,Federation of Agriculture 
for price-props for all -major crops ranging from 65 to 85 per cent of so- 

' called . parity. ' The  prdposal was  recently placed before the Canadian  Cabinet  
at Ottawa by'a CFA delegation.—: 	- 

The Canadianssaid they were not seeking an "incentive" price support 
programme, such as exists in the United States, but one that would prevent 
losses by farmers. The U.S. programme, by guaranteeing Government purchase 

, of farm surpluses If theyfall to move at prices equal to the Government's 
90 per cent support, acts as an incentive to  al].-out  production.' American 
delegates expressed admiration for the operations of the Canadian Wheat 
Board. 

Opposes CBC Control:  Vancouver, April 13 (CP) -- Dr. Marcus Long of Toronto, 
one of Canada's top education authorities, said today he believes the Can-
adian Broadcasting Corporation is defeating its own aim-of achieving a high 
level of entertainment by its control over radio and television. 

Dr. Long, professor of philosophy at the University of Toronto,saidin 
an interview here he - favours anlndependent regulatorv commission for radio 
and television in this' country. . . ' 

- 	Mr. Long said under present controls, private stations are "getting 
away with murder because the CBC is afraid to enforce its own regulations; 
afraid that it might look like political pressure. An independent regula-
tory board could do the job without suspicion." 

New Tank-Killer Demonstrated:  Ottawa; Ap-ril. 13 (CP) -- The Canadian Armitcylay 
demonstrated the punching power and accuraby of its new tank'-killing weapon 
for infantrymen, the Heller. - . 	. Soldiers trained on the weapon scored 
three bulls-eyes in as many tries from the same,distance, tearing holes 
through three inches of steel plate. The Army claims there is no equal 
to the Heller anywhere in the world. It has been in production for a year. 

Present at the demonstration, held at the vehicle experimental and 
proving establishment just east of the capital, was Earl Buy, 39, of St. 
Catharines, Ontario, and Quebec City, the man with the brains behind the 
Heller, first weapon ever designed, developed and manufactured in Canada. . 

Quebec Seaway Attitude Changes:  Toronto, April 13 (CP) -- Dr. Pierre Camu of 
Montreal said today there has been a substantiel swing of French-Canadian 

public opinion away-from its traditional opposition to the-St.,Lawrence 
Seaway project. 	 - 

Addressing the Ontario Geography Teachers' Association, Dr. Camu traced 
the swing Rway fram the strong opposition that faced the Seaway in the le)s 
and 1930s. The cl-ange began in 1951 when Quebec began to reassess the effect 

on Lts econamy, he said  The swing has been mainly to-a neutral position. 

- 

King Estate Site of Festival:  Ottawa, April 13 (CP) -- The verandah of the late 
Prime Minister Mackenzie Kingls summer-home at nearby Kingsmere will become 
an open air,stage for drama and music next  s,  uinrner.r The Kingsmere Festival 
of the Arts has planned for its first season, July 15-August 20, a series d 
six plays, five one-hour concerts and informal ballet and art classes. . 0. 

Across Canada:  An article in the USSR "Illustrated News" , by Leonid Kogan, violie 
with a troupe of Soviet artists who visited - Canada, lastyear,1 distributedtin 
Ottawa yesterday by the Soviet Embassy, contains an invitation.to CanathJ  
artists to tour theatres and concert,halls in the Soviet Union. .• 	Alex 
Derby, director of examinations of the Saskatchewan Education Department, 
revealed.yesterday that the department had-found it necessary to jack up  the 

 

marks of all students writing the Grade 12 literature examination last yee 
in order to avoid n 42 per cent failure. . . . 
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Unanimity Essential to National Health Plan: Ottawa, April 14 (CP) -- Health 
Minister Martin said tonight the unanimous consent of all provinces must 
first be obtained before the federal Government can introduce a contri-
butory national health insurance plan. , 

, He  said an amendment to the constitution would be required, and at 
the moment he knaws of several provinces that might not be willing to agree 
to such - an amendment. 	 - 

. Mr. Martin touched an the health insurance,issue while being inter-
viewed on the CBC television programme "Press Conference." 

'He said that the federal Government still is committed and wents to 
bring in a country-wide contributory health insurance plan, but this could 
not be done until all provinces give their consent. 

The question of setting up a constributory scheme had been canvassed 
at least  fie ttmes in the Dominion Council of Health, a federal-provincial 
organization which meets twice a year. 

Government - to Control Salk Outlets: Ottawa, April 14 (CP) -- Health Minister 
Martin said today effective sefeguards have been taken to prevent boot-
legging in Canada of Salk polio vaccine. 

He indicated also,that there will be no exports from Canada of the 
polio preventive until Canada's needs are met. 

"No time will be lost in getting sufficient production ready," he said 
in an Interview. "But naturally we are anxious to get Canadian children 
-vaccinated first. Any supplies that remain we will share with the world." 

Currently, Canada's only major producer is the University of Toronto 's 
Connaught Laboratories. Another supplier, the University of Montreal's 
Institute of Microbiology, is expected to start mass production next 
September. 

In addition, Canada expects to get some stocks from two U.S. commercial 
drug campanies licensed to se41 the vaccine in Canada. 

Salk Syringe Shortage Denied: Ottawa, April 14 (CP) -- Federal health author- 
ities said today they have no knowledge of any shortage of needles and 
syringes required to inoculate children with Saik polio vaccine. Ottawa's 
Mayor Charlotte lhitton said yesterday there is a shortage and that the 
Defence Department was "sitting" on tens of thousands of needles and 
syringes *all across Canada." 

RCAF Needs New Light Bomber: Ottawa, April 14 (CP) -- The RCAF is considering 
.. a  .replacement  for its Mitchell light bomber, it was learned today. 

Officials said it hasn't reached the point where the Defence Department 
has a definite plane in mind as a successor. There are a number of 
American, British or French planes it might Choose from. 

(over) 
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The RCAF has long wanted a replacement for the Mitchell but the 
Tactical Air Force, which camprisestwo auxiliary squadrons at Saskatoon 
and Edmonton, doesn't rank high on the pririty list ,of Canada's armed 
forces. 

It is understood that at one ttme, at least, the RCAF wanted British 
Canberra jet bombers for its Tactical Air Force. . 	. 

Canadians to Study Cosmic Rays: Ottawa, April 14 (CP) -- Canadian scientists 
soon may know  more about one of outer space's biggest mysteries -- cosmic 
rays 

The National Research Council announced today that a new research 
programme  will be launched this month into the ielenamena with information 
obtained during the last year from the Arctic to the Antarctic. 

Data on the activities - of cosmic rays over the southern area of the 
earth was gathered by Dr. LB. Fenton, 29, a graduate student at NRC from 
Austra-lia's University of Tasmania. He made his studies aboard the 
United States icebreaker Atka on a five-month cruise from Boston to the 
Antarctic. 

The Council said the• Atka now has returned to Boston. Dr. Fenton 
will arrive in Ottawa this weekend with the equipment he used to make the 
studies. 

The equipment also was used last year by Dr. D.C. Rose, head of the 
cosmic rays branch of the NRC Division of Physics, to study the activities 
of the rays over the northern half of the earth. 

He made his observations on the maiden voyage of the Royal Canadian 
Navy's Arctic patrol ship HMCS Labrador° 

Calls on Canadians to Cultivate Criticimm:  Ottawa, April 14 (CP) -- The director 
of Stratford's Shakespearean Festival said today Canadians must cultivate 
"serious criticism" if they want the festival to develop into high-standard 
legitimate theatre. 

Tyrone Guthrie, British stage director who  ha  d guided the Stratford 
Festival since its inception three years ago, told the Canadian Club that 
serious audience appreciation is at least 50-per-cent responsible for the 
standard of productions. 

Death of Canon Heeney:  Ottawa, April 14 (CP) -- Canon W.B. Heeney,'father of 
Canada's Ambassador to the United States, Arnold D.P. Heeney, died at his 
home  today. -  He was 83. A retired Anglican clergyman,  he was former 
pastor of St. Luke's Church at Winnipeg. 

Across Canada:  Premier Duplessis of Quebec stated recently that the three 
new mental hospitals, announced some months ago, to be constructed at 
Trois Rivieres, Sherbrooke and Joliette, will add 4,500 beds to the 
province's mental hospital facilities. . 	. Residents along the 
Chaudiere River near Beauceville, Quebec, watched anxiously yesterday 
as blocks of ice, lodged in a solid mass, pushed swirling waters over 
the river's banks and through the streets and homes of this Beauce 	 • 

County town. 	. The Ontario Association of French Teaching has pro- 
tes_ted against the use_of "bad French" on CBC radio and television pro-
grammes, special objection being taken to "Un homme et son Péché" and 
"La famille Plouffe". 	. Detroit Red Wings last night defeated 
Montreal Canadiens in Detroit 3 to 1 to retain the Stanley Cup. 
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Urges Recognition of Red China:  Vancouver, -April 17 (CP) -- British Labour Leader 
Cleraent Attlee started his party's May 26 election campaign Saturds.y night 
6,000 miles from home with a major policy speech on foreign af.fairs. 

In a public address to an audience of 3,000 here, the former British 
Prime Minister warntd of war and said that the world must learn to live with 

, the Communists. 
He indicated that in the event of another world war there "will be no , 	, 	 „ 

vidtory for a.-nyone but only defee.t and ruination." 
He also called  for  United  Nations recognition of Communist China. 
The Nationalist Government of Chiang Kai-shek is "corrupt," he said, 

and Formosa should be put under. a "trusteeship"- and after a period the people 
of the island should cleCide What they want to  do themselves. He warned that 
force will not bring about a change in government. in China. 	". 

He  said the Chinese Communist Government wa.s not "democratic" but had 
done a grea. -t deal of good work. .A.n attack on China would drive it into the 
"arms of..Russia." 

International Forum Claimed Indispensable: Ottawa, April 17 (CP) -- Sir Pierson 
Dixon Britain's permanent representative to the United Nations, s aid Sat-
urday the UN must bt maintained and supported as a necessary and valuable 
instrument in world affairs. 	, 

Addressing a joint meeting of the English Speaking Union and the United 
Nations Association, Sir Pierson said the world needs such a for= where 
estranged nations of East and West can meet. 

"There is considerable value in continuing talks in a period of'cold 
war, no matter how eMbittered and acrid the talking becomes," he said, 
"Through the UN East and "Zest can at least meet and the shocks of the cold 
war can be absorbed." 

Toronto-Montreal Pipeline Planned:  Calgary, April 17 (CP) -- Trans-Canada Pipe-
line plans to build this year a  natural gas pipeline from Toronto to Montreal 
to serve markets in the intermediate area and Montreal. 

N.E. Tanner, Trans-Canada president, indicated in a telephone interview 
that his company has not abandoned plans to extend into the Ottawa area 
this fall; 

But he added, extension to Ottawa might depend upon whether the market 
is built' up sufficiently beforehand. 

Trans-Canada plans a 370-:mile-long, 24-inch-diameter line from Toronto 
to Montreal to be built this year at an estimeited cost of $29,000,000. 

• 
. 	 . 
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Big Colliery Shuts  Dow: Sydney, N.S. April 17 (CP) -- The Dominion Steel and Cro 
Corporation announced .  Saturday it is closing permanently one of its biggestV' 
Glace Bay collieries because there is no market for its close to 400,000 tom 

, of coal a year. No. .1-B will shut dawn for good  May  31, the first of Dosco's 
major producers to be taken out of service since oirand other fuels began 
chipping eway at coal's traditional markets more than a year ago. 

The shutdown will put 725 miners out of work.  Informants said it was 
"extremely doubtful if they could be absorbed in other Cape Breton mines and 
all were expected to begin filing unemployment benefit claims June 1. 

• • 	, 
Effort, to End Grairandlers' Strike  Continues  i  .Port Arthur, Ont. April 17 (CP) 

' Federal' mediator Eric G.. Taylor of Toronto met with terminal operators and 
union representatives today  an an effort to end a strike_of 1,200 grain hand.. 
:lers that is . threatening,to tie uP the major part of Canada's grain trade. 

- 	'Mr. Taylor, appointed federal mediator in the dispute between the 
operators and Local 650 of the Brotherhood of . Railway and Steamship Clerks 
'(AFL-TLC), flew here fram Toronto Satiirday night and immediately scheduled 
meetings to seek an end to the strike. The walkout began yesterday following 

- a union membershiP meeting.  „ 

Salk for 5,000 Windsor Pupils: Windsor, April 17 (CP) -- Mass inbculation of 
Windsor school children with the Salk anti-polio 'vaccinewill begin Monday, , 
MOH Dr. John Howie'said. The inoculation programme,will be in full swing 
.by Mid-week. 	 . 

' 'Pupils of Grades 1 and 2 will receive their first shots - up to April 25. 
On April 26, Grade 3 pupils will begin receiving inopulations. About 5,600 
pupils will be inoculated. 

Charges Trotskyltes Among Parliamentary CCF:  Toronto, April 17 (CP) -- Finance 
Minister Harris said there are Trotskyites among the CCF members of Parlia-
ment. He did not mention any names in his remarks,"made at the annual 
meeting of the Toronto and Yorks Liberal Association. He said the recent 
expulsion by the Ontario CCF of 14 persons considered to have Communist 
leaning should not be looked upon as an unusual happening. He suggested 
some CCF members of Parliament might be expelled on similar grounds.

•- 	He spoke less than a day after a report to the annual convention of 
The British Columbia and Yukon section  •  of  •  the CCF, in session in Vancouver, 
charged that a "Trotskyist" group cost the partY the 1952 provincial general 
election in British Columbia. 

Across Canada:  It was announced recently that the annual meeting of the Canadian 
Welfare Council would be held in Windsor, Ontario, May 5-7, to discuss im- 
migrant welfare, family desertion, juvenile delinquency and other social 
problems. . . . The number of "repeat criminals" could be reduced in Canada 
if convicts were given a fair chance to became useful citizens after their 
release from prison, J.A. Edmison, Q.C., of Montreal stated on Saturday in 
Windsor. . . . Ontario CCF leader Donald C. MacDonald charged Saturday 
night in Welland, Ontario, that government mimnanagement had brought the 
province's timber resources within 17 years of extinction.  •. . . The biggest 
fight ever against cancer in Canada was promised in Vancouver Sunday by 
R.B. Buckerfield, national president of the Canadian Cancer Society. . . . 
The Chaudiere River is back between its banks after its annual rampage 

• through the streets of the little textile tawn of Beauceville in Beauce 
County, Quebec. 
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Probe of Armed Services Theft:  Ottawa, April 18 (CP) -- The Defence Department 
said today that aside from petty thefts there are 11 investigations in progress 
concerning thefts in the armed services. 

In .a  return tabled in the Commons, the department said the investigations 
fl 	are taking place in various parts of the country. 

' They include the inquiry into theft of stores, including hand tools from 
No. 11 Works Company, Royal Canadian Engineers, in the Vancouver area. 

The large-scale thefts from No. 11 Works Company were disclosed March 18 
by Brig. George Kitching, commander of the army's British Columbia area. They 
are believed to date back to 1945 and involve civilians as well as military 

, 	personnel. 

Recruit at Seven Islands:  Seven Islands, Que. April 18 (CP) -- Two army recruiting 
officers today began investigating the possibility of enlisting some of the 
500.jobless workers in the area. 

The  officers arrived at this iron ore centre today and said they planned 
to offer the unemployed men a chance to join the army, if they are.qualified. 

The Iron Ore Company of Canada, main source of employment in the area, 
reported it received 200 applications for jobs this afternoon. Company 
offieials said, however, that they had already hired 300 men, enough for the 
summer. 	, 

Progress Toward TLC-CCL Merger:  Ottawa, April 18 (CP) -- Heads of Canada's two 
largest labour congresses, negotiating for a merger of their 1,000,000 members, 
said today renewed talks are going well. 

Mge  made progress -- things are going very well," said Claude Jodoin and 
A.R. Mosher after a day of discussion by a unity committee trying to draft a 
constitution for the single body expected within a year to replace the Trades 
and Labour Congress of Canada and the Canadian Congress of Labour. 

Mr. Jodoin heads the 600,000-member TLC, and Mr. Mosher is founder and 
president of the CCL, which has close to 400,000 members. 	* 

Return  Shaws Number of Immigrants Deported:  Ottawa,  April 18 (CP) -- The Immigration 
Department deported 572 immigrants in the three years 1952-54, the Commons was 
informed today. Criminal activities and mental illness were the main reasons 
given. In ..a return tabled for Harry O. White (PC-Middlesex East) the depart- 
ment also reported that deportation orders against another 1,310 immigrants 
were not carried out. 

Crown Sues N.S. Lieutenant-Governorl Ottawa, April 18 (CP) -- The Crown is suing 
the Queen's representative in Nova Scotia. 

7, 	The suit concerns a piece of land expropriated in building the Canso '■ gir 
CausewRy, linking Cape Breton Island and the Nova Scotia mainland. 

The Government_has asked the Exchequer Court-to rule that' $5,505 is a 
fair price for the property, a rocky hill overlooking the Strait of ,Canso at 
Auld's Cove. 

(over) 



Alistair Fraser, lieutenant-governor of Nova Scotia, wnnts $5,500,000 
for the land which was used as a stone quarry. It provided the hundreds 

lei 
tons of rock needed to build the causeway. 

The Government says that it expropriated the land in 1952 "for the pur-
pose of a public work," and offered Mr. Fraser $5,505, which he refused to 
accept. 

Mr. Fraser, in his statement of defence, denies that he was offered the 
$5,505. He states that $5,500,000 is nearer the real value of the property 
because of its vast stone resources, which could have been sold to various 
construction projects. 

Says Canadians Should Eat  More 	Fish: Winnipeg,  April 18 (CP) -- Canadians' eating 
habits are causing concern to Hon. James :Sinclair. 

Mr. Sinclair, federal Mlnister of Fisheries, .said at a: press .conference 
' 	today his department and the Canadian fishing industry,wish Canadians would 

eat more fish. 
If they would, Canada's $200,000,000-a-year fishing industry would be 

in better health, and at the same  tinte  Canada's general state of public health 
might be improved. 

At present, he said, Canadians are eating 14 pounds a persc;21 per year, 
with the high in the Maritimes and on the West Coast an  with the Prairies at 
the bottom. 

Seek De-Icer fortopters:  Ottawa, April 18 (CP) -- The National Research Council, 
trying to make helicopters safe for winter search and rescue work, hau 
launched a long-range programme to develop equipment which Will enable the 
'copters to shed ice. 

Success of the project also will speed the day when aMore economical 
helicopter can be used year-round on scheduled flights for transport of mail, 
passengers and freight. 

De-icing equipment is not installed on RCAF helicopters used for search 
and rescue or freight operations or on 'machines used by commercial aircraft 
companies. The reason is that the present type equipment is to heavy and 
would almost eliminate the aircraft's ability to carry anything else. 

Finnish %man to Judge Drama Festival:  Ottawa, April 18 (CP) -- Gèrda Wrede 
leading theatrical director in Finland, today was named the first woman ad-
judicator of the Dominion Drama Festival finals. 

Eight theatrical groups which won regional festivals across Canada will 
compete in the Regina final, May 9 to 14, for a number of trophies and cash 
awards totalling $1,000. 

Not Fully Quoted, Pickersgill Claims:  Winnipeg, April 18 (CP) -- Immigration 
Minister Pickersgill stepped off the Dominion of Canada car at the Canadian 
Pacific Railway station here Saturday and said the whole thing is all "very 
silly". The Canadian-born Minister was referring to:the reaction to his 
."baby-versus-immigrant" statement in Victôria last week. 

In an interview here during a short stopover, Mr. Pickersgill said he 
would not go so far as to say he was misquoted. He just was not quoted fully. 

At Toronto, George Hees, president of the National Conservative Associa* 
termed the Minister's.statement "a masterpiece of arrogance and stupidity". 

Yesterday  in Parliament: Mr. Coldwell challenged Finance Minister Harris to name 
CCF Members he had had in mind when he stated in a recent Toronto speech the 

the parliamentary group of the party might well be purged of Trotskyites. 	. 
Transport Minister  Marier  argued that provincial governments should assist 
municipalities ladking sufficient funds to eliminate dengerous level crossings' 
. . . A bill was passed -subjecting Canada's foret of TV and radio aerials to 
certain standards of construction and erection. 

OF 
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Opposition Scorn Budget:  Ottawa, April 19 (CP) -- The OppOsition today ripped 
into Finance Minister Harris' budget. Both J.M. Macdonnell, Progressive 
Conservative financial critic, and CCF Leader Caldwell charged in the 'Commons 
that it does nothing to relieve the tax burden on the lowest - incame groupa. 

Solon Law, Social Credit leader, said the budget is a mild hypodermic 
. filled with milk and not a shot in the arm for the Canadian economy. 

. 	The Progressive Conservatives and the CCF moved non-confidence motions 
in the  Government. 

Macdonnellis motion said the budget hasmfailed": 
1. To give effective stimulus to Canadian enterprise to create employment 
and opportunity. 
2. To reduce taxation affecting those on low incarnes and allowances. 
3. To curb the Government's extravagance and inefficiency. 
4 0 	To recognize the serious position of farmers and other producers. 

In his non-confidence motion, Mr. Caldwell added a fifth point: 
5. 	To provide assistance to the provincial governments to enable them to 
plan their financing to relieve Canadians of the crushing load of heavy 
municipal taxation. 	. . 

Won't Relinquish Quebec Income-Tax:  Quebec, April 19 (CP) -- Premier Duplessis 
will not hear of a federal-provincial taxation agreement for Quebec based on 
arrangement involving federal subsidies in place of provincial direct taxation 
rights. 

In an interview today, only a few days before Canada's 10 premiers are 
to meet in Ottawa with Prime Minister St. Laurent in a preliminary conference 
April 26, the Quebec Premier said there can be no question of Quebec suspending 
its income tax or any other direct tax in return for grants from Ottawa. 

Er. Duplessis, outspoken eemier of the only Canadian province to reject 
such a subsidies arrangement with the federal Government, said the right to 
tax is as much a part of responsible government as the right to make laws or 
administer them. 

"It is indispensable," he said. 
The preliminary conference in Ottawa is designed to clear the way for a 

full-dress federal-provincial conference to be held later, possibly next 
autumn. . . . 

Hite Quebec Tax Treaty:  Ottawa, April 19 (CP) -- CCF Leader Coldwell said today 
thé income tax "concession" to Quebec sets a dangerous precedent in Canada's 
tax structure. 

"To my mind the new law which is to come into effect this year introduces 
into the Canadian tax structure the dangerous precedent whereby federal income 

. tax may vary and differ fram province to province," he told the CommonS during 
the budget debate. 

' e CCFer Counterattacks Critics:  Ottawa, April 19  (ce) -- Colin Cameron, outspoken 
CCF member of Parliament, today denied he is a Trotskyite and said anyone 
imputing such a suggestion of him is "an unmitigated liar, an unprincipled 
scoundrel and  ,a contemptible caward." 

(aver) 
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At the same time he criticized Finance Minister Harris for not immedi a 
 correcting  a  news report in which Mr. Harris was reported as saying therr.;,1, 

Trotskyites among CCF members of Parliament. 
The member for Nanaimo, B.C., speaking in the Commons on a question of 

personal privilege, said Mr. Harris had permitted the reported statement% 
wend its slanderous trail back and forth across this country" for nearly48 
hours before attempting.  to correct it in the Commons yesterday. 

Basic Agreement on Labour Merger:  Ottawa, April 19 (CP) -- Merger talks between 
two big labour congresses today reached agreement on all basic principles« 
amalgamation. 

After a two-day meeting, officers  of the  Trades and Labour Congress of 
Canada and the Canadian Congress of Labour said the unification of their 
approximately 1,000,000 members should be consummated by early 1956. 

Pilot's Case for Reconsideration:  Ottawa, APril 19 (CP) -- The case of Trans-Ck 
Air Lines Captain T.N.D. Ramsay, blamed for "negligence" in the crash of a 
TCA airliner near Toronto's Malton Airport last December, will be "reconside 
ed" next June, a Transport Department spokesman said today. 

He then will face either cancellation of his licence, a further sus-
pension period or restoration of his flying ticket. 	. . 

A departmental board of inquiry blamed his "negligence" for the crack-u 
But his case was discussed in the Canmons after the Canadian Air Lines Pilot 
Association protested that Capt. Ramsay's alleged negligence had been duet 
fatigue because of overly long hours of flying, a charge that was deniedby 
Government spokesmen. 

Immigrant Unemployed Stranded in Boom Town:  Seven Islands, Que., April 19 (CP). 
Canada has become a frozen and frightening outpost of civilization to almost 
600 European immigrants in this town 300 miles northeast of Montreal. 

The immigrants, including Italians, Greeks and Portuguese have crowded 
into this St. Lawrence River town in an unSuccessful search for work. 

Provincial Election Rumours:  Toronto, April 18 (CP) -- Persistent rumours that 
Premier Frost plans to hold a general election in June were strengthened 
tonight when it was reported the government has ordered 60 0 000 ballots for 
the armed forces. 

Although the Premier has said he has not given thought to an election, 
Queen's Park observers feel he will announce the date at London April 30 whe 
he speaks at the annual convention of the Western Ontario Progessive Conserr 
tive Association. 

Charlottetown,  April 19 (CP) -- Political observers freely predicted today 
that Canada's island provices of Newfoundland and Prince Edward Island will 
hold general elections some time-  this year. 

Late May was the popular choice of speculators in Charlottetown 
in St. John's predicters were content to ride with the forecnst that an 
election would be held in 1955. 

Yeuterday in Parliament: Mr. Pearson told the House that, although Canada had 
been pressing the United States "almost daily" for a written answer to its 
note of March 8 protesting proposed U.S. legislation to restrict crude oil 
imports, no such reply had yet been received. . . . Prime Minister St. 
Laurent and Mr. Pearson have been invited to attend the centennial celebr& 
at Bement, Illinois, of the famous  Lincoln-Douglas  debates on slavery. 
Acting Trade Minister Minters stated, in reply to a question, that Canadian 
wheat export sales are higher now than at the same time last year. 

Across Canada: The 100,000-member Canadian and Catholic Confederation of Labour 
hold its annual convention next September 11-18 in Quebec City, Secretaryllq 
announced yesterday. . . . J.P. Donihee, 41, of Cornwall, Ontario, has been 
named divisional arlministrntive officer for the St. Lawrence Seaway Authority 
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Salk for 1 0 5000 000 by July:  Ottawa, April 20  (ci') -- Canada's production programme 
for Salk polio vaccine is aimed at providing etough to immunize 1 9 500,000 
persons by July 1. 

Health Minister Martin, announcing the figure in the Commons today, said 
it still will not meet the vaccine needs of the entire country. 

His estimate of enough vaccine by July 1 "for possibly 1,500 9 000 
individuals" was a big increase from earlier predictions of 1,000,000 persons 
immUnized by the start of the summer polio season. It would represent about 
30 per cent of Cangda's population of more than 5,000,000 children under 16. 

"The vaccine will be available in Canada in greater quantities during 
-u 	

method of He said all provinces except three will use an immunizatio 
Lo 	

the next two or three months than will be the case anywhere on this continent," 
Mr. Martin said. 

giving two shots -- a system which calls for a third booster shot seven months 
n 

1 
 or more afterwards. Nova Scotia, Alberta and British Columbia would follow 

the 1954 system of three-shot immunization. 

'ell 	Lakehead Grain Strike Ends: Port Arthur, April 20 (CP) -- About 1,200 Lakehead 
grain handlers returned to work today, ending a five-day strike that had tied 
up 75,000,000 bushels of grain in elevators here and in Fort William and had 
prevented the unloading of more than 5,000 railway cars carrying grain from 
the prairies. 

At a meeting earlier today members of Local 650, Brotherhood of Railway 
and Steamship Clerks (AFL-TUC), voted to accept a three-year contract granting 
them 12 cents an hour in wage increases plus additional fringe benefits. 

CMA Calls for Tax and Costs Cuts:  St. John's, Nfld., April 20 (CP) -- J.A. Calder, 
president of the •Canadian Manufacturers° Association, today called on the 
federal Government to lawer taxes by cutting Overnmental costs. 

He said that in five years from 1948 to 1953, government spending rose 
to 18.1 per cent of the gross national product from 11.5 per cent. The speech 
was read to the CMA's Atlantic Division annual meeting by President John C. 
Whitelaw after Mr. Calder was summoned to Montreal by the sudden death of a 
brother. 

"It has been admitted by federal taxing ministers that since the Second 
World War ended, the Canadian tax structure has not had what might be termed 
a salutary effect on the economy," he said. 

MPs'• Transportation 	Privileges:  Ottawa, April 20 (CP) -- CCF Leader Coldwell today 
accused the Canadian Pacific Railway of attempting to infringe the rights of 
Members of Parliament to free railway transportation. 

Commons Members applauded as Mr. Coldwell suggested that a letter from 
N.R. Crump, CPR vice-president, be ignored. 

(over) 

a 
by 



The object of his criticism was a letter to the Cammons Clerk, Leon 
Raymond. Copies had been distributed to n11 Members. 

Mr. Crump's letter referred to the fast new transcontinental train 
service starting April 24. It said the demand for passenger space likely 
will exceed space available on the new trains. 

It noted that Members of the Gammons and Senate have statutory priv-
ileges to free railway transportation but asked that Members be advised of 
the necessity for ensuring that as far as possible the new trains be used 
for revenue passengers. 

Mr. Coldwell said the request involves the privileges of al].  Members 
of Parliament. 

Eighth Scout Jamboree at Niagara:  Niagara-on-the-Lake, April 20 (CP) -- Some 
10,000 teen-age Boy Scouts, far from their homes in every continent and 
speaking more than a score of languages, will camp for 10 days here this 
summer in the Eighth World Scout Jamboree. 

Preparations for their care require something more than such massive 
Items as 300,000 meals, daily trips three miles to swim and a staff of 29 
doctors, dentists and nurses. 

E±tras like a staff of translators, a chaplain service to minister 
to many faiths and a sign-language type of directional signs are being 
planned to meet the special problems of the international gathering of boys 
and leaders, meeting in North America for the first time. 

Yesterday in Parliament:  Transport Minister  Marier  stated that 264 Canadian 
National Railway employees had lost their jobs through the closing of a 
repair shop at Leaside, Ontario, and changes in shop operations at  Brook-
ville and Winnipeg. 	.  0 Dr,vid Croll (Liberal, Toronto-Spadina), speaking 
in the Budget debate, urged a careful examination of labour's demand for a 
guaranteed annual wage, saying that nothing could be settled by ignoring 
this "problem" or by calling it names. . 	. Revenue Minister McCann 
promised to reply to a CCF charge that the Government had made a suspicious 
"deal" with the Aluminum Company of Canada, the Gatineau Power Company, 
Saguenay Power  Limited and the Bell Telephone Company in connection with 
tax remissions. . 	. In reply to a question' by Stanley Knawles (CCF- 
Winnipeg North Centre), who pointed out that a select committee of the 
Ontario Legislature would study the effect of U.S. atomic explosions on 
the air over Ontario, the Prime Minister said the Government mpuld consider 
whether a special Commoms committee should be set up to inquire into radio-
active "fallout" in Canada. 

Across Canada: Donald C. MacDonald, Ontario CCF party leader, told a meeting 
last night that investigation of the spread between consumer and producer 
costs of meat had been indefinitely shelved by the Ontario Government. . . 
George Stewart, senior partner in the publishing firm of McClelland and 
Stewart, Toronto, died yesterday at the age of 79. . 	. Thomas Moncion, a 
merchant of Hull, Quebec, defeated Mayor Alexis Caron by a narrow 99 votes 
in the city's two-man mayoralty contest. . 	. Mhen the civic limousine 
broke down on the way to Uplands Airport yesterday, Ottawa's Mayor Charlotte 
Whitton showed skill as a hitch-hiker by thumbing a ride fram motorist 
Harold palmier, who got her to the field in time to catch her plane. . . . 
It was announced yesterday that federal swine breeders had developed a new 

 C-nadian bacon hog, a shapely white animal that promises reduced feeding 
costs and increased profits. . . . The Socony Vacuum Oil Company of Canada 
has paid a record $442,952 to a small Alberta band of Cree Indians for oil 
exploration rights on their reserve. . . . Five rare whooping cranes, in 
company with a large  number of sandhill cranes, were seen recently in a field 
near Lang, 45 miles southeast of Regina, Saskatchewan, by Fred Bard, director 
of the provincial museum. 
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Canada Not Automatically › Involved in U.S. War:  Ottawa, April 21 (CP) -- Canada 
will not automa.M.cally support the United States in any - war in China or any-

- where ', else, 'External Affairs Minister Pearson told. an applauding Commons 
tonight.. . Canadian support of the U.S. would depend on its NATO, and United 

• Nations commitments. 	• 	 . 	. 
"Anything  I have said (previously) does  no  mean and should .not be in- 

terpreted to mean that whenever the U.S. is at war we are bound to participate," 
• .; 	Pearson said as he wound up an external. affairs ..debate. 	' 

. He reiterated, however, that if a. "small" War' sp-rérid- 	é-ng'ûlf-th-e-world 
- 	would be impossible for Canada to remain aloof. 'If..war spread to this 

continent the entire defence .  system would come into...play... Mr. Pearson scored 
CCF claims that the U.S. now considers .it has Canada .  "in the lagii n. 

'It remained the right and the duty of the Canadian ,Gov,ernment to warn 
and dissuade the U.S. on any policy it considered unwise and... n I tope we will 
discharge that duty on the appropriate occasions." 

Mr. Pearson said the CCF had presented an unfair and unbalanced picture 
of U.S. policies. He was "distressed" at the analysis of the purpose of U.S. 
policy given earlier by Sta.nley Knowles (CCF-Winnipeg North. Centre). 

, • . 	• 
U.S. Troops in Canadian North:  Ottawa, April 21 . (CP) 	Suppose' the United States 

finds -itself in a war, even localized, with Communist China -- what w -ould.a 
-I neutral' 'Canada do about American troops in this country? Intern them? 

That question was posed in the Commons today by Alistair Stewart' (CCF-
Winnipeg North). He got a fast reply  front the next speaker,, veteran newsi?aper 
columnist ElMore Philpott (L-Vancouver South). He said: 

. •  .'If the United States. got into a war,. and' Canada ,  did not, the 
uniformed forces stationed in Canwla or in .any other part of - the 'North Atlantic 
Trea.ty Organiza.tion area would have every legal right to remain there and to 

• operate there'''. • . • He was completely opposed ,to 'suggestions' that Canada, 
. with heavy corrunitments in Europe and perhaps not enough .Canadians for  its own 

defence, should agree to the stationing of a large .percentage of • United  States 
forces in  this  country's northland. 

nI believe that Canada- should be defended by .Canadians," he said. -. _ 
' n . 	. . We should take over the majbr responsibility-  for: -defending the 

north of Canada. 	. 	We should take whatever. steps are. necessary to see 
that the major job of defending the North American frontieriisAiacharged by 
Canadians with Canadian principles and Canadian policies in mind." 

If Canada did not have enough armed forces .to' discharge, all its  obligations, 
it would be better mat  the  proper time",• to trardfer' some Canridians ii .o* 'serving 
in Europe to sentry duty in the liorth. - . 	 - 	 • 

. 	 , 

Commonwealth Not11', "Third Force":  Ottawa, April 21 (Cp) -- The concept of the Common-
wealth as ii7,-"thii-d force" counterbalancing the United States and Russia is 
dangerous, External Affairs Minister Pearson said tonight., ' 

He told the Commons such a concept would mean the Commonwealth coming 
between the U.S. and NATO powers and the Soviet bloc. It would be better, he 
said, to',Étick two blocs -- the forces of peace and those -wlio- .-threaten peace. . . 

Mi-. Pearson referred to an'earIier external affairs speech' by Wallace 
Nesbitt (PC-Oxford) who said the Commonwealth should be strengthened, possibly 
through formation of a central secretariat and Commonwealth defence force. 

(over) 
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Canadian Troops In A-Test:  Ottawa, April 21 (CP) --'A detachment of 60 Canadia n 
 soldiers, sailors and airmen arrived at Las Vegas, Nev., today for the fi4 

Canadian troop participation in American atomic bomb trials. 
The trials will take plàce April 26. The job of Canadians will be to 

survey areas which may be contamingted by radioactivity after the bomb 
explodes.' 	 - 	• 	, 

Federal-Provinciai Talks May Feature Unemployment:  Ottawa, April 21 (CP) -- Un-
employment may steal the spotlight at next week's federal-provincial fiscal 
conference, with governments' anxiety sharpened by new figures showing a 
post-war jobless peak. 

Pre-conference information is that the'government heads could take some 
fairly substantial action, at least going beyond the original intention of 
holding the April 26 session merely aÉ a curtain-raiser for a general confer-
ence later in the year. 

Canada Council Still Planned: Ottawa, April 21 (CP) --•Prime Minister St. Laurent 
said today the Government still intends - to set up a Canada Council to help 

'promote Canada's cultural development. Stanley Knowles (CCF-Winnipeg North 
Centre) asked in -the Commons whether there is any truth to a press report 
that the Government has dropped the idea. 

- "It still is the intention of the Government ;to recommend to Parliament 
that the body be set up," Mr. St. Laurent said. 

The Canadian Press said in a story last Ihursday that establishment of 
the Council faces a constitutional snag. Complaints had been received by 
the Government from provincial sources, apparently in Quebec, .-bhat the pro-
posal invaded the provincial field of education. The story quoted informants 
as saying the constitutional problera may be raised by Mr. St. Laurent tit 
the -coming federal-provincial conference. 	 . 

McGill Develops Coal Turbine:  Ottawa, April 21 (CP) -- Mines Minister Prudham sai 

today he expects that an experimental coal-fired gas turbine being developed 
,at . McGill University will be successful. He informed the Commons. -that the 
turbine is undertoing rn.odieications after a test run of 50 hours disclosed 
certain weaknesses. 'Wh en  the changes were made, it would be .  given a test run 

of several hundred hours. . 	 - 
•• 

	

	"I have every hope that the test run will be completely successful," he 
said. •' If it was, the -turbine would be made a.vailable to private industry. 

• - 	There *as every reason to expect that the McGill experiment wan , ftr equal to or 
in advance of experiments in other countries." 	- 

NeW Navy Warning Flight: Ottawa, April 21 (CP) -- Formation of an operational air 
borne early 'warning flight .was announced today by the Navy. Purpose of the 
four-plane flight of Avengers is to 'extend considerably the radar cover of a 
fleet or convoy at sea. . . . 

Yesterday 	in Parliament: Liberal back-bencher. A.H. Hollingworth (York Centre) sug 
gested that, if a settlement in the Far. East could be brought. about, Canada 
should consider recognising Red China'.•. The question , of a federal sales 
tax on Salk vaccine is now under study by the Goverrmient, Revenue Minister 
McCann stated. . . . The Government is prepared to support any serious studi 

, 

	

	 the effects of radioactive fall-out on humans but will not at present take 
the initiative in urging the United .  Nations to make such a study. . . . 

-.Across Canada: All provinces but Alberta will adopt Daylight Saving Time thi) * 
 weekend. . . . Dr. J.C. Woodward, 45, of Lennoxville, P.Q., has been appoint 

associate director of the Experimental Farm Service. . . . . , The Stratford 

Shakespearean Festival may be televiàed over United States netwOrks this 
sum/11'er. . . . 	 , 
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Mr*"• Dickey Defends Raw Material Exports:  Otta-wa, April 22 (CP) -- A Goverment 
spokesman today denied an opposition claim that Canadians are too much herers 
of wood ,and drawers of water for the factories of, other countries. 

Mr. John Dickey, Parliamentary A.ssistant to Mr. Howe, said Carda would 
find itself 1.n trouble if it banned exports of raw material -  in fairgur of 
-deVeioping industries at home. 	 ' 

The member for Halifax spoke in the Flouse of Commons budget debate tp • 
reply to speeches by Progressive Conservative members critical of the amount 
of ravi materials exported. 

He  said a sound 'programme of development of natural resources cannot be 
built -  on the narrow basis of insistin.g on complete manufacture in Canada of 
all raw materials. 

For its population, Canada was the 'greatest trading countr3r in the world. 
Yet few peo-ple realized the.t two-thirds of its export trade was in manufa.ptured 
and  'partly Processed goods. Eighty-five  per  cent of raw material's exports 
consisted of food  and animal  and  vegetable products, most of which had to be 
sold in their natural state. 

If Canada insisted on full processing of raw materials, it woed lose 
markets and overseas buyers would turn to other sources of supply. Other . 
countries exporting raw materials might 'retaliate by following suit and 
Canarlian industries would suffer, since Canada imported  more  industrial raw 
materials than it sold. 

To create a steel industry to process Canada's expected annual output of 
25,000,000 tons of iron ore Would cos't $5,000,000,000. 

"Without assured markets for steel, I doubt  if the necessary capital 
could be found." 

To Discuss Distribution' of Salk Vaccine:  Ottawa, April 24 (CP) -- Distribution in 
Canada of Silk polio vaccine is expected tO be discussed -tomorrow -vyhen the 
Deputy Health Ministers of all  provinces meet federal Health Minister Martin 
and his officials. 

Flealth Ministers of a.t least four provinces also will be present for the 
meeting, the regular semi-annual gathering of the Dominion Council on Heq.th. 

Topics to be discussed have not been made known but a federal official 
said that distribution of the polio vaccine almost certainly will be a major 
topic. The provinces are distributing the vaccine under a federalTprovincial 
agreement to share production costs. 

Mr* Martin informed the House of Commons lqst week that he expects enough 
vaccine by July 1 to inoculate 1,500,000 persons. 

Canada's Share of World 'Nheiat Market:  Toronto, April 25 (Globe 8: Mail) -- Canada's 
share of an expanding world wheat market has dropped in the face of risinF 
exports from her competitors, particularly the United States, the Canadiap 
Press says in a current survey. 

(over) 
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Shipments fram all major exporters -- Canada, U.S., Australia and 
Argentina -- rose to 435,200,000 bushels in the first seven months of the 
current crop year, an increase of 47,600,000 bushels over last year, Burepm 
of Statistics figures show. The current crop year opened August l e  1954. 

In that period, Canada's shipments totalled 152,000,000 bushels, still 
the leading exporter in volume and virtually unchanged from à year ago; 

, 	But in those seven months the totalworld market expanded and thus 
Canada's share-of total. shipments dropped - to, about  35 percent frai more 

 than 40 per cent last year. 	' 

Stratford Shakespearian Festival:' ,Stratford, Ont., 1Pril 24 (CP) :-. •-..A:total of 
3i-tons of canvas which makes up the giant theatre :tent wes pufled into  sape 
Saturday for the opening, June 27 of the Stratford Shakespearieoe Festival. 

. 

	

	Dr. -Tyrone Guthrie, ,festival director, raised the blue an& yellaw 
festival flag presented in 1953 bY England's Stratford MemorialTheatre Cpin- 

. pany and dedicated the festive _to the «Glory, of 'God, to the memOry of William 
_Shakespeare and finally." . . To the glory .of  the citizeni of Stratford," 

Work started Friday-when the cement amphitheatre wes swept. oui. Twepty-
five workmen erected the 29,000 square feet of canvas. 

Duplessis On Ottawa Conference• Quebec April 22 (CP) -- Premier Duplessis 
said today he hopes prellminary federal-provincial talks in Ottawa ,next T!mesda 
will centre on the main issue of taxation and not "be sidetracked.e 

"I would like a clear discussion of clear matters and avoid confusion 

that would arise if a multiplicity of questions were discussed at the pre- 

liminaYy conference," he said. 
The Quebec Premier added that he is not going to Ottawa to fight but 

to co-operate. 

Across  Canada: Premier Duplessis Friday announced the appointment of e  Quebec 

City  lawyer and tWO Montreal investment experts as members of the new Quebec 
Securities Commission which starts functioning officially.  May Z. Mr. Maurice 
Desy, for 18 years manager at Quebec of the General Trust Company, wes 
appointed to the post of commission chairman. Mr. Adolphe Routhier,,Q.C., 
Montreal securities registrar, and Mr. Joseph L. Bolton; Montreal investment 
manager at the Bank of Montreal, were appointed to till the two posts of 
commissioner. . . . "The Canadian," the Canadian Pacific,Railwayis all stain-
less steel scenic dome train left Montreal Sunday amid pageantry and fanfare 
as it set out • o establish a,new transcontinental record for railway pas-
senger service to Vancouver from Montreal and Toronto. . . 	,Powell River 
Co., Ltd., announces it plans to spend about 420,000,000 to install a ninth 
newsprint machine at its Powell River plant, 90 miles north of Pancouver. . 
Dr. Peter Millman, 49, Toronto-born authority on meteors, will be awarded the 
J. Lawrence Smith Medal at the 92nd annual meeting of the National Academy 
of Sciences in Washington Monday, it was reported from Washington. 

Mr. 
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Mr. St. Laurent On Dominion Provincial Conference:H  Ottawa,  April 25, (Globe and 
Mail) -- Prime Minister St. Laurent announçed today in the House of Commons 
that he intends to initiate a discussion of unemployment relief at the Dom-
inion-Provincial  Conference which'opens here tamorrow. 

"I hope we cnn fRce this situation as a humanitarian problem that concerns 
all of us as Canadian citizens," Mr. St. Laurent said, "and work out some 
arrangement whereby the needy will be dealt with by one authority and the 
burden of having done so will then be borne in a manner that will provide for 
efficient And provident administration." 

The Prime Minister's announcement was greeted by loud and prolonged 
applause from his supporters. . . . 

The Conference opens at 10:45 a.m. tomorrow in the Centre Block of the 
Parlimment Buildings. The first two provincial premiers to arrive for the 

•meeting,. Mr. Bennett of British ColumbiR and Mr. Douglas of Saskatchewan, 
' both expressed a desire for some agreement on unemployment relief. 

Canada - U.S. Fisheries Convention Approved:  Ottawa, April 25 (CP) -- A governnent 
bill to ratify a 10-year Canada-United States Convention for preservation of 
Gi.eat Lakes fisheries was given second reading tonight in the House of Commons. 

After being approved in principle, the legislation was referred to the 
committee on marine and fisheries for detailed study. It was supported by 
all groups in the House. 

The Convention, signed at Washington last.September 10, is aimed at 
eradication of the eél-like lamprey, a parasite which has seriously depleted 
trout and whitefish stocks in the lakes. 

Mr. Sinclair Appeals to U.S. on Trade: New Orleans, La., April 25 (CP) -- Fish-
eries Minister Sinclair today appealed to the United States to support 
policies which will extend and enlarge world trade. 

Addressing the annual convention of the National Institute of Fisheries, 
he reviewed cooperation between Canada and the U.S. in the fishing industry. 

The two countries were one another's best custamers but there was a 
substantial balance in favour of the U.S. -- averaging about $500,000,000 
a year. 

"Foreign trIlde is of much more importance  to Canada than the United 
States. The 160,000,000 Ameriéans consume about 95 per cent of their total 
production, leaving only five per cent for foreign trade. 

"The 16,000,000 Canadians can consume only abOut SO per cent of their 
production, so must find foreign markets for 20 per cent. 

"Since we are so dependent on foreign trade we are always ware of 
demands for tariff increases, which will result in strangling such trade. 
Our manufacturers 	us for increased tariff protection against your manu- 
facturers, but so far we have resisted this pressure and have not increased 

vø 	any tariffs since our present administration came to  power in 1935. 

(over) 
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*Me hope that your nation as the leader in world trade, will continue 
to support policies which will extend and enlarge world trade." 

Quebec Hydro Considers,Sale of Montreal Division:  Ottawa,  April 25 (CP) -- 
Premier Duplessis of Quebec said tonight the QuebeC Hydro-electric Commission 
is "seriously conàidering" sale of its Montreal gas manûfacturing and sales 
division to a company to bring in United States Hatural gas to the metropolis. 

The $30,000,000 transaction would turn over the Montreal division to 
a new company to be formed by principals of Trans-Canada Pipe Lines Ltd., 
now planning to bring Alberta gas into Eastern Canada and to import U.S. 
gas until Alberta fuel reaches the east. 

Mr. Duplessis made the announcement in an interview after  Ms  arrival 
in the)capital for the federal-provincial conference opening tomorrow. 

He said officials of Trans-Canada Pipe Lines Ltd., which has been try-
ing to work out a $350,000,000 project to bring Alberta gas to Eastern Canada, 
visited him in Quebec City recently and outlined a project to bring gas to 
Montreal. 

This, other sources said, involved Trans-Canada purchase Of gas from 
the Tennessee Gas Transmission System of the U.S. and piping it to Montreal 
through flline to be built this year between Toronto and Montreal. 

Across Canada:  The 400,000-member Canadian Congress of Labour said yesterday that 
Canada's unemployment situation has become "alarming «  and appealed to the 
Government to extend supplementary insurance benefits for the jobless until 
May 31. . .  o  Mr. Walter Seymour Allward, who designed Canada'ft national 
wur memorial on Vimy Ridge, toiling 14 years to create what has been called 
the noblest memorial in all Europe, died in Toronto Sunday at 78. . . . 
There has been a "marked upward trend" in starting salaries of university 
graduates in Canada since 1946; the LeibOur -  Department' aniiouncêdilApril: .2 5y 
The rise was greatest for êlectridarengineers ie- 81.8per-eent 
smallest for agricultural grarivates, 54.8 per cent. Biggest increases 
occurred in 1951 and 1952. Since then, the increases have been «moderate." 
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lrednesday, April 27, 1955. 

Proposes  Sliding Scale of Jobless Aid:  Ottawa, April 26 (Globe & Mail) -- Prime 
Minister St. Laurent today put forward a plan for federal contributions to 
unemployment relief geared to monthly increases in the number of jobless in 
any province. 

The Prime Minister suggested that the federal and provincial Governments 
agree forthwith on what might be regarded as basically the number of unemploy-
able people in each province. 

In any month when the total exceeded this minimum level the federal Govern-
ment would provide a share of the cost of relief for the excess number.  • 

He suggested that the federal contribution start, at say, 30 per cent of 
this excess cost. Then when the number of jobless increased beyond a higher 
number, the federal contribution would rise to 40 per cent on the second excess 
portion. It would rise to 50 per cent on the excess over a third higher floor. 

Opening the first phase of a federal-provincial conference on fiscal - 
relations, Ur. St. Laurent reviewed the federal position. He said that no 
substantial reduction in defence expenditures could be foreseen in the next 
four or five years. In the present fiscal year, these expenditures will take 
41,800,000,000 of a budget of $4,700,000,000. 

%Ile it might be possible to work out a more flexible formula for the 
federal-provincial tax rental agreements, he S9id, the federal Government 
could not consider any general increase in the scale of payments to the 
provinces justified. 

Mr, St. Laurent said that the federal proposals of the 1945-46 federal.: 
provincial conference werè no longér itable às - a 1955 agenda. 

Arong these was a health insurance proposal. He agreed that Ottawa  had 
 implemented this only "as far as the planning stage.« Thus in advance he 

threw cold water on the plans suggested la ter by Mr. Frost, of Ontario, and 
other provincial premiers for federal participation in health insurance. 

The main burden of meeting the needs of the unemployed was unemployment , 
insurance, Mr. St. Laurent said. During the past 12 months, the federal con-
tribution to this insurnnce had been $60,000,000 and benefits paid out had 
been $257,000,000. 

It was recognized that there would also be some jobless who were not 
entitled to insurnnce benefits but normally their number was relatiVely small. 

Canada Potential Milr Target:  Ottawa, April 26 (CP) -- Mr. St. Laurent said today 
the Government can't foresee any substantial reduction in defence spending 
in the next four or five years. 

"We still feel that only by being united, strong, ready and vigilant can 
the Western alliance deter aggression in vital areas and remain safe," he told 
the federal-provincial conference. 

"This ready strength is very expensive and must be kept up-to-date in 
the face of most relentless competition in the science and arts of war." 

Canada has spent about $6,700,000,000 on defence since 1951 and will 
spend about another $1,700,000,000 in the 1955-56 fiscal year. 

(over) 
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"If a major war commences we cannot butexpect at its very beginning -- 
that is, in the first few hours -- heavy attacks on North America with large 
nuclear weapons," he said. "These attacks would likely take place on Canadian 
targets as well as on those in the United States. 

"The potential damage to Canadians and to the raterial fabric of our 
country, in such event, is so enormous that we must approach the whole problem 
of war and defence in the most deadly seriousness. 

"The United States and Canada in partnership are having to establish 
defensive works and forces strong enough to convince a potential enemy that 
he cannot by a sudden knock-out blaw destroy our nations and the power  to 
retaliate in overwhelring strength. Indeed, upon this now depends the security 
of all  Western  nations." 

Canadians At A-Bomb Test:  Camp Desert Rock, Nev., April 26-  (CP) -- Canadian 
- 

	

	servicemen huddled in tents whipped by 50-mile-an-hour'gales today to receive 
their final briefing for the big atamic explosion scheduled at dawn tomorrow. 

For the first time women -- more than 100 of them -7 are participating 
in an atomic test, including seven who will crouch in trenches only two miles 
from the big blast. 

Thousands of Canadian television viewers will be able to obtain a ring-
side view of the big atomic explosion scheduled here for dawn Wednesday. 

Sir Lyman Duff Dead:  Ottawa, April 26 (CP) -- Canada lost one of the greatest 
legal minds of its history tdde.y with the death of Sir Lyman Duff who served 
as Chief Justice for 11 years and wns instrumental in making the Supreme 
Court the highest in the land. 

Sir Lyman was 90. His death in hospital where he had been confined for 
some two months, %ms not unexpected. 

In all, he wes a member of the Supreme Court of Canada for 38 years, 
serving as Chief Justice from 1932 to January, 1944, when he retired after 

• 

	

	the Government twice extended  Ms  term beyond the normal retirement age of 
75. 

Across Canada: Mr. Jean Francois Pouliot, Temiscouata, told the House_.of'Cammons 
that el railway as large as the CNR cannot be properly managed by one man. 
He spoke on a government resolution proposing consolidation into a single 
act of all statutes respecting the CNR. Mr. Pouliot said he is opposed to 
the CNR President also being chairman of the railway's Board of Directors. . • 

Ten new branches of the Bank of Nova Scotia, plus a $2,000 9 000 addition to the 

main branch, will be built in the metropolitan Ftrea of Vancouver this year, 
President H.L. %man said ln Vancouver. . 	. Quebec recently completed 
refinancing of Quebec province debentures totalling $29,525,000, mdeemable 
in 1957 and 1959, Premier Duplessis announced. 
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Thursday, April 28, 1955. 

Federal-Provincial Conference Communique:  Ottawa, April 27 (CP) -- Text of a 
communique issued today at the end of the two-day federal-provincial 
conference: 

At the conclusion of the preliminary meeting held at Ottawa on April 26 
and 27, 1955, it WaS announced thpt federal and provincial representatives 
had agreed that the main conference would open in Ottawa on Monday, October 3. 

It was also agreed that the following items would constitute the agenda 
for the October meeting: 
1. Federal-provincial fiscal relations. 
2. Public investment and natural resources development. 
3. The desirability of establishing a federal-provincial continuing committee. 
4. Health and vlelfare services. 	 . 
5. The timing and scope of such other special conferences as may be desired. 

The meeting discussed the question of federal participation in meeting 
costs of relief to unemployed persons not in receipt of unemployment insurance 
benefits. 

/t was agreed that this matter should not wait for the October meeting, 
but should be referred immedJately to a committee of federal-provincial 
officials who would collate the essential facts, examine certain technical 
problems and report back to a meeting of federal-provincial ministers as early 
as possible. 

The conference appointed a committee of representatives from each 
province to meet under the chairmanship of the federal Deputy Minister of 
Finance (tir. K.W. Taylor), to conduct the preparation of statistical and 
technical material for the October meeting. 

National Health Insurance Study:  Ottawa, April 27 (CP) -- Federal and provincial 
leaders today agreed to take up the question of launching a national health 
insurance scheme when they hold their main 1955 conference here October 3. 

Premier Frost of Ontario, who had urged other premiers to take quick 
action on a study scheme, later expressed satisfaction with the agreement and 
said he hopes it will lead to progress on this long-standing issue. 

The subject is to be discussed under the general heading of health and 
welfare services, one of the five items placed on the agenda by the chieftains 
of the 11 governments for their fall session. • 

International River Waters Bill: Ottawa, April 27 (CP) -- British Columbia today 
nccused the federal Government of attempting to invade the province's rights. 

A dispute bètween the two Governments over a proposed dealtbétween the 
province and a U.S. corporation to export water for development into power 
in the U.S. got dawn to first principles before the -Commons Ekternal Affairs 
Committee. 

AttorneyGeneral Robert Bonner of B.C., accompanied by Lands Minister 
R.E. Sommers, took two hours to read a bulky brief to the committee, which 
will start discussion on it tomorrow. 

(over) 
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Mr. Bonner attacked on several grounds a Government bill, already 
approved in principle by the House of Commons, giving the federal Governillt 
tighter control over international river waters. It mould require even 
provincial Governments to obtain federa/ licenses -before building dams on 
such rivers. 

19,076 Veterans Await Farm Settlement:  Ottawa, April 27 (CP) -- There are 19,076 
veterans still waiting to be settled on farms under the Veterans Land Act. 

Brig. T.J. Rutherford, Director of Soldier Settlement for the Veterans' 
Affairs Department, gave this information to the House of Commons estimates 
committee today. 

He said the Department expects as many as 30,000 more qualified veteran 
will seek assistance in obtaining land. 

Canadians Await Decision  on  A-Test:  Las Vegas, Nev., April 27 (CP) -- A five-day 
postponement is expected to be ordered for the hnrdluck,Operation Cue unless 
the big atamic test can be fired by Saturday. 

The open shot test, in which Canadian servicemen  are participating 
for the first time, was re-scheduled for dawn Thursday after being postponed 
less than an hour before zero hour at 5:15 a.m. today. It had originally 
been scheduled for Tuesday. 

Canadian Jet Speeds Blood on Mercy Mission:  Edmonton, April 27 (CP) -- Red Cross 
officials here announced tonight that a military jet plane carrying the 
rarest type blood to a yet-unborn California child arrived at its destination 
the Alameda, Calif., Naval Training Station at 4:45 p.m., MST. 

The plane, a T-33 jet trainer, mus grounded at Calgary but resumed its 
1,200-mile flight from Edmonton to Alameda at 2:11 p.m. MST. 

The jet sped southward with the rare blood for a Redwood City, Calif., 
hospital patient, Mrs. Nadine Robertson, who is about to give birth to a 
child. The blood wns obtained from two sisters on the Callihoo Indian 
Reserve 130 miles west of Edmonton. 

Across Canada:  A spokesman for Connaught Laboratories, Toronto, major producers 
of Salk vaccine in Canada, said its vaccine is subjected to rigorous tests 
before being released to the public. She said snmples of each batch of 
vaccine are tested on monkeys and held for two months before distribution to 
medical authorities to ensure no chance of error in manufacture, according 
to a Toronto news despatch. 	. . The Commons defeated 129 to 78 a Pro- 
gressive Conservative attempt to obtain correspondence between the Defence 
Department and the Auditor-General. . 	. An appeal to test the validity of 
a Montreal bylaw requiring stores to close on six Roman Catholic holy days 
was started yesterday in the Supreme Court of Canada. Six Montreal stores 
contend the bylaw and Quebec's Early Closing Act -- the legislation on which 
it is bnsed -- are unconstitutional. . . . Alderman Leonard A. Kitz, a 39- 
year-old lawyer and Second World War Combat izeteran, yesterday was elected 
as the first Jewish mayor of Halifax. 
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Czechoslovakia Agrees to Resume Loan Payments:  Ottawa, April 28 (CP) -- Communist 
Czechoslovakia has agreed to resume payments this year on the $9,900,000 bal-
ance of a post-war loan fram Canada. 

The loan vras made under the Exports Credits Insurance Act, enacted to 
extend credits to dollar-short countries to buy in Canada. The Government 
stopped making loans after 1948. 

An annual report for 1954-55 fiscal year operations tabled by Finance 
Minister Harris, said Czechoslovakia defaulted in 1952, but had agreed to 
resume payments next June 30. It also had paid $624,375 in interest due 
since July 1, 1952. 

France, Indonesia, The Netherlands and Norway made payments on schedule. 
France, largest debtor, owed $192,464,000 March 31. 

The Chinese Nationelist Government paid no interest or principle on 
$49,426,117 it owes Canada in bonds. It also made no payments on a government-
guaranteed bank loan to the Ming Sung Co. 

The  company received a loan of $12,750,000 to finance construction of a 
number of ships in Canada. It defRulted in 1951 and the Canadian Government 
was asked by the banks to assume the obligation. 

Government payments to banks now total $6,127,103, including $1,524,434 
paid last yuar. The Government's liability March 31 was $7,650,000. 

Canadian Aid  Foe UN Technical Assistance Plan:  Ottewei April'28 (CP)--10-Technica1 
tralninÈ has bé&È given if Canâda to 515 persons3from foreign cduntriés since 
the Second World iTai. under the Colbmbo Plan, the,UN technical assistance-plan 
and other international organizations. 

Mr. Pearson gave the information in a reply tabled in the House of 

Commons for Mr. Stanley Knowles. 
He said Canada has contributed $5 9 500 9 000 to the UN technical assistance 

plan and paid another $893,159 for Asians instructed in Canada under the 

Colombo Plan. National Research Council fellowships for 32 Asians had cost 

$152,350. 
The largest group given technical training -- 247 -- was under the 

Colombo Plan, including 108 persons from Pakistan and 94 from India. The 

assistance covered the period January 1, 1951, to January 31, 1955. In the 

saine  period, Canada trained 207 persons under the UN technical assistance 
programme.. 

The others were taught in this country RS part of various programmes 

including the UN Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization and the 

UN Food and Agricultural Organization. 

Federal-Provincial Tax Experts at First Session: Ottawa, April 28 (CP) -- The 

huge job of neasuring in detail the extent of unemployment welfare relief 

required and paid out in cities and town across the country looms before 

the provinces. 

(over) 
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Federal officials said today the details will have to be gathered 
before a special body of federal-provincial experts can decide how Prime 
Minister St. Laurent's formula for providing federal contributions can be 
fitted in. 

It was the first session of the body of experts set up by federal 
and provincial leaders at their two-day conference which ended yesterrlay. 

South Saskatchewan Irrigation Scheme:  Ottawa, April 28 (CP) -- The federal 
Government has refused to participate -- "at this time" -- in construction 
of the South Saskatchewan power and irrigation project, Premier Douglas of 
Saskatchewan said today. 

He mar% the stntement in an interview after conferring about an hour 
with Mr. St. Laurent. 

He  said the Prime Minister objected to federal help for the multi-
million-dollar scheme on the grounds of heavy federal spending for defence 
and that the federal-provincial conference here October 3 will study public 
investment. 

Canadians Stay For A-Bomb Test:  Las Vegas, Nev., April 28 (CP) -- More than 700 
disappointed American civil Aefence observers pulled out of here torlay after 
waiting in vain to see the much-postponed atamic open test shot. 

The shot, first in which Canadian troops are to participate, was post-
poned for the fourth tlne this morning because of inclement weather and 
tentatively rescheduled for dawn Saturday. 

The 61-man tri-service Canadian radiation detection team and a number 
of high Canadian civil defence officials said they would remain until the 
shot is fired. 

Across Canada: A move by the Canadian Legion to bring all members of the armed 
forces under unemployment insurance on a contributory basis was set aside 
today by the House of Commons Committee on Veterans Affairs. . . . British 
Columbia insisted yesterday before the External Affairs Committee, it ful- 
filled all its obligations to keep the federal Government informed of 
negotiations with the Kaiser Corporation of the United States to export 
B.C. Columbia River water. . . . Transport Minister  Marier  yesterday re-
fused to ask for CNR reconsideration of its agreement with the Hilton Hotel 
chain for management of the CNR's Queen Elizabeth Hotel in Montreal. . •. 
Output of three-quarters of Canada's 16 leading  minerais  increased in 
January from the corresponding period last year, the Bureau of Statistics 
reported. . . . Mr. Bona Arsenault, Bonaventure, in the Commons yesterday, 
demanded a federal combines investigation throughout Quebec into "odious 
exploitation" of farmers and settlers through low prices for pulpwood. 
He said last winter's prices in Gaspe fell so low that a farmer deliveril* 
pulpwood from his property wa.s left with between 75 cents and $2 a day for 
his labour. 
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Monday, May 2, 1955. 

. Federal Provincial Taxation Talks: Ottawa', April 29 (Globe & Mail) -- 	St.Laurent 
said today that the Government would be embarrassed were it forced to carry ; 
out the unemployment and social measures proposed at the 1945 Dominion-
Provincial conference. 

Pressed in the Commons for a statement respecting this week's federal-
provincial agenda talks, the Frime Minister made it plain that the provinces 
had Missed the boat in no  accepting the offer Made 10 years ago. 

The 1945 Green Book proposals were made at a time when today's heavy 
defense expenditures were not anticipated, Mr. St. Laurent said. The , 
proposals were not accepted. The Government had not withdrawn them; they 
just did not form the 'oasis  of present negotiations. The economic climate 
had changed. 

A number of provinces,  particularly Ontario, indicated thisWeek they 
would have preferred the Green Book formula in which the federal Govern- 
ment proposed total responsibility for unemployment and broad social measures, 
including health insurance, in return for tax rental agreements, to the 
formula the Prime Minister now offered. 

Mr. Croll on Middle East Problems: Edmonton, May 1 (Globe & Mail) -- Canada should 
spearhead a movement to bring Israel and the Arab nations to the conference 
table, and the western powers should withhold aid to either side if one or 
the other refuses to co-operate in talks leading to a settlement of Middle 
East tensions. 
Mr.David Croll, Liberal MP, from Toronto, made this suggestion here tonight, 
in the course of an address to the Negev dinner sponsored by the Zionist 
Organization of Canada ,  

ikrning that the border strife between Israel and Egypt might soon lead 
to war, Croll said Canada, acting in thé role of "honest broker," should 
grasp the opportunity which presents itself and call upon the western nations 
to set up such a conference. 

Canada House, New Yorks Toronto, April 30 (Globe & Mail) -- Letters will be sent 
next week to 65 Canadian companies which maintain offices in New York, 

. offering them rental space in Canada House. 
Mr. Ray Lawson, Canadian Consul-General in New York and organizer of the 
campaign to create a Canaiian commercial centre in the heart of that city, 
visited Toronto yesterday to confer with 18 of the Canadian businessmen who 
invested $3,000,000 to make Canada House a reality. 

The newly organized Canada House (New York) Ltde has purcha9ed property 
at the southwest corner of 5th Ave. and 54th St0 in midtown Manhattan, and 
intends to have rental space available by the end of 1956. 

After an all-day session in the Yonge St e  offices of the Canada Trust 
Co., Mr. Lawson reported: "It was a good meeting. Mre had a full discussion." 

The subscribers considered several plans for the property's development, 
he said. They studied suggestions that the existing building be renovated 
and that three stories be added, and they inspected a scheme to demolish the 
existing building to make space for a $10,000,000, 20-story skyscraper. 

"We have already received many applications for space from American 
firms," Mr. Lawson said. "They outnumber by far the number we have received 
from Canada. We are most anxious, of course, that most of the tenants be 
Canadian companies, or American companies doing business in Canada." 

For that reason letters would be prepared in his New York offices inviting 
further Inquiries from leading Canadian companies. 



Mr. Howe  in  New Zealand:  Auckland, N.Z. (CP). -- Trad e Minister Howe visited an  I 
enterprise this weekend in which Canadian  know-how  is developing an industry 
that will affect Canadian exports to New Zealand. 

After touring Kewerau, site of a newsprint factory, which shortly starts 
production, Mr. Howe commented that it was a wonderful achievement but hoped OF 
New Zealand would still look to Canada for some newsprint supplies. 
Mr.Howe also  inspecte  d drilling sites at Viairakei in the centre of North 

e II e Island where natural underground steam is being harnessed to produce healq 
water and electricity. 

Mr. Dunton on TV Costs: Ottawa, April 29 (GP) -- The CBC is studying the 
possibility of selling more of its television productions in other countries 
'but its TV system can never hope to exist solely on its own revenue, the 
corporation chief said today. 
Mr.A.D. EUnton told the Commons Broadcasting Committee that high cost of 
TV production in Canada is one reason for this. 

But the CBC has hopes, he said. Its productions nowle.ure being copied 
› 	on 60-millemetre kinescope which wasn't perfect as a reproduction medium. 

Consideration now was  ben r given to copying some CBC TV productions on 
film to ascertain the costs. . 

Mr. Dunton said a two-hour TV production of Shakespeare's Hamlet cost 
$30,000. 

Population 15,482,000:  Ottawa, April 29 (CP) -- Canada's population increased 
to 15,482,000 on Iviarch 1, a rise of 72,000 from last Dec. 1. This made a 
total increase of 399,000 or 2.6 per cent over March 1, 1954, the Bureau 
of Statistics reported today. 

Across Canada:  A Montreal lewyer went back 500 years into English history in an 
effort to show the Supreme Court of Canada that a present-day Montreal 
bylaw requiring stores to close on six Raman Catholic holy days is unconstitu 
tional. Mr. C.A. Geoffrion, counsel for seven Montreal stores contesting tu 
validity of the bylew, cited a number of pre- and post-repmmation English 
laws purporting to show that compulsory observance of religious feast days 
and Sunday were part of the criminal lew. . . . . . 	A late-season blizzard, 
carrying a 10-inch snuwfall,- ewept across Newfoundland's Avalon Peninsula 
Saturday night and Sunday choking highways for the second time in two weeks. 
Huge Arctic ice rafts which began moving away from Newfoundland's northeast 
coast last week, were driven against the coast again, crippling shipping 
before it got organized after the month-long tie-up 	  *immons- 
Senate committee will meet behind closed doors Tuesday to discuss evidence 

, it has received from a group of released criminals who were flogeed in 
prison. . . . Prenier Frost of Ontario said Sunday night, he is 
planning to call a provincial general election for early In June. The 
date was not announced. 
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Tuesday, May 3, 1955. 

U.S. Senators' Import Action Pleasesr.P.'s: Ottawa, May 2(CP)The Commons 
toiay applauee• a statement by r. Pearson that the United States Senate 
finance committee has rejected a measure which would have limited 
American imports of Canadian oil, lead and zinc. 

Mr. Pearson said the committee had approved other measures which 
might have a bearing on Canada-U.S. trade. However, he did not wish to 
speculate on them until they had been dealt with by the U.S. Senate and 
House of Representatives. 

Mr. Drew suggested Canada ask for clarification from the U.S. on 
proposals "openly discussed in Washington" for arranged control on the 
movement of oil. 

Mr. Drew said such an arrangement could result from the relationship 
between Canadian oil campanies and their parent companies in the U.S. They 
could arrange among themselves, outside legislation, to limit imports of 
Canadian oil into the U.S. 

Mr. Pearson said the Government is aware of the difficulties that 
might arise from such an arrangement. The Government's views on this had 
been made "quite clear" to the U.S. 

European Affairs:  Ottawa, May 2(cp)There is "grave concern" here at the recent 
turn of events in Europe, informants said today. 

The disturbing developments arise from Russia's offer to end the 
occupation of Austria providing that Austria remains neutral. 

Officials here foresee the possibility that Russia now may offer 
Germany reunification and an end Of the Soviet occupation of East Germany 
if Germany will stay neutral in the cold war. 

The danger of this, informants said, is that German reaction to such 
a proposal would be more favorable than to the present plan of West  Germany 
raising 12 army divisions for Western defence. 

The West  wants Germany as an armed ally, not as a disarmed--or armed-- 
neutral. 

This will be one of the subjects discussed  nt the NATO meeting of 
Foreign Ministers in Paris beginning May 9. Mr. Pearson will leave here 
Friday for the conference. 

Mr. Carl Nickle on Oil Taxation:  Ottawa, May 2(cp)An epposition oil expert 
said today that tax laws involving oil companies discourage Canadian 
investment in developing new oil and gas wells. 

Mr. Carl Nickle (PC - Calgary South) said that under federal policy 
Canadian investors compete on unequal terms with United States companies 
in acquiring and developing Western oil and gas resources. 

The result, he said, is a disturbing trend to a decline in Canadian 
participation in that development. The decline had been offset by increased 
U.S. investment while more Canadian money was going into development of U.S. 
oil and gas. 

Mr. Nickle, director of several oil companies and publisher of the 
Daily Oil Bulletin, said tax provisions for depletion allowance encourage 
Canadian oil and gas companies to curtail exploration and depend on 
producing wells. 

Trade  Agreement with Portugal:  (Press Release No. 29, April 29) -- The Depart-
ment of External Affairs announced on April 29 #lat Instruments of. 
Ratification of the Trade Agreement between Canada and Portugal were 
exchanged by the Charge d'Affaires of Portugal, Mr. G. Caldeira Coelho, 
and the Secretary of State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson. 



This Agreement, which is the first trade agreement between these 
two countries, was signed at Lisbon May 28, 1954. It has been provision-
ally in effect since July 1 of last year. The Agreement provides for the 
continued exchange of most-favoured-nation treatment with respect to 
customs duties and related matters. 

Canadians Safe In Saigon:  Ottawa, May 2 (CP) -- Ali Canadiansin Saigon, Soutlt 
Viet Nam, are well and safe, Mr. Pearson informed the Gommons. Replying 
toMr. Drew, he said the situation in Saigon, where a vest-pocket civil 
war broke out last week, sens  to be quieting dawn. There had been no 
report of any mishap to any Canadians elsewhere in Viet Nam. Some 160 
Canadians, mostly soldiers, are serving on the Ido-China International 
Truce Supervisory  Commission.  There are a number of other Canadians 
there, mainly missionaries. 

Wants Hockey Cammissioner:  Ottawa, May 2 (Globe & Mail) -- Appointment of a 
Canadian hockey commissioner to govern the sport the way baseball and 
football are controlled in the United States was urged in the Commons 
today by a LiberalMP. 

Dr. Pierre Gauthier (Portneuf) said a commissioner or judge should 
be appointed by either the federal or provincial Governments "in order 
that our national game may be protected." 

He criticized the exploitation of "human capital" in long seasons 
most leagues played and charged player exhaustion was responsible for 
many of the incidents which feature today's game. 

RCAF Short on Aircrew Requirements:  Ottawa, May 2 (OP) -- The RCAF last year 
fell short of its aircrew requirements, the Defence Department said today 
in a Cammons return. 

The Department said the number of aircrew required in 1954 was 
"somewhat in excess of 900". Actual enrolment was 885. The Department 
also said 5,570 persons applied for enlistment as aircrew last year but 
more than 4 9 000 were turned down -- 312 for physical disability, 80 for 
failure to meet the educational standard and 3,729 for other reasons. 

Across Canada: Mr. Ross Thatcher, independent Member of Parliament for 
Moose 'DWI, told the House of Commons yesterday that a primary reason 
for his resignation fram the CCF party was that "1  personally feel that 
left wing elements have gained dangerous and unwarranted recognition 
within the councils of the party," according to the Montreal Gazette 
report ..... .......The Government announced a by-election for June 20 
in a constituency that has remained steadily Social Credit through five 
general elections. Battle River-Cemrose h as  beep unrepresented in the 
Commons since last Nov. 11 when Robert Fair, its member since 1935, 
died suddenly...-. Premier Frost today announced Thursday, June 9 
as the date of the Ontario general election.........Canada's highway 
program h,q.s been at et 10 9 000-mile-a-year clip for the last five years, 
the Bureau of Statistics reported. As of March 31 last year, the 
country's surfaced highways totalled 190,997 miles -- 40,604 miles 
more than it had in 1949. 
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Mr. Pearson's Viet Nam Statementr Ottawa e  May 3 (CP) 	Mr. Pearson today accused 
' 	the Communists of hampering the work of the International Truce Supervisory 

Commission in Vlet Nam. 	 - 	- 
But he made it clear that Canada, for the  time  'being at lest, will 

remain on the commission 'without condoning or forgetting some . of the terrible 
things that are being done." 

Mr. Pearson's 1,000-word statement in the Calmons was the first time  a 
Canadian Government member said publicly that the North Viet Nam Canmunists 
are fouling up the Commission's work, expecially on movement of refugees 
from North Viet Nam to non-Communist South Vie  t Nar. 

Under the July,  1e+54, Geneva armistice terms, Viet  Nt 'v as split into 
Canmunist and . non-Communist states until elections are held for the combined 
state in July, 1956. 

Civilians were given until May 18 this irear tp mové from one side of the 
demarcation line to the other if they wished. Same 700,0Ophave moved out of 
North Viet Nam, only a few thousand out or South Viet Nam. 

A three-nation commission--Canada, India end Poland—was established to 
supervise the truce but it has nâ power to enforce its recommendations. 

Replying to Mr. Diefenbaker, Mi.  Pearson said a "substantial number" 
of persons in North Viet Nem will be barred from moving south unless the 
May 18 cut-off date is extended. 

In his statement, he said: 
"The Commission can only operate with .pie effective co-operation of the 

parties to the agreement and it does not always receive that co-operation, 
especially in the question of freedom of movement, from the Communist 
Vietninh government. 

"That is the main reason wily in this matter the results have to say 
the least, been disappointing. 

"I would not wish anyone to think that our representatives on the 
international commission for Vietnam are satisfied with the way freedom -
of movement provisions of the armistice agreement are being carried out. 
They are not satisfied -- and the Government fully shares their dis-
satisfaction.... 	 - 

"There have been suggestions in some qvarters that Canada might with -
draw from the Commission as a gesture of protest about the way the Commission 
has been prevented from correcting the situation with respect to freedom 
of movement. 

"Such a move, however, would préjudice the fulfillment of the main 
military provisions of the agreement, thUs creating new tensions and possibly 
jeopardizing the maintenance of peace not only in Vietnam but also in the 
neighboring Countries of Laos and Cambodia. 	 - 

"Nor would our withdrawal be of - anyassistance 'whatsoever to those in 
North Vietnem who want to leeie. Indeed, it might eliminate any remaining _ 
hope that their lot might be alleviated. 

"We must therefore, I suggest, keep our sens  of perspective in this 
matter; but without condoning or forgetting some of the terrible things that 
are being.done." 

Saskatehewan Dawn our Imperils Crop: - Regina, May 3'(CP) 	Materlogged Saskatchewan, 
' 	its wheat fortunes threatene by'a late spring, saw the grim spectre of a . 	 _ 

possible crop failure rise today; 
A spring storm lashed the province, drenching 'nearly all  art  s and 

producing some of the worst floeding in Saskatchewan in liVing memory. . 
Adding to the misery of flooding after a series of heavy rains this spring, 
the storm caused considerable property derange. Agricultural experts were  



both pessimistic and hOpeful. -  They Sai4.  the' ke-y tO`the - proVince'S, grain 
economy rests with the weather:in the Immediate -filture sunn'y «weather 
still could produce good crOpà... No one -was- .Certitin -jûst how badly thia 
storm and the rains which Preceded it will - efféct 

Al].  Southern Saskatchewan wa.s -hidden undér a thiCk blanket' ôf rein 
clouds and  dut as the' storril ble* -  in -frôni NOTth-Dakôte. -. Drimediately  in  
its wake was a blizzard  Which kri-oCked - oiit .  coniniunicatiorià in Southwestern t' 
Saskatchewan late today  and  piled -Up inches of Wet  snow -  

Flooding in Regina waS described' as  the Worst in the city"S history' 
as sewers, unable -  to handle: the ri-inôff„ .  beiCléed UP  into streets  and  railway 
subways. A car was nearly -buried Under Waté-T -whiCh rOeie --SUbiwaY. —  

Washouts on thé Canadian Pa.cifiC Ranwey Main liné - near - Grèfifelreast 
of Regina streinded a new train -- the trans-Canada Canadian -- put into _ 
operation only last week.  

Federal G-overment officials there sftid the  quiet  qu 'Appelle Valley 
25 miles northwest of Regina Wet S in flood end . t6 end. The Qu'Appellia River 
rose three feet during the night at Lumsden in the valley, inundating the 
east end of the farm town. 

Weyburn in Southeastern. Saskatchewan experienced the most 'violent 
electrical storm in its history. Flood -Waters 12 inChes deep raced through 
one street and most basements- were flooded lpy' noon today. 

Snow started to 'fall  •in Regina shortly before 6,,p.m. MST as the blizzar 
disturbance moved east. 	- 	- 

Thousands of acres of land  -.- the  • kind which prOduces nearly 60 per cm 
of Canada's wheat -- --were under water before the oloiidburst. . 

At Meadow Lake in the northwest; flooding Strearns were responSible for 
the death  of  hundreds of heed Of cattle.' Isolated by flood waters, they 
died of expo -sure and starve -tic:n:1. 'Some rangiers in , the area fear it means 
economic disa.ster for them....•.... 

C.C.F. non-,Confidence Motion Defeated: Ottawa, May 3 (CP) --- A CCF want-of-
confidence motion condemning the Governnient- for -not relieving the "crushing 
load" of municipal taxation was defeated tonight in the Conunons by a vote 

_ 	 _ 
of 131. to 65. 

The CCF motion was - added as et fifth'po'int-to PrOgréseivé Conservative 
wetnt-of-confidence motion proposed by Mr. Vacdonnell, when he launched the 
budget debate April 19; 

It said the Goverment had "failed to -provide -assistance to the 
provincial governments to enable theri .  to plen their financing to relieve 
Canadiens of the crushing load of h-eavy municipal taxation." 

. Mitchell's Visit Deferred: Minister of Labour - Mr -.  GggT announced  at  noon 

May 3, that unforeseen-developments 'in Wa.àhington ive delayed the visit 
to Ottawa of Honorable James P. IlitChell„ United States Secretary of Labor. 
The Secretary of Labor expresSed great regret that he  *as  forced to post-
pone his visit. The United States Secretary  was  to have arrived in Ottawa 
May 3. 

US.-Canada Civil Defence Exercise: Ottawa, May 3 (CP) --- Half a dozeen or more 
Canadian cities and some rural areas are expected to participate next month 
in Alert Two, massive United States-Canadian civil defence exercise to test 
evacuation procedures under make-believe hydrogen bomb attack. 

Civil defence officials here said the elties taking part in the' June 
15-16 exercise will be announced when plans are final. 

Across Canada: Prime  Minis  ter  St. Laurent will be honored by -the Quebec Bar 
Associalion Saturday when he celebrates 50 years of law practice C.P. 
reported from Quebec. Sharing the spotlightwith the 72-year old Prime 
minister will  • e Chief Justice Albert Sevigny of - Quebec Superièr Court,,, 
J.N. Francoeur, retired justice of the Quebec Court of Appeals„ Mr. 'JusIld 
Aime Marchand and Mr. Justice J.A. Gagne of  Quebec Coiirt - Of Appeals, Oscar 
Morin and J.C. Gagne, all admitted to the bar in 1925000..The Board of  Trais 

port Commissioners has indicated to the Govérirriént • anOther three years' Work 

lies ahead in its job of freight rate equalization. 
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New C.P.R.  President:  Montreal, May - 5 (Gazette) -- Retirement of à man who has 
serve' the canpany more than 65 years, from messenger boy to company chairman, 
marked the 74th'annua1 general meeting today of shareholders of the Canadian 
Pacific Railway. 	 ' 

ExpresSing great regret, the board of* directqrs acceded to the request 
of George A. Walker, 75, whose service began only three years after completion 
in 1886 of the Company's teans-continental line. 

Mr. Walker, who rémains a*director s  is succeeded in the chairmanship by 
LA. Mather, who relinqUishes - the presidency he has held since March, 1948. 

Vice-president N.R. Crump was elected president after six years in the 
vice-presidency. 

Flood Crest Follows Saskatchewan Storm:  Regina, May 6 (CP) -- Theremay be still 
more dnmanage to -add to the inestimable toll Caused by Saskatchewan's most 
vicious spring storm. Several Prairie riVers, near to uverflowing under 
normal spring run-off when the stoiln brâke yesterday, now threaten to spill 
their extra burden over wheatland dikes. 	 ' 

Some streams, nminly in the eastern half of the province, were rising 
steadily and dangerouslytoday. Flood crests were expected tonight or to-
morrow in areas -where farmers were cônfronted with their fourth straight 
year of crop - failure due to - flooding. 	- 

Faii weather returned todaY.  ta disclose'thousands of acres of inundated 
farmland, drawn'ed livestock, abandoned homes. 

Urban losses were just as heavy. Communications still were only par-
tially restored to Saskatoon and- Prince Albert. 

High winds and lightning toppled hundreds of main transmission lines. 
Saskatchewan . Pawer C6rporation officials said  suc}  losses alone would go 
well over $1,000,000. 

Telegraph offiàials, unable to'maintain operations to Alberta and  • 
Manitoba at the height of the storm, said that in some districts the sit-
uation is desperate. 

Rain and snow turned unpaved city streets and municipal roads into 
quagmires. 

Nine inches . of wet snaw in Saskatoon snapped trees and power peles 
like matchsticks. 	- 	 - - 

In Regina, railway underpasses were filled with eight feet of water. 
Flooding wàà described as the worst in the city's history. 

In all, imrediate damage and eventual losses in crops may equal the 
effects of HurriCane Hazel in Ontarici last fall. 	* 

A drastic cUt in wheat acreage appears certain. 

Nevada Nuclear Test: Ottawa, May 4  (ci') -- The Canadian Government is anxious 
to make public admuch information as it can concerning radio-active fall- 
out, Frime Minister St. Laurent said today. He said in the Commons, however, 
the amount of information it can disclose as the result of the coming nuclear 
test in Nevada will depend on arrangements made with the United States 
authorities. 

The test is being obserVed by a - teaM from Canada for the first ttme. 
Mr.. Stanley Knowles had asked ler; St.- Lai:rent -whether the Government would 
consider giving à Cààmons cammittee any information on radioactive fallout 
obtained in the test. 

Senator Urges YukonNOCT. Join P6Vinces:  Ottawa, leay 4 (CP) -- A Western 
 Senator said today Cenada should abolish the Yukon and the Northwest 

Territories as distinct regions and make them part of the Western  Provinces. 



. 	_ 	_ 	 . Senator Walter - Aseitine, 68-year-61d PrOgressive - Canservative from * 
Rosetawn, Sask. -, - sliggested  in  the - Senate  th  at these Northern territories, 
important as - they'may-be; .are casting - the -Federal - Government toci much  moi  

SiDeeîking on aiiiénatlients -tb raiSe - the. 'indeMnities of meMbers of the 
Yukon and N.W.T. Councils ,  'thé lawyér=farMér Said it - will - be a long time 
before the Northern regions will have enough population to warrant them 
becoming provinces. 

Textile Labor Arbitration: Montreal, May 5 (Gazette) -- Fringe benefits paid 
by the Dominion Textile Company mills are among the highestin America so 
far as paid vecatiOns and holidays are concerned, an arbitration board 
wes told hé-/;e --Y-estïrday. - 	' 

The  Board, héàded by Judge Achille Pettigrew of Quebec City, is hear-
ing a labor contract dispute'invôlving the 06mpany knd 5,500 employees in 
its four mills at Sherbrooke, Magog; Drummondville and - Eontmorency. 

The NationarFederation of  Textile Wprkers (CCCL). bargaining unit 
for the employees, is demanding a 10 -per-  cent wagm increasé -whereas the 
company is asking that the - Board order - a'5 per cent wrtge cut so it can 
meet the pressure of foreign competition. 

Living Costs Rise: Ottawe, May 4 (CP)-- Eighe -r priCes'for foods and rents 
have pushed living costs up again, ending a steady" four-month decline. 

The consumer - price indèi,.yerdstick ror*meàsuring living costs, 
rose in March by one-tenth of a point to 11601 from 116, - the Burèau of 
Statistics reported today. It was the first rise in eight months. 

Ambassador of Egypt:(Press Release No. 30,11ay 3) -- The Department of 
External Affairs announced Ma7 3 that His Excellency El-Husseini El-Khatfb 
presented to His Excellency the Governor General his Letter of Credence as 
Ambassadôr Extraordinary and PlenipotentiarY of Egypt to Canada. The 
Secretary of  Ste for  External Affairs, -  Mr. L.B. Pearson, was in attend-
ance on the Governor General on this occasion. 

Across Canada:  McGill and the city's bûsiness conununity will co-operate in 
a thorough study of the economic impabt of the St. Lawrence Seaway, begin-
ning soon, it was announced yesterday,the Montreal Gaze -tté reported. 

The study, expected to continue foi- well over a yeàr, will be made 
by 20 to 23 younger business éxeCutives, with the asSistance of -a con-
tinuing research dii.ector, Dr. J.T. Turner of EcGill, and two part-time 
faculty researchers. pi-Climinary report is expected by the end of 1955 
or early in 1956.....0.0.0Liquor sales rose'in all provinces except New 
Brunswick in the fiscal year ended March 31, - 1954. The Bureau of 
Statistics says provincial liqûor Control authorities'estimat their 
sales in the 1953-54 -fiscali- roSe to $7C8,000 e 000, up $26,000,000 
from'the previous year. Ontario led with sales of $280„404 9 000 up from 
$275',228,000 in the previous yéer.' In second spot was Quebec with 
$156,497,000, up from $155,046,000. 
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Mr. Pearson  to  North Atlantic  Council Meeting:  (Press Release No. 31, May 5.) 
The Department of External Affairs announced May 5 that the Secretary 
of State foi; External Affairs, Mr. L.B. Pea.-rs6n, -will head the Canadian 
Delegation to the forthcoming' Ministerial iiteeting`of the North Atlantic 
Council which -will open in Paris on Monday, May 9. 

Mr. Pearson will be accompanied at the meeting by Mr. L.D. Wilgress, 
Permanent Repreàentative of Canada to- the North Atlantic Council, 
Mr. J.W. Homes, Assistant  Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs, 
and other offic.ials from his ›partMent. The party from Gttewa is 
expected to leave for Paris on Friday, May 6. 

This meeting will mark the entry into the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization of the Federal Republic of Germany and will provide an 

. oppoi.tunity for a more comprehensive examination than usual by the 
Foreign Ministers of the 15 member countriês of international political 
problems of common concern to the alliance. 

Indo-China: Ottawa, May 5 (CP) -- No report has reached the Government of 
Canadian armistice officials in Indo-China suffering personal indignities 
or violence in crin  g oùt their duties er. Pearson said today. 

He was replying in the Commons to Mr. Wallace Nesbitt (PC-Oxford), 
who asked whether adequate steps are being taken to protect Canadian 
personnel on the three armistice commissipns in 'Viet Nam, Laos and 
Cambodia. 	 ' 

- Mr. Pearson said military commanders in all three areas are 
required by the armistice agreement to protect members of the Canadian-
Iadian-Polish Joint Commissions. He knew of no case of personal indig- 
nities or violence suffered by Canadiansbeause of inadequate protection. 

CBC Plans  Public  Hearings on TV Code: Ottawa, May 5 (CP) -- The CBC soon will 
launch public hearings throughout the country aimed at setting up 
Canada's first television code, Chairman A.D. Dunton announced today. 

He told the Commons Committee on Broadcasting that the new regula-
tions will replace a "gentlemen's agreement" naq operating in Canadian 
television. 

He has been asked whether the CBC imposed any form of censorship 

in its  progr5nth or T  over those of private -  statiPns. 
"In effect," he replied, "there is a gentlemen's agreement that 

while the pattern - is being worked out the general spirit of the regula-
tions governing sound broadcasting will - prevail." 	- 

Television now was well enough under way'in Canada for the CBC 
"soon to have Public hearire...s throughdut the country on àetting up a 
series of television regulations in the spirit qf the sopnd regulations." 

Mr. Dunton told the Committee the CBC -naw is recavéring from sponsors 
between 50 and 60 per cent of the full cost of its TV studio productions. 

Mr. Coyne on Econadic Gi.awth:  Montréal,  May 6 (Gazett e)» The dovernor of 
the Bank of Canada, J.E. Coyne; laàt night turned à àpeculative eye on 
Canada's economic growth during the next -20 years and saw %hat might 
be called a tendeficy towards Canadianization of oureconamy as opposed 

to Continentalizaticin." 
He'foreSaW - a decliné - in'imPortanCe; relatiVe to'the ecenamY as a' 

whole, of ékpOrts - andiMports greater consumption within Canada >  of the -
cOuntry'S agriCultural and'other hatUral "PrordUCts -  and a greater develop- 
ment Of'sêàândary ,  'industry, resulting in a nnore balanced national — 
development." 

over 



He looked as well for Canadians to take aver "at least some share" 
of foreign-owned Canadian enterprises, and foi- a- greater measure of 
autonomy and independence on the part of Canadian Management. 

Mi.. Coyne wns addressing a dinner meeting of the Dominion Mortgage 
and Investment Association. 

Sees Keen Competition for Foreign Trade:  Ottawa,  Ilay- 4 (cp) -- Canada faces 
the keenest competition in history for foreign markets, Opposition 
Leader Drew said yesterday. 

"The olitstanding faCt . with -Which 'ore are confronted . today is that 
Canada is no lonéer Selling abroad in a sellers' market," he told the 
Commons in the budget debate.  • - - - 

"The miracle of - recoverl- in Europe is gomethiné of significance to 
every one of us. Out of 'the raviges of war 300000,000 people have 
rebuilt theix; ecOnàmy in a way that has not been equalled in the whole 
history of mankind." 

Skeptical about Color TV:  Toronto, May 6 (Globe ec Mail) -- A senior CBC 
television executive yestérda- told the -40th annuai meeting of the 
Association of Canadian A 4vcrtisers that he wns skeptical about color 
televiSian. 	 - 
Mr.E.L.'Bushnell, assistant genei.al manager and televisionco- 	. 

ordinator, said fie thought there was more promotion than actuality in 
color television. He was taking part in a panel discussion on television 
whiCh follawed a luncheon speech by Barry Wood, National Broadcasting 
Co., executive producer in charge of color television. 

Across Canada:  Prime Minister St. Laurent pramised "sympathetic consideration" 
to any request by Sagkatchewan for help in overcoming the heavy losses 
of this week's Prairie storMS.• He informed the Commons he is sure the 
provincial government will notify Ottawa if it considers the storm damage 
a national disaster. Any request would reCeive "the seme sympathetic 
consideration" given other requests for federal funds to alleviate 
damage losses in previous national diâasters. Mi'.  St. Laurent was 
replying to a question' by Mr. "Diefen13aker *ho  termed the flood damage 
in Saskatchewan a catastrophe. 	A spokesman for a leading Canadian 
textile mill, said in Montreal yesterday it will not be able to con-
tinue in business if it is fàrced to meet *age scales much higher than 
those in United States mills. Frank Brady, assistant to"the secretary 
of Dominion Textile Company Limited, told an arbitration board that 
average hourly earninrs in the - company's mills ranged from $1.17 to 
$1.23 under the incentive plan. These hourly earningà rise to from 
$1.30 to $1 936 when fringel5enefità such as insurance, paid holidays 
and vacations are included.........The Defence"Department is consider-
ing a rétui-n to sei-vice of- thé RCAF's tiro Camet jetliners after 
modifications. - "If returned to service, the Comets will again be used 
as simulated high-Speed jet - liambers t^o give practice to the Continental 
air defence system," the Department said in a Commons return.... 
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Flooded Prairie VM1ley "Disaster Area": Regina, May 6 (CP) — Saskatchewan's 
big civil defence organization went into action today to cope with the 
Province's flood problem after the Cabinet in an Order-in-Council declared 
the twisting Qu'Appelle VM1ley a disaster area. 	 - - 

A rew hours earlier the ProvincialGovernment had sent a request to 
, the federal Government to have the entire Province declared a disaster 

area. 
* Flooding in many sections wms receding quickly today after three 

daym offine weather'. But high water still posed a serious threat in 
some communities along the Qu'Appelle Valley, stretching•  from west of 
Regina to the Manitoba border. 

The Order-in-Council empowered civil defence officials and muni-
cipal officers to give orders wtich might have been considered  "out  of 	- 
place" under normal conditions. It was a legal technicality more than 
anything else. . 

o.  Continue Country-lide Immunization Programme:  Ottawa, May 8 (CP) 	A fast 
federal survey of the provinces slumed Saturday that some 500,000 • Can- 
adian children have been inoculated with Salk polio vaccine without a single 
case of unfavourable reactiOn. 

This record convinced federal and provincial health authorities to 
make no change in the country-wide immunization programme to protect the 
youngsters against the crippling and killing disease. 

The survey, conducted by long-distance telephone, followed the Wash-
ington announcement by the United States Government that it recommended a 
halt of inoculations in the U.S. pending a Sunday report on the safety of 
the vaccine. 

Pal. 	Says French  Canada  Must-Not Shatter "Link":Quebec, May 6 (CP) -- Mr. St. 
Laurent said Saturday  French-speaking Canadians must remain what-theyare 
without evering the providential link that binds them to all Canadians. 

Mr. St. Laurent,guest of honour with six other medbers of the legal 
professionat a dinner tendered by,the Çuebec City Bar Association to 
mark their,50th anniversary as lawyers, said he had tried to make'co- opera., 
tionmlth all Canadians,the keynote of his career. 	 ' 

., Se 200 Quebec,judges and •lawyers gathered for the event. Political 
.11egiances, were forgotten. Ikr. St. Laurent spoke in French for,about 10 
mlnutes. 

He said there wms only one fault with life The intervml wms too 
short between the time when one is,too young.and the time when one is too 
Old0 0 0 0 

To Speak On Future Korean Role: Ottawa, May 8 (CP) -- Canada's future military 
commitments in Korea are expected to be explained in detail to the Com-
mons early this week. 

Defence Minister Campney will disclose whether Canadian forces will 
continue to be stationed there or whether  they will be withdrawn comp1ete14. 

In reply to questions in the Gommons by Mr. Davie Fulton (PC, Kam- 
loops), Mr. Campney said he hoped to 'make a statement on Canada's future 
Korean role to the House last week. 

( ove r , 
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Says Sponsorship Can't Carry Canadian TV:  Ottawa, May 6 (CP) -- Chairman A. D. 

liunton of the CBC Board of Governors said today commercial sponsorship 
could not meet the coèts of Canadian television production and distribu-
tion on a countrywide basis. 

In a brisk exchange with Mr.  Tom  Goode (L-Burnaby-Richmond), he told 
the Commons Cammittee on broadcasting: 

"It is simple impossible to operate a nationwide TV service using a 
. reasonable amount of Canadian production on a purely commercial basis. 
All commercial arithmetic is against commercial production of good-quality 
Canadian programmes, and commercial distribution of it on a national 	 • 

basis." - 

Unemployment Falling Off:  Ottawa, May 6 (CP) -- Unemployment in Canada is fall-
ing off at a faster:rate than last ipring informants said today. Govern-
ment statistics latbr this month will show that the unemployment peak - a 
postwar high - was reached in late March and that since then the number 
looking for work has declined substantially. 

However, available information indicates the jobless still are numer-
ically higher than ayear  ago, partly because employment has not kept pace 
with a growth of 100,000 in the labour force. 

Dominion Drama Festival:  Regina, May 8 (CP) 	A week-long run of theatre 
featuring the top players in Canada opets here tomorrow-night when the 
curtain goes up on the first play in the Dominion 1)rama Festival. 

The festival has drawn drama enthusiasta from all parts of Canada. 
The tremendous organizational job required the work of more than ZOO drama 
supporters in Regina for seven months. 

Eight teams, winners in regional festivals will compete for honours, 
including a $1,500 cash prize. 

The festival will be closed Saturday by Governor-General Vicent 
Massey who will tour Saskatchewan centres this week. 

Adjudicator is Mrs. Gerda Wrede, Finnish dramatic producer and critic q  
She is the first woman adjudicator to be invited to judge a national 
festival in Canada. 

Across Canada: CCF Leader Coldwell, Friday night, in a nation-wide,broadcast, 
pleaded for United Nations action to stop further atomic and hydrogen bomb 

-tests until scientists can determine whether radioactivity from the 
explosions will endanger future generations, according to Canadian Press 
report. . . . Union chiefs negotiating for a merger of Canada's two 
biggest labour congresses  lare expected to have before them Monday a complete 
draft of an amalgamation agreement. Some congress officials said during 
the weekend they hope their joint "unity" committee can adopt an  agreement 
either as proposed oe with changes, in a single day and thus clear one of , 
the few remaining hurdles before the consolidation of some 1,000,000 work-
ers in one body, C.P. reported from Ottawa. 	. . Canada's wheat exports 
rose in the first quarter of 1955 by comparison with the same period last 
year, DBS reported. Shipments in the first three months of this year were 
valued at $80,534,000 9  up from $72,973,000. March exports increased to 
$33,773,000 fram $20, 1,53,000 in March, 1954. 
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Canadian Troops'Out Of Koreas  Ottawa, May 9 (CP) -- For all practical purposes, 
Canada has pulled .out.of Korea. Mr. Campney told the Conmons today the 
2nd - Battalion Queens  Own Rifles, the last infantry battalion tobe with-
drawn from Korea, will not be replaced. 

That leaves sonie 500 non-combat Canadian soldiers in Korea. They be-
long to the 3rd Field Ambulance and other auxiliary services. 

The Canadian destroyer Sioux also will remain in the Korean theatre. 
.It ià” based at Sasebo, Japan.' 

Mr. Campney said  Commonwealth  countries wlth forces in Korea -Canada, 
Bi-itain, Australia and New'Zealand -still are .discussing deployment of 
units still. there 

The l'emaining Canadian troops in Korea and Japan are scheduled to 
come - home in the next few months after a year's tour of duty. They may 
not be replaced. 

Mr.  Lesage  On International Rivers: Vancouver, May 9 (CP) -- Resources Minister 
Lesage tonight said Canada cannot be expected to export cheap hydro power 
to the United States on a long-term basis, but this country is willing to 
discuss a formula on sharing downstream benefits. 

, 	In a - speech apparently reflecting the latest Federal Cabinet thinking 
on power potential of international rivers, Mr. Lesage offered an obvious 
invitation to Washington: 

n it seems to me," he said, "that all parties concerned should make 
known in the near future whether or not they accept the prinoiple of 
sharing downstream benefits." 

"As far as we are concerned in Canada, I have attempted to make our 
position clear on this. •  If there is a general agreement on the principle 
itself, then we will have to discuss haw it should be applied." 

It might be, he continued, that a general formula could be worked 
out. If not then "we should at least try to agree on the factors to be 
considered and on their relative importançe," the Minister told the 
Pacific Northwest Trade Association. 

Merger Of 1 9 000,000 Workers:  Ottawa, May 9 (CP) -- Definite terms for an 
historic merger of 1,000,000 workers under the name of the Canadian Labour 
Congress were ratified today by top officers of the country's two largest 
rival Congresses. 

After months of negotiations, the "unity" Committee of the Trades and 
Labour Congress of Canada end the Canadian Congress of Labour approved all 
points in a merger agreement to be laid before TLC and CCL conventions for 
final action. 

The agreement as it will be placed before the conventions has been 
approved' unanimously by the Comm 4 ttee," Secretary-treasurers Gordon Cush-
ing of the TLC and Donald VacDonald of the CCL said at the end of the one- 
day meeting. - 

The amalgamation document, they said, includes a proposal for a 
founding convention of the enlarged Congress to be held as early as pos-
sible in 1956. 

(over 
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Op Floods Rise In Saskatchewang'Regina,  
of Saskatchewan today continued 
boine River, bringing a warning 
tion Department here. 

The warning went to Water Resources Board officials in Manitoba where 
flood waters are headed. Officials of communities along the turbulent 
stream were told of Impending danger.  

A crest was expected to head down the Assiniboine from eastern Saskat-
chewan toward Brandon. 

17,-627 . Immigrants'In  First  Quarter:  Ottawa, Mayelobe & Mail) 	Immigration to 
Canada during the first:three months of this year ran well below the 1954 

- 

	

	leve1;717,627 people were admitted to the country, compared to 28,223 in 
the same - three months:of - 1954. Practically 80 per cent of the new arrivals 

' came framthe British Isles, Germany, Italy, , The Netherlands and the United 
States.. 

,As was the case,in the comparable period of 1954, the two largest 
national groups among the immigrants were' those from the British Isles and 
from Italy. -British newcomers numbered .: 4a356.  1 - 	 • 

Almost'half the 17,627 entries:were not regarded as potential members 
of the labour force, that is, they were the elves', children orelderly 
dependentsof immigrants or of people already settled here., Of the 9,194 

. classedAls'workersi 2867 or 31'per cent expressed.an  intention of seeking 
work either as farm hands or as domestic servants. 	-- 	• 

Lord Mountbatten  To Visit Ottawa:  Ottawa, May 9 (CP) -- Lord Louis Mountbatten, 
Britain's new First Sea Lord, plans to visit Ottawa in October, the United 
Kingdom Information Office said today. - 

Admiral Mountbattee will meet Canadian Government leaders and confer 
- with the Chiefs 'of Staff - and top RCN officers. He may visit the United 

States about the same time. 

Canadians To Tokyo Commerce Congress: Montreal, May 10 (Gazette) . — More than 
. .Canaia ---Tokyo,May 11, to attend the world's premier busi-

ness gathering - the Congress of the International Chamber of Commerce. 
- 	 They will be part of a gathering of some 1,000 business people fram 

more than 30 countries who in a week of sessions - May 15-21 - will try to 
establish policies and practices which will mmooth the operations of inter-
national commerce. 

Across Canada:  Canada's climate, and related conditions, have caused most of 

the unemployment in Canada since the war said Mr. W. W. Goforth of Gilbert 
Jackson & Associates, Toronto, in giving a talk on Seasonal Employment in 
Canada to the seminar in industrial relations underway this meek at Queen's 
University, the Globe and Mail reported. 	. Execution of condemned 
persons by hanging, the gas chamber and the electric chair will be 
explained to a Parliamentary Committee this week at two closed sessions. 
The possible use of drugs as a method of executing murderers also will be 
studied by the Commons-Senate Committee on capital and corporal punish-
ment and lotteries. One of Canada's two official hangmen will give 
evidence. 	. 	The Québec Provincial Lands and Forests Depertment yes- 
terday banned unauthorized travel through certain Quebec forests until 
November 15. Persons travelling through all forests on crown lands and 
private forests of more than 2,000 acres will first have to obtain a 
permit, Department officials said. . 	. The Minister of Northern 
Affairs and Natural Resources, Mr. Lesage, at Vancouver yesterday, 	e„ 

described as "premature" a British Columbia proposal to allay the Kaiser"' 
Aluminum Corporation to build a storage dam on the Columbia River in 
B.C., according to C.P. 

May 9  (ci') -- Floods from the soaked plains 
to rise in the headwaters of the Assini-
from the federal Prairie Farm Rehabilita- 
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Arctic "Drift" Station:  Ottawa, May 10 (CP) -- A group of American scientists 
has again occupied the floating ice  Island T-3 in the Arctic Ocean, 

The Americans invited a Canadian scientist to go along but the 
offer had to be turned down because no one was available, the Defence 
Department said. 

No Canadian has ever done research work on an Arctic ice island 
though T-3 itself was discovered in April, 1947, by RCAF Sqdn. Ldr. 
Keith Greenaway of Woodville, Ont., one of the world's foremost aerial 
navigators. 

.The Russians maintain at least two permanent drift stations in the 
Arctic Ocean. One of, these operated for a time last fall in Canadian 
waters -near the North Pole. 

Grain Shipments Rise:  Montreal, May 11 (Gazette) -- Grain shipments from 
Montreal perked up slightly this week, offering exporters what amounts 
to the most encouraging news they've received in some time. Deliveries 
from the port so far this year stand about 1,300,000 bushels ahead of 
the same period of 1954. 

Trade sources expect the Improvement to continue throughout the 
season. Combined with the local rise jn exports is a similar increase 
through other St. Lawrence River ports. 

European countries are purchasing from Canada in greater quantities 
this year, and paying higher ocean freight rates than have prevailed 
for a number of seasons, according to exporters.... 

Mr. Diefenbaker In Budget Debate:  Ottawa, May 10 (CP) -- A leading Progressive 
Conservative said today that the April 5 federal budget gave Canadians 
only a scratch on the arm instead of an economy-boosting shot in the arm. 
Mr. John Diefenbaker, Prince Albert, termed the income tax cuts »small, 
trivial, unimportant." 

Mr. Diefenbaker said that corporation taxes taking nearly half of 
business profits "mean the establishment of a socialistic system under 
the guise of a financial system. »  

He proposed removal of sales taxes on household needs and said 
unemployment could be eased if industries were encouraged to expand 
through higher income tax deductions for depreciation of new plants and 
equipment. 

Mr. Diefenbaker said recent competition in international trade is 
bound to bejntensified with the establishment of West  Germany's 
sovereignty. Industrial research to meet this competition should be 
encouraged by permitting all research outlays to be deducted for income 
tax purposes. 

He also termed present succession duty laws obsolete and unjust. 
Estates of less than $50,000 went tax-free, while anything over that 
amount was taxed in its entirety. 

A Commons Canmittee should be established to study changes in the 
succession duty and also in the • income tax law barring self-employed 
persons from deducting the cost of retirement pension plans from taxable 
income. 

Immediate federal action to provide help to Prairie flood victims 
was requested by Mr. Diefenbaker. . 

over) 
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Federal Provincial Conferences And Parliamentr Ottawa, May 10 (CP) -- The Com-
mons tonight hear-niawax iTit-i-provincial conferences may 
ultimately lead to a decline in Parliament's influence by becoming Canada's 
12th Government. 

Mr. Gordon Churchill (PC-Winnipeg South Centre) said in the budget 
debate that the conferences have tended since 1927 to cover fields of 
public affairs which normally are matters for Commons deliberation. 

They had been called to discuss problems which annually come up for 
debate in the House, problems such as taxation, grants to the provinces, 
health and welfare, and unemployment. 

More Major TV Programmes: Ottawai May 10 (CP) -- The CBC is planning more major 
television programmes like the recent two-hour production of Hamlet, Mr. 
A. D. .uunton today told the Commons Broadcasting Committee. The Chairman 
of the CBC Board of Governors said such programmes cost about $30,000, 
slightiv higher than the average $10,000 - $12,000 outlay for a one-hour 
programme. 

But, in deciding whether to televise more such programmes, the CBC 
tried to weigh the value it got for its outlay. The publicly-owned cor-
poration felt that slightly more money spent on a major two-hour effort 
was just as well spent as on two one-hour programmes. 

Mr. Dunton said there is a "good chance" that the CBC will get some 
sponsorship for major programmes as a result of the Hamlet production. 
Negotiations already were under way to obtain sponsorship revenue from 
such productions. . 	. 

Public reaction to the first television coverage of the opening of 
Parliament January 7 was almost all favourable, Mr. Dunton said. He 
told the Committee that the corporation received thousands of letters, 
practically all favourable. 

Ambassador Of Brazil:  (Press Release No. 32, May 10) -- The Department of 
External Affairs announced on May 10 that His Excellency Afranio de Mello 
Franco presented to His Excellency the Governor General his Letter of 
Credence as Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of Brazil to 
Canada. The ceremony took place at Government House. 

Mr. Mello Franco was born in 1901. He is a carder diplomat, having 

joined the Brazilian Ministry of Foreign Affairs in 1924. He has served 
in Montevideo, Berne, London, Paris, Santiago, Buenos Aires and Washington, 
and before his appointment to Canada, was Ambassador to Costa Rica. He 
has also represented his country at a number of international conferences 
and has held various posts in the Brazilian Foreign Ministry. 

Across Canada:  Governor General Massey will leave Ottawa by air Thursday»  May 
12, for a 10-day tour of Saskatchewan and Manitoba. He will begin his 
visit at Saskatoon, where he will give the convocation address at the 
University of Saskatchewan, Friday. . 0 . Tommy Burns, world heavyweight 
boxing champion from 1906 to 1908, died in hospital at Vancouver yesterday. 
He was 74. He came here a few days ago from his home at Coalinga, Calif., 
to enter a religious order. He collapsed during the norning, apparently 
from a heart condition, and died a few hours later in the Vancouver 
General Hospital.  o o . Western Manitoba 6ommunities along the Assini-
boine River braced today for the rush of flood-waters from stricken areas 
in Saskatchewan that have now crossed the provincial boundary, C.P. 
reported from Brandon, Man. . 	. A five-year, $2,000 9 000 9 000 pro- 
gramme of federal highway building across Canada was proposed in the 
Commons by Mr. Paul T. Hellyer, Liberal Member for Toronto Davenport.  o o ee 
Ernest Augustus Macnutt, C.B.E., LL..U., former Vice-President and Treasurer 
of the Sun Life Assurance Company of Canada, died yesterday in Montreal. 

-30 - 
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Floods Delay Prairie Seeding:  Ottawa, May 11 (CP) -- Vast areas of the prairies 
have  been dried out by high winds and seeding is well under way in most 
southern areas, the Bureau of Statistics reported•today. 

. L But it will be some time, said the Bureau, before much spring work 
can be accomplished in those areas waterlogged and flooded by. last week's 
torrential rains. 

In its second of 1955 telegraphic crop reports, the Bureau said the 
most seriously affected districts are in east-central and northeastern 
Saskatchewan. 
c_ , "In much of the latter area seeding may not be general before June 1. 

'Seeding will also be Etbnormstlly late in the Red River Valley and northern 
areas of Manitoba, over much of. the Regina plains, and in western and 
northeastern parts of Alberta." 	 . 

Senate Debates Vacancies:  Ottawa, May 11 (CP) -- A 79-year-old Liberal Senator 
suggested today that Canada's Senate is being destroyed lyy a slow  process 
of attrition - the fact 21 vacancies have been allowed to develop in the 
102-seat appointed House. 

. Senator William Euler ,  of Kitchener, Ontario, one-time Trade Min- 
- ister, said he is not advocating the Senate should not continue aï part 
of Canada's parliamentary system. 

** "But do submit," he said, "that if we are to have a Senate at all, 
it shou].dbe1 fully constituted and not be destroyed by the slow 'process 
of attrition." 

Senator Euler spoke on his bill to amend the British North America 
. Act to compel the Government to fill all Senate vacancies within six 
months from the day they roccur0 

The measure stirred up a lively debate. It won support from Senator 
John T. Haig, Progressive Conservative Leader, who said the trouble with 
the Senate is the lacà of opposition. There are -SeVen Progressive Con-
servative Members compared with 74 Liberals. 

Senator James King agreed with the principle the Senate should be 
kept up to strength. But he said the Senate shouldn't tell the Govern-
ment what to do about Senate vacancies.  T . 

-Spanish  Minister Here: (Press Release No. 33, May 11) -- The Department of 
External Affairs announced on May 11 that the Honourable Rafael Cavestany 
y de Anduaga, Minister of Agriculture for Spain, accompanied by his wife 
and daughter and Spanish Government officials, would arrive in Ottawa ' 

that evening for .a visit of a few days in Canada. 
While in Ottawa, Mr. Cavestany, who is the first Spanish Cabinet 

Minister to visit Canada, will meet various Government officials, par-
ticularly in the Depgrtments 6f Agriculture and Trade and Commerce. 

Low-wage  •Imports Criticized:  Ottawa, May 11 (CP) -- Competition from imports 
made in low-wage countries was -described in the Commons today as sabotage. 

Mr. N. C. Schneider (L-Waterloo North) criticized two types of 
imports: Rubber-soled canvas shoes from Hong Kong and buttons from  Puerto 
Rico. Both were causing Unemployment in industries in his Ontario con-
stituency. 

(over) 
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He said rubber-soled canvas shoes from Hong Kong can be sold 
at a wholesale price of. 89 cents a pair, compared with Canadian pr 
costs of between $2 and $2.50. 

In 1952, Hong Kong wages were between 45 and 75 cents a day, 
with $1.40 an hour in the Canadian industry. 

"This is not competition," he said. "It is sabotage." 
Because of imported buttons, made in Puerto Rico at wages of 

an hour, Canada's: -bt1tton2 industry had declined. 

in Canada 
 oduction 

compare,1 

30 cents 

Says Guided Missiles Needed:  Ottawa, May 11 (CP) -- The Canadian Army's Director 
of Artillery indiattes that the Army will adopt guided missiles before long. 

Writing in the current issue of the Canadian Army journal, Col. A.J.B. 
(Tony) Bailey leaves no doubt that the artillery arm needs surface-to-sur-
face and surface-to-air guided missiles. He saym in part: 

"Development of surface-to-surface missiles is a natural and logical 
process in evolution of the Army's traditional artillery. They are an in-
dispensable part of the artillery family of surface weapons. • . . 

HMCS labrador  On DEW Line Surveys:  Ottawa, May 11 (CP) -- HMCS Labrador, the 
Navy's arctic patrol vessel, will be used six months this year in connec-
tion with construction of the DEW (Distant Early Mtrning) radar line. 

The Navy said today the Labrador, which last year became - on her 
maiden voyage - the first warship to navigate the Northwest Passage and 
circle the North American continent, will sail from Halifax May 28 for six 
months of operations in Canada's northern waters. 

The vessel will spend most of her time carrying out survey work off 
Baffin Island in preparation for the landing of personnel auld'equipment 
for construction of the eastern part of the DEW line. 

Nine Laborites To Vienna: Nine Canadian labour leaders will attend the annual 
meeting of the International Confederation df Free Trade Unions at Vienna, 
May 20-28. 

Delegates from the Trades and Labour Congress of Canada will be: 
Andrew Cooper, Toronto; Bernard Shane, Montreal; Jack Reid, Toronto, and 
Albert Mayer, Regina. 

For the Canadian Congress of Labour: Secretary-Treasurer Donald 
McDonald, Ottawa; William Mahoney, Toronto: S. M. Hodgson, Vancouver; 
John Brady, Oshawa, and Eugene Forsey, Ottawa. 

Integration Of Martime Power:  Ottawa, May 11 (CP) -- Integration of the elec-
trical power facilities of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick has been suggested 
by a U.S. expert. 

Dr. A. G. Christie Of Johns Hopkins University makes the proposal as 
a means of stepping up Maritimes industrial activity in a report for the 
Dominion Coal Bolrd that has been placed before the Martines Governments. 

The report, made public here today, advocates a single Nova Scotia-
New Brunswick power authority that would pool the electricity available in 
both Provinces from water power and coal. 

Across Canada: The Canadian film, Blinkty Blank, produced by Norman MacLaren 
of Ottawa on May 11 received the Palme d'Or, top prize for short films, at 
the International Film Festival at Cannes, France, C.P. reported. . 
Flooding in Eastern Saskatchewan was reported under control yesterday, ex-
cept for the town of Kipling, 90 miles east of Regina. . • . Mr. St. 
Laurent said yesterday he hopes "real progress" will be made at a meeting 
in Ottawa with Alberta, Ontario and gas company officials in getting a 
natural gas pipeline built fron Alberta to eastern Canada. 	. . Liberea fe) and Progressive Conservatives filed full slates of 30 candidates each as'

,, 
 

nominations closed yesterday for the May- 25 Prince Edward Island general 
election. There were no CCF or independent candidates, making it a 
straight two-party fight. 

-30 - 
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Budget Debate Concluded:  Ottawa, May 12 (Globe & Mail) -- The budget debate 
ended in the Commons today with the Coneei'vative mant-of-confidence motion 
defeated 121 to 66. 

CCF and Social Credit members voted with the official opposition, 
four independents with the Government and the motion to go into committee 
of maym and means passed mithout a recorded vote. 

House Charge Brings Election In Alberta: Edmonton, May 12 (CP) -- Premier 
E. C. Manning today called a snap Provincial election after the third 
session of the Alberta Legislature was suddenly dissolved following 
opposition charges that Government members were sitting in the House 
illegally. Mr. Manning did not announce an election date. A general 
election had not been expected until 1957. 

The session, adjourned last month and reconvened Tuesday to hear 
farm-marketing proposals and gas-export discussion, mus disolved by Lt.- 
Gov. J. J. Bowlen after Attorney-General Lucien Maynard opened the 
afternoon sitting by outlining  the  legal "absurdity" of the opposition 
contentions. 

Mr. J. Harper Prowse, Liberal qpposition Leader, charged yesterday 
that most Government members of the House were sitting illegally in the 
House because they had violated the Legislative Assembly Act by dealing 
through the Social Credit Government'4 treasury branches. 

Mr. Manning's statement said, in part: 
"The absurdity of the contention is emphasized by the fact that 

under the legislation in question the public use of treasury branch 
facilities by any and all citizens of this Province, including members 
of the Legislature, has been an established and unquestioned practice 
for the last 17 years 	." 

Canada  Loses Lead In Wheat Sales: Ottawa, May 12 (CP) -- Canada's share of 
an expanding world wheat market has declined while that of the United 
States has increased. Thus, the U.S. has recaptured the lead from 
Canada as the morld's top exporter. 

In the first eight months of the current crop year which began last 
August a  total exports from the four major shippers - Canada, the U.S., 
Australia and Argentina - increased by 102,700,000 bushels to 517,500,000 
from 414,800,000 a year ago, the Bureau of Statistics reported today. 

However, Canada's shipments increased only - by 1,800,000 to  172,70O,-
000  while those of the U.S. jumped by 64,200,000 to 189,900,000. The 
U.S. had led the worid in wheat exports in most postwar years but in the 
first eight months of last year was far behind Canada - 125,700,000 
bushels against 170,900,000 for Canada. 

Sees  Increased Capital Expenditures By Eight Provinces:  Ottawa, May 12 (CP) 
The Government expects capital expenditures this year to increase in all 

- 	but two Provinces - Saskatchewan and Manitoba. 
Mr. Howe, in a reply tabled in the Commons today, said total capital 

outlays are expected to reach $5,806,700,000, an increase of 5 0 7 per 
cent over last year. In 1954, he said, capital expenditures fell 5.9 
per cent from the previous year. 

(over) 



On the basis of anticipated figures for 1955 and preliminary totals e 
 for last yearpit said forecasts for this year  are for  declines of 12.4 

per, cent in Saskatchewan, to $308,900,000, and-of 3.5 per cent in Manitobt 
to é258,500,0000 	 • 	 • 

Largest percentage increases are forecast'for NWBrunswick, up 27.7 
per cent to $149,500 9000 9  and for Newfoundland, up 23.9 per cent to 
$83 9 000„0000 	. 

Gas Chamber Recommended For Canada:  Ottawa, May 12 (CP) --. A prominent United 
States penologist who witnessed more than 150 executions todaY urged 
Canada to execute condemned persons in a gas chamber instead of by hang-

- ing if the death penalty is to:be retained in this :country.; 
Mr. Clinton T.:Duffy,  former  warden of San Quentin Penitentiary, 

told the Senate.4amete4is ,Committee on capital and corporal  punishment and 
lotteries that executIon by  gag  is more humane than hanging or electrocu- 
•tion. 	 • , 

He also urged Canada .to abolish 'COrporal, -punishment,› to 'establish 
different degrees of murder and to give juries the right to decide 
whethera convicted murderer should be put to:death or jailed  for • life. 

.1Mi1y Carr Honoured:'  Victoria, May 1?, (CP)--- Canada has honoure&a woman who 
rose above jibes and ridicule to win an "unassailable place in the story 

. 	of our:culture." 
"Emily Cari., will be remembered as long as,our history," Dr. Ira 

Dilworth -said here -when .  he unveiled, a bronze plaque to the membry of the 
gruff-voice4, iron-willed eccentric, naw recognized as one of the 
country's oUtstanding authors and painters. : 

• The plaque, mounted on a block of rough stone, was unveiled in front 
• of the house where she .was  bora in 1871. 	 . . 

Flood Crests In Manitoba:  Brandon, Man., May 12 (CP) -- The Assiniboine River 
strained at its banks today as three flood crests rolled eastward through 

- 
The first crest was expected to hit Brandon early tomorraw. The 

river rose four inches overnight up 14 inches from a low point three days 
ago, but still slightly below last year's peak. 

Officials were confident the city's dikes, raised about 15 inches 
above normal level, would hold° 

Across Canada:  Mr. St. Laurent will confer here Monday with 'three Saskat- 
chewan Government Ministers who will present him with a report on the 
floods in the Prairie Province. 	. . The Fisheries Research Board, in 
an effort to reduce a shortage of fisheries scientists in Canada, has 
instituted a scholarship programme similar to that of the National 
Research Council. . 	. The four remaining plays in the Dominion  Draina  
Festival in Regina have two excellent performances to beat, one by a 
Toronto group, the other by a British Columbia entry. Mrs. Gerda Wrede, 
adjudicntor for the Festival, was able to find only minor faults in the 

( plays. The Country Girl performed Tuesday night by the Toronto Play-
craftemen, and The Crucible, staged last night by the Urfiversity of 
British Columbia Players' Club Alumni. . 	. The CBC could operate at a 
profit without assistance fran the public funds, but it would mean the 
sacrifice of the Clnadian character of its services. Mr.A.Davidson Dunton, 
Chairman of the Board of Governors, said yesterday. He tald the Cammonse) ,, 
Canmittee on radio that a purely commercial operation would mean few if 
any Canadian progrmmmes and the end of the national network as it is now 
'established. 
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Mr. Pearson ruoted On NATO Functions: Paris, May 15 (Reuters) -- Mr. Pearson 
in an interview published Saturday by the independent evening news-

paper Le Monde that the Atlantic Pact countries have made important pro-
gress in political co-operation. 

"I have always thought that, if the North Atlantic Treaty Organiza- 
tion is to survive the emergency which gave it birth, it must be much 
more than a simple military alliance," Mr. Pearson'said. 

"I mean that as well as being an organization for co-operation on 
defence it must also be a centre of political, economic and social co-
operation. 

"The last council meeting during which we were able to exchange what 
seemed to me to be a wide range of opinions and views furnished us with 
the proof of the Important progress we are making in the field of political 
co-operation." 

Asked for his opinion on the scope of a "summit" four-power meeting, 
Mr. Pearson replied: "The four-power conference will perhaps only be a 
preliminary meeting, but it is no less true that this is the way  we must 
begin." 

Of Formosa, Mr. Pearson said*? "In my opinion any solution to the 
Formosa problem must be acceptable to the population of Formosa whom one 
so often forgets to mention when dealing with this question. It must 
also be based on an agreement between the interested parties and not on 
force." 

To Muoloit Vast NWT Lead-Zinc Ore Deposits:,  Ottawa, May 13 (CP) -- Northern 
Affairs Minister Lesage indicated today that plans are nearing completion 
for exploitation in Northern Canada of ope of the world's largest lead-
zinc ore deposits. 

He told the House of Commons during discussion of his Department's 
estimates that he hopes the Government and Consolidated Mining and 
Smelting Co. will be able to make arrangements to develop the deposit, 
located at 'Pine Point on the south shore of Great Slave Lake in the 
Northwest Territories. 

(The Company estimates the area contains approximately 60 9 000 9 000 

tons of lead-zinc ore. However, federal mining engineers say the deposit 
is much bigger. They say the Company has drilled in excess of 500 9000 

feet to outline the ore body) o  
eNe hope that the Consolidated Mining and Smelting Company soon will 

see fit to have definite plans for the development and exploitation of 
this vast ore body." Mr. Lesage said. "We hope that it will be possible 
to work out with them sone kind of understanding under which transporta-
tion facilities will be available to take the ore out." 

U. of B C. Players Win Calvert Trophy: Regina, May 15 (CP) -- A moody, awesome 
play based on the strongest of human enotions, fear and hate, has won top 
honours in the Dominion Drama Festival for the University of British 
Columbia Players Club Alumni. 

The group was presented with the Calvert Trophy and a $1,000 cheque 
today by Governor General Vincent Massey for its performance of The 
Crucible, Arthur Miller's play of the Salem witch hunts of the late 17th 
century. 

(over) 



Finnish Adjudicator Mrs. Gerda Wrede, said she was hard put to make 
the selection. She choose The Crucit;le over eight other entries because 
of its nearly flawless performance and becemse it was the most difficult 
to stage. The play also earned a best-director award for Dorothy Davies. 

Frances Tobias of Toronto was named best actress for her portrayal 
- of a drunken actor's wife in The Country Girl, staged by the Toronto 

Playcraftsmen. Best actor was Chris Wiggins, who played the part of King 
Magnus in George Bernard Shaw's The Apple Cart, performed Saturday night 
by Calgary Workshop 14 Associated. 

The Toronto Playcraftsmen production also won the Martha Allan 
Trophy for the best visual presentation and the Festival Plaque for the 
best presentation inEnglish, irrespective of the Calvert Award winner. 

Best supporting players were Helene Loiselle, who played Simoni in 
Chambres A Louer presented by La !Teune Scene group of Montreal, and Jack 
Mercer who played Giles Corey in The Crucible. . . 

Saskatchewan Flood Damage Appraisal: Regina, May 15 (CP) -- Saskatchewan is 
àuffering the worst flooding in history, Agriculture Minister Nollet 
said Saturday in a Bureau of Publications release. 

Excessive rainfall in 1953 and 1954, combined with rainfall this 
spring averaging three of four times normal, was responsible. 

The most heavily damaged area stretched from Moosomin to north of 
Prince Albert; a distance of 290 miles. 

Mr. Yollet estimated 15,000 to 20,000 farms involving 3,000,000 to 
4,000,000 acres are seriously affected by flooding. About 8,000 or 
9,000 farms with about 1,500,000 acres of cultivated land "cannot pos-
sibly be sown this year." 

But he said that with "better than average weather" the Province 
could still harvest a good crop. 

U.K. Press Chiefs Here To DiSCUSS Newsprint: Montreal, May 16 (Gazette) -- 
Four of a party of shr newspaper representatives from Great Britain 
have arrived in Montrea/ to discuss the question of newsprint supplies 
with Canadian producers. 

They are Mr. E. J. Robertson, Chairman of the London Daily Express, 
and Mr. G. Goyder, Managing Director of the British International Paper 
Corporation, who arrived here from New York Saturday; Mr. Laurence Scott, 
Chairman of the Manchester Guardian and Evening News, and Mr. B; J. 
Tenant, a Din-ctor of the British International Paper Corporation, who 
flew here from London last night. 

Other members of the party, expected to arrive at Montreal Airport 
on Tuesday night, are Hon. Lionel Berry, Deputy Chairman of the Kemsley 
papers, and Mr. J. B. Morton, Daily Express. 

The British newspnper officials hope to return to the U.K. with a 
plan for increased Canlan neasprint imports. 

Across Canada: The army said Friday its summer-training plans for 32,000 
regular and militia soldiers will make 1955 "the most active year in 
numbers for the Canadian army since the days of the Second Wbrld 
War." In 18 camps between Halifax and Esquimalt, B.C., more than 19,000 
nilitia soldiers will uniergo training. Camps will be staggered from 
June to September. .  0 . The Navy on Suriday marked Battle of the 
Atlantic Sunday with a memorial service at the National War Memorial. 
Three companies strong, sailors marched to the memorial. The wreath was 
placed by retired Rear-Aimiral G. L. Stephens. o . • A total of 22 
vacancies developed in the Senate Saturday with the death in Quebec City 
of Senator J. Fernand Fafard, 73. . 	. The Department of Lands and 
Forests said its crews had checked two major fires which burned most of 
the day in the Lake Superior region. 
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Canada's  Future Assured, Says Mr. Pearson:  London, May 16 (CP) -- If any country 
in• the world has a future it is Canada, Mr. Pearson assured an audience of 
Canadian expatriates today. 

The Canadian Minister, noting that there would be no future for anyone 
unless the "primary objective" of guarding against the horrors of hydrogen-
bomb warfare is achieved, said continuing ease and cordiality of Anglo-
Canadian and Commonwealth relationships was never more important than today. 

But he told a luncheon meeting of the Canadian Chamber of Commerce in 
Great Britain,"Canada can look ahead with optimism to the future which is 
in store for it" and predicted that the country's expansion will continue at 
an even greater rate than in the past. 

Mr. Martin  On Peace Hopes:  Ottawa, May 16 (CP) -- Russia may be planning far-
reaching changes in its foreign policy which will ease world tension, acting 
External Affairs Minister Martin said today. 

He told the House of Commons signing of the Austrian Treaty and world 
disarmament talks lead to the hope that Russia intends to show a greater 
willingness to discuss steps to bring about world peace. 

The Canadian Government felt that considerable progress could be made 
at a Big Four meeting. 

Mr. Howe On lheat Situation: Ottawa, May 16 (CP) -- Mr. Howe today announced 
close-out of. the 1953-54 Prairie wheat pool and at the same time warned that 
the United States' wheat giveaway programmes are beginning to eat Into 
Canada's export markets. 

Under the pool close-out, farmers who delivered wheat to the Canadian 
'Wheat Board in the 1953-54 crop year will get an average final payment of 
6.384 cents a bushel, with cheques totalling $25,411.,407 going out to pro-
ducers before the end of May. 

The final payment, mmong the lawest in the post-war era, brought cries 
from Opposition spokeemen in the House of Commons that it was a disappoint- 

. ment. Mr. John Diefenbaker said it made the day "a Black Monday" in Canadian 
wheat farming history. 

Mr. Howe, in making his report to the House, said the low payment results 
from a decline in world wheat prices and a heavy burden of storage costs. It 
brings the total  price farmers received for their 1953-54 wheat to t1.56426 
a bushel for No. 1 Northern at the Lakehead and Vancouver, the lowest price 
in nine years. It compares with $1082 in 1952-53. . 

A succession of bumper crops had jammed the West with huge stocks. A 
large portion of 1953-54 wheat had to be carried in storage for 21 months. 
Storage charges averaged 8-1 cents a bushel higher than in the previous year. 
In addition the world demand for wheat fell and prices dropped while com-
petition increased. 

(over) 



Adding to Canada's troubles was the triple-barrelled U.S. wheat dispAl 
programme Iiivieryehich  the 	givee_some•Wheatra:Wayi:and barters and &ells 
other stocks for local:currencies._ OrienallY it was designed to push 
surplus AmeriCan Wheat into noncaMMercial  markets, but  now, said Mr. Howe, 
the U.S. was  using the pragramme > to Ship to suCh caMMèrcial markets aà 

,Israel and Norway, curtailing Canadian sales there. 
The Canadian Government and Wheat Board, he said, are fully prepared to  

meet competition. But the American programme mes being pressed to the point 
.where, "in our opinion, they are having .  a.  disturbing effect on commercial 
markets." 

Canada has no quarrel with the basic purpose of the American-plan, but 
Mr. Howe doubted whether anything is gained "and certainly much is lost, if 
surplus disposal programmes are pushed to the point where.they disturb 
normal trading relationships."' 

Saskatchewan Submits Assistance Plan:  Ottawa, May 16 (CP) -- The Saskatchewan 
Government proposed today that the federal administration contribute 75 per 
cent of the cost of a $4,463,000 flood control programme for the water-soeked 
wheatlands province.Saskatchewan would put up the other 25 per cent. 

In addition, it asked for unspecified federal  ai d in repairing roads, 
bridges and culverts smashed by unrelenting spring storms and aid in covering 
the cost of compensating victims who lost homes, jobs and equipment in 
Apri1=May f lood. 

The Saskatchewan proposals were placed before a four-man federal 
Cabinet group by three provincial Ministers: Agriculture Minister Nollet, 
Welfare Minister Sturdy and Municipal Affairs Minister McIntosh. They met 
Mr. St. Laurent, Mr. Howe, Mr. Gardiner and Mr. Harris. 

Mr. Nollet said the delegation got a "sympathetic hearing" but that 
Mr. St. Laurent said he needed time to confer with his colleagues before 
making any decision. 

The group asked that Saskatchewan be declared a disaster area for 
emergency relief. A preliminary survey shawed, they said, that at least 
25 municipalities were affected seriously by the floods and that 4,760,000 
acres of cultivated land wes under.  water. 

Death Ray May Rid  Great  Lakes of Eels:  Ottawa, May 16 (CP) -- A death ray that 
kills by sound may spell doom for sea eels now destroying trdut fishing in 
the Great Lakes, a parliamentary committee was told today. 

Dr. LM. Sprules of the Fisheries Department told the House of Commons 
fisheries committee that Government engineers have designed an ultrasonic 
sound-wave projector that may do the trick. 

The committee was considering a bill to implement a Canada-U.S. con-
vention signed in Washington last September. It would set up an international 
Great Lakes fishery commission to study and advise on fishing in the Great 
Lakes, with special responsibility for ridding them of the eels -- known as 
marine lamprey. 

Ambassador of Portugal:  (Press Release No. 34, May 16.) -- His Excellency Dre 
Luis Esteves Fernandes on May 16' presented to the Honourable Justice Patrick 
Kerwin, Deputy Governor General, his Letter of Credence as Ambassador 
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of Portugal to Canada° 

Across Canada: Mr. Patrick J. Whealan, 30, staff reporter for the Windsor St' 71  
ti wes announced winner of the fifth annual Canadian Associated Nieman Fell -  - 

ship to study at Harvard. . 	. A MântrealAciéntist_haà'been named 
recipient of one of 13 fellowships granted by the Damon Runyon Memorial Fuel 

for Cancer Research, Inc. The fellowship, worth $3,600, goes to Mr. Holde 
Puchtler oflecGill University. 
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M.P.'s Urge Sterling Be Accepted For Wheat: Ottawa, May 17, (CP) -- CCF and Social 
Credit Gommons members today proposed boosting Canada's wheat sales by accept-
ing sterling instead of dollars in payment. But Mr. Hawe said it is a 
fantastic idea which the British Government would not accept. 

Mr. Hazen Argue (CCF-Assiniboia), speaking in'a general debate on the 
wheat situation, said Canada must fall in line with the United States in 
selling food surpluses for "soft currencies" -- sterling and other non-dollar 
currencies to retain this country's share of world wheat markets. 

Mr. Victor Quelch (SC-Acadia) urged acceptance of sterling payment for 
Canadian exports to such countries as the United Kingdom. The sterling could 
be used to buy goods from the U.Y. Mr. Hawe replied, in effect, that the 
world money market just doesn't work that wa.y. 

He said there are British currency restrictions on the use of sterling 
acquired in selling goods to Britain. If it weren't for the restrictions, 
Canada would have no objections to selling wheat for sterling. 

Mr. Hawe added that the U.S. disposal programme which Mr. Argue wanted 
Canada to follow involved selling food surpluses for foreign currencies. The 
money, however, was left in the purchasing countries for certain developments 
which were, in fact, give-aways. 

Mr. Argue proposed several moves to strengthen agriculture, headed by a 
programme of full parity prices for farm products -- a system which would 
match farm prices with the general level of other prices. 	. 

$2 9 000,000 Pulp and Paper Research Laboratory:  Ottawa, May 17 (CP) -- Canada will 
attempt to catch up with the Scandinavian countries in pulp and paper research 
with a new federally-financed $2,000,,000 research laboratory on the western 
outskirts of Montreal. 

Plans for the laboratory, to be operated by the Pulp and Paper Research 
Institute of Canada under a 99-year lease, are underway and officials said 
today the project may be completed by the end of 1956. 

They conceded that though Canada is the world's leading producer and 
exporter of newsprint, she still is behind such Scandinavian countries as 
Sweden in pulp and paper research. 

Canada's pulp and paper exports last year totalled about $1 9 000,000 9 000 -- 
roughly 25 per cent of all goods exported. 

"The job at the laboratory will be to find out haw to squeeze more pulp 
out of a cord of wood and generally reduce costs in the pulp and paper 
industry," an official said. 

First word of the laboratory came from Resources Llinister Lesage in .a  
brief reference in the House of Cammons last Friday. Officials today filled 
in the details. 

Author MacLennan On Cultural Future:  Halifax, May. 17 (CP) -- Author Hugh MacLennan 
told the graduating class at Dalhousie University today that "to enter .a career 

' 	in Canada naw is like stepping out onto the floor of an elevator." 
Mr. MncLennan and Toronto businessman Gerald Godsoe were awarded honourary 

doctorates of laws at the university's convocation. 

(over) 
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Mr. MacLennan said graduates were "not entering a partial colony as I 
did when I was their age." 

"They are alreqdy living in a country which has gone a long distance 
toward disinfecting, if not eradicating, the worst prejudices which for years 
hindered her growth." 

He predicted many would see 40 9 000,000 Canadians living in cities that 
had "shed the raw Victorian ugliness which still disfiguresso many of . them." •  

"You will see the art, literature, and possibly the music of Canada come 
of age and be recognized all over the world, because each year that passes, 
some of the puritan iron melts out of our hearts." 

500th Anniversary of Discovery of Grand Banks:  St. John's, Nfld., May 17 (CP) — 
Forty sleek Portuguese fishing ships, including a spanking new hospital boat, 
will crowd into this harbour Thursdav to combine a goodwill visit with three 
anniversaries. 

The new hospital ship Gil Eannes, making her maiden voyage to the Grand 
Banks and a three-day courtesy visit to St. John's, will be flanked by neat 
white-hulled fishing vessels mIrking the 500th anniversary of Portugal's 
discovery of the Banks, and the 400th anniversary of organized fishing there. 

The next day the 4,000 men of the ships will informally parade through 
the streets of St.  John's  carrying a 3-1-foot statue of Our Lady of Fatima and 
nine other smaller statues of the Roman Catholic Cathedral. The cathedral is 
celebrating its 100th anniversary. 

180,000 Awards Help Canadians Study Overseas:  Ottawa, May 17 (CP) -- The Royal 
Society of Canada today announced winners of Canadian Government overseas 
awards totalling $80,000. 

The awards, tennble for one year in France and the Netherlands, are 
financed by blocked Canadian currency in these countries. Since 1952 there 
have been 92 awards. 

Alberta Election June 29:  Edmonton, May 17 (CP) -- Premier Manning announced today 
that the Alberta election will be herl Wednesday, June 29. 

Across Canada: The Government is considering licensing a new community service for 
would-be television viewers in "fringe areas," a parliamentary committee was 
told yesterday. Fringe areas are the outermost reaches of a television trans-
mitter's beam and reception in them is weak. Many parts of Canada get in-
different reception from one or more TV stations but good transmission from 
none. . 	. A private member's bill was amended yesterday in the House of 
Commons to prevent a Canadian pipeline company building main pipelines for 
transmission. The bill, which later received final approval, incorporates 
the Westspur Pipe Line Co. of Winnipeg. The legislation gives the company 
authorization, after approval by the Board of Transport Commissioners, to 
move gas and oil within  Western  Cana'la by pipeline. . 	. The forest fire 
danger rating is increasing in Ontario with high ratings in the Geraldton, 
Chapleau and Sault Ste. Marie regions, the Lands and Forests Department said 
yesterday. Ten forest fires were being extinguished yesterday. Nine fires 
were extinguished in the previous 24 hours‹; 	. James Cardinal McGuigan, 
Archbishop of Toronto, was honoured yesterday in Toronto at a luncheon ette 
ed by 400 priests of the archdiocese commemorating the 25th anniversary of 
his consecration as a bishop. The Cardinal's jubilee campaign, a fund with 
a target of $3,000,000 for church work in the archdiocese, opened Saturday. 
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Mr. Pearson On Peace Hopes: Ottawa, May 18 (CP) -- Peace hasnet broken out yet, 
Mr. Pearson cautioned today. • ftqllere is no doubt that recent developments give us ground for satis- - 
faction and some  optimism," he told reporters on his return today fram Europe. 

"But it wouldn't be wise to go overboard with exultation yet. 	. 
Peace is not assured because Molotov has been throwing kisses from a balcony 
in Vienna." 

This was a reference to the appearance of the Big Four Foreign Ministers, 
including Mr. V.M. Molotov of Russia, on a palace balcony in Vienna Sunday 
after signing of the treaty restoring Austria's independence. 

:Other recent developments in Europe have included agreement for a Big 
Four meeting "at the summit" and entry of West Germany into the North Atlantic 
alliance. Mr. Pearson attended the NATO meeting in Paris last week at which 
Germany became the alliance's 15th member. 

"We are out of the trenches naw and into the open insofar as diplomatic 
negotiations are concernedp" Mr. Pearson said in an airport interview. 

"We seem to be moving. There are opportunities but also problems and 
probably some danger. .o . There is a danger that we might jump to con-
clusions that more progress has been made than is the case. 

"It would be tempting to relax our (defence) efforts, which in themselves 
may be largely responsible for the advances that have been made. It would be 
unwise to jump to any premature conclusion." 

Mr. Pearson told reporters there had been the frankest exchange of views 
among the NATO members, who now had a clearer understanding of American policy 
in the Far fhst. 

He said he does not know whether Russian agreement to the Austrian treaty 
signals a softer attitude by the U.S.S.R. in the cold war or whether it is 
just another Russian cold-war move. However, the Russians had agreed to the 
treaty on Austriaes and the eéstes terms. 

Mr. Howe Hopes for Canada-U.S. Trade Talks:  Ottawa, May 18 (CP).-- Canadian and 
United States Cabinet members may hold a conference on trade matters this year. 

Trade Minister. Hawe told the House of Canmons today he hopes such a 
meeting can be arranged to take place after Parliament and the U.S 0  Congress 
adjourn. Parliament is expected to rise about July 1. 	 • 

Mr. Howe was asked by Mr. Hazen Argue (CCF-Assiniboia) whether a meeting 
would be arranged in view of concern in Canada that U.S. trade policies "may 
endanger Canadian markets." 

Mr. Hdwe said it would be difficult to arrange a meeting of Cabinet 
officials at present but hoped one could be set up after the two legislative 
bodies finished for the year. 

(over) 



Representation On Nuclear Explosion: Ottawa, May 18 (CP) -- Canada has made 
representations to the United States Government about the explosion of a 
nuclear device in the Western Pacific Ocean. 

Henith Minister Martin disclosed that a representation had been made 
but gave no details of it, in reply to CCF Leader Coldwell. 

NATO Journnlists Tour of Canada: Press Release No. 36, May 18 -- The Department 
of External Affairs announced on May 18 details of a two-week tour of Canada 

 by a party of twenty journalists from fourteen NATO countries which will 
begin in Halifax on Friday, May 20. 

Eighteen of the correspondents will leave Paris by air early May 19, 
and will arrive about midnight at HMCS Shearwater, Halifax. Upon arrival 
in Montreal, after visiting Arvida and Quebec City, they will be joined by 
two correspondents from the United States. The party will then visit Ottawa, 
Edmonton, Calgary,  Rivers  (Manitoba), Winnipeg, Gimli (Manitoba), Centralia 
(Ontario), Niar,ara Falls and Toronto, where the tour concludee on June 5. 

The tour is sponsored jointly by the Departments of National Defence 
and External Affairs and is one of a series arranged by the North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization in member countries. A similar tour to Canada was 
arranged last year. A number of Canadian journalists also visited other 
NATO countries last year and tours of NATO countries by Canadian journalists 
have been arranged for this year. 

Across Canada: An entire village costing $8,000,000 to build and designed to 
house Saskatchewan's mentally retarded persons was opened officially yester-
day by Premier Douglas, Canadian Press reported from Moose Jew. A miniature 
city, where a person can attend school, church, obtain training in a trade 
and take part in all recreational pursuits, the project is a new training 
school. . o . A measure making a five-fold increase in federal contributions 
to railway crossing safety was passed by the House of Commons yesterday with 
Transport Minister  Marier  cautioning thet it will not be the final answer to 
ending rail crossing accidents. . 	. An error by a U.S. civil defence 
official was responsible for Cannda's civil defence system not being alerted 
about the presenCe of unidentified plenes off the West  Coast, Health Minister 
Martin said yesterday in the House of Commons, C.P. reported. He said that 
an investigation of the incident of two weeks ago gave no indication there 
is not the fullest co-operation between U.S. and Canadian civil defence 
organizations. 
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TV Commission Considered: Ottawa, May 19 (CP) -- Prime 14nister St. Laurent 
said today the Government is contenplating the appointment of a commis- 
sion to reconsider the entire question of television broadcasting in 
Canada. 

He ills° told the Commons in reply to a question by Mr. Donald Flem-
ing (PC-Toronto Eglinton) that the Government has not laid dawn a policy 
that only one TV station will be permitted to operate in a given area 
"for all time." 

- Mr. Fleming asked whether the Government is considering the appoint-
ment 9f a Royal Commission to study television. 

Er. St. Laurent replied that the Government is contemplating the 
appointment of "a commission." 

If the commission is appointed the Government would be follawing a. 
recommendation made in 1951 by the Massey Commission on Arts, Letters and 
Sciences. 

The commission recommended that the whole subject of television 
broadcasting in Canada be reconsidered by an independent investigating 
body not later than three years nfter the start of regular Canadian tele-
vision. 

Regular TV broadcasting was inaugurated in Toronto and Montreal in 
the  f.11 of 1952. 

It is expected that the commission may be set up later this year. 
Mr. Fleming also asked whether the Guernment is considering the 

abandonment of its policy of permitting only one TV station to operate 
in given areas. . 	. Mr. St. Laurent said the question is not one which 
can be answered with a categorical yes or no. It wus not the policy 
of the Government to license only one station for all time. . . 

Labour Asks Hirher Scale of Unemplo7,rment  Insurance:  Ottawa, May 19 (CP) -- 
Labour organ 4 zations today sought a higher scale of unemployment insur-
ance benefits and suggested a wide range of other changes in insurance 
legislation now before Parlimment. 

The representations were made to the Commons Industrial Relations 
Committee by the Trades and Labour Congres of Canada, the C,, nadian Con-
gress of Labour and the Cnnadian Brotherhood of Railway Employeee (CCL). 

The Committee is dealing with a bulky Government mensure that com- 
pletely overliauls the 14-year-o1d Unemployment Insurance Act. Among 
proposed amendments is a boost to $30 from $24 in the maximum weekly bene-
fits for unemployed. 

Spokesmen for the two large congresses said this is not enough. The 
TLC proposed two-thirds of regular earnings as • the benefit amount. The 
CCL suggested not less than 60 per cent. 

AsIrs For Studv Of Unemployment Problem: Ottawa, May 19 (CP) -- The Government 

(A 	
was urged—UPay to put its Advisory Council on Manpower to work to help 

\ 	solve Canada's unemployment problem. 
Yrs. Ellen Fairclough, Progressive Conservative labour spokesman, 

said in the House of Commons that the Council should be asked to study 
the entire problem and come up with answers, before next winter's period 
of high unemployment. 
Mrs. Fairclough also demanded a review of federal labour laws. 

(over) 



Armed Forces Uosts Before Senate Committee:  Ottawa, May 19 (CP) -- Senator 
Norman Lambert (L-Ontario) suggested today that studies be undertaken to 
determine the comparative costs of voluntary and compulsory service 
systems for the Canadian armed forces. . 	. • 

Earlier, Mr. Drury told the Senate Finance Committee, which is look-
ing into the extent of the Civil Service, that wherever possible, civilians 
are hired by the Defence Department. 

The average civilian salary in the eepartment was $2,600 a year. 
Average pay and allowances for a man in uniform doing a comparable job was 
$3,600 a year and, if travel expenses were included, the cost was $4,000. 

International Rivers Bill: Ottawa, May 19 (CP) -- abjections by British Columbia 
against a controversial bill tightening federal control over international 
rivers were partly met today by the Government. 

Resources Minister Lesage told the Commons External Affairs Cammittee 
that the Government has agreed to delete from the bill a clause which the 
B.C. Social Credit Government said -ini.ades provincial rights. 

However, he said the Government canrlot agree to a proposal by B.C. 
Attorney-General Robert Bonner that the bill be withdrawn or held up pend-
ing new discussions with the Provinces. . . 

Across Canadas Dr. H. O. McCurry, retiring Director of the National Gallery of 
Canada, received trib ,ite last night at a dinner in Ottawa tendered by 
friends from many parts of Canada and presided over by Mr.,C". Pi. Fell of 
Toronto, Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the National Gallery. . 
Prime Minister St. Laurent is planning to go to Saskatchewan and Alberta 
in September to take part in the celebrations marking the 50th anniversary 
of the two Prairie Provinces' entry into confederation. . 	. 	Construc- 
tion of a natural gas pipeline fron the Peace River area through British 
Columbia should be started in September, President Frank Mr. McMahon of 
Westcoast Transmission Company said in Ottawa last night. The Calgary oil-
gas executive told a press conference his Company hopes to be delivering 
gas to Vancouver by the end of 1956 and into the United States Pacific 
northwest by September, 1957. 
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U.S. To Pav $250,000„000 Cost Of  Dew Line:  Ottawa, May 20 (CP) -- The United States 
will pay the full cost - estimated at $250 9 000,000 - for construction and opera-
tion of the DEW (distant early warning)  radar  line in the Canadian Arctic. 
When built, the line will be manned at least in part by American personnel, 
though Clnada retains the right to take it over at any time. 

Mr. Pearson today tabled in the House of Commons the text of an agree-
ment between Canada and the U.S. for construction and operation of the line, 
an integral part of the North American defence network. The line will prob-
ably require at least two years to complete. Work on it began this spring. 

U.S. operation of,the DEW Line would mean the stationing of hundreds of 
Americans in the Canadian North. There now are estimated to be some 3 0 000 
American servicemen based in Canada, apart from those at three U.S. leased 
bases in Newfoundland. 

The key paragraphs in the agreement are  
"The extent of Canadian participation in the initial operation and man-

ning of the DEW system shall be a matter for later decision by Canada after 
full consultation with the United States. 

"It is understood that, in any event, Canada reserves the right, on 
reasonable notice, to take over the operation and manning of any or all of 
the installations. . 

"The United States is authorized to station personnel at the sites, and 
to operate the DEW system, in accordance with the principles of command in 
effect from time to time between the military authorities of the two coun-
tries. 

"The over- a11  manning policy as between the employment of military and 
civilian personnel shall be the subject of consultation and agreement between 
the two Governments. 

"Unless otherwise provided by Canada, the costs of construction and 
operation of the DEW system shall be the responsibility of the United States, 
with the exception of Canadian military personnel costs if Canada should man 
any of the installations. 	. 

"The DEW system shall be maintained in operation for a period of 10 
years or such shorter period as êhall be agreed by both coun 4-,ries in the 	 • 

light'of their mutual defence interests. . 
"Ownership of all removable proper -ty brought into canada or pur‘chaseu 

in Canada ând placed on the sites, including readily demountable structures, 
shall remain in the United States."  • 

The agreement sets out in detail a long list of conditions laid dawn by 
Canada for construction of the DEW line. Most of them had been disclosed 
previously. 

These conditions cover such things as manufacture of electronic equip-
ment, as far as practicable, in Canada; equal consideration for Canadian and 
U.S. contractors in awarding contractse preference to Canadian laboure applica-
tion of Canadian law; and the protection of the Eskimo population. 

The DEW Line is being built along the northvn mainland coast. The east" 
4 ern end will be on Baffin Island. Generally, it WIll lie along the 70th 

Parallel. Canada is building and paying for th'e mid-Canada radar line along 
the 55th Parallel. Its estimated cost is $200 9 0009 0000 

Canadian and American military and civilian airlines naw are lifting 
material and personnel to  he  North for the DEW Line construction. Cnnadian 
and American ships will carry out a similar task. 

(over) 



The Cnnada-U.S. agreement is in the form of an exchange_of notes May 54 
at Washington, with the U.S. Government advising Canadian Ambassador A.D.P. 
Eeeney it "concurs in the conditions" - 21 of them spelled out in about 
2,500 words - laid dawn by the Canadian Government. 

In his note, Mr. Heene said the Canndian Government's participation 
in the construction phase of the system will consist of "giving assistance to 
the U.S. authorities in organizing and using Cnnadian resources, and to help£,P,e 

 ing by making available the facilities of the armed forces and other agencies 
of the Canadian Government when appropriate." 	' 

. 	The Ambassador added: 
"The Canadian Government intends'to participate effectively in the 

operation and maintenance phase of the project, the character of such par-
ticipation to be determined on the basis of studies to be carried out during 
the construction phase." 

Later, Mr. Pearson said arrangements for Canadian participation naw are 
being worked out but will not be completed for some time. Total costs had 
not been determined. 

The conditions laid down bi- Canada also include: 
1 0 Location and size of all sites will  be determined by mutual agree-

ment. Canada will hold the title to all lands, but assures the U.S. free 
access and occupancy. 

The U.S. will carry out the construction but Canada will be kept in 
touch and mav decide to appoint a special commissioner for the  project and to 
assign liaison officers to the construction operations. 

Construction plans will be supplied to  the  Canadian Government on request 
and Canada will have the right of inspection during construction. 

AirStrips built for the DEW system will be used by the U.S. only for the 
support of the system. The RCAF will have the use of them and so will Can-
adian civilian planes whenever civilian use does not conflict with military 
requirements. Ships on Canadian Government business will have the use of any 
facilities located on tidewater. 

Mr. Pearson, speaking after tabling the notes, said the exchange will 
provide for the U.S. to build the DEW line as rapidly as possible. 

NATO Council's Visit: (Press Release No. 35, May 18) -- The Departments of External 
Affairs and National Defence <Announced May 18 that the Permanent Represent-
atives to the North Atlantic Council while visiting Montreal on May 22 and 
23 would have an opportunity of seeine an Important part of the defences of 
this region of the North Atlantic area, including Air Defence  Command  at St. 
Hubert, Quebec. 

The Permanent Representatives arrived in the United States May 14 for a 
tour of the more tmportant defence com-ands and installations in the Canada-
U.S. reFion of the North Atlantic Treaty area. They have alread3r visited the 
various European commands and this is the first occasion of a similar visit 
to North America. 

Urges Two-Price Programme For Farm Products:  Ottawa, May 23 (CP) -- A parliamentary 
body was told today that C-,n-tda faces prospects of economic disaster unless 
the Government supports a proposed two-price  programme for farm products under 
which the price of wheat to Canadiandillers would rise by 40 cents a bushel. 

The 200,000-member Interprovincial Farm Union Council, in a brief before 
the Commons Agricultural Committee, said Canada's multi-bullion-dollar farm 
economy has -)een hit by high costs and a plunge in earnings. Unless pro-
tective measures were taken quickly, "the consequences are likely to bring 
disaster both on farmers and those who depend on agricultural prosperity." • . 

Across Canadas  More than 100 square miles of bush country was charred ruin Monday 
as Ontario's biggest forest fire since 1948 continued out of control 50 miles 
north of Chapleau, Ont. More than 2,400 men were pressed into service durini  
the holiday weekend by the Lands and Forest Department to fight 95 fires bu 
ing throughout the Province. They extinguished 15 but 80 were burning late Mon-
day, seven out of control. . . 	Mr. Gregg forecast over CBC Friday night 
that employment in Canada will reach a higher and more satisfactory level. 110 
said the chief cause of current unemployment was economic pressures resulting 
from the Korean War. They threw the econamy of the country out of balance in 
1953 and 1954 but there had been increasing signs of economic recovery since 
last autumn. 
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Unemployment Drops Steeply?  Ottawa, May 24 (CP) -- Unemployment slumped steeply 
during April as a March postwar high of jobless was reduced by an early 
spring.  • 

Government figures released today reported the sharpest spring unemp1oy9. 
ment drop in three years »  with the number of persons with jobs up from a year 
earlier but unemployment remaining somewhat higher. 

Between March 19 and April 23, the Government's Bureau of Statistics 
estimated D  unemployment fell by 18 per cent. This compared with an average 
of five per cent for the two previous years at this period of the annual 
pickup in work. 

The Bureau, which"makes a monthly sampling survey of 30,000 households, 
calculated that at April 23 there were 327,000 persons out of work and look-
ing for jobs. This was a drop of 74,000 from March 19. It compared with 
the Bureau's figure of 306,000 for April, 1954. 

Meanwhile, the Labour Department reported the number of persons looking 
for work through National Employment Service dropped by 76,599 between March 
17 and April 21. The April 21 figure was 556,314, compared with 632,913 at 
March 17 and 549,028 in mid-April »  1954. 

The Statistics Bureau estimated that in the week ended April 23 there 
were 5,133 9 000 persons with jobs, up about 117,000 from a year earlier. 
There had been an increase of 124,000 in job-holders during the survey month, 
against an increase of 36,000 during the comparative  month of last year. 

The Bureau noted that the labour force - the number of civilians avail-
able for jobs - numbered 5 9 450„000 at the end of the survey month. This was 
up from 5 9 400 9 000 a month earlier ànd from 5,312,000 a year before. 

Move To  Kill CNR Bill Defeated:  Ottawa, May 24 (CP) -- The House of Commons voted 
173 to 15 today to defeat an Independent member's attempt to kill a Govern-
ment bill consolidating various  CNR  statutes into a single acte  

Mr. Ross Thatcher received support only from Social Credit members and 
• two other Independents on his motion to give the measure a six-month hoist - 
a technical move which in effect would have killed the bill. 

Mr. Thatcher's objection, expressed last night, wns that the consolida-
tion introduces a new provision which mmuld permit the Government-owned 
Company to go into the business of trucking when it should stick to rail-
roading. 

Progressive Conservative and CCF members supported the Liberals in to-
day's vote. 

The measure later was given second reading - approval in principle - 
after Transport Minister  Marier  said he would amend it to meet one of the 
main objections  & That CNR trucking operations would be outside provincial 
control. 

Trade Talks Ulth Poland?  (Press Release  No  37, May 24) -- The Department of 
E±ternal Affairs announced on May 24 that discussions had taken place in Ottawa 

A  recently between representatives of the Governments of Canada and Poland con. 
cerning customs valuation procedures and general trade matters. These talks 
were held at the request of the Government of Poland which had expressed its 
concern at the special valuation procedures which Canadian customs author-
ities have been applying to certain imports from Poland. 

During the consultations arrangements were worked out by agreement be- 
tween the two Governments which it is hoped will permit satisfactory veri-
fication of the values of goods Imported from Poland »  within the requirements 

(over) 



of Canadian customs laws. 

Representatives of both Guvernments expressed a desire to increase 
triOe between 'the two countries. 

Mr. George McIvor On Wheat Problemss  Ottawa, May 24 (CP) -- The Chairman of the 
Canadian Meat Board intimated today that the U.S. is determined to rid 
itself of wheat surpluses through its giveaway deals and that Canada would 
only stir up trouble for itself if it tried to campete in that field° 

Mr. George McIvor told the Commons Agricultural Committee the U.S. 
Government is under Congressional pressure to rid the country of food sur-
pluses through sales for local currencies, barter and gifts. It was set 
on reaching definite objectives. If Canada entered the giveaway field, the 
U.S. would reach its objectives " by other means." 

Canada had protested to Washington that the American schemes were in- 
fringing on Canadian export markets, but Mr. McIvor said his complaints 
have brought "no substantial results of any kind."  

National Anthems Ottawa, May 24 (Globe & Mail) -- In the opinion of Prime 
Minister St. Laurent, Canada gains nothing from controversies over the 
designation of a national flag, a national anthem or the like. 

Accordingly, he has no intention of bringing in legislation to estab-
lish God Save the Queen s  0 Canada, or any other song as the national anthem, 
he told the House of Commons today. He added that he did not know of any 
other nation of the British Commonwealth which had found it necessary to 
declare any song as its national anthem by law. 

As for the allegation that he and his political supporters object to 
the use of the word Royal, that is absolute nonsense, the Prime Minister 
said. . 

Across Canadas A national agency with authority to control all traffic matters 
across Canada - Including uniformity of licensing and road signs, coupled 
with compulsory education in schools - was the vast plan suggested in 
Ottawa yesterday at the opening.of the first National Highway Safety Con-
ference. . 	. The swollen Assiniboine River, which knifed through a dike 
near Portage la Prairie, Man., during the weekend, widened the breach to 
800 feet yesterday, pouring water over hundreds of acres of seeded farmland, 
forcing a dozen farmers from their hoMes and threatening the village of 
Elie. . 0 . 	Two Ontario forest fires still burned out of control last 
night, Depqrtment of Lands and Forests officials said. One was in the 
Chapleau district and the other near Sioux Lookout.... >Resignation of 
Ottwa's Finance Cammissioner, Mr. A. H. Ritchie, yesterday prompted Mayor 
Charlotte Whitton to announce she too will quit because of interference 
from circles in and out of the civic administration. 
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Mr. Pearson Before External Affairs Cammittee:  Ottawa, May 25 (Ci') -- Mr. Pearson 
said today any Canadian action - on Russia's invitation to Western powers for 
exchange visits of Parliamentarians will have to be taken by Parliament it-
self. 

The Gov(rnment did not regfIrri the proposal, made Feb. 9 in a statement 
by the Supreme Soviet, as n true invitation. There had been no followup from 
Russia. 

Mr. Pearson told the Commons'External Affairs Committee that the Soviet 
suggestion was "no normal invitation to dinner." It was at the end of a 
most unfriendly document" full of propaganda about peace on Communist terms. 

He said he was not suggesting that, if clnditions were appropriate, a 
visit to Russia by Canadian Parliamentarians and vice-versa would not be use- 
ful. But it should be remembered that Soviet legislators "are not our brand 
of Parliamentarians." 

Mr. Pearson also ranged over other international subjects under question-
ing by Committee members. 

He said he favours acceptance of all of the 21 pending applications for 
membership in the United Nations - excluding that of. Red China. He did not, 
however,  sec  any immediate chance of Japan or lest Germany getting into the 
U.N. 

Russia, he said, would veto the entry of Japan, since it had not yet 
signed a peace treaty with the Asian country. If Vrest Germany applied, 
Russia probably would insist East Germany be admitted as well, something the 
West could not accept. „ 

Export Trade  At Record Peacetime Level: Montreal, May 25 (CP) -- In terms of 
volume Canadian export trade now is at its highest peacetime level in history, 
Trade Ylnister Hawe tonight told the Canadian Manufacturers' Association. 

. 	In the latest six months for which figures were available - Mr. Howe did 
not  marne  them - exports in volume were higher than in the corresponding six 
months of any previous peacetime year. In value terms, exports in the first 
three months this year were U100,000,000 ahead of the first quarter of l9540 

"In  fact, n  Mr. Howe said, "we have experienced six months of record 
exports in a world which we all knaw is becoming more competitive." 

"And exports are higher not only to the United States. 	.  •but also to 
the United Kingdom and to other Commonwealth countries. Imports, too, are 
up proportionately, which is a healthy sign." 	 • 

At the same time, Mr. Hdwe warned against restrictions on freer world 
trade: 

"In terms of peace and security, the free mmrld is not strong enough to 
endure the international bickering and disunity which would accompany the 
growth of barriers to trade. 

"For this reason, I hope thitifthe United States does consider imposing 
restrictions upon imports to safeguard its national security, it will not 

((ti 

	

	
overlook the eetrimental effects which such action might have upon those 
very'same interests." 

• 	Taking a general look at the world trading situation, Mr. Howe said: 
. • •  •The world should have learned by now thelt depressions are not 

inevitable.  Sotie  ups and dawns in business wIll occur, of course - perhaps 
these are inevitable in a progressive economy and serve a useful purpose in 
maintaining efficiency - but it seems to be much more reasonable to assume 
a relatively steady rate of economic growth than to assume a sudden collapse 

(over) 



from time 'to time. . . . 
"Steady pressure for liberalization of international trade contributes 

to a steady rate of economic growth. This might seen a self-evident truth. 
But I regret to say that there are those in all countries who would turn 
back the clock tuward restrictioniem whenever the going gets a bit rough. 

"Neither Government nor industry can afford to blow hot at one time and 
cold at another when it cames to the promotion of trade. 

n it is my view that the cause of freer international trade has gained 
many adherents in recent vears and is today stronger than ever in the world 
as a whole. . . . 

Flood  s DRmage $35,000,000:  Regina, May 25 (CP) -- Spring  flood s have cost Sask-
atchewan almost 35,000,000 in damages - not indluding the reduction expected 

, in crop acreage. 
The Executive Council said today that physical damage would reach 

- $7,000,000. In addition, $4,700,000 was needed for land drainage and $16,- 
600,000 for land restoration. 

Municipal Affairs Minister.  Ur. L. F. McIntosh reported the flood bill 
includes $4,750,361 for damage done to municipal roads, bridges and culverts. 
Damage to highways and bridges for which the Provincial Highways Department 
is responsible is estimated at $1,208,300. 

:Seeding Progress:  Ottawa, May 25 -(CP) -- Large segments of the prairies made good 
progress in seeding last week and their work should be completed by the end 
of May, DBS reported today. But work still is being seriously delayed by 
heavy rai  and flooding in the northeast and east-central parts of Saskat-
chewan and in some spots bordering the foothills in Alberta. There may be 
"considerable areas" not seeded at all this year in low-lying flooded lands 

, in Manitoba and Saskatchewan. 

_Liberals Returned In P.E.I.:  Cl-arlottetown, May 25 (CP) -- Liberals steamrollered 
to power for the sixth consecutive time in today's Prince Edward Island 
general election, leaving the Progressive Conservative Opposition at its 
lawest ebb since 1935. 

Premier Matheson led his Liberals at the polis for the first time and 
swept 27 seats against three for the Progressive Conservatives under Mr. 
R. R. Bell. 

Mr. Bell, in a post-election stqtement said he felt the defeat called 
for his resignation as Party Leader. Mr. Bell himself retained his seat, 
the only one of the six membe-s of his Party in the last House to do so. 
The defeated included Dr. W.J.P. MacMillan, former Progressive Conservative 
Premier. 

'Across Canadar  Financial and welfare authorities from the 10 Provinces meet 
federal officials today to begin the initial phase in developing the St. 
Laurent formula for federal contributions for the relief of Canada's un-
employed. . . . A uniform safety code for all of C9nada's highways was 
proposed yesterday at Ottawa by the first national highway safety confer-
ence. It was one of a series of recommendations adopted by the conference 
dealing with law enforcement, engineering problems and education of the 

I public as to safety. . . . Mrs. Louis St. Laurent, using a bottle of sea-
weathered champagne, yesterday christened the ferry Bluenose which will ply 
between Yarmouth, N.S., and Bar Harbor, Me. 
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Mr. Pearson On Viet Nam Sitilation:  Ottawa, May 26 (CP) -- Canada has informed the 
Geneva conference powets that it is dissatisfied with handling of the refugeq 
problem in Communist North Viet Nam. 

Mr. Pearson said today Canadian members of the Viet Nam Truce Super-
visory Commission have filed a separate report to the Commission's third 
report to the Geneva powers. Britain and Russia are co-chairmen of the 
Geneva Conference. 

Mr. Pearson told the Commons External Affairs Committee that the Can-, 
adian submission should not be considered a "minority report.'" It outlined 
Canadian "reservations" over handling of the refugee problem. 

The Geneva Conference last July arrived at a truce in Indo-china and 
spilt Viet Nam, one of three Associated States of Indo-china, into Canmunist 
North Viet Nam and non-Cammunist South Viet Nam. 

Under the armistice terms, refugees were given 300 days - the deadline 
was reached May 18 - to move south or north. It has been estimated that 
some 700,000 persons left Communist North Viet Nam but that only a few hundred 

• quit South Viet Nam. 
- 	Canada, India and Poland comprise the three-nation Truce Supervisory 
Commission for Viet Nam. Their first two reports to the Geneva Conference. 
on implementation of the armistice terms were unanimous. 

The third report has not yet been made public, though it has reached 
Britain and Russia. 

Mr. Pearson said he understands that North Viet Nam has proposed a one-
month extension of the May 18 deadline - after Britain suggested an exten-
sion to Russia. He said a 30 or 60-day extension would not necessarily clear 
up the situation. 

mr. Pep.rson said the Canadian members of the truce team will do every-
thing possible to see that all persons who rapt to leave North Viet Nam 

, 	can do 50 9  whether or not there is a deadline extension. 

Claim Postal Rates Subsidize Advertisers:  Ottawa, May 26 -(cp) 	CCF and Social 
Credit members of the Commons charged today that low postal rates for 
magazines are subsidizing advertisers. 

Mr. Erhart Regier (CCF-Burnaby-Coquitlam) said in the Commons it is an 
imposition on those paying the higher letter rate to make them subsidize the 
advertising of large commercial interests. He said the Post Office Depart-
ment could reduce the letter rate and still make ends meet by increasing 
charges for carrying periodicals. 

Many of the magazines were "useless trash." There was no reason for 
loading hundreds of pounds of it on the backs of letter carriers. 

Mr. George Hahn (SC-New Westminster), also urged an increase in the 
second-class postal rate. He said publishers could cover their extra 
expenses by getting more money from advertisers, who.benefitted from law-
cost distribution of magazines. 

Mr. Hahn said magazines get as good postal service as first-class mail. 
Postal clerks notified publishers of changes in addresses and mail carriers f(eil  
spent up to half an hour a day of their own time in redirecting magazines to 
subscribers who had moved. 

The two members spoke during opening debate on estimates of the Post 
Office Department. 

(over) 



• 
Urge Uniformletor Vehicle LegiSlation:  Ottawa, May 26 (Ç?) ,- Uniform motor 

vehicle legislation across the Country was urged today at the conCibding 
session of Canada's first-  NtItional.Sighway Safety Conference. 

The meeting"alsé decided to establish a permanent Canadian Highway 
Safety gonference and named as its first president Hon. Brooke Claxton, , 
former Defence Minister who now is Canadian Kead of Metropolitan Life In-
surance Co. 	

ei44 Mr. Claxton agreed to serve until about Sept. ,1,.but said  Ms  new job . 
estimated to pay about $75 9 000 a year - will necessitate his resigning 
around that date. 

Defence Display:  Ottawa, May 26 (CP) -- A CCF member asked in the Commons whether 
all weapons on display today in front of the Parliament Buildings are the 
property at the Canadian Government. Defence Minis  ter Campney informed Mr. 
H. W. Herridge, Kootenay West, that they are "with the possible exception 
of the Nike." 

The ground-to-air guided missile Nike, on loan from the United States 
Army, was put on display here with artillery weapons to mark the centennial 
of the Royal Canadian Artillery. 

Austria At Trade Fair:  Montreal, May 27 (Gazette) -- For the first time since 
. 	before Hitler marched-into Austria, that country-will make a bid for Can- 

adian dollars with exhibits of its products at the 1955 Canadian Trade Fair 
in Toronto, May 30 to June 10. 

, The Austrian Trade Delegate in Canada, Dr. Richard E. Hueber, 1507 
Cretioent Street, said yesterday that Austria's new political freedom has 
given his country new economic responsibilities. 

With the loss of dollar spending following withdrawal of American troop 
and the thousands of Austrians who were employed by those occupation forces 
now out of work, the country must now make its bid for hard currency by 
entering the Canadian and U.S. trade markets. . 

Trans-Canada TV:  Ottawa, May 26 (CP) -- Canadian engineers are expected to com-
plete this summer the plotting of a coast-to-coast microwave television net-
work. 

Mr. H. G. Young of Montreal, General Manager of the Bell Telephone Com-
pany's toll system, also told the Commons Broadcasting Canmittee today that 
the network is expected to cost $40,000„000 to $50,000,000. 

He said detailed "path-testing" over mast of the 3,800-mile cammunica- , 
tions skyway has been completed. The Company and the Government previously 
estimated the network would be operating early in 1958, carrying both tele-
vision progrmumes and long-distance telephone calls. 

Detailed path-testing, Mr. Young said has been completed in all areas 
west of Quebec City, except between Calgary and Medicine Hat,lta., and 
between Lethbridge, Alta., and Vancouver, East of Quebec, pathtesting now 
is in progress. 

Across Canada:  Mr. R. D. Turner, Manitoba Minister of Industry and Commerce, 
announced that the Province has hired two University of Chicago professors 
to study economic effects on Manitoba of the construction of the St. Law-
rence Seaway. They are: -1». Harold Mayer of the Department of Geography 
and Dr. Ezra Solomon of the School of Business. At the outset, they will 
emphasize preparation of material for Manitoba's submission to a Royal Com- 
mission on Coastal Trade, C.P. reported from Winnipeg. . 	. Chairman 
George McIvor of the Canadian Wheat Board yesterday declined to make public 
the salaries paid to board members and staff on the ground it might "embarrass' 
the wheat-selling organization. . •. Flood waters  from the Assiniboine 
River, creeping over a stretch of riçh farmland 20 miles east of here, yes-
terday threatened to sweep around a sandbag dike and strike the village of 
Elie from the north, C.P. reported from Portage La Prairie. . 	Complet 
nomination reports from all 98 ridings showed early tonight that 314 can-
didates will contest the June 9 Ontario general election.' This is three \ 

 fewer than the record 317 who ran in the 1948 general election when 90 seats 
were at stake. It compares with 271 in the 1951 election, according to C.F. 
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Mr. Pearson On Aid To Undervelo ed Countriess  The Secretary of State for External 
Affairs, Mr.  •Pearson »  in a dressing the Conference' of United Nations Associa-
tions in Canada at  Ottawa on May 27, said that Canadians, in reviewing the 

-. amount of,aid to be made availableto the underdeveloped countries, should 
„ , ask themselves "not only hm much Canada should be'doing, but hàw we, should 

be doing it, and why?" 	 - ' 

The following is an extract from his speech: 
"The genuine desire of Canadians to help others who are less fortunate, 

the recognition that the more quickly other people's standards of 'living 
rise the better off we shall all  be  the conviction that economic and social 
progress are essential to a durable peace, the judgment that the-resources 
of most of these countries are capable of supporting a fuller and richer 
life, the - evident effort which the people of thèse  countries are themselves 
making to improve their conditions, and the sympathy which we as citizens of 
a relatively young country feel with those who are trying to establish their 
own nations on a new and durable basis - all of these seem to me to be more 
solid and more fundamentally significant reasons for providing assistance 0  

nNot only should we be sure that we are acting from worthy motives but 
we should also make certain that our method and mariner of providing assist-
ance are calculated to achieve our purposes most fully. As I suggested ear-
lier, we should examine critically both why we are helping and  • how.' • Even the 

' most massive amounts of • money and vast numbers of technicians, if provided 
in the wrong way - that is, indiscriminately, extravagantly or without proper 
regard for the practical problems involved - might accomplish less than our 
present programmes and might in the process create a less wholesomerelation-
ship between the underdeveloped countries and the Westo n .... 

Sharp Rise In Foreign Trades  Ottawa, May 27 (CP) -- Cana das  foreign trade rose 
sharply in April with exports increasing to $341 9 900,000 - a three-year high 
for the month and a gain of $43,700,000 fram $298 9 200,000 a year ago. 

This boosted shipments for the first four months of 1955 to  
3009 000, up $143 9 900 9 000 from $1,164,400,000 in the similar 1954.period, the 
Bureau of Statistics estimated today. 

- The flow  of  Imports also swelled, expanding by $24,400,000 to $382 9 900,- 
000 in April, increasing the four-month total to 	 a 	of 

. $99,300 9 000 from last year. 
. 	Though Canada purchased more from the world than she sold, her trade 

deficit wms trimmed by the rise in exports, declining by $9 9 3009 000 to $41 9 - 
000,000 in April and by $44,600,000 in the four months to $65,300„0000 

Major factor in the April exports rise was a big increase in sales to 
Britain and a lesser expansion of shipments to the United  States »  Canada also 
increased her purchases from the U.S., though her Imports from Britain 
declined slightly. 

Shipments to Britain rose in April to $71,800,000 from $39,400,000 last 
year, increasing the four-month total to $255,600 9 000 from $175 9 400,000. 
Exports to the U.S. rose to $194,300 9 000 from $181„900„000 9  boosting the 

, January-April total to $773,800 9 000 from $719,000 9000. 

Imports from Britain eased to $33 9 800 9 000 in April from $35 9 300„000 last 
year, reducing the four-month total to $119,200 9 000 from $123„500 9 0000 Pur-
chases from the U.S., however, rose to $285,500 9 000 from $255,700 9000 in 
April and to $1,031 9 200„000 from $945,800,000 in the four months. 

(over) 



Commons To Sit Mornings From June 6:  Ottawa, May 29 (CP) -- The House of Commons 
is expected to start meeting morning, afternoon and night June 6 in an effort 
to wind up the work of Parliament before July 1. 

The back of the session now has been broken and the Government hopes 
that the extra sitting hours will permit prorogation sometime during the last 
week of June. 

Finance Minister Harris, Government Leader in the Commons, gave notiee,à 
Saturday he will  propose morning sittings starting June 6. House CammitteeeW 
which usually meet in the mornings, are expected to finish most of their 
deliberations next week. 

Civil Defence Medical Supply Studies:  Ottawa, May 28 	Qualified pharmacists and 
deans of schools of pharmacy from coast to coast will meet at the Canadian 
Civil Defence College at Arnprior May 30 to June 3 to study medical supply 
problems that would be encountered in an H-Bomb attack, it was stated today 
by the Honourable Paul Martin, Minister of National Health andy4lfare, 
federal Cabinet Minister responsible for Civil Defence. 	' 

Approximately 45 candidates will attend the course and will take part 
in discussions led by civil defence medical, pharmaceutical and scientific 
experts, radiation experts from the Canadian Army, Red Cross blood transfusion 
officers, memberz of the pharmacy faculties of Canadian universities and 
authorities on packaging and storage of supplies. 

Four Surviving Quints Came Of Age: North Bay, Ont., May 29 (CP) -- The four sur-
viving Dionne quintuplets turned 21 years oId Saturday and came into their 
share of a $1,000,000 fortune. Annette, Cecile and Yvonne came from Montreal 
to join their sister, Marie, and their partents, Mr. and Mrs. Oliva Dionne, 
for the celebration at the family home at nearby Callander. 

The parents gave the four sisters a high-fidelity record player as a 
birthday gift. 

Much of the girls' time was given over to legal business in connection 
with the signing of papers for their applications to the courts in connection 
with the trust fund their father had administered for them in recent years, 

. 	pending their coming of age. 
The surviving quintuplets, on reaching 21, became eligible to receive one. 

fifth shares in the Dionne Quintuplet trust fund. The fund totals just under 
$1,000,000, so that each girl's share amounts to about $197,000, plus a share 
in Emilie's portion, which is to be divided among 14 members of the family. 

St. John's, Nfld., Civil Defence Exercise: St. Johri's, Nfld., May 29 (CP) -- Air 
raid'sirens will ticream over this crowded seaport city tomorrow to set offithe 
biggest civil defence exercise ever taokled by a Canadian city. 

If all goes well, 50 9 000 of the eity's 70 9 000 residents will be evacuated 
in a string of cars, trucks and buses as Canadian and American- planes carry 
out a mock air attack. . 

Across  Canada:  Governor General Massey will formally open the 8th World Scout 
Jamboree at Niagara-on-the-Lake next August 20. . 	. Oil deliveries through 
Canadian pipelines rose 25 per cent to a record 52 9 403 9 600 barrels during the 
first three months of this year from 42,003 9 000 in the corresponding quarter 
last year, D.B.S. reported. . 	. Canada's production of iron ore has risen 
nearly five-fold since the end of the Second World War, the Bank of Montreal 
says in its business review for May. The review says: "As a producer, Canada 
appears only now to have its foot on the threshold of its own iron age." . 
More than 100 former Ridley College students fram Canada and the U.S. came 
back Saturday to spend a weekend at the old Alma Mater, at St. Catherines, 
C.P. reports. 
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Trades And Labour Congress Demandss Windsor, Ont., May 30 (CID) -- The Trades and 
Labour Congress of Cana  today laid dawn a long series of demands on gov-
ernments and "unalterably" opposed a compulsory "no strike n  polîcyo 

With Health Minister Martin addressing the annual convention, the 750 
delegates first received a resolution calling for a national health'plan 
organized by the federal Government and then deferred action on it. 

Theininister himself told the convention it's his view that the in-
itiative on health insurance should come from "the people and the Govern-
ments of the various Provinces." 

Meanwhile, the convention roved through a wide field of resolutions in-
cluding these that were adopted: 

1 0  It feels that Governments and employers are adopting a "get tough" 
policy towards workers and goes on record as "unalterably opposed to a com-
pulsory 'no strike' policy." 

2. There should be national and Provincial bodies charged with respon-
sibility for the control of large-scale projects such as cross-country 
natural gas pipeline and a second trans-Canada highway. 

3 0  The federal Government should get started tmmediately on the South 
Saskatchewan River irrigation and power project. 

4 0  The federal Government should be Dressed for immediate adoption of a 
els -Uanda pipeline as P nterprise exclusively financed in 
Canael a an '3 built by Cnnadian labour. 

5 0  There should be no sub-letting of contracts let out by the federal 
Government. 

6. The aircraft industry should be developed under auspices of the 
federal Government to stimulate employment. 

7. Canadian materials should be used as far as possible in the construc-
tion of the St. Lawrence Seaway. 

8. The federal Government should try to prevent the U.S. from putting 
embargoes on Canadian fish products going to that country. 

9 0  The Government should limit or suspend temporarily imports that 
seriously affect Canndian industry when they are brought in at  out  prices. 

10 0  There should be a national fuel policy. 
11 0 The Government should make available to the Provinces large grants 

for the training of handicapped persons. 
12. It also should supply cancer-treating cobalt bombs to health centres. 
13. The Government should conduct an investigation into the price of 

medicine. 

International Trade Fair Opening:  Toronto, May 30 (CP) -- Dr. Ludwig Erhard, West 
German Economics Minister, said today free trade and relaxed currency make 
for a healthy international economy. He was speaking at the opening luncheon 
of the Canadian International Trade Fair, attended by representatives of the 
32 nations exhibiting. 

Introducing Dr. Erhard, Mr. Hawe praised Germany's rapid economic rebirtb. 
The country is third largest exhibitor this year at the trade  far  which 
started a two-week run today at the Canadian National Exhibition grounds. 

effe in Germany recognize that we shnre our fate with the other countries 
of the free world," Dr. Erhard said. "The principles of economic union and 

political freedom must stand if all are to survive." 
Dr . Erhard who piloted Germany as Economics Minister during her 10-year 

recovery period after the Second World War, said narrow nationalistic think- 

(over) 



ing is outmoded today. 
Dr. Erhard said Cqnada provided the example for Germany's new trade 

structure. 

Provincial Authorities Consider Plans For Jobless:  Ottawa, May 30 (CP) -- The 
Provinces are opposed to a federal proposal to place a floor under its offer tee 

 to share in relief costs for Canada's unemployed, it was_learned today. 
Federal authorities favour a floor of about one per Ycent - that is, con- 

- tributions from the central administration will not begin until unemployment 
in Canada rises to an equivalent of one per cent of the entire population. 

Provincial informants said the Provinces believe there should be no 
floor; that federal payments should be made whenever there is any unemploy-
ment at all. 

Some aspects of the federal offer, first made by Mr. St. Laurent at the 
April 26 federal-provincial conference, were discussed at a meeting today of 
the conference advisory body made up of Provincial Deputy Finance Ministers, 
economists and welfare officials. 

Quebec Stock-Selling Regulations: Quebec, May 30 (CP) -- The Quebec Official 
Gazette today published regulations designed to stamp out fraudulent selling 
of stocks and bonds. 

The law, passed at the last session of the Legislature and taking effect 
today, is aimed mainly at stock racketeers in Montreal who allegedly sold new 
worthless securities to American investors for several times their value. 

The regulations make it necessary for stock brokers to register with the 
Securities Cammission g  furnish lists of their salesmen and present annual 
financial statements certified by at least two directors and prepared by 
accountants who have been approved by the Commission. 

Canada Council On Cultural Development:  Ottawa, May 30 (CP) -- Prime Minister St. 
Laurent said today he is not yet able to say when the Canada Council on 
Cultural Development will be established. 

Replying in the Commons to a question by Mr. George Hees (PC7Toronto 
Broadview), he said the proposed Council wuld have to be established by an 
Act of Parliament. However, that had not yet been provided for. 

, Establishment of the Council to help develop Canadian culture and main-
tain relations with culturel organizations abroad was recommended in the 
1951 report of the Massey Commission on Arts, Letters and Sciences. 

Manitoba Finishes nheat-Seeding:  Winnipeg, May 30 (CP) -- Seeding of the 1955 
whéat crop in Manitoba is completed, the Provincial Dep-rtment of Agriculture 
reported today. 

Except in floo ded  areas or where moisture is excessive the crop outlook 
is pramising, the Department's second report of the season added. 

It said some oats and considerable barley remained to be planted. Much 
flax also remained to be seeded. 

Tania Long On Canadian "News":  Calgary, May 30 (CP) -- If United States citizens 
often show ignorance of Canadian affairs, it could be  Canadas  fault, says 
Tania Long. 

°You're just too good neighbours," she says. "You just  dont  have enough 
bad news," meaning news that would make headlines in the U.S. Miss Long in 
private life is Mrs. Raymond Daniel, wife and assistant of the New York Tires' 
chief correspondent at Ottawa. 

Across Canada: Forest fires burned 2 9 100 acres of timber during April, the National 
Research Council said yesterday in its first monthly report on forest fire 
losses in Canada. There were 140 fires compared with a long-term average of 
184 for April. .  0 . Mr. Charles G. Greenshields, Q.C., Montreal lawyer and kei 

corporation executive, announced yesterday that be is establishing a $250,- 
000 foundation to assist students in the traditional school of art because a 
group of moderns are taking it upon themselves "to uproot and demolish the 
tradition which has been built up through the centuries", the Montreal Gazette 
reports. 
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New Customs  Law Debated: Ottawa, May 31 (CP) -- An opposition member's suggestion 
to soften the strict wording of a proposed new customs law on border cross- 
ings was described today by Revenue Minister McCann as an invitation to smug-
glers. 

Mr. Donald Fleming (PC-Toronto Eglinton) made the suggestion in crit-
icizing a bill later passed by the House of Commons which mould require 
everyone entering Canada to report to customs. The present law requires 
persons to report only if they are carrying goods into Canada. 

Mr. Fleming said the new measure goes pretty far. On the Prairies, a 
customs - house might be 25 miles from a road crossing the border yet the lew 
required a motorist or a farmer driving a horse to report to customs before 
unloading any goods he carried. 

He suggested a change in wording to rfquire persons to report to customs 
only "as soon as practicable." Dr. McCann said he had heard no greater in-
vitation to smuggling than that. 

He said that although the wording of the law is being changed, there 
would be no change in the procedure followed for 50 years. 

Mr. William Houck (L-Niagara Falls) asked assurance that the bill will 
not affect com-luters going to work across the border. It seemed to require 
a thorough customs inspection every time they crossed the border. 

Dr. McCann said commuters will be dealt with as always and will not be 
delayed. 

DEff Line Regulations To Protect Eskimos: Ottawa, May 31 (CP) Opposition Leader 
Drewsaid today the Government apparently has put an "Iron Curtain" around 
white men in regulations designed to protect Eskimos during construction of 
the DEW ( 1)istant Early Warning) radar line along Canada's Arctic coast. 

He was referring in the Commons to a Canada-United States agreement for 
construction of the line. It stipulates that white workers must avoid all 
contact with Eskimos, other than those working on the line, except in 
emergencies. 

Mr. Drew said yesterday that the order is "without precedent" in 
affecting Canadian citizens. It would deny soldiers of the U.S., building 
the line, the rights accorded anyone else travelling in the north. , 

Mr. Lesage said today the regulations are not directed against U.S. 
soldiers. They applied to any and all  white  persons working on the line. 

He agreed the restrictions might not be fully understood in the U.S. 
However, the agreement said the Fskimos should not be subjected unduly to 
disruption of their hunting economy, exposure to diseases against which 
their immunity is often law, or other effects of the rresence of white men 
which might be injurious to them." 

Studying Plans For Atomic Power: Chalk River, May 31 (CP) -- Preliminary plans 
for conitruction of an atomic power plant will be discussed here Thursday 

'',Je and Friday by the National Advisory Committee on Atomic Power Development. 
The experimental plant, which is designed to produce 20 9 000 kilowatts, 

is scheduled to go into operation in 1958. It is to be known as NPD- Nuclear 
Power Demonstration. 

(over) 



It will be built jointly by Atomic Lnergy of Canada Ltd„ Ontario Hydro 
and the Canadian General Electric Co. at a cost of $13,000,000 to $15,000,- 
000. 

The reactor is not expected to produce electricity .  economically. How-
ever, it will give scientists the information they need to build an econamical 
plant. 

Canada U.S. Scientists On DEW Line Surveys:  Ottawa, May 31 (CP) -- Thirteen Can- 
-----iâian and U.B. scientists will be aboard HMCS Laborador when the Royal Can- 

adian Navy's Arctic patrol ship leaves Halifax tomorrow for six months of 
operations in Canadas  northern waters. 

The Labrador, which last year became the first warship to navigate the 
Northwest Passage and circle the North American Continent, will spend most 
of the six-month period carrying out surveys off Baffin Island in connection 
with the joint Canadian-U.S. Distant Early %rning line. 

Hydrography and oceanography of the area in which the Labrador will be 
operating are relatively unknown and detailed information will be gathered 
concerning tides, depths of channels and other factors. 

Says U.S. Jets Overtaken By Canada: Toronto, May 31 (CP) -- A Canadian aviation 
executive said today that Canadian-built Sabre jet fighters are outperform-
ing their U.S.-made counterparts in Europe. 

Mr. V. R. McLachlan, Vice-President and General Manager of Orenda 
Engines Ltd., Toronto, said the more powerful Orenda engines in the Canadian 
versions account for the superiority. 

"At one time, in the good natured spirit of rivalry that always exists 
under such conditions, the pilots of USAF used to jump our boys almost at 

Mr. McLachlan told the Aviation Writers Association annual conference. 
"They don't do it any more. 
"By marrying the Sabre to the Orenda, we have an aircraft that can out-

fly and outclimb anything the USAF have in Europe. 
"The  margin of superiority will be greater still when the Sabre VI is in 

squadron service shortly." 

ICAO General Assembly: Montreal, June 1 (Gazette) -- Germany and Austria applied 
for full membership in the International Civil Aviation Organization here 
yesterday. 

An ICAO spokesman said he believes the German application is-the first 
move by the postwar Republip to gain admission to an organization of the 
United Nations. 

Across Canada:  The St. Lawrence power project construction is on schedule, Dr. 
Richard L. Hearn, Ontario Hydro Chairman, said yesterday during an inspection 
trip to project work sites in the Cornwall area. It was Dr. Hearn's first 
vlsit to the project since his appointment last January as Hydro Chairman. 
They're looking for oil and gas in the group of Arctic islands named last 
year in honour of Queen Elizabeth. The Mines Department said today that an 
airborne party of geologists already is moving into the Queen Elizabeth 
Islands which include Melville, Devon and Bathurst Islands and the islands 
north of Melville Sound, Barrow Strait and Lancaster Sound. . 	. Mr. St. 
Laurent said yesterday the Government now is considering federal aid for 
flooded areas of Saskatchewan. 	. Delegates of the Trades and Labour Con- 
gress of Canada convention yesterday at Windsor tangled in the TLC's hottest 

. political fight in several years. Stirred by the imminence of the June 9 
Ontario general election, labour spokesmen wrangled over the political action ,0 
for about an hoir,  eventually breaking off the hot debate until Thursday. 
The Commons Banking and Commerce Canmittee yesterday approved an amendment to 
the Municipal Grants Act providing grants in lieu of taxes to municipalities 
on federal Government property whose value exceeds two per cent of the total 
municipal assessment. 
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Mr. Pearson On  Canada-U.S. Trade:  Chicago, June  1 (CP) -- .The  Canada-U.S0 boundary 
cannot be ignored for defence purposes and recognized as a very real obstacle 
every time more Canadian exports wlsh to cross it, Mr. Pearson said today. . 

He told the golden jubilee convention of Rotary International here: 
"While  we  can be satisfied with our record of co-operation in defence, 

we are somewtat less happy about co-operation in trade and commerce. The 
reason is simple. 

"Our population, less than one-tenth of yours, buys nearly $3,000,000,- 
000 worth of American goods. But we are able to sell your 165,000 9 000 only 
$2,300,000,000 worth of goods. 

%Then we make an effort to redress the balance by increasing our exports, 
especially of agricultural and fisheries and other. primary products, the 
clamor for protection against any success that this effort may achieve graws 
in Washington and we are in trouble. 

° Trade problems are increasing between us, as indeed theva re throughout 
the world. I would be less than frank if I did not add that Canadian worries 
and occaSional irritations on this score are  also increasing. 

"We should realize, and act on the realization, that common defence 
requires the greatest possible co-ordination and unity of foreign and econoMic 
policies 0  

'This  means that the boundary line cannot be ignored for defence pur-
poses and recognized as .a  very real obstacle every time more Canadian exports 
wlsh to' cross it. 

nIf I may adapt a well-knawr quotation, 'If guns are to cross that con-
tinental line, goods should toog." 	 • • 

Referring to the caming Big Four meetings, Mr. Pearson said they are to 
be gréàtly welcomed - nnot with uncritical enthusiasm, but with sober satis- 
faction as giving opportunities to create a better atmosphere and to solve 
more concrete problems". 

Me' should guard against excessive optimism on the one hand and exces-
sive cynicisms on the other. The one will lead to hopes that cannot be 
realized, with eventual disillusionment. The other will prevent us fram mak-
ing the most of the new opportunities that may present themselves 0  

n It'would be unwise, and might be dangerous, to expect inmediate and 
exciting results because four heads of governments will co rne together and ex= 

'change ideas." 

Diplomatic Service: (Press Release  No  39, June 1) -- Ottawa, June 2: The Sec- 
retary of Se for External Affairs on June 1 announced the retirement, early 
in July, of Major General, the Honourable L. R. LaFlêche, Cangdian Ambas-
sador to Argentina and Uruguay, and the follawing transfers within the Can-
adian Diplomatic Service: 

Dr. R. A. MacKay, Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs, 
will succeed Mr. D. M. Johnson as Canadian Permanent Representative to the 
United Nations, New York, effective August 1. Dr. MacKay will hold the rank 
of Ambassador. Mr. Johnson will be transferred to another diplomatic post 
which will be announced later. . 

Mr. W. D. Matthews, Canadian Minister to Sweden and Finland, will return 
to Ottawa to became an Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External 
Affairs. He will assume his new duties in September. 

(over) 
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Mr. Benjamin Rogers has been appointed Canadian Ambassador te ::Perute 
succeed Mr. Emile Vaillancotirt -. Mr. Rogers is expected tc5 take uphis :post 
in July. 

Mr.  L G. Stark has been appointed Consul General in New Orleans and 
is expected to assume his new duties on September I. He succeeds Mr. G. A. 
Newman. 

Mr. H.L.E. Priestman has been appointed Consul General in Manila and 
is expected to take up his post about September 1. He succeeds Mr. F. H. 
Palmer. 

Camnission Inquiry Proposal Defeateds  Ottawa, June 1 (CP) -- The Progressive Con- 
servative Opposition criti -cized Government spending again today  in the Com-
mons but their efforts to have an independent Commission inquire into opera-
tion of  al].  Government Departments met with defeat. 

A Conservative motion to this effect, in the form of an amendment to a 
Government supply motion, was voted down 137 to 49. It was technically a 
motion of non-confidence in the Government. 

The Social Credit group and four Independents voted with the Progres-
sive Conservatives while CCF members joined the Liberal majority in defeat-
ing the motion. 

Opposition Leader Drew and Mr. John Diefenbaker, Prince Albert, led 
the Conservatives' attack on Government spending. 

3,000,000 Children To Get Salk Shots:  Ottawa, June 1 (CP) -- Immunization of at 
least 3,000,000 Canadian children with Salk polio vaccine is planned by next 
March 31, Health Minister Martin said tonight. 

Upwards of 750,000 children now have received the inoculations "with 
complete safety," he said in an address to the annual dinner meeting of the 
Canadian Pharmaceutical Association. 

» It is our objective," he added,  "to tmmunize no less than 3,000,000 
children by the end of the current fiscal year." 

At last April 1 Government records showed 5,184,948 children were on 
family alluwance rolls. 

T.L.C. Endorses Terms Of Merger:  Windsor, Ont., June 1 (CP) -- The Trades and 
Labour Congress of Canada convention today unanimously endorsed the terms 
of an historic merger with the Canadian Congress of Labour. 

The merger will bring together 1,000,000 Canadian union members into a 
single organization,the largest labour body in Canada's history. 

By its action late today, the 600,000-member TLC became the first of 
the big four central labour bodies of North America to accept formally the 
provisions of amalgamation with their long-standing labour rivals. 

In the United StItes, the AFL and CIO-counterparts of the TLC and CCL-

are in the midst of unification negotiations. In Canada, the CCL is to deal 
with the question at its October convention in Toronto. 

Across Canadas The Prairie crop outlook has improved considerably, the Bureau of 
Statistics reported in the fourth of its 1955 series of telegraphic crop 
reports. Wheat seeding.is  practically completed in Manitoba,  Western  Sask-
atchewan and Alberta with the exception of the Foothill sections. . 
A Crown  Company  will buy all the monkeys needed to produce and test' Salk 
polio vaccine in Canada, the Canmons was.told yesterday. In a return tabled 
for Mr. Tom Goode (L-Buraby-Richmond) the Health Department said Canadian 
Commercial Corporation will buy the monkeys »to ensure a continuing sUpply 
and to meet India's preference for dealing with one agency elone". 	. 
Swimmer Marilyn Bell will be presented to the Queen at a Buckingham Palace 
garden party July 14 before trying to swim the English Channel, the Toronto 
Telegram reported June 1 from its London correspondent. 

k'yi) 
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"Uati4Jumping"  Laws Tightened: Ottawa, June 2 (CP) -- Canada today tightened its 
anti-dumping lavis to protect Can-dian producers against tmports of competing 
products that are state-subsidized. 

At the same time 9  it revised its tariff structure, boosting rates on 
some items and cutting them on others. The changes, announced in the House 
of Cammons by Mr. Harris, affect mostly the United States. Effective to-
morrow, they include: 

1 0  A doubling of the duty on canned mixed fruit and fruit cocktails to 
twô cents a pound from one. Tolls on canned peaches are being reduced to 11 
cr , ltq n pound filar,  t ,,Jo for Corrmon.ren1 colIntrie:s nn' to two rents frrrm 2 -1 for 
1-1c °.s. nfld.elur co ntriçs. 	'31.1tv on melons, is eliminated. . 

2. Ethylene glycol, used in making anti-freeze ana which formerly came 
in duty-,free, will bear a tariff of 10 per cent. However, the rate of mixed 
or blended glycol is reduced to 10 per cent from 20 and that on finished 
anti-freeze, formerly 20 per cent is  eut  to 15. 

3..Restoration of a tariff item providing for a drawback or refund on 
duty patd on bituminous coal converted into coke for smelting. Mr. Harris 
explained thnt this is rerely a technical move to protect the validity of 
coal subventions since, actually, there has been no duty on coal since 1952 
and 2none is contemplated. 	. 

niany Governments are resorting to subsidies of one sort or another to 
solve certain domestic econamic problems and such subsidized products are 
entering international trade at an increasing rate," Mr. Harris said. 

"Such subsidized goods, if tmported into Canada, might cause or threaten 
material injury to established Canadian Producers." .•. 	 - 

h 
-- en our legislation was examined, said Mr. Harris, "it was apparent 

that there was no clear authority ,to levy additional duties as a safeguard 
against. ;:the various forms of subsidy and state trading operations with which 
we might be confronted." 

The amendment will give the Government authority "to levy an additional 
duty equal to the estimated amount of subsidy." But Canada has undertaken 
tertain comtitments . undêr'GATT'to résti.ict uses of import controls. 

"I can assure the House," said Mr. Harris, "that the Government intends 
to apply these duties in conformity with our international obligations." 

Mr. Cam  ne On "Overall Defense Command":  Ottawa, June 2 (CP) --e Defense Minister 
Campney indicated today in the House of Commons  th at Canada still opposes an 
overall defense command for North America. 

He was replying to Mr. Drew, who asked about a statement attributed to 
Air Marshal Roy Slemon, Chief of the Air Staff, that Canada and the United 
States are heading toward a completely-  unified North American air defense 
system with a single overall co-Imander. 

Mr. Campney said there is na pressure for appointment of an overall 
commander. 	' 

He referred to a January statement by U.S. Defense Secretary Wilson 
(r 
4 
 that there is no need for a change in the present system of separate commanda 

' 	for Canadian and U.S. armed forces. Mr. Campney added that the matter stands 
unchanged. 

Mr. Campney said Air Marshal Slemon was not stating Government policy 
when he made the remarks attributed to him by aviation writers. 

(over) 
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He had discussed the matter with the air chief today. Air Marshal 
Slemon had told Idm that he had been explaining the close co-operation be-
tween the RCAF and U.S. Air Force, that he had been careful to point out 
he was making no predictions but was merely stating a trend in military 
thinking. 

House of Cannons To Sit Mornings Fran June 9:  Ottawa, June 2 (CP) -- The House 
of Canmons campramised today on a Goveimment proposal to start morning sit-
tings next Monday and agreed instead to start the extra hours next Thursday. 
The change will add two hours to the present  5-  hours of afternoon and even-
ing sittings. 

Under the new arrangement, the Cannons will sit week days fram 11 a.m. 
to 1:30 p.m., 2:30 p.m. to 6 p.m. and 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. It will continue 
to have its Wednesday evenings off. 

The change is aimed at speeding work of the session, which began Jan. 
7. Adjournment is expected about the end of the month. 

Building Projects Abroad:  Ottawa, June 2 (CP) -- Construction restrictions in 
Rame have prevented Can-da building a combined Embassy residence and office 
on a large lot purchased some years ago in a historically attractive sec- , 	 › 
tion of that ancient city. 	 , 

Mr. Jules Leger, Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs, today 
told the Commons Committee studying his Department's estimatés that the 
lot would be sold and probably at a profit. 	 ' 

Meanwhile, the Department was negotiating purchase of an office' build- 
ing in Rome likely to cost about - $380,000 and would:try to find another 
building for an Embassy residence. 

Other major building projects for Oanada's foreign service mentioned 
by Mr. Leger included an extension to the offices in Paris l  The Hague and 
Tokyo at costs of $585,000, $285,000 and $250,000, respectively. „ 

The projects in Paris, The Hague, Tokyo and Rome are financed'throUgh 
"blocked currencies" - credits built up in the countries concerned as a 
result of the Second %rld YFr but which can be used only by spending the 
proceeds there. 

Loading Tankers With Wheat: Montreal, June 3 (Gazette) -- Montreal Harbour to- 
day is chalking up another Canadian marine first as the tanker Leo11. at 
Shed 8 loads a cargo of 10,000 tons of wheat destined for Rotterdam. 

Though tankers have loaded grain in Baltimore and Philadelphia, it is 
believed this is the first time it has been done in Canada. The event has 
attracted the attention of shippers and port officials fram as, far as New 
York. 	 ' 

Yesterday interested visitors including two officials of  New  York's. 
Marine Department, made a trip to the shed to"watch the new grain-loading 
technique. ' 

Across Canada: A Government official today described results of this year's 
International Trade Fair in Toronto as "excellent so far." He«said it 
seems likely the Government will sponsor the fair again next year. . 	. 
The Senate approved in principle a 10-year Canada-U.S.,convention designed 
to eradicate the lamprey, a parasite destroying great lakes fish stocks.. 

• • The President of the New York Life Insurance CaMpany said in 
Montreal yesterday, Canada is "an attractive outlet n  for United States funds 
and his Company plans to invest more than the $148,000,000 invested here at 
present. Mr. Clarence J. Myers told the Montreal Kiwanis Club that his Com-
pany has complete confidence in the economic future of Canada. 
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April Surp1us,$32 9 519„000:  Ottawa, June 3, (CP) -- Revenues and expenditures 
of the federal Government dropped in April but it showed a surplus of 
$32,519,000 for the first month of the 1955-56 fiscal year. This is a 
rise of $2,861,000 from the $29 9 658,000 surplus in April, 1954 e  

both income and spending declined,' the drop in expenditures 
was more pronounced due mainly to lower defence outlays, Mr. Harris 
reported today in his monthly treasury statement. 

Some of the revenue decline-results from tax reductions announced 
in his April 5 budget. The main one, an average 10-per-cent reduction 
in personal income tax, becomes effective July 1. 

Mr. Harris has estimated he will end the 1955-56 year with a deficit 
of $160 9 000 9000. 

Total revenues for April declined by $16 9 409,000 to $229,012,000 
from $245 9 421,000 a year previous e  Expenditures dropped by $19 9 270 9000 
to $196„493„000 from 1215,763,0000 

There were revenue declines both in personal income and corporation 
tax collections, though these were slightly offset by higher revenue 
from the sales tax and excise duties. 

Personal income tax collections declined to $80„808,000 from $89,- 
733 9 000 and revenue from corporation income tolls to.148,357,000 frau 
$63,149,0000 	. 

Excise duties increased to $16,599,000 from $13,354,000 sales tax 
revenue to $21,870 9 000 from $21 9 618 9 000; and customs import duties to 
$27,347 9 000 from 126 0 177,000. 

Major  drop in expenditures was in over-all defence outlays which 
declined by roughly $20,000,000 to $60 0 502 0 000 from 180,467,000. . 

Interest charges -on Canada's national debt dropped to 140 9 527,000 
from 142 9015 9 000, reflecting lower interest rates, but cost of family 
allowances rose to $31,269,000 from e29 9 904 9 000 0  

Defence Statements:  Ottawa, June 3 (CP) -- Defence Minister Dampney indicated 
today that he will crack down on high military officers making public 
statements dealing with government policy. 

He told the House of Commons "it is not proper, of course,"  for 
senior military men to make such statements. 

He WRS questioned by Mr. Diefenbaker and Mr. Harkness about a state-
ment by Air Vice7Marshal Plant in Toronto yesterday that the Army should 
be scrapped to make more manpower available for a stronger air force. 

Mr. Campney said the remarks of Air Vice-Marshal Plant, RCAF air 
-member for technical services,  dont  represent the views of the Air Force. 

On Wednesday, Air Marshal Roy Slemon, Chief of Air Staff, was quoted 
in Montreal as saying Canada and the United States are heading toward a 
unified air defence system and an over 'a11  commander for it. 

Mr. Campney said inethe House of Canmons yesterday the Government 
isn't seeking appointment of a supreme commander and that Air Marshal 
Slemon was only stating a trend in military thinking. . 

CBC 1955-56 Finances: Ottawa, June 3 (CP) -- The CBC is expected to have a 
$10,805,000 operating deficit in the 1955-56 fiscal year although 

(over) 



receiving federal grants of $25,800 9 000, the House of Cammons Broad-
casting Committee was told today. 

Mr. A.D. Dunton, chairman of the CBC Board of Governors, tabled 
a statement with the committee estimating that the publicly-owned 
corporation in 1955-56 will spend $42,200 9 000 on radio and television. 
Revenues were expected to total $32,845,000, including the Government 
grants. 

Mr. Dunton said the operating deficit for television will be about 
$8,690,000 after providing $900 9 000 for depreciation and on radio 
$2 9 115 9 000 after setting aside $550,000 for depreciation. 

Canada, Ethiopia Trade Pact:  Ottawa, June 3 (CP) -- Canada and Ethiopia have 
signed their first trade treaty, effective today, extending most-favoured_ 
nation tariff treatment on imports. 

Imports from Ethiopia, mostly coffee, totalled $98,000 last year. 
Coffee now will enter under a duty of two cents a pound compared with 
the former rate of five cents a pound. 

Ekports to Ethiopia last year totalled $118,000 made up mostly of 
tires, tubes, aircraft parts and rubber goods. 

Parliamentarians Plan To Attend NATO Meeting:  Ottawa, June 3 (CP) -- A number 
of Canadian representatives will attend a week-long meeting of Parliament-
arians of NATO countries in Paris, starting July 18. 

Some 125 NATO Parliamentarians are expected in Paris, Senate Speaker 
Wishart  Robertson „ President of the Canadian NATO Parliamentary Associa-
tion, said today. 

Senator Robertson said about 25 members of the Canadian Parliament 
will be in  France  at that time, some on Government business, others on 
private business. 

Dr. Erhard On Canada »  West  Germany Relations: Montreal, June 5 (Gazette) -- 
Germany's Minister of Economic Affairs, r. Ludwig Erhard, told the 
German Benevolent Society last night at the Ritz-Carlton hotel that rela-
tions between Canada and West Germany are continually fimproving. 

Dr. Erhard spoke about the changes in his country and the changes 
his Government hopes to bring about because of the ratification of the 
German Rearmament plan. 

Earlier in the day, Dr. Erhard mns the guest of honour at a lunchecn 
given by the Royal Bank of Canada. Later in the day he visited different 
organizations and toured the city. 

T.L.C.  Seeks $1-An-Hour Minimum Wage: Windsor, June 3 (CP) -- The Trades and 
Labour Congress of Canada today set its sights on a goal of a $1-an-hour 
minimum pay for every Canadian worker. 

The TLC at its annual convention also reaffirmed its stand favouring 
a 30-hour week, and called for equal pay for women doing the same work 
•as men.  •  

The delegates defeated a resolution that would have had the effect 
of opening the way for Communist-controlled unions to be admitted to the 
Congress. 

Across Canada: A Trans-Canada Air Lines Super Constellation made a westbound ? 
trans-Atlantic crossing in record time Sunday , the second such record fu 
the airline in as many days. The airliner flew from Shannon, Ireland, to 
Montreal In nine hours and 15 minutes, bettering the previous time of nine 
hours and 57 minutes for the 2 9 496-mile stretch, the Montreal Gazette 
reported.  o . The Carnegie Corporation of New York has annour.cd grants 
to the Canadian Institute of International Affairs, the University of 
British Columbia and F.E. La Brie, Professor of Law at the University of 
Toronto. 
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United States Tariftst Ottawa, June 6 (CP) -- Mr. Drew today suggested that 
Canada seek a general review of escape clauses under the General Agree-
ment on Tariffs and Trade. 

He  spoke in the House of Commons as the Government disclosed the 
text of its latest diplomatic note of protest against United States con-
gressional attempts to boost tariffs on imports. 

The note, delivered in Mhshington last Wednesday, said Canada feels 
"serious concern" over the move of a U.S. Senate committee to increase 
the import tariff on hardboard. • It said an increase is not justified 
and would contradict the spirit and  intentions of GATT -- the interna- 
tional pact binding tariff levels and banning certain trade restrictions. 

The note, read to the House of Commons by Mr. Howe, asked the U.S. 
administration to make strong efforts to defeat the congressional  pro-
posai and said an increase would have "damaging repercussions upon the 
attitees of other countries in their trade relations with the United 
States." 

Mr. Howe said he doubts Canada will retaliate, however, if the 
peoposal is adopted. 

Mr. Drew commented that this is not the first time Canada has filed 
protests against congressional tariff proposals. 

"If the Government has as great concern as is indicated today about 
the tendency in the U.S. to extend the scope of the (GATT) escape clauses, 
then I would think we have came very close to the time when it may be 
necessary for the Government to propose a general review of the effect 
of the escape clauses." 

Mr. H.W. Herridge (CCF-Kootenay  West)  asked whether Canada could 
not retaliate "very effectively" by putting an export tax on newsprint 
and nickel sold to the U.S. 

Mr. Howe replied: "What we could do is one thing and what we 
think it is policy to do is another. I doubt if we will retaliate." 

Defence Statements:  Ottawa, June 6 (Montreal Gazette) -- The federal Govern- 
ment acted quickly today to check the incidence of controversial public 
statements by high ranking armed forces officers. 

Air Vice-Marshal John L. Plant was publicly rebuked by the Govern- , 
ment today for his "indiscreet" Toronto speech, abruptly removed from his 
key post as air member for technical services and shunted to a lesser 
position far removed fram the policy level. 

The rebuke was administered in the House of Canmons this afternoon 
S .  by Prime Minister St. Laurent and Defence Minister Campney. The latter 

announced the shift in posts. . 
In addition, Mr. Campney announced that he is also preparing, for 

issuance to the three services. "instructions governing future public 
statements by members of the armed forces.". 

Mr. Drew protested that Mr. Campney's statement did not adequately 
deal with the situation. 

"There wae nothing either entertaining or humorous in the statement 
that war isiilevîtable and that the Western  powers are anxioue end willing 
that this should come," he snapped. 

Such statements would be taken "very seriously" outside Canada -- 
perhaps inside as well. 

He asked Prime Minister St. Laurent to deal with this aspect of the 
matter. 

(over) 



*I think the whole question has been dealt with in a very effective eil  
manner," Mr. St. Laurent replied, "an rt in a manner which will prevent the 
recurrence of any statements of that kind being made in any kind of 
speech, whether it be intended to be serious or facetious. . . ." 

Up to $8,000,000  Ottawa'  s- Share of A-Plant Cost:  Ottawa, June 6 (CP) -- Mr. 
Howe today announced that the federal Government will contribute $7,000,000 
to $8,000,000 towerd construction of Canada's first atomic power plant. 

The experimental plant, expected to cost between $13 0000,000 and 
$15,000,000, will be built at the site of the Ontario Hydro-Electric 
Power Commission's plant at Des  Joachim s on the Ottawa River, 145 miles 
northwest of Ottawa. 

Ontario Hydrols share will be between $3,000,000 and $3,500,0006 
A similar amount will be contributed by Canadian General Electric Co. 
which has received a contract for construction of the reactor. 

Mr. Howe made the statement in the House of Cons  after being 
asked by:Mr. Howard Green (PC-Vancouver Quadra) to comment on an announce- ' 
ment by Ontario Hydro that the power plant will be built at Des joachims. 

The $7,000,000 to $8,000,000 contribution will be all the money the 
Government will put into atomic power stations, Mr. Hawe indicated. 

"This will be the Government's contribution to the pawer industry 
as far as the introduction of nuclear power is concerned," he said. 

Seek Strengthening of Relations With U.K.:  Montreal, June 7 (Gazette) -- 
A delegation of canadian businessmen, headed by Mr. C. Gordon Cockshutt, 
chairman of the Canada-U.K. Committee of the Canadian Chamber of Commerce, 
will hold a three-day closed raeeting with leading U.K. businessmen at 
Stratford-on-Avon, England, June 16-18 9  national headquarters of the 
Canadian Chamber announced yesterday. Acoompanying-the mission will be 
President G.S. Thorvaldson, Q.C., of the Canadian Chamber. - 

Ways and means of strengthening trade and econamic relations between 
Canada and the United Kingdom will be explored by the meeting of the 
Canada-U.K. Committee, jointly-  maintained by the Canadian Chamber and 
the Association of British Chambers of Commerce. 

!Jelin subjects to be discussed are trade, econamic trends, defence, 
agriculture, migration, capital investment flow, Colombo Plan, and 
mutual understanding. 

Across Canada: A bill to give Canadian railways greater freed om to set . 
agreed charge freight rates was introduced yesterday in the House of 
Commons •y Mr. Marler. The legislation implements a àeries of recommenda-
tions by a one-man Royal Commission which studied the agreed charge method 
of establishing freight rates. Major proposai in the legislation is 

, that the railways should be allowed more latitude in making agreed charge 
contracts. 	Something is killing herring in the Bay of 'Chaleur on 
Canada's east coast, but federal authorities don't know what it is. An 
official of the Fisheries Research Board said today the killer'may-  be a 
virus  or a fungus but so far investigations have not revealed its nature. 
Funeral service will be held today for Mr. Percy M. Buttler, retired 
general agent for the Canadian National Railways, who died in Ottawa 
Saturday;  Hewes 81. 
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Mite Paper on  Defence: Ottawa, June 7 (CP) -- Any thermonuclear attack on 
Canada would raise the immediate problem of national survival, says a 
government White Paper on defence. 

The document, tabled today in the House of Commons, says in parte 
"For North America, the possibility appears for the first time of 

an attack that could cripple the military and industrial potential of 
Canada and the United States. 

"Should we ever be attacked with thermonuclear weapons, it is plain 
'that our immediate problem would be national survival. 

"Everyone nét directly involved in an urgent military role would 
immediately be caught up in the problems of rescue, rehabilitation and 
the maintenance of essential services. 

"In wars of the past, families, towns and even sizable conmunities 
have been destroyed, but thermonuclear weapons confront us with the pos- 

- sibility that major nations and perhaps the whole of mankind might be 
wiped out in consequence of a future war. 

"It becames all the more important, therefore, that we spare no 
effort progressively to reduce international tension and eventually to 
eliminate war. At the same time, we must ensure that together with our 
allies we have sufficient military strength to deter any potential 
aggressor. 

"While the most effective single deterrent today is the certainty 
of thermonuclear retaliation, we reçognize that ultimately peace must 
rest on more enduring foundations." 

The increased concern over North American defence ras pointed up 
again and again throughout the 59-page White Paper, which outlines 
roughly defence policy and how the Defence Department proposes to spend 
the $1;775,000,000 it is asking Parliament for the 1955-56 fiscal year. 

Former 'elite Papers have put emphasis on strengthening the NATO 
shisidin Europe 9  But this year's lays stress on North American d efence. 
On the first page, the paper says: 

"In co-operation wlth the United States, we are providing additional 
warning networks and increasingly effective and co-ordinated air defence 
forces on this continent. 

"By so doing we are, of course meeting a common need for home . 
defence and, beyond that we are also assisting in the protection of 
the industrial potential of North America and the retaliatory capacity 
of the U.S. Strategic Air Force, both of which are of the greatest signifi-
cance to all nations in the free world in the deterrence of aggression." 

At the end, the White Paper notes that estimated expenditures are 
$43 9 000,000 more than actual spending in the 1954-55 fiscal year, partly 
because of construction of the mid-Canada radar warning line along the 
55th parallel. 

Nine of the RCAF's regular squadrons will be fully equipped with 
CF-100 long-range jet interceptors by the end of this year, the Paper says. 
The nine squadrons will comprise about 300 planes. 

Other points having a bearing on North American defence brought out 
by the White Paper: 

(aver) 



1 0  Work on the mid-Canada line is expected to be well under way by the 
end of this year. 
2. Development of a supersonic, long-range all-weather, delta-wing 
fighter (the CF-105) is being un dertaken by Avro Aircraft Ltd., at 
Malton, Ont. 
3 0 Future plans call for replacement of the present armament on the 
CF-100 with "highly destructive" rockets and guided missiles. 
4 0 The "immediate needs for supersonic aircraft development" necessitate 
an expansion of the national aeronautical establishment. 
5. A comprehensive reappraisal of civil defence planning has been under 
way "for some time" in light of the widespread devastation caused by 
thermonuclear -weapons. 
6. The armed forces should be able to give all "feasible assistance" to 
civil defence organizations. 
7 0 The Ground Observer Corps consists of 80 9 000 civilian volunteers who 
man some 5 9 000 observation posts and 12 filter centres across Canada. 
8. Authorized strength of the RCAF has been set at 51,000*, an increase 
of 1,000; the Army at 49,000 9  a decrease of 1,000; the Navy at 20,000; 
for a total of 120 9 000 0  

Mr. Pearson  To UN Special Meeting:  (Press Release No. 40, June 7.) 	The 
Department of Lxternal Affairs announced on June 7 that the Secretary of 
State for External Affairs, Mr. Pearson and the Canadian Permanent 
Representative to the United Nations in New York, Mr. David Johnson,,will 
represent Canada at the special meeting of the United Nations to be held 
in San Francisco for the purpose of commemorating the signing of the 
United Nations Charter on June 26 9  1945. 

Sixfold Industrial Growth In 35 Years:  Ottawa, June 7 (CP) -- Canada's fast- 
grawing manufacturing industry made a sixfold expansion in 35 years. 

Powered by big oil discoveries in the West, the opening of uranium 
deposits and the world-wide demand for metals and newsprint, the manu-
factures raFp from an annual production of less than $3 9 000 9 000 9 000 in 
1917 to a record $17 9 000 9 000 9 000 in 1952. 

This upsurge was no mere accident, said the Bureau of Statistics in 
a 174-page detailed analysis of the 35 years of progress. 

*Such events as the discovery of a major oil pool on the Prairies in 
194r, the discovery of large-scale depotits of iron and the successful 
search for uranium have given new dimensions to Canadian thinking and 
business planning. 

Across Canada: 

C.P. announced fram Toronto. . . . A Queen's University professor, pr. , 
A.R.M. Lower, said at a meeting of the Royal Society of Canada yesterday 
that Arnold Toynbee's "Study of History" is a huge work which is a huge 
failure," C.P. reported from Toronto. Dr. Lower said Toynbee's work, 
despite its 10 volumes and 6,000 pages, is superficial and contains 
numerous conclusions based on little study. These conclusions were pro 
Lower's chief ground for complaint, the C.P. report read. 	 . 

- 30 - 

"These are the factors that explain the records of capital expendi-
tures year by year since the end of the Second World War. Yet it is not 
the mere rate of expansion that is significant. There have been other 
periods when  Canadas  population has grown more rapidly and in many res-
pects the rate of industrial‘expansion in late 1920s was relatively as 
great as the post-war years. 

"The real significance of the latter period is. that never before has 
there been an advance on such a\b;aad industrial front.". 

r ,‘,„ 	 •. 
The Natiànal Ballet Company of Canada opens a 10.1day engagem9 

)1n■ RAFIA: eart:Ar -Rrron AmnhitheRtre in Mashineton D.00 M'ednee at the 4,000-seat Carter-Barron Amphitheatre in Washington, D.C., Tkdne, ,  y 
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Armed  Services Top-Level Changes: Ottawa, June 8 (Globe & Mali) -- Changes 
in the top-level command of Canada's armed services and in the Depart-
ment of National Defence were announced by the Government today. 

Prime Minister St. Laurent announced the appointment of Air Vice- 
Marshal Frank R. Miller, 47, as Deputy Minister of Liefence, replacing 
Brig. C.M. (Bud) Drury, 43, who will return to private business in 
Montreal. 

Defence Minister Camp/ley announced the retirement of Lt.-Gen. G.G. 
Simonds, 52, as chief of the Canndian rmy general staff, and his re- 

» 	
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Dlacement by Maj.-Gen. H.D. Graham, 57, GOC, Central Command, Oakville, 
who will be promoted to the rank of lieutenant-General. 

To replace A.V.M. Miller as Vice-Air Deputy at Supreme Headquarters, 
Allied Powers in Europe, Defence Minister Cqmpney announced the appoint- 
ment of Air Vice-Marshal H.L. Campbell, 47, now commanding 1 Canadian 
Air Division in Europe. 

Air Vice-Marshal H.3. Godwin, 48, recently commanding Air Materiel 
Command, will repince A.V.M. Campbell as Air Officer Cammanding 1st 
Canadian Air Division. 

The appointment of A.V.M. Miller to the post of Deputy Defence 
Minister, effective August 15, marks the first time p - creer officer has 
been given the position and the first tine a man with air force affilia-
tions has been appointed. . 

Canadian International Trade Fair to be Discontinued: Ottawa, June 8 (CP) -- 
Canadian International Trade Yair in Toronto, first of its kind in North 
America, is to be discontinued because the Government feels it has not 
lived up to expectations ns a medium to promote sale of this country's 
exports. 

Mr. Howe, announcing the Government's decision in the House of 
Commons today, said it was bnsed on a recommendation by officers of his 
Department and came after consultation with many Canadian businessmen and 
commercial organizations. 

ASked by Mr. J.H. Ferguson, (PC-Simcoe North) whether the decision 
would be reconsidered if the Province Of Ontario offered financial assist-
ance towards the fair's operation, Mr. Howe snid the Government would be 
glad to deliver the fair to Ontario as a going concern if the Province 
were interested in continuing it. 

The Fair, now holding its eighth exhibition at the Canadian National 
Exhibition Grounds, was established at the end of the Second World War 
to promote Canadian trade. 

It was useful, Mr. Howe saicl, for repairing damaged trade connections 
betneen Canada and overseas countries in the post-war period and helped 
overseas companies to become established in the Cana(lian market. It had 
induced some foreign and Conmonwealth countries to set up plants in this 
country. 

"However . .  0 . The Fair has not lived up to expectations as a 
medium for the direct promotion of Canadian exports. 	. The con- 
clusion one must draw from the experience of the last eight years is . 
that a trade fair of the kind we have been running in Toronto is not of 
much value to Canadian exporters. °  

(over)) 
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Canadian participation had waned despite a warning three or four IR 
years ngo that the Fair would be closed unless enthusiasm was  stepped 
up. This year, apart from prestige exhibits of some companies ana pro-
vincial and municipal exhibits, this participation was "very limited 
indeed." 

. • It does not appear to have fulfilled the hopes of those 
who believed that the fair  could become a more or less permanent market 
place." 

Overseas exhibitors used the Fair to make initial contacts in 
Canada and then turned to other methods of trade promotion. 

Mr. Howe said the Government now mill bend efforts in other dir- 
ections to boost Canadian export trade. This year Canada would have 
exhibits at 15 Trade Fairs in 13 countries. 

"In this competitive world, me cannot wait for the customers to 
come to us," Mr. Howe said. "Ige must carry our merchandise to the 
buyer in his country, just as re expect thnt he will continue to bring 
his merchandise to Canada." 

Mr. Howe On Statutory Powers:  Ottawa, June 8 (CP) -- Defence Production 
Minister Howe said today he •ill cancel his statutory powers to procure 
defence supplies as soon as the present emergency ends -- not whenever 
a Member of Parliament tells him to. 

That  vs  his reply to renemed Opposition demands in the House of 
Comrons thrlt sone limit be placed on powers under the Defence Production 
Act. 

•Mr. Howe spoke up durinr a speech by Mr. Earl Rowe continuing the 
official Oppositions  attack on a bill which would remove the expiry 
date of July 31, 1956, on the act under which the Minister's Department 
operates. . . 

C.M.A. Asks Protection For Industry:  Toronto June 8 (CP) -- Further protection 
for Canadian industry ngainst foreign competition was urged today in a 
statement on tariff policy by the Canadian Manufacturers' Association. 

Canada, said the MA, is today the world's largest importer of full 
finished foreign-manufactured goods, surpassinr in dollar value imports 
by the United States with a population 11 times that of Canada. In 1953 
such Canadian imports totalled e3,353,000,000 compared with  $3,303,000,000 
for the United States. 

The policy of encouraging imports, the MA added, continued to cause 
serious disturbances to the Canadian economy, pnrticularly to secondary 
industries dependent unon the riomestic market for their existence and 
prosperity. ' 

If permitted to continue, this policy could bring irreparnble harm 
to many industries for venrs the mainstay of the Canadian economy. 

"It is not sound tnriff policy," the statement continued, "to sac-
rifice development and maintenance of domestic manufncturing industries 
for the purrose of encournging export of primary products as an end in 
itself. In the long run such a policy is bound to produce an economy 
based upon a few primary industries supported by relatively small and 
weak secondary industries.". . 

Across Canada: The Senate gave final approval to a 10-year Canada-U.S. con-
vention designed to stamp out sea lamprey in the Great Lakes. 	. . 
Arthur R. Ford, editor-in-chief of the London Free Press, has retired'' 
as chancellor of the University of Western Ontario, it was announced in 
London, Ont. Mr. Ford has been appointed to the University Board of 
Governors as full voting member, Lt.-Col. Gordon Ingram, Board Chairman 
said. . . . Resources Minister Winters, last night at Springfield, Mass., 
said formal education should prepare graduates to use their technical 
skills for the benefit of society. He spoke at Western New England Colleg e°  
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Supplementary Estimates $147„724,276:  Ottawa, June 9 (CP) -- Supplementary 
federal estimates of $147,724,276 for the fiscal year .  ending March 31, 
1956, were tabled today in the House of Gommons by Mr. Harris. •  

The supplementary amount mould bring the total estimates for the 
current fiscal year to $4 9 507 9 990,276, about $60 9000,000 below the 
peace-time high of $4,567,794,000 for the 1954-55 year. 

Biggest item provided in the supplementaries is $63 9 300,000 for 
reductions in the amount owed by the old age security fund on tem-
porary loans for 1954-55 and 1955-56. 

Other loans by the Government are topped by $8 9 500,000 to the 
CBC to cover capital expenditures of television installation. Central 

, Mortgage and- Housing Corporation rill get $7,000,000 for housing pro- 
jects undertaken jointly with the provinces and Atomic Energy of 
Canada, Ltd., $6.000,500 for construction of the new NRU reactor and 
auxiliary buildings at the Chalk River, Ont., atomic research centre. 

Other major spending items forecast are: 
Further amount for war veterans allowances $9 9 421,000; develop- 

ment of the Cornwall, Ont. canal, $2 9 500,000; reconstruction and 
capital expenditures for Montreal harbour, $2,002 9 000; funds for 
construction of municipal airports, $2,475,101; St. Lawrence dredging,•
$1,500,000; construction or acquisition of vessels for the Transport 
Department, $1 9 318,650. 

Progressive Conservatives Returned in Ontario:  Toronto, June 9 (CP) -- 
The Progressive Conservatives swept into paner for the fifth con-
secutive time in the Ontario general election today as Ontario's 
electors returned Premier Frost's administration with a majority 
almost identical with that of the 1951 sweep. 

Sixty-sev-en minutes after the polls closed, the Canadian Press 
said returns indicated re-election of the government rith an un-
diminished majority. Its majority at dissolution  was 66. 

The Progressive Conservatives took seven of the eight  new  seats 
in the 98-seat House, off-setting five Liberal gains and one CCF gain 
from the Progressive Conservatives. 

All three party leaders mere elected, Premier Frost in Victoria, 
which he  • ha  s represented since 1937; Liberal Leader Farquhar Oliver 
in Grey South which he has held since 1926; and CCF Leader Donald C. 
MacDonald in York  South in his first election bid. 

' 	 The Labour-Progressive (Canmunist) party lost the single seat it 
held in the last legislature when Conservative candidate Ald. Allan 
Grossman defeated J.B. Salsberg in Toronto St. Andrew riding . The 
other 30 Labour-Progressive candidates also were defeated. 

Final Canndian Press party standing in Ontario election: 
Progressive Conservatives, 83; Liberals, 10; C.C.F., 3; Ind. P.C., 1; 

Lib.-Lab., 1; Total - 98. •  

› 	• 
'Provincial Premiers Ta Ottawa, June:20:  Ottawa, June 9 (CP) -- Provincial 

premiers have been invited to'attend.a preliminary meeting here 
Monday, June 20, to discuss the federal offer to.pay part of unemploy- 

- ment.relief costs.. 

(over) 



, 	Prime Minister St.laurent told the House of Commons today the 
meeting will consider information gathered by_federal and provincial, 
experts on levels of unemployment and relief costs in the various 
provinces. He said the meeting might last for two -daym. 

Commission Report On Canadian Breweries, Ltd:  Ottawa, June 9 (CP) -- The 
Restrictive Trade Practices Commission has suggested the Government 
raise four legal roadblocks to prevent Canadian Breweries Limited, 
from continuing alleged monopolistic merger'practices whiCh might 
lead to control of Cannda's beer industry. 

The Commission said in a 104-page report to Justice Minister 
Garson that the company has been following these merger practices 
since it  ms set up in 1930 with the express purpose of achieving 
domination and control. 

It  Ms  not succeeded in doing so, but there was a danger that 
it might ultimately succeed unless steps were taken to halt its al;.c 
leged system of buying out and eliminating  rivais,  the Commission 
said. Mr. Garson, in tabling the report, said he will decide later 
what action the Government will  take. 

Mr. IF. Krishna Mehon-In Ottawa Ottawa, June 9 (CP) 	India's travelling 
Ambassador will renew his confidential talks with Mr. Pearson to-

" morrow. 
- -11r0 V.  Krishna Menon held private conferences with Mr. St. 

Laurent and Mr. Pearson but so. far no word  of rhat' was discussed has 
come-fromth'etalkb'.,. 

Future Of Trade Fair: Ottawa, June 9 (Globe & Mail) -- Mr. Howe told the 
Commons today the federal Government would give immediate attention 
to Ontario Premier Frost's determination to carry on the Trade Fair 
as soon as Ontario made an official approach to his Dbpartment. 

He was replying to a question by Mr. Donald Fleming (PC, Eglin-
ton) who asked whether department officials would enter into early 
discussions with provincial representatives "so that continuity may 

. be assured from this year's Fair". 
Mr. Howe reiterated his promise to turn over the administration 

of the Fair, all equipment, and to give all the technical advice his 
1Jbpar1zment could if the Province decided to pick up Mponsorship of 
the Fair. 

Governor4eneralls  U.K.  Visit:  Ottawa, June 7 (CP) -- Governor-General 
MasM-ey's visit to Britain will be "partly business and partly a 
holiday," a Government House spokesman said today. 

. 	The GovernorrGeneral leaves June,15 by air for a six-week stay 
in the U.K. 'He will visit his Alma Mater, Oxford University, June 2 
22; attend the opera in London June 30; and spend the rest of the 
time visiting friends. 

Across Canada: Canadas 1956 Olympic team will receive t60,000 in a 
special federal grant forecast in supplementary estimates for 1955- 
56 tabled today in the House of Commons. The grant to the Canadian 
Olympic Association is to help defray expenses of the Canadian team, 
estimated at C206 9 504, C.P. reported. . 	. The United States bas 

 lengthened her lead 'over Canada as the world's top wheat exporter‘  
in an expanding market where every major shipper -- except  Cana,"
has achievdia sharp rise in exports. Figures released by the Bureau 
of Statistics showed the U.S. exported 204,000,000 bushels in the 
first nine months of the current crop year -- 14,600,000 more than 
the 189,400,000 shipped by Canada, according to cop. 
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Mr. Howe Predicts Year of Prosperity:  Ottawa, June 10 (CP) -- Mr. Howe said 
tonight that 1955 "Will probably be the most prosperous year in Canadas 

 history." 
Mr. Howe made his optimistic prediction in a broadcast over CBC. 

A similar statement was made by Transport Minister Marier, speaking in 
French on another CBC network. 

"I have no doubt that there are going to be some ups and downs in 
business, but I think we are going to continue moving forward here in 
Canada," Mr. Howe said. 

. 	He said that in the six-month period ended last March 31 Canada ex- 
ported more goods than in any corresponding period before. In the first 
four months of the year, exports were $144,000,000 above those of a year 
earlier. 

Mr. Howe also referred to a measure before Parliament to provide 
special tariff protection against dumping in Canada of government-subsid- 
ized goods. He said  he supports the proposal, aiding it does not depart 
from Government free-trade policies. 

"The effect of the bill will be to apPly duties offsetting in full 
the subsidy in the event that our Government may decide that such an 
Import will adversely affect normal Canadian trade. 

"It is by protecting our home market arainst abuses of this kind 
that we are able to maintain our liberal trade policies." 	- 

The measure was in conformity with the International Agreement on 
Tariffs and Trade, the international pact to reduce tariffs and set trade 
rules. 

Mr. Howe said GATT hns been "one of the most successful efforts at 
international co-operation. n  

There hai been setbacks and Canada was by no means satisfied with 
the progress achievei. 

"There are still too many restrictions in external markets against 
Canadian goods. Efforts by the United States to  dispose of surplus 
agricultural commodities are disturbing normal commercial markets for 
our produce, particulgrly wheat. n . 

Mheat Situation Now Hopeful: Ottawa, June 10 (CP) -- Prairie farmers may 
beat the devastation of spring floods and produce a better-than-average 
wheat crop this year. 

Federal grain men said today the chances of a bumper crop have 
brightened with reports of warm weather sweeping over Prairie fields 
helping farmers complete seeding probably by the end of this week. 

At May 31, the Prairie producers still had about 12 per cent of 
their intended 22,800 9 000 acress of wheatland to seed. Usually by that 
time, seeding is completed in a normal year. But Western  farmers are 
getting accustomed to late crops. They had one last year whichwas 
badly damaged by a rust epidemic but they also hai one in 1953 which 
turned out a near-record harvest. 

Late crops increased the dangers of damage by rust and frost. But 
Western fields this year are heavy with moisture and if the sun keeps 
beating down with its present strength, the combination of sun and moisture 
will help speed prairie growth. 

Besides, farmers have more protection against rust with wider 
distribution of the rust-resistant Selkirk wheat. . 

(over) 



Unemployment Insurance Betterment:  Ottawa, June 10 (CP) -- Mr. Gregg toda311 
 proposed that the maximum annual period in which jobless may collect un-

enployment insurance benefits be extended to 36 weeks from 30 9  as pre-
viously planned. 

At present the maximum is 51 weeks, but the Government proposed to 
lawer this to 30 under a bill introduced in the House of Canmons earlier 
this session. However, the Industrial Relations Committee, which studied 
the legislation, recommended a 36-Week period. - 

Mr. Gregg, in moving his amendment to the bill overhauling the 14- 
year-old Unemployment Insurance Act, told the House of. Commons today the 
Government is extending the maximum period because of representations 
made by labour organizations and House of Commons members. . 

Nine-Nation Medical Conference: Toronto, June 12 (CP) -- Some 3,000 medical 
men from far and near will open a 10-day conference Tuesday to talk over 
some of the diseases of the world. 

Facing the medical men, meeting at the Fourth British Commonwealth 
Medical Conference, are new problems arising from the longer life span 
which medical science has given man, Di- . T. Clarence Routley of Toronto 
said tonight. 

The joint conference, last held in Toronto in 1906, is one of the 
biggest medical conventions ever held anywhere. 

Delegates from nine nations besides Canada converged here this 
weekend. They are the advance party from Australia, Ceylon, India, 
Ireland, New Zealand, Pakistan, South Africa, Southern Rhodesia and the 
United Kingdom. 

Across Canada': Canadian military supplies are being shipped to nine NATO 
countries this month under Canada's mutual aid programme, the Army said  
Supplies will go in 12 freighters to Turkey, the United Kingdom, Port-
ugal, the Netherlands, Italy, France, Belgium, Norway and Denmark. 
They include ammunition, trucks, artillery equipment and mortars. . 
Labout-Minister Gregg left at the week-end for Geneva to attend part of 
the current meeting of the International Labour Organization, which he 
will address 17ednesday.  o 0 . A contingent of about 400 young Canadians 
will travel to  Paris in Augutt as delegates to the centenary observances 
of the Y.M.C.A. They will be among 10,000 delegates from 70 countries. 
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Massive Canada,  U.S. Civil -Defence Exercise: Ottawa, June 13 (CP) -- An un-
known number of Canadian communities from coast-to-coast will be "H-bombed" 
without warning this week, but their civilian populations will be unaware 
an "enemy" has lust dealt them a death blaw. It all will be in theory, 
of course, part of a massive Canada-United States civil defence exercise 
knawn as "Alert TWO. Ii  It is scheduled for Wednesday to Friday, inclusive. 

Of 50 American cities participating, some are planning evacuations. 
But in Cana:la no civilians actually will be moved out of their communities. 
In the Niagara Peninsula a column of. Canadian OP workers will move into 
Buffalo to help that city when it is attacked. Windsor, Ont., wIll take 
theoretical refugees from Detroit. 

In theory, hundreds of thousands of Canadians will die or be left 
hurt and homeless. Civil defence experts, connected by a vital communica-
tions system, will struggle with the problems of providing medical treat-
ment, food and shelter and getting people out of the way of radioactive 
fallout from H-Bomb explosions. 

One new twist to the Canadian end of the exercise will be a message 
relayed through the defence system that a number of "enemy" bombers 
carrying hydrogen bombs have crashed in rural areas. 

Their "exploded" bombs will send up a theoretical radioactive cloud 
that will spread for hundreds of miles, perhaps over some cities which 
will have to be nevacuated." 7%ather experts, judging wind drift of the 
radioactive cloud, will advise where to evacuate. 

Nerve centre of the Canadian operation will be at the civil defence 
college at Arnprior, Ont., 40 miles west of Ottawa. 

Names of the Canadian communities to be theoretically hit by H- 
bombs are not being announced in advance. But from Arnprior headquarters 
word will flash out from a special CD communications network to provincial 
centres that certain areas have been hit with a bomb of a certain type 
and strength. Main aim of the Canadian exercise is to test these 
communications. . 

Visa Fees raived By Canaia, Japan:  (Press Release No. 42, June 13) -- The 
Department of External Affairs announced on June 13 that an Agreement 
between Canada and Japan for waiving visa fees was signed by the Secretary 
of State for Y±ternal Affairs, Mr. Pearson, and the Ambassador of Japan, 
His Excellency 	Koto Matsudaira. 

Under the Agreement, Canadian and Japanese citizens, seeking temporary 
entry not exceeding twelvemonths to Japan or Canada respectively, can be 
issued visas, free of charge, valid for an unlimited number of entries 
over a twelve-month period. 

Uhtil this Agreement comes into force oh July 1, 1955, travellers 
between the two countries will be required as in the past to pay a fee 
in order to obtain visas for temporary entry. 

(bver) 



Fourth Day of 144bate On Mr. Howe's "Pawers e :  Ottawa, June 13 (CP) -- Mr. «i.rew 
called on the Government tonight to drop its attempt this session to pass 
a bill to give an indefinite lease of life to the broad pawers of Defence 
Production Minister Hawe. 

Mr. Drew, making a speech at the end of the House of Commons fourth 
day of debate on the measure, said the Government "is going to hear a lot 
more about it" if they do not accept opposition requests that a new time 
limit be placed on the powers in the Defence Production Act. 

The present Act, passed in the Korean war days of 1951 9  expires 
July 31, 1956 9  The bill before the House of Commons would eliminate that 
expiry date. 

He changed the Act carries socialist powers and said that not even 
the Socialists of the British Labour Party would support it. 

Potato-Grawers Seek Year-Round Tariff:  Ottawa, June 13 (CP) -- The Canadian 
Federation of Agriculture today moved in to support Canadian potato 
growers in their bid for a year-round tariff on U.S. potatoes. 

The growers, represented by the Canadian Horticultural Council, pro-
posed a year-round duty of 75 cents a100 pounds. U.S. potatoes naw come 
in duty-free except for a six-week summer period when Canada charges 
37-12- cents a hundredweight. 

Canadians To Ceylon For  Sun's Total Eclipse:  Ottawa, June 13 (CP) -- A veteran 
Canadian scientist and his wife have gone to Ceylon to observe the world's 
longest total eclipse of the sun(since the 7th century. 

Professor and Mrs. James Hargreaves will remain in Ceylon for the 
7.2-minute eclipse which is to occur on June 20. 

The eclipse -- passing of the moon between the sun and earth -- will 
be visible in Ceylon, Siam, the Philippines and over a large part of the 
Indian Ocean. 

Across Canada: The men who set standards for products, etc., *ill meet in 
Ottàwï,'ffedriesday for their 25th general meeting. The Canadian Standards 
Association will review its work in the last year, during which it set 
73 new standards for products, processes and procedures. . 	. The 
federal Government paid $65 9 512 9 085 to June 4 as its share of the cost of 

•building the Trans-Canada Highway a parliamentary return showed. Under 
the Trans-Canada Highway agreement, provinces do the work within their 
own boundaries and the federal Government splits the cost on a 50-50 
basis. All provinces except Quebec are in the agreement. The teturn 
shawed 1 9 074 miles of the proposed 4,800-mi1e coast-to-coast highway 
were paved and 1 9 481•miles graded by April 30. . 	. Federal grants 
totalling $12,690,698 have been made to the provinces since 1948 in aid 
of cancer treatment, research and education, the Health Department 
reported in a return tabled in the House of Commons. 
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Unemployment Insurance Bettertent_A.provedg Ottawa, June 14 (CP) -- The 
Government's revise' unemployment insurance legislation was given final 
House of Gommons approval toiay after defeat of an opposition attempt 
to retain the present 51 weeks as the maximum period of coverage. 

Members voted 106 to 61 against a Progressive Conservative motion 
for reconsideration of the provision setting 36 weeks as the maximum 
period in which unemployed could draw benefits. 

The measure, which alsowould increase the ceiling on the amount 
of payments, then was passed and sent to the Senate for approval. 

' 	Top weekly payments would be $30 for married persons and $23 for 
single unemployed, compared with present ceilings of $24 and $17.10, 
respectively. 

The Conservative motion put forward by Mrs. Ellen Fairclough was 
supported by the other opposition groups and by Mr. Raoul Poulin (Ind.- 
BeaUce).... 

Propdsed Changes In Commons Procedure: Ottawa, June 14 (CP) -- New procedures 
aimed at saving time in the House of Canmons and expediting its work 
were submitted to the House of Commons today in the unanimous report of 
a special committee representing all parties. The new rules appeared 
certain of adoption at this session in view of the committee unanimity. 
They would go into effect next session. 

Major changes consist of limitation of members' speeches to 30 
minutes each in some House sittings, compared with 40 minutes naw, and 
a time restriction on the two big debates of each session, which now 
run without curbs. 

The debates-  are those on the address in reply to the Speech from 
the Thtone, which would be held to 10 sittinudays, and the budget 
debate, which would go no more than eight. At this session, they ran 

to 16 and 13 days, respectively. 
Airing the Throne Speech debate, which at times has rambled on 

for weeks -- the proposed new rules would provide for morning sittings 
to supplement the regular afternoon and night ones. 

The 30-minute speech rule would apply when the House id "in com-
mittee". Exceptions to the limit would continue to be the Prime Minister, 
and the Opposition Leader, who will continue to have unlimited time. 

Wi.th the House of Commons in formal session, the present 40-minute 
limit on speeches would continue with the existing exceptions that in-
clude the two leaders and Ministers making policy statements or moving 
legislation. 

Canada, U.S. Pawe, Problem to I.J.C.1  Ottawa, June 14 (CP) -- The international 
Joint  Commission  has been asked by the Government to discuss what benefits 
Canada should receive from the United States for hydro power generated in 
the U.S. with Canadian water. 

Resources Minister Lesage made the announcement today as the House 
of Commons began detailed study of Government legislation tightening 
federal control over international rivers. 

(over) 



Unemployment Relief Conference June 20s  Ottawa, June 14 (CP) -- Prime Minister 
St. Laurent confirmed today that provincial representatives will meet 
here Monday to discuss the federal offer to pay part of unemployment re-
lief costs. 

He announced in the House of Commons that all Provinces have replied 
to an invitation and have agreed to the date. The meeting would start 
Monday morning and •continue Tuesday if necessary. 

Mr. St. Laurent's message was sent to all Provincial Premiers. A 
spokesman in the Prime Minister's office said that not all Premiers are 
able to attend. Names of provincial representatives were not yet 
available. 

Canada, U.S., Japan Tariff Revisionss Ottawa, June 14 (Globe ec Mail) 	Tariff 
concessions exchanged between Canada, the U.S. and Japan after four months 
of negotiation at Geneva under the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, 
were announced to the House of Commons today by Mr. Howe. 

The negotiations, results of which are not very extensive from 
Canada's point of view, pave the way to Japan's accession to GATT G  

In addition the negotiations enabled certain revisions in tariffs 
bound under GATT, both by Canada and other member countries, Mr. Hawe 
said. 

Across Canadas-  Canadian-born Princess Margriet, 12-year-o1d third daughter 
of Queen Juliana, yesterday laid the cornerstone of the $300 9 000 Can-
adian Embassy Chancellory at  The Hague. A band and 90-man guard of 
honour paraded as the Princess arrived to carry out her first official 
function, it was reported fram The Hague. . 	. Premier ikplessis' 
promised conference with International Civil Aviation Organization 
officials on the question of the Province's treatment of the aviation 
body has been set for Thursday in Quebec City. The talks may have'same 
bearing on whether or not ICAO headquarters will remain in'Montrea)„ 
the Montreal Gazette reported.... By 1980 Canada may have three 
unemployables for every able-bodied workent, Dr. G.F. Strong of Vancouver, 
retiring President of the Canaiian Medical Association said yesterday. 
Inià papèr /Sresented on the opening day orthe foiirth British Cammon-
Wealth'medical'conference ,,at Vancouver, he stressed the "urgent need(  
for rapid expansion of rehabilitation services in this country", C.P. 
reported. 
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Canadian Economy Soars To New Production High: Ottawa, June 15 (CP) -- A 
revitalized Canadian economy »  spurred—SFheavier consumer earnings and 
spending and by a resurgence of business stockpiling, is heading for a 
record $25,000,000,000 gross national product for the year on the basis 
of trends in the first three months. 

IBS estimated today that in the first quarter the gross national 
product -- value of all goods and services produced -- rose to a high 
of $5„656,000 9 000, a gain of $250,000,000 over the $5,406,000,000 in the 
.similar 1954 period. 

It was a period in which, despite large pockets of unemployment, 
cOnsumers made more money and spent more and in which business men, 
apparently regaining their confidence in the future, stockpiled more 
goods, especially motor cars, in anticipation of  bigger  markets  ahead. 

On the basis of conditions in those three months -- a sharp con-
trast to the gloomy recession period in the earlier parts of 1954 -- 
the Bureau estimated the gross national product would reach a record 
$25,000,000,000 for the full year if it maintained the first-quarter 
pace. If achieved, this would  le a rise of e1,000,000,000 over 1954 
and $600,000,000 over the previous high of $24,400,000,000 in 1953. 

But it would be just -short of the $25,250,000,000 forecast by 	• 
Finance Minister Harris in his April 5 budget. If the gross national 
product does not rise to Mr. Harris' forecast, it may mean that  the 

 federal deficit for 1955-56 may be larger than the $160,000,000 estimated 
by the Minister. 

On the other hand, the final figure may be higher than the current 
estimate. National production is based on a rise in crop output from 
last year's very poor harvests. If the wheat crop fails again, the 
gross product will undoubtedly show a large decline. But a bumper crop 
may boost the gross product to higher ground.... 

Canada, U.S. Atomic Energy Information Agreement:  Ottawa, June 16 (CP) -- 
Mr. Pearson announced signing of a Canada-U.S. agreement for wider 
exchange of atomic energy information. 

lashineon, June 15 (CP) -- Agreements covering the exchange of atomic 
infOrriation for militaryand civilian puiTos'es w'ere digned tdday by Canada 
and the UnitedrStates. -7  " - 

 The US eilso, Lsigned  agreements on the exchange of civil atomic data 
with the United KingdoM'and Bélgium. Canada was the only country'to enter 
into an agreement for the'exchange of atomic information for mutual defence. 

Texts of the agreements will be made public later. . 

Heavy "Bomb Ihmage" In Canada, U.S. Tests  Arnprior, Ont., June 15 (CP) -- 
Tleports of heavy ebomb damage to Cinadian cities poured into Civil 
Defence headquarters tonight as part of a joint United States-Canadian 

exercise. 
In Toronto, Controller David Balfour  sri  d he was "ashamed and 

appalled" at the city's unpreparedness. He said he will urge a complete 
investigation of the Civil Defence organization. The city's Civil i)efence 
setup was recently transferred to the Metropolitan Council. 

(over) 
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First city to report damage' was Saint John, N.B., where a "email 
ydrogen bomb killed 2,700 peoplè and injured another 2„800." 

The West Coast, the Niagara Peninsula and the Maritimes were 
heavily "hit" today when some 25 theoretical bombs fell in Canada, 
some of them unaimed as crippled aircraft jettisoned them. 

The port cities of Vancouver and Victoria, along with industrial 
Trail, were hit in British Columbia. There were nstrikedl at Sault Ste. 
Marie locks, the mining centre of Sudbury, and Ontario's industrial 
cities of Sarnia, Peterborough, Oshawa, Niagara Falls, Kingston and 
Windsor. In the Maritimes the coastal port cities of Saint John, NOB., 
and St. John's, Nfld., werellie 

Common-Law Pensions Criticized:  Ottawa, June 15 (CP) -- Government legisla-
tion to allow pensions under certain conditions for common-law wives of 
Canadian servicemen was described today in the Senate as "subsidization 
of adultery" and a "flouting of God's laws." 

Led by Senator Haig, Progressive Conservative leader, five Senators 
-- including two Liberals -- spoke strongly against the Bill in a debate 
lasting almost two hours. 

Finally, on a motion by Senator Kinley (L-Nova Scotia), the Senate 
unanimously rejected a report from its Banking and Commerce Committee 
which studied the measure but made no amendments. It sent the Bill back 
to the committee with instructions that it be studied further, . 

Hit Natural Gas Near Cochrane, Ont.:  Toronto, June 15 (CP) -- A farmer's 
wiWs.insistence that she have a new well resulted in the discovery of 
natural gas near Cochrane in Northern Ontario. 

The discovery was made June 9 by Raoul Poissant, a farmer in the 
Frederickhouse district 10 miles west of Cochrane, and the test analysis 
was released today by Ontario Mines Minister Philip Kelly. 

The interesting part of the discovery is that, while it may only 
be a pocket, it is insofar as is knawn the first natural gas find in 
Northern Ontario. 

Across Canada: Prairie fermers have virtually completed all spring seeding 
operations and the Canadian crop outlook, aside from flooded areas, is 
generally favourable, the DBS reported. In the third of a series of 
telegraphic reports on countrywide crop conditions, the Bureau said that 
seeling in Saskatchewan, Canada's biggest wheat-grawing province, is 
larger than expected earlier because of dry weather, . 	. Mr, George 
Burt, Canadien  Director of the United Automobile riorkers (CIO-CCL) said 
the union's $25,000,000 international strike fund maybe used to wrest 
"the ultimate guaranteed annual wage plans" from General Motors of 
Canada. The fund was founded in anticipation of a stiff fight by United 
States automobile makers to block the guaranteed annual wage. . 
The House of Canmons agreed today with the Progressive Lonservatives 
that all directors of the publicly-owned CNR should be Canadian citizens, 
but rejected that party's proposal that the President should be chosen 
from edmong the railway's seven-man board of directors. . 	. The 
rapidly changing face of the St. Lawrence waterfront west from Cornwall 
is about to undergo one of the biggest single transformations of the , 
entire $600,000,000 project. Mannix-Raymond, Ltd., Hydro's early prima 
contractor, is expected to start today pumping 650,000 9 000 gallons of 
the river fram what will form the site of the joint Ontario Hydro-New 
York State Power Authority powerhouse. 
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No Lessening In Defence Effort, Says Mr. Campneys  Ottawa, June 16 (CP) 
1Loefence Minister Campney, opening Parliament's annual review of his 
Adepartment's spending estimates of about $1,775,000,000, told the House 
of Commons the Government does not intend to lessen its defence effort 
despite peaceful gestures from behind the Iron Curtain. 

"Defence is costly and will no doubt continue so," Mr. Campney said. 
"The present climate of international affairs appears to be moderating 
but we cannot be sure that the better weather of recent months will 
endure." 
' 	The Leader of the Opposition, Mr. -Drew, said that the Army should 
be reorganized into small, mobile, hard-hitting airborne units which 
could be flown to meet aggression anywhere in Canada. The same should 
apply to the militia, the -non-permanent force. 

At present, Canala has about 8,000 trained paratroopers but no  self
contained airborne units. Overland transport now is the rule. 

The Opposition Leader said the airborne units he proposed would 
include infantry, artillery, service corps, medical corps and armoured 
corps. 

Mr. Drew said such a plan would help solve the army's manpower 
problem, because young men to wham appeals for enlistment are made would 
know that they were part of the most modern army in thé world. 

He said Canada still ne eds  conventional army units. But it needed 
"conventional units used in an unconventional way." 

Now that  West  Germany was to be rearmed, Canada would need fewer 
army units. Canada, therefore, could begin planning for compact, mobile 
units. 

The need for conventional army units was shown by the fact that 
wars had been fought in Korea and Indochina without the use of atomic 
weapons. 

•The threat of destruction in any thermonuclear war offered the 
best assurance such weapons would not be used and likely would deter 
"the most brutal dictator in the Kremlin." 

Mr. Drew said every single unit of the Army should be airborne. 
This was the only way Canada could meet the threat of enemy paratroopers 
dropped from planes in the Canadian north. 

Armed Forces Stren  th 117,999s  Ottawa, June 16 (CP) -- Strength of Canada's 
armed forces  5tod at 117,999 Rt April 30, 'Defence Minister Campney 
announced today. 

Opening a defence debate in the House of Commons, he said the person- 
nel increase d by almost 1,000 since the preparation of figures for a 
44:fence White Paper tabled in the House earlier this month. 

The breakdown by services: Navy, 19,292; Army, 49,187; RCAF, 49 9 520 0  

(over) 
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$321,000,000  Contribution to Radar Mhrning Syste 	Ottawa, June 16 (CP) -- 
Canaarl will contribute about J 

me 
-3-ÎT,000,000 toward construction of the 

joint Canada-United States early warning radar system being built to 
detect the approach of enemy aircraft. 

Mr. Campney told the House of Commons today the amount included 
an estimated expenditure of $170,000„000 on the mid-Canada line along 
the 55th parallel and $151,000,000 on the Pinetree system roughly 
along the international boundary. . 

Senate Finance Committee Report: Ottawa, June 16 (CP) -- The Senate Finance 
Committee today advised all levels  of  Government in Canada to slow down 
on srendîng or face the possibility of "ruinous inflation." 

In a lengthy report the Committee, headed by Senator Thomas Crerar 
said deficit financing already is evident in Canada and inflation is 
still a strong factor in the economy, though controlled for the time 
being. 

It was critical of pressures on Governments to spend more and more 
money. There was a need to educate the public that Governments obtain 
their funds only through taxation  or  borrowing. Mhen Governments had 
to borrow to meet deficits "the danger signals are definitely flying." 

The Cammittee spent six weeks delving into various aspects of the 
Canadian economy with special attention to growth of the civil service 
and national defence. Its findings will be debated in the Senate next 
week. 

The report said that in 1950 revenues of all Governments in Canada 
were roughly $4,300,000,000 and expenditures $4,100,000,000. In 1954 
revenues were almost $5,950,000,000, expenditures e6,370,000,000. 
Estimated revenues for all Governments this year were $6,158 9 000,000 
and expenditures $6,695 2 000„0000 

First Talks On Seaway Tolls:  Montreal, June 17 (Gazette) -- Top Canadian and 
American officials of the St. Lawrence Seaway conferred informally here 
yesterday on what tolls will be levied on ships using the inland waterway. 

The talks, led by Mr. Lionel Chevrier, president of  Canadas  St. 
Lawrence Seaway Authority, and Mr. Lewis G. Castle, Administrator of the 
St. Lawrence Seaway -Development Corporation in the United States, broke 
ground on the subject. 

Follawing the meeting the two men, accompanied by advisers and 
assistants, toured work underway in the Lachine section of the seaway. 

A statement said the meeting was "productive of good results and 
will be of benefit to all concerned." 

The talks marked the first joint meeting of the Canadian and American 
Committees on tolls. The bodies are concerned with assesmnent and 
colliection of tolls and provisions for subsequent modification. 

Across  Canada: A suggestion that Canada launch a research programme on con-
struction of atomic engines for military vehicles and warships was made na 
TtEi.yr in the House of Gommons defence debate. Mr. Frank Enfield (L-Y0,4 
Scarborough) urged the Government to spend more money on research for rdlit' 
purposes. 	. . Plans for the biggest military parade in  Canadas  historY 
were announced by-  Maj.-Gen. John Rackingham at Camp Gagetown, N 0 13 0 	0 . 

Mr. William Cottingham, Quebec's Minister of Mines, yesterday prophesied a 
50 per cent increase in the value of Quebec mine production in five yearsa 
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House of Commons Defence  -1.-tbate:  Ottawa, June 17 (CP) -- The Government feels 
the likelihood of wartIne enemy landings in Canada has decreased with the 
growth in power of nuclear weapons, Defence Minister Campney said today. 

He said in the House of Commons that the army's three airborne bat-
talions in Canada are regarded as adequate to meet that kind of attack if 
it should came. 

Mr. Campney, speaking in the second day of the defence debate, also 
rejected as too costly a Progressive Conservative proposal that the entire 
army be made airborne and reorganized into small, mobile units. 

. And -- tinder questioning by Mr. Drew -- he revised his statement last 
night that  Canadas  1st -Division is "a division under NATO primarily for 
the defence of Europe." 

Mr. Drew said the Minister seemed to be voicing a new policy. Pre-
viously»  the Government had said  Canadas  commitment to NATO land forces 
wus a single brigade. If the 1st -Division's three brigades were committed 
to NATO "then we have assumed obligations of which no member of the House 
wus aware." 

Mr. Campney replied that the Army NATO commitment is only one brigade. 
The full division had been formed in 1953 in accordance with NATO 

commitments with two of the three brigades remaining in Canada to provide 
trained units to replace the third brigade in West  Germany after its two-
year tour of duty. Thus the division had to be kept separate. 

Mr. Campney said the Conservative proposal for an entirely airborne 
army sounds inducing. But the Government and its military advisers feel, 
he said "that having regard to the long distances we are from our poten- 
tial enemy and the fact that any men landed here would be far from any 

bases, the likelihoo d of  physical invasion by persons in any number has 
probably decreased, whereas the power of the bomb.. . . has increased." 

nIt is felt, n  he added, ". . that the three battalions which com-

prise the mobile striking force should be regarded as adequate for that 
type of warfare should it ariseo n  

To move an entire 20,000-anan division by air at one time would take 
$350,000,000 worth of transport planes carrying 120 men each. The cost 
still would be considerable if it were reckoned on the basis of the several 
return journeys for the move. 

Mr. Drew replied that his party's  proposais  for a reorganized, air 
borne  army are not based in terms of the present systems of divisions. 

Five-ean  Economic Commission: Ottawa, June 17 (CP) ==  Frime  Minister St. 
Laurent —today announced appointment of the five-man commission to study 
Canada's economic future, naming  Walter  L. Gordon, Toronto accountant 
and management consultant, as chairman. 

In a brief statement to the House of Commons, Mr. St. Laurent said 
these others will be members: Albert E. Grauer, Vancouver; Andrew Stewart, 
Edmonton; Omer Lussier, Quebec City; Raymond Gushue, St. John's, Nfld. 

Mr, Douglas Lepan, Canadian minister-counsellor at Washington and 
one of Canada's best known poets, will be comrission secretary and research 
director. 

Mr. St. Laurent said the commission wIll study population growth, 
trends in productivity, and living standards and the supply  of  materials 

in the future. 	. . 

(g( 

(over) 
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San Francisco Delegations  (Press Release No. 43, June 17) -- The L'epartmer 
of External Affairs announced June 17 that the Secretary of State for 
External Affairs, Mr. Pearson, has left Ottawa to attend the special 
meeting of the United Nations which will be held in San Francisco through. 
out the week ending June 26, to commemorate the Tenth Anniversary of the 
signing of the United Nations Charter. 

The other members of the Canadian Delegation are Mr. JJavid Johnson, 
Permanent Representative to the United Nations in New York, Mr. Christophe  
C. Eberts, Consul General of Canada in San Francisco, and Mr. J.E. 
Thibault of the Permanent Delegation in New York. 

Federal-Provincial Conference:  Ottawa, June 17 (CP) -- Ontario may have the 
biggest delegation at the Monday federal-provincial conference on unemploy 
ment relief -- a 12-rnan crew headed by Premier Lef7,lie Frost. 

All provinces except Newfoundland and Prince Edward Island now have 
decided  who  will represent them at the meeting to negotiete'federal con-
tributions towards relief costs. So far only two Premiers -- Mr. Frost 
and Mr. W.A.C. Bennett of British Columbia -- have reported they will 
attend. 

Canadas  Ballet  Troupe  Hailed  In U.S.  Senate3  Mhshington, June 17 (CP) -- The 
United States Senate interrupted its proceedings today to welcome -what 
one of its members termed "an unusual invasion from the north" -- 24 
shapely Canadian ballerinas seated in the public galleries. 

Senator Alexander Wiley rose during a weighty debate on the Austrian 
peace treaty to call attention to the presence of the members of the 
National Ballet of Canada and asked his fellow Senators to join in a 
welcome. 

The 20 or so members of the Senate floor broke into applause an 
Senator Wiley spoke of the ballerinas as "a group - of beautiful ard dis-
tinguished dancers from the friendly neighbour across the border." 

Senator Wiley, who earlier had met the dancers on the Capitol steps 
and escorted them to the Senate galleries, said the Senate welcomed the 
presence of "these delightful young people whom we have taken to our 
hearts." 

The senatorial response was typical of the reception the compary, 
drawn from across Canada and led by Director Celia Franca; of loronto, 
has received during a 10-night run opening the summer season in Viashingtcn' 
outdoor Carter Barron Amphitheatre. 

Across Canada: Lord Rowallan, Chief Scout of the British Commonwealth and 
Empire, and a distinguished soldier, will open the Canadian National Ex- 
hibition this year. . 	. Latest demands for an independent board to 
regulate Canadian radio and television broadcasting have been rejected 
by the House of Commons broadcasting committee, with its Liberal majority 
out-voting Opposition members, .C.P. reported. 	o . The Canadian Medical 
Association said at Toronto it is "full of admiration" at the way Can-
adian public health officials have handled the limited supply of the Salk  
anti-polio vaccine. . 	. Mr. 0 0 B 0 Falls Jr., General Electric Company 
atomic power expert, said at Murray Bay, Friday, Canada by 1975 should 
have an "atomic business of approximately e1 9 500 9 000,000. 	. Seven- 
teen medical experts were honoured in ceremonies as the Canadian Medical 
Association began its 88th annual meeting at Toronto. Three British /d 
three Canadian doctors assembled on the campus outside Hart House to e, 
accept hotourary doctorates of letters from the University of Toronto. 
At the same time 11 Canadian doctors were named senior members of the CMA0 

. . . Mr. Wendell B. Farris, 68 9  Chief Justice of the Supreeee Court of 
British Columbia for 13 years, died in hospital at Vancouver, :une 17. 
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Canada-U.S.  Atom Information  Agreements: Ottawa, June 20 (CP) -- Atomic power 
stations may generate the electricity required to operate the Àeir (kstant 
Early Warning) radar Chain to be built in the Canadian Arctic by the 
United States. 

Construction of atomic  power plants for this purpose will be possible 
under two Canada-U.S 0  agreements tabled today in the House of Gommons. 
The agreements provide for a wider exchange of information between the tmo 
countries on defence against atomic attack and for development of atomic 
energy for peaceful purposes, especially in the field of pawer . plants. 

Under the agreements, signed in Washington June 15, the United States 
also will provide Canada with enriched uranium and heavy water for use in 
the current power reactor programme in this country. . 

The agreement dealing with the exchange of information of a peace-
ful nature says: 

"...Information pertaining to military nuclear  power plants in 
furtherance of the joint Canada-United States defence effort in the 
development of an early warning radar network may be exchanged." 

A Government official said the provision is contained in the agree-
ment in case the U.S. decides to produce electricity for the $25 9 000,000 
1Eff line with atomic power stations. 

"The cost of transporting eonventional types of fuel into the area 
will be high" »  the official said. 	The agreement provides for U.S. con- 
struction of atomic power plants »  if such a decision is made by the U.S. 
The section also means that information on the construction of such 
plants mill b e made available to Canada". 

The U.S. now provides Canada with natural uranium metal and heavy 
water for use in experimental reactors at the Chalk River project, operated 
by  Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd., a Crown company. 

Under the agreements, the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission also  will  
supply these products for the power  reactor programme. Canada will con-
tinue to furnish the United States with Plutonium, energy source of atam 
bombs, which is produced as a by-product in experimental reactors at Chalk 
River. 

Mid-May Employment Sets Recordg  Ottawa, June 20 (CP) -- The federal Government 
reported today mid-May enployment hit a Canadian record for the month. 

Unemployment fell sharply frau Âpril and was under the estimated 
figure for May 1954. It mus the first time in two years in which monthly 
unemployment estimates were below those of the corresponding month of a 
year earlier. 

"It was clear that the continued upswing in business activity naw 
was having a marked effect on employment generally," the Government said 
In a statement accompanying its monthly employment review. 

With the spring setup in ânployment going faster than usual, the 
Bureau of Statistics reported an estimated 5,324,000 persons had jobs 
at mid-May, up 201 9 000 fram a month earlier for a Canadian record. 

(over) 



• To Survey Vast Land  and  Se  a Areas:  Ottawa, June 20 (CP) -- The federal Govem 
ment will send out 73 survey parties to measure, map and sound vast land 
area and sea areas of the country this summer. 

The Mines Department today released a list of projects of its survey 
and mapping branch, 20 of which are in the Yukon, Northwest Territories 
and Arctic Islands. 

The projects, which include geodetic, topographical, legal and 
hydrographie surveys, will prairide summer employment for more than 500 
university students. 

Radar will be used in a survey over  the Ungava Peninsula to determim 
the heights of critical points for the Department's air navigation charts° 

There will be two topographical surveys by helicopter of areas 
totalling 60,000 miles, one in new Quebec-Labrador and the other along 
the Lawer Mackenzie River in the Northwest Territories. 

Maj.-Gen° LaFleche Returning Fram Argentina:  Ottawa, June 20 (CP) -- Maj.- 
Gen. L.R. LaFleche, Canadian Ambassador to Argentina, is en route home 
and likely will report to the External Affairs Department on the 
Argentine revolt in which a Canadian correspondent was temporarily im-
prisoned. 

Gen. LaFf'eche, whose retirement mas announced recently, is aboard 
the S.S. Del Mar which is sailing for New Orleans. His plans on docking 
there were not known here but he is expected to cane to Ottawa. 

He reported yesterday in a wireless message from the ;1 Mar that 
Mr. l'ouglas Blanchard, whom he described as a correspondent for the 
Toronto Star »  was arrested while taking pictures of the uprising in 
Buenos Aires last week. 

The Ambassador managed to get him released about midnight Friday 
after a day and a half in jail. 

Dr. Routley Heads U.K. Medical Group:  Toronto, June 20'(CP) -- A Canadian 
was ceremonially instnlled tonight as president of the century old 
British Medical Association. 

More than 1,000 delegates to the joint British and Canadian Medical 
Association convention witnessed the traditional ceremony of investiture 
honouring Dr. T. Clarence Routley, of Toronto. 

On Wednesday Dr 0  i(outley will be installed as president of the CUA 
and so will become the first Canadian medical administrator to hold the 
dual presidencies. 

Across  Canada it  In a two and one half hour continuation of his speech, com-
menced a week ago, Mr. Drew, in the House of Canmons yesterday continued 
his fight against a bill tc extend indefinitely the Defence Production 
Act, and the broad powers granted Mr. Howe, C.P. reported from Ottawa. . 
A triple line of lightning storms, from west to east, ranging between 
Chapleau and Sudbury started 17 new forest fires Monday in the Sudbury 
forest district, the Globe and Mail reported. Nearly 1,000 men were 
being moved in to fight the new outbreaks, with 10 aircraft and two 
helicopters. . 	. The Chief Election Officer, Mr. Lewis, has reported 
that the Liberals won a plurality of the active service votes in the 
Ontario election. The Liberals received 2,231 votes or 48 per cent; 
Progressive Conservatives 2,150 or 46 per cent; CCF 257 or 5 per cent
others 43 or 1 per cent. No riding results are affected. 
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Ottawa 7Vill Pay Half Welfare Relief Costs: Ottawa, June 21 (CP) -- The federal 
Government tosay acce•e to provincial demands and boosted its proposed 
scale of unemployment relief aid to one-half the total cost under a re-
duced floor. 

There were indications most provinces mould accept this final offer, 
though there still were some complaints that it was too law 

Under the upwardly-revised contributions formula, announced by Mr. 
St. Laurent, the federal Government would pay one-half the cost of providing 
relief for persons in excess of .45 per cent of the provincial population. 

This followed overnight revision of the central Government's previous 
offer to pay for persons in excess of .50 per cent of the population with 
federal contributions increasing from 30 to 50 per cent as unemployment 
intensified. 

Federal officials estimated the final offer, if accepted by all 
provinces, -would cost the central treasury roughly $10,000,000 a year on 
the basis of last winter's unemployment fie,ures. The cost would be 
higher if provinces increased their present welfare outlays, Officials 
believed Ontario might do so. 

Mr. St. Laurent, in a House of Commons announcement following the 
Wind-up of a 1;1- 1ay federal-provincial conference, said the agreements 
based on the federal offer may be discussed at another ministerial meeting 
"if a subsequent meeting is necessary." 

"But I think it is the desire of those who were at the conference to 
try to have agreements worked out and signed before the October meeting 
(of federal and provincial premiers) as an indication that we can come to 
terms when we set about trying to do the right kind of job for. the 
Canadian people." 

The federal-provincial conference, at the insistence of Premier Frost 
of Ontario, also agreed that consideration be given to public investment 
and other measures to keep enployment high. 

This subject is to be taken up at the October 3 conference of premiers, 
following àtudy by an advisory body of federal-provincial finance deputies 
here early next month. 

The relief proposal, embodying a • number of qualifications, was taken 
"back by delegates to provincial Governments for decision on signing of 
pacts. 

The federal Government is ready to make the deals effective July 1. 

Bill To Increase Judges Salaries:  Ottrww, June 21 (CP) -- A Government bill to 
increase salaries of federally-paid judges by a flat $2,500 annually ran 
into CCF and Social Credit opposition in the House of Commons today while 
being welcomed by the Progressive Conservatives. 

Mr. Stanley Knowles (CCF-Winnipeg North - Centre) demanded an inves- 
tigation into Judges' salaries and pensions, the amount of work they do, 
their extra-curricular activities on commissions and boards and their 
appointments and retirement ages. 

• 	He said judges' salaries compared favourably with those paid for  com- 
parable  jobs in private life. 

Mr. George McLeod (SC-Okanagan-Revelstoke) said his party opposes 
any increases at the present time because judges salaries compare favour- 

ably with those paid other persons with equal qualifications in the public 
service. 

(over) 



/bte To Retain Present Nomination -Day Provision:  Ottawa, June 21 (CP) -- 
Commoners unanimously re-affirmed tonight that nomination day shall be 
14 days before polling day for federal elections. 

The decision went aFainst a recommendation of the House of Commons' 
Committee on Elections and Privileges which recommended that the in-
terval be widened to 21 days. 

The recammendation wns incorporated in a series of changes to the 
Canada Elections Act studied clause by clause tonight. 

On a free vote called by the Government, an amendment restoring the 
14-day period wns adopted without opposition. 

Bettors To Pay for Pari-Mutuel Tracks Supervision:  Ottawa, June 21 (CP) -- 
The Government introduced legislation in the House of Cam-Ions today to 
make race track bettors, r ather than race associations, bear the cost 
of supervisory Oninistration at all pari-mutuel trabks under federal 
control. 

The bill, an amendment to the Criminal Code, provides that one-half 
of one per cent of each race wager will go toward the cost of paying for 
supervisors at federally-supervised tracks in Prince Edward Island, 
Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Columbia. 

Canada's Foreign Aid Programme:  Washington, June 21 (CP) -- The Canadian 
Embassy has set Senator Üilliam Langer (Rep. N.D.) straight on Canada's 
post-war foreign aid programme. 

A letter appearing in today's Congressional Record from Embassy 
Counsellor R.A. Farquharson took issue with the Senator for a Senate 
speech in which he claimed Canada has extended no free aid to Britain 
and has obtained "security at 100 cents on the dollar" for every dollar 
lent to the U.K. 

Noting that Canadian post-war'financial assistance abroad totalled 
more than $4,000,000 9 000, Mr. Farquharson wrote the Senator: 

"Inasmuch as Canadas nqtional income is only about one-fifteenth 
of that of the United States, r think you will agree that Canada's 
contribution to our friends and allies nbroad has been fairly generous." 

Senator Langer, who made his charge in a June 2 Senate speech, 
placed the letter and an accompanying itemized table in the  Congressional 
Record yesterday without comment. 

Across Canada:  Ontario Hydro Commission yesterday awarded a $21,900,000 
contract for construction of the Ontario section of the proposed St. 
Lawrence Seaway powerhouse near Cornwall to the Iroquois Constructors 
Ltd., a group of Canadian companies. Announcing the decision, Hydro 
Chairman Richard L. Hearn said work will start in a week's time when 
draining of the riverbed, in a section now isolated by cofferdams, is 
complete. . . 	Wildcat strike action by a small group of vital workers 
kept production lines at the Chrysler of Canada plant quiet at  Windsor  
yesterday for the second straight lay, as they ignored pleas fram the 
company and their union to return to work. Less than 500 skilled trades 
maintenance men, without whose services the lines cannot operate, have 
cut off all production and forced the company to send home more than 
6,500 workers. 	. . Ten more fires were_ started by lightning in Northern 
Ontario but five were put out by fire fighters working under the 
direction of the Ontario Department of Lands and Forests. The total . 
burning stood at 74. . . . The 4,000-member Ontario Medical Association 
yesterday held its 75th annual meetinr at l'oronto and installed as 
president pr. M.O. Klotz of Ottawa. 
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Salary Increases For Judges Approved:  Ottawa, June 22 (CP) -- A Liberal back-
bencher today qdded his voice to CCF and Social Credit Criticiem of a 
government proposal to give federally-appointed judges a $2,500 annual 
pay increase. 

Except for raises to county court judges, said Mr. J.L. MacDougall, 
(L-Vancouver Burrard), an increase is not needed to attract suitable 
candidates • o the Bench. 

He said he knows several dozen lawyers who would give their right 
arms to be  nad  to a provincial Supreme  Court or Appeal Court. 

Justice  Minister  Carson  replied he would not even consider one-half 
of one per cent of the kind of lawyers Mr. MacDougall referred to. 

Judges hnve to deal with competent, adroit lawyers, Mr. Garson said. 
If Canada had a weak judiciary and a strong, able force of lawyers, it 
could result in bad administration of justice. 

The Government could not justify payinF juges'  salaries equal to 
the substantial incomes available to many lawyers. But it had to narrow 
the gap to obtain good jurists for the bench. 	 - 

The Government's pay increase bill was given second reading -- 
approval in principle -- and received clause-by-clause approval. Its 
opponents did not force a vote and it now needs only the formal final 
reading to be passed. 

The House of Commons passed another bill under which federal super-' 
vision of horse races where pari-mutuel betting is carried on will be 
financed by a.A.evy of one-half of one per cent of total wugers. At 
present, race tracks are charged an average of $27 a day for each super-
vising RŒP constable. 

Also in Parliament yesterday: 	 ' 
Prime Minister St. Laurent said the Government is delaying a de-

cision on flood aid to Manitoba and Saskatchewan until it gets more 
infornation. 

Transport Minister  Marier  said there is no bnsis for truckers' fears 
that they wIll be destroyed by railway agreed charge freight rates. 

Senator T.A. Crerar suggested a continuing inquiry n into growth of 
the federal Civil Service. 

Newfoundlanders First Class Citizens:  Ottawa, June 22 (CP) -- There is no 
prospect of Newfoundlanders being second-class Canadian citizens, Prime 
Minister St. Laurent said today. 

He was commenting in the House of Commons on a statement Monday by 
Premier Smallwood, who said at St. Andrews, N.B., that Newfoundlanders 
haa not joined Confederation to become second-class citizens. 

"Rather thnn that, we'll show the other Maritime provinces how to 
get 'out of Confederation," Mr. Smallwood said. 

The Prime Minister said:  • 
"There is no intention or prospect that citizens of Newfoundland 

will not be as the citizens of the rest of Canada -- first-class citizens." 

(over) 



Parliamentary Restaurant To Remain Dry: Ottawa, June 22 (CP) -- A proposai  to 
sell beer and wine with meals in the parliamentary restaurant ran into 
opposition today and wns dropped. 

House of. Gons Speaker. René Beaudoin made the announcement abou4 
20 hours after disclosing that  the  idea had been suggested June 15 by 
the Cammons-Senate Committee on operation of the restaurant. 

Mr. Beaudoin said publicity received by his announcement yesterday 
"provoked sufficient discussion to make it clear that there is not a wide 
enough general agreement in favour of the proposal to warrant its being 
put into effect." 

"Same people were in favour," Mr. Beaudoin said. "Others said they , 

were not opposed but did not desire to see the proposal put into effect. 
Others were not in favour. »  

Canadian Library Association Officers: Saskatoon, June 22 (CP) -- Mr. Williard 
E. Ireland of;Victoria, provincial librarian for British Columbia, today 
was elected President of the Canadian Li.brary Association. A past 
president of the British Columbia Library Association, he has served o 
a number of CLA committees. He is editor of the British Columbia 
Historical Quarterly. 	 - 

Other officers elected by acclamation were: Mary ÀJonaldson, pro- 
vincial librarian, Regina,presidentelect; Louise Lefebvre, Pulp and 
Paper Research Institute of Canala, Montreal,  second  vice-president; 
Roberti'. Blackburn" University of Toronto librarian, treasurer. 

Asks "New  'Magna  Carta" In Fiscal Field: North Bay, June 22 (Globe & Mail) -- 
A plea for "a new Magna Carta in the fiscal field" was made here today 
by Mayor Phillips of Toronto, speaking at the opening session of the 
conference of Ontario Mayors and Reeves. 

, Mayor Phillips suggested a Dominion-municipal-provincial conference 
, 	to arrive at a more suitable system of taxation. He said property owners 

should be relieved of some of the burden. 

Journalists From France: (Press Release No ,  44, June 22) -- The -Department 
of External Affairs announced June 22 the arrival from France of 32 
representatives from member newspapers of La Confédération de la Presse 
Française to hold their annual meeting for the first tilde in this 
country. The membership in the Confederation is made up of 43 provin- 
cial and weekly pnpers published in North Africa as well as in con-
tinental France. They speni Wednesday in Ottawa and were received by 
the PrilmeMinister. 

Across  Canadp:  An Ontario Government conciliator will intervene next week in 
the General Motors union negotiations which involve the first determined ,  
effort in Canada to win the guaranteed annual wage, the Globe and Mail 
reports. . . . Lending Canadian nurses-  yesterday witnessed lifelike 
demonstrations of the nfter-effects of an atomic explosion at Civil 
Defence College in Arnprior. The demonstration, staged by'members of 
the Civil Defence Health Services and 30 "casualties," was designed to 
show the nurses what they could expect under actual diSaster conditions. 
The RCAF next month will deliberately crash a CF-100 jet fighter into a 
barrier at Uplands airfield, Ottawa. The object, the air force said 
'yesterday, is to test runwn.ybar ,- -1_ers, an  accident  prevention device. 
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Diplomatic Service Transfers: -  (Press Releasé No. 45, June 23) -- The Acting 
'Secretary of State for External Affairà on;June 23 announced the following 
transfers within the • Canadian kplanatic Serviceï 

Mr. R.M. Macdonnell, Assistant Under-Secretary'Of State for External 
Affairs, will become Deputy Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs, 
effective August 1. 	 . 

Mr. ZW. Johnson, the Canadian PerManerÀ RAapreséntative to the United 
Nations will succeed Brigadier Sherwood Lett as-Canadian Commissioner on 
the International Supervisory Canmission for Vietnam. Mr. Jot:A:eon is ex-

- pected to take up his new duties in August. The , appointnent of -k". R.A. 
MacKay to succeed Mr. Johnson in New York was announced on June 1.  M. 
Lett is expected to return to Canada to resume his private law practice 
about the middle of July. 	 • 

Mr. Arnold C. Smith, Special Assistant to the Secretary Of "State for 
External Affairs, will succeed Mr. Rudolph Duepr as Canadian Commissioner 
on the International Supervisory Canmission for Cambodia, effective August 
1 0  Mr. DUder has recently returned to Canada and will succeed Mr. Alfred 
Rive as Foreign Service Member of the Directing Staff of the National 
4fence College in September. An announcement concerning Mr. Rivees next 
assignment will be made shortly. 

Senate Committee Report On Illegal Drug Traffice  Ottawa, June 23 (CP) -- Pro-
vincial action to set up addi--.6i---c-entres and stiffer penalties to 
curb narcotics peddlers is urged by a Senate Committee which made a two-
month study of Canadas  illegal drug traffic. 

The Committee also said it cannot understand why there is not more 
vigorous enforcement of the Criminal Code by city police in Vancouver, which 
it esttmated has 1,100 to 1,1500 a ddi cts out of the Canadian total of 3,200. 

In its report tabled today in the Senate, the Canmittee said it "could 
•pot help but be disturbed by this large concentration of drug addicts and 
the apparent freedom with which they are able to congregate in the heart of 
the city of Vancouver." 

While stressing treatment of addicts and action against persons engaged 
in narcotics trafficking, the Committee suggested nawhere in its report that 
addiction should be made a crime. 

It said establishment of treatment centres is long overdue a  particularly 
in British Columbia. But it was a provincial responsibility. Any province 
coulu legislate for canmittal of addicts to such centres on a compulsory or 
voluntary basis, as is done now with mental patients. 

The Committee felt such legislation should include provision for cam-
pulsory treatment, legal supervision and control over the addic t-patient 
during treatment and the right of control follawing treatment to prevent a 
return to the drug habit. 

Evidence had indicated treatment methods should involve a "humane sup-
ported withdrawal (of drugs from addicts), medical treatment, post-discharge 

/ 	control including long-term probation, coupled wdth the right of immediate 
\- 	return to the institution in the event of relapse." 

The Committee, headed by Liberal Senator Thomas Reid of New Westminster, 
BC.,  held hearings In Ottawa, Vancouver, Montreal and Toronto» The Vancouver 
hearings included two closed sessions with about 170 addicts. In contrast 
to the Vancouver situation, the Committee found there are only 200 criminal 
addl its iriltantreal and fewer than 400 in Toronto. 

lè.to  .1 
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It recommended penalties up to possibly life imprisonment for illegal 
drug traffickers. 

Report on Radiation:  Ottawa, June 24, (CP) -- The increase in radiation in- e 
tensities over the entire globe as a result of nuclear bomb tests is far 
below the level that mould endanger human life, the Health Department said 
in a return tabled in the House of Cammons; The :return for Mr. Jer. Nose-
worthy (CCF-York South) said the increase would bring the amount of radia-
tion in the air to the point where a person in à lifetime:might receive abcut 
the same amount of radiation he would get in taking a single chest X-raye  

Scientists considered that 450 roentgens of radiation would cause death 
in 50 per cent of exposed human beings if the radiation occurred in less 
than 24 hours. If it occurr0 over a month it would kill no one and pro-
duce only mild symptoms in a few persons. 

Ottawa, Hull Federal Area  Debated:  Ottawa, June 23 (CP) -- Ottawa, and perhaps 
_neighbouring Hull„ ,que., as well, should be made into a federal aistrict 
like 3h.shington, two Liberal Senators suggested today. 

. The proposal of Senators Norman Lambert of Ottawa and Thames Reid of 
. 	New Westminster provoked a sharp debate in the Senate. It brought outright 

disagreement fram Senator John T. Haig, Progressive Conservative leader, 
who said it would triple the cost of municipal services. 

Senator Lambert likened the present situation -- without reflection 
•on Ottawa's civic administration -- to "the tail of a very large dog trying 
to influence the locomotion of that animal." 

Senator Reid said the time now is ripe for Ottawa City to be taken 
over by the Government and made a federal district. Prime Minister St. 
Laurent should confer with Premier Frost of Ontario and Premier DUplessis 
of Quebec on the idea of making a federal district out of the Ottawa and 
Hull areas. 

Urges 12-Mile  Territoriallater Limits  Ottawa, June 23 (CP) 7.-The long-standing 
Maritime feud between inshore fishermen and deep-sea trawlers was brought in-
to the House of Commons floor today. 

Mr. George Nawlan (PC-Digby-Annspeolis-Kings) demanded more protection for 
inshore fishermen against depredations of the big trawlers which were caming 
too close to shore and destroying nets and lobster pots. 

Mr. Nawlan, whose Nova Scotia constituency borders the Bay of Fundy, 
said there are reports that inshore fishermen are talking of using rifles 
to protect their fishing grounds. 

He urged ilmnediate action to set Canadas territorial water limits 12 
miles offshore, instead of the present three miles, to keep United States 
trawlers away. . 

Across Canada: A German immigrant, the hero of a mountain rescue in British 
Columbia, has been awar ded the ilth silver medal for bravery given by the 
Royal Canadian Humane Association since its inception_61 years ago. The 

• silver medal goes to U.L.F. Bitterlich of Beaver Creek Road, Alberni, B.C., 
for his rescue . of an injured mountain climber last November. . 	. Mayor 
Charlotte Whitton of Ottawa, won't quit as.mayor, after,all. She said so 
in a prepared statement today, sent to the Board of Control. • • 	-Ontario's , 
population will pass the 6,000,000 mark- by 1960, Premier Frost predicted at 
Barrie. In the 1951 census it was 4,597,542. Everywhere there was evidence 
of fantastic development, he said. 

-Note: -- This là the last issue of the Daily Airmail Bulletin, -which will be 
replaced starting Monday, June 27, with a special airmail edition of ThL"' 
Ottawa Journal. See Circular Document No. 13 33755 of June 20, 1955. 
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